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FOREWORD
Mawlana Muhammad Salim Qasmi
Teacher of Hadith, Dar ul Uloom, Deoband
It is a historical fact that the science of Hadith was not recorded during the times of the
Prophet ~JA#~~. In contrast the Holy Quran was meticulously recorded and written
down in pursuance of the Prophet ~J A#~ jJ instructions. There is no other reason for

that except that the Quran is revealed by Allah both as for as its words and meanings are
concerned. It is not in human power to offer a substitute or synonyms for its words.
Allah has said:
..

t---~,
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\~,
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The faithful spirit (jibril) has brought it down, upon your heart (0 Prophet) that you
may be one of the warners (Ash-Shu'ara, 26:193-194)
Also:
"

"

,.J

~~

!':

"' "

....u
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Surely upon Us rests the collecting there of, and the reciting thereof. And surely
upon us then rests the explaining thereof (al~Qiyamalr, 75: 17-19)
As for Hadith, it is the speech of the Prophet ~JA#..\1~ though in terms of meaning it too is
revealed by Allah. This is clear from the categorical statement of Quran:
(r .r :l)r

'I

/."

'

"'

"'I

/.

"'

~~)~~ e.fj ':/1J.' ~1 0 L5.,.l Iif J b!:! lAj

Nor does he say (aught) of (his own) desire. It is no less then inspiration sent down
to him t (al Najm, 53:3-4)
Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Amr ~4.111~.) said, "Whatever I heard from the lips of the Prophet ~
~J~~. I wrote down. The writing down was only to read but some of the Quraysh .stopped
me from doing it saying, The Messenger of Allah is a human being and speaks while he is
pleased and also while angry. All that would come to be regarded as religion, tomorrow,
hence, it is not proper to write down all he says. So, I ceased to write down and told the
Prophet ~J~.i!l'~ about it. The Prophet ~J~~'jJ pointed out to his mouth and said, 'By
Him who holds my life, nothing comes out of this mouth against Truth no matter what the
circumstances."
Besides no other people could even claim to match the intelligence and mental capabilities
of the arabs. They had developed extra ordinary memory eloquence and intelligence and
they were known for generations together to retain in memory what they had heard exactly
as they had heard it. Accordingly, it is not proper to imagine their memory retention ability
to be like our ability to retain in memory.
Therefore, it had come naturally to the first generation to investigate and search to the
extreme degree the sayings and doir JS to the Prophet ~J.y&.,l:,~ and they did it all of them.
In the times of the Sahabah (companions) and Tabi'ee (epigones), the position of the
1

English translation Abdullah Yusuf Ali but elsewhere La/ Muhammad Chawla.
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narrators of AHadith was best known to the people of their cities and other people did not
have the means to know that much. The narrators were from different lands, the Hijaz,
Syria. 1
However, in the eyes of the Muhadditlleen 2 (scholars of Hadith), the Hijazi source enjoys
greater importance and reliabilities than the other sources. Indeed Imam Maalik .,J,I.u-; in his
compilation of the AHaditll on the regulations of Shari'alz regarded the Hijazi source as the
most important. His collection is well-known as Muwatta Imam Maalik.
We next have the chief of the Muhadditheen, Muhammad ibn Isma'il Bukhari 4-LI .u-;, His
conditions, were very strict and he selected from the authorities (isnad sanad) of the Hijaz,
Iraq and Syria to give a greater field to the science of Hadith. He classified the narr~tions in
his fam'e into different headings which included Prophet's ~J~,&,~ biography history
ethics, belief, worship, mutual dealings, retribution, interpreting dreams, Tafseer (exegesis),
qira'at (Quran recital), etc. He created a proper chapter for each heading in his Jam'e so that
this book is regarded as the most authoritative book after the book of Allah.
Imam Muslim .,J,I.u-J followed in the footsteps of Imam Bukhari .,J,I.u-;. However, he did away
with repetition of Hadith and collection together the different isnad or sources of the
AHaditlz. This arrangement found universal approval so that some quarters preferred
Muslim to Bukhari. The fact, however, is that Bukhari is superior to Muslim because of
greater reliability of his selection of chains of narrators (sources, authorities) and division
into headings and comprehensiveness.
The third stage had front rank distinguished scholars of Hadith like Abu Dawood Sajistani .u-;
.till, Abu Isa Tirmidhi .,J,I .u-) and Abdur Rahman Nasa'i. However these people have not
matched Bukhari and Muslim in examining the sources (or chains of narrators) in as great a
detail. In spite of that none of them has given place to any forsaken or rejected Hadith.
These are the six books; Bukhari Muslim. Tirmidhi, Abu Dawood, Muwiilta Imam Maalik and
Nasa'i. They are regarded as the basic and original books on the science of Hadith and the
scholars call them the Sihalt sittalt (the six correct ones).
In 737 AH, the author of Mishkat, Allamall wali uddin Abu Abdullah Muhammad ibn Abdullah
al Khateeb al-Tabrayzee, collected the AHadith in Sihah Sittah and other well-known books of
AHaditlt with had a strong isnad (chain of transmittors) and a reliable text. This indeed is a
great boon for the Muslim Ummah. The fact that the Mishkat al Masabeeh continues to enjoy
recognition to this day speaks volumes for the sincere intention of the author. For a long
time, the Mishkat and Mashriq al Anwar were the base round which the science of Haditlt
revolved in India. It was when Mawlana Shah Waliullall Dehlavi otill .u-) concentrated on
teaching the science of Haditlz and introduced the other books of Hadith to the scholars that
the Mishkat stepped down to second position after the Sihah sittah but even then it was
never overlooked as an important educational tool. Today, while the Sihah sittah and
innumerable other books of Hadith are in wide circulation in our country, the usefulness of
Mishkat cannot be denied. It is this general usefulness that motivated the Islamic Scholars of
every age to work on different aspects of this book. Among such works are. Mulla Ali Qari's
Mirqat al Mafateelz Sllarah Mishkat al Masabeeh, Shaykh Abdul Haq's (Dahlavi) Slzarah Mishkat
1

These nomenclatures refer to boundaries at that time Iraq, Egypt but that did not preclude
anyone from placing them among the persons of distinction.
2
Plural of Muhaddith
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(Persian) and Lama'aat Sharah Mishkat (Arabic), Allamah Hu·sayn ibn Muhammad ibn Abdullah
al-Taybi's Taybi Sharah Mishkat and Nawab Qutubuddin Khan's (Dehlavi) Mazahir Haq Sharah
Mishkat (Urdu). The last is a summary of Shaykh Abdul Haq Sharah Mishkat, and it caters to
the Urdu knowing people since then The style of language plays a great part in the
usefulness or otherwise of a work. In this age when people are less interested in religion
and knowledge of religion, the Islamic Scholars seize every opportunity to help religion
and propagate it.
Accordingly, it is very pleasing that the young Mawlana, Abdullah ]awaid Gl1azipuri, a
graduate of Deoband has presented Mazahir Haq in a very clear and lucid Urdu. May Allah
bless his effort and accept his service in this regard.
Muhammad Saalim
Teacher Dar ul Uloom
Administrator: Idarah taj al
Ma'arif, Deoband
Thursday
8th Rabi ul AlVlVal1380 AH
1st September 1960
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Mishkat is indeed an extremely beneficial book of Hadith. It includes AHadith on every subject.
It was translate by my respected teacher Haji Muhammad Ishaq, the grandson of Shaykh Abdul
Aziz ~~ ~; but the scribes made many mistakes in writing it down. And, he expressed a
desire that a commentary should be added to it. Therefore, I undertook to write down the
translation afresh and the explanatory notes on the pattern of mirqat of Mulla Ali Qari and
translation of Shaykh Abdul Haq and marginal notes of Jamaluddin 4.ill~U-J and others. The
Mawlana also added some explanatory notes. The book is named Mazahir Haq.
0 Allah! Accept it. And cause us to benefit from it in the two worlds.
As for the chain of transmission of this book, I Muhammad Qutub~ddin ibn Muhyuddin, the
weakest of men, have it from Mawlvi Muhammad Ishaq 41-u-; who read it from Shaykh Abdul
Aziz 41 ~;, who had the permission of Shah Waliullah Dahalvi 41 .u-; who received its
permission from Shaykh Abu Tahir Madani (41~; and he was given the permission of Shaykh
Ibrahim Kurdi .dll .u-;, who had the permission of Shaykh Ahmad Qashashi 41 ~;who from
Shaykh Ahmad ibn Abdul Quddos Shanadi 41 .u-; who from Sayyid Ghaznafar ibn Sayyid fa 'far
Nahanvani 41-u-; who received permission from Shaykh Muhammad Sa'eed known as Meer
Kallan 41~; who was the Shaykh of Makkah. He was given permission by Sayyid Naseemuddin .
Meerak Shah .dll ~) who had the permission of his father Sayyid Jamaluddin Ata ullah ibn
Sayyid Ghaysuddin Fadlullah ibn Sayyid Abdur Rahman. He was given pPrmission by his
paternal uncle Sayyid Asseluddin Abdullah ibn Abdur Rahman ibn Abdul Latif ibn Jalaluddin
Yahya Sheerazi al Hasni who had the permission of the authority and Muhaddith (scholar of
Hadith) of the time Sharafuddin Abdur Raheem al-Jurhani al Saddiq .dll .u-; who was given
permission by Allamah Imam ud din Mubarak Shah Saadji Siddiqi .dll~; and he had it from the
author waliuddin Muhammad Abdullah al Khateeb al Tabrayzee .dll.u-;
0 Allah! Forgive me and all of them and pardon all our sins.

The Religious and Legislative Aspect of Hadith
Allah sent Muhammad ~J4Js.~~ as His last Prophet and Messenger and in pursuance of the
command of Allah, he taught mankind the worship of One God, faith the belief. He was
sent at a time when men had given up worship of God and taken up idol worship. Instead
of Allah. The One, who has no partner the sacred forehead of man bowed down before
perishable idols carved out of stones. Men had forsaken the approved ways and toed along
immodest and indecent behavior. Good manners and kind treatment had given way to
oppression, violence and corruption. Mutual goodwill was replaced by barbarity.
These were the conditions when Allah sent His Prophet ~J4Js.~~ with the Quran to guide
mankind and he showed them the right path with the ever glittering light of the Quran. He
got the stubborn necks of disbelief and polytheism to bow down before Allah, the one,
through Quran' s perpetual teachings. He made the immodest and indecent men to wake
up to good manners and kind treatment. He brought the savage tyrant into the garden of
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peace and mutual bve.
The world experienced a grand revolution. It was a revolution that rained mercy and
comfort and spread a religion all over the world. The religion was one that accounted for
human nature and temperament.
What was the religion? It was the noble Quran and its supreme guidance! That was the
grand revolution it was the Prophet's ~J",k-~~ clear teachings and his sacred examplewhat we call Hadith!
All the ummah known that the Quran is a complete and perfect Book which has in it the
principles and basic outlines of Islamic injunctions, guidance and way of life. At the same
time as the Quran is a guidance for Islam and a basic code of religion, it is also a miracle apparently and in essence. In other words, the apparent miracle is its eloquence and
language and the construction of its words, phrases and sentences which is reflected in its
invitation ~ ~ !J~ I~U Ji {Bring a Surah like thereof - 2:23} The intelligence of men all
over the world and the eloquence of the Arabs remained helpless against the challenge and
neither has anyone been able to present an example of its surah or a small phrase nor will
anyone be able to do it in future. In the same way, human mind is helpless against Qur'an's
.cf'fmprehensive meaning and deep philosophy. No one has been able to bring forth
anything like it in its all embracing sciences, and laws and principles, or even a section of it;
and no one will ever be able to give the like of it.
It is the miracle of the Quran that there is tremendous knowledge and the sciences in each
of its '·erses, nay each of its words. These treasures are as yet unexhausted and continue to
quench the thirsty even after more than fourteen centuries, and we do not know how much
more is there. In every age innumerable rulings and injunctions have been drawn from
every word of it and there is yet scope to research and investigate.
Obviously, it was beyond man's limited intellect to comprehend the meaning and interpret
the Quran. For that it was necessary to study its words, to examine its brief verses, to
specify its general address, to explain its meaning, to remove doubts, to elucidate its
commands and reasoning, to determine its unlimited messages, to detail the absolute
obligations lfard and wajib and sunnalz and mustahab) and enumerate the injunctions.
If all men have been unable to respond to ~~!J~ lpUJl {bring a surah like there of} or
present a speech like the Quran, their intellect is limited. If that is so then they cannot probe
deep into the meaning of the miraculous words of the Quran, and they cannot be expected
to extract its facts and knowledge and they cannot distinguish between the real meaning
and the imaginary meaning.
In that case, it became necessary to have the Messenger explain the Quran by his conduct
and speech, and to accept him as a guide in understanding the Quran. The Quran is not
such that all and sundry may understand its meaning and purpose without a teacher, if
that were so, the Quran would have been delivered as guidance directly to the earthlings
and those seeking guidance would have used it themselves.
The fact is that it was necessary to send a Messenger to guide mankind, for, without his
guidance and a means it was impossible that the Book of Allah may be understood. Hence,
before the Book is revealed to His Messenger, Allah explains its purpose and meaning to
him through His angel and exposes to him its secrets through revelation. The Messenger is
then required to teach it to Allah's creatures and explain it to them that he may make
guidance universal. Imam Awza'ee ~I<Y-.~ has quoted Hasan ibn Atiyah as saying:
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"The Prophet ~J4#~'~ used to receive revelation and fibril ...oj...JI~ brought to Him
the sunnalz which was an explanation of the revelation." (Tarjuman as swmalr Vlp23)
The Quran itself emphasizes that the main ain1 of sending the Messenger ~J~~~~ was
that he should recite the Quran and then impart its teachings to the people and explain to
them its meanings. Allah has said:

(1'1r ~~ .....:..JI~Ji> -4$::J.Ij
Certainly Allah has conferred a favor on the Believers when .~Je sent among them a
Messenger from themselves, who recites to them His revelations, and purifies them,
and teaches them the Book and the Wisdom ... (Al Imrau3:164)
In other words, the main purpose of his mission is to recite the Quran and to teach it. Not
only is that the purpose but also the es~ence of Prophet hood, for, a Prophet can guide his
people only in the light of the teachings of the Book. It is his duty to convey to the ummah
the revelations he receives from Allah and to put them into practice himself and then get
other people to do the same. It is essential for a reformer and guide to first practice what he
preaches before inviting his people to righteousness. This is what Allah has said, "It is
conduct of the Prophet that he first reads our cormnands, understands it, comprehends the
diving aims, acts upon them and then presents them to the ummah. He not only conveys the
divine commands but also explains them and sets an example by conducting himself
according to Divine dictates acting upon the1n and speaking accordingly so that his people
find it easy to put them into practice."
If a Messenger had not explained the Quran, expounded its meaning and determined its
aim but let every man understand it according to his restricted intellect then surely the
people for whose guidance the Quran is sent down would never have fathomed its
meaning or realised its ain1s and objectives. Then, the Quran would have been no more
than a pursuit of mental exercise and mankind would have been deprived of the heights
and progress that they were to attain through Quranic guidance.
We learn, therefore, from the foregoing verse that at the same ties as He bestowed favour
on mankind through faith and through guidance of the Quran. Allah also favoured them
by not leaving them to search their goal themselves but sent one of them as their
messenger. This Messenger guided them to their goal and expounded the meaning of the
Quran to the weak intellect of man, and the Messenger was the greatest teacher in the
world. The Quran clearly mentions that Hadith expounds the Quran. Allah says:
~,;
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And we have revealed to you (0 Prophet) the Admonition that You may make clear
to mankind what has been revealed unto them, and that they may reflect.
(al-Nalzl16:44)

This verse means to say, "0 Muhammad! ~J~..1ltj..PThis book that we have sent to you is
not only a concise reminder of the scriptures of the earlier prophets but also the basic code
of the Divine Islamic law. It compresses within its words the laws, answers to day-to-day
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problems sciences and vast knowledge with miraculous preciseness. Because, everyone
cannot grasp its mysteries, we have deputed you to recite and explain it. These mysteries
have been revealed to you and we have enabled you to fulfil this task. We have trained you
and empowered your intellect and, so, it is on you to explain its intricacies, expound its
teachings, determine its objectives and declares injunctions, and thus, open the path to
practical conduct."
While it is true that the Quran was revealed in Arabia and the mother tongue of its people
was Arabic, but it is wrong to argue that there was no need for anyone to interpret it to
those who were eloquent in Arabic. It is just like arguing that if the constitution is drafted
and presented, there is no need for the assemblies to pass laws there under, or, for the
president to proclaim decrees, which are complimentary to the constitution and not a
separate set of legislation. Only one who has no sense and is unfamiliar with the working
of legislatures can argue in this manner. Further, this is about man-made laws but the
Quran is sent down by Allah as a code of life and a set of laws. It words and its meanings
are 1niracle. Each of its words has deep meaning concealed in it and the human mind
cannot grasp it by itself.
It is concerning this aspect of Hndith that Imam Awzn'ee .Jil~;has quoted Imam Maklwo[.:.bl~;.
He has said:
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"The Book of Allah is more dependant on the stmnah than the sunnah is on Allah's
Book." (Tarjrunau as Smmalr, vl pl22)
Hafiz A~u Umar 4.111~.) has explained this saying thus:

It means that the sun11alz interprets the Quran."
Imam Slzatbi ..ill~; has concluded his explanation of these words thus:
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"So, the szmnah is just like an explanation of and a commentary on, the Book of
Allah." (Tarjmuatr us Swmalr, vl pl24)
It is clear from this that the explanation of the Quran that is derived from the Haditlz and
Sumznll is an obligation imposed by Allah on the Prophet ~,~iii'_;.-,, and he fulfilled that
responsibility faithfully. Accordingly, the explanation and expounding by the Prophet~~
~J4# whether spoken in deed through silence (on another's conduct) is called Bayaan by
the Quran. We find it in the words:

that you may elucidate to mankind that which has been revealed to them (16:44)
This san1e thing in the words of the Prophet ~J~ill'~ is Haditll and sunnah which we find
in his sayings t:'l J&-1~~ and ~~ ~ 1J :~("Narrate from me" ... and "It is on you to fellow
n1y szmnall,,").
It is clear from the Qur'an and the foregoing quotations that Hadith is the exegesis of the
Qur'an. The Quran is the text and Haditll its commentary. The Quran is the outline and
Haditll its detail. Hence, we may say that for the mysteries of the Quran, Hadith is an
I
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I
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elucidation; for its synopsis, an elaboration; for its intricasies, an explanation; and for its
understatements, a manifestation.
In other words, without Hadith, it is impossible for an ordinary mind to understand the
secrets of the Quran and its objectives, metaphors and meaning Hence, it is our belief that;
11
}ust as the person of the Prophet ~J~~d-is a source of light for all the world
and his life a source of mercy for them in the same way his Hadith, his sunnah
and his sacred example are the light for the ummah, to act ~ccording to his
sayings and doings and to follow his example are means to bliss and well-being
and key to paradise.
THE AUTHORITY OF HADrrH: Belief in Allah and belief in the Rasool (Messenger) are two
pillars of the shariah of Islam. Just as it is essential to believe in the unity of Allah, His
divinity and His attributes, so too it is necessary to believe in the Messenger and his
mission with a true heart and firm conviction.
Belief in the Messenger implies a firm conviction that he is the chosen and beloved servant
of Allah who has sent him to the world with His Book to guide mankind. Besides belief is
perfected only when the Messenger is obeyed unflinchingly. All his commands should be
followed without the least demur and his judgment should be accepted without hesitation
and his teachings and example must be put into practice with the understanding that
salvation depends on that.
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And Whatsoever the Messenger gives you, take it, and whatsoever he forbids,
abstain (there from) (al Hashr, 59:7)
It is with the Quran that every where it calls for belief in Allah, it also makes it necessary to
believe in the Messenger's mission.

0 you who! believe! Believe Truly in Allah and His Messenger and the Book which
He had revealed to His Messenger and the Book which he revealed aforetime. And
whosoever disbelieves in Allah and His angels, and His books and His Messengers,
and the Last Day, he indeed has gone astray. (an-Nisa,4:136)
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And those who believe in Allah His Messengers, and differentiate not between any
of them, unto them He shall soon give their rewards. And Allah is ever forgiving,
Merciful. (An-Nisa, 4:152)
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The believers are only those wh~ believe in Allah His Messenger. (AI Hajarat, 49:15)
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And whosoever believes not in Allah and His Messenger, then surely we have
prepared a blazing Fire for the disbelievers. (al-Fatlz, 48:13) .
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0 mankind! The Messenger has indeed come to you with the truth from your Lord,
So believe (in him}, it is better for you. (A11-Nisa 4:170)
There verses tell us that just as it is essential to believe in Allah and His angels, so too it
is necessary to believe in His Messenger and in His Book to confirm them. Those
people who go not believe in Allah and Messenger or do not confirm His Messenger,
they are disbelievers and rejectors. Allah has warned such people of severe punishment
and heavy loss.
Besides calling people to confirm and believe the messengership and prophethood of
Sayyidina Muhammad ~J ~ ~ jJ, the Quran also stresses upon them to obey and follow
him. It has said that it is part of belief to agree with every decision of the Prophet ~J~iil'jJ
Allah has said:
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0 you who believe, obey Allah and obey the Messenger, and do not make your
deeds vain. (Multammad 47:33)
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And obey Allah and His Messenger, if you are (true) believers. (al All/a_ I, 8:1)

(A:r•Jw')ti>.....!..JJ'~ "1~~-~..HJ.~ t_;3_f~jJ_;.!JjalJI 1_,,:~1 lj.!AI'~~I ~q
0 you who believe! Obey Allah and His Messenger, and turn not away from him,
while you hear him speak to you. (al Arifal, 8:20)
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Whosoever obeys the Messenger, he indeed obeys Allah. (a11 Nisa, 4:80)
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0 You who believe! Obey Allah, and obey the Messenger and those in authority
among you; then if you quarrel on anything, refer it to Allah and the Messenger.
(at~-Nisa,

4:59)
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But no, by your Lord! They will not believe until they make you (0 Prophet) the
judge of what is in dispute between them, then find no vexation in their hearts over
what you decide and submit with full submission. (art Nisa 4:65)
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And it is not for a believing man or a believing woman, when Allah and His
Messenger have decreed a matter, to have choice in their matter. And whose
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disobeys Allah and His Messenger has surely gone astray into manifest a straying.
(ai-Aizzab, 33:36)

These verses teU us that Allah has declared three things as requisite for belief. They are:
1. At the same time as believing in Allah His angels and His Book, it is also necessary to
believe in the messenger ship and Prophethood of Messenger. If any one does not believe
in the Porphet ~J~~~~ or confirm his messengership then he is not a Behever.
2. While obeying Allah and fulfilling His commands, it is also imperative to obey and
fo1low the Messenger of Allah ~J~~~~. If any one obeys the commands of the Prophet
~J~.iill~ follows in his footsteps then he is, in fact, obeying and being faithful to Allah.
And, if anyone does not obey the Prophet ~J4#.3:'~ and disregards his commands then
he does not obey Allah and the disregards the commands of Allah. Obviously, anyone
who disregards the commands of Allah and disobeys Him is indeed in the labyrinth of
the misled path.
3. If a dispute crops up among Muslims and they quarrel then they are commanded to turn
to Allah and His Messenger. To turn to Allah is to decide their dispute in the light of the
Quran an<;~ to turn to His Messenger is to have him as judge and accept his judgment. No
one will have right to vex at the Prophet's decision, for, it is a sign of faith that his
judgment should never be doubted or questioned.
Therefore, we learn from this that belief is perfected with belief in Allah, His angels, His
Book and the mission of His Messenger. It is also clear from this that the Book of Allah
that is revealed to the Messenger for guidance of His slaves and the revelation that the
angels convey to the Messengers from Allah are arguments in Sllari'alt(Divine law), and,
in the same way, the saying of the noble Prophets _..o')LJI ~ are also argument. That
which one is asked to believe in becomes an authority, therefore, the Prophet's ~J~.a~~
judgement and commands from on authority. Indeed, the repeated order of Allah that we
should obey commands and the judgement of the Messenger our disputes are evidence
of their authority.
If the Prophet's ~J~.l:·~ words, deeds and orders were not authoritative argument then it
would not have been . necessary to believe in his messenger ship or to obey his commands
as part of belief. As we have stated already one believes only on what is perfect evidence
and one is faithful only to what is bound to be accepted. If any thing is not perfect evidence
and bound to be accepted then it is meaningless to believe in it or obey it.
Besides, if we were to presume that the words and deeds of the Prophet ~J~.l:·~ are not
evidence or authority then we must. not call those or authority then we must not call those
who do not believe ~n the Prophet or follow his saying and deeds as believer::;. This is
because of anything is not an authority and it is not necessary to accept it tPE.n how can we
term denial thereof disbelief. But the verses of the Quran clearlj call those people
disbelievers and misled as do not follow the commands of the !":uphet and do not accept
his oral judgement.
Therefore, Sharialz recognizes Hadith (which includes ~he commands, teachings, guidance
and sayings of the Prophet ~J~.l:·~ as perfect s·vidence at per with the Quran. Thus, it is
part of belief to believe in it and accept it. To refuse to do so or to reject it is tantamount to
disbelief. hypocrisy and astraying. Allah says about it:
1
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Then surely we have prepared a blazing fire for the disbelievers. (al-Fatlr, 48:13)
RECORDING TO WRITING OF HADrrH: If we study history we will find that the writing

down, recording and documentation of Haditlz had begun in the times of the Prophet k•~
~J~. The companions ~41~; used to pen down the sayings of the Prophet ~...J~~~ and
preserve the writings with them selves. Sayyidina Abu Hurayrah ~41~; was afront rank
student of the Prophet's ~J ~ ~ ~ school and his constant companion. He has narrated
innumerable AHaditlz of the Prophet ~J~kl~ and he had a vast treasure of them with him
and he did confirm it that none of the companions, apart from· Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Amr
inb al-Aas ~41~;, had more of the Prophet's AHadith with him. He gave the reason for
that, saying.
• .9M ,1
J !-'"'
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"He wrote down (the AHaditlt) while I did not." (Bukhari vl p22)
He has also said about Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Amr ~41~;,
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"Indeed, I would memorise (and not write) while he would memorise and write
them down with his hands." (Talttawi, v2 p384)
Further, it is proved by the AHaditll that the companions ~41~; did not undertake to
write down the AHaditlz on their own but they had obtained a proper permission to do that
from the Prophet ~J 4# k• ~ with the receipt of the permission and his consent, the
companions ~41~; began to write down the saying of the Prophet ~J4#k1 ~. Thus the
concluding words of the foregoing narration of Sayyidina Abu Hurayra ~41~; are:
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"He (Abdullah ib11 Amr) sought the Prophets ~ J~k·~ permission and he gave him
the permission."
Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Amr ~41~; has said,

<"·~t~..ui.,;JI~)~l:.~l jli~~ \~a1Uj•! ti~,jl~~j~ilil~;iJIJj-!.5 jli
"The Messenger of Allah ~ J ~ k• ~ said, 'Preserve knowledge.' I asked him how
that may ..,e done and he said that it should be written down." (Majma Zawaid, vl p60)
Sayyidilla Abdullah ibr! Amr ~41~; has narrated his own case regarding the writing down
(of Haditlz).

~,

~

,

(I~~~~Jj!Jy.I)-J:LIV!~f.~u~~~

Whatever I heard from the Prophet ~1 ~k·~· I wrote down to remember it, when
the Qurayslt learnt of my action, th~y fulc;:'-'e me to do it, saying 'you write down
1

'
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whatever you hear the Prophet ~J ~ ,&, j.J say although he is human being who
experiences anger and happiness.' So, I ceased to write and mentioned that to the
Prophet ~J"~lil,j.J. He said, Write down!' and, pointing out to his mouth with his
finger, said, ''By Allah, under no condition can this utter false and wrong words."
(Abu Dawood vl p 1~7)

Companions, other than Snyyidina Abdullah ibn Amr ~<dll~;, also asked the Prophet A#...\lj.J
to be allowed to write the Hadith and he let them do it. One of them, Sayyidina Raft ibn
Khadeej ~41~; has said, "We requested the Prophet ~J~.&!j.J Messenger of Allah, we hear
many things from you and we write it down what do you say about our conduct? Shall we
go on waif!ng down your sayings, or not? So, he said,
~J

..

,~,

(rrr~o~JL-li;U) -f:Y. ':/j 1#1

'Write down, There is no harm in that" (Kmrz 111 Urmnal vS p223)
It is reported by Sayyidina Anas .u.:.dll~; that a man came to the Prophet ~""J~.&!j.J and said,
"Messenger of Allah. I am unable to remember your AHadith." The Prophet ~JA#.a:,~
instructed him ('1•~ ~~ I)JI,..:JI ~) _,"'(:;;; ~! "Take help from your hand." (meaning;
write it down!)
Anyway, it is clear from these AHadith that even in the lifetime of the Prophet ~J~.&l~ the
aHadith were written down. Many companions had taken it upon themselves to write
down the Prophet's ~...J~lil'~ saying and command.
This is what the companions ~....t,l~; did. It is stated about the Prophet himself ~J~iAI~
that he had got rulings and injunctions compiled and delivered to his assistants and to
some places. Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Amr ~ ....t,l ~; is reported in Tirmizi to have said, "The
Prophet ~J A# .&! .}JJ got a book on Sadaqah written down in his last days. It contained
AHadith on Zakat payable on livestock and was to be dispatched to his officers but even
before it could be delivered to them, he died. Sayyidina Abu Bakr ~41~; when he became
Khalifah, acted on the orders of the Prophet ~...J~-&1~." (Tirmizi v1 p39)
It is narrated by Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Ukaym
,
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''A letter of the Messenger of Allah 1 reached us instructing us not to make use of
the skin of sinew of an animal that had died a natural death." (Tirmzi, vl p206)
There is another Hadith which says:
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The Prophet ~J~frJ~ got a letter written and Gc!nt it through Amr ibn Hazm to the
·people of Yaman. The letter mentioned the iara'id (absolute obligations) and sunan,
and rulings on bloodshed." (Tahtawi v2 p417)
Mter the death of the Prophet ~J ~ .&! ~ the companions ~..ill~; dutifully took up the
recording of the AHadith and they collected his sayings and proved themselves worthv ;.n
preserving them. We have seen that Snyyidina Abu Hurayrah ~.dll~; had not undc1takeh
11
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the writing of AHaditlz while the Prophet r)-y.Js.iJllj..; was alive, but, after his death, he wrote
down all the sayings and AHaditlz of the Prophet r)-J4Js.l»~j..; or got someone to write them
for him so that they could be preserved. Sayyidina Abdullah ibn Amr ~<\il1c_F; has said:

(If"~ 1~1.5Jl:JI {CS) -13~ y

..

,,

..,.:5:::4 j.k Ill

"The topic of Hadith came up with Abu Hurayrah and he took me by my hand to
his home. He showed me many books of Hadith and said that he had them with
him duly written." (Fatll al Bari, vl p148)
Basheer ibn Nuhayk has said about Sayidina Abu Hurayrah' s ~~1c.F; books:
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"I would borrow books of AHadith from Abu Hurayrah and copy them out. Then, I
would read them out to him and ask him if he had heard all that I recited from the
Messenger of Allah and he would say, Yes." (Talltawi v2 P385)
It is also said about Sayyidina' Ibn Abbas ~ ~~ c_F; that he had some books in which the
Prophet's r)-J ~ 1lll j..P AHadith were written down. Tinnizi has transmitted a narration of
Sayyidina Ikrimah ~~lc.F;:
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"Some. people of Ta'if brought to Ibn Abbas his books (in which the AHadith were
written down and asked him to read the AHadith to them). Ibn Abbas began to read
but (his eyesight had become too weak and) he could not read them. So, he asked
them to read the books to him, for their recital and his own were of the same status
(on the question of transmission)." (Tal1tawi v2 P238)
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Muhammad ibn Aqeel has narrated:
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'We would go to Jabir ibn Abdullah and would write down the Prophet's aHadith
after asking him." (Talltawi v2 p 384)
There are many other reports of the companions d,J&. ..ill c.F,) writing down the Ahadih of the
Prophet ~..J":l~~~.P. Whatever they had received from the Prophet l"l..J"~~~.,p of knowledge and
sciences and preserved in their hearts, they committed those pearls to writing after his death.
The Tabi'ee .dll.u-; (epigones. second generation after the Prophet r)-J4Js.iJllj..; when they came,
were more meticulous in recording .the AHadith. They discharaged their responsibility with
a greater zeal and sense of responsibility Abu al-Zinaad has stated in Tazkiyah 4~-Haffaz. ·
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"We used ~~ ~ccompany al-Zuhri to the Islamic Scholars to listen to the AHadith.
Zuhri kept slates and paper with him. He wrote down whatever he heard." (vt p103)
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Salih ibn Kaysam .dll.u-J has said about Imam al-Zuhri:
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''We were companions, Zuhri and I during our student days. He said to me, 'Come,
we will write down the AHadith. So we wrote down the Prophet's AHadith."
(kanz ul Ummal vS p238)

A Hadith in Trimidhi discloses:

"Someone asked Hasan Busri if he could narrated the AHadith transmitted by
Hasan which he had with in writing. Hasan said to him Yes!" (Tinnzi, v2 P238)
Umar ibn Abdul Aziz .ti!l.u-J is credited with having documented the AHadith and prepared a
proper strategy to have them written down. He wrote to all his governors and judges
instructing them to collect and record all AHadith. A report in fath al Bari tells us:
" '
" ~
'
~
"
. , r{ /
"'-'~ , , .... t
,
,
""'
<•~"·~·~>-&J.L~l9~j~illl~;lli~~~IJ~I~l9xiJ!.J5.._ri#LH~·~ '.)

"Umar ibn Abdul Aziz issued a proclamation throughout his dominion that all the
AHadith of the Prophet ~J~ibl..,w should be found out and collected together."
(vl p 140)

Abu Bakr ibn Hazm .till.u-J was the Ameer and Qadi for the Khalifah and when he received.the
proclamation, he collected the AHadith Soon, he had many volumes of the AHadith, but
before he could send them to Umer ibn Abdul Aziz .ti!l~J the Khalifah died.
After the Tabi'ee, the Taba Tabieen (their successors) brought the writing down of the
AHadith to its peak. Scholars of Hadiths, in large numbers, were occupied in writing down
the AHadith and they soon had a large treasure of the AHadith with them.
Abdur Razzaq said:
Mu'maraud wrote "I heard ten thousand AHadith from them down."
(Tazkiralr al Huffaz, v1 p175)

It is said about Ibn al Mubarak .dll.u-J

The number of the aHadith written down with him which he narrated and read out
to the people are twenty thousand." (Tazkiralr al Huffaz, V! p 251)
Abu Hatim Razi has said about Abdus Salaam ibn J:larb:
"' ~ " r! ,,
, "J."' ... :;.;:-~~l··...a
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Abu Nu'aym wrote down many thousand AHadith after hearing them from him."
{Tazkaralr al-Huffaz, v1 p246)

The following narrated throws light on the amount of significance attached to writing
down AHadith:
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"Ibrahim ibn Musa has narrated that when Imam Thaurj. 4114Y".J went to Yaman (he
required a scribe to write down Hadith, so) he said there, "Look out for a quick
intelligent scribe for me"
Hisham ibn Yusufwas a quick, intelligent scribe of the times and people recommended him
to Imam Thauri 4\cy-.J and he wrote down the AHadith collected by Thauri .ililcy-J.
Tazkarah al Huff~z has quoted a narrative in Abu Dawood:
.:
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"Hammad ibn Salamah did not have but the book of Qays ibn Sa'd (in which he had
written down his collection of AHadith)" (vt pt83)
From the foregoing account, we may conclude,. therefore, that the writing down of AHadith
which-had begun in the times of the Prophet ~J~~jJ was perfected in the time of the Taba
Tabi'een (the generation succeeding the successors of the companions). Many Islamic Scholars
·and scholars of Hadith had devoted themselves to this task. It was in this era that a Scholars
compilation· and writing of books of Hadith was undertaken and many Islamic Scholars
composed books on various aspects of the seerah (the life of the Prophet~~.;.~).
It is reported that Musa ibn Uqbah and Ibn Ishaq were men of this era who wrote books on
Ghazwaat (battles) and seerah of the Prophet ~J~~~. They were followed between 157
AH and 188 AH by Imam Awza'ee, Ibn al Mubarak, Sufyan Thauri, Hammad ibn Salamah and
Jarir ibn Abdul Hamid who composed great books on AHadith.
It was about this time that Imam Maalik .s.illcy-.) presented his well-known work Muwatta. We
known again from Tazkurah al Huffaz that in this very era Ma'ani ibn Imran Moosli wrote his
great works, kitab al Sunan, Kitab al Zuhd, Kitab al Adab, Kitab al Fitn, etc.
To this period belong too Imam Abu Yusufs 41cy-J works, Kitab al Aathar, Kitab al Hajj, Kitab
al Khiraj, and Imam Muhammad 41.u-.) Kitab al Aathar, Muwi:ztta, Kitab al Hajj, etc.
Even after that, books of Hadith came to be written and the muhadditheen continued to
devote themselves dutifully and faithfully to compile the AHadith of the Prophet ~J~~~.
These books provide to us today light of knowledge and awareness. Seekers of. Hadith
derive tremendous benefit from them and add to thir .knowledge immensely valuable
pearls from the Prophet's ~J~~jJ AHadith.
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MISHKA T: SINGULARITY AND SIGNIFICANCE
Mishkat al Masabeeh is a collection of the AHadith of the Prophet ~J ~ ~' ~ that was
compiled centuries ago. However there has been no change in its utility and freshness.
Hadith itself is a sacred skill and it is derived from an eternal personality in the sense that as
long as there is sensible, understanding life on earth this skill will continue to thrive ever
radiantly. Besides, the muhaddith have arranged their books of Hadith according to their
individual judgement of the subject heading, etc, Imam Bukhari .Jll 43') for instance
demonstrates his juristic mind in every Hadith that he transmits. Imam Muslim .Jll 43-)
assimilates into one the many lines of transmission a single Hadith may _have. In his musnad,
Imam Ahmad groups together all the AHadith of a companion in a single chapter. Every
book of Hadith thus has its peculiarity and distinctiveness.
Mishkat al Masabeelz, nevertheless, is a collection with the singularity that it not ottly has the
AHaditl1 of the Sihah sittah but also other reliable books, like Sha'ballman of Bayltaqi, Musnad
ahmad Musnad Razeen, etc.
Another peculiEt.rity of Mishkat that strikes the eye is that it does include those AHadith that
an ordinary reader finds difficult to understand. In fact, some people suggest this collection
is an introduction to the subject of AHadith, or that it was compiled with the objective of
bringing busy people to known and act on the AHadith of the Prophet ~J ~ ,&, ~.
Accordingly, even today, the Arabic madrassahs begin studies with this book before tliey
take up the sahah Sittah. The reason for that is that the first stage of education should not be
so elaborate a burden that only the higher level can cope with or so brief that an ordinary
mind becomes confused.
Let us look at it from another angle. If Bukhari has the distinction that the book is read from
cover to cover in times of difficulty then Mishkat too has a distinction for it has been a
course of study for the Sufis. The distinguished Sufis have chosen this collection in their life
of Zikr (remembrance and supplications to Allah) because this book is neither elaborate nor
brief like the other books of Hadith.
We need not go far. Initial endeavours for freedom are in the offing in northern parts of
India and Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi was leading the movement. It was his practice with his
mujahids (warriors) that lessons in Mishkat was a compulsory subject. Although Shah Isma'il
Shaheed was responsible for the studies yet the late Sayyid himself explained the salient
features and wisdom.
The Hajjatullah al Baligah is a peerless book on divine secrets and mysteries and wisdom
and philosophy of Shariah(divine law). Discerning men have contended that it really is an
exposition of Mishkat. Those people, who have studied the book not in its sequential
order but from the point of view of extraction of AHadith, know that Shah Waliullah
always had the AHadith of Mislzkat before him when he scattered pearls of knowledge
among the Ummah.
Next to Bukhari and Muslim, this book has had a highest number of marginal notes written
on it. Some of the exegetes opted for Mishkat because of its comprehensiveness, the which
we have referred above.
It is also the peculiarity of Mishkat that even those people hold it dear, who seem to follow
a school of thought contrary to the one of its compiler and writer. This is not a recent
phenomena but it was found ever since this book has come to light.
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The section Kitab al Fitan of Mishkat has always drawn the attention of learned men to it
those who write on this particular subject do not fail to keep the Kitab al Fitan of Mishkat
before them. This section contains plenty of Aathar of the Sahabalt and Tabi'een.
The chapters in Mishkat that have much to dp with every day practical life are very detailed
and replete with AHadith. One does need to refer to them day· and night. These include
chapters on du' a (supplic~tion), istighfar, adherence to the Book and Sunnah, al Asma al
Husna (The beautiful names of Allah), and such others.
Mishkat is indeed a complete and arranged form of Masabeeh as sunnah in which imam mahy
ussunnah, Qami al Bid'ah, Abu Muhammad Husayn ibn Mas'ood al Fara. Al Baghawi ~ltV-) has
collected a large treasure of AHadith of fiql~.
Imam Baghawi 41tU-J has compiled th«:_...Masabeeh in two sections. In the iirst, he has placed
the AHadith from Bukhari and Muslim and in the second from other books, like Abu Dawood,
Tirmizi, etc. Further, he sufficed to narrate the AHaditlt only and neither cited the books nor
named the narrators.
The great scholar and grant muhaddith of the eight century Hijri, Waliuddin Abu Abdullah
Muhammad ibn Abdullah al Kluzteeb al Umar al Tabrayzee 41tU-.~ re-arranged the book.
He added a third section to the book in which he not only recorded the AHadith
transmitted by other Islamic Scholars and muhadditheen but also those of bukhari and
Muslim which Imam Muhy us Sunnalz ~ltV-.1 had omitted to record in the original Masabeelt.
Secondly, he did not fail to name the sources, either the book or the Muhaddith, whose
Hadith was quoted.
Thirdly, he mentioned the name of the narrator from whom the Hadith was transmitted.
In this way, the book gained tremendous importance and value.
We can gauge the importance attached to Mishkat from the fact that ever since it was
compiled it continues to be part of the syllabus of Arabic Madrassahs and religious
institutions. Even today it is the first book taught to students before the Sihah sittah.
In the original book Masabeeh as sunnah, there are four thousand four hundred and thirty
four (4434) AHadith. Allamah Klmteeb Tabrayzee 41tU-.1 added one thousand five hundred and
eleven (1511) AHadith to that later on. In this way, the number of AHadith in Mishkat al
Masabeeh is five thousand nine hundred and forty five (5945).
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The Author of Mazahir Haq and ~is Te~chers
The Waliullah family symbolise that historical gateway to India which introduced the
science of Hadith to this county. Its members shone brightly on the horizon of knowledge
and intimate awareness. Prominent among them ~ promoting knowledge and awamess
were Sluih Waliulllah ~ltU-; who is the first in the line of transmission for the Muhadditheen
of India, and his worthy descendants Shah Abdul Aziz 41tU-; (son) and Shah lshaq ~ltU-; (great
grand son). They are those members of this great family who are known for their service to
Hadith in India. The author of Mazahir Haq, Maulana Nawab Muhammad Qutb ud Din Khan
Dehlavi has these men as his respected, noble teachers. In view of that, we present a brief
account of the lives of these great people.

Shah Waliullah Dehlavi 'liJt~J(ltt4AH-1176AH)
He was born on Wednesday, 4th Shawwal, 1114 AH around Subh Sadiq (dawn). His father
Shaykh Abdur Rahim 41 tU-; a great scholar and Sufi, brought him up in his own individual
manner. He was admitted to the Maktab (Prelimanary School) at the age of five where his
study of the Quran commenced. He was naturally inclined to learning and this apparent
from his young days. So, he finished learning the Quran at the age of seven. His
upbringing by his father enabled him to attain heights in etiquette and manners at a very
young age which grown ups could not attain. He had learnt, in his early childhood,
manners of living, sitting, speaking etc.· and he kept his gaze lowered when he spoke to
another whatever his status. He answered questions very politely and he never exceeded
the limits of decorum even when speaking to his :equals.
In the seventh year of his life, he was given lessons in Persian and in a few days he finished
all the prescribed books. In a year's time, he had accomplished knowledge in Persian. The
surf and nahwa (syntax and grammer) were then mastered by him and at the age of ten he
began to study sharah Mulla.
His biographers assert that when ten years old he had such mastery over sarf and nahwa
that great scholars who were acknowledged in this field were hesitant to discuss with him
the finer points of this subject He then studied philosophy and logic and, like other
subjects, he got over this stage too in a very short time.
He married at the age of fourteen but continued his pursuit of knowledge with the same zeal.
The very year he had married, he studied Tafseer Baydawi at his father's hands. At the same
time he gained perfection in the sciences which were studied in India in those days and
taught by the Scholars of Delhi. That same year he pledged bayat (allegiance) to his father and
became occupied in the rota of Naqshbandi School. He also studied ilm tasawwuf (Sufism) and
qualified with distinction so that he grew in him mystic power and understood the finer
points and wisdom which learned Shaykhs and Islamic Scholars recognized.
When he had thus obtained proficiency in different fields at the age of fourteen, his father,
Shaykh Abdur Rahim ~~ tU-;, invited fellow citizens particularly the Islamic Scholars and
learned and qualified men. In the presence of that gathering, his father tied a turban round
his head which is tantamount to giving the robes on qualifying and gave him permission
to impart teaching.
·
When his father died, he took over his seat of teaching and commenced imparting religious
and philosophical education. He soon proved his ability and earned renown. Students
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came to him from far and wide to quench their thirst for knowledge.
Although Abdul Haq Dehlavi 41-u-.) is the one who laid the foundation of science of Hadith
in India and historians c~edit him for that yet true credit goes to the Waliullah family for
promotion of sCience of Hadith in the India subcontinent. History reveals that ignorance
had overshadowed India at that time. Muslim had quit the Prophetic sciences so much so
that Islam had remained with them in name merely. There is no doubt that Shaykh Abdul
jiaq 41~.) gave currency to Hadith and Quran learning in these sad times but things were
so bad that he could not succeed in removing the darkness and evil that had made home
_ in the hearts of the Muslim for centuries together. But, India· was destined to get the light
of the ~cience of Hadith, so, after his death, Allah caused another support to rise for the
edifice founded -by Shaykh Abdul Haq <J.ill~.J. The father of Shah Waliullah 41~.J, Shah Abdur
Rahim 4\ ~.) ·established a madrasah in old Delhi, the Madrasah B.ahimiyah, at the place
presently known as Mehndiyun. The science of Hadith began ~o be taught here. A good
number of students took admission and people displayed,. sufficient interest in the
learning. However, Shah Abdur Rahim 41 ~.) did not gain as much success as he should
have considering the effort he had put in.
On the death of his father, Shah Waliullah took up teaching the subject at the madrasah. For
twelve·years he· taught and students not only from India itself but Arab and other non Arab
countries reaped advantage from the teaching.
Although he had attained exceptional perfection in religious and other sciences
· overshadowing other I~lamic _Scholars yet his thirst for knowledge took him to the sacred
lands and Makkah. ·
In 1143 AH, he visited Makkah and Madinah and for a year he remained in the precints of
the Haram at Makkah and the Haram at Madinah. He sought to learn thereafter and turned to
the scholars for that purpose. He went first to Shaykh Muhammad Wafdullah ibn Shaykh
Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Sulayman ~t Maghrabi who was a great scholar of Hadith and
regarded ih the hoiy lands as teacher of the Islamic Scholars. He welcomed this student
warmly who studied (read over) the entire Muwatta Yahya ibn Yahya from cover to cover
and got permission from his Shaykh to further the Mawatta and the narrations of Shaykh

Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Sulayman.
He then became a disciple of Shaykh Abu Tahir Muhammad ibn Ibrahim Kurdi al Madani who
was recognized by the Arabs for his learning, piety, eloquence and mastery of language.
He held a recognized position in the science of Hadith. Shah Waliullah 41~.) not only learnt
Hadith from him but also gained further expertise in religions discourse and debate and
tasawwuf and sulook (Sufism). When he had qualified and about to depart, the honourable
teacher gave him permission to narrated Hadith and tied the turban on his head with his
own hands. With watery eyes, he preferred some advise.
Continuing his quest, he also visited Shaykh Tajuddin Qal'ee Hanafi. He got from him
permission to narrate Bukhari and other authentic books.
After receiving knowledge from, and blessings of the great muhadditheen and scholars of
the Hannayn (Makkah and Mt..iinah), he performed Hajj again in 1144 AH and in the early
1145 AH returned home. He arrived at Delhi on Friday. 14th Rajab 1145 AH.
He recommenced teaching Hadith at Delhi and a new spirit was visible in his teachings. The
light that had brightened him from the science of Hadith cast its rays on the Madrasah
rahimiyah in Delhi and enlightened its .precincts. In this way, Shah Waliullah spread the
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teachings of Hadith throughout India and its light continues to shin~ to date.
The words of Allah ~:~,JI 3ZI.) v..ia.i r.:P {Every soul shall taste of death}! were in effect ·when he
died in 1176 AH at the age of 63. He was buried at Delhi.

Shah Abdul Aziz 4'~.;
Shah Waliullah ".iii4J".J had four sons who attained fame and distinguished themselves. They
were: Shah Abdul Aziz, Shah Abdul Qadir ".iil tU-.J Shah Rafiuddin and Shah Abdul Ghani. All of
them· were known for their intelligence, knowledge oratory, eloquence, piety and
righteousness, but Shah Abdul Aziz ".iiltU-.J stood out in honour and knowledge. He is the one
who earned name for his entire family in the religious world. Certainly, if he was not there,
his family would have remained unknown to the world as honourable, respectable, and
learned and they would not have found themselves mentioned in history.
He was born in 1159 AH. The initial years of his growth were overlooked by his great,
illustrious father, Shah Waliullah ".i!ltU-.J. He was admitted to the Maktab at the age of five, and
began studying the Quran which he completed very soon because of the high level of his
intelligence. He was extremely good natured, too. Next, he completely the primary
education in Persian followed by surf and nahaw (grammar) in a short period of about three
years. Then, his education was entrusted to a worthy Khalifalz (assistant)of Shah Waliullah.
In about two years he became skilled in the different arts of Arabic.
By the age of thirteen, he had not only got through early academic education but also had
qualified in elementary surf and nahaw, fiqh, principles of jurisprudence, logic, scholastic
theology, belief geometry, astronomy and mathematics. He then got admission to his
father's circle of studies and received education in Hadith, all whose books he studied
under his father's eyes in two years time. He must have been hardly fifteen years old when
he had qualified in alJ sciences and arts.
He benefitted from his family's policy of receiving both traditional and modem education
and in the institution of Shah Waliullall, side by side wjth Haditlz and Tafseer, logic and
mathematics were also taught with devotion. Therefore, at a young age Shah Abdul Aziz
became adept in the Subjects of logic Mathematics, History and geography.
Shah Abdul Aziz ".iii4J" J had completed his education in the different sciences when his
father, Shah Waliullah ".iil 4J"J breathed his last, and he succeeded him at the religious
institution. Although he was just seventeen years old then, he was an accomplished
scholar and a great mystic. The Islamic Scholars respected him and students came to him
from the four corners of the world.
He was the one who nurtured the seed his father had sown and worked hard the science of
Haditlz grow in India. Soon it bloomed and people benefitted from its flowers and fruit.
Shah Abdul Aziz ".iii4J-J was a great orator, too and he held both friend and foe spell bound by
his thrilling oratory. He also had a splendid memory. Whatever he read or heard, he
retained it in his memory in the same manner and words ever after.
His person was the mine of the characteristics of the Waliullah family and till today Islam is
bright in India with the light that he had lighted. His enumerable works continue to guide,
1
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and to satisfY the seekers of knowledge.
He completed his days in a grand manner, the scholar pious and righteous person that he
was. He died on Sunday, 7th Shawzval, 1248:AH in the morning ~,-.l;~lut,JJut {To Allah we
belong and to Him is our returnP

Maw lana Shah Muhammad Ishaq 'lL'~.J
Shah Abdul Aziz .a.i!I<U"; had no male offspring. He had three daughters and the second of them
had married Shaykh Muhammad Afzal.a..hl~; and Mawlana Muhammad Ishaq was born to them.
Mawlana Muhammad Ishaq cdii<Y"; was born on 6th Zul Hajjah 1197 AH. Shah Abdul Aziz .a.iii<U-;
had no son, so his attention was focused fully on Mawlana Muhammad Ishaq and he was
brought up in the tradition of the family.
After having received his elementary education, he joined the circle of studies conducted
by Shah Abdul Aziz. Then, he took up teaching and for twenty years he taught Hadith to
Students under the supervision of Shah Abdul Aziz .a.i!I<U-;,
He was known for his scrupulous devotion to the Prophet's ~J4,1~.i»'~ sunnah and deep
love for him. His biographers assert that he never did any thing against sunnah, not even
un knowingly. Nature had bestowed on him not only an excellent character but also a
handsome countenance which divulged his nobility and good character. A look at his face
convinced people that it was like the faces of those who had been blessed with the
company of the Prophet ~J~~~.
When Shah Abdul Aziz .J,I<U-; died, he was chosen as his successor. All disciples and students
turned to him and began to benefit from the treasure of his knowledge.
As a successor of Shah Abdul Aziz .JJI.y.;, he was accorded the same honour and respect that
every leader of this family had received. In spite of the honour, majesty and abundance, he
chose only for the pleasure of Allah to migrate to the sacred land with all his family. There
he performed Hajj but returned home to India after a few days.
In India, the people thronged to his gatherings and he guided them and trained them
through his sermons. However when darkness, bid'ah (innovative practices) and way ward
ness enveloped the India atmosphere and the symbols of Islam came to be neglected, he
became very dejected and resolved to go away from India. The citizens and the Sultan
(ruler) pleaded with him to reconsider his decision but he was unmoved and took all his
family and dependants - a caravan full - to Makkah. They settled there, and there, he died
in 1262AH.

Allamah Nawab Muhammad Qutubuddin Khan Dehlavi
'lilt~), the compiler of Mazahir Haq
He was the son of a wealthy, respectable family of Delhi. His fore fathers had been close to
the royal family who honoured them with high offices and posts in return for their devoted
services. He too enjoyed high respect in the royal court at Delhi and the king had great
regard for him.
He was born in 1219 AH. After he had received his elementary education, he was entrusted
to Mawlana Shah Muhammad Ishaq Dehlavi. He received his blessings and gained a high degree
1
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of excellence in Hadith. He also learnt from the Islamic Scholars of Makkah and Madinah.
He followed Shariah diligently and imitated his teacher faithfully in his appearance and get
.up. He resembled him to such an extent that if anyone had not seen Mawlana Ishaq, he
would be satisfied on looking at Allamah Muhammad Quttubuddin 41 u-.J. He was highly
learned and pious and righteous, humble and well-mannered.
The greatest achievement of his learning is the Urdu translation of Mishkat and its Sharah
(explanation) Mazahir Haq. He has innumerable other writings to his credit which speak
highly of his knowledge and learning. Finally. He went to Makkah where he died in 1289 AH.

Imam Muhy us-Sunnah Qami-ul-Bid' ah Abu
Muhammad Husayn ibn Mas' ood al Fara al Baghawi 41u-;
Author of Masabeeh as sunnah
He was from Baghshoor, a place in Khurasan between Herat and Marwa. This is why he was
called Baghawi. He was a front-rank .scholar of his times, a unique muhaddith and an
excellent exegette. He was peerless in jurisprudence, Hadith and exegesis. This is why his
contemporary muhadditheen, exegettes and scholars regarded him as their leader. He was
also the Grand Mufti.
H;e had mastered the science of recital of the Quran, and was recognized as a great reciter
of the Quran. In spite of these qualifications, he was very humble and simple-living. . ·
He was very pious and God-fearing. His heart was filled with awe of Allah and fear of the
Hereafter and his life was entirely oriented on love of the Prophet ~J~.&.}-P. He shunned
worldly comforts although he was well placed in the world and if he had so desired he
could have enjoyed its blessings and comforts. He practiced abstinence to such an extent
that he ate crumbled bread. His students appealed to him that his eating habits might
weaken him and make him unable to serve Islam because of a degeneration of his mind,
heart and nerves. He heeded their plea only to the extent that he applied olive oil on his
crumbled bread that he ate.
He had got the title Muhy us Sunnah directly from the Prophet ~J~frA.).P. Histprians and
scholars have written that when he finished writing his book sharah as Sunnah, he saw the
Prophet ~J~Ad.}-P in a dream. The Prophet ~J~Ad.}-P told him in a supplication for him,
. "Just as you have kept my sunnah alive through your writing, may Allah keep you alive."
Since then, he got the title Muhy us Sunnah.
The most famous achievement of his career is his work Masabeeh as sunnah which is the
base and text of Mishkat. He collected AHadith from the Sihah Sittah and other reliable
books and arranged them on the line of chapters of books of fiqh.
Among his other works is Tafseer Ma'alim-ul-Tanzeel which enjoys a prestigious position
among exegesis of the Quran.
He died in 516 AH. May Allah have mercy on him.
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Allamah Waliuddin Abu Abdullah Muhammad ibn
Abdullah al-Khateeb/al Umri al Tabrayzee 'liJ'~.;
I

(Compiler of Mishkat al Masabeeh)
His name is Muhammad. Some people have said the he was Mahmood but it is more correct
that he was Muhammad His Kunyah was Abu Abdullah and his title waliuddin. His father was
Abdullah. His family name was Umri while he was known as al-Khateeb al-Tabrayzee."
He was a great scholar, muhaddith, front ranking orator and a very pious and righteous
man who was highly well-mannered. He learnt from great scholars and among his own
students was Mubarak Shah Sadi 41~J.
The greatest fruit of his learning is Mishkat al Masabeeh, more known as Mishkat. It is .
recognized as the basic book of Hadith. Tne recognisition accorded to this book in the
Islamic world may be gauged from the number of its translations, commentaries and
marginal notes (annotations). It is a lengthy list. For example:
1.
Al Ktzashif ul Haqaiq as Sunan, by Allamah Hasan ibn Muhammad al Tabee.
2.
Sharah al Mishkat, by Abu al Hasan Ali ibn Muhammad Alamuddin Bukhari.
3.
Minhad al Mishkat, by Shaykh Abdul Aziz Abhari.
4.
Mirqat Sharah Mishkat by Shaykh Nooruddin Ali ibn Sultan Muhammad Hanoi, well
known as Mulla Ali Qari.
5.
Sharah Mishkat, by Shaykh Shahabuddin Abu ai Abbas Ahmad ibn Ali ibn Juhaythmee.
6
Hashayah Mishkat by Sayyid Sharif Ali ibn Muhammad Tarjami.
7.
Hashiyah Mishkat, by Shaykh Muhammad Sa'eed ibn al Mujaddid AlfThani.
8.
Hidayat al Rawah ila Takhreej al Masabeeh wa al Mishkat, By Shaykh Abu al Fadl Ahmad
Ali, well known as Ibn hajar Asqalani.
9 and 10. Lam'aat al Tanqeeh (Arabic) and Asha'h al Lam'aat (Persian), by Shaykh Abdul Haq

Muhaddith Dahlavi.
al Ta'Ieeq al sabeeh by Mawlana Muhammad Idrees Khandhalwi.
Mir'aah al Mafaateeh, by Maw lana Ubaydullah Rahman Mubarak puri.
Azeeqah al Najaah Sharah Mishkat, by Shaykh Abd an Nalai Amaduddin Muhammad
Shata'ree.
14.
Zeenat al Nukah to Sharah al Mishkat by Sayyid Muhammad Abu al Majd Mahbood
Aalam Ahmadabadi.
15.
Mazahir Haq (Urdu) by Allamah Nawab Muhammad Qutubdin Khan Dahlavi.
16.
Tarjumah Mishkat (vol 1) by Mawlana Karamat Ali foon puri.
The author of Mishkat al Khateeb al Tabrayzee, died after the year 737 AH but the exact year is
not known. It is known definitely that he finished compiling this book (Mishkat) on Friday in
Ramadan 737 AH. Hence the year of his death may safely be regarded after 737 AH. Some

11.
12.
13.

authorities have placed the year of his death as 748 AH and some others as 740 AH.
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Scholars of Hadith
The number of scholars of Hadith from whose books AHadith have been quoted in Mishkat
is thirteen. They are:
Imam Bukhari ttiJI.u-.~, Imam Muslim ttiJI.u-.~, Imam Maalik, Imam Shafa'ee ttiJI.u-.~, Imam Ahmad ibn
Hanbal <iJI.u-.~, Imam Tirmidhi ttiJI.u-.~, Imam Abu Dawood ttiJI.u-.~, Imam Nasa'i ttiJI.u-.;, Imam ibn
Majah .JJI.u-.;, Imam Darami <iJI.u-.;, Imam Dara Qutni <iJI.u-.~, Iniam Bayhaqi <iJI.u-.; and Imam Razin
ibn Mu 'awiyah .d!lou-J.
Besides these people, mention is also made in this list of Imam Nawawi <I.LI<Y"J and Imam ibn
Jawzi 41<Y"J. We present here a brief life account of all these scholars.
The Masabeeh as sunnah or the Mishkat do not include any Hadith harismitted or quoted by
Imam A'Zam, Abu Hanifah 'I.LI <U"J. That is why, his name does not find mention in the
above list. However, we believe that mention of prominent religions personalities or
scholars of Hadith is never complete without inclusion of Imam Abu Hanifah's .d!lou-J name.
Therefore, we have mentioned him at the conclusion of the accounts of these scholars.

Imam Bukhari 41'~.;
The real name of Imam Bukhari 'I.Liou-J is Muhammad ibn Isma'il ibn Ibrahim ibn al Mughirah
ibn Bardizbah al Bukhari. He was born after Asr prayer on Friday, 13th or 16th Shawwal194
AH. He is known through the Jafi people because his great grandfather had embraced
Islam at the hands of a righteous man who was of the Jafi tribe, and his name was Yamaan
Jafi. He was the chief of Bukhara and whoever became a Muslim at his hands traced
himself to his tribe. Therefore, Imam Bukhari was also known as Jafi.
Imam Bukhari 41.illou-J was loosing his eyesight in his childhood and this caused sadness and
anxiety to his mother. One night, when she was sad and dejected as ever, she saw
Sayyidina Ibrahim ...o')LJI~ in a dream. He said to her, 1/Be happy, for Allah has heard your
cry of pain and has shown mercy on your tears. He has accepted your supplication and
restored your son's eyesight." When she woke up in the morning she found her darling's
eyes bright with sight. From the age of ten when he studied at the Maktab, it was his
extraordinary ability that he remembered whatever Hadith he heard and it was since then
that he commenced memorizing the AHadith.
When he had finished the courses at the Maktab, he learnt that there was a scholar and
muhaddith at Bukhara, Daakhli <dllou-J, who was very famous. So, he prepared to go to him.
Daakhli <dll ou-J used to read over to people from his book on the science of Hadith and in
which he had recorded certain AHadith. One day as he was narrating a Hadith, he began
with its line of transmission, 1/Sufyan on the authority of Abu al Zubayr who on the
authority of Ibrahim." Imam Bukhari <dllou-J interrupted him saying,~~ Abu al Zubayr never .
reported from Ibrahim." Daakhli .d!I<Y"J heard the young boy and was unsure about himself,
so he went home and brought the book and confirmed that, indeed, he was wrong and
asked the child to disclose the line of transmission Bukhari .d!l ou-J said, lilt is Sufyan from
Abu al Zubayr who from Adi who on the authority of Ibrahim." Daakhli<dllou-J looked into
the book and said, Surely, you speak the truth. The sanad is as you say." Imam Bukhari ou-J
11
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.till was then eleven years old. Daakhli 41.y-..~ was amazed at such a young boy possessing an

extra-ordinary memory and he showered praise on him.
At the age of sixteen, he had memorized the books of Ibn Mubarak 41.y-..~ and wakee, and he
went to Makkah with his mother and brother, Alunad, to perform Hajj, After performing
Hajj, while his mother and brother returned home, he stayed behind to study Hadith. At the
age eighteen, he began to write books and one of his books, kitaab al Tarikh, dealt with the
achievements of the companions ~41~..~ and the Tabi'een 41.y-.~ events in their lives, and
their sayings. After he had prepared the manuscript, he polished it at Madinalz, near the
grave of the Prophet ~J~i!AJ-P in moonlit nights.
Haamid ibn Ismai141.y-.~ who was a distinguished muhaddith when Imam Bukhari used to
go to his teachers to listen to the AHadith said. "I would accompany him and he never took
pen and ink with him. I pointed to him that while he went to the teacher very eagerly to
learn a Haditll, he did not take writing implements with him. How could he hope to learn
then and if he wished to memorise Hadith, he must carry pen and ink and write down what
the teacher said. After sixteen days, Imam Bukhari asked me to take the AHadith that I had
written during the time. I had written down fifteen thousand AHadith during this period.
Bukhari began to narrate all those AHadith from memory while I held the written material
before me. Instead of my prompting him any where, I had to correct my written text here
and there from what he narrated. He narrated the fifteen thousand AHadith without a
single Stammer or mistake. He then remarked that we supposed that he was wasting his
time. I realized th~n and there that he had a great future."
Sahih al Bukhari is the biggest achievement of Imam Bukhari. It is the most correct book
. after the noble Quran. One day Imam Bukhari and ~is fellow students were attending a
session with their teacher, Ishaq ibn Rahwayh. The students while discussing the subject
among themselves wished that someone tnight compile a collection of the AHadith of the
Prophet ~J~.1n~ in a brief manner; and the AHadith should be authentic to the highest
degree. In that way, all the authentic AUaditll would be at one place and seekers of Haditlz
would be able to trace them out without' reservation or hesitation, and abide by them. No
one would have to re-verify those AHadith from any other scholar."
The students dispersed but imam Bukhari pondered over the suggestion and resolved to
undertake the work. He began writing the book.
At that time he had a treasure of about 600,000 AHaditlz. He sifted the weaker AHadith from
the m.tthPntic. He began to write down the authentic AHadith in his book He omitted all the
AHadith that ·n.::rP weak or did not meet the standard of authenticity. Soon the wish of the
students of Ibn Rahwayh ~hl.y-.~ was given practical shape. The ]am'e-ul-Bukhari was compiled.
It was the practice of Imam Bukhari ,while writing this book that he first had ghusl (bath),
offered two raka'at optional prayer and then wrote down a Haditlz. There is no Hadith in
Bukhari which Imam Bukhari may have written without having a bath and prayed two
optional raka'at. It took him sixteen years to complete the great task and in his life about
ninety thousand people had the honour of learning a Haditll from him directly.
Khalid ibn Alunad Za'li was then the governor of Bukhara. He sent mes:~~e to Imam
Bukhari that he should visit his home and teach his sons the Bokhari and other ou0k::;, like
kitab al Tareekh, etc. Imam Bukhari sent him a reply. ''This is the learning of Haditlz and I
consider it a mockery of Hadith that I should come to your house to teach Hadith. If you
wish, send your sons to my gatherings so th:lt th::y will sit with other students and learn
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the Ai-Iadith." For the governor, this response was nothing short of a slap on the face but he
sent word to the Imam. "I am prepared to $~nd my sons to you but you must ensure that
when they are with you, no one else should come to you. Rather, a sentry should stand at
the door to bar entry to other people to the class. It is not acceptable to me that when my
sons attend your class, the common people and the lower strata should sit next to them."
Imam Bukhari refused to abide by the governor's condition. He said. "This knowledge is
the legacy of the.Prophet ~J~.a-~ and the whole ummah has an equal share in it. No one is
preferred over the other in receiving it." The governor of Bukhari was infuriated with this
answer and he resolved to teach the 'stubborn' scholar the lesson of his life.
There has never been lack of such scholars who smother their conscience for the sake of
worldly wealth or personal favours, and submit to authorfty for that. They not only do that
but also willingly bt:ing innocent and sincere scholars to disrepute to achieve their ends.
The same thing happened to Imam Bukhari. There were the Scholars "Vho seemed to be his
. friends but, when the opportunity to gain personal favours arose, they helped the governor
and began to criticize Imam Bukhari and question his standing. They assisted the governor
in drawing out a list of accusations against him so that he was exiled from Bukhara.
When Imam Bukhari was going out of the city, he. did not say anything but, "0 Allah, I put
this affair in Your Hands." Hardly had a month passed by when the governor Khalid ibn
Ahmad, was deposed by the Khalifah and not only was he dismissed but also made to ride a
donkey throughout the city.
One of the scholars, Harith ibn Warqah, who had conspired with the governor against the
Imam was also dishonoured severely. Another scholar who was part of the conspiracy
faced painful punishment from Allah and all his children died.
Imam Bukhari 41.,...) went to Nishapur but his self respect and independent nature annoyed
the governor there.~ too. He had to leave that place and he finally settled at Khartang near
Samarqand. And, it was at this place that his living days were over and he died on the last
day of Ramadan, the night preceding Eid al Fitr, 265 AH at the age 62 years. ~~1;41li1,JJu1
He had many teachers. Distinguished among his teachers were Ishaq ibn Rahwayh .d!l.u-.) Ali
ibn Madini .dil.u-.J, Ahmad ibn Hanbal .dll~J and Yahya ibn Mu' een .dll~J
Khateeb Abu Bakr Baghdadi ha·s quoted Abdul Wahid Tarawi as narrating, "I saw the
Prophet ~J~lm~ in a dream. He was with his companions and waiting for someone. I
offered salaam and the Prophet ~J4#~~ responded to it and I asked him, '0 Messenger of
Allah! For whom do you wait here? He said 'we await Muhammad ibn Ismail.' After some
time, I learnt of the death of Imam Bukhari and I worked out that he had died about the
time I had seen the Prophet ~J~,&,~ wait for Imam Bukhari."
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dehlawi .d!l ~J has mentioned the dream in his translation and also
disclosed that when he was buried the fragrance of musk came out of the grave. This sweet
smell continued to emanate many days thereafter from the earth of the grave.
Many people have seen in their dreanis that the Prophet ~J ·~ ~ ~ associated Sahih al
Bukhari to with himself. Thus, Muhammad ibn Ahmad Marwazi was once sleeping in the
passage between the Rukan and Maqam Ibrahim in the Ka'oah. The Prophet ~J~.iill~ told
him in a dream. "0 Abu Zayd! How long will you give lessons from the book of Shafa' ee?
Why do you not teach from my book?" He became fearful and submitted, "Messenger of
Allah. I give my life for you. Which is your book, that I may give lessons from it?" The
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Prophet ~J~.&!~ said, ]ami Muhammad ibn Ismail" (This is Sahih al Bukhan). A similar
dram is also narrated by the Imam of the Hannayn.
Imam Bukhari had written many books. The most notable and worthy is, of course, his
Sahih al Bukhari which has earned a never failing acclaim in the entire Islami world. The
other book is Kitab al Tareekh. A third is Kitab al Adab. A fourth book is kitab RaJa yadayn.
There are many other books written by Imam Bukhari and they speak highly of his
knowledge and learning.
11

Imam Muslim 'lLt~J
His name was Muslim ibn Hajjaj. His Kunyah Abu al Husayn. He was of Qushayri tribe and
his native land was nishapur. He was born in 204 AH or 206AH. He was a great muhaddith
and is recognized as an Imam in this field. His brilliant students included Abu Hatim Razi,
Tirmizi and Abu Bakr Khuzaymah. Abu Hatim Razi saw Imam Muslim 4ltU-.J in a dream
after his death and asked him how he had fared. Imam Muslim 4ltU-.) disclosed, ''Allah has
bestowed upon me His favours, opened the gates to paradise for me and the expanse of
praradise is at my disposal. I move about wherever I like.
After the death of Imam Muslim, Abu Ali Zaghni saw a pious, righteous man in his dream
ans asked him what was behind his salvation. He had some papers in his hand and
showing him he said, "Because of these." They were sections of Sahih al Muslim!
It is stated in Kitab ~areekh that, one day, there was a reference to a Hadith in a gathering of
Imam Muslim 4lcU-.J. The attendants of the assembly asked him about it but he could not then
recall that Hadith. So, he went into his home and placed be.(ore him a basket in which he filled
dates. He began looking for the Hadith and, at the same time, ate a date from the basket.
Finally, he did find the Hadith but, meanwhile, he had eaten all the dates in the basket, He
was so engrossed in looking out for the Hadith that he never thought how he would digest all
those dates. He died because of that on SlliK'\ay, 24th Rajah 261 AH. ~,-.IJ~llii,JJLil.
The greatest achievement of Imam Muslim is ]ami Sahih al Muslim, a great book of Hadith
and, like al Bukhari the most authentic book. He has innumerable other works to his credit;
for example Musnad Kabir, ]ami Kabir, Kitab al Ilal, Kitab awham muHaditheen, Kitab Tameez,
Kitab man laysa lahu illa rawa wahid, kitab Tabqaat Mukhdariyeen, kitab al Asma wa al kuna kitab
al Wajdan, kitab Hadith amir ibn Shu'ayrb, kitab Mashikh Maalik, Kitab Mashaikh Thauri. There
&r£ 1nany other works from him.

Imam Maalik .JJt~.J
His name was Maalik. His d~acent is traced in this manner; Maalik ibn Anas ibn Maalik ibn
Abu Aamir ibn Aamir ibn al Harith ib1l'Ghaymaan ibn Khaythal and so on. His great grand
father, Abu Aamir, was a companion of the Prophet ~J~iJJI~; however the scholar Zabri,
has written in tajreed al sahabah that it is not known that Abu Aamir was a companion but it
is confirmed that he was born in the times of the Prophet ~J~.\1~.
Abu Aamir' s son, Maalik was a Tabi' ee. Accordingly, we find his transmission from
Sayyidina Uthman ~41r§'.J and other companions. Shaykh Muhammad Ibrahim ib.t~ Khaleel
has written about Abu Aamir in Sharah Mukhtasar Khaleel that he was a companion who
pa.l·ticipated in every battle with the Prophet ~...J~1»1~ except Badr. Imam Maalik <diltU-.J was
from Asbahi tribe. He was born in 93 AH. It is said about him that he was born two or three
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years after his mother conceived him.
Imam Maalik <111-u-J was an ardent student of Hadith and eager to learn about it, and the
precise abiding by the sunnah had become his mark of distinction. In his early days, his
family could not afford to pay for his thirst for knowledge and he sold the (linking) chains
in his home to pay for his books. Soon, however, days changed and he found himself in
abundance with every kind of comfort available to him. People had chosen him as their
centre. Imam Maalik <111-u-J was gifted with tremendous memory and he said about himself
that he retained whatever he memorized once.
He was just seventeen years old when he began to teach Hadith. It is stated that during the
initial days of his lessons, a woman of Madinah who was pious noble and respected died.
While her body was being given a bath, the woman who was giving the bath happened to
touch the private organ of the body and remarked that the dead woman was an adulteress.
The moment she· uttered these words, her hand got stuck when~ it was on the private
organ. Try as she would, she could not remove her hand from there. She was very worried
and this was a very amazing thing to happen. The Scholars were consulted b~t they were
helpless. The people than consulted Imam Maalik <loLl .u-J. His intelligence suggested an
instant solution to the problem. He ruled, "This woman has slandered a pious and chaste
woman and accused her of having committed adultery. Therefore, the punishment of Allah
has descended on her. The only solution is to give her the prescribed punishment."
Accordingly, she was given eighty lashes after which her hand got free. Since then people
recognized Imam Maalik' s standing as a great scholar and able man.
Imam Maalik ~1-u-J has the distinction of having written with his own hands one thousand
AHadith which feat no other Muhaddith has achieved. He had such a great sense of respect,
that he never relieved himself in the precincts of the Haram of Madinah (limits of its sacred ·
territory). He wpuld go beyond the limits of the city to answer nature's call. However, he
could not help when he was ill.
About a thousand people heard his outstanding book Muwatta from him. They have
obtained sanad from him in Hadith. Even after his death, people benefit from his book
which has gained exceptional approval.

Imam Shafa' ee d.bt~..)
His name was Muhammad and Kunyah Abu Abdullah and he was famous by the name
Shafa' ee. His family tree is traced in this way; Muhammad ibn Idrees ibn Abbas ibn Uthman
ibn Shafi ibn Saa'ib ibn Ubayd ibn Abd Yazeed ibn Hashim ibn Muttalib ibn Abd Munaf ....!
Qurayshi al Muttalibi. Shafi is called Mutalibi because his forefather was Muttalib "''!to was
a brother of Hashim ibn Abd Munaf. Imam Shafa' ee was one of the children of Hashim, the
one who was the son of Muttalib. The other Hashim who was the son n! Abd Munaf and
brother of Muttalib was a forefather of the Prophet ~J~~.iil~~. Thus, the family tree of the
Prophet ~J~ .iil1~ and imam Shafa' ~e branches out at Abel Munaf. Shafi the ancestor of
Imam Shafa'ee was alive in the time of the Prophet ~J~.;,~ and his father, Saa'ib had also
·been alive in the Prophet's ~J~.iil~~ times. Rather, he is the very Saa'ib who had held the
standard of Banu Hashim for the (disbelieving) Quraysh in the battle between Right and
wrong at Badr ant{ when the disbelievers lost the battle and many of them were taken
captives Saa'ib was one of them. Then he earned freedom by ransoming himself, and then
he embraced Islam.
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Imam Shafa' ee was born in 150 AH at Ghazza but some authorities say that he was born at
Aasqalan, and some others Mina. He was then taken to Makkah where he grew up in the
sacred surroundings: He had committed the Quran to memory .at the age of seven, and
Muwatta Imam Ma~lik at the age of ten. He learnt fiqh from Muslim ibn Khalid who was a
Mufti at that time. When he was fifteen years old, the well known Islamic Scholars and
Shaykll had given him authority to issue fatawa (religious edicts). He them travelled to
Madinah to seek more knowledge and became a student of Imam Maalik 41"-4'";,
Imam Shafa' ee 41"-4'"; said that in his early life, he was much interested in poetry and he had
memorized many verses of poetry which he recited often. He was sitting in the shade of the
Ka'bah orie day and he was all alone when he heard someone say. "the Imam says ...." And
he heard very attentively someone say.

"0 Muhammad! Take up what is authentic and lasting, and give up poetry."
Again before he had attained majority, he saw a dream in which he heard the Prophet ~~
~J~ call him. He answered. "Labayk (Here I am)! 0 Messenger of Allah." The Prophet~
~J~i»' asked him, "To what tribe do you belong?" He answered, "Messenger of Allah! I
am from your tribe." The Prophet ~J ~ iii'~ said, "come close to me, and open your
mouth." Imam Shafa'ee went close to the Prophet ~J~.\1~ and opened his mouth. The
Prophet ~J~i»>~ put the saliva from his own mouth into the mouth of Imam Shafa'ee"
and said, "Go! May Allah shower on your blessings and auspiciousness." Imam Shafa'ee
41"-4'"; said, "Thereafter, never was a mistake committed by me in the learning of Hadith and
Arabic literatur~."
Imam Shafa' ee 41 ~; said that when he presented himself before Imam Maalik 41 ~; he
indentified Shafa' ee with his manner of conversation and appearance and asked, "What is
your name?/1 He said, "Muhammad." Imam Maalik 41 ~; said, '0 Muhammad! practice
taqwa," (A God fearing attitude). "Fear Allah and keep yourself away fro~ sin, for Allah
will make you possessor of glory and greatness in the ummah of Prophet Muhammad ~iii'J...P
~J." Imam Shafa'ee then stayed a long period of time with Imam Malik 41"-4'"; occupied in
learning and gaining knowledge. When he had qualified and ast<ed Imam Maalik 41 ~; to
grant him permission to go, he proffered him words of advice.
"0 young man!" he said," Allah has placed light in your heart, so it is your duty to care for
it. Let not the darkness of sin cloud the light."
After taking leave of Imam Maalik 41 "-4'".J, he went to Baghdad and studied more of Hadith
and fiqh from their scholars. He went to Makkah from there and then again to Baghdad.
After some period, he went to Egypt where he occupied himself in teaching and began to
write very valuable and useful books in large numbers. He wrote fourteen book~ on
principles of religion or jurisprudence and about a hundred books on branches of religion
or its tenets. Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal has said, "I had not known the annulling and the
annulled, the parn.cu!ar and the common, he detailed and the precise in Hadith but when I
took up the company of Imam Shafa' ee 41~;, I became aware of these things"
Imam Muhammad 41"-4""; the student of Imam Abu Hanifah .JII"-4'".J said, "Imam Shafa' ee 41"-4'".J
borrowed Abu. Hanifah' s book Kitab Awsat and memorized the whole book in one night.
and one day." Imam Shafa' ee died in the last day of Rajab 204 AH on a Friday. He was
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buried on the same day. Of his books, Kitab al Umm enjoys a very important status.
His teachers included Imam Maalik .J!l.u-J and Sufyan ibn Uyainah and others. He learnt
Haditlz from them. His students included Imam Ahmad Ibn Hanbal .Jil<U"J Sufyan Thauri <U"J
.Jil Muzana .Jil<U"J and a great many others wh<? benefited from him.

Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal 'lil'~J
His Kunyah was Abu Abdullah and his name was Ahmad. His line of descent is thus: Ahamd
ibn Muhammad ibn Hanbal ibn Hilaal ibn Asad ibn Idrees ibn Abdullah ibn Hiban ibn Asad
ibn Rabiah ibn Nazaar ibn Sa' d ibn Adnan and so on.
He was recognized as an authority and front-ranking scholar of Hadith and fiqh in his tJme.
He was extremely pious, righteous and ascetic, and his worship was full of humility' and
humbleness. He grew up in Baghdad and got his education and qualification in Hadith
there. After that, he undertook a long travel to hear and learn Hadith and his search took
him to Kufah Busrah, Makkah, Madinah, Yaman, Syria, and other lands. He sought
knowledge from the great scholars of every land he visited and received their permission
to narrate Hadith.
His teachers included Yazid ibn Haroon, Yahya ibn Sa'eed Qataan, Sufyan ibn Uyainah
and Imam Shafa' ee. He narrated Hadith from them. His students included Imam Bukhari,
Muslim ibn Hajjaj Qushayri, Abu Zara and Abu Dawood Sajistani. These people
transmitted AHadith from him.
Islzaq ibn Rahwayh .J!l.u-J had said about him that he was a hujjah (argument) between Allah
and His slaves.
Imam Shafa' ee testified, "I did not find any one in Baghdad more ascetic, God fearing and
knowledgeable than Ahmad ibn Hanbal.
Ahmad Sa' eed Darami used to confirm that he had not seen anyone who could remember
the AHadith of the Prophet ~y.~.iil'~ more than Ahmad ibn Hanbal.Jil<U";,
Abu Dawood Sijistan .J!l <U"; would say often, "To sit with Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal
.J!l.u-J is like sitting with the people of the hereafter because in his company nthing but
religion is discussed."
It is said about him that he had adopted a life of austerity and for the seventy odd years he
lived he remained independent placing trust on Allah. This is spite of his greatness. He
never sought comfort and never took anything from anyone.
Muhammad ibn Musa has reported that the Egyptians sent Hasan ibn Abdul Aiz to Baghdad
with legacy of a hundred thousand gold coins (of Ashrafi) loaded on many animals. Hasan
ibn Abdul Aziz sent to Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal .;.1l4:i".J a number of bags with one thousand
coins each Saying, "I have received this wealth as lawful inheritance. Do accept something
for yourself and spend it on your family." Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbai41<U"J refused the offer
and 'he did not take even a single gold coin from it saying, "I really do not need it." There
are many other similar accounts that speak of his patience, reliance of Allah, abstinence,
righteousness and piety.
He was born at Baghdad in 164 AH and died there in 241 AH on Friday He was buried the
same day after Asr.
His works include Musnad. It is held in e~i:eem by the muhadditheen and it contains more
than thirty thousand AHadith.
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Imam Tirmidhi 4'4.4-J
His Kunyah was Abu Isa and name Muhammad ibn Isa Surah ibn Musa ibn Dihaak
Tirmidhi. He is known by the name Trimidhi because of his association with the city of that
name. He was a great muhaddith which can be gauged from his book Tirmidhi which is an
authentic collection of AHadith. The muhadditheen regard it very highly and, in fact, give it
importance over the other books of Sahah Sittah:
(1)
When he narrates a Hadith, he makes it a point to name the narrators from whom
he had heard or received the Hadith so that the category of the AHadith is known
mutawatar or ahead (continuous or single narrator)
(2)
With the Hadith, he also mentions the conclusion derived from the AHadith and the
view point of different Islamic Scholars.
(3)
At every stage, he also mentions the status of the narrator whether weak or strong.
He also comments on the Hadith's authenticity; Saheeh, Hasan, gharib, munkar. In the
transmission of Hadith the narrators between him and the Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ are a
minimum of three and a maximum of ten. There is a Hadith which only has three means in
between such a Hadith is called Thalathi.
The muhadditheen from whom he has narrated are Qutaybah ibn Sa'eed, Mahmood ibn
Ghaylan Muhammad ibn Bishar, Ahmad ibn Manee, Muhammad ibn Mathna and some others.
He had many students too. Notable among them are Muhammad ibn Ahmad and Haytham
ibn Kulayb. He completed his Jami Tirmidhi and sent it to the Islamic Scholars of the Hijaz,
Iraq and Khurasan and they gave it their approving comments.
He has also compiled the Shama'il Nubawi in which he has written on the Prophet's sacred
life and his appearance.
He was born in 209 AH and died 279 AH.

Imam Abu Dawood Sijistani 4t4..4-J
His Kunyah was Abu Dawood and name Sulayman ibn Ash'ath ibn Islzaq ibn Bashir. He is
known as Sijistani because he was a resident of Sijistan. He travelled widely in his quest for
knowledge and Hadith and he presented himself before the Islamic Scholars and
muhadditheen of iraq, khurasan. Syria, Egypt and Hijaz. He her·d AHadith from them and
got their permission to quote them. He has narrated AHadith from recognized Islamic
Scholars and muhadditheen like, Muslim ibn Ibrahim, Sulayman ibn Harb. Yahya ibn
Mu' een and Ahmad Ibn Hanbal. Those who have transmitted from him include Abu
Abdur Rahman Nasa'i anr! .:\hmad ibn Muhammad.
The native land of Imam Abu Dawood is Busrah but he moved to Baghdad where he
compiled his great work sunan Abu Dawood. When the people read over the sunan Abu
Dawood to Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal 4111~J on the authority of Abu Dawood, he appreciated
it highly. Imam Abu Dawood .Jil ~J said that he had narrate.d five hundred thousand
aHadith of the Prophet ~J~)»,~ from the Islamic Scholars and mulzadditheen of which he
collected in 1:-J:: book one thousand six hundred most authentic and reliable AHaditlz. Of
these, there are fon~ AHadith that may suffice all the other AHaditlz, meaning that they
i~clude comprehensively all points and philosophies of religion and Shariah. They are:
(1)
~o:~~~J~'11(..j1 Indeed, deeds are judged by the intentions that guide them.
(2)
~:~j ')I~ ll';5 ~;;j1 -!~!~~He who wishes to observe Islam well, leaves alone that
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which does not concern him.
(3)
~ -:i&:l ~ ~(;; ~ j ~; J.> ~~ ~~~ ~~-§ The believer will not become a perfect believer
unless he prefer for his brother what he prefers for himself..
(4)
~l+.:.H!. r:;;:;:}:; ~ ~I:;;J10!; ~ Jj;jl 01 The lawful is defined and the unlawful is defined
and between them are the doubtful things.
Abu Bakr Khallal .d.ll~.J asserted about him that Imam Abu Dawood .d.ll~.J was on illustrious
man of his times and of a very good temperament. He was an ascetic. He was recognized
for his eminence and Command over Hadith. His book is an outstanding work and it ranks
above all other books after Bukhari and Muslim. Imam Abu Dawood ~~~.J was born in 202
AH and died in 276 AH.

Imam Nasa'i ~14..4-J
His Kunya was Abu Abdur Rahman and name was Ahmad ibn Shuayb ibn Ali ibn Bahr
ibn Sanan. He was a resident of Nasaa, a city in Khurasan and so got the name Nasa'i. He
was born in 214 or 215 AH.
He travelled widely to learn and met the illustrous Islamic Scholars of his time. He gained
tremendously from them. The countries he visited included Khurasan, Iraq, Syria and
Egypt from where he acquired much knowledge of Hadith.
He was just fifteen years old when he met Qutaybah ibn Sa'd for his first lessons. He stayed·
there for fourteen months. Imam Nasa'i followed the Shafa' ee school of thought as is
evident from his book Manasik al Hajji.
.
He always observed the Dawood fast which involves fasting on alternate days. In spite of
that he possessed good health and extra ordinary strength. He had four wives and some
female slaves and he spent a night with each wife.
When he had finished writing his sunah kubra, one of the ameens asked him, "Are all the
AHadith in Your book Saheeh?" He said, "No some are Saheeh and some Hasan." The ameer
requested him to compile for him those Hadith in the book which were Saheeh to the highest
degree. So, he compiled the Sunan Mujtaba.
His death came in a very tragic and cruel manner. The rulers in his times were the Banu
Umayyah who were opposed to Sayyidina Ali .d.II~.J Imam Nasa'i .Jii~.J wrote a book in which
he described the characteristics, good qualities and auspicious condition of Sayyidina Ali ~.;
.d.ll He resolved to read to the public from the book on a Friday in the mosque in Damascus.
His intention was to correct the wrong impression about Sayyidina Ali .d.II~.J in the mind of
the common people which they had been fed by the kingdom of Banu Umayyah.
So, one Friday, he began to read from the book before the people. He had just read a few
passages when someone from the gathering got up and asked him, "It is true that you have
described Ali in this book, but do tell us whether you have described in it the good
qualities of Sayyidina Muawiyyah or not?"
Imam Nasa'i said, "I do not deny the greatness and virtue of Sayyidina Mu'awiyyah .d.ll~.F.J
~and I agree that he had re~eived salvation but his virtues and excellences to not have as
much importance as Sayyidina Ali's ~.d.ll~.J to warrant my writing on them." Some people
have quoted Imam Nasa'i .d.II~J to have answered in this manner; "I do not subscribe to the
virtues attributed to Sayyidina Mu' awiyyah ~.d.ll~J,"
H~ !:~s not !inishPci speaking that the gathering poured down over him in futy. They beat
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him severely to such an extent that he could not even get up. His servants picked him up
and took him to his home. Immediately on reaching home, he said," Take me to Makkah just
now so that I may die in the sacred land or on my journey ot it."
He was taken to Makkah and he died there, a martyr's, death, on Monday, 13th Safar 303
AH. He was buried between Safa and Marwah. ~I<Y-.J

Ima~

Ibn Majah 'lilt~_;

His Kunyah was Abu Abdullah ·and name Muhammad ibn Yazeed ibn Majah. He was a
resident of Qazween, a city between Iraq and Iran (between Tahran and Zanjan). He was of
the Tribe Rabee'ee which is said to be related to Rabia'ah Baloola. He is recognized as well
versed and experienced in the science of Hadith and a. retainer of Hadith in his strong
memory. He learnt from the students of Imam Maalik and travelled to many lands.
His ·outstanding book Ibn Majah is an important part of the syllabus of Hadith. Some of
the muhadditheen and Islamic Scholars consider Ibn Majah as oqe of the Sihalt sittah. There
are many talathi aHadith in the book. However, one munkar or Mawdoo Hadith has found
itself in Ibn Majah, therefore, some of the Islamic Scholars xefuse to refuse to regard it as
one of the Sihah sittah.
Some people have narrated many AHadith extolling the virtues of Qazween, his native
land. But authorities regard all of them as mawdoo.
He was born in 209 AH and died on Monday. 27th Ramadan 273 AH. But Allah knows best.

Imam Darami 'l.L\~_;
His Kunyah was Abu Muhammad and his name was Abdullah ibn Abdur Rahman Fadl
samarqandi al-Darani. Samarqandi refers to the city Samarqand where he lived and
Darami refers to his tribe.
He was an eminent muhaddith and scholar. He was adorned with the virtues of piety
asceticism and contentment. His book too enjoys a distinct position in Hadith literature.
His teachers included Ibn Majah, Hlbban ibn Hilal, Nadr ibn Shumayl, and Hayah ibn
Shurayh. He had a great many studenJg too and they include the muhadditheen of the caliber
of Imam Muslim ~I<Y-.J and Imam Tirmizi ~1-u-.J. He was born in 181 AH and died in 255 AH.
It is reported by Ishaq ibn Ahmad ibn Khalifah that he was sitting in an assembly of Imam
bukhari ~1-u-.J when they received news of the death of Abdullah ibn Abdur Rahman al
Darami. Imam Bukhari (H) h~ng down his head in sorrow and exclaimed ~~'; ~~ bl, .JJ bl
(To Allah we belong and to Him is our return). He had taken it so hard that tears fell from
his eyes on to his cheeks.

Imam Daraqutni ~\~.;
His Kunyah was Abu al Hasan and his name Ali ibn Umar Daraqutni. He was distinguished
in the science of Hadith and had extraordinary prowerss. He had a great knowledge of the
cause and reason of the Hadith and the conditions of the narrators. His well-known work is
the Daraqutni which is recognized as a reliable book of Hadith. It is his singularity that he
related all the known lines of transmission of a Hadith.
In his quest for knowledge, he undertook travel to far-off lands. He sought
knowledge of Hadith from .tslamic Scholars in Kufah, Busrah, Syria, Wasit, Egypt and
other Muslim countries.
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Daraqutni is the name of a neighbourhood in Baghdad where he lived. Hence, he is known
by that name. Qatan is the Arabic words for cotton and the neighbourhood was a trading
centre for cotton and thus came to be known as Daraqutan.
His students included Abu Nu' aym, Abu Bakr Barqani, jawhari, Qadi Abu al Tayyib
Tabari, Haakim Abu Abdullah Nishapuri and others. He was born in Baghdad in 305 or 306
AH, and he died there on 22nd Zul Qa' dah 350 AH. Some reports suggest the date of his
death as 8th Zul Qa'dah, a Thursday. But Allah knows best.

Imam Ahmad ibn Husayn Bayhaqi d..Lt~J
His Kunyah was Abu Bakr and his name was Sharif Ahmad ibn Husayn Bayhaqi. He held a
respectable and esteemed rank in the eyes of the Islamic Scholars and muhadditheen, and
his excellence was confirmed.
His works numbered in thousands and some reports attribute seven thousand articles on
different aspects of religion. This reflects on his wide knowledge and ability. Among his
works, the very well known are Kitab Mabsoot, Kitab as-Sunan, Kitab Dalail an Nabuwah,
Kitab Ma'rifat Uloom Hadith, Kitab Ba'th wa al Nushoor, Kitab Aadab, Kitab Fadail
Shahabah Kitab Fadail Awqat, Kitab Sha'b al Imam, Kitab Akhlaqiyat, and so on.
He was born in Sha'ban 384 AH and died at Nishapur in 456 AH.

Imam Razeen ibn Mu' awiyyah d..Lt~J
His Kunyah was Abu al Husayn and his name was Razeen ib:r:t Mu' awiyyah a1 Abdari. Abd a1 Daar
was a famous tribe of the Quraysh and Razeen belonged to it. Hence, he is known as Abdari.
He was a front-rank muluuldith and an illustrious scholar of religion. He died in the year 530 AH.

Imam Nawawi d..Lt~.J
His Kunyah was Abu Zakariyah and his name Yahya ibn Ashraf Hazami. His title was
Muhiyuddin. Hazam was one of his ancestor~ and his family came to be known after him,
Hazami. Nawa is a settlement near Damascus in Syria. He was a resident there and so got
the name Nawawi.
He as born al Nawa on one of the first ten days of Muhurrum 621 AH. He died on
Wednesday 14th Rajab 677 AH in the night.
·

Imam Ibn al Jawzi d..Lt~.J
His Kunyah was Abu al Farah. His name was Abdur Rahman ibn al Baghdadi Hanbali
Siddiqi but he is famous by the name of Ibn al-Jawzi which is derived from Furdah al-Jawzi
which is derived from Furdah al-Jawz the name of a place.
He was a great theologian, able jurist and superior muhaddith. The Islamic Scholars
unanimously recognize him as an excellent and knowledgeable scholar. His works cover a
wide range of subjects exegesis, jurisprudence, travel and some more. The number of his
books is very great and he was accepted as an authority in all these subject.
He had written a book on mawdoo'at Hadith in which he collected the Hadith tht are mawdoo.
Another of his books is Talbees Iblis in which he has discussed bid'ah (innovation) and acts
that are contrary to sunnah, and then rejected them; this book has an interesting account of
aqwaam Shayatani (devil's people) and an outright rejection of those who deny the Sufis,
innovators and the misled.
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Imam Ibn al-Jawzi .till.u-J was extremely intelligent and a number of accounts of his wisdom
and intelligence are narrated in books of travel and history. One such account is related
here. A sunni and a Shi'ah had a argument on who was more excellent, Sayyidina Abu Bakr
~.till~J or Sayyidina Ali ~.till~J. The argument soon turned violent and the two finally
agreed to refer to Ibn al Jawzi and to accept his decision. Thus, they approached Ibn al
Jawzi .till.u-J and day as he was delivering words of wisdom and advice from the pulpit. One
of the two parties interrupted him and asked:

"Who among the companions is more excellent?"
Ibn al Jawzi .till.u-.) realized the delicacy of the sitUation. The government was in the hands of
the Shi'as and Ibn al Jawzi <till.u-J was careful enough to give an answer that should not
displease the sunni (and thus the truth) nor the Shia' lest there should be trouble and
unrest. He gaze a very intelligent and sagacious answer. He said:

"The most excellent of the companions of the Messenger of Allah is that his
daughter is in his house."
Imam ibn al Jawzi .till.u-J said only this much and went away from there so that he may not
have to explain the words. As for these men, both the parties were happy with the answer
each believing that his contention was supported. The sunni believed that the answer
implied that the superior companion is he whose daughter is in the house of (married to)
the Messenger of Allah ~J ~ fill ~ because Sayyidina Abu Bakr' s ~ .till ~.) daughter,
Sayyidah Ayshah ~All ~.J was married to the Prophet ~J~.111 ~, and so Sayyidina Abu
Bakr ~ .till ~J is more excellent. The shi' a read the answer to suggest that he is more
excellent in whose house is the daughter of the Prophet~ J~~~ and because his daughter
sayyidah Fatimah was married to Sayyidina Ali ~.dll~J he believed that Sayyidina Ali ~J
~.till was superior.
It was the sagacity of Ibn al Jawzi .dll.u-J that he used the pronoun in the sentence in such a
way that the meaning become ambiguous. Mischief was thus averted. Tempers were
cooled down. Ibn al Jawzi was born in the year 517 AH, and he died in 597 AH . .till.u-J

Imam Az' am Abu Hanifah ~ltJJ-.J
His name was Nu'man and his kunyah was Abu Hanifah while his title was Imam A'zam.
His father was Thabit and his grandfather was zoota.
Zoota was a resident of Iran and by religion was a parsee (Zoroastrian). When the light of
Islam spread to lands beyond Arabia and also shown over Persia, alongwith other people
Zoota too embraced Islam. Some people of his family harassed him after he had become a
Muslim and obstructed him from practicing the rites of Islam. So, Zoota set his mind on
hijrah (migration in Allah's cause) and he went away from his native land with his wife
and some property and travelled towards Makkah. This was the era of Sayyidina Ali .J!I~J
~ as Khalifah and Kufah wa~ the capital city of Islam and the grandeur and majesty of
Islam was apparent here. Zoota reached kufah and gave up the idea of proceeding to
Makkah and settled al Kufah. He earned his living through trading in textiles.
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In early 40 AH a son was born to him whom he named Thabit. In the prime of Thabit' s youth,
zoota died and in SOAH a son was born to Thabit who named him Nu'man. Later on Nu'man
took up the Kunyah Abu Hanifah. He became famous with the title of Imam A' zam. When
Imam Abu Hanifah was born about seventy years had passed since the Prophet's pLJ•Plll1J..P
death. Many of the companions ~ .J,I t..P.) too had departed from this iife but three of them
were. (1) Sayyidina Anas ibn Maalik ~1\illt.,P.J the attendant of the Prophet ~J~.ii~J.-P. (2)
Sayyidina Sahl ibn Sa' d Ansari ~.J,It..P.J. And (3) Sayyidina Abu Tufayl Aamir ibn Wathilah
~.J,It.,P.J Imam Abu Hanifah .dii<U>-.) met two of them. Sayyidina Anas ~411t.,P.J and Sayyidina
Abu Tufayl Amir ~.tillt.,P.J. He had the benefit of having their company and thus had the
_ honour of becoming a Tabi' ee, which is only his distinction among the four Imams.
He received his early education at home and when he gained some wisdom, his father got
him to join him in the family business. When he was sixteen years old, his father, Thabit,
died and the responsibility of caring for the family business fell on his shoulders. He was
yery intelligent and hard working and soon his business grew and expanded. Apart from
the shop that he had inherited, he set up a factory of textiles and he lived very comfortably.
As he crossed twenty summers of his life, he become deeply interested in acquiring
knowledge. Once, while on one of his business tours, he met the famous scholar and qadi
of kufah, Allamah Sha'bi .J,I <U>-.J. The All amah .J,I <U>-.) asked him, uDear son! Who do you
learnt from?" Abu Hanifah replied regretfully that he did not learnt from any one. The
Allamah said to him in a very loving tone, ,I see in you pearls of ability. You should sit
with the Islamic Scholars." This advice had a great appeal on the boy's heart. He narrated
what had transpired to his mother when he came home and sought her permission to join a
madrassah. She already favoured that and her son's inclination pleased her very much and
she willingly gave him her permission. Imam Abu Hanifah <d!l ~.) had already received
primary learning at home. He now looked out for a teacher to teach him Hadith and fiqh;
his good fortune got him in the circle of the most learned scholar and teacher of kufah,
Hammad 4.111 ~.J. The teacher discerned in the student natural light and paid personal
attention to him and Imam Abu Hanifah .J,I~.) learnt fiqh thoroughly in two year's time. In
the short time, he not only gained a complete knowledge of fiqh but also displayed his
exceptional intelligence, and demonstrated his ability in ijtihad Oudgment and
interpretation of Islamic law). He had also begun studies in Hadith because he know that
knowledge of Hadith complimentary to knowledge of fiqh to whose questions answers
could not be given without a perfect knowledge of Hadith. So, he went to the muhadditheen
of kufah and did not leave any scholar of this eentre of learning. Before all of them, he sat
down to study. Among those who taught him Hadith were Imam Shabi 4.ill<U>-.) Salamah ibn
Kuhayl 4.111~.) Maharibibn Dithar ..ill~.J. Abu Ishaq Sab' ee. Awn ibn Abdullah Samak ibn Harb
<d!I<U>-.J lbahim ibn Muhammad .J,I~.J, Adi ibn Thabit <I.LI.u-.J, and Musa ibn Abu AyShah 411-u-.J.
He then went to Busrah where he attended the classes of the imam of Haditli, the Tabi' ee
Qatadah . .J,I.u-.) and the Ammir ul Mumineen in Hadith, Shubah .JJI.u-.J. His other teachers in
Busrah were Abdul Karim ibn Umayyah .J,I ~.) and Aasim ibn Sulayman 411 .u-.J, He then
prepared for the journey to th Harmayn and his age then was about twenty four years. He
reached Makkah and attended the lessons of Ata ibn Abu Rabah whose circle of students
was very wide and very popular. One of the reasons for his popularity and honour was his
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association with two hundred companions ~ ..11 ..PJ whose company a~d blessings had
raised hin1 to the level of ijtillad. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J attended the classes of other
Islamic Scholars too in Makkah, Ikramah ~~~J being one of them. He then went to Madinah
and presented himself at the grave .bf the Prophet ~J4r-i»1 ~. There he met the Islamic
Scholars and the religious elders, among them Imam Baqir ~~~J and his son Imam Ja'far
Sadiq ~~ ~.) whose classes he attended. He was honoured ey ttle narration of Hadith of
Saalim ibn Abdullah od!l ~J and Sulayman od!l ~J. The number of the te~chers of Imam Abu
Hunifah ~~~ J who taught him Haditlz is very large and according to some touches the four
thousand figure.
Some people suggest that Imam Abu Hanifah od!l ~ J did not compose any book on the
science of Hadith and that he relied upon his own opinion having no concern with Hadith.
However, this is a baseless accusation and is a result of misunderstanding, knowingly
unknowingly. We know the rank enjoyed by Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~.)in Hadith from the
huge number of the musnad he has written which no one else has matched in numbers. If
anyone can rank with him then he is only Imam Maalik ~~~J. These musnads are apart from
his kitab al Aathar which in his famous and highly authentic book. Besides, everyone is
agreed that a mujtahid is only he who has perfect familiarity and knowledge of five things
the Quran, Hadith, Aathar, Tareekh (History), language and Qiyas (verdicts). It is a fact that
Imam Abu Hanifah was a perfect mujdahid and the ummah is agreed to this fact. Under
these circumstances, it is foolish to accuse him of lacking knowledge of Hadith.
Hafiz Zahabi od!l~.) has quoted the classmate of Imam Abu Hanifah, Mis'ar ibn Kidam, as
saying, "Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J and I studied Hadith together. He surpassed me and was
also more ascetic." The Imam of (Hadith-narrator) investigation, Yahya ibn Qatan od!1~J said.
"By Allah! Imam Abu Hanifah od!l~.) is the greatest scholar of this ummah in the knowledge
that has come from Allah and his Messenger." Makki ibn Ibrahim called Abu Hanifah,
"The most learned of times." Abu al Muhasin Shafa' ee ~~ ~.) has mentioned the large
number of AHadith narrated by Imam Abu Hanifah od!l ~J and his position among the
dignitaries of Hadith memorizers. These few quotations serve to point out the position of
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~.) in the learning of Hadith.
In 142 AH, Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~.) visited Baghdad and the third Abbasi Khalifah,
Mansoor, offered him the post of Qadi Oudge), Initially, he rejected the offer but on the
insistence of Mansoor, he accepted the honourable post. Then, on the very first day, he got
up from the court and went to Mansoor telling him, "I cannot undertake this work."
Mansoor did not appreciate this attitude and immediately put the Imam behind bars. He
remained in prison for four years during which time Mansoor got him poisoned in Rajab
lSOAH. When he felt the poison in him, he fell down in prostration and died in that
condition. He died on 15th Rajab 150 AH. People still visit his grave.
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Terminology & Hadith Defined
First of all, let us see what Hadith is. The Scholars and the muhadditheen define Hadith as: a
saying of the Prophet~J~.lJI~, his action or Sirah, his ahwal and his taqrir.
The words 'saying' and 'actions' are easily understood. They refer to what he said and did.
His sirah means his peculiarities and habits. It also means details of his look and appearance.
Ahwal refers, to his life and the events therein.
Taqrir is his silence on a saying or a doing of another person (a sahabi or companion). If he
said or did something in the knowledge of the Prophet ~J~.111~ and neither did he object
to it nor expressed approval, it is called taqrir.
All these things together are Hadith. All the books of Hadith contain accounts or narrations
on these lines.
Some scholars include in the definition of Hadith the sayings, deeds and taqrir of the sahabis
(companions) and Tabi'een (the successors of companions) also
SAHABI (<.t~):The fortunate person who, as a believing person, had the honour of
meeting the Prophet ~J~~~' and who died as a believer. (plural is Ashab).
TABI'EE (~ls): The fortunate person who, as a believer, had the honour of metering a
sahabi and who died a believer. (Plural; Tabi'oon, Tabi'een).

TABA T ABI'EE (~ll~:They are those believers who met a tabi' ee and who died as believers.
In terms of composition a Hadith is made up of two things: Sanad or Isnad, and Matan.
SANAD (~)or ISNAD (.)U....1): The chain of narrators right. from the Prophet ~J~i»'~ to
the writer of the Hadith is called Sanad or Isnad. (It is also called the line of transmission).
MATAN (\it.o): It is the text of the Hadith that come to be narrated from the Prophet rl"'JAJ.~~ Thus:
\
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"Related to us Abu al Yaman saying informed us Shu'ayb saying related to us Abu
alZinad from al A'raj from Abu Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah ~J~~~
said: "By him in whose hand my life is, none of you believes until i am dearer to
him than his parents and his children."
In this Hadith all the words from (~~) (related) to (ix,~ <.tl) (Abu Hurayrah) are the Isnad
(or the chain of narrators). The remaining portion is the text of the Hadith.
In terms of its lsnad a Hadith is of three kinds: (t,;_,.o) marfoo, (u.,3,.o) mawqoof, and (t_,bi.o) maqtoo.
MARFOO (t,;_,.o): It is a Hadith whose line of transmission is traced right up to the Prophet ~
~1...J•J~~. For Example, 11 The Prophet ~l"'J4J.~.&1J.P said." "The Prophet ~J·J-~1»1J.P did." liThe Prophet
~1 ..J•J.~.&lJ~ observed silence (on someone's behavior)." Or, one says that the Hadith is proved
from the Prophet rl"'Je4:1~.11l.,u in a marfoo way. Or "Ibn Abbas has traced it (to the Prophet •J.~irJ~
~1..J)" The Hadith whose sanad is traced to the Prophet ~l..y.J.~iii'J..P is called marfoo.
MAWQOOF (u.,l.,.o): When the chain of narrators stops at a companion, the Hadith is
termed mawqoof The example, the saying, "Ibn Abbas said," or, "Ibn Abbas did." Or the
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saying. "This Hadith is mawqoof at Ibn Abbas."
MAQTOO (t,b.i.o): It is Haditlz whose Sanad terminates at a Tabi' ee. Some people call both
Mawqoofand maqtoo Hadith by the name ATHAR.
ATHAR () 1): The word Hadith is applied by some authorities only to the Prophet A.)s.~j..P
rl--J saying, deed and taqreer (silence on the behavior or saying of a companion) while a
saying, action or taqreer of a companion or a Tabi' ee is called Athar.
In terms of narration or report, a Hadith may be one of five kinds:
Muttasil, munqati, mudal, mu'allaq or mursal.
HADITHMUTIASIL (~): It is a Hadith all whose narrators are named and none of
them is omitted in between. It is an unbroken line of transmission.
HADITHMUNQATI' (~): It is a Hadith in whose line of transmission one or more
narrators are missing from different places.
It is a Hadith in whose chain of narrators, the writer drops,
HADITHMU'DAL (~):
on his own or otherwise, two or more consecutive narrators.
HADITH MU'ALLAQ (~): When one or more of the narrators are dropped by the
writer in the beginning of its line of transmission, it is called Mu' allaq.
HADITH MURSAL (cJ-_,..o):
A Hadith is so called when a narrated is omitted beyond a
Tabi'ee. For instance, a tabi'ee may say while narrating a Hadith. (~1 rl--JA.)s.~j..P 4..UI J,....J J{J)
(The Messenger of Allah r1-- JA.)s.iAij..P said. It is an incompletely transmitted Hadith that rests
on a transmission upto the second generation after the Prophet rl--JA.)s..&lj..P, no further.
In terms of rank and status, a Hadith may be of three kinds:
(1)
Saheeh (~).It is of the highest rank.
(~ ).

(2)

Hasan

(3)

Da'eef (~). It is of the lowest rank.

It is of the average status

HADITH SAHIH (~): It is the Hadith all whose narrators from the writer of the book to
the Prophet rl--J~I»'j..P are known to be men of integrity and intelligence and who are sane
and adult Muslims at the time they narrate the Hadith.
May of integrity means they are God-fearing, righteous who do not speak lies and do not
commit a major sin. If, being human, they happen commit a major sin they repent to Allah
for that. They are those who do they best to keep away from minor sins and do not commit
them habitually. They refrain from tools of indecency and immorality and are men of
honour who do not do anything that is looked down upon in Islamic society. Examples are:
moving about bare headed, sitting down on thoroughfares to win ate, eating on through
fares or in market places in a standing posture, etc.
Men of intelligence implies that they are wise and sagacious. They are quick to comprehend
and they have a strong men1ory and can remember the words of Hadith exactly as they are.
There is no possibility of hesitancy or forgetfulness at the time of relating a Hadith.
When all the narrators of the Haditlt from the writer of the book of the first one who
narrated it from the Prophet rl--JA.)s.~j..P measure up to this standard then the Hadith they
narrated is saheeh.
If all these characteristics are found in the narrators then the Hadith narrated by them will
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be called Saheeh li zatih(. However, if a narrator is deficient or defective in any one of these
aspects and that shortcoming is overshadowed by a large number of channels then the said
Hadith is called Saheeh lighairihi.
HADITH HASAN b-): If the entire line of transmission from the writer of the book to the
Holy Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ one of the narrators lacks something of the aforementioned
characteristics or there is some defect in him and that is not overshadowed by excessive
lines of transmission then the Hadith thus narrated is called Hadith Hasan.
HADITH DA'EEF (~): It is a da'eef Hadith when of the conditions of Saheeh and Hasan
one or more lack. For instance, the narrator may lack integrity or not qualify as a man of
intelligence or sound memory.
In terms of transmission upto the listener, a Hadith may fall is one of these four categories:
mutawatir, mashoor, aziz, gharib.
MUTAWATIR (.;'J:..): It is a Hadith that is narrated from beginning to end equally by a
large. number of distinct chains of narrators. It is not possible for all of them to join together
to tell a lie or to tell a lie by a co-incidence.
MASHHOOR (.JJP): It is Hadith nor mutawatir but which is handed down by at least three
distinct lines of narrators. This kind is also called MUSTAFEED (~).
AZIZ (r..r): A Hadith that has a minimum of two lines of narrator at every stage.
GHARIB (~..f-): This is the class of Hadith in whose line of transmission there is only one
narrator at some stage and he has no co-narrator. Such a Hadith is also called fard (,.,i).
In terms of contradiction, Hadith may be of one of four kinds:
(1) Shaaz (2) Mahfooz (3) Munkar and (4) Ma'roof
SHAADH or SHADH (~~): The narrator of such a Hadith is trustworthy but it contradicts
a Hadith whose narrator is more intellectual and reliable for his memory, etc.
MAHFOOZ (..1; Jbu): It is a Hadith whose narrator is trustworthy but it is contradictory to a
Hadith whose transmitter is less stronger in memory and intellect.
MUNKAR (fo..): This is a Hadith whose weak narrator contradicts a Hadith which is
narrated by a trusted narrator
MA'ROOF (JJ.,u): In this kind of Hadith a strong, trustworthy narrator denies the Hadith ·
of a weak narrator.
This is a brief list of definitions of technical terms of Hadith. However the list is much
longer and different divisions of Hadith warrant different terms. It would not have been
possible to mention all of them here. The terms presented here should suffice in the
understanding of this book and to known the facts of Hadith. Besides, it is very difficult for
the layman to understand all the technical terms. Hence, we have restricted the list to these
few terms SIHAH SITTAH (~C.~)
The Sihah sittah are the six books of Hadith which are of a highly reliable degree. The
muhadditheen have certified the Hadith transmitted by them as most sound (~). The
books of Sihah sittah are Bukhari, Muslim, Tirmizi, Abu Dawood, Nasa'i and Ibn Majah.
Some authorities include Muwatta Imam Maalik in the Sihah sittah instead of Ibn Majah. In
the books of Hadith other than Bukhari and Muslim, all three kinds of Hadith, Saheeh,.Hasan
and Da'eef and found and explained as such.
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''In the name of Allah the compassionate, the Merciful
All praise belong to Allah. We praise Him and we seek His help and we seek His
forgiveness."

Explanation: Praise of Allah and His description as behaves him and is worthy of Him
cannof truly be made by a ·slave. Hence, the author beseeches Allah the Exalted, to give
strength to his tongue that it might praise and describe Allah as indeed in His due Besides,
if he, as a human being, fails to do justice to the praise of Allah, he seeks His forgiveness.
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And we seek refuge in Allah from evil within us and from our wicked deeds."
Explanation: We seek refuge in Allah lest the praise that should be sincerely for Allah
alone turn out to be an o~tentatious display because of the evil in us and we seek refuge we
go on performing wicked deeds on the plea of human nature and speak indecently
neglecting mention of Allah and obedience and worship of Him and perpetrating the
·
unlawful deeds.

"We whom Allah guides to the right patl)~ there is no one to mislead him and he
w~om Allah leaves astray, there is none to. guide him."
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"J..nd I testify that there is no god but Allah, a testimony that is a means to gaining
salvation and an assurance that ranks will be exalted. And, I testify that Muhammad
~J4J.s.lJt.j...P is lit~ ~!ave and His messenger whom he sent as His messenger when
traces of the paths of tc&ith had been_ wiped out, their lights blown out, their
1
strength disabled and their goai 1ost to eyes."
Explanation: The paths of faith are the Prophets and their successors, the Islamic Scholars
and the righteous Their lights were blown out and their strength disabled. This means that
the teachings of the Prophets which served as a beacon and the scholars who disbursed
them were eliminated. If any remained at all, society disregarded him. No one paid heed to
his preaching Thus, there was a turning away from religion and darkness had enveloped
all mankind through widespread sin and disobedience, oppression and ignorance. Ti,i~ h~d
screened from sight the goal of mankind in which lay worldly bliss and salvation in the
hereafter which is the objective of man's creation and of religion and faith.
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"Then he on whom be blessings of Allah and peace remarked the traces that had
been wiped out, and by teaching the Kalimah tawheed (expression of unity of
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'Allah) healed the sick who was on the point of destruction."
Explanation: All mankind had fallen into the sin of disbelief and polytheism and
perpetrated wicked deeds. They were thus spiritually sick and were on the brink of falling
down into the pit of destruction (Hell). AI this point, the Prophet ~J~..l!1~, the one on
whom be blessings of Allah and peace, taught them faith and preached the unity of Allah.
In this way, he saved them from total destruction and brought them on the path of success
and salvation.
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"And he made the paths of guidance clear for those who wish to walk on them. And
he disclosed the treasures of inner joy and happiness to those w.ho resolve to
possess them."
Explanation: Treasures of inner joy and happiness are faith, good deeds, worship and
awareness. They are valuable possessions of the next world and the means to perpetual
happiness. The Lord is pleased thereby and paradise is the destination.

"To proceed: Indeed, holding fast to the guidance of the Prophet ~1...J4:l"i»1~.P is not strong
until one abides by what had been disclosed by his chest (meaning, his sayings and
commands). Also, the holding fast to the rope of Allah (the Quran) and abiding by it is
possible only if it is explained by what he disclosed through his Hadith."
Explanation: It is not possible to tread the path of the Prophet ~J 4~ ~ .J.P unless one
follows his guidance and obeys his commands. His AHaditlz must be observed dutifully. It
is clear that if one does not obey his commands. One cannot abide by his sayings. If one
does not follow in his footsteps, how can he hope to walk on his path. And if anyone does
not tread his path, he will not be obedient to the sunnah of the Prophet ~J ~ ~ .)J and
enculate the example of the Prophet ~J~..l!1~. In.the same way one can only follow the
Quran if one understands the explanation of the Quran found in the sayings and deeds of
the Prophet ~J~,&,~. The commands and directives of the Quran are brief and only the
Prophet ~J~..l!1,)J can elaborate upon them. Hence, it is necessary to first study the Hadifl.
and then through the knowledge desired there from one may gain from the Qura;.t and
·
observe its teachings.
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''The Kitab us Sunah which the Imam, Muhy us Sunnah (the reviver of Sunnah) and
Qami al Bida (the suppressor of innovation), Abu Multammad al Husayn ibn. Masud
al Farra al Baghawi, may Allah raise him in rank, composed is the most
comprehensive book on the subject. The Imam has collected herein the assorted in
remote AHadith."
·
Explanation: The words in the Arabic text Shawarid (.3J,.:) (plural of Sharid) and AwdJid
(~IJI) (plural of Aabidah) respectively mean 'a runaway camel and monster, wild ueast."
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They are used here figuratively. Thus, shawrid {.lJI.,_!i) refers to the AHadith that were
written down in books of fiqh and every seeker of Hadith could not trace it out because
these books were out of his reach. In other words, the Hadith were like a runaway camel
from his eyes, concealed from him, hence, shawarid. Similarly awabid (~I.JI) refers to the
AHadith whose meaning is not easily comprehended by the seeker and student; hence, they
are likened to awabid.
These difficulties were very annoying to the seeker of Hadith and it was not possible for
everyone to find out the Hadith. Therefore Imam Muhayus Sunnah collected such
unfamiliar and assorted AHadith and placed them in his book al Masabeeh, under the
relevant chapter. In this way a student will not have to scan through volumnous books of
fiqh for a Hadith, and he will also find it easy to understand the meaning.

''But when the composer .dll ~J chose to abridge and omit the Isnad, certain critics
objected to that."
Explanation: Isnad represents the name of the Sahabi who narrated the Hadith and is
called out before narrating or writing down the Hadith. Also, the names of all the narrators
of the Hadith from the sahabi down to the writer of the book are known as Sanad of Isnad.
The composer of Masabeeh had practiced brevity in compiling the AHadith in his book and
suffic~d with writing down the text alone omitting the sanad. Therefore, the muhadditheen
did not approve it because a Hadith is recognized only through its sanad which names the
narrators and only by looking at that can one classify"a Hadith as Sahee, Hasan or Da'eef
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"Nevertheless, his narration without a sanad is like a transmission ·with sanad
because he is a trustworthy authority in matters of transmission, but any•hing
without bearings is not like one with bearings. Hence, I sought the help of Allah
and asked him to enable me. I placed every Hadith in the chapter to which it
belonged and I transmitted it just as the Islamic Scholars and muhadditheen had
transmitted it alongwith its sanad and refctence to the respective book. The
books for instance, are, Abu Abdullah Muhammad ibn Isma'il at Bukhari Abu al
Husayn Muslim ibn Hajjaj al Qushayri, Abu Abdullah Maalik ibn Anas al
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Asbahi Abu Abdullah Muhammad ibn Idrees al-Shafa' ee, Abu Abdullah Ahmad
ibn Han&al al Shay bani, Abu Is a Muhammad ibn I sa al-Tirmzi, Abu Dawood
Sulayman ibn al-Ash'ath al Sijistani, Abu Abdur Rahman Ahmad ibn Shu'ayb
al Nasa'i Abu Abdullah ibn Yazi ibn Majah al Qazweeni Abu Muhammad
Abdullah ibn Abdur Rahman al Darami Abu al Hasan Ali ibn Umar al
Daraqutni, Abu Bakr Ahmad ibn al Husayn al Bayhaqi, Abu al Hasan Razeen
ibn Mu' awiyah al Abdari and some others from whose books AHadith have
been narrated but they are few."
Explanation: We have stated earlier that the compiler of Masabih had omitted the sanad
and references when he collected the AHadith in his book. Some authorities found fault
with it. Therefore, when the compiler of the Mishkat wrote down more AHadith in the
Masabeeh, he took care to include sanad against every Hadith as well as reference to the Book
from which it was drawn. Also, he followed the same procedure that the comp~lers of those
books (for example, Bukhari, Muslim etc) had observed. In this way, the book come to light
in a fresh arrangement which is the current Mishkat ..
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And indeed, when I related the AHadith to them, it is as though I have traced the
line of transmission upto the Prophet ~J~~.}-P because these righteous men have
mentioned the sanad (in their books) and thus absolved us of repetition."
Explanation: A question does arise here that the critics had objected that the compiler of
Masabeeh had not mentioned the sanad against every Hadith he recorded and the compiler
of Mishkat was doing the same thing by only mentioning the name of the companion and
reference to the book omitting the rest of the sanad. The compiler of Mislzkat has clarified
the point by asserting that the compilers of the source books had already mentioned the
complete line of transmission, thus doing away with the need of duplication.
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And, I have retained the sequence of the books and chapters which the complex of
Masabeeh had observed and I followed in his footsteps in this regards."
Explanation: It is a general practice to divide a work into different books (part of sections)
and chapters if it deals with different subjects. Thus, the division that is entitled Book is subdivided into chapters whose contents, though they pertain to a single subject differ in dP~~l
an angle. For instance, Talzaralz (purification) is a subject which is sub-divided into chapters
dealing with related topics carrying their own injunctions and rulings, like the chapters on
Wudu (ablution), ghusl (bath), tayammum (dry ablution), and so on.
The arrangement that the compiler of Masabeeh had observed in creating 'books' and
'chapters' was retained by the compiler of Mishkat.
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And I have further divided every chapter into three sections. In the first section,
I have placed the AHadith transmitted by the two Shaykhs (Bukhari and Muslim},
or by one of theht. Even if there are some AHadith here which others ha~·c;!
transmitted, I have contented myself with their names becau~~ their rank in
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narrahull 1s higher than others."
Explanation: The Mishkat uses the terminology mutafiq alayhi (~~)for a Hadith that is
reported by the same Sahabi in both Bukhari and Muslim. If the text of the Hadith is
identical but Bukhari has reported it from a sahabi and Muslim by another Sahabi then this
terminology mustafiq alayhi is not applied to the Haditlz.
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"In the second section are reported AHadith that are transmitted by imams other
than Bukhari and Muslim. In the third section, are collected apart from aHadith,
sayings and Aathar of Sahaba (pl of Sahabi) and Tabi'een which are relevant to the
subject of the chapter, conditions of the AHadith being respected."
Explanation: ·The Masabeeh had only two sections (to each Chapter) but the compiler of
Mishkat added a third to Mishkat. The compiler of Masabeeh had paid regard to the
arrangement whereby he recorded the AHadith of Sihah in the first section. He called the
AHadith of Bukhari and Muslim as Sihah. In the second section he recorded Hasan AHadith.
In his terminology Hasan are the AHadith transmitted by reliable trustworthy and wellgrounded imams other than Bukhari and Muslim. They include Tirmizi. Abu Dawood
Nasa'i etc. This Hadith terminology is coined by the campiler of Masabeeh alone, not used by
other authorities.
The compiler of Mishkat has appended a third section. He has not bound himseU to record
in this section the Hadith marfoo to the Prophet ~J~,lJ'~. Rather, he had also collected here
relevant sayings, deeds and taqreer (silence on another's behaviour) of the Sahabah and
Tabi' een. However, he has been careful to name in the beginning the narrator whether a
Sahabi or a Tabi' ee and to name the source book at the end.
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Then, if you do not find a Hadith in a chapter, you must know that it is dropped to
avoid repetition."
Explanation: If a Hadith is found in a chapter of Masabeeh but not in the same chapter of
·Mishkat then you should understand that the compiler of Mishkat has not recorded it there
because it appears in some other chapter.

''And if you find a Hadith part of which is suppressed for the sake of bravely, or the
remaining portion is ad~ed to it then the suppression or addition is not without reason."
Explanation: If there was an important reason for an addition or omission then that was
done. For instance, if a lengthy Hadith is selected then the portion of it that is relevant to the
chapter is recorded in it and in irrelevant portion is left out. Or, a portion of the Hadith
concerns one chapter while another portion has relevance to another chapter than the
Hadith is recorded accordingly. Even in this case, the Masabeeh is followed. However, if
both these situatio~.3 do not apply then the full Hadith is recorded even though the
Masabeeh has o~ted for brevity .
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''And, if you find a discrepancy in the two sections in that the AH.adith of books
other than Shay::hn (Bukhari and muslim) are mentioned in the first section and the
Hadith of Bukhari and Muslim in the second then (do not suppose that there has
been a mistake or negligence but) know that I have studied carefully the book by
Humaydi al-Jami bayn as-sahihayn and Jami'alusool. Then, I relied on the original
copies of Bukhari and Muslim and their texts."
Explanation: The compiler of Masabeeh had placed the AHadith of Bukhari and Muslim
in the fi'rst section and the AHadith transmitted by other sources in the second section.
However, there are cases in Mishkat where the AHaditlz placed by Masabeeh in section one
are attributed by Mishkat to Imams other than Bukhari or Muslim. Examples are found in
the chapter on Sunnah of ablution, section one, or in. the chapter on excellences of the
Quran. In the same way, in some cases AHaditlz of section two are attributed to Bukhai or
Muslim, for example in the chapter on what is recited after the Takbeer. The compiler of
Mishkat assures us that this did not happened because of his oversight but he had
examined throught the book ]ama bayn as Sahiayn, ]ami al Usool and Bukhari's and
Muslim's original copies and their texts. Hence, when he found a Hadi tlz plac~d in section
one in the Masabeeh but not in Bukhari or Muslim, he gave the correct source there
against, naming the narrator and recording book. Also, the AHadith of Bukhari and
Muslim placed in section two by Masabeeh were correctly attributed to them in Mishkat.
He says that he was confident of his action and corrected the Masabeh because he
·thought its compiler had erred.
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And if you find a discrepancy in the Hadith itself. then that is because of the
different lsnad of the Hadith."
Explanation: The text of the Haditlz in Masabeeh and the same Hadith in Mishkat may
differ. The compiler of Mishkat attributes the difference .in text to the difference is Isnad. The
former may have recorded the Hadith according to the line of transmission available to him
while the latter may have found a tra::.1smission of the Hadith in which the text may have
been slightly at variance.
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~~~~ l!.L&.~_jllll J~J.liful ~ij~l ":rl4And, it is possible that I may ·~ot have found the version n~rrated by the
Shaykh 411 tU- .J. And, sometimes you will find me say that I have not found this
version in the aforementioned books or have found a different version. Hence
when you come upon that, attribute the blame on me for my poor learning and
not on the Shaykh may Allah raise his rank in the two worlds. Allah is without
blemish for that."
Explanation: The Arabic text has the words (J~'il ~) kutub ul usool and it refers to
the aforementioned books, Bukhari and Muslim. ulf the compiler of Masabeeh has recorded
l/
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a Hadith and I could not trace that Hadith or there is a difference in my narration and his
then the mistake and blame should rest on me." The compiler of Masabeeh should not be
blamed for any mistake. This reflects the sincere intention of the compiler of Mishkat and
his confession of facts. There is no pretense in that as indicated by the words ~1~~~(>
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''May Allah have mercy on him who, when he comes upon that (version), informs
me and guides me to the right path." ·
Explanation: If anyone known pf that version which the compiler of Masabeeh has
recorded but the compiler of Mishkat has not then he should let the latter know of it as long
as he is alive. After his death, he must add it into the book.
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And, I have not spared any effort in investigating and searching of the best of my
ability and power and I have recorded the discrepancy exactly as I found it."
Explanation: The compiler of Mishkat says that he recorded the version as he found he
recorded the version as he found in the original books deflecting from the Shaykh
(compiler of Masabeeh). He has also forestalled criticism that he could have traced the
version by asserting that he did all in his power to look out for it and left no. stone
unturned in that search.
·
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And, wherever the Shaykh ~lou-J has indicated (the standing of the Hadith) Gharib
or da'eef, I have explained the reason for that And, wherever he has not indicated
(the standing), I have followed him in omitting such indications, except at some
placed out of necessity."
Explanation: The compiler of Masabeelz had indicated aspects of AHadith r'
ded by
him whether they were gharib or Da'eef, slzaaz or munkar. The compilex of lvl~.,hkat has
explained:that'in Mishkat and said why a Hadith is classified gharib, da'eef etc. However the
compiler of Masabeeh omitted such mention against some AHadith and the compiler of
Mishkat followed suit except in few cases were he could nut help giving the classification.
For instance, some people had objected about some AHadith, So he refuted them by giving
a proper classificafion of the Hadith on the authority of Tirmizi, etc, saying the Hadith is
Saheeh, Hasan : da'eef or gharrib .
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And, you will also find places where I have not mentioned the sources book
because I could not trace out the transmitter. I left the space blank. If you learn of
the trarqmitter, do place his name there. May Allah reward you well for that."
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And, I have named the book, Misltkat al Masabeeh."
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Explanation: Masabeeh is the plural of the word misbah which means lamp. The word
mishqat means niche. Hence, the book Masabeeh is placed in Mishkat in the some manner as
a lamp is placed in a niche.

~ { ~~~ ~j ~~lj ~~~~lj~~~YIJ ~!_;!ll alJI St.:.Tj
"And I pray to Allah to enable me, help me guide me, protect me (from mistakes )
and make easy my purpose (writing the book, and all difficulties)."

''And, (I pray to Allah) that he bestow on me blessings in this life and after death
and on all Muslim men and Muslim women. Allah suffices m~ and He is an
excellent guardian. And there is no power (to.keep away from evil) or strength (to
do pious deeds) except with Allah, the Mighty the wise."
Explanation: The blessing in this life is that Allay may enable us to study the book and
benefit from it, and to abide the teachings in the AHadith. The blessing after death is that
Allah may forgive and pardon because of the book and bestow paradise and open the
doors to His boundless mercy.
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The first Hadith of Mishkat ofMasabih
Intention:
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1. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~'l.hl~) t narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#~1 ~
said, "Deeds are judged according to the intentions that prompt them. A m~ will
have· only what he intended. So, if any one emigrates for the sake of Allah and His
Messenger ~J4#~~ then his emigration is for Allah and His Messenger ~J~irA~.
But, if anyone emigrates for a worldly good that he seeks, or to a woman whom he
marries then his emigration is to what he emigrated. " 2
COMMENTARY: The compiler of the Mishkat has placed this Hadith ahead of the chapters.
In that he aims at suggesting to the seeker of this knowledge (of Hadith) to first from his
intention purely for Allah. Some Islamic Scholars rank this Hadith as half of all learning
when they confirm its excellence.
Hijrah or emigration calls for giving up one's residence in the land of the disbelievers
merely for Allah's pleasure and to take up residence Darul Islam territory of Islam) and
settle there if one is sincere in that then one earns a reward but if one's aim is to further
worldly ends then no reward may be expected. If one seeks a worldly objective and also
forms an intention to please Allah then reward will accrue.
This Hadith alludes to a man wh~, as narrated by Ibn Mas'ud ~'l.hl~; sent proposal of
·marriage to Umm Qays. She accepted the proposal on condition that he emigrate to
Madinah. So, he emigrated to Madinah and married her. Since then he came to be known as
Muhajir Umm Qays (emigrant of Umm Qays)
There are versions of this Hadith with variation in words but the meaning is the same.
A person will earn reward recording to his intention and as many intentions as he forms.
(i)
A man may intend to help a poor relative and at the same time to join ties
of relationship with him. This will entitle him to two rewards for two things done
for Allah's sake.
(ii)
A man may go to the mosque for Allah's sake forming many intentions; to
visit Allah and hope for His hospitality, to join the congregational salah and wait
for it, to preserve his sight and hearing from evil, to observe the I' tkaf, to make the
recommended prayers on entering and on going out of the mosque and to invoke
blessing on the Prophet ~J~.i»'~: He may form intention to gain from the peace
1

His Kunyah was Abu Hafs and title Faruq Azam. He was a Qurayshi from the tribe of Abi. His line
of descent joins the Prophets .;J.....,~<ti11~ at Kab ibn uayy. He was the second caliph and was killed
at the time of the F,ajr Salah in Masjid Nabawi by a Christian Abu Lulu with a dagger on Wednesday,
23rd Dhul Hijjah 23 AH. He was 63 Years old.
2
Bukhari #54, Muslim# 155-1907, Tirmidhi # 1653, Abu Dawud # 2201, Nasa'i # 75, Ibn Majah #
4227, Musnad Ahmad 1I 25.
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and quiet in the mosque to be able to make dhikr, recite the Quran listen to the
sermon. The angels cover those who engage in remembering Allah or sermonizing·
in the mosque. He may form an intention to make ablution and go to the mosque
to earn the promised reward of Hajj and umrah. He may intend also:
To benefit from others in the mosque to be able to enjoin piety and forbid evil,
to meet his brothers and greet them, to scrutinize himself and ponder on the
hereafter and seek forgiveness for sins.
In short, the visit to the mosque is just one deed but many intentions prompt it. So, the
visitor earns multiple rewards for each intention.
Moreover, if a man forms a pious intention to adorn himself while visiting the mosque then
though these things pertain to physical or worldly get up, yet Allah's boundless mercy
encompasses them with reward. For example, if he applies perfume on Fridays he may
from innumerable intentions for that beginning with emulating the Prophet ~J 4~"kl~ and
earn reward for all those intentions.
This can be said of many other deeds. However, if anyone does a deed only for his personal
desires then not only will he not get a reward but also he will be liable to blame.

Miscellaneous rulings
(i) The deeds for which intention is to be formed are those that are prescribed by Shari'ah,
as the real objective, like salah, etc. They will not be reliable without forming an intention
for them, nor will they be approved by Allah. Thus, it is necessary to form an intention for
the sanctioned deeds.
In contrast are deeds that are not the real objective. They are necessitated as auxiliary to the
prescribed, like the purifying bath or ablution for the salah. The Islamic Scholars differ on
whether it is necessary to from an intention for the deeds that are not the real objective.
Imam Shafi'I ~~ tU- J held that it is necessary to form an intention to perform ablution and
have a bath because he regarded them as fa rd. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~tU- J held that both bath
and ablution are valid without forming an intention because he contended that it is not
fard to form an intention for making ablution and having bath but merely a swmalz and
mustahab, so they would be valid without making an intention.
Shari' ah regards 'intention' as an aim to draw near Allah, to do any thing only for Allah's
sake and to obey His command and seek His Pleasure.
Intention is to resolve in the heart (mind}. It is enough to make a resolve at heart. It may
not be repeated by the tongue. As for worship, if anyone declares his intention orally
without making a resolve at heart then that worship will not be valid as stated in Kitab
Majma. The Islamic Scholars differ on whether after a resolve at heart, is it sunnah, mustahab
or makruh to declare the intention orally.
There are three opinions. According to fath ul qadeer, an oral intention is known neither
from the Prophet ~J~.&l~ nor from the sahabah ~~~u~J. This is not sanctioned any sahih
Hadith or any none of the four imams ever subscribed to it.
The Kitab Mufid cites some scholars as saying that it is makruh. Some said that is
Mustahab. Those who classify it as Mustahab, say that only these words may be uttered.
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(0 Allah, I intend to offer the Salah(of-) so make it easy for me and accept it from me.)
However even this kind of words are found in the aHaditlz only not for intention to perform
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Hajj, not for any other kind of worship.
.
The Kitabul Ashbah has the discourse on intention in a complete and perfect way. So, the
best course is to refrain from doing such a thing about which the Islamic Scholars disagree
whether it is a szmnalz or mustahab or bid'ah. This is borne out in the Fatawa Alamgiri.
Shaykll Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi has stated in his translation of the Mishkah that the
Islamic Scholars are agreed that it is not legal to call but the intention to offer the salah
aloud. He added that none of the aHadith establishes that the Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ had
spoken out the words of the intention. Hence, abiding by the sunnah lies in forming the
intention in worldly at heart, and sufficing at that. Just as emulating him in whatever he
had done is obedience to him, so too refraining from doing that which he never did is also
obedience to him. We must not insist on doing that which is not proved from him.
(ii) The intention is reflected in the worship. It is not worldly in doing unlawful things, but
if anyone forms on intention to do that which is permissible or a means to worship then he
gets a rewards for the intention.
(iii) To form an intention to make ablution is a sunnah, but opinions differ on when to form
the intention. Some Islamic Scholars say that it should be formed while washing the face
but it is better to form the intention before commencing the ablution. To form an intention
to have a bath is also a summit and it is proper to form it while beginning the ablution in the
bath. As for tayammum (dry ablution). It is fard to form the intention, and it should be done
when one puts one's hands on the dust.
(iv) There are many conditions for an intention to be correct:
(a)
The person should be a Muslim,
(b)
Must able to distinguish between worship and non-worship,
(c)
Must be aware of the importance of what he does,
(d)
Must not do anything contrary to the intention he forms so if he apostates
then his worships will become void. Similarly, if one interrupts his salah or
breaks his fast then these things will be invalidated because it is against his
intention that he had formed.
(v) For a fard salah, the intention is farmed for four things; to offer the salah, to offer the
fard salah, to specify the salah that is offered and to define oneself, it one is following an
imam, as his follower. These four things must be borne in mind when the intentio.l1 is
formed otherwise the salah will be invalid even if one is overlooked.
(vi) The intention to perform wajib worship is to be formed as for the fard worship except
that instead of fard, wajib is defined.
(vii) The sunnah salah is validly offered if the intention is formed merely to offer a salah or
a supererogatory salah whether the sunnah is muwakkadah or ghayr muwakkadah.
(viii) As for fasting in Ramadan, whatever kind of intention is formed (for Wajib, optional,
··
etc) or simply not formed at al, the fast will be counted as of Ramadan.
(ix) The intention to fast in Ramadan may be formed in the night up to afternoon before half
of the day. In Shari'ah, the day· begins with Subh sadiq (down) and ends with sunset. The
same applies to supererogatory fasts or fasts against specified vows but intentions for
redeeming fasts of Ramadan and unspecified vows and expiation must be made only during
the precedj.ng night because intentiun for these kinds of fasts is not valid during the day.
(x) The intention to pay zakah may be formed in two ways: either at the time of paying it or
at the time of calculating zakah payable from one's wealth and setting it aside to be paid at
different times. In the latter case, the intention will not have to be repeated every time a
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sum is paid from it.
(xi) If any one has paid zakah to a deserving person but failed to form the intention at the
time of paying until later then it will be valid only if the payee has not used that money
and po'ssesses it intake. If he has used it then the intention is void and zakah will be
deemed not to have been paid.
(xii) As for as spending and intention are concernd, sadaqat ul fitr is like zakah. The
difference, however, is that it may be paid to a dhimimi or a disbeliever too while zakah
cannot be paid to them.
(xiii) It is proper to form an intention for another worship while engaged in one worship.
Thus one who is offering a fard or an optional salah may form intention to fast during the
salah. The intention will be proper and the salah will not be invalidated. ·
(xiv) For a worship like salah, intention may be formed only at the commencement. It is not
necessary to repeat it for every part of it because that may cause an interruption or a flaw.
(xv) If anyone began a fard salah but changes his intention while offering it to make it a
supererogatory salah, then his salah would continue to be regarded as fard because doubts
during a salah are ignored and are not valid.
(xvi) For some kinds of worship it is not enough to make a resolve at heart but on oral
declaration of the intention is necessary, like in the case of a vow against which someone
offers the salah, or fasts when he must declare with his tongue that he will offer a certain
raka'at of selah or fast for a number of days, or feed some worshippers. The same applies to
an endowment. If any one makes a waqf (endowment) of his property in Allah's path then
he must make an oral declaration of it otherwise it will not be valid.
In some cases apart from worship, a mental resolve is in valid unless an oral declaration is
made. Examples are divorce and emancipating a slave.
(xvii) If anyone buys something for his own use but also says to himself that he would sell
it if he fetches a better price then it is not wajib for ~m to pay zakah en that.
(xviii) If a person is not sure of the first day of Ramadan and he forms an intention, 'if it
is the 1st of Ramadan then I am fasting but if it is the last day of Sha'ban then I am not
fasting,' then this kind of a resolve is invalid. He may, however, qualify his fast, 'If it is
the last day of Sha'ban then I intend to observe an optional fast but if it is the 1st of
Ramadan then may fast is fard.' This set;ond kind of an intention is proper and if
Ramadan has begun, his fast would be fard.
(xix) If anyone does a thing that is permissible forming an intention of obedience - like
eating, earning etc - then even these permissible things earn him a reward. If he makes no
such intention then he earns no reward for doing the permissible things.
(xx) If a man divorces his wife in words of a metaphor then his intention will be
considered. If he had intended to divorce her then divorce will be effective otherwise not.
However, if he uses clear and unambiguous terms to divorce her then his intention is
immaterial, divorce will be effective.
(xxi) To read the Quran in a sexually defiled state without a resolve to recite it but merely
with in intention to make dhikr is correc.t. However, to read it in a sexually defiled state with
an intention to recite without making a dhikr is not only not correct but is also unlawful.
(xxii) If one intends to engage in business in the produce of land which maybe ushri,
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kharaji, on rent or an aariyah,l then zakalz is not payable on that merchandise.
(xxiii) If a man engages in business of a merchandise that he had received gratis without
exchange or payment against it of anything then zakah is not wajib on him even if one year
elapsed with it in his possession. However, when it is sold and he gets something against
it, in cash or kind, zakah will be payable, on completion of one year, on that.
(xxiv) If anyone possesses some animals that graze in the wild for most of the year and
his intention is to get their milk or their young ones then zakah on the animals will be wajib
and payable by him. If his intention is to engage in their business then the zakah of trade in
them will be payable, provided he had formed that intention at the time of purchasing
them. If at the time of buying his intention was to use them for riding or carrying things
then zakah is not wajib on them.
(xxv) If anyone does not pay the zakah willingly then the collector of zakah appointed by the
ruling authority (imam of the times) cannot collect it from him forcibly. If he seizes it
forcibly then zakah will not be deemed to have been paid because voluntary payment is a
condition. However, the zakah-dodger may be arrested by the collector of zakah to persuade
him to voluntarily pay the dues. Though there are some narration permitting the ruler to
collect zakah compulsorily yet these versions are weak and untenable.
(xxvi) It is necessary to form an intention before beginning the Friday sermon. If a preacher
stands on the pulpit to deliver the sermon and happens to sneeze on which he say (AI~I)
(alhamdulillah, praise belongs to Allah) then this al-hamdulillah will not be regarded as the
beginning of the someone because he had not formed an intention to deliver the sermon
and his words were on the sneeze.
Similarly, it is also necessary to form an intention for the sermons for the salah of eed. If he
begins it on the pulpit with praise of Allah but without forming an intention then the
sermon will not be valid.
(xxvii) If sermon trades in grapes and his intention is merely to trade without design to
have wine prepared from it then his trading is correct. However, if the objective of his trade
in grapes is to produce wine then his trading is unlawful. So, too, if anyone plants a tree of
grapes to trade in them or let other eat them then it is correct but if he intends that the end
use be the production of wine then it is unlawful:
Similarly, if juice is extracted from grapes with intention to make vinegar then that is
correct but if the intention is to prepare wine then that is unlawful.
If a Muslim does not meet another Muslim because of a dispute or displeasure then it is
unlawful, but if this is not the reason then there is no harm if they do not meet for a long
period of time too.
(xxviii) If a woman abandons to adorn herself on the death of a man other than her
husband to mourn him then it is unlawful, but if she gives up adornment out of constraint
then there is no harm.
(xxix) To refrain from pursuing the permissible things when someone dies is unlawful,
examples are not cooking some kinds of eatables, not sleeping on a bed, postponing a
marriage or a wedding or the ceremony of aqiqah or circumcision of a child. However, if
they are abandoned for some other reason or are merely given up then there is no harm in
it, but it is never proper to delay a wedding or marriage because it is a sunnah. The more
1

Ushri are lands whose owners become Muslims or the state divides them among the army. Kharaj is
a tax ot tribute on land. Aariyah is a loan or a gift of what cdnnot be reloaned.
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early a swmnh is discharged, the better and more rewarding.
(xxx) The intention to offer the funeral salah is formed in these words; 'I offer the funeral
salah for Allah's sake and make the supplication for this dead person.'
(xxxi) It is not necessary to specify the prostration against recital of the Quran when
making the prostration.
(xxxii) The salah of the followers of an imam in a congregation will not be valid if they do
not form an intention of following him. On the other hand, if the imam does not form an
intention of heading the congregation then too his salah is sound. However, if he knows
that there are women in his congregation then he must form an intention of leading them
otherwise the salah of the women will be invalid. Some Islamic Scholars exempt the salah
of Friday and eed from this rule and hold that even if an imam fails to form an intention of
leading the woman in the congregation, then the salah of the women will be sound.
(xxxiii) If someone binds himself on oath not to lead anyone in the salah yet when he offers
his own salah, someone comes and follows him, then that person's salah is sound and
valid. As for his oath, it broke in law but not intentionally which means that the judge will
declare it to be perjury but the man will not be sinful in Allah's sight. Further, if he had
made smneone a witness to his oath, then it will not break even in law.
If this man leads the Friday congregation then the salah will be valid but his oath wiil break
in law. If he leads a funeral salah then his vow will not break at all. In the same way, it will
not break when making a prostration against recital of the Quran.
If someone vows not to lead a particular person in his salah but when he was leading a
congregation and his intention was not to lead that person, that person joined the .
congregation and followed him without his knowledge, then the imam's oath broke even if
he was unaware of the man in his congregation.
(xxxiv) To form an intention is not a condition when making a gift. Thus, if anyone grants
something to another jokingly, then it becomes his property. However, if anyone teaches
the words of 'grant' to an unlearned man who knows not that by uttering them he presents
a gift then the gift is not valid. It is so not because of the absence of the intention but
because a condition of gifts to be legally given was nlissing, so the gift is invalid. The
condition is willingness and pleasure.
If anyone compells another and takes a gift from him forcibly then the gift is not valid. This
is not so for a divorce or an emancipation both of which can be obtained by force.
(xxxv) If a follower of the imam recites surah al-fatihah in a funeral salah behind the imam
with the intention of making qhikr then it is not unlawful though according to Imam Abu
Hanifah it is unlawful for a follower to recite the Quran behind an imam. Here, however,
his intention is not recital but, dhikr. On the same basis, a defiled man or woman or a
menstruating or post-natal-bleeding woman may recite the verses of the Qur' an with an
intention to make dhikr or a supplication. If they recite them with the intention of a recital
of the Quran then it is not allowed.
(xxxvi) If a seller displays his merchandise and, in order to persuade the buyer, says
subhan Allah (Allah is without blemish) or invocates blessing on the Prophet ~J~~J..P
then it is makruh (undesirable).
(xxxvii) If someone overeats to satisfy his gorgeous appetite then it is not proper. However,
if his intention is to feed himself prior to fasting on the next day, or to give company to his
guests who may be encourage to eat more then, it is mustahab.
(xxxviii) An infidel takes cover behind a Musli'll when another Muslim aims at him with
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an arrow. If he intends to kill the Muslim, then it is unlawful but if he aims the arrow at the
disbeliever then it is not unlawful.
(xxxix) If anyone .finds something stray on his path and picks it up with intention to trace
its owner and hand it over to him then it is allowed. If he picks it up to keep it himself then
it is disallowed and he is an usurper and a sinner.
(XL) If anyone uses a book as a pillow in order to keep it safe then it is not makruh but
otherwise it is undesirable.
(XLI) If someone sits on a packsaddle which encloses a copy of the Quran to be able to
preserve it then it is not undesirable, otherwise it is makruh.
(XLII) If a person abstains from eating because he is on a diet or for health reasons or
because he had no appetite then he is not entitled to a reward. If he abstains in order to fast
then he will earn a reward.
(XLIII) If anyone sits in a mosque to have a rest then he deserves no reward, but if he waits
for the next salah or observes on I'tikaf then he is t:ntitled to a reward.
(XLIV) If an animal is slaughtered to eat its meat then it is a permissible act. If it is
slaughtered to make a sacrifice as a worship then it is a means of reward. If it is
slaughtered to make an offering to a dead or a living person then it is unlawful or ~ven
an act of disbelief.
(XLV) When forming an intention to offer the salah, it is not necessary to specify the
number of raka'at or prostrations and this sort of an intention is not worthwhile. Thus, if
anyone forms an intention to offer three raka'at of zuhr, then his salah of zuhr will be valid
and the three raka'at will be ignored (because zuhr is a four raka'at salah).
(XLVI) If anyone names an imam while he joins the congregation ·but other then the
named man led the salah as an imam, then too his salah will be valid.
(XLVII) A man saw the imam and formed an intention to follow hit.n saying. "I follow this
imam zayd." Later, he learnt that he was not zayd. However, his salah would be valid. This
is true even if the follower is for from the imam and names him wrongly. Similarly, if a
man forms an intention to offer the salah behind the young man but it turns out that he
was an old man then his salah will not be valid. Conversely, if he made an intention to
follow a Shaykh (an old man) but he was a young man, then his salah would be valid. The
reason is that even a young man may be called a Shaykll because of his learning but a
Shaykh cannot be called a young man.
(XLVIII) If anyone began his salah sincerely for Allah's sake but midway he turned
ostentatious then his first intention will be reliable. He will earn a reward for the salah but
not for a good rendering.
(XLIX) If anyone is uncertain whether he had offered the salah or not then he must offer it
again within its prescribed time. If while offering the salah he is uncertain whether he
made the bowing or not, or the prostration, then he must make another bowing, or
prostration, if he gets the doubt after finishing the salah then it is not necessary to do
anything again.
Similarly, if a worshipper gets doubts whether he had called the first takbir, made the
ablution, etc, then if that is the first time he got a doubt then he will repeat the salah. But, if
he is in the habit of getting such doubt then he need not repeat the salah.
(L)
As for temptations in the heart to commit a sin, there are five ranks of it:
(i)
Haajis or a disturbing thought.
(ii)
Khatir or inviting an evil thought to the nlind.
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(iii)
Hadith nafs or a hesitancy between doing or not doing a wrong.
Humm or including to one of the two options.
(iv)
(v)
Azam or resolve to commit the sin.
Shari'ah does not take a task the first three kinds. The first one is overlooked because it is
not in a man's hand to check it. The next two are forgiven because Allah has condoned
them for the ummah of Prophet Muhammad~ J~~~~.
As for humm, the fourth, if the learning is towards piety, then one piety is recorded for the
worshipper. If the inclination is towards evil, the there will be no chiding and this too is a
favour of Allah for this ummah.
As for Azam or resolve, the Islamic Scholars say that it will be punished.
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BOOK I

BOOK OF FAITH

Gates to Faith
Meaning: 'Faith' mean: to believe, to confirm to accept or concede. In the terminology of
Shari'ah 'faith' is to admit and to believe that Allah is One and there is no deity besides
Him and all His real and descriptive excellences are true. Muhammad ~J~~~ is His last
messenger and Prophet whose being is the truthful and the confirmed. The last religion
and code of law that he brought to the world from Allah in the form of a Book and the
sunnah is true bey~nd an iota of doubt.
Perfection: The scholars of Hadith say that there are three parts of faith. 'Confirmation at
heart' of Allah's unity, the Messenger's ~J~~~ messenger ship and the truth of the
religion. The heart and mind should be at peace with this confirmation and belief.
'Acknowledgement by the tongue' which is to declare that confirmation with the tongue
and confess and admit it. 'Performance by the limbs' which is to put into action the
commands of religion and Shari' ah as also their guidance. This is a physical demonstration.
These three parts together perfect 'faith'. Whose bolas this faith is called a mu'min
(believer) and Musalman (Muslim).
Faith and Islam: The question about the difference between faith and Islam requires a
lengthy discussion. In a nutshell, apparently both these words are nearly synonymous.
However, faith is generally used for an inward confirmation by the heart while Islam
generally signifies an open and outward obedience. We may say that to believe in Allah's
unity, the messenger ship and the Shari'ah inwardly at heart and mind is eeman or faith.
The demonstration qf this inward condition by the limbs is Islam. A scholar said that when
the confirmation by the heart bursts our and sparkles on the limbs it is called Islam. When
Islam descends into the heart it is eeman or faith. In short, the reality is one. Depending on
the receptacle, the same thing is called faith at times, and Islam at times. They are
ir13eparable. For example, if any one abides by the duties imposed by Islam of Salah, zakah,
fasting, FIP}j but lacks inward faith or eeman then his deeds are meaningless. And, if a
person has inwaJ.·t! conviction of faith but instead of demonstrating Islam, his conduct is.
rebellious and smacks of ii1fidelity and polytheism then his faith is meaningless.
Some discerning people have compared faith and Islam to the two testimonies. The
kalimah Shahadah has a testimony for the unity of God and a testimony for the messenger
ship, but both are interlinked so that neither is valid without the other. It is the same with
faith and Islam and one without .the other is hypocrisy or disbelief. Both together, faith and
Islam are called Deen or religion{
Faith is to believe: The important truth must be borne in mind that conii!'mation or to
believe is faith, not merely to know or to be aware. A man m~y know that Allah i.:; 01!P that
Muhammad ~J~,&,~ is His true creature and Messenger who has brought the true religion,
but if he does not believe in these things at heart, then he will be said to lack faith. He will
not be called a believer or a mumin. When th£ Prcphet ~J~.&l~ brought Islam, the Arabs
and, particularly, the peoples of the Book believed in Allah. They also know very well that
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Prophet ~J.ys..l!t~ Muhamad was true and had brought a true religion but their jealousy
and abstinance prevented them from believing, so 'knowing' did not benefit them.
When oral confirmation is necessary: The facts described as faith the necessarily
compounded with an oral confirmation. But, the oral declaration is not necessary always,
for instance, a dumb person is exempt from making an oral declaration and his faith at
heart is reliable. The same applies to one who cannot make the oral declaration because of
risk to his life or some kind of a real impediment.
Place of deeds: Deeds are also essential for faith to be perfect. Indeed only deeds can
prove the existence a:nd truthfulness of confirmation at heart and oral declaration. If
anyone who professes belief continues to perpetrate deeds that are symbolic· of disbelief,
and contradictory to faith and Islam or whose doer is clearly a disbeliever then he will be
counted as such and his profession of faith and Islam will not be authentic.
SECTION I
Jj"liJ..oill .
HADITH JIBRIL ..o)l..JI,Y.

2. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al Khattab ~4.11~J narrated: One day we were sitting with
Alhth's M~ssenger ~J4#~~ when a man suddenly (ame there. He was (clean and
tidy) in a very white dress and his hair was very b!ack. No mark of travel could be
detected on him and none of us know him. H ~ come and sat so near the Prophet ~
~J.ys..l# that his knees touched the Prophet's ~J.ys~~ knees. He placed both his
hands on his two things. He said, "0 Muhammad, tell me about Islam." He said,
"Islam is that you testify that no one is worthy of worship besides Allah and that
Muhammad is Allah's Messenger. You should establish salah, pay the zakah, fast ir
(the month of) Ramv ' and if you have the means to that, make the ~.tljj
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(pilgrimage) to the house." He said, "You have spoken the truth!" (Umar ~~~~.)
said;) we were surprised at him asking and (at the same time) asserting that he
spoke the truth. The man asked (again), 11Tell me about eeman (faith)." The Prophet
~J~.l!~~ said, "That you believe in Allah, His angels, His books, His messengers
and the last Day ands that you believe in fate that good or bad both are decreed."
The man said, "You have spoken tlte truth!" And he asked 11 Now, tell me about
ihsan." The Prophet ~Y·=-'-"~' _;..., said, ''It IS that you worship Allah as though you see
Him and if that is not possible then He sees you." He then asked, 11Tell me about
the Hour." The Prophet ~J~~~ said, "The one who is asked about it knows not
more than the one who asks." He said, "So, let me know some of its signs." He said,
"The female slave would beget her master and you would see bare footed, naked
bodied, poor mendicants and shepherds living arrogantly in large luxurious
mansi~ns." (Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~.)said:) The man went away and I waited some
time before the Prophet ~J 4#~'~.P said to me, "0 Umar, do you know who the
questioner was?" I submitted, ''Allah and His Messenger know best." He said, "He
was Jibril ~~~ ~ come to teach you your religion."t

3. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.,11~.; also difference in words. It quotes the Prophet
~J~~~ in the end as saying. "When you see the barefooted, naked bodied, deaf
and dumb people rule on earth, (it will be the Last Hour) one of the five things that
no one but Allah knows." Then he recited:
,

, , , uJ"'

...

.-.

,

,,

~

.,

~I J~j~L:.ll ~ ~.>..:.;. illi......!..Jl

Surely the knowledge of the Ho~r is with Allah alone, and He sends down the rain,
and He knows what is in the wombs. And no person knows what he will earn
tomorrow. An~ no person knows in what land he will die. Surely Allah is knower,
Aware. 2 (Luqman 34)
COMMENTARY: 1bis Hadith is known as Hadith Jibril....oj_ll~. Through questions and answers,
tile pe0ple of the world are taught the facts of Islam and faith and the basics of religion.
The first tea...:;ing brings out the difference between eeman (faith) and Islam. The former is
an inward confirmation and belief or conviction. The latter concerns the outward
demonstration by deeds and physical obedience.
Belief in Allah is to be convinced that His being and His attributes are true. Only He is
worthy of worship and there is no God besides Him and He had no associate.
Belief in the angels is to be sure that Allah has a creation known as angels. They are elegant
with a radiant body of light. They are engaged constantly in Allah's worship and in
carrying out His commands.
Belief in the Books is a conviction that Allah has truly reve~led to His Messeng~r~ Books at
different times. Their number is one hundred and four. They are His words and
1

2

Bukhari # 4773, Muslim# 1-8, Abu Da~·:ud # 4G95, Ibn Majah # 63, Musnad Ahmad 1-51
Bukhari #50, Muslim# S-9, Trimidhi # 2419, Abu Muslim# 2-10
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commands. Four of them are outstanding; the Turah, the lnjil,l the Zabur (psalms) and the
Qur' an. Of these, the quran is the most excellent.
Belief in the Messengers is to believe that from the first Prophet Aadatn ...o')L.JI~ to the last
of the Prophets, Muhammad ~J~~~ all the Prophets and Messengers ...o)l..JI~ were the
most truthful, the dearest and the most excellence of Allah's creatures whom He had sent
with His messages to different people of various regions and times. They conveyed their
messages and guided their communities to the path of deliverance. Prophet Muhammad ~
~ J~,&, is the chief of all the Prophets and Messengers. He was not sent to a particular time,
~·region or people. Rather, he was sent with the universal message of Islam to the universe
for all times. His Prophethood and Slmri'ah will remain in force till the Last hour.
The Last Day, or the Qiyamah, is the time period between death and resurrection (or
qiyamah) and admitted to paradise. It is to believe in everything that the Prophet ~J~.&l._;.,
has said about after death and the hereafter, the experience in the grave or the Barzakh
(period intervening between death and resurrection), gathering, reckoning, reward and ··
punishment, paradise and hell. These tiPgs will happen for sure.
To believe in fate to have a conviction at heart that whatever transpires in this universe
happens according to the predetermined decree, whether pious or evil. It is in the
knowledge of the Greater from the beginning of time. It does not mean, however, that the
creature is helpless. Allah who has. decreed his destiny has given him choice between piety
and evil and he may pursued one of these two paths. Allah has also made it clear to him
that if he adopts piety, he wil~ be entitled to reward as a favour of Allah and if he chooses
and evil path, he will deserve punishment which will be Divine justice.
As for ihsan, it is the gem of sincerity with which the optimum standard of faith and Islan1
is demonstrated through worship of Allah. It draws the creature nearer to Allah in a perfect
way and makes him peerlessly subservient to Him. The prescription to achieve that to
worship Allah as though the eyes see Him. This will create maximum humility and a sense
of hope and fear to the highest degree while one worships Allah. A person's worship will
attain the degree of true worship and he will achieve its basic objective. This is called 'true
ihsan.' The Sufis term it as 'observation and immersion, or 'beholding and absorption,' This
is the highest degree of worship which it is not easy to attain. Hence, a comparatively
easier method is tojmagine that you are before Allah whom you worship and though you
cannot see him. He does see you and even this attitude will create in you humbleness and
an awareness to a great extent. This is to what the Hadith calls and it is the secondary
degree of ihsan.
The Hadith also mentions the four obligatory duties that a Muslim and a Mu'min is called
upon to observe. Salah and fasting are two bodily forms of worship that euery sane and
adult Muslim is bound to discharge, both male and female. They will oifer the salah five
times a day and fast in the month of Ramadan. The other two forms of worship are zakah
and Hajj. They are monetary worships and only those Mumins and Muslims are bound to
do them who have he capability to spend that much ;.lloney Zakah is due from a sahib
nisab and Hajj requires of him to meet al expense~ 0t the necessities of life and leave behind
for his family enough to sustain them during his absence and expenses for his journey.
1

Eva~gel and the word Injil in the Quran and the aHadith is used for Allah's revelations to Prophet

Easa r~ 1 ~.Recently, it is applied to the New Testament. (Qanus ul Alfaz ul Islamiyah)
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When other such conditions are met, the difficulties and arduou;; nature of the journey do
not excuse anyone from discharging this obligation.
Some portents of the Last Hour are mentioned. When these show themselves, the end of
this universe is very near. The first sign can be interpreted in two ways. Men will have
female slaves and they will beget their children who will grow to be rich and powerful to
such an extent that they would unknowingly buy their own mothers as their female
slaves. Or, the society will go wayward so for as to commit adultery openly. Illicit
children will grow and unknowingly employ their mothers as their servants, not
recognizing their fathers and mothers. The next sign is of the poor rising to govern and
own large mansions. The nobles and the civilized would be in difficult straits. Injustice
would prevail. Deception and plunder would turn the tables on the well-bred and raise
the uncivilized to heights and they would ridicule the former. Allamah Tibi ~~~.)said,
"When such a revolution comes as blinds children who become masters of parents, and
the downtrodden take the place of the nobles then know that the universe is in for a
revolution called qiyamah (end of the worlds)."
In short, this Hadith speaks of the basic things of the Shariah and religion. Faith is defined
as a set of beliefs and ideas on knowing and accepting which a person enters the told of
Islam and becomes a believer -mumin. Islam is defined as a set of responsibilities or
obligations placed on a mumin discharging which brings him to Islam as a Muslim. Then
ihsan is explained as sincerity. This is the condition to which a person arrives after a
concentration of Allah on following a correct belief and ideas and abiding by Shari'ah ..He
then gains nearness to His creator. All these three things are interlinked and inseparable.
Nearness to Allah is possible only on abiding by His commands and the guidance of His
Messenger which, in turn, can be achieved by being fully attentive to Allah. This is reliable
only after correcting one's ideas and beliefs. To be attentive to Allah one will have to
Endeavour and make dhikr and supplications.
FIVE BASIC THINGS
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4. Sayyidiuna Ibn Umar ~ d.illl.f"; t narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ...111 ~
said, "Islam is built on five (things): (i) The testimony that there is no God but
Allah and that Muhammad is His slave and His Messenger; (ii) Establishing the
salah; (iii) Payment of the zakah; (iv) Performing the Hajj and (v) Fasting (in the
month) of Ramadan."2
·
COMMENTARY: Islam is compared with an edifice. A high-rise imP,osing building can
stand only on strong foundation pillars, Thus~ Islam has five pillars without which no one
can sustain his Islam. They are belief in monotheism, messenger ship, observirig .salah,
zakah, Hajj and fasting. After that a building is beau,tified 'anq a petson's Islam may be .
adorned with deeds called the wajib and mustahab (recommended) which are. ~ot
He was the.son of the second Caliph Umar ~...LI..F.J ibn .Khattab. He was ~m one year before the
rear of Prophet hood in Makkah. He died in 73 or 74 AH.
.
Bukhari # 8, Muslim# 21-16, Nasa'i # 5001, Trimidhi # 2618, Musnad Ahmad 2-26
1
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mentioned in the Hadith because it deals only with the basics.
BRANCHES OF FAITH
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Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.dil\f"; 1narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#..1!1~
11
said, Faith has some more than seventy branches. The most excellent of them is the
confinn,ation that there is no God but Allah, and the humblest of them is to remove
a hurdle from the path. And haya (modesty) is a branch of faith."2
·
COMMENTARY: This Hadith mentions the number of branches or departments of Islam.
Some aHadith describe them in detail.
The first thing is basic that there is on one worthy of worship other than Allah, the Eternal
and only He is the ever living while everything in the universe will perish. In the same
way, a correct belief is essential about Allah's Messengers, Books and angels. They are truly
there, and belief in the hereafter and the evil will be punished in their graves while the
pious will be rewarded.- The day of resurrection will come and reckoning will take place.
Deeds will be weighed in the scales. Those whose good deeds outweigh will be han~ed
over their records· in their right hands to be admitted to paradise. Those whose bad deeds
are many will be given their records in their left hands. Everyone will have to pass over the
sirat (a narrow, difficult bridge). The righteous believer will now be able to see Allah. The
sinners will be consigned to hell. The dwellers of paradise and hell will live in their
respective places forever.
It is one of the branches of faith that one must continue to turn to Allah and love him. If he
loves or hates anyone then that must be only for Allah's sake. He mus~ love the Prophet ~
~J4#..1!1 dearly and respect him deeply. Love for him must be shown by obeying him and
following his guidance, and disseminating his teachings. Love for Allah and His Messenger
~J 4# .iD ~ must dominate all other things and even close relationship should have no
significance before them. Obedience to Allah's and His Messenger's commands is a sign of
love of them. On the other hand, disobedience to them shows lack oflove for them and we
seek refuge in Allah such a conduct.
Another branch of faith is that one should do every deed merely for Allah's pleasure not to
show off or to gain a name or a worldly benefit. Hypocrisy and ostentation detract from the
beauty and perfection of a deed.
A believer's heart should be fearful of Allah always and hopeful of His favours and
mercy.' If he happens to fulter and commits a sin then he must repent forthwith and
refrain from that sin again. He must fear Allah's punishment and hope for His favours
and grace for his pious deeds. It is a demand of faith that when a sin is committed
intentionally or un intentionally, one must repent sincerely and be ashamed one's
conduct and seek Allah's forgiveness.
1

His name was Abdur Rahman ibn Sakhr. He died in 57 or 58 AH in Madinah.
Muslim # 58-35, Bukhari # 9 (the former has sixty instead of seventy and the latter is without the
most excellent ... path). Tirmidhi # 2623, Abu Dawud # 4676, Nasa'i # 5005, Ibn Majah #57, Musnad
Alunad2-379
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One must thank Allah for His blessings. If Allah bestows children then he must observe
their aqiqah promptly. If one of them mCl!l"ies then he must throw a valima (wedding feast
from a bridegroom). If his child completes memorizing the Quran or reciting it thoroughly ·
from first to the end then he must express happiness and delight. If Allah has granted him
wealth then he ~ust pay the zakah due on it and pay the sadaqah ul fitr on ee~ day.
Faith demands that one must honour one's promise. When a person i.S.affected, he must
exercise patience and endure every kind of hardship he might face in discharging his
obligations. He must steer clear of sins and he pleased with Allah's wiH and decree~ He
must place trust in Allah, respect his elde~s and have compassion on the youngsters. He
should refrain from arrogance and adopt humbleness.
The beauty of Islam and perfection of faith calls upon him to continue to chant the kalimah
tayyibah and Shahadah, recite Quran and if he is unlearned then he must acquire
knowledge from the scholars but if he is learned then he must impart knowledge to the
illiterate. He must preserve in seeking Allah's help in achieving his objectives.
The branches of faith include offering far:d and optional salah, fasting the prescribed and
the voluntary, covering oneself, giving charity. Setting slaves free, performing Hajj and
umra, engaging in supererogatory worship, emigrating from enemts territory and form
places where indecency is practiced,. refraining from innovation and indecency, giving
rights of others, being dutiful to parents,. raising one's children in accordance with Shari'ah
being kind to the subordinates, obeying one's superiors provided they do not command
against Islam, being just with others, reconciling two quarreling people, fighting against
enemies of Islam propagating ~d enjoying piety, forbidding evil, obseriring the prescribed
punishments, engaging in jihad against enemies of Allah with weapons, pen or tongue to
the best of one's ability, guarding the frontiers of Islamic states, being kind to neighbours,
earning lawful wealth, spreading the salaam, a'!oiding extravagance, responding to the
sneezer, abstaining from vain play and prank, keeping away from inconveniencing others,
removing obstructions from the through fares and soon. A person must keep oneself clean
from everything that distracts other from Allah's path.
These things are from the branches of faith. If anyone lacks them then his faith is in:lperfect.
He must pray to Allah to help absorb these things.

6. SayyidunaAbdullah ibn Amr ~.,t,II.F.J t narrated that Allah's Messenger~.\!~
~J said, "The Muslim is he from whose tongue and hand (other) Muslims are
safe. And, the muhajir is he who gives up everything that Allah has forbidden."
(These are words .of Bukhari but those of Muslim are;) A man asked the Prophet
~J~.&l~, '~ich of the Muslim is the best?" ·He said, "He .from whose tongue
1

He was a great scholar and a God fearing sahabi. He died I 75AH in Egypt though other dates are
given.
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and hand the Muslims are safe."t
COMMENTARY: The first part of the Hadith suggest that a believer and Muslim is not one

who merely recites the Kalimah and performs some specified deeds Rather, Islam requires
its adherents to preserve the. prescribed beliefs and deeds and also to respect human
values. He should be a demonstration of peace, love and compassion. People should not
fear him but take him to be their sympathizer and well-wisher. They should be able to trust
him in all their affairs. Although the Hadith mentions only hand and tongue, everything
·
that can cause hurt is meant here.
While muhajir is one who forsakes his native land to emigrate to the land of Islam, this
Hadith tells us that there is another.hijrah (emigration) that has a perpetual relationship
with life. It is to abandon all those things that Allah has forbidden and to give up
completely base, indecent desires. A chaste life should be adopted.
DEGREE OF LOVE

<~~>-~I~WIJ,~JJ,~Ij
7. Samduna Anas ~411.P'; , narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 11 None of you
believes unless I am dearer to him than his father his children and all mankind.3
COMMENTARY: Love is of two kinds: natural and rational. The former is as between
children and father. It is natural and innate and has nothing to do with intelligence or an
outside influence. Rational love, on the other hand, is not influenced by natural feelings but
is dictated by the intellect or some external need like a patient's craving for medicine or
willingness, to undergo surgery. Some occasions rational love surpasses the most deep
seated nanrrallove. The Hadith cails for the rational love for the Prophet ~J~.\1~ as the
scholars tell us. But, it should be so strong and so moved by sentiment that it should
overcome the natural love. We may understand it by an example suppose, obedience to the
Prophet's ~J~~~ guidance is obstructed by love for a blood relative like a father or a
son, so love for the·Prophet ~J~,&,~ should overrule the natural love for the relative, and
obedience should take precedence. This is a great station and can be achieved only through
selfless sacrifice. This person should have no aim in life other than the pleasure of Allah
and His Messenger ~J~.&'~. He should not hesitate to kill his father or son if he is among
the disbelievers in a,battle in jihad on the side of the Muslims. There have been examples of
this kind of sacrific~ in past history.
In short, the Hadith says that perfect faith depends on love of the Messenger ~'""_,.:~~.\IJ,p If a Muslim
lacks this degree of faith then he cannot be a perfect Muslim whatever his claims to that.
On hearing this Hadith, Umar ibn Khattab ~odlii.P'; exclpimed, "0 Messenger of Allah you
are dearer to me then everything in the world except my own self." The Prophet ~J~,&,~
s~id, "By Him who has my life in His J.:tand, you are still not a pertect believer because this
can be achieved only when I am dearer to you than your life too." The moment he spoke
1

Bukhari # 10, Muslim# 64-40, Abu Dawud # 2481, Nasa'i # 4996, Musnad Ahmad 2-187.
Anas ibn Maalik ~~~.J Ansari ·was a resident of Madinalt. He was 10 years old when his mother
Umm Sulaym bint Mitha presented him to the Prophet ..o.J-.,~'I.hl~ to serve him. He died in 96 AH.
3
Bukhari # 14, Muslim# 69-44, Nasa'i # 5013, Ibn Majah #'67, Mast:lad Ahmad 3-207.
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these words Umar ~.dli~.J called out, uo Messenger of Allah." Overwhelmed as he was,"
my life is for you! You are dearer to me than my life too!" The Prophet ~J~iJ,~ assured
him, "0 Umar, your faith is perfect now."
This is not an isolated case. All the sahabah ~o.hl~.J had the some sentiments.
During the Battle of Uhud, as ansar woman lost her husband, father and brother who were
martyred for Islam's cause. This woman was informed and, instead of mouriung, her first
question was, uTell me, By Allah, is my chief, my master, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
safe? My life be ransomed to him." She was told, "Yes!" she went forward to see him and
on seeing him ret?arked, ~~~~ (All anxiety is easily overcome with you here).
A man met him and said, u 0 Messenger of Allah, you are dearer to me than my family
and wealth. When I remember you I cannot wait till I see you. When I come here, my
eyes are cooled on seeing you. But, now I am worried, for after death you sh(:\11 be with
the Prophets .A)-JI~ and how shall I see you?" At that moment the verse (69) of surah
an Nisa was revealed:

tJ

w

J

('1qJ.WJ1)-~i.5'~ l;j__,l~j

And whosoever obeys Allah and the Messenger, they are with those whom Allah
has blessed - of the Prophets and the truthful, and the martyrs, and the righteous,
and an excellent company are they!
The Prophet ~J~.:.~~ conveyed to him these tidings.
Abdullah ibn Zayd ibn Abd Rabbih ~~~J was known as the sahih adhan (one associated
with adhan). He was attending to his garden when his son came and announced to him the
sad news of the Prophet's ~J 4#.111 J..P death. This lover of the Prophet ~J~~~ could not
endure the news, Grieved, he raised his hands high and prayed beseechingly, "0 Allah,
deprive me of the blessings of sight so that these eyes that were brightened with the sight
of the Prophet ~...J~.111~ may not now see anyone else." (Tarjumah sunnah)
These examples demonstrate that the noble sahabah ~ .dll ~J had the some degree of
love for the Prophet as this Haditll demands. Thus the Muslims who wish to keep their
faith safe and Islam strong must fill their hearts with a deep love for the Prophet ~~.}-P
~J. They must abide by his teachings. The standards of love for me lies in abiding by
Shariah and following him. That is the means of deliverance. Anyone who fails to
observe this seems to show that he does not love the Prophet ~J~.:.S.}-P. We seek refuge
in Allah from such thought.
SWEETNESS OF FAITH
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8. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .dll ~.J also narrated that Allah Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said,
11
There are three things which if they are in anyone, he will find the sweetness of
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faith because of them; (1) He to whom Allah and His Messenger are dearer than all
else besides them, (ii) he who loves another only because of his love of Allah, and
(iii) he who h~tes to return to disbelief after Allah has brought him out of it just as
he hates to be cast into the fire."l
COMMENTARY: Perfect faith demands of the faithful that his heart should be full to the
brim with love for Allah and His Messenger ~J~..l!l~ so that the rest of the whole world is
nothing before them.
A believer loves or detests anyone only for the pleasure of Allah. Each of his deeds is for Allah.
Faith and Islam should drive out of his heart even the thought of disbelief and polytheism.
These are the t];rree things that are found in the possessor of faith who alone deserves
·reward for that.
THE FLAVOUR OF FAITH

~ -...;..Jt..JYI ~ Jll ~J ~ rl.H ~~I jj-!.5 j~ jli ~~~ ~ ~~I ifJ ( C\ )
~oi.J.J)- 'ij.!J )~J~~_..,~y~j~jJ,l~(s9J
9. Sayyidina Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib .JII.u-; 2 narrated that Allah's Messenger .\t~
~J~ said, ''He has tasted the flavour of faith who is pleased with Allah as Lord,
with Islam as religion and with Muhammad ~J~~~ as a Messenger."3
COMMENTARY: Our mind and heart should not be burdened with an inkling of pressure,
a hirit of uneasiness, an iota of doubt, or a semblance of unwillingness concerning our
belief and conviction that Allah is the Lord, Muhammad ~J ~ ~ ~ is the Messenger and
Prophet, and Islam and Shari'ah are true. Outwardly as well as inwardly we must be wellpleased and at peace as though on receiving a precious possession.
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10. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ <l.hl ~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger r1-'J ~ ,&, ~
said, "By Him in whose hand is the soul of Muhammad, every one of this people whether a Jew or a Christian - who hears of me but dies without believing in that
with which I am sent, will be one of the dwellers of the fire."4
COMMENTARY: Islam is a universal religion and a universal law that everyone in the
world must obey similarly, the mission of the Prophet of Islam rl-'J~~~ is a universal and
international message for every age and every people without exception. Hence, it is
equally fard on everyone to believe and to abide by his Shari'ah(Divine law).
This Hadith mentions the Jews and Christians who had received Divine Book and were
expected to ·embrace Islam and obey the last Messenger rl-'J~~~. Given that, how can
they who had no heavenly book hope to gain deliverance without believing in the last
1

Bukhari # 16, Muslim# 67-43, Tinnidhi # 2633, Nasa'i # 4988, Ibn Majah # 4033, Musnad Ahmad 3-172.
He was the Prophet's ~,~~J-D paternal uncle. He died on Friday 12th Rajah 32 AH.
3
Muslim # 5634, Trimidhi # 2632, Musnad Ahmad 1-208
4
Muslim # 240-153
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Messenger ~J~~j.J?
Moreover, the Jews and Christians claimed that as believers in revealed Books, they had
received salvation and had no need to embrace Islam. This Hadith rejects their claim. It
asserts that· all previous Shari'ah stand abrogated and everyone has to believe in Islam, the
last and final religion.
RECIPIENTS OF DUAL REWARD
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11. Sayyidina Abu Musa al Ash' ary 1 narrated Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~1 ..)J said,
''Three people will get a dual reward: a member of the peoples of the Book who
believed 'in his Prophet and believes in Muhammad (too), a slave who gives the
rights of Allah and the rights of his master; and a man who has a female slave with
whom he has sexual intercourse, gives her a good training and teaches her excellent
manners after which he sets her free and marries her. So, he has two rewards."2
COMMENTARY: These three persons will earn a two fold reward. The first category of the
peoples of the BooR believed and followed their Prophets sincerely till the coming of
Prophet Muhammad ~J~~~j.J when they had no hesitation in switching over to him, so,
they get two rewards. We must observe that of all religions, Islam is based on 'accepting'
.not 'rejecting' It does not belittle any Prophet and confirms all heavenly books and all
Messengers of Allah. In contrast, every other religion requires its adherents to reject all
religions other than itself. Islam makes it binding on its followers to confirm that all the
Messengers sent by A~lah were charged to guide their peoples.
The Hadith also says that the pr~vious belief of those people will not go in rain. They will
get that reward and then a reward for submission to Islam. If they do not embrace Islam
then not only will they suffer perpetual punishment for disbelief but their previous belief
will go in vain. They will get no reward for that too.
As for the slave, Islam requires a slave to be faithful and dutiful to his master. He gets a reward
twice over for obedience and loyalty to his master and for abiding by Allah's commands.
The third man raises a female slave to the level of the honourable women of the society. He
fulfils the demands of society as well as of Islam, and qualifies for two rewards.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi .s.hl·~.) said that the dual reward means, 'every deed
will get a reward double of what others get for the same deed. If anyone gets ten rewards
for any deed, these persons will earn twenty."
BATILE AGAINST DISBELIEVERS

1

He first emigrated to Ethiopia. He died in Dhul Hijjjah 44 AH in Makkah.
Bukhari # 97, Muslim# 241-154, Tirmidhi # 119, Nasa'i # 3344, Ibn Majah # 1956, Musnad Ahmad 4402, Darani # 2244
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12. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, "I
have been commanded to fight people till they testify that there is no God b~t
Allah and that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger they establish the salah and pay
the zakah. Thus, if they do that, they have my protection for their lives and
property, except for the rights of Islam and their reckoning is with Allah." The
version in Muslim does not mention' 'except for the rights of Islam."t
COMMENTARY: Allah is the Owner and king of this world and the universe. Hence, the
inhabitants of His creation are bound to obey Him and His Messenger ~J~~~- Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~ were deputed to enforce His commands. No one how rebels against
Allah's Commands should be allowed to live on His land. No one should be permitted to
cause dissension it) the (Islamic) land. Those who refuse to submit to Allah's sovereignty
should be proceeded against as any government does under its constitution. The Prophet
~J~.ii~~ says here that he is commanded to fight the enemies of Islam till they cease to
rebel and antagonize, and obtain rights to reside in our (Islamic) society. One way they can
get these rights is to give up disbelief and opposition and adopt Islam sincerely proving
this with their deeds. Another choice (as mentioned elsewhere) is that they should declare
their willingness to reside in the Islamic territory as obedient peace loving citizens by
paying the jizyah which ensures them social protection.
In either case -becoming Muslims or paying the jizyah, protection of life and property
rests with the Islamic state according to Islamic laws. However the laws of the state
·will be applied as to everyone, Muslim or· dhimmi disbeliever, like laws of retaliation,
prescribed punishment etc.
The Shari'ah enforces its laws on the apparent. The true, unseen condition is known only to
Allah who will judge in the hereafter.
The Hadith is evidence that the repentance of the atheists and unbelievers is accepted. If
they repent then they should not be punished. However, opinions differ on this issue and if
a person who had uttered atheistic words repents only to save himself from punishment
then his repentance will not be accepted.
MUSLIM DEFINED
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13. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said, "He
who offers the salah as we do, turns to our qiblah and eats what we slaughter is a
Muslim under the protection of Allah and His Messenger. So do not betray Allah
by overriding His protection."2
COMMENTARY: While faith truly is a confirmation within the heart, it is an inward
1

Bukhari # 25, Muslim# 36-22, Tirmidhi # 2615, Abu Dawud # 26 41, Nasa'i # 3973, Ibn Majah # 71,
Musnad Ahmad 2-354, Darami # 2446, However, the four have not transmitted from Ibn Umar 4111~
_o1...,~ but from Abu Hurayrah ~...bi~J and Anas 6,:&.-d!I~.J.
2
Bukhari # 391, Nasa'i # 4997, as for as the words, (he) is a Muslim.
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condition. So, too, the oral declaration is significant. But, distinctions between any two
religions lies in their symbols. The symbols of Islam are mentioned in this Hadith and are
more practical than those of other religions. If the peoples of the Book adopt ow symbols,
observing our form of ~alah facing our qiblah and eating our dhabihah (sacrifice), that
would be dear evidence of their acceptance of our religion. Such a person is a Muslim and
enters into a pact with Allah and His Messenger who take responsibility to protect him.
Muslims must not harass or scare him else they would be violating Allah's pact which is
tantamount to putting the blame on Allah.
DEEDS THAT LEAD TOPARADISE
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Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.LI~.; narrated that a villager met the Prophet ~j.J
·~J ~ and requested him to guide him to a deed on doing which he would enter ·
paradise. The Prophet ~J ~ ~ jJ said, 11Worship Allah alone and associate not
anything with Him, establish the prescribe salah, pay the obligatory zakah and fast
during (the month of) Ramadan. ''The villaget: submitted. 11By Him in whose hand
is my soul, I shall neither add to it nor decrease from it." When he departed, the
Prophet ~J~~j.J said, 11 He to whom it pleases to look at a dweller of paradise must
look at this 1nan."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ .dl' ~ did not mention the testimonies because the
villager was already a Muslim. Besides, everyone knows that the testimonies are essential
like other basic things.
Moreover, when he put the question perhaps only these three things were made fard
(obligatory) and the remaining might have been prescribed later on. He was strong in faith
so he did not waiver and assured the Prophet ~J 1.# .dl' ~ that he would not add to his
question and not fail to do anything from what the comprehensive answer made clear to
him. The P~ophet ~Jl.#~~ recognizes in him the sincerity and gave tidings that he was to
be a man of paradise.
PERFECT FAITH
14.

~ j~T'i'ijJ~~)ll JG~JJij_;-!5 ~~ Jli~l;iJI~~-...u':;;, ~J (' 6)
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15. Sayyiduna Sufyan ibn Abdullah Thaqafi ~..l!I<.FJ 2 narrated that he requested, 11 0
Messenger of Allah, teach me a word .about. Islam that I shall have no need to ask
anyone about it after you."
According to another version:"
other than you." He ·said, 11Say, 1 I believe in
000 • • • •

1

·Bukhari # 1397, Muslim# 15-14
His Kunyah was Abu Umar.
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Allah,' then stick to it."t
COMMENTARY: Apart from the theoretical aspect of believe with the testimonies, there is

the practical demonstration with deeds to corroborate the oral testimonies. These should not
be fleeting affairs but one should remain firm on them all the time, every moment of life.
THE OBLIGATIONS IMPOSED BY ISLAM
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16. Sayyiduna Talhah ibn Ubaydullah ~~~~...1 2 narrated that a man of Najd came to
Allah's Messenger ~J ~ i:l ~ He had unkempt hair and they could hear his voice
without being able to grasp what he said till he was nearer to Allah's Messenger ~
~ J ~ ~ They found that he was asking about Islam. Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~~ ~
said, ''Five salah during the day and night." He asked, ''Is there on me anything
besides that?" He said ''No, unless upon offer the supererogatory." Then Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~~ added, 11 And the fasts in the month of Ramadan." He asked,
"Is there on me anything besides that?" He said, "No, unless you fast the optional."
(The narrator went on to say) Then Allah's Messenger ~J~~'j...P mentioned zakah
and he asked if he had to pay anything besides that and he said, 11 No unless you
give voluntarily." The man then turned to depart, saying, "By Allah, I will not add
to it anything and not decrease from it anything." So, Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, "The man has gained success, if he speaks the truth." 3
COMMENTARY: Either only these duties were prescribed till that time when the man
arrived or he was an envoy of his tribe. This is why he asserted that he would neither add
to, nor deduct from the obligations enumerated to Him.
THE PREACHER'S DUTY

~;Lijj.!5j~_;Lj~rlJI~~II_;3\t!i(jJ.aJI#.lij~!J~u:~~lifj (' V)

1

Muslim # 26-38, Tirmidhi with different wordings # 2418, Ibn Majah # 3972, Musnad Ahmad 3-413.
His Kunyah was Abu Muhammad Qurayshi Taymi and his title was Talhah al Khayr. He died in 36
AH at the age of 64 years.
3
Bukhari # 46, Muslim# 8-11, Abu Dawud # 391.Nasa'i # 458, Muwatta Maalik # 9k, Darami # 1578,
Musnad Ahmad 1-162.
2
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17. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J narrated that when the deputation of Abd al
Qays came to the Prophet ~J~~J.P he asked, "what deputation is it?" The shabah
~tdii~.J said, "Rabi'ah." He said, "Welcome to the people!" -or lithe deputation!
Neither shall you be disgraced nor shall you regret (in this life or the next)." They
submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, we are unable to come to yo~ except in these
sacred months (when fighting is tabooed) because between us and you lies the·
tribe disbelievers, the Mudar. So, teach us the commands that differentiate
(between truth and falsehood) that we might inform those whom we have left
behind and that we might enter· paradise thereby." And they asked about the
vessels.t That they could use. He commanded them to observe four things and
forbade them four things. He instructed them to believe in Allah alone, asking
11
Do you know what believe in Allah implies?" They said, 11Allah and His
Messenger know best." He said, "(It is the) testimony that there is no God but
Allah and that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger, observance of the salah,
payment of the zakah and fasting in Ramadan, and that you should pay one-fifth
of the booty." And he forbade them four things (vessels); al-hantam, ad-dubba,
an-naqqir and al-muzaffat. He exhorted them to remember all that and to inform
those whom they had left behind (all these instructions) 2
COMMENTARY: Deputations came to Madinah from distant lands as the message of Islam
spread. They .learnt ftom the Prophet ~J ~ ~ J.P and returned to their tribes with the
message. The deputation of Abd Qays was one such and it was named after its chief. They
were residents of Bahrain and had met the Prophet ~J,P~J.P first before the conquest of
Makkah in 5AH when their number was 13 or 14. The second time they came in 8 AH or
9AH and were forty men. Their mosque had the distinction of being the first, after the
Masjis Nabawi, to observe the Friday salah. Bukhari has the narration.

~?:Jt&,
· "The first Friday after the Friday in the mosque of Allah's Messenger ~J..;s.~~ was
1

This is as in Mazahir ul Haq but Bukhari has 'drinks' instead of vessels. These were pitchers in
which wine, etc, were prepared.
2
Bukhari # 5, Muslim # 24-17, Al-hantam was a greenish wine pitcher glazed as dubba was a guard,
annaqqir a hollowed stump of a palm tree and al-Muzaffat al muzaffat a container smeared with tar.
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observed in he mosque of Abd Qays in Juwatta in Bahrain."1
The Prophet ~J~~~~ had informed the sahabah ~.dli~J beforehand that a delegation was
about to come to them that was the best of all the people of the east. Umar ~4I(Jl=l; stood up
to see them and saw thirteen men coming towards them. He conveyed to them the Prophet
~...J"::l'-1¥.1 ~ tidings and they rushed towards the Prophet ~J4J.r.~~ and kissed his hands. They
had left their animals and luggage in a haphazard manner. However, the Amir Abd Qays
was calm. He tied all the animals in an organized manner and changed his clothes before
proceeding in a dignified manner towards the Prophet ~...J4J.r..ill~. He was a young man. He
kissed the Prophet's ~""J"~.I»~~ hands. He was an ugly man and he pleaded. uo Messenger of
Allah, a man's dignity lies in his two organs, tongue and heart not his frame," ·He said, uYou
have two characteristics that Allah and His Messenger like. You are sagacious and tolerant."
He asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, do I possess these qualities by birth or have I acquired
them? The Prophet~...J~~~ told him that they were inherent in him.
They had to pass the Mudar who were very aggressive and never let anyone go by
unmolested. So they could only come in the sacred months.
They were taught four things: belief in Allah and His Messenger, salah, fasting and zakah.
Some Muhaddith, ltave mentioned Hajj too, but Ibn Hajar has called that shaadh (rare).
Later they were asked specifically to pay one-fifth of the spoils of war because they often
engaged in battle.
They were forbidden four kinds of vessels that the Arabs used to prepare and store wine.
Wine was forbidden so these vessels were disallowed so that any kind of a wrong
impression should be avoided. Later ltvhen the prohibition had become clear and wine was
no longer associated with these vessels. Permission was granted to use the vessels.
ISLAM'S COMMANDS
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18. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn as Santit ~ ~~..,~J 2 narrated that - while a group of his
companions were sitting by him- Allah's Messenger ~...J~"f¥.1 ~ said, 11five me your
pledge that you will not associate anything with Allah, you will not steal, you will
not commit adultery, you will not kill your children, you will not come up with
slander which you have fabricated yourselves and you will not disobey the
commands (of Shari'ah). So, he of you who fulfils his promise has his reward with
Allah. As for him who commits one of these sins and is punished for thc~.t in this
1

Bukhari # 892, 4371
The ansar sahabi who had participated in the pledges of Aqabah, first and second. He was the
teacher of the ahl us safah. He died at the age of 72 in 43 AH.
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world then that is an atonement for him. But, as for him who commits one of these
sins and Allah conceals it in the world then it is up to Allah - if He wishes He will
forgive him and if he wishes He will punish him (in the hereafter)." So, they
pledged allegiance to him on that. 1
COMMENTARY: Allah may or may not punish a sinner. lf he forgives then it is a favour

from Him otherwise it is a dispensation of justice. However, the Mu'tazillah contend that
Allah will punish the sinner deJinitely and reward the pious. This is not the belief of the ahl
us-sunnah wa al-jama' ah.
PROPHET'S ~J4)$.!JA~ WORDS FOR THE WOMEN
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~~,li JtiJ;;&li .;.JJ;.lJ~~~ts. ll!~l Jli '&ta'-y' ~~~,li JliJ;;&li
(~~) -~~y( .tJj
19.Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~~~~. . 2 narrated that Allah's Messenger tr,,~
~J4)$. went forth to the pla~e of salah on Eed ul Adha or Eed ul Fitr. He passed by
the women ap.d exhorted t~em, "0 company of women! Give in charity, for I have
seen your majority in hell." They enquired. "Why is that so, 0 Messenger of
. Allah?" He. said~ 11You are given to curse much and you disobey and show
ingratitude to your husbands. I have ti~t ·seen anyone deficient in intelligence. and
religion. more able then one of you in making a fool of a wise husband. They asked,
11
And what is the deficiency in our religion and our intelligence, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He asked, ''Is not the testimony of a woman (like that of) half the testimony
of a man?" ·They said, "Certainly!'~ He said, "That is the deficiency in her
intelligence." And he asked, "Is it not that when a woman menstruates, she does
not offer salah and does not keep fast?" They said, "Yes of course!" He said, 11That
is the 4eficiency in her religion."3
COMMENTARY: In early Islam, women also attended the congregational salah. They set

in~ separate comer and could not hear the sermon, so the Prophet ~J4Js./r.'~ went to them
and conveyed to them some teachings of religion.
The Prophet.~J4Js.~~ advised them to give charity and to correct certain shortcomings.
The Hadith says that it is very bad to curse anyone. The Shari'ah bids us not to curse any
person by name, even if he is a disbeliever, for, he might embrace Islam before death.
1

Bukhcui # 18, Muslim# 41, Tirmidhi # i444, Nasa'i # 4205, Musnad Ahmad 5-314,
His r~al name was Sadibn Maalik ibn Shayban. He died in 74 Ah at the age of 84
3
.Bukhari # 304, Muslim 13-49, Trimidhi # 2422 (from Abu Hurayrah) Ibn Majah # 4003 (from Ibn
Umar*~~~~. . )
2
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However, if anyone dies a disbeliever then he may be cursed. Also evil itself may be cursed
and one may make a general unspecified statement 'Curse be on disbelief' or 'disbelievers'.
As for deficiency in their intelligence and their religion, it does not in any way humiliate
them .but merely refoers to the natural creation. It is a basic inherent difference between men
and women. As for as the human nobility is concerned, men and women are at par.
MISCONDUCT OF MANKIND
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2o. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~11.111~; narrated that Allah's Messenger~J4P.clJI~ said
· that Allah the Exalted say, ''The son of Aadam has accused me of falsehood though
it is not proper for him to do so. And he has reviled me though it is not proper for
him to do so. As for his accu~ation of Me, it is his saying, 'He will not resurrect ~e
as He created me the first time,' but creating (him) the first time was in no way
easier for me then resurrection him. AS for his reviling me, It is his saying. 'Allah
. has taken a ·son,' While I am the one, Alone, the Independent, the eternally
besoug~t. I b~get not nor was I begotten and there is. none co-equal with me."1
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21. And the version of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41.111~; has ~he words (of Allah): ''And
as for his reviling me, (he alleges that) I have a son - (glorified and ) without
blemish am I that I should take a wife or a son." 2
COMMENTARY: People accuse Allcit of falsehood because He says in the Qur'ru:t that
every soul will die and will be revived. Those who deny this statement accuse Him of lying
and in thls way they also deny His attribute of al.~oQadir (the All powerful). Orie who
creates may also recreate just as man with his limited ability makes something and then
restores it.
The saying 'first time' and 'second time' is merely to make mankind understand in their·
outlook. It has nothing to do with All(\,11 who is All. Powerful, and creating is the same
for him always;
Moreover, the Jews and the Ouistians ascribe to Allah (Sayyidina) Uzayrs ...o')\..JI .~ and
(Sayyiduna) Easa ...o')...JI~ as sons. He is far above that and pure without blemish.
DO NOT REVILE TIME

.

1

2

.

Bukhari # 4974, Nasa'i # 2078 (also 2077), Musnad Ahmad 2-317
Bukhari # 4482.
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22. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ _41 t..FJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4s- .111 j-P
said, 11 Allah says, 'The son of Aadam hurts Me when he derides time although I am
time. In my Hand is all authority. I alter night and day."l
COMMENTARY: The illiterate blame time for their anxieties that they bring upon
themselves. They call times as 'bad'. This is very wrong because Allah is the one who
changes time, and night and day rotate at His will. Their rotation is time. If time is blamed
then in fact Allah is questioned.
ALLAH'S PATIENCE
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23. Sayyiduna Abu Musa al Ash' ary ~41t.,FJ narrated that Allah's Messenger 4s-~j-P
~J said, "No one is more patient on hearing painful words than Allah the exalted.
They attribute to Him a son yet he gives them security and sustenance."2

COMMENTARY: As it is, no one can hurt Allah - neither by words nor by deeds. He does not
have to endure. Rather, though He can punish, He does not take the disobedient to task but lets
them draw on ·His provision as the pious do~ and both enjoy His mercy and blessings.
MONOTHEISM
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Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~41t.,FJ 3 narrated: I was the co-rider with the Prophet lJllj...P
~J4s- on a donkey. There was nothing between me and him but the rear part of the
saddle. He said, "0 Mu'adh, do you know Allah's right is over his slaves? And what
is the right of the slaves over Allah?" I said, "Allah and His Messenger know best."
He said, "Surely Allah's right over the slaves is that they should worship Him and
not associate with him anything and the right of the slaves over Allah is that he
should not punish one who does not associate anything with Hiin." I asked, "0
Messenger of Allah, shall I not give glad tidings to the people?" He said, "Do not
give them glad tidings lest they rely on it alone."4

.24.

COMMENTARY: The donkeys of Arabia are stronger and spet?dier than the horses of our
land. A believer in Allah's unity will go to paradise, but he will endure punishment in hell
for his misdeeds before being taken out of it and sent to paradise for ever.
1

Bukhari # 4826, Muslim # 2-2246, Abu Dawud # 5274, Musnad Ahmad 2-272
Bukhari # 6099, Muslim # 49-2803, Musnad Ah~ad 4-401.
3
His Kunyah was Abu Rahman. He was an ansari. He died in 18AH at the age of 48 years.
4
Bukhari # 2856, Muslim # 48-30, Tirmidhi # 2652, Ibn Majah # 4296
2
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RELEASE FROM HELL

25. Siiyyidun Anas ~ 41 &'; reported that the Prophet ~J ~ .c1:l jJ was riding a
donkey and.Mu'adh ~411~; was the rear man. He said, 11 0 Mu'adh!" He said, 11Here
am I, 0 Messenger of Allah, and at your service!" He said(again),"O Mu'adh!". He
replied, '"Here am I, 0 Messenger of Allah - at your service!" (A third time) he said,
''0 Mu'adh!" And he responded, "Here am I, 0 Messenger of Allah, at your
service!" Having called him thrice, the Prophet ~JI.Js.iJI'jJ said, '"Np one does testify
that there is no God but Allah and that Muhammad ·is Allah's Messenger, sincerely
from his heart but Allah forbids the fire to touch him." H.e said, 110 Messenger of
Allah, shall I not inform the people that they may be cheer£~1 (with it)?" He. said,
"Then they would rely on it." (Anas ~411~; said) Mu'adh ~.41~; disclosed it at the
time ofhis death fearing the sin (of concealing a Hadith).l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~.&!jJ called Mu'adh ~41~.J repeatedly that he might be
fully attentive-to what he might be fully attentive to what he was going to ~ay and might
realize its significance.
He told him that one who testifies to Allah unity and His Prophet's ~J~-~jJ messenger
ship would b~ safe from the fire of hell provided he abided by the demands of this
testimony. It means observing the duties imposed by the religion and Shari'ah and obe~g
the commands of Allah and His Messenger ~ y.Js.klj.J. Then, the mercy and favour of Allah
will protect him from the fire. This is why the Prophet ~J ~ iJl, jJ disallowed Sayyiduna
Mu'adh ~411~; from disclo~ing this.Hadith to the common men who might then rely on
the tidings and neglect to perform the deeds. If they are neglectful, they would be punished
before they are sent to paradise while the disbelievers wpuld be sent to hell for ever. Those
who believe in Allah's unity and the messengership of Prophet Muhammad ~J~iJlsj.J will
not abide in hell for ever.
DEATH WHILE BELIEVING
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26. Sayyidina Abu Dharr ~41~; t narrated, "I came to the Prophet ~J~..1d~. He
was sleeping and was covered with a white sheet of cloth. Then I came to him later
and he was awake. He said, ''A slave who declares (All -:11 ,JI -:1) (There is no God but
Allah) and dies with that belief will enter Paradise." I asked, "Even if he commits
adultery and steals?" He affirmed." (Yes,) even if he commits adultery and steals." I
asked again (in surprise), "(He will enter paradise) even~ he commits adultery and
steals?" The Prophet ~""J 4:1~~1ul.P affirmed, "even if commits adultery and steals." Again
(the third time) I asked, "Even if he commits adultery and steals?" He said, ''(Yes)
even if he commits adultery and steals though Abu Dharr may find it unpleasant. The
sub-narrator said that whenever Abu Dharr ~41~.;~ narrated this Hadith, he was sure
to conclude with, "Even though Abu Dharr finds it unpleasant." 2
COMMENTARY: Allah's mercy knows no bounds and he may admit to paradise anyone
who commits a grave sin but dies with his .heart illuminated with faith. The scholars of
Hadith say, however, that he will first undergo punishment for his sins. The Prophet 4Js.'i»lj-P
p.t...J had observed that hardened sinners, who had never obeyed Allah, suddenly repented
and turned over a new leaf to earn Allah's forgiveness.
YARDSTICK FOR DELIVERANCE
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27. Ubadah ibn as Samit ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4Js..idj-P said, "If
anyone bears testimony that there is no God but Allah alone who has no partner,
that Muhammad is His servant and messenger, that Easa is Allah's servant and
messenger and son of His servant, His wcu:d that He cast into Maryam and a spirit
from Him, and that paradise is true and hell is true (and real), Allah shall admit him
to paradise in spite of the deeds he had performed."3
COMMENTARY: This Hadith emphasizes that perpetual deliverance depends on beliefs
being correct: Any kind of weakness in deeds may be condoned by Allah.
Faith depends on the conviction that Allah is One, the only God and the Lord. Next, it is
necessary to believe in the messengership of all the messengers beginnings with Prophet
Muhammad's ~J4:Js.~~. Apart from him only Prophet Easa ,o'j,.JI~ is mentioned not only
. J;>y way of a symbol but also to reject the motion of the Christians. Neither is he the son of
· ,·: .. Allah nor has Allah placed Himself in him, but created him in the womb of (Sayyidah)
:'Mary~qt ,o'j,.JI~. He is called kalimat Allah (Allah's word) because he was created without
a father merely on Allah's saying 'Be'. He is also called RoohAllah (Allah's spirit) not
because he has some part of Allah, or Alah' s soul, in him, but because he was able, at
1

He was jundub ibn Janadah. He embraced Islam in Makkah in the very beginning. He died in 32 AH.
Bukhari # 5827, Muslim# 154-94, Musnad Ahmaad 5-166.
3
Bukhari # 3435, Muslim# 46-28, Musnad Ahmad 5-314, Nasa'i in 'Fil Yawn wa layl' p 603 # 1130
2
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Allah's command, to revive the dead and blow life into birds fashioned out of day. Then
these birds flew into the air.
After that, belief in the hereafter is necessary. If deeds fall short after holding these beliefs
then the Hadith assures the believer of paradise. However, if any shortcomings in
performance of the deeds are not forgiven by Allah's mercy then it will make one liable to
punishment. After the sentence is served, he will be admitted to paradise. The Hadith says
that if anyone's beliefs are correct and he has obeyed the commands then he will go to
paradise directly. If his deeds and obedience are below the marks then he will undergo due
punishment before being sent to paradise ..
PAST SINS ARE ERASED ON EMBRACING ISLAM
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28. Sayyiduna Amir ibn al-Aas ~41~; narrated that he met the Prophet~~~
~J requested, "Stretch out your right hand that I may pledge allegiance to you."
He stretched out his right hand, but Amr withdrew his hand, so he asked, "What
is it, 0 Amr?" He said, "I wish to place a condition." The Prophet asked "What
condition?" He said, "That I may be forgiven." Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~' .)J
said, ''Do you not know, 0 Amr, that Islam obliterates whatever was done
before it. Hijrah (emigration) effaces whatever preceded it. Hajj blots out every
wrong done prior to it." 2
COMMENTARY: This Hadith makes it amply clear that, in a moment, the light of Islam
blots out darkness from a person who was covered with it. The Kalimah when uttered
sincerely brightens heart and mind and casts off all fear of reprisal against past sins.
However, rights of fellow men remain to be paid, like debts~ trusts borrowittgs
transactions, but not against adultery, stealing, murder which fall under the purview of
this Hadith and are forgiven. It is said about Hajj that it also expiates all kinds of rights of
fellow men whom Allah compensates with His grace and mercy.
The two Hadiths of Abu Hurayrah .w:.~~J that Allah said (~'~.rJ'~~\S".rJ'~'~'i.Jllll~Jti) (I am
in no need of partners) and (~' ~'JJ ~lt~ll) (Pride is my cloak) are in the chapters on
hypocrisy and a~ger(# 5315 and 5110).
1

~\tiiJ..G.UI

SECTION II

PILLARS OF RELIGION

1

2

He was a Quraysh sahabi. His Kunya was Abu Abdullah or Abu Muhammad. He died in 43 AH.
Muslim # 192-121, Musnad Ahmad 4-205.
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29. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~4\hi~.J narrated that he submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah,
do iitfonn n1e of a deed that will take. me to paradise and away from the fire." He
said, ''Indeed, you have asked about a grave matter, but it is easy for one of whom
Allah makes it easy. Worship Allah and do not associate anything with Him.
Estihlish the salah, pay the zakah, observe fastiitg in Ramadan and perform Hajj of
the house." Then he asked and enlightened, 11 Shall I not guide you to the gates of
what is good? Fasting is a shield. Charity erases sins just as water extinguishes fire,
and a believer's sins just as water extinguishes fire, and a believer's salah in the
middle of the night (also erases sins)." And he recited: {Their sides forsake their
beds as they call on their Lord in fear and in hope and they expend out of what we
have provided them. No soul knows what delight of the eyes is kept hidden from
them, as a recompense for what they used to do}. (82:16-17)Then, he asked, "shall I
not guide you to the head and pillar of the issue and the apex of its hump?" Mu' adh
~4\hi~.J said, ''Yes, of course, 0 Messenger of Allah." He said, Its head is Islam. Its
pillar is the salah and the apex of its hump is jihad." Then he asked again," Shall I
not guide you to the root of all that?" Mu'adh ~~I ~.J said, "Yes of course, 0
Prophet of Allah." So, he touched (the tip of) his tongue and said, "keep it in
check." Mu'adh ~.d!I~.J asked, "0 Prophet of Allah, shall we be taken to task for
what we speak with it?" He said, "May your mother weep over you.l 0 Mu'adh!
Will men be plunged into the fire on their faces, or on their nostrils, but because of
the produce (utterances) of their tongues?"2
COMMENTARY: Faith and Islam call on the belief in the unity of God and the
messengership of the Prophet ~J ~a'~- This belief represents the head of religion.

Without it, the body is lifeless, that is, there is no religion. Salah is its pillar without which
the religion is formless. Jihad is its symbol without which the religion is faceless. The
tongue is the root cause of all evil and of harm to religion.·If it is restrained, there is success
1
2

An Arabic idiom expressing surprise.
Tirmidhi # 2625, Ibn Majah # 3973, Musnad Ahmad 5-231.
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in this life and the next and it can be used to prefer advice and speak pious words.
PERFECT FAITH DEFINED
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30.· Sayyiduna Abu Ummah ~.Jsl~.J 1 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~_,~k~~ said,
''J:Ie who loves for Allah's sake,· hates for Allah's sake, gives for Allah's sake and
withholds for Allah's sake has indeed perfected the faith." 2
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31. And, Tirmidhi has transmitted this Hadith from Mu'adh ibn Anas ~.d!I~.J with a

transposition of phrases, ending, "Indeed, (he) has perfected his faith."3
COMMENTARY: Eyerything one does must be prompted by Allah's pleasure, not personal
fame or name. A person must love the pious and despise the rebel. He must spend to earn
Allah's pleasure and refrain from spending for the same reason. He must not extend
monetary help to those who earn Allah's wrath.
·
MOST EXCELLENT DEED
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32. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ .d!l ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ kl ~ said,
The most excellent of deeds is love for Allah's sake and hatred for AUah's sake."4
COMMENTARY: If a person's feelings become pure to this extent then this light will guide
him through every step. Thus he will be safe from evil and sins and perform pious deeds.
THE REAL BELIEVER
11
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33. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .JII ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~
said, "The Muslim is one from whose tongue and hand (other) Muslims are safe.
And, the believer is one whom people trust with their lives and properties.''S
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He name was Sudayi ibn Ajlan and belonged to the branch of the tribe of Bahilah, Sahm and was
also called Bahili Sahmi He died in 81 AH.
2
Abu Dawud # 4681
3
Tirmidhi # 2529, Musnad Ahmad 3-440
4
Abu Dawud # 4599
5
Tirmidhi # 2636, Nasa'i # 4996, narrated by Ibn Umar .w.~l~.J.
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34. And, Bayhaqi transmitted this Hadith from Fadalah with the addition 11 And the
mujahid is one who strives with himself in obedience to Allah and the muhajir is
one who gives up the minor and major sins."1
COMMENTARY: The believer is one in whose presence other are safe and at peace. They
trust him. The real mujahid is not he who fights the enemy but he who strives against his
own self. He abandons all desires to give great sacrifices for Allah's sakes and to obey him.
The real muhajir gives up every thing that Allah and His Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ have
forbidden, because the wisdom behind hirjah is for a believer to engage in obedience to
Allah without hindrance.
TRUSTWORTHINESS

35. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .Jll ~.J narrated that rarely did Allah's Messenger ~J ~iii'~
deliver to them a sermon without saying, 110ne who is not trustworthy lacks faith
and one who fails to honour his promise follows no religion."2
COMMENTARY: That the Prophet ~J~lil~~ gave this advice in almost all his sermons in

enough to show how important these attributes are. He who lacks them will deprive
himself of the sweetness of faith though he will not become faithless.

SECTION Til
ASSURANCE OF PERPETUAL DELIVERANCE
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36. Sayyiduna Ubadah Ibn as Samit ~.Jll~.J narrated that he heard Allah Messenger
11
If anyone testifies that there is no God but Allah and that
Muhammad is Allah's Messenger, then Allah forbids the fire to touch him."3
~ J ~ iii' ~ say,

37. Sayyiduna Uthman ~.Jli~.J 4 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~"'J~lb~J.P said, 11He
who dies with the belief that there is no God but Allah will be admitted to paradise.''S
1

Bayhaqi in Shabul Eeman added to# 11122: 'Shall I not inform you" but without the words; The
Muslim is one safe." Musnad Ahmad 6-21.
2
Bayhaqi in Shah ul Eeman, # 4354, Musnad Ahmad 3-154.
3
Muslim# 47-29, Tirmidhi # (2638) 2647
4
Ibn Affan, the third caliph. He was called Dhun Nurayn because he married two daughters of the
Prophet .o.~-,~-d!IJ-P one after the other. He was killed on 8th Dhul Hijjah in Madinah.
5
Muslim# 43-26, Musnad Ahmad 1-89
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38. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~.)narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, 11Two
things are wajib (bound to happen)." Someone Asked, 110 Messenger of Allah,
what are the two things that are wajib?" He said, 11 He who dies while he associated
something with Allah will go to hell, And, he who dies without having associated
any thing with .ftillah will enter paradise."1
COMMENTARY: These three aHadith have a common message. A believer in Allah's
unity and the Prophet's ~J~~~ messenger ship will enter paradise. However, he
will first st;:rve his sentence in hell for his misdeeds that he might have committed. The
punishment will be for a limited period of time where after he will enter paradise to
·
abide therein perpetually.
PARADISE FOR MONOTHEISTS

1

Muslim # 151-93, Musnad Ahmad 3-391
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39. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ tdll ~;narrated, "We were sitting around Allah's
Messenger ~J 4,1&- ~ .}J Abu Bakr and Umar were with us. Suddenly, Allah's
Messenger ~J4,1&-~.)J got up and departed from us. He was long away so we were
fearful lest an enemy attack him while we were not with him. We were perturbed
and rose. I was the first person to be perturbed and went out seeking him. I came to
a garden belonging to an ansar of Banu an-Najjar. I circled round it (asking myself),
'Do I find a gate to it?' But, I did not find any. Behold! A streamlet flowed deep into
the garden from a well outside. I squeezed myself into it and onto Allah's
Messenger ~J 4,1&- ~ .}J. He asked, 'Abu Hurayrah?" I said, 'Yes, 0 Messenger of
Allah.' He asked 'whatis your business (here)?' I submitted, 'You were with us, but
you got up and walked away and were long. So, we were afraid that you might be
attacked by an enemy in our absence. We were perturbed and I was the first of them
to be perturbed. Came to this garden and squeezed myself in like a fox squeezes
itself through. These people are following me." He said, '0 Abu Hurayrah!' And he
handed over to me his sandals, saying 'Go with these, my pair of sandals. Whose
you meet outside this garden who testifies that there is no god but Allah from the
care of his heart, give him glad tidings of paradise. The first person I met was Umar
who asked, 'why these two sandals, 0 Abu Hurayrah?' I said, 'They belong to
Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1 ~. He has sent me with them to convey the glad tidings
of paradise to whosoever I meet who testifies from the core of his heart that there is
no God but Allah (alone). Umar struck me on my chest so that I tell down on my
hips and he said, 'Go back, 0 Abu Hurayrah!' I returned to Allah's Messenger ~~
~J4,1&- and began to weep, Umar was close behind me, and there he was! Allah's
Messenger ~J 4,1&- .1!1.}J asked, 'what is wrong with you, 0 Abu Hurayrah?' I said 'I
met Umar and informed him of what you had sent me with. But he struck me on my
chest and I fell down on my hips. He instructed me to return.' So, he asked, '0
Umar, what made you do that?' He submitted, '0 Messenger of Allah, my parents
be ransomed to you, did you send Abu Hurayrah with your sandals to give the glad
tidings of paradise to anyone he met testifying from the care of his heart that there
is no God but Allah? He said, 'Yes!' He submitted, 'Do not do that; for, I fear that
the people will rest no, that. Leave them to do their deeds.' So, Allah's Messenger
~J4,1&-.il~ said, Let them (do that)." 1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4,1&-~~ instructed Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.till~; to
inform every sincere believer in the unity of Allah that he would enter paradise, the
everlasting bliss. His only objective should be the pleasure of Allah and he ought not to be
driven by compulsion, worldly aspirations or ostentation.
1

Muslim # 52-31
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As for Sayyiduna Umar' s ~41<-P.) conduct, was it tantamount to preventing the execution
of the Prophet's ~J4J$.&!~ order? Actually, the Prophet ~J4J$lill.J..P had instructed Sayyiduna
Abu Hurayrah ~ <lil1 I.P.J to convey a good news not an injunction of Shari'ah. He was
motivated by spontaneous sentiment for his umah, mercy for the two worlds as he was.
Umar ~...LI<..P.J intended to politely bring <;>ut the implication of the news on the people. The
Prophet ~J ~ ,&, .).P agreed with him because he himself had ruled in like manner on an
earlier occasion (see Hadith # 24 and 25). It is had been a mandatory command, Sayyiduna
Umar ~41<-F.J would never have obstructed its enforcement and, if he had, the Prophet ~~
~J4J$ would never have concurred with him.
This Hadith discloses to us that Sayyiduna Umar ~ 41 r.F.J was a worthwhile and wise
adviser and as outspoken man. Neither did his advise deter from Umar's ~<liii<.,P.J status as
a sahabi nor did it imply disobedience to any of the ~rophet's ~J4J$.&\~ commands.
THE KEYS TO PARADISE
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40. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~<liii<.,P.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~
said to him, "The keys of paradise are the testimony that there is no God but Allah."t
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41. Sayyiduna Uthman ~41<-P.J narrated, 11When the Prophet ~J~.&1 .J..P died, some of
his sahabah (Companions) were grieved so much that they almost began to have
doubts and I was one of them. While I was thus occupied, Umar passed by and
greeted me but I did not notice him. He complained to Abu Bakr and they both came
to me and greeted me (with salaam). Abu Bakr asked me what had prevented me
from responding to Umar's greeting and I assured him that I had done no such thing.
1

Musnad Ahmad 5-242
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But,.. Umar insisted, "By Allah, You did it.' Then I pleaded that I had not observed
him go by and greet me. Abu Bakr agreed, 'uthman speaks the truth.' (To me he said)
'perhaps you were occupied in some thought.' I confirmed that I was and on his
asking me about it, I told him that while Allah had taken His Prophet ~J4:1~~~ we
had· failed to ask him how we might gain deliverance in this affair (and subsequent
temptation). Abu Bakr said, "Indeed, I had asked him about it." So, I rose and went
closer to him and pleaded, 'My parents be ransomed to you, you, indeed, were worthy
of that. He disclosed to me that when he had asked Allah's Messenger about it, he
had asserted, 'He who accepts from me the kalimah, which I had proposed to my
uncle but he had declined, is assured deliverance through the kalimah."1
COMMENTARY: If anyone subscribes to the Kalimah tawheed and abides by its demands
then he is assured of deliverance in the hereafter where he will enjoy its blessings. Moreover,
if anyone occupies himself in the recital of this kalimah regularly and frequently then he will
enjoy its fruit in this life too and the devil will be unable to tamper with his thoughts and
deeds. He will harbour no doubts but acquire an intimate Divine acquaintance with a
yearning for the hereafter coupled with a deep love for the Prophet ~J~~~.
THE KALIMAH TAWHEED WILL SPREAD WORLDWIDE
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Sayyiduna al-Miqdad ~.&~.) 2 narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger iJI.j..p
~J4,1~ say, "There shall not remain on the surface of the earth a house made of mud
brick, or a camel hair tent, where Allah shall not cause the kalimah to enter,
honouring the honourable and abasing the debased. Allah will honour them and
make them worthy of it, or He shall debase them and they will be compelled to
obey it." Miqdad exclaimed, "So the religion will be for Allah alone."3
COMMENTARY: The words surface of the earth refer to the Arabian peninsula. The houses
and tents mean its cities and villages. Only Islam will be the religion there and only its
adherents will reside there. Those who accept Islam willingly will be raised in the sight of
Allah who will honour them in his life and the next as for the arrogant who reject it, they
will wear a chain of humiliation and will be compelled to pay to the Islamic state a jizyah
and Allah will keep them away from his mercy in the hereafter.
42.

KEY OF PARADISE WITH NOTCHES

1

Musnad Ahmad 10-6
He was Miqdad ibn Aswad kindi and was a very early Muslim. He died at Jar£ three miles away
from Madinah at the age of seventy. He was taken there and baried in Janatul Baqi.
3
Musnad Ahmad 6-4
2
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43. It is reported about Wahb ibn Munabbih ~...LILF; 1 that he was asked, "Is not (the

kalimah) (Arabic) (there is no God but Allah) the key to paradise?" He said, ''of
course, but there· is no key without its notches. So, if you bring a key with notches
then it will open it for you, otherwise it will not open it for you."2
COMMENTARY: Wahb ibn Munabbih was emphasizing on the need of deeds when
someone asked him whether the kalimah was not the key to paradise. He reminded them
that the key would work only when its notches corresponded with the words in the lock.
While the kalimah is the key, the injunctions and duties imposed by Shari'ah are its notches.
Or, the pious deeds are its notches. The declaration of the kalimah must be supported by
good deeds otherwise the gate will not be opened before due punishment is awarded.
REWARD FOR PIETY

44. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.Jil~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.li~
said, ''When one of you adorns his Islam with a good implementation then every
pious deeds that he performs is recorded for him from ten like it to seven hundred
times. But, every evil deed that he perpetrates is recorded as it is. (This will go on)
till he meets Allah."3
COMMENTARY: Among the several blessings of Allah on this Ummah, a mighty one awaits
the believer, who is good and dedicated in practicing his Islam. To such a one, Allah's mercy
rewards not for one deed but for ten deeds like it. He does not stop at that but with every
progress in his eeman, the believer is rewarded by Allah up to seven hundred times his effort
- nay, even more! Thus, a good deed in the Haram (sacred mosque) fetches a reward up to a
hundred thousand times. However, bad deeds will not be recorded more than their actual
number. No amount of gratitude to Allah is enough for this blessing of His.
THE GREATNESS OF FAITH

(..~...>I oi.JJ)

45. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~411~; narrated that a man asked Allah's Messenger
~J~~~, ''What is faith?" He said, 'when your good deed pleases you and your
evil deed hurts you, you are believer." He asked, '0 Messenger of Allah, what is
sin?" He said, ''When something pricks your conscience, abandon it."4
COMMENTARY: The question was to know a means whereby the standard of faith could
be verified. Only a believer can distinguish the presence of faith in his heart.
If a man's sound nature will not tolerate a deed or thought then the deed is evil.
1

He was a tabi'I Abu Abdullah. He died in 114AH.
Bukhari chapter heading (1) of the Book of funeral (prior to Hadith # 1237).
3
Bukhari # 42, Muslim# 205-129
4
Musnad Ahamad 5-251 with changes in the order of words.
2
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Deliverance lies in keeping away from it. Those with insight and the samtly men do not let
even the doubtful approach them what to say of a clear bad deed. They get peace of heart
only when their step does not falter from the straight path and none of their deeds
contravenes the spirit of Shari'ah and Islam.
ISLAM, FAITH AND THE DUTIES
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46. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Abbasah ~.dli<..F.J t Narrated, ''I met Allah's Messenger and

asked him, '0 Messenger of Allah, who helped you in this matter (of propagating
Islam)?' He said, 'A free man (Abu Bakr) and a slave (Bilal)." I asked, 'what is
Islam?' He said, 'Pure speech and feeding food (to the poor), 'Patience and
benevolence.' Then, I asked about the most excellent Islam and he said, 'It is found
in him from whose tongue and hand (other) :J.\IIuslims are safe.' Next, I asked about
the best from the eeman and he said, 'Good manners.' When I asked about the best
kind of the salah, he said, 'The one with a lengthy standing.' About hijrah, he
enlightened that the best kind was, 'That you abstain from what displeases your
Lord.' Then I asked, 'what kind of jihad is the best?" He said 'The jihad of him
whose horse is killed2 and he himself is martyred.' I asked about the best hours (of
day and night) and he said 'the last part of the dark night."3
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47. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~.dli<..F; narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
~J~fr.'.)J say, 11He who meets Allah without having associated with him anything,

having offered the five times salah and having fasted during Ramadan will be
forgiven." Mu'adh ~.dli<..F.J asked if he should not give the glad tidings to them (the
other people). He said, 11Leave them to perform deeds."4
COMMENTARY: The pardon is for minor sins though Allah may out of His mercy forgive
grave sins too. However, it is after enduring the punishment for major sins that the believer
described in this Hadith will be forgiven. This is why the Prophet ~ J4:}s.fr.,~ did not permit
M~'adh ~.dli<..F.J to circulate the tidings to other people who might have ceased to perform
His Kunyah was Abu Najih. He died during the Khalifah of Sayyiduna Ali .ur..dJI~.J
It could be: 'wounded' hamstrung' or 'slain'
3
Musnad Ahmad
4
Musnad Ahmad
1

2
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pious deeds and continued to perpetrate evil on hearing it from him. The Hadith does not
mention Hajj and zakah because only the rich can do that while the deeds mentioned are
within the ability of the ri~h and poor equally.
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48. Sayyiduna Mu'adh narrated also that he asked the Prophet ~J4Js.~.}J about the
best kind of eeman. He said, "It is that you love for Allah's sake and hate for
Allah's sake and you engage your tongue in the remembrance of Allah." He
asked, 11 And what more, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, "You should love for
the people what you love for yourself and you should dislike for them what you
dislike for yourself." (These words are added too. "That you should speak what is
good or keep quiet."t
·
COMMENTARY: The most excellent thing about faith is that the pleasure of Allah must be
the motivating factor at all times whatever one does. One must adopt the best manners and
wish well for others in fact for all the people. He must prefer for others what he prefers for
himself and abhor for them what he abhors for himself.

PRECEDING
CHAPTER-I
MAJOR SINS &SIGNS OF HYPOCRISY
In the terminology of Shari'ah al kaba'ir (major or grave sins) are the evil deeds:
(i) Whose perpetrator is liable to the hadd (prescribed punishment).
(ii) The Qur' an and the Hadith have sounded serious warning on committing them.
(iii) The Shari'ah has likened them to disbelief as, for example, willful neglect of the salah,
for which a Hadith says ~ J.ij IS.;;:::. s,uJI 3.:;5 ~ (he who willfully neglects salah has indeed
disbelieved).
(iv) Mischief or loss through which action equals or exceeds mischief or loss through a
major sin. And,
(v) Something that is clearly prohibited with evidence and observing which will be
tantamount to ridicule of religion or of religious sanctions.
Each of these is a major sin. However, anything besides these yet contrary to religious
teachings and practice and to the demands of religion not possessing the foregoing
characteristics is a saghirah (minor sin).
All the major sins are equally liable to punishment though they may seen to be of different
degrees. In Shari'ah, they are all offences attracting punishment.
Some Islamic Scholars, like Mawlana Jalaluddin Dawwani have compiled a list of the major
or grave sins They are reproduced here in brief.
1

Musnad Ahmad 5-247
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(1) To associate with Allah in worship or in attributes, like beseeching him for help,
assigning knowledge or power, authority, creation, or appealing, naming, or making an
offering, or in making vows, or a elevating certain people and entrusting them with affairs,
which only Allah dispenses.
(2) Perpetrating a sin defiantly and repeatedly without remorse and with resolve.
(3) Killing someone unjustly.
(4) Committing adultery.
(5) Engagit~.g in homosexuality.
(6) Stealing.
(7) Learning and practicing sorcery.
(8) Consuming wine or other intoxicants.
(9) Marrying the mahrams (relatives with whom marriage is disallowed) like mother,
daughter, sister, paternal aunt, materinal aunt, grand mother etc.
(10) Acquiring skill in gambling and engaging in it.
(11) Not emigrating from dar ul-harb (enemy territory).
(12) Maintaining friendship and links with the enemy of Islam.
(13) Abstaing from jihad against enemy of Islam in spite of ability, power, might and
dominance.
(14) Cons~g or earning interest or usury.
(15) Consuming park and carrion.
(16) Upholding astrologers, soothsayers, wizards etc.
(17) Seizing or confiscating someone' s property unjustly
(18) Accusing chaste men or chaste women of infidelity and adultery.
(19) Giving false testimony.
(20) Abstaining from fasts in Ramadan without a valid excuse, or not completing a fast
deliberately without reason.
(21) To lie on oath or swear falsely.
(22) To sever ties of relationship.
(23) To disobey or harass parents.
(24) To flee from the enemy during a battle.
(25) Misappropriating property of orphans.
(26) Deceiving in weight and measure.
(27) Putting off the salah from its appointed hours.
(28) Quarrelling with Muslims unjustly.
(29) Accusing the Prophet ~J4Js.~~.
(30) To reject the Messenger, Allah's Books or the angels or to ridicule them.
(31) To reject the religious doctrines and laws of Shari'ah.
(32) To neglect the fard (obligatory duties) like the salah, zakah, fasts in Ramadan, and Hajj
in spite of ability.
(33) To revile the sahabah ~<dli~.J, or any of them.
(34) To conceal a testimony for no valid reason.
(35) Receiving bribe.
(36) To grow a rift between husband and wife.
(37) To telltales to the rulers
(38) To backbite.
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(39) To be extravagant.
(40) To commit highway robbery.
(41) To spread mischief on land in the name of religion or to attain a worldly goal.
(42) To be defiant and stubborn in committing minor sins.
(43) To incite someone to sin or to help someone commit a sin.
(44) To Play musical instruments like a harmonium, drum, etc. those that are disallowed.
(45) To uncover the satr before other while bathing. (It is the portion of the body that must
be covered, the Awrah.)
(46) T~o be stingy in paying off monetary dues.
(47) To commit suicide.
(48) To remove or destroy a limb of one's own body.
(49) To fail to cleanse and purify oneself when soiled with semen or urine.
(50) To deny predestination or fate.
(51) To violate one's promise made to one's chief or ruler.
(52) To degrade and demean someone's person or line of descent.
(53) To drag one's lower garment out of pride and naughtiness.
(54) To invite people to waywardness and the wrong path.
(55) To wail over the dead.
(56) To give currency to bad practices and absurd and obscene customs.
(57) To point a sharp tool towards a Muslim.
(58) To castrate anyone.
(59) To cut off part of one's own body, like the board, or the tip of the nose.
(60) To be ungrateful to one's benefactor or supporter.
(61) To do such things within the limits of the Haram as are disallowed.
(62) To spy, or engage in espionage, in the limits of the Haram.
(63) To play chess, draughts or any such game as is forbidden by common consensus.
(64) To call a Muslim 'disbeliever' or by any such epithet as is used only for a disbeliever.
(65) If one has more than one wife then to be unjust in allotting equal time; or turns, to them.
(66) To masturbate.
(67) To be delighted when prices of grain and commodities rise.
(68) To commit unnatural acts with the animals and to abuse them.
(69) A scholar's failure to practice his own knowledge.
(70) To be enamoured with the world.
(71) To engage in sodomy or harbour evil intentions with a beardless youth.
(72) To peep in someone's house.
(73) To enter someone's home without his permission.
(74) To act as a cuckold and husband of an adulteress woman.
(75) To neglect to enjoin the reputable and forbid evil in spite of ability to do so.
(76) To unlearn to forget after having recited the noble Quran.
(77) To bum animals in the fire.
(78) A woman's disobeying her husband without a reason valid in Shari'ah.
(79) A man's being cruel to a woman.
(80) To despair of Allah's mercy and forgiveness.
(81) To have no fear of Allah's punishment.
(82) To insult the Isla1nic Scholars and the huffaz (who have committed the Quran to memory).
(83) To make zihar with one's wife (which means to liken her to one'[s back which is to
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liken her to a mahram woman).
Some Islamic Scholars have enumerated more sins that are major or grave.

CHAPTER-I
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MAJOR SINS &SIGNS OF HYPOCRISY
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49. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ .d!l t..fi'.J t narrated that a man asked, "0
Messenger of Allah which sin is the grav~st of all in the sight of Allah?" He said,
"That you associate with Allah a partner while He has created you." The man asked,
11
What next?" He said, 11That you kill your children fearing that they would eat
alongwith you." He asked, 11Then which?" Alla];t's Messenger ~J~.&I_,Lp said, 11That
you commit adultery with you neighbour's wife." So, Allah the exalted revealed:
{And those who call not upon another God with Allah and slay not the soul that
Allah has forbidden except by right, nor commit adultery. (25:68)} 2
COMMENTARY: The perpetrator of these sins is morally bankrupt and invites severe

punishment on himself. The gravest of all sins is to associate partners with Allah in
worship or attributes or even in_ calling as one calls Allah, '0 Allah!'
The next gravest sin is to kill one's own children lest one has to feed, clothe and raise them.
The third gravest sin is to commit fornication with one's neighbour's wife. As it is, adultery
itself is a grave sin but doing it with a neighbour's wife is more grave.
MAJOR SINS
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50. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~-till~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil'~
said, 11 Al-kaba'ir (major sins) are: associating partners with Allah, disobedience to

His Kunynh was Abu Abdur Rahman. The Prophet .ol-,~~J-o had given him tidings of admittance
to paradise. He died in Mndi11nlz in 23 AH at the age of 60 plus.
2
Bukhari # 61161. Muslim# 86-142, Tirmidhi # 3193, Abu DAwud # 2319, Nasa'i # 4019, Musnnd
Ahmad 1.380
1
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parents, Slaying someone unjustly, and lying under oath." 1

<~~>~~~~~j~.;JJJIBSl&!Ju;JI~IJ.;d§ ( l:J')
51. The version of Ssayyiduna Anas ~411~J has 'false testimony' instead of 'lying
under oath.'2
COMMENTARY: The word (~~) (aquq disobedience, in the text) also means 'to harass,'
'harm.' 'trouble.' Shari'ah disallows children to misbehave with their parents even if they
are infidels. However children may apply light pressure on their disbelieving parents that
~~hey might become Muslims. The Islamic Scholars say that the children are obliged to serve
··their helpless parents only if they have the means to help. Also, they must obey their
parents as long as they do not ask them to contravene Shriah and neglect the wajib or fard,
but if they ask them to abandon the sunnah muwakkadah, the children may obey them once
or twice but not always. If they keep them away from the optional, they must be obeyed.
The words (U"~I ~I) (yameen ghamus) means 'false oath' pertaining to the past, like
lying on oath that not has not done something though one may have done it.
SEVEN SINISTER THINGS
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Sayyinuna Abu Hurayrah ~.d!I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said "Shun the seven sinister sins." Someone asked him, "0 Messenger of Allah
what are they?" He enumerated them; to ascribe partners to Allah, (to practice)
magic, to slay unjustly whom Allah has declared sacred, to consume interest, to
devour the wealth of an orphan, to show one's back to the enemy during a battle
against him and to accuse chaste believing women of having committed adultery
though they are unaware.3
COMMENTARY: Faith is to confirm with the tongue and heart the truths of Islam and to
abide by them. Disbelief is to reject even one of the self-evident truths of religion. Apart from
the oral declaration 0f disbelief, even some action smack of disbelief. The worst form of it is
polytheism. While Allah may forgive every sin, He will never forgive ascribing partners to
Him. The person who is guilty of that will have no room in paradise. Allah says:
52.
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{Surely Allah shall not forgive-that anything be associated with Him and He shall
forgive all besides that to whom He will} (as Nisa 4:116)
POLYTHEISM- DEFINITION & KINDS: In the terminology of Shari'ah shirk (~_>.!a) 4
is to associate others than Allah in His authority, as the Magis believe in Ahriman and
1

Bukhari # 6675, Tirmidhi # 3033 (without lying under oath) Nasa'i # 422, Musnad ahmad 2-201,
Darami # 2360
2
Bukhari # 2654, Muslim # 144-88
3
Bukhari # 2766, Muslim# 145-89, Abu Dawud # 2874, Nasa'i 3671
4
Polytheism, belief is plurality of goods.
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Yazdap. Or, it is to believe any one other than Allah to be worthy of worship, as the
idolaters do. As stated earlier, polytheism is a kind of disbelief. This is supported by
Shaykh Abdul. Haq ~1-u- J in his translation of the Mishkat and exposition of its portion on
beliefs and by the Mawlana Ismatullah.
·
Shah Waliullah muhaddith Dahlawi 41-u-J defined shi'rk in the terminology of Shar'iah as to
apply the exclusive attributes of Allah, the Mighty, to others besides Him. For .instance,
to consider any one as the knower of the unknown, or as the all-po.werful in the same
way as Allah is, or the one behind divine management with his will. It is like being
convinced that someone has looked at him with kindness so that he got abundant wealth
and children and a luxurious life, or looked at him with dislike so he fell ill, suffered an
evil fate or such other thing.
Tafsir Aziz also mentions associating something else in worship besides Allah and calling
its name to gain nearness or blessing like the name of Allah and regarding it at par with
-Allah, both round the clock and in difficulties, Another kind is to name someone after it,
·
like instead of Abdullah,' Abd so and so, '1
This is shirk fit tasmiyah or 'polytheism or associating in naming.' Another kind is to make
an offering_ to another besides Allah and to make a row to it, or to call upon it to remove
hardship, or to associate another in knowl~dge or power like saying (~; lllt i"I.A~) (what
A:llah will and you will). Someone once spoke these words to the Prophet ~J4Js.i#..)-P who
expressed displeasure to him and said, "Man have made me a partner of Allah." He
advised to say: (~~;;l,ti"~.il:O) (what Allah alone will).
Some grave sins are also classified as shirk. Thus we read ·in a Hadith that if anyone swears
by another than Allah then he certainly associates with Him. It is also said that to take an ill
omen is shi'rk, so is ostentation a shi'rk, so is the charm used by a woman to gain her
husband's love. These sins are shi'rk (or polyth~is-m) because of their destructive effects.
Hence, it is as necessary to shun them as it is to shun shi' rk.
Similarly, there are deeds that do not fall within the orbit of shi'rk but they resemble the
doings of the polytheists and idolaters and are regarded as of the some category. So, they
too must be shunned. Examples are to make earnest entreaty before the Islamic Scholars ·
and the kings or kissing' the ground in front <;>f them, or prostrating in honour of them.
These things are forbidden and are grave sins and their perpetrator is liable to punishment.
Those who are pleased with this kind of deeds and ~o not try to prevent them being done .
in spite of ability to stop them are also sinners. Moreover, if the forehead is lo~ered or the
ground is kissed before the Islamic Scholars or the kings with intention of worship and
reverence then it is clearly an act of disbelief, and if it ·is done merely to demonstrate
respect then it is a major sin, certainly.
PRACTICING MAGIC: The next destructive sin is named as magic. The Islamic Scholars
affirm that not only is practicing magic and sorcery forbidden, acquiring knowledge of
these things too is forbidden. It will be a means of ruin in the hereafter: It is written in
Khiyali, the marginal notes to sharah Aqa'id that to practice magic is an act of disbelief and
the sahabah ~4\r..PJ and others are unanimous in the verdict that the magician or sorcerer
should be killed promptly. Some others say that if he does not repent then he should be
1

slave of so and so.
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killed. In the same way, astrology soothsaying, numerology, conjuring are ail forbidding
irrespective of whether one learns them, practices them, makes a livelihood from them ()r
consults those who practice them and believes them.
FLEEING FROM BATTLE: The Hadith mentions turning one's back in battle C:tS a
destructive sin because it causes harm and disgrace fo Muslims and Islam. The correct
ruling is that if one Muslim face two infidels then he must fight and is not allowed. to flee
otherwise it is a grave sin. If the. enemies are more than two, ~en it is not forbidden to flee
though it is better to put up a stiff resistance, even if one loses his life .
THE WORST KIND OF SIN
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53. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~I<.P'_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said,
"When· a fornicator commits fornication, he is not a believer, when a thief steals, he is
not a believer. When an alcoholic drinks wine, he is not a believer. When a. bandit
robs, he is not a believer the people raise their eyes at him (unable to do anything).
When one of you defrauds, he is not a believer. So, avoid (sins)! Avoidf"l
t~.
~g,'-'".
--~ .·.j':J.
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54. The version of Ibn Abbas ~4bi<.P'_, has these words too: 11 And no· one who kills is
a oeliever when he kills." Ikrimah said that he asked Ibn Abbas ~4bl~_,, "How can
faith be removed from him?" He said, "Like this ...." And interlaced the· fingers of
his two hands and then separated them from each other. ;1 H he repents, faith returns
to him like this," artd he replaced his fingers into each other, locking them together.
Abu Abdulah (Bukhari) explained that when he commits the crime, he is not a
perfect believer and lacks light of faith.2
COMMENTARY:; As stated earlier, a believer's heaJ"t is like a sensitive and pure receptacle
that accepts only the light of faith. It will not allow anything that. is in disagreement with
faith. So, it will never hold the noxious sin mentioned in the Hadith. The moment a person
begins to perpetrate any of these sins, the light of faith begins to depart from his heart and
returns only after he repents and regrets his sin.
Ibn Abu Shaybah ~~ tU-; stated that the meaning of the departure of faith from his heart is
that the perpetrator is not a perfect believer. His faith becom~s defective. (Tarjuman us
1

Bukhari # 2475, Muslim # 100-67, Tirmidhi # 2634, Abu Dawud # 4689 (part of if), Ibn Majah # 3936,
Nasa' i # 4870
2
Bukhari # 6808
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sunnah) This is what Bukhari states at the conclusion of the version of Ibn Abbas~.&~..~.
THE SIGNS OF A HYPOCRITE •
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55. Sayyiduna Abu H1,U'ayrah ~ .s.LI ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~
said, "There are three sings of a hypocrite." The version in Muslim adds, "Even if
he fasts, establishes the salah and thinks of himself as a Muslim." Then,· both
Bukhari and Muslim agree (on the rest of the text), "When he speaks, he lies, when
he makes a promise, he breaks it and when he is entrusted (with something) he
betrays his trust."t
COMMENTARY: Every movement has its supporters and its opponents who are clearly

defined. There also is a thir~ group of undefined hypocrites who sit with the supporters
but are on the side of the opponents. In Islam, they surfaced in Madinah when Islam gained
strength. They were called munafiq or hypocrites. An entire surah was revealed about
them. Those hypocrites who inwardly reject Islamic tenets will be consigned to be depths
of hell. The Muslim who neglect the obligations are hypocrites in practice. They should
reform otherwise they will endure severe punishment in hell.
KINDS OF HYPOCRISY: Like faith an~ disbelief, hypocrisy too has kinds of it. There is the
hypocrisy in belief which is the real hypocrisy and it is to make a display of belief in Allah's
unity, in the messengership and in the gathering and reckoning but to reject them inwardly.
This kind of hypocrisy was found in the Prophet's ~J":l'-~1 ~ times and the Quran calls it
disbelief, and a warning is sounded about it that the hypocrites will be cast in depths lower
them the disbelievers in hell. Another kind of hypocrisy is hypocrisy in practice (or deeds).
The Muslims adopted it in their customs and characters. Their morals and deeds reflected
·
hypocrisy and they failed in moral values, honesty and trustworthiness.
The Hadith warns against this last kind of hypocrisy. It is to be deceptive in conversation,
fail to.honour a promise, commit treachery in trusts, if any Muslim finds in himself any of
these traits then he must reform to avoid a painful chastisement in the hereafter.
FOR TRAILS OF A HYPOCRITE
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56. SayyidunaAbdullah ibn Amir ~.s.LI~.~ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»~
said, "Four characteristics in anyone make him a staunch hypocrite. And, he who
has one of them possesses one characteristic of hypocrisy till he surrenders 1t; when
he is trusted, he betrays his trust; when he speaks, he lies; when he. promises, he

1

Bukhari # 33, Muslim# 107-59, Tirmidhi # 2640, Nasa'i # 5031, Musnad Ahmad 2-357.
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retracts on his word and when he quarrels, he abuses."t
COMMENTARY: This Hadith also refers to 'hypocrisy in practice.' Those Muslims who

possess one or more of these traits are leaning towards hypocrisy and if they crave for the
good of this world and the next then they must abandon these traits.
THE HYPOCRITE'S EXAMPLE
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57. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar d,;&..JJI,.p.)· narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said,
"The example of the hypocrite is like a goat that roams between two fucks - to this
one now and to the other again."2
COMMENTARY: The hypocrite is compared to a goat looking out for a billy goat He seeks
worldly benefits and like a woman seeks protection from a Muslim at times and from a
disbeliever at other times.
SECTION II
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58. Sayyiduna Safwan ibn Assai d,;&. .JJI r.P.) 3 narrated that a Jew suggested to his
colleague that they should visit the Prophet ~J4:}s-~~. He checked him. "Do not say
'Prophet' If he were to hear you, he would get 'four eyes' (meaning that his
happiness would know no bounds)." They came to Allah's Messenger ~J~.ll~~
and asked him about the nine clear signs. So, Allah's Messenger ~ J~.l!~~ said, "Do
not ascribe partners to Allah, do not steal, do not commit adultery; do not slay
unjustly one whom Allah has declared sacred; do not approach a ruler to get an
innocent man put to the gallows, do not practice magic, do not take interest, do not
slander a chaste woman and do not turn to flee from a battle - and, for you
particularly. 0 Jews ~ do not transgress the Sabbath." Thereupon, both of them
1

Bukhari # 34, Muslim# 107-59, Tirmidhi # 2641, Abu Dawud # 4688, Nasa'i # 5020, Musnad Ahmad
2-189.
2
Muslim# 17, Nasa'i # 5037, Musnad Ahmad 2-47.
3
He was known as Muradi. He died during the Khalifah of Sayyiduna Ali ~<l.iii~.J
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kissed, the Prophet ~J..P~,}J hands and feet and asserted, ''We bear witness that
you are a Prophet." He asked, "Then what prevents you from following me?" They
said, 11 Surely, Dawood r)l.JI ~prayed to his Lord that Prophets should not cease to
arise from his offspring and
fear that if we follow you, the Jews will kill us." 1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Musa ..o')LJI ~ was sent to the Banu Isra'il with nine signs
which included his staff, the whiteness of his hand, etc. They are mentioned in the Qur' an.
On their asking the Prophet ~J..PiiA~ enlightened the two jews of the nine commands of
which the Sabbath was exclusive to them and which they violated with daring. When they
were disobedient to all the commands constantly, Allah punished them severely in
different ways. As for their reference to the prayer of Prophet Dawud ..oj..JI ~' he had
made no such supplication. He could not have made it because he knew from the Torah
and the Zabur (Psalms) that the last of all Prophet's ~J..P..111 ~ who was also the seal of the
Prophets ..o')LJI ~ would come in the person of Sayyid~a Muhammad ~J ..P ..111 ~ whose
religion would replace all other religions.
THREE ROTS OF FAITH
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59. Sayyiduna Anas ~.d!l~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J..P...111 ~ said, ''Three
things form the base of faith:
(1) Do not hurt one who decl~es (;11 ~! .0! ~1 (there is no God but Allah) and do not
call him an unbeliever if he commits a sin, and do not expel him from Islam
because of an action.
(2) Jihad will continue to be waged from the times Allah has sent me till (a man
(from) the last of this ummah fights the dajjal, and it will not be repealed by the
tyranny of a tyrant or the justice of a just (king).
(3) And belief in Divine decree."2

COMMENTARY: The contention of the Khawarij is belied that a believer who commits a
major or a minor sin becomes an unbeliever. The Mu'tazillah are also belied when they say
that a man who commits a major sin stands expelled from Islam but does not become a
disbeliever which means that he is between the two extremes.
Jihad will continue to be fought till the dajjal, the Ya'juj and Ma'juj and all the enemies of
Islam are eliminated. Though a tyrant king must be disobeyed normally, yet he should not be
disobeyed if he commands that jihad be waged. So, too even a just king of the enemy should
not be spared. The motivating factor, in all cases, is the supremacy of Islam. Everything that
happens in the ~verse is decreed by Allah. It happens because of His will.
WHEN ADULTERY IS PERPETRATED

1
2

Tirmidhi # 2742, Nasa'i # 4078, Musnad Ahmad 4-239
Abu Dawud # 2532.
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60. Sayyiduna Abu Huray~ah ~.d!l~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J.~..lltJ..P
said, 'rwhe~ a person commits adultery, faith departs from him and suspends itself ·
over his head like an umbrella. When he. comes out of that (sin£~i) deed, faith
returns to him/'t ·
COMMENTARY: Ibn Taymiyah .d!l~; ~ited the example of a man with sight who shuts his
eyes so that he cannot see anything like a blind man. The latter has no light in his eyes
while the former denies himself the use of light. Thus, when savagery cmd error obstruct
the light of a believer's sight, he cannot see right from wrong. When he repents, the light of
faith shines again tearing down the curtain of savagery. (Tarjuman us sunnah).
SECTION III
~Jliltj..aill
TEN COUNSELS TO MU'ADH ~.d!l<..f'=';

(.4:>.1 oi.JJ)
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61. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~.Jll~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&!J..P advised
him to observe ten things. He said (to him); "Do not associate anything with AUC\lt
even if you are killed burnt. Do not disobey your parents even if they CO:mntfll\d
you to forsake your family and your property. Do not neglect the prescri),ed sill~
deliberately, for, if anyone neglects if intentionally then Allah has no ~esponsibility
over him. Do not consume wine, for, it is the root of all indecencies. Avoid
disobedience, for, disobedience invites Allah's wrath. Beware of running away
from the battle-field even if all people (on your side) have perished. When people
die of pestilence and you are among them, be firm (and stay there). Spend on your
family according to your means. Do not spare the rod from them wh~n you impart
training to them. And instill in them fear of Allah. " 2 .
COMMENTARY: Sayyid~a Mu'adh ~.wi~.J was a strong and resolute believer. He abided
by the Shari'ah strictly and he always chose the most preferable option. This is why the
Prophet ~ J~~J..P gave him this advise, otherwise, in normal cases, when there is a t hreat
to life, one may utter words of polytheism to save one's skin provided faith is wellgrounded in the heart. Similarly, the Prophet ~J4:l~iii!J..P merely placed a strong emphasis
1
2

Abu Dawud # 4690, Tirmidhi supplement to# 2634
Musnad Ahmad 5-238
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on obedience to parents even if they call ·on their children to abandon their families and
properties. Actually, it is not Wajib to obey these orders so that there may not follow as loss
or harm. The consequences of neglecting the fard salah are clearly emphasized. As for
fleeing from the enemy, it has been stated earlier that if a Muslim .faces more than two
disbelievers then there is a risk oJ destruction, so in th~ face of this ratio, the Muslims may
retreat, but not as long as there are two enemies to every Muslim. Mu'adh ~.ditlP;. was
given the advice that he should never ·flee because of his strong belief and as an over
emphasis. As for epidemic spreading in..some place, tho~e people who reside in di~tant
areas may stay away but those who are within the region where it ha~. spread, they must
not flee from it.
INFIDELITY OR FAITH
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62. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~41lP; narrated, As for hypocrisy, it existed only in the
times of Allah's Messenger ~J~.\1~. Today, however, there is either disbelief or
11

w~

.

.

COMMENTARY: In the times of the Prophet ~J~~.J.-P certain exigencies prompted the
Muslim to include the hypocrites within their folds. Their mischief was overlooked. Today,
however, the situation is different. If a Muslim shows tendencies of hypocrisy then he is
labelled an apostate so that the Islamic state could sentence him to death.

Prelude to
CHAPTER-II
:J

EVIL PROMPTINGS
~j..!,jJilJ~l~
Waswasah is a thought about sin or disbelief that comes to the mind or the devil prompts it
Ilham is a pious thought that comes to the Il}ind from Allah.
KINDS OF PROMPTINGS: There can be different aspects of waswasah. On that basis,
the Islamic Scholars have defined their different kinds. They are the daruri and the
ikhtiyari. The former is also called idtirari and it is a sudden impulse to commit wrong.
It is defind in the terminology as hajis (~la) 2 • It is was forgiven to the past ummahs and
to this ummah too. If this thought persists in the mind and creates an unrest then it is
called Khatir. This too is forgiven to this ummah The ikhtiyari is a thought that persists,
creates an uneasiness· and a deep desire and a pleasure. This kind of the ikhtiyari is
called hamm and it is forgiven to this ummah alone. As long as it is not put to practice,
there is no reckoning on that and no sin is recorded. Rather if he resolves to do it but
checks himself from that then one piety is recorded for him. Another kind of the
ikhtiyari waswasah is 'azm. It is to receive and to shelter an evil idea in one's self
without any kind of distaste or hatred for it, but to make a firm resolve to act on it
1
2

Bukhari # 7114
Not Hajithe pilgrim from Hajj.
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there is no hindrance and if one has the required ability. This kind is liable to be
questi'oned and punished in a lighter manner than if it were actually done.
It must be clear, however, that these kinds of waswasah concern the apparent limbs
with which the temptation is put into action. Examples are adultery, theft, etc. The
kinds that are associated with the mind and heart, like a false belief, jealousy, etc. they
are not covered by this division. If they are entertained perpetually then they too are
liable to reckoning and punishment.

CHAPTER-II
SECTION!
TEMYI'ATIONS FORGIVEN
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Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~li.?J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4,1j:..f»,~
said, 11Surely Allah disregards from my ummah the thoughts that come to their
minds as long as they do not act on them or speak about those."t
SIGN OF FAITH
63.

64. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 ~J narrated that som~ of the companions of
Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ came to the Prophet ~J~.i»s~ and said to him, 11We
find in ourselves such thoughts as none of us would dare speak out." He asked,
''Do you really go through that?" They said, 11Yes" He said, 11That is clear faith."2
WHEN THE DEVIL PROMYI'S
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65. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.?J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.i»>~
said, ''The devil comes to one of you and suggests, 1 Who created this?' and 'who
created that?' till he asks, 'who created your Lord?' when he goes that far, let the
man seek refuge in Allah and terminate the thought."3
COMMENTARY: The devil is the greatest impediment in man's spiritual betterment. He
1

Bukhari # 2528, Muslim # 202-127, Tirmidhi # 1186, Abu Dawud # 2280, Ibn Majah # 2040, Musnad
Ahmad2-292
2
Muslim# 209-132
3
Bukhari # 3276, Muslim # 214-314.
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ventures not only to prevent man from doing good deeds but also to prompt him to
perpetrate evil. When the devil prompts, man must seek refuge in Allah and cast out of his
mind every whisper from him by engaging in dhikr, changing postures or places and
occupying himself in some (recommended) activity .
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66. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.)narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J..P~~
said, "People will not cease to ask each other questions till they ask, 11 Allah created
the creation, but who created Allah?" So, he who finds something of that, let him
assert, 'I believe in Allah and in His Messenger."1
COMMENTARY: One of the ways to protect oneself from the machinations of the devil is
to express belief in Allah and his Messenger ~J._p.&,~. When the tongue utters this belief,
it grounds itself in our minds firmly. Allah exists from eternity and will live for ever. NO
one created Him while He is the creator of all things and everybody.
A DEVIL AND AN ANGEL WITH EVERYONE
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67. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~odlli.FJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said,
"There none of you but has a consort from among the jinn and a consort form
among the angels put in charge over him." The sahabah ~ ot.ill ~J asked, "0
Messenger of Allah, over you too?" He said, "Over me too, but Allah has helped me
against him, so I am safe He does not advice me but that which is good."2
COMMENTARY: Every person has muwakkals with him, an angel called mulhim and a
devil called waswas. The former inspires with good thoughts and the latter tempts with
evil prompting (the muwakka is the consort or familiar spirit)
DEVIL IN VEINS
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68. Sayyiduna Anas ~41~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, "The
devil runs in man as blood circulates."3
COMMENTARY: In other words, the devil possesses perfect power to prompt mankind.
1

Muslim# 212-134, Abu Dawud # 4721, Musnad Ahmad 2-282. It is not found in Bukhari though the
original mentions it, except at# 7296 narrated by Anas ~..LI~.J that the people shall not stop asking
each other till they say. This is Allah who created everything then who created.
2
Muslim# 69-2814, Dareami # 2734, Musnad Ahmad 1-385
3
Bukhari # 3281, from Safiyah ~..LI~.J hint Huyay wife of the Prophet .aJ-,~.d!IJ-a. Muslim# 23, Abu
Dawud # 2470, Ibn Majah # 1779, Musuad Ahmad 3-156, all from Anas ~..LI~J
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THE CRYING OF THE NEW BORN
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.69. Sayyidwla. Abu Hurayrah ~~~~;_narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,
"Never is a child born among mankind but the devil touches it. So it cries loudly
because of the devil's touch. But (the devil did not touch) Maryam and her son."1
COMMENTARY: The devil pricks the child's abdomen causing it pain. Only Sayyidah
Muryam and her s'?n, Sayyiduna Easa .,.j,..JI ~ were safe from this ordeal and it was in
answer to the prayer of the mother of Sayyidah Maryam .,.'j..Jl~:
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{and I seek protection for her and for her progeny with you from the accursed devil) (3:36)
The Prophet ~J~~~~ mentioned them both particularly because of the explicit prayer and
its clear acceptance. It does not follow that the devil had touched the other Prophet .,.')L..JI~
at their birth and cause them difficulty.
.
Also, it does not follow that the devil has power to ruin everyone. He only has this much
power and is unable to cause harm at will or exceed the limits fixed for him.
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70. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger said, "The
cry of the baby at the time of its birth is becaus·e of the prick of the devil."2
THE DEVIL'S PURSUIT WITH THE HUSBAND AND WIFE

VJ.-o,.,.)~ _ufo.i jti nJT J a:'i1 jti &II~
71. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, "Iblis
(the devil) puts his throne on water and thence sends forth his task force so that
they might tempt the people. The nearest of them to him in rank is he who tempts
most severely. One of them comes and ~eports, 'I did this and that ... " He chides
him, 'you have done nothing.' Then comes another and boasts, 'I did not cease to
tempt him till I parted him from his wife.' So, he brings him nearer to him and
lauds him, 'You are excellent!." A'mash·said, "I think that Jabir said;(~~) (so, he
embraced him) and not(~) (drew him nearer to him). 3
1
2

Bukhari # 3431, Muslim# 146, Musnad Ahmad 2-233.

Muslim # 148
3
Muslim # 67, Musnad Ahmad 3-314
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COMMENTARY: He causes a rift between husband and wife so that he utters the words of

divorce. She becomes unlawful to him but they continue to live together uhder the
impression that nothing was wrong. The children born to them afterwq.rc:fs pr~ illegitimate
and they are a means of mischief and corruption in the land.
·
DEVIL DESPAIRED
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Sayyiduna Jabir ~411~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J,.,tr-~1 ~ ~ai4, ~~~e
de'-'i! has despaired of being worshipped by those who offer the salah in the Arabian

72,

pe11insula, but he has not given up hope of causing dissension among them."l
COMMENTARY: Islam is so well-founded in Arabia that the devil has given up hope of

getting its people to resume idol-worship. The Muslims cannot be expected al~o to do
anything that resembles polytheism. However, the devil retains hope of causing differenc~~
.:md quarrel among its peopie. During this time, he has succeeded in maJ.<in,g tJlem
. .1postates but even they have not taken up idol-worship.
~ti11j..Aiii

SECTION II

GRATITUDE TO ALLAH
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73. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~-.111~.) narrated that a man met the Prophet ~J4#~j..P
and said, 111 get thoughts of such kind to my nrind that I would rather be reduced to
charcoal than utter them." He said, 11 Allah praise belongs to Allah who restricted
his thoughts to (mere) evil promptings."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4#lil'j..P convinced this sahabi ~411~.) that he would not
be questioned for the thought nor punished. If it had gone beyond that then he was liable
to reckoning. He assured him that his faith was perfectly alive in him.
GRATITUDE AND ALLAH'S PROTECTION

1

Muslim# 65, Tirmidhi # 1944, Musnad Ahmad 5-313
Abu Dawud # 5112, with the addition of the three takbir (AllahuAkbar) before the words "All
praise belongs to Allah ... " Musnad Ahmad 1-340

2
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74. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.till~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ said,
Surely, the devil has an influence over the son of Aadam and the angel has an
influence (over him). The devil's influence is to incite him to evil and to reject the
truth. The angel's influence is to invite him to piety and confirmation of the truth.
So, whoso finds that, it is from Allah and he must praise Allah. But, whoso finds
the other (condition) must seek refuge in Allah from the accursed devil." He then
recited: {Satan threatens you of poverty and enjoins you into indecencyp (2:268)
11

COMMENTARY: The angel invites man to piety with an assurance of reward. The devil

causes him to hesitate and impresses upon him how difficult it is to follow religion. He
would be deprived of luxury and wealth.
SPIT & SEEK REFUGE FROM THE DEVIL

75. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ -dll ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger said,
11
People will not cease to ask each other till they ask, 'This is the creation that Allah
has created; then who created Allah?' when they say that, assert; 'Allah is One,
Allah the independent of all, He begets not nor was He begotten. And there is none
co-equal with him.' Then clear your throat and turn to your left side - three times!
And seek refuge in Allah from the accursed devil." 2 We shall narrate the Hadith of
Amr ibn Ahwas ~.till~; in the chapter on 'the sermon on the day of the slaughter,'
insha Allah Ta'ala (Hadith # 2670)

SECTION III
~!'~'~jjl
BE VIGIJ..ANT OF THE DEVIL
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76. Sayyiduna Anas ~.till~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~jJ said, "People
will continue to ask each other questions till they ask, 'This is Allah who created
everything. Then who created Allah, Mighty and Glorious?"
The version in Muslim is that he said that Allah says, "Your ummah shall not stop
asking (each other), "How is this? How is that?' till they pose, 'This is Allah who

1
2

Tirmidhi # 2988
Abu Dawud # 4722.
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created the universe. Then who created Allah, the Mighty, the Gloriuos?"'1
INTERFERENCE DURING THE SALAH
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77. Sayyiduna·Uthman ibn Abul Aas ~.-j,l~; 2 narrated that he said, "0 Messenger
of Allah, the devil interrupts me while I am offering the salah or reciting the Quran
and he raises doubts in my mind Allah's Messenger ~...JA:l'-lil'~ said, "That is the devil
called khinzab. When you sense him, seek refuge in Allah from him and spit to your
left side -three times!" He did that and Allah put the devil away from him. 3
CARRY ON WITH THE SALAH
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78. Qasim ibn Muhammad .J!I.y-; 4 narrated that a man asked him, "I am constantly
disturbed in the salah and this happens with me often." So, he advised him, 11 Carry
on with your salah, for, it will never go away from you till you have finished and
you think, 'I have not perfected my salah."'S
COMMENTARY: It is the most important form of worship, the salah, in which the devil
disturbs the worshipper most. He begins to think that he has not performed every posture
of his salah. However, he must carry on with it and tell the devil, 'Yes I am mistaken but I
shall go on with the salah.' The Islamic Scholars say that this is the best way to protect one
from the devil's temptation and he despairs realizing that he cannot succeed in confusing
the w<;>rshipper. Given that, if a person makes a genuine mistake in the salah of which he is
conscious then he must correct that. He must try his best to be attentive to the salah and
concentrate on it so th'!t the devil may not even intend to interfere.
¥

Prelude to:
CHAPTER - III
:tl.,.:tl

:I

BELIEF IN DIVINE DECREE
.J..W
l~~
...
... ... l~)ll~ l~
It is a fard, or absolute obligation, to believe in taqdir which is predestination. All deeds of
the creatures were preserved on the Tablet even before their creation - good or bad.
However, Allah has also bestowed on man intelligence and wisdom and made both paths of
good and evil obvious to him giving him choice to pursue either of the two. If he treks the
1

Bukhari # 7296, Muslim# 217-136
Kunyay is Abu Abdullah. He belonged to the Thaqif. He dissuaded the Thaqif from apostating after
the Prophet's .oJ,....,~..illJ-.c' death. He died in 51 AH.
3
Muslim# 211-4
4
'I
He was the grandson of Abu Bakr ~<IJ)~J
ansd son of Muhammad. He was one of the seven noted
jurists of Madinah. He died in 101 AH at the ase of 70 years.
5
Muwatta Imam Maalik # 41-3
2
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path of piety, he earns Allah's pleasure and paradise, otherwise he earns His wrath and hell.
The question of taqdir or Divine decree is beyond the scope of human intelligence and
philosophy. Moreover, it is not disclosed to any of the angels close to Allah or to a
Messenger or Prophet. So, it is futile to rack one's brains over it. We must simply concede
that Allah has divided His creatures into two groups; the good doers and the bad doers.
Someone asked Sayyiduna Ali ~41~.) about Divine decree. He advised him to keep away
~om the long path that it was. However, he persisted and asked again on which he
advised, "It is a deep ocean. Do not go into it." But, he was not convinced and put the
question a third time. Sayyiduna Ali ~ 41 ~.J explained him, "This is Allah's secret,
concealed from you. Do not try to unravel it."
Therefore, success in the hereafter lies in following whatever Allah and His Messenger~~~
~""J~ have taught us and have called on us to believe. If we try our hand at unwmaing this
secret then w_e shall follow a wrong path and face destruction.
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Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amir ~ All ~.; narrated that Allah's Messenger iJllj-P
said, "Allah wrote down the fate ·of the creatures fifty thousand years before
He created the heavens and earth. His throne was upon the water."t
COMMENTARY: Allah is free of a visible body and weight of substance. Hence, we cannot
say that he recorded the destinies with His hand. He may have commanded the pen to
write it down or the angels to record that on the Tablet.
As for the duration of fifty thot!sand years, they signify a long period of time.
Before that, water flowed everywhere. It rested on air. Allah's throne lay on water and
·nothing else was between them.
79.
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2

Muslim# 16-2653 without the word (was)
Muslim# 18, Muwatta Imam Maalik 46.1-4
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81. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ..lll ~Jnarrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~jJ
said, '' Aadam and Musa contended With on~ another in the presence of their Lord
and Aadam got the better of Musa. Musa said1 "'You are Aadam. Allah created you
with His hand and blew into you His spirit and His angels prostrated to you. He
made you reside in paradise, bu~ you brought mankind down to earth because of
your sin.' Aadam said, 'You are Musa whom Allah chose with His Messenger ship
and his speech. He gave you the tablet on which everything was mentioned and He
drew you nearer to Him to have a private ~alk. So how long before I was created do
you think Allah wrote down the Torah?' Musa said, 'By forty years.' Aadam said,
"Did you find in it {And Aadam disobey his Lord, so he erred?} (Surah Ta'Ha, 121)
Musa said, 'Yes!' He asked. Would you then blame me for a deed I did which Allah
had recorded forty years before He created me that I would do? "So, Allah's
Messenger~J.P;.jJ added, "Thus Aadam got th~ better of Musa."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Aadam ,.o~l~ did not mean that since this thing was recorded
forty years before his creation, he had no choice in the matter and could not be blamed.
Allamah Turpushti ~~~.J s~id that he m~ant to explain that what was decreed could not be
averted and go against Allah's knowledge ·at its appointed time. He mean to say. 'You
blame me but know the apparent ·reason. You remembered my intention but not the real
thing which was the divine de~ree.'
.
Their debate did not take place in this world where it is not proper to ignore the causes.
Rather, the debate took place in the higher world between their souls. Hence, it must be
understood clearly that sinner cannot use this argument because the deed was done by
Sayyiduna Aadam ,.o'j...JI ~ in a world where he was not bound by causes. Besides, this
mistake was forgiven to him by Allah. As for this world, reckoning will follow effort,
choice and nature of cases.
The tablets sent to Prophet Musa ~J..P~jj were .earned by-seventy camel and they contained
the coiTunands for the Banu Isra'il. They were recorded forty years before the creation of
Sayyiduna Aa~~ ,.o'j,..JI~ and the limit of forty years did_ not pertain to their topics.
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82. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ue ~ All ~.J- reported that Allah's Messenger ~J-~ ~ j."'
narrated to them - and he is the most truthful arid trusted. 11The creation of each one
'

1

.

Bul4lari # 6614, M;uslim # 15, Abu Dawud # ~70_1 (briet) Tinnidhi # 2141 Majah # 80
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of you begins as the drop in his mother's womb for forty days. Then they turn into
congealed blood for as many d;;.ys. Then· that becomes a lump of Hash for the same
number of days. Then Allah sends an angel to him to write down four words. He
records his deeds, time of his death, his provision and whether (he will turn out to be)
miserable or happy. Then he breathes the spirit into him. By Him besides whom is no
God, one of you may go on doing deeds of those who dwell in paradise until there is
a cubifs distance between him and paradise when that which is decreed overtakes
hilt) and he begins to do the deeds of the denizens of hell and he will enter hell. And,
one of you does the deeds of those who go to hell until just a cubit's space separates
him from hell when that which is decreed overtakes him and he commences to do the
deeds of the inhabitants of paradise, and he will be admitted to paradise."1

COMMENTARY: It is very rare that the people change over from piety to evil. However,
Allah's mercy enables many evil people to become pious.
This Hadith indicates that on how a person dies. If he dies with a sincere faith and repentance
for his wrong deeds and having turned over a new leaf then he will be safe and rewarded.
Another point worth bearing in mind is that it is wrong to imagine that there is no need to
perform good deeds since destiny is recorded already. In fact, some of the sahabah ~.d!l~~
did ask the Prophet ~J~~'jJ abut this and he said, "Go on doing deeds because a person
has authority over whatever is recorded in his destiny."
It is unwise to rely on decreed destiny and to suspend deeds or refuse to perform them
because the commands are imposed by the Shari' ah. Allah has also given man the ability to
·think and to pick up right and wrong. He has also created in man the faculty of reasoning
and resolve. He may thus be able to perform deeds If, in spite of these blessings, man takes
shelter behind the decree and destiny and ignores the cause (and effect) working and
abandons deeds then he will fall down in the pit of destruction. Certainly, there is Divine
wisdom that He also placed the issue of decree and destiny while imposing the command
to do deeds. At the some time. He also forbade that this question should be probed.
Moreover, if, on the plea of decree and destiny, the needs to perform deeds is rejected, then
why did Allah promulgate the Shari'ah and the Commands. Messengers .A';J...JI~ were sent
to enforce and implement the commands of Allah and to encourage the people to abide by
them. All these would be meaningless if shelter is taken behind decree and destiny. If
anyone is destined ~? go to hell, he will be consigned to it and there was no need of the
entire exercise of coriunands and messengers. Hence, this idea is wrong.
In short, of the very many unknown secrets of Allah which the creatures cannot fathom,
this too is a mystery for them. We cannot pass judgment on anyone being admitted to
paradise or consigned to hell merely on observing his visible deeds. Rather, it depends on
Allah's will:(&~~~~~:;(~~?~). {He may punish whosoever He will (because of his bad
deeds) or have mer:y on whomsoever He will (out of His favour and kindness)}

1

Bukhari # 3208, Muslim# 1-2643, Tinnidhi # 2144, Abu Dawud # 4708, Ibn Majah # 76, Musnad Ahmad 1383,430
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84. Sayyidah Ayshait ~ ~~ ~.; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ was
requested to lead the funeral salah of a child of an ansar. She said, "0 Messenger of
Allah, blessings for this one! A bird of the birds of paradise! .He has done no evil
not having attained that." He said, "Or, otherwise, 0 Ayshah! Indeed, Allah created
those worthy of paradise. He created them for it while they were in the loins of
their fore fathers. And, He created those deserving of hell. He created them for it
while they were in the loins of their.forefather."2
COMMENTARY: Though it seems from the Hadith that deeds have no say on anyone's
going to paradise or hell, yet there are many verses of the Quran and contentions of the
scholars that establish a Muslim child who dies at a very young age will go to paradise
certainly. In fact, this is also true of very young children of the disbelievers and polytheists.
Therefore, this Hadith may be explained that th~ Prophet~~~~ cautioned Sayyidah Ayshah
yc. ~~ '-'~.; not to make a categorical statement as she had done abut the unseen. Another
explanation is that till then it was not confirmed through revelation that all infants would go to
paradise, for, it is correct that even a child of non-Muslim parents would go to paradise.
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85. Sayyiduna Ali ~ ~I ~.; 3 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said,
"There is none among you but his place in hell or his f'ilce in paradise is recorded."
They (the Sahaba ~ ~~ ~.;) asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, shall we not rely no
what is decreed for us and abandon deed?" He said, "Perform (deeds) because that
for which one is created is made easy for him. As for him who is among the blessed·
ones, he is enabl~~ to deeds of the blessed. He, who is among the wretched, is
enabled to do deeds of the wretched." Then he recited the verse (92:5-11) Surah alLayl):(As for him who gives in charity and is God fearing, and truthfully believes in
goodness (Islam), we shall smooth for him the way to perfect ease (paradise). But, as
1

The mother of the believers, she was the daughter of Abu Bakr ,.$. .bl ~J and the dear wife of the Prophet
~.J ~ .&I ....l..o. She was called Siddiqah. She was 18 years old when the Prophet ~.J ~ All ~ died. She died
in 57 AH or Sts AH ~nd was buried in Junnatul Baqi.

2

3

Muslim# 31-2662, Nasa'i # 1947, Ibn Majah # 82, Musnad Ahmad 6-208
He was the Prophet ~.J ~ .bl ~cousin and husband of his dearest daughter Sayyidah Fatimah ,.$. .bl ~J

and ~::: 1~-:.!rt.h caliph. He was assassinated at the age of 63 years in Ramadan 30 AH .
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for him who is niggardly and thinks himself as self-sufficient and belies goodness,
he shall smooth for him the way to distress (hell)J 1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~./»1 ~ made it clear that deeds have to be performed.
The obligatory duties must be discharged and commands must be obeyed. This is the
demand of servitude.
As for reward and punishment, they are based entirely on Allah's pleasure. His decision is
unquestionable.
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86. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ All ~.J narrated that. Allah's Messenger said,
Allah has decreed for the son of Aadam his portion of fornication that he will
commit definitely. The fornication of the eyes is the look (he casts at wqmen
strangers). The fornication of the tongue is (indecent) speech. The soul desires and
yearns while the private parts concur with it or reject it."2
In another version of Muslim the words are:
"For the son of Aadam, his portion of fornication is recorded. He will commit it
without fail. The two eyes: their fornication is through the look. The two ears: their
fornication is through the hearing. The tongue: its fornication is through speech.
The hands its fornication is the assault. The feet: their fornication is the walk (to it).
The heart craves and longs, and the private parts agree with it or reject."3
COMMENTARY: While fornication is. the real act, the terminology of Shari' ah calls the
different movements and steps that lead to it, the fornication of the limbs. The objective is
to instill in the hearts a dislike for these leading steps to fornication so that the people
might avoid them.
The private .parts agreeing or rejecting is the actual commission of the act or staying away
from it for fear of Allah.
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1

Sayyiduna Imran ibn al Husayn

~ All ~.J 4

narrated that two men of

Bukhari # 1362, Muslim 6-2647, Trimidhi # 21431 (Part of it as also) Ibn Majah # 31.
Bukhari # 6343, Muslim # 20.
3
Muslim# 20,4-2047, Abu Dawud # 2152, Musnad Ahmad 2-276.
4
His Kunyah was Abu Nujayd. He embraced Islam in the year of the conquest ofKhaybar. He died in 51 AH at Busrah.
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Muzaynah asked, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, what do you say about that which the
people do today about and strive do to? Is it what is destined for them and decreed
a forehand for them? Or is it what their Prophet has brought them and is binding
on them to observe having encountered them?" He said, "No! It is that which was
destined for them and decreed a forehand from them. Its confirmation is found in
he Book of Allah, the Mighty and Glorious (in surah ash- Shams, 7-S):{And by the
soul and Him who balanced it well, them ispired it (with conscience of) its
wickedness and its piety} t
COMMENTARY: The two n:ten asked the Prophet ~J~~~ whether the deeds that the
people perform are as were recorded previously or as they do an obeying their Prophet. In
the letter case, is it that the deeds were not one recorded but are done at the discretion of
the doer? The Prophet ~J ~.iii'~ said that deeds were pre-determined and recorded to
transpire at appointed times.
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88. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ,.& .&I ~.J narrated that he said, 11 0 Messenger of
Allah, I am a young man and I fear for myself that I might commit a sin. Besides, I
possess not enough means to marry a woman." - It was as though he sought
permission to have himself castrated. The Prophet ~ J~.&,~ gave no answer to him.
He spoke the like of it again, but he remained silent. Again, he spoke as he had
done and again he said nothing. So, he repeated his question and the Prophet lJ,~
11
~J~ said, 0 Abu Hurayrah! The pen has dried up with what you are to face
(having recon' ed your destiny). So, you may have your manly powers removed, or
leave them as they are."2
~OMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J 4~.&,~ advised him that whatever was destined for him
would happen. If he was destined to commit sin, he would uo it but if he was destined to
be pure and chaste, he would remain so whether he had himself castrated or not.
The Hadith says that it. is not allowed to face destiny with contrivance and planning, or to
ignoJ"e it and flee from it.
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Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ,.& .&1 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .iii!~
~J ~ sk:1. "Surely the hearts of the children of Aadam - all their hearts - are

89.

1
2

Muslim# 10
Bukl•.!r; # ::()76, Nasa'i # 3215
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between fhe two fingers of Ar-Rahman (the compassionate) as a single heart. He
turns them about as He wills." Then, Allah's Messenger ~J~.iiJ,~ prayed,"O Allah,
you who manage hearts, tum our hearts to your obedience!"1
COMMENTARY: Allah in all-powerful. He directs hearts as He will. The reference to His
fingers is figurative because Allah is free of weight and body.' He is able to extract a heart
out of. the labyrinth of sin into the straight path of obedience as also to cast it into the awry
path of wrong-doing.

:IY.li ~I ~Jj~ ~!J_;.o~ u_;.Lj ~ful j..o;iJ1 j~j Jli Jlis~j.k c;l ~j (~·)

90. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&I~.; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, "Every child is born on Fitrah (true disposition, Islam). Then his parents tum
hilll into a Jew, a Christian or a Magian -Just as an animal delivers a complete
sound animal. Do you see any of them that is deformed?" Then he recited (the verse
30 of Surah ar-Room):{Allah's constitution - upon ·which He has constituted
mankind. There is no altering in Allah's creation. That is the right religion'.) 2
COMMENTARY: Allah has created man on fitrah will only accept true command. That
command is eeman and Islam. Outside influences keep him away from the demands of
fitrah. The example of the animal is cited. Someone else (outside influence) may amputate
its limbs and it loses its original creation. Thus it is with a human child its mind is
bombarded with alien thoughts and it is led away .
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Sayyiduna Abu Musa al-Ashray ~.&I~.; narrated that Allah's Messenger~
~ J~.iiJI stood up before them and spoke of five things. He said, "Indeed, Allah does
not sleep, and it is not in His nature that he should sleep. He lowers the scale and
raises it. The deeds of the night are taken up to Him before the deeds of the day,
and the deeds of the day before the deeds of the night. His screen is the light. Were
He to remove it, the glory of His countenance would burn all His creation within
reach of His sig~t."3
COMMENTARY: the raising and lowering of the scales by Allah means that He increases
and decreases provision and raises or lowers in honour according to the person's piety or
wickedness.Deeds are presented to Him without delay and He gives the command to
reward or punish anyone.
91.
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Muslim# 17, Musnad Ahmad 2-168
Bukhari # 1358, Muslim # 22-2658, Musnad Ahmad 2-351
Muslim # 203-179, Ibn Majah # 195, Musnad Ahmad 4-405
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92. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ A11 ~..;narrated that Allah's Hand is full. Spending
by day and night does not diminish from it. Do you not see how much He has spent
since He created the heavens and the earth? That has not decreased what is in his
hand and his throne was on water. In his hand is the scale that he lowers and
raises." The version in Muslim apart from the foregoing, has; 11 Allah's right hand is
full." lbn.Numayr's narration is: 11 Both (hands) are full, and bestowing. Nothing
diminishes from them, night and day." t
COMMENTARY: Ibn Numayr 4.L1d.i-; was the teacher of Imam Muslim 4.Lid.i-; His narration
has a transposition of words and instead of(~~), he has (W)La). The former is correct.
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93. Sayyiduna ·Abu Hurayray A11 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
was asked about the offspring of the polytheists. He said, 11 Allah knows best what
they would have done."2
COMMENTARY: Only Allah knows what they would have done on growing up, if they

had survived. They would be treated according to that and Allah alone knows whether
they_ would enter paradise or hell.
Some scholars say that the Prophet ~J~~~ might have spoken these words when he had
not been told through revelation now these children of the polytheists would fare.
The Islamic Scholars have different views on this issue. The most correct course, however,
is to offer no comment and not to classify them as people of paradise of hell.
SECTION II
£J!l~l,jJafli
AS Jlii )li51 ili1
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94. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn as-Samit ,...ic. .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~
11
1
~J4#.11' said, The first thing that Allah created was the pen and He said to it, write
1
1
down!' It asked, What shall I write?' He said, Write down the decree.' So, it wrote
down that which has transpired and that which will take place till etemity."3
1

Bukhari # 4684, Muslim# 36-993, Tinnidhi # 3056, ibn Majah # 117, Musnad Ahmad 2-313,
Bukhari # 1384, Muslim# 26, Abu Dawud # 4711, Nasa'i # 1950, Musnad Ahmad 2-393
3
Tinnidhi # 2162, Musnad Ahmad 5-317
2
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95. Sayyiduna Muslim ibn Yasar ..ilil ~.J narrated that Sayyiduna Umar ibn alKhattab ~ .&1 ~.J was asked about this verse (172 of surah al A'raf) (And when
your Lord drew forth from the children of Aadam - from their loins - their
descendants and made them bear witness about themselves (saying), ''Am I not
your Lord?" l)tey said, "Yea, we bear witness" (That was) lest you should say on
the day of resurrection, "Indeed, we were unaware of this (unity of God)."So Umar
~ ..ilil ~.J said that when Allah's Messenger ~J~.iul~ was asked about this verse,
he said, ::Allah created Aadam. Then He stroked his back with his right hand and
brought out his offspring from it and said, 'I have created them for paradise and to
qo the deeds of those who will go to paradise." He then stroked his back with his
hand and brought forth from it his offspring and said, 'I have created them for hell
and to do the deeds of those who will go to hell." At that, a man remarked, "Then
what is the point of deeds, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said, "when Allah creates
any one for paradise, He gets him to do the deeds of those who will go to paradise
so that he dies while doing one of the deeds oflhose worthy of p.u-3dise. For that
He admits him to paradise. And, when he creates anyone for hell, He gets him to do
the deeds of those who will go to hell 50 that he dies while doing one of the deeds
of those who will go to hell and He admits him to hell for that."1
COMMENTARY: This covenant was taken in the world of spirits when Allah assembled
all of them who would inhabit the earth from the beginning to the end. They were as tiny
as ants. The descendants of everyone were brought out of his back, beginning with
Sayyiduna Aadam ..o~l "-::k. As for passing over the right hand, Allah commanded an
angel to do that, for He is Light and independent of hands and feet. Or, this may refer to
His power and ability.
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Muwatta Imam Maalik # 20fKitab al Qadr (Book of Decree), Tinnidhi # 3086, Abu Dawud # 4703, Musnad
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Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ,..Jc. .,.'bl ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .}-"
came forth carrying two book in his hands. He asked, "Do you know what
these two books are?" They said, "No, 0 Messenger of Allah unless you inform
us." So, he said about the books in his right hand, 11 It is a book from the Lord of
the worlds. In it are the names of those worthy of paradise and the names of their
forefathers and their tribes. Then it is compiled to the last of them so that their
names will not be increased or decreased ever." Then, he said about the book in
his left hand, "This is a book from the Lord of the worlds. It has the names of
those who will dwell in hell and the names of their forefathers and their tribes
and it is compiled to the last of them so that there will be no addition to their
names nor a· decrease from them, ever." So, his companions asked him, "Then
why perform deeds, 0 Messenger of Allah, if the matter is decided already?" He
said, "Follow the straight path and draw near (Allah), for, the deeds of one who is
to go to paradise will be concluded with a deed deserving those who will go to
paradise however he may have behaved (in life). And, the deeds of one who is to
go to hell will be concluded with a deed of those who will go to hell howsoever
he may have behaved before that." Then Allah's Messenger ~ J 4:).s. .1!1 .}-" made a
gesture with his hands and cast the books away, saying, "Your Lord has decided
already concerning the creatures:
96.

~ J~~

:- ~ 'I . ~ .!3

i . . .tH_ I ~
,q ~.. -1'i

~~\.,ir-...;..,,.

{A party will be in the Garden (paradise) and a party in the blazing fire. (42:7)11
COMMENTARY: The casting away of the books implies that the affair stands decided in
Allah's court already.
While the Hadith speaks of two books in the Prophet's ~J"-#.ii!'.J.P hands, some scholars
insist that he only spoke figuratively to make his sahabah ~.JJI~J understand it.
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97. Abu Khizamah ..ill ~ J 2 narrated on the authority of his father that he asked
Allah's Messenger whether the spells that they invoke, the medicines that they take
and the caution (or preventive measures) that they exercise frustrate the Divine
1

2

Tirmidhi # 2148, Musnad Ahmad 2-167, Tirmidhi said, 'The Hadith is hasan Gharib'
He was tabi'i. His father Umayr was a sahabi ~ .tlil ~.;
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decree? He said, 11These things too are part of the Divine decree." t
COMMENTARY: Just as illness and anxiety are cure and protection part of it. When a p~rson
is destined to fall ill, he is also destined to use 111edicine and to recover or not. Hence, it is not
wrong to us~ medicines. As for amulets, talisman and exorcising, these things must be the
supplications ~om the Qur' an and aHadith and Allah's names and attributes.
However, we must believe that only Allah gives cure and protection while the things
that we use are only a means towards that. If, on the other hand, we use what is
disallowed by Shari' ah or place reliance on these things at the exclusion of Allah then it
is forbidden to use them.
·

98. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~All ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.Iii~~
came to them while they were debating about Divine decree. He became angry and
his face turned red such as though pomegranate seed had been cracked open on his
face. He asked them, 11 ls this what you are commanded to do? Is this with which I
was sent to you? Indeed, those before you perished only because they debated on
this subject. I call upon you to assure me that you will not debate on it ever." 2

99. And, Ibn Majah transmitted the like of it from Amr ibn Sh..:'ayb from his
father, from his grand father. 3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~..1.1~ instructed the sahabah ~41~.FJ not to try to probe

the unknown. He told them that he had brought Allah's commands to them and they ought
to abide by them.
As for the line of transmission of the version of Ibn MajC)h, Shau'ayb reported from his
grandfather Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al-Aas, and from Shu' ayb, his son Amr narrated. Hence,
the pronoun in from his father refers to Amr ibn Shu'ayb and in 'from his grandfather' to
Shu' ayb. Amr does not transmit from his grand father Muhammad ibn Abdullah. The line
of descent in Amr ibn Shu' ayb ibn Muhammad ibn Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al Aas. It was
necessary to explain it because in other aHadith the words 'from is grandfather' have the
pronoun referring to Amr ibn al Aas, but not in this Hadith.
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Tinnidhi # 2072,2155, Ibn Majah # 3437, Musnad Ahmad 3-421
Tinnidhi # 2140
3
Ibn Majah # 85, Musnad Ahmad 3-178
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100. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ,...jc. .&I ~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger~~
11
~J4# say, Allah created Aadam from a handful (of dust) that He took frcm the
entire earth. Hence, the children of Aadam are (born) in accordance with the earth.
Of them are the red, white, black and of assorted colours. There are the mild and
the rough as also the wicked and the good."1
COMMENTARY: When Allah created Sayyiduna Aadam ..o')\...JI~, He sent the angel Izrail
to fetch a fistful of earth. He collected dust from every nook and comer of the earth. That
was the source of the difference in colour and temperament of the progeny of Sayyiduna
Aadam ..o')\...JI~.

_pi__,~~ oi.JJ) -J.H ~ ~ J,U31. i?-

(lS.i.G

101. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ,...jc. .&I ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ~J"~,&,~ as, 11Surely Allah created His creation in darkness. Then He
cast on them a reflection of His light. He who got some of that light is guided but he
who was deprived of it fell into aberrance. This is why I say, "The pen has dried up
having written the knowledge of Allah.' 2
COMMENTARY: The word 'darkness refers to nafs ammarah (the soul that incites). Those
who received the light of faith and kindness and acquired the intimate Divine knowledge
through obedience, emerged out of darkness of the nafs ammarah into the light of piety
and righteousness. Those who did not get it, found themselves on the aberrant path.
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102. Sayyiduna Anas ,...jc. ..ill ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.li:l~ made
this supplication frequently : ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~:,fill ~ 4 (0 you who tum hearts,
make my heart firm on your religion), So Anas asked him "'0 Prophet of Allah, we
have believed in you and in that which you have brought, is it that you fear for us
(lest we go astray)?" He said, 11Yes Indeed, the hearts are between two fingers of
Allah. He turns them about as He wills." 3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J4#l»t~ advised his sahabah ~<dll~; to make this prayer
often. Allah manages the hearts and they should pray to him to keep their hearts firm on
his religion and keep them safe from going on the wrong path.

1

Tinnidhi # 2965, Abu Dawud # 4693, Musnad Ahmad 4-400
Tinnidhi # 2651, Musnad Ahmad 2-176
3
Tinnidhi # 2147, Ibn Majah # 3834, Musnad Ahmad 3-112
2
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103. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:Js.1r.'~ said,
11
The heart is like a feather lying on the ground in the wilderness. The wind
continues to turn it upside down and downside up."t
COMMENTARY: This is how the hearts veer from evil to piety or from piety to evil.
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104. Sayyiduna Ali ~cilil~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4:Js.~~ said, ''No
one believes unless he believes in four things: he bears testimony that there is no
God but Allah and that I am His Messenger and that He sent me with the truth; he
believes in death, he believes in resurrection after death; and he believes in
predestination."2
COMMENTARY: To believe in death is to be convinced that the life of this world is fleeting
Death comes at Allah's command. illness or accident, etc. are not the real cause though they
seem so at first sight. Death of any person is only in Allah's hand and cmnes at His command.
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105. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~-dii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J 4,1~.&,~ said,
''Two groups in my ummah have no portion in Islam: al Murji'ah and al--Qadariyah."3

COMMENTARY: Murji' ay do not believe in causes for deeds. They compare mankind to
inanimate objects that cannot do anything on their own. They hold that human beings have
no choice or ability to do whatever they do, or to not do what they do not do. It is nature
that gets them to perform deeds.
The qadariyah and on the other extreme. ~ey reject predestination - They say that Divine
decree has no influence on a person's deeds but he himself is the creator of his deeds. He
has choice and power over it. The Mu' tazillah and the Rawafid hold the same opinion.
If we examine the Murji' ah then their belief is tantamount to saying that whatever a person
does is an act of Allah. When he sees, for instance, he does not see but Allah sees, and so
on. This would mean that though the person is there, he has no existence at all. Rather, he
is an intermediary between the creator and deeds. He is a means to make known the deeds
and only Allah exists and all else is non-existent.
The entire exercise supports the idea of wah datulwajud and denies more then one

1

Ibn Majah # 88, Musnad Ahmad 4-408
Tirmidhi # 2152, Ibn Majah # 81, Musnad Ahmad # 758
3
Tirmidhi # 2156, Ibn Majah # 62
2
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existences. The ignorant Sufis call it (w....__,l ~) 1 pantheism. Only one being exists. All others
that exist are imaginary and fictitious.
Then how is Allah a Creater and Eternal. His attributes relative to the creation are no more
manifest. His doings are null and void -we seek refuge in Allah for that.
He cannot be perfect in their logic. If that is so He cannot be called God which tneans that
there is no creator and no creation.
In short, the Murji' ah make the creature impotent, powerless and make destiny responsible
for all his deeds. IN this way, they have clipped many of Allah's attributes.
As for the Qadriyah, they have reacted to the Murji' ah and emphasized on the
characteristic of servitude and ignored the attributes of the Divine. The creature enjoys
complete choice, power, will and authority to do to such an independent extent that God's
will and power do not have any say init. Some go to the extent to suggest that God has no
kno.wledge of the creature's doings before he does them. He knows them only after he had
performed them.
Thus, while the murji' ah deprived the creature of knowledge, ability, option etc. in his
destiny, the Qadriyah made the creature possess all these attributes and deprived God of
all these attributes. In other words, they too detract from Divine attributes - we seek refuge
in Allah from such thought. For, man does very many deeds, good and bad, every moment
and he also causes other things in the universe to complete those things that fall in his
power and authority. All creation from earth to heaven come under his influence. Now, the
Qadriyah say that all doings of mankind are their own creation and God has no say in
them, not even having known them before they materialized. This means that while man
possesses the knowledge of the deed, God does not know it before it comes to be done.
In this way, the number of man's creation exceeds that of God's Moreover, man'[s creation
is out of God's sphere of authority and He loses all authority while man becomes all
powerful, Man encroaches into God's territory and God joins the ranks of the creatures.2
Both these doctrines are out of the Islamic point of view. They have gone on the wrong
path the consequence of which can only be Divine punishment and loss in the hereafter.
In comparison, the path of the ahlus sunnah waal jama' ah is clear and correct. Allah is the
creator of all deeds while the creature is the perpetrator. Whatever happens in the world,
or will happen, follow Allah's command and will, and with His knowledge. And,
everything that the creatures do, good or bad, are all predestined and transpire at the
appointed time However the creatures are bestowed with intelligence, understanding and
ability to pick out good from evil. Then both the paths are made clear to them and they are
informed of the consequences of taking each path. Thus, in regard to picking out path or
doing something, the creature is at liberty and can exercise his choice.
In other words, the ahl us saunnah wa al-jama' ah call the creature independent (and
empowered) and at the same time compelled (and helpless. However he is neither
absolutely independent nor absolutely restricted. He is fathered to the predetermined
destiny but he is not inanimate like rocks and lifeless things.
While the Hadith seems to declare these two sects, the Murji' ah and the Qadriyah,
disbelievers, the investigation of Shaykh Abdul Haq, muhaddith dahlawi discloses that the
Islamic Scholars do not regard them as disbelievers but say that they are sinners and
1
2

Hamah oost: a doctrine that identifies God with the universe, or regards the universe as a manifestation of God.
Adopted from Masalah taqdir by Maw lana Muhammad Tayyib
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transgressors, They two draw from the Quran and the Hadith but interpret accorqing to their
doctrine and keep themselves out of the sphere of disbelief. Therefore, this Hadith is said to
consun these two sects and to tnake clear their false beliefs. Their opinions are rejected in
very strong terms. However. Some Islamic Scholars question the soundness of this Hadith.
The scholar Shah Ishaq <till4.1-.) ruled against the foregoing conclusion and called these two
sects disbelievers and out of the folds of Islam. However, it is disputed whether their
disbelief is in interpretation or of the kind of apostasy.

106. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~<till~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger say,
11
My people will face swallowing up and metamorphosis. This will happen to those
who reject Divine decree."t
COMMENTARY: These are very severe punishment from Allah. The previous ummahs

had been punished in these ways. Towards the last days, this ummah, too will undergo
these punishments because of their transgression and rebellion. However, some scholars
hold that the Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ meant, uu the punishment of swallowing and
metamorphosis were awarded to my ummah, they would be to these two sects, Murjiah
and Qadariyah.
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107. He also narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J~~~ said, ''The qadariyah are
the magians of this umah. If they fall ill, do not visit them and if they die do not
attend their funerals."2
COMMENTARY: The Magians (or Majusis) are fire worshippers who believe in two gods;
Yazdan, creator of good and Aharman, creator of evil. The Qadariyahs also say that Al1ah
creates good and the devil creates evil. Besides, the human beings create may deeds and
evil too. Muslims must not share moment of happiness and sorrow with them. Some
scholars bracket them with disbelievers and disallow Muslims to mingle with them. Others
say that they are not disbelievers but transgressors who have gone astray.

<,J,,y.loi.,.;>-~~~~J.;.li51j.JSIJ4l;.f~_;.LJ~rlJI~;i_Hjj.!JjGjGj+L~j<'•A)
108. Sayyiduna Umar ~odli~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, ''Do
not sit with the Qadariyah and do not make them your arbitrators."3
COMMENTARY: Some people have translated the concluding words as 'do not be the first
to greet them or do not initiate conversation with them' 'instead of 'do not make them
arbitrators. Allah knows best.
1

Abu Dawud # 4613, Tirmidhi (the like of it) # 2159, 214, Musnad Ahmad 2-108
Abu Dawud # 4691, Musnad Ahmad 2-86, Ibn Majah (from Jabir) # 92
3
Abu Dawud # 4710, Musnad Ahmad 1-30
2
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109. Sayyidah Ayshah yc. .&I ~,; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ ~ said,
"There are six (people) whom I have cursed and Allah has cursed them- and every
Prophet is given an answer (to his supplication). (1) One who makes additions to
Allah's Book. (2) One who rejects Divine decree. (3) One who is ruthless in
authority and there by exalts whom Allah has humbled and thereby disgraces
whom Allah has exalted. (4) One who declares as lawful that which Allah has
forbidden. (5) One who considers lawful (to do) with my children what Allah has
forbidden (killing them). And, (6) One who abandons my sunnah."t
COMMENTARY: These people are criminals in the eyes of Shari'ah(Divine law) to the
extent that the Prophet ~J~~~ has cursed them. Moreover, they are outcast from the
court of Allah too. When someone asked the Prophet ~J~~~ about it, he said, "Allah has
cursed them for their deeds, so they deserve that 'His Messenger too curse them." It is
obvious that every prayer or curse from the Prophet's ~J~~~ tongue receives a positive
answer promptly. Hence, one whom he curses is ruined in this world and in the next.
Every Prophet's prayer is accepted ..o')LJI~
The first person is one who makes additions to the quran whether adding words or
meanings to it.
As for things forbidden by Allah about the Prophet's ~J~1J.1 ~ descendants, they could be
failing to respect them or may hurt them in some way and may regard that as lawful.
This could also apply to the Prophet's ~J~.il~ descendants who might perpetrate the
unlawful considering that to be lawful for them. This sounds a warning to the Sayyids so
that, being his offspring they might save themselves from committing sin. Relative to
0thers, they are more required t~ ~~~p..~way from ~in.
.
As for tnL.::P who abandon the suimah of"the Prophet ~J~~~ if anyone does it out of .
slackness then he is ::l sinner. If anyone abandons it regarding it unworthy of followingwe seek refuge in Allah frvrn that- then he is a disbeliever. But, Both kinds are liable to the
curse. If anyone neglects a sunnalz sometimes for some reason then sin does not fall on him
though his conduct is not reasonable. Mawlana Shah Muhammad Ishaq Dahlawi -dll.u-.) said
that it refers to sunnah muwakkadah.
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110. SayyidU:na Motar ibn Uk~is ~4.LI~.) 2 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~iii~~
Tirmidhi # 2161, Bayhaqi in al-Madkhil and Rctzi~ i11 his book.
He was as-Sulami from Kufah. Only this single Haditlt was narrated by him. It is not certain that he
was a sahabi.
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said, "When Allah decrees that a person should die in a land, He creates a need
for him (to go) there."t
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111. Sayyidah Ayshah yc .&1 ~.J narrated that she asked, "0 Messenger of Allah,
what will happen to the children of the believers?" He said, 11They are with their
fathers." She asked, "0 Messenger of Allah without (having performed) deeds?" He
said, "Allah knows best what they would have done." She asked next about the
children of the polytheists, and he said, "with their ~arthers." She asked, "without
deeds,"" He said, "Allah knows best what they would have done."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~ said about the children who died without having
performed any kind of deeds, 'Allah knows best what they would have done" it they had
grown up. In this way, he referred to predestination. It is already recorded though they did
nothing before death yet Allah knows how they would have behaved. Hence, she was
advised not to wonder at their being sent to paradise.
Allamah Turpushti ....LieU-.) said about the polytheists children that the Prophet's ~J~..l.1 ~
words meant, "There fate in the hereafter is in Allah's hands. We cannot say definitely
about them how they would fare."
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112. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~41~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger rl...J~~~~.&'~ said,
"She who buries her daughter alive and she who is buried alive will both go to hell."3
COMMENTARY: During the days of ignorance, before Islam, infants were buried alive,
particularly daughters, under tons of earth. Islam put an end to this savage practice, she
who buries is the inhuman woman who inters th~ newborn and could be a guardian, a
midwife or a servant. She who is buried is the mother who connives at the savagery, but
could also be the newborn girl who, in the light of the previous Hadith, follows her father.
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113. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda ~...11~.) 4 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lilt~
said, "Surely, Allah, the Mighty, the Glorious, has o!dained five things for every
1

Tirmidhi # 2153, Musnad Ahmad 5-227
Abu Dawud # 4712
3
Abu Dawud # 4717
4
His name was Umaymir but opinions differ about it. Some say he was Aamir ibn Maalik while
Uwaymir was a title. He was known by his kunyah Abu Darda. He died in Damascus two year.. f1rlor
to Uthman ...z. .Jil ~J martyrdom.
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one of His creatures. (they are)
(1) His term of life.
(2) His deeds.
(3) The place where he will live.
(4) The place to which he will return.
(5) His provision."t
COMMENTARY: Even before their birth, these five things are recorded for every person
and they are final and unchangeable.
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114. Sayyidah Ayshah yc. .&I ~.J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger 4#~'~
~J say, "He who argues about an aspect of the Divine decree will be questioned
about it on the day of resurrection. But, he who refrains from arguing on any aspect
of the Divine decree will not be subjected to questioning about it."2
COMMENTARY: This Hadith means to forbid pondering and probing the details of Divine
decree. This is Allah's secret and certainly there is wisdom in not disclosing its mysteries.
There is no gain in delving into it. Rather, there is a loss in the hereafter, success lies in only
believing in destiny and observing silence while performing deeds.
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115. Sayyiduna lbu Oaylami
a tabi'I narrated that he went to Sayyiduna
4
Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~ .d!l ~.J and said to him, "I get some disturbing thoughts about
Divine decree (for, it everything is pre-destined, then why reward or punish
anyone?), so narrate to me (a Hadith) that Allah may set my heart at rest." He said,
11
Were Allah to punish the dwellers of the heavens and the earth, He would punish
them yet He would not be unjust to them. And were He to show mercy to them, His
mercy would be better for them then their deeds. And, were you to ~pend gold
1

Musnad Ahmad 5-97
Ibn Majah # 84
3
His name was Dahhak ibn Firoz Daylami ..lsi'..-.; from Yemen.
4
He was an ansar and a Khazriji. His Kunyah was Abu Mundhir given to him by the Prophet .t.bl ~
~.J ~. He died during the khalifah of Uthman.
2
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equal to the Uhud in Allah's path, Allah will not accept from you till you believe in
Divine decree. And know! That which has afflicted you could not have been
averted and what has missed you was not destined to afflict you, and if you were to
die on a belief other than this, you would certainly go to hell." Then he (Ibn
Daylami) .til1.Y.J went to Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~)and he (too) said something
similar to that. Next, he went to Hudhayfah ibn al Yaman ~.till ~J. He too said
similar to ibn al Yaman ~41~). He too said similar to all that. Mterwards, he went
to Zayd ibn Thabit ~<1.11~) who narrated to him a Hadith of a similar nature, from
the Prophet ~J~.1:1~ 1
COMMENTARY: One must never claim to have gained through his effort. It has nothing to
do with. gain or loss. Everything is pre-ordained .
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116. Sayyiduna Nafi' 'l.bi.Y.) 2 narrated that a man came to Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~<.P)
~ and said, 11 So and s.o sends his salaam to you." He said, 11 I have learnt that he has
innovated in religion. If he has truly innovated, then do not convey to him my
salaam. Indeed, I had heard Allah's Messenger ~~J~.i»~~ say, 'There will be in my
ummah,' or he said, 'in this ummah - believers in free will who be swallowed up
(by the earth) metamorphosed or pelted (with pebbles),"'3
COMMENTARY: Ibn Umar ~.till~) acted on the command not to exchange greetings or
converse with those who introduce new things in the religion and transgress the limits of
Allah and His Messenger ~J~f:tJ~.
The Islamic Scholars cite this Haditlz for their ruling that it is not wajib - may not even sunnall
- to give a response to the salaam of the sinners and the bid'atis (innovators). Since this
conduct is to warn them, therefore, it is allowed also to severties of relationship with them.
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Abu Dawud # 4699, Ibn Majah # 77, Musnad Ahmad 5-189
He was prominent tabi'i. He died in 110 AH.
3
Tirmidhi # 2159, Ibn Majah # 4061, Abu Dawud # 4613, Musnad Ahmad 2-136.
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117. Sayyiduna Ali ~41<-FJ narrated that (Sayyidah) Khadijah 1 ~-dii<..FJasked the
Prophet about her two children who had died during the jahiliyah. Allah's
Messenger ~J~,&,~ said, "They are in hell." Ali said that when he saw gloom on
her face, he said, "If you see their place, you would hate them." She askeq ''0
Messenger of Allah, what about my son from you" He said, ''In paradise." Then,
Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ also said, "Surely the believers and their children are
in paradise and the idolaters (and polytheists) and their children are in hell." He
recited (the verse 21 of the Surah at-toor):
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lAnd those who believe and their offspring follow them in faith - we shall join
with them their offspring (i:n paradise)}2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ had two sons from her: Qasim ~ 41 ~) and
Abdullah ~41<-FJ.
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118. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~)narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J 4.,1'".&'~
said, ''When Allah created Aadam, ~1
He wiped his back and there issued from
it the soul of every offspring whom Allah was to create up to the day of resurrection.
And He put between the eyes of each one of them a glean of light and then presented
them to Aadam ~ 1 ~.He asked, '0 Lord, who are they?' He said, 'Your offspring.'
He spotted among them a man ·with whose brilliance between the eyes he was
next
charmed and h~ asked. '0 Lord, who is he?' He said, "Dawud' Aadam r~1
asked, 'My Lord, what term of life have you given him?' Allah said, 'sixty years,' So,
he pleaded, 'My Lord, increase it by forty years from my life." Allah's Messenger~~
~J~ continued, ''When Aadam's ~1
life, ~xcept the forty years. Came to an end,
the angel of death came to him but Aadam r~ 1
protested, Is it not that forty years
remain in my life?" The angel reminded him, 'Did you not give them to our son

+

+

+

+

The mother oft}'\~ i.eliever Khadijah ul Kubra yc. ..lsi ~.J was the daughter of Khuwaylid. She was
Qurayshiyah, Asadiyah, the first wife of the Prophet ~.J ~ ..lsi c).- and the first person to believe in
Islam. She died at the age of 65 in Makkah three years before the hijrah.
2
Musnad Ahmad 1-134
1
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Dawud ~1 ~?' So, Aadam ~)t..JI ~ denied and his offspring deny, and Aadam ~
~)t..JI forgot and ate from the tree and his offspring forget. And, Aadam ~)t..JI ~
committed a wrong and his offspring commit wrong."1
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119. Sayyiduna Abu Ad-Darda <U&..JII<.P; narrated that the Prophet ~...J~~~~ said,
"Allah created Aadam ~)t..JI ~ when He created. Then He stuck his right shoulder
and brought out his white offspring as though they were ants. Again, He struck his
left shoulder and brought out his black offspring like charcoal. He said, to those on
his right side, 'To paradise, and I care not.' And, to those on his left shoulder, He
said, 'To hell &u:.d I care not.'2
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120. Sayyiduna Abu Nadrah .WI <U-; 3 narrated that the colleagues of one of the
sahabah(Companions) of the Prophet ~J~~~~- who was called Abu Abdullah I..P;
<U&. ~~ - paid him a sick visit. (They saw that) he was weeping. They asked him,
"What makes you weep? Did not Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ instruct you clip your
moustache and to persists on that till you meet him?" He said, "Yes, But I had heard
Allah's .Messenger ~J~~~~ say, 'Surely, Allah, the Mighty, the Glorious, took a
fistful in his right hand and another in His left hand and said; This is for this, and
this is for this, and I care not.' And, I do not know in which fistful I am."4
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ~...J~~~~ instructed Abu Abdullah <U&.~I<.P; that he
should clip his moustaches and go on doing that 'till he met him,' that, indeed, was a glad
tidings for him that he would enter paradise. However, be fore death, he wept because the
Prophet ~J~~~ had also told him that Allah would send some people to paradise and
some to hell and would say, 'I care not.' Hence, Abu Abdullah <U&. ~~ I..P; was fearful for
himself perhaps his fear for the hereafter made him forget the Prophet's ~J~illl~ glad
1

Tirmidhi # 3087
Musnad Ahamd 2-441
3
Abu Nudrah ibn Mundhir ibn Maalik al-Abdi All ~.J was tabi'I of Busrah. He died a few days
before Hasan Busri' s All ~ .J death.
4
Musnad Ahmad 5-68
2
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tidings for him. Allamah Teebi ~~ tU-; has cited this Hadith for his ruling that it is sunnah
muwakkadah to clip the moustaches. If anyone grows them then he deprives himself of the
great blessing of abiding by the sunnah.
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121. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~4!11~; narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~ said, ''Allah
took the covenant from Aadam's back in Na'man, meaning Arafah, when He
bt:ought out fro his loins all his offspring whom he was to create and scattered them
before Him like ants. Then He spoke to them face to face asking:
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{'Am I not your Lord?' they said, 'yea we bear witness' (That was) le.st you should
say on the day of resurrection 'Indeed, we were unaware of this.' Or, best you
should say. 'Only it is our forefathers who associated other gods with Allah
aforetime and we were their descendants after them. Will you then destroy us
because of what the followers of Falsehood did?')"1 (Surah al A'raf 172-173)
COMMENTARY: The words of Allah tell them that they will have no excuse on the day of
resurrection. They will not be able to put the blame on their forefathers, having themselves
made to covenant. Moreover, Allah's Prophet's ..A~I~ were sent to remind them of their
covenant and to guide them on the straight path.

1

Musnaa Ahjmad 1-272
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1~2. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~41~J spoke about the words of Allah, Mighty

and Glorious (7:172):
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{And (recall) when our Lord drew forth from the children of Aadam - from their
loins - their descendants.}
He explained that He gathered them and made them pairs. Then He fashioned them
and gave them the power of speech. So they spoke. Therefore, he took from them a
·
promise and a covenant (7:172)

(.... ~d made them bear witness about themselves (asking), 'Am I not your Lord?'}
They confirmed, "Of course!" He said, "I call the seven heavens and the seven
earths to bear witness about you. And, I call your father Aadam to bea.r witness
about you lest you should say on the day of resurrection, 'We did not know of this.'
Know that there is no God besides Me and no Lord other than me. Do not associate
with me anything, I shall send to you My Messengers. They will remind you of my
promise and My covenant and I shall send to you My books." They affirmed, ''We
testify that you are our Lord and our God, we have no Lord other than you and we
have no God other than you." They affirmed that and Aadam c-~ 1 ~was raised
above them and he looked at them. He saw the rich and the poor, the beautiful
faced and the otherwise, so he asked, "My Lord, why did you not make your
servants equal?" He said, 11I love that I should be thanked," "I love that I should be
thanked," And he saw among them the Prophets like lamps with light. They had
been selected with another covenant relative to their mission as messengers and
Prophets, reflected in the words of the Blessed and the Exalted (in the surah al
Ahzab verse 7):
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(And (recall) when we took a covenant from the Prophets and from you (o
Muhammad), and from Nuh and ibrahim and Musa and Easa son of Maryam.}
He (Sayyiduna Easa) c-~ 1
was among those souls. Allah sent him to (sayyidah)
Maryam. c-~ 1
It is reported as from Ubayy that h~ entered by her mouth.t
_
COMMENTARY: With these differences among the creature, anyone with a blessing that
others do not possess would be prompted to show gratitude to Allah.
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123. Sayyiduna Abu Darda narrated that while they were with Allah's Messenger
~J~~~~ talking about whatever happens or will happen, Al~ah's Messenger ~~~~
~J said, '~en you ~ear that a mountain has moved from its place believe it. But,
when you hear that a man has changed his nature, do not believe it, for, he
continues to be on. his innate nature."t
COMMENTAIJY: A man who is given intelligence will display it but a foolish person will
remain foolish. Of course, there are some who do undergo a change for the better because
of their effort. However, this change, too, is prerecorded for them in their destiny.
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124. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~41~.) narrated that she remarked, '1 0 Messenger of
Allah, the pain from the poisoned sheep you ate does not cease to afflict you every
year." He said, 11 Nothing afflicts me from it but what was written· down for me
while Aadam r)L.JI
was yet a lump of clay."2

+

COMMENTARY: A poisoned sheep was served to the Prophet ~J~~~ at khaybar by a
]ewess. The Prophet ~J~~~ said that only what is preordained happens.

CHAPTER-IV
,

~~

CONFIRMATION
OF PUNISHMENT IN THE GRAVE
.

~
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The Qur' an and the aHadith confirm that those who deserve the punishment will be
punished the grave. The word 'grave' is used in its widest sense to refer to the barzakh or
the period intervening between this world and the next, a world in itself. It can be
anywhere. Even th~se who drown or are burnt down. Allah may punish them too as those
who are buried are liable to punishment.
The correct and preferable degree of confirmation of punishment in the grave is the belief
and conviction that after burial, the pious slaves of Allah are rewarded many times while
the sinners are punished severely. If any one adopts a different method of disposal of the
body, even then he cannot escape punishment in the barzakh. The Munkar and nakir who
are the two angels will visit the deed (to question him) and punish him as will the snakes,
scorpions, etc. Their existence is known through the aHadith. We must believe in them.
It is not necessary to see and witness something to believe in that. The things of the higher
world cannot be seen by our eyes. The sight of reality alone can witness them though it is
not impossible for our eyesight to see them if Allah will - to see the world of the angels.
Moreover, even in this world we do not always see everything though we do perceive
them, and we confirm their existence. For instance, a person dreams of so many things and
feels joy or sorrow at that but another person is unaware of. the first one's experiences
1
2

Musnad Ahmad 6-443
Ibn Majah # 3546
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similarly, if anyone goes through pain or joy, another person sitting next to him knows
nothing of that dreamer's feelings.
Furthermore, during the prophethood, the Proph~t ~J~.&l~ received wahy (revelation)
and Jibril ,..')L.ll ~ brought the message to him from Allah. However, the sahabh ~<till~.J
who sat with him at that time did not perceive nort could their eyes see Jibril ,..')L.JI~. In
spite of that, they believed in him.
The punishment in the grave is exactly like that. Whatever happens there cannot be sensed
or seen in this world by our eyes. Hence, we must believe that whatever Allah and His
Messenger ~ J~.111 ~ have said about punishment in the grave is true and a fact.
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125. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~~~.J 1 narrated that the Prophet ~J~.&l~ said,
11
The Muslim, when he is asked in the grave, testifies that there is no God but Allah
and that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger. And this is as Allah's words assert:
.!.~

J
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J
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,

JJ.il4
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~~I J_5 ~.lll ~~I ~l!ll
I_;.:.At ~.J.ll ill I'!. ;t1
(Allah confirms those who believe with the firm word in the life of this world and
in the hereafter} (14:27)
.
And in another version as reported from the Prophet ~J~~~. he said about (~4!
~ill,~jii~lpl~~') {Allah confirms ... } (as in foregoing lines). 111t is revealed concerning
punishment in the grave. The deed is asked, 'who is-your Lord?' He say, 'My Lord is
Allah. And my Prophet is Muhamamd."2
COMMENTARY: The firm word in the verse means the kalimah shahadah. It has the
answers to the three questions that are put to a believer in his grave. 'who is your Lord?'
Who is the Messenger?' 'What is your religion?'
The verse means that if anyone has faith and Islam in his heart then Allah opens the doors
to His mercy for them in this world and the next. He makes from stead fast in this world
even in the face of stiff trials. In the next, they will be showered with blessings and in the
barzakh, they give correct answers.
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His Kunya was Abu Umarah: He was an ansar resident of Madinah. He could not participate in the
battle of Badr because the Prophet ~.J ~..ill u1- disallowed him because of young age. He took part
in the battle of uhud.
2
Bukhari # 1369, Muslim# 7374-2871, Tirmidhi # 3131, Abu Dawud # 4750, Nasa'i # 2057, Ibn Majah
# 4269, Musnad Ahmad 4-282
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126. Sayyiduna Anas ~ <4.LI~?.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# .tl:A ~ said,
"When someone is put in his grave and his people turn away from him, he hears the
sound of their (retreating) sandals two angels come to him and make him sit up and
ask him what was it that you thought of this man - of Muhammad?' AS for the
believer, he says, 'I bear witness that he is Allah's servant and His Messenger." So,
it is said to him, 'Look at your dwelling in hell that Allah has replaced for you with
a dwelling in paradise.' So, he sees them both at once. And as for the hypocrite and
the disbeliever, he is hypocrite and the disbelieve, he is asked, 'What was it that
you said about this man?' He says, 'I do not know. I used to say what the (other)
people said.' He is told, 'Neither did you recognize nor did you read the Quran, and
he is beaten with iron hammers. So he shrieks a shriek that is heard by whoever is
near to him, except human beings and jinn."1
.
COMMENTARY: When the relatives and friends of the dead person return after burying
him, Allah gives him the faculty of hearing and he hears their retreating footsteps. The
Munkar and Nakir visit him in the grave. Among the questions that they ask him, is one
about the Prophet ·~J"-:k-..l:l~. A perfect believer gives a correct answer but an unbeliever
cannot give an answer and their respective destinations are shown to thetn.
As for the question about Prophet ~J"-:k-ihl~ Muhammad ~J"-:k-~1 ~, it could be a simple
reference to him because of his fame, or a picture of him could have been shown in which
case a believer's longing for death would be a great good fortune when he sees the Prophet
~J"-:k-1.~. There is a mighty glad tidings in this for the lovers of the Prophet ~J~.&!~.
The Hadith speaks of the shrieks of the disbelievers that man and jinn cannot hear.
Actually, they are required to believe in the unseen. If they heard it then that would no
longer be the unseen. Besides, if they could observe the conditions in the grave then they
would be overcome with fear to such an extent that they would cease to attend to their
worldly pursuits.
The Hadith says nothing about the believers who commit sin. Such a believer gives an
answer similar to the answer of the perfect believer but he does not receive similar tidings
and has a lower rank. The Islamic Scholars say that he also gets some punishment though
Allah may forgive him altogether.

1

Bukhari # 1338, Muslim # 70-2870, Nasa'i # 2051, Abu Dawud # 3231, Tirmidhi # 1073 (similar)
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127. Sayyiduna Abdullah \bn Umar ~411~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~
~J ~ said, "Surely, when one of you dies, his abode is shown to him every
morning and evening. If he is among the inmates of paradise, then (his abode) in
paradise (is shown). If he is among the inmates of hell, then (his abode) in hell is
shown to him. It is said, 'This is your abode. (wait for it) till Allah raises you to
Him on the day_ of resurrection."t

128. Sayyidah Ayshah ~411<.F; narrated that a jewess visited her. She mentioned
the punishment in the grave and said· to her "May Allah preserve you from the
punishment in the grave." Then Sayyidah Ayshah yc. .tlll ~.; asked Allah's
Messenger ~J 4# ~ ~ about the punishment in the grave. He said; "Yes,
punishment in the grave is a fact." She narrated further that thereafter she never
-observed Allah's messenger ~J~~~ offer a salah without seeking in Allah from
the punishment in the grave."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah ~411<.F; did not know about the condition in the grave.
The Prophet ~J~~~ thereafter sought refuge from it to teach his people. Perhaps, he too
was informed of it by wahy when she asked him.
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129. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit ~ 411 <.F; 3 narrated that while Allah's Messenger
~J4#~~ -was riding a female mule in the garden of Banu Najjar and they were
with him, the animal shied and almost dropped him. Behold! There were six or five
graves and he asked, "Does anyone· of you know the occupiers of these graves?"

1

Bukhari # 1379, Muslim# 65-2776, Tirmidhi # 1074, Nasa'i # # 2070, Ibn Majah # 4270, Muwatta
Imam Malik# 47, Kitab ul Juna'iz, Musnad Ahmad 2-16.
2
Bukhari # 1372, Muslim# 125-586, Nasa'i # 2067, Musnad Ahmad 6-174
3
He was Ansari, Khazraji. He was the scribe who recorded the wahy. He died in 42AH or 45 AH.
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One of them knew them and the Prophet ~...J ~ ~~ ~ asked him, 11When did they
die?" He said, 11 During polytheism (meaning, in the pre-Islamic period)." He said,
11
These people are being tried in their graves. Were is not that you would stop
burying our dead, I would have prayed to Allah to let you hear their punishment in
the grave that I hear." Then he faced them and said, 11 Seek refuge in Allah from the
punishment of the fire." They played, 11We seek refuge in Allah from the
punishment of the fire." He said, 11 Seek refuge in Allah from the punishment in the
grave." They prayed, We seek refuge in Allah from the punishment in the grave."
He said, 11 Seek refuge in Allah from the trials, the apparent and the hidden." They
prayed, 11 Seek refuge in Allah from t~e trial of the dajjal." They prayed, 11We seek
refuge in Allah from the mischief of the dajjal."1
COMMENTARY: A Prophet's sense of perception is superior to that of other people. Allah
lets him see with his mind's eyes too. He perceived some dead people being punished in
their graves. He impressed on his sahabah ~ .&I u...Q.J how terrible the punishment could be.
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130. Sayiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J":k-~~
said, ''When the dead is buried two angels who are black and blue come to him .. ··
One of them is called Munkar and the other Nakir. They ask him, 'What did you
say about this man?' He say,'He is Allah's slave and His Messenger. I bear witness
that there is no God except Allah and that Muhammad is His slave and His
Messenger.' They say, 'We knew, indeed, that you would say so.' Then the place is
widened for him in his grave seventy feet in length and seventy feet in breadth and
it is illuminated for him and he is told, 'sleep!' But, he says, 'I wish to return to my
family and tell them (about how I fare).' They tell him, 'sleep like the sleep of a
newly wed, who is not awakened but by the dearest to him of his family, till Allah
resurrects him from that place.' But, if he is a hypocrite, he says, 'I had heard people
say a word, so I say like that, but I do not know.' They say 'we knew, indeed, that
you would' say so,' and the earth is told to press in on him. So, it will squeeze him
1

Muslim# 67-2867, Musnad Ahmad 5-190
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and his ribs will come together He will not cease to be punished till Allah
resurrects him from that, his place."1
COMMENTARY: When the angels say that they knew he would say so, it is either that they
are pre informed by Allah or that they read from his forehead what kind he had been. The
believer is rewarded promptly. The .believer's case is like a travellers who wishes to inform
his folk of his welfare .
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131. Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~.JJI~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
said, 11Two angels come (to the dead in his grave). They make him sit up and ask
him, 'who is your Lord?' he say, 'My Lord is Allah.' They ask him, 'What is your
religion?' He says, 'My religion is Islam.' Then they ask 'what do you know of this
man who was sent to you?' He says, 'He is Allah's Messenger.' They ask, 'How do
you know that?' He say, 'I have recited Allah's book and believe in it and confirmed
it.' That is like Allah's saying (in surah Ibrahim, verse 27):
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~LU~~~41J.:.AI:~.J.Jiilll·! :r~
{Allah confirm those who believe with the firm word ... J (till the end of the verse)
A caller will call from the heaven, 'My slave has spoken out a bed for him from
paradise, clothe him in the garments of paradise and open for him a door into
parasdise.' So, it is opened and its breeze and its sweet scent come to him through it
and it is broadened for him to the limit of sight."
As for the disbeliever, the Prophet ~J",.l~lilt~ mentioned his death and said, 11His
soul is returned to his body and two angels come to him and make him sit up. They
ask him, 'who is your Lord?' He say 'Hah hah! l do not know!' And they ask him,
1

Tirmidhi # 1073
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'what is your religion?' He says again, 'Hah, hah! I know not!' They ask him, 'what
do you say of this man who was sent to you?' He hurts out, 'Hah hahf I do not
know." A voice will call from the heaven, 'He is a liar. Lay down for him a bed of
fir.e and make him wear garments of fire, and open for him a door to the fire.' So, he
gets its heat and its bad odour. His grave is narrowed down on him so that his ribs
overlap on one another. A blind and deaf (angel) is placed over him holding an iron
hammer. If a mountain were hit with it, then it would turn into dust. He strikes him
with it once and his shriek is heard by all between east and the west but not by
mankind and jinn. He becomes dust. Then his soul is returned to him."1
COMMENTARY: In Arabic, 'hah hah' is uttered by a terrified person. He lies when he say,
'I know not!' because the word of Islam has spread all over the world from the east to west.
The angels who are deputed in the grave to award punishment to the dweller are blind and
deaf so they can neither hear him shriek nor see his plight lest they pity him.
The Hadith also discloses that the punished grave dweller is revived again and again to
make his punishment most severe. In the world, he used to reject the reality of
punishment in the grave.
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132. It is reported about Sayyiduna Uthman a.:.. 41 ~.> that whenever he stood by a
grave, he wept profusely till this beard was moistened. He was asked, "How it is
that you do not weep when paradise and hell are mentioned yet you weep because
of this (standing by the grave)?" He narrated that, indeed, Allah's Messenger ~..111~
~J had said, "surely the grave is the first stage of the stages to the hereafter. It any
one gets deliverance from here then the stages after it are easier then it." He also
narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ ~ ~ said, "I have never at all seen a sight
more terrifying than the grave."2
COMMENTARY: When a man stands at a grave he forgets the luxuries of this life and
becomes strong in faith. His heart shudders with fear of Allah and he thinks of the
hereafter and occupies hilnself in the remembrance of Allah.
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133. Sayyiduna Uthman a.:..41~.> also narrated that when the Prophet ~J~~~
finished buying the dead, he stood by the grave and said (to the people around),
1
2

Musnad Ahmad 4.287, Abu Dawud # 4753

Musnad Ahmad 1-63, Tirmidhi # 2315, Ibn Majah # 4267
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Seek forgiveness for your brother. And pray for hiDJ. to be firm and steadfast
because he is being questioned now."t
COMMENTARY: Clearly, the living should make istighfar for the dead. The prayers should

be made after burying the dead. The question of prompting the dead is not established
among the hanafis. Though it is mustahab among most of the Shafi'is and Hanafis. There is
a Hadith narrated by Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~41c..FJ transmitted by Suyuti 41~.) in Jama
ul Jawami from Tabarani and also by Ibn Najjar, Ibn Asakir and Daylami. It is that the
Prophet ~J4#~~ said, "When one of you dies and you have buried him, let a man among
you stand at the side of his head and say, '0 So and so son of so and so.' The dead person
hears him but gives no answer. The man must say again, '0 so and so Son of so and so.'
This time the dead say, 'May Allah have mercy on you, speak what you wish to tell me.'
But you do not hear him. This man must now say, '0 so and so! Remember the Kalimah on
which you departed from this world. It is {4lJ""JJo~I~~J'J.illl':ll411':1) (Ia ilaha illAllahu wa anna
Muhammad Abdahu wa rasuluh) - there is no God but Allah dlld Muhammad is His
servant and Messenger. You were pleased that Allah is your Lord, Muhammad ~J4#.iill~ is
your Messenger and the Qur'an is your guide and leader.' When these words are spoken
(the angels) Munkar and Nakir say to one and another, after holding their hands, 'Let us go
from this person. What have we to do with him because he is being prompted on behalf of
Allah?"' Someone asked Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&'~, "0 Messenger of Allah, what if we
do not know the name of the dead person's mother? To whom should we ascribe him?" He
said, "Ascribe him to (Sayyidah) Hawwa ...oj....JI~ who is the mother of all of us."
Moreover to prompt the dead, stand at the side of the head of the grave and recite surah alBaqarah up to (u~) (verse:S) and from (J.JU~)I ~i) to the end of this surah (verses: 285286). If the entire Qur'an is recited then that is the best of all (prompting). Some Islamic
Scholars go to the extent of saying that if any religious issue is mentioned there, then that
too is a means of excellence and Divine mercy descending.
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134. Sayyidun Abu Sa'eed ~ 41 ~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger said 11Ninetynine scorpions are set out·against a disbeliever is his grave. They bite and sting him
till the last hour. Were one of these scorpions to exhale over the earth, it would not
grow any vegetation."2
SECTION III
~!lil1j..4iii
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1

Abu Dawud # 3221
Darami # 2815, Musnad Ahmad 3-38, and Tirmidhi # 2448 part of a lengthy Hadith with 'seventy'
scorpions instead of 'ninety nine'
2
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135. Sayyiduna Jabir ~odli~.J narrated that they went with Allah's Messenger f:.,~
~J~ to Su' d ibn Mu' adh ~~~~.J when he died. When Allah's Messenger ~J~~~
had offered the funeral salah over him and he was placed in his grave and it was
levelled over him, Allah's Messenger glorified Allah (saying, Subhan Allah) and
they too glorified Allah for long. (This was the tasbih). Then, he extolled Allah
(saying, AllahuAkbar) and they also extolled Allah. (This was the takbir) They
asked him, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, why did you glorify Allah and extol him?" He
said, 11The grave had closed in on this righteous slave till Allah made it spacious for
him (because of our tasbih and takbir)."1
COMMENTARY: Tasbih and takbir are a means of turning Allah's wrath into mercy and
compassion. He opens the doors to His mercy and blessings because of these sacred words.
Therefore, it is mustahab to call the takbir when facing fear and terror or on observing
something fearful. The more tasbih and takbir are recited, the more one attains nearness to
Allah keeps away from worldly trials and tribulations as also from Divine wrath.
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136. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~...J~f:.,~ said,
11
He is one for whom the throne shook, for whom the gates of heaven were opened
and seventy thousand angels attended his funeral. The grave was cramped on him
(in spite of that)m but soon it was expanded (and made spacious) for him."2
(He was sa'd ibn Mu' adh. ~odll~.J)

137. Sayyidah Asma bint Abu Bakr ~~~~.J 3 narrated that Allah's Messenger~~
~J4# stood up to deliver a sermon. He mentioned the trial in the grave which one
would face. When he spoke of it, the Muslims began to cry loudly. (li;.18 much is
1

Musnad # 3-360
Nasa'i # 2055
3
She was the glorious daughter of Sayyiduna Abu Bcakr ,.jc. ..lsi ~J wife of Zubayr ibn Awwam ~J
,.jc. ..lsi and mother of Abdullah ibn Zubayr ,.jc. ..lsi ~J. She was ten years the elder of her sister, Ayshah
Y:, ..lsi ~J. She had embraced Islam in Makkah and died there at the age of 110 Years.
2
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what Bukhari transmitted but Nasa'i has more;) Their crying made her unable to
follow the words of Allah's Messenger ~J~~~. So, when they calmed down, she
asked a man near to her, "May Allah be merciful to you, what did Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~~ say at the conclusion of his address?" The man narrated that
he said, "It is revealed to me, indeed, that you will be tried in the grave nearly in
the same way as the fitnah of the dajjal."1
COMMENTARY: Both kinds of trials are equally serious and difficult. May Allah show us
mercy and preserve us from these trials.
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138. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.&~.)narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~ said, "when the
dead person is placed in the grave (and it is covered over him), he is shown the sun
at its time of setting. He sits up, rubs his eyes and says, 'Let me offer the salah."'2
COMMENTARY: A righteous believer will remember the salah even in his grave. When the
Munkar and Nakir come to him to put their questions, he asks to be allowed to offer the
salah before that. Or, he speaks those words after the questioning session presuming that
he is with his family. Thu~ anyone who is regular at the salah which he has never missed
will behave according to his habit and remember his salah even in the grave.
The representation of sunset in the grave is in keeping with his resemblance to a traveller
who is alone and ends up at an alien place in the evening. It is like the evening of a stranger.
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139. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.,J,I~J narrated that the Prophet ~J•#.&'~ said,
1
2

Bukhari # 1373, Nasai, with the addition # 2062.
Ibn Majah # 4272.
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,,The dead person comes to his grave where he is made to sit up. He is neither
terrified nor disturbed. He is asked about the religion that he had followed. He
says, 'I fo~lowed Islam.' He is asked, 'who is this man?' He says, 'Muhammad!
Allah's M.essenger. He came to us with clear signs from Allah and we confirmed
him. Then he is asked, 'Have you seen Allah?' He says 'No one can see Allah.' An
opening is carved out for him towards hell. He looks at it, some of its portions
overlapping its other portions and he !5 told, 'Look at what Allah has saved you
from.' Another opening is made for him towards paradise and he looks at its
freshness and its contents. It is said to him, 'This is your resting place, for, you had
faith on which you died and on which you will be resurrected, insha Allah, ta'ala.
And, the wicked person is made to sit up in his grave, terrified and disturbed. He is
asked, 'What religion did you follow?' He say, 'I do not know.' Next he is asked,
1
Who is this man?' He say, 'I had heard people say something which I repeated.' An
opening is made for him towards paradise and he looks at its freshness and its
contents. He is told, ,Look at what Allah has turned away from you.' Another
opening is made for him towards hell and he looks at it, parts of it crushing each
other. He is told, 1This is your abode for the doubt you harboured in your mind and
on which you died and on which you will b"· resurrected, Insha Allah, ta' ala.' "t

CHAPTER-V
DEPENDENCE ON THE BOOK AND THE SUNNAH

~f..~.! 1;yl:~ lii l..a~l ~ l~l~

Kitab or the Book is Allah's Book, the Quran. Sunnalt means the Prophet ~J~~~
saying, deeds and circumstances .. These together are Haditlz and are called Shari' ah,
Tariqah and Haqiqah.
SECTION I
jji'j.;Jil

,,

. ~"" -:
""~'
<~~)-.uJ.'9~~lA
140. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .tl!l ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, ,,If·
anyone introdu,?il in this our religion something that is not there then it is rejected."2
COMMENTARY: The behef 3nd faith of a believer and a Muslim is .firm and strong. It is to
pursue the path shown by the ~uran and the sunnah with full conviction and to remain
within the limits prescribed by Shari' ah. This is a true path of success and good fortune. If
anyone introduced ways that are contradictory to the objectives of Shari' ah or are
incompatible with the Quran and sunnah then his faith and belief are very weak and this
thing opposes the call of Islam.
The Hadith calls these people rejected.3 They bring new things to Islam. The \.~rords of the
Hadith indicate that there is no censure for introducing such t~ings as are not aga~~t the
1

Ibn Majah # 4268.
Bukhari # 2697, Muslim# 17-1718, Abu Dawud # 4tJ0u, ibn Majah # 14, Musnad Ahmad 6-270.
3
Thus, the text of the Haditlt accommodates both meanings for the word (,.loa). The pronoun could be
'it' or 'he' meaning that the innovation is rejected or the innovator is rejected.
2
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objectives of the Book and the sunnah. They are not rejected.
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141. Sayyiduna Jabir ~d.Ll<.f".,~ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..ld~ said, 11To
proceed; The best word is the Book of Allah, and the best guidance is that which is
taught by ~Muhammad, and the worst of things is new things in religion. Every
bid'ah (innovation) is 'to go astray.' "t
COMMENTARY: Perhaps the Prophet ~_,~.1!1 ~ was delivering a sermon and must have
begun with Allah's praise before saying 'aroma bad' (to proceed). Then he spoke his words.
Bid'ah are innovations meaning those things that were not found in the Prophet's ~~~
~J times, but were brought after him during different periods of time. There are two kinds
of it; bid' ah hasanah(good innovation) and bid' ah Sayyi' ah(bad innovation), the good and
the bad innovations. They are either in conformity with the Islamic principles and not at
variance with them, or they flout the objectives of Shari'ah(divine law) and are
contradictory to the Qur' an and the sunnah(Practice of the Holy Prophet), and they mislead
and deserve Allah's and His Messenger's ttl..J4,1~.1!1 ~ wrath. The words of the Hadith; (~-4$
~".>W:.) (every innovation is 'to go astray') refer to this kind bid'ah sayyi'ah(bad innovation)
and they should be shunned.
In fact, some bid'ah are wajib, like learning grammar without which it is not possible to
understand the Quran.
Some bid' ah are haram (forbidden), like the creed and ideologies of the Qadariyah and
the Jabariyah that are contrary to the Quran and the sunah. In fact, it is a wajib bid' ah to
reject their religion.
Some bid' ah are mustahab, like setting up the Khanqah where people's hearts are oriented
t<? the true path. Or, building madrasahs, or such other things as are for the good of the
Muslims and needed at the time, though they may not have existed in the Prophet's times.
Some of the bid' ah are makruh (undesirable, detested), like decorating the copies of the
Quran and the mosques and using such methods for decorating them as are not masnun
(legalized).Some bid'ah are mubah like shaking hands in the morning which is thE
contention of Imam Shafi'I d.Ll.Y...1 but Imam Abu Hanifah .t.Ll~..1 regards it as makruh.
Imam shafi'I 41.Y...~ has evaluated bid'ah in an excellent manner. He defines bid'ah as any
innovation that is contrary to the book, the saying of the sahabah ~ 41 ~) and the
consensus of the urnmah. It is error and straying. As for those things that are not such,
there is no harm in it.
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142. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~_,4,1~.1!1 ~ said,
11
The people most hated in Allah's sight are three; one who commits evil in the
Haram, one who seek to introduce into Islam the ways of the Jahiliyah (pre Islamic
1

Musim # 43-867.
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days), and one who demands blood of a Muslim unjustly that he might shed it."t
COMMENTARY: One of these three kinds is he whom Allah has honoured with his
presence in His house, but he not only does not respect it but also perpetrates what is
unbecoming, like quarreling, hunting or violating the Shari' ah.
The other kind is blessed with faith but seeks to adopt the customs of the days of
ignorance. Examples arc wailing, taking ill omens, celebrating the Nuwruz or customs that
are un-Islarnic like anniversaries of the saint, illuminating graves, making offerings to
others than Allah, doing unsanctioned things in Muharram and on Shah bara' ah.
The third kind seeks to kill a Muslim simply to shed blood. While killing any one is a crime
in itself, when shedding blood is the· aim, the crime becomes more grave and serious.
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143. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.t.ill~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»>~
said, "Everyone of my ummah shall enter paradise, except those who reject."
Someone asked him, "Who are they who reject?" He said, "He who obeys me will
enter paradise and he who disobeys me has rejected."2
.
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J":l'-i»>j.P said, "He who disobeys me and ignores my commands
is a rebel. He is not worthy of admittance to paradise but he deserves to be punished."
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144.' Sayyiduna Jabir ~41~; narrated that some angels came to the Prophet 4Js.itJ~
~J while he was asleep. They said (to each other). Surely, there is an example for
your friend. Do coin for him the example." Some of them said, "He is asleep." Some
others said, "The eyes sleep but the heart is awake." They said, 11 His example is as
the example of a man who builds a house and hosts a feast therein for which he
sends round a person to invite (guests). So he who responds to the inviter, enters
the house and partakes of the food. But, he who does not respond will not enter the
house a~d will not eat the food." They ·said, ''Make it clear that he may understand
it." Some of H~em said, 11 He is asleep," but some others said, "Though the eyes
sleep, yet the heart is awake." And, they explained, 'The house is paradise. The
invit~r is Muhammad. He who obeys him obeys Allah but he who disobeys him,
1
2

Bukhari # 6882.
Bukhari # 7280, Musnad Ahmad 2-361.
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disobeys Allah. And, Muhammad distinguishes between the people."1
COMMENTARY: He who built the house and threw a feast is Allah. The feast is the·
blessings of paradise. The Prophet ~J~iit~ is the one who distinguishes between the
infidel and the believer, false and truth, sinner and righteous.
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145. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 41 ~.) narrated that three men came to the wives of the
Prophet ~J4#~1 ~ to enquire about the (kind of) worship of the Prophet ~J4#~~.
When they were told of that, they seemed to regard that as insufficient and said,
"where do we stand in relation to the Prophet ~J4#1Jl'~? Indeed, Allah_ha'S forgiven
him his past and present sins." So, one of them resolved to stand in salah all night.
Another made up his mind to fast every day and never go without fasting. The third
bound himself to keep away from women and never marry. (Meanwhile,) the
Prophet ~J 4# ~ ~ came and asked them if they hap pledged abstinence, and he
said, "know, by Allah, I fear Allah more than you do and I am more submissive to
him than you are, but, I do fast as also go without fasting. I offer the salah and do
sleep too, and I have married woman too. He who turn away from my sunnah does
not belong to me."2
COMMENTARY: The three sahabah ~4t~J were (Sayyiduna) Ali (ibn Abu Ta'lib) ~41~.)
Uthman ibn Maz'un ~41~.) and Abdullah ibn Rawahah ~41~J. They thought that since
the Prophet ~.. 4#~~ was innocent, he need not have performed the worship which he
did. They said that the was already forgiven in he light of verse (2) of surah al-fath:

{That Allah may forgive you of your fault that which is past and that which is to come}
They decided to adopt asceticism to a certain degree to gain nearness to Allah .. However,
the Prophet ~J4#iit~ forbade them to transgress beyond the limit of worship prescribed
by Allah and His Messe~ger ~..J 4# iJJ, ~- Only that kind of worship is approved as is
prescribed by them, and that much is enough to attain nearness to Allah.
It is a kind of perfect ness for man to combine the natural demands of life with worship
and to give the rights of fellow man with the rights of Allah too. At the same time, he
must not falter in placing trust in Allah. The Prophet ~J~iJJl~ demonstrated this life
1

2

Bukhari # 7281, Tinnidhi # 2871 (similar).
Bukhari # 5063, Muslim# 5-1401.
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for others to emulate.
In conclusion, the Prophet ~J~.bl~ made it very clear, 'This is my sunnah. If any one veers
from it or exceeds it he seems to say that ~e is not satisfied and interested with it. So, he is
out of the folds of my community and has no relationship with it."
The Prophet ~J~ lil' ~ thus implied that it is not allowed to neglect the demands of the
'
worldly life and to follow monasticism.
Mawlana Shah Muhammad Ishaq 411-u-.J said, that some of the scholars cite this Hadith to
reject those people who uphold bid'ah hasanah because the.three sahabah ~odii~J had
formed intentions to engage in a kind of worship. Since that was not in keeping with
the sunnah and exceeqed that, the Prophet ~J~..1!1~ did not like it and disallowed it.
Hence, only the kind of. worship known from the Prophet ~J~.1al~ must be observed
without any additions.

146. Sayyidah Ayshah 4£ All ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&.~ did
something and gave his permission (to others) to do it. Some people, however,
abstained from it. When he came to know of it, he delivered a sermon. He praised
Allah and said, 1'What is wrong with those men who abstain from doing what I do
(and allow)? For, by Allah, I know (the pleasure and displeasure of) Allah better
than they know and I have more fear of him than they have."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~lil'~ availed of concessions allowed by the Shari'ah
(divine law)and encouraged other people to avail of them. Perhaps, someone preferred not
to benefit from that. There is much wisdom in these concessions. They allow for
weaknesses in human beings. If anyone avails of them, he sort of demonstrates his
helplessness and weakness and Allah loves this kind of con£ ssion. The Prophet ~J~a~~
said, Allah loves that concessions should be availed and facilities be seized just as He loves
th~t the lofty ideals should be chosen."
·
~
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147. Sayy!ilur..a Rafi' ibn Khadij ~.d!I~.J 2 narrated that Allah's Messenger "~,&,~
~J came to (them at) Madinah and found them pollinating the palm trees. He asked
them, "what are you doing?" They told him that they had been doing it (for long)
1
2

Bukhari # 1601, Muslim # 127.2356, Musnad Ahmad 6-45.
He was an ansari, Awsi. He died in 42 AH at the age o\ 56 years.
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and he advised them, 11 Perhaps, if you do not do it, that might be better (for you_)."
So they abandoned the practice but the produce came down and they informed him
of that. He said, 11 I am but a human being. When 1 command you concerning you
religion, take it (and obey), but when I advise you about anything on my own
(opinion), then I am merely human."1
COMMENTARY: The people of Madinah used a method of pollination for dates. They
paired the flower at a male tree with a female tree to increase their produce. The Prophet
~...y.~..1~~ said that his opinion on a worldly subject should not be bracketed with Divine
revelation and need not be followed.
The Haditlz is evidence that the Prophet's ~--J~~~ main concern was the hereafter, not this
world. He paid more attention to the affairs of religion.
According to some other aHaditlz, his words concerning this affair are:
.oS'~.);_,..o~_.okl_.o.::jl (You have more knowledge about the affairs of your world). However,
there is no doubt whatsoever that the Prophet ~J~.\1~,. was the most intellige~t of all men
in matters of religion and the world.
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148. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ <till ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 11 My
example and the example of that with which Allah has sent me is only like that of a
man who came to a people and said, '0 people! I have seen an army with my eyes.
And, indeed, I am a plain Warner! So, save yourselves! Escape!' some of his people
obeyed him and escaped by night quietly and were safe. Some other, however,
belied him and remained at their own places till the morning. The army invaded
them in the morning and killed and eliminated them. This then is the example of
one who obeys me and abides by that which I hav~ brought, and the example of one
who disobeys me and belies that which I have brought of the truth."2
COMMENTARY: The words in the Haditlz (~~~~ ~~ (J'i Uti) 'and, indeed, I am a plain
Warner!' are translated as 'an unselfish Warner' in the Urdu translation, but as a nude
Warner' in the explanation of Mazahir ul Haq (vl p196). There follows the explanation. It
was a practice among the Arabs that if anyone detected an army approaching his land, then
he would undress and place his garments on his head and shout, as he ran towards his
people , that an army wc-1s coming to them. They would prepare to defend themselves. He
was called 'a nude Warner.' Later on, however, this became an idiomatic form of warning
of any sudden and terrible accident or mishap.
This example was used by the Prophet ~... J~a~~ to give tidings of paradise to the obedient
1
2

Muslim # 140, 2362.
Bukhari # 7283, Muslim # 16.2283.
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and of punishment to the rebellious.
(The some explanation is given in Luqhatul Hadith v3 p91 under (\:>~r) for 'a naked Warner'
as in Mazahirul Haq preceding lines. However, the English translations of Bukhari and
Muslim by Dr. Mahmood Muhsin Khan and Abdul Hamid Siddiqi of Darus Salaam and
Sh. Muhammad Ashra respectively, have 'a plain Warner.') ·
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149. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayra ~~~~..~narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~.}.P
said, "My example is that of a man who kindles a fire. When it lit all around it, the
mot has and these other insects, that fall in the fire, drop into it. He tried to prevent
them but they (did not cease to fall and) prevailed over him and dropped into the
fire. So do I pull you by your girdles from the Fire (of hell) but you go on falling
into it." (This is as Bukhari transmits. Muslims has the like of it but adds after it:)
The Prophet ~J~k'.}.P said, 11 that is my example and yours. I continue to pull you
by you girdles from hell, 'come away from the fire! Come away from the fire! But
you prevail over me and rush into it."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~.}.P means to say that he has made it very clear what
the unlawful and forbidden things are. However, like mot!1s and butterflies that
persistently drop into the fire, you continue to do the forbidden things and the undesirable,
and so advance towards the Fire of hell, not heading my efforts to prevent you.
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150. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~~~~..~narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~.}.P said,
uThe similitude of what Allah has sent me with of guidance and knowledge is like
heavy rain that fell on a piece of land. Part of the land was good and absorbed the
water to produce much herbage and pasture. Part of it had hardness and it retained
the water which Allah cause people to profilt, so they drank it, gave to drink and
sowed seed. Some of the rain fell on such part of the land as was flat and could not
hold the water or produce herbage. These are the examples of: (the first two) one
1

Bukhari # 6483, Muslim# 18-2284, '""'irmidhi # 2883, (Shorter), Musnad Ahmad 2/244.
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who understand Allah's religion and acquires advantage from what Allah. has sent
me with and learn and teaches other people; and (the last) is like him who heeds it
no~ and accepts not Allah's guidance with which I am sent."1
COMMENTARY: The Hadith mentions two kinds of people: who derive benefit from

religion and who do not profit from it. So is the piece of land of two kinds; that which uses
the water to advantage and that which gets no good from the water. The piece of land that
gains advantage from the water is also of two kinds; the one that grows herbage and the
other that does not grow any of it.
In the same way, those who derive benefit from religious knowledge are of two kinds: one
who is a scholar as well as a worshipper (who puts his knowledge to practice) and is a faqh
Ourist), and a teacher, being like the piece of land that absorbs the water to ·gain benefit
itself and to cause others to benefit, and also to grow grass. This scholar and worshipper is
like that. The second kind is a scholar and a teacher but not a worshipper and jurist; he is
like the earth that accumulates water and people use the water. Or the earth that absorbs
water and grows grass. It is like the mujtahid (who makes independent judgement) who
acquires knowledge, interprets rules, benefits himself and lets others benefit.
The earth that retains water is like the scholars of Hadith who learn Hadith and transmit
their knowledge in Toto to other people.
The third person is haughty who does not bow his head before Allah's religion, nor pays
heed to religious knowledge, nor to the message of Allah and His Messenger. He performs
f!O deeds nor spreads knowledge. He may follow any religion. He is like the barren earth
that neither absorbs water nor retains it, nor grows any thing.
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151. Sayyidah Ayshah yc. All ~.; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~k~~ recited
·
(the verse 7 of surah Aal lmran):
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{He is Allah who has revealed to you the Book some of its verses are of established
meaning} up to
~..
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{and none is admonished but men of understanding.}
She then narrated that he said, 11When you2 see that people stick to the verses in it
that are allegorical, they are the ones whom Allah has named, so beware of them."3
COMMENTARY: The entire verse is
1

Bukhari # 79, Muslim# 15.2282, Musnad Ahmad 4-399.
meaning Ayshah ~ ~~ ~J, but Muslim has the masculine plural (~fj) 'you all'.
3
Bukhari # 4547, Muslim # 1-2665, Abu Dawud # 4598, Ibn Majah # 47, Darimi # 145.
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{He is Allah who has r~vealed to you the Book, some of its verses are perspicuous
(of established meanings) - they are the substance of the Book - and others are
allegorical. So those in whose hearts is perversity follow the part thereof that is
alleg9rical, seeking (to cause) discord while searching its interpretation. But none
knows its interpretation except Allah. And those who are firmly rooted in
knowledge say, 'we believe therein, the whole of it is from our Lord.' And none is
admonished but men of understanding} (3:7)
There are two kinds of verses in the Quran: those verses whose meaning is clear without
any cqncealed understatement or doubt, and verses whose meaning is not apparent and
only Allah knows their true meaning, like; (~J,;i~l~) {The hand of Allah is above their
hands} (48:10), and so on.
Those people who are pious and righteous and whose hearts are bright with the light of faith
and conviction, they not only understand the meaning and interpretation of the muhkamat
or perspicuous verses but also believe in them. They also believe in the mutashabihat or
allegorical and leave their real meaning to Allah alone. He alone is the knower.
However, those whose hearts swerve from the truth and whose minds stray, they probe the
allegorical. They offer their own interpretation. Not only are they misled but they also
mislead others.
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152. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ .d!l ~) narrated that one midday, he visited
Allah's Messenger. He heard the voices of two men arguing about a verse and he
came out to them, anger it large on his face. He said, 11Those who preceded you
perished only because of their disagreement about the Book (of Allah)."t
COMMENTARY: This refers to differing in such a way as to create doubts in the hearts or
weaken faith or cause dissension within the community leading to enmity and to
disbelief and bid'ah. Its examples are; disagreeing on the Quran itself, altering its
meaning, etc. Clearly, neither is it allowed to make ijtihad on these things nor to differ on
them. However, the differences of opinion of the mujtahids are correct and are a means
of Allah's mercy and a comprehension of religion and Shari' ah. This kind of ijtihad was
known among· the sahabah ~ .d!l ~J. It was beneficial and innumerable problems were
solved and rulings ~educted.
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Muslim # 2-2666.
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153. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~4.ill~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 1»1~
~ J ~ said, "The most nasty of the Muslims among the Muslims is he who asks
about something that was not forbidden but was pronounced as disallowed because
of his question."1
COMMENTARY: This is about those who asked questions out of rebellion, or because of
hypocrisy like the question of the Banu Isra'il to Prophet Musa ...o')LJI ~ about the cow.
However, this does not forbid asking genuine questions to gain knowledge. This kind of
enquiries earn reward for the seeker.
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154. Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»>_;..., said, "There
will be during the last days deceivers and liars who will bring to you such aHadith
as neither you nor your forefathers will have heard. So beware of them that they
might not lead you astray nor put you in trial."2
COMMENTARY: Some deceivers will appear towards the last era who will pretend to be pious
scholars. They will claim to lead men to Allah's religion and will invent false aHadith and teach
wrong conunands and wrong beliefs. Muslims must avoid them and the innovators.
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155. Abu Hurayrah ~<dll~.J narrated that the people of the Book read the Torah in
Hebrew but expounded it to the Muslims in Arabic. So, Allah's Messenger ~1»1~
~J said, ''Neither uphold nor reject people of the Book but

~~ l::~!J}l LAJJJ ~ liot IJJ_;i
(Say, 'we believe in Allah and that which has been revealed to us ... } (the entire
verse 136 of al baqarah)3
COMMENTARY: The entire verse (2:136):
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Bukhari # 7289, Muslim# 132-2358, Abu Dawud # 4610, Musnad Ahmad 1-179.
Muslim# 7-7, Musnad Ahmad 2-349.
3
Bukhari # 7542.
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{Say; 'we believe in Allah and that which has been revealed to us and that which
was revealed to Ibrahim and Isma'il and Ishaq and Ya'qub and the tribes, and that
which Mus a and Easa were given from their Lord; we differentiate not bel ween any
of them, and to Him we submit in Islam.J
The Prophet's ~J~~~ words mean that if the people of the Book (the Jews) translate and
expound the Torah to you, then do not belie them but do not corroborate them either.
Rather, you should recite the verse (136) of surah al-Baqarah.
They should not be confirmed because they were given to tamper with the Book of Allah
and could have distorted the portion recited to you. Also, they should not be belied
because after all that is the Divine Book ad true, and they could have presented the
correct text before you.
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156. Abu Hurayrah ~.JJiu~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, ''This
lie is enough for a man that he narrates everything he hears."1
COMMENTARY: Even if any one does not lie but relays to others everything he hears
without verifying it, then that is enough lie from him. To pass on whatever is told is the
first step to falsehood. The meaning is that one should not circulate without finding out the
vet:acity of that which one hears.
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157. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..J~~~ said,
"Every Prophet whom Allah sent to his people before me had among them his
disciples and companions. They abided by his sunnall and obeyed his commands.
They were succeeded later by those who said that which they did not practice and
did what they were not commanded to do. So, he who strives against these people
with his hand is a believer. He who campaigns against them with his tongue is a
believer. He who censures them in his heart is a believer. But, after that there is not
faith even as much as a grain of mustard seed."2
COMMENTARY: The jihad (or striving) with the hand is very obvious. The jihad (or
campaigning) with the tongue is to warn and disallow people from pursuing false beliefs and
describing their wrongs. The jihad with the hearts is to realize the evil of the false beliefs and
wrong deeds as contradict the true religion, and to detest their perpetrators at heart.
1
2

Muslim# 5-5, Abu Dawud # 4992.
Muslim# 80-50 Musnad Ahmad (part of it) 1-458.
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However, if anyone is so indifferent as not even to consider evil as bad then clearly his
heart is without even a faint light of faith. It is tantamount to being pleased with it and at
par with disbelief.
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158. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.clll~
said, ''H anyone invites people to the right path then he earns a reward like the
rewards of those who follow him without their rewards being diminished. And, if
anyone invites other people to wrong doing then he earns a sin like the sins of
those who toe his line (willingly or unwillingly) without their sins being reduced."t
COMMENTARY: The people who obey get their reward because of their deeds and the
reward of the inviter will be for his preaching. The some applies to those who promote
indecency and those who follow them.
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159. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~Ji,~
said, "Islam began in obscurity (or poverty) and will return to holv it began. So
blessed are those few (who stick to it)."2
COMMENTARY: The Muslims in early Islam were poor and had to forsake their native
land and emigrate to a strange or foreign land. The same thing will happen in the end. So
the poor are fortunate who will remain steadfast as Muslims.
The sunan Ibn Majah gives another interpretation too: At its. advent, it was deemed to be a
strange affair with beliefs and practices very alien to those then prevailing in Arabia. Then
they were accepted. Towards the end, most of the Muslims will abandon tlie obligations
prescribed by Islam and only a negligible minority will stick to the religion. Most people
will regard the Shari' ah( divine law) as out-dated and impracticable. Islam will thus revert
to obscurity or a strange affair.'3
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160. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah d$4LI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~ said,

1

Muslim# 15,16-2674, Tirmidhi # 2683, Abu Dawud # 4609, Ibn Majah # 206, Musnad Ahmad 1/397,
Nasai # 856, Maalik Muwatta 159-41.
2
Muslim# 232-145, Tirmidhi # 2638, Ibn Majah # 3986, Musnad Ahmad 2/389.
3
Ibn Majah, Vol5, 303, translated by Muhammad Tufail Ansari, Kazi publication (Hadith # 3986).
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Faith will shrink back to Madinah just like the snake that shrinks back to its hole."t
COMMENTARY: The running away of the Muslims from the oppressive designs of the
enemies of Islam and their remaining firm on Islam is likened by the Prophet~J~.\1~ to a
snake. Relative to other animals and reptiles, it is quicker and recoils to its hole. Then it
cannot be taken out of its hole easily. The Prophet's ~J"#.ii'~ words refer to the beginning
of the hijrah, or perhaps to the last era when only very few Muslims will remain and they
too will recoil to Madinah.
The Hadith of Abu Hurayrah ~ .dll c_F; (...o5:EJ5l4 J .i~) is inshaallah at # 2505, and of
Mu'awiyah ~41~; (and Jabir ~41u"'; # 6285 Gahir's i.s missing)
SECTION II
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161. Sayyiduna Rabi'ah Jurashi ~41~; 2 narrated that the Prophet ~J~.ii~~ saw a
heavenly visitor (in his dream). He was told to let his eyes sleep, ears hear and heart
fathom. He then confirmed that his eyes slept ears heard and heart comprehended,
as he was told, 11 A chief built a house and arranged a feast for which he sent an
inviter. Whoever responds to the inviter (positively) will enter the house, partake of
the feast and earn the chief's pleasure. But, he who does not respond to the inviter
will not enter the house and not eat the feast and will earn the chief's displeasure."
He expounded in thus: Allah is the chief. Muhammad is the one who is deputed to
invite, the house is Islam and the feast refers to paradise.3
COMMENTARY: The meaning of the angel's words is that he should listen to the
similitude with full attention. The house- Islam- is the means of entering paradise.
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162. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi ~.Jll~; 4 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.iil~ said,
11
let me not find one of you saying, while he is reclined on his coach and receives
1

Bukhari # 1876, Muslim# 233-1470, Tirmidhi (ike it and Mashkab's # 170) # 2639, Ibn Majah # 3111,
Musnad Ahmad 2/286.
2
He was Ibn- Nabighah or Ibn Amr. Whether he was a sahabi or not is not certain.
3
Darami # 11.
4
Abu Rafi was his kunyah and Aslam his name. He could not participate in the Battle of Badr. He
died during the Khalifah if Sayyiduna Ali~ ...111 ~J as er Suyuti's report.
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my words in which I have commanded or forbidden something, 'I do not know.
That which we find in Allah's Book we follow." 1
COMMENTARY: 'Reclining on his couch' means 'sitting haughtily.' No one should be slack
in seeking knowledge or Haditlz and should not give up religious learning. He should not
say out of ignorance, about any of the Prophet's ~J "# .&1 j.-1' commands that is not
expounded in the Quran that he would not recognize anything other then Allah's Book and
would not abide by any other thing. The Prophet ~J ~ 1»1 ~ has thus foretold of such
people who will lock insight to see deep into the secrets of the Quran's meanings and will
be dubious about his commands.
These people will suppose that the injunctions of religion and Shariah depend only the
Quran. They have no sense and do not realize that most of the rulings ~d injunctions are
not found in the Quran but are found explicitly only in the Haditlt. The Islamic Scholars
hold that, like the Quran, Hadith too is evidence and authority, because just as the Qur' an
was revealed to the Prophet~,~~~' so the sciences and awareness of Hadith were sent to
him from Allah. Both are wahy or revelation.
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163. Sayyiduna Miqdam ibn Ma'dikarib 6..:.&o 4.11 ifl'-> 2 narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~ J 4:#- kl ~ said, "Know, I have been given the Qur'an and with it
something like it. Know! The time is around when a man putting his back on his
couch will declare, 'Stick to this Quran. Whatever you find in it pronounced
permissible, take it to be permitted. Whatever you find in it pronounced as
forbidden, take it to be disallowed.
But everything that Allah's Messenger has forbidden is like what Allah has
disallowed Not permissible to you are the domestic ass, beasts of prey with fangs,
the luqtah (found property) of a confederate (those with whom you have a
covenant) unless its owner gives it up. If a guest comes to a people then they must
serve him, and if they do not do so, he may seize from them what would be equal to
the hospitality due from them."3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~...J~li!lj.-1' said that like the Quran, the Hadith too is revealed
to him. However, the Qur'an is clear wahy while the Hadith is the concealed wahy. Hence,
it is obligatory to abide by both. By way of example, he also said, 'the prohibition of certain
1

Tirmidhi # 2672, Abu Dawud # 4605, Ibn Majah # 13, Musnad Ahmad 6-8.
His Kunyah was Ma' dikarib. He died in Shaam in 87Ah at the age of 91 years. ~ .tlal ~.J.
3
Abu Dawud # 4604. Trimidhi # 2670, Ibn Majah # 12, Darami # 586 till Allah has disallowed.'
2
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things is not mentioned in the Quran but I have me11tioned them to be forbidden.' It is
necessary to respect that and it is wajib too to obey.
The confederate is a mu' ahid who is a disbeliever with whom a covenant of peace is
concluded. He could be a dhimmi or otherwise. His luqtah is disallowed unless it is a very
insignificant thing without which he can do. (This is what is found on the thorough fares).
A guest can demand a host's hospitality, provided he is helpless and in dire need.
However, it is merely mustahab but not fard for a host to entertain him. It is also said that
this command was operative in early Islam and later it was annulled.
I
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164. Sayyiduna lrbad ibn Sariyah ~ 4111 ~J 1 narrated that Allah's ~J ~ 1»1 .J--'
Messenger stood up (among them to deliver a sermon) and said, 11 ls it that one of
you, as he reclines himself on a couch, imagines that Allah has not disallowed
anything beyond what is (forbidden) in this Qur'an? Know! By Allah, I have
commanded, admonished and disallowed many things as many as are mentioned in
the Quran or more. And, surely. Allah has not permitted you to go into the houses
of the people of the Book without permission, to beat their women or to eat their
fruit once they have given you that which is due on them."2
COMMENTARY: In this Haditlt, the Prophet ~J ~ 1»1 ~ disallows forced entry into the
homes of the people of the.Book, harassing them and their families. He also disallows the
taking away of their properties if they have paid the jizyah. This is to emphasize that the
Prophet's ~J .•t-1.~ commands, though not found in the Qur'an always, are to be obeyed
and one cannot argue th~t because the Quran i~ silent about them, so they are not wajib
(bound to be obeyed).

1

His Kunyah was Abu Najih. He was a Sulami and one of the ahl usuffah. M?.r:y tabi'un narrated
from him. He died in /5 l;H.
2
Abu Dawud # 3050.
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165. Sayyiduna Irbad ibn Sariyah ~41~.) narrated that, Allah's Messenger ~J"~,&,~,p
led them through the salah, one day, before facing them. Then he delivered an eloquent
sermon (an admonition) that brought tears to the eyes and fear to the hearts. A man
submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, it is like the admonition of one who takes leave, so
do advise us." He said, "I instruct you to observe taqwa (fear) of Allah, and to listen and
obey, even if a black slave (is your ruler. Those of you who survive after me will
r,observe many discords. So, you must adhere to my suttnah and the sunnalt of the
· rightly-guided caliphs. Hold firmly to that and bite that with your molar teeth.l
Beware· of new things in affairs, because every new thing is a bid'ah (an
·
innovation),. and every bid'ah is an error." 2
COMMENTARY: The Hadith says that it is absolutely necessary to obey the Muslhn ruler
unless he promotes anything contradicting Shari'ah. "To bite that with molar teeth' is to
cling to it unyieldingly.
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· 166. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas' ud ~.dli~.F) narrated that Allah's Messenger ,&,~
~J~ drew a line for them and said, "This is the path of Allah." Then, he drew
many lines to its right and left and said, "These are paths on each of which is a
devil who invites people to it." The Prophet ~J~,&,~ then recited:

(~Yl)(&J.'Jli I~:;==,: &1~ lll..._L>lj)
{And know! This is my path, the straight one. So follow it ... ) (6:153)3
COMMENTARY: The first line represented the straight path of true beliefs. The other lines

stood for the straying lines of the devils.
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167. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amir ....:c. .&1 c.s~.J narrated that Allah's MessP~ger ...~ All uk
rL., said, 11None of your believes till his desire~ are subservient to what 1 have brought."4
(Nawawi said: This is a sound hadith. We have transmitted it in Kitab ul Hujjah
with a strong ishnad)
COMMENTARY: A person is said to have a perfect faii:h if he follows religion and Shari' ah
(divine law) resolutely and is convinced of their truth. All his deeds are perfectly and
willingly done. This is possible only after his mind and heart are completely void of filthy,
~vii desir~s and !Jright with the sacred Divine light. The saintly men attain this degree.
1

'bite that.. .. teeth'; stick fast to it.
Musnad Ahmad 4-126, Abu Dawud # 4607, and Tirmidhi # 2685 Ibn Majah # 42, Darami # 95 (but
the two before it are without mention of salah).
3
Musnad Ahmad 1/435, Darami # 202, Ibn Majah # 11(similar).
4
Baghawi in Sharah us sunnah # 104.
2
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168. Sayyiduna Bilal ibn Harith al Muzani 4;S. .iil1 ~J 1 narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J o~.,U. lilt~ said, "If any one revives a sunnah of my sunnahs that had
become unknown after me, then for him is a reward like the rewards of those who
abide by it without their rewards being deducted in the least. And, if anyone
introduces a misleading bid'ah with which Allah and His Messenger are not
pleased, then against him is a sin like the sins of those who practice it without their
burdens being softened in anyway."2
COMMENTARY: The word sunnah in this hadith applies to a religious act which can be a
fard, wajib or any other. Examples are the Friday salah which many people neglect,
shaking hands and other such things as are abandoned these days. If they are revived,
innumerable pieties can be earned.

-o.:t&,!.£~1.!.£
, ....!£.·.JJJI~··.J
_i',.f,!.£i.;_u.t.JI
...... (r'\<\)
,, . .....,..- ,_,.., v-- ..J~
":;'-, , • -":;'-~....,-• ~ &I"
.J_).J
169. Ibn Majah transmitted this hadith (# 169) from Kathir ibn Abdullah ibn Amr
from his father from his grandfather. 3
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170. S.-..:r.'iduna Amr ibn Awf "'~i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""'J~i»1~
said, 11The religion will shrink back to the Hijaz just as a snake shrinks back to its
hole. And the religion w!!l seck refuge in the Hijaz just as a wild goat seek refuge
in the mountain top. The religion began as poor and will return to poverty. Hence,
blessed are the poor who rectify what the. people corrupt in my sunnah after me."4
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1

His kunyah was Abu Abdur Rahman. Finally, he had taken up residence in Busrah. He died during
the closing era of Mu' awiyah ,..lc. All ~.; in 90 AH at the age of 80 years.
2
Tirmidhi # 2686.
3
Ibn Majah # 210.
4
Tirmidhi # 2639.
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171. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr 4:~-iii'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""-'"~.iil~~.p

said, "The same things will be faced by my ummah as the Banu Isra'il went through
like a shoe compare with (its pairing) shoe, to the extent that if anyone among them
approached his mother openly (with evil intent), there will be one in my ummah who
would do that. The Banu lsra'il divided into seventy two sects and my ummah will
divide into seventy three sects, all of whom will go to hell, save one sect." They (the
sababah(Companions of Prophet)) ":so .iil1 ~; asked, "Who ire they, 0 Messenger of
Allah?" He said, "(They who are on) what I am on and my companions (are on)."l
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172. The version of Ahmad and Abu Dawud from Mu'awiyah (of the foregoing) has;
"Seventy two in hell and one in paradise. And it is of Jama'ah (the community). And
people will come forth from my ummah in whom desires will flow as hydrophobia
flows in one who is afflicted with it spreading through every vein and joint." 2
COMMENTARY: The comparison with the Banu Isra'il is that this ummah will become like

them and hold similar beliefs and do deeds as they had done.
Reference to mother implies the step-mother, and to 'my urnrnah' alludes to those who are
t~ought to be Muslims. In this way, 'all of them will be in hell' means they will be
consigned to it because of their false beliefs and bad deeds so that those whose beliefs and
deeds are not bracketed with the disbelievers, will serve their sentences in hell before being
taken out of it through Allah's mercy.
The people of paradise are called al-jama'ah (the community). They are the scholars, who
possess Divine awareness and men of understanding and jurists. They are a community
united for the word of truth and for religion and Shari'ah (divine law).
It is worthwhile to expound on the seventy three sects mentioned in the hadith.
There are eight great groups among the adherents of Islam.
(1) The Mu'tazillah, (2) the Shi'ah, (3) the khawarij, (4) the Murji'ah, (5) the Bukhariyah, (6)
the Jabariyah, (7) the Mushbbihan and (8) the Najiyah (or the saved).
These eight sects each have smaller divisions among the1n.
Down from the Mu'tazillah, they have respectively; twenty, twenty-two, twenty,five, three,
and the remaining have one each. The eighth Najiyah is the ahlus Sunnah aljama' ah and it
is destined for paradise.
·
As for the creed of each of these sects, they are mentio.:-ted here.
Mu'tazillah: Their contention is that a creature is creator of all his deeds, not the artisan. It
is wajib and imperative that Allah should reward the righteous and punish the wicked.
They reject the idea of the vision of Allah.

1
2

Tirmidhi # 2650.
Musnad Ahmad 4-102, Abu Dawud # 4597.
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Murji'ah: They argue that just as the pious and righteous deeds of a disbeliever are of no
benefit to him, so too the bad deeds of a believer do not hurt him and his faith.
Bukhariyah:-They do not give Allah His perfect attributes. They say that Allah's speech
is incidental.
Jabariyah: They hold that the creature is compelled. He has no say in any of his deeds.
Mushabbihah: They hold that Allah resembles the creatures and has a body. He
assimilates among the creation.
Shi'ah: Their beliefs are well known.
Khawarij: Their beliefs too are well known. The former believe in the excellence of Sayyiduna
Ali ~ .iils ~J· Many sects have cropped up among them some of whom hold that he is more
excellent then the shaykhayn, Abu Bakr .u~.f»,~J and Umar 4;~.1!1~J but they do not reject them.
Others, however, reject them. Some of the Shi' ah holci that the Qur'an, in its present form, is
incomplete because some of its verses extolling Ali 4;~.1!1~J have been removed. On the other
hand, the Khawarij are antagonistic to Sayyiduna Ali 4~.1!1~J· They reject him.
A neo Muslim's confusion:
If a person who is bereft of knowledge embraces Islam of
the ahlus sunnah and of the shi' ah each establishing its genuineness by the Quran and
sunnah, then what should he do? The solution lies in examining certain aspects that
authenticate the dogma of the ahlus sunnah wa al jam'ah.
The most prominent evidence is that all the people have memorized the noble Qur{ an
belong to the ahl us sunnah wa al-jama'ah, There has never bee a shi'ah hafiz and even if
there is one out of one hundred thousand, then that is a rare event. As they say: (~ts _;l.lll)
(the rare is like the non-existent).
Secondly, all the Scholars and awliya of Islam were sunni some of whom are recognized by
the shi' ah too. If the doctrine of the ahlus sunnah wa al jama'ah was defective then
certainly they would not have adopted it
Thirdly, only the sunni observe the symbols of Islam, like Friday, the two eeds, etc.
publicly. The Shi' ah are deprived of this blessing.
Fourthly, the house and centre of Islam lie in Makkah and in Madinah. Their inhabitants
are exemplary because of their greatness. All of them follow sunni creed. If the shi' ah creed
was superior then they would not have been sunni but would have been shi' ah.
In the same way, the other sects claim to be true. If that was so then they would have had
strong evidences.
The argument in favour of the ahlus sunnah wa al jama' ah is that the religion of Islam has
.come down to us through example, tradition or communication. Mere intelligence is not
enough for it. If we soft through successive and continuously narrated akhbar, ahadith and
aathar coming down to us, and examine them, it shall be obvious that the noble
sahabah(Compa..-rlons of Prophet) 4:~i»'~J and the tabi'un .fi!14~J were all followers of this
doctrine and C1~e'-i. The remaining false sects are later growths. Neither the sahabah
(Companions of Prophet) 4~.1!1~J nor the other pious and righteous people followers of these
false sects. If any of these false sects rose in the times of the sahabah(Companions of Prophet)
~.fi!,~J and the tabi'un .f»,.,.~J then they expressed their utmost hatred and annoyance at thf:m
and they severed ties with the followers of such false sects.
Moreover, all the compilers of the silah sittah and other scholars of hadith, prominent
Scholars and saints held the beliefs of the ahl us sunnah wa al jama' ah. Hence if this doctrine
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was not true, then all these great number of people would not have subscribed to it.
There are many more examples testifying to the truth of the beliefs of the ahlus sunnah wa
al-jama' ah. If we look into it with a true spirit of search and dedication, putting aside
·
selfish motives, then the truth of this jama'ah will be apparent.
The hadith compares those who follow false doctrines to one afflicted with hydrophobia.
He goes away from water and remains thirsty. In the same way, those who follow false
beliefs surrender to their base desires and go away from the learned and the scholars into
the depths of ignorance and deviation. They suffer spiritual death and are deprived of
Allah's mercy in this world and the next.
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173. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J":lf-.&1~ said,
"Surely. Allah will not let my ummah"- or he said, ''the ummah of Muhammad to
fall together on the wrong path. Allah's hand is over the jama'ah and he who breaks
from it will be plunged into the Fire."1
COMMENTARY: The meaning of 'Allah's hand' is that Allah enables, helps and protects

the jama'ah. Among His unlimited favours is that He would never cause this ummah to go
all together on falsehood and error. They agree on the Truth whenever they are unanimous
about anything.
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174. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~ said,
"Follow the great majority, for, if anyone breaks from it then he would be plunged
into the fire by himsel£."2
COMMENTARY: The meaning of the words of the Prophet ~J~,&,~ is that those beliefs

must be observed which are true in the sight of most of the Scholars. Also, those sayings
and deeds must be accepted as are known from .the majority of the Scholars.
The source of the hadith was left out in the Mishkat after the word ((..5_,1.;). Later on Mirak
Shah put in the words 'Ibn Majah as narrated by Anas. ~.&~~J (it is from a lengthy hadith).

(\S.ioj:l I o I.J.; )~I

J etA

175. Sayyiduna Anas ~.&'~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&~~ said, "Son,
if you can keep your. heart from morning till evening free of hatred for anyone, do
1

Tirmidhi # 21/3.
Ibn Majah transmitted it from Anas ...£..ill~.;# 3950 in like meaning, Ibn Aasim in Kitab us
Sunnah.
2
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so." Then, he said, "Son, that is my sunnah. He who loves my sunnah, has indeed
loved me. And, he who loves me will be with me in paradise."t
COMMENTARY: Love of the Prophet's ~J~.ib'~ sunnah will lead to paradise. What then
may be said of practicing it? How high a rank that would getf It is not only admittance to
paradise, but also his companionship. This blessing outstrips all other blessings. May Allah
enable us to put it into practice so that we may earn this blessing (Aameen!).
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176. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lh'..r'J narrated that Allah's' Messenger said, "He
who sticks to my sunnah during the depraved state of my ummah will earn the
reward of one hundred martyrs."2
COMMENTARY: It is like a martyr who revives the religion of Islam enduring hardship and
surrendering his life. So too when the religion is being corrupted and manipulated, and
mischief spreads, too much hardship is endured to put religion into practice and spread the
Prophet ~J~~~~~ teachings. Sometimes, adversity is faced more then a martyr faces. In this
hadith too the source is not given by Mishkat but supplemented by Mirak Shah.
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177. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.ib'..r'; narrated from the Prophet~J"~.ii!l._,l.P when Umar .ii!1..r'J
4$ came to him and asked, 'We hear the ahadith (traditions) from the Jews such as
seem good to us, do you think that we should write some of them?" He asked
rhetorically. "Are you too perplexed as the Jews and Christians were perplexed?
Indeed, I have come to you with them (meaning, the Shari'a'· (divine law) ) crystal
clear and if Musa was alive nothing would have sufficed him but to follow me."3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~ J ~ .ib1 ~ referred to the Jews and Christians who had
abandoned Allah's Book and their Prophet's teachings. He asked, "Do you think that you
religion is incomplete and you need to follow other religions? Even Musa would have
pursued my Shari'ah (divine law) ."
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178. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ""'".ib'..r'J narrated that Allah's" Messenger .&1.}-P
1

Tirmidl:ti # 2687, It has 'revive' instead of 'love. My sunnah.
Buyhaqi transmitted it from Ibn Abbas~ .&1 ~J, as stated byMirak shah, for, the source lacks in
Mishkat.
3
Musnad Ahmad 3/387, Bayhaqi in Shu'b ul Eeman.
2
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4# said, 11 He who consumes the pure (and lawful), conducts himself on my
sunnah and people are safe from his mischief will enter paradise." Someone
remarked. 110 Messenger of Allah, there are many such people to day." He said,
11
And there will be such in generation after me."1
COMMENTARY: Lawful provision may be from trading, employment or any profession
through honest earning without violating the limits of Shari' ah (divine law). A trader
should not adopt a form that nullifies his sales in the eyes of Shari' ah (divine law), like
concealing a defect in the merchandise or imposing an illega~ condition. This is applicable
before concluding the sale, during it or after it. Such conduct is necessary not me.rely while
selling something, but also it applies to employees, formers and others. Nothing. should be
done as mars lawful earnings.
The hadith sayc also that the sunnalt must be followed at all times in all one's doings. This
applies to such tings as going to the privy, removing obstacles from the thoroughfare, etc.
Finally, the Prophet ~J ~ .i»> ~ assured his sahabi ~ ..3:! ..sJ'; that there would always be
people who qualify according to this hadith.
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179. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4~~'..sJ'; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, 11You are in an era during which if one of you neglects one tenth of what he is
commanded, he will perish. Then a time will come when if anyone of them does
only one tenth of what he is commanded, he will be safe."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith speaks of the difference between on Prophet's ~J~~~~ era
and after that when preaching will come down to a negligible level.
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180. Sayyiduna Abu Ummah .u~ .iil1..sJ' J narrated that Allah's Messenger l"l...tJ 4# .iil1 ~
said, 11 None of the people have gone astray after receiving guidance without
beginning to dispute with each other." Then, he recited the verse (43:58)

'

"'
, ~
,
,
~~;~__u~~~ ~!~'Y.;...;u

(They cite not him to you but to dispute. Nay they are a contentious people.p
COMMENTARY: One must not dispute in religious matters and everyone should not try to
reason out in its issues. It creates differences and gives birth to sects.

The background of the verse that the Prophet
idolater to the revelation of the verse (21:98):

~ J ~ ~~ ~

Tirmi&lu # z.~:::;.
Tirmidhi # 2274.
3
Tirmidhi # 3264, Ibn Majah # 48, Musnad Ahmad # 2226.
1

2

recited was the reaction of the
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{Surely you and what you worship besides Allah shall be fuel of hell.}
That idolaters rejoiced and said that all those who are worshipped besides Allah will go to
hell, so Easa r~'4# being the one whom the Christians worship will go to hell too with
their idols. So, the verse quoted (43:58) in the hadith was revealed. It disclosed to the
Prophet ~J 4# ~~ j-P that the idolaters Took a wrong meaning of the verse out of their
perversity, otherwise they were well acqu~inted with the Arabic language. They know that
the construction did not refer to intelligent beings but to in anim(;ltes, like their idols.

(JjbY.I oi.,.J)...P§:\'- U l-::.'S'lA U._¥.~1
181. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J~.ii!1~ said often,
11
do not create difficulties for yourselves, otherwise Allah will make it difficult for
you. Indeed, a people created hardships for themselves, so Allah also made it
difficult for them. They are who remain in synagogues and monasbies:

{And (as for) monasticism they innovated they innovated it - we did not prescribe it
for them) (57:27)1
COMMENTARY: The hadith says that one should n,ot put restrictions and hard work on
oneself unnecessarily, like practicing asceticism beyond limit. 0ne should not forbid
oneself what Allah has made lawful otherwise He would prescribe those things as a result
those who impose hardship on themselves would not find themselves able to do it. The
Christians had monks who practiced a life of absolute abstinence and that disregarded the
natural demands on a human being. Some people disappeared into the wilderness.
Such a life is not allowed by Islam. The Prophet ~J4#.1il~ said, "There is no monasticism
in Islam." Rather, it was never prescribed in any heavenly religion but some people
invented it in their religion imagining that it would bring them prosperity in the world.
However, they could not keep to it and eventually gave up their religion. Some of them
who lived up to the Prophet's ~J4#~'~ times embraced Islam.
The Prophet's ~J4#~'~ saying means that no one should bind himself with things not
prescribed by Shari'ah (divine law). He must stay within the limits of Shari'ah (divine law)
. He should continue to perform the duties prescribed by Allah's Messenger.
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182. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&s~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&1~
said, ''The Qur'an is revealed on five angles: the lawful, the forbidden, the
unambiguous the allegorical and the parables. Hence, make lawful what is lawful,
make unlawful what is forbidden, act on the unambiguous believe in the
allegorical and take lesson from the parables." Th~se are the words of at Masabih,
but Bayhaqi's words are; "conduct yourselves according to what is lawful, shun
what is forbidden and follow the unambiguous."1
COMMENTARY: The verses of the Qur'an, as for as its style is concerned, are of five kinds.
They must be treated accordingly.
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183. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.a,,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,,~ said,
"Concerns (or affairs) are of three kinds: those whose guidance is clear and these
you must follow, those whose misguidance is clear and these you must shun, and
those concerning which there is a difference of opinion and these you must leave to
Allah, Mighty and Glorious."2
COMMENTARY: The guidance is clear of, for instance, salah, fasting, zakah(due charity),
hajj(Pilgrimage), and so on. They are obligatory duties. The misguidance is clear of such
things as customs of infidels, etc. These should be avoided. The one whose commands are
not specific and known to Allah alone like the allegorical verses, the occurrence of the Last
Hour, etc. abut which one should be silent and let them be in Allah's hands.
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184. Mu'adh ibnJabal4:~,&,~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~.a,.~ said, "Surely,
the devil is to man as the wolf is to sheep. It catches the one that is alone, the one that is
away from the flock and the one that stray (from it). So, keep away from the ravines
(meaning, straying) but stay with the jama'ah (or communitY) and the body."3
COMMENTARY: If any person distances himself from the Scholars and their body to use
his own reasoning in religion in which he introduces novel ideas, then the devil gets the
better of him. The devil entangles him and takes him away on the wrong path, deep into it.
Hence, the hadith says in conclusion that the ravines and mountain passes should be
avoided. Do not leave the path of Islam to be lost in the labyrinth of error.

~.;~.iii lj; ~~~ ~5l~ &-' ~j ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 jj.!J jli :jli ~J ejl0&-j ('Ao)
(.)Jb~\.J..l.o>loi.JJ)~ &,~~'}1
1

Musabih us Sunnah # 144, Bayhaqi in Sha'bul Eeman.
Musnad Ahmad (but not traced in it), Tabarani in Kabir with some changes.
3
Musnad AhmadS/243.
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185. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~ J~lil~~ said,
"He who separates from the community by a span (meaning, for a little while too),
has indeed thrown out the belt of Islam from his neck."1
COMMENTARY: If anyone separates from the community any time then it is a sign that he
will free himsell from the limits and commands of Islam. He will become independent of
religion and Shari'ah (divine law).
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186. Sayyiduna Maalik ibn Anas ~ ~~ ~J narrated in a mursal from that Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~~ said, ''I have left two things with you. As long as you hold
fast to them, you shall not go astray. They are the Book of Allah and the sunnah of
His Messenger."2
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187. Sayyiduna Ghudayf ibn Al-Harith ath-Thumali ~~~~J 3 narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~ J~~~ said, "Never do a people introduce a bid'ah without the like
of it being withdrawn from the sunnah. So, to hold fast to a sunnah is better then to
introduce a bid'ah."4
COMMENTARY: It is better to abide by the sunnah even if it is an ordinary, Small thing
than to invent a bid' ah and practice it even if that be a bid' ah hasanah. The sunnah of the
Prophet ~J"~~~~ creates a light in the soul and it glorifies the heart and mind. On the
other hand, bid'ah spreads darkness and error. For instance, it is better to enter the privy or
a latrine according to the sunnah than to raise inns and madrasahs. If anyone is mindful of
the sunnah, then he progresses to heights and attains nearness to Allah but if a person
neglects a sunnah then he drops from heights. Finally, he becomes hard hearted and it is
like rust and a seal on his heart.
Sayyid Jamal uddin said something similar. He also explained the wisdom behind it. If any
one pays attention to little acts of sunnah then Allah enables him to abide by sunnah in
higher acts too. He goes on progressing to the desired goal. If any one neglects the
seemingly little acts of sunnah then he develops the bad habit of abandoning higher
sunnah deeds too. He goes down and gets a rusty, sealed heart.
Mulla Ali Qari ~~~J asked, uDo you not observe that if anyone neglects the sunnah because
of leU1argy then he is subject to censure and retribution. If he abandons it on the grounds
that it is unworthy of attention then he commits a sin and is liable to Allah's punishment. If
he rejects it then he is a bid' ati even the hasanah is abandoned then all the foregoing
repercussions-are not invited."
1

Abu Dawud # 4758, Musnad Ahmad 5/180.
Muwatta Imam Malik 46.1-3.
3
His Kunyah was Abu Asma. He was an Ansar ,_,jc. ..lsi~.;.
4
Musnad Ahmad 4/105.
2
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Thus, to neglect a sunnah results in much loss and h"rm but there is no such thing on
neglecting a bid'ah(innovation). To act on a sunnah, howsoever insignificant, earns success
and prosperity, but even a bid'ah hasanah is not better than that.
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188. Sayyiduna Hasan ~..111~.J , said, Never do a people innovate in their religion
11

but Allah removes from their sunnah a like amount. Then it is not returned to them
till the day of resurrection."2
It is about a bid'ah sa'iyah (evil innovation) that hinders a sunnah, so an equivalent
measure of sunnah is withdrawn from the world).

~loi.JJ)-~J.'~l:;j~l·~ ;;!·dCl~::}lgljj~~~~~.i&~-...!.,)~~
189. Sayyiduna Ibrahim ibn Maysarah ~..11~~.J narrated that the Prophet ~J4~..11~~
said, "If anyone honours an innovator (in religion) then he helps in pulling down a

pillar of Islam."3
COMMENTARY: If anyone honours a bid' ah then he sort of disregards the sunnah and

disgraces it. This is like deserting the edifice of Islam, and tantamount to riducalu of the
ahlus sunnah. As against this, if anyone disgraces a bid' ati then he demonstrates his love
for the sunnah and it is like strengthening the foundation of religion. He will deserve much
appreciation.
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190. Sayylduna Ibn Abbas

I.;S.

~ ~.J said, ''He who learns the Book of Allah and

follows whatever it says, Allah guides him away from error in this world and will
preserve him on the day of resurrection from rigorous reckoning." And, according
to a version, "He who emulates the Book of Allah w'ill not astray in this world or bt!
miserable in the next." Then he recited this verse (20:123):
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{.....then whosoever follow My guidance, he shall not go astray, nor shall he be
distressed.} 4
COMMENTARY: To recite the Quran earns blessings and to act on its directions is a means
1

Hassan ibn Thabit had the kunyah Abu al Walid. He was an Ansar, Khuzrai Or, his kunyah was
Abu al Hassam. He died in Ali's ,.k. ..ill ~.; times in 40AH, or in SOAH.
2
Darami # 98.
3
Bayhaqi in Shu'bul Eeman # 9464.
4
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to deliverance. If anyone recites it diligently and respects the conditions to acquire
knowledge and awareness from it and abides by its commands following the path of
guidance defined in it, then he earns blessings both in religion and in the world. The gates
of mercy are opened for him. Since he will have the Quran as his guide, so he will keep safe
from sin and disobedience and shun the path of evil. Hence, in the hereafter, he will not
face a stiff accounting or punishment, but will be under the cover of Allah's mercy.
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191. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~ ..1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 'Allah
coins the parable of a straight path on the two sides of which are walls that have
open doors on which curtains hang. At the head of the path is an inviter who says,
'walk straight on the path and do not stray.' And above that is another inviter who
calls ever time someone intends to open a little of those doors, saying, 'Woe to you!
Do not open it, for, if you open it, you will go through into it."' Then, he explained
it, saying, ''As for the path, it is Islam. As for the open doors, they are what Allah
has forbidden, and the curtains that hang down (on the doors) are the limits of
Allah. As for their or at the head of the path, it is the Quran and the inviter above it,
he is the admonisher from Allah in the heart of every believer."l
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192. Bayltaqi transmitted it in Shuab al Eeman from Nawwas ibn Sim'an and
Tirmidhi in brief. 2
COMMENTARY: The commands of Shari' ah (divine law) are mainly of two kinds: lawful and
unlawful. Shriah has made both of them very clear. Respecting the lawful will make one
eligible for Allah's pleasure, but perpetrating the unlawful will make one liable to punishment.
Allah has set limits between the unlawful and the creature so that he may not transgress.
The admonisher in the heart of every believer is an angel. He guards the heart and tries to
guide the believer. This is the help of Allah and His enablement without which one cannot
pursue the path of guidance howsoever one may try. The Qur'an shows the path but Olle
can walk on it only if Allah instills guidance in the creature's heart.
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Musnad Ahmad 4-182, Razin.
Bayhaqi in shuabul Eeman # 7216, Tirmidhi in brief# 2868 Terming it as hadith gharib.
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193. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.&,~J said, 'If anyone seeks to emulate another, then
let him emulate one who has died, for, the living is not safe from trial (in religion).
They (who are dead and worthy) are the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~.1!1~.J of
Muhammad ~J4#~'~· They were the most excellent of this ummah, purest of
heart, perfect in knowledge, most modest. Allah chose then as the companions of
his Prophet ~J4#~'~ and to establish His religion. So recognize their merit and
follow in their footsteps and, to the best of your ability emulate their character and
way of life, because they were on the guided path."l
, ..

9

COMMENTARY: The 'dead people were the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~.&'~.J who
were no longer alive. The living were the contemporaries of Ibn Mas'ud who were still
alive and their successors, the tabaiun. He was speaking to them by way of counsel.
Perhaps, those people might have accused the noble sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~J
~,:.~'because the false sects has cropped up at that" time, as th··~ rawafid and the atheists had
been doing. So, he was rejecting them and absolving the noble sahabah(Companions of
Prophet) ~~~~J of the blame. He described the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~lit~J
excellences and sacrifices. They had endured tremendous hardship for the cause of Islam.
They had gone through severe trials, and were Allah's chosen ones for His Prophet's ~~~
~J4# companionship and had emerged successful from the hardship and trials. The quran
described them in the verse (3 of surah al Hajurat):
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{....they are whose hearts Allah has tested for piety.}
Each of the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~lit~J was at the peak of learning and
understanding, intelligence and wisdom. Others acquired knowledge from them in the age
of tyranny and ignorance. They learnt from them manners and human values. The
sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~~~~J had among them those who were singular in the
sciences of hadith and exegesis, Those who were adept in fiqh and Qira' at (recital of the
Quran), those who had perfect knowledge of tasawwuf and the fara'id (mysticism and
laws of inheritance, etc), and those who were excellent linguists. It was the Prophet's .1!1~
~J ·~ loving eye that all the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) 4;;. ~~ ...rJ'J, both men and
women, were paragons of perfection in their respective fields having drawn light from him
and having been guided by him.
However in spite of this distinction coupled with the affluence and authority that they
enjoyed in this world, they lived a very simple life. They felt no shyness in walking
barefooted offering the salah on the floor or ground and sleeping on it and using earthen or
wooden vessels. They ate and drank left overs. They were models of manners even in their
private conversations and never indulged in vain, unnecessary talk and did not hesitate to
1

Razin.
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confess that they did not know, if a question was asked whose answer was unknown to
them. They did not do as people do today; deliver lengthy speeches and make the issue
intricate and give wrong answers. They directed the person to one who tltey thought could
know the answer, even a younger man.
They did not believe in pretension or ostentation. When they recited the Quran, they were
careful of the etiquettes and correct pronunciation but they did not indulged in affectation.
Their rendering was natural.
Their private lives were also very clean and pious. It was the result of their nearness to the
Prophet ~J~Ji~~~. Their hearts were bright and clean because of that. They were occupied
always in remembrance of Allah, not like the present day, ignorant Sufis who go into a
trance, dance and ejaculate, or use musical instruments, or assemble and sing at shrines in
the garb of Sufism, tasawwuf, etc. The sahabah (Companions of Prophet) ~,&,~Jalso did
not assemble at any appointed place to remember Allah and make dhikr in a loud voice,
but they quietly did it during their normal chores of life. They were seen on the floor but
near the Divine Throne. They walked among the people but their hearts were at the height
of nearness to Allah.
The sahabah (Companions of Prophet) ~ .&1 .r"J were not ostentatious in their eating,
drinking and clothing. They were not particular about anything and though they did not
set their eyes to a high standard they did not abstain from the good and better food, drink
and clothing. They accepted the blessings of Allah and whatever was lawful, but never
pretended to be abstinent to shun these things. They were grateful to Allah for his favours.
In short, in every field they were sincere, modest and honest. This was how the Prophet
had moulded their lives. These uncivilized and evil mannered, but he brought them to new
levels and height of a disciplined society.
This is what Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.&'.r"J says in this tradition. He speaks of his fellow
sahabah (Companions of Prophet) -~,&,~J who were dead and remembers them as the
most sacred people whose example should be followed. However, he did not mean to
specify only those sahabah (Companions of Prophet) ~.&'.r"J who were dead at that time,
but every one off them, dead or alive, should be emulated. He referred to the dead because
most of the sahabah (Companions of Prophet) ~.&'.r"J had died then.
This hadith mentions the extreme greatness of the sahabah (Companions of Prophet) ~.J
~ .Jil and their excellence. They were the most outstanding of all the creatures. They were
more receptive then all others to truth. Allah chose them for His Prophet ~J~,&,~ and
mentioned their merit in the Quran;

(r'f~l) _l-&,1 &lj l6t~ll,.;j~J 15jilil4$_wjlTj
{... and made them stick to the word of piety, for they had better right of it and were
worthy of it}
According to soine aathar Allah looked into all the hearts and put Prophet hood in the
heart of the Prophet ~J~.&1~ which was the most bright and radiant and pure. He chose
the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~,&,.r"J because of their pure and clean hearts.
From observation, we can say that if a person becomes a disciple of a true saint, then
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though he may have been absolutely blank the saint's company raises him to height of
excellence. So it follows naturally that the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~ ~~ ~J
acquired extraordinary me4rit and perfection through their devotion and service to the
Prophet ~J.ys.k1~ throughout their lives.
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194. Sayyiduna Jabir 4$.1!1~.> narrated that Sayyiduna umar ibn Khattab 4$~'~.> came
to Allah's Messenger ~ J~~~~~ with a copy of the Torah and said, 110 Messenger of
Allah, this is a copy of the Torah." But, he said nothing, so Umar recited from it. The
Prophet ~""J":l~;~~,~~ face changed colour (because of displeasure), so Abu Bakr ~.&'~.>
said, 11 May the woman who lose, lose you, 1 do you not look at the face of Allah's
Messenger ~J"~.&,~?" Umar 4$~'~.> looked at the face of Allah's Messenger ~.Js.fJI.~
11
~---J and exclaimed, I seek refuge in Allah from Allah's anger and His Messenger's
anger. We are pleased with Allah as Lord, with Islam as a religion and with
Muhammad as a Prophet ~J~,&,~." Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, ''By Him in
whose hand is the soul of Muhammad, were Musa to come to you and you were to
follow him and leave me, you would stray from the right path. And, were he alive
and found my prophethood, he would have followed me surely."2
COMMENTARY: The expression, "May the woman who lose, lose you" is a curse calling
for death, but it is an idiom with the Arabs. It is uttered to one's close friend who fails to

understand the obvious.
The hadith says that it is not proper to refer to the books of the philosophers or sages or the
Jews and Christians. Rather, that would be straying from the path.
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195. Sayyiduna Jabir ~..1!'~.> narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»1~ said, 11 My
words do not abrogate Allah's words, but Allah's words do abrogate mine. Also,
1

According to Lane's this expression does not mean what it says but is spoken at the time of
immense love.
2
Darami # 435.
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Allah's l¥ords sometimes abrogate some other words of His.''l
COMMENTARY: The Scholars say that according to the terminology of Shari'ah (divine
law) the naskh (abrogation) is to alter a command of Shria' ah for the better of religion, or
to replace it with a new command. The firsi: that is abrogated is called mansukh while the
second which is the abrogate is called the nasikh.
Abrogation is of four kinds.
(i)
Part of the book of Allah abrogated by other part of it.
(ii)
Abrogation of a hadith by another hadith.
(iii)
Part of Allah's Book abrogated by a hadith.
(iv)
Hadith abrogated by Allah's Book.
This is explained here. A command of Allah is revealed in His book but because of an
expediency another verse of the Quran replaces it. Either the first verse is retained in the
Quran only to be recited without its command being operative, or both the command and
the verse are abrogated.
The second kind of abrogation is to abrogate the command of a hadith by another hadith.
The third kind is that a command of the Quran is abrogated through a hadith by the
Prophet ~J~~~~. There should be no doubt in it that a command of Allah is abrogated
_by His Messenger who is a human being. The doubt is removed if we remember the
teaching that through the hadith may have been spoken by the Prophet's ~ l 1.# ~' ~
tongue and those words are called hadith, yet the hadith too is a wahy from Al1ah. Only it
is not recited as the Quran is. The words in the hadith 'my words' means the Prophet's ~
~J~.&t own views and ransoming, but not inspired on his heart. The doubt is removed in
this way. Or, this hadith itself is abrogated, so the outlined principle does not apply to it.
The fourth kind of abrogation is that a command of hadith is abrogated by Allah's Book.
A law or command is amended or abrogated for two reasons. The first a mistake is made
when it is prmnulgated. Clearly, this is impossible where a Divine command is concerned,
for, ..A..llah is the knower and the Aware. He does not cmnmit mistake. The same things can
be said of the :;:>Y'"'phet's ~J~lilt~ commands because religious commands emanate from
Allah. The Prophet ~""J~#i»t,~ enforces them. This is why where it is fard to abide by the
conunands of the Quran, it is aiso fard to bide by the command of hadith. Hence, no
mistake can be behind a command of.hadith calling for its repeal.
The second reason necessitating an am~ndment or an annulment is that the condition of
thos~ who are commanded changes, like a patients, so calling for a new prescription. This
kind is correct and doubtless.
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196. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~lilt~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lilt~ said,
"some of our ahadith abrogate some others, hke the abrogation of the Quran (some
of it by others)."2
1

2

Daraqutni # 9.
Daraqutni # 10.
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197. Sayyiduna Abu Tha'labah al Khushani ~ .as, ~J t narrated that Allah's
Messenger ~J~.as~~ said, "Allah has made some thing obligatory, so do not let
them go unattended. He has made some things unlawful. So do not violate them.
He has set certain limits, so do not overstep them. And, He has been silent about
some things without forgetting them, so do not probe them."2

There is a difference of opinion on his name from Jurthum ibn Thabit to Jurthum ibn That-~c and
Umar ibnJurthum. He died in 75Ah in the times of Abu Malik ibn Marwan.
2
Daraqutni # 42.
1
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BOOK-II

BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE OF ITS VIRTUE
What is knowledge? It is the mighty merit that bestows on its possessor nobility and civility,
honour and greatness and polishes manners and habits. It takes man to the extreme height
and brightens his heart with the sacred light of Divine awareness, and orients his mind to the
correct belief, and it sets hearts on the straight path of worship of Allah and obedience.
Islam makes necessary the acquiring of this merit and makes it the staircase to success in both
the worlds. Islam values every kind of knowledge that does not hinder Islamic beliefs and
deeds, and guarantees man's progress to the zenith. Islam does not disallow knowledge of
any kind whatsoever but show disgust with such learning as veers man towards the wrong
path deters him from Allah and His messenger and takes him to atheism.
The Book of knowledge is created here. The ahadith on 'knowledge of religion' are
narrated in this Book such as Shari'ah (divine law) regards as elementary and essential.
Religious knowledge is more essential and preferred then all other knowledge. Every
Muslim is bound to acquire it in the light of the Prophet's ~J4Js.~'~ saying:

''To seek knowledge is an obligation binding on every Muslim."t
The life that Islam demand and the peak of servitude that it wants man to attain depends
only on religious knowledge. Man then recognizes his reality and achieves Divine
awareness. He comes to the paths of belief and deeds and learns to obey his Lord and the
Messenger ~J4Js..au~ and to adhere to Shari' ah (divine law).
Knowledge of religion is based on Allah's Book and the Prophet's ~J4Js.fJJ1~ sunnah. It is
divided into two kinds: rudiments and objectives. The fundamental or rudiments is
essential to gain a learning of the book and the sunnah. Without it, the Quran and hadith
cannot be learnt. Examples are the language, grammar, etc.
The (second kind) oDje:::tives are a knowledge of the beliefs, deeds and manners. This is the
knowledge that is really requlr~d and essential. It is only after acquiring it that the straight
path of adherence to religion and Shari'ah (divine law) comes before us. These together are
also Known as ilm mu'amlat (knowledge of co-existence, mutual transactions).
There also is as ilm mukashifah (knowledge of revelation or uncovering). It is the light that
grows in the heart by practicing one's knowledge (or acting on what one learns) and its
sacred light makes everything real and clear to the extent that an awareness is achieved of
Allah's Being, attributes and power. The discovery of this knowledge is also calicd the real
knowledge (ilm haqiqat) and hereditary knowledge (ilm wirathat) as in the words of thP
Prophet~J4Js.~'~:

"He who acts on what he knows is made heir by Allah to that which is not known
learnt and not read."
In short, these are the knows kinds of the disclosed knowledge and the undisclosed
• see # 218, Section II, sources given there.
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knowledge. They are inseparable and interdependent on one another, like body and soul,
and skin and marrow. The verses and the ahadith on the merits of knowledge embra~e all
these kinds with the degrees of their disparities.
SECTION I
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198. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ ~ ~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger said,
11
Transmit me from the even if it is one verse. And, you may narrate from the Banu
Isra'il, there being no harm in that. But, if anyone deliberately forges a lie against
me then let him take his seat in hell." 1
COMMENTARY: The word 'verse' means a hadith that may be brief in words but convey a
world of knowledge. An example is (~ ~ ~) (he who keep quiet is safe), 2
or other such concise but comprehensive ahadith. The Scholars say that the real objective of this
hadith is to encourage one to spread knowledge and teach other people. One must do one's
ubnost to relay religious message to others. Even a small word may change ~eir lives and
guide them. This will fetch reward for the person who spreads the message, a manifold reward.
The hadith says that if anyone hears any narrative of the Banu Isra'il then he may convey it
to other people, but not their injunctions or Shari' ah (divine law) as emphasized· in a
previous hadith. To relate an event as a story does not damage the legal codes, but to pass
on their injunctions or to preach their beliefs is against the basic principles of Muhammad's
Shari'ah (divine law). Once his Shari'ah (divine law) is enforced, all other Shari'ah (divine
law) s stand annulled. So it is disallowed to preach any other Shari'ah (divine law) against
Muhammad's ~J~li11~ Shari'ah (divine law).
The hadith concludes with a severe warning on forging lies against the Prophet rL-J~~~~.
The wretched person who intentionally lies against the 'most truthful whose truth is
confirmPd' deserves to be consigned to hell.
The Scholars hold an undnimous opinion that such a person perpetrates the unlawful and a
grave sin. Some Scholars, like Imam Muhammad Juwayni, ~ ~ J blame such a person of
infidelity and disbelief.
This hadith (.Jt:JI c.JA o~ I # I~~~ c.JA) (If anyone deliberately forges a l:~ against me,
then let him take his seat in hell) is a hadith of a high degree and a great standard. It is
among the mutawatar of the highest level to which other mutawata.t· do not reach. As many
as sixty two sahabah (Companions of Prophet) ~ li!1 ~J have narrated it, the ashrah
Mubashharah among them.
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199. Sayyiduna Sumurah ibn Jundub
1
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and Sayyiduna al Mughirah ib.P

Bukhari # 3461, Tirmidhi # 2778, Musnad Ahmad 2/199,202, Abu Dawud # 3662.
Mushkah # 4826. sources mentioned there against.
3
His Kunyah was Abu Sa' d. He died in 58 or 59 AH. (Asad ul Ghabah).
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Shu'bah ~.&1~J 1 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ J4#.&'~ said, 11He who narrates
hadith from me which he thinks is false, is among the liars."2
COM.MENTARY: Not only is he who fabricates a hadith is a liar but also he who circulates
it knowing that it is false is a liar. Both are liable to be punished by Allah.
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200. Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&'.).P said,
11

When Allah intends good for a person, He gives him an understanding of religion.
I only distribute but Allah is the one who grants."3
COMMENTARY: This speaks of the high merit of knowledge. It is a great blessing of Allah.
This person will see guidance and be on the right path.
Only Allah enables anyone to acquire knowledge. The Prophet ~J 4# .&1 ~. taught the
people their religious duties and the Shari'ah (divine law) commands. He narrated to them
the ahadith. Thereafter, it depends Allah to enable them to abide by the Prophet's ~,&,~
~J teachings and to understand them.
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201. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~y.;1s.iil1~

said, 11The people are mines like the mines of gold and silver. The best of them
during the pre-Islamic days are the best of them in Islam, if they possess an
understanding."4
COMMENTARY: Man is compared to mines from which rubies, pearls, etc, or gold and
silver or coal and lime, etc extracted, So are men of different abilities and manners. Their
qualities differ from excellent to very poor.
Like the minerals, man also retains his innate nature. But, when 1 ~ is out of the darkness of
disbelief and acquires knowledge, his heart and mind brighten to the highest limit.
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202. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~ .&! ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~o# ,&, .).P

said, 111t is not allowed to envy anyone besides two people; a man whom Allah has
given wealth and enabled him to use it on that which is right, and a man whom
Allah has given wisdom and he applies it with prudence and teaches it to others.''S
His kunyah was Abt~ ./~bdullah or Abu Easa. He died in 50 AH (Asad ul Shabah).
Muslim in his Muqaddamah, Tirmidhi # 2671, Ibn Majah # 39, Musnad Ahmad 4-250.
3
Bukhari # 71, Muslim# 100-1037, Darami # 224, Muwatta Imam Maalik # 8, Musnad Ahmad# 92,
. And Ibn Abbas~ All ~J narrated it; DArami # 225, Tirmidhi # 2654, Musnad Ahmad 1/306. And,
Abu HUrayrah, Ibn Majah # 220.
4
Muslim# 160-2638,168-2378, Bukhari # 2353, Wordings defer in them.
5
Bukhari # 73, Muslim 268-816, Musnad Ahmad 1/432.
1
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COMMENTARY: Jealousy (or envy) is to wish for someone else's blessing to be taken away

from him and that it may come to you it is a very bad trait and reflects a very disgraceful
soul. Islam is the greatest champion of pure manners and rejects this wicked habit. (The
Arabic word is (~) hasad). In contrast, there is (¥) (ghabt) which is a covet to own a
blessing that someone else owns (without wishing him evil). Shari'ah (divine law) has
allowed it but only for good things. The(~) (hasad) mentioned in the hadith is Ghabt (~).
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203. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&,~,.,narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&tJ...P
said, "When a person dies, (reward for) his deeds are cut off from him, except three;
(rewards for) perpetual charity, knowledge from which benefit is derived (by
others) and righteous children who pray for him."1
COMMENTARY: Deeds like salah, fasting, are concerned with worldly life, so their
consequence terminate at death. The reward for these deeds are payable even after death,
but they cease to multiply and grow, because the deeds are no more performed after death.
However, the hadith mention~ deeds that continue to receive fresh and increased reward
even after death of a person. He goes on to benefit by them. The first is perpetual charity.
He may have had set aside a piece of land as a trust during his lifetime, dug a well or done
some such things as may exist after him and continue to give benefit to people after his
death. As long as they utilise these things, he will be credited with reward.
Beneficial knowledge is the second thfug. A person may have spread knowledge in his
lifetime and have written books. After his death, others gain from the knowledge in the
books. Or he may have students behind him who continue to diffus~ knowledge. These
things are his assets after his death. They continue to give him profit.
The third thing is righteous children. A person's greatest good fortune is righteous
offspring. They give their parents peace during their life and are a means of deliverance for
them after their death. They pray for them, give charity for them and do such other things.
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204. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.ibt~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&IJ...P
said, "If anyone removes a difficulty of the difficulties of the world facing a.
helie'.'er, Allah will remove from him a difficulty of the difficulties on the day of
1

Muslim# 14.1631, Tirmidhi-# 1381, Abu Dawud # 2880, Nasai # 3681, Musnad Ahmad 2/372.
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resurrection. If anyone makes it easy for one who is in straitened circumstances
then Allah will make it easy for him in this world and the next. If anyone conceals
(the faults· of) a Muslim then Allah conceals him in this world and the next. And,
Allah is Helpful to the slave as long as the slave is helpful to his brother. And, if
anyone pursues a path seeking thereby knowledge then Allah makes easy for him a
path to paradise. And never do a people assemble in a House of the Houses of Allah
reciting Allah's Book teaching it to each other without tranquility descending on
them, mercy enveloping them and the angels surrounding them. Allah remembers
them among those who are with him. But, if anyone is slack I (doing) his de~ds then
his linage will not advance him."I
COMMENTARY: lbis hadith emphasizes the greatness of Islam's teachings. It aims to
grow love, compas~ion and co-operation among all human beings, so that they may live in
peace and give the right of each other.
If anyone is an anxiety and faces hardship then you must he1p him out. If he is debt, pay it
for him and if he needs something the~ get it for him. Allah's mercy will then embrace you
and you will be honoured in the world and rewarded in both the worlds. Also, you should
conceal the defects of the people and not disgrace them.
To conceal someone could also mean to clothe him if he lacks proper clothing. Allah will
conceal your shortcomings in this world and the next.
The hadith mentions the universal principle that as long as a person occupies in helping.
out his brother, Allah's help is assured for him.
The hadith also says that it is very meritorious to seek knowledge and the seeker too is
very excellent. Allah makes it easy for him to endure the rigors of a journey or other
hardship faced during the effort to acquire knowledge. He will be admitted to paradise.
Those who gather in the mosques to recite the Quran and learn it are showed will Allah's
mercy. They too are like students heavily rewarded. Their hears gain tranquility so that
they do not crave for the luxuries of the world and do not fear other than Allah. The .result
is that their hearts glow with the sacred Divine light. The angels surrounds them and
honour them. Above all that, Allah Mighty and Glorious, mentions them among His
angels, lbis shows how excellent these people are.
The hadith concludes by laying stress on deeds on which prosperity in the hereafter
depends. Without deeds, no kind of ability or genealogy will help in the hereafter.
When you are in love,
Do not worry about lineage.
Parentage is of no concern here.
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Muslim # 2699, Bukhari (part of it) # 2442, Tirinidhi # 2954, Abu Dawud # 4946, Ibn Majah # 225,
Musnad Ahmad 2/252.
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205. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..11'~J narrated that Allah's Messeng~r ~J~.1!1~
said, ''The first person who will be judged on he day of resurrection will be a man
who had been· martyred (in this world). He will be brought and Allah will remind
him of His favours which he would acknowledge. Then Allah will ask him, 'How
did you act to show gratitude for it?' He will say, 'I fought for your cause till I was
martyred.' Allah will say, 'You lie. You fought that you should be called courageous
and that was said,' Then the command will be given and he will be dragged on his
face till he is thrown into the Fire.' Then a man will be brought who had 'acquired
knowledge and diffused it .and had recited the Quran. Allah will remind him of his
favours and he would acknowledge them, So Allah will ask him what he did to
show gratitude. He will say, 'I learnt and diffuses knowledge and recited the Quran
for your sake.' Allah will say, 'you lie. You did that people might call you a scholar
and a qari, and they have done that.' Then a command will be given and he will be
dragged face down and cast into hell. After that a man will b~ brought whom Allah
had given riches and bestowed on him different kinds of property. He will remind :·
him of His favours on him and he would acknowledge them. Allah will ask him
how he used them to be grateful for them and he will say. 'I spent it generously on
every cause dear to you for your sake.' Allah will say, 'you lie, but you did that to be
praised by the people as generous, and they did praise you.' The command will be
given for him and will be dragged face down and thrown into hell."1
COMMENTARY: This hadith makes it very clear how important it is to form a sincere

intention before doing deeds. If a person's intention ie faulty then howsoever great and
pious a deed, it will not help him in the least. Allah loves only that deeds which ·is
performed for His pleasure and with an intention to obey Him, otherwise it will be
rejected. Rather the doer will receive punishment for his faulty intention.
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206. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~iii'~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~

.

~J

1

said, "Allah will not remove knowledge by taking it away from the people.

Muslim# 152-1905, Nasa'I # 3137, Musnad Ahmad 2/322..
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Rather, He will take away knowledge by taking away the scholars (one by one) till
no scholar survives (among them). The people will. choose the ignorant as their
leaders. They will be asked and give their verdicts without knowledge, going astray
(themselves) and leading (others) astray."l
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207. Sayyiduna Shaqiq ~.iii~~; 2 narrated that Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.&~~; ~sed to
impart lessons to them every Thursday. A man suggested to him, ''0 Abu Abdur
Rahman, how I wish that you should speak to us every day!" He said, ''Know! What
prevents me from that is that I disl~ke to bore you. I am mindful of you in regard to
sermonizing just as Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ was mindful of us in this regard
lest we sense tedium."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith asserts explicitly that moderation should be exercised in
sermonizing and exhortation. One must not continue to exhort and preach all the time
otherwise hearts feel the monotony. Then, people do not listen to anything with concentration,
so the sermon makes no impression on them. Moreover, one must not resort to reproach,
scolding etc. because this has a bad effect on the audience who might become ill disposed.
Only that advice brings good result which is offered at a proper time politely and lovingly.
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208. Sayiduna Anas ~ .iil1 ~ J narrated that when the Prophet ~J ~ .iil1 ~ said
something, he repeated it three times so that it was understood, and when he came
to a people and offered them salaam, he offered the salaam to them three times.4
COMMENTARY: This does not mean that he repeated everything he said three times. Only
when it was· something very important, or he was explaining something of particular
interest, or he was passing en a religious command, or the people may not have heard him
well, he repeated what he said three times.

Jl

As for offering the salaam there times, the first time was to seek permission to enter. The
second was the greeting on meeting them and the third was on taking leave.
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Bukhari i100, Muslim# 13-2673, Tirmidhi # 2661, Ibn Majah #52, Musnad Amad 2-162.
He was a tabi'I His kunayah Abu Wa'il. He died in Hajjaj's times or in 99AH.
3
Bukhari # 68, Muslim# 83,2821, Tirmidhi # 2864, (in brief). Musnad Ahmad 1-378.
4
Bukhari # 95, Tirmidhi (with a change in the sequence & words ) # 2732.
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209. Sayyiduna Abu Mas'ud Ansari ~ .1!1 ~J 1 narrated that a man came to the
Prophet ~J~lillj-P and said,."My riding beast is exhausted. So give me one." He
said, "I have none." Another man offered. ''0 Messenger of All~, I will guide· him
to a man who will give him.a riding beast." Allah's Messenger ~_,~.11~~ said, "He
who guides to what is good has the reward like one who does it."2
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210. Sayyiduna Jarir ~ .1:. ~J 3 narrated that once while they were with Allah's
Messenger ~""J~.1!1J-P early in the day. Some people came (to him). They were
unclad save for a blanket over them. Their swords were over their shoulders. Most
of them nay all of them, belonged to the tribe Mudar. The face of Allah's Messenger
~_,~.111.)-P changed colour on seeing their dire need. He went in. Then he came out
and instructed Bilal ~.111~J who called the adhan and the iqamah. The Prophet .1!1.)-P
~_,~ led the salah. Then he delivered a sermon, saying:
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{0 mankind, fear your Lord who created you from a single person .... (upto) surely
Allah is ever watchful over you} (an Nisa, 1)
·
and the verse (18) of al Hashr:
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His name was Uqbah ibn Aurah and was known by his kunyah Abu Mas'ud Ansari. He died in the
times of Sayyiduna Ali~ All ~J, or in 41 or 42 AH.
2
Muslim# 133-1893, Abu Dawud # 5129, Tirmidhi # 2680, Musnad Ahmad 4-120.
3
He was Jarir ibn Abdullah,.£ All ~J and his kunyah was Abu Amr or Abu Abdullah of the tribe
Bajali. He embraced Islam merely forty days before the Prophet's F.J ~All~ death. He died in 51
or 54 AH at Quraysiya.
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{....fear Allah, and let every soul look to what is sends forward for the morrow}
(and he said,) ''A man must give charity from his dinar, from his dirham, from-his
dothings, from his so' of wheat, from his sa' of dates, even if it is half a date." A
man of the ansars brought a purse full of dinars of dirhams whose weight nearly.
inade him helpless nay he was fatigued. Then people. came one after the other till
(Jarir said,) "I saw two mounds of food and.clothing·so that I saw the face of Allah's
Messenger ~J~.\1~ glow lustrously like pure gold." (Jarir ~~~~J continued the
narrative) The Messenger of Allah then said, "He who initiates a new practice in
Islam such as 'is good, for him is a reward for it and the reward of those who act on
it after him without anything being deducted from their rewards. And if anyone
initiates a bad practice in Islam then on him is a burden of sin and the burden of
the sins of those who act on it without their burdens being softened in the least."1
COMMENTARY:· The first verse that the Prophet ~J"~~~~ recited from surah an Nisa
emphasizes the need to give charity and be kind to relatives. whose rights must be given.
He encouraged his sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~~~~J to give charity. and to help the
visiting tribe.

In the beginning of the hadith, th~ sub narrator uses the words describing the apparel of
the visitors as (~4-JIJAlll) 2 being unsure which word narrator bad used. Both mean a kind
of an over~ covering, a blanket.

<;J. I ~ ~lS ~! ~ utll jill..; ~j ~ ili I ~ J,J I JJ-!5 J~ J~ ;;'I' <;J. I ifj

(Y' ' )

211. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~
~J ~ said, "No one is killed unjustly but a portion of his blood is (recorded)
against the son of Aadam r~'~ because he was the first to introduce murder."3
We shall narrate the hadith of Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ~~~~J "A section of my ummah
shall not cease ... " in a chapter on reward of this ummah, insha Allah. (# 6285)
COMMENTARY: The history of man's oppression and cruelty begins with the life of Qabil
the first son of Sayyiduna Aadam r~'~ He had killed his brother Habil to satisfy his own
little desire. It was the first bloodshed of human history, the foundation was laid thereby of
shedding blood unjustly.
It has been stated earlier that if anyone initiates a pious work then he gets a reward for it

and the doer of an evil earns sin for his deed and the deeds of those who imitate him.'
Hence if anyone is killed unjustly, a portion of his blood is the responsibility of Qabil. He
was the inventor of injustice and cruel killing.

1

Muslim# 133-1893, Abu Dawud # 5129, Tirmidhi (the like in brief)# 2680 Musnad Ahmad 4-120.
An Namar or al Aba, a striped woolen garment or clock.
3
Bukhari # 3335, Muslim# 27-1617, tirmidhi # 2682,1bn Majah # 2616, Musnad Ahmad 1-383.
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SECTION II
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212. Sayyiduna Kathir ibn Qays .1!1~.J that he was sitting with Sayyiduna Abu ad-

Darda in the mosque of' Damascus when a man came to him and said, "0 Abu
Darda! I have come to you from the city of Allah's Messenger~J4~.11~~ for a hadith
that I have been told that you narrate from Allah's Messenger~J4#i»1~, and I have
come for no other purpose." So he narrated that he had hear Allah's Messenger 1»1~
~""J4# say, ''He who travels on a path in search of knowledge will find that Allah
causes him to travel on a path to paradise, the angels will lower their wings
showing pleasure with the seeker of knowledge, and the dwellers of the heavens
and the earth and even the fish deep in the water pray for forgiveness for him. The
excellence of the scholar over the worshipper is like that of the moon on the
fourteenth (of the lunar month) over all the stars. The scholars are the heirs of the
Prophet who never leave dinars or dirhams in legacy. They leave only knowledge.
So anyone who takes it, takes a profuse portion."1
(Tinnidhi call the narrator Qays ibn Kathir 1»1~J•
COMMENTARY: The visitor made it clear to the sahabi ~ ~ ~.J that he had no worldly
ambition in visiting him. He had come to learn from him the words of Allah's Messenger
~J4#.1il~. He may have come to listen to this very hadith.~ or Abu Darda 4.:t-iill~.J may have
narrated it to him in view of its significance at that moment to loud his effort. After that, he
may have narrated to him the other hadith which the visitor had sought.
Every creature who prays for one searching for knowledge could have been mentioned
together, at once. But, each is named one by one to lay emphasis on the merit of the scholar.
The scholar benefits not only himself but benefits a plethora of others. He is like the moon
whose light brightens the world. Its sphere is not limited.
The scholar acquires knowledge and occupies himself in the obligatory duties and the

1

Musnad Ahmad 5-196, Tirmidhi # 2691 naming the narrator Qays ibn Kathir), Abu Dawud # 3641,
Ibn Majah in its Muqddamah # 223, Drami # 342.
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sunnah and mustahab and reaching and imparting knowledge. His work is to teach, to
preach, to spread religion. The worshipper is devout and after acquiring knowledge
devotes himself to worship alone all his life. He is not interested in sprending knowledge.
Teaching and preaching are not his field.
If we exainine the merits of spreading knowledge, teaching and preaching, we shall realize
the significance of this deed. It is more excellent than more worship as most of the ahadith
make clear. The scholar is definitely superior.
The Sharah us sunnah quotes Sufyan Thawri ~~~J as saying, "Nothing is superior to one
who seeks knowledge today in my sight." He was asked if sincere intention was of no
merit. He said, "seeking knowledge is itself an intention." Meaning that intention corrects
itself automatically when knowledge is sought. Thus, it is said. of some scholars that they
confessed to seeking knowledge they confessed to seeking knowledge for others than Allah
but then their intention became sincere and it become only for Allah's sake. The light of
learning brightened their hearts.
The merit of knowledge is obvious from the words of Imam Shafi'I ~~~ J He said, "To seek
knowledge is superior to offering the optional salah because the knowledge that is desired
is either absolutely fard or a fard kafayah," meaning, obligatory on all a. collective
obligation discharged by some. Both are superior to the optional.
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213. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah Bahili ~ ~~ .$PJ narrated that two men were
mentioned td Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~. One of them was a devoted worshipper
and the other a scholar. Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said, "The excellence of the
scholar over the worshipper is like my superiority over the humblest man among
you." He said further. "Surely, Allah, His angels, the dwellers of the heavens and
the earths, even the ants in their holes and the fish too, invoke blessings on the
teacher of the people about what is good."1
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214. (Darimi transmitted it from) Makhul ~~ ~J (who narrated in a mursal from
without mentioning the two men. His words are (that the Prophet ~J~.1JI~ said,)
11
The excellence of the scholar over the worshipper is like nine over the humblest of
you." Then he recited the verse (28 of the Surah Fatir):

1

Tirmidhi # 2694.
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{Only those of His servants fear Allah, who have knowledge.}
Then he narrated the hadith to the end.1
COMMENTARY: The hadith mentions the superiority of the scholar over a .devoted
worsh~pper..It say that his superiority compares with the Prophet ~J~~~~ over the
humblest man among his sahabah(Companions of Prophet) oi$~~J·
Obviously; we cannot fathom the Prophet's ~J~~~~ superiority but we do get an idea of ·
the:excellence of the scholar.
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215. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~~~~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~
~J said, "People will come to you from the regions of the world to learn religion.
When they come to you, instruct them what is good."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~l»~~ informed the sahabah(Companions of Prophet)
~.lit~J that, after him, men would come to them from the corners of the world to know
about religion, because they would be the surviving imans. They were advised to be kind
to them and train them well and to brighten their hearts with religious knowledge.
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216. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~
said, "The words of wisdom are to lost possession of the wise man. So,
wheresoever, he finds them, he has more right over them."3
·
COMMENTARY: This hadith tells a wise man that intelligence demands of him to accept

forthwith anything that he hears and is profitable to religion. Then he must abide by that.
That would guarantee his progress to heights. It is very foolish to refuse to accept a good
suggestion or a wise word from one who is of a lower rank. The Scholars say that if anyone
accepts the saying as worthwhile if it comes from an intelligent and saintly man like
bayazid Bustami ~~J, but rejects the same thing if it comes from his slave, then he is an
arrogant man.
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217. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~l»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lis1~

said, 11 0ne faqih (a learned man) is more severe on the devil than one thousand
1

Darami # 289.
Tirmidhi # 2460, Ibn Majah # 249 (Instead of wise man, tirmidhi has believer).
3
Tirmidhi # 2694,1bn Majah # 4169.
2
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devoted worshipper."t
COMMENTARY: In a combat, success depends on being aware of the tactics of the
adversary and on knowing of the adversary and on knowing how to fail them. It does not
depend on more physical power.
The greatest enemy of man in the world, unse~ to him, is the devil. He continues to cast
people into· the labyrinth of nusguidance through his deception. Only those people who
understand his deceitful ways save themselves and others. They are the scholars whose
'.
hearts. They are the scholars whose hearts and minds are full of Divine light.
This is what the hadith says. A scholar pick up the devils deception and he warns the
people of it, instructing them how to preserve themselves from the devil' s designs.
As for the worshipper, he is unable to detect the devils deceit. He seems to be engaged in
worship but does not realize that the devil has ensnared him. So, neither does he save
himself nor protect the others.
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218. Sayyiduna Anas A:.S-lilt ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4# lilt .)J said,
"It is obligatory for every Muslim man and woman to seek knowledge. But, to

teach it to an unworthy person is like someone putting necklaces of jewels,
pearls and gold on swine."2
(The version in Bayhaqi Shu'ab al eeman ends at the word 'Muslim'. He calls all its isnad as weak.)
COMMENTARY: This hadith throws light on the importance of knowledge without
knowledge, man cannot discharge his responsibility as Allah's vicegerent, nor can he
recognize Allah's Being, or His attributes.
As we have sta~ed earlier, 'knowledge' means knowledge of religion. It is required at every
stage of life. Man needs to know his creator and his attributes. He has to know about the
Prophet's ~J~.&l.)J mission and to know everything on which lies the foundation (of the
religmn) of Islam and faith.
In the practic::U life, he needs to know the injunctions on deeds, like salah, fasting, etc. their
timings and so on. If he is wealthy, he has to know about zakah. When he marries, he has
to be aware of all mCJ,tters related to husband and wife.
Similarly, there are codes of law and injunctions to conduct in short, there is no aspect of
life, individual or collective, where one is not required to know the obligations. If he does
not know then he will continue to exceed the limits and violate the Shari' ah (divine law) .
Some people have said that 'knowledge' here includes the knowing of what corrupts the
soul, like jealousy, malice, etc. It is necessary to know everything that makes the good
deeds worthless.
The hadith says that only the worthy acquire knowledge up to their ability. Hence, a
teacher must bear this ·in mind and teach according to the student's capability and the
knowledge that is required at the time. Thus, the intricasies of mysticism, if taught to the
1

2

Tirmidhi # 2690, Ibn Majah # 222.
Ibn Majah # 224, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul eeman # 1666.
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common men, could mislead thein. ·
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219. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~l»'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~l»tj..P
said, 11Two characteristics cannot combine in a hypocrite. Good character and an

understanding of religion."l
COMMENTARY: This hadith urges a Muslim to inculcate in him the two characteristics that

are peculiar to a sincere believer. They are pious habits, good manners and a sound learning.
Allamah Turpushti l»1~J said that an understanding of religion is to know it well at heart,
declare it with the tongue and abide by it. That will grow fear of Allah in the heart.
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220. Sayyiduna Anas 4:~ ,&, ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1...J 4~~ li11 ..}.P said, "If
anyone treks a path searching for knowledge then he is on Allah's path till he retums."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone leaves this home and family or even his native land to seek
knowledge then he is like a mujahid on Allah's path. The knowledge he seeks may be
beyond what is necessary for him. He will secure a reward that matches the rewards of one
who wages jihad for Allah's sake, for he acquires knowledge to fight ignorance and to
spread Allah's religion all over the world. He also aims to protect the people from the
devil' s deception. Hence he continues to earn the reward of jihad till he return home.
When he returns home, his rank is raised more than that. He is a reformer and a teacher
and hence known as an heir of the Prophet ~'}WI~ a sacred sobriquet.
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221. Sayyiduna Shakhbarah al Azdi 3~iilt~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger .lltj.J
~ J ~ said, "if anyone seeks knowledge then it is an expiation for what has
passed (of his sins)." 4
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222. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al Khudri ~l»t~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~
11
~J~.llt said, A believer is never satiated with the good (words) he hears till his
limit is paradise.''S
COMMENTARY: To seek knowledge is an ingredient of faith. The light of faith brightens a
1

Tirmidhi # 2693.
Tirmidhi # 2656.
3
His kunyah was Abu Abdullah. He was an Azdi, or Asadi.
4
Tirmidhi # 2657, Darami # 561.
5
Tirmidhi # 2695.
2
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man's mind and heart and the light of knowledge takes him to the heights of perfection.
This is why a believer is never sate with learning. He always craves for more till death
when his knowledge takes him to paradise.
This is hadith conveys great, good tidings to the student and the learned. They did not
cease to acquire knowledge all their life their scholarly rank and greatness rose to the
extreme limit and they occupied themselves always searching for knowledge.
We must bear in mind that the sphere of knowledge is very wide. Those people who are
engaged in writing, compiling, learning and teaching are also counted (in this sphere)
among those who search for knowledge. They too get the reward as the seekers get.
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223. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~JA.Js.~j-P

said, ''He who is asked about a knowledge that he knows but conceal it, will be
restrained on the day of resurrection with reins of the fire."1

u;l\ (.;. 4lA (A I&ljjj (Y Yl)
224. Ibn Majah also transmitted it from Anas ol$i»l~J 2
COMMENTARY: This hadith warns the scholar who refuses to pass on his religious
knowledge to those who enquire from him. This warning concerns the knowledge that is
essential to acquire and it is wajib. For instance, if a man wishes to embrace Islam and asks a
scholar to enlighten him about its injunctions and his obligations, or he wishes to know what
is lawful and what unlawful, then the scholar is bounds to inform him to the best of his
ability. However, this command does not apply to the supererogatory and the permissible.
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225. Sayyiduna I{;s.'b ibn Maalik ~i»1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J;.#iJIIj-P
said, ''If anyone seeks krlcwledge to contend with the Scholars on the strength of
his knowledge, or to wrangle with the foolish to turn the faces at the people
towards him, then Allah will admit him to hel1."3
COMMENTARY: Knowledge cannot tolerate showing off, pride and arrogance because
knowledge aims at removing ignorance and oppression. Clearly those traits do not fit with
knowledge but with ignorance. Knowledge demands that a person should be humility
personified even if he is noble, civilized and most progressed.
Knowledge should not be acquired merely for worldly benefit, honour and to earn pc0pl~' s
praise, or to impress the ignorant and show arrogance. Such a scholar may be successful in
this world and may achieve his aim but he will have to answer in the next world. There, he
will have to face punishment for his straying.
.
However, if a scholar was sincere and he worked to raise Allah's words but later he
1

Tirmidhi # 2658, Musnad Aharnn 2-263, Abu Dawud # 3658.
Ibn Majah # 264 with his own isnad.
· i'irmidhi # 2663.
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succumbed to human weakness then he does not fall in the ambit of the warning in the
hadith. He is excused.

,;.:J. ~I if 4lA (A I ~~~jjO' r1)
226. Ibn Majah transmitted (hadith 225) from Sayyiduna Ibn Umar. ~.a.~J 1

(~LA ~1_, Jjb~l_, ~I oi.,J)

227. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .&1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, "If
anyone acquires knowledge of such. things ·with which Allah's pleasure is sought,
but aims solely to obtain worldly advantage, then he will not experience the
fragrance of paradise on the day of resurrection."2
COMMENTARY: This warning is given to one who acquires knowledge of religion to
further his worldly goals. If he has learnt worldly knowle~ge and puts it to use in the
world then it is not bad, provided it is not such a'knowledge that Shari'ah (divine law)
does not approve. Like astrology or a knowledge that will cf.emage one's faith.
The words of the hadith that he will not smell the fragrance of paradise are figurative. They
mean that he will not go to paradise with others without first Wldergoing pWlishment.
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228. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~ .i»> ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .i»t ~
sai~, "May Allah keep him fresh who heard my words, retained them and conveyed
them (to others). Many a bearer of knowledge does not grasp it and many a be~~r
of knowledge passes it on to one more learned than he is. There are three ~.ings for
which a Muslims heart should not bear hatred; a sincere deed for Allah's sake,
advice to Muslim and sticking to their community, because u. ~ir invitation (or
prayer) embraces those who are after them."3

~~j &~jll ~ -.}!~lJ ~ ~j (.;. &Jilllj 4lA ~lj SJISJ$lj ts~jllj 1~\ ~ljjj(rY~)
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Also, Ahmad, Tirmidhi, Abu Dawud, Ibn Majah, Darami transmitted if from
Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit ~.111~J, but Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud did not mention,
Those are three for ~hich ... "4 ·

1

Ibn Majah # 253.
Musnad Ahmad 2/338, Abu Dawud # 3664, Ibn Majah # 252.
3
Tirmidhi # 2667.
4
Musnad Ahmad 5-183, Tirmidhi # 2665 Abu Dawud # 3660, Ibn Majah # 230, Darami # 229.
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COMMENTARY: Sometimes the listeners are more intelligent than the narrator of the

hadith. Hence, the hadith must be narrated exactly in the words it is heard so that the
listeners may understand it well. This is what the hadith says: the narrator must pass it on
in the exact words.
The word (Jil:!) accommodates two meaning depending on how the diatrical marks and put
(~) yaghul or(~) yaghal) 'hatred, malice or treachery.
The sincere deed is performed merely for Allah's pleasure with no other aim.
Advice to Muslims is well wishing. It is to guide them to the straight path. It is also to help
them out in their worldly difficulties.
Sticking to the community is to act collectively, not on an individual basis. One must
obey the· beliefs and guidelines of the Scholars and remain with them. Allah's mercy
descends on the community.
The last words mean that the prayers of the Muslims cover the community to preserve
them from the devil' s deception. So, if anyone separates from the community then he is
deprived of the blessings of the community and also of the prayers of the Muslims.
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230. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud 4;s.li!1~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~lil1jJ
said, "May Allah keep his face fresh who hears something from us then conveys it
exactly as he had heard it. Perhaps, many a one to whom it is conv~yed remembers
it better than the one who had heard it."t
JsJlll '-/1 t.;. &~Ill I &IJJJ(Yr'')

231. Darami transmitted it from Sayyiduna Abu Darda 4JS-li!l~.J 2
COMMENTARY: It is a great good fortune and blessing to hear the Prophet ~J~li!ljJ

ahadith, abide by them and to convey them to other people success in both the worlds is
assured a:&d Allah is pleased at that. The Scholars say that, all that apart, the Prophet lil1jJ
~J~ prayer in this hadith is enough.
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232 Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4$.\I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, "Be careful
when narrating hadith from me unless you know it definitely. He who forges a lie
against me deliberately must find his seat in the fire."3
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233. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud 4;s..&1~.J and Sayyiduna Jabir ~.:.~~.J also narrated it
1

Tirmidhi # 2666, Ibn Majah # 232, Musnad Ahmad 1-437.
Darami # 230.
3
Tirmidhi # 2960 with the words: 'If anyone interprets the Quran with his own reasoning then let
him find his seat in the fire.'
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without the words ''Be careful when .... definitely."1
COMMENTARY: He who narrates a hadith must exercise utmost care and relate it only when
he is certain that these are the words of the Prophet ~J~J»>~. If he is not certain then he
should not narrate it to anyone. In this way, no false words will be ascribed to the Prophet~
~""J4:1".1!1. If a fake hadith is passed on then a severe punislunent awaits the narrator.

d,$ iJ;;%ii ~l.Jt -....;.)~1 J jli &o ~J ~fut ~ ;i.lt JJ-!5 jli Jli u;~ ~I ifJ (rro

b1

<1.5.l.o_;UI oi.J.J) -.;WI~~ ,,a_$fJ;;%ii ~J!t ~~~~ J jG ~ ~IJ.; d§ .;WI~
234. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~it11~J narrated that Allah Messenger said, "If anyone
speaks on the Quran by his own reasoning then he must assume his seat in the
fire." According to a version: ''He who speaks on the Quran without possessing
knowledge must assume his seat in the fire." 2
COMMENTARY: In the same way as one must be careful in narrating a hadith, one is
required to exercise the same care in translating and explaining the Quran. The a hadith
should be follow and the opinions of the Scholars should be respected in interpreting the
Qur'an. One must not dare to express one's own opihion in that otherwise the meaning will
differ and one would invite Allah's punishment on oneself.

..tii y~li ~fJ.t, y(;.ill J Jli u-a ~j ~ ilit ~~I Jj-!5 Jti Jti ~ 1{ ~ &s-j (Yro)
... .

(JjiJ.J-:'1-' LS.l.AjUI oi;J)

JJai l

235. Sayyiduna Jundub ~~1~J 3 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~it11~ said,
"He who speaks on the Quran offering his own opinion and though he may be
·
correct in it, yet he has done wrong."4
COMMENTARY: If anyone interprets a verse of the Qur' an without having recourse to the
ahadith or the scholar's exegesis but happens to conform with them, then, too, he has done
wrong because he used his own brains. He neglected the rules of tafsir as laid down by
Shari' ah (divine law) . The case of a mujtahid is different from this person's. If a mujtahid
errors in his ijtihad then rather than be penalized for it, he will earn a reward.
Tafsir or exegesis is to be sure of the meaning and interpretation of the verse that is being
explained. It will deemed to be correct only if the exegetes give it tracing it to i:b~ Prophet ·
~J~~~- Only an authorized and authentic scholar can do it.
Ta'wil or interpretation is to offer a meaning and explanation saying. 11 The meaning that I
give is possibly correct." However, this too will be approved only when the rules of Arabic
language and Shari' ah (divine law) are observed.

<~t.,,Jby.loi.,.))-;.!S'~tJMIJtl.;.,ii~J#ilil~;illjj.!Jjlijlis~;.'~l&s-J<Yr"\)
...
,
236. Sayyiduna Abu Hyrayrah ~ ~1 ~J narrated that Allah Messenger ~J ~ it11 ~
Ibn Majah # 30 and 33 (from Ibn Mas'ud and Jubir respectively ....lc. All ~.J.
Tirmidhi # 2959.
.
3
He was Jundub ibn Abdul!ah ibn sufyan Abjali Alaqi. He died four days after the fitnah n~ the battle
between Adullah ibn Zub~.yr ~All ~J and Yazid's ....lc. ..lsi ~.J supporters.
4
Tirmidhi # 2961, Abu Dawud # 3652.
1
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said, 11To argue about the Qur'an is disbelief."1
COMMENTARY: They who argue about the meaning of the Quran and bracketed with
disbelievers. Everyone tries to establish as correct whatever meaning he deduces. Some
foolish people argue that those verses that do not agree with each other are not all
acceptable but they label only some of them as acceptable. In other words they use the
Qur' an itself to drop some of its verses. This is a crime in the eyes of Shari' ah (divine law) .
It is necessary to reconcile such verses, and if one cannot do that then one must blame
oneself for not being competent to understand. Knowledge of that mq.st be entrusted to
Allah and His Messenger ~J"'~~~~ who know best. For example, the ahlusunnah.wa al
jama'ah hold that good and bad are from Allah. They base their belief on the verse:
I
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{Say, All is from Allah."} (4:78)
However, the proponents of al-qadr (decree) reject this belief. They forward the opinion
that Allah is the creator of good but not of bad. Rather, man himself is the creator of evil.
They base their contention on the next verse (4:79) which seems to contradict the first verse:

{Whatsoever of good befalls you, it is from Allah, and whatsoever of evil befalls
you it is from yourself.}
It is disallowed to forward such a contradiction. Rather, one should follow what the
Muslims agree generally. As for the other verse, an interpretation conforming to Shari'ah
(divine .law) should be made. Thus, in this case, the first verse must be abided by.
Everything, good or bad, is from Allah and happens according to Divine decree.
As for the second verse, it will be interpreted to be linked to the fi~st verse and that it
condemns the hypocrites who do not regard it as correct but say that piety is from Allah
while evil is from the creature. In this way the two verses are reconciled.
Similarly, other such verses may be made to agree.
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237. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb lilt ~.J 2 narrated from his father from his
grandfather that the Prophet~J"'~..i-t~ heard a people disputing about the Qur'an He
said, 11Those l"."ho preceded you perished only because of this. They cited portions of
Allah's Book again~~ other portions. But, Allah's book is revealed such that its parts
conform to each other. So, do not belie some of it with others. Speak of whatever you
know of it and what you do not know, entrust it to those who know it."3
1

Musnad Ahmad 2-286, Abu Dawud # 4603.
He was a tabi ..ht ,.-_;and belonged to the family to Amr ibn al Aas ..Jc. .ill ~.;.
3
Musnad Ahmad 2-185, Ibn Majah # 85like it.
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COMMENTARY: It has been stated in an earlier hadith that those whose knowledge is

imperfect and faith is weak, they set the verses of the Qur' an against each other and give
them their own meaning on which they base their ideologies. :rhis hadith suggests that
they should entrust their meaning to Allah and His Messenger ~J4:}s-illl~ or to the scholars
and the righteous who are superior to them.

~~·~J>I3:;: . . ~~fjj1J_;Ji~J~ilii~,Lij~Jjlijli;j!.,,~,ifj<rrA)
(~\-r~Jo\_,.J)-~U!&~Ju~J~~·
238. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud 4:S-li!I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4~lill~
said, "The Qur'an has been revealed in. seven dialects. Each of its verses is apparent
and veiled (in its meaning) and every limit (or prohibition) is defined."1
COMMENTARY: Every langua5e of the world had different dialects and variation of
pronunciation. In Arabic too, seven dialects were well-known and the Quran was revealed
accordingly; of the Quraysh, Taiy, Hawazin, Yemen, Thaqif, Huzayl and Banu Tamim.
The Quran was revealed, first of ~ll, in the dialect of the Quraysh, the Prophet's ~J4#-illt~
dialect. However, it became difficult for all the Arabs to recite it in this dialect. So, the
Prophet ~J 4#- lilt~ prayed to Allah to make it easy for them and He commanded that
everyone could recite the Qur' an in his dialect. This eontinued till the times of Sayyiduna
Uthman 4:S-li!t~ J a_nd people recited it in their dialects.
When he compiled Allah's words together and had it written down in book from, he sent it to
every region but he retained the dialect in which Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit 4:S-li!l~J had put
the Book together at the command of Sayyiduna Abu Bakr 4:S-iJII~.J and advice of Sayyiduna
Umar ibn Khattab. ~1»1~J it was the dialect of the Quraysh. Uthman 4-:~iJI,~J also had all other
dialects abrogated. Thus, a single dialect made it very easy for readers of all regions of the
world and the roots of a serious fitnah were uprooted, The fitnah was that the Muslim
wrangled with each other because of the differences in the dialects and they blamed everyone
who recited another dialect as a disbeliever. Thus only the dialect of the Quraysh on which
the Qur'an was revealed was retained. Apart from this, only those dialects to which the
sahabah(Companions of Prophet) agreed and which were conveyed through continuously
handed down sanad to the seven· reciters were spared. Besides, certain repetitions of
grammar and norms of recital (imalah and idgham, etc) were allowed to continue.
Some Scholars maintain that the seven recitals are what the seven reciters (qurra) recite.
Some also hold that there are more than seven recitals but the number of seven is given
because the differences are also of seven kinds of which the seven recitals are based:
(1)
Differences in the character of the word which is shortening or prolonging it.
(2)
Differences in number, plural or singular.
(3)
Differences of gender, masculine or feminine.
(4)
Differences in grammar, soft or hardened, like (~)or(~)-(~) or(~)
(5)
Differences I didactical marks.
(6)
Differences in letters, like in the words(~;'; ~,,&s;J), the noon is hardened (or
doubled), or softened, meaning with shaddah or without it.
(7)
uifferences, in language, like tafkhim, imafah etc.
1

Bazar, Tabarani in al-Awsat.'
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The hadith concludes with the message that every verse has an obvious meaning which
every person who knows the language understands. It also has an implied meaning~;
. which only those of Allah's slaves can understand whose hearts are full of the light of
Divine awareness.
The limit of the verses of each of these kinds is defined. When one comes to this limit, one
is told of it or made aware of it.
The awareness of the obvious verses is to learn Arabic with its rules of grammar. It is also to
learn the background of every verse and the abrogater and the abrogated. There are other
such Things that must be learnt to be able to understand the obvious meaning of the Qur' an. ·
The limit of the concealed meaning is to practice and make effort, to abde by the obvious
meaning of the Qur' an and the commands they give, to abstain froqt every evil and sin, the
heart should be brightened with worship of Allah and His pleasure, and s on. These are
what will help in understanding the concealed or inner meaning of the Qur' an. They will
·
let the heart see it.
Imam Muhy us sunnah .1!1~.J has written in his tafsir Mu' alim ut Tanzil that the word (~)
(apparent, obvious) in the hadith means the words of the Qur'an while(~) (veiled, inner,
concealed) means 'interpretation of the words.' The word (F) (limit or prohibition) means
'an understanding' such as enables one who ponders. He finds that the meaning and
secrets are uncovered for him as they are not to anyone else.
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239. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's 'Messenger ~~~~
~J said, "knowledge is of three types; an explicit verse, an established sunnah and
a fair deduction. Whatever is apart from that is extra."t
COMMENTARY: The foundation of religious knowledge are threefold. The explicit verses are
the firm 1mabrogated verses. This refers to Allah's Book. The essence are ~e substance of the
Book, so only these are mentioned. The sciences that are a means to it are connected with it.
The established sunnah are known with the diversity of the text and isnad of the hadith.
Faridah 'Aadilah (...ll~ ~.)) - fair deduction - refers to verdicts and judgments and
unanimity of the mujtahids as deducted from the book and sunnah. It is called faridah
because it is wajib to abide by it as it is abide by the Quran and sunnah.
So, the hadith is explained that the foundations of hadith are four. The base of the religion
and Shari'ah (divine law) is on these four.
(i)
The book, or the Quran.
(ii)
The sunnah, or the hadith.
(iii)
Ijma' or consensus.
(iv)
Qiyas, or verdicts and judgements.
Any other knowJcJ.ge will be superfluous and meaningless in the religious sense.
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Abu Dawud # 2885, Ibn Majah # 54, both with words interposed.
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240. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik al-Ashra'y ~ .&1 ~J

narrated that .A:llah's
Messenger ~J"~,&,~ said, "No one will admonish but three; a ruler, the ruled or
the arrogant."2
1

-J''~l
,IJ' jjr.1
d ,l~l 'J· ;~o~·~.C.4!Jl·t.c.~.·.J
.. ~.t.c. & , ,l.ill&l_j'J''S
;:1
_j
• J"" _j 'IS .. _j"' l...'p I ' • ~ '"":- ~ ? ..
~; ~ ~ t:.f~
!J !J'IS,'l&l
l_y. _j'J'(Yf.')
1;1

241. Amr ibn Shu'ayb also narrated it from his father from his grandfather. One

version has 'pretentious' instead of 'arrogant.'3
COMMENTARY: (The words in the text are - 'no one will impart, tell or narrate'
something) so it means 'will admonish, chide or instruct' and also 'will relate a fable or a
story.' The hadith means that generally three people to this work of admonishing, two of
whom are entitled to do it, the ruler and the ruled but the trurd is an arrogant and is not
entitled and must not do it.
In other words, the ruler is entitled because he is the most \:ompassionate to (and concerned
for) his subjects and knows how to set things right for them. If a ruler does not admonish and
instruct, then he will appoint a scholar who is the most God. Fearing of all the Scholars and
abstinent. This scholar shall discharge his duty. Hence, the word (JY~LG) 'ruled' in the hadith
could be this scholar whom the ruler appoints, or the other persons whom Allah has· chosen
for the guidance of the creatures l~e the Scholars (scholars) and the awliya of Allah (saintly
men) who continue to sermonize the people and guide and correct them.
The hadith warns those people who deliver sermons and lectures to gain fame and wealth
though they are not worthy and deserving of sermonizing both because of insufficient
knowledge and poor deeds. Only the two kinds named in the foregoing lines may
admonish and instruct the people. If anyone else does it, then he will be deemed to show
off and to seek fame and thus be liable to Allah's punishment.
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242. Sayy~.duna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~,&,~
said, "H anyone is given a (religious) verdict or ruling without (being qualified
with) knowledge then its sin lies on him who gives the ruling. And, if anyone
guides his brother in an affair knowing that guidance lies elsewhere (and nut where
he had guided him) then he has deceiv~d him."4
COMMENTARY: If an ignorant person asks a scholar about a subject and he give him a wrong
answer either because of lack of enough knowledge on that issue or for some other reason, and
the ignorant person acts accordingly then the sin will not lie on him but on the scholar who
gave the wrong answer provided he had not erred in his ijtihad (which is forgiven).
The second portion of the hadith is that a person who deliberately misguides his
brother deceives him. His act is bad mannered and against Shari'ah (divine law) . He is
1

His Kunya was Abu Abdur Rahman, or Abu Hamad, or Amrah (or A.nr). He died in 73AH in
Damascus. (Asad ul habah).
2
t~h!! D;\wu~ # 4665, Musnad Ahmad 2/221.
3
Darami # 2779, Ibn Majah # 3753.
4
Abu Dawud # 3657, Ibn Majah only the first portion # 53, and so Darami # 159, and like it Musnad
Ahmad 2-321.
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a deceptive person.
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243. Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ~.\it~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ .&! ,)J forbade

that anyone should be led into a fallacy.t
COMMENTARY: This hadith forbids the putting of such questions to the Scholars as are
complex and controversial. Some people who do not esteem the Scholars fore¢ them into
trial. They b~little them before other people.
It is forbidden to push anyone into trial because it hurts and harasses him. It also raises a
fitnah and an enmity. The o~e who asks is arrogant and hopes to make an impression on.
others. Clearly all these things are unlawful.
However, it is not forbidden if he puts a rhetorical question to counter someone's question
of this type.
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244. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.\it~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.\it,_}J

said, 11Learn what is fard. (obligatory duties, or the rules of inheritance) and the
Quran. And teach them to the people, for, I &hall die."2
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245. Sayyiduna Abu Ad-Darda ~.\it~J narrated that they were with the Prophet ,_}J
~....J ~.\it

one day when he looked towards the heaven and said, 11This is the time
when knowledge is being withdrawn from the people so that they will have no
control over anything through it."3
COMMENTARY: The words 'knowledge' here refers to wahy (revelation). He alluded to
his own death. He looked towards the sky as though awaiting a wahy, so it was sent by
Allah and he was told that his term was over. Hence, he said that the time had come for the
wahy to terminate.
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246. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.au~J is reported to have said, ''The time is near

when the people will tear off the livers of the camels (meaning travel to distant
1

Abu Dawud # 3656.
Tirmidhi # 2098.
3
Tirmidhi # 2662, Darami # 288.
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places) to acquire knowledge but they will not find anyone more learned then the
scholar of Madinah.t
Tirmidhi wtote in his Jaami' that Ibn Uyaynah . 1!1 ~J said that the scholar of
Madinah was Maalik ibn Anas ..1!1~;, and the like of it from Abdur Razzaq and that
lshaq ibn :tylusa i11~ J said so, and he also heard from Iby uyaynah iii~J that he said
that he was Umari az-Zahid i11~ J whose name was Abdul Aziz ibn Abdullah iii~J•
He was of the progeny of Umar ibn Khattab ~il~~J 2
COMMENTARY: The words is reported to have said' mean that Abu Hurayrah ~.&1~;

narrated this hadith in a marfu form from the Prophet ~J~.&~~ but the student of Abu
Hurayrah 4~~i»1._r- J had forgotten his words, so he narrated the hadith in this manner.
The words, 'will tear off the livers of the camels' mean that when the people become more
interested in seeking knowledge, they will travel to far off places. Or, wil drive their camels
fast to reach to the source of knowledge.
AS for the scholar of Madinah. Sufyan ibn Uyaynah ,&,~ J who was a companion of Imam
Maalik .&1~J and a Shaykh of Imam Shafi ~~4~ J said that the Prophet ~""JA#i»t~ meant that
Imam Maalik .&1~J was the scholar. The great scholar of hadith, Abdur Razzaq li!1~J also
said so. However, a student of Ibn Uyaynah .&1~;, Ishaq ibn Musa .&1~J said that he heard
Ibn Uyaynah .&1~ J say that he was Umari az-Zahid iii~; whose name was Abdul Aziz ibn
Abdullah i11~J· He was called Umari because he was a descendant of Sayyiduna Umar
Faruq. Zahid was his attribute because he was a great scholar of Madinah of his times and
a great zahid (pious, ascetic) and a god-fearing man. His line of descent was Abdul Aziz
ibn Abdullah ibn Amr ibn Hafs ibn Aasim ibn Umar Faruq ~.&~~J·
Thus, there are two different, diverse reports from Uyaynah by Tirmidhi and Ishaq ibn
Musa k1~J· Both of them surmised the saying of Uyaynah .&1~ J and were not very sure.
We must also understand that the Prophet ~J 4# i»1 ~ saying concerned the times of the
sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~il1~ J and the tabi'un k1~ J· During those times, there
was no scholar anywhere greater then the scholar of Madinah, because after the
sahabah(Companions of Prophet) ~ .&1 ~J and the Tabi'un wht:it the sacred light of
knowledge spread out of Madinah to other places, such scholars arose there as were more
learned than those of Madinah.
However, the meaning nearer to the text is that the Prophet ~ J~il~~ said that in spite of
the spread of knowledge it will be centralized in Madinah. This is very clear from other
ahadith. But Allah knows best.
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247. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ i11 ~J narrated that what he knew from Allah's
Messenger ~JA,Js.iil~ included that he said, 1 Surely, Allah, Mighty and Glorious,
sends to this ummah at the head (beginning) of every century one who renews for
1

2

Tirmidhi # 2689, Musnad Ahmad 2/299.
Tirmidh # 2689, on previous.
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it its religion."l
COMMENTARY: The Scholars interpret this hadith to say that in every era there is in the

ummah a distinguished and recognized person who polishes and renews the religion. He is
called a majaddid. He removes every wrong that grows in the religion, like bid' ah and
wrong customs. He clean the religion for the ummah and restores it to its original form.
Some Scholars have even named these reformers in different centuries. Some others have
ventured to suggest that there may be one such reformer, or a whole group of them who
renew the religion and remove the wrongs from it (at any one time).
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248. Sayyiduna Ibrahim ibn Abdur Rahman.al-Udhri ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's

Messenger ~J ~ ..111 ~ said, 11Every succeeding generation will have people who
shall preserve this knowledge, removing the alterations of the diehards, the
insertions of the fakers and the meanings suggested by (those who do not know
and are) the pretenders."2
We shall transmit the hadith of Sayyiduna Jabir ~.11~~J (Arabic) in the chapter of
Tayammum, insha Allah Ta'ala (# 531).
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249. Sayyiduna Hasan .1!1"~J 3 narrated in a mursal form that Allah's Messenger ~
~J "~ .1!1 said," If when death c~mes to a person he is engaged in the pursuit of

knowledge hoping to revive Islam with it, then only one degree will separate him
from the Prophet~J4#.il1~ in paradise."4
(And that is the rank of Prophethood.)

1

Abu Dawud # 4291.
Bayhaqi.
3
Hasan Busri Jll ,..-._;was a tabi'l. He was born in Madinah and died in 110 AH.
4
Darami # 354.
2
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two men of the Banu Isra'il. One of them was a scholar who offered the prescribed
salah and then· sat among the people and taught them what is good. And, the other
fasted by day and stood (in worship) by night. Which of them was superior? Allah's
Messenger ~J ~ 1»1 ~ said, 11The excellence of this scholar who offers the
prescribed salah and then sits among the people teaching them what is good over
the worshipper who fasts by day and keeps vigil by night is like my excellence over
the most lowly among you."t
COMMENTARY: The two men may have been neck and neck in learning, but one devoted
himself to worship of Allah while the other preached to the people after discharging his
obligatory worship. This second one was declared to be superior.

,
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251. Sayyiduna Ali ol$ 1»1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~""J 4~ .&1 ~ said
11
Excellent is the man who is learned in religion. If people have need of him, he
satisfies them. If they ignore him, he is self sufficient."
COMMENTARY: This hadith advises a scholar not to degrade himself by becoming
dependent on other pebple. He must turn to them for wrong aims or seek from them
worldly gains. But, he must not be aloof of them and deprive them of his knowledge. If
they look to him for their religious uplift them he must be among them and fulfil their
needs. Of course, if they are indifferent to him then he too must keep distance then he too
must keep distance from them and engage in worship of Allah. He may spread religion by
writing books and such material.
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252. Sayyiduna Ikrtmah ol$.&1~; narrated that Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4:~.&1~; said (to

him), 11 0eliver sermons to the people once every.Friday. If you do not agree, then
twice, but if you want more, then thrice (only), but do not exhaust the people with
this Qur'an. Let me not find you coming to a people who are engaged in a
conversation (among themselves) and you preach to them interrupting them and
thus wearing them. Rather, keep quiet. When they ask you then preach to them
while they are desirous. Beware of cadence in supplication. Avoid it, because I had
known that Allah's Messenger ~""J~.&1~ and his companions did not do that."2
COMMENTARY: It has been stated previously and this hadith too emphasizes that
1
2

Darami # 340.
Bukhari # 6337, Musnad Ahmad 6/217 (as narrated by Sayyidah Ayshah ,..j.c. ..:UI ~.;.
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moderation should be exercised in sermonizing and allowance should be made for the
situation. The edifice of preaching and propagation is laid on this base.
This hadith lays stress on not interfering when two or more people are engaged in
conversation. It does not matter what their topic is; a worldly subject or a religious
di$cussion. However, if wisdom demands that their talk must be cut off, then they must be
interrupted in a polite manner so that they do not feel hurt and they stop their conversation.
As for Ibn Abbas~)»'~; advising Ikrimah )»,~;,he spoke about the majority. At that time,
most people engaged in worldly gossip.
As for suyplication, the most effective supplication is one that is made in a straightforward
manner from the depth of the heart. The invocation should not be coloured with poetry or
pretens,on. This does not permit us however, to object to the supplication of the Prophet
~J~.au~ that were in rhymed prose because this came to him naturally and he did not
make any effort for that.
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253. Sayyiduna Wathilah ibn Asqa ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~)»,~
~J said, "He who seeks knowledge and gets it, for him are two portions of reward.
But, if he does not get it then for him is one portion of reward."t
COMMENTARY: The first reward will be fot his effort and the second for attaining
knowledge and conveying it to others or for putting i~ into practice. So, one must
continue to seek knowledge and if one cannot attain it, then death while seeking it is
itself a great good fortune.
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254... Sayyiduna AbuHurayrah ~An~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.l»1~
said, 11Among the deeds and pieties for which a believer will continue to receive
reward after his death is knowledge that he acquired and spread, a righteous son
whom he left behind, a copy of the Qur'an that he left in his legacy, a mosque that
he build, a house that he ra:sed for the travellers, a river that he caused to flow, or a
charity that he had earmarked from his property, during his lifetime when he was
sound and healthy. He will continue to receive reward for that after his death."2
COMMENTARY: With the Qur'an, the religious books and with the mosque, madrasahs
and hospices (khanqah) are included.

1

2

Darami # 335.
Ibn Majah # 242, Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 3448.
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255. Sayyidah Ayshah ~"~'~J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger ~J"~~'..J.P
say, "Allah Mighty and Glorious, revealed to me, 'H anyone follows a path seeking
knowledge, then I shall make the path to paradise easy for him. If I take away the two
eyes of anyone, then I assure him paradise in return for them. Increase in knowledge
is better than increase in worship. And, the root of religion is abstinence."t
COMMENTARY: Allah will enable this person to gain Divine awareness in the world and
to worship Him thereby entitling him to paradise. Or, I the hereafter the path to paradise
and to the castle exclusive for the scholars will be made easy.
In other words, the road to knowledge in the world is also the road to paradise in the next
world. Apart from the doors for knowledge, all other doors will be shut. This means that it
shall be difficult to enter paradise without knowledge provided it is acquired sincerely and
for Allah's sake and it is accompanied by deeds, otherwise knowledge is meaningless.
The hadith concludes with an emphasis on abstinence. One should shun the unlawful and
ostentation in worship.

(~.JI..UI oi.J.J) -~ ~~1~~~1 ~ i&.~~l Jdl~ j{l u:t~~l if"j ('\' 0"\)
256. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J said, 'Pursuit of knowledge for a little while in
the night is better than keeping vigil all night."2
COMMENTARY: Rather than occupy oneself in worship all night, it is better to study
together and teach each other. To write and read religious books falls under this purview.
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257. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
~ J came upon two gatherings in his mosque. He said, "Both of them are occupied
in something t~at is good, but one of them is superior to the other. These, here, pray
to Allah and have placed hope in him. He may answer their prayers, if he will, or
He may deny them an answer, if he will. Those, there learn fiqh or knowledge and
teach the ignorant. So, they are better. And, I was sent only as a teacher." Then he
sat down among them.3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~ sat down among the scholars and learners. This
speaks very high of knowledge and the scholars.
The seekers know not - The king of the world is among them.
1

Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 5751.
Darami # 14.
3
Darami # 349.
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258. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~i»t~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»t,.).P was
asked, ''0 Messenger of Allah, what is the limit of knowledge which when acquired
by a man, he deserves to be called a Faqih ijurisprudent)." Allah's Messenger "~i»t~
~J said, "If anyone preserve forty ahadith with which to benefit my ummah
concerning their religion, then Allah will resurrect him (in the hereafter) as a faqih,
for him, I shall be an intercessor and witness on the day of resurrection."1
COMMENTARY: The Scholars explain it to mean that forty ahadith have to be conveyed to
other people even if they are not committed to memory. Many of them have compiled forty
ahadith and circulated them among the people, hoping thereby to get the intercession and
testimony of the Prophet ~J~i»t..}..p on the day of resurrection.
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259. Anas ibn Maalik ~i»t~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~l""J"~~J..P asked, "Do
you know who is the most generous?" They (the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) i»t~J
~> said, "Allah and His Messenger know best." He said, "Allah is the most generous of
all. Then, among the children of Aadam, I am the most generous. And, after me, the
most generous of them will ,e a man who will acquired knowledge and spread it. On
the day of resurrection, he will come as an amir all by himeH, or as one ummah."2
COMMENTARY: The sub-narrator was unsure whether the Prophet~ J~i»t~ said that he
would come as an amir followed by other as servants and followers, or he would be a
single man like a group thus, he would be a man f)mong the ummah honourable and come
in a glorious manner.
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260. Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik 46~ i»1 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~J ·~ ~ ~ said,
"Two voracious persons are never satiated; The voracious for knowledge who is never
satiated with it and the voracious for worldly things who is never satiated with it."3
1

Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman # 1726.
Bayhaqi in Shu'abul Eeman # 1727.
3
Bayhaqi in shu'ab ul Eeman # 10279, (Darami # 334, from Ibn Abbas ,.Jc. .&I~.;).
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Bayhaqi transmitted the. forgoing three ahadith in Shu'ab ul eeman saying that
Imam Ahmad said of the hadith of Abu-ud Darda 4$ ~~ ~; that it has a known text
among the people and its isnad is not sound.
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261. Awn ~~~J narrated that Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~~~J said, Two greedy men

never satiate, the scholar and the worldly. However, they are not equal. As fot ·the
scholar, he increases the pleasure of Ar-Rahman ( The compassionate, Allah). And,
as for the worldly, he persists in transgression." Then, Abdullah 4$)d~; recited (in
reference to the worldly).
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{Nay, man surely proves inordinate, for he considers himself self sufficient} (96:6-7)
He added that Abbullah 4$.\tt~J then recited for the other:
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{Only those of his servants fear Allah who have knowledge."1 (35:28)
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262. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4$.i»t~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ said,

"Some members of my ummah shall acquire learning in religion and recite the
Quran. They will say, 'We shall go to the rulers and obtain our portion from their
world and get away back from them with our religion (intact).' But, that will not be!
Just as nothing but thorns are had from tragacanth trees so, too, nothing is had from
nearness to them but_." (A sub-narrator) Muhammad ibn Sabbah ~~~J suggested
that he meant (~\J:u:Jt) (sins) after but.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ did not say any word after (~I) 'but'. Muhammad
ibn Sabbah, a great scholar of hadith and teacher of Bukhari and Muslim suggested ·that
the Prophet -~ J 4# ~~ ~ left his words incomplete after. (~1) (but) to imply (l:!~l) (sins,
wrongs). He did not speak the word. Thus the concluding portion of the hadith will be:
Nothing is had from nearness to the rulers but sin."
II

1
2

Darami # 332.
Ibn Majah # 255.
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As for the question why did the Prophet ~J4s-1JI1~ left this word unsaid, one possibility
is that he indicated that the company of the rulers is so bad that it cannot be mentioned
bythetongue.
,
In short, the hadith warns that there would be such Scholars in this ummah whose
objective in acquiring knowledge would be to visit the rulers and to impress them with
their learning to obtain from them worldly benefits. The Scholars will have no concern
with the true ambition of learning which is to guide Allah's creatures without seeking a
reimbursement. They will claim to keep their religion safe and intact even after haunting
the courts o! the rulers though this is impossible.
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263. Sayiduria Abdullah ibn Mas'ud said, 1£ the learned were to guard learning
and entrust is to the people who are worthy then, because of it they shall be the
rulers of the people of their times. However, l:hey have entrusted it to the worldly
people to earn from their worldly wealth (abandoning the true objective of
learning), so they are scorned by them. I had heard your Prophet ~""J~~~~ say, 'If
anyone makes his cares and anxieties into one anxiety of his hereafter then Allah
suffices him for his worldly cares and anxieties. If anyone is immersed into a
plethora of anxieties of the worldly affairs then Allah cares not in which of the
world's valleys "he perishes."l
o,~
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264. And B.tyhaqi transmitted it in Shaub ul Eeman from Sayyiduna Ibn Umar
4$1JII from his words: 'If anyone makes his cares and anxieties ....' To the end.2
(the same hadith)

.$PJ

COMMENTARY: This hadith invites the Scholars to think and rise and shows them the
highest peak of knowledge Ibn Mas'ud 4$1JI'.$PJ asks them to recognize their status and its
significance. It is the essence of learning that it should remain with those who esteem it and
understand. If the aim of acquiring it is to gain recognition and adorn the courts of the
worldly rulers and oppressors then it is an insult of learning to the highest degree.
Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud said something more important. Tn worldly terms ruler ship,
grandeur and honour are not worthwhile. True leadership is in the shape of excellence,
merit and learning. This is why it does not behave the scholars to become kings or rulers.
They are spiritual rulers of the world and they ru l.e the hearts and minds of its people. All
others ar~ subordinate to them and subservient to their steps and pen, their wisdom and
commands. The Quran says:
1

Ibn Majah # 257, Bahyaqi in Shu' ab ul Eeman # 1888.
.: bayhaqi I shu' ab ul Eeman # 10340.
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{Allah will exalf those of you who believe and those who have been given
knowledge, to high ranks} (al Mujadalah, 11)
The Prophet ~J~~~~ says that a man's thinking should be so pure that his mind and
heart should have only one objective in each of their comers; the hereafter. He should have
no other objective. Then Allah expands for him the blessings of the world.
However, if anyone's mind and heart are so base that he always hankers for worldly things
and is immersed in the world's thoughts then· riothing may be expected from Allah. Allah
does not care if he perishes in any kind of difficulty. He suffers loss in terms of the world
and the hereafter.
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- "~.....;-265. AI A'mash .&~~.J said that Allah's Messenger ~J~.r.\1~ said, "The tragedy of
knowledge is forgetting it and to squander it is to pass it on to the unworthy."1
,
COMMENTARY: Before acquiring knowledge, there are many calamities or tragedies. ( ~
~UI rWJ.J ~I ~) (for everything there •is a calamity but for knowledge there are several
calamities). After acquiring knowledge there is only one calamity and it is forgetfulness.
Certainly, to get something and lose it and to memorize something and then forget it is a
great spiritual harm and calamity.
This hadith advises the student and the scholar to refrain from such things are cause of
forgetfulness, meaning sin and disobedience. They must not go after such things that make
the mind neglectful like the heady delights of the world and desires of the soul. Imam Shafi
.1!1~ J depicted it in verse form
1

J r.,~"JI ! ,!-'-;,
~~,_~.J
,~.,~

t:!_ .,.,

(I complained to my teacher waki ~' ~.J of my poor memory, so he advised me to
give up disobedience and sin.)
I

(.99W-~ '1 ;ill ~j
(Because knowledge is a blessing from Allah and Allah's blessing is ·not bestowed
on a sinner)
The hadith concludes with statement that to present knowledge to those unworthy of it is
to waste it. The unworthy is one who does not understand it and knows not its value.
Knowledge should be taught only to those who have the aptitude for it and who are
driven to practice it.

~.;J1 jli Y~l ~l;;JI6A ~~ Jli-lli. ~H (s-95 ~~~(A% ,.1)1 ~r:! ', 6$-j ('f"\1)
~ (~.JI..U I o I.J.J) _fo : I!'! Jli ~'(~1;:\ I~.,;.ti ~ _o.W I f..;.ll ~~ jli ~j.!l 'l ~ ~j. 'I 'l
266. Sayyiduna Sufyan .;.,~J narrated that Sayyidun aUmar ibn al-Khatt:.:o .u~'~.J
1

Darami # 261.
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asked Sayyiduna Ka'b ~ .1!1 ~J :'Who are the true bearers of knowledge?" He said,
"They who put into practice what they know." He asked, 11What takes away
knowledge from the hearts of the schole1rs?" He said "Greed."1
COMMENTARY: Greed or avarice is the evil that takes away the light of knowledge from
a scholar's ht7art. Ifhe begins to love fame and greatness and worldly luxury then the
blessing of knowledge dislodges from its place. His mind and heart will lose the true
light of knowledge.
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267. Sayyiduna al-Ahwas ibn Hakim .1!1 ~ J narrated that on the authority of his
father that a man asked the Prophet ~J4:Js.~,)J about evil. He said, Do not ask me
about evil, but ask lfie about good." He spoke these words three times, and said,
11
Know, the worst evil of all evils is the evil of the Scholars. And, indeed, the best of
all good is the best of the Scholars."2
COMMENTARY: It was not proper to ask the Prophet ~J~.\i1.)J about evil, so he spoke of
, both evil and good. The scholar is a model for the masses who are his followers. The
scholar's qualities are emulated by other. They are dyed in his colour.
11
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268. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~ iil1 ~ J narrated that, on the day of resurrection, the

worst of man in status before Allah will be the scholar who did not derive benefit
from his knowledge. 3
COMMENTI\~Y= He could the scholar who acquired knowledge that would not profit
anyone, meaning knowledge alien to Shari ah (divine law). Or, he could have acquired
religious knowledge but not h;.vP. used it practically. He will receive a punishment that
would be harsher than the one awarded to an ignorant person. Woe to the ignorant once
but to the scholar seven times. Such a scholar will receive the severest punishment on the
day of resurrection.

jli ~ ,l U..;~'ji.J~ u J_rS j..&_r! ti jli jli ~ ilil (s-95j-ll ~ ~~.j ~j (Y"\C\)

(J.;I..Uioi..J.;)-~I;!{~IJ.~j~l:.~~~~~lji-'4-J~WiiJ~~~
269. SayyidunaZiyad ibn Hudayr ~ ~~ ~ J narrated that Sayyiduna Umar ibn alKhatttab ~.1!1~J asked him, 11Do you know what demolishes Islam?" When he said

that he did not know, Umar

1

Darami # 584.
Darami # 370.
3
Darami # 262.
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said, 1:The slip of a scholar, the hypocrite's
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argument about the Book and the rule of the rulers who are astray."t
COMMENTARY: The edifice of Islam is demolished when its five pillars are made useless.

They ~e the kalimah tawhid, the salah, fasting, zakah and hajj. When a scholar negl~cts his
real duty of enjoining piety and forbidding evil to satisfy his base desires the these things
are thrown aside.
Similarly, one who pretends to be a Muslim but is a disbeliever at heart and an innovator when
he argues about the Qur' an, he misinterprets the Qur' an. He rejects the commands of Shari'ah
(divine law). He too throws aside the pillars of Islam in this way. The rawafid, Khawarij and
other false sects fall in the same bracket. They create doubts in the religion of Islam.

~).i~l4J1 ~ J.k.J""~WIJi,ll ~lli ':- 1all Jjl,i~~;_WI jli~lif"j (YV•)

(~J I..U I oI_,J) -...AS I' if. I ~ J?_j~

JJ I i;!.

270. Sayyiduna Hasm iil1~.J narr~ted that knowledge is of two kinds; knowledge in
the heart and this is beneficial. Arid, knowiedge on the tongue and this knowledge is
the evidence and argument of Allah, Mighty and Glorious, against the son of Aadam.2
COMMENTARY: Of the two kinds, the first is concealeA and the second obvious. Unless
the obvious is corrected, the concealed knowledge is not of any use. So, too, unless the
concealed is rectified, the obvious is not perfect.
Abu Talib Makki iii~ .J said that both these kinds are real and basic. They are inseparable in
the same way as Islam and eeman (faith) are indivisible, or as heart and body are o:.:te and
the same. (Mul~a Ali Qari).
·
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi .iil1~; wrote that beneficial knowledge brightens
the heart so that obstacles to awareness of the reality of things are removed.
Again, the beneficial knowledge is of two kinds; one of these prompts deeds and the other
is the result of the deeds. Allah puts the light of knowledge in the heart of whichever of His
slaves He wishes. This is the very knowledge that Hasan Busri iil1 ~ .J has describeq as
beneficial. As for the knowledge on the tongue, it has no effect and it gives no light to the
heart. It is about this knowledge that Allah's allegation lies on men for not acting on it
though He gave it to them. This is why l-lhere the ignor'lnt is blamed once the scholar is
blamed seven times because he goes astray deliberately.
~
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271. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .1!1 ~.J narrated, ul. have preserved from Allah's
Messenger ~""J"',l~.iill~ two receptacles (of knowledge). I have diffuses one of them
among you. As for the other, were I to disclose it, this bulum, meaning the passage
of food,. would be severed."3
·.
·
COMMENTARY: The first kind of knowledge is the apparent and it concerns the commands,
manners, etc. The second m1ly be understood in two ways: it could be the concealed becausP.
1

Darami # 214.
Darami # 364.
3
Bukhari # 120.
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the general body of Muslims would not compreher.d it, so it is known only to the exclusive
Scholars who possess Divine awareness. Or it could mean that the Prophet ~J~...\1~ had
disclosed to Abu Hurayrah 1$ ~ ~J that after him a group would innovate in religion thus
· raising a strong fitnah (or trial). He was told of them and the names of their members so he
did say that if he disclosed ~at knowledge his life would be at risk.

~I~ ~1i Jlll ili\ ~i j,1 il~ &4j ~ ~i l4£~ &4 ~l!JI ~~ jli JJ1# (;.j

(YVY)

(A't~ii,;_,.....~

272. Sayyiduna Abdullah ol$.filt~J said, "0 you people, if any one knows any thing,
he must speak of it. He who does not know must say, 1 Allah knows best, for it is
part of knowledge to acknowledge what you do not kno1v, 1 Allah knows best."
Allah said to His Prophet~J~~~~ (in surah Saad, verse 86):
o!~!.'t2,,fi.-:..Auru . . ~r.r..A.cl£

~ v-,;

,.s.Jt ,.,~

......,..,, .. >

..J~

f~

~

(Say (0 Prophet). 11 ask of you no reward for this, nor am I of the imposters.} t.
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~.f»,~ is instructed in this verse to tell the people that
he was conveying to them the knowledge that Allah had taught him and asked to. diffuse,
and that he made no other claim nor did he discuss anything that could be difficult and
hard for them. If he did that then he would be a deceiver.

0J-oo.JI.;)-J,.~~.....::..>Jli~~lj~li~~~llll~!Jli~_h~lu£j(Yvr')
...
... ...
273. Sayyiduna Ibn Sirin .1!1~ J said, "Surely this knowledge is religion, so, watch
from whom you take it."2
·
COMMENTARY: This hadith says that one must verify the credentials of the person who
conveys to him a hadith or a piece of knowledge.
·
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274. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah 1.:$ .rl. ~J said (~o the reciters), "0 you reciters of the
Quran, (continue tc} keep on the straight path. Indeed, you have· gone ahead, much
ahead! But, if you go to the right or left, you will fall into a deep error."3
COMMENTARY: The addresses were the early Muslims. They had preceded other
Muslims by firmly sticking to the Book and sunnah. The later ones could not attain their
though they too performed pious deeds. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ol$..1!l~J said to them.
· that keeping steadfast on the straight path is better than being rniraqllous or honourable ..
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Bukhari # 4809, Muslim # 39-2798, Darami # 173.
Muslim the Muqaddamah (Introduction) Darami # 419.
3
Bukhari # 7282.
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275. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li!1~
said, "Seek r~fuge in Allah from jubb ul huzn (the well of sorrow). The sahabah
(Companions of Prophet) ~.&~~J asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, what is jubb ul
huzn?' He said, "A valley in hell from which hell itself seeks refuge four hundred
times ever}r day." He was asked, "0 Messenger ~f Allah, who· will go to it?" He
said, ''The reciters of the Qur'an who are ostentatious in their deed:;." ~
Ilbn ·Majah adds: "And, surely, among the most detested reciters' to Allah the
Exalted are th~y who visit the rulers." Al-Muharibiy said," Meaning the tyrants."1
COMMENTARY: Jubbul huzn is a valley in hell resembling a very deep well. The same
command applies to ostentations scholars and saintly men ;.tS to the reciters of the Qur' an.
Those who visit the rulers are the reciters of ·the Quran who go to them for their worldly
aims. If they meet the rulers of enjoin piety and forbid evil, or under compulsion to ward
off their oppression, then there is no harm. The hadith refers to oppressive r1:1lers. It does
not forbid meeting the pious and just rulers because to meet pious and God-fearing rulers
is in itself a form of worship. ·
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276. Sayyiduna Ali ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~ said, "Soon
a time will come to mankind when nothing but the name of Islam and the written
form of the Quran will remain. Their mosques will be occupied but will be devoid
of guidance. Their scholars will be the worst of all people under the heaven. Fitnah
(mischief) will emerge from them and will return among them."2
COMMENTARY: Islam will be there in the world but the Muslim will back the spirit and
essence of Book to be read to obtain blessing. As for the 'written form' of the Quran, it
means that it will be recited according to its rules but mind will not know the meanings
and demands of these words. Its commands and prohibitions will be obeyed, but hearts
will lack sincerity.
There will be many mosque with people occupying them. But they will not properly worship
and remember Allah or engage in studies which things are the true objectives of the mosques.
The Scholars will neglect their duties but will create discord among the ummah. They will
support the oppressors and tyrants. In this way, they will sow the seed of fitnah in the
religion to attain their personal wishes.
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277. Sayyiduna Ziyad ibn Labid ~.&~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J4:)s-~1~ spoke
about something and said, "It will happen when knowledge withdraws." Ziyad ~J
~.111 asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, how will knowledge withdraw while we recite
the Quran and we recite it to our children and our children will recite it to their
children till the day of resurrection? He said, "May your mother lose you, 1
0 Ziyad! I thought of you as the most qualified man in Madinah Is it not that
these Jews and Christians recite the Torah and the Injil? But, they do not act on
any of its contents."2
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278. And Darimi transmitted it from Abu Umamah ~lis'~J·3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~.&1~ said that it is not enough to merely recite the
Quran. The real thing is to act on it, to ab~de by its commands. When the time comes, the
Muslims will recite and study the Quran but their deeds will not be accordmg to i~
dictates.
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279. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.&'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&1~
said, to him, ''Acquire knowledge and teach it to the people. Learn obligatory duties
(or, the inheritance laws) and teach them to the people. Learn the Qur'an and teach
it to the people. For, I am a man who will be taken away and knowledge will be
withdrawn. Fitn (discord, mischief) will raise its head so that two people will
disagree about a prescribed act but will not find any one to decide between them
both."4(This because of lack of knowledge and abundance of mischief.).

~ ~ }S # ':i f<i't1 ':J ~~~.5#-ilil ~JJ1 Jj-!.5 jli jli S~~Cfl ~j ('\'A•)
I

(<.J.JI..UI_, ~I oI.,.J) _;lJI ~ cj~
280. Sayyiduna Allah's Messenger ~J ~ .&1 ~ said, "The similitude of the
knowledge from which no benefit is derived is like the treasure from which
nothing is S!lent in Allah's path.''S
(Not desiring benc~it from knowledge is to not spread it and not act according to it.)
1

An implication against the addressee spoken out of vehement love. (Lane 2 vi p 345).
Musnad Ahmad 4-160, Ibn Majah # 4048 (Tirmidhi like it from Abu ad Darda # 2662).
3
Darami # 240.
4
Darmi # 221, Daraqutni # 45.
.
5
Musnad Ahmad 2-499, Darimi # 556.
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BOOK- III

BOOK OF PURIFICATION
In dictionary meaning of taharah is cleanness and (ceremonial) purity. It is the opposite of
impurity (najasah). Tuhur is the verbal noun. Tuhur is applied also to that which purifies,
like water and earth. Tahur is also a verbal noun.l
In terms of Shari'ah (divine law), taharah is to purify from(~ N..~\..:U) (najasah hakmiyah)
legal ceremonial impurity which is (~) (hadith) and (~ 191i, N..~4-.i) (najasah haqiqiyah)
·
which is(~) Khabath).2
SECTION I
jj'i1j..A~i

~t:;j)fl ~ Jjll!\1 ~j ~ fu1 ~ ;lJ1 jj-!5 jli jli C?-rK'll ~lA ~T ~

I

(YA')

I

_,lJ {~lj ;131--..!.J~:..!.J~ &.;Ill I
281. Sayyiduna Abu Maalik al Ash' ary ~ ~~ ~J

narrated that Allah's Messenger
said, "Tuhur (to remain purified) is half of faith AI hamdulillah (praise
of Allah) fills up the scale while subhan Allah and al-hamdulillah (glorifying Allah
and praising Him) fill up or fills up that which is between the heavens and the
earth. Salah is light and sadaqah is evidence. Patience is radiance. The Quran is a
proof for you or against you. Every p~rson begins the morning early selling his soul
and sets it free or destroys it."
·
According to a version: "Saying lailaha illAllah wa Allahu Akbar (there is no god l
but Allah and Allah is the yeatest) fills what is between the heaven and earth." I
could not find this version in the two sahih book~ or in al Humaydi's book or in the
jami, But, Darimi has mentioned it instead of Subhan Allah wa a1Hamdulillah.4
3

~Y·~~~~

COMMENTARY: This hadith high lights the merit of being purified. It is compared to half

of faith. This is clear from the fact that eeman or faith erases all sins, minor and major, and
wudu (ablution) gets only the minor sins forgiven, so taharah is declared as half of faith.
The sub-narrator was not sure when he spoke of subhan Allah wa al hamdulillah whether .
the word was fill' or fills' the space between heaven and earth, so he used both words.
These words (subhan Allah .....) must be recited and one must make a habit of repeating
I

1

I

Hadith: impurities contracted by voiding excrement, ordure.
Khabth: Dross, excrement, ordure, fifth.
:: Sont\: say i.l,~~ ~us name was ka'b ibn Maalik, others say Ka'b ibn Aasim, or Ubaydah, Harith or
Amr. ~ ..111 ~.J Abu Malik was his kunyah. He died in the times ·of umar ibn Khattab. ~ .d!l ~.J.
4
Muslim# 1-223, Musnad ~hmad 5-342, Darimi # 253, Tirmidhi # 3517, Nasa'i # 2437.·'
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them frequently.·If these words were a body, they would occupy the entire space between
.
heaven and earth.
Salah is described as light. It is salah alone that will provide light in the dark grave and on
the day of resurrection. It keeps a believer away from sin and guides him to piety. Also, it
brightens his heard with the glory of awareness of the Divine Being. The countenance of
one how worships and obeys Allah is bright and shining because of the salah he offers.
Sadaqah or charity in Allah's path is described as evidence because this deed establishes
the truth of a believer's daim to faith the love of Allah, Or, on the day of resurrection,
sadaqah will present itself as proof that the believer had spent Allah's blessing in a pious
·
cause to seek his pleasure.
Patience is to keep away from sin and be prepared to obey and not to wail· or mourn or.
express restlessness at a time of distress. It is a radiant light because the heart and mind of a
patient person is always bright with a resolute faith and conviction and he is successful at
all stages of religion and the world.
The Qur' an will benefit one who recites it and abides by it. If anyone does not abide by it
then it will be to his own disadvantage.
To sell one's soul is to devote oneself fully to whatever one undertakes to do. When a
person arises in the morning from his sleep, he begins his work and occupies himself in
worldly affairs. If he buys the hereafter instead of that, then he preserves his soul from
punishment in the hereafter. But, if he buys the world and his worldly work in preference
to the hereafter, then he ruins himself and consign his soul to punishment.
1.1.
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282. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.fit~
said, ''Shall I not lead you to that by which Allah erases sins and elevates ranks?"
The sahabah (Companions of Prophet) exclaimed, 110f course, 0 Messenger of
Allah!" He said, ''It is to perfect ablution even in trying conditions, to walk to the
mosques for off (with many steps) and to wait for the next salah after offering one.
This is ribat (or guarding the frontiers)."l

~I;;
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283. The hadith of Maalik ibn Anas .&1 ~ J has, 11That is ribat. That is ribat,"
repeating it twice. Tirmidhi's version has it thrice.2
COMMENTARY: The hadith mentions those things because of which Allah erases the
sins of His slaves from their record of deeds and raises their ranks in paradise. The first
thing is ablution. Though it is essential perform it before offering salc.h, sometimes a
worshipper procr~tinates and uses one ablution for more than one salah or neglects its
1

2

Muslim# 41-251, Tirmidhi #51, Nasa'i # 143, Muwatta Imam Maalik, Musnad Ahmad 2-277.
Muwatta Maalik 9.18.58, Tirmidh• #52.
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etiquette, sunnah and mustahab parts either because of laziness, illness, poor health or
severe cold. He does not make a perfect ablution. Hence, it is about such times that if
wudu (ablution) is made in a perfect manner paying attention to the little details like the
mustahab and water is poured. properly on all the limbs washable in ablution, three
times, then it will fetch Allah's favour.
The second· thing is to take many steps to the mosque. One must go to a mosque that is
a~ a distance from one's residence (or place of work). The more the steps towards it, the
more the reward.
'To wait for the next salah..' is to remain in the mosque after offering one salah. Even if he
goes out of the mosque, his minds should be on the next salah. This condition is held to be
most meritorious and it is called ribat. It is that a Muslim guards the frontiers of a Islamic
c9untry against the enemy encroachment. There is a reward for it and it is very excellent.
Allah has mentioned it (in surah Aal Imran, verse 200):

l~ljj lj.J.t~j IJ)}-bi}.AI·~_;jl ~~~
{0 you who believe! Preserve and compete with each other in perseverance and
guard your frontiers).
The hadith emphasizes that to sit waiting for a salah is ribat. While the one calls for sitting
against the disbeliever, the other is to sit against the devil who is the biggest enemy of
Islam. The same ex--:ellence as for ribat is promised for waiting for the salah.
Since the hadith mentions ablution, it is proper say something about it here.
There are four fard (absolute obligatory actions) in Ablution:
(i)
to wash the entire face.
(ii)
To wash the arms up to the elbows.
(iii)
To wipe one-fourth of the head.
(iv)
To wash the feet up to the ankles.
The washing of the entire face is inclusive of the beard. However there is a difference of
opinion on what constitutes a beard. It is stated in (w.foo) Mutun that it is fard to wipe those
hair of the beard that are directly on the skin of the face. Fatawa Aalamgiri and Durr Mukhtar
according to a sahih opinion on which a ruling is given and they add that
also the same
it is not fard to wash the over flowing beard, but is a sunnah. Allah knows best.
The sunnah of the ablution are:
(i)
.To wash the hands up to the wrist.
(ii)
To say bismillah at the beginning of the wudu.
(iii)
To use the siwak (to clean the teeth).
(iv)
To rinse the mouth.
(v)
To snuff up water.
(vi)
To intertwine the beard and the fingers.
(vii)
To wash every limb three times.
(viii) To form an intention
(ix)
To follow the some sequence as is mention in the Quran.
(x)
· To wipe the whole hand.
(xi)
To wash the limbs that are washed in ablution in quick succession.
(xi)
To wipe the ears together with the head with some wet fingers (without
taking fresh water).
The mustahab of the ablution are:

thing
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To begin washing the limbs from the right side (First the right hand before
the left and soon).
(ii)
To wipe the neck.
(iii)
To sit facing the qiblah.
(iv)
When washing the limbs, to rub each at the first washing.
(v)
To make ablution ahead of time if there is no handicap.
(vi)
To give a jerk to the ring or such a thing that one wears it one is certain that
W':'\ter seeps under to even without jerking but if one is not certain then it is
fard to jerk the ring or whatever it is. This Is applicable both during
ablution and the purifying bath.
·
(vii)
To perform ablution without asking anyone else to help in it.
.
(viii) To not indulge in conversation of a worldly concern but ~ there is
possibility of a loss of some need then one may converse.
(ix)
To recite bismillah while washing every limb or wiping a limb.
(x)
To make the supplication that is recommended at the time qf washing (or
wiping) every limb.
(xi)
'To invocate blessing only and convey salaam (greeting) to the Prophet .}-P
~J 4.# lilt on completing the ablution. But it is written in Zayla (~J) that
this is a mustahab act after washing each limb.
(xii)
To make supplication after completing the ablution and the testimonies
that are mentioned in the hadith. (Further down the hadith follows).
(xiii)
to drink the water, remaining after the ablution is complete, in a standing
posture. facing the qiblah.
(xvi)
To ensure that the portion under the eye brows and moustaches, at the comers
of the eyes and tendons of the feet are not left dry and water has reaches there.
These things are makruh (undesirable) in ablution:
(i)
To throw water on the face strongly.
(ii)
To be wasteful by using more water then necessary.
(iii)
To wash the limbs more than three times each.
(iv)
To make masah (which is to wipe) with fresh water three times.
The forbidden thing in ablution are:
(i)
Ablution must not be performed by a man with the residual water after a
woman has made ablution.
(ii)
Ablution must not be performed at an impure place so that the water from
ablution is not disesteemed.
(iii)
Ablution must not be performed in the mosque, but in a vessel or at a place
set aside for it.
(iv)
spite or mucus , etc should not be thrown in the water set aside for ablution.

284. Sa-yyiduna Uthman 4:S- ~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4.# ~ ~ said,
11
1£ anyone makes ablution and makes a good ablation, then his sins come out of his
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body. So much so that they come out from under his nails."1
COMMENTARY: To make ablution is to wash away sins from oneself. The better the ablution
the more the sins that fall off. Apart from the obvious purity, one also is purified of sins.
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285. ~ayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lb1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii~~~
said. "When a Muslim, or a believer, performs ablution and washes his face, then
all sins to whiclt his eyes looked (to commit) come off his face with the water or the
last drop of water. When he washes his hands, all sins to which his hands stretched
wash off with the water or the last drop of water. When he washes his feet, all sins
towards which his feet walked wash off with the water or the last drop of water.
Thus, he comes out free of all sins." 2
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286. Sayyiduna Uthman ~lb1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger~J.Y.:-.111~ said, ''No
Muslim who finds the time of the prescribed salah and makes his ablution god,
observes humility and bowing in it (the salah), without it being an expiation for his
past sins provided he has not committed a major sin. And this favour) is for always."3
COMMENTARY: The spirit of salah is 'hope and fear' or 'submissiver.~ss and humility.' It
is the form of worship that brings out the worshippers helplessness and dependency. It will

rise to high ranks •commensurate with the humility observed by the worshipper in it. This
can be achieved by respecting all its etiquettes so that the heart is receptive, beginning with
a calm and composed standing and deep concentration throwing out all other thoughts,
not creasing the garment, beard, etc. nor looking sideways, keeping the eyes open and
fixed at the spot of prostration. If these tings are observed then, insha Al!ah, the heart will
·be attentive and this is a means of obtaining Allah's acceptance of it.
The hadith mentions only ruku' (bowing) because only the Muslims make ruku' in their
salah. The Jews and Christians do not have it in their prayer. Thus it is mentioned and its
singularity is emphasized. In conclusion, it is clarified that this kind of salah will atone only
minor sins, not the major sins.
1

Muslim# 33-245, Musnad Ahmad 1-66, (Bukhari similar# 6433, 159, 164).
Muslim# 32-244, Tirmidhi # 2 (without when he washes his feed ... ) Darimi # 718, Muwatta Imam
Maalik 1/32 # 31.
3
Muslim# 7-228.
2
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287. Sayyiduna Uthman ~ ..1!1 ~J performed the ablution. He poured water on his
hands three times, rinsed his mouth and snuffed up water. Then, he washed his face
three times. Then, he washed his right arm three times up to the elbow and his left
arm up to the elbow thrice. Then, he wiped his head. Then, he washed his right foot
three times and then the left three times. Then, he said, 111 had seen Allah's
Messenger ~J~~~ make ablution in this manner as I have done (emulating him)."
Then, he said, 11If any one makes ablution as this my ablution and offers two raka' ah
salah without letting his mind wonder about his past sins will be forgiven him."t
COMMENTARY: The Scholars say that it is makruh to wash the limbs more than three
times. It should not be exceeded. If it happens that half a limb is washed by a pitcher and
the other half by another pitcher, then it is just once. Thus, if six pitchers are used to wash a
limb, half at a time, then that would be three times.
The two raka' at, salah after the ablution is the minimum. It is better to offer more. It is called
tahiyatul wudu and is mustahab. It is also enough if one offers a fard salah or a sunnah.
The hadith lays stress on being attentive to the salah one offers. One must concentrate on it
and put away all distracting on it and put away all distracting thoughts. If a thought comes
to mind that does not interfere with concentration, then there is no harm.
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288. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~41~J 2 Narrated that Allah's Messenger ~lilt~
1
~J said, 'When a Muslim perform ablution and does it well and stands to offer two
raka'ah salah being attentive to it with his heart and his face (which is inwardly and
outwardly), his admittance to paradise becomes obligatory."3
COMMENTARY: Standing up to offer the salah could be truly standing. Or, it could be a
figurative expression implying 'engage in the salah,' and one may sit down and offer it
particularly when one is handicapped. The hadith allows for both possibilities.
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Bukhari's words# 159, Muslim# 3-262, Nasa'i # 85, Musnad Ahmad 1-66.
Uqbah ibn Aamir Juhanni ~All ~J was his name but there is much difference of opinion on his
kunyah; Abu Hammad, Abu Labid, Abu Amir, etc. He died in Egypt.
3
Muslim# 17-234, Musnad Ahmad 4-154.
2
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289. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ol$i»I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1»1~
~J said, "If anyone of you makes ablution and makes it the extreme perfect," or, he
said, "makes it completely and then says, 'I bear witness that there is no god but
Allah and that Muhammad is His servant and His messenger."' According to
another version: "I bear witness that there is no god but Allah alone who has no
partner, and i bear witne.ss that Muhammad is His servant and His Messenger,'
then the gates of paradise, eight in all, will be opened for him. He may enter from
whichever of them he wishes." Muslim transmitted it thus in his salah and al
Humaydi among the ahadith of Musli111 but not of Buk"t.ari, and Ibn al-Athir in
Jami ul usul. Shaykh Muhiyuddin an-Nawawi mentioned at the end of Muslim's
hadith as we have transmitted it. Tirmidhi's transmission concludes with. ''0 Allah
cause me to be among those who repent and cause me to be among those who
purify themselves."
As for the hadith of al-Muhiy us sunnah in as-sihah 11Who performs ablution ... " to
the end, Tirmidhi transmitted it in his jami' in to except the words, 1I bear witness'
before 'that Muhammad.' 1
COMMENTARY: There are eight sections of paradise in terms of stages. The eight doors
mentioned here are truly the eight sections that are treated as one. Sometimes each of these
is also called paradise, so that would make eight paradises.
As for the prayer beginning with the words, '0 Allah cause me to be ... ' it asks for
enablement to make a prompt repentance if a sin is committed, being a mortal after all. But,
it does not mean that sins would continue to be perpetrated. The supplicant thereby wishes
to become Allah's dear slave in the light of the verse (222) of surah al Baqarah!

_.1 -LI~~'I~iiJI_
~'I
• ;;..Uwj~

~_,

{Surely Allah loves those who turn to Him in repentance.)
Those people do not despair of Allah's mercy. The second portion of the prayer, 'and cause
me to be among those who purify themselves." Means to ask for internal purity and removal
of bad manners and evil habits. It seems to say, 'As for the external purity of the body and
limbs, you have empowered us to get that, and we achieved that, but purity of our internal
selves is in Your hands, so bestow on us your favour and grant us the internal purity.
To conclude, the compiler of the Mishkah points out that though the composer of the
Masabih has placed this hadith in the section of the sihah from its words
1

Muslim# 17-234, Tirmidhi #55, Nasa'i # 148, Abu Dawud # 169 & 609, Ibn Majah # 470, Musnad
Ahmad # 17316, 17398.
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(Makes perfect ablution and says "I bear testimony ... will enter from which of them
he wishes). But, these words are not in Bukhari or Muslim. Rather, they are in
Titmidhi. So, this hadith should have been !-'laced in the section (II) hassan instead
of (i) sihah. Moreover, Tirmidhi has not the words (.i.t1~ (I bear witness) befoFJ! the
words (t..t.Wbt) (that Muhammad) ~ J4#~~Furthermore, Jazri ~~~J has written in Hisn Hasin on the authority of Ibn Majah, lisi~J Ibn
Abu Shaybah ~~ ~J and Ibn Sani that the testimonies should be recited three times each.
The version of Nasa'i ~~~J and Haakim ~~~J also has after '0 Allah cause me ... the prayer:
,-: lli .. It
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(I declare your purity, 0 Allah, with your praise. I seek your forgiveness and I
repent to you).
Hence, it is better to make all the prayers that are suggested after ablution. These prayers
are mustahab also for one who has a purifying bath.

290. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah lii•~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~
said, "My ummah shall be called on the day of resurrection Ghurr muhajjalin
(because of their white, glowing faces, hands and feet) with traces of ablution. So,
whoever of you can increase his brightness, ntust do so."1
COMMENTARY: The word 'ghurr' is the plural of 'aghur' and it means 'white face.'
'Muhajjal' is a person whose hands and feet are white. ON the day of resurrection, these
limbs will be w~te from traces of ablution. When the worshippers who had offered the
salah will be called to be led to paradise, they will be among the people with their limbs of
ablution glowing.
The hadith concludes with the words that the limbs will glow if ablution is done carefully
according to prayer procedure.
Tahjil (muhajjalinn) is not mentioned separately because both words ghurr and muhajjal
are inseparable. When one of them is mentioned, the other is understood.
, , t, ,
' 1. ,{
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291. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&·~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J4#.&!~
_said, "The adornment on a believer will reach all that portion where ablution
(water) reaches."2
COMMENTARY: The liinbs that are washed in ablution will all be adorned. The more
perfect the ablution according to sunnah, the more the limbs would be adorned in paradise.

1
2

Bukhari # 136, Muslim # 35-246, Musnad Ahmad 2-334.
Muslim# 40.250, Nasa'i # 149, Musnad Ahmad 2-371.
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292. Sayyiduna Thawban 4$.&1~ J 1 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li11~ said,
"keep stead fast although you will not be able to do so. And, know that the best of
your deeds is the salah. And none but a believer preserves ablution constantly."2
COMMENTARY: To keep straight is to be steadfast in performing deeds and stay on the
straight path. This is a difficult command to follow, hence the next words imply, 'you will
not be able to achieve it perfectly.' This caution is followed by a guideline to an easy way to
achieve it: if you are constant in offering the salah which is the root of all worship, then that
would atone for all shortcomings.
.
Then the prelude and an essential condition of· salah, ablution is indicated. It has been
described earlier as half of faith. Preserving ablution is a believer's trait. A perfect
believer's heart and mind are tuned continuously to the remembrance of Allah. They are
bright with the rays of the thought of Allah. But, this can be hP':! only with outward and
inward cleanliness and purity. Hence, a believer is careful of ablution, paying full
attention to each of its details.
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293. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4$li!l~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.a,.~ said,

"If anyone makes a fresh ablution though he is in a state of purity already, then ten
.
pieties are recorded for him." 3
COMMENTARY: As it is, there is a reward for performing ablution. Further, when anyone
performs another ablution while the first was intact he gets this reward plus ten other
blessings. The Scholars say that this additional reward accrues if a salah, fard or
supererogatory, had been offered after the first ablution. Some Scholars hold that it is makruh
to make a fresh ablution (in a state of purity) if no salah is offered after the first ablution.
SECTION III

~\iltj..aAii

-J~I §)...ill f~JS)...ill ~I f~~J ~ful ~;ill Jj.!J Jti Jti~~(.;. (Y~t)
(oM> I oi.J.J)

294. Sayyiduna Jabir 4$li!l~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~ said, ''The

key to paradise is salah and the key to the salah is to be purified."4
COMMENTARY: Just like a locked gate may be opened only with a key, so too the salah
cannot be valid without ablution and admittance to paradise i~ impossible without the
1

He was Ibn Bajdad. His kunyah was Abu Abdullah or Abu Abdur Rahman. He died in Hims in 54
AH.
2
Muwatta Imam Malik# 2.6-37, Musnad Ahmad 5-282, Ibn Majah # 277, Darami # 655.
3
Tirmidhi #59, Abu Dawud # 62, Ibn Majah # 512.
4
Musnad Ahmad 3-340.
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salah. It is a command of faith, so_ it must be offered without fail and. never neglected or
delayed, for, it is the only means to paradise.
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295. Sayyiduna Shahib ibn Abu Rawh .au~; narrated on the authority of one of the
sahabah(Companions of Prophet) "-$. 1»1 ~J of Allah's Messenger ~J ~ 1»1 ~that
Allah's Messenger ~J~i»1~ led the salah of fajr one morning and recited (surah)
ar-room but hesitated during it, when he finished the salah, he said, '~at is
wrong with the people \Vho offer the salah with us but do not make a proper
ablution. They alone cause us to be uncertain while reciting the Quran."l
COMMENTARY: This hadith shows that the sunnah acts or the etiquette which make up a
deed perfect the wajib and bring blessings into it. These blessings cover not only the doer but
spread out to the others too. Hence, dereliction of duty hurts other people too and it also
shoivs that neglect of the sunnah and the etiquette causes a deprival of unseen benefits.
This hadith teaches a lesson to those who reject the influence of companionship. They must
see that the Prophet ~J~i»,~, the chief of all Messenger ~J~iJ,~, in spite of his high
station and nearness to Allah, was influenced while reciting the Quran by a humble
member of his ummah and he hesitated in his recital of the Quran because the man had
happened to fail to observe an etiquette or sunnah of ablution. Then, what may we say of
those people who continue to keep company of the s~ers and the bid' ahs (or innovator).
Their compan:v must be shunned totally and the true Scholars, Sufis and pious men of
Allah should be visited and benefit should be derived from their assemblies. Their
blessings would guarantee success in both the worlds.
The narrator of the hadith has not named the sahabi. However, Mirak sh&h 1»1 ~; has
written that ~:e is Sayyiduna Abu Dharr Ghafari 1$1»1~;.
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296. A man of Banu Sulaym 4$ 1»1 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ )», ~
counted what follows on his, or the man's fingers, saying, 'The tasbih (g!orifying
Allah) is half of the scale, and al-hamdulillah (praising Allah- praise belongs tu
Allah) fills it, and the takbir (extolling Allah) fills that which is between the heaven
and the earth, and fasting is half of perseverance, and being purified is half of faith."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~JA~i»'J..P cotuttcd on his own fingers or sahabi's ~..11'~;, or
the prophet ~J~i»1~ held the sahabis's ~iJ,~; fingers and continued ~o close them, one
1
2

Nasa'i # 947, Musnad Arunad 5-363.
Tirmidhi # 3530, Musnad ahmad 5-363.
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by me, on his palm and told him of the five commands. F~sting has been described as half
patience because all patience is to bind one self to obey by abiding by the commands and
qesisting from sins while fasting is merely an obedience. So, it is haJi patience.
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297. Sayyiduna Abdullah as-Sunabihi ~.111~.J 1 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~
~J ~ .1lt said, "When a believing slave mak~s ablution ,and rinses him mouth, the ·
sins get out qf his mouth. When he cleans his nose, the sins got out of it. When he
washes his face the sins get out of it even fJ"om under his eyelashes. When he
washes his hands, the sins get out of his hands, even from underneath· his
fingernails. When he wipes his head, the sins get out of his head, eYen out from his
ears. When he washes his feet, the sins get out of his feet, even from· underneath his"
toenails. Mter that, his walk to the mosque and his salah earn him extra re'Yard.".2
COMME~TARY: The hadith says that when one wipe~ one's head in ablution sin go out
not only of his head but· also of his ear. Thus, the ears are part of the head, so the some
· command applies to the ears and to the head. This is the hanafi point of view that the ears·'·
will be wiped with the same water as is used for the head. Fresh water will not be taken for
wiping the ears. When the ablution is over, sins are erased. Hence, the salah will bring
further elevated ranks. .
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298. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~.J narrated that Allah's. Messenger ~J~.ih1~
sa~d on coming to the graveyard, ''As salaamualaykum, 0 group of believers. And,
we shall join you, insha Allah. How I wish that we had seen our brother!" They (the
sahabah(Compani~ns of Prophet)) ~ .&1 ~.J asked "Are we not your brothers, 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said, "You are my companions and our brothers are they
It is not certain that he was a sahabi. Yahya ibn Mu'in said that his name was Abdullah r~~ Abu
Abdullah.
2
Muwatta Imam Malik # 2.6-31, Nasa'i # 103, Ibn Majah (si,milar # 282, Musnad Ahmad 4-349.' .
1
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who have not come (to the world) as yet." They asked, '0 Messenger of Allah, how
will you recognize those who have not come as yet?" He asked, \'\lhat do you say of
a man who has horses with white blazes and white forelegs and hind legs among
(other) hoses of pitch black colour. Would he not pick out his own horses?" They
said, "Of course (he would), 0 Messenger of Allah!" He said, "Thus would they
come with ghurr muhajjalin (white faces, arms and feet) from the ablution and I
shall precede them at the pond."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J 4:Js. .1!1 J-P disclosed a strange and a subtle difference
between the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) 4:.P ~ ~ J and the Muslims who were to
follow. He also mentioned the distinction of the sahabah(Companions of Prophet) 4:-P.&I~J·
He described them as his companions and brothers. The next generations of the Muslim
from the tabi'un down words are his brothers in Islam. He would precede them at the pond
and recommend them to be forgiven-and raised in ranks.
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Sayyiduna Abu Darda 4:.P .&! ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J 4:Js. ,&, J-P
said, "I shall be the first to be permitted to prostrate himself on the day of
resurrection and the first to be permitted to raise his head. I shall look at those in
tront of me and shall recognize my utnmah among all the ummahs, and like that
behind me, and like that to my right, and like that to my left." Then, a man (among
the sahaba..'ttC~m!Janions of Prophet)) 4:-P.&I~J asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, how
will you recognize our ummah among the ummahs that have been between Nooh
1
r'}I...J'~ and your ummah?" He said, ' They will have Ghurr muhajjalin (white faces,
arms and feet) from marks of ablution. No one else will be like that. And I shall
recognise them from their· books being given to them in their right hands, And I
shall recognize them by their offspring running in front of them."2
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ~J ~ .&1 J-P will be before Allah in the place of
gathering, he will seek to intercede (for his ummah) by going down into pro~tration. He
will continue to remain in that posture for the equivalent of C' week at the end of which
Allah will command him, "0 Muhammad, rise your head, And, ask whatever you wish to
have. I shall grant it to you." ON that, the intercessor at the gathering, the great master, the
chief of the creation, the pride of the universe. The M~ssenger of Allah (may I be ransomed
to him) will present his petition to Allah for his creatures. The initial portion of. the hadith
gives an inkling of the intercession.
299.

1

.~..

Muslim# 39-249, Nasa'i # 150, Musnad Ahmad 2-300.
Musnad Ahmad 5-199.
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The hadith also gives an idea of the hugeness of the ummah of Muhammad ~J"#.1!1~ and
their ranks. They will be all around him, on his four sides, and they will be of varying
degrees and ranks.
The sahabi meant to say that there had been a long period of time since Prophet N ooh ~
r"j..J1 during which, not one or two, but innumerable ummah had passed. Besides, in terms
of numbers, an uncountable p·eople were born and died. So, how would the Prophet .1!1~
~J ~ pick out his ummah among all of them, The Prophet ~J ~.1!1 ~ enlightened him
cbout the distinguishing mark of his ummah with which they would be recognized.
Prophet Nooh r"j..J14# was named exclusively to highlight the length of the time. Secondly
he was more known than the other Prophet's r"j..J'~ t.

CHAPTER-I
WHEN IS IT WAJIB TO MAKE ABLUTION
This chapter mentions those things that nullify ablution. According to Imam Abu Hanifah
.1!1~ J these things nullify ablution:
·
(1)
Excretion from penis, vagina or anus of and kind, like fasces, urine, wind, etc. but
not wind passed though the penis or vagina.
·
(2)
Any thing that is impure (like blood, pus etc) an4 emerges from the }?ody by itself
to flow up to the ~imb that is washable in bath or ablution: For instance, if it
remahts on the bridge of the nose or in the eye; ablution will not be breached,
because it is not necessary to wash· them.
(3)
Vomiting a mouthful whatever coqtes out with it. Ablution is not-invalidated if
phlegm is discharged. If dilute blood or pus is vomited then even if it is as much as
spit or a major portion of the spit, ablution is nullified but if it is less, then it is not
nullified, If in just one feeling of nausea, a little vomit is so much that, if it is put
together then it would amount to a mouthful, then ablution is negated Ablution
does not break with anything that is not impure, like a little vomit, blood out of the
body that does not flow on the .body in which case it is not hnpure.
(4)
Insanity.
(5)
Being intoxicated.
(6)
Falling unconscious.
(7)
An aduh:' s laugh in the course of such a salah as is made up· of bowing and
prosrration.
·
(8)
Indecent fondling of man and womau, woman and· woman or man and man, by
touch of their limbs that ought to be concealed. . ·
(9)
'Falling asleep by lying down o~ reclining: on something such that when it is
·
removed one would fall.
(10)
Falling asleep on one's sides, buttocks, back, Jace down, resting buttocks on a wall,
or sto6ping low with one's belly on the feet. However, if one falls asleep whP ~
standing, or bo"Ying (ruku), or prosrrating, then ablution is not nullifi_ed; pro•'"(ded
1
Could it also be that the creation was destroyed in the deluge in his time? Then history begins with
him afresh.
·
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the bowing and prostration are in the sunnah manner. If bacteria infest a wound,
or a piece of flesh separates from the body and falls down, then ablution remains
intact.
(11)
If a leech sucks blood to its full or a large tick sucks blood and fills its belly,
ablution is nullified, otherwise not.
(12)
If someone's eye aches and sheds tears, ablution is nullified though most people
are careless about it. But, if someone' s eyes shed tears continuously always then he
is excused and is an exception.
(13)
If an ear aches and pus or blood pours out, ablution is nullified but if pus and
blood ooze from it without it aching, then ablution remains int~ct.
All these things mentioned in the proceeding lines are nullifiers of ablution. Except for two
things on which all the Scholars agree, there is a difference of opinion on the rest. The two
are: (i) anything being excreted from the penis, vagina and anus, and (ii) falling asleep.
They are unanimous that these two things invalidate ablution.
Jjitj.,;Ji
SECTION I

(~~)

300. Sayyidun Abu Hurayrah ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1sl~
said, "The salah is not accepted of one who has passed urine, stool or wind tintil he
makes (a fresh) ablution."t
COMMENTARY: If a person has water and is not precluded from using ·it then he is bound
to make ablution to offer the salah otherwise his salah will be void.
If any one cannot find water, or is unable to use it, then, instead of ablution, he must make
tayammum (or dry ablution). If anyone does not find water or pure sand or earth, or is not
capable of using them, then, in the terminology of Shari' ah (divine law), he is called
(Arabic). Such a person should not offer the salah, but when he finds water, etc. he may
make ablution and offer the salah.
However, Imam Shafi' s .rlll~J contention is that such a person must respect the time of the
salah and offer it without ablution of tayammum. When he finds water or sand, he must
make ablution or tayammum and redeem the salah.
Our Scholars say that if ~tyone offers the salah deliberately without being purified and
does not do so out of respect for the time of the salah then he is considered to be a
disbeliever. If he offers salah without being purified for fear of other people and to show
them, then he is a disbeliever. In both these cases, the person belittles Shari'ah (divine law).
A person who disparages the Shari'ah (divine law) by word of mouth or by deed does not
deserve to remain in the sphere of Islam and faith.
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301. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~..11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~..1!1~ said,
1

Bukhari # 135, Muslim # 2-225, Tirmidhi # 76, Abu Dawud # 60, Musnad Ahmad 2-303.
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''Salah is not accepted without purification. So is sadaqah not accepted from the
proceeds of unfaithful dealings."t
COMMENTARY: It is to think little of sadaqah (or charity) if it is given from unlawful
earning. Our Scholars go to the extent to rule that if anyone gives charity from unlawful
earnings and hopes for a reward there from then he is a disbeliever.
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302. Sayyiduna Ali "~ ~~ ~J narrated that his prostratic fluid (madhi) flowed
constantly and he felt shy to ask the Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ (about it) because of his
daughter's position as his wife). So, he instructed Sayyiduna) Miqdad ~.1n~J to ask
him. The Prophet ~""J~~~ said, 11 Let him wash his penis and perform ablution."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith suggests 'that it is not proper for a son-in-law to speak of
sexual excitement and intercourse to his father in law.
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303. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah "~~~~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger Say.
Make ablution after eating anything that is cooked on fire."3 The honourable Shaykh,
imam Muhyi us sunnah ~~.J said that this hadith is abrogated (by the hadith of)
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304. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas "~.&~~.J (who) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J"~i»1~ ate
the shoulder of a sheep (mutton). Then he offered the salah without making ablution. 4
COMMENTARY: Apart from the hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~ .J, the first hadith is
said to mean; 'when you eat something coqked on fire, wash your hand and mouth to clean
yourself and to abide by the sunnah. This is called wudu ut tu' am (ablution after eating).
Thus, it is hot necessary to describe the first hadith as abrogated.
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305. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~ ~~ ~.J 5 narrated that a man asked Allah's

1

Muslim # 10224, Tirmidhi # 1, Ibn Majah # 272, Musnad Ahmad 2-39, Abu Dawud (from Abu Malik
from his father)# 59 and so Nasa'i # 139.
2
Bukhari # 132, Muslim# 17-303, Musnad ahmad 1-80 (Many traditions of like meaning in hadith
books).
~ ~il!~!im:: ~::, Tirmidhi # 79, Nasa'i # 175, Musnad Ahmad 2-365.
4
Bukhari # 307, Muslim# 354, Abu Dawud # 190, Musnad Ahmad 1-267.
5
His kunyah was Abu Abdullah Aamiri. His death is placed in 66 AH or 74 AH.
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Messenger~J~lil1~.

"May we make ablution after eating mutton?" He said, "If you
wish you may make ablution, if not then you may not make it." He asked, "May we
make ablution after eating camel flesh?" He said, "Yes," The man asked, "May I offer
the salah in the sheepfolds?" He said, 11Yes," He then asked if he may offer the salah
in the enclosures where camels kneel and the Prophet~J4#.iilt~ said, "No." 1
COMMENTARY: Imam Ahmad bin Hanbal lil1 ~J goes by the apparent meaning of the
hadith. So, his verdict is that it is necessary to make ablution ~ter eating the flesh of camel.
However, Abu Hanifah .iilt ~ J, Imam Shafi'I .iilt ~J and Imam Maalik ~~ ~J rule that a
person's ablution is not breached if he eats camel flesh. They go by the dictionary meaning
of the word wudu- to wash the hands and (rinse) the mouth, camel's flesh being more
greasy then sheep's when the choiCe is the eater's and he may or may not make ablution on
eating mutton.
The Prophet ~J ~.1!1~ forbade offering the salah in the enclosures of camels. This is by
way of nahi tanzihi (a restraining interdict) because the camels might disturbs the
worshipper and his concentration would waver. However, the permission to offer the salah
in sheepfolds is dependent on the place being pure.
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306. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .w: .iilt~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.ii.~
said, "If one of you experiences something in his abdomen causing him doubt that
something had exitded from him, or may be not, then he must not go out of the
mosque till he has heard a sound or detected a smell." 2
COMMENTARY: The words, 'till he has heard a sound or detected a smell' express the
utmost degree, otherwise the implication is 'when it is known for sue.' In that case,
whether he hears the sound or not senses the odour or not, he should know that his
ablution is breached.

(~~)-~S:J...i;!J~j~~~~i
307. Sayyiduna Abd.:Jlah ibn Abbas ~.iilt~J narrated that (one day) Allah's Messenger

..

~ _,.~.iii'~ drank some milk. Then he rinsed his mouth and said, "It has greasiness." 3

COMMENTARY: This hadith says that it is mustahab to rinse the mouth after consuming

something that is greasy. Some of it might stick inside the mouth and be swallowed during
the salah. The same applies to every such eatable that is retained in the mouth and would
be swallowed while offering the salah. Hence, to rinse the mouth is mustahab.
The Scholar" deduct from it tha~ hands should be washed before having meals unless
they are already dean and tidy. So, too hands must be washed after the meals. If the
1

Muslim # 360, Musnad ahmad 5-86.
Muslim# 99-362, Abu Dawud # 177, Musnad Ahmad 2/414.
3
Bukhari # 211, Muslim# 95-358, Tirmidhi # 89, Nasa'i # 189, Abu Dawud # 196, Ibn Majah # 501,
(from Ana~ .ill ~J ), Musnad Ahmad 1-233.
2
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food is dry or a spoon is used to eat, then they may not be washed after eating since
nothing sticks on the hands.
If anyone asks why this hadith has been placed here, the answer is that it mentions rinsing
of the mouth which is related to ablution, so this hadith finds its place here.
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308. Sayyiduna Buraydah .u.:. ~~ ~J 1 narrated that the Prophet ~J ~ ~~ jJ offered
several salah with a single ablution on the day of the conquest (of 1\tiakkah in 8 AH)
and he wiped over his sandals. (Sayyiduna) Umar .u.:-~1~J said ~o him, ''You have done
today what you have never done before." He said, 'I did that on purpose. 0 Omar."2
COMMENTARY: Sayiduna Umar .u.:.~'~J meant to ask to Prophet ~J~.&1~ that he used
to make a fresh ablution for each salah till that day on which he offered many salah with
one ablution and he did something else that he had never done before which was to wipe
over his socks. The Prophet ~J~~i~ explained that he had done it to show that it was
allowed to do so and others could emulate him.
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309.. Sayyiduna Suwayd ibn Numan .u.:. .&1 ~J 3 narrated that he went out with
Allah's Messenger ~...J "~ .&1 ~ in the year of khaybar till they came to or sahba
which is near Khaybar. He offered the salah of 'asr there and asked for food but
nothing could be had beyond parched barley, so he instructed that it should be
moistened. Then Allah's Messenger ~J~~~~ and the sahabah(Companions) ,&,~J
.u,;. it and afterwards he got up to offer the salah of maghrib, so he rinsed his mouth
and the sahabah(Companions) .u.:...lii~J did so too, and he offered the salah but did
not make (a fresh) ablution). 4
COMMENTARY: This hadith makes it clear that ablution is not breached on eating any
food that is cooked on fire. The Prophet ~J"~,&,~ ate parched barley which is roasted on
fire. Thereafter, he did only rinse his mouth and offered the salah without refreshing his
ablution. (This was in 7 AH)
~\i11j..Giil

SECTION II
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He was Buraydah ibn Husayb. His kkunyah was Abu Abdullah, He was a resident of Madinah and
died in Marda (or Mard) in the times of Yazid in 63 AH.
2 Muslim if 86-2.17, -1mnidhi # 61, Abu Dawud # 172, Nasa'i # 133, Musnad Ahmad 5-251, Ibn Majah # 510.
3
Suwayd ibn Nu'man ,..Jc. .&I ~J was a resident of Madinah.
4
Bukhari # 39, Ibn Majah (similar to it) # 492, Muwata Malik # 2.5-20, Musnad Ahmad (~irrJlar) 3-488.
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310. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~~

said," It become wajib (obligatory) to make ablution only when one makes a sound
or detects a smell."t
COMMENTARY: This means that ablution is not nullified on a mere doubt. It remains
intact till one is certain that it is breached. A raisy stomach may cause doubt that one has
broken wind but this is not the criteria. A sound or smell ~ this case indicates that ablution
is no more intact.
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311. Sayyiduna Ali ~ 1»1 ~J narrated that he asked the Prophet ~J ~ .111 ~ about

madhi (prostratic fluid) and he said, "For madhi, perform ablution and for mani
(semen), have a purifying bath." 2
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312. Say}riduna Ali ~.111~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~li~~ said, 11The

key of salah is purification. Its tahrim (sacred state) is the takbir (saying, Allahu
Akbar, God is the Greatest) and its tahlil (legality or and of the sacred state) is the
taslim (or salutation, saying assalaamu alaykum wa rahmatullah, to end it)."3
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313. Ibn Majah transmitted it from Sayyiduna Ali ~.111~J and also from Sayyiduna

Abu Sa'eed, ~.11~~J 4
COMMENTARY: Takbir, or saying Allahu Akbar begins the salah. With it everything !hat

is contradictory to the salah, like eating drinking, etc. stand prohibited. With the taslim the
salah ends and with it those things that were prohibited during the salah stand restored.

19~ 'iJ l!#i ~J.sJ t.:-i ll!~J ~ ili1 ~ ;iJ1 jj-!.5 Jli Jli ~&:,if' ~J (r-' t)
(Jjb~l__, L5.l.o_pi oi..,.J) -~~~~ ()~l4JI
314. Sayyiduna Ali ibn Talq ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.111~
said, 1'When anyone of you breaks wind, he must make ablution. And you must not
have sexual intercourse with women by their backs (anus)."5
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1

Musnad Ahmad 2-471,.Tirmidhi # 74, Ibn Majah # 515.
Tirmidhi # 114, Ibn Majah # 504, Musnad Ahamd 1-109,110.
3
Tirmidhi # 3, Abu Dawud # 64, Darimi # 687, Musnad Ahmad 1-123.
4
Ibn Majah # 275 and (from Abu Sa'eed) 276.
5
Abu Dawud # 205, Tirmidhi # 1167.
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315. Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ibn Abu Sufyan ~li11~J 1 narrated that the Prophet ·~iii~~
~J said, ''The eyes are the seal of the anus. When the eye sleeps, the seal is released."2
COMMENTARY: As long as a person is awake he exercises some control over himself and

if he happens to break wind, he knows that when he is asleep and his joints are relaxed and
he had no control over himself. Hence, sleep is a nullifier of ablution.
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316. Sayyiduna Ali ~.11~~J narrated that Allah's Messep.ger ~J4,.L&..1!1~ said, "The

seal of the anus are the two eyes. So, he who sleep must make ablution."3
The shaykh, the imam Muhyi us Sunnah l»>~J said, 11This applies to one who is not
sitting (but is lying down and sleeps) in view of the sound hadith that:
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4$ .1!1 ~J narrated that while the sahabah(Companions of
Prophet) (companions) of Allah's Messenger ~J~.1!1~ waited for the salah of isha,
they dozed (sitting down). Then, they offered the salah but did not make (a fresh)
ablution. However, Tirmidhi's version is 'they slept' instead of 'they waited
for ... isha.' 4
COMMENTARY: Imam Muhyius sunnah said that the command of the hadith applies to
those who sleep while lying down because the limbs are relaxed in this position and one
does not have control over his physical condition, such a person would not know if he
breaks wind.
As for one who is sitting and dozes off, when he awakes and his seat is undisturbed, his
ablution is not nullified howsoever much he has slept. The books of fiqh mention the
different position of sitting and they are proved through deduction and other ahadith.

317. Sayyiduna Anas
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318. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 4$~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J•#l»l~ said,

''Ablution becomes necessary for one who sleeps lying down, because when one
lies down one's joints are relaxed.''S
COMMENTARY: Mirak Shah said that this hadith is rejected. One of its sub-narrators is
Yazid Dalani who has made many mistakes and was subject to doubts. He was not reliable.
1

His Kunya was Abu Abdur Rahman. He was one of the scribes of the revelation. He died in 60 AH.
Darimi # 722, Musnad Ahad 4-97.
3
Abu Dawud # 203, Ibn Majah # 161, Musnad Ahmad 1-111.
4
Abu Dawud # 200, Tirmidhi # 78.
5
Abu Dawud # 202, Tirmidhi # 97, Musnad Ahmad 1-256. (Tirmidhi i~ lengthier).
2
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319. Sayyidah Busrah bint Sufwan ibn Nawfal4~~.&'~..> narrated that Allah's Messenger
~-"'~.&~~ said, 11If any of you touches his penis then he must make ablution." 1
COMMENTARY: There is a difference of opinion on this question and even the sahabah
(Companions of Prophet) ~..:a~~; were not unanimous on it.

Imam Shafi'I .&1 .w-J said . that if anyone touches his penis with his bare hand then his
ablution is breached.
Imam Abu Hanifah said that ablution does not nullify if anyone touches his· penis and he
relies on the hadith of Sayyiduna Qays ibn Talq ibn Ali~.&'~; that follows (as narrated
from his father) and he (Abu Hanifah) has many more ahadith to support his contention.
See also the sharah of Mulla Ali Qari .&1~J and the translation of Mishkat by Shaykh Abdul
Haq Dahlawi .&1-w-J (in Urdu)
Ibn Humam .&1 ~J said that that both these hadith are not beyond t~e classification of
hasan. However, the hadith of Talq ibn Ali ~.&~~J will be preferred to that of Sayyidah
Busrah ~..:a~~J because she was a woman and Talq was a man. Clearly, a man's hadith is
stronger than a woman's because man retain knowledge and hadith in memory better than
woman do. Their memory is stronger than the memory of women. This is why the
testimony of two women is equal to that of a man.
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2 ibn Ali ~.&1~; narrated that Allah's Messenger was asked
about a man touching his penis after having performed ablution. He said, ''Is it not
but a part of him?"3
The Shaykh and the Imam Muhyi us Sunnah said that this hadith is abrogated
because Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.&~~;had embraced Islam after the coming of
Sayyiduna Talq and:

320. Sayyiduna Talq
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321. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~..:a~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~.&l~
said, "when any of you touches his penis without anything being between him and

1

Muwatta Maalik 2.1.6-60, Musnad Ahmad 6-402, Abu Dawud # 181, Tirmidhi # 82, Ibn Majah # 479,
Dirimi # -724.
2
His Kunyah was Abu Ali. His Son qays narrated his ahadith.
3
Abu Dawud # 182, Tirmidhi # 85, ~nd (life it) 483, Musnad Ahmad 4-22.
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it, he must make ablution."t
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322. And Nasa'i transmitted if from without the words, 'without anything being

between him and it.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J~~~~ meant that like any other limb, the penis too is a

piece of flesh of the body and just as ablution is not breached on touching the other parts, it
is not invalidated on touching the penis.
As for the opinion of Imam Muhyi us Sunnah ~14o>-;, it reflects tlie Shafi'I School of thought.
He argues that Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.111~; embraced Islam in 57 AH at the time of
the Battle of Khaybar and Sayyiduna Talq ~~~~J immediately after the hijrah when the
Masjid Nabawi ~J~i»1~ was being built. So, the latter heard the hadith much before the
former whose hadith is the abrogater of the abrogated hadith of Sayyiduna Talq ~Au~J·
However, the hanafis argue that this would have been correct if Sayyiduna Talq ~ ~~ ~J
had died or returned to his native land before the Islam of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~J
~ and so had heard no other hadith from the Prophet ~J~~~~. Since this is not the case,
it is possible that Sayyiduna Talq might· have heard his hadith after Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J
embraced Islam. Hence, the deduction of the Shafi' is not correct.
Shaykh Mazhar ~~ 4o>-J has suggested a decisive course, since the two ahadith give
contradictory rulings, we must resort to the narratives of the other sahabah(Companions of
Prophet) ~.1u~;. The ahadith of many of them establish that the ablution is not breached
on touching the penis. They include: (Sayyiduna) Ali, Ibn Mas'ud, Abu Darda Hudhayfah
and umar ~iill~;.
Therefore, the hanafi point of view that touching the penis does not negate the ablution.
Allah know best what is correct.
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323. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet ~J~~~~ would kiss

one of his wives and, without making (fresh) ablution, would offer the salah.3
Tirmidhi rated as unsound the isnad Urwa from Ayshah and Ibraliim at Taymi from
her. Abu Da'wud rated as mursal saying that Ibrahim at Faymi never heard from her.
COMMENTARY: The Scholars differ on this question too. Imam Shafi'I .1!14o>-; and Imam
Ahmad .&14o>-J hold that ablution is breached in touching woman who does not belong to the
mahram category. Imam Malik .&14o>-; says that ablution is nullified on touching her with
lustful desires, not otherwise. Imam Abu Hanifah ~~4o>-J hold that ablution is not breached,
1
Musnad of Shafi'I p 12, 13 Daraqutni # 6 (Touching genitab and amr). Musnad Ahmad (like it) 2333.
.
2
Nasa'i # 163.
3
Tirmidhi # 86, Abu Dawud # 179, Nasa'i # 170, Ibn Majah # 502, Musnad Ahmad 6.210.
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relying on this hadith as also on another hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah yc. .tl!l ~J transmitted
by bukhari. She narrated, 'When the Prophet ~J~illlj..P wake up to offer the tahajjud, I
would be sleeping. My feet would be at the place of his prostration. When he was about to
make the prostration, he would tap my feet and I would pull them towards myself." Thus,
this hadith also proves that ablution is not nullified on touching a woman. As for
Tirmidhi' s i»l~J words that the isnad Urwah il11~J from Ayshah yc. .Jil ~.; is unsound, it is
incorrect because there are many ahadith in Bukhari il11~J and Muslim .&~~J that prove that
urwah .1!1 ~ J had heard from Sayyidah Ayshah yc. .Jil ~.;. Perhaps the compiler of the
Mishkat has made an error in attributing these words to Tirmidhi because his words are
not interpreted as the compiler of Mishkat does.
As for Abu Dawud il11~J calling this hadith as mursal it actually weakens the argument of
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J. However, we assert that even a mursal hadith can be provided
as art evidence. In fact, the Scholars also accept the evidence of a mursal hadith. Hence, this
hadith cannot be rejected for evidence.

_;{j ;J ~....!..)'6 ~, ,; ~~ ~ _;j ll;5'_;.L,j ~rl.J1 ~JJ Ij_;.tJ 3i j\i ~~~I ifj (rY f.)
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324. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J~~'j..P ate a
shoulder. Then he wiped his hand with a sackcloth that was spread for him to sit
on. Then, he got up and offered the salah. 1
COMMENTARY: This hadith upholds another contention of the hanafis, namely that
ablution is not invalidated by eating that which is cooked on fire.
The hadith also says that it is not necessary to wash hands and mouth after eating if there is
no greasiness on them.
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325. Sayyidah Umm Salalamah ~~~~J narrated that the presented to the Prophet
~J~i»>j..P a piece of roasted shoulder. He ate from it and then got up for the salah
without making (a fresh) ablution. 2
SECfiON III
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326. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi ~.111~J asserted, "I testify that I used to roast the inside of
sheep for Allah's Messenger ~J~.f»lj..P who then offered the salah without making
(a fresh) ablution." 3

1

Abu Dawud # 189, Ibn Majah # 488.
Musnad Ahmad 6-307, Tirmidhi # 1836.
3
Muslim # 94-357.
.
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327. He also narrated that someone presented to him a sheep. He put its flesh in a

(cooking) pot. Allah's Messenger ~JA#..l!t~ come in, meanwhile and asked, "What
is it, 0 Abu Rafi?" He said, 'a sheep. It is presented to us, 0 Messenger of Allah. So,
I have cooked it in the pot." He said, "Give me a foreleg, 0 Abu Rafi'!" He gave it to
him and he again asked for another foreleg. He gave him the second foreleg. Then
he said, "Give me another foreleg," and he replied, "0 Messenger of Allah, a sheep
has only two forelegs Allah's Messenger ~JA#..l!t~ said to him, "But, had you said
nothing to us, you would have handed over to me a foreleg after a foreleg as long as
you had been quiet." Then he asked for water and rinsed his mouth and washed the
tips of his fingers before getting up to offer the salah. He came again to them and
found some cold meat with them which he ate. Then he went into the mosque and
offered the salah without touching water. 1
328. Darami transmitted this hadith from Abu Ubayd except that he did not
mention, 'Then he asked for water ... ' till the end of it.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~ liked the foreleg very much because it is
invigorating. ·It provides physical strength and thus enables one to devote deeply to
worship of Allah.
The Prophet ~J~,&,~ said to Abu Rafi' 4$..l!t~.J that if he had quietly stretched his hand to
give another foreleg, then Allah would have provided him forelegs one after another as a
miracle. But, he withdrew his hand and did not realize Allah's power, so Allah too stooped
giving him the forelegs. Perhaps the Prophet's attention too was diverted to Abu Rafi .&s~J
4$ to tell him about the miracle, otherwise Allah' s grant would not have stopped for His
Prophet ~J~.&!~.

1
2

Musnad Ahmad 6-392.
Darimi # 44, Musnad ahmad 2-48.
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329. Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik 4:.&- .&1 ~J narrated that he Ubayy and Abu Talhah
4:.&-...111~.J sat and ate some meat and bread. Then he called for water to make ablution.
They asked him why he wished to make ablution and he said, 11Because CJf this food
that we just ate. 11They exclaimed, 11will you make ablution for the pure things (that
you have eaten)? One who was better than you did not make ablution for that." 1
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330. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:.&- .&1 ~.J used to say, ''A man's kissing his wife and
touching her with his hands are parts of sexual intercourse. So whoever kisses his
wife or touches her with his hand must make ablution." 2
COMMENTARY: Among the nullifiers of ablution, the Qur'an also says:
~14JIJ!, ~Jl

{Or, you have touched (or had a contact with a woman.) (4:43, 5:6)
(The words is(~ what is the true meaning of(~)? There is a difference of opinion.
Imam shafi'I . .111 ~J said that it is to touch a woman and his contention is that a mere
touching a woman nullifies one's ablution.
This is what is hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:.&- ...111 ~J means. He said that to touch a
woman or to kiss her is included in (U.O~).
Imran Abu Hanifah .&l~J said that this word means 'to have a sexual intercourse.' Hence,
the Qur'an means 'sexual contact' or intercourse. Imam Abu Hanifah .iill44>J has compiled a
treasure of evidence, for his point of view. This may be seen in books of Ligh.

(I.!JJlAoi.JJ)-t_;j_;jt:tt;JI~jJI~~j~-...!..J~ ~' ,,~lifj (rr')
331. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud
necessitates ablution." 3

4:.&- ...111

~J

said often, 'A man's kissing his wife

-~~_,:i~~~~1:ait~1J~~u:it~;4~1;4~1ifJ<rrr)
332. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 4:.&-...111~J narrated that Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab 4:.&-...111~J
said, 11A kiss is a part of sexual intercourse, so make an ablution because of that."4
COMMENTARY: These ahadith of (Sayyiduna) Ibn Mas'ud 4:.&-.&I~J and Ibn Umar ~i»1~J
uphold the Shafi'I ...11144>J contention.
However, Abu Hanifah ~ 44>J said that these traditions do not go beyond the sahabah
(Companions) ~.&~~.J, so their directives are not of the same category as the Prophet"~.&!~
~J. Moreover, he held that these traditions are not of the standard of sound.
Apart from that, the hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah 4:.&-.&I~J says very clearly that ablution is
not nullified on touching a woman. There is another hadith in Musnad Abu Hanifah
narrated by Ibn Abbas 4:.&-i»l~.J that the Prophet ~J~i»t~ said:
1

Musnad ahmad 4-30.
Muwatta Imam Maalik # 2.16-66, Musnad of Imam Shafi'i p 11.
3
Muwatta Imam Maalik # 2.16-67.
4
Daraqutni # 37.
2
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(Ablation is not necessary after kissing). Hence, perhaps this hadith abrogates those
that call for ablution at such times. Allah knows best.
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333. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Abdul Aziz ~
narrated on the authority of
Sayyiduna Tamim Dari ~.11~~J 2 that Allah's Messenger ~J~.1I1~ said, 11 Every
blood that flows makes ablution necessary."3
Daraqubti who transmitted the two preceding traditions said that Umar ibn Abdul Aziz
.111~J neither heard from Tamim Dari iii'"~J nor saw him. He also said that the two subnarrattors yazid ibn Khalid and Yazid ibn Muhammad are not known- Mujhul.
COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah's iii1~J contention is that every blood that flow from
its wound necessitates ablution if it flows up to the limb that has to be washed in ablution
or bath. The other imam hold that if blood flows out of the penis or the anus then it
becomes necessary to make a fresh ablution, but not if it flows from elsewhere.
However, Daraqutni makes an adverse comment on the hadith. Umar ibn Abdul Aziz iii!~J
neither heard nor saw Tamim Dari ~.11~~J· So this hadith is mursal. Moreover, two of the
sub narrators, Yazid ibn Khalid and yazid ibn Muhammad are majhul (unknown).
In other words, he wishes to prove that it is not a strong evidence for Imam Abu Hanifah
iil1~ J to support his point of view.
However, we wish to assert that a hadith mursal is acceptable by a majority of the Scholars,
not only ourselves, as evidence and argument for any contention Also, there is a difference
of opinion on whether the two named sub-narrators were actually majhul or not. Be that as
it may, the main evidence of Imam Abu Hanifah li11~J is the hadith that the Prophet ·said:

(~I~HJI.lS)-~J,Jl-'~~~~JU~JJ-1"&!!\i~~dLSJJlJl~JJl~li(,.A
''If anyone vomits or has a nosebleed or discharges madhi (semen) in his salah then
he must give up the salah and make ablution, and if he has not spoken then he may
resume that same salah."
Furthermore, a hadith of the same purport is found in Abu Dawud too. This shows that if
blood pores out from any part of the body including from the penis and anus also then
ablution is nullified.

1

He was a famous Khalifah. He died in Rajah 101 AH.
He wasTAmim ibn Aws Dari ~ .Jil ~J and embraced Islam in 9 AH. He died in shaam after
Sayyiduna Uthman's ~..ill ~J martyrdom.
3
Daraqutni # 27.
2
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CHAPTER-II
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GENERAL RULES 1 OF THE PRIVY

Aadab or etiquettes are things to mention which is good. These things may concern
deeds or words.
In ~s chapter, such ahadith are narrated as concern the etiquettes of istinja (cleansing after
relieving oneself). They are those things that are forbidden during istinja or are undesirable.
They are also those things that are necessary or recommended.
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334. Sayyiduna Abu Ayub ~4l<.P-' Ansari narrated tliat Allah's Messenger ~41~
,..o.l..., said, 11When you go to the toilet do not face the qiblah and do not turn your
back to it, but turn towards the east or towards the west."2
The Shaykh and Imam Muhhyi us Sunnah 41 tU-; said that this hadith concerns
·(people in the) deserts. But in cities of raised buildings, there is no harm, in view of
the hadith:

335. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~ 4\.lll <.f'>-' narrated, 'I went up to the roof of
Hafsah's ~4\.lll<.f'>_, house for a purpose of mine. I saw Allah's Messenger ,..o.l...,~41~
r~lieving himself with his back towards the qiblah and face towards Syria." 3
COMMENTAPY: The direction specified in the hadith is from Madinah and for those people
who reside on the sCllr.2 latitude. The qiblah is to the south of Madinah, so they will keep their
face and back towards the ea&t Md west, whereas in countries of our region, the face and back
should not be turned towards the east and west, because the qiblah is towards the west.
Imam Abu Hanifah 4l4U-_, said that neither the face nor the back should be turned towards
the qiblah when relieving oneself whether one is in a desert or in a residential city. If
anyone does it then he perpetrates the for bidden.
Imam shafi ~l4U"J said, that it is forbidden to tum the face and back towards the qiblah in a
desert, but not in a city or house.
Imam Abu Hanifah 4\.lll 4.1--' relies on the first hadith of Abu A yyub Ansari ~ ~l <.f'>-'· The
command is absolute without differentiating between a desert and a city. This hadith is narrated
by a large number of the sahabah ~<.f'>_,in additi0n to Abu Ayyub Ansari. ~l<.f'>J
1

The title is Aadabul Khala (or etiquettes of the privy or relieving oneself) rendered here as General rules of the privy.
Bukhari # 394, Muslim# 5~-264, -"-~u Dawud # 9, Tinnidhi # 8, Nus!i 'i '!f 20, 1!, Ibn Majah # 318, Musnad
ahmad 5-417 .
.· dukhari # 148, Muslim# 62-266, Tinnidhi # ll (with the word Ka'bah instead ofqiblah), Musnad Ahmad 2-12.
2
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The second argument of Imam Abu Hanifah 41~J is that the Prophet ...oL..,~4t~ forbade
the turning of the face or back towards the qiblah as a mark of resp,ect for it. This is
demanded everywhere, both .in a desert and in a city. It is like the prohibition to spit or
stretch the legs towards the qiblah wherever one is.
The hadith of Abdullah ibn Umar ~4iii<.F; upholds the view of Imam shafi'I 4.bl-u-;, This
hadith say that is aliowed to tum one's back towards the qiblah in a house.
Our contention is that Abdullah ibn Umar ~4iii<.F; may have deserved that Prophet ~4il~~
..oJ-, in the privy in a house with his back towards the qiblah and face towards Syria before
the command not to do it. Besides, ibn Umar ~41<.F; may not have correctly judged the
direction because obviously he could not have seen the Prophet ..oJ-,~4.bt~ on purpose or
deliberately. He may have thrown only a casual look. Hence, it is not a sound evidence for
Imam Shafi. 4.bl-u-;
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336. Sayyiduna Salman ~41 c.P'J t narrated "He, meaning Allah's Messenger 4.bt~
..oJ-,~, forbade us to face the qiblah while relieving ourselves or passing urine and
to make istinja (cleanse ourselves) with the right hand, and to make istinja with
less than three stones, and to make istinja with dung or bone."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say: to face the qiblah while relieving oneself is
makruh tahrimi (undesirable almost to the poi~t to being unlawful) and to make istinja with
the right hand is makruh tanzihi (undesirable but nearer lawful than unlawful).
The penis must not be touched with he right hand. The_ lumps of clay must be held with
the left hand and the penis placed on it without using the right hand, for, it is makruh to
use the right hand.
Imam Shafi'I 4.bl-u-; said that it is wajib to use three lumps of clay. Imam Abu Hanifah ~1-u-;
said that if one can cleanse with less than three then that is enough. He cites the hadith of
Ibn Mas' ud ~41<.F; that the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ went to relieve himself and asked birr,; to
get three lumps of clay. He could find two, so he took dung along. The Prophet ..oJ:.o~,~~~
threw away the dung and used the two lumps of clay.3
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337. Sayyiduna Anas ~41c.P'J narrated that when· Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~
decided to enter the privy, he prayed, '0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from the
He was salaman Farsi ~41~.J. His kunyah was AbuAbdullah. He died in 35 AH towards the do~
of Uthman's ~4iii<.F; Khalifah, or in early 36AH.
2 Muslim# 57-262, Abu Dawud # 7, Tirmidhi # 16, Nasa'i (Like it)# 41, Musnad Ahmad ~39, Ibn
Majah#316.
3 Bukhari # ·156, As for istinja, 'lumps of day' also stands for stones thought this· chapter of
purification
1
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impure male demons and the impure female demons." 1
COMMENTARY: It is part of the etiquettes of entering the toilet that while going into it,
one should make this supplication. If he is in a desert then he should make the supplication
at the moment he decides to do it, meaning when he gathers together his clothes.
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338. ·sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.dli~.J narrated that the Prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ passed by
two graves and said, 11Both of them are being punished, but not for a major sin. One of
them was not careful enough to avoid being defiled by urine." The version in Muslim
has, 11did not avoid being undefiled by urine." And, 11the other continued to slander
people." The Prophet ..oJ-,~.&J.D then took a fresh palm twig, broke it into two and
plaitted are on each grave. He was asked, ''0 Messenger of Allah, why did you do it?"
He said, 11Perhaps their punishment may be softened till they do not dry up."2
COMMENTARY: Another version of Muslim has the words (J~';}) so it means 'he did not
seek purity from urine.' Yet another version has the words (~';}) meaning, 'he did not jerk
his pelvis enough to get all drops.
Whatever the words, the sense makes no difference; he did not keep himself undefiled
from urine, since it. is a major sin to defile from urine and the salah becomes void because of
it, so Allah punished him.
Some people entertain the misconceptions that since the Prophet ..J-,~"4.blJ.D is not known
to have dried urine with lumps of clay, so these may not be used at all. If anyone is able to
control drops from being discharged after urinating then it is enough for him to use only
water to mfu...~ •c;tinja and he may not use the lumps of clay. But, if any one continues to get
drops of urine after fL"'lishing, as is common wish most people, and he does not use lumps
of clay, then his garments will be soiled, and impure. As for the Prophet ..J-,~<I..LilJ.D, he
had a strong physique and exercised strict control over himself. So, he did not use lumps of
clay but cleansed himself with water alone.
Moreover, if it is necessary to do something but is not known from the Prophet ..J-,~4!J.D,
we cannot reject it outright. For instance he never went though a renesedion. So, if anyone is
prescribed the opening of a vein, he cannot say that he would not undergo that process.
Otherwise, he would suffer. We must bear in mind what the objective of Shari'::.h r~nd its
legislator is. And the objective is 'purification.' We have obtain it by water or lumps of clay,
and not remain impure. The Prophet ..J-., ~ 41 J.D said, "Punishment in the grave is often
because of urine. So purify yourself from it." HP :Uso said, "Preserve yourself from urine
Bukhari # 142, Muslim,# 12, 375,.Abu Dawud # 4, Tirmidhi # 5, Nasa'i # 19, Ibn Majah Mujah #
298, Darimi # 669, Musnad Ahmad 3-99.
2 Bukhari # 216, Muslim ff ill-292, Abu Dawud # 21, Tirmidhi # 70, Nasa'i # 31, Ibn Majah (in brief#
247, Darimi # 139, Musnad Ahmad 1-225.
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because it is the first part of that which subjects the dead to a grievous reckoning." (Tabarani)
Moreover, it is established the Sayyiduna Umar ~oe.hi~.J used l~ps of clay after passing
water. A sahabi's practice is enough evidence in the light of the Prophet .o.l-,~~~~ words,
"Hold fast to my sunnah and also hold fast to the sunnah of the righteous caliphs."
According to Musannaf Ibn Abu Shaybah: "Sayyiduna Umar ~oe.hi~.J wiped his peiris on a
wall or a stone after passing urine He did not pour water on it, at all." Further, Shah
Waliullah Muhaddith Dahlawi 4111-u-.J said that the ahlus sunnah wa al jama'ah are unanimous
that lumps of clay must be used to dry drop after urinating. 1
The (next) word(~') (in the hadith) is about ~ne who transmits news a]?out one to another
both of whom are at loggerheads, to create more mischief. Imam Nawawi.~l.u-.J said: it is to
convey one's words to another to cause trouble. It is 'telling tales. It is a base trait and Islam.
condemns it. The two sahih bc~>Oks of hadith say: 'The tale-bearer will not enter paradise.'
On the enquiry of Sayyiduna Umar ~-c.iii~.J Sayyiduna Ka'b Ahbar ~4111~.) said that tale
bearing is described in the Torah as the most grievous sin. Umar ~4111~.) said, "Its sin is
worse than the sin of killing." He (Ka'b) said, "Murder also follows tale bearing as do other
evils originate from it."
The ulama (Scholars) say about the concluding words of the hadith that the Prophet
observed with his spiritual eyes that the two men in their graves were being punished. He
was so merciful that he could not bear to see that. He prayed to Allah for mercy and the
Merciful, Forgiving Allah accepted the prayer of His beloved and decided ~at as long as
the branches of the date palm tree planted on the graves did not dry, the punishment of the
two would be softened.
This is made more clear in another version of Muslim which concludes with the words:
"Allah accepted my intercession. Till so lo!lg as the branches remains moist, they will not
be subjected to punishment."
Indeed, this seems to be its apparent reason. It is also confirmed by the version of Musllm.
However, the ulama (Scholars) have suggested many other reasons apart from this one.
Other books and expositions convey them in some detail. Thus, Kirmani said, "Mitigation
in punishment was because of the two moist twigs. They had the characteristic of removing
punishment, but the characteristic is not intrinsic to them. Rather, it was passed on to i~
through the blessing of the privileged hand of the chief of the worlds, the Prophet,"
The hadith also teaches us that the ulama (Scholars) and righteous must visit t!,~ graves so
that punishment to their inmates may be softened because of them. ·i'he visit of the
righteous to the graves is a means of mitigating punishment to the dead.
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339. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~4111J.oo
.o.l-, said, 11Preserve yo\trselves from the two things that bring (on you) curse." The
sahabah ~ 411 ~J asked, ''And what are they that bring curse, 0 Messenger of
According to the Book of purification by Shai~ Muhammad Ibrahim Memon Mdani (Darul Is1ra'at
Karachi) p 131; 'Today toilet paper is used .. .is an acceptable alternative.
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Allah?" He said, ''It is to relieve oneself on the path of the people, or in their shade
(where they rest)." 1
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) explain that the path is one that js frequented not a
deserted road which is used rarely.
Shade is what is provided by a tree or a canopy (or any such cover) under which the people
sit, rest or sleep. If anyone defecates here and makes these places dirty, he will hurt·Allah's
creatures. It does not behave a believer to hurt other people.
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340. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~ 411 ,_pJ

narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ cd!l J""
..oJ-, said, "When one of you drinks, let him not breathe into the vessel. When he
goes to the toilet, let him not touch his penis with his right hand or cleanse himself
with his right hand."3
COMMENTARY: If any one who is drinking something has to breathe, then he must.
remove the vessel to a side and breathe. Thus, he will not breathe anything into the vessel.
The second advice is that one must not use his right hand to hold his genital or to make istinja.
The right hand is to eat and it is repul$ive to touch with it the organ that gives out impurity.
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341. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4-LI<..P.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.d!IJ""

said, "He who makes ablution must (snuff up water and) blow .his nose, And, he who
cleanses himself with stones must use an odd number of them (say, three, five, etc)."4
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342. Sayyiduna Anas ~4-LI,_pJ narrated, ''When the Prophet .o.~-,~4.LI~ went to the

toilet, I and a servant (Bilal or Ibn Mas'ud) carried a skin of water and a pointed
stick. He cleansed himself with water.''S
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .o.~-,~cd!l~ took two servants along to carry water and a
pointed stick when he went to the privy. He used the stick to soften the earth with it. Thus,
urine would go into it and not splash or spill over. Also, it could be used to uproot stones
or lumps of clay. Or, it was put to other use as necessary.

Muslim# 68-269, Auu Dawud # 25, Musnad Ahmad 2-372.
His name was Harith ibn Rabi'i. He was an ansar and a Khazraji. He is better known by his kunyah
abu Qat~d~h.
3 Bukhari # 153, Muslim# 63-267, Abu Dawud # 31, Musnad Ahmad 5-269.
4 Bukhari # 161, Muslim # 22-237, Tirmidhi # 27, Nasa'i # 88, Ibn Majah # 409, Darimi # 703,
Muwatta Maalik # 2.1-3, Musnad Ahmad 2-236.
5 Bukhari # 150, Muslim # 70-271, Nasa'i # 45, Musnad Ahmad 3/171.
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SECTION II

343. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~.; narrated that the Prophet .cJ,.....,~-iliiJ-a took off his ring
when he went to the privy ... Trimidhi rated it a hasan sahib gharib and Abu Dawud
as munkar (rejected). Abu Dawud's version has 'put down' instead of 'took off.' 1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .cJ,....., ~.till J-a removed the ring while going to the privy

because it was inscribed with 'Muhammad Rasu Allah.' This hadith is evidence that it is
wajib for one who makes istinja not to take with him to the toilet anything with the name of
Allah and His Messenger _o.L....,~.d~IJ-a, and also the. Quran. (Teebi) .tili.Y..)
In fact, Abhari ~l.y..) has said that even if the names of the other Messenger ..o')LJI ~ are
inscribed, he must not take that inscription to the toilet.
ibn Hajar -ilii.Y..) said that one who intends to make istinja, it is mustahab for him to remove
from his person,·or put off. All such things that are venerable including tbe names of Allah,
of a Prophet or of an angel.
Though Abu Dawud has commented on this hadith adversely yet the ulama (Scholars) say
that this haditlt can be cited as evidence. Mulla Ali Qari has discussed this issue in detail.
This lzadith is also found in Jami Saghir as transmitted by Haakim and others.
~'
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344. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~.,narrated that when the Prophet .cJ,.....,~.&J-a wanted
to relieve himself, he went for off where no one could see him. 2
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345. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~~~~.,narrated 111 was with the Prophet _o.L....,~~~~
one day. He had to pass water, so he went to a soft ground at the base of a wall and
passed water. Mter that, he said, 11When one of you wants to pass water, he should
seek a soft ground to do it there." 3
COMMENTARY: Khattabi -ilii.Y..) said that the wall at whose base the Prophet _o.L....,~-ilil~
passed water may not have belonged to anyone because doing that could damage the wall.
It is disallowed to pass nrine at s.omeone' s wall without his permission.

~ ?~ J.~ a;;_p Ai~ _;j 4~1 s1Ji 151 ~J 4' rl.H ~ &;lll ~~ Jli u;SI ~J

(rt \)

(JJI..UI_, Jjb~1_, l.S.i.ofiJI oi.JJ) -,.fiJ'il
1

Abu Dawud # 19, Tirmidhi # 1725, Nasa'i # 5213, Ibn Majah # 303.
Abu Dwud # 2, Ibn Majah # 335, Tirmidhi form Mughairah # 20, Darimi # 660.
3 Abu Dawud # 3, Musnad Ahmad 4-396.
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346. Sayyiduna Anas ~.d!l~J n~ated that when the Prophet ..olw,~odll~ wanted
to relieve himself, he raised his lower garment only when he was near the ground. 1
COMMENTARY: One must not uncover unnecessarily one's body that is required to be
concealed. When one sits to relieve oneself, it becomes necessary to uncover oneself when
one is nearly on the ground. It is disallowed to uncover oneself while standing even if one
'
is inside one's private toilet.
1 '\ J"G J"G S~ ":.l nT ,f.£" (r'i V)
, ~~j
o.J
~\ ..l.H ~\1 {L , SJ UT ~~~~~...~,..
.. ~ ", ~ ~ ili1 ~,
~~ JJ1 J',~.;
"'
,., ~"''ill'~~__,.
_,.-...,-'-! v--'.J

..JI-

347. Sayyiduna Abu_ Hurayrah ~.d!I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~
..olw, said, 111 am to you like a father to his son. I teach you that when you go to
relieve yourselves, do not face the qiblah, nor turn your back it." And, he
commanded that three stones should be used and forbade the use of dung and
bones. He also forbade that a man should cleanse himself with his right hand. 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..olw, ~ d.Ll ~ had great love for his ummah to teach them
religion and advise them. He compared himself to a father and his ummah to children. The
ltadith teaches us that the children must obey their father and it is wajib for a father to teach
.
them etiquettes of every day essentials.
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348. Sayyidah Ayshah \f$iill~J narrated that the right hand of Allah's Messenger ~
..olw, ~ d.Ll was used for ablution and his food, and his left hand was for his

evacuations and that which was disagreeable. 3
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349. Sayyidah Ayshah \f$ .i»1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..olw, ~ d.LI J-.o said,
11

When any of you goes to ease himself, he should take with him three stones. He
must cleaJ,tse himself with them, for they will suffice him." 4
COMMENTARY: The real purpose is to obtain purity. If he uses three stones (or lumps of
clay) and rids of impurity then he will not require water. However, if he uses water after
that then it is belter and mustahab.

:JLi
~.iL·j ... ~,·''LI,' t::,::'} ..1.... ~ilil ~,
t~JJIJ'~.)
,, .. J"liJ"li.),,,
.. ,.3\.·.£"(T'o•)
, ~ ... :. .J , i.J..r' "~ ~.J.....
~I:{" "':r'.J
1

Tirmidhi # 41, Abu Dawud # 14, Darimi # 666.
Majah # 313, Abu Dwud # 8, Nasa'i # 40, Musnad Ahmad in similar words.
3 Abu Dawud # 33, Musnad Ahmad 6-2o5.
4 Musnad Ahmad 6-108, Abu Dawud # 40, Nasa'i # 44, Darimi # 67n. Daraqutni # 4.
2 Ibn
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350. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Mess~nger ..ol-,~41~
said 11 Do not cleanse yourselves with dung and bones for it is the provision of your
brothers a~ong the jinns." 1
Tirmidhi and Nasa'i transmitted it, Nasa'i without the words 'for it is the
provision ... among the jinns.'.
COMMENTARY: Just a;· the Slzari'ah of Muhammad ..ol-,~41~ is addressed to mankir:td
so is it addressed to the jinns Hence the Prophet ..oJ-,~.J.!I~ was mindful of their welfare
too both in affairs of the world and the religion. Mankind are instructed not to use dung
and bones. Bones are food for the jinns and dung for their animals.
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351. Sayyiduna Ruwayfa' ib Thabit ~~~~ J 2 narrated that Allah's Messenger 41~
..ol-, ~ said to him, 11 0 Ruwayfa.' Perhaps your life after me may be long. So,
inform the people that Muhammad is absolved of him who ties his beard or puts a
string round his neck to ward off the evil eye, or cleanses himself with animal
refuse or bones." 3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..ol-,~~~~ instructed Ruwayfah ~.J.!I~; to warn the people
whom he may find involved in sin, if he survived him. 'To tie the beard' may be interpreter
in different ways Most ulama (Scholars)(Scholars) say that anyone might devise ways and
take pains to fix rolls on his beard to make it curly. The Prophet ..ol-,~.J.!I~ disallowed it
because it is a departure from the sun11alz(practice of the Prophet) which is to keep the hair
of the beard straight.
Some ulama (Scholars)(Scholars) point out that during the jahiliyah(ignorant era), the
people tied the hair of their beard when they were engaged in warfare. The Prophet 41 ~
__o.~.....,~ disallowed is because it is a resemblance to wom.dn.
Some ulama (Scholars)(Scholars) say that it attempts to change Allah's creation as the nonArabs were went to do it.
The words (;.,) (water) accommodates different meanings. It may mean string by which
talisman or charm is put on the necks of children, horses etc to ward off evil eye. The
Prophet ..ol-,~.J.!I~ forbade this thing. Or, it may be the strings on which the disbelievers
tied bells and jingles to suspend them. It may also be the string of bows put round the
horse's neck to preserve it from the evil eye. The Prophet ..ol-, ~ 41 ~ forbade all those
customs because they smack of the rituals of the infidels. He did not tolerate any
resemblance to the disbelievers.
Tirmidhi # 18, Nasa'i # 39.
He belonged to the Banu Najjar and was of Egypt.
3 Abu Dawud # 36, Nasa'i # 5067.
t
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We might ponder that if these little practices of the disbelievers displeased the Prophet <.f"'
.,o1...,~..11 how much he would be angered by those who e~ulate the infidels in their major

rituals. What will happen to the Musims who engage in them?
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352; Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.LI<.F; narrated that Allah's Messenger said, "He
who applies collyrium should do it an odd number of times, so if he does that, he
has done well, but if he does not then there is no harm. And, he who cleanses
himself with stones must use an odd number of them, so if he does that, he had
done well, but if not then there is no harm. He who eats and·picks his teeth must
throw away what he picks out but swallow that which he gets out with his tongue
so, if he does that, he had done well, but if not then there is no harm. He· who goes
out to relieve himself should conceal himself even with so much as a heap of stand
and he sh~uld sit putting his back to it, because the devil plays with the backs of
the children of Aadam, so if he does that he does well but if not, there is no harm."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .,o.L...,~".LIJ-"' applied collyrium three thnes in each eye first
the right. Some people apply two in the right, one in the left and again one in the right. If
anyone does not apply collyrium an odd number of times, then this is only mustahab.
As for the three stones for istinja being good, but otherwise there is no harm, this upholds
the contention of Imam Abu Hanifah 41.u-.) that it is not wajib to use three stones. One may
use less or more though it is mustahab to use an odd number.
As for picking teeth and throwing out what is picked, this is because the use of tooth pick
generally causes bleeding. Hence, it is better to throw out what is picked. There is no such
risk in picking teeth with the tongue. So, what is picked may be swallowed. The Prophet <.f"'
.,o1...,~..11 said, "If anyone does not do it then there is no harm," but this applies when there
is no bleeding, otherwise if blood appears then it is forbidden to swallow it. It is wajib to
throw away anything picked out with blood.
As for one who relieves himself without concealing himself, the devil plays with his back.
It means that he whispers evil in the hearts of the people and incites them to see one who
has not concealed himself and defecates. Also, if one does not conceal himself, a swift
breeze might splash impurity on him and his garments. Again, the Prophet .,o.L...,~..11J-"'
said that if anyone does not do it there is no harm, but caution demands· that he should
conceal himself. Rather, if it most likely that people would see then it is necessary to
conceal oneself.
If anyone cannot help sitting uncovered, then, anyway, it is a sin to look at him
1

Abu Dawud # 35, Ibn Majah # 337, Darimi # 662.
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deliberately. In any case, it is very difficult to conceal one's back without some sort of a
cover. One can conceal one's front with his body, however.

353. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mughaffal ~411U""J 1 narrated that Allah's Messenger
~,~.d!IJ-.o

said, 11 None of you must urinate in his bathroom and then bathe in it or
perform ablution in it, because most of the evil promptings emanate from it." 2
COMMENTARY: If anyone urinates in the bathroom and afterwards makes ablution or has
a bath there, then daubts arise in his mind that as water is poured, impurity might splash
on him. Gradually, the doubt gets the better of him.
Of course, if the floor is sloped and all the urine drains out, then it is not detestable to
urinate there. This disallowance is nahi tanzihi, not nahi tahrimi.
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354. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Sarjis ~411<-f"J narrated that Allah's Messenger .dllJ-.o
..oJ-.,~

said, 11 None of you must urinate in a hole."3
COMMENTARY: It is disallowed to urinate in a hole because very often a hole is home for
worms, insects, snakes, scorpions, etc. It is quite possible. that any of these might get
irritated when urine drops on them and hurt the person who is passing water. Or, if a
harmless creatures is inside the hole then it•would suffer from the urine.
Or, the jinns might dwell inside a hole. It is reported of a sahabi Sa'd ibn Ubadah ~4l~J
Khazraji that when he passed water in a hold in Hawran, he jinns killed him.
However, if a hole is made with the purpose of passing urine in it, then one may urinate in it.
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355. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~~~u~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.J-.,~.d!IJ-.:' said,
11
Keep away from three things that bring curse. (they are) relieving yourself in

watering places, In the middle of the road and in the shade."4
COMMENTARY: There are three places which people use. When they come to them and
find the filth, they curse the person who relieved himself there. It could also mean that this
His kunyah was Abu Sa' eed. He took up residence in madinah. Then went to Busrah being sent
there by Umar ..oJ-.,~.d!IJ-.o to teach religious rulings. He died there in 59 AH.
2 Abu Dawud # 27, Ibn Majah # 304. And, without then 'and then bathe or perform ablution on it'
Tirmidhi # 21, Nasa'i # 36.
3 Abu Dawud # 29, Nasa'i # 34, Musnad Ahamd 5-82.
4 Abu Dawud # 26, Ibn Majah # 326.
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person is a wrong doer and a wrong doer is always accursed.
The word mawarid translated as watering places, also means 'places where people gather
to converse or discuss.'
Shade can be under a tree or of any other kind.

~WI ~~.A ~J4.jJ1 f.Jli='} ~J ~ ili1 j.D ;iJ1 j~ jli jli ;:, ... Ql6£J (ro\)
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356. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.ol...,~~IJ-.a
said. "Two men should not go out together to ease themselves and bare their bodies
and (continue to) converse. Surely. Allah gets angry at that."t
COMMENTARY: It is forbidden to both men and women to sit together to relieve
themselves while their private parts are visible to one another. It is also makruh to converse
at the same time as easing themselves. These things invite Allah's wrath.
These days, women particularly do not think it wrong to undress before each other,
particularly when having bath or when relieving themselves. These women should study
this hadith carefully and fear Allah.
According to Sharah ul Sunnah, dhikr (or remembrance of Allah) should not be made with
the tongue when relieving oneself or being engaged in sexual intercourse.
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357. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Arqam ~.dll~J 2 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~IJ-.a
,.ol..._, said, 11Surely, these latrines and haunted by the jinns and the devils. So, when
one of you goes to the latrine, let him pray:
.....
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(1 seek refuge in Allah from the male and the female devils). 3
COMMENTARY: The jinns and the devils come to the privies and bother those who enter

to relieve themselves. One who goes to the privy uncovers his body and cannot make
mention of Allah. Hence while going in, he must make this supplication (in the hadith) and
he will be safe from their mischief. Earlier, the words of the supplication, in hadith # 337,
are slightly different. Either of them must be made, but it is better to make both at different
times, or both together.
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Musnad Ahmad 3-36, Abu Dawud # 15, Ibn Majah # 342.
He was an ansar. His kunyah was Abu Amr. He participated in 17 battles with the Prophet ~~IJ-.a
_.ol...,, He resided in Kufah and died there in 68 AH,
3 Abu Dawud # 6, Ibn Majah # 296, Musnad Ahmad 4-369.
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358. Sayyiduna Ali ~od.ll~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oL,~.dllJ-.:' said, "The
screen between the eyes of jinns and the,private parts of the children of Aadam is that
when one of them enters the latrine, he should say bismillah (in the name of Nlah):"t
COMMENTARY: The devils in the latrine cannot see a man's private parts if he recites
bismillah before entering the latrine. According to Ibn Hajar, it is sunnah while going to the
latrine to recite bismillah and then the supplication mentioned in the previous hadith. Though
this hadith is da'if yet even a da'if hadith must be acted on to comply with excellent deeds.
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359. Sayyidah Ayshah ~iii~~; narrated that when the Prophet ..oL,~.dllJ-" came out
of the toilet he said: (~1_#) (0 Allah, I seek your forgiveness). 2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) suggest two reasons for seeking forgiveness. First, the
Prophet ..oL,~.dllJ-.:' never omitted to mention Allah, except in extreme cases of helplessness,
like going to the toilet. In such ~ases, he asked Allah's forgiveness for the lapse. ·
Secondly, when a person eats something it turns into blood in his body and part of it
becomes waste matter that he excretes. This working is a great blessing of Allah for which
His creatures eannot express gratitude to Him as is due. Hence, the Prophet ..oL,~41J-"
sought Allah's forgiveness for the inability.
Some of the Shaykhs point out our inability and weakness. We are filled with impurity. In
contrast,"Allah is sacred and pure. We must reflect on it. It is better to pray after (~1;li) (I
seek your forgiveness)
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(Praise belongs to Allah who relieved me from the suffering and gave me health).
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360. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that when the Prophet .oJ-,~41~ went to

the privy, he took to him water in a small vessel or a skin and he cleansed himself
(with it). Then, he wiped his head on the ground Abu Hurayrah ~ od.ll ~; next
brought to him another vessel (with water) and he made ablution with it. 3
COMMENTARY: Abu Hurayrah .w.odli~.J took water either in a small vessel or a skin, one
of the two at different times. Or," the sub narrator expressed a doubt on which of the two
Abu Hurayrah .w.<\hl<.F.J mentioned.
Mter cleansing himself, the Prophet ..oL, ~ 41 ~ wiped his hand on the ground and
washed them to get rid of the odour and have very clean hands. Hence, it is a sunnah to
(purity or) wash hands in this way on coming out of the privy.
A separate vessel was brought for ablution, not because it is not proper to use the same
1

Tirmidhi # 606, Ibn Majah # 297.
Tirmidhi # 7, Ibn Majah # 300, Darami # 680, Abu Dawud # 30, Musnad Ahamd 6-155.
3 Abu Dawud # 45, Ibn Majah (in brief)# 358, Darimi # 678, Nasa'i #50.
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vessel but because the water for istinja was just sufficient for it. Ho~ver, some ulama
(Scholars) do say that it is mustahab to have separate vessels for istinja and ablution.
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361. Sayyiduna al Hakam ibn Sufyan ~4.LI<.P.J 1 narrated that when the Prophet J..o
_.o.L._,~.dll passed water, he would make ablution cllld sprinkle his penis.2
COMMENTARY: After passing urine, the Prophet _.o.1..._,~1~ made ablution and poured some
of its water on his trousers over the penis to remove any doubt about drops of urine on it.
Of course, he was above all doubt, So we should resq.me that he did it to teach the ummah.
If they did not pour water on their garment and felt some moistness, they will entertain
doubts that drops of urine have splased on the garment. If water is sprinkled then
moistness will be blamed on water and there would be peace of mind for worship.
Ibn Maalik 41~) explained that a second reason for sprinkling on the penis could be to stop
further drops of urine. They would not discharge after that.

'

'
(~LiJI., JjiJy.l oi.,.J) -~ ~~jJ~
362. Sayyidah Umaymah hint Raqayqah ~4.LI<.P.J 3 narrated that the P~ophet .d!IJ.D
,.ol..._,~

had a wooden bed pan under his bed. He passed water in it at night. 4
COMMENTARY: It was difficult and troublesome to get up in the night because of cold or
some other reason. Hence, the Prophet ,.ol..._, ~ .dll ~ had a small pan to pass urine in.
However, if we look at it deeply, his aim was to teach his ummah and in this way he made it
easy for them if they are inconvenienced at might. The bed pen may be used at night and it
may be emptied in the morning. Apart from ease, it would not be necessary to go out to the
privy in the night where the devils abound and cause more suffering in the night then
during the day.
It is said that one sahabi ~.dli~J unwillingly drank the urine from the Prophet ~41~
,.ol..._, bedpan. As a consequence, as long as he survived, his body gave out a sweet,
fragrant smell. Not only that, for many generations thereafter, his children's bodies also
emitted the sweet smell.
,!.
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363. Sayyiduna Umar narrated that the Prophet ,.ol..._, ~ ~~ J...o saw him pass urine
standing. He said, "Umar do not urinate while you are standing.' Umar ~.JII~
1

2

His kunyah was Abu al Hakam Thaqafi. .Aj..JI~.
Abu Dawud # 166, Nasa'i # 134, Ibn Majah # 461, Musnad Ahmad 3-410.
was the daughter of the sister of Sayyidah Khadijah. ~4-iii<.P.J.
Abu Dawud # 24, Nasa'i # 32.
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said, 11 So, I never again urinated in a standing posture." 1 Tirmidhi and Ibn
Majah transmitted it. The Shaykh and Imam Muhyi us sunnah 41-u-; reported a
sound tradition that:
~

.lll;,t'~J~
~ d. -: ,lS' ~
I,~ ,A!i~,
t1~ 1~
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364. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~4.LI <.§".J narrated that the Prophet _o..L..., ~-d!l ~ came to a
midden of a people and passed water standing. 2 It is said that it was with a valid reason.
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that it is makruh to pass water

standing. However, their opinions differ on whether it is makruh tahrimi or makrf:th tanzihi
(nearly unlawful or bordering the permissible).
As for Umar ~41~; conduct, it was common during the pre-Islamic period to stand while
urinating. So, he had that habit (till the Prophet ~,~41~ forbade him). Or, he may have
had a reason for doing that.
The Prophet too had a reason for urinating in a standing position for urinating in a
standing position. The ulama (Scholars) have suggested many reasons and some of them
have said that the particular place was impure (being a garbage hee~?) and he could find no
place to sit. Some others say that his feet ached, or he had a backache and he could not sit.
SECTION III

IS

C:

~

J

-'-

(~WJ\_jt_S.lAfiJI_,~\ ol_jJ) -l~li ~lJ~.....!..Jg

365. Sayidah Ayshah asserted, 11If anyone tells you that the Prophet _o..L...,~I~ passed

water standing, do not vindicate him. He passed water only in a sitting position."3
COMMENTARY: Previously, Imam Muhyi us Sunnah transmitted the hadith (364) of
Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~ -d!l ~; that says explicitly that the Prophet ~, ~ 41 ~ passed
water standing. But, this hadith (# 365) rejects that he did that asserting, 'he never passed
water but while sitting.'

We may say that Sayyidah Ayshah lf~~~~~.J said what she knew. She had never seen him pass
water standing so she denied that he had ever done that. On the other hands, Sayyiduna
Hudhayfah ~41~; said what he saw the Prophet ~,~41~ do outside and, moreover, for
a valid reason. It was an exception. This leaves no contradiction in the two hadith.

Tirmidhi exposition of # 12, Ibn Majah # 305, (from Hudayfah).
Bukhari # 224, Muslim# 73, 273, Abu Dawud # 23, Tirmidhi # 31, Nasa'i # 8(26), Ibn Majah # 305,
Darimi # 668, Musnad Ahmad 5-402.
3 Musnad Ahmad 6-192, Tirmidhi # 12, Nasa'i # # 29, Ibn Majah # 307.
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366. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Harithah ~ .JJI ~; 1 narrated from the Prophet ~ 4.11 ~
..oJ-, that when Jibril ..o'i.JI ~ came to him with the first revelation he received, he

taught him (how to make) ablution and (offer) the salalt. When he had finished
with the ablution, he took a handful of water and sprinkled his penis with it. 2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Jibril ,.o'j_JI~ came to the Prophet ..oJ-,~4.11~ in the form of a
human being. He performed ablution and offered the salnlz before him to teach him. After
the ablution, he sprinkled the garment over his thighs with some water to show how
hesitation may be set at rest.
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367. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .t.ill ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 4.11 ~
..oJ-, said, ''Jibril came to me and said, '0 Muhammad when you make ablution

sprinkle yourself (on the private parts)."'3 Tirmidhi transmitted it, saying, 'This
ltaditll is gharib and Muhammad (meaning, Bukhari) said that Hasan ibn Ali
Hashmi is rejected for his hadith.'
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368. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~~~~ J narrated that once when Allah's Messenger ~4.11~
..oJ-, passed water, Umar ~ ~~ ~; stood behind him with a pitcher of water. He

asked, "What is it, Umar?" He said, "Water, that you may perform ablution." He
sai'd, "I am not instructed to make ablution whenever I pass water. If I did that, it
would become a sunnah."4
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oJ.-,~41~ said that it is not wajib or fnrd to make ablution
every time after passing water and if he did that it would become sunnnlz mu'akkadah (an
emphasized sunnnh). The word sunnah means mu'akkadah in this case because to cleanse
oneself with water and always remain in a state of ablution is mustahab in the sight of all
the ulama (Scholars).
The hadith shows that the Prophet ..oJ-,~4.11~ by passed insignificant things sometimes for
the sake of his ummalz. He did that lest it become binding on them.

1

Zayd ibn Haritah ~ .t.ill ~J was his name and Abu Usama his kunyah. He had the distinction of

being the Prophet ~,~4.11~ adopted son. He was martyred at the age of 55 years in the Battle of
Mutah in Shaam in 8 AH.
2 Musnad Ahamd 4-161, Daraqutni # 1, (pouring water on penis), Ibn Majah # 462.
3 Tirmidhi # 50, Ibn Majah (Like it # 463.
4 Abu Dawud # 432, Ibn Majah # 327, Musnad Ahmad 6/95.
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369. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub, Jabir and Anas ~4.ill(,jD) narrated that when this verse
(9:108) was revealed:

(In it are men who love purify themselves, and Allah loves those who purify themselves,}
Allah's Messenger ..J-,,~~~~ asked, "0 company of the ansar, Allah has praised
you purification. What is your purification?" They said, 'We make ablution for the
salah, have a purification bath on sexual defilement and cleanse ourselves with
water." He said, "That is it! You must go on doing that!" t
COMMENTARY: The Ansars cleansed themselves with lumps of clay or stones followed by
water. This verse, therefore, mentions their excellence. The Prophet ..J-., ~ ~~ ~ lauded
them and advised them to stick that procedure.
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370. Sayyiduna Salman ~4.ill(,jD) narrated that one of the polytheist said by way of
making fun, "I see that your friend teaches you (everything) even how to go to the
privy." Salman ~4.illi.P) said, "Of course, he has commanded us that we should not
face the qiblah, cleanse ourselves with our right hand, or suffice with less then
three stones that should not include dung and bone." 2
COMMENTARY: If we study deeply the reality, we shall realize that religion is a complete
code of life and a perfect charter of living. It guides mankind thereby through their
religious and worldly life.
If it were a set of a few beliefs, some prescribed worship and limited number of deeds then
it would not be but merely a creation and ideology of the human mind.
Islam's distinction, superiority and perfection over other religions is its comprehensive and
nature. Let alone the Muslims who could be partial to their own religion, even the
intelligentsia and scholars of the world, who are not bound by Islam belief and commands,
agree that only Islam of all the religions is a complete code of life touching on every
department of man's life. It guides him through every difficulty, major or minor. Where it
cover his major issues of beliefs and ideas, it also tells him how to conduct himself in little
matters of life though the earthlings may consider them insignificant. This is what the
polytheist had done and Sayyiduna Salman Farsi~~~~.) had convinced him that these
t

2

Ibn Majah # 355.
Ibn Majah # 316, Musnad Ahmad 5-439, Muslim # 57, 262. The words are from Musnad Ahmad.
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teachings are not laughable.
The Prophet _.o.L...,~..i!l~ was kind and considerate. He taught the major issues of monotheism,
messenger ship, beliefs, salah, zakah, hajj etc. ;lnd also the little everyday things like purifying
and cleansing oneself. This is how his guidance is universal and comprehensive.
The Prophet .,o..L.,~..ill~ instructed us not to face or turn our back to the qiblah. Doing that
is a sign of disrespect to it.
He also said, "Do not cleanse yourselves with your right hand." Clearly, the hand we use to
eat and drink should not be used to clean impurities. (The left hand is to cleanse ourselves.)
He recommended the use of three stones or lumps of clay to cleanse after urinating or
excretion. Dung and bone should not be used, or any other impure things. While bone is the
provision of the jinns, the other things will add to the uncleanliness instead of purifying.

(~l.A~I.J .~jb.,_,loi.J.;)

-f.P o~J!i _;.! ~i ~.Jlij~

371. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Hasanah ~ .d.t1 ifDJ narrated that Allah's
Messenger .o.l-,~.dll~ came out to them with a leather shield in his hand. He put it
down (ahead of him), sat and passed water facing it. Someone among them (a
polytheist) remarked, 'Watch, him He urinates as a woman does." The Prophet ..ill~
.,o..L.,~ heard him and said, 11Woe to you! Do you know not what happened to the
man of the Banu Isra'il? They used to cut off (their body or garment) with scissors if
some urine splashed on them. He forbade them (to do such a thing) and was
pu~tished in his grave."t
IS"'y 1.) I~? ~LiJ I o IJ.J __, (T'VY)

372. And, Nasa'i transmitted it from him from Abu Musa ~.d.tlifDJ 2
COMMENTARY: The Shari'ah(divine law) for Banu Isra'il required them to cut off the

portion of their flesh which was soiled with impurity or that part of their garment on which
impurity had dropped. One of them, however, refused to comply with it and also
dissuaded other from doing it. Hence, he was punished in the grave.
The Prophet .o.1-,~41~ pointed out to that Shari'ah(divine law). Though it was ,;~ry strict
and caused loss of property and inflicted physical wound, yet it had to be obeyed. To not
observe modesty and shyness can bring punishment on one. To screen oneself and be shy
while passing water is desired not only by Shari'ah(divine law) but by common sense.

tAbu Dawud # 22, Ibn ~.1F~~ah ~ 316.
Nasa'i # 30 (but not from Abu Musa, only from Abdur Rahman ibn Hasanah). However, Abu
Dawud has mentioned from Abu Musa in the remarks following the hadith.
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373. Sayyiduna Marwan Asfar 41 tU- J narrated, 11I saw Ibn Umar ~ oilil <PJ make his
camel kneel facing the qiblah. Then, he sat down and passed water towards it. I
asked, 1 0 Abu Abdur Rahman are we not forbidden to do this?' He said, Rather! It
is forbidden only in the desert, but when there is between you and the qiblah
some~hing that conceals you, there is no harm."' 1
COMMENTARY: These words of Abdullah ibn Umar ~ ~~ ~J cannot be cited as
evidence. He has taken cue from the lladith (# 335) narrated by him that he had seen the
Prophet ..cJ,...,~.J!IJ-" ease himself with his back towards the qiblah. We have pointed out
against it that there may have been one of several possibilities for doing so. It is not
proper to present an exceptional deed as an evidence moreover, it is established by many
alzaditlz that the command not to face the qiblah or turn the back to ~tis universal without
exception, not limited to the open places. hnam Abu Hanifah .JlltU-J has ruled accordingly
that it is forbidden to face the qiblah and to put one's back to it while relievil!g oneself passing urine or stool.
1
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374. Sayyiduna Anas ~<ilii<.PJ narrated that when the Prophet ..oJ,....,~.J!IJ-" came out
of the toilet, he prayed:
,
,, ~
,,
~
, ""
Ql9l~j LS.l~l ~ ~.l IL5.}J I,lJ.~I
(Praise belong to Allah who removed the suffering from me and gave me health).2
COMMENTARY: If anyone wished to count the blessings of Allah then it is impossible to
do that. From his birth to death, each moment of his life, he received an uncountahl_;::
number of Allah's blessings. No mortal can even thank Allah for His favours.
On the face of it, passing tl!ine and stool may seen very insignificant, but any physician
will conform that a person's life depends on it. If a person cannot pass urine or stool, he
becomes restless and if this situation prolongs then he may die.
Thus, it is a great blessing of Allah that He enables man to get rid of the impurity within
himself. Therefore, Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..., ~ ~~ ~ did not fail to thank Him for this
blessing. The haditlz teaches us that the Prophet .~, ~.. ~~ ~ praised Allah on emerging
from the privy. 0 Allah, all praise belongs to you and yo·J. are worthy of it.
Some ahaditlz teach us this other prayer on coming out of the privy:
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(All praise belongs to Allah who removed from me what caused me sufferin,
retained in me what profits me.)
1

2

Abu Dwud # 11.
Ibn Majah # 301.
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When someone digests food, it divides in two parts. The larger part turns into waste and
another which is the essence becomes blood and other energizing substance. Life depends
on it. This prayer refers to these two part3 of food and diet.
Only if one reflects on these two blessings, he will realize how important they are. But, how
very regrettable it is that there are today many cold-hearted and careless man who have no
idea of these blessings!
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375. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud narrated that when the deputation of the jinn came to
the Prophet ..oJ....,~.-.111~, they submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, do disallow your
ummah to use bone dung or charcoal to cleanse themselves. Indeed, Allah has made
for us provision in these things." So, Allah's Messenger ..oJ....,~4.!11~ forbade them
from doing that. t
COMMENTARY: While bone is the provision for the jinns, dung is food for their animals.
As for charcoal, they use it to cook their food or to get light from it. Hence, they
described it as their food.

CHAPTER - III
AS-SIWAK(THE TOOTH STICK)
The ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that to use the miswak is sunnah. Abu Hanifah 4.LI.:u- J
said that is a sunnah while making ablution. Shafi' i 4.LI.:u-) said that it is a sunnah for ablution
~nd at the time of the salah. Also great emphasis is placed on using the miswak before the
salah offi7}~ ~nd zuhr.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the merits of miswak are described in forty ahadith. Apart
from the reward, much physical benefit is derived from it; the mouth remains clean
without any kind of odour, the teeth become sparkling white, the gums gain strength and
the teeth grow strong.
In some cases, use of the miswak is more excellent. Example are; at the time of ablution, before
reciting the Quran, when teeth are pale or dirty, and on having a bed taste after sleeping,
keeping quiet of feeling hungry. At these times, it is more mustahab to use the miswak.
However, there are some etiquettes of using miswak tc use it in public in 211ch a way that
water on spittle pours out from the mouth, particularly (makruh) among the elders.
Miswak should be a twig of a bitter and a hard tree, like (neem) margosa or salvadora
persica (pelu) which is better. The ahadith mention pelu. Imam Nawawi said that it
mustahab to use the pelu.
Its tip should be softened and made like .a hairy brush. Its length should be of one span.
Miswak should be rubbed on the width of the teeth, not on their length which might hurt
the gums. In ablution it must be done when ri11sing the mouth as ::nost ulama (Scholars)
1

Abu Dawud # 39.
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say. However, some say that it must be used before making ablution. It mustahab to begin
from the right side.
If anyone does not have a miswak, or has broken teeth then he must clean h!s teeth or
gums with his finger. He may also use a thick cloth piece, tooth powder, etc. when he has a
miswak but nothing to make it soft.
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376. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o..L..,~41~
said, "If it was not that I would make it difficult for my sutmah, I would have
commanded them to delay the (salah of) isha and to use the siwak before every salah." 1
COMMENTARY: It is highty excellent and mustahab to put off the salah of isha and use the
·
siwak at each salah.
All the ulama (Scholars), except Imam shafi'l 411 cu-J hold that the salah of isha should be
delayed to one-third or middle of the night. That is mustahab.
As for miswak, the Prophet .,ol....,~41J-.o would have made it compulsory to use it at the time
of every salah meaning with the ablution for it, had it not been burdensome on his ummah.
However, he is merciful and kind to his ummah, so he did not make these things fard. The
Muslims would not have been able to do it and as a result would have become sinners.
This is why it is left as mustahab. Those who do not observe it, commit no sin and those
who comply are very fortunate .
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377. Sayyiduna Shurayh ibn Hani 411 cu-J narrated that he asked Sayyidah Ayshah
~iii~~;, 'rwhat was the first thing Allah's Messenger .,ol....,~41~ did on entering his
house?" She said, "He used to siwak."2
COMMENTARY: The P:r:,ophet .,ol....,~41~ did that to remove any adour from the mouth
because of a long silence or some conversation with the people. In this way, he taught his
ummah that they should remain clean and pure with their home mates. The miswak will
ward off any odour in the mouth and others will not feel dis('onlfort.
There are as many as seventy benefits of the siwak. The most minor of these is that the
person who uses the siwak will remember the K?.l~ma shahadah at the time of death, so
definitely his end will be on a good note. This is exactly how the opium addict faces
seventy disadvantages, the least of which is that he will not remember the kalimah
shahadah at the time of his death. We seek refuge in Allah from that.
Ibn Hajar 41cu-J said that it is important for every one who enters his house that the fire-~

Bukhari # 887, Muslim# 42.252, Abu pawud # 46, (his word), Tirmidhi second half ot # 22, so too
Ibn Majah # 287, Musnad Ahmad 2-25.
2 Muslim# 43-252, Abu Dawud #51, Nasa'i # 8, Ibn Majah # 290, Musnad Ahmad# 6.:.188.
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thing he should do is use the siwak. It will create a very pleasant smell and a good
atmosphere with the people of his house.
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378. Sayyid~na Hudhayfah ~ 41 ~J narrated that when the Prophet ..olw, ~ 41 ~
arose to offer the tahajjud salah in the night, he brushed and cleaned his mouth
with the siwak. t

379. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ...1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 41 J.c said,
11
Ten things are natural (meaning that they belong to religion): trimming the
moustache, growing the beard, using the siwak, snuffing up water, clipping the
nails, washing the back of the fingers (on their joints), plucking hair under the
armpits, shaving the pubes, abstersion with water." And, the sub-narrator said that
· he forgot the tenth, except that it might be 'rinsing the mouth.' 2
According to a version, it is 'circumcision' instead of 'growing the beard,' but I did not
find this version in the two sahib Books (of hadith) or in al-Humaydis book. However,
the compiler of the Jami mentioned and so did al-Khitabiy in Mu'alim us sunan, from:
(....-.l:~.J~~I.Jf.)-SJI$e,l~
(T'A•)
:;,

380. Abu Dawud as narrated by Sayyiduna Ammar ibn Yasir ~4ill~J.3
COMMENTARY: The ten things mentioned were sunnalt(Practice of Holy Prophet) in the
Shari'all(divine law for) of all previous Prophet ...o')L.JI ~ and are stmnah(Practice of Holy
Prophet) in the Shari'ah(divine law) of Prophet Muhammad ..olw,~oti!IJ.c too Hence, most
ulama (Scholars)(SchdiuS) hold that this is the meaning of fitrah (natural characteristic).
There are other expositions that convey more comments of the ulama (Scholars), but that
would make this discussion longer, so we do not reproduce them here.
The first characteristic is trimming the moustache. The correct ruling is that the tip of the
upper lip must be visible. According to Imam Abu Hanifah otill tU-.J, the moustaches should
Bukhari # 254, ~v1tH;Iim # 46.205, Abu Dawud # 55, Nasa'i # 2, Ibn Majah # 286, Musnad Ahmad 5382, (Tahajjud is the optional snlah late in the night).
2 Muslim# 56-261, Abu Dawud #53, Tirmidhi # 2766, Nasa'i # 5040, Ibn Majah # 294, Musnad
Ahma~ 6· '!37.
3 Abu Dawud # 54, Ibn Majah # 294.
1
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be as dense as the eye-brows but the warriors are allowed to keep thicker moustaches to
impress, and inspire awe in, the enemies. It is makruh(unbecoming) to trim the moustaches
to the extent that their traces disappear or to shave them outright. In fact, same ulama
(Scholars)(Scholars) say that it is forbidden and unlawful to do so. However, some ulama
(Scholars)(Scholars) say that it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to do so.
As for the beard, it should be grown up to one fist long, as the ulama (Scholars) hold. It
should not be shorter but can be longer up to mpderate length, not more. It is forbidden to
shave the beard complete or to sport a shorter beard. This is what most polytheists do or as
the irreligious do. To grow the beard one first long is wajib. It is called a sunnah(Practice of
Holy Prophet) because it is established by sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet), like the salah of
eed is called sunnah(Practice of Holy Prophet) through it is wajib(expedient). If some hair
grow out of level then it is allowed to cut and set them right to a level, but it is better that .
they (extra long) too should not be cut off.
If a women has hair or her beard then it is mustahab for her to get rid of it.
The third thing is miswak. The ulama (Scholars) are unanimous that it is sunnah to use it. In
fact, Dawud rates it as wajib(expedient), and Shah Ishaq goes further to say that if anyone
·
omits the miswak deliberately then his salah is invalid.
The fourth is to snuff water. It is mustahab (desirable) for ablution but .ford(obligatory) for a
purifying bath. AS for rinsing the mouth, it is sunnah for ablution but ford( obligatory) for the bath.
The fifth thing is to clip the nails. It is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to do it in any
sequence, but is better to begin with the forefinger of the right hand followed by the middle
finger, the ring finger, the little finger and the thumb. Then the fingernail of the left hand
beginning with the little finger and ending at the thumb. Some ulama (Scholars) say that
before the right hand's thumb, the left hand's finger must be clipped and the left thumb
ending at the right hand's thumb. As for the toes, begin with the right foot at the small toe
and end with its counterpart of the left foot.
·
Some ulama (Scholars) say that it is mustahab (desirable) to clip the nails on Friday. Some say
that it is mustahab (desirable) to bury them in the earth but there is no harm if they are
thrown away. However, it is makruh (unbecoming) to cast them in the privy or bathroom.
The sixth is to wash the joints of the fingers, knuckles, and their upper skin where dirt
accumulates. This is more marked with those who do manual labour. Their fingers become
stiff and dusty. Similarly, other portions of the body where dirt gathers should be washed,
like the ears, armpits the navel.
The seventy is to pluck hair from the armpits. It is not a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to
shave them but it is a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to pluck them with the hand. Some
ulama (Scholars) say tl,at it is for those who can tolerate plucking, otherwise they may be
shaved or removed by a depilatory.
The eight is to shave the pubes. It is a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). They too be plucked
or removed with a depilatory. But, if they are clipped with the scissors then that is not the
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). It is also mustahab (desirable) to have hair at the buttocks.
According to some version, the Prophet ..o.l-,~.dl1~ removed the pubes with a depilatory.
But Allah knows best.
It is better for women to pluck the hair below their navel. In this way, they will curb their
sexual desire which multiplies after shaving them.
The time period is forty days for shaving the pubes and hair under the armpit, clipping the
naHs and trimming the moustaches, at the utmost. This must be done within this period,
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beyond that it is makrulz (unbecoming).
_The ninth is to consume less water which is to cleanse after relieving oneself. The words
(_..Wiu"Li:;jl} have two meaning 'abstersio~ with water' and 'to reduce urine by abstersion (or
istinja) with water' because of which drops of urine are withheld.
According to another versio~, the words is (J:'li:JI} instead of (u"li:JI} to imply
sprinkling water on the thighs as mentioned in earlier hadith. Both these things are
sunnah (Practice of Hoiy Prophet).
As for cin:umcision, Imam Shafi'i 4! <Y-J holds that it is wajib (expedient). However, most
ulama (Scholars) say that it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Propltet) for both men and women.
Abu Hanifah ~~ <Y-J says that it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) for men, and (.to~)
(mukarimah, noble deed) or preferable for women.
Since circumcision is symbol of Islam, if all the people of a city abstain from being
circumcised, then the. imam (or ruler) of the times must declare war against them till they
agree to observe it. This is like the command for adhan.
The ulama (Scholars) differ on the proper age and time when circumcision must be
observed. Some of them say that it must be done on the seventh day after birth, like aqiqah.
Some put the time as one year and some others at nine years. Yet others hold that there is
no time limit before the child attains puberty. Imam Abu Hanifah 4t<Y-J said that the
condition to do it before adulthood is significant because to observe circumcision is sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet) and to conceal one's private parts from the age of adulthood is
wajib (expedient). If any one has himself circumcised after attaining puberty then he will
abandon a wajib (expedient) to observe a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) though it is not
allowed to observe a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) at the expense of a wajib (e:>..7Jedient).
SECTION II
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381. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger _o.L..._,,Y..41~ said,
''The siwak is used to purify the mouth and is a means t1 earn Allah's pleasure."l1 .n .._:- ,t I · { ' .~ ~ ~Jl .. ~ . . il ~ fu I t~ JJ I J' :- '.5 J"' ~ J"' ~ ~ :-&j nJ ,l.£ i1 (rAI)
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382. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub ~4blr.§D.J narrated that Allah's Messenger _o.L..._,,Y..~!~

said, "Four things are from the sunnah (PI"actice of Holy Prophet) of the Messenger
..A'j...JI,Y... modesty (or, according to a version; circumcision), applying perfume, using
the siwak and marriage." 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's _o.L..._, .Y.. ~~ ~ words that these four things are from the
sunnah (Prac~ce of Holy Prophet) of the Messengers _o.L..._, ~ ~~ ~ mean 'most of the
Shafi'i in His Musnad p 14, Musnad Ahmad 6-47, Darimi # 684, Nasa'i #5, Bukhari heaving Book of
Fasting dtdpter 27.
2 Tirmid!1i # 1083, Musnad Ahmad 6-160.
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Messenger's ...o')Wt ~' because there were those with whom some of these lacked. For
instance, Sayyiduna Yahya ,o'j...Jt~ did not marry.
As for modesty, it implies that one should keep away from bad things.
Some narrations tell us that (Sayyiduna) Aadam ...o')\...Jt~, Shith ...o':WI~, Nuh ...o')\...JI~, Hud ~
...o')\...Jt, Salih ...o')LJI~, Lut ...o')LJI~, Shu' auyb ...o')l-.11~, Yusuf ...o')LJt~, Musa ...o')Wt~, Sula)'lnan ~
...o')LJI, Zakariya ...o')l-.11~, Easa ...o')l-.11~, Hanzalah ibn Safwan ...o':WI~ who was the Prophet of
Ashab ur Ra' s and Prophet Muhammad ..;J....,~~~ was circumcised after his birth.
The Prophet ..oJ....,~...Ll~ was very clean and pure. He loved perfume and applied musk.
The Prophet's ~.. ~'loLl~ Shari'ah gives much importance to marriage and he called it his
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet), saying, "He who abstains from my sunnalz (Practice of Holy
Prophet) meaning does not marry, is not of my ummah." Ibn Hajar ...L!~) said that the number
of ahadith he had collected on the merits and excellences of marriage exceeds one hundred.
'
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383. Sayyidah Ayshah lf:~.iil'~J narrated that whenever the Prophet ..oJ....,~...Ll~ woke
up from sleep by night or by day, he used the siwak before he made ablution.l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oJ.,...,~.:.ill~ did have a short nap and rest during the day. It
is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to do so and it enabl~s one to get up in the night to
worship Allah. It is like having the pre-dawn meal before fasting.
It is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) muwakkadah to use the miswak on awakening from
sleep. It cleans the mouth and rids it to bad odour.
Did the Proph~t ..oJ.,..._,~O\Ll~ use the siwak again during ablution? Perhaps he was content
with the first bfushing and did not use the siwak again for ablution. It is also possible that
he used it again when contemplating ablution or when rinsing the mouth during ablution.
Allah knows best.

.. . ' , .. '

· (Jj!JY.Ioi_,.J)-.V.9Sij~ljj
384. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.iii~~J also narrated that the Prophet ..oJ.,..._,~O\Ll~ would use
the siwak and give it to her to wash it. She then used it herself before washing it
and returning it to him. 2
COMMENTARY: It is mustahab (desirable) to wash the siwak after use. Ibn Humam 0\Ll tU-)
saida that to use the siwak three times and wash it each time with water is mustahab
(desirable). Also, the siwak should be soft.
Sayyidah Ayshah \~ ..1!1 ~J used it before washing it in order to get the blessing of the
Prophet's ..oJ....,~O\LI~ saliva. Then she washed it and gave it back to him. It is not making
to use anyone else's siwak with his permission. It is also a good thing to seek blessing from
the saliva or any other thing of a righteous and a saintly man.
1
2

Abu Dawud #57, Musnad Ahmad 6-160.
Abu Dawud # 52.
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385. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .dll ~J narrated that the Prophet ..o-1-, ~ 4.11 J-" said, 111
slw myself in a dream using the siwak when two men came to me. One of them was
elder than the other. I gave the siwak to the younger of the two, but was told 'The
elder!' so, I gave it to the older of the two." 1
COMMENTARY: The hndith speaks of the esteem of the siwak because the Prophet ~4.11~
..o-1-, was instructed to give it to the elder. A thing of esteem is given to a senior person who
is respected and admired.
The hndith also teaches us that when serving food, applying perfume or doing any such
thing. One must begin with the elder.

G..J.AI ~! ~ .A~I~ j3~ G i'4-LA jli ~j ~t ili I~ ,L I Jj-!5 ~~ ~ LAI c;l ~j

('rA"\)

-o..;llia1f ~~ ,l ~~; .uJ~I_;.;J~

(J..o>-1 oi.J.J)

386. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~<lLI~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ.-,~4.11~
said, 11}ibril .A)..JI ~ never came to me without instructing me to use the siwak.
Indeed, I am apprehensive lest I abrade the front of my mouth." 2
COMMENTARY: This lzndith again speaks of the merit of miswak. The Prophet ..oJ.-,~.,J,IJ-"
abided by the command of Jibril .A')LJI ~ to such an extent that he was afraid he might
excoriate his lips or mouth.
J
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387. Sayyiduna Anas ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ.-,~4.11~ said,
''Indeed, I have impressed upon you often (the merit) concerning the siwak." 3
COMMENTARY: If something is reminded again and again then surely that must be

very important.
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388. Sayyidah Ayshah ~iii'~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o-1-,~.,J,IJ-" was
using the siwak while two man, one older than the other, were with him. So, a
revelation descended on him about the merit of the siwak and he was instructed to
give preference to the older of the two and to give it to him. 4
1

Bukhari # 246, Muslim # 19-2271.
Ibn Majah # 289, Musnad Ahmad 5 263.
3 Bukhari # 888, Nasa'i # 6 Darimi # 682, Musnad ahmad 3-143.
4 Abu Dawud # 50
2
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389. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ,&, ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ-,, ~ .d!l ~ said,

"The salah for which the siwak is used excels the salah for which the siwak is not
used by seventy times." t
COMMENTARY: In other words, the reward for the salah for which siwak was used in
ablution is seventy times the reward of the salah for which no ablution was made.
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390. Sayyiduna Abu Salamah ~~~.) 2 reported that Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Khalid t...F.J
~~13Juhanni narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ..cJ-,,~.d!l~ say. "If it was

not that I may make it difficult for my ummah. I would have commanded them to
use the siwak before every salah and I would delay the salah of isha till lone third
of the night had passed."
He also reported that Zayd ibn Khalid ~ 4..ill t...F.J had the siwak on his ear like a
scribe puts his pen over his ear when he came to the mosque for his salah. He did
not offer the salah till he had used the siwak and after that he replaced it where it
was (on his ear). 4
Abu Dawud does not have; 'I would delay the salah of isha till one third ... passed.'

1
2

Musnad Ahmad 6-276, Bayhaqi in Sha'ub ul Eeman.
He was a tabi'i .d!I~.J. He died in 94 AH at the age of 72 years.

He was a well-know sahabi ~<I.LI<.P.J. His kunyah was Abu Abdur Rahman. He died when he was
85 in 78 AH in the times of Abdul Malik, or the last days of Mu'wiyah's rule.
4 Tirmidhi # 29, Abu Dawud # 47, Musnad Ahmad 4-116.
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CHAPTER-IV
THE SUNNAHS OF ABLUTION
In this chapter the sunnah (Practice c{r Holy Prophet)s of ablution mean the deeds and the
sayings of the Prophet ..oJ,..,, ~ ~~ J-D concerning ablution. They cover the fard, sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet) and etiquettes of ablution.
JJ~•j.Atli

SECTION I

391. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ t..i"J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ ~~ J-D
..oJ,..,, said, "When any of you wakes up from sleep, he must not immerse his hand in

the vessel (of water) before washing it three times, because he cannot say where his
hand spent the night."I
COMMENTARY: It is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to wash the hand before making
ablution. There was much shortage of water during those days and the Arabs did not use
water to cleanse themselves but used lumps of clay or stones. In the severe heat and hot
winds, they perspired much and it was very likely that their hand stretched to their sexual
organs in the night and became unclean. So, the Prophet ..oJ,..,,~~IJ-D commanded them to
first wash their hands before immersing them in the vessel containing water. Then they
could use it for ablution.
However, apart from this the ulama (Scholars) hold that everyone, even who has not arisen
from sleep, must wash his hands before making ablution. It is sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet). Even one who is awake may have dirty or impure hands.
This command is neither fard not wajib (expedient), but sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). If
anyone does not comply, there is no harm and the water will not become impure, but Imam
Ahmad ~1-u-.) holds that it is wajib (expedient) to wash hands first on arising from sleep.
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392. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~lt..f"J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~IJ-D

..oJ,..,_, said, 'When one of you gets up from sleep and performs ablution, let him
1

(snuff up water and) clear his nose three times because the devil spends the night in
the depths2 of his nose."3
COMMENTARY: The true meaning of the devil spending the night in anyone's
nasopharynx is known only to Allah and His Messenger ..oJ,..,, ~ ~~ J-D. Our perception is
1

Bukhari # 162, Muslim # 87-278, Abu Dawud # 105, Tirmidhi # 24, Nasa'i # 1, Ibn Majah # 398,
Darimi # 766, Muwatta Maalik-# 2.2-~ Musnad Ahmad 2-241.
2 The Arabic is (~H-) his nasopharynx.
3 Bukhari # 3295, Muslim# 23-238, Nasa'i # 90.
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unable to grasp the implication of these words. The best course to follow is to accept what
the Prophet ..oJ-,~'lLl~ has said and not to probe into the message.
Some people have attempted to explain it as a physical condition of one who sleeps and
awakes a dreamy state.
J
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393. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd ibn Aasim ~.J.ii~.J 1 Was asked how Allah's
Messenger ,.ol...., ~ ~~ J-"' made the ablution. He asked for water for ablution. He
poured some of it on his hands and washed each hand twice and then rinsed his
mouth and cleared his nose snuffing up water, three times. Then he washed his face
thrice and his arms up to the elbow twice. He then wiped his head with his hands,
beginning at the forehead and taking them to the nape of his neck and bringing
them back to where he had commenced and then he washed his feet.2
In the version of Bukhari & Muslim:

1

He was know better as Umm Umarah. His Kunyah was Abu Muhammad. He was martyred in the

day of Yazid in 64 AH ~.J.il~.J.
2 Bukhari # 185, Muslim# 18-235, Abu Dawud # 118, Nasa'i # 97, Ibn Majah # 434, Muwatta Maalik
# 2.1-1.
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394. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd ibn Aasim ~4l~J was requested to d~monstrate
to them the ablution of Allah's Messenger ~, ~ ..11 ~..~. He called for a vessel and
poured from it on his hands, washing both of them three times. Then, he put his hand
(in the vessel) and brought it out and rinsed his mouth and snuffed up water from the
palm of one hand, doing that three times. He then inserted his hand and \Jrought it out
and washed his face thrice. Again, he inserted his hand and bringing it oufwashed each
of his arms up the elbows two times. Again, he put his hand in and brought it out and
wiped his hand in and brought it out and wiped his head with his hands from the front
to the back. Then he washed his feet up to the ankles. Then he said, ''This is how
Allah's Messenger .o.l.w,~l~ performed ablution."t
According to a version: He moved both of them from the front to the back,
beginning at the front of his head, moving up to the nape of his neck, drawing then ·
back of where he had begun. Then he washed his feet.
According to another version: He rinsed his mouth, snuffed up water and blew his
nose three times with three handfuls of water.
Another version has: He rinsed his mouth and snuffed up water from one palm,
and did that thrice.
According to a version of Bukhari: He wiped his head with both hands from the
front to the back just once. Then he washed his feed up to the ankles.
According to yet another version of Bukhari: He rinsed his mouth and snuffed up
water three times from one handful. 2
COMMENTARY: The first portion of these ahadith (# 393) says that Abdullah ibn Zayd r..J'&';
d,.:&.~l washed his hands twice though we know that the Prophet .o.l.w,~41~ washed them
three times. The ulama (Scholars) say that the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) is to wash
them thrice but it is allowed to wash them twice, so Abdullah ibn Zayd d,.:&..Jll"'~; meant to
emphasise the permission.
The mustallab (desirable) method of wiping the head is to place three fingers of each hand.
The thumbs and the index fingers and the palm should be detached from the head. The six
fingers should be moved back to the nape of the neck. Then the two palms should be
placed on the backside of the head any drawn to the fore. Then the uppers of the two ears
and their insides should be wiped respectively by the thumbs and the index fingers.
The versions that begin (after the haditlz # 393) with the words: 'In the version of Bukhari
and Muslim' are not narrated by the compiler of the mashabih, but have been added by the
compiler of the mishkat. Though the tradition preceeding it is not found in Bukhari and
Muslim, yet the compiler of the masabih has included them in section I (which is for these
two books) called the sihah. So the compiler of the Mishkat made amends by adding the
versions of Bukhari.
As for the final version from Bukhari and Muslim (However, it seem that the hadith # 393 is
found in Bukhari" # 185 and Muslim #18-235) that he rinsed his mouth and snuffed up
water three times from the handful, it does not mean he used just one handful for clearing
his nose three times. Rather, he snuffed up water thrice taking one handful each time. For
As against# 393, Bukhari 186,191, 192,197,199 Muslim# 18-235,218-255,19-235.
The version beginning with # 394 are additions by the compiler if the Mishkat. They are not
narrated by the compiler of the Masabih.

1
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three times, he used three handfuls.
Different ahadith are narrated about it in different ways. Imam Shafi'i -ilil.u-_, said both
rinsing and snuffing up must done with three handfuls in such a way that from the first
handful a little water should be used to rinse the mouth and the remaining to clear the
nose. Then the second handful and the third should be used in the same way.
Imam Abu Hanifah -ilil.u-_, differed, saying three handfuls should be taken for rinsing the
mouth and then again three rinsing the mouth and then again three for clearing the nose
(after the rinsing is over). The mouth and the nose are two separate limbs. Just as the other
limbs of ablution are not combined, so two these two should not be combined. It is a rule of
fiqh that the haditlz which is according to deduction should be preferred.
It is pointed out by shami in the fatawa zihriyah that combining the two is also allowed by
Imam Abu Hanifah 411-u-_, and that separating them is also permitted by Imam Shafi'i .till"'-?.,~.
This means that both accommodate one other's ruling.
Imam Tirmidhi ...ill.u-..~ has said (against lzadith # 28) that Imam Shafi od.ll.u-..~ says, ult is allowed
if anyone does both things with one handful (of water) but I think that is better to use
separate scoops." Hence, his contention in the same as Abu Hanifah' s <dll.u-..1 (Tirmidhi vl p
27 Darul Isha'at Karachi) .
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395. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abbas ~.JJI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger -ilil~
.,o.l..._,~

made ablution treating each limb just once. He did not exceed over that.l
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396. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd narrated that the Prophet .,o.l..._, ~ -ilil J-"' made

ablution treating each limb twice. 2
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397. Sayyiduna Uthman ~ .JJI I..P'.J made ablution (before the people) in the

assembly, saying, "Shall I not show you the ablution of Allah's Messenger ~.till~
.,o.l...,?" And he made ablution over each limb thrice.3
COMMENTARY: These ahadith tell us that the Prophet .,o.l..., ~.till J-"' washed the limbs
covered by ablution once each, twice each or thrice each. It is known also that he washed
them often three times each.
He meant to teach that it is allowed to wash the limbs once as also twice. Ablution is valid
in each case, because at least once is Jard and the maximum is three which is sunnah
t Bukhari # 157, Abu Dawud # 138, Tirmidhi # 42, Ibn Majah # 41, Darimi # 696, Musnad Ahmad 1332, Nasa' i # 80.
2 Bukhari # 158, Musnad Ahmad 4-41, Abu Dawud (from Abu Hurahray ~ .d.ll <?.J # 136, and so
·
Tirmidhi # 43.
3

Muslim# 9-230, and named in the chapter from Ali ibn Abu Talib ~~~.J cord Abu Hurayrah ~ll.ft'.J.
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(Practice of Holy Prophet) and 1nakes ablution perfect. Some ahadith mention .washing some
limbs thrice, some twice and some once (in a single ablution). It is disallowed to wash more
than three times.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that to wash just once is sinful, but is it not so because it is
established by the alzadith themselves that one may wash once. It is w,rong to call it a sin.
Wiping the head is only once even if washing limbs is three times. ·
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398. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ 41 <.fDJ narrated that they returned from
Makkah to Madinah with Allah's Messenger _o.L..._, ~ .a.Lt ~ and came upon some
water on the way. There some people (among them) .made haste in performing
ablution for the salah of asr, too much haste. When they caught up with them, there
heels were dry and water had not touched them. So, Allah's Messenger _o.L..._,~41J-.a
said, 11Woe to the heels from the fire! Let the ablution be perfect." t
COMMENTARY: During their return journey to Madinah, the Prophet ...o.J.,...,_,~.d.!t~ and his
sahabah encountered the hour of the salah of asr. They stopped at a pond. Son1e of them
rushed to the water and hurried through their ablution when the Prophet .,o..L..._, ~ 4..ill J-.a
reached them and observed their dry heels he called. "Woe to the heels from the fire!"
Some of the ulama (Scholars) say that it means 'a severe punishment.' Some say the (J:!.,)
(wayl) is a mountain in hell made of pus and blood. Others opine that the word is
expressed by one who is grieved because of destruction.
Anyway, the message here is that heels face ruin. They are named particularly because they
were overlooked in ablution some ulama (Schoiars) say that the address to the heels in
actually to the men who left them dry.
In conclusion, the Prophet _o.L..._,~41J-.a said, "Make ablution complete!" Its details that are
Jard, sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) or mustahab (desirable) must be observed, even the
etiquette. According to another Jzaditlz, "If even so much as a nail's space of any lin1b of
ablution remains dry then that ablution is not correct."
This hadith is evidence that it is a Jard (obligatOnJ) to wash the feet in ablution. If it was not
so, then there would have been no warning against the heels remaining dry. The ulama
(Scholars) have though all generations confirmed that the feet must be washed in ablution
because it is Jard (obligatonJ) to do so. It is not enough to merely wipe over them. Moreover,
the noble sahabah .:u..4!~; who described the Prophet's .,o..L..._,~4.Lt~ ablution and who are
called (~l,..) (narrators) like Sayyiduna .:u.. .a.LI o""'; Ali, Othman .:u.. .d.!l ~;and Abdullah ibn
Umar .:u..4..i!l~;- all of them were unanimous that if the Prophet _o.L..._,~.a.LI~ was not already
wearing socks then he washed his feet while making ablution.
There are innumerable alzaditlz of the category of tawatar (handed down to one after the
Muslim # 26-241, Bukhari (of like meaning) # 60, Abu Dawud # 97, Nasa'i # 111, Majah # 450,
Darimi # 706, Musnad Ahmad 2-193.m
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other all reliable people) that prove that the feet are to be washed while making ablution.
They sound a warning on not washing them.
Sayyiduna Abdullah ~ 41.11 u~.J said that the sahabah used to make masah of the feet
(meaning, wiped them) till the Prophet ..o.l-.,~41.11~ commanded that the ablution should
be made complete (by washing the feet). He warned them against neglecting that. So, the
sahabah ~41.11~.) gave up the masah their earlier practice was abrogated.
Tahawi reported that Abdul Malik ibn Sulayman .J!I<U".J asked Ata Khurasani 41.11~.) a noted
tabi'l, "Do you know of even a single haditlz of any of the Prophet's ..o.l-., ~ .d.l1 ~
companions who wiped his feet in ablution?" He said, "No, by Allah!"
The command in the Qur' an about the feet in this regard is subject to interpretation. The
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) of the Prophet .,o.L...,~...l!l~ both verbal and practical and
continuously coming down to us has explained and interpreted it to make washing of the
feet necessary. Thus, it is fard (obligatory) to wash the feet in ablution.
As for the Shi'ah merely wiping the feet in ablution, not washing ther-: in spite of explicit words
and deeds of the Prophet ,.o.l...._,~IJ-", it is a grave mistake, and that is contrary to Shari'ah.
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399. Sayyiduna al Mughirah ibn Shi'bah ~.WI~.J 1 narrated that the Prophet ~.,~4.11J-"
made ablution (during which) he wiped his forelocks, over the turban and the socks.2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) differ on how much of the head should be wiped.
Imam Maalik 41<U".J contends that the whole head should be wiped as fard (obligatory). Imam
Shafi'I' s 41 ~.J contention is that it is enough to wipe some portion of the head, even only
three stands of hair. Imam Abu Hanifah 41<U".J holds that it isfard(obligatory) to make masah
of one-fourth of the head, and he cites this very lzadith nasiyah (saying that the word (~ll)
nasiyah, translated as forelocks, cover one fourth of the front of the head). If, according to
Imam Maalik .ili1<U".J it was fard (obligatory) to wipe the entire head, then the Prophet ~.d!1J-"
..o.l-., would not have said, nasiyah but mentioned the entire head. Hence, wiping the head
all of it, is notfard (obligatory). If, as Imam Shafi'i .ti!1<U".J says, it is less then one fourth of the
head that is Jard (obligatory), the Prophet ..o.l-.,~41~ would have made that very clear, but
it is established that he did not make masah of less than one-fourth of the head. Hence, it is
proved that mas,ah is fard (obligatory) of one fourth of the head. Hence, it is proved that
masah is Jard (obligatory) of one-fourth of the head.
:
As for the turban, the Prophet .,o.L..., ~ 41 J-" wiped one forth of the head which is Jard
(obligatory). Then, to complete or perfect the ablution and observe the sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet) (for, it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to wipe the entire head), he wiped
over the turban instead of wiping the rest of the head. Some people suggest that he may
not have wiped over the turban but merely put it right which caused the narrator to
presume that he had wiped over the turban. Allah knows best.
1

2

His Kunyah was Abu Abdullah and Abu Easa. He died at the ege of 70 in 50 AH.
Muslim# 83-274, Tirmidhi # 100, Nasa'i # 107, Musnad Ahmad 4-255.
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As for the ruling, it is not proper to wipe over the turban without wiping the head at all.
This is the unanimous ruling of the three imams Shafi'I .till-u-; Abu Hanifah .till-u-; and Maalik
...ill-u-J. However, Imam Ahmad 4.11-u-.) said that it is correct provided the turban was put on
the head after having made ablution and the turban covers the head completely, just like
the ruling of wiping over the socks.
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400. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ..1!1 ~ J narrated that the Prophet .o-1-, ~ ...ill J-"' loved to

commence with the right (side) as for as possible in his affairs, all of them, (like) in
his purification, combing his hair and putting on his sandals.t
COMMENTARY: The hadith brings out the importance of beginning all good things with
the right hand.
Purification means ablution in which the right hand and foot is washed first followed by
the left. While bathing, the right side is washed first. The hadith mentions only three things
by way of example but every work that is good is begun from the right side.
In the same way, every thing that is not respectable may begun from the left side, that
being mustahab (desirable), like putting the left foot forward in the privy, coming out of the
mosque, etc. In this way, the right side gains respect. If one puts the left foot outside the
mosque before the right then the right is honoured because it remains in an honourable
place longer. This is why the angel of the right side has more respect than of the left, of the
~o angels with every person. So too the neighbour on the right side is given preference
over me on the left side.
SECTION II
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401. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 411 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 4.11 J--"

.ol-, sate:!, '"When you put on your garments and when you make ablution begin
with you right siJ.t'."2
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402. Sayyiduna Sa' eed ibn Zayd ~~~~J 3 narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.d!IJ--"
.cJ,...., said, 11 1£ anyone does not mention the name of Allah before making ablution,

then his ablution is not valid."4
1

Bukhari # 426, Muslim# 67-268, Abu Dawud # 4140, Tirmidhi # 608, Nasa'i # 421, Ibn Majah # 401,
Musnad Ahmad 6-94.
2 Abu Dawud # 4141, Musnad ahmad 2-3.t;4.
3 His Kunyah was Abau al-A'wai. He was a Quraysh, Adawi. He was one of ten to whom glad
tidings of paradise is given. He died in 50 AH or 51 AH at the age of 70 years at Atiq.
4 Tirmidhi # 25, Ibn Majah # 398.
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40i And, Ahmed and Abu Dawud transmitted it from Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~lP; 1
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404. And, Darimi from Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~ 411 ~J who from his
father, and they added in the beginning of it. "The salalz is not valid of one who has
not made ablution."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone does not recite bismillah while beginning to make ablution
then his bblution will not be perfect and he will not be perfect and he will get no reward for
it. Imam Ahmad ~~ tU-; regards recital of bismillah before commencing ablution as wajib
(expedient), but the majority of the scholars say that it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) or
mustahab (desirable).
The predecessor scholars say that these words are recited before making ablution.
:1

~

~}~,J~:~,li~L... !.)~:!

Others say that it is better to recite (..4-L~ ~~I) and then (..o.::> )1 ~)I 41 ~), and the better
known words are (~i.z.;Jt~~~J.;i't_;~I~J. The words towards the end 'from Sayyiduna
Abu Sa' eed Khudri from his father' are perhaps the scribe's mistake. It should -'be 'from
Abu Sa' eed Khudri from the Prophet ..olw,~.JJI~.'
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405. Sayyiduna Laqit ibn Sabirah ~ 41 ~J (o.r.P) narrated that he asked, "0
Messenger of Allah, inform me abou.t ablution." He said, "Make it perfect. Entwine
your fingers and, if you are not fasting. Snuff up water deep inside (your nostrils)."3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .,o..L....,~411~ said, "Make your ablutic.n perfect." He meant
that the minor details of the mustahab (desirable) should be observed alongwith thE:' ;~trd
(obligatory) and sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet).
Imam Abu Hanifah 41.11 tU-; and imam Shafi'I 41.11 tU-; said that it is sunnah ~.Fractice of Holy
Prop/ret) to thread the fingers through each other provided they :u·e well spread and
distanced from each other. However, if they are close together and it is difficult to run
water between them, then it is wajib (expedient) to entwine them. The method to do it as
suggested by Abu Hanifah .d!ltU-; is to place the palm of the right hand over the back of the
left hand and thread the fingers of the right hand through those of the left hand.
The little finger of the left hand must be inserted between the toes ~rom the bottom (side of
1

Musnad Ahmad 2-418, Ibm Majah # 398.
Darimi # 691.
Abu Dawud # 142, Tirmidhi # 788, Nasa'i # 8.7, Jbn Majah # 407, DArimi # 698, The lase two up to
Entwine your fingers?

2
3
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the sole) upwards beginning from the little toe of the right foot and ending at its
counterpart on the left foot.
Snuffing up water should be deep upto the soft tissue inside the nostrils - to make it more
perfect, the water must go beyond that, but not if one is fasting. If one is fasting, then to
snuff up water so deep is makruh (unbecoming).
According to Imam Abu Hanifah ~1-u-J, to rinse the mouth and snuff up water is sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet) when making ablution, but fard (obligatory) when having a
purifying bath. But, in the sight of Imam Shafi'I ~1 ou-J, they are stmnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet) in both cases.

406. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41<.f"; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..,e..L...,~~1~ said,
'SWhen you make ablution, run your finger between your fingers and your toes."1
COMMENTARY: It is to make Khilal of the fingers and toes after washing hands and feet
(Khilal is to intertwine them). This procedure is the best. ·
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407. Sayyiduna Al-Mustawid ibn Shaddad ~ 41 <.f"; 2 narrated that he observed
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 411 <.}a make ablution during which he rubbed his toes
with his little finger.3
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (~~) m~ans to rub or to make khilal of the toes with
the little finger of the left hand. This explanation is confirmed by the hadith that Ahmad
transmitted. It says clearly that he made Khilal which makes it mustahab (desirable) to run
the little finger of the left hand between the toes. Or, the meaning would be that the
Prophet ..,e..L...,~~1J..a rubbed the little finger of his left hand over his toes. This would mean
that it is mustahab (desirable) that all the limbs join together.

(Jj!Jy.l oi.JJ) -~5 QJAll.l~ JliJ~'!~~~i

408. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 41 <.f"; narrated th~t when Allah's Messenger ..ol-, ~ ~1 ~
made ablution, he took a handful of wrciter, put it under his chin and let it
intersperse through his beard.4
COMMENTARY: This kind of Khilal of the beard is mustahab (desirable). lt ::hould be done
after washing the face. The fingers must intertwine into th~ beard from below and t:ome

1

Tirmidhi # 39, Ibn Majah # 447.

He was a Fahri and Quraysh, one of the sahabah ~~l<.f"J.
Tirmidh1 if 40, Abu Dawud # 418, Ibn Majah # 446, Musnad Ahmad 4-229.
4 Abu Dawud # 145.
2

3
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409. Sayyiduna Uthman ~ 411 t..f"J narrated that (while making ablution) the
Prophet .cJ,..,,~od!IJ-" used to run his fingers through his beard. 1

(c}WJI_j t.,SJ..ojJI ol_j.;)

410. Sayyidun Ali Huyyah 41 ~J 2 narrated that he saw Sayyiduna ~ 411 eft'J Ali
perform ablution. He washed both of his hands throughly. Then he rinsed his
mouth three times and snuffed up water three times, and washed his face three
times and washed his forearms three times. Then he wiped his head once then he
washed his feet up to the ankles. Then he stood up, took the water that remained
after his ablution and drank it while he was standing and said, 'I wi~hed to show
you how the Messenger .cJ,..,,~od!IJ-" of AHah performed ablution."3
COMMENTARY: There is blessing in the residual water of ablution. So one must drink it. It
is allowed to drink it while standing.
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(I..#.;I...JI ol_,.;) -AJ~ li&i_;l::,j~illl ~
411. Sayyiduna Abd Khayr . 41 a..z-.) 4 narrated that they sat down observing
Sayyiduna Ali ~ 411 t..f"J perform ablution. He put his right hand (into the vessel,
took water and) filled his mouth and rinsed it. Then he snuffed up water and blew
out of his nose with his left hand. He did it three times. Then he said, "If it pleasE'q
anyone to see the ablution of Allah's Messenger .cJ,..,_,~.tillJ-", then this is it.''5
COMMENTARY: The narrator's purpose was to show how he rinsed h:s mouth and
cleared his nose. Hence, he did not describe the rest of the ablution.

1

Tirmidhi # 31, Darami # 704, Majah # 430.
His name was Amr Ibn Nasr Anwari Harndani .till a..z-; but was better known by his Kunyah Abu
Easa. He was a tabi'i.
3 Tirmidhi # 48, Abu Dawud # 116, Nasa'i # 96.
4 He was Abd Khayr Yazid and his kunyah was Abu Urnarah Hamdani. He was a tabi'i resic"bnt of
Kufah.
5 Darimi # 701, Nasa' i # 91.
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412. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd d.;&. ~~ <..FJ narrated that he saw Allah's
Messenger ..o.l-,~.dll~ rinse his mouth and snuff up water from one handful. He
did that three times.l
COMMENT~RY: The hadith could means:
.
(i)
The· Prophet ..o.l-,~.dll~ used only one handful to rinse his mouth and snuff up
water and he did it three times (in this way).
(ii)
Or, he raised his mouth with three handfuls and snuffed up water with other three
handfuls.
The second meaning is more plausible and nearer the other narrations.
There may be a third meaning; he rinsed his mouth three times for just one handful and
snuffed up water. He did not take a second handful. These three possibilities can be true
for the earlier hadith too ..

(<}W.Hoi.JJ)-~~~ ~l.

413. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~lc.,PJ narrated that that the Prophet ..olw,~41~ wiped his
head and his ears, the insides with his forefingers and the outsides with his thumbs.2

(~till 4LA~Ij {~\jJJ~I ~IJjJI ~~Jjlt.Sj5j
414. Sayyidah Rubay hint Mu'awwidh d.;&.~I<..FJ 3 narrated that she saw the Prophet
..o.l-,~41~ make ablution. She said that he wiped his head both its front and back,.
both his temples and both his ears, once. According to another version: He made
ablution, putting his two fingers in his ear-holes.4
COMMENTARY: The masalt or wiping of the temples and ears was with the some water as
used for the head. He took water on his hands and wiped his head and with the same
water, he wiped his temples and his ears without taking fresh water for wiping both of
them. This is what Imam Abu Hanifah 41-u-J follows.
The word (t_.L.P) (temples) is the portion between the ear and the eye including the'hair in
this portion (Qamus). Ibn Malik 41-u-J said that (t_.L.P) are the hair on both sides of the head
between the ear and the forehead. This is the correct meaning.
According to sharah us sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet), the ulama (Scholars) differ whether
t Abu Dawud # 119, Tirmidhi # 28.

Nasa'i # 102, Titmidhi (like it)# 36, Ibn Majah # 439.
She was Mu'awwidh's daughter and a prominent companion and as ansar. She was present in the
Ba'yah P..!d~·:=:n, to pledge under the tree.
4 Abu Dawud # 129, Tirmidhi # 34, Musnad Ahmad 6.359, and the second version: Abu Dawud #
131, Musnad Ahmad 6-359, Ibn Majah # 441.
2
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it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to make masah three times or not? Most of the scholars
say that it should be done only once. This is the practice of Abu Hanifah ...Ill~; Ahmad 4.LI~;
and Maalik ..11~;. Imam Shafii'i ..11~; contends that masah should be done three times with
fresh water eaLh time and this is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet), as most of the Shafi'i
scholars say. However, Imam Shafi'i ..11~; himself said that to make masalz three times is
mustahab (desirable).
·
Abu Dawud ..11 ~; said that all ahadith narrated by Sayyiduna Uthman .dll ~; are sahih
(sound) and they prove that masah is done just once.
Shamni ~14J"; said that it is bid' ah to make masah three times with fresh water each time.
But it says in Hidayah that it is allowed to make masah three times with the same water.
This is also reported from Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~J. But, Allah knows best.

(.i!!jj f-.4 Jl,: &\jjj &~~~ :ljj)

415. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd o:U&..d.li~.J narrated that he observed the Prophet
~,~..11J-.D make ablution. (in the course of it) he wiped his head with water that
was not residual after washing his hands (meaning it was fresh water).1
COMMENTARY: The books of the Hanafi fiqh tell us by way of example that if anyone,
who makes ablution, washes hands and after washing .them there remains moistness on
them with which he wipes his head, then his masah will be valid. But, after havin5 wiped
some limb moistness persists on his hands and he wipes his head with that, then his masah
is void. Anyway, it is better to take fresh water for the masalz of the head, but it is allowed
to make masalz with the water that remains on the hand."
~'
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416. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah o:U&..d.li~.J described the ablution of Allah's Messenger
..cJ...,_,~...!ll~. He said that he used to wipe the comers cf his eyes, And, he said, "The
ears are inclusive with the head." Hammad ..11 ~; remarked that he could not say
whether the words, 'The ears are inclusive with the head' were spoken by Abu
Umamah o:U&..d!l~.J himself or he quoted the words of Allah's Messenger ~,~IJ-o-. 2
COMMENTARY: It is mustalzab (desirable) to rub the corners of both the eyes when washing
the eyes to clear the eyes of dust etc.
The saying that the ears are inclusive with the head means that the masalt of the ears must
be done with that of the head and the same water as is taken for the head must be used for
the ears. It is not necessary to take fresh water to make masah of the ears.
1

Tirmidhi # 37, Abu Dawud (of like meaning) # 120, Muslim (in a lengthy hadith) # 19-236.

Ibn Majah # 444, Abu Dawud # 134, Tirmidhi # 37. The saying of Hammad o:U&..dll~.J is transmitted
by the last two.

2
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All the four imams agree about the first ruling but they differ about the second. While Abu
Hanifah od!l.u-;, Maalik od!l.u-; an~ Ahmad 4-Ll.u-; agree that the masah of the ears must be done
with the water that remains after the masah of the head, Shafi'i od!l .u-; holds that fresh water
must be taken for the masah of the ears. There are many ahadith. from which the three imams
have deduced their ruling and there is also one hadith that upholds Imam Shafi'i's ruling.
It is possible that the Prophet ..ol...J~od!IJ-P (made ablution and) wiped the head and the ears
with the same water. However, when there was no moistness on his hands, he sometimes
perhaps took fresh water for the masah of the ears.
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417. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb ~~ .u-; reported from his father who from his
grandfather that a villager came to the Prophet ..ol...J ~ 411 <.J-"' and asked him about
ablution. He described it to him with each action three times. Then he said, 11This is
the ablution. If anyone exceeds over that then he has done wrong, gone beyond the
limit and has hurt himself."I
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..ol...J~.J!I~ taught him the ablution and instructed him not
to exceed that. He used three words for anyone who did more:
(i)
(pl...l~) - has done wrong, because he neglected the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet).
(ii)
(1.5~) -gone beyond the limit to exceed the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet).
(iii)
(..cJl;) - has hurt himself by going against the practice and sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet) of the Prophet ..ol...,~41<.J-"'.

(4l.o 0-!1_, Jj!Jy.»l_, ~I ol_,.;) _;~fllj .JJ tf!H J-.....!->J {':.5J_;i~~l g.}.kQ
418. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mughaffal ~~lr,.SD.J is reported to have heard his son
pray, 110 Allah, I ask you for a white castle towards the right side of paradise." So, he
exclaimed, 110 my son, ask Allah for paradise and seek refuge in Him from the Fire.
Indeed, I had heard Allah's Messenger ..ol...J ~ 411 ~ say that there will arise some
people in this ummah who will transgress the bounds in ablution· and supplication."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mughaffal ~41~.) warned his son not to make
supplication conditional. It does not behave one who should submit in servitude. All a
person must do is pray for paradise and deliverance from hell. Then, it is for Allah how
high a rank He -w0uld bestow on his slave.
It is not proper to exceed the limit it any thing, even those thing that are recognized by
1
2

Nasa'i # 140, Ibn Majah # 422, Abu Dawud (n a lengthy version)# 135, Munad Ahamd 2-180.
Musm1d Ahmad 4-87, Abu Dawud # 96, Ibn Majah (in brief) # 3864 (only about supplication).
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Shari'ah. The Prophet _o.l....,~.dliJ-" foretold that in his ummah some people would go beyond
the bounds in making supplication and performing ablution.
The transgression in ablution is to wash the limbs more than three times, to use water more
than necessary and to overdo in washing the limbs out of confusion, doubts and misgivings.
The transgression in supplication is to make it in disrespectful way or to place unnecessary
and in reasonable conditions, or to ask for such things as are beyond human ability ~d
impossible for mankind.
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419. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~41~J narrated that the Prophet ..olw,~41J.o:t said,
"Surely, there is a devil for ablution. He is called Ai-Walahan. So guard against the
temptations caused by water."1
COMMENTARY: Al-\Valahan means 'loosing one's senses and being confused.' The devil
is so named because he prompts people and confuses them and tum them dumb so that
they f~rget whether they have washed their limbs or not, washed them once or twice?
The Prophet ..olw,~41J-" says that if anyone gets such doubts then he must ignore them lest
he violate the limits of sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). This devil's very aim is to confuse
and get the person wash his limbs more than three times and use very much water
whereby he would exceed the limits of the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet).

(i.S.l.oj:JI ol_j.J)

420. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~.dJI<.P; narrated that he saw that when Allah's
Messenger ~' ~ 41 Jot.' had performed ablution, he wiped his face (dry) with the
edge of his garme~t.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .,o..l....,~·~.LIJ--o took the he!ll of his cloak or shirt and dried his
face with it after ablution. Zayla'i has written in Sharah Kanz that it is allowed to wipe (the
water) after ablution (and) dry oneself with a piece oi cloth. The same thing is known of
(Sayyiduna) Uthman, Anas and Hasan ibn Ali <U&.41<.PJ, as also the next hadith confirms it.
The author of Muniyah has said, that it is mustahab (desirable) to wipe dry after ablution.
Some books of the Hanafi school of thought write that if anyone wipes after ablution with a
handkerchief or towel (or any piece of cloth) ostentatiously then it is makruh (unbecoming),
otherwise it is not makruh (unbecoming).
On the other hand, Imam shafi 41~J contends that to wipe oneself is not sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet) both after ablution and after bath. He relies on the hadith that when the
Prophet _o.1....,~41J--o had made ablution, the mother of the believers, Sayyidah Maymunah
0

1

2

Tirmidhi #57. Jbn Majah # 421, Musnad Ahmad 5-136.
Tirmidhi # 54.
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d..:.&-4.111~; presented a Kerchief to him that he might dry himself bu"t he returned it is blushed

off the water with his hand. The Hanafi scholars contend that he might have found the
cloth not suitable or there may have been another reason.

421. Sayyidah Ayshah ~..1!1~J narrated that Allah's ~essenger .,o.L....,~41~ had a piece
of cloth with which he towelled his limbs after (making) ablution.t (Tirmidhi who
·transmitted it said that one of its narrators, Abu Mu' adh, was regarded as weak.)
COMMENTARY: Not only has Tirmidhi rated this hadith as weak but ·has said also that

there is no Sahih hadith from the Prophet ..,o.L....,~41~ about wiping the moist limbs with
cloth. Rather Some Sahabah d..:.&-41~; and some tabi'un .till.u-; have given permission to wipe
the limbs after making ablution, but even their permission is not drawn from any saying of
the Prophet .,o.L....,~41~, or any of his deeds. It is their own judgment. Sayyid Jamaluddin
Shafi'i 41-u-; has reproduced this passage.
However, the hanafi·reject this statement and assert that the great Sahabah d..:.&-4.111~; named
in the preceding lines were known to wipe their limbs after ablution and they must have
had a precedence from the Prophet .,o.L...., ~ 41 J-oo. This could not have been their own
innovation. Moreover, it is an accepted practice that even a weak hadith must be followed
·
against a personal opinion howsoever strong.
SECI10N III
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422. Sayyiduna Thabit 2 ibn Abu Sufiyah 41-u-; narrated that he asked Abu Ja'far
who was Muhammad al Baqir .dll.u-; 3 if Jabir 4.111<U"; had narrated to him that the
Prophet .,o.L...., ~ 41 ~ used to wash the limbs in ablution sometimes once each,
sometimes twice and sometimes thrice. He answered. 11Yes!"4
COMMENTARY: Among the narrators of haditlt, the student narrates a hadith to his teacher

and asks, "Did so and so narrate to you?" and continues with the chain of narrators up to
the Prophet .,o.L.....,~41J-oo. The teacher listens quietly as he goes on asking till he comes to the
Prophet .,o.L....,~41~ when the teacher says, "Yes!" This is what Tha'bit ibn Abu Sufyah .u-;
~~ followed asking his teacher Imam Muhammad Baqir 41-u-;. He asked whether Sayyiduna
Jabir ~41~; had narrated the hadith. He answered in the affirmative.
1

Tirmidhi #53.

2

Thabit ibn Abu Safiyah 41-u-; was a Tabi'i. His Kunya was Abu Hamzah. He died in 148 AH.

3

Muhammad Baqir 41-u-; was the son of Imam Zayn ul Aabidin 41-u-;. He was born in 56 AH and
died in 117 or 118 AH in Madinal. and was buried in al Baqi.
4 Tirmidhi # 45, Ibm Majah # 410.
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423. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd ~<tbi~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 4.i!IJ.a
11
..oJ-,~ made ablution washing each limb twice, and saying, Light upon light."1
COMMENTARY: Washing the limbs once in ablution discharges the Jard (obligatory). That
is !P""e one light. The second washing completes the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) and
this is a~...; 1 a light. So, light is upon light.
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424. Sayyiduna Uthman ~<tbl~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger _o!...,~4.111J.a made
ablution washing the limbs tJ:rree times each. Then, he said, "This is my ablution
and the and the ablution of the Prophet's ...o')l..JI ~before 'me and the ablution of
Ibrahim ...o')l..JI ~."2 Both those hadith are transmitted by Razin, Nawawi rated the
second as weak in his Sharah of Muslim.
COMMENTARY: The Prophet _o!..., ~ 41 J.a mentioned all the Prophet ...o~l ~ and then
named Prophet Ibrahim ...oj..JI ~~. He came from the general to the specific. The reason is
that Ibrahim ...o')l..JI~ was very particular about cleanliness and purity.
J
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425. Sayyiduna Anas ~4..ill~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .c.J-,,~4.111~ made (fresh)
ablution t'or every salah but to each of them the ablution sufficed till it was not nullified.
COMMENTARY: In the beginning, it was wajib (expedient) for the Prophet _o!...,~4.111~ to
make ablution for every salah. Later, the command was abrogated as the next hadith
discloses. Some ulama (Scholars) say that he made a fresh ablution for every salah because
it is better and more meritorious.
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426. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Yahya ibn Habban alii <U",) narrated that he asked
Ubaydullah ibn Abdullah ibn Umar .d!I<U-J, "Tell me did Abdullah ibn Umar ~41<-P.J
make fresh ablution for every salr~h whether he had his ablution intact or not and from
whom did he acquire this habit?" He informed him that (sayyidah) Asma bint Zayd ibn
/
Khattab .d!I<U-; narrated to him (meaning, Abdullah ibn Umar ~.Jli~.J) that Abdullah
ib~ Hanzalah ibn Abu Aamir, al-Ghasil narrated to her that Allah's Messenger ~.d!IJ."
..cJ,..., was commanded to make ablution for every salah whether his ablution was intact
or not. When that prove difficult for Allah's Messenger _.o..L...,~IJ.", he was commanded
to use the siwcik before every salah and the (making of) ablution was set aside unless
his ablution was nullified. He added, 11 Abdullah perceived in himself the ability over
that. Hence, he preserved in doing that till he died."1
COMMENTARY: The word al-Ghasil r.:o.eans one who was given a bath! This describes
I

Sayyiduna Hanzalah ~ .J,I ~J. When he died, the angels gave him a bath. According to
urwah's ~.J!I~; narr::ttion the Prophet ..oJ.,...,~.J!I~ asked the wife of Hanzalah ~.J!I~J, "In
what state was he (when ~le departed from home for the battle)?" She discbsed that he was
in a state of impurity and had just washed a part of his head when he heard the call to
enlist (for jihad). So, he departed in that state and attained 1nartyrdom (in the battle of
uhud). The prophet ..oJ.,...,~.J!I~ said, "I saw that the angels gave him a bath."
Tabi pointed out that this hadith emphasizes the excellence of siwak. This is why siwak
replaced the wajib (expedient) ablution.
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.J!I~J deduced that though it was not wajib (expedient) to
make a fresh ablution for every salah, there was great merit in it for one who had the power
and ability to maintain the practice. Since he felt in himself the required ability, he did not
deprive hintSelf of the great good fortune till death took him away.
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427. Sayyiduna Abdullah Amr ibn Aas ~.dJI~.J narrated that the Prophet ~.J!I~
..cJ,..., passed by Sa' d ~ .dJI <..P.J who was making ablution and exclaimed, 1'Why this

wastage, 0 Sa';d?" He said, 11Yes, even if you were by a running river!"2
COMMENTARY: Whether one is making.ablucion or having a bath, more water than is

necer"sary must not be used because that is a wastage. Shari'ah does not approve wastage.
This was impressed on Sa'd ~.J!I~.) by the Prophet ..cJ,...,~.d!IJ-".
The ulama (Scholars) explained that extravagance in spite of abundance of water at the
river by using more water than allowed by Shari'ah implies misuse of life and time.
Allamah Teehi .d!l.u-.) said that when there is wastage in what cannot be imaginably wasted,
then how will it be in those things in which wastage is possible. Hence, while f'~rforming
ablution or having a bath, one must not use more water than necessary.

1

2

Musnad Ahmad 5/225, Abu D..awud # 48.
Musnad Ahmad 2-221, Ibn Majah # 425.
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428. Sayyiduna.Abu Hurayrah ~.d.ll~;. Ibn Mas'ud ~.d.ll~; and Ibn Umar .d.!~~;
~

narrated that the Prophet ~-' ~ ~~ ~ said, "If anyone makes ablution and
mentions the name of Allah (by reciting the basmalah at the beginning) then he
puries his whole body (from sin). But, if he does not mention Allah's name while
he makes ablution, then he purified nothing beyond the limbs of-ablution."1
COMMENTARY: This hadith mentions the merit of commencing ablution by reciting
Bismillah in full (..-->)I~ )1~1~). It is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) or Mustahab (desirable)
to recite it, but no wajib (expedient).
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429. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi ~.d.ll~; narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~4111~
~-'

made the ablution for the salah, he moved his ring on his finger.2

COMMENTARY: The ruling is that if the ring is loose and one believes that the water of
ablution passes under it on the finger, then it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to move the

ring. If it is lightly gripped and water cannot possibly reach the finger under it, then it is

wajib (expedient) to move the ring so that water must go to the finger.

CHAPTER-V
GHUSL (BATH)
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430. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~'loLl~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.dJI~
.,o.L.._, said, 11When one of you sits between the four folds of his wife and strives with

her, indeed, bath becomes obligatory, even if there is no seminal discharge."3
COMMENTARY: The four folds of his wife in an allusion to her legs and things when a

man sit to have a sexual intercourse with her.
The hadith means that when simply the tip of the penis is inserted, bath becomes wajib
(expedient), even if there is no seminal discharge. The four caliphs, ~-ill c§".J most of the
sahabah ~.d!lc§"; and the four imams give this interpretation.
1

Daraqutni # 12, in the chapter on taking Allah's name in ablution.
2 Daraqutni 1/83, Description of the Prophet ~.. ~~IJ-1) ablution, Ibn Majah # 449.
3 Bukhari # 291, Muslim# 87-348, Nasa'i # 191, Ibn Majah # 610, Musnad Ahmad 2-347.
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IN BATH WAJIB (EXPEDIENT)
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431. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~'loLl~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..J-,~v.L1~ .said,

'Water is from water (meaning, with a seminal discharge, bath becomes necessary)."t
Muslim transmitted it, and the Shaykh and Imam Muhyi us-Sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet) said that it is abrogated and:
- ~
• .I~,_ ~'I ~
?~&..hi
~.&,....i.o,~''
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432. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ '111 ~.J asserted that water is from water only when

there is a seminal discharge.2
Tirmidhi transmitted it but I could not find this lladith in the two Sahib books.
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .o.~-,~41~ had to teach his ummalz but his modesty did not
permit him to speak out directly, so he used camouflaged wor<;is.
This hadith affirms that bath is wajib (expedient) only when there is an emission. However,
the preceding hadith asserts that bath becomes wajib (expedient) when the tip of the penis is
inserted even if there is no emission.
Imam Muhyi us-Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) .W1.u-J says that this command was abrogated
by the lzaditlt of Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~41~; that says, "This was a concession granted in early
Islam (that bath is wajib (expedient) only on an emission), but later it was withdrawn."
Imam Tirmidhi 41.u-J also said that many of the Sahabah ~41~; agreed that this command
was enforced in early Islam but was abrogated later. It was replaced by the command that
when the sexual organs of man and woman have contact and the tip of the penis is inserted
in the vagina, bath is wajib (expedient) though there may not have been an emission.
However, Ibn Abbas ~ 41 ~; gives another interpretation. He says about this command
that it pertains to nocturnal dreams. He means that the Prophet .oJ-,~41~ said that bath
does not become wajib (expedient) simply on having a dream but if on awakening one's
garments are moist or have stains of mani (seminal discharge), bath is wajib (expedient).
Given this interpretation of Ibn Abbas ~ 41 ~J there is no need to consider the hadith as
abrogated but the fact is not as he says and the hadith embraces all situation, nocturnal
dreams and otherwise and the command was in early Islam and was later abrogated.
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433. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~'loLl~.J narrated that (Sayyidah) Umm Salym ~'loLl~.J 3
1

Muslim# 80-343, Abu Dawud # 217, Tirmidhi (linked to)# 122, Musnad Ahmad 3-29.
# 112.
Her name is given variously as Salamah, Ramlah or Mulaykah. She was a mother of Sayyiduna

2 Tirmidhi
3

Anas ~'111~.J.
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Said, "0 Messenger of Allah, Allah is not ashamed of the truth. Is it wajib (expedient)
for a woman to have a bath if she has a sexual dream?" He said, "Yes, when she
observes (the discharge) liquid." (Sayyidah) Umm Salamah ~411~.J covered her face
and exclaimed, "0 Messenger of Allah, does a woman experience a wet dream?" He
said, "Yes, may your right hand be dusty! How then does her child resemble her?"1
Bukhari and Muslim transmitted it. Muslim added to the version of Sayyidah Umm
Salaym ~411~.J that Allah's Messenger .cJ,...,Y.41J." said also:
"'
(9 ..
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434. The sperm of man is coarse and whitish and of woman thin and yellowish.
The resemblance, ther£fore, is from whichever is on top or precedes."2
COMMENTARY: Bath does not become wajib (expedient) on merely having a dream about
intercourse unless there is a seminal uischarge or a clear sign of it is seen an awakening,
like stain or moistness on body or clothes.
The words 'may your right hand be dusty' mean, 'you surprise me! Do you not know this
simple thing?'
As for the description of the sperm, this is a common observation but there are exceptions
and the colour and coarseness may vary. If a man is weak, then his sperm will not be
coarse. If he indulges in too much sex then its colour will be radish.
Resemblance of the child will be to the father or mother whoever's sperm drops first in the
womb, or dominates.
11

435. Sayyidah Ayshah ~iii~~J narrated that whenever Allah's Messenger 41~
~,~took bath for a major sexual defilement, he began by washing his hands,
made ablution as for the salah and then immersed his fingers into the water and
then rubbed the roots of his hair with them. Then he poured three handfuls (of
water) on his head, filling both hands. After that, he poured water over all his
skin.3 Bukhari and Muslim.
According to another version in Muslim: He began and washed his hands before
immersing them into the vessel. Then he poured water with his right hand over his
left and washed his private parts and made ablution.4

1

Bukhari # 130, Muslim # 32-313, Nasa'i # 197, Ibn Majah # 600 (more or less in same), Tirmidh1
(some of it) # 122, Abu Dawud # 237.
2 Muslim# 30-311, Ibn Majah # 601.
3 Bukhari # 249 (he has body instead of skin), Muslim# 35-316, Nasa'i # 247, Muwatta Maalik # 2.1769, Musnad Ahmad 6-330.
4 Muslim # 35-316.
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COMMENTARY: After washing his hands, the Prop~et ..o.J-.,~<IiliJ-.o made ablution. If water

did not accumulate but flowed away from there then he washed his feet too during the
ablution, otherwise he moved aside after his bath and washed his feet. This is what the
Hidayah also writes that if water does not drain out then one must defer washing of his
feet, complete his bath, move aside and wash his feet.
Something of importance in what Tabarani transmits. Its narrative discloses that the Prophet
..oJ,..,,~<IiliJ-.o never had a wet dream not did any of the other Prophet ..o.J-.,~<IiliJ-.o have it.

436. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~4-LI~.J reported that Sayyidah Maymunah ~.J,l~.J 1
narrated, ''I placed water for the Prophet's h,~<liliJ-.o bath and screened him with a
garment. He poured water on his hands and washed them. Then, with his right
hand he poured water over his left and washed his private parts, struck his hand on
the ground and wiped it. Then he washed it, rinsed his mouth, snuffed up water,
washed his face and forearms. Then he poured water over his head and then over
his entire body. Then, moving aside, washed his feet. I off~red him a piece of cloth
to wipe himself, but he did not take it. Then h~ went away jerking his hands."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith confirms that if water does not drift away from under the feet,
then they may be washed on moving aside after the bath.
The Prophet ..oJ,..,,~<IiliJ-.o did not take the cloth to wipe himself. There could be many reasons
for that as the ulama (Scholars) say. Perhaps it is better not to wipe the body, or he was in a
hurry to reach somewhere, or it may have been too hot and he liked to remain soaked, or the
cloth could have been dirty. Anyway, it was for some reason so it cannot be deduced that one
may noi. wipe oneself after bath or ablution. Neither is it swmah (Practice of Holy Prophet) not
to wi_:->f nor is it makruh (unbecoming) to wipe. The hadith concludes with the words 'jerking
his hands while going away. It was in the manner of a stror.g, healthy man.
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437. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that a woman of the ansar asked the
Prophet ..o.J-.,~<IiliJ-.o about her bath after the rnenstruation. He advised her how she
might do it. And said, "Take some cotton soaked in musk and purify yourse!f with
She was the daughter. Harith and wife of the Prophet ..oJ,..,,~lJ-". She died in Saif in 61 AH or 57 AH.
Bukhari # 276, Muslim# 37-317, Abu Dawud # 245, Tirmidhi # 103, Nasa'i # 253, Ibn Majah # 573,
Musnad Ahmad h-335.
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it." She asked, 11How may I purify myself with it?" He repeated, 11Purity yourself
11
with it." She asked again 11How may I purify myself with it?" He said, Allah is
without blemish (subhanAllah)! Purify yourself with it." Sayyidah Ayshah ~li11~.J
said, ''I pulled her towards me and said, 'Rub it over the traces of blood."'1
COMMENTARY: In answers to questions to this nature, the Prophet ..o-1-,~.dliJ--" had to
fulfil his obligation and also to be mindful of his modesty. He gave answers in the best
possible indirect words without sounding shameful. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .&1 ~.J took over
and explained to the woman quietly what she had to do.
With a slightly different spelling the Arabic word (~), (musk) could become (~)
(leather). The lzadith, however, accommodates the first meaning, musk.
The jurists say that is mustahab (desirable) for a woman to place musk or a piece of cloth
coloured with it on her under clothing to ward off the bad odour.
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438. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~411~J narrated that she asked, 110 Messenger of Allah,
I keep my hair closely plaited. Shall I undo them when I bathe to purify myself after
sexual defilement He said, "No Only pouring three handfuls of water over your head
will suffice you. Mter that, pour water over yourself. You will be purified."2
COMMENTARY: The first portion of the hadith is for woman only. If hair are closely
plaited before having a bath and water is poured over it such that it reaches the roots of
hair then it is enough. However, if water will not reach the roots then hair must be undone.
Men must undo their hair in all cases.
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439. Sayyiduna Anas ~411~J narrated that the Prophet ..o-1-,~.till~ used a mudd of
water for ablution and from one sa' up to five mudd for his bath.3
COMMENTARY: Mudd is a measure of approximately two thirds of a kilogramme. Sa' is
about four mudd, approximately three kilograms.
In this hadith, mudd and sa' mean the weight of water used in ablution and bath. Hence, it
is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet), not wajib (expedient), to use this much water for ablution
and bath. The quantity of water used by the Prophet ..o-1-,~41~ for ablution is also stated
in some narrations to be two-thirds of a mudd and in some as half a mudd. Hence, we may
say that he often used one mudd for ablution, but sometimes lesser than that.

~lj fiu!~~J ~rl.H ~JJ1 jj.!JJ ui~Lt.!~ ~lt ~li ~li ssw ~J <tt• >

1

Bu khari # 213, Muslim# 60-332, Abu Dawud # 315, (similar) Nasa'i # 251, Ibn Majah # 642,
Muslim# 58-33, Abu Dawud # 251, Tirmidhi # 105, Nasa'i # 241, Ibn Majah # 603, Musnad Ahmad
(the like of it) 6-314, 315.
3 Bukhari # 201, (with change in sequence of words), Muslim # 51-325.
2
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440. Sayyidah Mu'adhah <d!l~.J narrated that (Sayyiday) Ayshah \~~.a~~I.S""'J said, ''I and
. Allah's Messenger ..o.J-,.Y.,<d!l~ would bath from a single vessel that was between us.
He would overtake me and I would plead, 'Leave some for me, leave some (water) for
me!"' She added, "And, they would be sexually defiled (before the bath)."l
COMMENTARY: The vessel from which the Prophet ..olw,~41~ and Sayyidah Ayshah ..11'1.S""'J
~ bathed themselves was like a tub holding three sa' of water. Each of them took out water
from it with their hands at the same time, the tub being placed between them. Ibn Maalik ~.J
<4.111 deduces from the words, 'they both were sexually defiled' that if a sexually impure man or
woman puts his or her hand in water, the water remains pure and valid for purifying.
Imam Ibn Human <~.ill~.J stated explicitly that if any one is without ablution or sexually
defiled or menstruating but their hands are clean and purified, and they put their hand in
the vessel to get a handful of water, then the water does not become (impure and)
unuseable. The reason is that they need to collect water from the vessel. He cites this very
hadith to support his ruling. He adds, however, that if a sexually defiled person immerses
his feet or his head in the vessel then the water is unuseable because he did not need to do
it nor was it necessary to employ this method.
SECTION II

441. Sayyidah Ayshah tp..1l'I.S""'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..olw,~<4.111~ was.
asked about a man who detected moisture (on his garment) but could not remember
a nocturnal dream. He said, "He should have a bath." He was asked also of a man
who thou~,ht that he had experienced a nocturnal dream but did not detect any
moisture. He said, .!/He need not have a bath." Also, Sayyidah Umm Sulaym 4\~J
~ asked, "Must a woman have a purifying bath if she has this experience?" He
said, ''Yes, Surely women have like nature as men."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith say~ that for a bath to become wajib (expedient), mani or madhi
should be detected on the garment or body. It does not depend on recalling a dream or not.
It is the same with men and women. ,if they detect moisture on their clothing or body, they
must have a purifying bath. The innate nature of men and women is identicaL
A section of the tabi'unand Imam Abu Hanifah 41~.J have r.lled according to tiil~ htulith.
Bath becomes obligatory on merely seeing the moisture even if one is not certain that mani
was discharged with excitement.
1

Bukhari (without 'He would overtake .. .' till the end)# 250, Muslim# 46-321, Nasa'i # 239, Musnad
Ahmad6-91.
2 Abu Dawud # 136, Tirmidhi # 113, Darimi (up to 'need not have a both')# lr5. Musnad Ahmad 6256, Ibn Majah # 612.
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However, most scholars contend that bath is not wajib (expedient) till one knows that
ejaculation was with excitement. If a person knows that mani was discharged with
excitement then bath hf'comes obligatory (wajib (expedient)), otherwise not though it is
mustahab (desirable) to have bath to be on the safe side.
A relevant qufstion arises. If husband and wife sleep on the same bed and on awakening
detect moisture of mani on the bed but neither of them can say which of the two is
responsible for it, then on whom wilt bath be wajib (expedient)? The answer is that the
colour of the mani should be examined. If it is white, it belongs to the husband and bath is
wajib (expedient) on him. If it is yellow then bath is wajib (expedient) on the wife. However, it
is safer if both of them have a bath .
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442. Sayyidah Ayshah lf:s- .1!1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~' ~ .J,I ~
said, "When the organs that are circumcised pass one another, bath becomes
wajib (expediellt) (to purify). Allah's Messenger ~,~..11~ and I did that and
then both had a bath."t
COMMENTARY: The circumcised parts are the tip of the penis and the s~ghtly raised part
on the vagina. Purifying bath is wajib (expedient) when the head of the penis penetrates the
vagina, even if there is no ejaculation.
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443. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.WI~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.J,IJ.D
.olw, said, 'under every stand· of hair is sexual defilement. So, wash thoroughly the
hair and purify your body."2
Tirmidhi rated it as hadith gharib and said: al..Harith ibn Wajib (expedimt) a sub
narrator who was a shaykh is unreliable.
COMMENTARY: The hair on the head must be washed thoroughly to cause water to soak
the roots of the hair otherwise purity will not be achieved. The relative book~ tell us that if

even a single stand of hair is left dry at its root then bath will be incomplete.
The body too must be washed minutely. It should be rubbed rigorously and rid of dirt, and
water should be poured all over it leaving no portion dry. If any thing remains on it, water
will not go under it on the body with the result that impurity will remain on it.
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Tirmidhi # 108, Ibn Majah # 6168, Musnad Ahmad 6-129.
Abu Dawud # 248, Tirmidhi # 106, Ibn Majah # 597.
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444. Sayyiduna Ali ~.dJ1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~4ilt~ said, "If
anyone leaves unwashed so much as a hair' s space, such and such a thing will be
done with him in the fire." Sayyiduna Ali ~ tdl1 ~J said, 11 Since then I have
antagonized my head. Since then I have antagonized my head. Since then I have
antagonized my head." Three times. (He meant to have slaved his head.)1
COMMENTARY: This hadith elaborates on the previous hadith 'such and such... ' is a
figurative expression of saying 'a heavy punishment will be inflicted on him who leaves
the roots of hair dry.'
Sayyiduna Ali ~4iii~..F..J meant to say that he was apprehensive lest he miss a spot on his
head and leave it dry and then face punishment for that. So just as one eliminates one's
enemy, he eliminated his hair on the head treating them as his enemy.
This enlightens us that a man is allowed to shave one's head, but it is better and a sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet) too to let hair on the head grow because the Prophet ..oJ-,~4.iil~
and the righteous caliphs ~4iii~..FJ let the hair on the head alone. As for Sayyiduna Ali ~<.PJ
~, he shaved his head- for no reason other than what he said. In this way he disclosed why
he abandoned that which Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ did with regularity.
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445. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.ls~~J narrated that the Prophet ..oJ-,~.Jit~ did not make
ablution after he had had a bath.2
COMMENTARY: The ablution made before bath suffices. If any one wishes to offer the
salah after having a bath, then he does not need to make a fresh ablution.
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446. Sayyiday Ayshah ~ .ls1 ~ J narrated that when he was sexually defiled, the
Prophet ..J-,~41J.D washeci. hi~ head with marsh mallow (hibiscus) being satisfied
with that. He did not pour water over it again.3
COMMENTARY: The Arabs used to wash their !lead with hibiscus. Whenever the Prophet
..oJ-,~41~ had a purifying bath, he p,oured the water mixed with hibiscus over his head.
He applied hibiscus on his head and washed it with water in which hibiscus was mixed.
When he poured water again on his body, he did not pour it on his head. The first washing
was enough. It seems that the water he used to wash his head was dilute with l,ibiscus
(and not concentrated), so that it maintained its properties and flowed smoothly.

Abu Dawud tf 249, Musnad ahmad 1-94, Darimi # 751, Ibm Majah # 599, except that Ahmad and
Darimi did not repeat ; 'Since then I have antagonized my head.
2 Tirmidhi # 107, Abu Dawud # 250, Ibn Majah # 579, Nasa'i # 252, Musnad ~hmad 6-68.
3 Abu Dawud # 256.
1
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447. Sayyiduna Ya'la ~41~; 1 narrated that Allah's Messenger ,oJ.....,~4.Ll~ saw a
man having bath in the open. So he went up the pulpit, praised and glorified Allah.
Then he (delivered the sermon and) said, "Surely Allah. is distinguished by
modesty and extreme veiling. He loves modesty and concealing. Hence, when one
!Jf you has a bath, let him screen himself." The version of Nasai'i has, 'surely, Allah
is known for screening. So when one of you intends to have bath, let him conceal
himself behind something.'2
COMMENTARY: It was the habit of the Prophet ..oL.,~4.Ll~ that when he had to say something
important, he would climb up the pulpit and deliver the sermon after praise and glorification of
Allah. This is what he did here. He taught the significance of modesty and humility.
Allah's attributes encompass all sacred and pure distinctions. Modesty and concealment
are among them. He loves that his slaves should brighten their minds and hearts with these
attributes. They should endeavour to the 'utmost to grow His attributes in themselves .
They must observe modesty and shyness and never abandon concealment (of faults, short
comings and nakedness). All Muslims must be mindful of these qualities.
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448. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~ 41 ~; narrated that in early Islam bath was
wajib (expedient) only when there was an emission, as a concession. Later, it was
disallowed (meaning withd,rawn).3
COMMENTARY: This hadith is mentioned in the commentary against the hadith # 431, 432.
The cominand stands withdrawn, replaced with the command that bath is wajib (expedient)
when the penis penetrates the vagina even though there is no ejaculation.
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449. Sayyiduna Ali ~41~; narrated that a man came to the Prophet ,oJ.....,~4.LI~
and submitted that after he had had a bath against sexual defilement and had
offered the salah of fajr, he detected a tiny spot, the size of a nail, that water had not
1

It is not clear whether he was Ya'la ibn Umayyah Tamimi or Ya'la ibn Murah Thaqafi Botll\Ve'"··.
very prominent companions of the Prophet ,oJ.....,~4.LI~.
:; ! 1;·.·., ;·,., :
2 Abu Dawud # 4012, Nasa'i # # 406, Musnad Ahmad (like it) 4-224.
;: . , .,; . , .
3 Tirmidhi # 110,-Abu Dawud # 214, Darami # 759.
, .. , i ..
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· touched Allah's Messenger _o.1...,~4.1!~ said, "Had you' stroked it with your (moist)
hand that would have sufficed you."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ·_o.1...,~4.11~ told him that if he had rubbed the dry spot
while bathing or washed it lightly, his bath would have been correct. "If you observed a
little later than you should have washed, even a simple washing, and redeemed the salah
that you had offered."
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450. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 4111 '..F.J said that (in the beginnipg) the (prescribed)
salah was fifty times and bath against sexual defilement was seven times and
washing a garment soiled with urine ~as seven times. Allah's Messenger ~ 4.11 ~
_ol..., did not cease to pray till the salah was made five (prescribed) times and bath
against sexual defilement once and washiitg a garment soiled with urine once.2
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet _o.1...,~41~ crossed all stages of spiritual and physical
heights and on the night of the miraj (bodily ascension) gained real nearness to Allah, He
presented to His creatures a remembrance of this great and auspicious moment. It is the
salah, a corresponding mi'raj of the creatures. It is the greatest means of gaining nearness to
Allah for His pious and obedient slaves. Fifty salah were prescribed every day to enable
them to use this means to optimum benefit.
. Howsoever great that be, but would man be able to discharge the obligation? The Prophet
_ol...,~.d!IJ-D perceived man's weakness, benefactor of mankind as he was. If his ummah was
given this duty and they failed to discharge it, then they would face a severe punishment in
the hereafter because of their disobedience. He showed extreme compassion to them and
prayed to Allall for a reduction in the number of salah. He accepted the prayer of his dear
Prophet _o.1...,~41~ and made some reduction, but he was not satisfied for his ummah and
continued to make more requests till five salah were made oblioatory.
This hadith refers to the mi'raj when fifty salah were prescribed and brought down at the
Prophet's _ol..., ~ 4.11 ~ plea gradually to five.. At every request, five were cut down till
finally five remained.
In the same way, a se:vt.tc:! defilement could be purified only by havfug bath seven times.
Later, it was brought down to just one wajib (expedient) bath. It is to pour water over the
whole body once as fard (obligatory), but the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) is to pour it
three times. The hadith in Bukhari and Muslim about this mentions only the salah but does
not mention bath and washing clothes soiled by urine, but this hadith of Abu Dawud
mentions both these things, so this narration is rated as da'if (or weak).
This hadith savs appruently that is garments are soiled with urine to only impurity then it is
enough to wash ther.'. it is enough to wash them just once. Imam Shafi'i 4.11..u-; rules accordingly

1
2

Ibn MaJah R G64.
Abu Dawud # 247.
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that a garment is rendered pure by washing it just once. The Hanafi ulama (Scholars) maintain,
however, that a garment must be wasted till one is convinced that it is purified of urine and
filth they have specified three washings and, after every washing, it must be squeezed. By
doing this three times, one is strongly convinced that the garment is purified.
It is pertinent to show here the times when bath is wajib (expedient) and when it is

mustahab (desirable);
(1)
Bath becomes fard (obligatory) when ~ani ejaculates with excitement and there is a
lustful desire when it separates from the backbone though the desire may have died down
when mani comes out (mani is semen)
(2)
If an awakening from sleep anyone observes, on his bed, body or clothing moisture
of mani even if it is madhi, bath becomes wajib (expedient) even if he does not remember a
dream because of which mani may have come out.
(3)
If anyone inserts his penis in the vagina or anus of a women who is alive, or
indulges in homosexuality, then bath is fard (obligatory), or both of them, the doer and to
whom it is done.
(4)
Bath becomes fard (obligatory) when the menses are over and when post childbirth
bleeding is over.
(5)
If any one inserts his penis into the front or back of an animal or a dead body and
there _is an ejaculation, then bath becomes wajib (expedient), but not if there is no ejaculation.
(6)
Bath does not become wajib (expedient) if madhi and wadi ejaculate similarly, if one
remembers a dream but there is no moisture of mani on the bed or elsewhere and there is
no sign of it at all, then bath is not wajib (expedient).
(7)
If anyone embraces Islam while he was sexually defiled, bath is wajib (expedient) on
him. If he was not sexually defiled, then bath is not wajib (expedient) but merely msutahab.
(8)
It is wajib (expedient) kifayah on the living to give a bath to a dead body (Qf a
Muslim). This means that if some people give the bath, everyone will be absolved of the
duty, otherwise all the people are sinners.
(9)
Bath is a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) for the salah of Friday, for assuming the
ihram and on the day of Arafah.
(10)
If anyone has not performed ablution, then he is not permitted to touch the Qur' an.
But, if the Qur' an is wrapped with a piece of clot~ or placed in a case, then he is allowed to
carry it. If only a covering is attached to its binding then it is not proper to touch it.
(11)
If anyone has not performed ablution, then it is makruh (unbecoming) for him to
hold or touch the Qur' an with the sleeves of his shirt or with any kind of a garment that is
on his body (like a sheet of cloth, etc. that he has put over him). If he removes the cloth
away from nis body and holds or touches the Qur' an with it then he is allowed to do so.
(12)
If anyone has not performed ablution then it is makruh (unbecoming) for him to
touch such books as are of the exegesis (of the Qur'an) or of hadith or fiqh Qurisprudence).
However, it is agreed unanimously that such books may be touched with the sleeves.
(13)
If a surah of the Qur' an is inscribed on a coin then anyone who has no performed
ablution is not allowed to touch it. However, he may carry it in a purse, etc.
(14)
A sexnally defiled person may not enter a mosque. If it is very necessary, then he
may go to it. Also, he is not allowed to recite the Qur' an, even less then one verse.
However, he may read it by way of supplicated or praise of Allah. In the same context, a
person who is sexually defiled is allowed to make dhikr (remembrance of Allah), glorify
Allah, count the rosary or beads, or make supplication to Allah.
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In all these rulings, the same command applies to woman experiencing menstruation and

lochia as to the sexual defiled.t
• Heavenly ornaments (Bahishti Zewar) of Mawlana Ashraf Ali Thanwi, relevant
chapters.
• A gift for women, Mufti MuhammadAashiq Elahi Buland Shehri 41 4J';,
. relevant chapters pp 101 to 125.

CHAPTER-VI
MINGLING OF THE SEXUALLY DEFILED WITH
OTHERS AND WHAT IS ALLOWED TO SUCH A ONE
In this chapter ahadith of two kinds are reproduced:
(1)
Those about mixing with one who needs to have a purifying bath, being sexually

defiled - like, handshake, conversation and other dealings.
(2)
Those about what such a person is permitted to do while he is in an impure state.
SECTION I
jji,j.Aifi

451. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.J narrated, "Allah's Messenger ..ol...,~41'-"" met
me while I was sexually defiled. He took me by my hand and I walked with him till
he sat down. I got away quietly and came home and had a bath. Then I came while
he was (still) seated. He asked, 'where were you, 0 Abu Hurayrah?' when I informed
him, he said 'subhan Allah! The believer is never impure.' This is as Bukhari
transntits. Muslim has of the same purport with this murlt more after the words, I
informed him: ''that when he met me I was defiled and disliked to sit with him until I
had bathed myself." Bukhari too has thes.e words in another version.2
COMMENTARY: The hadith says that the impurity is by law as defined by Shariah. Bath

becomes wajib (expedienr) for it. But, a person who is defiled is not really impure. His
leftover is not impure, nor is his perspiration. To mingle with him is no way disallowed
and there is no abhorrence in that.
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Further reading:
(Bukhari # 285, Muslim# 371, Abu Dawud # 231, Tirmidhi (in brief)# 121, Nasa'i # 269, Ibn Majah
# 534, Musnad Ahmad 2-382, Bukhari' s other # 283).
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452. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~.J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Umar ibn Khattab ~.J
~ clbl

spoke to Allah's Messenger ...oJ-, ~ -tLI J.-" about the seminal impurity that he
sometimes experienced during the night. So, Allah's Messenger ...oJ-,~-tLIJ.o said to
him, (when that happens) perform ablution, wash your penis and go to sleep."1
COMMENTARY: If a sexually defiled person makes ablution and sleeps, it is as though he .
sleeps in a pure state. The hadith syas that if anyo!le experiences a nocturnal dream or has a
sexual intercourse and wishes to sleep or cannot have purifying bath at that time, then it is
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) for him to make ablution.
One may get the impression from the hadith that after making ablution, the penis must be
washed, but it is not so. The correct meaning is to first wash the penis and then make
ablution. The sequence of the words in the lzadith is to recognize the significance of ablution.
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453. Sayyidah Ayshah \&~~.&~~J narrated that when the Prophet ...oJ-,~4.111J.a was sexually

defiled and decided to eat or to sleep, he made ablution as the ablution for the Salah.2
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454. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed al Khudri ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger -tLIJ.-"
11
...oJ-,~ said,. when one of you goes to his wife and then intends to repeat, he must
make an ablution between the two intercourses."3 .
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik -tLI~J said that if a man has intercourse with his wife twice

and makes ablution between the two visits, there are two advantages in that ablution:
(i)
he gains purity,
(ii)
he gets more enjoyment.
Both the hadith tell us that it is mustahab (desirable) for a defiled person if he wishes to eat or
sleep or have another intercourse, then he must wash his. penis and makes ablution.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that the ablution mentioned in these ahadith before consuming
food or drink is not the prescribed ablution, but it means washing of hands at that time.
There is a hadith in Nasa'i that say so very clearly.
However, we t:an reconcile the two views by saying that the Prophet ...oJ-, ~ 4.111 J.-"
sometimes merely washed his hands to make it short, but often made a complete ablution.
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455. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 41 ~.J narrated that the Prophet ...oJ-, ~ 4.111 ~ would have

1

(Bukhari # 290, Muslim# 25-305, Nasa'i # 260, Darimi # 756, Muwatta Imam Maalik # 2.19-78,
Musnad Ahmad 2-64).
2 (Muslim# 22-305, Musnad Ahmad 6-126).
3 (Muslim # 27-305, Abu Dauwd # 220, Tirmidhi # 141, Nasa'i # 262, Ibn Majah # 587, Musnad
Ahm::d 3·21}.
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sexual intercourse with his wives and (then) had only a single (purifying) bath. t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..o.J-,~.dll~ visited all his wives during a night and had a

bath in the end, not that he had intercourse with one wife and had a bath first before going
to his other wives. It is possible that he made ablution between visits, or he may have
omitted the ablution to demonstrate that it wi:is allowed to omit it.
Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~41~J said that the Prophet ..o.J-,~41~ was not bound (by a wajib
(exp8rdient)) to allot separate nights to his wives which is the minimum portion of each of
the co-wives if a man has more than a wife. But, he had allotted to each a night of his own
accord as a good will gesture. However, most of the ulama (Scholars) hold that even the
Prophet ..o.J-,~41~ was bound and it was wajib (expedient) on him to apportion a separate
night to each wife. As for visiting all his wives in a single night, (when he did that,) he had
their consent. Thus this leaves no doubt
at all.
.
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456. Sayyidah Ayshah lp~'~J narrated that the Prophet ..o.J-,~41~ remembered
Allah at every ~oment of his life.2
COMMENTARY: He never neglected to mention and to remember Allah at any moment
even when he was in a defiled state or without ablution.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that here the meaning is remembrance in the heart and thought
of Allah. His heart was occupied in that at all moments.
The hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~J will be reproduced in the book kitab ul Ati'mah
(Frods), insha Allah.3
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457. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~4.LI~.J narrated that one of the wives of the Prophet
..o.J-,~41~ bathed from a large tub. The Prophet ..o.J-,~41~ then intended to make
ablution from it, but she exclaimed, "0 Messenger of Allah. I was sexually impure!"
He said, Water does not become defiled."4
458. Sharah us Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) has the wordings of al Masabih
1 Muslim# 28-304, Abu Dawud # 218, Tirmidhi # 140, Nasa'i # 264, Ibn Majah # 588, Musnad Ahmad
3-225.
2 Muslim # 117-373, Abu Dawud # 18, Tirmidhi # 3395, Ibn Majah # 302, Musnad ahmad 6-70,
Bukhari in the Book of Adhan charter 19 in the sub-heading.
3 Hadith # 4209.
4 Tirmidhi # 65, Abu Dawud # 68, Nasa'i # 325, Ibn Majah # 370, Darimi # 734.
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from Ibn Abbas ~4.11~J fro~ (Sayyidah) Maymunah ~41~J. 1
COMMENTARY: Though this hadith allow a man to make ablution from the water
remaining after a woman's purifying bath, yet a hadith that follow (# 471) quotes the
Prophet ..oJ-,,~41~ as forbidding a man from making ablution with the water left over by
his wife who had had a purifying bath. Hence, though this hadith is evidence of permission,
the later hadith recommends that it is better not to do it.
-
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459. Sayyidah Ayshah ~iii~J narrated that after having a bath to purify from

sexual defilement. Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~ warmed himself against her
before she did have a bath.2 Shar~ us Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) has the
words of al-Masabih.
·
COMMENTARY: After the Prophet .,o.L...,~41~ had his purifying bath, since it was cold,
he would embrace her and get the warmth. This means that one is allowed to lie down
with one's life partner who may be sexually defiled. The body of a defiled person is pure.
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460. Sayyiduna Ali ~~1~J narrated, ''Mter the Prophet ..oJ-,~41J.a came out of

the privy, he recited the Qur'an to us and also ate meat with us. Nothing prevented
him from (reciting) the Quran but sexual defilement:"3
COMMENTARY: This hadith explains two issues (i) It is allowed to recite the Quran even if
one has not performed ablution. (ii) But, the reciter must not touch the copy of the Quran. It

is disallowed to touch it if one is not in a state of ablution.
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461. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 4.11 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ .d!l ~

said, "The menstruating woman and the sexually defiled person must not recite
anything from the Quran."4
COMMENTARY: These two kinds of people are not permitted to recite even part of verse

of the Quran. This is also the ruling of Imam Abu Hanifah 41 ~J and Imam Shafi 41 ~.J,
However, some ulama (Scholars) hold that while it is unlawful for them to recite even a
1

Musabih us Sunnah # 315, Musnad Ahmad 1-337, Dareaqutni # 3 Kitab ul Taharah, Sharah us
Sunnah # 259.
2 Ibn Majah # 580, Tirmidhi # 123 (like it)
3 Abu Dawud # 229, Nasa'i # 265, Ibn Majah (similar)# 594, Tirmidhi (brief)# 146, Musnad Ahmad

1-84.
4 Tirmidhi # 131, Ibn Majah # 596.
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single verse yet the recital of less than one verse is not unlawful: And if they read some
portion of the Quran not with intention to recite it but proposing to show gratitude then it
is allowed, like saying:
#t?

~
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(Praise belongs to Allah, Lord of the worlds). There is no harm in. it.
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.462. Sayyidah ~ 41 t.,!P; Ayshah narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.ol...., ~ 41 J-" said,

"Tum away (the doors of) these houses from the mosque, because I do not make (entry
into) the mosque lawful to a mensbuafutg woman or a sextially defiled person."t

COMMENTARY: The mosque is Allah's House. Its sanctity must be observed. Reverence
demands that anyone who is defiled or in an impure state must not enter it. So, the Prophet
~,~.d.IIJ-" instructed that such houses whose doors opened into the mosque, and to enter

~hlch their residents had to go through the mosque, must change their directions. Thus, the
sexually defiled and the menstruating were not be compelled to use the mosque as a passage.
Imam Shafi'i .d.llo-; and Imam Maalik .d.llo-; have ruled that if a sexually defiled person and a
menstruating woman wish to go through the mosque to another place on the other side then
they may do so, but they cannot stay within the mosque as long as they are not purified.
However, Imam Abu Hanifah .d.ll o-; contends that they· should not even go through the
mosque, it being unlawful for them. He decides on the basis of this hadith. The prophet ~
..oJ....,~.JJI has forbidden these two people from entering the mosque outright irrespective of
whether they go through it or sit in it. Thus, they must be disallowed to enter the mosque
even to go to the other side.
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463. Sayyiduna Ali ~4l<..fD; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ....,~.d.!IJ-" said, 11The

angels do not go into a house that has a picture, a dog or a person who is defiled."2

COMMENTARY: The angels mentioned here are the angels of mercy. They do not enter the
houses mentioned in the hadith and do not bring mercy and blessing into such houses. They
descend to listen to the remembrance of Allah.
If a picture is of a living creature and is placed on a height like a wall, ceiling, curtains, etc,
the angels of mercy do not come to this place. However, if it is on a bed or on the floor
where one puts his feet, then there is no harm.
If the picture is of an inanimate object, like a tree, a house, etc. then it is allowed to keep
them. Also, if the picture is a living being with the head cut off, it is permitted. So too, if a
picture is where it is trampled under foot then it is allowed, like the flooring, pillow etc.
1
2

Abu Dawud # 232.
Abu Dawud # '227, Nasa'i # 261, Ibn Majah # 3650, Musnad Ahmad 1-83, Durami # 2663.
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Angels do enter such houses. Similarly, minor girls are permitted to keep dolls.
As for coins or paper currency with piCture, all predecessor scholars kept them and used
them in daily transactions, None of them ever disallowed the use or keeping of them.
As for dogs, if they are kept to conform to fashion or hobby, then it is not allowed to keep
them with oneself. If they are kept to guard livestock, fields or for any need then it is
allowed to keep them.
As for the sexually defiled person, this is not just any defiled one, Rather, such a one as a
lethargic and procrastinates habitually in having a bath so that the time of salah expires.
Another such a one is who neglects to make an ablution (see hadith # 452)
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464. Sayyiduna Ammar ibn Yasir ~4l~J t narrated that Allah's Messenger .J,IJ-"
..oJ....,~ said, "There are three whom the angels do not approach. (They are:)
(i)
the body of disbeliever,
(ii)
a man who applies khaluq,
(iii)
a defiled person who does not make ablution." 2
COMMENTARY: The word (~) Gifah) means the body of an infidel whether alive or
dead. Actually, it means a dead body and clearly an infidel is like a dead, lifeless body,
because he does not keep away from wine, interest, etc and so remains impure and filthy.
Khaluq is a perfume of saffron, etc. Men apply it to immitate women though they are not
allowed to use it because it is colourful. Only women are permitted to use it. If a man
applies it, the angels of mercy do not go near him.
The fact is that whoever contravenes the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet), is impure and
worse than a dog.
As for the Prophet'~ words about the sexually defiled, this is a warning and a reproach to
keep this person alive to the need of not delaying a purifying bath. If he is not warned then
he becomes a habitual procrastinator.

1

His kunyah was Abu Yaqzan. He was among the very first Muslims His mother Sumayyah 4-Ll~J

~ was the first woman to be martyred in Allah's path. He, his mother and his father were among the
very early Muslims, entrants to Islam. Ammar ~4l~J was among those Sahabah ~4l~J who
were oppressed because they had embraced Islam but they emerged like lustrous gold from the kiln.
He had embraced Islam when Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.d.IIJ-" was hiding in the safe house of Arqam
~.tl!l~J. He and Suhayb ibn Sinan embraced Islam together. Ammar ibn Yasir ~4l~J was much

tormented. When he did not budge of the idolaters, they would bum him in the fire. The Prophet ~
..oJ-,~.J.II often witnessed his plight and stroked his head and say, "0 Fire! Cool down for Ammar as
you did for Ibrahim ..o'j..JI~." when he was Wounded (in the battle of siffin), he instructed, 'Bury me
in these very clothes. I wish to stand before Allah in them.' So, Ali ~41~J buried him (when he was
martyred) in those clothes. It was in Rabi ul Awwal37 AH, at the age of 94, that he was martyred in
the Battle of siffin. (Asad ul ghabah).
2 Abu Dawud # 4180.
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465. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu 'Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn Amr t ibn Hazm
narrated that it was stated in the letter sent by Allah's Messenger _o.L..,_, ~ ~~ J.a to
Amr ibn Hazm that none but the pure should touch the Quran. 2
·
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~,~~IJ4 h~d made Amr ibn Hazm ~.,jji<.F.J governor of a
city of Yem~. He had written down guidelines for him. There were rules and laws about
obligations, inheritance, charities, blood wit, and so on. It also had the command
mentioned in this hadith.
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466. Sayyiduna Rafi ~I .u-.) narrated that he went alongwith (Sayyiduna ) Ibn Umar
~411~; when he went to relieve himself. After that, during his conversation that day,
he narrated that a man who passed by one of the streets met Allah's Messenger ~J.a
~, ~ who had then come out of the privy, or had then passed water. The man
offered him the salaam (greetings) but he did not respond. When the man was almost
gone in the next street, Allah's Messenger ~,~~~~ struck his hands on a wall and
with them wiped his face. Then he truck a second strike and wiped his forearms (up
to his elbows). Then he returned to the man the salaam and said, 11Nothing prevented
me from responding to your salaam but that I was not in a state of ablution."3
COMMENTARY: Actually, As-salaam is the name of Allah, the exalted. Normally, the real
meaning of salaam is not expressed but it signifies 'peace!' (It is a form of greeting; assalaam u alaykum!) In spite of that the Prophet~,~~~~ showed respect to its original
significance and did not deem it proper to call Allah's name without being in a pure state.
In this way, the Prophet~,~~~~ pointed the superior and difficult course for his ummah
otherwise, as we read in the previous ahadith, the easy and convenient course is that one can
recite the Quran and teach others and engage in dhikr and make remembrance of Allah; The
Prophet ..cJ.w, ~ ~~-~ demonstrated that it is allowed to take the name of Allah without

1

Amr ibn Hazm ~41~J was the name. Kunyah was Abu Dahhak an ansar. His first battle was the

Battle of Treuches. The Prophet _.o.l....,~~IJ,a made him governor of Najran when he was just 17 years
old. He died in 51 AH or 54 AH in Madinah.
2 Muwwata Imam Maalik # 15.1-1, Daraqutni # 2 in Nahaal hadith in sunil Quran.
3 Abu Dawud # 330.
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performing ablution, but it is better and more meritorious to perform ablution first.
This hadith teaches two things (i) It is wajib (expedient) to respond to someone's greeting
(salaam). (ii) If any one cannot give the response promptly then it is musthab that later he
should disclose the reason for not responding so that he should not be mistaken for an
arrogant person.
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467. Sayyiduna al Muhajir ibn Qunfudh ~4.LI~J 1 narrated that he passed by the
Prophet ..oJ-,~41""" while he was passing water. He offered salaam but he did not
give him a response until he had made ablution. Then, he explained to him, saying,
"I dislike that I shouid mention (the name of) Allah wt1.1out having performed
ablution." Nasai'i's version is up to 'he made ablution' and adds, 'when he had
performed ablution, he gave the response.'2
COMMENTARY: The word maknth (unbecoming) (dislike) does not mean that it i:o disallowed
to call the name of Allah without having performed ablution. Rather, the Prophet's ~41"""
_.o.L..., words mean that it is bet~er to take the sacred and blessed name of Allah in a state of
purify. If anyone who is without ablution takes His name, there is not sin on him.
SECfiON III
c!.!tih~irt

(~loi.J.J)

468. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~ 4.LI ~J narrated that (even when) Allah's
Messenger _.o.L...,~41""" would be defiled, he would go to sleep, got up again and
once more go to sleep.3
COMMENTARY: Earlier, we have seen in hadith # 453, that if the Prophet _o.i-,~41""" wished
to sleep though he was sexually defiled, he would first make ablution and then go to sleep.
Though not stated in this hadith, yet it is implicit that he made ablution before going to sleep.
Or, sometimes he did not make ablution and straightaway went to sleep. In this way, he
demonstrated that one could do so, but the better course was to make ablution first.

l$~1 g~ ~ J :~\\ h~ ~~ ~~\ ~~113!-....!.J~ u;t~~l ~!Jti '::,i.(_;.j (t\~)

1

He was a Quraysh Taymi. Muhajir and Qunfudh are said to be titles and his name was Amr ibn

Khalaf ~4.LI~J. He embraced Islam after the conquest of Makkah and after hijrah, took up residence
in Busrah till he died.
2 Abu Dawud # 17, Nasa'i # 38, Ibn Majah # 350, Musnad Ahmad 4-345.
3 Musnad Ahmad 6-298.
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469. Sayyiduna Shu'bah '~.LieU-.) narrated that when (Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~41t.PJ
had a bath to purify from sexual defilement, he poured water from his rig9t hand
over his left hand seven times. Then, he washed his penis. Once he forgot how
many times she had poured water, so he asked Shu'bah 41<U-.) but he said, "I cannot
recall." He reproached him, 11May you lose your mother! what prevented you from
remembering?" Then he made ablution as the ablution prescribed for the salah,
poured water over his skin (body) and said, 'This is how Allah's Messenger ~41~
.oJ,....,, used to obtain purity."t
COMMENTARY: The ahadith that mention that the Prophet .oJ,....,, ~ oc.ill ~ washed hands
before washing his private parts, either do not give the number of times he washed his
hands or say that he washed his hands two or three times. An earlier hadith (# 436) that is
narrated by Ibn Abbas ~.dii~J states that the Prophet .oJ,....,,~.dll~ washed his hands but
does not say how many times. But, this hadith narrated by Shubah .dll cU-.) states that Ibn
Abbas ~.dll~.) washed the hands seven times.
We may conclude, therefore, that Ibn Abbas ~ 'I.LI ~.) had some particular reason for
washing hands seven times. Or, he may not have known that the command to wash them
seven times was abrogated.
A student must be very attentive before his teacher and mentor and note every action of his
teacher. The hadith is evidence that a mentor or teacher has a right to scold his student
when he is negligent or inattentive.
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470. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi' ~ .dll <.P'J narrated that once Allah's Messenger ~ .dll~
..cJ,..., went round his wives having a bath with each of them (after intercourse with
her). So, Abu Rafi ~.dii<.P'; asked, "Why 0 Messenger of Allah, did you not have a
single bath at the end?" He said, "This is pure, dear, perfect."2
COMMENTARY: Previously, the 1uu1ith # 455 informs us that the Prophet ,.oJ....., ~ 'I.LI J"" had
intercourse with all his wives in a single night and then had his purifying bath just once at the
end. This hadith speaks about the night when he had the purifying bath after every intercourse.
We may say that the earlier hadith reflects an easy and convenient procedure for the ummah.
The superior and better way, however, is to have a bath better way, however, is to have a
bath after every intercourse.
While replying to the question of Abu Rafi ~.dii~J the Prophet .oJ,....,,~.JJI~ used three
words: (i) azka (~j') (ii) atyab (~') and (iii) athar (~'). Allmah Teebi 41<U-J explains the

Abu Dawud # 246.
2 Musnad Ahmad 6-8, Abu Dawud # 219, Ibn Majah # 590.
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subtle difference in these three words.
Tathir (~)from which athar is derived is used for the apparent purity. The other twotazkiyah (4.:S"y) and tatyib (~.:--Ja;) concern internal purity. Thus, tathir removes bad manners
while Tazkiyah and tatyib grows good habits and peculiarities. In other words, having a
purifying bath after every sexual intercourse removes bad manners like anger, etc and
develops good habits and traits like knowledge righteousness etc.
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471. Sayyiduna Hakam t ibn Amr ~4.iii~J narrated, Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...._,~~IJ.D
disallowed that a man should make ablution with the water remaining after a
woman's ablution." Tirmidhi has these words more: "Or, he said, 'her leftovers."2
COMMENTARY: Here, 'leftovers' refers to the water remaining from ablution or bath.
In the commentary on the hadith # 457, we have explained the :-..pparent difference in that
hadi th and this.
Allamah Sayyid Jamaluddin ~ltU-J said that the disallowance in this hadith and the next is
nahi tanzihi (a restraining interdict).3
This means that each hadith is worthy of being following and there seems to be no
contradiction in them.

~ '~J"
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472. Sayyiduna Humayd 4 al Himyari ~I tU-J narrated that he met a man who had
been the Prophefs ..cJ,...._, ~ .dll J.D companion ~ G.ilt ~J for four years just as
(Sayyiduna) Abu Hurayrah ~G.ilt~J had been. He said, ''Allah's Messenger ~411J.D
..cJ,..,_, forbade that a woman should have bath with the water that remains after a
man's bath or that a man should have bath with the water that remains after a
woman's bath." Musaddad (a sub narrator) added, 'And they should take handfuls
together (and bath).' Ahmad added in the beginning. "He forbade us that one of us
should comb his hair everyday, or pass water in the place where one bathes.'S

He is known by the tribe Ghifar. After the death of the Prophet ..cJ,..,_, ~ 411 ~ he emigrated to
Busrah. His step brother, Ziyad, made him governor of I<hurasan. He died there in Marw in 50 AH.
2 Abu Dawud # 82, Ibn Majah # 373, Tirmidhi # 64, Musnad Ahmad 5-66.
3 nearer lawful, not forbidden.
4 He was Ibn Abdur Rahman of Himyar. He was learned and exceptional, so was the imam of Busrah.
5 Abu Dawud # 81, Nasa'i # 238, Musnad Ahmad 4-110.
1
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473. Ibn Majah transmits it from Abdullah ibn Sarjis.l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..cJ,...,~4.LIJ-a forbade combing of the hair every day because
it is the manner of these who adorn themselves. The sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) is to
comb the hair every third day. Urinating at the place where one bathes creates doubts in
the hearts. As a result, they hinder concentration in worship.

CHAPTER - VII
LAWS ABOUT WATER(OF DIFFERENT KINDS)
SECTION I
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474. Sayyiduna Ab~ Hurayrah ~cd.!l~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~IJ-a
..cJ,..., said, "None of you must urinate in motionless water that is not running, and
then have a bath in it."2
A version in Muslim quotes him as saying, "None of you must have a purifying
. bath in standing water while he is sexually defiled." They asked him, 11How to do .
it, then, 0 Abu Hurayrah?" He said, 11Take out of it little by little (in handfuls and
bathe outside the mass of water.)"3
COMMENTARY: The hadith speaks of Maaqalil (little water) because maa Kathir (plenty of
water) attracts the law of running or following water and does not become impure through.
urine, etc. and it is allowed to have bath in it.
Some ulama (Scholars) say, however, that it is disallowed to pass urine even in maa kathir
(plenty of water) though the water does not become impure through urine, etc. If anyone
urinates in it, other will follow suit and soon all the people would take it as a place to pass
urine there. ::;r::ldually, the water will change colour, taste and odour. It will lose its
property and become impure.
Thus, the command in the ha.;lt11 "Nill be; (i) when water is little (the disallowance to urinate
in it is of the kind of unlawful because urinating in little water makes it impure. (ii) when
water is plenty, it is of the kind of repugnance or undesirable.
As for what is little water and what pl~nty of it (or abundant water), insha Allal:l this will
be explained in the next few pages.
.
The hadith qualifies the water as running or flowing. If it is flowing water then both little or
abundant water will not become impure if urine or any other impurity drops int~ it.
Moreover, the ulama (Scholars) assert that these details apply during day time. As for
Ibn Majah # 374.
Bukhari # 239, Muslim# 90-282, Abu Dawud # 69, Tirmidhi # 68, Nasa'i #57, 58, Darimi # 78,
Musnad Ahmad 2-346.
3 Muslim# 97-283.
t
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nightfall, it is makruh (unbecoming) to relieve oneself in any kind of water absolutely
because of the fear of jinns who haunt the places where water is at night. They spend the
night in ponds, lakes, rivers, etc.
If a sexually defiled person puts his hand in the water to draw a handful, the water does
not become 'used,' or unworthy of use. But, if he puts his hand into it to wash off the
impurity from his hand, then the water becomes 'used' and unworthy of use.

0J.-o o!_,.;) -~~~ ;~1 J j~ ~~ ~j ~ful ~ ,iJ Ij_;.!J

J jli-(:!4-~j (t Yo)

475. Sayyiduna Jabir ~<ilii<.P.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...,~~IJ.D forbade
that anyone should urinate in motionless water.1
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476. Sayyiduna As-Sa'ib ibn Yazid ~ 411 <.P.J narrated that his maternal aunt took
him to the Prophet ..cJ,..., ~~~J.D. She said, ''0 Messenger of AllaJt, my nephew is
unwell." He stroked his head, prayed for blessing on him and performed ablution,
the used water of which he drank. Then he stood behind his back and looked at the
seal of Prophethood between his shoulders resembling the button on a bride's bed.2
COMMENTARY: 'Performed ablution' whose water Sa'ib ~.dli~.J drank. It was the water
that remained Jn the vessel after the Prophet ..cJ,..., ~ ~~ J.D had made ablution. Or, as the
Prophet ..cJ,...,~~~~ performed it, Sa'ib ~odli~.J drank the water that dropped from his
limbs to collect blessings.
Allah the Exalted, sent the Prophet ..cJ,...,~~IJ.D with prophethood and messenger ship to the
world. He gave him many signs and miracles to testify to his truthfulness. One of the great
sign was the seal9f prophethood between his shoulders. Sa' ib ~~~~.) describes it here.
It is called the seal of prophethood because there had been many Prophet's ~,~od!IJ.D before
him and the Books that Allah had revealed to them gave tidings of his coming with the sign of
the seal of prophethood between his shoulders. Thus, when he was sent, he was recognized by
this sign as the Prophet of the final times spoken of in the earlier Books. The serJ. of
prophethood was recognized as the symbol and sign of his prophethood and messengership.
The ulama (Scholars) have enumerated other reasons fpr this nomenclatu~~, but they are
not 1nentioned here for want of sufficient space.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the inside of the sign of prophethood was inscribed with(~;
~~')I) (He is one. Without any partner). And the words:
... ~~--~lj.:::
r;; ..
jJ'
~
..

..
,.y

'
'
.. ...
~,lA~.ua
M

M

(wheresoever you turn, you shall be helped and be successful).
The ulama (Scholars) say that the sign of the prophethood was first seen after his heart was
1

2

Muslim # 94-281, Musnad Ahmad 2-350.
Bukhari # 190.
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opened and replaced. Or, it came up quickly after his birth. Or, he was born with it. ~4.LI~
..ol-, Allah knows best.
~~llj.Ja~i
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477. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~4.LI~ was
asked about water that accumulates on land in the desert to which animals and
beasts come often. He said, ''When the water is enough for two pitchers, it does not
carry any impurity."t
Another version of Abu Dawud has the words, "It does not become impure."
COMMENTARY: The word (.t!J) (pitcher) is a large container and (~) (two containers)
with a capacity of one and a half water skin, each. On the basis of this hadith, Imam Shafi'I
41"-'; has ruled that if water is as much as two large pitchers and impurity or filth drops
into it, then, as long as the water does not change colour, taste and odour, it is not impure.
However, the ulama (Scholars) disagree on the soundness is this hadith. The renowned
scholar of hadith and writer of safar us sa' dah writes, 'A section of the ulama (Scholars)
regards this hadz'th as sahih, but another classify it as 'not sahih.'
Ali ibn Madini 4bl "-'; the teacher of Imam Bukhari 41.u-; wrote, "This haditlz is not at all
traced to the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~."
Moreover the ulama (Scholars) write that the a majority of the sahabah ~ 41 t.JD; had
conducted themselves in a way contrary to this ltadith. Once, an Ethiopian fell down in the
well of zamzam and ibn Abbas ~41t.JD; and Ibn Zubayr ~41t.JD; had all the water of the
well drawn out. None of the very many sahabah ~4.Lit.JD; who witnessed that demurred.
Further, neither the Hanafis nor the Shafi'is have found a hadith that specifies the
amount of water that becomes impure when an impurity falls into it, and the amount
that will not looe jtc; purity.
Imam Tahawi cd!l.u-; said ihat though this hadith is sahih, yet they cannot abide by it. He
gave the reason that the word (.t!J) (Qillah) has many meanings. It is a pitcher as well as a
water skin. The peak of mountain is also a qillah. Hence, if the exact meaning of this word
in this hadith cannot be determined, ~ow may one follow it?
Those ulama (Schola:s) who go by the words of the ahadith and their literal sense, say that
the water does not turn impure when an impurity or the like drops into it whether the
water is little or abundant, flowing or standing, and whether it changes colol.l:r.. taste and
odour. They cite the hadith (# 478) that follows, quoting its words:

(water is pure, nothing defiles it)
1

Musnad Ahmad 2-27, Abu Dawud # 63, Tirmidhi # 67, Nasa'i # 52 (from Ibn Umar from his
further), Darami # 732, Ibn Majah # 517, (The other version) Abu Dawud # 65.
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though it does not speak about just any water, but of abundant water. Apart from them, all
the ulama (Scholars) and scholars of hadith hold that if there is plenty of water, it will not
become impure on any impurity failing into it, but if there is little water then it will turn
impure when an impurity drops into it.
The next issue is to define 'abundant' and 'little' water. The four imams disagree on a
definition. Imam Maalik .dll tU-; said that when an impurity falls in water and it does not
change its colour, taste or odour, then this is maa kathir (abundant water). When there is a
change, the water is maa qalil (little water),
If11am Shafi'i .dll.u-; and Imam Ahmad .dlltU-; go by this hadith: water that is equal to two
qillah is abundant, less than that is little. (or maaqalil)
Imam Abu Hanifah odl14..i"; said that so much water is abundant when it is agitated at one extreme,
the other extreme is motionless and unmoving. But, if the other end stirs, then the water is little.
Some hanafis of later day define as abundant water, the water in pond ten cubits square
and so deep that retrieving a handful of water will not reveal the bottom. This kind of a
pond is called 'daholardah'. If, in such a pond, impurity falls such as is invisible after
falling into it, then it is allowed to make ablution from its four corners. This kind of
impurity could be urine, blood, wine, etc. However, if so much of impurity falls into it (this
pond) as changes the colour or taste of the water or gives out a bad odour, then the water is
impure. A pond that measures twenty cubits in lengthy and five in widtll, or twenty five
cubits by four cubits it also a dahdardah.
,
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478. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al-khudri ~ .s.Lt tJ:'J narrated that someone asked, "0
Messenger of Allah, may be make ablution out of the well of Buda'ah?" It was a
well into which menstrual rags, dead dogs and stinking things were thrown. He
said, "Water is pure. Nothing defiles it."t
COMMENTARY: The bi'r (or well) Buda'ah was a well in Madinah. It was on the path of
an open drain which emptied its contents into it. However, the speaker seemed to say that
people threw the impurities into it. That is not so because not even an ordinary Muslim
would do such a things. So, how may the superior believers be expected to do an unethical
and an unpermitted thing.
There was too much water in this well and it was like a spring. Any impurity that fell into
it flowed out with the water. The well had running water that flowed into a garden. It was
because of this quality and peculiarity of the well that the Prophet .cJ-, ~ .dll J.-" gave the
same ruling for as for abundant water.
The words of the hadith must not be taken to mean t~at if impurity drops into it,
water does not become impure even if it is little. Rather, this command in only for
abundant water, not little water.
Some hanafi scholars say that a well like a spring is like a running water. The same ruling
1

Musnad Ahmad 3-31, Tirmidhi # 66, Abu Dawud # 66, Nasa'i # 326.
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applies to it as to running water.
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479. Sayiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 1ft'.J narrated that a man asked Allah's
Messenger ..oJ,...,~41~, "0 Messenger of Allah, we travel by sea and carry with us
only a little water. So, if we make ablution with it, we shall go thirsty. Shall we
make ablution with sea-water?" Allah's Messenger ..oJ,...,~41J-a said, "Its water is
pure and its dead creatures are lawful food. "1
COMMENTARY: The word (~) (maytah) in this hadith is the animal that has died its death
without being slaughtered~ It is the fish. To catch it in the net or to bring it out of water is
tantamount to slaughtering it. However, the fish that dies in the water is not lawful in the
sight of the hanafis.
.
The fish is lawful in the view of all the scholars while there is a difference of opinion about
the other sea animals.
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480. Sayyiduna Abu Zayd .dii<Y-..~ reported that Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud 1ft'.J
~6\.LI narrated that on the night of the jinn, the Prophet ..olw,~.d!IJ-a asked him, 'what

do you have in your skin vessel?" He said, 'Nabidh.' He remarked, "Dates are fresh
and water purifies." Then he performed ablution with it. 2
Tirmidhi said that Abu Zayd is unknown. But the sound tradition is that:
'
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481. Alqamah reported that Abdullah ibn_Mas'ud ~41~.J said, "I was not with
Allah's Messenger ..olw,~d.illJ-a on the night of the jinn."3
COMMENTARY: Layl;'\t!l jinn or the night of the jinn was the night when t~e jinns came to
the Prophet ..olw,~41~. He invited them to Islam and recited to them the Quran.. They
went to their fellow jinns and invited them to Islam and conveyed to them what the Quran
teaches. This occasion has reference to it in surah of jinn in the Qur' an.
As for nabidh tamr, dry dates are soaked in water for a few days. A sweet drink is
produced thereby with a slight stimulating effect. As long as it does not numb the senses,
it is lawful. Tt is said that nabidh tami was prepared for the Prophet ..olw,~.Jll~ too.
1

Tirmidhi # 69, Abu Dawud # 83, Nasa'i # 59, Ibn Majah # 386, Musnad Ahmad 2-361, Muwatta
Maalik # 213-12. m
2 Abu D'\wud # 84, Musnad Ahmad 1-450, Tirmidhi # 88, Ibn Majah # 384.
3 Muslim # 152-450.
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Views differ on whether it can be used for ablution. Abu Hanifah ~.c11~.J said that if water is
unavailable nabidh tamr may be used for ablution. When it is there, tayammum is not permitted.
Imam Shafi'l <C.iii~.J does not agree with this contention. Imam Abu Hanifah .,J,I~J cites this
hadith to establish his ruling about ablution with nabidh, but the followers of Imam Shafi' i
41-u-.J call this hadith weak and Tirmidhi says that Abu Zayd a sub narrator was unknown
and establishes through Alqamah that Ibn Masr' ud .dll_~J was not with the Prophet ~.d!IJ-o
_.o.L..., on the night of jinn.
However, Abu Hanifah <C.ill-u-.J holds a correct contention and as for the sub-narrator being
unknown, it does not reflects on the hadith. The remark against a sub-narrator can. be
proved wrong through other sources.
As for Ibn Mas' ud ~ 41 ~J, his presence on the night of jinn is established through o,ther
ahadith. According to one of them the Prophet _.o.L...,~.d!IJ.,g had asked Ibn Mas'ud -ill-u-.J to
wait for him within a circle that he had etched around him. He himself went to present the
teachings of the Qur' an to the jinns.
As for the tradition of Alqamah, 41~J, it is sound but, it does not imply that Ibn Mas'ud·~.J
~41 was simply not there. Rather, when the Prophet _.o.L...,~.dll'-"" was conversing with the
jinns, he was. not with him. Or, he was not with the Prophet _.o.L...,~4L!'-"" when he was
going to the jinns, but came there in the last part of the night. Allah knows best.
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482. Sayyidah Kabshah hint ka'b ibn Maalik ~ 41 1.?.J1 the wife of Ibn Abu
Qatadah ~-tillf..F; narrated that Abu Qatadah ~<dllf..F; visited her. She poured out
for him water for ablution. Suddenly a cat came in to drink from it. He tilted the
vessel for her and she drank her fill. He observed kabshah watch him and asked,
"Are you surprises, 0 my niece?" She said, "Yes!" He said, 11 lndeed, Allah's
Messenger _.o.L...,~.J!I'-"" had said, 'She is not impur~. She is among those who move
round us.' (He used the masculine (~'.fo) or the feminine (~ljl_fo) for the cat.)"l
COMMENTARY: Abu Qatadah 41~J called Sayyidah Kabshah 41~.) his niece though she
was not related to him. It is a custom among the Arabs to call their addressee who is
young, 'nephew' or 'niece' on the basis of Islamic brotherhood.
The cat is referred to in both genders and these words (~1_;,) and (~\61}') also mean hare
domestic help.' The cats help men in many ways, like getting rid of harmful rodents. Also,
there is reward in looking ztfter servants, so perhaps this is why a cat is called domestic help.'
It being rewarding to care for cats. And, like servants, cats too move about in the house.
I

I

1

Muwatta Maalik # 2.3-13, Musnad Ahmad 5-303, Tirmidhi # 92, Abu Dawud # 75, Nasa'i # 68, Ibn
# 36R, Darimi # 736, Shafi'i in his musnad p 90.
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If a cat's leftover was declared impure then that would cause immense hardship to the people.
This hadith points out that a cat's leftover is pure. Imam Shafi'I oill-u-.J gave the some ruling.
Imam Abu Hanifah 4i!l<U".J ruled that a eat's leftover is makruh (unbecoming) tanzihi. If there is
no other water, but a eat's le~over, then that may be used for ablution. It is leftover is there
then it is not necessary to make tayammum. If there is other water, too, then it is makruh
(unbecoming) to make ablution with water leftover by a cat.
·
.
According to another hadith the cat is described as a beast. Beasts are impure. So, Imam
Abu Hanifah 4l -u-.J compromised the meanings of both hadith. He declared a cat's leftover
as makruh (unbecoming), not impure.
&
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483. Sayyiduna Dawud ibn Salih ibn Dinar .d!l-u-.J reported that his mother narrated
(to him) that her mistress had sent her to Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ..1!1 ~ J with some
harisah. She found her offering the salah. She indicated to her to put it down. Then
a cat came and ate from it. When Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1d~J had finished the salalt
she ate from where the cat had eaten and said, 11 Allah's Messenger .o.l-,~.d!l~ had
said, indeed, that she is not impure being among those who move round among
you. And surely I did see him make ablution with water left by her."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~J made a slight gesture to the woman to put down
the food somewhere. This is evidence that such a simple gesture in salah is permissible what
negates a salah is conversation or overdoing something (that is not part of the salah).
This hadith discloses that the Prophet himself made ablution with the water leftover by a
cat. Imam Abu Hanifah 4i!l.y-.J and others who say that it is makruh (unbecoming) tanzihi point
out that the Prophet's ..oJ-,~.d!l~ action means that it is a CC'"lcession and an easy way for
the ummah and that it is allowed (when necessary). Other who say that a cat' s leftover is
pure, they have this hadith as evidence and need to make no interpretation or assumption.
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484. Sayiduna Jabir ~ .dlt c,P; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~ was
asked, 11 May we make ablution with water leftover by the asses?" He said, 11 Yes and
with the leftover of all beasts of prey."2
COMMENTARY: The question whether the leftover water of donkeys or mules is pure
cannot be ans-:vercd satisfactorily. The ahadith on this issue give both rulings: It is forbidden
and also it is pen.oitted. Mirqat has collected ahadith of both kinds. So, no final verdict is
1

Abu Daw-;. ":!. # 76, Harisah is a sweet pastry mixture of flour, melted butter and sugar.
2 Musnad of Shafi'i 4i!l.y-J p 8, sharah us SunnalJ # 287.
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possible. Moreover, the sahabah ~ ...111 tJ&';, too, held divergent views. For instance,
(Sayyiduna) Ibn Umar ~ ...ill t.P; termed what a donkey or a mule left as impure, but
(Sayyidunna) Ibn Abbas ~...LltJ&'; held that it is pure.
On the face of it, this hadith declares that what the beasts of prey leave is pure. Imam Shafi'I
...Ll.u-; subscribes to this view, but Imam Abu Hanifah ...Ll.u-; holds that their leavings are.
impure, because they will drop their saliva defi~tely in water and saliva grows from flesh
and their flesh is impure.
The ulama (Scholars) question the authenticity of the ahadith that declare the leftover of
beasts of prey as pure. Moreover, if the ahadith are sahih, it will be presumed that such
ahadith refer to the water in large reservoirs in the deserts and this is explained in the
ahadith of yahya and Abu Sa' eed ~4ltJ&'; that follow. They affirm that if a wild beast drinks
from water that is abundant then the water is pure. If there is little water then it .Will tum
impure when the wild beast drinks from it.
Moreover, the leftover of dogs is impure by consensus. Therefore, it follows by reasoning
that those ahadith that declare the water left by beasts of prey as pure mean water in large
ponds, etc. in a desert and is very abundant.
In passing, let us touch on a ruling about the dog. Its saliva is impure. If it drops on anyone's
body or clothing then it must be washed and purified However, if a dog grabs someone' s
body or clothing in anger then it will not be impure. But, if it catches it in play and not in
anger then it will become impure. This is because when ,it grabs in anger, it uses its teeth
which do not have any moisture on them so they will not make anything impure. When a
dog holds something in play and mischief, it does not use its teeth. Since its lips are soaked
with its saliva, the impurity passes on to what it holds. That must be washed and purified .
.,.,
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485. Sayyidah Umm Hani ~411~; t narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ,....,~41~
and (Sayyidah) Maymunah ~411 ~J had both from a single basin that had traces
of dough on it. 2
COMMENTARY: The contention of the Shafi'is is that if water changes in any way though
something pure and permissible or forbidden and impure, then that water is unsuitable to
make ablution <!r to have bath. So, they explain this hadith that the paste of dough was too
little to change the water in any manner. This is why the Prophet ...oJ-, ~ 41 ~ and
(Sayyidah) Maymunah ~...Llt.§"; had bath in it.
The hanafis need not make any premise because they hold that if water undergoes a
change because of something that is pure but not does not make it dense, then ablution and
bath will be proper with it.

1

She was Fakhtah but known by her kunyah. She was the daughter of Abu Talib and real sister of Ali
ibn Abu Talib ~<I.L1t.§D;.
2 Nasa'i # 243 (or 240),1bn Majah # 378, Musnad ahmad 6-342.
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486. Sayyiduna Yahya ibn Abdur Rahman 41o-J reported that once (Sayyiduna)
Umar ibn Khattab ~odli~J set out with some riders. (Sayyiduna) Amr ibn Aas 41~..FJ
~was one of them. They came to a watering- place where Amr ~41~..FJ asked. 110
owner of the pond, do beasts of prey come to it?" Umar ~41~..FJ ibn Khattab ~41~..FJ
interjected, ''0 owner of the pond, do not inform us, for we drink after beasts of
prey and they drink after us. "t
(sometimes, we came to water and sometimes they but they do not make it impure
because there is very much water).
Razzin added that some transmitters said:
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487. (Sayyiduna) Umar ..oJ-,~41~ also said, 11 And, I had heard Allah's Messenger
~,~41~ say, 11 For them is what they take in tlteir bellies what remains as for us,
purifying and drinkable."2
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488. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al Khudri ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 41~
~,~was asked about the watering - places or ponds that abound between Makkah
and Madinah to which predators~ dogs and donkeys advance. He said, 11 For them is
that which they carry in their bellies, and for us is what remains. It purifies."3
COMMENTARY: The command in these two hadith about water being pure and a purifier
does not mean just any water after the beasts of prey drink from it. Rather, it is the
command about large watering places and ponds where abundant water accumulates (and
predators drink from them).

(~.JI..UI oi.J.J) -c.,?:».;.jl J..,.;~:J}i u .. : ~ ~~ ;~41_;.}, ili 'J jli'"r~l t;A ~~j (tA'\)
489. Sayyiduna Umar ibn al Khattab ~~~~J said, 11 Do not have a bath with water

Muwatta Maalik # 2.3-14.
Razin.
3 Ibn Majah # 519.
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that is heated by sunlight. It is the cause of leprosy."1
COMMENTARY: This applies to water that is exposed to the sun .and gets heated.

Mirak shah .till-u-;, however, said that this saying of Sayyiduna Umar ~od!l~; is not strong
and has no support in any hadith of the Prophet ..o.l.,.._,~od!IJ-.:'.
On the othet hand, Imam Shafi 41-u-; has transmitted this tradition of Sayyiduna Umar ~;
~".iil through another line of narrators who are trustworthy. Hence, the soundness of this
hadith should not be questioned.
What Umar cU&.4.ill~; means is that one should not make a habit of using water heated by
sunlight regularly for making ablution or having bath.
As for the ruling, there is no harm in water that is heated in sunlight. The three imams Abu
Hanifah <till-u-; Maalik <till-u-; and Ahmad 4.LI-u-; see no dislike in it. Imam Shafi'i 4.11-u-;
regarded it as makruh (unbecoming) to have bath in water heated by sunlight. However, his
(Shafi's) ulama (Scholars) of later date have concurred ~ith the other three imams, and
have ruled that there is no dislike in having bath in such water.

CHAPTER - VIII
...

THE CLEANSING OF IMPURITIES
SECTION I
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490. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~..~ nanated that Allah's Messeneer ..olw~l~ said,
"when the dog drinks from the vessel of one of you, he must wash it seven times."2
Another version in Mudim is he said, ''The cleansing of the vessel of one of you
when the dog licks the water in it is that he should wash is seven times, the first
time with earth."3
COMMENTARY: This is how most scholars and the three i~ams rule. But, Imam Abu
Hanifah <till -u-; has bracketed this with other kinds of impurities, saying that the vessel
should be washed only three times without earth. He said that the command to wash seven
times is not a wajib (expedient) but merely a choice. Or, the command to wash seven times
was implemented in early Islam. Later it was abrogated Allah knows best.
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Daraqutni # 4 (Baab Muskhan).
Bukhari # 172, Muslim# 90-279, Nasa'i # 63, Ibn Majah # 364, Muwatta Maalik # 2.6-36, Musnad
Ahmad 2-245.
3 Muslim# 91-279, Abu Dawud # 71.
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491. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 ~J narrated that a villager stood up and
passed water in the mosque. The people grabbed him, but the Prophet said, 11Let
him alone and pour over his urine a bucketful of water. Indeed, you have been sent
as those wJ:to make things easy and are not sent as creator of difficulty." t
COMMENTARY: The Arabic text has tWo alternative word (~) and (~i;,). Both mean.
bucket. The sub narrator was unsure of the word used.
The Prophet ..o.l-,~41~ was very merciful of his ummah. N~t only did he not say anything
to the erring villager. He also dissuaded his sahabah ~41~..P; from scolding him. There is a
lesson in this for his ummah, They should not put others ·in difficulty and hardship nor
should they distress them.
If there is impurity on the ground, pouring much water on it or causing it to drift away will
make the ground pure.
If the water in which the impuritY is washed does not change (colour, etc) then it is pure. If it
strains through something and drops on the ground then such a things does not become
impure. Though the scholars differ on this issue, the correct verdict is that if the purifying
water falls on the ground after it is rid of the impurity and purified then it will be pure. The
purifying water that falls on the place of impurity before it is purified then it will be impure.
If the purifying water has changed colour, taste or odour then it is agreed that it is impure.
Feebi <liii<Y-; said that if the ground becomes impure because of an impurity then it will
not become pure on drying. Purity will be achieved only by pouring water and ridding
the place of impurity. It is not necessary to scrap the place or to dig out earth from
there and. throw it away.
However, Imam Abu Hanifah ~41~.P; holds that if the earth or ground dries, it will become
pure. If anyone wants to hasten the purifying then he must scrap the earth and throw it
away. That place will become pure.
The hanafi scholars deduct the conclusion from this hadith that the people may have offered
the salah before the place, where the villager has passed water, had dried. Hence, the
command was issued that an impure place cannot be cleansed without pouring water.
As for pouring water, the Prophet ..oJ.,..., ~ 41 ~ gave the command in the hope that the
impurity might decrease and the colour and bad odour of the urine may disappear.
However, that portion of the ground would have become pure only on drying.
Mulla Ali Qari has presented many other arguments and evidences in the exposition of the
Mishkat in Mirqat. They may be studied there .
.9
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Bukhari # 220, Abu Dawud # 380, Tirmidhi # 147, Nasa'i # 56, Ibn Majah # 529, Musnad Ahmad 2239, Ibn Majah also from Anas ~41~.P.J.
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492. Sayyiduna Anas ~".ill~J narrated that while they were in the mosque with
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ .dJl ~ a villager come and stood passing urine in the
mosque. The s~abah ~".LI~J of Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~411~ exclaimed. ''No
no!" But, Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~4.LIJ-.D said, "Do not prevent him, let him finish."
So, they left him alone till he had urinated. Then Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 41 J-.D
called him and said to him, "Surely, these mosques are not proper places for urine
and filth. They are only for remembrance of Allah the salah and the recital of the
Qur'an." or as Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~41~ said. Then he instructed a man of the
people (around) and he brought a bucketful of water and he poured it over it.t
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493. Sayyidah Asma hint Abu Bakr ~".illc..FJ narrated that a woman asked Allah's
Messenger. "0 Messenger of Allah, what should one of us do when blood from her
menses soils her garment?" He said, 'when blood from the menses of any one of
you soils her garment, she should scrape it with her finger and then wash with
water. Then she may offer the salah in it."2
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494. Sayyiduna Sulayman 3 ibn Yasar 411~; said that he asked Sayyidah Ayshah ~J
~~~about mani (or prostratic fluid) that might soil the garment. ShP said, "I used to
wash it off from the garment of Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.dllJ-.D. He would then go to
offer the salah with the traces of washing still on his garment."4

COMMENTARY: 'Mani' is impure and if it drops on the garment it must be cleansed.
While Imam Abu Hanifah 4.1!1~; and Imam Maalik 4.1!1~; rule in this way, Imam Shafi'i 41~;
said that, like mucus, it is pure.
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Bukhari # 219 (brief), Muslim# 99-284, Tirmidhi # 148, (from Abu Hurayrah ~4.1!1~;), Nasa'i #53,
54, Darami (brief)# 740, Musnad Ahmad 3-110.
2 Bukhari # 307, Muslim# 110-291, Abu Dawud # 361, Tirmidhi # 295, Ibn Majah # 536, Musnad
Ahmad 6-142.
3 His Kunyah was Abu Ayyub. He died in 107 AH at the age of 53 years.
4 Bukhari # 230, Muslim # 108-289, Abu Dawud # 303, Nasa'i # 295, Ibn Majah # 532, Musnad
Ahmad 6-142.
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495. Sayyiduna Al-Aswad -dll~; t and Hammam ~~~~.J 2 reported thut Sayyidah
Ayshah ~ .&1 ~J said, "I used. to scrape the prostrates fluid from the garment of
Allah's Messenger .,o.L..,~-dliJ-;:»."3

496. The version of Alqamah and Aswad from her is like it with this addition:
"Then he would offer the salah in it."4
COMMENTARY: The contention of Imam Abu Hanifah 411~; is upheld by this hadith too. If
the prostratic fluid is moist, it should be washed away. If it is thick and not absorbed in the
garment theri, after it dries, it should be scraped or rubbed off.

(~~)

497. Sayyidah Umm Qays ~.JJI~.J s bint Mihsan narrated that she brought her
infant son who had not been weaned till then to Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...,~".LIJ-;:». He
put him on his lap, but the infant passed urine on his garment. He asked for some
water and sprinkled it and did not wash it. 6

COMMENTARY: While Imam Shafi'i -dli<Y-; follows this hadith and rules that water should
be sprinkled when an infant who is no it weaned urinates, Imam Abu Hanifah .d.ii<U-; and
Imam Maalik .dll <Y-; hold that it must be washed. Both of them translate the Arabic word
(~) to mean 'wash.' They explain the last words (~':l) did not wash it) as' did not wash it
thoroughly.' But washed it in an ordinary way by pouring water over it. They went
through this elaborate exercise because other ahadith make it clear that a through washing
is necessary, for example: (J_,,l~Jfl ;::Jl) (cleanse yourself from urine).
Tahawi .dli<U-; said that in this hadith (~) means to wash without rubbing and squeezing
(but pouring water).
It is mustahab (desirable) to take children to the elders and the saintly to get their prayers.
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498. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abbas ~ .dll ~; narrated that he heard Allah's

1

Aswad ibn Bilal Maharabi, a tabi'i. He died in 84 AH.
Hamman ibn Harith Nahfi, a tabi'i.
3 Muslim# 106-288, Abu Dawud # 371, 372, Tirmidhi # 116, Nasa'i # 297, 300,m Ibn Majah # 537, 539,
Musnad ahmad 1-135.
4 Muslim # 105, 288.
5 She was Mihsan's daughter and Ukkashah's sister. She embraced Islam in its early days. In Makkah.
6 Bukhari # 223, Muslim# 103-287, Abu Dawud # 374, Tirmidhi # 71, Nasa'i # 302, Ibn Majah # 524,
Darimi # 7-1:1, Muwatta Maalik # 2.30-111,112, Musnad Ahmad 6-350.
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Messenger ..oJ-,~.-.LI~ say, 11The hide when it is tanned is pure."1
COMMENTARY: cleansing skin is through tanning. It is odone in many ways; by heating
on fire or drying in the heat. If it is dried without sunlight then that is not tanning. While

Imam Abu Hanifah(RH holds that the hide of swine and of human being cannot be
purified Imam Shafi'i 41~J, said that even the dog's skin cannot be purified. However the
holding says that all hides, except a human being's and swine's, are purified through
tanning. The former is because of his excellence and distinction and the latter because of its
impurity and debasement.
1
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499. Sayyiduna Abdulah Ibn Abbas ~ ~1 ~.J narrated that a sheep was
presented as charity to a freed female slave of (Sayyidah) .L\-fuymunah, ~ ~1 ~.J
but it died. Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ passed by it and asked, "why do you
not take its hide and tann it and profit from it?" They said, 11lt is carrion," He
said, 'Only eating it is forbidden."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith tells us about animals that die a natural death. Those of their

parts, like meat, that are eaten after slaughtering it become unlawful when it dies without
being slaughtered. However, such things as its tanned hide, teeth, hair horn, etc, may be
put to use to bought and sold.

~"

I

(LSJ~I oi.J.J) _l!!,j~~

500. Sayyidah Sawdah ~ ~1 ~.J

the wife of the Prophet .,o.L..., ~ 41 J."' narrated,
0ne of our sheep died. So we tanned its skin and did not cease to prepare nabidh
in it till it wore out." 4
3

11

SECTION II

1

Muslim # 105-366, Abu Dawud # 4123, Tirmidhi # 1734, Nasa'i # 4241, Ibn Majah# 3609, Muwatta
Maalik # 35.6-17, Darimi # 1985, Musnad Ahmad 1-219,
2 Bukhari # 1492, Muslim# 100-363, Abu Dawud # 4120, Nasa'i # 4236, Ibn Majah # 3610, Darimi #
1988, Muwatta Maalik # 25.6-16.
3 The mother of the believers, Sayyidah Sawdah ~41~J was the daughter of Zama' ah. She embraced
Islam from its beginning. She died in 54 AH in Madinah.
4 Bukhari # 6686, Nasa'i # 4240, Musnad Ahmad 6-426.
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narrated that (Sayyidur.a) Husayn
ibn Ali ~ 'lill ~J (who was then an infant) w~s sitting in the lap of Allah's
Messenger ..cJ...., ~ ~~ ~ and urinated on his garment. She said, 11 Put on a (new)
garment and give me your trousers that I may wash them." He said, 11 0nly the urine
of the female (child) is washed but the urine of the male (child) is sprinkled."2
.. J,
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502. Abu as-Samh narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ....,~41~ said, 1'Washing is

for a girl's urine and sprinkling on a boy's urine."3
COMMENTARY: Imam Tahawi 41.Y..J said that 'sprinkling' is used here to say. 'pour water

without rubbing or scraping and squeezing. And 'washing' is to wash thoroughly with
effort Sayyidah Ayshah's ~ 41 ~) hadith has that when an infant male urinate on the
Prophet ..cJ....,~41~, garment, he said, 'pour water on it.' This shows that a male infant's
urine is also washed. The difference is that it js enough to pour water over a boy's urine
without rubbing over it because it does not spread while the urine of a girl does spread out.
It is for this reason that a girl's urine is washed well .

...!J~i lS3\ft 1 l,~; ~h.T &J tlL~J ~ rlJ, ~ J,J, JJ-!; Jli J~ s~..r' C?' &£J <o ·i)
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503. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ....,~41~

said, "When one of you walks with his sandals on filth, surely earth purifies it." 4
COMMENTARY: If anyone has his sandals on him and happens to walk on an unclean or
dirty place, when he walks ahead and comes to clean earth, it will purify his sandals as it
rubs on it.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41 .Y..) and one of his pupils Imam Muhammad 4 1 .Y..) say that the
impurity or filth is solid and dry. If it sticks to the sandals or socks, clean earth will purify
them when he walks on it. If it is not dry then it will not be got rid of by rubbing.
However, his other student Imam Abu Yusuf .JJI.y-.J holds the same opinions Imam Shafi'i
.JJI.y-.J that the hadith refers to any kind of filth be it dry or moist. If it is rubbed on earth, it
will be purified. But, Imam Shafi'i .JJI.y-.) in his revised ruling said that filth will have to be
washed off whatever nature, dry or moist. It will not be purified on rubbing on earth.
The hanafi jurists follow the verdict of Imam Abu Yusuf 41-Y-.J. If solid filth sticks to the
sandals or socks, whether dry or moist, it will purify on rubbing on earth vigorously.
It must be borne in mind that this difference of opinion among the scholars is about solid,
physical filth like dung, etc. As for filth and ilnpurity that has no body, like urine and wine,
Her kunyah was Umm Fadl. She was the wife of Sayyiduna Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib ~.JJI~J and
sister of Sayyidah Maymunah ~.JJI~.J wife of the Prophet ..cJ....,~41~.
2 Abu Dawud # 375, Ibn Majah # 522, Musnad Ahmad 6-339.
3 Abu Dawud # 376, Nasa'i # 304, Ibn Majah # 526.
4 Abu Dawud # 385, (Ibn Majah # 532, of some purport: The characteristic of the earth is the earth is
that some of it purifies the impurity stuck on the feet.
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all are of an unanimous opinion that it is wajib (expedient) to wash it.
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504. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~.JJI~; narrated that a woman said to her that she
· had a long shirt. She walked in filthy places (and it dragged). She informed the
woman that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~411~ had said (about it), "It is cleansed by
what follows it." Abu Dawud and Darimi said that the woman was the umm walad
of Ibrahim ibn Abdur Rahman ibn Awf.l
COMMENTARY: This command is about dry impurity. When the shirt drags on clean
earth, they drop off and the shirt is cleansed.
As against sandals, a garment is cleansed only on washing This is why the ulama
(Scholars) have specified the application of the command to dry impurities.
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505. Sayyiduna Al-Miqdam ibn Ma'dikharib ~ ".ill r.?; narrated that Allah's
Messenger .oJ-,~.ilil~ forbade them to wear the skins of predators and to ride on
them (as saddles). 2
COMMENTARY: It is disallowed to make dresses of the hides of wild beasts and to sit on
them while riding or to put them on the reins of horses. (This is the practice of the arrogant
and the 'worldly. The pious should refrain frmn this. In this sense, perhaps, it would be
nahi tanzihi (prohibition bordering on the lawful). But, those who hold that hair of carrion
is impure and cannot be cleansed even on dyeing say that it is nahi tahrimi (prohibition
absolutely unlawful).
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506. Sayyiduna Abu al-Malih .till o-; ibn Usamah ~ .dll ~J narrated from his father
that the Prophet .oJ-,~<ilil~ forbade the use of the skin of the wild beasts.3
And tirmidhi and Darimi added: 1 and spreading them as carpets.'4
(LS.l.o_;JI oi.J_;) -~l:;.;JI ~~~~..~~~~lol(;.j (O•V)
>

1

Muwatta Maalik # 2.4-16, Musnad Ahmad# 6-290, Tirmidhi # 143, Abu Dawud # 383, Ibn Majah #
531, Darimi # 742.
2 Abu Dawud # 5131 (in a lengthy ltaditlz), Nasa'i # 4255.
3 Musnad Ahmad 5-74, Abu Dawud # 4132, Nasa'i # 4253, Tirmidhi # 1271.
4 Tirmidhi # 1770, Darimi # 1983.
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507. Sayyiduna al Malih ~I<Y-; disliked the pricing of the skins of beasts of prey.l

COMMENTARY: It is not proper to buy and sell skin of beats of prey. This is the verdict of
Ibn Malik ~ltU-; and of Ibn al Malih. It is stated in fatawa Qadi Khan that if skins of wild
beasts are sold before being tanned then it is void. In the original copy of the Mishkat there
was a blank space after the word (o'JJ) 'narrated.' The text was added later on.

(4~~~-'~WJI.J .)Jb~I.J t,S.l..o_;tll oi.J.J) _,;; :IS- 'JJ yl&~
508. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Ukaym ~ d..ill ~; 2 narrated that they (of the tribe
Juhaynah) received a letter of Allah's Messenger ..ol-,~~IJ-.o instructing them not to
derive benefit from what dies a natural death with its hide or sinews.3
COMMENTARY: This command covers the hide and sinew that the not tanned. Until that
is done, they cannot be put to use.

(.ljl.l.J:I 1_, l.!ll l.ui.JJ)

509. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .iil1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger _.o.~...., ~ 41 ~
commanded them that they should derive benefit from the hides of carrion once
they were tanned.4
COMMENTARY: This subject is the some as iJ) the hadith # 299. However, Imam Maalik tU-;
~{ puts a restriction to the use. After tanning, the skin, though it becomes pure, can be used
only for something dry and keeping in water. It cannot be used for any liquid other than
water that is thin and juicy.
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510. Sayyidah Maynt~tnah ~41o~.J narrated that some people went by the Prophet
..oJ-,~41~ pulling a (dead) she~p like an ass. He asked them, Perhaps you used its
skin?" They said, 11lt has died a natural death." He said, 'water and leaves of
mimosa flava purify it (by curing)."S ::
COMMENTARY: Tanning is done in many ways, but the way mentioned in this hadith
cures skin perfectly. This method is mustahab (desirable) because the hadith mentions it.
Other methods include curing though sunlight, etc.
1

Tirmidhi with the foregoing without mention of pricing.

Abdullah ibn Ukaym (RT) was a contemporary of Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~, but it cannot be
verified whether he met him or not.
3 Tirmidhi # 1735, Abu Dawud # 4127, Nasa'i # 4251, Ibn Majah # 3613.
4 Muwatta Maalik # 25.16-18, Abu Dawud # 4124, Nasa'i # 4252, Ibn Majah # 3612.
5 Musnad Ahmad 6-334, Ab11 Dawud # 4126, Nasa'i # 424R
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511. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn Muhabbiq 6.:J; 41 r..fP .J narrated that during the Battle
of Tabuk Allah's Messenger .o-L...,~d.LI~ came to the people of a house. He behold
a water skin suspended above. So he asked for some water. They pleaded, "0
Messenger of Allah, it is (the skin of) a carrion." He said, ''Its tanning is its
puHfication." (The water skin had been tanned already, so he told them that it
was purified thereby.)l
SECTION III
~liltj..;aiii
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512. A woman of Banu Abd al Ashhal narrated that she said, 0 Me~enger of
Allah, we have a road to the mosque that stinks. How should we conduct ourselves
when it rains?" He asked, "Is there not after that a cleaner road?" She said, "Yes["
He said, ''So this compensates for that."2
11

COMMENTARY: Read this ltadith with the commentary on hadith # 504. The impurity is
cleansed on -walking oil the clean road with the rubbing thereon as long as it is a solid filth
having a body, like dung, on shoes or socks. But if an impurity is like urine on sandals,
garment or body then it must be washed. Solid impurity on a garment will have to be
washed too, unlike on sandals, shoes or socks.
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513. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ 4-LI I.PJ said. "We used to offer the salah
with Allah's Messenger ..cJ-,~41~ but never made (a fresh) ablution becausP. ji
walking on the earth."3
COMMENTARY: He means "we made ablution for the salah before leaving our home.

Whatever impurity stuck on our bare feet. Sandals or socks we wasl-.ed off.
Again, this is about dry impurity that fell off on walking on clean road, or they washed it.
As for moist impurity, all the ulama (Scholars) agree that it has to be washed from the feet.
Or whatever it soils.
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Musnad Ahmad 3-476, Abu Dawud # 4125, Nasa'i # 4244 (from Sayyidah Ayshah lf:S~~J)
2 Abu Dawud # 384, Majah # 533.
3 Tirmidhi (comment son)# 143, Abu Oawud # 204.
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514. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 41 c.P.J narrated that dogs (entered and) moved have
there in the mosque in the times of Allah's Messenger ~,~41~ But, nothing was
washed because of their en~roaching.t
COMMENTARY: There were no doors or gates in those days. The dogs could not be kept
off and their feet were dry, so nothing had to be washed. When doors were introduced,
their encroachment was checked.

~~~lAyJ.;t<.f~~ ~j~dJI~;\JIJj-!5 jlijli~1$llifj (o' o)
515. Sayyiduna Bara ~ 41 c.P.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~' ~ <d!l ~ said,
11
There is nothing wrong in the urine of the animal whose flesh is consumed."2

(~.JI.l..\1_, ~I oi.JJ) -~J.;t <.f~~iciJ(\ lA jli,r:!4-~IJ.J d§<o '"\)
516. Sayyiduna Jabir ~41c,.PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~41~ said,
'~ose flesh is eaten, There is no harm in its urine."3
COMMENTARY: The imams Maalik 41 ~; Ahmad .dll tU-;, Muhammad 41 tU-; and some
scholars of the Shafi' school have deduced from this hadith that the urine is pure of the
animals whose flesh is consumed. imams Abu Hanifah (H), Abu Yusuf .dlltU-; and all the
. ulama (Scholars) 410'; say that. it is impure. They cite the haidith:
:1
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(Cleanse yourself of urine because the punishment in the grave is mostly because of it.)
This hadith has a general, universal•application. Hence, it is better to be safe and call the
urine of animals, even whose flesh is consumed, as impure.

CHAPTER-IX
WIPING OVER THE SOCKS
The permission to make rr.flsah 4 over the socks is proved through sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet) and known aathar. The hadith about it is mutawatir. More than eighty sahabah ~;
~.dll have transmitted it, the ashrah mubashs)lirah among them.
Allamah Abdul Barr 41 ~; said that he coutd not say if anyone ever rejected it among the
predecessor scholars. Hasan Busri 41.Y.; said that he knew of seventy sahabah ~41<,P; who
believed in it. Imam Karkhi .dll tU-; said, "If anyone does not accept the issue' of wiping on
socks then I fear that he might become a disbeliever, because the ahadith permittL~e it have
attained the limit of tawatar."
t Bukhari # 174, Abu Dawud # 382 (a lengthy hadith), M1~~nad Ahmad 2-71.

Darqutni # 3 chapter Impurity.
Daraqutni # 4 chapter Impurity.
4 Masah is wiping.
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Imam Abu Hanifah <d!l.u-J also said that he was convinced of the permissibility of masah on
socks when he realized the very many ahadith emphasizing it. Thus, there is no doubt about
validity of wiping on socks, given so many testimonies.
However, it must be understood that wiping over socks is a concession1 and a convenience.
To wash the feet is better and more rewarding. It says in the Hiadayah that if anyone does
not believe in wiping over socks then he is a bidah (an innovator), but if anyone believes in it
yet does not wipe over socks and prefers to wash his feet then he is best owed great reward ..
It is stated in Mawahib Ladunniyahah that the ulama (Scholars) disagree on whether it is
better to wipe over socks or to remove them and such the feet. Some of them hold that is
better to wipe over the socks because this belies the bid' a tis, the Rawafid and the khawarij
who question this practice. Imam Ahmad agreed with it. Imam Nawawi said that their
ulama (Scholars) of the Shafi'I school of thought contend that it is better to wash the feet
because this is_the actual but one must not abandon wiping over socks totally.
The author of Safar u ssa' adah wrote that the Prophet ..o.1,...,~41J..a did not find difficulty in
either option. When he had the socks on, he did not remove them and if he did not have
them on, he washed his feet directly.
The correct thing is to act on the sunnha. Muslims must do what the Prophet ..ol,...,~4l!IJ..a
did, without hesitation.
jJ~~~~
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517. Sayyiduna Shurayh ibn Hani ~~~~.J narrated that he asked Sayyiduna Ali
ibn Abu Talib ~~~~.J about wiping over socks. He said that Allah's Messenger ~
_o.1....,~411 had fixed the period of three days and three nights for the traveller, and
one day and one night for the .resident.2
COMMENTARY: The traveller may wipe over his socks for three days and three night while
making ablution. The resident is allowed to do that for one day and one night. This period
begins when the ablution is nullified. For example if a resident made ablution at noon and
wore socks and his ablution was nullified in the evening. The time period of masah beg:.11s
from then and he is permitted to make masah on his socks till evening of the next day.

1

If we study in rules of the Shari'ah of Islam, we shall learn that it aims at making things easy for it
adherents. It is an unlimited love of the Prophet ..ol,...,~.d!IJ..a for his ummah. Islam makes allowances
for human nature and weakness, otherwise Muslim would have faced many difficulties. Tel.ke
ablution, it becomes trying to do it in winter and the most difficult part is to wash the feet whP:a it is
cold. So, permission is granted to merely wipe over the socks (instead of washing feet).
2 Muslim# 85,276, Nasa'i # 128 Ibn Majah # 552, Darimi # 714, Musnad Ahmad 1-96.
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518. Sayyiduna Mughirah ibn shu'bah ~ 41 <.P'.J narrated that he had accompanied
Allah's Messenger ...J.,..,,~.d!IJ-a to the Battle of Tabuk. He said that Allah's Messenger
.,o.L..., ~ .d!l <}a relieved himself along a low ground before the salah of fajr, and
Mughirah ~41<.P'.J was carrying a small water skin. When he returned, Mughirah <.P'.J
~41. poured water from the water skin over his hands and he washed his hands and

face. He had on a woolen gown of long sleeves and he could not get his fore arms out
of the narrow sleeves of the gown. Hence, he brought them out from under the gown
w~ch he threw over his shoulders and then washed his forearms, and then wiped his
forelock and over his turban. Then Mughirah made to remove his socks, but he said,
"Let them be. My feet were pure when I had put the socks on them." Then he rubbed
over them. Then he m9unted his beast and Mughirah his till they came to the (other)
people. Indeed, they had stood for the salah in which (Sayyiduna) Abdur Rahman
ibn Awf ~ 41 <.P'.J led them and had completed one raka'a with them. when he
perceived that the Prophet ...J.,..,,~.d!IJ-a was there, he began to move back, but he
gestured to him to carry on The Prophet ...J.,..,,~.d!l~ got one raka'ah of the two with
him. When he offered the salutation (to end the salah), the Prophet ..J.-,~.d!IJ-a stood
and Mughirah ~ 41 ~.J also stood with him and they offered the raka' ah that had
preceded them (thereby completing the salah).1
COMMENTARY: He described the Prophet's ..J.-,~.d!IJ-a ablution but passed over rinsing
of the mouth and snuffing up water, touching only on wha.t was important here.
As for wiping over the turban, he wiped over one fourth of his head and, instead of wiping
over the whole head, he wiped over his turban. Thus the sunnalz (Practice of Holy Prophet) of
wiping over the entire head was discharged. See also the hadith # 399.
Six things are confirmed through this hadi th. They are:
(i)
The Prophet ..olw,~.d!l~ going out to relieve himself before the salah of fajr shows
that it is mustahab (desirable) to make preparations for worship, like salah etc, before its
appointed hour.
(ii)
If another person helps someone make ablution then it is allowed,
It is allowed for a senior and better person to stand behind a junior how leads the
(iii)
congregeti.!t:ln.
(iv)
If any.:.me misses some part of the salah then he must stand up when the imam
1 Musli.lu # 81-274, Abu Dawud # 149, Nasa'i # 125, Ibn Majah # 545, Darimi # 714, Musnad Ahamd
4-251, Bukharifboth brief and lengthy/ # 182, 2918, 4421, 5798, 5799.
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makes the salutation and complete the raka'at. According to Imam Shafi'i 41 tV-.,;, it is
absolutely disallowed to stand before the imam's salutation to offer the remaining raka' ah.
According to Abu Hanifah 41tU-.,, it is makruh (unbecoming) tahrimi (disliked to the point of
being disallowed) to stand up (to complete the salah) before the imam's salutation unless
the worshipper apprehends that his salah would become void. Examples are the salah of fajr
when he is afraid that the sun may rise before he completes the remaining raka' ah. This
issue is explained in detail in books of fiqh.
.
(v)
If the imam is not there at the appointed hour and it cannot be said when he will
come then it is mustahab (desirable) not to wait for him. Someone else may,take over. But, if
it is known when he would come then it is mustahab (desirable) to wait for him. If his house
is. near the mosque then it is mustahab (desirable) to inform him that the time is up.t
SECTION II
~~11j.Airt
.

<J:i!!tJ11~~~Yifr:..~~ ;k~U!i1
519. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~4.illc_PJ narrated that the Prophet .,o.L....,~.dll<.}o allowed

the traveller three days and three nights and the resident one day and one night to
wipe over his socks if he was with ablution when he ha~ put them on.2
~
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520. Sayyiduna Safwan ibn Assai ~.d.llc_PJ narrated tl,at Allah's Messenger ~41~

..oJ-, had ordere4 them not to remove theii- socks during tr~vel till three days as and
three night except for sexual defilement, but not because of relieving themselves,
urinating or sleeping.3
·
COMMENTARY: It is Itot necessary within the stipulatedpme to remove the socks to make
ablution. They must be wiped over. When bath becomes wajib (expedient) for sexual
defilement However, it is necessary to remove the socks and mere masah is not in order.

. 521. Sayyiduna Al-Mughirah ibn Shu'bah ~ .d.ll <.P'J narrated that he helped the

Prophet ..oJ-,~41J--c through ablution during the Battle of Tabuk. He wiped the top

1

The original does not have the sixth.
Daraqutni ~ 1 chapter wiping over socks, Ibn majah # 556.
~ Tir;. •.i~hi 1! 05 l'l.!~sa'i # 127, Ibn Majah # 478m Musnad Ahmad 4-239.
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and bottom of his socks.t
(Tirmidhi said that ~t is a weak hadith, mu'lul).
COMMENTARY: Imam Maalik Jsl.y.J and Imam Shafi'i 41.Y.J held that it is wajib (e~pedient)
to _make masah on th~ top of ·the socks and sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to make it on the
bottom. imam· Abu Hanifah ...tJI.y.J and Imam Al1tnad held that masah is done only on the
top of the ·sockS, They point out that this hadith is weak. Many ahadith say that masah is
.
·
done only on the top of the socks.
The scholars of ha4ith say that a hadith ma'lul is one with. such reasons that make it
necessary ~ot to abide by it.
There are· two reasons why it is weak:
(1) . It is not established that the chain of narrators is traced up to Mughirah ~41~.). It
is traced only up to his freed slave and scribe, Bulad. And,
· (2)
Thawar ibn Zayd has narrated ~t from Raja ibn Haywah 41'\.i"J though his hearing
from Raja 4i<Y-.) cannot be proved.
Moreover, the hadith #518 of Mughirah 4\<Y-J simply mentions masah and says noting ~f the
top or bottom of the socks, Also, another, hadith of Mughirah ~41~.) will follow. It says
explicitly that the Prophet ..cJ....,~41~ made masah on top of the socks.
Therefore, this-hadith, under discussion is_ confusing and it is the reason why it must not be
put in action and -is ma'lul.
·
.
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522. He also narrated that he saw the Prophet ..cJ,...,~41~ wipe over the top of his
socks (or the visible portion).2 .
· .
COMMENTARY: The method of wiping the socks is to place the fingers of the right hand on
the top of the right foot and of the left hand on the top of the left foot. Then they should be
pulled up to above the anl.des. The fingers should be kept wide open, not joined to each other.
If anyone makes it thiice with fresh water each time and wipes a new place each time, it will
be proper otherwise not. The books of fiqh have many other methods ':""hich may be seen.
,{ '
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5~. He also narrated that the Prophet ..cJ,...,~41~ made ablution and wiped over
his socks and sandals.3

COMMENTARY: The jurab (sock) is an envelope of the foot. There are many kinds of it.
We write h~re s<;>me of its commands and rules.
According to the H~afis, wiping over the socks is correct -when they are botind with
leather on top and bottom, or only in the bottom which is muna'al (~)and they should be
hard, thick and firm (~ mathkhanayn) with which a person may walk on farsakh.4
It must not be tied or fastened, restirig on t~e shin or calf. Its inside should be -invisible
Abu Daw~d # 165, Jhn Majah # 550, Tirmidhi # 97, Tirmidhi said that he asked Abu Zur'ah and
Bukhari and they said that it is not sound.
2 Tirmidhi # 98, Abu Dawud # 161.
3 Musna~ alu.u<ld 4-252, Tirmidhi # 99, Abu Dawud # 159, Ibn Majah # 559.
4 a league or three and three quarters of a mile (3.75).
1
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and it should be waterproof and impermeable. Moreover, the socks should be
mathkhanayn or thaknayn too if they are mun'al, for masah on muna'al socks is not
allowed if they are not also thaknayn.
In the view of Imam Shafi'i.d!l ~. J masah on socks is not proper even if they are muna' al.
Hence this hadith is the Hanafi's evidence against them. The Prophet ..oJ-,~.d!l~ made
masah as did (his sahabah) ~.d!l~..J Sayyiduna Ali ~.d!l~..J. Ibn Mas'ud ~.d!l~..J, Anas ibn
Maalik ~.d!l~..J, Umar ibn Khattab ~.d!l~. J,
The hadith concludes with the words; 'wiped over his socks and sandals.' There can be two
possibilities of na'layn or sandals. (i) They were shoes. So he made masah on the socks with
the shoes. The Arabs at that time wore shoes that were like slippers leaving the upper foot.t
visible. So there was no difficulty in making masah of the socks. (ii) Or, it means that he
wiped over the socks that had heater underneath them.2
ABOUT MASAH OVER REGULAR SOCKS
In Arabic, "khuf" refers to shoes that cover the entire foot including the ankle. Since khuf is
translated s "leather socks" these days, people confuse them with today' s regular socks
and, therefore, consider it permissible to make masah over tf1em as well. It is very clear
from studying the ahadith that khuf were not socks, but rather shoes.
In Bukhari, there is a hadith which talks about a man who brought water out of a well
for a thirsty dog in his khuf. The words of the hadith are: "So he filled his khuf with
water." It is impossible to use today's regular socks, which ·are usually made of cotton
or nylon, to carry or hold water.
It is also clear from the ahadith that they used to go out and walk with these khuf
without wearing shoes over them. They used to travel wearing these khuf. Today, the
use of socks is completely different. We wear shoes over our ordinary socks and to
consider these socks the same as khuf is incorrect. This misunderstanding arises from
not understanding the proper meaning and use of khufs. It is impermissible to person
over the socks we normally wear today.
~llillj.Jaffl
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524. Sayyiduna al Mughairah ~ 411 c.fl'..J narfdted that Allah's Messenger ~ 4-bl ~
~,wiped over the socks. So he pointed out, "0 Messenger of Allah, you have
'forgotten (to remove socks and wash feet)." He said, 'Rather, you have forgotten
(that you attribute forgetfulness tome). This, my Lord, Mighty and Glorious, has
commanded me to do."3

~5-liJ &~I~~~ JJ\, ~~ ~1-...:::..>liJ ~i;J~ ~J.ll-...:::..>~ _;3 jli :JT ~ ~J (o\o)
1

which had the sock on it.
Aside from the text, the translator reproduces from the book al Purification by sh. M Ibrahim
Memon Madani (Dar ul Isha'at Karachi) the following portion from p 259.
3 Abu Dawud # 156, Musnad Ahmad 4-253.
2
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525. Sayyiduna Ali ~.dli~J asserted, 11Had religion been dictated by opinion, then
surely it was more reasonable to wipe over the bottom of the socks than the uppers.
Indeed, I did observe Allah's Messenger ..oJ-.,~1~ wipe over the top of his socks."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ali .u&..Jll<.f"J meant that since impurity and filth would soil the
underneath of the socks, reason demands that they should be wiped not the upper portion.
But Shari'alz calls for wiping of the uppers reason has no say in this matter. Reasoning is
always subservient to Shari'ah. It is helpless in understanding Divine wisdom and its
implications. Hence, an intelligent person must submit himself to Shari'ah, not to reasoning.
It is the disbelievers, the philosophers and the pursuers of whims who rely on their
intelligence and so are misled and awry.
While concluding this chapter, we present some rulings concerning masah.
(1)
H a sock is tom exposing so much of the foot as equals three toes, then it is not proper
to make masah on that. The same applies if a sock is tom at many places and if all the tom
portions were together they would equal what three toes cover. However if both socks are tom
at different places such that if the tom. Portions were put together, then they would equal the
area of three toes, then that does not matter and the masah on them would be correct.
(2)
Whatever nullifies ablution, nullifies masah too.
(3)
H socks are removed after ablution is nullified then masah will become invalid, too.
(4)
Masah is nullified after its appointed period ends, provided there is no fear of less
of foot due to severe cold. In such cases, masah will not be invalidated till the fear persists.
(5)
If masah, is nullified because of removing socks, or expiry of the appointed period
but ablution is intact, then it is not necessary to make a fresh ablution but it is enough to
wash the feet and put on the socks again.
(6)
If more than half of a foot is exposed out of the sock, masah is nullified.
(7)
H a resident makes masah but undertakes a journey before expiry of one day and one
night, then he may go on making masah for the appointed period of the traveller, three days
and three nights. And, if a traveller who has made masah becomes a resident then he must
remove socks at the expiry of one day and one night, because his appointed period ends.
(8)
If a handicapped person makes ablution say at the time of zuhr and puts on the
socks and his ablution becomes void for some reason other than his handicap then he is
allowed to make masah on the socks till the expiry of the appointed time. When the
appointed time ends, his masah will be nullif~ed.

CHAPTER-X
TAYAMMUM (DRY ABLUTION)

Tayammum (dnJ ablution)2 is substitute for ablution and bath. The word tayammum (dry
ablution) means 'to intend,' 'to aim,' 'go toward.' In Shari'ah it means to seek or go to 'clean
earth,' or to seek an alternative to it, like stone, lime etc. and, with the objective of purity to
1

Abu Dawud # 162, Darimi (of similar c..Jntent) # 715.
Tayammum was prescribed in 5 AH. The Quran says (Arabic) {and (if) you find no water, then seek
clean earth and wipe your faces and hands with it.} (5:6).
2
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rub it on the hands and face.
The ulama (Scholars) disagree on this issue on the number of strikes; two or one? The
Imams Abu Hanifah, Abu Yusuf, Maalik and Ahmad say that tayammum (dry abl.ution)
comprises of two strikes. The palms should be struck on pure (sand or) earth, or its
substitute pure lime, stone, etc. twice, once for a face and the second time for the fore
arms up to the elbow.
The chosen contention of Imam Shafi'i .d!l~.) and of some of Hanbalis is the same as this.
However, the well-known contention of Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal and the ancient opinion
of.Imam Shafi'i .dli~J is that there is only one strike of tayammum (dry ablution). The palms
should be struck on pure earth and the face and both fore arms up to the elbows should be
wiped ·with them. The same method is ascribed to Imam Awza'I 41 tV-J, Ata 41 ~.J and
Makhul ~~~), Both methods are known from the ahadith which will be narrated insha Allah
in the following lines, with necessary explanation.
Let us now mention some commands and occasions when tayammum (dry ablution) is
allowed. It is permitted in these situations:1
(1)
One does not possess water enough to make ablution and bath, but will have to
travel one mile or more for it.
(2)
There is water but it belongs to someone else or is snatched from another person.
(3)
The price of water is extra ordinarily high.
(4)
Water is unavailable at any price irrespective of whether it is available on loan and
whether on borrowing it one is capable (to repay) or not. But, if he possesses the resources
and can get loan for an agreed specified time then he must take the loan.
(5)
When there is fear of illness if water is used, or of an existing malady becoming
serious, or of delay in recovery from an illness.
(6)
If it is very cold and use of water may deform a limb or cause an illness and warm
water is unavailable.
(7)
If water is at any place where beasts abound or enemies, crPnitors, robbers, etc may
hurt one. Or water is available with a hooligan or an ii)decent man and a woman fears
molestation at their hands.
(8)
If water is used for ablution or bath then there will be no water or insufficient
water for cooking or drinking for oneself or others, or for the animals unless used water
may suffice the animals.
(9)
There is a well but nothing with which water may be drawn out, not even some
cloth that might be soaked and water squeezed out of it to make ablution or have a bath. Or
water is in a container but there is nothing to bring it out if it nor can the container be
tipped to one side to pour out water. Or, the hands may be impure and there is no one else
to get the water out for him, or wash his hands.
(10)
If one makes ablution or has a bath, by the time he finishes, he may miss such a
salah that is never redeemed, like the salah of eed or of a funeral.
(11)
Forgetting that one possesses water. A person thinks that he has no water though
he has it but has forgotten. 2

1

More command are given at he end of this chapter.
more commands follow at the end of this chapter.
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THE MASNUN AND MUSTAHAB (DESIRABLE) METHOD OF MAKING
TAYAMMUM (DRY ABLUTION)
One must recite the basmalah and form an intention to make tayammum (dry ablution).
Then strike the palms o:n pure earth or whose impurity was washed off. The palms
should be spread wide before striking and rubbed on the earth. Then they should be
raiseJ and dusted down. Then he should wipe his entire face with his hands, leaving
no space at all where his palms have not touched. Again, he must strike the earth with
his palms, rub them, dust them off. The three fingers of his left counting from the little
finger he must put at the back of knuckles of the fingers of the right hands and slide
them up to the elbow in such a way that the palm of the left hand also slides and the
elbows ~re also wiped. Then the two remaining finger and thumb and the palm he
must put on the orher side of the for~arm and slide them down to the fingers. Then he
must make the masah of the left h~nd in the same way.
This is the method of tayammum (dry ablution) for both ablution and bath and only
tayammum (dry ablution) is enough for both, if an intention is formed for them both.
Here are some of the laws land ruling of tayammum (dry ablution):

(1)
It is fard (obligatory) to form an intention when making tayammum (dry ablution) to
gain purity from the hadith (that had nullified ablution or bath) or to do something like
offering the funeral salah or reciting the Qur'an. However, salah will be valid only when the
intention is made.to cleanse oneself from an impurity, or an intention is formed for such a
desired worship that cannot be valid without purity.
(2)
It is fard (obligatory) to remove from the limbs that will be wiped such things as
might prevent sand or earth from contact with the skin, like oil, greasy substance, etc.
(3)

It is wajib (expedient) to remove a tight fitting ring, bracelets, bangles etc. from one's person

(4)
If somehow presence of water in the vicinity is presumed then it is wajib (expedient)
to search for it oneself, or send someone else to search, up to one hundred steps.
(5)
It is wajib (expedient) to request one how had it for water if there is hope of
getting it from him.
(6)
It is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to make tayammum (dry ablution) in the same
sequence in which the Prophet .,o..l:...,~.dliJ..o had done it, beginning with the face, followed
. by the forearms.

(7)
It is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) to interlace fingers through the beard while
wiping the face.
(8)
If anyone has hope of finding water then it is mustahab (desirable) for him to try for
it till the final hour of the salah. For example, there is a wall and he has high hopes of
acquiring rope and bucket before the hour of the salah expires, or he is in a moving train
and knows that before the hour expires, the train will stop at a station (he must try to get
water in both ~ases).
(9)
Tayammum (dry ablution) is wajib (expedient) if the hour of the salah approaches its
expiry but it is not wajib (expedient) at the inception of the hour.
1

Reproduced from the book of Abdush Shakur. Lakhnawi.
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(10)
If there is ample time for one to make tayammum (dry ablution) and offer the salah
then it is wajib (expedient) to make tayammum (dry ablution) but if there is not enough time to
offer the salah then it is not wajib (expedient) to make tayammum (dry ablution).
(11)
Whenever ablution is Jard (obligatonj), to do something its substitute tayammum (dry
ablution) will C\lso be Jard (obligatory) for that (when water is unavailable). Whenever
ablution is wajib (expedient) to perform something, its substitute tayammum (dry ablution)
will also be wajib (expedient) (when water is not had). And is ablution is sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prop/ret) or mustahab (desirable) for an act, its substitute tayammum (dry ablution) will
also be a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) or mustahab (desirable). The same applies when
tayammum (dry ablution) is done is lieu of bath.

(If anyone is sexually defiled and has a pressing need to enter the mosque then it is wajib
(expedient) for him to make tayammum (dry ablution) (before entering it).
(13)
As for worships to do which it is not binding to cleanse oneself from a major
defilementl and from a minor defilement (when ablution is nullified), like offering the
greeting salaam or responding to it, one may make tayammum (dry ablution) for them
without any reason. Similarly, tayammum (dry ablution) may be made without necessity, for
such worships for which purity is not binding against minor defilement, like reciting the
Quran, calling the adhan etc, this tayammum (dry ablution) being a substitute for ablution.
(14)
If anyone has water of which he has doubts, like being a donkey's leftover, and, if
it is necessary, he must first make ablution or take bath, as the case may be, and then make
tayammum (dry ablution).

(15)
If the reason for which tayammum (dry ablution) had to made was because of other
peoples fear then, when that cause if removed, all the salah that had been offered after
making tayammum (dry ablution) must be redeemed. For example, he was imprisoned and
denied water or someone may have prevented him from making ablution.
(16)

If a few men make ablution at one place from one lump of clay, then it is allowed.

(17)
If anyone cannot find water and sand or cannot use them because of an illness,
then he must offer the salah without purity but redeem it later after purifying himself. This
can happen to a man in the train or in a prison when he faces such a situation and the time
of salah goes out of hand. The salah must then be redeemed.
SECfiON I
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526. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L..,_,~<d!l~ said,
''We are made more excellent than other people in three ways; our rows are regarded
like the rows of the angels, the entire earth is made as a mosque for us, and its sand is
made for us a means of purifying ourselves when water is unavailable."2
1
2

making both obligatory.
Muslim # 522, Musnad Ahmad 5-383.
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COMMENTARY: As it is, the Prophet's ..oJ,...., ~ ".i!1 ~ ummah is superior to a!I the past
peoples. Here, the Prophet ..oJ,...., ~ -41 ~ names three particular distinctions of this ummalz
for which they excel over the previous ones.
The rows of this ummah whether in salah or in jihad are compared to the rows of the angels
who arrange themselves before Allah and thereby attain nearness to Him. This ummah, too,
attain nearness to Him through jihad or salah when they close ranks. This is why they are
superior to the past ummalzs who did not form rows or offer congregational salalz but they
offered it in an unarranged manner. Though their rows and congregation this ummah earns
honour and distinction, the more they observe it, the more their distinction.
Relative to the past ummahs, Allah favoured this ummalz by making the whole earth a place of
prostration. A person may bow down before Allah on any piece of pure land and offer the
salah. His salah will be accepted. The previous people could offer their prayer in their houses of
worship only like churches and synagogues, and were not allowed to offer it elsewhere.
The third thing is that tayammum (dry ablution) is made permissible for this ummah. Thereby
Allah has favoured them over the other people considerably. They can make tayammum
(dry ablution) in the absence of water or inability to use it or it being inaccessible.
This hadith seems to say that tayammum (dry ablution) is done only with earth (or sand) as
Imam Shafi'i 4.111~.J and others hold. However, Imam Abu Hanifah od,1~.J, Imam Maalik od,1~ .J
and Imam Muhammad 4.L1~.J hold that tayammum (dry ablution) is proper with every thing
that is from the earth. Their attribute is that they do not melt on burning in fire, nor turn
soft, nor become ashes, such as sand, stone and lime and the like. They rely on the
Prophet's ..oJ,....,~4.L1J-" saying as narrated by Sayyiduna Jabir ~4\~J and transmitted in
salalz Bukhari: ('.Jjfb j ~~ ~ j~' I)~) (The earth has been made for me a mosque and a
means of purifying.l
In this saying, the words ('-"" J":ll), the earth) embrace everything that belongs to its soil,
meaning, is of its kind.'
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527. Sayyiduna Imran ~411~J narr~ted that they were a journey with the Prophet
..oJ,....,~4.L1~ turning which he led them in the salah. When he finished his salah, he
beheld a man distanced (from them) who had not joined the congregation. So, he
asked, 11 0 you, what hag_..W;evented you from offering the salah with the people?"
He pleaded, 11 1 became se·nially defiled and found no water." He said, "You ought
to have used earth. That should suffice you."2
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Bukhari # 335, Muslim# 3-521, Nasa'i # 432, Musnad Ahmad 1-259 or 5-161, 162.
Bukhari # 344 (part of lengthy haditlz), Muslim # 312-682(of like meaning). Musnad Ahmed 4-434,
Darimi # 743.
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528. Sayyiduna Ammar ~d.!!l~J narrated that a man came to (Sayy~duna) Umar ibn
al-Khatab .d!l.u--.., and submitted, 111 became sexually defiled but could not find any
water." So Ammar ~ d.!!l <.!"'; reminded Um~ ~~I<.!"'J that they were on a journey
and while Umar ~d.!!l~; did not offer the salah, he rolled himself on the ground
and then offered the salah. Later, he mentioned that to the Prophet ...J-,~.d!l~ who
informed him that it was enough for him he had _done as he demonstrated.. Then,
the Prophet .,o.L...,~odll~ struck this palms
the earth, dusted them off and wiped
with them his face and his palms1
(Muslim has a similar version with:) 111t would suffice you if you strike with your
_hands the earth, then blow, then wipe your face and palms of your hand with them."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith does not mention Sayyiduna Umar's ~.d!l~.., reply (to the
man). Some versions of the hadith have his answer. He said, "Do not offer the salah." Till
water was not found, he instructed the man, not to offer the salah. So, his contention was
that a sexually defiled person was not permitted to make tayammum (dry ablution).
Perhaps, Umar ~ .d!l ~..,observed silence because he did not remember that a sexually
defiled person could make tayammum (dry ablution). So, Ammar ~.d!l~.., reminded him of
their past experience when Umar ~odll~.., had not offered the salah because he was defiled.
Perhaps, he may have hoped that he would find water before the hour of the salah expired,
and he would have a bath and offer the salah. Perhaps, he thought that tayammum (dry
ablution) was a substitute only of ablution, not of bath. He did not know the issue
thoroughly. He may not have had an opportunity to ask the Prophet .,o.L...,~.d!l~ about it.
Sayyiduna Ammar ~ .d!l ~.., said of himself that he rolled himself on the earth before
·offering the salah. He too, did not remember the facts correctly. He presumed that like bath,
tayammum (dry ablution) was made on the entire body.
The Prophet ...J-,~.d!l~, however, demonstrated to Ammar ~.d!l~.., the method of making
tayammum (dry ablution). He struck the earth with the palms of his hands and blew off the
dust from them before wiping his face with them. He blew off the dust lest the dust right
stick on his face and spoil its features. That would have amounted to mutilation which is
prohibited. Mutilation is to alter the natural built of one's body, or spoil Allah's creation.
Anyone who applies any substance on his face to alter his features is badly misled.
This hadith is evidence that it is enough to strike the earth just once as other scholars say but
the Imams Abu Hanifah .d!l.u-.., Maalik .d!l.u--.., and Shafi'i .d!l.u--.., say that there are two strikes.

on

1
2

The text means 'his face and fore arms incli. Elbow, see commentary last paragraph.
Bukhari # 338, Abu Dawud # 322, Nasa'i # 312, Ibn Majah # 569.
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So, Ima1n Shaykh Muhayuddin .dll.u-.J expJains it thus; The Prophet's ~,~~.d!l~ aim was
merely to tell Ammar ~ d.ill ~.J that the R~lms should strike the earth and how tayammum
(dry ablution) should be done for sexualilefilement. There was no need to roll over on the
earth. He did not iritend to describe th'e entire procedure, so Ammar ~ .d!l ~.J mentioned
only one strike to teach. This is why the other ahadith narrated by Amma11, ~d.ill~.J himself
about tayammum (dry ablution) say very clearly that the palms must strike the earth twice.
There is another point. The hadith says (~:AS}· but it refers to (~';)) meaning forear:nls up to the
elbows no~ palms. This means that the Prophet ..olw~IJ.Q wiped his foreanns up to the elbows.
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529. Sayyiduna Abu al-Juhaym ibn al-Hadth ibn as-Sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet) ~ll.illl.FJ narrated that he passed by the Prophet ..o.l-,~41~ when he was
urinating and he offered the salaam, but the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~.gave no reply.
Then he got up to a wall, scraped it with a staff that he had with him. Then, he put
both his hands on the wall and wiped his face and forearms. Then, he responded to
him (his salaam).l
·
I -did not find this hadith in the two sahih books, nor in the kitab ul. Humaydi, but
Baghawi had mentioned it in Sharh us Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) and said
that the hadith is hasan.
(it ought not to have found a place in Section I).
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oJ-,~d.illJ-P scraped the wall with his stick that dust may
rise from it because it is better to make tayammum (dry ablution) on that. Also, it earns more
reward. This hadith is evidence that it is mustahab (desirable) to be in a pure state to engage
in Allah's remembrance. It is also mustahab (desirable) to be pure and clean all the time.
SECTION II
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530. Sayyidlilla Abu Dharr ~41l.FJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ..olw,~d.ill~ said,
"Pure earth is a means of ablution for a Muslim even if he does not find water for ten
years. Then, when he finds water, let him touch it to his body, for it is better for him."2
COMMENTARY: The 'ten years' is not a limit but an expression to show 'many years.'
1

Not found in these words in Bukhari or Muslim, but in the words of the hadith # 535, following
(Bukhari # 337, Muslm # 114-369) Shafi'i has transmited in h~se words in his Musnad p 12.
2 Musnad Ahmad 5-155, Tirmidhi # 124, Abu Dawud # 332 (lengthy), Nasa'i # 322 (till'ten year').
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When he find water, he must use it for bath and ablution if it is in excess of his needs for
drinking and if he is able to use it. In this case it will be wajib (expedient) to have a bath or
make ablution, as the case may be and tayammum (dnJ ablution) will not be allowed.
The hadith is evidence that tayammum (dry ablution) is not negated when the hour of the
salah expires. Rather, the same commands 1 as are for ablution apply to it. Just as an
ablution is valid as long as it is not nullified, so too the tayammum (dry ablution) made in
lieu of it is valid for salah till it is nullified. This is the contention of Imam Abu Hanifah .u-.)
<dll too, but Imam Shafi' <dll.u-.) says, that tayammum (dry ablution) is like the ablution of the
handicapped in whose case when the hour of salah is over, his ablution becomes invalid, so
too tayammum (dry ablution) is nullified when the times of the salah expires.

(SJISJ$l &ljj)
531. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that when they were on a journey, one of

their men was struck by a stone on his head and was wounded. Then, he
experienced a nocturnal dream. So he asked his colleagues, "Do you suppose I have
permission to make tayammum (dry ablution)?" They said, 'No because you have
access to water." So, he had a bath but he died. When they came to the Prophet d.LI~
.o.l-.,~, he was informed of that and he said, "They have killed him. May Allah kill
them! Why did they not ask what they did not know? For, the only remedy of
ignorance is to ask. What was enough for him was to make tayammum (dry
ablution) tie a bandage over his wound and wipe over it and pour water over the
rest of his body (and bathe it)."2

1!.·..1

~ .·.31 .·.f.,.l:iJ... ,
~.!.f.
is,~
.'-.31 &I ...J... .-(orr)
(.,)" • '-r '-:r ,, • ""'f '-r ~
~
.
......... .J .J

532. The version of Ibn Majah is narrated by (Sayyiduna) Ata ibn Rabah ~41~J

from (Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~41~J.3
COMMENTARY: Sometimes lack of knowledge can be very dangerous. In this case, it cost
a life. Tayammum (dry ablution) was allowed to this man because water was harmful to him.
This hadith asserts that tayammum (dry ablution) should be done at such times and the rest of
the body should be washed. This is to what Imam Shafi'i <dll.u-.) subscribes, but Imam Abu
Hanifah d.LI .u-.) says that one of the two things is enough. The hanafis say that the hadith is
weak and also contrary to judgements. In short, it is enough for such a person to m~e
1

The Tayammum or placing ablution is negating. The tayammum replacing bath is negated as bath is
negated.
2 Abu Dawud # 336, Daraqutni # 3 in the chapter permission of tayummum to the wounded.
3 Ibn Majah # 572, Zawaid says the isnad is weak. Also, Bukhari # 337.
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tayammum (dry ablution) and it is a unanimous verdict.
If anyone has a wound on his body or an inflammation (or boil abscess), then Imam Shafi'i
od.II.Y.J says that if removing the bandage might cost him his life, he must wipe over the
bandage and make tayammum (dry ablution). But, Imam Abu Hanifah ~-dll~; and Imam
Maalik 41Y-; say that if more of his body is sound and less of it covered with wound, then
the sound portion will be washed and the wounded area will be wiped over, If a larger
portin is .covered by the wound then he will make tayammum (dry ablution) and washing
will be waived. Imam ahmad ibn Hanbal 41 tU-; says that the sound portion should be
washed and for the area covered with wound, tayammum (dnJ ablution) will be made.
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533. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al Khudri ~41""'J narrated that two men set out on a
journey. When the time of the salah was on them and they had no water, they
performed tayammum (dry ablution) with pure earth and offered the salah. Then,
they found water shortly thereafter, so one of them made ablution and repeated the
salah but the other did not repeat it. Then, they came to Allah's Messenger ~od.IIJ-.:'
..oJ-, (later) and mentioned that (to him). He said to the one who had not repeated
(the salah), ''You followed the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). Your salah is
enough for you." And, he said to the one who had made ablution and repeated (the
salah). "For you, the reward is tw~ce over."1
·

~jJ~~~~~(_;.(OY't)
534. Sayyiduna Ata ibn Yasar ~41""'J narrated it is a mursal form. 2
COMI'Iif:~T~RY: The ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that if anyone has offered the
salah after making tayammum (dry ablution) and soon finds water, it is not necessary for him
to repeat the salah. However, if he observes water while offering the salah, the ulama
(Scholars) say that he must not give up his salah but complete it. His salah is correctly
offered. But, according to one opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah 41tU-J and Imam Ahmad od.lltU-;
his tayammum (dry ablution) becomes void, he must give up the salah, make ablution and
begin the salah afresh.
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Abu Dawud # 338, Darami # 744, Nasa'i # 433.
Abu Dawud # 339 (Mursal), Nasa'i # 434 (mursal).
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535. Sayyidima Abu AI-Juhaym ibn Harith ibn Simmah narrated that while the
Prophet _ol..,_,~...LI~ was coming from the side of Bi'r Jamal (a well in Madinah), a man
met him and offered him the salaam. However, the prophet ..o.l.w,~...LI~ did not respond
till he came to a wall, wiped his face and his hand and responded to his salaam.1
'
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536. · Sayyiduna Ammar ibn Yasir ~~~~J narrated often that when they were with
Allah's Messenger _ol..._, ~...ill J.-" (once), they made tayammum (dry ablution) with
(clean) earth for the salalt of fajr. They struck the earth with their palms and wiped
their faces once. Again, they struck the earth with their palms and wiped their arms
all over up to the shoulders and the arm-pits from the insides of their hands. 2
COMMENTARY: The last sentence of the hadith (HI~i~..;kf~) 'from the insides of their hands'
means that they began to wipe from the inner sides of their arms, not their uppers. The
jurist write that· it is mustahab (desirable) to begin wiping from the uppers of the arms. Or,
the more correct meaning is that they began to wipe from their palms.
·
These sahabah ~~~~; wip~d their hands up to the arm-pits and shoulders. Perhaps they
interpreted the word (hand) to mean the hand complete, because the verse does not say
explicitly how much of the hand. So, they wiped the entire hand from the finger tips to the
shoulders and armpits. It was their own deduction. But, the ulama (Scholars) say that if
tayammum (dry ablution) replaces ablution, the fore arms will be wiped up to the elbows.
The Quran makes it clear about ablution that it is fard (obligatory) to wash the forearms up
to the elbows. So; the same applies to tayammum (dry ablution).
Some c;:ommands were reproduced at the beginning of this chapter. The chapter ends with
this hadith, so it is proper that six other commands of tayammum (dry ablution) that were not
mentioned there be reproduced here.
·
As stated earl~er, tayammum (dry ablution) is done with those things that are n~ the some
category as earth. They are sand, dust, lime stone, lime antimony, brick, sulphurate of
arsenic. It is done also with all kinds of jewels apart from pearl and coral.
It is not necessary that there should be dust on these things that possess the same quality as
earth. Tayammum (dry ablution) will be valid even if there is no dust on them. If tayammum
(dry ablution) is done with such things as do not belong to the category of earth then it is
necessary that they should have dust on them otherwise the tayammum (dry ablution) done
on them will be ·inval_id. Example are wood, cloth, gold arid silver, etc. If there is dust .on
them, Tayammum (dry .ablution) will be valid.
1

2

Bukhari # 337, Muslim# 114-369, Abu Dawud # 329, Nasa'i # 311, Musnad Ahmad 4-169.
Abu Dawud # 318, Nasa'i # 314, Musnad Ahmad 4-320.
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For tayammum (dry ablution) to be permissible, there are four conditions.
(1)
Inability to use water in reality or legally.
(2)
That with which tayammum (dry ablution) is done should be pure.
(3)
The limbs of tayammum (dry ablution) should be wiped completely leaving no
spot unwiped.
.
(4)
Forming an intention. As stated previously salah will be valid with tayammum (dry
ablution) only if an intention is made for purity from defilement or impurity. It is
not necessary to spell out the kind of defilement or sexual impurity. Or, intention
should be formed for such a worship that cannot be valid without purity.
Thus, if a .person makes tayammum (dry ablution) to embrace Islam, or if anyone makes
tayammum (dry ablution) to enter a mosque, and thereafter wishes to offer the salah with the
same tayammum (dry ablution), then .the salah is not valid with it. There is (only one and the)
same method of tayammum (dry ablution) for a person who is sexually defiled and who has
nullified his ablution, or a woman who is menstruating or has lochia. This has been
described earlier}

CHAPTER-XI
BATH AS APPROVED BY SUNNAH (PRACTICE
OF HOLY PROPHET)

(~~)

537. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ cilil r..frJ.J ;·J;tmated that Allah's Messenger .,o.l...., ~ .dll ~
said.~ '~en one of you come for the salah of Friday, let him have a bath."2
COMMENTARY: The agreed view is that the bath is for the Friday salah which must be offered
wit..l-t this very purity. However, some people say that it is to give respect t~ the day of Friday.
Anyway, alJ the ulama (Scholars) say that it is mustahab (desirable) mu'hadah to have a bath
for the salah of }iru.l::.y. But, one verdict of Imam Maalik 414U".J is that it is wajib (expedient) to
have the bath.
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538. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~4lr..frJ.J narrated ~at Allah's Messenger ..J-,~41~ said,
''The bath on Friday is wajib (expedient) on every person who has attained puberty."3
1

Relative chapters may be seen in the English translation of Bahishti zewar of Mawlana Thanawi and
of Tuhfa .Khawateen (Gift for woman) both published by Darul Isha' at, Karachi.
2 Bukhari # 877, Muslim# 1-844, Abu Dawud # 340, Tilmidhi # 492, Nasa'i # 1376, Ibn Majah # 1088,
Darimi # 1536, Muwatta Imam Maalik # 5.1-5, Musnad Ahmad 2-9.
·
3 Bukhari # 895, Muslim# 5-846, Dawud # 341, Nasa'i # 1377, Ibn Majah # 1089, Muwatta ¥aalik # 51/4, Darimi # 1537, Musnad Ahmad 3-60.
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COMMENTARY: Here, 'wajib (expedient)' does not imply that one who does not have a bath

on Friday will be a sinner. But, it is not proper to go without a bath. The ulama (Scholars)
say that it is emphasized. The main reason for this is that in those days the mosques were
overcrowded and very small and the Muslims used to wear wool and were hard-working
labourers. When they perspired, the odour was an bearable by the others. So the Prophet
,.o..L....,~41~ used the word wajib (expedient) to emphasize the need to have a bath.
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539. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ <d!l ~
,.o..L...., said, "It is binding on every Muslim to have a bath once a week in which he
should bathe his head and his body."t
SECTION II
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540. Sayyiduna Sammarah ibn Jundub ~~1o,oJ narrated that Allah's Messenger J""
,.o..L...., ~ odll said, "He who makes ablution on Friday, does good. And he who has .a

bath, indeed, bathing is better."2
COMMENTARY: He who makes ablution discharges a fard (obligatory), an excellent doing!

This hadith makes it clear that a bath on Friday is not wajib (expedient), but it is a sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet).
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541. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41J""
,.o..L...., said, ''He who gives bath to a dead body must then have a bath himsel£." 3

Another version adds, "And he who carried it, must make ablution."4
COMMENTARY: One who gives a bath to a corpse must himself bathe becavJe he might

have possibly have got drops from that on him. Most of the ulama (Scholdl's) say that this
command is of the kind of mustahab (desirable) because another hadith makes it clear, "If you
give bath to a corpse then it is not necessary for you to bathe yourself." Also, he who
intends to give shoulder to the bier must make ablution beforehand so that he may join the
funeral salah directly on putting it down, otherwise while he makes ablution, the funeral
salah might be over. This command too is of th.~ kind mustahab·'(desirable). It is not necessary
to make ablution before carrying the funeral bier.
1

Bukhari # 897, Muslim # 9-849, Musnad Ahmad 2-342.
Musnad Ahmad 5-16, Abu Dawud # 354, Tirmidhi # 497, Nasa'i # 1380, Darimi # 1540.
3 Ibn Majah # 1463.
4 Musnad Ahmad # 2-454, Tirmidhi # 995, Abu Dawud # 3161.
2
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(Jjb~I ol_jJ) -';+S~l ~~j;u~1
542. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~ ..1!1 ~J narrated that the Prophet .cJ...,, ~ 411 J..D prescribed
bath for four reasons: (i) sexual defilement, (ii) on Friday, (iii) after undergoing
cupping and (iv) after giving bath to the dead body. 1
COMMENTARY: If we go by the literal meaning of (~) (yaghtasilu) then, it means 'he
had bath for the four reasons.' Since it is not known that he ever gave bath to a corpse, so
this word is rendered, 'he gave the command .... ' Anyway, bath for sexual defilement is fard
(obligatory), the others are mustahab (desirable). The bath after being cupped is to tidy oneself
and wash off stain of blood, if any.
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543. Qays 2 ibn Aasim ~41~; is reported to have been commanded by the Prophet
.cJ...,,~411J..D when he

had embraced Islam to bath with water and lote-tree leaves.3

COMMENTARY: If a disbeliever who is sexually defiled embraces Islam then it is wajib
(expedient) for him to have a purifying bath. In other cases, when anyone embraces Islam, it
is mustahab (desirable) for him to have a bath. However, the correct thing for him is to first
recite the kalimah shahadah and then have a bath. It is also sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet)
for him to shave his head before he bathes. The Prophet .ol.w,~411~ commanded Qays if";.
~411 to use lo~e-tree leaves with water because that has a tremendous cleansing effect.
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544. S:~yyiduna Ikrimah ~o..ill~; narrated that some people of Iraq came and asked
1
2
j

Abu Dawud # 248, Musnad Ahmad 6-152. ·
His Kunyah was Abu Ali.
'i unudhi # 605, Abu Dawud # 355, Nasa'i # 188, Musnad· Ahmad # 5-61.
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(Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~ 41 r..foJ ''Do you think that the bath on Friday is wajib
(expedient)?" He said, ''No, but it is purer and better for one who bathes and if
anyone does not have a bath then it is not binding on him. I shall inform you how
(the customs of bathing (on Friday) began. The people were hard pressed,
compelled to wear woolen clothing. They worked (carrying burden) on their backs.
Their mosque was small with a low ceiling of twigs of date trees. One hot day.
Allah's Messenger ..o!w,~-d!IJ-.D came out while the people perspired in that woolen
garb so that a bad odour came out of them annoying each other, When Allah's
Messenger ..o!w,~-dll""" observed that odour, he said, '0 you pe~ple, when this day
comes, have a bath and each of you must rub on himself the best of oil and perfume
he had."' And, Ibn Abbas ~<ililr..fo; also said, "Mterwards, Allah gave them (a life
of) ease. (and goodness) and they wore other than woolen garments; and were
relieved of toil. Their mosques were spacious. There was relief from the discomfort
caused by the perspiration to each other to a great extent."1
COMMENTARY: In early Islam, the Muslims were very poor and endured a very difficult
life. There were just a few wealthy sahabah (companions) ~-dlloWJ. A vast majority of them
were engaged in manual labour but were sincere in faith. But, soon this state of. life gave way
to a life of prosperity and ease as Islam spread beyond the frontiers of Makkah and Ma~iinah
and Muslims armies raised the name of Allah's and His M~ssenger ..o!w,~-dll~ in spite of
hardship and anxieties knocking. at the doors of the Qaysar and Kisra. They raiseq aloft the
standard of Islam over most of the world. Muslims were no longer poor and needy. They did
not now endure a life of hardship and labour but lived in wealth and plenty.
This is how Ibn Abbas ~-dll~.J has drawn a pen picture of life in the beginning of Islam and
of how it changed to a better life. Their perspiring, bad smelling woolen clothes were
replaced with batter, comfortable garments. Allah opened for them means of livelihood
and abundant prosperity.
The hadith concludes (J.td'~~) and elaborates which word means here 'most'. Hence, the
sentence says; 'The perspiration of most people that had perspiration of most people that
had caused discomfort to each other was removed because of ease and access to ·amultitude of mea.hs to a rich livelihood.'
In short, (Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~-dlloW.J spoke of the heavy had odour of perspiration in
the advent of Islam because of which it was wajib (expedient) to have a bath on Friday.
However, when affluence and comfort brought this thing down considerably, the.
command making bath obligatory was withdrawn. It is sunnah (to follow practice of Holy·
Prophet ~J~.ii!'J..P) to bath on Friday.

1

Abu Dawud # 353.8.
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CHAPTER - XII
~Jiyl~

MEN~TRUA:rloN

.

.

The dictionarj meaning of hayd (~)is 'to discharge.' In the terminology of Shari'ah(divine·
law), it is/the blood that comes out of a woman's womb without illness or childbirth,' In
common parlance, it is 'menstruation,' 'menses,' or 'the monthly period.'
The blood from a woman's womb becauSe of an illness is istihadah (~'~""'') or excessive bleeding.
The blood that continues to flow after childbirth is called nifas (IJ"tlil} or postnatal bleeding of lochia.
The period of the menses is between three days and ten days. During this period, discharge
pf blood of whatever colour, except pure white, will be said to be menstruation. The colour
could be red, black, green, pale yellow or muddy. During these days, a woman will neither
fast nor offer the salah. When the period is over, she must reqeemed the fasts the missed
but the salah is not redeemed.
Some of the ruling about menstruation are reproduced here. (They are adopted from Tim ul Fiqh).
(1)
If a woman detects blood. on awakening from sleep, her menstruation will be
considered to have begun when· she awake, not before that. If a menstruating woman finds
herself ·free of menses on awakening from sleep, she will be said to be pure from the time
she had gone to sleep.
·
(2)
When a woman goes through menstruation and post-natal bleeding, it is makruh
(unbecoming) tahrimi to look at her body between her navel and knees, or to put one's own
body there unless a piece of cloth (or garments) cover that portion. And, it is forbidden and
unlawful to have sexual intercourse with her during these days.
(3)
If a menstruating woman teaches the Qur' an to someone, then she may teach one
word at a time with pauses. She is not allowed to recite the whole verse at once.
.
(4)
It is allowed to kiss a woman who menstruates, to drink her left-oyer, to sleep
while embracing her, to put one's body over her body at her naval or above it and below
her knees without any kind of cloth between the two bodies. It is also allowed to join
bodies between her naval and knees with some cloth separating them. But it is makruh
(unbecoming) to keep apart from her during her menses.
.
(5) . If a woman's menstruation ends after ten days and nights, then sexual intercourse ·
may be had with her as soon as bleeding stops though she ·~ay not have had a bath. If it
ends in less than that time and it is less than her regular menstrual cycle too, then it is not
allowed to have sexual intercourse with her even if she may have had a bath till her regular
cycle is over. If it ends at the end of her regular cycle (and it is Jess than the .maximum
period) then sexual int~:~ourse cannot be had wither till she has pathed herself, or the time.
of the salah has passed, in which case sexual intercourse· may be had even though she may
not have bathed herself. As for the time of salah having passed, if bleeding stops when the
hour of salah begins then she shpuld wait for the rest of the time to pass. If bleeding ends
when the time of salah is about to end, then there should be at least so muchJime to permit
her to bath herself and from an intention to after the salah. But if there is not even this much
time then it ls ignored and the full' time of the next salah must pass. The same ~ommand
applies to nyu:; or post-natal bleeding. If bleeding stops at the end of forty days; then
immediately vv1th that they may have sexual intercourse, it being immaterial w}::lether she
h~s bathed or not. If bleeding stops before forty days and also before the regular perif'd,
then tlt~Y ohould let the regular period pass. If_ it stops according to the regular period ~bu~
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less than forty days), then they can have sexual intercourse after she has had a bath or the
time of one salalJ is over. In all these cases, it is mustaltab (desirable) that the intercourse may
not be had unless she has had a bath.
(6)
If bleeding stops before ten days and ten nights 1:1nd, if her regular habit is known
that it is leaser than the regular cycle then .it is wajib (expedient) for her to delay her bath till
the mustahab (desirable) time is about to end fpr salah lest bleeding begins again for example,
if bleeding stops when the time of ishas begins, then she must put off her bath till the final
mustahab (desirable) time of isha which is near midnight. However, if menstrual bleeding
stops at the end of ten days or according to her regular cycle then it is mustahab (desirable)
for her to delay her bath till the final mustahab (desirable) hour of the salah.
(7)
If a woman takes some such medicine outside the period of her menstru'll cycle
whereby blood begins to discharge then it is not menstruation. For example, if a woman
menstruates for five days in a month and she takes the medicine fifteen days after that
whereby she begins to bleed then it is not menstruation.
(8)
If menstrual bleeding of a woman begins and continues but she does not remember
her normal cycle, or the date an which she gets it each month and on which it ends, or she
does not recall both things, then she must act according to her strong presumption. Then
she must abide by the rules of menstruation during the period she presumes is her normal .
cycle, and abide by the commands of purity during the period she presumes to be her days
without menstruation. However, if she cannot rest her mind on either side then she must
make a fresh ablution at the time of every salah and offer the salah. She must also fast but
when she recovers from this malady, she must redeem her fasts. If she experiences doubt,
then there are two options in it. The first is that if she doubts whether she goes through the
pe~iod that is of her menstrual cycle or not, then she must make a fresh ablution this period
for every salah and offer it. The second is that she has doubts about a period of time
whether it is of her menstrual cycle or of her purity or of coming out of her menstrual cycle,
then she must have a· bath at the hour of every salah and offer it.
SECTION I
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545. Sayyiduna Anas ~ od.ll c..fPJ narrated that when a woman among them
menstrua~ed, the Jews did not eat with her. And they refrained from living with
them in the houses. The Prophet's ,.o.L..., ~ .dll J.D Sababah ~ od.ll c..fPJ asked him, so
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Allah, the Exalted revealed:

..

§,.HI
.,_ A\.•.£.~ 1 -;j\t",.,
~~ --~ \..:r ~
.. .J

{And they ask you concerning menstruation .... (2:222))
Allah's Messenger ..,1..._, ~ ~I J4 said, 11You may do everything, e?'cept sexual
intercourse."·The Jews learnt of that and remarked. 11 All this man intends is to leave
nothing of our affairs without going against us in it." On .that Usayd ibn Hudayr t..P.J
~~I and Abbad ibn Bishr ~~I,.P.J came (to them) and said 110 Messenger of Allah,
indeed, the Jews say 1this and that' Shall we not then cease to live with them?"1
The face of Allah's Messenger ..,1..._, ~ ~~ ~ changed and they thought that he was
angry with them. They went out only to find a gift of milk being brought to the
Prophet ..oJ...,_, ~ .d!l ~- He sent for them both and gave them to drink (some of it).
Thus they realized that he was :r:tot angry at them.2
COMMENTARY: The entire verse is
.
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(And they ask you concerning menstruation. Say, 11It is a hurt, so keep aloof from
women during menstruation, and go not near them till they are clean.} (2:222)
The Prophet ..oJ...,_, ~ .d!l ~ explained them that men must not have sexual intercourse
with their wives when they menstruate, but they were allowed to do all else, like
eating, living, touching them.
If anyone has sexual intercourse during his wife's menstruation, he will commit a sin, and
doing it is forbidden. If he commits sexual intercourse with his menstruating wife on the
assumption that it is allowed then he is a disbeliever, because the Qur' an says that it is
forbidden. The intention of the two sahabah ~ .d!l ~.J in seeking permission to keep away
from menstruating wives was to stop the Jews from taunting them and to create an
atmosphere of co-operation with them.
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546. Sayyidah Ayshah narrat~d, 11 I used to have bath- I and the Prophet ~.d!l~
..oJ,...._, - from one (and the same) vessel. While both of us would be sexually
defiled. He would instruct me to wrap myself at the waist while I would be
menstruating and he would embrace me. And, he would stretch out his head to
me while he observed I'tikaf (within the mosque) and I would wash it though I
would be menstruating."3
1

This is (Arabic) (shall be not live them?) in some version it is (Arabic) we shall not live with them?)
See Muslim in 508 to this hadith 16-302. (The pronoun refers to their women).
2 Muslim # 16-302, Abu Oawud # 258, Tirmidhi # 2988, Nasa'i # 288, Darimi # 1053, Musnad Ahmad
3-132, Tirmidhi has (shall we not have SE'xual intercourse with them while they menstruate: (.}~"'JJt
~'). Nasa'i is brief up to the verse only.
3 Bukhari # 299, 300, 301, Muslim# 5-296, 8-297, Nasa'i # 411, 388. (Bukhari's and Muslim's are in
different ahadith, so too Nasa'i)
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COMMENTARY: It was the practice of the Arabs and the Prophet- ..ol..., ~ 4I.LI ~ and
Sayyidah Ayshah lp .&! ~.J had between them a large vessel, like a tub. They each took
handfuls from it to bathe.
This hadith is evidence that it is forbidden to touch the naked body of a menstruating
women between her navel and knees. This is more clear in other ahadith and the imams
Abu Hanifah .dlt ~.J, Abu Yusuf .dlt ~.J, Shafi'i .dlt ~.J and Maalik .dlt .u-.J rule accordingly.
However, the imams Muhammad and Ahmad .dlt~.J and some scholars of the Shafi'i school
of thought say that only sexual intercourse with a menstruating wom~n is forbidden"
The room of Sayyidah Ayshah lplii'~.J was attached directly to the mosque and its doors
opened into the mosque. So, when he observed the I' tikaf in the mosque, the Prophet .dlt~
..ol...,~ stretched his head out of the mosque through the door into the room. She sat inside
it and washed his head. This shows that if a man observes the I'tikaf and puts a portion of
his body outside the mosque then his i' tikaf is not flowed.
(I' tikaf is to seclude oneself and devote to worship of Allah, abstaining from all worldly
pursuits. Men do it in the mosque and women at home. It may be for a short while or for
ten days at the end of Ramadan.)
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547. Sayyidah Ayshah lp~~.J narrated, "I would drink and hand over (the cup) to
the Prophet ..ol..., ~ 41 J.o and he would put his mouth at the very place my mouth
had touched and drink (from it) though I was menstruating. And, I would pluck
flesh from a bone and hand it over to the Prophet ..ol.w,~41J.o and he would put his
mouth at the same spot at which my mouth had been though I was menstruating.I
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..ol.w,~.d!IJ.o did it for two reasons. First, he loved Sayyidah
Ayshah lp~~.J immensely. Secondly, he wished to contradict the Jews who were wrong in
spurning menstruating women. This hadith is evidence that it is allowed to eat, drink and
live with a menstruating women. It also is proof that her body is not unclean or impure.
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548. SAyyidah Ayshah lp .&1 ~.J narrated that though she would be menstruating,
the Prophet ..ol.w,~.dlt~ would rest on her lap and recite the Quran.2
COMMENTARY: This hadith too stresses that a menstruating women is not impure. If she
were, the Prophet ..ol-,~41J.o would not have reclined on her lap and recited the Qur'an.
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14-300, Abu Dawud # 259, Nasa'i # 282, Ibn Majah (si.milar) # 643, Musnad Ahmad 6-127.
Bukhari # 297, Muslim# 15-301, Abu Dawud # 260, Nasa'i # 274, Ibn Majah # 634.
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549. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.1!1~J narrated that the Prophet .oJ-,~<dliJ-D asked her to

fetch for him a small mat of palm leaves from the mosque. She said, "I am
menstruating." He said, "Your menstruati~n is not on your hand."t
COMMENTARY: A menstruating woman may stand outside .the mosque and pull
something out of it. She only is forbidden to enter the mosque and may stretch her hand
into it..
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550. Sayyidah Maymunah 4111 tU-.J naaated, Allah's Messenger .oJ-, ~ 41 ~ would
offer the salah in such a sheet of cloth whose portion lay over him and a portion
°·
over me while I was menstruating."2
COMMENTARY: The whole body of a menstruating woman is not impure. Rather, apart
11

from her vagina, her entire body is pure. If that were not so, then salah would not be correct
in a garment that was partly over her.
Sayyid Jamaluddin 4~.J said that this hadith is not found in Bukhari and Muslim in these words.
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551. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 111£ anyone
has sexual intercourse with a menstruating woman, or goes to a woman at her anus, or
goes to a soothsayer, then he has disbelieved in that which is revealed to Muhammad."3
In the version of Ibn Majah and Darimi these words are also found; 11 And,
substantiated him as right, then he (too) has disbelieved."4
COMMENTARY: If anyone considers it lawful to have a sexual intercourse with a menstruating
woman, or to commit an unnatural act with a woman, or to visit a kahin who tells him about
the unknown and he believes that, then, in,all these cases, he is a disbeliever (in Islam).
If, on the other hand, he accepts his doings with the women to be sinful, then he is not a
disbeliever but an indecent sinner. So, too, if he goes to a kahin (soothsayer) but does not
confirm his predictions or disclosures, then he is a sinner. He will be said to show
ingratitude to the blessings he enjoys.
A kahin is one who predicts the future. The astrologer is who sees into the future through the
1

Muslim# 11-298, Abu Dawud # 261, Tirmidhi # 134, Nasa'i # 771, Musnad Ahmad 6-45.
This hadith is not found in both B :khari and Muslim. But in Ibn Majah # 653, Musnad Ahmad
1/330. (The like: Bukhari # 379), Muslim# 273,513,80,213-510, Abu Dawud # 369).
3 Tirmidhi # 135. (Abu Dauwd # 3904, Musnad Ahmad 2-408).
4 Ibn Majah # 209, Darimi # 1136.
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movement of stars and foretells it. The same command applies to both, kahin and astrologer.
This hadith speaks of the wrong of committing an unnatural act with a woman. To commit
homosexuality is worse than that.
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552. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~.JJI<.PJ narrated that he asked, ''0 Messenger

of Allah, what is lawful to me in my wife when she experiences menstruation?"
He said, '~at is above the waist wrapper (or, lower garment), but abstinence
·from that too is better."1
Muhyi us Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) said that its sanad is not strong.
COMMENTARY: It is allowed to touch or embrace a menstruating women above her lower
garment though it is superior to refrain from it. It is recommend because a man might be
carried away and perpetrate the unlawful.
As for the Prophet ..oJ-,~od!IJ-.o, he had control over his emotions. The same thing cannot be
expected from other.
This hadith lends support to the contention of the hanafis.
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553. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~".ill t.PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ odll J-.o

said, "If a man has sexual intercourse with his wife who is menstruating, then he
must give a sadaqah of half dinar."2
COMMENTARY: Khattabi odll.u-J said that most of the ulama (Scholars) contented that the
expiation of having sexual intercourse with a menstruating wife is to seek forgiveness of
Allah. This is what Imam Abu Hanifah odll.u-J and Imam Shafi'i '1.111-u-J hold, but the latter
adds that if a man does it while blood was being discharged than it is mustaluzb (desirable)
for him to give charity of one dinar, and if he does it after bleeding stops then it is mustahab
(desirable) to give half a dinar in charity.
Ibn Hamman Hanafi '1.111-u-J said that if any man does not it believing it to be lawful, them he
becomes a disbeliever and if he does it knowing it to be unlawful then he commits a major
sin and he should be ashamed and make a repentance and seek Allah's forgiveness, and
give one dinar or half of it as a mustahab (desirable) charity.
The scholars say that this hadith is mursal or mawquf at Ibn Abbas ~'l.ill~J. It is not traced
up to the Prophet ..o.I-,~41J-.o a marfu.

1

Razin, Abu Dawud # 213.
Tirmidhi # 136, Abu Dawud # 266, Nasa'i # 289, Darimi # 1113, Ibn Majah # 640 (with the words; 'a
dinar or half of it), Musnad Ahamd 1-272
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554. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.dsi<.,P.J narrated that from the Prophet .o.l-,~41J.", 111£ the
blood is red then he must give one dinar. If it is yellow then he must give half a dinar."t
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) rely on this hadith when they say that if sexual
intercourse is had when menstruation commences, the atonement is one dinar but when it is at
its ebd half a dinar, because blood is red iri the beginning and yellow when it is about to end.
SECTION III
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555. Sayyiduna zayd ibn Aslam ~ .dsl ~.J narrated that a man asked Allah's
Messenger ..ol-,~~IJ.oo 1 What is lawful to me in nty wife when she is mensbuating?"
He said, 11 Get her to wrap her waist wrapper tightly around her lower part. Then it
is as you wish above it."2
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556. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~J narrated that when she menstruated, she came down
from the bed to the reed mat. Then neither Allah's Messenger ..ol-, ~ 41 <.}oo
approached her nor she came near him till she was purified.3
COMMENTARY: On the face of it, this hadith seems to contradict those ahadith that say that
the Prophet ..ol-,~~IJ.oo used to live with his wives when they menstruated and embraced
them too.
Perhaps, those ahadith abrogate this hadith. Or, in this hadith the word 'approach' and 'come
near' may mean 'have sexual intercourse' as in the words of the Quran:

-~
-: 0£1.!.,-~v*" .f.J.Y...r,, ..JJ'}-.J

(and go not near them (for intercourse) till they have cleansed themselves} (2:222)
The words (Y.;Ai) and (~.u) in this hadith are (Y;i!) and (~.u) in many copies of Mishkat. But
Jamaluddin <dllou- J has said that these words are correct with.(~)

1

Tirmidhi # 137, Darami # 1111.
Muwatta Maalik 2-26-95, Darami # 1032.
3 Abu Dawud # 271.
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CHAPTER - XIII
AL-MUSTAHADAH
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THE WOMAN WITH EXCESSIVE BLEEDING
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557. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.i»1~J narrated that (sayyidah) Fatima bint Abu Hubaysh

~4\~J came to the Prophet ...cJ,...,~41J-D and submitted, 0 Mess~nger of Allah, I
11

am a woman w:ho has a continuous fl~w of blood and I am never purified. Shall I
stop offering the salah?" He said, 11No! That is but a vein (that bleeds). It is not
menstruation. When you have your mens~s, stop pffering the salah and when they
are over, wash off the blood from your body and offer the salah."1
COMMENTARY: About such a woman, Imam Abu Hanifah 41cU-.) said that if she is one who
had been having a regular menstrual cycle. Say five days every month, and after words
becomes from mu'tadah to mustahadah, then she should deem her menstruation to be on
those same number of days on their regular dates and stop offering the salah, etc. When those
days are over she should wash off the blood and have a bath and begin to offer the salah etc.
If she is a mubtadiyah, meaning the women who has never experience a regular menstrual
cycle but always had istihadah which is a continuous flow of blood, then she must
determine the maximum cycle of menstruation, ten days, as her days of menstruation. She
should stop offering the salah, etc. during those days, then she must have a bath to cleanse
herself and begin to offer the salah etc.
According to the other imams, she will have to distinguish the bleeding. If blood is of a
black colour then that should be distinguished as menstrual bleeding, otherwise it would
be istihadah or a continuous bleeding. The next hadith defines it so. However, Imam Abu
Hanifah 41 cU-.) says of that hadith as narrated by Urwah 41 cU-.) that it is transmitted in a
mursal form as well as a mudtarib manner (which is confused). Moreover, he says that it is
strange that only Urwah' s .& cU-.) hadith speaks of distinguishing the colour of blood, so to
base a contention on this hadith is to make the contention weak. Against this the foregoing
hadith which calls for computing and is cited by him is sahih. So, it is better to go by this
hadith. As for Sayyidah Fatimah hint Abu Hubaysh ~4111~.) who had brought her problem
to the Prophet ..o-L-,~4il!~, she was perhaps mu'tadah.
Imam Shafi'i .dllcY-.) said that a mustahadah must wash her vagina for every fard (obligatory)
salah. And, Imam Abu Hanifah 4il!cU-.) said that she should wash it at the hour of salah, not
again, and wrap herself and make ablution quickly. Thereafter, she will be regarded as
Bukhari # 228, Muslim # 62-333, Abu Dawud # 282, Tinnidhi # 125, Nasa'i # 359, Ibn Majah # 621,
Darimi # 774, Musnad Ahmad 6-194.
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excused for the bleeding that continues. She may recite and offer salah she chooses till the
·
time (of that salah) expires.
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558. Sayyiduna Urwah 1 ibn zubayr 41 ~J narrated that on the authority of
Sayyidah Fatimah birtt Abu Hubaysh ~ 41 cftJJ that she suffered from continuous
bleeding. The Prophet ..cJ,..., ~ 41 ~ said to her, "When it is the blood of
menstruation, it is black blood, clearly distinguished. Hence, that is there, give up
the salah. But When it is another (colour), make ablution and offer the salah
because that is only a vein (bleeding)."2
COMMENTARY: In the previous commentary, we have spoken of this hadith.
The colour of blood stated here is in terms of a general experience, but it is not always this
case. Sometimes the blood of menstruation is red etc.
The hanafis say that even if this hadith is accepted as sahih, it will imply distingt;rishing
relative to normal experience. And if even after the days of menstruation, the colour
continues to be the same then that will be considered to be istihadah.
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559. Sayyidah Umm salamah ~4\cftJ; narrated that in the time of the Prophet od!IJ.c
til

,

,

,

,

..cJ,..,, ~, a woman had excessive bleeding. So, (Sayyidah) Umm Salamah ~ 41 r..P;

asked the Prophet ..cJ,...,~41J.c on her behalf and he said, "She should see how many
nights and days she used to menstruate each month before this thing began to
afflict her. And, she should stop offering the salah during this number of days each
month. When that is over, she should have a bath, put a cloth tightly on her private
parts and offer the salah."3
COMMENTARY: The cloth is bound to stop bleeding, but if it continues then it makes no
difference on the salah. It will be correct. No redeeming will be necessary. This command
applies to incontinence of urine too.

He was a great tabi'i. He was born in 22 AH.
2 Abu Dawud # 286, Nasa'i # 362.
3 Muwatta Imam Maalik # 2129-107, Shafi in his musnad p 311, Musnad ahmad 6-293, Ibn Majah #
623, Daraqutr.i #57, Abu Dawud # 274, Darimi # 780, Nasa'i # 208 (of some purport).
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560. Sayyiduna Ali ibn Thabit .c.LI .4,2-; reported from his father who from . his
grandfather whose name was Dinar ~41~.J that the Prophet ..cJ-,~.c.Ll~ said about
a woman who bleeds continuously that she should stop offering the salah during
her accustomed number of days of menses. Then she should have purifying bath
and make ablution for every salah and may fast and offer the salah.l
COMMENTARY: The hadith is weak. Another hadith has the words!

(She should make ablution at the time of every salah).
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561. Sayyidah Hamnah bint Jahsh ~41~.J narrated that she used to have too much
and strong continuous bleeding. She went to the Prophet ..cJ-,~.c.Ll~ to ask him
about it. She met him at the house of her sister Zaynab bint jahsh ~ 41 ~.J and.
complained to him that she suffered from a severe and abundant flow of blood

1

Abu Dawud # 297, Tirmidhi # 126, Ibn Majah # 625, Darimi # 793.
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ceaselessly. She asked, 1'What should I do about it. I cannot offer the salah and
cannot fa~t." He instructed her to use cotton which stops blood but she said that it
was too much for that. Then he instructed her to fasten a tight rug, but again she
pleaded that it was too much for that. So, he asked h~r to use a cloth, but she
pleaded that her bleeding ·was for too much for that and kept flowing. On that, he
said, 1 I command you two things and it is enough for you abide by one of them. But,
only you can say if you are able t~ follow both of them. It is the devil's kick. First,
determine six or seven days for your menses but Allah alone knows how many
days. Then have a bath. Observe that you are clean and purified and begin to offer
the salah. for twenty three or twenty four nights and days, and fast. That should be
enough for you. So keep doing like this every month as the menstruating women
do and as they who cleanse themselves do at the time of their menstruation and
. their purification. And, if you are able to do so, postpone the salah of zuhr and
bring forward the asr, have a purifying bath and offer the two salahs together. And,
postpone the salah of maghrib and bring forward the salah of isba, have a bath and
offer these two salahs together. And have a bath with the (vise of) fajr (and offer the
salah). And, if you can, fast."
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-..~~~ said, "This (second) is the one that pleases me more."l
COMMENTARY: The.. Prophet ..oJ-.,~4111~ said about the istihadah, though it is an illness,
It is the devil' s kick."' This is because the devil seizes the opportunity to create confusion
anc:l doubt through this illness. Doubts are raised about purity and salah etc. To cope with
that, he suggested two ways out. One of those was to fix ·six or seven days as the days of
menstruation doing which she was to follow the commands relative to menstruation. This
means that she was a mu'tadah but had forgotten her days. She was to go by the stronger
assumption of six or seven days while APtili knew best. This could also mean that the
narrator was unsure whether the Prophet ..o:W-'~4111~ had said, Six days" or seven days."
She was also to determine at what time of the month she had the menses in the beginning
middle or end. This is as with every woman.
At the end of these days, she was to have a bath and then for every salah too she had to bathe.
The second option was to combine two salahs and have bath at the fag and of the hour of
the salah as the hour of the next was to begin. She was to offer the two salah together. This
could wean one of the two things. The first is to put off zuhr and maghrib to beyond their
hours into the. times of asr and isha respectively. Then zuhr and asr should be offered in the
time of asr and maghril" and isha in the tijrie of isha, as Imam Shafi' i 4111 tU-J held. His view is
'
:
that a traveller may do so.
The other possibility that the zuhr should be offered when its hour is about to end and the
asr just when its time commences. And so maghrib at the last mements of its hour and isha
right at the beginning of its hour. This is how the Hanifis combine two salahs. It is called
jam suri. The next haditll elaborates on it. In this second option, bath was to be had every
day for zuhr and asr, for maghrib and isha and for fajr.
As for the comments against the first option that bath was to be had for every saiuli, this is
not stated in the haditlz, but it is indicated in the Prophet's ..cJ-... ~~1'-"" words 'only you can
say if you are able to do it? It is a fear that she might not be able to have a bath for every·
11

11

II

1

Musnad Ahmad 1-439, Abu Dawud # 287, Tirmidhi # 128, Ibn Majah (same meaning in
622,627.

two hadith #
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salah. This was the contention of the amir ul muminin, Sayyiduna Ali ~.dl~;, Abdullah ibn
Mas'ud cd!l.u-; and Ibn Zubayr ~.dii<.F; and others. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.dii<.F; held that
two salah should be offered together after having a bath, and this contention is nearer to
this hadith. It is comparatively easier then the other. This is the one the Prophet _.o..L....,~.dll~
liked, too. He always preferred for the ummah the easier course.
The Hanafis believe that this command is abrogated. Or, the Prophet's _.o..L...., ~ .dll ~
instructions to have a bath, in each of these two options, . may have been as deterrent to
·
the severity and excess of blood.
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562. Sayyidah Asma hint Umays ~41~; narrated that she said, "0 Messenger of
Allah, indeed, Fatimah hint Abu Hubaysh ~41~; is having a unceasing flow of
blood since such and such a time. So she does not offer the salah." So, Allah's
Messenger ..ol,..._,~.dll~ said, 11Subhan Allah (Allah is without blemish. This is from.
the devil. Let her sit in a tub (of water). When she observes yellowness on the
surface of·the water, she should have a bath once for the salah of zuhr and 1 asr and
(again) have a bath once for the salah of maghrib and isha, and (again) have a bath
· once for the salah of fajr. She must make ablution between them."t

(y5i~~~~-...!.Jl~jAl~ll.,c~l!S~~~Iifl,~(.Sj5J~j(o\r')
563. Sayyiduna Mujahid .dll.u-; reported from Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~; that
when h~ving (these) bath proved strenuous for her, the Prophet _.o..L...., ~ .dll ~
instructed her to offer two salahs together (after having one bath).2
COMMENTARY: When the time of zuhr is very proper, the s1:1n becomes more yellowish.·
Mter zawal (the de~lination), a noticeable change occurs. The Prophet _.o..L...._, ~ .~1 cJ-.D
instructed her to observes the tub because that yellowness is easily perceived on the water.
The yellowness grows gradually to become perfect by the time of m~bhrib when it is
makruh (unbecoming) to offer the salah. However, he spoke of the yellowness that is apart
from the yellowness after asr which is a time disliked for salah.

Abu Dawud # 296.
2 Abu Dawud additional to # 296.
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BOOK-IV

BOOK OF SALAH
CHAPTER-I
The dictionary meani11g of as-salah is prayer or supplication. In the terminology of Shari'ah,
as-Salah is a combination of a few sayings and deeds that begin with the takbir (Allahu
Akbar, the declaration that Allah is the Greatest) and culminate in the salutation or salaam
(As-salaamu alaykum wa rahmatullah, peace be on you and the mercy of Allah).
Different views are expressed about the root word from which salah is derived. Nawawi Y-.)
~~ writes in the exposition to sahih Muslim that the root of the word salah is (~.,L.P)
(salawayn) the bones on which the two buttocks rest. These are the human parts in motion
very often dwing the salah when bowing, prostrating, etc. So, is after them that the prayer
got its 'name, as-salah (the salah).
Some others trace its roots to (~) to straighten a bent piece of wood in fire. Thus, when a
person offers the salah, the crookedness in him because of the inciting soul is corrected by
the heat of the Greatness of Allah through nearness to Him which is in the worship. Thus,
the worshipper roasts the inciting soul with the heat of Allah's Greatness. Hence, he who is
roasted by the heat of the salah and his crookedness is corrected need not be roasted in the
hereafter by the Fire of hell-Hope is placed in Allah that He will not consign to hell his
slave who offered the salah and abstained from sin.
Give this terminology, we must know that salah is the mighty pillar of Islam whose
significance the amir ul muminin, Sayyiduna Ali's ~41~.J conduct describes:
When the time of salah approach his face changed colour. The people asked "what is wrong?"
He said, 'The time is up for the trustl That Allah offered to the heavens, mountains and earth
but t hey were afraid to undertake it. ald so declined" (Ahya ul uloom)
·
The glorious Quran emphasizes the'importance of salah and its merits in innumerable of its
verses. The command to offer the salah and be consistent at it is so strong that the
importance of this worship can be gauged from it. Next to eeman, Shari'ah stresses most on
the importance of salah.
Here are some of the verses of the Quran on the subject:

fl

-~ _;j ~l:$:~j.!ll ~ ~gg_,tl)I....!..J!
(Surely the salah ia prescqbed for the believers at appointed times} (4:103)

-~JJI§_,tl)lj§~l~l~~l&
(Guard the prayers and the middle prayer} (2:238)
-~l!i
~JI .\..1•7
..-~.11~1-:
--~ I....!..JI,
,
'
.. ,

(surely, good deeds erase bad deeds.} (11:114)

-jri,l.Jt;S'J}j.J'S::!.:JIJ ~~!~I if~S_,tl)l...i..J!
(Surely, salah forbids indecency and evil. And the remembrance of Allah is the
greatest! (29~45)
·1

Refers to verse 22 of surah al Ahzab.
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!".Salah is such an adoring and cherished worship that Allah has not deprived the Shari'ah
(divine law) of any Prophet of it. Salah was an obligatory duty for the ummah of every Prophet
from Sayyiduna Aadam .,.o"j_JI~ to the lest Prophet ..oJ-,~.dll""" though it differed in nature
from ummah to ummah. In the beginning, two times salah was prescribed for the ummah of
Prophet ..oJ-,~.dll""", before sunrise and before sunset. One and a half year before the hijrah,
the Prophet .o.L-,~~~""" was honoured with the mi' raj ascension to the heavens. During this
journey, he was presented the gift of five salahs. These five salah at different times, Jajr, zuhr,
asr, maghrib and isha, were presented only to this ummalt as a distinction. The previous
ummah, had only the salah of Jajr as an obligation. Some had the zuhr and some the asr ..
Islam depends on this worship alone. It is greatest element of Islam.
.
The five times salah is Jard (obligatory) 'ayn (meaning, an obligation) on every Muslim who
is sane and adult, rich or poor of sound health or ill, resident or traveller. Each of them has
to present himself before Allah paying respect to the etiquettes and conditions of the salah
as taught by Allah and His Messenger .o.L-, ~ .,J,I J"" and to express Allah's greatness and
majesty and and his own helplessness and humility; Even on the battlefield when fighting
is at its peak or when a woman experiences the travails of childbirth, salah is not to e
neglected, not even delayed. So much so that if a child is being delivered and part of it is
still in the womb and whether blood is discharged or not, a woman is not excused from
offering the salall and it is not allowed to put it of£.1
If anyone rejects the obligation of the salah then he is a disbeliever. He who neglects it
perpetrates a grave sin and is a sinner and wicked. In fact, some of the glorious sahabah t.faJ
~.till, for example Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~.) Faruq and others, branded one who neglected
the salah as an infidel. This is what Imam Ahmad .till~.) also said. Imam Shafi'i ~~~.)and
Imam Maalik ~~ ~.) said that he who neglects the salah should be beheaded. Imam Abu
Hanifah 41~J prescribes severe punishment for one who neglects the salah.
The compiler of Mishkat has created here the Book of as-Salah which comprises all the
ahadith pertaining to salah. They highlight the significance,.greatness and merits of as-salah.
They also reflect the relative commands.
SECTION I

~,:~1 J! ~~J ~~ s_,uJI ~J ~ dJ,

jj~ijJJii

j..D ;iJ, j~j Jli Jli s~.;..k t.f\0£ <o·u>

0J-ooi.J.J)-J.!l:;.5:JI,: :!e?-11l!6J:-!1 l;}~I~SJ-....u~5J!·...U~5j
564. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~odJI<fl'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~~~~
said, "The five salah and Friday to Friday and Ramadan to Ran1adan are to expiation
for that which is between them, provided major sins are 11!'~ perpetrated."2
COMMENTARY: The minor sins committed between tlaese salahs and:one Ramadan and
the next are forgiven if these are· observed sincerely. Major sms are not forgiven but if Allah
will, these too will be forgiven.
Mulla Ali Qari 41~J said that all these three things the attribute of erasing sins. When they
are erased and are no more there, uncountable pieties are recorded against each of, these
1

·2

Ilm ul Fiqlt.
Muslim # 16-233, Tirmidhi # 214, (without Ramadan), Masnad Ahmad 2-359.
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deeds. They in turn, get ranks to be elevated.
Shaykh Abdul Haq 4111~.) said that if one of these is imperfect and not sufficient to remove
sins, the next of them does it. When sins are wiped off completely, the excess expiation
raise light and this begins to brighten more and more.

,.o~ 3 ~~ ~~~~ "rl;t lfl--!.JT) ~bT ~J ~ ili1 ~ ;lJ1 JJ!0 Jti Jli !t!~J (o1o >
(~~) -~ll:i.l

565. Sayyiduna Abu Hirrayrah ~ 41 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 4111 ~
~,asked, "What do you say, if there was a river at the gate of anyone of you and
he bathed in it five times every day, will anything of his dirt remain?" They said,
"No, nothing of that will remain on him." He said, "That is like the five salahs with
which Allah erases sins."t

566. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~ 41 ~J narrated that a man kissed a (stronger)
woman. Then he came and informed the Prophet ~,~4111~ about it. So, All~ the
exalted revealed.
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{Establish the salah at the two ends of the day and the approaches of the night.
Surely good deeds will drive away the evil deeds.} (11:114)
The man asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, is that for me?" He said, "It is for each of
all my ummah."
According to another version, he said, "For those of my u1. mah who abide by it."2
COMMENTARY: The man who had kissed a woman unknown to him was Abu al Yasar
~'li!l~J (.r-J'~'). Tirmidhi has transmitted his hadith (# 3126). He narrated, A woman came
to buy dates from me. I told her that I had superior quality dates at home and persuaded
her to accompany me there. Inside, I bowed towards her and kissed her ... "3
She asked him to fear Allah and he trembled and was full of remorse and come to the
Prophet ~,~<loLl~. The rest is as in the hadith.
The verse says (J~'~}') (two ends of the days). These are the beginning of the day and its
end, the salah of fajr to begin and the salah of zuhr and asr to end. As for (~'IJ'~ J), 'it is the
approach of the night (or some moments of the night) meaning the salah of maghrib and
11

1 Bukhari # 529, Muslim# 283-667, Tirmidhi # 2877, Nasa'i # 462, DArimi # 1183, Musnad Ahmad 2379.
2 Bukhari # j26, Muslim # 39-2763, Tirmidhi # 3123, Musnad Ahmad 1-385, 386.
3 The next sentence is not found in Tirmidhi.
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isha. In this way, the verse calls upon us to establish the salah of fajr, zuhr, asr, maghrib and
isha. Surely, good deeds drive away evil.

..Ali S_,ljll ~j ~ ili I~ &}J1 Jjl!li ~j ~ili1 ~ ;iJ1 ~_;..!5 f<.A ~iS_,ljll yj-~j

w J'li l!~ .:: ..JP1 ~ ..ti ~~ J'li JJI ~l:s-~~
~ti
.
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(~~)-~.L1~ji~Jl~~..tiilli..J_,~9

567. Sayyiduna Anas ~4..ill~.J narrated that a man came and said, 110 Messenger of
Allah, I have done what deserves the prescribed punishment. So award it to me.
But, he did not ask him about it. When it was time for the salall, the man offered
the salall wiih him. When the Prophet ..o.J-,~.JIIJ--o had offered the salah, the man
arose and repeated, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, I have done what deserves the
prescribed punishment. So award me the decree of Allah." He asked,:''Did you not
offer the salah with us?" He said, ''Yes." He said, 11Surely, Allah has forgiven you
your sin." or 11Your prescribed punishment."1
COMMENTARY: It should not be presumed that the man's major sin was forgiven because
of the salalz. Rather, he had committed a minor sin, but being a sahabi he took it seriously
and was filled with fear of Allah. The Prophet ..o.J-,~.JII~ learnt through wahy the nature
of sin the man had committed. So, he gave him the glad tidings.

s_,ljll Jli ;L\1 J! l: ;.\ ~W-'11
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~I ifj
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(~~)-~:ii_;J
568. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~4..ili<.P.J narrated that he asked the Prophet ..o.l-,~.ti!IJ--o
11
Which of the deeds is dearest to Allah?" He said, 11 Salah at its time." He asked,
11
What next?" He said, 11 kindness to parents." He again asked, 11 And next?" He said,
11
Jihad in Allah's path." He said, 11This is what he told me. Had I asked for more, he
would have enlightened me beyond that."2
COMMENTARY: There are different ahaditlz about the deed dearest to Allah. This hadith
names three aeeds. Other alzadith name the b~st deeds of Islam as feeding (the poor),
preaching the religion, worshipping Allah in the night when others are asleep.
The Prophet ..oJ-,~4.111~ is quoted in another hadith to say that the best of all deeds is that
the people should be secure from the tongue and hand of a person (Muslim).
Some ahadith disclose that the best of deeds is remembrance of Allah.
And, other ahadith speak of other deeds as the best.
Actually, the Prophet _.o.:...., ~ .till ~ informed the person asking according to his
1
2

Bukhari # 6823, Muslim# 45-2765.
Bukhari # 527, Muslim# 139-85, Tirmidhi # 173 and 1905, Nasa'i # 610, Musnad Ahmad 1-409 and

':i:lU.
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temperament or need, and his situation. It is as we rate something as the best depending on
the moment, as we say of silence when conditions warrant it.
For example, in early Islam, jihad was the proper deed for Muslim, Hence, he said at that
moment that jihad is the best. In the same way, when he observed any one hungry or
unclothed, he exhorted the people to give sadaqah. Salah being the means of nearness to
Allah, he named it as th~ dearest deed. So, each of these deeds is superior to the other in its
own perspective.
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569. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ 41 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.J...., ~-ill~ said,
"Between a man and disbelief is neglect of the salah."l
COMMENTARY: The hadith implies that between a believing man and disbelief is salalz like
an obstacle preventing him from going up to disbelief. When he neglects the salah, it is as
though the obstacle is removed and he will towards disbelief.
This hadith warns those who neglect the salah and it indicates that one who abandons the salah
might become a disbeliever because he is responsible for the removal of the obstacle. He is at
the borders of disbelief and when he is there, the neglect of the salalz may lead him to sin,
indecency and rebellion against Allah to such an extent that he turns into a disbeliever.
We have stated earlier that the ulama (Scholars) express different opinion about one who
neglects the salalt. Those who look at the apparent say that he who neglects the salah has
become a disbeliever. Imam Maalik .Jll.y. J and Imam Shafi'i odll.u-.) say that though he is not a
disbeliever, he is a rebel and deserves to be beheaded. Imam Abu Hanifah cdJI.u-.) said, that if
anyone gives up the salah then it is wajib (expedient) that he should be beaten anq
imprisoned till such time as he reforms and offers the salah.
SECTION II
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570. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit ~d..LI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~cdJI"""'
..o.J-, said, 11 Allah the Exalted has prescribed five salahs. Whoever makes ablution for
them well and offers them at their right time, perfecting their bowing and humility,
has a pact with Allah that He shall forgive him. But, he who does not do it, there is no
pact for him. If he wishes, He will forgive him but if he wishes He will punish him."2
COMMENTARY: On who does not offer the salalt does not become a disbeliever but commit a
grave sin. It is 110t necessary that Allah will punish him, but if he wishes He may pardon him.
1

Musliim # 134-82, Its words are: 'Between a man and polytheism and disbelief is neglect of salah'
Abu Dawud # 4678, Tirmidih # 2618, Musnad Ahmad 3-370, Ibn Majah # 1078.
2 Musnad Ahmad 5-317, Abu Dawud # 425, Muwatta Imam Maalik # 7.3-14, Nasa'i # 461, Ibn Mr.jah
# 1401, Darimi # 1577.
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The perpetrator of a grave sin will not abide in hell for ever. When his term is over he will
be eligible to enter paradise on Allah's command. This is the belief of the ahl us sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet) wa al-Jama' ah.
·
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571. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.JJI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.l....,~41J."
said 11 Establish your five (salalt), fast during your month (of Ramadan), pay the
zakah on our properties, and obey your leader (who abides by the Shari'ah (divine
law)). You will en~er the paradise of your Lord."1
COMMENTARY: The leader might be a king an amir or a ruler. Muslims must obey them
on condition that their command does not contravene the Shari'ah (divine law). If they give a
command agaLnst the Islamic Code of law then not only should they not be obeyed but also
they must be compelled to abide by Islamic laws. The leaders ~ould also mean the ulama
(Scholars) who lead the rAuslims according to the Shari'ah (divine law), the Qur'an and
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet).
The leader is also one who is appointed to guide the Muslims in their affairs.

572. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb

narrated that from his father who from his
grandfather ~ 41 r.P'.J that Allah's Messenger ,.o.l...., ~ 6\LI J." said, ''Command your
children when they are seven years old that they should offer the salah and when
they are ten beat them (for that) and separate their beds (boys away from the girls)."2
And also Baghawi transmitted thus, but in al-Masabih:
<\L\43"J

573. (from:) Sabrah ibn Mu'bad ~411~.J in the same manner.l
COMMENTARY: When children are made to offer the salah, they should be taught, at the

same time, the manner and rules of offering the sr.lah so that they learn gradually the
correct method of offering it.
Brothers and sister, or unrelated boys and girls must be made to sleep in separate beds
when they attain this age.

~;3 ~i s~T _;-'-:!JJ lr'~ ~.}JI-4.51 ~j ~ilil ~~I Jj-!5 Jli Jli S~j$ 6S-j
(~lA

(X'-' <)Ll.ll_, l,.)olA..P'-' .J..o:-.1

Q ,_,.))

(oVt)

-~ ..U.i

Musnad Ahmad 5-251, Tirmidhi # 616.
Abu Dawud # 495, Tirmidhi # 408, up to ; 'beat them'
3 Masabih us sunnnh # 400. And like it Abu Dawud # 494, Musnad Ahmad 3-402, without mentioning
the ~""par~tion.
1
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574. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~...LI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ...J-,~~~~ said,

The pact between u1 and them is the salah. He who neglects it has disbelieved."1
COMMENTARY: The pact between us and the hypocrites for peace and an assurance that
we shall not kill them or implement the commands of Islam on them is -because they have
consented to offer the salah with the congregation and to obey the other commands of
Islam. In this way, they resemble the Muslim. Hence, he who give up salah, which is the
most superior of all kinds of worship equals the disbeliever. Hence the Muslims must not.
abandon the salah and demonstrate their disbelief.
The meaning of the two concluding words (.tiS" ..1Ai) is that he (who has ceased to offer the
salah) has demonstrated disbelief.
11
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575. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ 4.LI ~.J narrated that a man came to the

Prophet ...J-,~41~ and said, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, I struggled with a woman at
the outskirts of Madinah and I got from her everything except having sexual
intercourse. So, here am I and do decide about me as you wish." Umar ~4.LI~.J said
to him, "Indeed, Allah has covered you up. Perhaps, you would have concealed
(your fault) yourself." The Prophet...J-,~41~ said nothing, and the man got up and
departed. The Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ sent a man behind to fetch him. Then, he recited
to the man this verse:
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{And established the salah at the two ends of the day and approaches of the night.
Surely good deeds will drive away the evil deeds. That is an admonition for the
~indful} (11:114)
One of the men among the group asked, 11 0 Prophet of Allah, is this specially for
him?" He said, 11 Rather, for the people, all of them." 2
COMMENTARY: This verse is explained in the commentary to the haditlt # 566.
Ibn Hajar .dll tU-.J said that the previous hadith # 566 was about Abu al Yasar while this is
about another man. So, perhaps, this verse was revealed a second time, or the Prophet .dll~
1

2

Musnad Ahmad 5-346, Tirmidhi # 2630, Nasa'i # 424, Ibn Majah # 1079.
Muslim # 92-2763, Abu Dawud # 4468. '
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recited again to this second man.
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576. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ .d!l tJt'J narrated that the Prophet ..olw, ~ ~~ J..o was
outside in winter. The leaves were falling. He took two branches of a tree and their
leaves dropped one after another. He said, 11 0 Abu Dharr!" He answer, ''Here am I,
0 Messenger of Allah." He said, 11lndeed, as the Muslim worshipper offers the
salah intending to seek Allah's pleasure, his sins fall from him just as these leaves
fall from this tree."t
COMMENTARY: Intention to 'seek Allah's pleasure' allows for no kind of ostentation, or for
any other objective. Rather, salah should be offered merely to please Allah and obey Him.
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577. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Khalid al-Juhani ~.dllr.§"J narrated that Allah's Messenger J..o
,.o.l..., ~ <d.ll said 'if anyone offers two raka'at salah (attentively) without committing an
error in them, Allah will forgive him the sins he committed before that." 2
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578. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al Aas ~ .d!l tJt'J narrated that one day the
Prophet ..c:J,..,,~~IJ..o mentioned the salah and said, 11 For one who preserves it, it will
be light, evidence and deliverance on the day of resurrection. But, for one who does
not preserve it, it shall not be light, evidence or deliverance. And, on the day of
resurrection, he will be with Quran, Fir'awn Haman and Ubayy ibn Khala£."3
COMMENTARY: Preserving the salah is to offer the salall regularly when due without fail.
It should be offered properly, respecting its fard (obligatory), wajib (expedient), sunnalz
(Practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#li11~) and mustahab (desirable). Such a one who observes it
will be entitled to reward. But one who does not observe salah in this manner and is
careless will be liable to the punishment mentioned (in the hadith).
Musnad Ahmad 5-177.
Musnad Ahmad 5-194.
3 Musnad Ahmad 2-169, Darimi # 2721, Bayhaqi in Shu'ab ul Eeman # 2823.
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Consider! How much emphasis is placed on preserving the salah! If anyone neglects it then
he invites his own destruction. To neglect it is to make oneself eligible to be punished with
the accursed men named in the hadilh.
Quran (korah) and Fir' awn (the pharaoh) are the accursed who are very notorious. Haman
was the letter's minister and ubayy ibn Khalaf was the arch enemy of the Prophet ~41~
..oJ-.,. In the Battle of Uhud, he was struck by the Prophet :.o.L., ~ .dll ~ and died of that
wound. He is, therefore, called the most wretched of the miserable men of the ummah. 1
In conclusion, readers may know that this hadith tells us implicitly about one who preserves the
salah in the manner stated in these lines. He will be with the Prophet's ..A'j,.JI~, the truthful, the
martyrs and the righteous on the day of resurrection. May Allah enable to us offer the salah
regularly and with sincere interest and thus qualify us for these favour (Aameen).

~ ~~J~"i ~j ~dJ1 ~,iJ1 J ~5 yl>...bl ~~ jli J~§~ (.,.? ,iJ1# (;.j (oV~)
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579. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Shaqiq .dll tU-_, is reported to have said, 11The
companions of Allah's Messenger ...J-,_,~41~ did not regard neglect of any of the
good deeds as disbelief as they regarded (neglect of) salah."2
COMMENTARY: This is evidence that the sahabah ~41~_, regarded neglect of salah not
only as a grave sin but also approaching disbelief.

(4lo6-!1 oi.J.J)
580. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda ~4\~J narrated 11 MY friend (the Prophet ~41~
...J-.,) enjoined me: do not associate any thing with Allah even if you are cut to pieces
and burnt; do not neglect a prescribed salah willfully, for, if anyone neglects it
willfully then there is no responsibility for (protecting) him; and do not consume
wine, for it is the key to every evil."3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oJ...,_, ~ 41 ~ taught Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~ 41 ~_, the
superior course that one should not ascribe partners to Allah even if one is sliced to pieces.
This is the path of the most dedicated otherwise one is allowed to utter a word of disbelief
if there is threat to life while the heart is full with belief in Allah.
There being no responsibility means that the pact and covenant of Islam is withdrawn from
one who deliberately gives up the salalz and so rebels against a basic command of Islam. He
goes out of the fold of the Islamic fraternity. This saying of the Prophet ..oJ-.,~41~ was out
of extreme warning to one who does not offer the salah.
Or, these words means that this kind of a person losses the protection of Islam. The Islamic
1

see the stories of the Prophet (Ibn Kathir) pp 187, 199, 233, 236 for a life sketch of these wretched
man. (publisher Dar ul Ish' at Kara~hi).
2 Tirmidhi # 2631.
3 Ibn Majah # 4034.
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state will not be responsible for a person who gives up salah wilully.
Wine is the key to every evil. Wine numbs the senses. The alcoholic commits all kinds of sin
without compunction. This is why wine is called umm ul Khabaith (the mother of all evils).

CHAPTER-II
THE APPOINTED TIMES (OF SALAH)
SECTION I
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581. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ 41 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger <e.LI ~
..cJ...,,~ said, ''The time of the salah of zuhr is when the sun begins to decline from
the meridian and a person's shadow matches his height (and lasts) till asr begins.
And, the time of asr is till the sun does not turn yellow. And, the time of salah of
maghrib is till the ruddy light is visible. And the time of the salah of isha is till
midnight exactly. And, the time of the salah of the morning is from the rise of down
till the sun has not risen, so when the sun rises, desist from (offering) the salah, for,
it rises between the two horns of the devil."1
COMMENTARY: Let us first explain the terminology (generally used for times of the salah).
ZAWAL (J'JJ): declining, the declination of the sun from the meridian.
The true shadow: The shadow that remains at the time of zawal. It differs from city·to city
varying in length and in some places like Makkah and Madinah, there is no shadow at all.
The easiest method to know the zawal and the true shadow is to plant a straight stick on a
level piece of land. The extreme tip of its shadow should be marked. Then it should be
observed whether the shadow increases or decreases in length. If it increases, then zawal is
still due, but if it decreases, then zawal is over. If it remains static, moving neither very,
then it is exactly noon and it is called istawa (equal).
ONE MITHL: Apart from the true shadow, when the shadow of everything is equal to it,
it is called one mithl (or, exactly like it).
TWO MITHL: Apart from the true shadow, when the shadow of everything is twice its
length, it is called two mithl (or, twice like it).
Let us now study the hadith.
The Prophet ...cJ,...,~...LI~ mentioned the salah of zuhr before the other salah when speaking
of the hours of salah. This is because jabril..o)l.JI~ had begun with this while teaching the
times of salah and leading the Prophet ...cJ,...,~...LI~ in the salah of zuhr. This is why the salah
of zuhr is called pesheen (early noon salah).
The time of zuhr begins when the sun begins to incline towards the west. It is called zawal.
1

Muslim# 173-612, Abu Dawud (in brief)# 396, Nasa'i # 522, Musnad Ahmad 2-213.
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Its time remains till the shadow of everything is equal to the length of that thing
disregarding the shadow at zawal (the true .shadow).
'Till asr begins.' This emphasize the proceeding sentence, for, when the shadow is one
mithl, the time of zuhr ends. and of asr commences. This shows that the time of zuhr and
asr are not shared by these two salahs as Imam Maalik holds. Till the sun turns pale, the
time of asr remains without aversion. After that, till sunset, its permissible time remains.
The question arises, what is the meaning of 'sun turns pale?' Some people say that it is
when the sun changes colour such that one may look at it with the naked eye without harm
to the eyes. Others say that the sun's rays that fall on the wall change colour.
We must learn more that Imam Shafi'i 411-u-...~ Imam maalik .:.Lt.u-...~, Imam Ahmad cd!t.Y.....~ and the
two companions Imam Abu Yusuf 411.Y...J and Imam Muhammad ~t.u-...~ as also Imam Zufar
<till <U-...1 and others contend that zuhr is up to one mithll after which the time of asr
cmnmences. They rely on this hadith.
According to one version, Imam Abu Hanifah 411 .Y.....1 also holds the same view. Durr
Mukhtar prefers the same ruling on the basis of many books, but his well-known
contention is that zuhr remains valid till two mithl when shadows are twice their subject.
His argument is found in the Hidayah and other books.
The ulama (Scholars) have suggested a simple way out. They say that it is reasonable to
offer the zuhr within (the period of) one mithl and asr should be offered after two mithl. In
this way, both the salahs will be offered without any hesitation.
The hour of maghrib begins after the sun disappears. It ends as the twilight ends. The
ulama (Scholars) say that shafaq (~) or twilight is the redness that is visible after sunset.
The linguists also say the same thing. But, Imam Abu Hanifah <till .Y.....1 and some ulama
(Scholars) assert that (shafaq) is the whiteness that appears after the redness (not twilight).
However, in one of his opinion, he agreed that shafaq (J.i..!l) is the redness. Indeed, an edict
in Sharah Wiqayah is based on this opinion. Hence, to be on the safe side the salah of
maghrib should be offered before the ruddy light disappears and isha offered after the
whiteness disappears. Both will then be offered without confusion.
The correct decision about isha is that the time begins after the shafaq (Jo:.) or redness disappears
and remains till midnight without repugnance but the permissible time is till rise of dawn.
The time of the salah of fajr commences "-vith the broad whiteness across the horizon as dawn
approaches (called subh sadiq). It ends with sunrise. Though the hadith seems to say that all this
is the proper time of fajr, some ulama (Scholars) say that the accepted time for it is (_,la...>;~l) (al
asfar) or good light of dawn as the light spreads well. After that it continues to be permissible.
Now, let us look at the last sentence of the hadith. 'when the sun rises, desist from offering
the salah because it rises between the two horns of the devil's horns are there. Rather, one
narration throws light on it. At the time of sunrise, the devil stands opposite to the sun
drawing his head closer to it. He does the same thing at sunset. He does it under the
impression that those who worship the sun and prostrate before it really have him in mind,
This is what he causes his obedient associates to believe. This is why the Prophet ~411J-D
..o.L., has forbidden his ummah to offer the salah at these times so that their worship does not
coincide with devil-worshippers as they worship him.
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582. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~41~.J nanaled that a man asked Allah's Messenger ~
.o-l-,~.dll about the time of the salah. He said, "Offer the salah with us these two,
meaning two days,' when the sun declined from its meri1.1ian, he instructed Bilal
and he called the adhan. Then, he instructed him and he called the iqamah for the
zuhr salah. Then, he instructed him and he called the iqamah for asr, the sun being
high and clear white. Again, he instructed him, a_-td he called the iqamah for
maghrib when the sun had disappeared. Then, he instructed him and he called the
iqamah for the isha when the twilight was gone. Then, he instructed him and he
called the iqamah for the fajr when dawn began. \-Vhen it was the second day, he
instructed him to delay and zuhr and he put it off till much of the heat had gone.
And, he offered the asr while the sun was high, delaying it beyond what it had been
(on the previous day). And, he offered the maghrib before the shafaq (or twilight)
had disappeared. And, he offered the isha after one-third of the night was gone.
And, he offered the fajr when the light had spread well. Then, he asked, "where is
the man who had asked about the time of salah?" A man said, ''1, 0 Messenger of
Allah." He said, "The time of your salah is between what you have seen."1
COMMENTARY: The man wished to know the initial and the final time of every salah. The
Prophet .,o.L..., ~ 411 ~ demonstrated to him the hours of the salah practically instead of
giving him oral instructions. The first day, he led the congregation at the initial times of the
salah and on the next day he led the congregation as the time was about to expire.
The haditlz mentions the adhan only for zuhr and the iqamah for it. Thereafter, the adhan or
time of other salahs is not mentione,d because they are known.
On the second day, the Prophet .o-l-,~411~ offered all the salah at their last time, but not
islza. If he had delayed it till midnight then the people would have been inconvenienced
and if he had slept before isha that would not have been reasonable. It is makruh
(unbecoming) to sleep before isha.
The Prophet .oJ-,~41~ advised the man to offer his salah between the two times that he
was shown. Even after the last times demonstrated by the Prophet .oJ-,~.dll~ there was
some time remaining but that was the permissible time, not the accepted time. The time
demonstrated was the accepted time.

1

Muslim# 176-613, Nasa'i # 519, Munsad Ahmed 5-349.
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583. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.JJI'-""; narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,y41J.-o led
me in the salah twice at the House (of Allah, the ka'bah). He offered the zuhr with
me when the sun had declined at the meridian as much as the thong of a sandal
And he offered the asr with me when the shadow of everything was equal to its
height. He offered the maghrib with me at the time when one who fasts takes the
iftar. He offered with me the isha when the twilight disappeared. Then, he offered
the fajr with me when food and drink are forbidden to one who fasts. When it was
the next day, he offered with me the zuhr when its shadow was equal to its height,
and he offered·with me the asr when its shadow was twice its height. He offered
with me the maghrib when one who fasts breaks his fast (or take iftar), and he
offered the isha with me when the night was one-third gone. And, he offered with
me the fajr when light was well spread (over the sky). Then, he turned to me and
said, '0 Muhammad, this is the time (of the salah) of the Prophets (who were)
before you. The time (of the five salahs) lies anywhere between these two."t
COMMENTARY: Depending on place and time, the real shadow varies. At some places like
Makkah sometimes there is no real shadow. (On the second day, the words 'its shadow'
could be 'shadow of everything' or the pronoun could be personal to mean 'of jibril;)
~~l~llj..aill
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584. Sayyiduna Ibn Shihab ~~~.) 2 narrated that Sayyiduna Umar ibn Abdul Aziz ~.)
1 Tirmidhi

# 149, Abu Dawud # 293, Ibn Majah # 667, Musnad Ahmad 1-333.
His name was Muhammad ibn Abdullah ibn shihab and was known as Zuhri. He died in Ramadan,
124 AH. He was a great Tabi'i.
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41 delayed the (salah of) asr a little. So, Sayyiduna Urwah 41"'-'"J said to him. 11lndeed,
Jibril _.o'j....JI~ had come down and offered the salah before Allah's Messenger ~41J-o:'
.oJ-,." Umar 41 "'-'") remarked. 11Mind what you say, 0 Urwah!" He said, 11I had heard

Bashir ibn Abu Mas'ud say that he had heard Abu Mas'ud ~~~~J say that he had
heard Allah's Messenger .oJ-,~41J-o:' say, 1}ibril...o')LJI~ descended and let me (in the
salah). I offered the salah with him. Again, I offered the salah with him. Again, I
offered the salah with him. Again, I offered the salah with him. Again, I offered the
salah with him. He counted the five salah on his finger."1
COMMENTARY: Urwah .dli"'-'"J reminded Umar ibn Abdul Aziz .dli"'-'"J that jibril...o')LJI~ had
led the Prophet ..olw,~.d!IJ-o:' on the first day and offered the salah at their initial times. This
means that it is better to offer the salah at these times. Though Umar .dli"'-'"J had not delayed
the salah (of asr) such, yet why even a little delay? Umar .dll.u-J meant to tell him that a hadith
must be narrated carefully and with a proper line oft transmission. Urwah 41.u-J did not
mind Umar's .dll.u-J words though he was a glorious scholar, but he made amends and
described the sanad of the hadith; from Bashir .-.LI.u-J from the great sahabi Abu Mas' ud .dll.u-J
from the Prophet .,o.L....,~.d!IJ-o:'.
The times are not mentioned in this hadith in detail because the address was aware of that.
Only the essential information is conveyed.
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585. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~ 41 ~.J is reported to have written to his
governors. 11The most important of your affairs in my sight is the salah. He who
preserves it and observes it attentively, preserves his religion, but he who neglects
it is more neglectful of other things." Then, he wrote, 110ffer the zuhr when the
shadow is a cubit long until the shadow of one of you is equal to his height, the asr
while the sun is high and clear white, there still being time for a rider to travel two
or three farsakh before sunset. And, (offer) the maghrib when the sun has set, the
isha between the disappearance of the twilight till one third of the night has passed
but if any one sleeps (before that), may his eyes not sleep, if anyone sleeps ... (saying
it thrice). And, (offer) the fajr while the stars are visible, all of them."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umar .w-41~) said that if anyone preserves the salah then he
preserves his religion because salah is the pillar of religion and the only worship that
preserves from sin and evil. If anyone is negligent in this regard then he will be unmindful
of other sections of religion.
Umar's ~.dli~J command to offer the zuhr when the shade is one cubit long is for places where
1

2

Bukhari # 3221, Muslim# 106-610, Nasa'i # 495, Ibn Majah # 668.
Muwatta Maalik # 1.1-6.
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the real shadow is as much as stated earlier. It varies from place to place and time to time.
He prayed that one who goes to sleep without offering the isha may not have rest.
Ibn Hajar cited this- hadith to say that it is forbidden to sleep before isha. Imam Abu Hanifah
.JJI tU-J said .that if he is sure of awakening within time to. offer the salah, then it is not
disallowed to sleep, otherwise he is disallowed.
This command applied also to going to skep before the time of isha begins. Some ulama
(Scholars) say, however, that the command does not apply to sleeping before the time
because one is not responsible till the time begins (of the salah).
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586. Sayyiduna ibn Mas'ud ~41~J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~.JJI~
.,o.L..., offered the (salah of) zuhr, the shadow was between three and five feet in
summer, and between five and seven feet in winter.l
COMMENTARY: The difference is because the true (or real) shadow is longer in winter
and shorter in summer, particularly in the two sacred territories (makkah, Madinah).
This hadith calls for a delay in the salah of zuhr after zawal. The word (~'J.i') , translated feet,
is one seventh of a person's height.2

CHAPTER - III
OFFERING SALAH EARLY
Allah says:
II,

I t. ... l"'

ylj11.1~9

{Vie with each other in virtuous deeds) (2:148)
The verse says that the salah should be offered early, meaning in its initial time. Every thing
that is good, including the.salah must be the quickly. It is better to do so.
However when the Prophet ...oJ,..,, ~ .JJI ~ gave instructions to delay something then it is
better to put it off.
Imam Shafi'i .-.hltU-J hold that it is mustahab (desirable) to offer all the salah in their initial time.
Imam Abu Hanifah <dJ14-i" J said the. zuhr must be offered early in winter but late, when it is
cool, in summer, the fajr ah.vdys when the light has spread, isha must be delayed, asr also
when it is late but not so late that the sun's colour has changed. To offer the salah early is to
offer them in their initial time. in the first half of it.
SECTION I
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Abu Dawud # 400, Nasa'i # 503.
A footnote in the original Urdu says that a length discourse by the author (of Mazdnir) has been
omitted because one cannot benefit from it these days.
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587. Sayyiduna Sayyar ibn Salamah -till~U".) narrated that he and his father went to
(Sayyiduna) Abu Barzah al-Aslami ~ ~~ ,.PJ, There, his father asked him how
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~odll~ used to offer the prescribed salalt. He said, "He used
to offer the hajir (which is the noon, zuhr) sa lalt, that you call the first, when the
sun declined. He offered the asr following which one of us could return to his home
at the outskirts of Madinah. while the sun continued to shine brightly." And he
forgot what he had said about the maghrib. 11 And, he preferred to put back the isha
that you call al..atamah. He disliked anyone sleeping before it and conversing after
it. And, he finished the salah of fajr when a man could recognize the sitting next to
him. He recited in it between sixty and one hundred verses." According to a
version, "He did not object to de];tying the isha to one-third of the night, and did
not like sleeping before it and conversing after it."1
COMMENTARY: It seems from this hadith that the Prophet .oJ-,~~~~ offered the salah of
zuhr early in winter, at its initial time, L;ecause it is proved that, in summer, he delayed the
salah till it was relatively cool.
Atamah is the darkness after the disappearance of the shafaq (redness in the horizon). The
Arabs used to call the salah of isha as atamah, in the beginning Later, the Prophet ~-ilil~
_o.L..., forbade them to call it atamah. He did not like that anyone should indulge in worldly
conversation after islm. The objective is that deeds should be wound up with worship and
remembrance of Allah because sleep is like death.
It is stated in sharah is sunnalz (Practice of Holy Prophet) that most of the ulama (Scholars)
regard sleeping before isha as makruh (unbecoming), but some do permit it. Sayyiduna Umar
~ -ilil ~.) is reported to have slept before isha and some ulama (Scholars) say that it is
allowed to sleep before .Islta only in Ramadan. Imam Nawawi .ilil~U".) said that if anyor-.~ IS
overcome by drowsiness and is not likely to miss the salah of islta then it is PC( makruh
(unbecoming) for him to sleep before isha.
Some ulama (Scholars) consider conversation after islla to be makruh (unbecoming). Sa'eed
ibn Musayyab odli~U".) used to say, "I think it is better to go to sleep without offering the salah
of isah than to occupied oneself in vain talk and worldly pursuit after it."
Some ulama (Scholars) permit scholarly talk after i!'ha. They also permit conversation for
necessary and essential things or with family members and guests. (Mulla Ali Qari).
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi ~~ lV".) however, said, "Both these things are
allowed. If anyone wishes to sleep before the salah of isha to regain vigour and fight off
lethargy then he is permitted to sleep. Similarly, it is not disallowed to talk after ishsa as
1

Bukhari # 405, Muslim# 235-647, Abu Dawud # 398, Nasa'i # 495, Ibn Majah # 674, Darim..i # 1300,
Musnad Ahmad 4-420.
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long as it is necessary and not futile."

<~~)-u-"1~;~1J;i11_,li13JJ~,j.WI
588. Sayyiduna Muhamma~ ibn Amr ibn Hasan ibn Ali ~ 41 ~J narrated that they
asked (Sayyiduna) Jabir ibn Abdullah ~41~J about the salalt of the Prophet ~0\LIJ."
.,o.L...,. He said, 11 He used to offer the salalt of zuhr in the midday heat when the sun had
just passed the meridian, and the asr when the sun was shining bright, and the maghrib
when the time was up (at sunset), and the islta early whenever there were many people,
but late whenever there were few of them. The fajr (was offered) in darkness."1
COMMENTARY: This hadith shows that to allow more people to join the congregation, it is
allowed to postpone the salah from its initial time. Rather, it is mustahab (desirable). The
ulama (Scholars) say that Imam Abu Hanifah 0\LI .u-J and his followers have not made it
necessary to offer a salah at its initial time because if it is put back to a later time more
people join it, not that they do not regard the initial time as superior. The initial time is
always better but some exigencies make a postponement preferable.
The salah of fajr was held in darkness because the sahabah ~41~J engaged in worship all
night and were found in the mosque early in the morning. So, the Prophet ..oJ-,~0\LI~ led
the salah early to accommodate a large congregation.
However, this hadith does not establish at all that the Prophet ..oJ-,~0\LIJ-D offered the salah
of fajr in darkness always. If that is so then he had also commanded that the salah of fajr be
offered when the light spreads, and the Hanafis hold that a command is given preference
over an example (or deed).
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589. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 41 ~J narrated that when they offered the salalt of zuhr
behind the Prophet .oJ-, ~ .Jd ~' they prostrated themselves on their garment to
mitigate the effects of heat.2
COMMENTARY: The Hanafis cite this hadith to prove that one who offers the salah can
make prostration on his own clothing. The Shafi'is do not permit prostration on one's
clothing if that would be in motion when he moves. They say that the sahabah ~0\LI~J did
not prostrate on the garments t!iat they had on them but they had a piece of doth spread on
the ground to protect themselves from heat.
This hadith is placed in this chapter to show that the Prophet ..oJ-,~0\LIJ." offered the zuhr
early too in summer.
Bukhari # 565, Muslim # 333-640, Abu Dawud # 397, Nasa'i # 527 (but not mentioned the fajr),
Darimi # 1184, Musnad Ahmad 3-qn9.
2 Bukhari # 542, Muslim# 191-620, Tim1idhi # 584, Nasa'i # 1116, Ibn Majah # 1116, !bn Majah # 1033.
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590. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~.d!IJ-a
said, '~en the heat is grave put off the salah till it cools down somewhat." The
version of Bukhari as narrated by Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~ 41 ~J adds: "at zuhr
because the gravity of the heat is from the breath of hell. The fire complained to its
Lord, 'Parts of me eat other parts, my Lord, So, He permitted i~ two breaths one in
winter and one in summer. The severest heat and the severest cold that you endure."1
Another version:

591. "The severest heat you endure is from its hot breath and the severest cold you
endure is from its cold breath."2
COMMENTARY: It is figurative speech that parts of fire consume parts. The flames are so
fierce that they overlap. The breathing is the stretching of the flames outside hell. It is like
an animate exhuming breath.
Hence it is not advisable to offer the salalz at such times because it will be difficult to' be
attentive to it. Also, humility and submissiveness will be lacking, because of the heat.
Some doubt night arise. So, let us try to clarify them.
First is that we know that intensity of heat and cold results from the earth's orbit and the
position of the sun. How then we can relate it to hell's bursting fire?
(a)
The severity of heat is because of violence in hell, not that the heat itself is
from it. Intensity of heat and cold can be influenced by other things apart from
nearness or distance from the sun. The exhalations of hell can cause it, so to deny it
is contrary to Islamic procedure because it is what the Truthful has conveyed to us.
(b)
The cause of the earth's temperature is its position against the sun and it:,
rays. It is not established that the sun is not hell and it is possible that the sur: ~s the
hell of our planet or universe. The attributes of hell are all found in the sun.
Moreover even if_ it is established that the sun is not hell then too as a separate
creation we cannot rule its influence on the earth.
Secondly, how can hell complain without having a tongue?
Just as a tongue may have no speech, so too speech need not be dependant on tongue.
Many there are, like animals, that possess a tongu~ but are deprived of speech. There are
such things that have no tongue but have the power of speech. To deny this possibility is
foolish. It is the creator's doing that He made the tongue speak, the eye to see, and so on,
1

Bukhari 536, 537, Muslim # 185-618, Abu Dawud # 402 (first pout), Tirmidhi # 157 (first pout)
Nasa'i # 500 (first pout), Ibn Majah # 678, Muwatta Maalik # 28, (Time of saluh), D~imi # :.208,
Musnad Ahmad 2-266.
2 Ibn Majah # 4319, Musnad Ahmad 2-277, (not found in Bukhari)
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each limb in distinguished by its ability. So, too, He can' give the power of speech to any of
His creation. Some learned people do assert that the heavenly bodies have soul and the
have sense of feeling and perception. Then is speech for fetched?
Thirdly, since hell is lifeless, how does it breath?
The answer is that nothing precludes it from having life. Besides, if it can speak, why can it
not breath on the basis of the same argument?
Fourthly, what does it mean that fire takes a cold breath?
A brief answer for it is that fire refers to· its position or place which is hell. One of its stages
is zamharir. (it is hurting cold)
Fifthly, if we go by the meaning of the hadith, the salah of Jajr ought to have been
postponed in intense winter, but no such command is given.
The answer is that, in the morning, cold continues to be as severe till the sun rises and if the
salah were put off (for it to mitigate), the time would have expired.
We learn from this had#h, anyway, that it is mustahab (desirable) fo offer the zuhrwith some
delay, in summer. This is what the sahabah ~ocbi~.J did, putting off the zuhr till it was
somewhat coolar. According to a hadith in Bukhari, the sahabah ~ocbl~.) postponed it till
the shadow of the hillocks fell on the ground. Obviously, their shadows spread after a very
long time because they were not much high like the towers.
According to some ahadith, the sahabah ~ocbi~.J proceeded for the salah of zuhr along th4e
shade of the walls which were seven yards high in those days. So walking in their shade
could have been of some benefit only when the sun was fairly low. Some people have
determined the postponement to half of the period in summer. Some of the Shafi'is say that
the cooler time for the salah of zuhr is the time of the zawal. They hold that the salah must
riot be postponed to the extent the Hanafis do. They hold that to avoid severe heat, the time
of zawal is the best time to offer the zuhr. Their interpretation is for fetched and contrary to
actual experience.
It is stated in the Hidayah: in cities where the severity of heat is when the sun's shadow is
like one mithl there benefit may be derived from the cool time only when the salah is
offered at one mithl.
SYNOPSIS: There are very many ahadith about offering the salah of zuhr when it is cooler.
They establish that it is better to postpone the zuhr in sumnu:~r till it is cooler. As for the
hadith of Habbab ~41~.) (or Hubab ~41~.)) that the Prophet ..cJ...,_,~ocbl~ did not accede to
their request to postpone the zuhr because of the intensity of the h~at, they had asked for
putting it off till the very last time. He did not agree because that could have gone beyond
the period of zuhr.
·
Imam Shafi'i 41 o-.J said that postponing till it is cooler is a concession but only for those
who face difficulty in going to the mosques for the congregational salah. He said that those
who offer their salah by themselves or in a neighbourhood mosque should better offer the
zahr at the initial time, and not put it of£.1
This opinion is ~ontrr-ry to the apparent meaning of the hadith and must not be obeyed.2
Imam Tirmidh.i. 4.L!~J transmitted a hadith (of Abu Dharr) ~41·~.J: They were travelling

1

2

Obsen alic.u ~fter hadith # 157.
ibid.
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with the Prophet .oJ.-..,~4.11~ and were all together. In spite of that, he postponed the salah
till it was cooler. Tirmidhi .s.ill ~ J said, "Those who advocate the postponement of zuhr
because of severe heat may be followed." 1
(because they emulate the sunnalz (Practice of Holy Prophet)).

(~~)

592. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 'lLI ift'J narrated

that Allah's Messenger .oJ...., ~ .J>I ~
offered the salah of asr when the sun was high and shining bright. One could go
up to al-Awali and be there while it was still high. Some of Al-Awal; were four
miles or so from Madinah. 2

COMMENTARY: The word awali is the plural of aaliyah. The villages elevated outside

Madinah were called al-Awali The mosque of Banu Qurayzah was .there too.
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593. Sayyiduna Anas ~.Jli(,JDJ narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ...,,~.dll~ said, "It

is the salah of the hypocrite. He sits observing the sun till when it is pale and is
between the two horns of the devil, he stands and hastens through four raka'at, not
mentioning Allah in these, but a little."3
COUMENTARY: 'Hastens through four raka'at is like packing through them as an animal
packs at the seed. There are four raka' at and eight sajdahs in asr. He makes the two
prostration, one upon the other, as though it was one. So the eight are like four sajdahs
(prostrations).
Only asr is mentioned here because it is called the salah al wasta, the midmost salah. But,
every salah has to be offered calmly and with humility.
Mawlana Mazhar .dll~J said that if anyone delays the salah of asr till the sun turns pale then
he shows himself as resembling a hypocrite. The hypocrites never care for observing the
salah properly. They only make an outward display tc save their skin. They do not need
reward for their salah. Hence, the Muslims must not resemble the hypocrites indeed or
word. :They must offer the asr at its prop~r time.
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594. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.Jll~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ...cJ,...,~<d!l""" said,
ibid, and # 158.
Bukhari # 550, Muslim# 192-621 (without mentioning al Awali), Abu Dawud # 404, followed by
hadith # 405 of Zuhri "al Awali was at two or three mils, or four." Nasa'i # 507, Ibn Majah # 682,
Muwatta Maalik # 10,11 (Times of salalt), Darimi # 1208.
~ M~~lir!l # 19!=\-h".?., Abu Dawud # 413, Tirmidhi # 160, Nasa'i # 511, Musnad Ahmad 3-149.
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''He who misses his salah of asr is like one suffering a loss of his family and wealth."t
COMMENTARY: If anyone goes without offering the salah of asr then it is as though he has
gone through a misfortune losing his children, family and property, or some of them. So,
he must fear missing the salah in the same way as he fears for his family and belongings.
Again, only the salah at asr is mentioned because it is the salah al wusta and to miss it is
·
more sinful than to miss.any other salah.

(t.S.Jl>..:JI oi.J.J)

595. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~ 4.Ll ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ .dJI ~
said, "He who does not offer the salah of asr, his deeds come to naught."2
COMMENTARY~ Though this hadith seems to say so, all his deeds do not go in vain. That
happens only to one who dies as an apostate. As for one who neglects the asr, he is
deprived of the reward he would have earned from that salah.
The Hanifi hold that if anyone apostates, then he loses all his deeds, even if he is alive. If
anyone performs the hajj and then apostates, and Allah guides him again to Islam, he will
have to perform hajj once again.
The mu'tazillah say that deeds are washed away even after committing major sins.
Allah knows best.
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596. Sayyiduna Rafi' ibn Khadij ~411~; narrated that when they offered the sal~h
of maghrib with Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.dJI~. and as it was over, one of them
could still see the spot where his arrow landed.3
COMMENTARY: He meant to say, "We used to offer the salall of maghrib with the Prophet
..oJ-,~41~ in the initial time such that if on returning anyone shot an arrow then he could
see where his arrow landed. In the view of all the scholars, the salah of maghrib should be
offered during it~ initial time, this being mustahab (desirable).
~~ '
''
~! i \
"'
"' ,
~
'"' "' ~ ~ "' , (OQV)
-JJ)'I~I·~ l.~Jl~l< :;l....UI~t_;;~J~::,li~J.l.A11J..ilS~li~~~j •
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597. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~;narrated that they used to offer the salah of isha at
such a time as was between the disappearance of the twilight and the first one-third
of the night.4
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~;may not have known till then that the Propht:.t
..oJ-,~41~ had disallowed the ward al-atamah fvr isha. As stated earlier, the approved
Bukhari # 552, Mus!~m # 200-626, Abu Dawud # 414,Tirmidhi # 175, Nasa'i # 479, Ibn Majah # 685,
Darimi # 1230, Muwatta Maalik 21 (Times of Praya) Musnad Ahmad 2-8.
2 Bukhari # 553, Nasa'i # 478, Ibn Majah # 694, Musnad Ahmad 5-349,350.
3 Bukhar1 #:>59, Muslim# 217-637, Ibn Majah # 687, Musnad Ahmad 4-142.
4 Bukhari, part of lengthy IJadith # 864.
1
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time for Isha is till one third of the night however, it is allowed to offer it before the rise of
dawn. (This is discussed earlier.)

598. Sayyidah Ayshah \t=&-1»'~ J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..olw,~~~~ used to

offer the salah of fajr and (after it) the women would return covered with their
woolen garments, not being recognized because of the pre-dawn darkness.!
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599. Sayyiduna Qatadah 41 o-~ narrated from Sayyiduna Anas ~ 41 !.?J. that the

Prophet ..olw, ~ 41 ~ and (Sayyiduna) Zayd ibn Thabit ~ d.IJI ~J had the pre-dawn
meal (before beginning their fast) Mter finishing their meal, the Prophet ~ 41 ~
..olw, stood to offer the salah. And he offered it. They asked Anas ~ 41!.?J, 11What
was the time between their finishing the predawn meal and the beginning of the
salah?" He said, ''It was about as much time as it takes a man to recite fifty verses."2
COMMENTARY: Allamah Toor Pushti ~~.,.,..~said that the time suggested here is not for
other Muslims of the Prophet's ..olw,~41J-" ummah. His deed was according to a direct
Divine command. Moreover, as for as religion is concerned, he was immune t9 mistake
(~~~~~~). He could have erred in the least in any religious thing. No one else can
attain this station.
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600. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ 41 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..olw, ~ 41 ~

asked him, ''How will you behave when the ruler5 over you will put off the salah or
delay it beyond its time?" He submitted. "What do you command me (to do then)?"
He said, "Offer our salah at its time and if you get it with them, offer it (again). That
will be a supererogatory (salah) for you."3
COMMENTARY: The words (.:JJ.I""J! _,;\S" J') in the hadit/1 are the sub-narrator's who was
uncertain whether he was told (.:,~) (put off) or (.:JJ.I""Y-) (delay). However, they convey
1

Bukhari # 867, Muslim# 232-645, Abu Dawud # 423, Tirmidhi # 153, Nasa'i # 546, Ibn Majah # 669,
Darimi # 1216, Muwatta Maalik 4 (times of salah), Musnad Ahmad 6-178.
2 Bukhari # 576, Musnad Ahmad 3-170.
3 Muslim # 238-648, Abu Dawud # 431, Tirmidhi # 176, Nasa'i (similar) # 859, Ibn Majah # 1256,
D~:i'lli # 1228, Musnad Ahmad 5-169.
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similar meaning.
If a ruler commits this kind of a lethargy, and he cannot be made to see the right thing, the
worshippers will miss the blessings of the initial time or the merit of the congregational
salah. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~411~) got the Prophet's ..o.l-,~411~ ruling on this problem.
He instructed him to offer his own salah at the proper time and again, if he got the
opportunity, he might join the congregation. He would then earn q two-fold reward.
Thu~. ":P know that if an imam delays the congregational salah (of zuhr and isha) then any
one may offer his salah individually and again with the imam to earn the blessings of the
initial time and of the congregation. This cannot be done with the fajr, asr and maghrib
because no supererogatory salah is allowed after fajr and asr and supererogatory are never
made up of three raka'at (which is maghrib).
As for the hadith, however, it speaks of necessity because if a person would not offer the
salah with a ruler, he was liable to be- taken to task. So, the Prophet ..oJ,.:., ~ 411 ~ did not
specify the command for zuhr and isha alone, for perpetrating the makruh (unbecoming) (or
disliked) is better than allowing mischief and disorder. Moreover, at such times the makruh
(unbecoming) acts are permitted.
The prophet ..o.l-,~411J.oo gave these instructions to Abu Dharr ~41~) in advance. It was a
miracle from him informing in advance that such things would happen. Indeed, the rulers
of Banu Umayyah were guilty of doing this thing. They showed exemplary lethargy in
offering the salah.
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601. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.LI~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~411~
..oJ,..., said, ''if a person has offered one raka'ah of the salah of fajr before the sun

rises, then, indeed, he has offered the salah of fajr. And, if he has offered one
raka'ah of asr before the sun sets then, indeed, he has offered the salah of asr."
COMMENTARY: According to this hadith, the salah of both these persons is valid.
However, the ulama (Scholars) differ: Most rule according to the hadith. But, Imam Abu
Hanifah 411.u-.) and his followers hold that while the salah of asr is valid, the salah of fajr will
not be valid if the sun rises while the second raka' ah was yet to be completed. He cites the
other ahadith that disallow salah of any kind, prescribed or supererogatory, at the time of
sunrise or sunset. When two verses of the Qur' an seen to give a contradictory verdict then
the principle of fiqh is that one should resort to the hadith and when two ahadith seem to
differ then one should resort to qiyas Qudgment of the scholars).
Qiyas goes by this hadit}l as for as the salah of asr is concerned but prefers the ltadith of
disallowance in regard to the salah of fajr. The reasoning is that at the time of fajr, the entire
period ts perfect till sunrise. Hence, when anyone begins to offer a salah before sunrise, it
becomes wajib (expedient) throughout with the attribute of perfection so that like its
inception, its conclusion too should be of a perfect kind, meaning that it should be
completed within its period. But, it is sunrises after one raka'ah, it means that with the
expiry of time, there grows a defect in the salah and the wajib (expedient) to make it perfect is
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not met. Therefore, the entire salah becomes void.
As for the salah of asr, it is the opposite of it. The entire period of asr till sunset is not
perfect. As long as the sun does not turn pole, it is the approved or perfect time. After that,
it is makrulz (unbecoming) towards the end of the period. So, when one commences the salah
of asr when its period is closing. He will be doing so in as imperfect time, so its being wajib
(expedient) is with the attribute of imperfection. When it ends after sunset, it will not be
defective because it was begun in an imperfect time and it ended in an imperfect time. The
attribute when it became wajib (expedient) was maintained when it was completed.
Imam Shafi'i ~~4..i"J said that the ahadith disallowing salah at the time of sunrise sunset and
nisf un nahar pertain to supererogatory salah. No one may offer the optioned salah at these
times, but he can offer the prescribed at these three times. However, it is not so because the
hadith does not specify kind of salah but is general in application. To specify any salah is
contrary to the apparent meaning of the hadith.
Ibn Malik G.bl~U-J said that the first sentence of the hadith means that he who offers one
raka' ah before sunrise of the salah of fajr, gets the period of the salah even though that time
was not reasonable. However, that became proper for the salah because there was enough
time for one raka'ah to be completed definitPly. Hence, that salah will be valid for him.

(LSJl>..:JI oi.,J)

602. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 4.il1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ .dll ~
..ol-., said, "When one of you manages to make a sajdah (meaning one raka'ah) of the
salah of asr before the sun sets, let him complete his salah. So, too when he
manages to make a sajdah of the salah offajr, let him complete his salah."1 ·
COMMENTARY: The Hanafi interpret the sentencei 'Let him complete the salah' to mean

that he must redeem the salah. The interpretation of the Shafi'is is as mentioned against the
commentary of the previous hadith # 601.
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(ifl3. Sayyiduna Anas ~.w1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ.....,~<I.iJI~ said, ''He
who forgets a salah or sleeps through it, his expiation for it is that he should offer it
when he remembers it." Another version has it "There is no expiation for it but that."2
COMMENTARY: One who forgets or oversleeps must offer the salah on remembering or on
awakening. There is no other expiation as there is in fasting. Ibn Maalik .dil~U-J said that he
Bukhari # 556, Nasa'i # 517, Musnad Ahmad 2-399, Muslim (from Ayshah ~,&,~J # 164-609.
Bukhari # 597, (whtout separating the two versions and with the verse (Arabic) (20:14), Muslim #
315-684, Tirmidhi (is version) # 178, Abu Dawud # 442, Nasa'i (only for getting) # 613 and so Ibn
Majah # 6596, Darimi # 1229, Musnad Ahmad 3-100.
1
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must not delay it any more.
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604. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~411~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .o.L,~.wtj...:,

said, 11There is no offence in sleep. Offence is (committed) only in wakefulness.
Hence, if one of you forgets the salalt or sleep through it, let him offer it when he
remember it, for, Allah, the exalted says: (Arabic)

cs.)'.ll,siUJtATJ
,.. ,
,,
(And establish salalt for my remembrance I (20:14) t
COMMENTARY: One who sleep is not responsible. But he is responsible while awake so
he should not have slept before offering the salah.
The verse says: "When you remember the salah, it is a means to remember Me, so offer it."
Some people say that (I.SJS'".U) .means "when I remind you the salah, offer it. You are not at fault.'
~Sitihj.;aili

SECTION II
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605. Sayyiduna Ali ~411~J narrated that the Prophet ,.ol...,~<I.LI~ said to him. 110 Ali,

do not postpone three things the salalt when it is due, the funeral when it is ready,
and the marriage of an unmarried girl when a suitable match is found for her."2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oJ.,...,~<I.LI~ advised Sayyiduna Ali ~<~ill~; three things.
When the hour is up, all work must be set aside a:'ld salah must be offered.
When the funeral is ready, the funeral salah must be offered and the corpse promptly buried.
Allamah Teebi <~ill~; quotes Allamah Ashraf <~ill~; as saying that it means that the funeral
salah may be offered even at such hours as are disapproved (makruh (unbecoming)) for the
salah (like time of sunrise, sunset and zawwal), unless the funeral is there ready before these
times. The same command applies to sajdah tilawah (prostration on reciting the verse that call
for it). Apart from these three hours, the funeral salah and the sajdah tilawah and both proper
at all hours, including before and after the salah of fajr, after the salah of asr, etc.
The third advice is· that when a suitable match of the same fraternity is found for an
unmarried woman, their marriage must not be put off. The Arabic word (tt"!~') (al-ayyim) is
a spouseless woman' whether a virgin or a divorcee or a widow, but Allamah Teebi <~ill~;
said that Ayyuim is one who has no partner (or mate) and may be a man or a woman, and
the woman may be a virgin or a previously married divorce or widow.
The Arabic word (_,AS) (kufuw) means that the man should match the woman in (i) descent,
1

Muslim (a lengthy hadith without Lhe verse)# 311-681, Abu Dawud # 437, Tirmidhi # 177, Nasa'i #
615 (without the verse), Ibn Majah # 698, Musnad Ahmad 5-298.
2 Tirmidhi # 171, Musnad Ahmad 1-105, Ibn Majah # 1486.
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(ii) Islam, (iii) freedom, (iv) honesty, (v) wealth and (vi) occupation.
An unfortunate development of the current times to which Muslims must pay attention in
the light of this hadith is that girls are left unmarried for long. Mostly it is done to imitate
alien custom in the name of 'modem times.' Not only is the Prophet ..o.!-,~411J-.:t command
disobeyed but also the sentiments of the girls are neglected. The result is visible in rempant
sin and adultery and shamelessness. Moreover, remarriage of a divorce and widow is
looked down upon as a stain and defect. In this way, she is punished and consigned to
grief and pain. Her emotions are smothered.
As is known, the ahlus sunnalz (Practice of Holy Prophet) wa al-jama'ah believe that anyone
who rejects a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) howsoever minute, or ridicules it, becomes an
infidel. It is also known that a woman's marriage is a very important and well-known sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet) of the Prophet ,.o.l.w,~-dll~. It is emphasized in innumerable ahadith.
However, those who claim to follow Islam and love the Prophet ..o.!-,~-dll~ fail to abide b his
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). Some seek shelter behind their helplessness, some cite
modem customs and some fear the taunts and in these ways let their daughters grow old or
the divorces or window live a life of solitude, depriving themselves of the blessings of the
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). Real wisdom lies in regarding the taunts and criticism as a
blessing, for the good actions of the Prophet ..o.!-,~411~ and the pious people have always
been subjected to taunts, but they never stepped back from obeying Allah.
Let us cite an anecdote of a saintly person. He married his daughter to one of his disciples
who was her match. He did not disclose it to his wife. When she learnt of it, she rebuked
him and created difficulties for him. He kept his cool while she lost her cool. He showed
that one should not worry about the scorns of others when doing pious work. If anything is
good, it does not tum bad if another person calls it bad.
Mawlana Shah Abdul Qadir 411-u-; has cited this hadith in his commentary of the verse
(4Sl!"J"~'J) {and wed the spouseless} (24:32). He has translated the hadith in this way. The
Prophet ..o.!-, ~ 411 ~ said, "0 Ali! Be not tardy in doing three thing&. (i) Observing the
prescribed salah when the time comes for it. (ii) Attending to the funeral once it is there. (iii)
Marrying off a widow when a proper man is found for her. If anyone finds fault with a
widow's remarriage then his faith is (weak, or) lacking. And, if a female and a male slave
are pious, get them married (if you are confident that they will not elapse and desert you).
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606. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ ~~ <.P; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.!-, ~".ill~
said, 11There lies in the earliest time of the salah the pleasure of Allah and in the
concluding time His forgiveness."1
COMMENTARY: The earliest time means the earliest approved time. We say this because
the Hanafis observe same salah after a delay, like the fajr and in summer the zuhr. That is
their approved time with a delay from the earliest time.
The final or concluding time is the makruh (disapproved) time, like the sun's change of-colour
for the asr salah, or the isha past midnight. This sentence means that the obligation of the
1

Tirmidhi # 172.
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salah is discharged anyway: and one is not burdened with a sin for neglectin3 the salah and
is not punished.
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607. Sayyidah Umm Farwah ~ .Jll c..PJ narrated that the Prophet ,.o.L.., ~ .J.II ~ was
asked which deed was the most excellent. He said, ''To observe salah at the
earliest time for it."t
Tirmidhi said that none but Abdullah ibn Umar Umari narrated this hadith from
Sayyidah Umm Farwah ~.J.IIc..f"J. He is not sound in the eyes of the scholars of hadith.
COMMENTARY: After faith, the most excellent deed is to offer the salah at its earliest
time with the congregation. We have mentioned in the commentary against the hadith #
568 that there are very many alzadith about the most excellent of all deeds and they name
different deeds as the best. Each deed is certainly the best at its place. The excellence is
additional. Each is excellent for its ow~ reason. But salah is definitely the best after faith
and the noblest.
Abdullah ibn Umar Umari belonged to the posterity of Umar Faruq ~.J.ilc..f"J. This is why he
is called umari. His line of descent is: Abdullah ibn Umar ibn Hafs. Ibn Aasim ibn Umar
(Faruq) ibn al-Khattab. Though Tirmidhi regards the hadith as not strong, other scholars
rate it as sahih.

t

<~~)JI oi.,J) -JW ill I
608. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.&'~;narrated that not even twice did Allah's Messenger
~,~.till~ delay a salah to its last, concluding time, till he died.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ,.o.L..,~.Jil~ offered the salah at the approved times, not at
the makruh (disapproved) times. However, he did it only once to show that it is permissible
and the people might know that salah can be offered during that time
Sayidah Ayshah ~,&,~; did not count the salalzs that Jibril ...,'.j_JI~ led him through at their
concluding times. He had taught him closing times too. Aslso She did not count the salalz he
offered at the last time of it to teach a man who was enquiring about their times. She did
not count these because they were to teach.
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609. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub ~4lill~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ....,~.Jil~ said,
"My ummah will not cease to prosper" or he said, "be on the religion of Islam - as long
Musnad Ahmad 5-374, Tirmidhi # 170, Abu Dawud # 426.
2 Tirmidhi # 174, Musnad Ahmad 6-92.
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as they do not postpone the salah of maghrib to such a time as the stars twinkle."1
<...)::tl;;J\ if &.)\ill ~ljjj ("\'.)
610. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~'lill~J also narrated that this hadith.2
COMMENTARY: The disapproval is not when the stars are merely seen at the salah of

maghrib, but it is when they are clustered together and glitter brightly. It is then that the
time is makruh (unbecoming). The Prophet ..oJ-,~4111~ led the salah of magluib with a delay
once to demonstrate that the time of maghrib was till then, ot~erwise he always led the
maghrib at its initial time.
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611. Sayyidt•na Abu Hurayrah ~.JJI~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~4.ill~
~,

said, 11Had it not distressed my ummah, I would have commanded them to
postpone the salah of isha to third or one-half of the night."3
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612. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Jabal ~.JJI~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~
~' said,

11

Do put off this salah till it is dark, because through it, you are given
excellence over other ummahs. None of the ummahs before you offered it ever."4
COMMENTARY: We have seen in hadith # 583 that Jibril .A')LJI~ led the Prophet ~~~~
..o-L, through the salalz of five times and said (~~c.~'JiciJIJ~) (This is the time of the salah
of the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 4.ill ~ who were before you). This means that the salah of isha was
prescribed for the earlier Prophet ..o-!-,~~~~ but not their ummahs. It is like the salah of
tahajjud that was fard (obligatory) for the Prophet ~,~4.111~ but not for his ummah.
In those words of Jibril .A')LJI~ the word(t-41) (this refers to (JlA...t') (as far) (when light is well
spread before sunrise) for the salah of fajr. As against the other time~, all the Prophets ~
.A')LJI observed this time for jajr. It was common to thero.
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613. Sayyiduna an-Numan ibn Bashir ~.till~..J narrated, "I know better the time of
this salah, the second isha. Allah's Messenger ~,~4.111~ offered it at the time the
moon disappeared on its third night."5

Abu Dawud # 418.
Darimi # 1209, Ibn Majah # 689.
3 Musnad Ahmad 2-350, Tirmidhi # 167, Ibn Majah # 691.
4 Abu Dawud # 419, Darimi # 1211, Tirmidhi # 165, Nasa'i # 529, Musnad 4-270.
5 Abu Dawud # 419, Darimi # 1211, Tirmidhi # 166, Nasa'i # 529, Musnad Ahmad 4-270.
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COMMENTAP..Y: The moon sets on the third (of the lunar month) at about 0ne fifth of the'·
night. Thus, this hadith too calls for delaying the salah of Isha, it being mustahab (desirable).
The salah of isha is called the second because maghrib is sometimes called the first isha.
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614. Sayyiduna Rafi' ibn Khadij ~.J,l~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~'l.i!IJ.-o
.,o..L..., said, "Offer the salah of fajr in good light. It is a means of great reward."1

COMMENTARY: The apparent words of the hadith are that the salah of Jajr should be
offered iil good light. Hence the apparent ruling of the Hanafis conforms with it that the
salah of fajr should begin and end in good light.
However, Imam Tahawi .dii4U-; who is an illustrous scholar of the Hanafi school of thought
said that while the salah of fajr must begin in aghlas (darkness), it may end in asfar (good
light) by resorting to a lengthy recital. Dy the time the salah ends, there would be a good
light overhead. The ulama (Scholars) say that this interpretation of Imam Tahawi is
excellent and it reconciles all ahadith.
These alzadith are reconciled for another reason which is another hadith. It is narrated in the
Sharah us Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). We learn from it that whether is responsible for
it. It is better to offer this salah in darkness during winter but in good light during summer.
fhe words of the haditll are:
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Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~d..Ll~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o..l....,~~~ ~ sent him to
yemen and said, "When it is winter, offer the fajr in darkness and prolong the
recital to the extent that the people are not burdened and not restless. And when it
is summer, offer the fajr in good light, because, night are short and the people sleep
(long). So give them time so that they may get to it, meaning the .c.a1l,l1."
The limit of asfar, or good light, in the sight of the Hanafis ic;: that there should remain (after
the salah) so much time will sunrise that the masnun2
recital could be made during that time (which is forty sixty or one hundred versE..s) in tartil.
If there arises a need to make a fresh ablution after the salah that could be made and the
salah might be repeated in the foregoing manner.3
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Tirmidhi # 154, Abu Dawud # 424, Nasa'i # 547, Ibn Majah # 672, Musnad AhmaJ 4-142, Darimi #
1217.
2 The Prophet's practice on which something is based.
3 A manner of reciting the Quran with pauses and correct diction.
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615. Sayyiduna Rafi ibn Khadij ~.dlll..f".J narrated that they would offer the salah
of asr with Allah's Messenger _.o.L...J ~ 41 J-" then a camel would be slaughtered,
divided it into ten portions and cooked. Then they would eat the well-done meat
·
before the sun disappeared. t
COMMENTARY: It seems from this hadith that the salah of asr was offered early, say when
the shadow was one mithl (of the height of the subject), or a little thereafter. This is the
ruling of the three ima~ 41 a..?.) and the two companions of Imam Abu Hanifah 41 a..?.J and
according to one of his rulings, too. Some of his followers have ruled on these lines.
However, the better known ruling of Imam Abu hanifah 411 a..?.J is that asr begins when
shadows are two mithls and this hadith is explained. On this basis, that perhaps this
happens in summers when days are longer. Moreover, Ibn Hamman .dlla..?.) has written in
the exposition kr) to the Hidaya that if the salah of asr is offered before the sun's colour
changes then, in the time till the sunset, the actions mentioned in the hadith may be
completed very easily. Those who have observed adept cooks prepare meals for the amirs
and ruler during a journey will know that this thing is not far fetched.

~ oi.J.J) -~J S_,liJI...olili .....::.JjJ.!liJ.AI;J ~WI
616. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.dlll..f".J narrated that one night they stayed (in
the mosque) awaiting Allah's Messenger _.o.L...J ~ 41 J--" for the salah of isha, the
second, till he came out to them when one third of the night had passed, or after
that. They could not sunrise what had kept him back his family or some other
affair. He said on coming out, "Surely, you await a salah that adherents of any
religion other than your's did never await. Had it not burdened my ummah, I would
have offered this salah with them at this time." Then he commended the mu'adhin
and the iqamah was called and he led the salah.2
COMMENTARY: He said that none besides them awaited the salah of isha, be they Jews

Christians, because this salah is prescribed specifically for this ummah. He said, "The more
you wait for it though it is your time for rest and you may distress yourselves, the more
reward you will earn.
The hadith is proof that the salah of isha is best offered when a third of the night is over.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41a..?.J ruled accordingly. However, the Prophet _.o.L...J~.d~IJ--" offered this
salah at its initial time if the majority of the sahabah .u&..dii~.J had gathered at that time.
Those of them assembled at a later hour, they offered it with a delay. In the light of this, the
1

2

Bukhari # 2485, Muslim# 198-625, Musnad Ahmad 4-143.
Muslim# 220-639, Abu Dawud # 420, Nasa'i # 537.
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ruling of Imam Ahmad is that the worshipper who come together at the initial time, may
offer isha as they come, but those who arrive later on, may pray later.
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617. Sayyiduna Jabir Samurah 41-u-; said (to his listeners). "~lah's Messenger ~41J.o
.olw, generally offered the salahs around (the times of) your salahs except that he put
back al-atamah (the isha) somewhat after your time, and he made it a light salah."1
COM~ENTARY: Sayyiduna Jabir ~ 41 ~; used the word al-atamah for isha perhaps
because he may not have learnt of the prohibition on its use. Or because this name was
previously known and the people were familiar with it, so he used it.
The hadith is another evidence that it is better and mustahab (desirable) to offer the salah of
isha at a delayed hour.
Making it a light salah is that the Prophet ...ol,...,~41J.o recited short surahs in the salah of
isha. Ibn Hajar said that he recited short surahs when he led the congregation and it
included weak people. This statement is made to mean that he did it often because it is also
known that the recited surah al-Araf in the salah of maghrib in its two raka' at. I say that
even these lengthy surahs recited by him did not distress the worshippers. The sahabah ~;
~41 were overn;helmed when he led the salah and did not realize how lengthy a recital he
made. The some things could not be said of another i~am.
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618. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~41<-F.J narrated that they used to offer the salah of alatamah ·,.;j"h.Allah's Messenger .olw,~41J.o and (one night) he did not come out till
about half of the night had passed. He said, 11 Assume your seats." So, they took
their seats. He said, "'lnP people have offered the salah and went to their beds
while you continue to be counted in the salah till you wait for it. Had it not been for
the weakness of the weak and illness of ill, I surely would have put off this salah
till the middle of the night."2
COMMENTARY: Previously, we have read the Prophet's .oJ-, ~ 41 J.o saying that nonMuslims do not wait for the salah of isha. So the words of the hadith, "Other people have
offered the salah and went to their beds" refers to those people of other religioru,. They have
offered their prayer of the evening and retired. But Muslims are singularized with ihe
honour _of waiting for the isha, So, Allah will reward them for their perseverance and wait.
Each moment of their wait will be counted as worship, as occupied in salah.
1
2

Muslim# 227-643, Musnad Ahmad 5M105.
Abu Dawud # 422, Nasa'i # 538, Ibn Majah # 693, Musnad Ahmad 3-5.
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Or, it could mean that Muslims of other neighbourhood have oftered their snlnh and gone
to sleep. So, they who waited will get more reward then the others.
Anyway, it is allowed to delay the snlah of ishn to midnight. Rather, it is better and mustnltab
(desirable) as a worship.

(~.l.aj:..li.J J..o:-.1 oI.J..>) -~ ./" '"-\ l ~ :~ '1
619. Sayyidah Umm salamah ~.JJI~; narrated (to the people), 11 Allah's Messenger
..oJ...., ~ .dll <.~"" advanced the salah of zuhr more than you do. But, you offer the asr
earlier then he did."t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiah Umm salamah ~~~~;wished to exhort the people to abide by the
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). There is blessing in it. This haditlt is evidence that if the salnh
of asr is postponed, it is mustnhnb (desirable). This·is what Imam Abu Hanifah ~l.u·; did.
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620. Sayyiduna Anas ~.JJI~; narrated that it was not, Allah's Messenger ~.JJI~
.oJ-, put off the salah (of zuhr) some what till it was cooler. When it was cold
(wheather) he brought it forward. 2
COMMENTARY: The hndith removes the confusion about the time of the salah of zuhr. ·
Some ahadith say that the Prophet .oJ-,~.dll~ observed it early and some that he delayed
it, but this clarifies the varying times in summer and winter.
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621. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~
.oJ-, said to him, "There will be over you, after me, such rulers, whom (diff~:cent)
things will occupy from (offering) the salah at their scheduled time till that will
expire. So, do observe the .salah at their times." Someone asked, "0 Messenger of
Allah, shall I Offer the salah with them?" He said, 11Yes!"3
(This because they would get more reward and save thP.ntselves from disobeying
the rulers and earning their wrath.)

Tirmidhi # 619, Musnad Ahmad 6-289.
Nasa'i # 4~9.
3 Abu Dawud # 433, Musnad Ahmad 6-7.
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622. Sayyiduna Qabisah ibn Waqqas ~.J.!I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .till~
..ol-,~ said, 11 There will be over you rulers, after me, who will delay the salah. This
will be in your favour but against them. So, offer the salah with them as long as
they offer the salalz facing the qiblah."1
COMMENTARY: If you offer the salalz at must.1hab (desirable) time and again with the ruler,
the second sala~ will be supererogatory. You will get much reward. If you do not offer the
salah by yourself but only with the ruler, then you will not be questioned because you
cannot help offering it with him otherwise you will face his wrath. It will be against the
rulers because they deliberately delayed the salah .
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623. Sayyiduna Ubaydullah ibn Adi ibn al-Khiyar ~.WI~J narrated that he visited
(Sayyiduna) Uthman ~".iii~J when he was besieged and said to him, "you are the
imam of all of us. You see what has be fallen you. The imam of the rebels leads the
salalz. We fear we will commit sin if we follow him." He said, "The salah is the best
of the deeds done by the people. So when they do good, you too do good with them
but when they commit wrong, refrain from their evil."2

COMMENTARY: The name of the leader of the rebels was kinanah ibn Bashir Uthrnan 41~)
advised his visitor to join the people in their good deeds, but to keep away from their evil
deeds. To offer the salah is a pius deed, so there is no sin in offering it behind a rebel leader.
These words of Uthman ~ 41 ~J speak high of his fairness and just nature and of his
kindness. At a time when the rebel~ had confined him within his home and caused hi~
immense hardship, he did not grudge them their piety and did not avenge them. These
words also prove that salah may be offered behind every pious or wicked men. It is
pe:mitted and the a/11 us-sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) wa al-jam'h stand by it.
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CHAPTER-IV
THE MERITS OF SALAH
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ibn Rawaynah ~ -dll ~J narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger ..ol-,~41~ say. "No one who offers the salalr before sunrise and before

624. Sayyiduna Untarah

3

Abu Dawud # 434.
Bukhari # 695.
3 He belonged to the tribe Banu Jathm ibn Thaqif.
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sunset, meaning the fajr and asr, will enter hell."1
COMMENTARY: One the face of it, anyone who offers these two salah regularly will not go
to ~ell even if he neglects the other salalz and commits sin. But, the ulama (Schola . . s) say that
the salah may atone for minor sins but not for major sins. Allamah Teebi <d.l1tU- J said, that
generally a man rests in the morning and is engaged in his business or other occupation in
the evening, so if he preserves these two salalz in spite of that, he seems to say that he will
not fail in other deeds. It is as Allah says:
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{Surely, the salah forbids indecency and evil} (29:45)
Hence he will be forgiven. This hadith mentions the merit of these two salah. Moreover,
Allah may, if He wishes, forgive the person who is regular in offering these salah.
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625. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ 41 ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .aJ,...., ~ ~~ ~
said, "He who offers the two salalts of the cool times will enter paradise."2
(They are the fajr and islla).
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626. Sayyiduna Abu Hurarayrah ~41~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~ .

said, 11 Angels replace each other among you by night and by day. They
assemble at the salah of fajr and the salah of asr. Then, those had spent the night
among you go up and their Lord asks them, though He kt,tows best about them.
"How did you leave my worshipper?~' They say, "We left them while they were
offering the salah and when we had come to them they were engage in salah.3
COMMENTARY: Two groups of angels remain with people to write down their deeds a.rla
to report to Allah about them. One of the two record the day's deeds and then, ~fi:er asr,
ascend and report to Allah. The second record their deeds by night and asccttd after fajr
and present the report to Allah. Twice during the day and night,, the two groups meet one
another, at fajr and at asr.
Allah is the knower of the unseen and knows the little things on earth and in heavens. In
spite of that, He asks the angels to let them know of the virtues of His slaves because when
He had created Aadam ...o)l...JI~ and instructed thP. dllgels to prostrate before him, they had
asked Him why he created a creation that would caus~ mischief on earth and shad blood.
Then they spoke of their excellence. So, when they bring their report, they realize that
.aJ,....,

1

Muslim# 213-634, Abu Dawud # 427, Nasa'i # 471, Musnad Ahmad 4-136.
Bukhari # 574, Muslim# 215-635, Darimi # 1425, Musnad Ahmad 4-80.
3 Bukhari # 555, Muslim # 210-632m Nasa'i # 485, Muwatta Maalik # 9.24-85.
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mankind do pious work.
In short, the Prophet .oJ-,~.,.t,IJ..D encourages the Muslims, in this hadith, to be regular with
salah at these two times. The angels would keep on presenting their best deeds to Allah.
And, He would demonstrate to the angels the best deeds of mankind.
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627. Sayyiduna Jundub al Qasri ~.dli~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,J,l~
.~,~said, 11 He who offers the salah of fajr is in Allah's protection. Let it not
be that Allah question you about His protection in any way. Indeed, if He
questions anyone regarding His protection, He wiil seize him and cast him face
down in the fire of hell."
In some manuscripts of al-Masabih, there is al Qushayri instead of al Qasri.1
COMMENTARY: It is incumbent on other Muslims not to treat this person (who has
offered the salah of fajr) badly. They should not kill him, rob him, backbite him or disgrace
him. If anyone does that then he challenges Allah's prot~tion. Allah will subject such a one
to strict punishment.
Another interpretation of the hadith is that since Allah has assured His protection to one
wh9 offers the salah of fajr, if a person neglects this salah then the covenant will become
void and~ Allah will take him to task. No one can even dare to avoid the reckoning.
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628. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:.£:. 41, ~J narrated that Allah's Messeng~r ~ 411 J..D
.oJ-, said. "Were the people to know what lies in the call (to !he salah which is the
adhan) and in the first row, and could not nothing but draw lots for it, they would
surely draw lots for it. Were they to know what lies in coming for the zuhr early,
they would race to it. And, were thay to know what lies in the salah of isha and fajr,
they would come to the:::1 even if they had to crawl (to it)."2
COMMENTARY: If the word (~t) (at tahjir) is taken to mean as translated (to come for
the zuhr early) then the merit applies to the seasons other than summer, for, it is mustrhab
(desirable) to put off the zuhr ir. summer till it is cooler. Or, this word, would mean; 'to
hasten to obey.' Some people have also taken it to mean; 'to go (at noon) for the salah of
Friday.' Allah knows best.
The word('?) (h.abwa) means: 'to drag oneself on one's buttocks. If anyone cannot walk on
his feet to earn the mP~its, then he will crawl to the salah in his eagerness to earn the merits.

1

Muslim# 262-657, Musnad Ahmad 4-312, Tirmidhi (from Abu Hurayrah ~.,J,t~.J) # 2171 (similar).
# 615, Muslim# 129-437, Nasa'i # 540, Muwatta Maalik # 8 1-6, Musnad Ahmad 2-236.
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629. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.dll~

said, 11There is no salah more irksome to the hypocrites than the fajr and isha.
Were they to know what lies in them both, they would come to them dragging
themselves on their seats."1
COMMENTARY: It is in the nature of the hypocrites that they are very lazy and
procrastinating in acts of worship. Whatever salah they offer is to save their skin and to
show the Muslims. The times offajr and isha are hours of rest and cold in winter. Besides, at
both these hours there is darkness so it is very unlikely for anyone's absence to be detected.
Sincere Muslims must not do this thing otherwise they would resemble the hypocrites.
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~411~.; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.l-.,~.dll~ ;aid,
He who offers· the isha with the congregation is as though he kept vigil (offering
salah) for half the night And he who offers the fajr with the congregation is as
though he kept vigil (in salah) all night."2
COMMENTARY: Either the reward of offering the slah of fajr with the congregation is
more than the reward for the islza, or the ltadith means that one who offers the isha with the
congregation and the fajr too with the congregation then he gets both rewards, that would
be like worship all night.
630. Sayyiduna Uthman
11
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631. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 411 t..P.; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ,..., ~ 41 ~

said, 11Let not the villagers (Bedouins) overwhelm you concerning the name of your
salah of maghrib." The sub narrator said, 11The villagers call it isha."3
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632. And Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ said Let not the villagers overwhelm you

about the name of your sa lah of ish a. In the book of Allah, it is al-isha. The
villagers defer this salalz because they milk their she camels at nightfall (so they
call it al-atamah and tu'tim in the ltaditlt is the verb form of atamah).4
1

Bukhari # 657, Muslim# 252-651, Ibn Majah # 797.
Muslim# 260-656, Abu Dawud # 555, Tirmidhi # 221, DArimi # 1224, Musnad Ahmad 1-58.
3 Bukhari # 563, Musnad Ahmad 5-55, (narrated Abdullah ibn Mazani).
! J.Viu~!!:-L-. 1f ~9 ~!!, Nasa'i # 541, Ibn Majah # 704, Musnad Ahhmad 2-10 (Qur'an 24:58)
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COMMENTARY: The villagers belonged to the pre-Islamic period. They called the maghrib

as isha and (the real) isha as atamah. So, the Prophet _.o.Lw_,~.JJI~ disallowed the sahabah ~;
~.d.ll to use this a nomenclature because, in this way, they would dominate. He asked them
to use the terminology of the Quran and lzadith which is maghrib and isha (for these salalzs).
This teaches the Muslims to rectify and align their speech and usage according to the
terininology of Shari'ah (divine law). They should not use the words and language of the
disbelievers and the sinners.
Then, the Prophet ..o-Lw,~.JJI~ explained why they called isha as al-atamah which, as we
stated earlier, means darkness. They offered the isha in the darkness because they milked
their she-camels at that time. They began and milking after the disappearance of the
twilight and thereafter offered the isha. According to another version, this word is used in
the passive sense to mean; It was because of being occupied in milking the she-camels, they
deferred the salah of isha to a later hour.
In short, Muslims were disallowed to use the terminology of salah of al-atamah. Because it
resembled the people of the jahiliyah(ignorant era), this name is makruh (unbecoming) to use .
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633. Sayyiduna Ali ~ c.hl <?J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o-Lw, ~ .d.l1 ~ said
during the Battle of the Trenches (known ~s khanqah). "They have prevented us
from the salatul wusta (the middle salah) which is the salalt of asr. May Allah fill
their houses and their graves with fire."t
COMMENTARY: The Battle of Khandaq is also called al-Ahzab. It was fought in 4AH or
5AH. Khandaq means trenches which were dug on the suggestion of Sayyiduna Salman Farsi
~.JJ1~; to keep the enemy out of Madinah. The Prophet .olw,~.JJ1~ joined all the Muslims in
digging the trenches. It was very cold and they were beset by hunger and he tied stones on
his belly to mitigate the effect of hunger, but did not slow down in doing the work.
In this battle arrows were showered non-stop so, the Muslims missed four salalzs asr was
one of them. Iil order to emphasize the merit of asr, he made the prayer against them. But,
in the Battle of Uhud, he did not curse the infidels because thtte he himself was the target
and his merciful nature did not permit him to curse his enemies. Here, the salalzs of all
Muslims were delayed beyond time.
This hadith is evidence that salat ul wusta is asr. This is the opinion of most of the sahabah
~41~; and the tabi' un ~~~; and Imam Abu Hanifah .d.ll~J, Imam Ahmed .d.ll~; and others.
This is as in the Quran:

~Jll§_,l..illjy_9 i\1~1~9~
{Guard your prayers, especially the midmost prayer ... } (2:238)
Here too (Ja.w )') (midmost) salah is the salah of asr.
As for the diffE:.:.?n~e of opinion among the sahabah ~41~;, perhaps that was before all of
them had learnt ot the hadith that follows in the next section and makes it very clear the
Bukhan # 4S33, Muslim# 205-627, Abu Dawud # 409, Tirmidhi # 2995, Nasa'i # 473, Ibn Maja~t #
684, Arimi # 1232, Musnad Ahmad 1-144.
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salat u] wusta is the salah of asr. Till then they had relied on their individual judgment and
deduction. When the hadith was confirmed, the difference of opinion was resolved.
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634. (Sayyiduna) Ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J ands Samurah ibn Jundub ~4.ill~J narrated

that Allah's Messenger ..oL.,~~~~ said, "The midmost salah is the salah of asr."1
(Refers to as salat ul wusta in the Qur'an).
COMMENTARY: L. is so called because it is between the two salahs cf the day: Jajr and
zuhr, and the two of the night: maghrib and isha.
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635. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.ili~J narrated that the prophet ..oL.,~~~~ said
about Allah's words:
{Surely the recital of the Quran at down is witnessed} (17:78)
that the angels of th_e night and the angels of the day are present (at that time). 2
COMMENTARY: The verse says that recital of the Qur' an is Jajr, mean~ng the slah of Jajr. It
is called the Qur' an b~cause recital is part of the salah. It is like calling the salah with the
word sajdah or ruku' (which are the essentials of salah).
The word in the verse ~J&.!.• (mash hud, witnessed) refers to the angels who record the deeds of
mankind by day and night. They assemble at the time of this salah as explained in the hadith # 626.
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636. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn ~ ~~ ~J Thabit and Sayyidah Ayshah ~lilt~.J narrated
that as-salat ul wusta (milimost salalt)is the salah of zuhr.3
COMMEN"tARY: Both of them took the midmost salah to :..n~an the salah of zuhr because it

is offered in the middle of the day.
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Tirmidhi # 182, Musnad Ahmad 5-7.
Tirmidhi # 3146, Ibn V1ajah # 670, Musnad Ahmad 2-474.
~ Muwatta Maalik # 8.8-28, Tirmidhi supplement to# 182. (The former from Zayd ~~~~.J and the
latter frOtia i>ot:.)
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637. Sayyidul)a Zayd ibn Thabit ~4bl~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41~
..oJ,..._, used to offer (the salah of) zuhr early (meaning promptly after zawal). None of
the salahs that he offered was more severe to the sahabah ~ .dlt ~.J of Allah's
Messenger ..oJ.-,~41~ than this salah. So the verse was revealed:

~Jll §_,l.!llj ylj} ill~ l_¢j~
{Guard the salahs carefully and the midmost salah) (2:238)
And, e said, "Surely, before it are two salahs and after it two salahs."t
COMMENTARY: This is the personal deduction of zayd ibn Thabit ~41~; that zuhr is the

midmost salalt, otherwise the Prophet ..oJ,-_,~41J-" has named asr as the midmost salah.
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638. Sayyiduna Maalik 41 tU-; narrated that he heard (Sayyiduna) Ali ibn Abu
Talib ~'!.hi~.J and Abdullah ibn Abbas say often. ''The midmost salah ( ~}.itl1
~jH) is the salah offajr."2 And,

639. (Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J and Ibn Umar ~~~~.J (also said so).3
COMMENTARY: This again is the personal deduction of these two men. Perhaps till then

they had not learnt of the Prophet ..oJ.-,~41~ hadith.
Accordingly, the contention of Imam Maalik 41~; and Imam Shafi'i (H) is that the midmost
salah is the salah offajr. But, Imam Nawwi 41~; who was a follower of Shafi'i 41~; said that
the sahih ahadith say that the midmost salah is the salah of asr.
Imam Mdwardi 41 ~; one of the imam of}he Shafi'i school of thought explained that
though Imam Shafi' i 41~; had said about fajr that it is the midmost salah, yet in the light of
sahih ahadith. He seems to have ruled that asr was the midmost salah. Moreover he had left
clear instruction:
"If you comt.. across a hadith against which I may have given a ruling, then my correct verdict
is according to the sahih hadith and my earlier ruling should be thrown away on the wall."
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640. Sayyiduna Salman ~4bl~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~41~
..oJ-, say, ''He who emerges early (morning( for the salah of fajr emerges with the
standard of faith. And he who emerges early to the market emerges with the
Abu Dawud # 411, Musnad Ahmad 5-183.
Muwatta Maalik 8.8-29, Tirmidhi supplement to# 182.
3 ibid (Tirmidhi from Ibn Umar & Ibn Abbas supp # 182).
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standard of Iblis/'1
COMMENTARY: Allamah Teebi 411 o-J said that this hadith is an example describing the
forces of Allah and the devil. He who walks out of his house early morning to offer the
salah of Jajr is as though holding a flag of faith to contend against ~e devil just as the ghazi
(warrior) marches against the enemy carrying with him the standard of Islam. He is a
·
member of Allah's forces.
As for one- who walks out early morning for worldly needs, he is a member of the devil' s
army. He neglects Allah's command to offer the salah and obeys the devil carrying his flag
and raising aloft the devil' s glory. But he weakens his own religion provided, of curse, he
goes to the market without offering the salah of Jajr. If he has offered the Jajr, he may go to
the market to earn lawful livelihood, and he is regarded as a member of Allah's forces.

CHAPTER-V
THEADHAN

The dictionary meaning of (iJ'~') (aadhan) is to inform, to proclaim and (iJ'~') (adhan) is to
call to prayer. In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), a few specified words are
proclaimed at appointed hours to inform of the time of the salah. This is the (iJ'~') (adhan).
This definition excludes the adhan that is pronounced for things and affairs other than salah
and made masnun, like on a child's birth in its right ear. The iqamah is called in its left ear.
It is mustahab (desirable) also to pronounce the adhan in the ear of a person 'Yho is
sorrowful, suffers from epilepsy etc., has fits of anger, or has be habits be he man or beast.
Sayyiduna Daylami 411o-J narrated that Sayyiduna Ali ~411~J said, The Prophet ~411~
_.o.L., four.d me grieved one day and said, '0 Ibn Abu Talib I see that you are sad. Instruct
someone of your household to pronounce the adhan is your ear. Your grief will disappear.'
I did that and his words come true." Moreover, every sub-narrator iro.n Sayyiduna Ali ~J
~...ill found this method effective. Daylami also transmitted from Sayyiduna Ali ~...LI~J
that the Prophet _.o1...,~411~ said, Jllf any one develop bad habits, call the adhan in his ear.
Do it for a human being or an animal."
Reverting to our subject, it is sunnall (Practice of Holy Prophet) muwakkadah to call the adhan for
the prescribed salah to get the worshippers to assemble for the salah and join the congregation.
The correct record of the inception of the salah is the dream of Abdullah ibn Zayd Ansari
~411~J and of Umar ibn Khattab 4U&:<tilli.f"J al-Faruq. The details of this will follow in a hadith.
Some people say that Sayyiduna Abu Bakr~~~~J had seen the dream about the adhan.
Imam Ghazzali .dli<Y-J said that ten Sahabah ~~~~J were taught the words of the aphan in
their dream. Some others put the number of those who has this dream at fourteen.
Some scholars say that adhan began with the judgment of Allah's Messenger _.o.L.,~<dll~
himself. An angel had guided him to it during the night of his journey to the heavens.
Sayyiduna Ali ~<tili~J narrated that when he reached near the throne, an angel came out,
He asked Jibril...oj...JI~ J/Who is he?" Jibril...o'j...JI~ said, By Allah who has sent you with
the truth, I am the nearest of all to Allah, but I have never seen this angel before now." The
11

11

t

Ibn Majah # 2234.
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angel said, Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar," A voice from behind the screen said, "My slave
spoke the truth. I am the Greater! I am the Greatest!" Then the angel delivered the
remaining words of the adhan.
This tradition says that the Prophet ~,~.Jll~ had heard the words of the adhan much
before the dreams of the sahabah ~.Jll~;. However, they were not prescribed as adhan for
the s~lalz. This is why he continued to offer the salah in Makkah wi~Qut the adhan being
called When he emigrated to Madinah, he consulted the sahabah d,.:.&..Jll~;and some of them
heard therse words in their dreams. This was followed by a revelation: liThe words that
you heard in the heaven are now mansun for adhan on earth." Allah knows best.
SECTION I
jJ~ijJajJi
II
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641. Sayyiduna Anas ~,J,l~J narrated that the fire and the naqus (bell, gang) were
mentioned (before the adhan was adopted to announce the time of salah). The Jews
and the · Christians were mentioned. Then (Sayyiduna) Bilal ~ ,J,l ~J was
commended to repeat (the words of) the adhan and to call the (words of the) iqamah
once. (The sub-narrator of this hadith and teacher of Bukhari .Jl14.?; and Muslim .Jl14.?;
Shaykh Ismail <1114..?; said that he mentioned it to Ayyub 4.1114.?; (who was a subnarrator and had seen Anas ~cd!l~J and he said, 11 Except the iqamah."1
(The words (i_,.l.Aita..\i.U) - the salalt is, indeed, established - are repeated twice,)
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ..o-1-, ~ 4.111 ~ came to Madinah from Makkah and the
Muslims swelled in number, the mosque was built and he consulted his sahabah ~.JJI~J about
how to announce the time of salah for the people to come to the mosque pnnctually. The
sahabah ~4.111~; sugges!ed that, at the time, a fire should be kindled at an elevated place or a
bell sounded to make the people aware of the salah. But, some others disliked these methods of
alert because they resembled the Jewish and the Christian ways. Then they dispersed.
One of them was sincerely worried about it because he wished to take the burden off the
Prophet's ..ol-,~4.111~ mind. He went home and went to bed, the issue on his mind. That
night he saw in his dream an angel stand before him and repeat the words of the adhan. He
was Abdullah ibn Zayd ~4.111~;. Some versions quote him to say that he was half asleep
when he saw the angel. Some others quote him, If that would not cause misgivings to
arise. I was not asleep at all." So, the ulama (Scholars) put this happening as an exaltation
and ecstasy. Saintly people experience this in wakefulness.
In the morning, he recounted his experience to the Prophet ~,~.d!IJ..". He told him that
his dream was true and he must take Bilal ~4.111~; along and disclose the words to him one
by one and he should proclaim them loudly because Sayyiduna Bilal ~.Jll~; had a louder
voice than Abdullah's.
On hearing him, Umar ~~~~;can quickly and disclosed to the Prophet ~,~.Jll~ that he too
11

Bukhari # 603, Muslim# 3-378, Abu Dawud (second half)# 508, (and so) Tirmidhi # 193, Nasa'i #
627, Ibn Majah # 729, Darami # 1194, Musnad Ahmad 3-103 (all of then from have the second half).
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had heard the some words in his dream. The Prophet ..oL,~~~~ thanked Allah. It is said that
on the same night ten, eleven or fourteen sahabah ~I<..FJ had seen the very same dream.
As for the naqus, the Christians used it to announce time of their prayer. They struck
a large piece of wood on a smaller wooden plank and the noise that it ·made was
heard at some distance.
The Jews blew a hom for-the same purpose. The fire is mentioned only in this hadith of Anas I..F.J
~~ and in no other hadith. It seems that some of them kindled a fire and others blow the hom.
This hadith indicates that the words of the adhan are in pairs (except for the first Allahu
Akbar which are four times) and the words of the iqamah are and an odd number (once
each, except Allahu Akbar and qad qamatis salah). Most of the saha'bah ~41~.J, the tabi'un
41 43-J and Imam Zuhri, Maalik, Shafi'l, Awza'I, Islmq and Ahmad 41 43-J observe this
direction. However, Imam Abu Hanifah 41 43-.J and his followers use the same words for
adhan and iqamah (pairs). They follow another tradition that is narrated lat~r.
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(...o..l-Aoi.J.J)-dH V!all '} ·~~lfulJ;~ilit .r,~l ~fj- .r,~l~fj642. Sayyiduna Abu Mahdhurah ~.dli~.J 1 narrated, that" Allah's .Mes.seng~r 411~
...ol-,~ himself taught me the adhan. He ~nstructed me to say: (.;;Sl~ ,;;Sl~,;tial;ti~).

Then h~ instructed me to repeat and say: (adt4id6i.ifl.~ (Allah is the greatest, Allah is
the Greatest. Allah is the Greatest, Allah is the Greatest. I testify that there is no
God but Allah. I testify that there is no God but Allah. I testify that there is no Goci
but Allah. I testify that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger. I testify that Muhammad
is Allah's Messenger.
(Hence, repaeat) I testify that there Is no God but Allah. I testify that there is no
God but Allah. I testify that Muhammad is A11ah's Messenger ...o.1-,~41J-oo. I testify
that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger.
Come to the salah, come to the salah. Come towards success, come to towards
success. Allah is the Greatest, Allah is the Greatest. There is no God but Allah.)"2
COMMENTARY: The words Allahu Akbar (.r-S''.&') mean t hat Allah is far above and high for
anyone to describe His greatness and might and to recognize their reality. He is the
Greatest and far above all and nothing can be compared to His Being. He, Lord of might, is
the Greatest of all creation.

He was sumarah ibn Mu'bar. His kunya was Abu Muhdhurah ~ 41 ~.J, He did not emigrate to
Madinah. He was mu' adhdhin and died in Makkah.
2 Muslim# 6-379 (it was Allahu Akbar twice in the beginning Allah is Greatest), Abu Da'wud # 503,
Nasa'i # 532, ~n Majah # 70d.
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In adhan and takbir, the ra of Allahu Akbar (Arabic) is sakin or vowel less. The imams Abu

Hanifah, .d!l.u-; Shafi'i .d!l.u-; Ahmed and majority of the scholars agree that this expression is
repeated in the adhan four thnes in the beginning. But Imam Maalik .d!l.u-; holds that it is
repeated twice even in the beginning.
The significance of calling it four times is the assert that fact is imposed in the four comers of
the world and the human soul made up of the four elements has itself purified through it.
The words (c.'>Ult~~) (come towards success) call to what delivers you from the makruh
(unbecoming) (disapproved, repugnant) and gets you your ambition. The word (c.'>Ult) is also
translated as 'remaining, sustaining, or 'run to what is effective in warding off
punishment.' It earn reward and an abiding life in the hereafter. It is the salah.
According tc· Imam shafi'i 41-u-; and Imam Maalik 41-u-; it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet)
to make tarji; or pronounce the testimonies twice in the adhan. Tarji is done by first
pronouncing the testimonies twice in a low voice and again in a louder voice twice. They
rely on this hadith.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41-u-; said that this repetition (in the hadith) was to teach (Sayyiduna)
Abu Mahdhurah ~ 41 ~J, not to make it a part of the adhan. He pronounced the
testimonies in a soft voice, so the Prophet .,o.J....,cy...d!IJ-::' instructed him to pronounce them in
a louder voice and, indeed, there is another narration of (Sayyiduna) Abu Muhahurah .d!I~J
~which is without the tarji. Moreover, the hadith of (Sayyiduna) Abdullah ibn Zayd 41~.)
~, that is regarded as the base in the chapter of adhan, does not have the tarji (~.;).
Similarly, there is no tarji in the adhan of (Sayyiduna) Bilal ~41'-'~J who was the chief of the
mu'adhdhins, or of (Sayyiduna) Ibn Umm Maktum ~41~; who was the mu'adhdhin of
Masjid Nabawi, or to (Sayyiduna) SA'd Qurt ~.d!l~; who called the adhan in Masjid Quba.
It is clear from the experience of (Sayyiduna) Abu Muhdhurah ~41~.) that the repetition of
the testimonies was only for teaching.
SECTION II
~~11j.;Jil
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643. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar .~ d.hl ~J narrated that during the times of Allah's
Messenger ..o.J-, cy.. ...ill~ the expressions of the adhan were pronounced twice each
and oi the iqamah once each, save that one said (i).kit ~\i .ii) (the prayer is being
established, the prayer is being established)."t
COMMENTARY: Ibn Umar ~41~.) meant all the expression in the adhan apart from the
initial' Allahu Akbar' which is four times and the finalla ilaha illAllah which is just once.
Similarly, in the iqamah, the expression 'Allahu Akbar' is pronounced twice, just as qad
qamati salah is, both the initial and the final.

1

Abu Dawud # 510, Nasa'i # 628, Darimi # 1193, Musnad ahmad 2-85.
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644. Sayyiduna Abu Mahdhurah ~ .dlll..f".J narrated that the Prophet ..oJ-,, 4>- 4! J"'
taught him the adhan having nineteen expressions and the iqamah having
seventeen expressions.t
COMMENTARY: According to the Hanafis, there_ are fifteen expressions in the adhan. This

hadith mentions nineteen because of the tarji' (~ Ji) as sated in haditlz # 642 and its commentary.
Similarly seventeen expressions of the iqamah exclude the (tarji) four expressions and
include the two qad qamatis salah. The same number of expressions are with the I-Ianafis as
with the Shafi' is. The earlier Jzadi th gave the number of expressions of the iqamah as eleven
with the Shafi'is. That is abrogated with this.
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645. Sayyiduna Abu Mahdhurah ~ .dll ~.J narrated that he requested, 11 0
Messenger of Allah, teach me the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) of the adhan.''
He wiped the forehead of Abu Mahdhurah and said, ''Say, 'Allah is the Greatest,
Allah is the Greatest, Allah is the Greatest Allah is the Greatest. Raise your voice
with them. Then say; 'I testify that there is no God but Allah. I testify that there is
no God but Allah. I testify that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger. I testify that
Muhammad is Allah's Messenger.' Lower your voice with these words. Then, raise
y our voice with the testimonies; 'I testify that there is no God but Allah. I testify
that there is no God but Allah. I testify that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger. I
testify that Muhammad is Allah's Messenger. Come to the salah, come to the salah.
Come towards success, Come towards success. IF it is the salah of fajr, do say:
(~)11 ~ # ~j.kl~ (salah is better then sleep, salah is better than sleep). Allah is the
Greatest, Allah is the Greatest. There is no God but Allah."'2
COMMENTARY: The Arabic words are (4fj ~ili ~) (he wiped his forehead). The
pronominal suffix in (•"!"tJ) (his head) refers to Abu Mahdhurah ~41~.J to convey blessing
1

Musnad Ahmad 3-409 (mentioned the adhan). Tirrnidhi # 192, Abu Dawud # 502 (adhan 2 iqamah)
Nasa'i # 630, Ibn Majah # 709, Darimi # 1197.
2 (The Arabic words are mentioned in lmditll # 643 but the words for fijr are mentioned here,) Abu
Dawud # 500, Nasa'i # 633.
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to his mind so that he n1ay have a strong n1emory thereby. In Another socnd manuscript,
these words are more explicit (4iJ~) (he wiped my tread). Another meaning would be
that the Prophet ~,~.JiiJ--o wiped his own head.
Previous explanation was that the repetition of the testimonies was by way of teaching, but
this hadith belies that explanation. However, we might say that the ahadith that do not have
the testimonies repeated have abrogated the hadith of Abu Mahdhurah ~cdii~.FJ.
The meaning of 'The salah is better then sleep' in the eyes of the saintly and the mystics is:
'the savor of salall is better than the taste of sleep.'

~~§~cj~l§_,ljll~~d~.¢~~J~ili,~;L'jJ.!JUJlijliJ~~J<'t')
,.
..
'/}

646. Sayyiduna Bilal ~~,'-'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-.,~41J-.:' said to
him. "Do not make tathwib in any_ way for the salah, except for the salah offajr."t
COMMENTARY: Tathwib is the proclamation before which a proclamation has been made

already for the same objective, for example, the first was made to call the people to the salah
and the second is made for the same purpose. There are many kinds of tathwib. One of
these is the pronouncement in the salah of fajr; (r _,.II.:,- .r.- o}-all) (salah is better than sleep)
because it is close on the heels or (o_,.l.AJI ~ ~) (come to the salah). Both have the same
purpose, calling people to offer the salalz. This kind of tathwib was in practice during the
Prophet's .o-L,~4.111~ times and is tnusnun too. Later, the ulama (Scholars) of kufah began
to call k_"j.AII~~) (come to success) between the adhan and the iqamah (in the duration
between them). After that, every sect and group invented some kind of tathwib according
to their custom, but all of them were put into use only for the salah of fajr because that is a
time of sleep and of negligence.
As tin1e passed, the later day ulama (Scholars) introduced tathwib for all the salah and
regarded it is a good practice, though it was consider makruh (unbecoming) by their
predecessors because it is a new thing and a bid' ah or an innovation. Sayyiduna Ali ~41~.F)
also rejected it when someone resorted to tathwib and he instructed, "Get this innovator
out of the mosque."
It is reported about Sayyiduna Umar ~41~.FJ 2 That when he heard the mu'adhdhin resort
to tathwib in a salah other thanfajr, he came out of the mosque and asked other people too,
"Do not retnain with this man. Come out! He is bid' ati (an innovator)."

jJll.li,:; ~~ill3j.jj.!ji ~.JJ\111 y~~ jti ~j ,;1~ ili1 ~ ;il1 j_;.!J ~~-/tl~ ~j

(\tV)

Tim1idhi # 198, Ibn Majah # 215.
2 Tirmidhi names Ibn Umar ~ 4.ill~.FJ instead of Umar ~ 41 I.F.;, in a similar case. (supplementary
notes to haditlt # 198).
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Bilal ~4.11<..P;. 'when you call the adhan, observe pauses. And, when you pronounce
the iqamah, be quick. Also, let there be sufficient gap between your adhan and your
iqamah so that he who eats may finish eating and he who drinks may finish
drinking, and he who has to may relieve himself. And, do not get up (to offer the
salalt) till you have seen me (coming)."1
COMMENTARY: Ibn Hajr ~1~; said that the words of the adhan must be spoken distinctly
and they must not be prolonged or e~aggerated, but sound tlear. The mu'adhdhins are
instructed to be careful in pronouncing the words of adhan and follow the rules to avoid
mistakes. There are some mistakes which if anyone does deliberately thenhe becomes an
infidel, for instance if the ali£ of ~'(aashad) is prolonged it turns into a question, meaning,
"Do I testify .. " Or, prolonging the baa-1 of Allahu Akbar to read Akbaar which is a plural
form of~ which is a drum with one opening and is round. So too it is wrong to pause at 411
and begin with~ (Allah).
The mu' adhdhin should get up for the iqamah only on seeing the imam in the mosque.
Perhaps, the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 J""' came out of his room when the mu' adhdhin began to
sound the iqamah and when he came to the words (o j....:ll ~IT") (come to the salah), the
Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ was inside the mihrab (niche), perhaps. This is why our imams say
that when the mu'adhdhin calls the iqamah and comes to these words (come to the salah),
the imam and the muqtadis (his follf'wers, members of the congregation) must stand up
and when he comes to (o_,.L.A114.oli.U) (surely, the salah is established), the salah should began.
""
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648. Sayyiduna Ziyad ibn Harith as-Suda'iy narrated. "The Messenger ..oJ,....,~.Jll~
of Allah commanded me to pronounce the adhan for the salah of fajr. So I called the
adhan. Then Bilal ~ 411 <..P; intended to pronounce the iqamah, but Allah's
Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~ said (to him), 'Indeed, the brother of Suda had called the
adhan and he who calls the adhan may call the iqamah."2
COMMENTARY: The words Akha Suda (Brother of suda) referred to Sayyiduna Ziyad ibn
Harith ~ ~~ <.f";. The Arabs used to call a member of a tribe, its brother (and he was a
member of as-Suda' i)
Imam Shafi'I 41 ~; cites this hadith to rule that if one who is not a mu' adhdhin calls the
iqamah, then it is makruh (unbecoming). But, Imam Abu Hanifah .dll~; does not regard it as
makruh (unbecoming), because very often Sayyiduna Ibn Umm Maktum ~.dll<.f"; called the
adhan but Sayyiduna Bilal ~41<.f"; pronounced the iqamah. His contention is that another
man may call the iqamah with the permission of the mu' adhdhin. If he denies permission,
then the other cannot call the iqamah.

1

Trimidhi # 195.
# 199, Abu Dawud # 514, Ibn Majah # 717, Musnad Ahmad 4-169.

2 Tirmidhi
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649. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~l<.P.J narrated, 'when the Muslims came to Madinah,
they gathered and -surmised the time of salah. There was no one to call for that. One
day, they talked with each other about it. Some of them suggested, 'Adopt a bell
like the Christi.ms.' Some others proposed the hom of the Jews. So, Umar ~4ill<.P.J
asked, 'Why do you not send a man to announce the salalt?' Indeed, Allah's
Messenger ..o-L,~.d!IJ-P said, '0 Bilal, arise and announce the salah.'t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..o-L, ~ 41 ~ had commanded Sayyiduna Bilal ~ 4.iii<.PJ to
ascend to a height and call (4At~ o~') (the salah of the congregation). The people would
respond to it. Hence (~,)u..) (caller or call) is to merely announce the ralah. It is not the
Slzari'ah (divine law) call, or adhan. This was the first step. When they assembled a second
time a continue th? search, Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd ~4.iii<.PJ (was inspired or) had a
dream and the Prophet ~,~.d!IJ-P enforced the adhan.
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650. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn zayd ib Abd Rabbihi ~ -ilil ~; narrated,

After
Allah's Messenger .,cl....,~.d!IJ-P had instructed that a bell should be procured, to be
struck that the people might assemble for ih~ salah, a man walked round me
carrying a bell in his hand while I was asleep. I asked him, '0 slave of Allah will

1

Bukhari # 604, Muslim# 1-377, Tirmidhi # 190, Nasa'i # 629, Musnad Ahmad 2-1~~.
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you sell the bell? He asked, 'what will you do with it?' I said, 'we shall summon
people to the salalt.' He asked, 'May I not read you to what is better than that?' I
said to him, 'Of course!' He said, 'Say; Allahu Akbar ....' To the end of it, and so the
iqamah. When I awoke in the morning, I came to Allah's Messenger ~,~.tii1J--:' and
informed him of what I had seen. He said, 'It is a true dream, insha Allah Ta'ala.
Get up with Bilal and prompt to him what you have seen. He will call the adhan
with i~ because he possesses a voice louder than yours.' So, I arose. with Bilal and
began to prompt him and he called the adhan with it. Umar ibn al-Khattab who was
in his house heard that and he came out dragging his cloak, saying, '0 Messenger of
Allah, by him who has sent you with the truth, indeed, I did dream like what is
shown. Allah's Messenger ~,~41~ said, 'Praise belongs to Allah.'l
(Abu Dawud, Darimi. and Ibn Majah transmitted it but Ibn Majah did not mention the
iqamah. And Trimidhi called it haditlt sahib but did not explain the story of the bell)
COMMENTARY: The lmdith does not imply that the Prophet _o.L...,~.Jll~ comn1anded that
the bell should be sounded. Rather, he was contemplating on a suggestion, but Allah
guided them through Abdullah ibn Zayd.
This hadith directs that the expressions of the adhan and the· iqamah are identical, and the
Hanafis follow it. The words (o_,.l..=JI..:...eli.U) are pronounced twice in the iqamah, additionally.
The Prophet .oL..,~41~ described Abdullah's ~.tillv~.J dream as true either because he was
informed by wahy (revelation) or he used his judgement. He said, 'Insha Allah' to and
blessing to the decision.
.
Umar ~41~.) heard the adhan and came to the Prophet ~,~41~ saying that he too had
seen a similar dream. Perhaps he said so after learning of Abdullah ibn Zayd's ~41w.~.J
dream or he may have found it out through Kashf or inspiration.
Nawawi ~~ ~.) said that this hadith establishes that a mu' adhdhin should possess a strong
and loud and a sweet voice.
Adhan wa~ introduc~d in 2 AH. Some ulama (Scholars) put it in the very first year of hijrah.
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651. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~~~~; narrated, ,I went out with the Prophet ~41t~

.oL.., for the salah of fajr. He did not pass by any man without calling him ~o the
salah, or shaking him with his foot."2
COMMENTARY: If any one is asleep at the time of salalz, then it is allowed to awaken him
either by calling him or jerking him at the foot or elsewhere .
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652. Sayyiduna Maalik ...ill~.) narrated that he had heard that the mu' adhdhin came

1
2

Abu Dawud # 499, Ibn Majah # 706, Darimi # 1187, Tirmidhi # 189 (Shorter) Musnad Ahm~1·~ :±-43.'
Abu Dawud # 1264.
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to Umar ~41<-F; to call him to the salah of fajr but found him asleep. So he said:
(~rl'~ ~o;.m1) (salah is better than sleep). On that Umar ~41<-F; instructed him to
include these words in the adhan of fajr. 1
COMMENTARY: Actually, these words (~rl' ~ _r.;- ii Jl..all) were masnun in the ad~an of fajr
from the beginning. This haditlz l)as been explained in many ways, but the best is that when
the mu'adhdhin woke up Umar ~.Jli~Jwith these words, he did not like it and indicated
to him that they were part of the adhan of fajr and it is sunnalz (Practice of Holy Prophet) to
pronounce them there but not to awaken someone who is asleep.
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653. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Sa' d ibn Ammar ibn Sa' d the mu' adhdhin of
Allah's Messenger .oJ-, ~ 41 <.}D (meaning Sa' d the great grandfather of Abdur
Rahman was the mu' adhdhin) narrated, 11 My father narrated to me from his father
from his grandfather that Allah's Messenger .,o.l....,~<d!IJ..D instructed Bilal ~41<-F; to
insert his fingers in his ears and he said, 'It will make your voice louder." 2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Sa'd ~.dli~J was a Sahabi and was appointed by the Prophet
.oJ,...,,~41J..D as a mu' adhdhin at the mosque, Masjid Quba. He continued to call the adhan
there till the death of the Prophet ..o.l-, ~ 41 <.}D with the Prophet's ..oL., ~ 41 <.}D death,
Sayyiduna Bilal ~ 41 ~J stopped pronouncing the adhan in the Masjid Nabawi and
emigrated to Shaam and Abu Bakr ~41~J transferred him from Masjid Quba to Masjid
Nabawi as its mu' adhc\hin. He continued there till his death. His son Ammar ~41~J was a
distinguished t~bi'l ~d his son (Sa'd 41-u-J junior), meaning the grandson of Sa'd ~41~J
(senior) was the father of Abdur Rahman who is the narrator. Thus Ammar's 41-u-J son Sa'd
<l.lll.u-.J was named after Ammar' s 41-u-J grand father Sa' d <dll.u- J
This ltaditl1 sa:, s that the fingers should be put in the ears to make the voice louder. Perhaps,
with fingers in the ears the loud voice returns to the mu' adhdhin' s ears. So he will try to
raise t~e pitch of his voice as l .. illrl-t as possible.

CHAPTER-VI
THE VIRTUE OF THE AD HAN & OF THE
RESPONSE TO THE MU' ADHDHIN
Adhan is a great form of remembrance (dhikr) of Allah, It btars the testimonies o.L w"Lity
and Messenger ship alongwith the proclamation. It demonstrates the majesty and glory of
islam. This is why there is tremendous m¢rit and reward in calling the adhan. Thereafter,
in this chapter we shall narrate those ruiadit!:. th~i. tell us that calling the adhan is like
1
2

Muwatta Maalik 3.1-8.
Muslim# 14-387, Ibn Majah # 724, Musnad Ahmad 4-95.
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amassing blessings.
The question arises what is better: calling the adhan or leading the congregation (as imam)?
The approved opinion is that if a man is certain that he will manage to discharge all the
rights of the office of the imam then it is better for him to act as an imam, otherwise it is
better for him to call the adhan
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether the l''rophet ~, ~ ~~ J.-" ever pronounced the
adhan or not? Though according to one haditlt~ he did pronounce the adhan, yet some
scholars interpret it to mean that he gave instructions and had the adhan pronounced. This
command of his may be compared to the credit given to a king for having built a fort
though he never constructed it with his hands, but had it built. A lzadith of Daraqutni says
explicitly that·the Prophet ~,~~'J.-" had given command for the adhan to be sounded
(but did not himself pronounce it). Allah knows best.
It is wajib (expedient) to respond to the adhan. If many people call the adhan at the some
time then the first is recognized and response should be given to him. If anyone hears the
adhan from many mosques of diff~rent neighbourhoods then it is wajib (expedient) for him
to respond to the mu' adhin of his mosqu~. If anyone is within the mosque at the time the
adhan is called then it is not wajib (expedient) on him to respond to it because the practical
response has been given already .1
The umala differ on whether one who recites the Qur'an should respond to the adhan or
not. The preferable opinion, however, is that he should not respond to the adhan.
SECTION l
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654. Sayyiduna Mu' awiyah ~ 4111 ~) narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
,.o.L..,~~~~ say, 11 The mu'adhdhins will have the longest neck of all people on
the day of resurrection."2
COMMENTARY: Long neck could mean many things:
(1)
Those who called the adhan in the world will get too much r~ward and
high ranks on the day of resurrection.
(2)
They will be chiefs on that day.
(3)
They will be much hopeful of reward. Anv one who hopes for :;umething
will raise his neck to look for what he aspires and on the day of resurrection when
the people will be grieved and worried, the mu' adhdhins will be peaceful awaiting
the command to go to paradise.
(4)
They will be awarded nearness to Allah and an honourable place.
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655. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 4il1 <.§&'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 41 J-.a
_.cl...., said "When a call is announced for the salah, the devil turns his back breaking
wind as he flees so that he may not hear the call being made. But, it is over, he
comes back. Again, as the iqamah is called, he turns back and as it is over, he
returns to put thoughts in a man's heart. He say, 'Remember this. Remember that,'
all that he could not remember, so that he forgets how much salah he has offered."t
COMMENTARY: It is not surprising that the devil can break wind because he too has a
body. It is like a donkey who cannot help passing wind when a heavy burden is places
over him. The adhan is too heavy on the devil and he retreats and releases gas.
However, some scholars say that as the adhan is sounded, the devil lets out a cry that fills
the ear to prevent himself. Frotn hearing the adhan. It is this cry that is described as
breaking wind to show how bad it is.
The devil interrupts the worshipper and puts temptation in his heart. He pull him towards
the worldly affairs disturbing his concentration on the salalt.
Allah has equipped the adhan with the quality of inspiring fear in the devil. The devil does
not flee from the Quran (and the salah) and recital of the Quran, but from the adhan
because it instils fear in him .
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656. Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed Khurdri ~<111<.§&'; narrated that Allah's Messenger 41J-.a
..,1..., ~ said, ''No jinns, man or anything hears the call of the mu' adhdhin at the
farthest range without bearing witness for him on the day of resurrection." 2
COMMENTARY: The word (..v) (mada) means 'the farthest range.' The limit of sound is
where its buzz is heard but it is indistinct. It was enough to have said, 'where the
mu'adhdhin's voice reaches, but it is qualified with 'at the farthest range' to indicate that
even those who get the buzz in their ears will testify for him being faithful. Thus, those
who are nearer to him will be witnesses of a strong kind.
The ulama (Scholars) say that in this way, the mu'adhdhin is encourage to raise his voice
very high so that the most number of people may bear witness for him.
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Bukhari # 608, Muslim# 19-389, Abu Dwud # 516, Nasa'i # 670, Darimi # 1204, Muwatta Maam~ #
1.1-6, Musnad Ahmad 2-313.
2 Bukhari # 609, Nasa'i # 644, Ibn Majah # 723, Muwatta Maalik # 3.1-5, Musnad Ahmad 3-35,
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657. Sayyidna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al-Aas ~.WI ~.J narrated that Allah's
Messenger said, 11When you hear the mu' adhdhin, say th4e like of what he says.
Then invoke blessings on me, for if anyone invokes blessings on me once, Allah
sends on him ten blessings, Then ask Allah for the wasilah for me. It is a station
in paradise, not available to anyone, but only one of Allah's slaves, and I hope
that I shall be· the one. He who asks the wasilah for me, my intercession will
become lawful for him."l
COMMENTARY: Repeat the expressions of the adhan with the mu'adhin, except a few
expressions that are not repeated as they are. They will be mentioned in the next haditll. For
instance, when he say in the adhan for fajr (~rl'~ ~o ~'), the answer is (~~J~ J;!J..:.JJ..p) (The
salalz is better than sleep' and the response is you spoke the truth and became worthy of
much of good and your words are true.')
Wasilah is a means to achieve what is sought. Though it that thing is approached. And, a
particular high rank in paradise is called the wasilah, because he who will be admitted to it
will gain nearness to Allah. He will be honoured with the sight of Allah. And no one else
will achieve as much excellence.
The Prophet ..oJ-,~.d.IIJ-.o said, I hope that I shall be the one" out of humility otherwise he
alone will get that distinction (of the wasilah) because he is the most excellent of all
creation. How can any one else deserve it? So, his words are allegorical to mean, "I am
certain that I alone shall get this station."
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658. Sayyiduna Umar ~ .JJI c?.J n~ate~ that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ .d.ll J-.o said,
When the mu' adhdhin. says; (..;ti ?»1 ,..;ti ?»I) (Allalt is the Greatest) one of you must
repeat what he says) (.;ti~1,.#1?»1). Then, h~ says: (~'~t.Ud~i-4J.i) (I testify that there is no
God but Allah) and you must respond: (?»'~t.Ud~i-4J.i). Then, he says: (~j~jt.l.W~i-4-1~
(I testify that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah) and you must repeat: ( ~~ ~~
~' j~j 1.I.W). Then he says: (4.,Lkll J.'- ~) (come to the salah) and you must response
with: (~\~~t~Ji'iJJ.r'i) (There is no might and no power save with Allah). He then says:
(~~~~~) (come to s~ccess) and you must respo11d w~th (~4~t~Ji'iJJ.p-i) (as before).
~en he says: (.;ti~ .;ti~) and you must repeat: (..;tiai .;ti~). T~e mu' adhhin then says:
(~' ~t.Ut i) (There is no God but Allah) and you must repeat (~' ~t~.h 'i). He who speaks
(these words) from hi!: heart will enter paradise."2
11

1

Muslim# 11-384, Abu Dawud # 523, Tirmidhi # 3634, Nasa'i # 678, Musnad Ahmad 2-168. (From
Trimidhi Eng. Tr Darul Ishn' at Karachi)
: ~v!'.•.::;!iu~ '!f 1:! :s5, Abu Dawud # 528.
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COMMENTARY: The hadith mentions briefly the words of the adhan an Allahu Akbar and

testimonies are to be given a response in this manner every time the mu' adhdhin speaks
them. And so against the other expressions. The response "There is no might and power
save with Allah is a confession from the worshipper that he by himself has no ability to
meet the demands of the mu' adhdhin' s words and can do it only with Allah's help. He
comes to offer the salah when Allah eriables him.
Nawawi 'l.hi<Y"J said that it is mustahab (desirable) to repeat the mu'adhdhin words except that
against the(~) (two pairs of hayi 'come to') the response is (~lf'Jio}'lJJ_p'J). Some people in
some places respond to (o_,.l..QJI~~) and (c_"}\Qll~~) with (~~~-l.!.t~l-J~lS" li!I,.U~l-) (what Allah
wishes happens and what c.e does not wish does not happen).This is wrong and against
the musnun method.
Everyone who hears the mu'adhdhin must give the response, irrespective of whether he
has performed ablution or not, even if a person is sexually defiled or a woman is
menstruating. But not, if there is something precluding him, like when he is relieving
himself or having sexual intercourse, or offering a salah, or engaged in anything that
prevents him from it, he should not respond.
He who speaks from his heart could mean speaks (~lf'Jio}'JJJ.P'J) or the entire response. It is
more likely that it refers to the entire response.
Of course, all Muslims will enter paradise whether directly or after enduring some
punishment. Here, the person who responds to the expressions of the adhan orally as well
as from the core of his heart will receive deliverance and enter paradise with such people
who have been pardoned.
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659. Sayyiduna Jabir ~4.!!\~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~41~ said, 11H
anyone says after hearing the adhan:
(0 Allah, Lord of this perfect call and of the salah tha~ is being established, grant
Muhammad the wasilah and the distinction, and raise him to the praiseworthy
station which you have promised him), then, on the day of resurrection, my
intercession will be lawful for him."1
COMMENTARY: Tr.i!; supplication calls adhan as (da'wah) 'invitation,' 'call' because it
calls the people to the salah. The salah is established till the Last Hour. In this supplication
the words (~)' ~JJJ'J) (and the elevated rank) are also spoken after (~'J) (and the
distinction), but they are not found in any tradition.
The praiseworthy station is the place of the might intercession. It is the place where the
Prophet ~,~41~ will intercede for the sinners on the day of resurrection.
In the gat:h?.ring place, everyone will be worried for himself concerning the reckoning. It
will be very seVPl~. People will approach every severe. People will approach every Prophet
Bukhari # 614, Abu Dawud # 529, Tirmidhi # 211, Nasa'i # 630, Ibn Majah # 722. (Transla!ion is
from Radiant Prayers, Mawlana Mufti Taqi Uthmam).
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and ~v1essenger ...o:W' ~ seeking their intercession but they will send them to Prophet
\1uhammad ~,~~~ J--", saying, "He is the one to intercede." He will come to Allah and
mnke the intercession. Everyone will praise him and Allah will also praise him. His glory
will be displayed perfectly. The promise mentioned in he supplication {Arabic) alludes to
the verse (79) of surah al-Isra:
~
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ISoon your Lord will raise you to a station praised.J
Soon Allah, the compassionate will make him the intercessor on the day of gathering and
bring him to the praised station with honour and glory such as none of the children of
Aadam achieved apart from him because worship and vigil in t~e night was made
obligatory for him alone.
The version of Bayhaqi adds to this supplication at the end after (4iJs.J) (You have promised
him) the words:
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(Surely, you do not break your promise)
And, some people also read (~ jll t'-="" jl \.!) at the end (o The Most Merciful of those who
show mercy). However, this is not mentioned in the ahaditlz.
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660. Sayyiduna Anas ~4.11~.) narrated that Prophet ..oJ-,~d.LIJ-.a launched an attack
(on the enemy) only at dawn. He waited to hear the adhan, so if he heard it, he
would check himself, otherwise he attacked. (On one such day) he heard a man call
11
Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar." So, Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.d!IJ-.a said. ''He is on
fitrah" (meaning on nature which is Islam). The man went on to say, 111 testify that
there is no God but Allah," So Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~d.LIJ-.a said, "You have come
out of the Fire," They looked at the man, Behold! He was a shepherd.1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oJ-,~<tLIJ-o" used to wait till morning to ensure that there
was no Muslim in the territory he aimed there was no Muslims in the territory he aimed to
attack. If he heard the adhan, he withheld the army otherwise he launched the attack. This
proves that the Prophet ..oJ-,~<tLIJ-.a regarded adhan as a symbol of faith, and lack of it as a
sign of disbelief.
It is for this reason that the jurists rule that if any people give up the adhan then, though
the adhan is a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet), these people deserve to be attached because
the adhan is a symbol of Islam.

Muslim# 9-382, Tirmidhi # 1624, Abu Dawud # 2634, Darimi # 2445, Bukhari part of lengthy lraditlz
# 610, but on!y me first part up to 'otherwise Attached.'
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661. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas ~~I&J narrated that Allah's Messenger J-"'
..cJ,...._,~odll said, He is forgiven his sins who says on hearing the mu' adhdhin:
11

(I bear witne'ss that there is no God but Allah, who is alone, who has no partner,
and that Muhammad is His slave and His Messenger. I am pleased with Allah as
Lord and with Muhammad as a Messenger and with Islam as· a religion).!
COMMENTARY: One has choice to speak these words when the mu'adhdhin says (~4J'J.t!''
411) (I bear witness. that there is no God but Allah) or when the adhan is over. However, it is
proper to speak them after the adhan is over and one has given response to all its
expressions. Clearly, the reward will accure only when response is given to all expressions
of the adhan.
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662. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mughaffal ~-ilil&J narrated that Allah's Messenger
..o.l-.,~41~

said, 1 Between every two adhans is a salalt. Between every two adhans
is a salalt. Then he spoke these words a third time and said, 11 For him who wishes."2
COMMENTARY: The two adhan imply the adhan and takbir (or iqamah). To offer salah
between an adhan and takbir is success and prosperity.
The Prophet ..cJ,...._,~41J-"' repeated this sentence three times to encourage people to offer the
supererogatory salalt between very adhan and takbir. This period is very blessed and
excellent. Any prayer made at this time after offering the salah is not rejected by Allah. It
gains approval and is accepted. Moreover, the reward of offering a salah in such a blessed
time is very great.
.
To offer salah between adhan and takbir is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). When he said,
"For him who wishes" he made it clear that it is not wajib (expedient), but mustahab
(desirable) to offer this salah.
However, Imam Abu Hanifah 4\.u-.J hold that it is mukruh to offer optional salah between
the adhan and takbir of maghrib, Sayyiduna Buraydah Aslami ~.J!I~.J had narrated that the
Prophet ..cJ,...._,~.d!IJ-"' said "there are two raka'at (supererogatory salah) between two adhan,
except maghrib."
SECTION II
~tillj.Aiil

_;~1 l\ ~J.& ~JJ!}IJ & W_..!Lo~T .kJ ~ fu 1~ ;lJ I j__;-!5 jli jli s~;.' C?T ~.5 ('\'\1)

1

Muslim# 13-386, Abu Dawud # 525. Tirmidhi # 210, Nasa'i # 679, Ibn Majah # 721, Musnad Ahmad 1-181.
Bukhari # 627, Muslim # 304-838, Abu Dawud # 1283, Tirmidhi # 185, Nasa'i # 681, Ibn Majah #
1162, Darimi # 1440, Musnad Ahmad 4-86, but did not mention 'three times.'
2
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663. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41.11 u-v; J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ .d.ll J-"'
~, said, "The imam is responsible while the mu'adhdhin is trusted. 0 Allah, guide
the imams and forgive the mu'adhdhins."1
COMMENTARY: The imam is responsible for the salalz of other people, his muqtadis for
their recital and, if they are late, for their qiyam (standing posture). The muadhdhins are
relied upon for proper times of salalz and keeping and breaking fasts.
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664. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~lu-"D; narrated that Allah's Messenger _o.L...,~~~J-"'

said, 11 He who pronounces the adhan for seven years seeking (nothing but) reward
(from Allah) has freedom from hell recorded for him." 2
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665. Sayyiduna Uqbah Ibn Aamir ~4.LI<,SD.J narrated that Allah's Messenger~~~~
~,

said, "Allah is pleased with the shepherd on the peak of a mountain,
pronouncing the adhan and establishing the salah. Allah, Mighty and Glorious,
says, 1 Look at this My slave! He calls the adhan and offers the salah. He fears me.
Indeed, I have forgiven my slave and shall admit him to paradise."'3
COMMENTARY: He is the shepherd who has abandoned the world and remembers Allah
at the times of salah. He seeks Allah's pleasure.
Ibn Maalik .wl ~; said that the advantage of sounding the adhan is that the angels and the
jinn are made aware of the time of the salah. Moreover, every creature that hears him will
bear witness to his faith, on the day of resurrection. Also, he abides by the sunnah (Practice
of Holy Prophet) in this way. He resembles the Muslim community in regard to the
congregational salah.
Here, adhan means both the adhan and the takbir (or iqamah). Some scholars say that
when such a one calls the adhan and the takbir, the angels join him to offer the salah and he
earns the reward of the congregational salah.
He fears Allah and is not ostentatious. He is afraid of Allah's punishment, so calls the
adhan and the iqamah and offers the salah. It is mustahab (desirable) even for one who offers
his salah individually to call the adhan and iqamah.

Musnad Ahmad 2-465 Abu Dawud # 517, Tirmidhi # 207, Shafi'i in his musnad p 56 and p 33 (the
imams a responsible ... )
2 Tirmidhi # 206, Ibn Majah # 727.
3 Abu Dawud # 1203, Nasa'i # 666, Musnad Ahmad 4-157.
1
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66€. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.e..L...,~od!IJ.-" said,
11
Three people will be on sand-heaps of musk on the day of resurrection; a slave who
gives the rights of Allah and his master, a man who leads a people in salah and they
are pleased with him, and a man who calls to the five salahs every day and night."t
COMMENTARY: The slave may be a male or a female. To be pleased with an imam is to be
satisfied that he pays attention to all details of the salah, its rules, essentials~ sunnah (Practice
of Holy Prophet), etiquettes and the rules of recital of the Qur'an with a sweet voice.
However, the decision rests on a majority of the muqtadis who are learned and intelligent.
On the day of resurrection, they will get heaps of musk because, in the world, they had
surrendered their pleasures and desires for the sake of obedience to Allah and His
Messenger ,.e..L..., ~ od!l ~. Allah will reward them on the day of resurrection with sweet .
smelling musk. In this way, other people will know of their greatness and honour.
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667. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .JJI ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 41 ~
,.e..L..., said, 11The mu'adhdhin is forgiven according to the limit his voice reaches,
every moist and dry place will bear witness for him, as also he who comes to the
salah (will testify for him). The reward of twenty five salah will be recorded for
him (additionally), and the sins he committed between every two salahs will be
expiated for him."2
COMMENTARY: The limit of his voice is the extent to which he raises it. If he exerts
himself to the full then he earns forgiveness to its complete and perfect extent. If sins were
given bodies and spread about then all the sins that occupy the farthest place to which his
voice reaches will be pardoned.
The moist and dry places are occupied by creation that is wet like human beings, plants etc
and parched like stones, mud, sand, etc.
Allamah Teebi 41~; said that the words (oJl.ah.a\.!.AJ) refer to the mu'adhdhin so that the entire
sentence will mean. 'The mu' adhdhin and everyone who attends the salah will be forgiven.'
However, Mulla Ali Qari connects these words to 'every moist and dry (place).' The
pronominal suffix in (41~) (recorded for him)~ and (for him) could refer to (.au.) 'who
comes to salah' or to the mu' adhdhin.
The final sentence of the hadith means that the mu'adhdhin earns as much reward as those
who offer the salah because he invites them to the salah. There is a hadith:
1
it anyone is a means of piety and good deeds then he gets reward like the reward of the doer.'

plj~t.Al~:..JI jli~_;i...At.AlLil'i--1 ;iJ1 Jj-!5 ~ .! .ii JliuaWI 'fl ~ ~~ ;_1.1;.&£j (\\A)
1

Tirmidhi # 1993, Musnad ahmad 25-26.
ahmad 2-44, Abu Dawud # 415,lbn Majah # 724, Nasa'i # 248 (up to 'moist and dry')

2 Musnad
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(<)WJ!_, JjiJ~I_j-4>1 al_j..>) -lftl ~151 ~ll~ '} u~J.&:J.Ij; §S'_,;~
668. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Abu al Aas ~ 41.11 ~; narrated that he requested (the
Prophet) ..o-l-,~.ti!l~, "0 Messenger of Allah, appoint me the imam of my people."
He said, "you are their imam, but lead (bearing in mind) the weakest of them. And,
choose a mu' adhdhin who does not seek reimbursent for his adhan."1
COMMENTARY: The imam was instructed to make allowances for the weak in the
congregation. He should not prolong the recital of the Quran and the salah, on the whole.
The hadith tells us that it is not lawful to accept wages for acting as imam and as
mu'adhdhin. The ulama (Scholars) say that the imam and mu'adhdhin must not demand
their wages, yet accept what people give them of their own accord keeping their needs in
view. Thus, it is incumbent on the worshippers to look after the imam and mu'adhdin and
send them what would support them.
It is written in Fatawa Qadi that the mu' adhdhin who possesses not knowledge about the
times of salah, etc. does not get reward for calling the adhan. Hence, the mu'adhdhin who
receives wages will not receive reward at all. (A footnote in the Urdu text neads; According
to Imam Abu Hanifah .till tU-.J, it is not allowed to receive wages for acting as imam or
mu' adhdhin, and to teach the Quran.)
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669. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~4.11~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o-l-,~.JJI~
taught her to pray when the adhan for the maghrib salall is calle:
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(0 Allah, this is when your might approaches and your day returns, and the voices
of your mu'adhdhins (as they are heard). So, forgive me.2
COMMENTARY: It is unclear whether this supplication is made while responding to the
expressions of the adhan or after having given the responses. This hadith establishes that during
the adhan, it is opportune to make supplication to Allah. Hence, one must seek forgiveness for
one's sins and seek guidance on the right path so that it (the prayer) is accepted.
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670. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~ 4.11 ~; or another of the sahabah ~ 41.11 ~; of

Allah's Messenger _o.L..., ~ .ti.ll ~ narrated that as Bilal ~ .d.ll ~; commenced the
iqamah and came to (the words) (oJ.l.Al' .;...oli ~) (indeed, the salalt is established),
1 Abu Dawud # 531, Nasa'i # 672, Musnad ahmad 4-217, Muslim of like meaning of first part# 186468, Ibn Majah (part first) 714, (part second)# 987, 980.
2 Abu Dawud # 530, Tirmidhi # 3600, Bayhaqi in Da'wat ul Kabir,
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Allah's Messenger ..o..l-,~.dll~ ~aid: (~'~iJ~H¥tJi) (May Allah establish it and do so for
ever). Throughout the iqamah (or takbir), he gave similar response like (those
mentioned in) the ltadith of Umar about the adhan.l (Hadith # 658)
COMMENTARY: The response to the expressions of the adhan mentioned in he hadith #
658 is also the response to the iqamah. The Prophet .oL.,~<d.IJ-o did that. When he said (.u
oj.LAII~\i) the prophet _o.L...,~41J-a said, (lf.-'.)'J~'lf.ou')
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671. Sayyiduna Anas ~4..LI~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o..l-,~.dll~ said, ''The

supplication made between the adhan and the iqamah is never turned down."2
COMMENTARY: Of course, Allah accepts supplication of His slaves at all times out of His

mercy. However, this lzadith mentions the time between adhan and iqarnah as the most
opportune. He accepts His slave's prayer for all of their needs. So, Muslim must seize this
opportunity.
The prayer may be made preferably promptly after the adhan or some time thereafter, It
will be granted in any case.
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672. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa' d ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .oL.,~.dll~

said, 11Two prayers are never rejected, or occasionally rejected: the prayer at the time
(or after) the adhan and at a difficult time when engaged in battle." According to
another version," and under rain." Darimi does not have "and under rain."3
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673. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~.JJI~J narrated that a man said, 110 Messenger

of Allah, the mu'adhdhins have outstripped us." So, Allah's Messenger .oL.,~.dll~
said, "Say as they say, And when you finish, ask (Allah) and you will be given."4
COMMENTARY: The sahabi ~4.11~) submitted that the mu'adhdhins earned more reward
then him because they called the adhan. The Prophet .oL., ~.till~ guided him to a deed
whereby he could earn as much reward as the mu' adhdhins do and that is to repeat what
they say (except for (o~~~lf~loJ~JJJ~~J) against (o 1l.Alt~~) and (c.">\AII~~)

Abu
Abu
3 Abu
·I Abu
1

2

Dawud # 528.
Dawud # 521, Tirmidhi # 212, Musnad Ahmad 3-119.
Dawud # 2540 & Uddit and Darimi # 1200.
Dawud # 524.
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The Prophet .cJ...., ~ .Jll ~ also instructed him to make a supplication after giving the
responses. In that way, he would attain more excellence.
This hadith informs us that one who is present in the mosque when the adhan is called must
also respond to the mu' adhdhin' s words. Those who say that since a response is given
practically by one who is already in the mosque he need not give on oral response, say
what does not appeal to the heart. 1
SECTION III
~\illjJaiii

{_p.l-Aol-'.))-~$~~j~7~~~~~ll.&.Jj)lj($~lj)lj~~l_&jjll~~~j5:4~~j
674. Sayyiduna Jabir ~G..ill~; narrated that he heard the Prophet .cJ....,~.Jll~ say,
"when he hears the adhan for the salah, the devil flees till he is at the place Rawha."
The sub-narrator said Rawha is as far as thirty-six miles away from Madinah.2
COMMENTARY: It is either all the devils who flee on hearing the adhan or just their chief
devil. The correct thing is that the chief flees away.
He goes away from the worshipper who offers the salah to a distance that is equal what is
between Madinah and Rawha.
The Sub-narrator (who gave the distance of Rawha) was Sayyiduna Abu Sufyan Nafi' ibn
Talhah .JllcU-; who narrated that hadith fromJabir ~.dll~;.
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675. Sayyiduna Alqamah ibn Abu Waqqas ~ 41 ~; narrated that he was with
Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ~41~; (one day) when the mu'adhdhin called the adhan.
Mu'awiyah ~.JJI~; said just as the mu'adhdhin said till he said (i.,LAJI~~) (came to
the salah), Mu'awiyah ~.JJI~; said (4~'lllo}'liJJ.r'll) (There is no might and power
save with Allah). Then he said (c.~~~~) (come towards success) and he responded
(4\f'llli)'liJJJ~'-'ll) (There is no night and power save with Allah, the High, the Mighty).
Mter that, he said what the mu' adhdhin said. Then, he said (to Alqamah), "I heard
Allah's Messenger .cJ,...,~.dll~ say that."3
COMMENTARY: Allamah Teebi <\.blcU-; said that he addition of (~1~1) I the response to
(c.~~~~) is found only in this hadith.

1

2
3

But see the discourse preceding hadith 654 see I at the beginning of this chapter VI
Muslim # 15.388.
Nasa'i # 677, Musnad Ahmad 4-91,92.
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676. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.LI~; narrated that While they were with Allah's
Messenger ,.o.~...., ~ ~~ ~, Bilal ~ 4.LI ~; got up and called the adhan. When he
stopped, Allah's Messenger ,.o.~....,~~IJ--:t said, 11 He who says like this sincerely will
enter paradise."t
COMMENTARY: If anyone sincerely delivers these words in the adhan, or as a response to
the adhan, or just by himself, then he will be worthy of going to paradise, to enter it with
those who are foregiven.

_U\jU\jjli ~i'"':!~~j!.\1~15!~J~ful~~~~~~li~l'-~j(1VV)
(Jjb~l)

677. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~i»~~J narrated that when the Prophet ,.o.~....,~otiJI~ heard
the mu'adhdhin announced the testimony he would say. 11 And I too. I too."2
COMMENTARY: When the mu'adhdhin announced the testimonies in the adhan ("ll~liJI.lf~l) and
(~iJI.lf~l) the Prophet .,o.l...~l~ responded, saying And, I too. And, I too' (testify to that).
This means that like the entire urnrnah, he too, was responsible to bear witness to his
messenger ship. The ularna (Scholars) differ on how he gave the testimony; in very words
calling his name, or in direct speech (~ iJI ~~) (I bear witness that I am Allah's
Messenger)? They say that he gave the testimony in the same words as the urnrnah gave as
stated in the hadith narrated by Mu'awiyah ~4.bi(J"b"' (# 675).
Since there seems to be a difference in this lzadith of Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~ J and the hadith
of Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ~ otiJI <J"b.J, we may presume that sometimes he did say in the
personal form, And, I too.'
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678. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~4.LI ,_p;; narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.~....,~.dll~
said, 11 He who pronounces the adhan for twelve years is assured of paradise. Every
day sixty pieties are recorded for him for his calling the adhan, and thirty pieties for
every iqamah."3
COMMENTARY: The reward for the iqamah is half of that of the adhan perhaps because
the iqamah is to alert only those people who are assembled for the congregation. The
adhan, on the other hand, is for everyone, those present and those outside the mosque. Or,
it could be because more effort is required for the adhan than for the iqamah.

Nasa'i # 674.
Abu Dawud # 526.
3 Ibn Majah # 728, Daraqutni # 23 (in the chapter on iqamah and kitab us salah).
t
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679. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .wl ~~) narrated, 11We were instructed to make a
supplication at the time of the adhan for (the salah of) maghrib."1
COMMENTARY: Perhaps it speaks of the same thing as mentioned in the hadith # 669 of
Sayyidah UmmSalamah ~4j.JI.,;~.):

fdl d.)U 4, 1_, ~ JL:i 1\.Lb j

I

£1 l\

(0 Allah, this is when your night approaches and your day returns ....)

CHAPTER - VII
SOME RULES FOR THE ADHAN2
SECTION I

(~~)

680. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 41 ~) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ d.LI ~

said, 11 Surely bilal calls the adhan (for the fajr) while it still is night. So, continue to
eat and drink till Ibn Umm Maktum calls the adhan." Ibn Umm Maktum ~41~)
was a blind man. He did not sound the adhan till he was told. 11Moming in upon
you! Morning is upon you!"3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oJ-.,~41~ had two mu'adhdhins. One of them called the

adhan before fajr, in the night and the other as the time of fajr commenced. The Shafi'is
have two mu' adhdhins and regard it as a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). One calls the
adhan before Jajr towards the end of midnight and the other just as fajr begins.
Imam Abu Hanifah d.LI a.2'.) said that the first mu' adhdhin was to announce the sahr or the
tahajjud. He had no connexion with fajr because according to to a hadith, the Prophet d.LIJ-o
..oL.,~ himself disallowed the calling of the adhan of fajr before time. It is allowed among
the hanafis to call the adhan of fajr before time in the night.
The words 'Morning is upon you' in the hadith means, 'It is about to begin.'

1

Bayhaqi in ad-da'wat al Kabir.
The heading is ai-Mishkat (Arabic) and in al-masabih there is no heading. The Urdu had what we
have translated.
3 Bukhari # 617, Muslim# 36-1092, Nasa'i # 637, Muwatta Maalik # 3.3-15, Musnad ahmad 2-62.
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681. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~odll'-'~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~·~
..oJ-, said 11Let not the ad.han of Bilal and the lengthy fajr (false dawn) prevent from
having your preda~ meal (before fasting), but (cease) at the spreading on the horizon.l
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682. Sayyiduna Maalik ibn al Huwayrith ~odll~.J narrated, 1 came to the Prophet
.cJ,..., ~ d.hl J.o with one of my cousins. He said, 11When both of you travel, call the
adhan and the iqamah, and let the elder of you lead the other (as imam)."2
11

COMMENTARY: Perhaps both of them were equally learned. So, the Prophet .cJ,...,~d.hiJ.o

instructed that the elder should be imam. Or, (W' .r.S'') (elder of you) might mean more
learned. This condition of the better one does not apply for the adhan. However, one who
has knowledge about the salah and is religion must call the adhan. He must have a strong,
loud and sweet voice.
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683. Sayyiduna Maalik ibn al Huwayrith ~4.!!\~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger
.cJ,...,~d.hl~ said to them, 11 0ffer the salah as you see me offering it. When the time
of the salah comes, one of you must call the adhan for you. Then let him who is the
eldest among you act as your imam."3
COMMENTARY: Only he is eligible to be the imam who is the most learned arid excellent

of all. If all of them are equal then the oldest of them shall lead the others in the salalt.
Age implies the age in Islam. He is the most ancient in Islam, though others may be older
in years but are recent in Islam so he is the senior. The reason is that one who is ancient in
Islam has more knowledge of religion than they who embraced Islam after him.

1

Muslim# 43-1094, Abu Dawud # 2346, Tirmidhi # 706, Nasa'i # 2167, Musnad Ahmad# 20169.
Bukhari # 628, Muslim# 292-674, Tirmidhi # 205, Abu Dawud # 589, Nasa'i # 636, Ibn Majah # 979,
Musnad Ahmad 5-53.
3 Bukhari # 631, Darimi # 1253, Musnad Ahmad with an alteration of words 5-53. (The you is plaral
number)
2
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684. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~; narrated that on his return from the
expedition of khaybar, Allah's Messenger .oJ-J ~ dvLI ~ travelled by night till
drowsiness overtook him. So he stopped to rest and instructed Bilal ~ ~~ ~; to
watch over during the night. Bilal offered the salah whatever he was enabled to
offer while Allah's Messenger .oJ-J~dvLI~ and the his (other) sahabah ~~~~;
slept. As the time of dawn approached, Bilal ~ ~~ ~; reclined against his beast
facing the side from where dawn would rise, but his eyes succumbed to sleep as he
was reclining on his beast, Then Allah's Messenger .oJ-J~dvLI~, Bilal ~~~~;and
his (other) sahabah ~~~~;,none of them, awoke till the sun struck them (with its
light). Allah's Messenger .oJ-J ~ .d!l ~ was the first of them to awake. He was
worried and called. "0 Bilal!" Bilal ~~~~;said, ''The same thing took me over as
took you over," (meaning sleep). He said, "Depart (from here)." So they departed a
little away with their beasts. Then, Allah's Messenger .oJ-J ~ dvLI ~ made ablution
and commanded Bilal ~~~~;and he called the iqamah Allah's Messenger ~41~
.oJ-J led the salah of fajr. When he finished the salah, he said, "He who misses the
salah must offer it on remembering it, for, Allah, the exalted, says:

s

t.:u ~
_·\~-'1 .. , ..
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~-'
(.... and establish salah for my remembrance.} (Ta Ha 20:14)1
COMMENTARY: Khaybar is about one hundred miles from Madinah. The Banu Nadir
who were expelled from Madinah settled here. Thereafter, Khaybar turned into a den to
Jewish conspiracies. So, in 7AH, about one thousand and six hundred Muslims advanced
to it under the command of Allah's Messenger .oJ-J ~ .d!l ~ to curb them. They besieged
khaybar for about ten days at the end of which Allah gave victory to the Musliw who
conquered all the forts of Khaybar. Sayyiduna Ali ~oilii~J was credited with t!us victory.
He is known as Fatih at Khaybar (conqueror of Khaybar). Also, Allah en~ble him to carry
all alone the gate of Khaybar which seventy men could not carry. He carried it and threw it
away. Then a covenant was drawn up between the Muslims and the Jews of Khaybar. Two
particular terms of t he covenant were:
(i)
The Jews would reside in Khaybar at the will of the Muslims and would go away
when the Muslims ask them to evict.
(ii)
One portion of their produce would go to Muslims.
The hadith speaks of this expedition.
A question arises that when the Muslims awoke, why did they not offer the salah at that
very place? Why did the Prophet .oJ-J~dvLI~ got his sahabah ~dvLI~J to move ahead?
:t ·

1

Muslim # 309-680, Nasa'i # 618, Ibn Majah # 697, and similar from Abu Qatadah # 604.
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According to the Hanafis, the redeeming salah is not offered at the hour of sunrise. This is
why the Prophet ..o.J.-,~41~ moved ahead so that the undesirable time might pass away.
The Shafi'is allow redeeming salah at the time of sunrise. They explain that t~e place where
they had overslept was the haunt of the devils indeed, this is confirmed in other versions.
The version of Muslim quotes the Prophet ..ol-, ~ 41 ~ as saying that they should move
because the devil had come to them there.
The Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ instructed Sayyiduna Bilal ~.wl~; to call the iqamah alone. He
did not ask him to call the adhan. It seems to imply that adhan need not be called for the
redeeming salah. The later opinion of Imam Shafi'i 41 .u-J is to this effect, but their ulama
(Scholars) cite their ancient opinion that adhan is necessary for a redeeming salah too.
Some versions assert that the adhan was called at that time. This is stated in al-Hadiyah
too; on the night of at-Ta'ris (which is this night), the salah of fajr was offered as a
redeeming salah after calling the adhan and the takbir
Shaykh Ibn al-Hamman 4111 tU"J has presented many ahaditlz of Muslim and Abu Dawud
about this event. He assert that the hadith of Muslim about the Prophet ..o.J.-, ~ 41 ~
instructing Sayyiduna bilal ~411~.) to call the takbir, and he did so, is not without support,
becat!se it is established that the Prophet ..o.J.-,~4111~ offered the salah after the adhan and
takbir. Hence the words in the hadith (ii_,J...c)l~\iu) would mean; 'hence he called the adhan and
the takbir for the salah.
There can be another slight doubt because the Prophet ..ol-,~41~ had said 'My eyes sleep
but my heart is awake." Then why he could not perceive the rise of dawn while his heart
was awake? The answer is that the rising and setting of the sun is seen by the eyes, not the
heart. Hence, he could not know because his eyes slept at that time.
Someone many also ask, "Why did he not know by inspiration, or, revelation ?" the answer
is that it depends on Allah's will. Moreover, the wisdom behind it was to teach the ummah
· about the redeeming salah (when a salah is missed).

J.J.ft ~ 1_;.&#~is_,U.H.: o:!i 13L;.LJ ~ ili1 ~ ;tJ1 J.j-!5 jli jli ss\5 '-?1 ~J (\Ao >
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685. Sayyiduna Abtt Qatadah ~41~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~
said, 11When the iqamah is c~lled, do not stand up till you see me having come out."t
COMMENTARY: The jurists write that when (iij.AJI~~) is pronounced, the muqtadis must

stand up for the congregational salah. This means that the Prophet ..o.J.-, ~ 41 ~ might be
coming out of his room at this time.
~
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Bukhari # 637 (without 'having cone out') Muslim # 156-604, Abu Dawud :# 539, Tirmidhi (in
supplementary notes to) 517, Nasa'i # # 790, Darimi # 1261, Musnad Ahmad f'.:>Q6.
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686. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ ~~ J.a
..cJ,..., said, "When the iqamah has been pronounced for the salalr, do not come to it
running (to join the congregation), but come to it walking and you must be
composed. Whatever you get of it, offer and what you have missed complete (it)."
According to a version of Muslim 11 When one of you aims to join the salah, he is
deemed to be in salah."l
COMMENTARY: Generally, the worshippers who are late for the congregation run
haphazardly to join it particularly when the imam is in the ruku. They must know that it is
absolutely wrong in the eyes of Slzari'alz (divine law). The Umala also write that it is disallowed
to run to catch the congregation. Rather, Slzari'ah (divine law) conunands the preparedness for
the salalz that enables the worshipper to be there from the very first takbir. He must prepare
before hand and be in the mosque before the salah begins (Shaykh Abdul Haq).
However, Mula Ali Qari oililc~J"J wrote that the ulama (Scholars) differ on whether one who
fear that he would miss he takbir oola (very first takbir), when the imam begins the salall,
may he run or not? Those who say that he may run cite the example of Umar ~4~~J
Faruq, who had heard the iqamah while he was in the Baqi, ran to the mosque.
Some others assert that a late-comer should go calmly, walking composedly, to the mosque
because if one make an intention to offer the salah then he is counted to be engaged in salah.
This ruling is for those people who are late unwittingly or for some reason beyond their
control. If anyone is deliberately late then this command does not apply to him.
In short, if anyone comes to the mosque late then he must walk calmly to join the
congregation taking dignified, quick steps but must not run wildly. He may thus abide by
this hadith and get the first takbir too.
Similarly, if anyone is late for the Friday salah and is certain that if he does not hurry, the
imam would complete the salalz and he would miss it, then he must walk quickly and join
the congregational salah.
This chapter does not have Section II
SECTION III
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Bukhari # 908, Muslim# 151-602, Abu Dawud # 572, Tirmidhi # 327, Nasa'i # 861, Ibn Majah # 775,
Muwatta Maalik # 3.1-4 Musnad ahmad 2-237.
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687. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Aslam ~~I~J narrated that one night on their way to
Makkah. Allah's Messenger .o-L..., ~ ~~ J-.a halted for rest (at a place) entrusting
(Sayyiduna) Bilal ~~~~J with the charge to awaken them for the salah Bilal slept
and all of them slept, too. They did not wake up till the sun had risen. When they
did wake up~ they were alarmed. Allah's Messenger .o-L...,~~~~ commanded them
to mount and ride out of the valley which, he said, was occupied by a devil. They
mounted and rode out of it and he ordered them to dismount and perform ablution..
He instructed Bilal ~".LI~J pronounce the adhan and the iqamah. After that, he led
them in the salah and as he ended it, he said, realizing that they were uneasy, "0
you people! Indeed, Allah had seized our souls and if He had wished He would
have sent them back to us at a time other than· this. Thus, if any of you sleeps
through the time of salah, or forgets it, and is worried about it, then let him offer it
as though he was offering the salah at its proper time." Thereafter, Allah's
Messenger ..oJ-,~~lJ-.a turned to Abu Bakr ~".LI~J as Siddiq and said. ''The devil
had come to Bilal while he was standing in salah and coaxed him to lie down and
did not cease to lull him to sleep just as a child is lulled to sleep till he was fast
asleep." Then, Allah's Messe11-ger .o-L..., ~ ~~ J-.a called· Bilal ~ ".LI tJDJ who informed
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,,~~~J-.a exactly what he had informed Abu Bakr ~".Lit..§DJ, So
Abu Bakr ~".LI~.; declared, "I bear witness that you are Allah's Messenger."1
COMMENTARY: A similar case is narrated in hadith .# 684 but they are two different
events. The former took place was returning from khaybar to Madinah, and this between
·Madinah and Makkah.
The words in the hadith (~uli_,.L.a.ll~S~~) (to pronounce the adhan or the iqamah) have (or) _,,
which stand for_, (and). The translation is made accordingly. Also, if (or) _,, is used in its
true meaning then the narrator expresses his doubt on whether the Prophet ..oJ-,~~lJ-.a
commanded him to call the adhan or to sound the iqamah. However, the correct thing is
the first explanation: 'or stands for and.' Because this is established by the version in Abu
Dawud which say;

(He Coil.,ma11ded Bilal to call the adhan and· iqamah).
'To offer it as t~Jugh he was offering it at its proper time' implies that if the recital was to
be audible then it should be audible in th~ redeemed salah too. And, if the original was to
1

Muwatta Maalik 1.6-26.
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be inaudible then the redeemed would be inaudible. However, some ·hanafi ulama
(Scholars) hold that the redeemed salah will be with an inaudible recital in all cases, this
being wajib (expedient) in their sight.
The word (~1) (coaxed him to lie down) mean (o.l.;..,1) (gave him support to recline).
Allah seized their souls so that they overslept. This refers to creation of deeds. Allah
decided to cause them to forget and be negligent. He, therefore, enabled the devil to induce
Sayyiduna Bilal ~~~~; to sleep.
This hadith confirms the distinction of the Prophet .J-,~~~~. Though he was sleeping, he
described how Bilal ~ .,jsl ~; went to sleep. This, Abu Bakr ~ .,jsl ~; was prompted to
confirm his distinction and testify that he was Allah's Messenger .J-,~.,jsl~.
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688. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar d,:&. cd!l t.f&'J narrated that Allah's Messenger .:.1...., ~ ~~ ~
said, "Two deeds of the Muslims are suspended on the necks of the mu'adhdhins:
their fastings and their salahs."t
COMMENTARY: Two basic and significant deeds of the Muslims depend oil the mu' adhdhins.
They are responsible for the correctness and observance of these deeds. One of these is the
fasting of the Muslims who rely on the adhan to break their fast and have the iftar.
The other is the salah. They observe it according to the adhan.
The mu' adhdhins must be very careful, therefore, in the discharge of their duties. They
must pronounce the adhan at the correct time.

CHAPTER - VIII
MOSQUE & PLACES OF WORSHIP
The places of worship include those where offering the salah is nu:kruh (unbecoming) or not
makruh (unbecoming). This is explained in the ahadith that will follow.
There are very many ahadith on the merits and blessings of the mosques. Apart from those
that the compiler of Mishkat has selected, we reproduce the translations of some of the
other ahadith from a:.ne other books of haditlz for the sake of merit and blessings.
Sayyiduna Abu Dharr Ghifari ~.,jsl~; advised his son. "My son! The mosque should be like
your home. I had heard the Prophet .J-,~.,jsl~ say 'Mosques are the home of the righteous
and the God-fearing.' When that is so, Allah is the guarantor of its occupant for his cumfort,
mercy and crossing over the sirat (or the narrow bridge) leading to paradise (over hell).
Sayyiduna Abdulah ibn Mughaffal ~.,jsl~; narrated: "We are told that the mosque is a
strong fort that protects from the devil."
Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~ .JJl ~J narrated that mosques are houses of Allah on
earth. He who is visitej rr.ust honour his visitors. He who goes to the mosque is as though
a visitor of Allah. Thus one who goes to the mosque is he who visits and he who is visited

• lo•. :vtaJ~!. ~ ;r:z. the Zawaid terms the isnad as weak.
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is Allah Himself. Hence, Allah honours those who go to the 1nosque and showers favour
and blessings on them.
Allah's Messenger ..ol-,~~1J-.:' said, "When anyone occupies a place in the mosque to offer
the salah or to remember Allah, Allah costs His sight of mercy and compassion towards
him in the same way as the family members look at their member who returns home after a
long sojourn.
SEITING ASIDE A PLACE: The hadith that say that it is forbidden to reserve a place in
the mosque mean a person who occupies a particular place and does not sit anv where else.
He may be doing it to offer the salah or to remember Allah. This habit smacks of ostentation.
The ahadith that emphasize the merits of spots in the mosque imply that the mosque is
occupied to offer the salah and remember Allah and not for any worldly cause.
SECTION I
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689. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.JJI~J narrated that when (on the day of the liberation
of Makkah) the Prophet ..ol-,~~1J..o entered the House, he made supplication in all
its comers, but did not offer salah till he came out of it. When he came out, he
offered two raka'at turning towards the ka'bah. He said, "This is the qiblah."1

~j~iA~\lj. ('\~·)
690. Sayyidunaibn Abbas~~J narrated it from Sayyiduna Usamah ibn Zayd ~~.J.2
COMMENTARY: The words, This is the qiblah" assert that the ka'bah is the place to
which one should tum to offer the salah. This is a command for ever. This command will
never be abrogated. It does not mean that the ka'bah may not be face-i from other angles or
that salah may be no offered inside it. Imam Maalik ~.ds1~; said that it is not proper to offer
the fard (obligatonJ). salah inside it. All the scholars concur that it is allowed to offer the
supererogatory salah inside the ka'bah as is clear from the hadith of Sayyidt,na Abdullah ibn
Umar ~411~; (# 691).
The ulama (Scholars) differ on the question of offering the fard (obligatory) inside the
ka'bah. Most of them hold that it is permitted, but Imam Maalik 41<U"; and Imam Ahmad
~41~; have disallowed offering thefard (obligatonJ) salah inside the ka'bah.
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Bukhari # 398.
# 395-1330, Nasa'i # # 2917, Musnad ahmad 5-201.
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691. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger .d!IJ.c
_.cl....,~ entered the ka'bah- he, Usamah ibn zayd ~~~~J Uthman ibn Talhah al-

Hajabiy ~~~~;and Bilal ibn Rabah ~~~~;.He locked it behind him and stayed
within. Ibn Umar ~ ~~ ~; asked Bilal ~ .t.ill ~J when he came out. "What did
Allah's Messenger ..oJ,...,~.d!l~ do inside?" He said, "He put one pillar to his left,
two pillars to his right and three pillars behind him." The house had six pillars in
those days. "Then he offered the salah."1
COMMENTARY: The lzadith discloses that the Prophet ..oJ-.,~.d!l~ offered the salalz inside
the ka'bah. The previous hadith says that he did not offer the salah inside. Perhaps Usama
~oilii<.F_, who narrated the previous hadith was in another comer and made prayer to Allah.
He was far from the prophet ..oJ-.,~.d!l~ and was also offering the salah himself, so he may
not have seen the Prophet ..oJ-., ~ 41 ~ offer the salah. Bilal ~ 41 <.FJ was nearer to the
Prophet ..oJ-.,~41~ and saw him offer the salah.
Moreover, it is also reported that the Prophet _.c..l...._,~-41~ sent Usamah ~41<.F_, to fetch
water to remove the pictures from the walls of the ka'bah. The Prophet ..oJ-., ~ 41 J.-" may
have offered the salah in Usamah's ~41<.F_, absence. Both Usamah ~41<.FJ and Bilal ~41<.FJ
narrated according to their respective observations.
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692. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger said, "One
salah in this, my mosque is better than one thousand salahs in mosques other than
it, except al Masjid al-Haram (the sacred Mosque)."2
COMMENTARY: Al-Masjid al-Haram is better than all mosques including the Prophet's .d!IJ.-"
_.cl...., ~ mosque (Masjid an-Nabawi) in terms of blessings, greatness and excellence. The
reward of a salah in al-Masjid al Haram is equal to one hundred thousand salahs (elsewhere).
The ulama (Scholars) differ on which portion of the sacred Mosque fetches this much
reward. The first opinion is that it is anywhere within the scared Mosque and no specified
portion. The second opinion specifies the place where the congregational salah is held. The
Hanafis also tend to agree to it, as do some Shafi' i scholar~. The Hanafis say that the
exclusive reward is for the Jard (obligatory) salah, not the supererogatory.
The third opinion restricts the place of the exclusive reward to the ka'bah itself. This is the
weakest of the opinions.

~iliJl ':/lj~_pli!J'i ~j~ful ~;iJijj.-!5 jli jli l?.;.lil ~ ;:, ""·!.fl~j (\i\\)
(~~)-lllLS~j~'JI ..~Ij~lftl ..~~;;~~
Bukhari # 505, Muslim # 288-1329, Muslim has two pillars to his left and one to his night, Abu
Dawud # 2023 Nasa'i # 749, with the addition: 'he left between him and the wall three cubits.
Muwatta Maalik # 20.63-202, Musnad ahmad 2-113.
2 Bukhari # 1190, Muslim# 505-1394, (both differ), Tirmidhi # 325, Nasa'i # 694, (lengthy). Ibn Majah
# l !~, :.~.1-: .... ~~a Maalik # 14.5-9, Darimi # 1418 (in suppl by Ibn Umar).
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693. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~-ilil~; narrated that Allah's Messenger 411~
_o.L_,~ said, "Saddles are not placed (on beasts to undertake a journey) to any place
(for a visit) except to three mosques: al-Masjid al Haram (the sacred Mosque), al
Masjid al-Aqsa and this, my mosque."I
COMMENTARY: The hadith says that a journey is not allowed to any place but to these

three mosque because of their excellence. However, this prohibition is relative to worship,
meaning one must not travel any where apart from these three mosques to worship Allah
and to attain nearness to Him.
A journey undertaken for some reason, like learning, business, giving someone his rights,
etc. is a different things and there is no dislike for it. As for visiting the graves of the sai11ts
and auspicious sites, Some ulama (Scholars) rule that there is no harm in it. But some
others hold that it is forbidden to travel for such visit.
Some people say that it is not allowed to travel anywhere other than these three mosques to
fulfil a vow. It is not wajib (expedient) to fulfil a vow to visit any other place besides these
three mosques. Some ulama (Scholars) say that the prohibition is only for the mosques
other than these three mosques, so that any place other than mosques is not under the
purview of this hadith.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Dahlawi .J.ii4J'.) said that the hadith does not mean that it is disallowed to
travel to any place other than these three mosques. Rather, the hadith emphasises the
significance, greatness and merit of these three mosques, and the good fortune of
undertaking a journey for these three mosques. If Muslims desire to travel then they must
journey to visit these three mosques. Which are the most excellent and blessed. Travel to
other places will only be cumbersome.
Shah Waliullah Muhaddith Dahlawi 4li4J-.) has written while explaining this haditlz in his
superb work, Hijjatullah il Bahghah (The conclusive Argument from God):
"I say that like during the jahiliyah, people go to visit spots sacred to those whom they
worship other than God, and believe that by alighting in those places they will draw closer
to these ones. This the Divine law forbade. The Prophet .ol-.,~411~ said, 'Do not saddle
your camel except (to travel) to three mosques."' 2
He writes that the Prophet _o.L_,~.JJI~ shut the door to this wrong approach so that alien
qlltures do not merge with the symbols of Islam, and belief and deeds may stick to the
right path. He said, "I do not think it proper to visit graves of saintly people or places of
worship, even the Mount Toor. They are all at par in this reckoning."
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694. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~-ilii~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.JJI~
_o.L_, said, ''The portion between my house and my pulpit is a garden of the gardens
1

Bukhari # 1197, Muslim # 415-827, Tirmidhi # 326, Ibn Majah # 1410, Musnad Ahmad, Nasa'i # 700,
Musnad Ahmad 3-7, (Abu Dawud # 2032 from Abu Hurayrah) ~.JJI~.J
2 p 188 translated by Marcia K Hermansen (Islamic Reserch Institute, Islamabad.
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of paradise. And, my pulpit is upon my hawd (pond, tank)."1
COMMENTARY: The meaning of this saying of the Prophet _o.L....., ~ 41 J--" is, "The space

between my house and the pulpit (in Masjid Nabawi) is such that if anyone worship on
that then this great good fortune will also earn him a garden in paradise. He who worship
near my pulpit will benefit from my intercession on the day of resurrection."
Imam Maalik 41-u-J said that this hadith should be taken in its literal sense, because the word
(Arabic) (rawdah) means 'a portion.' So, the hadith would mean;
11
The portion between the house of the Prophet _o.L.....,~41J--" and his pulpit is the piece
that has been brought there from paradise, and this portion ..vill not perish on the
Last Day as the earth will perish every where. It will be returned to paradise intact."
Allamah Toor Rushti 4\.u-J said that this place between the pulpit of Masjid Nabawi and
the Prophet _.o.1...,.,~4L~ house is called rawdah because the visitors to the Prophet's 41~
.oJ ...., ~ grave and the resident angels, the jinns and mankind are occupied always in
worship and remembrance of Allah. As one batch departs another takes its place and this
continues all the time. So it is called rawdah in the same way as circles of those
remembering Allah are called riyad ul jannah.
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695. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~.J narrated that the Prophet _.o.1...,.,~41J--" came to
the Masjid Quba every Saturday on foot, or riding. He offered two raka'at there.2
COMMENTARY: Quba is at a distance of two miles from Madinah. It was here· that the
Prophet _o.L.....,~411~ halted when he emigrated fr01n Makkah to Madinah. He had built a
mosque there during his stay. It is known to this day as Masjid Quba and it has many
merits. Ibn Hajar 41-u-.J quoted the saying of the Prophet _o.L.....,~41J--", "A Salah offered in
Masjid Quba is like performing an umrah.
The glorious sahabi Sayyiduna Sa' d ibn Abu waqqas ~ 41 ~J narrated that. "Rather than
visit Bayt ul Maqdis twice, I would prefer to offer the salah in Masqid Quba. If people
would know the reward of salah there, they would endure the hardships of travel and come
to this mosque from distant lands."
The Prophet's ~" ~ 41 J--" trip to that mosque on Saturday indicates that it is a sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet) to meet the scholars, the righteous and the elders.
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Bukhari # 1196, Muslim# 502-1391, Musnad Ahmad 112··2036.
Bukhari ## 1193 (without 'offered two rakat there') and # 1194 (mentioned the salah but not
Saturday), Muslim# 516-1399 (without Saturday) and# 521-1399 (without the salah). Allah knows
best. AbuDawud # 2040, Nasa'i # 698 (briefly) Muwatta Maalik # 9.23-76 (briefly), Musnad Ahmad 22
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696. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~"..LI~.J narrated that Allah's rvlessenger ~411~
11
..olw, said, The portions of any land dearest to Allah are its mosques. The most
detested of its portions are its markets."t
COMMENTARY: Mosques are places of worship. They are dearest to Allah and He
showers mercy on those who are in the mosque. In contrast, the devil holds way. in the
markets where geed, treachery, falsehood and negligence to remembrance of Allah are very
common. Hence, markets are the worst of places in Allah's sight. Any one who roams
about in. the markets beyond his genuine needs there, deprivation and evil are his portion.
A question arise that temples, pubs, wine bars, dens of prostitutes are worse than markets.
Why are markets singled out?
The answer is that while markets are set up with the command of the Prophet ..olw,~.Jll~,
. those things are not built and maintained at his command. The words of the hadith mean that
of these things that are allowed to be set up, the markets are the worst and most detested.
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697. Sayyiduna Uthman ~"-.LI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..olw,~.Jll~ said,
11
Allah will build a house in paradise for him who build a mosque for Allah."2
COMMENTARY: To build a mosque for Allah is to build it sincerely and for His pleasure,
not to show off to the people, or to gain fame. Then, Allah rewards him with a house in
paradise. This is why a person who builds a mosque and has his name inscribed thereon is
considered to lack sincerity because this is a means of publicity.
The word 'mosque' here, is an indefinite noun to show 'littleness.' He may have built a small
mosque, his reward will be same as the reward of one building a large and magnificent
mosque. The words in a version are 'even if that mosque is like the nest of a quail.'
This is an allegorical speech. The real things is that Allah looks at the intention behind it. If
anyone is indifferent to fame and showing off and seeks only Allah's pleasure with a
sincere resolve in erecting a mosque then he deserves a house from Allah in paradise
though he may have built a very small and cramped mosque.
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698. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4ili~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..ol-,~411~
said, 111£ anyone goes to the mosque every morning or afternoon then Allah prepares
for him a hospitality in paradise whether he goes in the morning or afternoon."3
COMMENTARY: The mosque is the House of Allah. So anyone who goes to it really visits Allah
who treats him as a guest. He does not deprive his guests of his mercy. Of the several intentions of
going to the mosque, this could be one. In the beginning of this book against the hadith:
Muslim # 288-671.
2 Bukhari # 45l), Muslim# 24-533, Tirmidhi # 318, Nasa'i # 688, Ibn Majah # 736, Darami # 1392,
Musnad Ahmad 1-70.
3 Bukhari # 662, Muslim # 285-669, Musnad Ahmad 2-508, 509.
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(Deeds are judged according to the resolve promoting them)
a detailed discourse on intention is included in its commentary .
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699. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ ~~ t..ft'J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o..L..., ~<till J""
said, 11 He who will receive the greatest reward of all people for the salall is he who
is the farthest of them, so he has to walk more than all of them. And he who waits
for the salalt till he offers it with the imam, earns a reward greater than one who
offers it (by himself) and goes to sleep."t
COMMENTARY: The second portion of the hadith assures a greater reward to one who
waits for the imam to begin the salah than one who does not wait and offers the salah by
himself and goes to sleep. The same applies to one who prefers a brief congregational salah
or joins an imam who is not qualified to lead. The other man waits for the congregational
sala/1 or an imam who is qualified. He gets more reward than the first kind, particularly of
this first man does it out of lethargy or haste.
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700. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ .dll ~; narrated that the piece of land around the mosque
(Masjid Nabawi) ~".ill~; was unoccupied. So, Banu Salimah decided to shift there
nearer to the mosque. This was conveyed to the Prophet .,o..L...,~.dll~ who said to them,
''I have learnt that you intend to move nearer to the mosque." They said, "Yes, 0
Messenger of Allah, we did intend that." He said, '0 Messenger of Allah, we did
intend that." He said, "0 Banu Salimah, stay in your houses and your footsteps will
be recorded! Stay in your houses and your footsteps will be recorded!"2
COMMENTARY: Banu Salimah were a tribe of the Ansars of Madinah. They resided far
away from the Prophet's .,o..L...,~<tillJ¢ mosque. The Prophet .,o..L...,~<tillJ.a advised them to stay
where they were. The more they walked to the mosque, the more reward they would earn.
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Bukhari # 651, Muslim# 277-662.
Muslim # 280-665.
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701. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~..ill~
.,o..L., said that on the day when there will be no shade except His shade, Allah will
provide seven (kinds of people) with his shade: a just imam, a youth who grew up
in worship of Allah, a man whose heart is attached to the mosque from the time he
emerges from it till he returns to it, two men who love one another for Allah's sake
and they meet on that and disperse on that, one who remembers Allah in solitude
and his eyes become moist (with tears), a man whom a woman of wealth and beauty
invites but he says, "I fear Allah," and a man who gives charity and keeps it a secret
so that his left hand does not know what his right has disbursed.!
COMMENTARY: These seven will be provided Allah's shade on the day of resurrection,
meaning that He will cover then1 with His mercy and keep them safe from the severity of
the hereafter. Some authorities say that they will have the shade of the Throne covering
them. The seventh will spend in such a way that when he gives to one of his right, anyone
on his left will not perceive it, he thus ensures that he will not show off and deprive himself
of reward. However, some ulama (Scholars) maintain that these words means exactly what
they say Hence, they describe the extreme limit of secrecy.
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narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.till J..a

702. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41.11 ~;
11
.,o..L., said, The salall of a man with the conv-egation excels by twenty five times
over his salah at his home and in his market. This is because he performs ablution,
making it a good ablution, then he goes out to the mosque, nothing prompting him
to go out but the salah. Every step he takes, he is raised one degree for it, and a sin
is erased for it. Then, when he offers the salah, the angels continue to invoke
blessing on him till he remains on the prayer mat, saying, 0 Allah bless him. 0
Allah have mercy on him. And, none of you ceases to be in salalt as long as he waits
for it." In another version, he said, 1'When he enters the mosque, the salah detains
him (and he is as if in salah)." It adds to the prayer of the angels: '0 Allah forgive
him. 0 Allah accept his repentance.' This goes on as long as he does not hurt (a
muslim) on it and as long as his ablution is intact in it. 2
COMMENTARY: The reward is raised by twenty five times only if he offers the
1

1

Bukhari # 660, 6806, Muslim# 71-1031 Tirmidhi # 2398, Muwatta Maalik # 51.5-14, Nasa'i # 5380,
Musnad Ahmad 2-438, (Muslims words. The right hand knows not what the left spends in charity are
corrected by Ibn Majah in Fath ul Bari; The left does not know ...)
2 Bukhari # 647, Muslim # 272-649, Abu Dawud # 559, Muwatta 9.17-57, Tirmidhi # 216, Ibn Majah #
774, Musnad Ahmad 2-252, (All have words more or less similar, Some like Tirmidhi are brief).
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congregational salah in the mosque.
The angels pray for the worshipper provided he does not hurt another Muslim by a deed
or word, or his ablution is not nullified.
This means that the prayer of the angel will continue for him as long as he remains seated
on the prayer mat after offering the salah. If he gets up and moves over to another place,
then he will not qualify for that blessing.
Some Shaykhs and saintly people get up after offering the salah and move to a comer or
scheduled place not to be in limelight. There they engage in some form of remembrance of
Allah, their intention being to avoid ostentation. While their action may be laudable and
they will get reward for their pious deed, yet they will lose the excellence and merit of
remaining seated on the prayer rug after offering the salah.
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703. Sayyiduna Abu Usayd ~4.111~; 1 Narrated that Allah's Messenger ..,o.l.....,~~~~
said, ''When one of you enters a mosque, he must pray: (~j~lj.l~~~~~) (0 All~,
open the doors of your mercy for me!). and when he goes out, he must pray; (~t~l
~~~~ (0 Allah, I ask you for your favours).''2
COMMENTARY: The first supplication beseeches Allah for the blessings of the sacred
place and because of the enablement to offer the salah to open the gates of His mercy. The
word (J..AI) (fadl, favours) in the second supplication means lawful sustenance, because one
occupies oneself after the salah in seeking a livelihood.
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704. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~".LI~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o..L....,~~~~
said, 11When any of you enters the mosque, he must offer two raka'at salah before
he sits down."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith is cited by Imam Shafi'I ~~ ~; when he says that it is wajib
(expedient) to offer two raka'at salah as tahiyatul masjid on entering the mosque, because the
command in the hadith suggests on obligation. The hanafis, on the other hand, say that the
command merely means a recommended or mustahab (desirable) action. So, the salah
tahiyatul masjid is mustahab (desirable).
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He was Abu Usayd was the son of Maalik ibn Rabi'ah. He was a Sa'idi Ansari. He was a Badri. He
died at the age of 78 in 60 AH, last of all.
•
2 Muslim# 68-713, Abu Dawud # 465 (expressing doubt about narrator being Abu Humayd or Abu
Usayd), Nasa'i (from both) # 729, Ibn Majah (from Abu Humayd) # 772, Darimi (from either of them) ·
# 1394, Musnad Ahmad (from both together) 3-497.
3 Bukhari # 444, Muslim # 69-714, Abu Dawud # 467, Tirmidhi # 316, Nasa'i # 730, Ibn Majah # 324,
Darimi # 1393, Musnad Ahmad 5-295.
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705. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Maalik ~ 411 r.P; narrated that it was the habit of the
Prophet ..cJ,..,,~.dliJ.a never to return from a journey but by day in the forenoon (time
of the salah of ad-Duha). When he came, he first went to the mosque and offered
there two raka'at salah. Then he sat down in it (for same time before going home).t
COMMENTARY: On returning from a journey, the Prophet ..cJ,..,,~.dliJ.a remained in the
mosque for some time after offering two raka' at salah in order to discuss various affairs
with the sahabah ~-till~.) who had missed him during his absence. It is mustahab (desirable)
for a traveler returning home to first go to the mosque and offer two raka' at salah, and sit
therefore a while.
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706. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .a.lll r.P; narrated that Allah's Messenger said. ''If
anyone hears (or sees) someone call out in the mosque for something he had lost,
then he should say, 'May Allah not return it to you, because the mosques are not
raised for this (looking or announcing for misplaced or lost things)."2
COMMENTARY: It seems proper to merely speak out these words with the tongue as a
warning to this man without really wishing that he may not find his lost vroperty, because
he is a Muslim. However, it also seems somewhat proper that one may wish that he may
not find his property to serve as a lesson to him that he might be careful the next time.
Not only searching lost property but also doing everything that is outside the objectives of
building a mosque is forbidden. Examples are buying and selling, etc. Therefore, our
predecessors did not like even to give charity to a beggar or a supplicant.
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707. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~c.;~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,,~.Jll~ said,
"He who eats from this bad-smelling tree (like onions, garlic, etc) must not come
near our mosque. The angels feel repulsive to the what is repulsive to mankind."3
COMMENTARY: This disallowance covers everything that is bad smelling, not only
eatables but also clothing and body odour. The same applies to public gatherings for
worship, sermons, lessons of Qur' an and hadith, and circles of remembrance of Allah, etc.
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Bukhari # 3088, Muslim# 74-716, Abu Dawud # 2781, Nasa'i (part of a lengthy hadith mentioning
the mukhalifin) # 733, Darimi # 1520, Musnad Ahmad 6-386 (a lengthy account). The mukhalifin
were those who remained behind from the battle.
2 Muslim# 79-569, Abu DAwud # 473, Ibn Majah # 767, Musnad Ahmad 2-349.
3 Bukhari # 854, Muslim# 72-564, Nasa'i # 707, Musnad Ahmad 3-374, (Nasa'i mentioned onion,
garlic, leek)
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708. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..,o.L...,~.d!IJ.o said, ''It
is a sin to spit in the mosque. Its expiation is to bury it."1
COMMENTARY: Spitting in the mosque violates its sanctity. If anyone happens to do it
then he he must dig it into the earth.
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709. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ ~~ ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..,o.L...., ~ 411 J.o
said, 11The deeds of my ummalt were presented to me, their good deeds and their
bad deeds, Among their good deeds, I found the removal of an obstruction from the
road. And, among their bad deeds, I found mucus lying unburied in the mosque." 2
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710. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L....,~41~
said, 'When someone among you stands in salalt, he must not spit in front of him
because as long as he is at his prayer mat, he engages in a confidential conversation
with Allah. And, (must not spit) towards his right because there is an angel to his
right. Rather, he mayspit towards his left or under his foot and bury it."3
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711. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed d..:.&-411~.J narrated (that he said,) "under his left foot."4
COMMENTARY: The person who offers the salah is compared to one having confidential
conversation with his Lord, so, it is wajib (expedient) on him to respect his Lord and be
mindful of all conditions of the presence before the Mighty, glorious Allah. He must not
spit in front of him, though Allah is every where and not bound by place or direction yet it
is part of etiquettes.
The angel to the right is other than the recording angels. He is the angel appointed to
support and guide the person who offers the salah and to say 'ameen!' when he supplicates.
Hence, the worshiper must honour this angel more than he does not the two recording
angels being hospitable to his guest and not spit towards him. The recording angels are

1

Bukhari # 415, Muslim# 55-552, Abu Dawud # 475, Tinnidhi # 572, Nasa'i # 723, Darimi # 1395,
Musnad Ahmad 3-232.
2 Muslim# 57-553, Ibn Majah # 3683, Musnad Ahmad 5-178.
3 Bukhari # 416, Muslim# 53-550, Ibn Majah # 1022,
4 Bukhari # 414 (Abu Saeed) and (both together)# 408, 409, Muslim# 52-548 (Abu Sa'eed ~~~~.J
alone)m Abu Dawud # 480 (Abu Sa'eed ~.JII~.J alone), Nasa'i # 725 (like that), Ibn Majah # 761
(both of them), Darimi # 1398, Musnad Ahmad 3-6.
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always with him.
Or, the angel is one of the two recording angels and he is to the right and more honourable
than the one to a left. Or because he is an angel of mercy he is tnore honourable than the
angel of punishment.
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712. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ ~~ JoD said

during his (final) illness from which he did not recover, "May Allah curse the Jews
and Christians! They have turned the graves of their prophet into places of
prostration."1
COMMENTARY: When the prophet ..oJ-,~~~J..D was dying and he experienced those last
moments he worried for his ummahlest they emulate the previous people. So, he forbade
his ummah to do the evil deed by cursing the Jews and Christians for adopting their
Prophet ..oJ,...,~.d!IJ..D graves as places of prostration.
This is done in two ways. First, prostrating to worship the dweller of the grave, or the
grave itself in the way idol worshippers do. Secondly, to prostrate to the grave having in
mind worship of Allah. In offering a salah at the grave or prostrating there, one's belief is
that, in reality. One engages in Allah's worship. One hopes to earn Allah's pleasure thereby
and to gain nearness to him.
Both these thing are not authorised and are disliked by Allah and His Messenger ~.dliJ..D
~'· The first method is clearly a disbelief and is polytheistic. The second, too, is unlawful
because it associates some other with Allah, though it is done indirectly.
Both invite Allah's curse.
Also it is haram (unlawful and forbidden) to face the grave of a Prophet ,.Aij...Jl~ or a saint
and offer the salah out of respect and honour for him. There is no difference of opinion on
this judgement.

'n-3. Sayyiduna Jundub ~4.ili<.J':'; narrated that he heard the Prophet ..oL.,~.dliJ..D say,
'know! Indeed, those were before you used to take the graves of their prophets and
their righteous men as places to prostrate. So, beware! Do not yourselves tum the
graves into places of prostration. I forbid you from doing that."2
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714. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~cdJI<.J':'; narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.L...,~.dll~
said, "You must offer some of your salalzs in your homes And must not turn
1
2

Bukhari # 4444, Muslim $19-529, Musnad Ahmad 6-121.
Muslim # 23-582.
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them into graves."t
COMMENTARY: 'Do not tum your homes into graves means that you should not have
graves in your houses to bury your dead. It also means; 'do not consider graves as houses.

Just as one retires to one's home for some need, so too do not rush to the graves for your
needs beseeching the grave dweller for it. Rather, when beset with a need tum to Allah. Raise
your hands in prayer before him, for, all in need of him, even a saint and a grave dweller.
Or, these words of the hadith could mean; do not make your homes like graves where salah is
never offered. Rather offer some salah at horne, too. The blessings of salah and dhikr will fetch
Allah's mercy. The ularna (Scholars) say that except the fard (obligatory), all sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet) and supererogatory salah must be offt'red at horne, better than in mosques.
SECTION II
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715. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.d!I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.dllJ-D
..oJ-, said, "Between the east and the west lies the qiblah."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith pertains to Madinah because the qiblah is to the south of it. This

hadith pertains also those people whose qiblah synchronizes with the qiblah of Madinah,
towards the south. In this sen')e, their qiblah is defined as between the east and the west.
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716. Sayyiduna Talq ibn Ali ~ d..LI t..F.J narrated that they came as a deputation to
Allah's Messenger..oJ-., ~ <dll J-D. They gave the pledge of allegiance to him and
offered the salah with him. They informed him that they had a church in their land.
Then they asked him for some water remaining after his ablution. He asked for
water, made ablution and (after that with the residue) rinsed his mouth putting that
water into a skin vessel for them. Then he said, "Go, when you are in your J~i.td,
demolish your church, sprinkle this water on that place (that the blessin~ uf Islam
may spread there). Then build a mosque over there." They submitted, :.Our land is
far off. The heat is severe, so this water will dry up." He said, ''Add more water to it.
That will do nothing but increase its purity and blessing."3
COMMENTARY: The word(~) (in the hadith) means 'a church.' These people had been
Christians but embraced Islam at the hand of th.~ P:ophet ..oJ-, ~ .dll J-D. On becoming
Muslims they desired that they should wipe out the remnant of their prev'ous religion and
sprinkle there water of the Prophet's ..oJ-,~.dllJ-D ablution poured out of his blessed mouth
1

Bukhari # 432, Muslim # 208-777, Abu Dawud # 1043, Tirmidhi # 451, Nasa'i # 1598, Musnad
Ahmad2-16.
2 Tirmidhi # 344, Ibn Majah # 1011, Nasa'i # 2239.
3 Nasa'i # 701 (It then reports what they did).
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so that the traces of disbelief and association may be wiped out from there with the
blessings of the water. The goodness and grace of Islam might spread there. This is
expressed tacitly in the word (t>..,-..ti) (do bestow on us).
The last sentence of the hadith means; If the water is likely to a evaporate during the long
journey and the extreme heat, and might dry up totally by the time they are home, they
may add more water to it. They were not to fear that adding fresh water might remove the
blessing of the water that was given to them, ur lessen it. Either it would increase blessing
in the fresh water, or Allah would create more blessing in the new water. There would not
be any decrease in blessing.
This hadith is evidence that it is allowed to consider the water of zamzam as good and
source of blessing, and to take it elsewhere for its blessing..
Moreover, it is deduced from it that it is allowed to regard the leftover food and drink or
the used clothing of the ulama (Scholars), tnasha'ykh and awliya as a means of blessing
and to ·use them by way of blessing provided that the limits of Shariah are not violated.
They must not be respected more than the hadith suggests, or venerated.

(~~LXI..-' l.SJ..o.}.li,Jjby.l oi,JJ)

-< :1o~j

717. Sayyiduna Ayshah \f$.1lt~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ...oJ-,~~~~ gave
instructions for building the mosque in (every) neighbourhood. And (he also
instructed) that it should be kept clean and perfumed.1
COMMENTARY: It is very necessary to build mosques in neighborhoods. Mosques are
proofs of the unity and wakefulness of the Muslims. They are the means of Allah's mercy
on the residents around it. However, the mere raising of the edifice is not evidence of
faithful activity and religious awakening of the people. Rather, it is necessary to keep the
mosques occupied and well used.
Garbage arid impurity must not be thrown there or left accumulated. Mosques should be
perfumed with aloe stick or such other things. Moreover, if these things are done with the
intention to please the angels and the Muslim brothers wh(, visit the mosque then the
reward woult: .:~utltiply.
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718. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~<dll~
said, ''I have not been commanded to raise the mosques high and adorned."
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ 41 ~.) said, 11You too will certainly adorn ab-i beautify
them just as the Jews and the Christians adorn (their houses of worship)."2
COMMENTARY: The zukhruf is applied to the u lama and perfect ness of something. Ibn
Abbas ~<dll~J spoke about human nature and said that people Nould adorn mosque and use
1
2

Abu Dawud # 455, Tirmidhi # 594, Ibn majah # 758, Musnad Ahmad 5-17
Abu Dawud # 448, Bukhari in chapter heading 1/53Y Building if mosques.
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gold too in doing that. Their deed would be contrary to sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) because
Islam likes simplicity. Besides, adorning mosques would emulate the Jews and Christians.
However, later day scholars gave permission to adorn and beautify the mosques. They did
that because houses were raised high and beautified. They did that also to respect the
sentiments of the people who would have lost esteem for rnosques otherwise. In this way,
modem trends were followed.
The Masjid Nabawi ~,~cd!l~ was very simple and built of trunks of trees and twigs of
date palms. Later, Umar <U&..d!l~; maintained the simplicity when he rebuilt it. But, in his
times, Uthman <U&. cd!l ~; renovated and expanded it, using stones and carved rocks. He
beautified it. The mosque was much more beautiful and was large than the mosque of the
Prophet's ~,~cd!l~ times.
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'719. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~.d!l~ said,
"Surely, among the portents of the (Last) Hour is that people will boast over each
other about mosques."t
COMMENTARY: People will build large mosques and decorate them but they will not be

sincere in their intention. Rather, they will hope to gain acclaim for their great achievement.
The masses will laud them beyond necessity.
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720. Sayyiduna An as ~ ~~ ifD; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~<till~ said,
"The rewards of my ummalt were shown to me even for a tiny peck of dust that a
man sweeped out of the mosque. And, so, the sins of my ummalt were shown to me
and I did not see a sin greater than someone forgetting a surah of the Quran, or !~s
verse that he was given (meaning, was enable to memorise).2
COMMENTARY: If someone is able to commit to memory a surah or a ver:.>t:! of the Quran
then it is a mighty blessing of Allah. But, he who forgets it after memorizing it is one who
neglects the blessing and is ungrateful for it. So, he is a grave sinnt!r.
9
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721. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~ ~~ ~~.> narrated that Allah's Messenger .o-l-, ~ .dll ~
said, "To those who walk to the mosques during darkness, convey the glad tidings
1

Abu Dawud # 449, Nasa'i # 689, Darami # 1408, Ibn Majah # 739.
# 2935, Abu Dawud # 461.
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of perfect light on the day of resurrection."1 And,
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722. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sa' d ~~\<.,P. J and Sayyiduna Anas ~-dl\<.,P. J narrated it too.2
COMMENTARY: This saying of the Prophet ..oJ-~k..dll~ refers to the following verse of the Quran:
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{Their light will run before them and their right hands. They will say, 11 0ur Lord,
perfect our light for us} (at Tahrim: 8)
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723. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed Khudri ~4\<.,P; narrated that Allah's Messenger .d!IJ-a
..o.J-,~

said, 11When you see a man looking after the mosque, give testimony that he
has faith, for, Allah the Exalted, say:

(The mosques of Allah shall be inhabited only by those who believe in Allah} (9:18)3
COMMENTARY: Anyone who looks after ~e House of Allah, preserves it, repairs it when
necessary and sweeps and keeps it clean, and offers salah in it, He imparts religious
knowledge in it, you must bear witness that he is a believing person. He is obedient tO
Allah and his Messenger.
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724. Sayyiduna Uthman 4 ibn Maz'un ~4\<.,P..J narrated that he said, 110 Messenger

of Allah, permit me to become an eunuch." He said, 11 He who castrates another man
or gets himself castrated does not belong to us. But, for my ummah fasting is like
castrating." He then sought permission to travel. The Prophet ..o.J-, ~ 41 J-,o "said
Tirmidhi # 223, Abu Dawud # 561.
Ibn Majah f.180 and 781.
3 Tirmidhi # 2626. l!J11 Majah # 802, Musnad Ahmad# 11651.
4 His kunysh was Abu Sa'ib. He was a very distinguished sahabi, the fourteenth Muslim among men.
He and 1Js son Sa' ib ~ .dll r.?J were among the emigrants to Ethiopia, and he emigrated to Mada,ah
afterwards. He was the first of the mughirs to die in 2 AH. The Prophet ..o.J-,~.dl!J-,o kissed his dead
body.
1
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"Surely, the travelling of my ummah is the jihad in Allah's path." Then he sought
permission to live the life of a monk, and the Prophet ..o-1-,~4.11~ said, 11The monk's
life for my ummah is to sit in mosques in anticipation of the salahs."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Maz'un ~~~~J wished to adopt life of seclusion
from the world and abstinence from its delight to seek Allah's pleasure. His first request
was against human ·nature, so the Prophet ..o-1-, ~ .&1 ~ suggested fasting instead. The
second request was not acceptable too and not worthy to the Prophet ..o-1-, ~ ~~ ~
suggested jihad to achieve that end. He then requested to be allowed a life of mockery,
abstaining from woman too. The Prophet ..o-1-, ~ -dll ~ rejected it as against Islamic
teachings. He suggested that he should sit in mosques and worship Allah to achieve the
same end .
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725. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Aa' sh ~~1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger
..o-1-,~.dll~ said, "I saw my Lord, Mighty and Glorious, in the best of appearance
(in my dream). He asked me, what do these angels who are near me discuss?' I said,
'you know best (my Lord).' So, He put the palm of His hand between my shoulder
blades and I experienced its coolness between my nipples and became aware of
whatever is in the heavens and the earth." Then the Prophet ..o-1-,~~~~ recited:
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{And thus did we show to Ibrahim the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, that
he might be of those who are convinced.)2
Tirmidhi has the like of it.
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Bayhaqi in Sharah us Swmnll # 484.
Darimi # 2149 (from Abdur Rahman in Aa'sh), Tirmidhi form Bukhari supplement to# 3246.
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726. Sayyiduna Abdur Rehman ibn Aa'sh ~.Jli~J Sayyiduna Ibn Ababs ~411~J
and Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~411~J also narrated a similar hadit1t and added therein.
"Allah asked him (thereafter), 0 Muhammad are you aware of what these angels
who are near to me dispute?' I said, 1 Yes! About expiations (that atone for sins).
Staying on in mosques after the salall (for the next salah, or for dhikr), going to the
congregational salah on foot and· making perfect ablution even in difficult
moments (like, illness or severe cold). He who does it will live in good
circumstances and die in that way. He will be purified of sins as ~e was on the day
his mother gave birth to him.' Allah then said, 1 0 Muhammad, when you have
finished the salah, pray:

," , ,
, ,
'7-'j..".U jj, :6 ) :J! Li !.>.i li
l

(0 Allah! I ask you for (ability to do) good deeds, to shun the disapproved, and for
love of the poor, when you decide to put your slaves to trial, take me away without
a trial to yourself.)
Then Allah said (to teach him, or the Prophet .,o..L.,~41~ himself said), 1The ranks
are raised) by spreading the salaam, feeding food, offering the salah in the night
when the people are asleep."'t
The words of these hadith are as in the Masabih, but I did not find if from Abdur
Rahman except in Sharah us smmah (Practice of Holy Prophet).
COMMENTARY: If the Prophet .cJ...., ~ 41 ~ saw Allah in a dream then this is possible
because faceless things may be seen with face and those with face without face. Buts if it
was not a dream and a state of awakening, then the appearance or form is the attribute and
Allah appeared to him with His attributes of Beauty, . grace and kindness. This
interpretation is very near to reality.
It is also possible that the expression in the best of appearance refers to the Prophet ~41~
.cJ....,. then, it would mean; 'I saw my Lord when was in a good appearance.
The angels could be discussing the merits of the different d~eds. Or, they could be lying
with each other to be the first to present someone's deeds to Allah.
As for Allah's placing the palms of His hand between the Prophet's .cJ....,~<d.ll~ shoulder
blades, this should not to taken in a literal sense. Allah is pure of a physical body. So these
words are figurative ~Apression of Allah singling out the Prophet .,o..L., ~ 41 ~ wit
additional favour, mercy, reward and blessing. It is like stroking someone' s back or patting
it or express pleasure with him
Similarly, feeling the coolness in the chest between the nipples is a figurative expression for
being enabled to know the many things. Hence, in keeping with this awareness, he
presented as a testimony the verse of the Quran in which Allah confirms to him that just as
He had revealed to him the things of the heavens and earth so too. He had done the same
thing for His gloric:.ts Messenger. His Khalil (friend). Sayyiduna Ibrahim ..o')L.Jt~ so that he
could gain a perfect certitude of Allah's unity and power as the Lord and Creator. The
1 Tirmidhi with the chain: from Abdur Rahman ibn Aa'sh al Hadrami from Maalik ibn Yakharim as
Saksaki from Mu' adh ibn Jabal like it with words of it and were, # 3246, and Sharah us swma/1.
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verse concludes with the affirmation that he was convinced.
The hadith ends inviting man to be humble and devoted in worship. He must spread mercy
and comfort for mankind.
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727. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~od.ll~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.J-,~~~~

said, ' 11Three people! All have Allah's Protection. (i) The warrior who goes out in
Allah's Path is in Allah's care till He seizes his soul and admits him to paradise, or
sends him back home with the booty and reward. (ii) The worshipper who goes to
the mosque is also in Allah's care. (iii) He who enters his house with (the greeting
of salaam (saying to his folk, as-salaam u alaykum). He too is in Allah's care.t
COMMENTARY: The first person will receive reward both in the hereafter and in this life.
The responsibility of Allah for the second and third person is obvious, so not mentioned in
the hadith. As for the words: 'enters his house with salaam, they could have 6ne of two
meanings. (a) He greets his folk on entering his home in which case Allah's responsibility is
to bestow good and blessing on him and his family, opening the doors to His mercy and
farours. Or, (b) on entering home, he gets peace and security from the companionship of
these people and binds himself to stay home. In this case Allah's protection is to preserve
him from difficulties and trials.

(Jjby.I.J ~I oi.JJ) -~dy~! ~ £-:11 jll ~j~
728. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~od.II~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.J-,~~IJ-.o
said, 11He, who goes out of his house, having performed ablution, to offer a

prescribed salah at the mosque, will get a reward like the reward of a pilgrim in the
state of ihram to perform hajj. As for him who goes out undergoing hardship to
offer the salah of ad-Duha nothing else driving him out but this purpose then his
reward is like the reward of one performing umrah. And, offering a salah on the
heels of another, no idle talk separating them is a deed recorded in illiyun."2
COMMENTARY: _This hadith compares Hajj (Pilgrimage). The pilgrim as he goes out of his
house with intention to perform Hajj having assumed the ihram begins to receive reward
for it. The receipt of reward continues till he returns. In the same way when anyone goes
out to offer the salah with that he begins to receive the reward till he returns after offering
the salah. However, theii reward are not equal, the pilgrim gets much more reward than
the person who offers the salah.
The hadith also discloses that umrah is to Hajj{Pilgrimage) what supererogatory salah is to
1

2

Abu Dauwd # 2294
Musnad Ahmad 5-268, Abu Dawud # 558
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the prescribed salah.
The record in illiyun is a figurative expression lauding as the highest and best deed the
work of one who offers the salah regularly, always, respecting the conditions and manners
for it in such a way that his action and intention are not mixed with anything that deters
from the salah in the least.
The register of the angels who record pious deeds is called illiyun. All pious actions are put
together there.
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729. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~lr§'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.d.I1J""
.,o.l...., said, "When you go to the gardens of paradise, graze there." He was asked, 110

Messenger of Allah, where are the gardens of paradise in this world?" He said,
"The mosques." Again, he was asked, 11 And what is the grazing (in them), 0
Messenger of Allah?" He said:
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(Allah is without blemish. Praise belongs to Allah. There is no .god but Allah. And,
Allah is the greatest). (The repetition of these expressions in mosques is like grazing].t
COMMENTARY: When anyone offers salah and worships Allah in the mosques that
becomes a means to gardens of paradise. The word (~J) means to go to the garden and cat
its delicious produce to heart's fill and move round its streams or ponds. The word is used
to mean achieving greatest reward?
The message of the hadith is that when you go to the mosques recite the tasbih
(glorification) mentioned in it. This will fetch immense reward.
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730. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 r§'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ .d.l1 J""
11

If anyone comes to the mosque for a purpose (of the hereafter or this
world), he will get it."2
COMMENTARY: Whatever a person comes to the mosque to achieve, he will get it, if it is
worship, he will get reward. If it is a worldly ambition, he will endure its repercussions.
This hadith, as for as its subject is concerned, is an offshoot of the well known hadith of
intention: (.::J\,J\fJ~~~~...;') (Deeds are judged by the intentions that prompt them). 3
.,o.l...., said,

Tirmdhi # 3520
Abu Dawud # 472
3 The first lladitlt of Mishkat
t
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731. Sayyidah Fatimah ~1d..1-.) daughter of Sayyiduna Husayn ~~~o~.J narrated on

the anthority of her grandmother Fatimah ~ .WI rJDJ al-Kubra (the elder) that
whenever the Prophet ~, ~ ~~ J.-" entered the mosque he invoked blessings and
peace on Muhammad (meaning himself saying) and prayed,. '0 lord, forgive me my
sins and open for me the doors to. Your mercy.' And when he came out he again
invoked blessin.g and peace on Muhammad and Prayed, '0 Lord, forgive me my
sins and open for me the doors to your favours.
In the version of Ahmad and Ibn Majah, her words are that whenever he entered
the mosque and so came out of it, he said, instead of. invoking blessings and
peace on himself:
(In the name of Allah. Peace be on Allah's Messenger).t
Transmission of this lladith is not connected. Fatimah ~~.,....) daughter of Husayn had
not seen the times of Sayyidah Fatimah ~~lrJDJ.
COMMENTARY: The prophet~,~~~~ did not say (0 Allah shower blessing on n1e) or
(0 Allah, forgive Muhammad) because the salah or durood (in vocation of blessing) is
compatible with his name. Similarly, seeking forgiveness for himself shows humbleness
and submissiveness.
Or, perhaps, he spoke these words to teach the ummah. They would. thus know the words
they should use.
Sayyidah Fatimah Sughrah ~~.,....) the narrator of this hadith wa~ the dau~hter of Sayyiduna
Imam Husayn ~.Jll~.) she had not seen her grandmother, Sayyidah Fatimah az.zuhra .d!l~.J
~daughter of Allah's Messenger~,~~~~. At that time Imam Husayn ~~~~.)was only
eight years old. Therefore, the sanad of this haditlz is disconnected and one of the
subnarrators is missing or unnamed.
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732. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'oyb .till d..1-.) narrated from his father who from his
father who from his grandfather that Allah's Messenger ~, ~ 41 ~ disallowed
recital of poetry in mosque, buying and selling therein and sitting in circles in a
mosque before the Friday salah (even for religious discussion).2
1

Tirmidhi # 314, Musnad ahmad 6-282, Ibn Majah # 771. (The remarks are as mentioned with the
text).
2 Tirmidhi # 322, Abu Dawud # 10-79, Nasa'i # 713, Ibn Majah # 749, Musnad Ahmad 2-179, 212 ·
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COMMENTARY: Poetry that is disallo"ved is vulgar, lewd and lies. Such things are

disallowed in mosques always. However, poetry about Allah's unity, prayer, praise of the
Prophet .,o.L..., ~ <~.ill J-" and of members of his mmnalz and of exhortation to piety and
religiousness and good manners is allowed.
The Prophet .,o.L...,~.dllJ-" used to have the pulpit prepared for the poet of Islam, Hassan i..FJ
~<~.ill. He praised the Prophet .ol-,~.dllJ-" and satirized the disbelievers. The Prophet .dllJ-"
.,o.L...,~ would say that Jibrl ..4')LJI~ recommended Hassan ~.dlli..FJ because he contended
with the disbelievers on behalf of th~ Prophet .,o.L...,~.dllJ-".
Like buying and selling, all other worldly affairs are forbidden in the mosque.
The ulama (Scholars) explain the prohibition to sit in the mosques in circles on Friday
before the salah. It is contrary to the appearance of the congregational sitting of the
worshippers. Secondly, the assembly in the mosque on Friday is itself a regular and great
deed, and it is no~ proper to do any other work before finishing with the Friday salalt. Then
to sit in circles causes negligence. This is more emphatic when the sermon is delivered.
A third reason is that time is meant to be quiet and attentive to the sermon. If people sit in
circles, their attention is diverted from the imam but in this case, the prohibition will be only
during the sermon. Hence, in the first two cases, it will be nahi tanzihi (not absolutely unlawful,
but nearer lawful) while the third case is nahi tahrimi (prohibition almost unlawful).
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733. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.dll,.p; narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~.dllJ-"

said, "When you see a man selling something or buying in a mosque, say. 'May Allah
not give you profit in your business.' And, when you see someone announce loudly
(in the mosque) for what he has lost. Say. 'May Allah not let you have it back.'?"l
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734. Sayyiduna Hakim ibn Hizam ~.dll,.p; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41~
.ol-, forbade that retaliation should be taken in the mosque (which is killing a
murderer), that poetry should be recited in it and that the prescribed punishment
(against adultery, wine, etc). Should be awarded in it.2
This haditlt:

735. Sayyiduna Jabir ~.dll,.p.J (also) narrated.3

1

Tirmidhi # 1325, Darimi # 1401. (See haditlr # 706 for commentary).
Dawud # 4490, Musnad Ahmad (Briefly 3-434.
3 Masabih us Sanan # 520.
2 Abu
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736. Sayyiduna Muawiyah .J!I.y-; ibn Qurrah narrated on the authority of his father

(Qurrah ~.till'-"";) that Allah's Messenger .cJ....,~.Jil~ forbade them these two plants
namely, onions and garlic. He said, 11 0ne who eats them must not approach our
mosques." He added, 11 1£ you have to eat them then put down their smell by
cooking them."t
COMMENTARY: The prohibition to enter the mosques after eating onion and garlic is an
overstatement. One who eats these plants must not come near the mosques what to say of
coming inside them.
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737. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed ~~I~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .cJ...., ~ .dll ~

said, 11 Except for graves and baths, all the earth is a mosque (for, salah may be
offered everywhere). 2
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738. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger .cJ....,~.d!IJ..o
forbade them to offer salah at seven places: the garbage dump, the slaughter house,
the graveyards, the middle of the camel sheds and the roof of the Bay t Allah
(House of A1Iah).3
COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) go by the literal sense of the hadith and say that it
is makruh (unbecoming) to offer the salah in graveyards, but some say that while it is allowed
to the alama without exception, to offer salah facing a grave. They say that it is unlawful.
It is makruh (unbecoming) to offer the salah in a garbage dump and a camel shed because there
always is impurity in these places. So if salah is offered at these places on a clean spot but
impurity is around or the prayer mat is spread on impurities then it is makruh (unbecoming)
and it disparages religion and salah which must always be offered at a pure place.
If salah is offered on a thoroughfare, one would be distracted continuously and passersby
would be put to inconvenience. Moreover, if they walk in front of one who offers the salah
and then he will get the sin on him. And, if they are not compelled yet they walk ahead of
him then they will be sinning.

Abu Dawud # 3727, Musnad ahmad 4-19.
Abu Dawud # 492, Tirmidhi # 317, Ibn Majah # 745, Darimi # 1390, Musnad Ahmad# 1288.
3 Tirmidhi # 346, Ibn Majah # 746, (A footnote here says. It is mukruh to climb up the rook of the
ka'bah without need. But it is allowed to go up if there is a need.)
1
2
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The bath is where one uncovers oneself and the devil haunts it.
To offer the salah on the roof of the kabah is makmh (unbecoming) because it is disrespectful
to the house of Allah.
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether salah at any of these seven places is makruh
(unbecoming) tanzihi or makruh (unbecoming) tahrumi.
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739. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 c..FJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ .J!l ~
.,o.l...._, said,"You may offer the salah in the sheds for sheep but not in camel sheds."1
COMMENTARY: There is risk of being kicked by a camel if it is free to move. With this fear
in mind, the worshipper will not offer his salah in peace. There is no such risk in sheepfolds.

(t}Wli.J LS.i.o_;UI., Jjby.l ol.,.;) _f.;!Jij ~L:;.j1
740. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.dilc.,FJ narrated that Allah's Messenger .ol.....t~41~

cursed those wo.men who visited the graves, those people who raise mosques (or
prostrate) there on and who,light lamps there.2
COMMENTARY: In the beginning the Prophet .,o.l...._,~,J,l~ had disallowed visits to graves,
but later permitted such visits. Some ulama (Scholars) say that the permission was given to
both men and women, so women too may now visit graves.
However, some ulama (Scholars) restrict the permission to men only. Women may not go
to graves. The reason is that they are weak-hearted and given to wail and cry.
As for the Prophet's .ol...,~<ilil~ grave, both men and women are permitted to visit it.
It is disallowed to illuminate the graves because it is an unnecessary wasteful spending.
However, it is allowed to light the paths and facilitate any work being done there because
the intention not to illuminate the graves.
Mawlana Muhammad Ishaq Muhaddith Dahlawi .s.ill tU-J has concluded from his research
that it is Makruh tahrimi( disapproved to forbiden) for women to visit graves. It is stated in
Mustamla that for men it is mustahab (desirable) to "Visit graves, but for women it is makruh
(unbecoming). It is stated in the kitab Majalis Wariziyah that it is not lawful for women to go
to the graveyards. The hadith of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.J!l~J is quoted (~~IJoJl..all~u'
~) (The Prophet ..o.J,...._,~41~) cursed those women who visit graves).
It is stated in Nisab ul-Ihtisab that Qadi .J!ltU-.) was asked about it and he said, "Do not ask
about its permissibility or mischief. Rather, ask about the size of curse sent against her.
When a woman decides to go to the grave, she gets into the orbit of Allah's curse and the
curse of the angels. When she sets out to it, the devils embrace her from all sides, and when
she arrives there the souls of the dead curse her, and as she returns she continues to be in
the orbit of Allah's curse."
1

2

Tirmidhi # 348, Majah # 768 (with additions), Musnad ahmad (like it)# 2-451, Darimi # 1391.
Abu Dawud # 3236, Tirmidhi # 320, Nasar # 2043 Ibn Majah # 1575. Musnad Ahmed 1-229.
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According to a haditlz, the angels of the seven earths and seven heavens curse a woman
who visits the grave yard. She gets Allah's curse while she walks to the grave. But, the
woman who stays home and prays for the dead, Allah bestows on her reward of a Hajj
(Pilgrimage) and umrah. According to a lladitlr of Sayyiduna Salman ~ .d!l ~J and Abu
Hurayrah ~.till~.)' the Prophet .o.l-,~4.11~ came out of the mosque and was at the door of
his house when he saw Sayyidah Fatimah ~.till...,~.) coming. He asked her, ~~From where are
you coming?" she said that she had gone to the house of a woman who had died. He asked
her, "Did you go to her grave, too?" she exclaimed, III seek refuge in Allah! Can I think of
that ever? I have already heard you disallow this thing." He commended her for not going,
saying, 1£ you had gone, you would have been deprived of the fragrance of paradise."
Qadi: Thanaullah Panipati 41~.) has written in his book Malabudminhu: "Visit to graves is
allowed to men, but not to women."
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741. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.Jli~.J narrated that a learned man of the Jews
asked the Prophet .o.l-,~~~J-." "which places are the best? He remained silent and
said "I shall keep quiet till Jibril ..o)\..JI~ comes." So, he remained quiet and when
Jibril..o'j_ll~ arrived, he asked him (what the Jew scholar had enquired). Jibril ~
..o)\..JI said, "One who is asked knows not more than one who asked about it, but, I
shall ask my lord, Blessed and Exalted." Later on, he came and said, 11 0
Muhammad, I drew near Allah, nearer than I have ever been near to Him." The
Prophet .,o.l....,~.d!l~ asked, 11 How was that, 0 Jibril?" He said, "There were between
him and me seventy thousand screens of light and he said, the worst of all places
are their markets, and the best are their mosques."l
This hadith is transmitted by ibn Umar ~G.ill~ J.
COMMENTARY: The screens are what the creatures understand because Allah, the
Blessed, is not behind any screen. The creatures themselves are behind curtains or screens
or veils. These are physical and psychological screens. This may be explained by an
example of the sun for a blind man. The sun is never behind a screen but there is a covering
over the eyes of the blind man and he cannot see the sun. The sun casts its light on him and
thus 'sees him.'
The seeker had asked merely about the best places but the answer converse both the best and
worst places. Thus, the houses of Ar-Rahman (The compassionate) and the devil may be known.
This lzadith teaches us that we should not hurry to answer a question if we do not know it but
1

Musnad Ahmad 4/85.
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we must ask one who possesses knowledge about it. There is nothing wrong in asking the more
(earned this is a sunnalz (Practice of Holy Prophet) of the Prophet ..oJ,....,~od!lJ--:' and Jibril A)WI~.
In the original manuscript of the Mishkat, there is a blank space after (transmitted it ... )
because the compiler did not know the name of the source book from which the Jzadith is
reproduced. Later, some scholars put down the name of the book.
SECTION III
~~t~11j.Jarti
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742. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.tili'-'-.D.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
..oJ,...., ~ .J!I ~ say, 11 As for one who comes to this, my mosque solely for a good
purpose to teach it or to learn it, he is of the same rank as a warrior in Allah's Path.
But, as for one who comes for some other purpose (like something evil and vain), he
is of the rank of one who look at the properties of others (with an envious design)." 1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .oJ-,~.dll~ named his mosque meaning the Masjid nabawi
which is greater in rank and excellence than all the mosques. So the same command applies
to all the others as to it. Moreover the teaching and learning of all good things includes
salah, itikaf, reciting the Quran, etc.
The n1an who will look at the properties of other people with envy will do the same thing
in the hereafter. When he looks at that which pious people earn of reward, he will long for
that, blaming himself of letting go the opportunity. Or, the meaning is that it is disallowed
to go to a mosque without a pious purpose.
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743. Sayyiduna al-Hasan <dll~.) narrated in a Mursal from that Allah's Messenger ~<dllJ--:'
.J-, said, 11 A time will come to the people when they will discuss their worldly affairs
in their mosques. Do not (even) sit with them because Allah has no need of them."2
COMMENTARY: It is a figurative speech to say that Allah is fed up with such people. They
are deprived of His protection and mercy. It also says that their obedience and worship are

not accepted by Allah.
The hadith says that it is am akruh to speak of worldly affairs in the mosque. There are other
ahadith of the same purport. It only a few words are spoken about worldly affairs, it is condoned .
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Ibn Majah # 227, Bayhaqi in Shurabul- Eeman # 1698.
Bayhaqi :- Shiab ul-eeman (but not traced).
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744. Sayyiduna As-Saib ibn yazid ~1 ~.; narrated that when he was sleeping in the
mosque (one day), someone hit him with a pebble. He was Sayyiduna Umar ibn
Khattab ~.WI~; who instructed him to bring to him those two men (who conversed
loudly in the mosque). He brought them to him. He asked them who they were,. or,
to which place they belonged. They disclosed that they were from Taif. He said, "If
you were Madinans, I would have punished you by beating you for speaking
loudly in the mosque. "t
COMMENTARY: The 'or' in Umar's ~4,jJ'~..;;,.) question is the doubt expressed by the sub
narrator about what Umar ~4,jJl;:;..;;,.; asked. It is makruli (unbecoming) to speak loudly in the
mosques whatever the subject, even learning.
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745. Sayyiduna Maalik .a.il1~; narrated that Sayyiduna Umar ~.JJI~..J set aside an
open area, called al-Butayha in the vicinity of the masque. He then said, 11Whose

ever (of you) intends to gossip, recite poetry or talk loudly must come out (of the
mosque) to this open area." 2
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746. Sayyiduna Anas ~.J!Ir.,F..J narrated that the Prophet ..ol-,~41~ saw mucus
lying in the direction of the qiblah. He found it very repulsive and this was visible

on his face. He got up, scraped it with his hand, and said, 11When any of you stands
in salah, he is engaged in private conversation with his lord. His lord is between
him and the qiblah. So, none of you must spit to wards the qiblah, but to his left or
under his fort. 11Then he took the hem of his cloak, spat in it, folded it up and
rubbed the folds together. He said, ''Or do like this."3
COMMENTARY: When anyone offers the salah, he is turned to his lord and faces the
qiblah. Hence, he must refrain from spitting in that direction.
The instruction to spit to his left or under his foot is when he is not engaged in salah fu the
mosque. If he is in the mosque and offers the salah, then he is not allowed to spit to the left
t Bukhari # 470.

Mowatta Maalik # 9.24-96.
3 Bukhari # 405.
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and under his foot because that shows disrespect to the mosque. But, if one cannot
withhold it then me may spit in a piece of cloth and rub its folds together.
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747. Sayyiduna As-Saib Ibn Khallad ~4-LI~.J who was one of the sahabah ~4JJI~.J
of the Prophet ..oJ-,~.&~ said that a man acted as imam of some people. He spat
towards the qiblah. Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~<dll~ was looking at him and said to
his followers when they had finished (the salah), "Let him not lead you in salah."
Mter that, he intended to lead them again but they prevented him and informed
him of what Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~od.ll~ had said. He mentioned that to Allah's
Messenger ..oJ-,~~~~ and he said, yes (I had told them so) The narrator said that
he believed that the Prophet also said "you have hurt Allah and His Messenger.I
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748. Sayyiduna Muradh ibn Jabal ~.JJ1~; narrated that one morning (contrary to
his normal practice), Allah's Messenger _ol...,~.dll~ was held back front them for
the salah of fajr till nearly they saw the sun peeping out. He came out in a hurry,
the iqamalt was pronounced for the salah and he led the salah. He made it brief.
When he finished he announced to them in a loud voice, 11 In your rows as you are!"
Then facing them, he said, "Indeed, let me tell you now what held me back from
you this morning. I got up during the night, performed ablution and offered salah
as much as I was enabled to offer, but during the course of it, I dosed off and was
overtaken by sleep. Suddenly, I saw my lord, the Blessed and the Exalted in the best
of forms. He said, '0 Muhammad! I said, 'Here am I, my lord! He asked, 'what do
these angels nearer to me argue about? I said, 'I do not know.' He put the question
three times and I saw him put the palm of His hand between my shoulder blades
and I sensed the coolness of his fingers between my breasts and, suddenly,
everything became clear to me. I gained knowledge. Again, he asked, '0
Muhammad! I said, 'Here am I, my lord! He asked, 'About what do the angels
nearer to me argue?' I answered, 'About al-Kaffarat. He asked, 'what are they?' I
said, 'Taking footsteps to the mosques (for the congregational salah), sitting in the
mosques even after the salalt and performing ablution well even when it is
difficult. He asked, about what else (do they argue)? I said, Ad-darajat. He asked,
and what are they? I said, feeding food, gentle speech and observing salah in the
night while people are fast asleep. He said ask (what you wish for)' I supplicated.
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0 Allah, I ask you for (ability to do) good deeds and to shun the disapproved, and
for love of the poor, and that you should forgive me and have mercy on me, and
when you decide to put a people to trial, take me away without a trial. And I ask
you for your love and love of those who love you, and a love of deeds that bring
(me) near to your love."
Then Allah's Messenger _ol...,~.Jil~ said (to them), this dream is true. Study it well
and teach it to others."t
COMMENTARY: This haditlt has been explained against haditlz # 325, 326. it is clPr...a.· trom
this haditlz that the Prophet _ol...~ ~.till~ saw Allah in his dream and the questions and
answers took place in that dream.
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749. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn amr ibn al-Aas ~~~~;narrated that when Allah's
Messenger _o.L...,~.dll~ entered the mosque, he prayed.

1

Tirmidhi # 3246, Musnad Ahmad 5-243.
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(I seek refuge in Allah the Mighty., in his noble being, and in his power which is
everlasting from the accurs~d devil).
He said, 11 H anyone prays so, the devil concedes, 1 He is safe from me all day."t
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750. Sayyiduna Ata ibn yasar ~...LI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-.,~~IJ..o
made this supplication:
~...
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(0 Allah, do not make my grave an idol that is worshipped).
(He said), 11Those who took the graves of their Prophets ..o')LJI ~ as places of
prostration faced severe wrath of Allah." 2
COMMENTARY: The meaning of the Prophet's ..oJ-,,~~IJ..o prayer is: 0 lord, do not make
my grave like the idols lest my people give it a respect not sanctioned by shariah and come
to it again and again as thought a fair or make it a place of prostration putting their
foreheads down though they should be bowed only before you and none else.
Read and read again this hadith and this prayer. You will realise that his supplication
foresaw the coming times. Not only his grave, the graves of righteous and saintly men are
venerated beyond description. Fairs and anniversaries are held there. Flowers are placed.
Everything that the idol worshippers do is done there, they lay claim to love of the Prophet
.,ol..._,~.J,I~ and do ~all that in the name of religion.
The sentence beginning with the words (~ ~~') is not part of the prayer, but when he
was asked why he made that prayer, he spoke those words. 11 1 am very kind to my ummah
lest they involve themselves in this accursed deed, as the jews and others involved into it
and invited Allah's wrath on themselves.
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751. Sayyiduna Muadh ibn Jabal ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet _.ol...,~<dll~ loved to
offer the salall in al-hitan. Some of its narrators explain that al-hitan means gardens.3
Tirmidhi has rated this lladitlr as gharib.
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Abu Dawoud # 466.
Muwatta Maalik # 9.24-88,
3 Tirmidhi # 334.
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752. Sayyiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~cdll~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..J-,~.Jll~
said, 11 A man's salalt in his house is one salah. His salah in the neighbourhood
mosque is like twenty five salahs. His salah in the (main, Jami) mosque, where Friday
salah is observed is like five hundred salahs. His salah in al-Masjid al-Aqsa (in
Jerusalam) is like one thousand five hundred salahs. His salah in my mosque (Masjid
nabawi ..J-,, ~ 41 ~) is like fifty thousand salah. And, his salah in Al-Masjid alHaraam (the Sacred Mosque Makkah) is like one hundred thousand salahs."1
COMMENTARY: This lzadith discloses the ranks of the mosques and degrees of reward for

offering the salah in them.
The least reward is for the salah offered individually at home, instead of going to a mosque.
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753. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~c1.11~J narrated that he asked, ''0 Messenger of Allah,
which mosque was built first on earth? He said, 'Al-Masjid al-Haraam. "he asked,
"which next? He said, '' Al-Masjid al-Aqsa" He asked, "How much time separated
their building?" He said, 11forty years, thereafter, the earth is for you a mosque, so
offer the salah wherev.er the time of salah comes upon you."2
COMMENTARY: The kaabah was raised by Prophet sayyiduna Ibrahim _.o'j,...JI~ and the
Baytul Maqdis (Masjid Aqsa) by Prophet Sayyiduna Sulayman ..o'j,...JI ~- They were ·
separated in time by more than one thousand years. But here the Prophet ..J-,~.Jll~ said
that only forty years separated the two buildings.
Allamah Ibn Jawzi 41cu-J explains it thus: this hadith refers to the foundation, or first time
building of the two mosques. It is established that neither Sayyiduna Ibrahim ..o)l..JI ~ :1or
Sayyiduna Sulayman ..o)l..JI ~ was the founder of the kaabah or the Baytui-.rvlaqdis.
Sayyiduna Aadam ..o'J-JI~ had laid the foundation of the Kaabah. After h.:ln, his children
spread on earth and one of them may have first founded the Bayt Ul-Maqdis and forty
years may have separated them. Then, later, Sayyiduna Ibrahitn ..o'J-JI~ raised the kaabah
and sayyiduna Sulayman ..o'J-JI~ raised the Bayt ul-Maqdis.
Allamah Ibn Hajar Asqalani 41 cu-J said that he found confirmation of this hadith in the
words of Allamah Ibn Hisham 41cu-J in the kitab ut-tasbihat:
When Sayyiduna Aadam ..oj...JI~ finished building the Ka'bah, Allah commanded him to
visit the Baytul Muqaddas. So, he built the mosque and worshipped there. So, it is possible
that the latter was built forty years after the kabah.
1

2

Ibn Majah # 1413.
Bukhari # ~366, Musllim # 2-520, Nasa's # 690, Ibn Majah # 753, Musjid Ahamed 5-156.
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Some ulama (Scholars) offer this explanation:
When Sayyiduna Ibrahim _.o'j...ll~ built the kabah, he defined the limits of the mosque. He
also may have defined the limits of the Baytul-Maqdis. Perhaps, forty years may have
separated the two actions.

CHAPTER-IX
COVERING THE BODY

Among the many conditions for the salah to be correct, is the covering of the private parts.
It is called satr.
In this chapter, the compiler of the Mishkat has collected ahadith on this subject. He has also
narrated ahadith about the garments that the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 J-" and his sahabah wore
while offering the salah.
SECTION I

754. Sayyiduna Umar Ibn Abu Salamah ~ '\IJI c.?.; narrated that he saw Allah's
Messenger ..oJ-,~41J-" offer the salah in the house of Sayyidah Umm salamah d.blc.?J
~having

fastened round him a single garment such that its two ends were placed.
on his shoulders. 1
COMMENTARY: The word is (J~') (ishtimal). It refers to a garment whose two ends are
put over both shoulders and are drawn under the opposite armpit and tied together at the
chest. It is not necessary to tie a knot at the chest unless the ends are not long and likely to
be undone. If the ends are long then it is not necessary to put a knot. This is seen in the
garments of the envoys of yemen. This is a reason why some of the explicators do not
mention the need to tie a knot.
These ahadith are replete with the words (~ r}p) ar i (~}' ~ ~~). They are all
synonymous. They may all be defined as in the foregoing lines.
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755. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~d.blc.?.; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41~
..oJ-, said, "Let no one among yon offer salah in a single garment nothing of which is
paced on his shoulders,"2
COMMENTARY: When ishtimal is observed, it is allowed to offer the salah because some
portion o£ i.!'le g~rment remains over the shoulders. If nothing of the garment rests on the
1
2

Bukhari # 356, Muslim# 278-517 Tiramidhi # 339, Muwatta Malik# 8-9-30, Musnad Ahmed 4-26.
Buk!·tc;tri.;; 359, Muslim# 277-516, Abu Dawud # 626, Nasa# 769, Darimi # 1371, Musnad Ahmad 2-
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shoulders, it is not allowed to offer the salah. The ulama (Scholars) say that if one has a
single garment on him, bound waist down but nothing of it on the shoulders, then it night
be undone and come off, baring the satr (the portion of the body that must be covered).
Moreover, one who offers the salah is in the presence of the lord, Mighty and glorious, so
this kind of wear will be disrespectful.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~.J, Imam Maalik ~~ ~.J and Imam Shafi 4111 ~.J and a majority of the
scholars hold that this disallowance is nahi tanzihi, not nahi tahrimi. They say that if
anyone offers salah in a single garment no part of which is placed on his shoulders but his
satr is concealed then his salah will be valid, but with a distaste.
However, Imam Ahmad and other ulama (Scholars) go by the literal sense of the words of
the hadith and say that the salalt of this man will be invalid.
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(I.S.J~Ioi.J,;) -~~756. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ <d.ll ~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger;
..oL.,~<iliiJ." say, "if-anyone offers the salah in a single garment then he must put the
two ends of the garment on different sides" (which means opposite shoulders as
defined for ishtimal).
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757. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .&1 ..,rt'; narrated that Allah's Messenger offered salah
wearing a khamisah. It had some markings on it. He glanced at the markings once.
When he finished the salah he said, "Take away this khamisha of mine to Abu
Jahm and bring me the anbijanitah of Abu jahm. This (khamisha) has distracted me
just now from my salah."
Bukhari's version has also: "I began to look at its markings during the salah and
was apprehensive lest it make my salah defective."1
COMMENTARY: I<hamisha is a sheet of cloth (unstitched) either silk-cum-wool or pure wool of
a black colour with stripes. The words (t&l~'}\"') describe it (markings or stripes on it). Sayyiduna
Abu Jahm ~~~.J had presented it to the Prophet ..oL.,~<iliiJ.". He put it on him while offering
the salah, but its markings distracted him and he found it difficult to concentrate on the salah, he
instructed the sahabah ~.J,I~.J to return it to Sayyiduna Abu Jahm ~41~.J. Since he did not
wish to hurt him on his present being returned to him, he also instructed them that they should
ask him for the anbijaniyah. It is made in the city Anbijan.2 After which it got its name
anbijaniyah. The sheets of cloth made in this city are of pitch black colour.
1

Bukhari # 373, Muslim# 62.556, Abu Dawud # (brief) 914, Nasa (brief) # 771, Ibn Majah # 3550,
Muwatta Maalik # 3.18-72,73, Musnad Ahmad 6-177.
2 A variant is Manbij to the west of the Euphrates (by three farsakh) and east of Halb (by ten farsakh)
in shaam. (Mujam ul-Baldan P 329).
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The hadith tells us that outward designs can detract even pure hearts. This distraction is
more felt by the extreme clean and pure hearts. It is like a tiny black mark on a white
sparkling sheet of cloth which is detected easily. The more white the sheet is, the more
discernible the tiny mark. It is the same with the sacred souls whose mind and heart are so
very clean and pure that even the thought of something permissible is reflected on them
and influences them. In contrast, the dirty souls are dark and their heart and mind have no
·
perception of the gravest of sins.
We think that this hadit/1 is to teach us that we must be careful of such things as are liable to
distract us from concentrating on the salah. 1
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758. Sayyiduna Anas ~41~J narrated that there was a curtain of Sayyidah Ayshah
~,&,~ J which she had hung on a side of her house. The Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ said to
her, "Remove from us this curtain of yours, for, its pictures do not cease to be before
me in my salah.".2
COMMENTARY: It seems that Sayyidah Ayshah \~~..ls'~J had put the curtain on a wall to
cover it. Some people say that it was like a canopy. She may have placed it as long as she did
not hear of this hadith. She removed it promptly on being told by the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~.
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759. Sayyiduna Uqbah Ibn Aamir ~41~J narrated that someone presented to Allah's
Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ a silk farruj. He wore it and offered the salah wearing it. After
the salah, he took it off vehemently as though disliking it. Then he said, "It does not
suit the God-fearing (who abstain from polytheism and disbelie£)."3
COMMENTARY: Farruj is an outer garment that has a slit on the back. It was presented to
the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ by Ukaydir, the king of Rumah or of Iskandariyah. Till that time,
men were not forbidden to wear silk, so the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~ wore it and offered the
salah wearing it. Then he thought that silken garments pron1ote arrogance and he did not
like it and removed it. He thus indicated to Allah's pious slaves that, though it was
permitted, yet it is improper for the pious and righteous men. Thereafter, it became
unlawful for men to wear silk, whether the pious or otherwise.
SECTION II
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See lughat ul-Hadith (VI P77 - entry Anbijan). It is makmh to offer salah on a prayer mat or anything
with designs on it and liable to distract.
2 Bukhcui:; 374, Musnad Ahmad 3-151.
3 Bukhari # 375, Muslim# 23-2075, Nasa# 770, Musnad Ahmad 4-149.
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760. Sayyiduna Salamah ibn AI-Akwa ~ .dll <.i&'J narrated that he asked, "0
Messenger of Allah, I am a hunter. May I offer the salah in a single garment?" He
said, "yes! But, do fasten it, even with a thorn"t (to hold it together).
COMMENTARY: The hunters wore scant clothing otherwise they found their movement
difficult. This man only had a shirt and no waist - wrapper or lower garment. So, could he
offer the salalz in that get up?
The Prophet .,o.L....,~.JJI~ told him that he could. do that but if the slit is such wide that his
satr was likely to be bared when he bowed and prostrated, then he must button it together.
If nothing was available for that then he must fasten it with a thorn.
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761. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.i.ll<ft'J narrated that a man was offering salah while
his lower garment was trailing. Allah's Messenger .olw,~odl1 ~ (saw that and) said to
him, ."Go, perform ablution?" he went and performed ablution and came back.
Another man asked, '0 Messenger of Allah, why did you command him to make
ablution?" He said, "He was offering salah while his lower garment was trailing.
Allah, surely, does not accept the salah of a man whose lower garment dangles."2
COMMENTARY: The word (Jl:..,,,~_.) in the hadith) is used for a garment that is so ling that
it dangles beyond the feet out of arrogance. It can be any kind of the lower garment,
trousers, waist-wrappers baggy pants, shirts, etc. it goes past the ankles out of pride and
haughtiness and this is makruh (unbecoming). The Prophet's .,o.L....,~oti!IJ.-o words mean that
Allah does not accept the perfection of his salah and does not reward him though the salalz
is valid basically.
That man had performed ablution but, the Prophet .oJ-,~odll~ got him to make ablution
all over again. The wisdom behind it was to get him to think about it and realize how evil
was his conduct. Also, there by Allah may purify with the obvious a ablution his innate
pride because apparent purity is a means to internal cleanliness and purification.
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762. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ .i»1 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L...., ~ .& <.}o said,
11
The salah of a woman who has attained puberty is not accepted without a covering
over her head and breasts."3
COMMENTARY: The word used in the text for a woman who has attained puberty is(~~)
(haid). She is an adult woman who is of the age when menstruation begins whether she
experiences menstruatimt or not. The hadith is evidence that a woman's head and hair are
Abu Dawud # 632, Nasa'i # 765, Musnad Ahmad 4-49.
Dawud # 638, the command to go and perform ablution is given twice.
3 Abu Dawud # 641, Tirmidhi # 377, Ibn Majah #655, Musrad Ahmad 6-150.
1
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part of her satr. So, if a woman offers the salah with her head uncovered then her salah will
be invalid. Similarly, it will be void if the covering is so fine and see-through that her hair
and colour of her body may be seen. However, this command applies to a free woman, not
a female slave whose salah will be valid even without a head covering because her head is
not satr. Her satr is the same as man's: from b~low the knees and the belly, back and sides.

_! ~ ".,;\~&_;lij~~_;$jjSJIS~T&Ijj -~.li5_;.U!j;!1 ~L::,~JO::LH--..!.J~Ij!JlijiJ!
763. Sayyidah Umm salamah ~ odJI ~ J narrated that she asked Allah's Messenger
11
May a woman offer salah in a long frock down from her shoulders
and loose at the waist, and the head covering?" He said, 111£ that frock is tolerable
and long enough to cover the back (or the top) of her feet."t
Some describe this hadith as mawquf at Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~odJI~J.
_.o.L.,_, ~ '111 ~'

COMMENTARY: We know from this hadith that the back of a woman's foot is also part of
satr and must be covered.
(The long frock ... mentioned in this Jzadith is described as the shift by james Robson and
Aisha Abdurrahman Bewley in their translations of Mishkat and Al-Muwatta.)
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764. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah d,;.&. .USI ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ .dll <.!""
sadl during the salah and a man's covering his mouth.2

..oJ,..,_, forbade

COMMENTARY: Sadl Is to place a sheet of cloth on one's head or shoulders and let its two
ends hang down. This method of using the garment is forbidden always because it depicts
arrogance. It is more wrong in the salah which becomes makruh (disapproved).
Other ulama (Scholars) describe sadl as to put the sheet of cloth on oneself and leave the
hands inside even while bowing and prostrating. The Prophet _.o.L.,_, ~ 41 ~ forbade it
because it resembled what the Jews did.
The Arabs used to tie the edge of a turban across the mouth, thus concealing it. The
Prophet _.o.L.,_, ~ 41 ~ forbade it because this smothers the recital and obstructs the .
Prostration. Of course, it is mustahab (desirable) to cover one's mouth when one gets the
hiccup or an odour from the mouth.
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765. Sayyiduna Shaddad ibn Aws ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41~
said, 11 Differ from the Jews (in offering the salah while wearing sandals and

...J-,_,

1
2

Abu Dawud # 640, Muwatta Maalik (only the list part) # 8.10-37.
Abu Dawud #643, Tirmidhi (first part) # 378, (and so) Musnad Ahmad 2-341.
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socks) because they do not offer the salalt with sandals and socks on."1
COMMENTARY: The Jews did not offer their prayers with sandals or socks on their feet.
So the Prophet .oJ-,,~.dll~ said, "Go against their actions and offer your salah with (shoes
or) sandals on (if they are pure) and socks pulled over.
This hadith teaches us that in order to differ from the misled it is better to act even on what
is (merely) permissible. Since it is necessary to differ from them, the particular permissible
thing becomes preferable. (socks are as defined previously).
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766. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed al-Khudri narrated that while Allah's Messenger ~.dil~
.oJ-, was leading his sahabah ~41~.J in the salah, he (suddenly) took off his sandals
and put them away to wards his left side. When the people (behind him) observed
that, they too took off their sandals. When Allah's Messenger .oJ-,~.wl~ finished
his salah, he asked, what led you to remove your sandals? They said, we saw you
remove your sandals, so we removed our sandals. Allah's Messenger .oJ-, ~ .dil ~
said, Indeed, Jibril came to me and disclosed to me that there was impurity on them.
So, when one of you comes to the mosque, he must look at his sandals. If he detects
impurity, then he must wipe it off and offer salah with them Qn (his feet).2
COMMENTARY: Qadhar (J.li) in the hadith is that which is repulsivP to one's mind. This
means that the impurity on the Prophet's .oJ-,~.dllJ-a sandals was not such as might make
the salah void, but it was some little thing causing aversion, like mucus, etc. if it was an
impuprity then he would have repeated the salah all over again but he neither repeated that
which he had offered nor ended it to begin the salah all over again. Jibil..Aj,..JI~ informed
him and he removed the sandals because it was in his nature to keep clean and neat. The
shafi' s hold that if an impurity is found on the clothing etc. of a worshipper and he was
unaware of it then his valid. This was the ancient verdict of Imam Shafi .&.u-.J,
This haditlz is evidence that it is wajib (expedient) to emulate Allah's Messenger .oJ-,~.dll~.
the sahabah ~.dll~J did not put any questi.ons but promptly did as he had done. Then the
Prophet .oJ-,~.&~ approved their action.
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Abu Dawud # 651.
Abu Dawud # 650, Darimi # 1379, Musnad Ahgmad 3-20.
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767. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4bi~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.JJI~
.ol-, said, '-'When one of you offers the salah, he must not place his sandals to his
right and not even to his left for that would· be someone else's right unless there is
no one to his left. He must place them between his feet" (which means in front of
him near the feet). According to another version: 11 or, he may offer the salah
wearing them."
COMMENTARY: The sandals must not be placed on one's right side, and also not to one's
left because that will be someone else's right. A Muslim must prefer for one's companion
what he prefers for himself, and dislike for him what he dislikes for himself.
~!l~hj.4fli
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768. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed al-Khudri ~.JJI~.J narrated that he went to the Prophet
.oJ-,~41~ and found him offering salah on a straw mat, prostrating on it." He
added, 11 And I observed that he offered the salah clad in a single garment flowing
down from his shoulder."t
COMMENTARY: Salah may be offered on anything that is between the worshipper and the
ground. It may be a mat, a reed, a piece of cloth, etc. the ulama (Scholars) have evidence for that.
Qadi Iyad <dll ~.; however said that it is better to offer the salah directly on the ground
without placing anything on it because humility and submission is the real spirit of the
salah and this is achieved by praying directly an the ground. If there is a reason for that, like
severe cold or heat, then to place something on the ground and offer salah on it is better.
Some authorities say that it is not better to offer the salah such things as are not produce of
earth. So it is better to offer the salah on reed, mat, etc but not on a sheet of cloth, etc.
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769. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shurayb <dll ~.; narrated from his father who from his
grandfather that he said, ''I saw Allah's Messenger .ol-, ~ <dll J"" offer salah
barefooted sometimes and with sandals sometimes. "2
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Muslim# 284-519.
Dawud # 653, Ibn Majah # 1038.
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770. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Munkadir .Jli<U-; narrated that Sayyiduna Jabir led
them in salah wearing only the waist wrapper that he had fastened at the nape of
his neck though his clothes were hanging on a hook. One of them asked, "Do you
offer the salah in just the waist wrapper?" He said, "I did it that a fool like you
might see me. Which of us possessed a pair of garments in the times of Allah's
Messenger ...oJ-.,~.Jli~."I
COMMENTARY: The word(~) (Mishjab) translated hook rack for hanging clothes' also
means the catch on which a waterskin is sometimes fastened to cool water.
Sayyiduna Jabir ~41~; had a waist-wrapper round him with its ends fastened on the nape
of his neck. Someone thought that it was contrary to sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) and
asked him why he wore a single garment for the salah though he had many clothes? He
said that he did that to teach those who knew not that this could be done and does not
contravene the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet). "In early Islam, "he explained, "we had
only a single garment each."
The ulama (Scholars) agree that it is better to offer the salah in two garments but it is not
wajib (expedient). The Prophet ..cJ,....,~.JII~ and his sahabah ~41~; offered salah in one
garment either because they had no more or because they taught others that it was
permitted to do so,
In short, if anyone offers salah in only one garment for either of two reasons then it is allowed.
However, if he does that out of lethargy or to ridicule it (or himself) then it is not proper.
The saying of Sayyiduna Jabir ~ 41 ~; implies that one should not blame a sahabi
(companion) ~.dll~; for abandoning a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet), we should hold a
good opinion about the suhabah(companions) ~~~~;if they do anything that surprises
us, we must believe that there is some reason for that or it is done to teach us.
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771. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Kab ~ .dll ~J narrated that to offer salah in a single
iwrment is a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) because they offered the salah with
Allah's Messenger ..o.l-, ~ 41 ~ in this manner and no fault was found with them.
Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~ 411 ~J explained, "That was done only when there were
few garments. But when Allah has bestowed abundance (on us), salah in two
garments is purer (or better)."2

1

2

Bukhari # 352, Musnad Ahmed 3-335.
Musnad Ahamd 5-141.
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CHAPTER-X
THESUTRAH
Sutrah is every such thing that 'is placed in front of one who offers the salah. It may be a
wall, a pillar, a piece of wood or iron, etc. it is placed in front of him so thft the spot of
prostration stands apart and the passers-by who pass ahead of him are not sinners:
The length of the sutrah must be at least one cubit and its thickness like one finger.
For the muqtadis, the sutrah of the imam is .enough. This means that if a sutrah is placed in
front of the imam, it is allowed to walk before his followers (muqtadis) even if nothing is
placed ahead of them.
It is not allowed to walk between the imam and the sutrah. However, if a worshipper who
is in the rear detects an unoccupied space in the first row then he is allowed to walk in
front of the back rows up to the first to its unoccupied place, and stand there because those
in the back rows are to blame for not filling up the space in front of them.
The detailed commands of sutrah will follow in the commentaries to the ahadith in the
subsequent lines.
SECTION!
THE PROPHET'S .o.L-,~<ilil~ PRACTICE

772. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~4.hl~.J narrated that the Prophet .o.L-,~41J-." used to go
out in the morning of the place to the salah of eed. A short spear was carried
ahead of him and planted in front of him at the place of the eed salah. He would
offer the salah facing it. 1
COMMENTARY: It was a practice that servants carried a spear along to use as a sutrah or
to smash lumps of earth as they walked with the Prophet .o.L-,~<iliiJ-.". In the areas of eed
salah there was no wall or natural obstruction to be used as a sutrah. They would be open
wide places, so spear was planted to serve as a sutrah in front of the Prophet .o.L-,~<ililJ-."
PASSING BEYOND THE SUTRAH

1

Bukhari # 973, Ibn Yajah # 1304, interchange of worab), Darini (brief) # 1410, Munad Ahmad 2-145,
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773. Sayyiduna Abu Junayfah ~411~; narrated that he saw Allah's Messenger 4.11!~
..oJ-,~ in Makkah at Al-Abtah. He was in a tent of red leather. Bilal ~411~; collected

the ablution water remaining after the ablution of Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~'I.LI~. He
also saw other people vie with each other to get that ablution water. Whoever got any
of it he rubbed himself with it, but whose did not get any, took some of the moisture
from the hand of his neighbour (companion). He then saw Bilal ~411~; take a spear
and plant it in the ground. Then, Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~4.111~ came out quickly,
clad in a red sbiped garment. He led the sahabah ~411~; through two rakaat facing
the qiblah. He also saw that people and animals passed beyond the spear.1
COMMENTARY: Al-Abtah is drain near Makkah on the route to Mina. It is also called

Muhsab and Batha.lt is so-named because of the pebbles in it.
The (i..b-) hullah is a pair of garments: a waist-wrapper and a sheet of cloth. The garment of
the Prophet ..oJ-,~'I.LI~ had red stripes. It was not all red which .-nen are not permitted it
being makruh tahrimi(disapproved to forbidden).
RIDING BEAST OF SADDLE
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774. Sayyiduna Nafi 'loLl rV-; narrated from Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 411 ~; that the
Prophet .o.J...,,~'I.LI~ made his riding beast kneel and offered the salah facing it.
Bukhari's version has that Nafi 4.111-u-; asked Ibn Umar, ~41~; 11What did he do
when the beast got away?" He said, 11 He put the saddle straight and offered the
salah facing its back support of wood (that was higher)."2
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775. Sayyiduna Talhad ibn Ubaydullah ~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J""
..J-, said, "when one of you puts in front of him (something) the like of the back of a
saddle, he must offer salah without caring about those who pass beyond this (sutrah)."
COMMENTARY: Once something like a sutrah is placed in front of him and people move
beyond it, he must not be distracted while offering the salall. It does not disturb his
concentration. Or, the words without caring may refer to those who pass: If a sutrah is
planted in front of the worshipper who offers the salah then those who pass beyond it must
not worry, for, there is no sin in doing that.
GRAVE SIN TO PASS BEFORE WORSHIPPER
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Bukhari # 376, Muslim # 250-503.
Bukhari # 507 (with the addition), Muslim # 247-502.
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776. Sayyiduna Abu Juhaym ~.,11~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .ol-,~.:.btJ""
said, 111£ he who passes in front of one who is offering the salah knew how much
Punishment he deserves, he would prefer to wait for forty than to pass in front of
him." (A sub narrator) Abu Nadr 4.il1~.) said that he could not say if it was forty days
or months or years.t
COMMENTARY: Imam Tahawi .Jil~.) writes in Mushkil ul-Aathar that the words are forty
years, not forty months or forty days. He cites the hadith of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.iii~.J
~ that the Prophet .ol-.,~4lJ"" said, "He who passes in front of his brother who implores
(Allah) his lord (meaning, he offers salalz) and should he realize (how sinful it is) then it is
better for him to stay put at his place for one hundred years that to take a step forward."
(See hadith #787).
These ahadith tell us that is a grave sin to pass in front of one who offers the salah. This may
be gauged from the preceding hadith that says: it is better to wait for forty years' or Abu
Hurayrah' s ~41~.) hadith: for one hundred years.

COMPEL HIM TO STAY PUT

777. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed ~41.11~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ-.,~41J"" said,
~~en one of you offers salah facing something that bars people from him (sutrah)
and someone else intends to pass in front of him (within the barrier), then he must be
turned back. If he refuses to desist, he must be killed because he is a devil."2 .
COMMENTARY: It does not mean that he should be killed in the real sense. Rather, he

should be repelled forcibly and prevented from perpetrating such a grave mistake.
Qadi Iyad 41~.) said that he should be repelled with such a thing as is permissible to use. If
he dies, the ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that there is no retaliation for that but diyat
(or blood wit) is wajib (expedient) according to some scholars but not wajib (expedient) in the
opinion of others.
Since the devil prompts him, he is like a devil. Or, he is a devil among mankind, meaning a
rebel. Hence, evil men are called devils.

1

Bukhari # 510, Muslim# 261-507, Abu Dawud # 701, Tirmidhi # 336, Nasa# 756, Ibn Majah #945,
Darimi # 1417, Muwatla Maalik # 9.10-37, Musnad Ahmad 4-169.
2 Bukhari # 509/words of Bukhari) Muslim# 259-505 (similar meaning), Abu Dawud # 300, Nasa'i #
757, Ibn Majah # 954 (same meaning), Darimi # 1411, Muwatta Radin# 9.10-36, Musnad Ahmad 336.
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SUTRAH PRESERVES SALAH
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778. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 41 ~
.oJ-, said, 11 A woman, an ass and a dog (when they pass in front of a worshipper)
make his salah invalid. But, to place something like the back of a saddle (in front of
him) preserves it from being made invalid."1
COMMENTARY: The salah is not made invalid if anyone passes in front of a person who
offers the salah. A majority of the scholars among the sahabah ~<loLl~; and others hold that
no one's salah becomes invalid on anyone or anything, including the three named in the
hadith, passing in front of him.
As for this hadith and other ahadith like it, they underscore the need to have a sutrah in
front of one who offers the salah. Or, the hadith means that .~lese three distract the
worshipper and rab him of his concentration: humility and submission, which things are
the real spirit of the salah. Or, it means that the worshipper is distracted and his thoughts
are diverted to these things and his salah is nearer invalidity.
WHY NAME WOMAN, ASS & DOG: On the face of it, the hadith seems to say that only
these three disturb the salah when they pass in front of the worshipper while anything els~
does not disturb it. However, it is not so. These three are specified because the heart
inclines to them more than to the others. As for a woman, this is very apparent in her case.
As for an ass, often devils accompany it and this is why when it brays, it is mustahab
(desirable) to recite the ta'awudh. When an ass passes in front of him, the worshipper turns
his mind to it because of the devils with it. As for a dog, not only is it filthy absolutely but
also it is likely to hurt, so the mind draws away towards it.
WOMAN DOES NOT INVALIDATE SALAH

,
, ,_
(~J.b)-iJ~I~Ift~
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779. Sayyidah Ayshah lf.:&o.1l'~J narrated that the Prophet .oJ-,~41~ used to offer
salah in the night and she would be lying down between him and the qiblah
(which is in front of him) as though in a funeral bier (in front of those offering a
funeral salah).2
COMMENTARY: She gave the example of the funeral bier to emphasise that she did not lie
in any comer, but flat straight in front of the Prophet .oJ-., ~ 41 ~. This shows that if a .
woman comes in front of anyone offering the salah then his salah is not invalidated.
SHE-ASS DOES NOT MAKE SALAH VOID

~~I jj.!jj_.;~)fl~j.4, l3.li~~ UIJ-....;->lSI ~~~lj ll 1:;1 Jti~~~lifj (VA•)
1

Muslim # 266-511, Ibn Majah (first portion) # 950, Musnad Ahmad 2-425.
Bukhari # 383, Muslim # 267-512, Abu Dawud (with similar wording) # 711, Ibn Majah # 956,
Musnad Ahmad 6-199.
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780. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~.J narrated that one day when he was close to the
. age of puberty, he came riding a she-ass while Allah's Messenger ~,~4.LIJ.o was
leading the people in salah at Mina without a wall (or sutrah of any kind) in front
of him. He passed in front of some portion of the row, alighted (from the she-ass)
and let it go to graze. He joined the row and none (of them) censured him.l
COMMENTARY: Ibn Abbas ~41~; proves that if a she-ass passes in front of those who
offer the salah then their salah is not invalidated. Since he was not an adult at that time, no
one rebuked him, nor prevented him.
SECTION II
~tihj-4ill
PLACING THE STAFF

<4LA u-tlJ JJbY.lolj.J)
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781. Sayyiduna Abu ·Hurayrah ~41~.J narrated "that Allah's Messenger ~4.LlJ.o
~' said, "when any of you decides to offer salah, he must put something (like a
wall, pillor) opposite to his face. If he finds nothing, let him pitch his staff erect and
if he has none with him, then he· must scratch a line. Then if anyone passes beyond
it, will not harm him (or detract from his humble concentration)."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith permits that if one has nothing else, he may pitch his staff
and, if that is not possible, simply it across length wise. However, some ulama (Scholars)
hold that, in the second case, it will not suffice as a sutrah. This is stated in sharah Manbah.
The kifayah states that if the staff is placed down, instead of planting it, then it should be
placed length wise not breadth wise.
SCRATCHIN~ .:\ LINE: This hadith says that if a person despairs of finding anything
whatsoever and has no si:aff too, then he must scratch or draw a line. That would suffice him
as a sutrah. This is the ancient opinion of Imam Shafi ~~1~; the ruling of Imam Ahmad 4-2-;
41 and some of the later day scholars of the Hanafiyah. But, most of the Hanafi scholars and
Imam Maalik 414-2-; has revoked his ancient opinion by his recent ruling, saying that the hadith
is weak and confusing. Not only is the line not worth while but also indiscernible from a
distance. The author RH) of al-hidayah also adopts this ruling. The some may be deduced
from the opinion of Shaykh Ibn al-Hammam 41 tU-; that, mstead of a line, plating a sutrah
alone is abiding by the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet) and preferable and better because a
raised sutrah is completely visible and recognisable. Also, it removes doubts and
1

Bukhari # 493, Muslim # 254-504, Abu Dawud # 715, Muwatta Maalik # 9.11-41, Musnad Ahmad 1264.
2 Abu Dawud #. 689, Ibn Majah # 943, Musnad Ahmad 2-249.
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uncertainties from the mind of the worshipper and gives him peace of mind and heart.
Furthermore, the scholars differ on the description of the line. How should it be drawn?
Some say that it should be drawn lengthwise towards the qiblah but some others hold that
it ought to be breadth wise from right to left, but the opted course is to draw it lengthwise.
..
SUTRAH SHOULD BE NEAR
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782. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Abu Hathmah ~".i!I~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger
,.o..L...,~<d!l~ said, "When one of you offers salah facing a sutrah, he must keep close
to it that the devil may not make his salah invalid.l
COMMENTARY: The sutrah must be erected in close proximity such that prostration is
made next to it so that the devil may not interrupt the worshipper's salalz, it is probable that
someone may pass in front of him and the devil will cause him to doubt and wander and
he will lose concentration. It is like voiding the salah because its perfection and reward can
be had only with concentration. Hence, the sutrah must be near,
NOT IN LINE WITH FOREHEAD

':/j #

':/j ~Jl~_;i:,j~ful ~;iJ1 jj-!5 ~51.4 jli ~~~~~~I 14'1 lf"j (VAf)

(Jj!J~I oi.J.J) -I~:J ~: ~ ':/j~'JJT y:;,{·~l ~~~:1,?- ;Jl~
783. Sayyiduna Al-Miqdad jbn Al-Aswad narrated that he never saw Allah's
Messenger .oJ-, 4.:k 41 ~ offer salah towards a stick, a pillar or a tree with that

directly opposite to him. Rather, it was to his right or left eyebrow (and he never
alligned himself to it).2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .oJ-,4.:k41~ was very particular that he did not have the
sutrah directly opposite his forehead but opposite his eyebrow, either right or left. This was
done to avoid resemblance to idol-worship.
DOG AND DONKEY DO NOT INVALIDATE SALAH

(o~.Jr.}Llll.J JjiJ~I

784. Sayyiduna Al-Fadl, ibn Abbas ~cdii~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41~
.oJ-, visited them with (Sayyiduna) Abbas ~-tili~.J while they were in their desert.
He offered salah in the desert but there was no sutrah in front of him. A she-ass and
a bitch belonging to them played ahead of him, but he did not care about that.3
COMMENTARY: It was customary for the Arabs to go to the desert and encamp there for
1
2
3

Abu Dawud # 655, Nasa'i #748.
Abu Dowud # 693, Musnad Ahmad 6-4.
Abu Dawud # 718, Nasa'i # 753, Musnad Ahamd 1-211.
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some days. Every tribe, or group, had their own desert. Abbas ~...ill~.) also had his desert
or open country.
We learn from this hadith that if donkeys and dogs pass in front of a worshipper, his salah is
. not made void. Also, if salah is observed on a thorough fare, it is not wajib (expedient) to
erect a sutrah, but it is mustahab (desirable) to do so.
NOTHING PASSING AHEAD DEFECTS SALAH
J
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785. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed ~ 411 c.P'J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ-, ~ .d!l J'""
said, 11 Nothing invalidates salah (by passing in front of the worshipper), but, repel,
as for as possible, whoever tries to pass in front of you, for he really is a devil."l
COMMENTARY: This hadith also asserts explicitly that nothing that passes in front of a
worshipper deters from his salah. It may be a woman, a dog or an ass (none of them
invalidates the salah). See hadith # (778).
SECfiON III
~tiujJ&ill

786. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ~~ ~; narrated that she would be sleeping in front of
Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...,,~.d!IJ'"" (while he offered salah), her legs towards his qiblah
(where he prostrated). So, when he prostrated himself, he prodded her (legs) and
she would draw them~·u.p. Again, when he stood up, she stretched them out. She
said, 11Those days, the houses lacked lamps."2
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah's ~41~) conduct did not invite the prophet's ~.d!IJ'""
..cJ-, censure. So she continued to do that.
PAS SING IN FRONT OF WORSHIPPER
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787. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ-,~.:.l!IJ'""
said, '"Where one of you to know how sinful it is to pass across in front of his
brother who offers the salah, it would be better for him to stay still than to take one
step forward."3

~~ ljl~· ~ .. ~~~ ~~~ l.~lAJ~!ll ~~$.J~IJJ41_;1 j~.;~\11 ~/; ~j (VAA)

Abu Dawud # 719.
Bukhari # 513, Muslim# 272-512, Abu Dawud # 712, Nasa'i # 168, Muwatta Maalik # 7.1-2, Musnad
Ahmad 6-148.
3 Ibn Majah # 946.
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788. Sayyiduna Kab al-Ahbar ~<dii~.J narrated, "were one who passes in front of a
worshipper who offers salah to know what punishment awaits him, it would be
better for him to be swallowed by the earth than to pass in front of him." According
to another version the words are: 11easier for him" (instead of "better for him").t
DISTANCE AT WHICH HE MAY PASS
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789. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ 41 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o-L, ~ 41 J--"
said, ''When any of you offers salah without placing a sutrah then his salah will
become in:valid if an ass, a pig, a jew, a Magian or a woman pass in front of him.
But, it is allowed if they pass in front of him at a distance of a stone's throw,"2
COMMENTARY: When a stone is thrown the place where it drops is the distance at which
these may pass without causing any defect in a worshipper's salah.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the stone's throw is the ramijimar in Hajj(Pilgrimage). It is
the distance from which pebbles are thrown at the columns. It is stated to be three
cubits.The interpretation of this hadith is as in the commentary of lzadith #*'778: what is salall
being invalidated?

CHAPTER-XI
THE NATURE OF SALAH
In this chapter, the ahadith reproduced show the method of offering the salah and its
essentials and parts.
SECTION I

1

2

Muwatta Maalik # 9.10-38.
Abu Dawud # 704.
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!790. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~&\iii~J narrated that while Allah's Messenger &\ill~
..oJ,...,~ was sitting in a comer of the mosque; a man came in and offered ·the salah.
Then he came and presented ·(the greeting) salaam. He said to him. And on you be
salaam. Go and offer the salah, for, you have not offered it." He went back and
offered the salah (as he had done previously) and came again presenting salaam. He
gave the response and said, ''Go, and offer the salah, for, you have not offered it,"
(This happened three times and) th~ third or the fourth time, t\te man submitted, ''0
Messenger of Allah, teach me (how may I offer the salalt)," The Prophet ..o.l-,~41~
said, '-'When you decide to offer salah, make ablution very carefully. Then stand
facing the qiblah, and call the takbir. Recite from the Quran what is easy for you.
Then go into ruku (bowing posture) till you have made it perfectly. Raise yourself
till you are erect. Then go into sajdah (prostration) and make it perfect. Then raise
yourself till you have seated well and then make the (second) prostration in a
composed manner. Then raise yourself and sit till you are well seated."
According to another version: "Then rise up till you are erect. Then do that all
through your salah,"t
COMMENTARY: The hadith emphasizes that one must make ruku and sajdah (bowing
and prostration) in a composed, steady manner and in the perfect form prescribed for
them. The tasbih also must be recited calmly.
IS IT FARD (OBLIGATORY) OR WAJIB (EXPEDIENT): On the basis of this hadith, Imam
Shafi 411~ J Imam Ahmad 411~J and Imam Yusuf 411~ J hold that it is fard (obligatory) to be
composed, steady and unhurried in ruku sajdah, qawmah and jalsah (bowing, prostration,
short sitting between two prostrations and prolonged sitting at the end of the second rakaah
and final rakaah). This is why the Prophet ..o.l-,~41~ had told the man that his salalt was·
not valid w~ch is a sign of that being fard (obligaton;). Their ruling is that if anyone does
not observe a composed, steady attitude in performing any of the postures then his salah is
invalid and must be repeated.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41 ~J and Imam Ahmad 41 ~J hold that it is wajib (expedient) to be
composed and steady in ruku and sajdah, and a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~ .dil ~
~J) to do that in qawmah and jalsah. They deduce that the h~.dith does not actually reject
the salalz, but questions the perfection of the salah because the conceding words of this
hadith in Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi and Nasa'i are that the Prophet ..o.l-,~4.111~ said to this
man, "If you do that (and observe composure). perfectly, then your salah is perfect but if
you do something loss !!tit, then you make your salah defective," A co~and of this kind
is given for a wajib (expedient) or a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ .dil ~), for,
without observing it, the deed is defective and imperfect. Hence, the Prophet's ..o.l-,~4.111~
command to that man tore-offer his salah was given so that he might offer a salah which is
perfect in all respects and not defective in any way. If observing in a composed, steady and
unhurried manner was fard (obligatory) then the Prophet ..o.l-, ~ 4' J--" would have
disallowed r.im right in the beginning and stopped him fron1 offering the salalz without
respecting the faro (obligatory).
Bukhari # 15'1, Muslim# 45-397, Abu Dawud # 856, Trimidhi: (of like meaning)# 303, Nasa'i # 1053, Ib~t
Majah # IQOO, Musahd Ahmad 2-437.
1
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This hadith teaches us some things:
(i)
A scholar and adviser must teach an ignorant man who makes a mistake very
politely so that he is induced to correct himself voluntarily otherwise rudeness
would make him awry.
(ii)
It is mustahabb to greet with salaam on meeting even if it is after a short time
following the first meeting.
If anyone is slightly negligent in observing the wajib (expedient) of salah then his
(iii)
salah is not correctly offered and is not a salah in the real sense of the word and it
will be said that he did not offer the salah.
The first version of the hadith alludes to the jalsah istirahat (to sit momentarily after the
second prostration before standing up in the first and third rakaah). So, Imam Abu Hanifah
.dll.u-.) regards it as a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~All~) but Imam ~haf'i ~l.u-.)
does not classify it as a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ All ~). This will be
discussed in detail at a later stage.
THE PROPHET'S SALAH

0J.-o oi.J.J)
791. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.dll~ began
his salah with the takbir and the recital of (~'""' ;<~~~~') (surah al-Fatihah) when he
went into the bowing posture, he did not keep his head high or bent low, but he
held it straight between the two extremes (with his back and neck in line). When he
raised his head ftom bowing, he did not go into prostration without first standing
erect. So, too, when he raised his head from prostration, he did not go into (the
second) prostration without first sitting (straight). At the end of every two rakaat, he
recited at-fahiyat. (while sitting,) he turned his left foot (to right) inwards (and sat
on it) and he raised up his right foot (on its toes bent forward). He forbade
uqbatish. Shaytan (meaning the devil's manner of sitting or the heals). He also
forbade men to spread out their arms like a wild beast (in prostration). And he
finished the salah with the taslim (or salaam).t
COMMENTARY: The words of Sayyidah Ayshah ~41~; about the Prophet ..oJ-,~.dll~
beginning the salah with the takbir and recital of (~I Y.J ..& ~I) establish that he recited
the Bismillah (.&I~) inaudibly. This therefore, is the ruling of Imam Abu Hanifah .dll.u-;,
POSTURE FOR THE QADAH: He tucked his left foot to the right inwards and sat on it
1

Musli1:1 # 2.dt:'-4.98, Abu Dawud # 783, Musnad Ahmad 6-194.
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and he ~aised up his right foot on its toes which were turned forward (toward the qiblah).
Clearly, the Prophet ~,~4111~ sat in the same manner in both qadahs (in the salah) and
Imam Abu Hanifah 4111~; emulates him.
The next hadith of Abu Humayd Saidi 4111 ~; establishes that the Prophet ~, ~ 4111 ~
adopted iftirash (spreading his feet) in the first qadah, but tawrak sitting on hips in the
second. Accordingly, Imam shafi 4111~; adopts this procedure.
Imam Maalik 4111~.) adopts tawrak in both the qadahs.
Imam Ahmad 4111~.) holds that if a salah is made up of two tashahhud (qadahs) then tawrak
is observed in the last. If there is only one tashahhud then iftirash is observed.
·
EVIDENCE FOR THE HANAFIS: This hadith and many more are evidence for Imam Abu
Hanifah's .JJI.y.J practice. This is how the Prophet ~, ~ 4111 ~ sat (as described in this
hadith) in both the qadahs and it is a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet rhu.J ~ Jil ~).
Besides, the Method of ~mam Abu Hanifah 4111<Y-; is more strenuous and difficult than other
methods. It is stated explicitly in ahadith that the best and loftiest deed is that which is
arduous, exhausting and difficult.
As for the ahadith that say that the Prophet-~'~4111~ sat on his hips in the second qadah,
they relate to his old age and weakness because the duration of the second qadah is longer
and it is easier to sit on the hips.
UQBATISH-SHAYTAN: It is a particular method of sitting. The hips rest on the
ground and both the shins are raised up. Both palms rest on the ground. It resembles a
dog's sitting posture.All the ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that this method of
sitting in the qardah is makruh.
Allamah Teebi 4111 ~.) said. that Uqbatish Shaytan. is to place the hips on the heels.
Considering the word uqbah, this meaning is more appropriate.
SAJDAH: The Prophet _o.!..w,~4111~ forbade men to spread out their arms on the gronnd while
prostrating. It resembles beasts, meaning dogs etc. men only are forbidden because women
must put their owns on the gronnd, for, in this way, the body does not become prominent.
SALAH:
last sentence of the hadith is very obvious: the Prophet ~,~41~ concluded
his salah with the salaam. Among the hanafis to end with the salaam is wajib ..(expedient), but
among the Shafis it is fard (obligatory).
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(companions) ~4.11~; that he was one of them who had best preserved the manner
of the salah of Allah's Messenger ~_,~4.11~. He observed that when he called the
takbir (Allahu Akbar) he raised his hands up to his shoulders. When he went into
ruku (meaning, he bowed), he grasped his knees and bent his back (aligning it
straight with his neck). When he raised his head (from there), he stood erect so that
all the joints were back in Proper place. When he went into sajdah (meaning, he
prostrated), he placed his (palms on t~e ground and placed his) arms such that they
were neither spread nor nearer to his ribs, the tip~ of his toes faced the qiblah.
When he sat at the end of the second rakaah, he sat on his left foot and raised the
right (foot), when he sat at the end of the last rakaah, he put the left foot forward
and raised the other (right foot) and sat on his hips.l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~.,~4.11~ raised his hands up to the Shoulders wh~n he
called the takbir. This is what Imam Shafi 4.11~; emulates.
However, Imam Abu Hanifah 4.11~; said that with the takbir tahrimah, the hands should be
raised up to the earlobes (meaning, to their level). This is what is stated in other ahadith.
Some ahadith mention a third method: raising the hands higher than the ears. Hence, Imam
Abu Hanifah 41 ~; did not adopt the first way of raising them up to below the ears
(meaning, the shoulders) or of raising them higher than ear-level. He follows a mid-course.
Imam Shafi 4.11 ~.) reconciles the three methods when he says: the hands should be raised
with the takbir tahrimah in such a way that the palms of the hands should be in line with
the shoulders, the thumbs in line with the ear-lobes and the tips of the fingers at the upper
end of the ears.
·
There is another explanation, too. These ahadith concern different times, meaning that the
Prophet ~.,~4.11~ raised his hands in any of these ways at different times.
In bowing, he held his knees tightly with his hands and spread his fingers, lowered his
neck and placed it in line with his back. The ulama (Scholars) say that the fingers must be
kept a part in bowing but joined together in prostration. During the takbir tahrimah and
the tashahhud they must be left as they are.
The method of prostration described here suggests that during the prostration, the fingers and
palms should be spread on the ground, the wrists should be raised up and the sides should be
kept apart (from the a~) so that should a kid (of a lamb) wish, it could come through it.
This hadith does not say anything about the procedure of going to sajdah from the
qawn1ah. Should the knees be placed first or the hands. 13oth methods are correct, but most
hold that the better and approved course is to first place the knees on the ground.
(Qawmah is to stand erect after ruku a~d before prostrating).
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793. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ -41 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~J ~ -41 J-D
raised his hands to the level of his shoulders when he began the sa lah and when he
called Allahu Akbar for the ruku. ~lso when he raised his head from the ruku he
raised them again, saying. (o~ .:,.e.J ~~ H (Allah has heard him who praises Him,
meaning: He approves his praise) and (~t....S~kh) (our lord, praise belongs to you).
But, Allah's Messenger ~,~411~ did not do that during the Prostrations.t
COMMENTARY: The words (.l.4.,;jt~.,..S~kb) mean '0 lord, all praise in the world are for You. If
anyone praises another, it really is your praise because you are the Creator of everything,
·
.
So, praise of whatever is made is really praise of its Maker.
This portion of the hadith implies that all those who offer the salah must say (o~~~~~,
,U.;J,Jj~j) both the expressions. But, Imam Abu Hanifah .dll.u-; says that a person who offers
the salah by hims~lf must recite both expressions but, in a congregation, the Imam must
recite only (o~~~~) the first while his followers will recite (~'JJuij) the second, Imam
Abu Yusuf d.LI~; and Imam Muhammad .dll.u-; hold that the Imam must recite both the
expressions. Imam Tahawi ~1-u-J agrees with them. Rather, even Imam Abu Hanifah ~~~;
once gave a ruling to the same effect. As for the muqtadi, they opine that he should say
only (.l.4.,;j,J1uij) the second expression.
The Prophet ~'~~IJ-D did not raise his hands when he went into prostration or got up
from it, as he did at the time of ta.kbir tahrimah, going into the ruku and arising from the
ruku. Therefore, the Shafi's follow this procedure. They do not regard rafa yadayn as
.
correct at any time apart from these three times.
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794. Sayyiduna Nafi ~~~; narrated that when Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~; began the
Salah he called the takbir and rais~d his hands. When he went into the ruku he raised
his hands and when he said (o.i.,;-~~~~~),he raised his hands. And, when he got up after
offering two rakaat he again raised his hands. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~J traced this
hadith to the Prophet ..oJ-.~IJ-.o (saying that the Prophet .,o.L...,~IJ-.o did so).2
THE HANAFI'S EVIDENCE

,..,, ... , t

(~~) -~31 F'J.;9

795. Sayyiduna Maalik Ibn al-Huwayrith

~ .Jll ~;

narrated that when Allah's

Bukhari # 735, Muslim# 22-390, ~bu Dawud # 722, Tirmidhi # 255, Nasa'i # 878, Ibn Majah # 858,
Darimi # 250, Muwatta Maalik # 3.4-17.
2
Bukhari # 739.
1
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Messenger ..oJ-,~.d!IJ.o called the takbir tahrimah, he raised his hands till they ~ere
in line with his ears. When he raised his head after bowing (ruku) he said(~~~~
o~) and did like that (meaning, raised his hands opposite his ears).
According to another version: "he raised his hands till they ware in line with the
tops of his ears."l
COMMENTARY: All the ulama (Scholars) and the imams agree that hands shoUld be
raised at the time of the takbir tahrimah. As for raising them at other times, this is disputed
by the Hanafi and the Shafi' s. The former hold that it should be done only with the takbir
tahrimah while the Shafi's contend that, it should also be done while going into ruku and
returning from it.
Both sides have piles of evidences and a plethora of ahadith and aathar on which they have
built their edifices.
The ulama (Scholars) of the Hanafi~ have tried to reconcile these ahadith. They say that the
Prophet ..oJ-, ~ .d!t J"' perhaps made rafa yadayn sometimes and prayed without it
sometimes. Or, he may have been doing it till it was regarded as abrogated at all postures,
except with the takbir tahrimah where it is retained.
The ahadith and aathar on which the hanafis rely are presented here to make the hanafi
point of view clear. Imam Tirmidhi has created two chapters in his jami: Tirmidhi on this
subject. The first is: Raising both hands while going into ruku (chapter 76). Under this
heao, he has reproduced the hadith of Ibn Umar ~ 41 ~.J which is narrated in the
proceeding lines. The second chapter is: The Prophet ..oJ-,~.d!l,_~ did not raise his hands
except the first time; In this chapter, he has presented the hadith of Sayyiduna Alqamah ~.)
.d!l from Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~ .d!l ~.J. He said, "Shall I not offer before you the salah of
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.d!l~? And he demonstrated the salah and did not raise the hands
except for the first time (which is the takbir tahrimah).2
In this very chapter, he has also confirmed the hadith of Bara Ibn Aazib ~ .d!l ~.) of like
substance. He has rated the hadith of Ibn Masud ~ .d!l ~.) as hasan. Most sahabah
(companions) and tabiun, Safyan Thawri .d!I~.J and the Kufians agree with it.
The hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~41~.) is presented in ]ami ul-Usool on the authority
of Abu Dawud and Nasa'i and the hadith of Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~41~.) on the
·
authority of Abu Dawud. Its words are:
"Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~41~.) narrate that he observed the Prophet ..oJ-,~.d!IJ"' begin his
salah by raising his hands to the level of his shoulders (with the takbir tahrimah) but he did
not do that again (during the salah)."
Another version says; "He did not raise his hands again till he finished the salah."
As for Abu Dawud rating this hadith as not sahih, perhaps he means that it is not sahih
through that particular line of transmission. But that does not reflect on the soundness of
the original hadith. Or, Abu Dawud may have had in mind the rating hasan, as tirmidhi
has rated it. So, we do say that all the 1mams and scholars of hadith regard the hadith
hasan as worthy of citation.
1

Bukhari # 737, Muslim# 25-391, Nasa'i # 880, Ibn Majah # 859, Darimi # 1251, Musnad Ahamd 3-

436.
2

Tirmidhi # 257.
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Imam Muhammad 41tU-J has reproduced in his Muwattah the· hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn
Umar ~41<.PJ about raising hands while going into ruku and arising from it. He comments
that it is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ Jil ~) to call the takbir at every change of
posture whether lowering oneself or rising, but rafa yaday is done only once at the time of
(takbir) tahrimah, not at any other time. This fs the opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah 41 ~J.
There are very man~ aathar about it.
.
Then ~e has presented a tradition of Aasirn ibn Kuiayb Kharmi 41 ~..~ from his father
(Kulayb RH) who was a tabi's of Sayyiduna Ali ~41~..~_"Sayyiduna Ali (~.J . .111 rfi) did not
make rafa yadayn except with the takbir oola (first takbir)."
Mujahid 41tU-..1 said that he had offered salah with Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41<.P..~. He used to
make rafa yadayn (raising hands with takbir) only once. Aswad 41~..1 said that he observed
Sayyiduna Umar Ibn Khattab ~41<.P..~ make rafa yadayn with the takbir oola only.
Therefore, when such glorious sahabah (companions) ~41<.P; as Umar ~41<.P..~, Ibn Masud
~41<.P..~ and Ali ~41<.PJ who were very close to the Prophet ..oJ-,~41J." gave up rafa
yadayn, the practice that is contrary to it cannot be said to be preferable and better.
Sharah Ibn Hammam has a tradition from Dara qutni 41 ~J and Ibn Adi 41 tU- ..1 from
Muhammad Ibn Jabir 41~..~ from Hammad ibn Sulayman 414.1-J from Ibrahim 41tU-..~ from
Alqamah 41tU-; from Abdullah ~41<.PJ So, Abdullah ~41<.P..~ said, "I have offered salah with
the Prophet ..,o1..._,~41~ Abu Bakr ~41<.P..~ and Umar ~41<.P..~. They did not make rafa
yadayn except with takbir oola."
It is reported that once Imam Abu Hanifah 41tU-; and Imam Awaz 41tU-..~ met in Makkah at
Dar ul-Khayyatin. The latter asked the former, "Why do you not make rafa' yadayn while
going into ruku and arising from it? "He answered "Because it is not established strongly
from the Prophet ..,o1...,~41~." Imam Awzai 41tU-J said that Zuhri 41tU-J had narrated to him
the hadith of Saalirn 41tU-J who said on the authority of his father Sayyiduna Ibn Umar 41<.PJ
~ that the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ made rafa yadayn while calling the takbir oola, going into
ruku and raising his head from ruku.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41tU-J said that he was told by Hammad ol.il1tU-J and Aswad 41tU-J who by
Ibrahim 41 tU- J who by Alqamah 41 ~J and Aswad, ~~ tU-..1 both of whom were told by
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Masud ~ ~~ <.P..~ that the Prophet ..,ol..._, ~ 41 J." raised both hands
only in the beginning of the salah and did not do it again. Imam Awzai 41~..~ said, "I have
narrated from Zuhri ~~~J who from Saalim ~~~J who form his father Ibn Umar ~~I<.P;.
You have narrated from Hammad ~ltU-..~who from Alqamah ~~~J .... So the sanad described
by me is stronger than yours."
Imam Abu Hanifah ~ltU-; said, "If that is so then Hammad ~ltU-) is a greater faqih than
Zuhri ~~ ~; is not inferior than Ibn Umar ~ 41 <.P; in fiqh. It is a different thing that Ibn
Umar ~41<.P; enjoyed the companionship of the Prophet ..oJ-,~~IJ.", As for Aswad, 41tU-;
he too possessed great merit. And, Abdullah was truly Abdullah, meaning Abdullah Ibn
Masud ~ot.iii<.P; was indescribable. He possessed great knowledge and under:tanding and
is well-known as the Prophet's ..oJ,...,~41J4 companion."
In other words, Imam Awza 41tU-J preferred a hadith because of its better sanad or line of
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transmission and Imam Abu Hanifah .JJI.u-; preferred it on the basis of the narrators being better
jurists or possessing more understanding. It is this criterion of Imam Abu Hanifah d.LI.u-J, He
follows the principle of fiqh in preferring narrators with a juristic bend of mind over others.
It is found in Nihayah' the sharah of Hidayah that Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~41~; saw a
man offering salah in the Masjidul Haram raising his hands while going into· ruku and
coming out of it. He advised the man not to do it because Allah's Messenger ..ol-.,~.s.i!l~
had been doing it in the beginning but, later on abandoned it. He meant that rafa yadayn
was proper at these postures in the beginning but later was abrog~ted.
Sayyiduna Abdullah Ibn Masud ~41~; said~" As long as the Prophet ..oJ-.,~.w·~ did rafa
yadayn we too did it but when he stopped doing it, we too stopped it."
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~4111~; said, ~'The ashra mubashshirah (ten who were given glad
tidings in their lifetime of admittance to paradise), all, made rafa yadayn only at the
·
beginning of the salah."
Mujahid 41-u-; reported the practice of Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~;. he said, "I offered the
salah with Ibn Umar ~.s.ill~; for years together, but I never saw him make rafa yadayn except
in the beginning of the salah." This, in spite of the hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~; that
establishes rafa yadayn at three times, and which is the greatest evidence of the shafi' s. It is a
principle with the ahadith that if a narrator acts contrary to his own hadith then that hadith is
not put to practice. Hence, Ibn Umar' s ~41~; hadith is disregarded in practice.
Looking at these ahadith and aathar and the practice of a section of the sahabah
(companions) ~41~;, particularly Abdullah ibn Masud ~41~; and his followers, and the
ahadith and aathar of the other view, we may conclude that both practices were known
from the Prophet k , ~ 41 ~ at different times. The knowledge of fiqh of Imam Abu
Hanifah d.LI.u-; and his selection of the isnad is Sayyiduna Abdullah Ibn Masud ~d.LI~; and
his followers. Since they did not practice rafa yadayn, Imam Abu Hanifah 41-u-; also
adopted the practice of doing without rafa yadayn. Thus all the Hanfis follow him in not
observing rafa yadayn.
The scholars of the Hanafi school hold that rafa yadayn apart from the takbir tahrimah at
other postures is abrogated because Ibn Umar ~41~; also abandoned it after the Prophet
..ol-,~..bl~ though he was the narrator of the hadith of rafa yad~yn. This means that there
was a command for observing it, but afterwards the command was withdrawn in spite of
very many ahadith and authar (for it).
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlwi 41-u-; has written on it exhaustively in his book
sharah safar us-Saadah, A summary of it is presented in the preceding lines. His deduction
is that rafa yadayn is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet rlw.J ~ ..1!1 ~) to practice and also
sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet rlw.J ~ .111 ~)to abandon, but to abandon it is better and
preferable. However, other hanafi scholars hold that the command of rafa yadayn is
abrogated ..Allah knows best.
JALSAH ISTIRAHAT
1
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796. Sayyiduna Maalik Ibn al -Huwayrith ~<till~; narrated that he saw the Prophet
~,~<till~ offer the salah~ When he/had offered his odd rakaah (meaning, first or
third) he did not stand up until he h~d first sat for a while.t
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet~,~...L1~ offered salalz and was in ~is first or third
raka' ah, after the second prostration, he sat down first before getting up for the next
raka' ah. This is called jalsah is tirahat.

IS IT A SUNNAH (PRACTICE OF HOLY PROPHET ~J +All~): Imam shaf'i 4I<U-;
regards jalsah istirahat as sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet F.J +..ill~). It is observed in
the same way as the first qa' dah sitting. Besides, after these sitting, the arising should be
with the support of both hands on the ground.
Imam Abu Hanifah41 tU-; and Imam Ahmad.dll tU-; contend that the Prophet~,~ .dll ~
observed this sitting because of old age and weakness. Hence, it is not a sunnah (practice of
Holy Prophet~.J
..ill ~) for anyone who does not need to go through it.
While hnam Shafi'41<U-; relies on this hadith, Imam Abu Hanifah<dlltU-; cites the hadith of Abu
Hurayrah~41~; transmitted by Tirmidhi41-u-.J. He narrated that Allah's Messenger..cJ,...,~41~
got up on his toes (without first sitting) after the second prostration of the first and third raka' ah.2
Though some of its sub narrators are weak, the hadith itself is sahih.
Ibn Abu shaybah411<U-.) reported about Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud too that he got up on his toes
without sitting (after the second prostration of the first and third raka' ah).
He has reported the same thing about Sayyiduna Ali ~41~;, Umar ~41~.) and Ibn
Zuba~<till~; get up from the second sajdah putting weight on their toes, standing straight
without first sitting.
There are many ahadith and aathar about standing up straightway. Those a hadith and
aathar that speak of jalsah istirahat concern old age and weakness as we said about this
hadith that the Prophet ~,~41~ did it because of his growing old and getting weak.
PLACEMENT OF HANDS
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797. Sayyiduna Wail Ibn Hujr narrated that he saw the Prophet ~,~41~ raise
his hands as he began the salah and called the takbir. Then he put his hands in his
garment and paced the right hand out of his garmen.t and raised them up, calling
the takbir and went into raku. When he said (o.i,;.~~~~) he raised his hands up.
When he prostrated himself, he did it between the palms of his hands (placing his
1

Bukhari # 823, Abu Dawud # 844, Tirmidhi # 287 Nasa'i # 11543.
Tirmidhi #288.
3
Wa'il ibn Hujr was a Had rami. He was one of the chiefs of Hadramawt. When he came to the
Prophet ~,~<till~ as their envoy, he spread his sheet of cloth and made himsit there. He
embraced Islam. Alqamah and Abdul Jabbar were his sons.
2
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head between them).l
COMMENTARY: Though it says that the Prophet ..o.J-.,~4.LI~ put his hands in his garment after
the takbir taluimah, some exponents suggest that he did not do it but drew them into his sleeves,
anyway, the ulama (Scholars) hold that he put them in his garment because of severe cold.
To place the right hand above the left forearm aster the takbir tahrimah is an agreed
practice with all the imams, but Imam Maalik 4.Licu-.) contends that it is better to leave them
on the sides though to fold them (right over the left) is also allowed.
However, the ulama (Scholars) differ on where to fold the hands. Imam Abu Hanifah ~leu-.)
says that the folded hands must be placed below the navel. Imam Shafi ~~cu-.) holds that
they should be placed near the chest above the navel. Ahadith are found on both practices.
The ulama (Scholars), therefore, say that it will be correct to follow either pr~ctice and bind
the hands at one of these two places. However this much must be known that since the
ahadith do not specify any single method, Imam Abu Hanifah chose that the hands should
be placed, right over the left, below the navel because this is more respectable than the
other method. When anyone shows extreme respect and obedience he holds hands below
the navel and stands up.
This hadith also teaches us that when calling the takbir and raising hands, the hands must
be brought out of the garment.

~.SJ-!451~15~~ J :~ll.l;ll~_;li~~~~JJ.A~<.fWI-....u~ jli J:. "·U:!~~j (V~A)
(I.SJ~Ioi.JJ) -i~l J
798. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sad ~ ~~ ~.) narrated that the people were being
instructed to place the right hand above the left forearm in the salah.2
COMMENTARY: The hadith calls on the worshipper to stand before the Judge of all
judges, lord of the worlds with due reverence and respect and submission. Hands should
be folded below the navel and head should be lowered before the king of the kings.
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799. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.) narrated that when Allah's Messenger 41~
..ol-, .Y.. stood to offer the salah, he called the takbir wh,en he stood erect. Then he
called the takbir when he bowed. Then he said (o¥~~~) as he raised his back
straight. Then while standing erect, he said (~h...s:J~J)· Then, he called the takbir as
the lowered himself down (to prostrate) and again he called the takbir as he raised
his head (from prostration). Again, prostrated himself (a second time) and again he
1
2

Muslim # 54-401.
Bukhari # 740, Muwatta Maalik # 9.15-50.
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called the takbir as he throughout the salah till he completed arose at the end of the
second rakaah after the sitting posture.I
COMMENTARY: This hadith does not say Cl!lYthing about raising the hands at any place at
all: takbir tahrimah or bowing, etc.
THE BEST SALAH
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800. Sayyiduna Jabir ~<ill ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ...., ~<ill~ said,
"The best salah is the one with a prolonged standing posture."2

COMMENTARY: This hadith says that it is most excellent to prolong the standing posture.
It is to stand long and recite longer surahs because it is strenuous and difficult and
demonstrates the desire to serve and to obey. These things are the spirit of the salah.

QIYAM OR SAJDAHS: The ulan1a (Scholars) differ on which is better in the salah: qiyam
(the standing) or sajdahs (the prostrations). Those who hold the qiyam to be better cite this
hadith because th~ Qur' an is recited in it while words of glorification are recited in the
sajdah. Clearly, the Qur'an is more excellent than the tasbih, and this is also the thinking of
the Hanafis.
SECI'ION II
c,!ti11j.J&tl
THE PROPHET'S ..oJ-,~.d!l~ SALAH
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Bukhari # 719, Muslim# 28-392, Nasa'i # 233, Musnad Ahmad 2-454.
Muslim# 164-756, Tirmidhi # 387, Ibn Majah # 142, Musnad Ahmad 3-302.
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801. Sayyiduna Abu Humayd Sa'idi said to ten of the sahabah (companions)<d.llcJil=';
11
<\.:&. of the Proph~~ ~~ cJil=';,
1 am more knowledge able of the salah of Allah's
Messenger ,.o.L...,~<d.ll~ than any of you." They said, "So, itemonstrate it." He said
that when he stood for the salah, he raised his hands till they were in line with his
shoulders and called the takbir and recited the Quran. Again, he called the takbir,
raised his hands to be in level with his shoulders and bowed into ruku where he
placed the palms of his hands on his knees, keeping his back straight and his head
neither bowed down.nor raised up (but in line with his back). Then, as he raised his
head he said (o¥~~~~) and lifted both hands to the level of his shoulders (and
stood erect). Then he called Allahu Akbar (the takbir) and lowered himself to the
ground in prostration, keeping his arms a way from his sides and bending his toes
from prostration) raised his head, bent his left foot and sat on it properly so that
every bone came back to its position. Then, he (he called the takbir and went into
(the secod) Prostration. Then he called Allahu Akbar, raised himself, bent his left
foot and sat on it calmly till every bone was at its position. Then he got up and did
in the second rakaah like that (without reciting the thana and the taawwudh). Mter
the two rakaat were over, he called the takbir, raised his hands till they were in line
with his shoulders just as he had called the takbir in the beginning of the salah.
Then, he did that through the rest of the salah. And when he had made that
prostration (meaning, the second of the last rakaah) after which the taslim is offered
(meaning the salaam.or salutation), he stretched out his left foot and sat on his hip
on the left side and offered the salaam.
They (the sahabah (companions) <U&..dllcJil=';) said, "You have spoken the truth. This is
how he (the Prophet) .o-1-,~.JJI~ offered the salalt."1
According to another version of Abu Dawud as narrated by Abu Humayd:
Then he went into the bowing posture and placed his hands on his knees as though
grasping them firmly, and he bent his arms (like bows) and kept them away from
his sides, the narrator added: Then he prostrated himself placing his nose and
forehead on the ground, his arms away from his sides, the palms of his hands in
line with his shoulder, his thighs apart and his stomach distinctly not resting on
any part of his thighs till he completed (the sajadah). Then, he sat with his left foot
1

Abu Dawud # 730, Darime # 1356, Tirmidhi (of same meaning)# 304, Ibn Majah # 1061, Musnad
Ahmad 5-421
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spread out and the front of his right foot towards the qiblah, the palm of his right
hand on his right knee and the palm of his left hand on his lift knee, and when
saying (i»I'JI...JI'l4JI~t) he put his finger up, meaning his fore-finger up, meaning his
fore-finger (to point out).
According to yet another version by him: when he sat after two raka' at, he sat on the
sole of his left foot and put the right foot erect. After the fourth raka' ah, he sat
placing his left hip n the ground and drawing both feet to one side t
COMMENTARY: The words 'I am more knowledgeable of the salah of Allah's MessengerJ-"
.,o.L..., ~ 411 than any of you. Show that it is allowed to speak of one's knowledge if the

situation warrants it but without boasting and arrogance.
The hadith says that the Prophet.oJ-., ~ 411 J-" began the salah by first raising his hands
before calling the takbir tahrimah. Imam Abu Hanifah '~.ill tU-J, therefore, rules accordingly:
hands should be raised first and then the takbir tahrimah should be sounded.
The prostration is complete by placing both forehead and nose on the ground. The
Prophet.oJ-., ~'~.ill J"" did it so always. The ahadith too say the same thing. If anyone is
compelled out of a reason not to place one of them on the ground then it is not makruh.
However, if there is no compulsion, yet he does not rest the nose but rests only the
forehead, then it is allowed but is makruh. If he has not placed the forehead but has placed
only the no~e on the ground t\len Imam Abu Hanifahotill tU-J gives the same ruling that
though it is allowed, yet it is makruh, and the bnams Abu Yusuf'l.il1tU-J and Muhanunad ~J
41 hold that it is not allowe~. The edict also based on that.
SABABAH: The forefinger is called the sababah. The word(~ sab) is an expletive. During
the jahiliyalt the Arabs cursed anyone by raising this finger. So, the finger got the name
sababah, later, Islam gave it the name musabbihah and sabahah because this finger is
raised for tasbih and taw hid (glorifying Allah and declaring His unity).
The Prophet.oJ-.,~41~ raised this finger during the tashahhud when speaking the words
of denial (.f»t'JI411'l4J1~.!11) I bear witness that there is no God ... ) and put it down at the words of
confirmation (.1!1'l14ll'l4J'~') (except Allah).
HOW TO RAISE HANDS

802. Sayyiduna Wail Ibn Hajr narrated that he saw the Prophet .oJ-.,~41J"" when
he stood up to offer the salah. He r~lsed his hands till they were in line with his
shoulders and he had his thumbs level with his ears. Then, he called the takbir.
According to another version of Abu Dawud:. He had his thumbs raised to level
with his earlobes.2
COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah 41 <U"J observes this hadith, calling the takbir after
raising the hands and raised the thumbs opposite the earlobes.
1
2

The first version #734, the second Abu Dawud # 731.
Abu Dawud # 724. Second version# 737, Nasa'i # 882.
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FOLDING THE HANDS
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803. Sayyiduna Qabisah ibn Hulb -ilil .u-.) narrated from his father that Allah's
Messenger ...oJ,...,, ~ 41 ~ lead them in (the congregational) salah. (During the
standing posture,) he held his left forearm with his right hand. 1
CORRECT PERFORMANCE OF THE POSTURES
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804. Sayyiduna Rifaah ibn Rafi narrated that a man came to the mosque and
offered the salah. Then, he came and offered salaam to the Prophet ...oJ,...,,~41~. The
Prophet ...oJ,...,,~41~ said, "Repeat your salah, for, you have not offered the salah"
(having responded to his greetings before that). The man submitted, "teach me, 0
Messenger of Allah, how may I offer the salah, call the takbir (tahrimah), recite the
ummul -Quran (which is surah al- Fatihah) and what Allah wishes you to recite
(meaning, any other surah with al- Fatihah). When you go into ruku (bowing .
posture), Place the palms of your hands on your knees and make the bowing pP!~~ct
keeping your back straight. When you arise from ruku, stand erect with a straight
back and keep your head up so that your joints are in proper positii)n. When you
prostrate yourself, do it very well and when you arise from it, sit on your left thigh.
Do in this manner every time you bow and prostrate yourself (and in every posture
likewise) till you are at rest."
·
These are the words of al-Masabih, and Abu Dawud's are with some changes.
Tirmidhi and Nasa'i have a similar meaning.
In a version, Tirmidhi has that he said: "When you decide to offer the salah, make
ablution as Allah has commanded you to make, recite the (kalimah) shahadah (for,
it is very meritorious to recite that after the ablution or this shahadah implies the
adhan). Then offer salah (or, the words mean; call the iqamah) and recite from the
·

1

Tirmidhi # 252, Ibn Majah # 809, Musnad Alhamd 5-226.
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Qur'an as much as you know, otherwise (if you know nothing,) say:
I

;f

,

I

I

ill1 ~!i)! ~ .)tlillT .;4 1:.J..T
(praise belongs to Allah. Allah is the Greatest. There is no God but Allah). Then
go into ruku '.t
COMMENTARY: The concluding words of the hadith say that if anyone does not
remember any surah or verse of the Qur' an then, instead of the critical, he must say:
).S'TJJijalJI ~!ill )fj~ 1 ~ljAll~~:..!

(Allah is without blemish. Praise belongs to Allah. There is no God but Allah.
Allah is the greatest).
If a non-Muslim embraces Islam and becomes a Muslim, then it is necessary for him to
memories at least so many verses of the Qur'an as are fard (obligatory) to be recited in the
salah. If he cannot memories anything till that time, then, instead of the recital, he must
make dhikr (remembrance of Allah), glorify Allah and declare His unity. His salah will
have been offered.
MAKING SUPPLICATION AFTER THE SALAH
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805. Sayyiduna Fadl ibn Abbas ~41~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-.,~41~
said, "Salah is in two's (the supererogatory salah). The tashahhud is in every second
raka'ah. (The soul of the salah) ~s to be humble and pleading and fearful. Then (after
the salah), to raise both hands (before your Lord)." Fadl ~41~; also said that the
insides of the hands (or, palms) should be opposite to your face and you should say,·
'My Lord, my lord'. As for him who does not do so, his salah is such and such."
According to another version, he said," If anyone does not do it, his salah is incomplete."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith speaks of three things.
First, the nafl salah (or any salah that is not prescribed, or fard (obligatory)) is offered in two's
both during aa y and night, not four raka' at together, in the light of this hadith, Imam
Shafi'I R(H) said that it b :;uperior to offer the nat1 salah in two's.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41 o-; said that both during day and night, it is better to offer the nafl
salah in four's, Imam Abu Yusuf 41 ~; and Imam Muhammad 41 o-.J said that it is more
excellent to offer the nafl in two's in the night but in four's during the day.
Imam Shafi' 41o-; cites this very hadith. The two imams Abu Yusuf and Muhammad 4\o-;
have deduced from the salah of tarawih and Imam Abu Hanifah 41o-; say:; that it is clearly
established that the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~ used to offer four raka' at after ish~ and four
raka' at in the zuhr salah. Moreover, it allows more time in the tahrimah (sacred state) in
Abu Dawud # 859,860 (with some chang,cs), Tirmi~lti (like it)# 302, Nasa'I # 1053, Darimi
(lengthier)# 1329, Musnad Ahmad# 340. the version:" when you decide ... " Abu Da¥'Ud # 861,
Tirmidhi # 302.
2
Tirmidhi # 385, Musnad Ahmad 1211.
1
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four raka'at and hence callow four more effort and strain and it has been stated previously
that any worship which requires greater effort and is strenuous is more excellent. Imam
Abu Hanifah 41-u-J explains the words in the hadith 'the salalz is in two's' that nafl salah is
not an odd number (of raka'at) but a higher standard two raka'at (or even number).
Secondly, the spirit of the salah is humbleness and submissiveness. The more a worshipper
is humble and submissive and expresses the greatness of his Lord and his own
helplessness, the more will his salalt gain acceptance. The word (t~) (khushu') is to think
inwardly of one's own helplessness and put his soul to the path of submissiveness. The
word (ty..'U) (tadar'u) is to express and demonstrate outwardly in all one's deeds and from
ev,ery angle one's own helplessness and humility.
Thirdlyt one must make a supplication after the salah. Having come before Allah and
offered the salah to express one's obedience and slavery, one must raise one's hand after the
salalz, declare one's helplessness and present one's petition of worldly needs and of safety
in the hereafter.
SECTION III
T AKBIRS IN LOUD VOICE
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806. Sayyiduna Sa' eed ibn Harith ibn Mu' alia narrated that sayyiduna Abu sa'eed
khudri ~-tili~J led them in salalt. He called the takbir aloud when he raised his
head from the sajdahs (prostrations) and when he went into sajdah and when he
arose after two r'1-ka'at. Then, he said (to them), 11This is how I saw the Prophet .JJIJ-.:>
.,o.L....,~ offer the salah (with the takbirs in a loud voice)."1
COMMENTARY: The hadith is narrated to teach that the imam must call the takbir during

the salah in a loud voice. Only three postures are mentioned here. Either it is just an
example or. Some people may have rejected takbirs on these occasions. Of course, the
version of Isma'il mention the remaining takbirs too, and it begins with the words:
5ayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~J fell ill or had gone some where. So (in his absence),
Sayyiduna Abu Sa' eed ~ ~~ ~J led the salah. While beginning the salah and going i r.!o
ruku', he called the takbirs in a loud voice." Then he narrated the rest of the traditions.
11
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807. Sayyiduna Ikrimah41 tU-J 2 narrated that he offered salah with a shaykh (aged
or learned person, Abu Hurayrah~41<.FJ). He called the takbirs in the salah twenty
two times . so, Ikrimah .tili<U-J said to Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~-till~J, ·11 He seems to be

1

Bukhari # 825.
He was the freedman of Abdullah ibn Abbas ~41~; His kunyah was Abu Abdullah. He d~.c:d in
105 # AH at the age of 80 years.
2
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a fool!" But, Ibn Abbas ~41~; said to him, "May your mother lose you! This is the
suuuah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~l»,~) of Abu Al-Qasim ,..oJ....,~41J-.c (the
Prophet ,..oJ....,~41J-.c)."t
COMMENTARY: In four raka' at, there are twenty - two takbirs including the takbir

tahrimah. In those qmes, Marwan and Banu Umayyah had stopped calling the takbirs in
the salah audibly. So, when Abu Hurayrah ~41~; called them in an audible voice, Ikrimah
41~; was surprised.
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808. Sayyiduna Ali 41~; ibn Husayn ~41~; narrated in a mursal form that Allah's
Messenger ,..oJ...., ~ 41 ~ used to call the takbir in the salalt whenever he lowered
himself (going into mku' and sajdah) and raised himself (from the sajdah to sit or
stand erect). He did not cease to offer the sa(ah in this way till he met Allah. 2
RAFA'YADAYN ONLY ONCE

809. Sayyiduna Alqamah 41~; narrated that Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~41~; asked
them, "Shall I not lead you in the salah (like that) of Allah's Messenger ,..oJ....,~41J-.c?
11
So, he offered the salali but did not raise his hands except once (which was) with
the takbir at the beginning. 3
COMMENTARY: llTifllll Tirmidhi 41~; has created two chapters on the question of rafa'
yadayn (or raising hands, in the salah). One of these asserts that it is proper and the other
rejects it. This hadith he has reproduced in the second chapter, one mentioned the hadith of
Bara ibn Aazib ~41~; too of like content. He has rated the haJith of Ibn Mas' ud ~41~; as
hasan and a number of the sahabah (companions) ~41~; and tabi'un 41cu-; observe it.
Sufyan Thawri ~41~; and the people of kufah also follow this hadith.
However, he has quoted Abdullah that the hadith about raising hands with the takbir in
the salah is proper, but the hadith of Ibn Mas'ud ~41~; does not prove that the Prophet J-.c
..oJ-,~41 raised his hands only once, the first time. This hadith of Ibn Mas'ud ~41~; is
followed by the Hanafis.
However, there are many ahadith and aathar that reject rafa'yadayn except in the
beginning and these are mentioned earlier (in this book).

1

Bukhari # 788.
Muw~tta Maalik # 3.4 -18.
3
Abu Dawud # 747, Tirmidhi # 257, Nasa'I # 1058, Musnad Ahmad 1-442 (like meaning).
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810. Sayyiduna Abu humayd as -Sa'idi ~ 4111 ~; narrated that when Allah's
Messenger ,.o.L...,~41J--D stood up to offer the salah, he faced the qiblah, raised his
hands and called 'Allahu Aka bar' . t .
Prophet ,.o.L...,~41J--D saw behind him miraculously
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811. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.L..., ~ 41 J--D led
them in the salah of zuhr (once). A man standing in the last row did not offer the
salah well. When he made the salutation (to end the salah), Allah's Messenger 41J--D
.o-1-,~ called him, 11 0 you! Do you not fear Allah? Do you not observe how you
have offered the salah? You people seem to think that what you do is unknown to
me. But, by Allah, I do see behind me just as I see in front of me."2
COMMENTARY: Allah sent the noble Prophet .o-1-, ~ 41 J--D with the true Shari' ah. With
other evidences of his messenger ship and Prophet hood~ He aslo gave Him some miracles
so that people might know with certainty his greatness and truthfulness. The Prophet 41J-"
,.o.L...,~ possessed the distinction of being able to see everything behind him as he could see
them in front of him. This seeing behind was something out of the ordinary or supernatural
to which he was guided by Divine revelation.
However, this miracle cannot be cited to say that the Prophet .o-1-,~41~ also knew the
unseen. The reason is, first, this distinction, as we stated, was given to him only as a
miracle and, secondly, he was not himself empowered over this distinction but was guided
only through Divine revelation. Moreover, he did not possess this attribute always but he
could do it sometimes. If he had knowledge of the unseen, then not only would he have
guidance of Divine revelation but also he would have possessed it for ever. This is
confirmed through a tradition:
During the Battle of Tabuk, the Prophet's ,.o.L...,~41J-.:r she -camel disappeared somewhere.
It could not be•traced in spite of much effort. The hypocrites began to taunt, "Muhammad
.o.J-,~41~ claims to convey to us the news of the heavens, but he cannot say where his
she -camel is lost. "the Prophet .o-1-, ~ 41 JoD said, "By Allah, I can know only what my
Allah informs me. Now, He has informed me that my she -camel is at that place "(and he
named it) "and its reins are dangling in the branch of a tree."
Besides, the Prophet .oJ-,~41J.D also said," I am a mortal. I do not even know what lies
behind this wall (unless Allah informs me)."
1
2

Ibn Majah # 803.
Musnad Ahamd 2 -449.
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Shaykh Sadi has said very aptly:

~4-i.)~L~~...r.~

..4!J~I....o.Jl..b.,r.~~

Sometimes in the lofty skies is my dwelling sometimes what lies behind my
foot I do not see.
Anyway, the Prophet's _o.1...,,~<1.11~ state in the salah was superior to his state at other times.
During salah, he got a pefect awareness of the realities of the universe. Is standing before
Allah in the salah and being attentive to Him did not denote that he was ignorant of the
affairs of the universe. Rather, during the observance of salah, he was completely aware of the
affairs of the universe. His senses and perception took cognizance of them perfectly. Thus the
pious slaves of Allah who have a faultless link with I iim are also aware of worldly things in
their salah. At the same time as their hearts are attentive to and pres~nt in Allah's court, their
senses are aware of worldly matters. This is why the masha'ikh (saintly men) say that salah is
the condition of intimation and presence, not of absence and absorption!
Some people have set aside all this discussion and said that the Prophet _o.L..,~4.11J-D had
two apertures between his shoulders. He could see behind him through them. This is not a
correct report. It is without evidence. Rather, it is a brainchild of some mind.

CHAPTER - XII
WHAT IS RECITED AFTER THE TAKBIR TAHRIMAH
The supplications that are made in the beginning of the sa/ali are known from the sahih
ahadith. Examples are: ( ~~..._~or ~J ul) or others besides them. Imam Shafi'I <I.Ll~J
regards making all these supplications, or some of them to be mustahab in the prescribes
and supererogatory salah. Imam Abu Hanifah d.Lt.u-J, Imam Maalik d.Ll.u-J and Imam Ahmad
4.11Y") say that only ... (~1 ~) may be recited, and the other supplication are proper only
in the supererog~tory. The Prophet _o.L..,~'IillJ-D made then1 in the supererogatory salalz.
Imam Abu Yusuf d.Ll.u-; said that both these supplications should be made: (~J ~I) and
(~' ~) and Imam Tahawi 'lill.u-; said the san1e thing. The worshipper tnay exercise his
non discretion on which of these to make first,but generally the eprayer beginning ... ( ~~
~J) is made after (~1 ~)

Jj'Jij..aiil

SECTION I

THE PROPHET'S _o.L..,~'IiliJ-D PRAYER AFfER THE T AKBIR AND BEFORE RECITAL
,
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812. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.till~) narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.l....,~'lillJ-D
used to maintain some silence between takbir taltritnah and the recital of the
Qur'an (n.~~aniJ1.g that he did not resort to an andible prayer). So, he submitted (one
day), 11 0 Mes~~nger of Allah, my parents be ransometi to you, what do you say
while yon are silent between the takbir tahrimah and the recital of the Qur'an?" He
said, 11! make this supplication:
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(0 Allah, keep me afar from my sins just as You have put the east afar from the
west. 0 Allah, cleanse me from sins just as a white garment is cleansed from filth.
0 Allah, wash off my sins with water, snow and ha~l)."l
COMMENTARY: The final part of the prayer calls upon Allah "0 Allah forgive my sins
through your favour and kindness in their various ways. "It is an overemphasis on
forgiveness mentioned figuratively.
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813. Sayyiduna A1i ~41~J narrated that when the Prophet ..o..l-,~41~ stood up for

salah - in another version: when he began the salah - he called the takbir
(tahrimah) and made this supplication:

1
Bukhari # 744, Muslim# 147- 598, Abu Dawud # 781, Nasa'! # 60, Ibn Majah # 805, Darimi # 1244,
Musnad Ahamad 2 -231.
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(I have turned my face as an upright believer towards Him who originated the
heavens and the earth and I am not of the polytheists. My salah, my offering, my
life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of the worlds. He has no partner. This
is what I have been commanded and I am. of the Muslims. 0 Allah, you are the
king. There is no God but you. You are the my Lord and I am your slave. I have
wronged myself and I confess my sins, so forgive me my sins, all of them. Indeed,
none forgives sins but you guide me to the be~t of manners. None can guide to the
best of them but you. Put away from me the worst of manners and none can put
away from me the worst of manners but you. Here am I, ready to obey you. All good
is in your hand and evil is not imputable to you. I exist only because of You. I turn
to you alone. You are blessed and exalted (for above any mind to perceive your
being and attributes.) I seek your forgiveness and I tum to you in repentance).
When, he w~nt into ruku' he prayed:

(0 Allah, I do bow myself before you. I believe in you and to you I submit myself.
Humbled before you are my hearing, my sight, my brain, my bones and my sinews).
And on raising his head (from ruku), he made this supplication:

(0 Allah, our Lord! Praise belongs to you all over the heavens and the earth and that
which is between them and all over whatever you will create afterwards).
And when he prostrated himself, he prayed:

,
"" .:,
~ta.\ &:.1. \ill\ ~jl:;J
(0 Allah, to you alone do I prostrate myself. In you do I believe. And, to you do I
submit (in Islam). My face has prostrated itself before Him who created it,
fashioned it, opened its he.aring and its sight. Blessed in Allah, the Best of all
creators).
The last of what he prayed between the tashahhud and the taslim was:
,

"' "'

""
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~' . .to 4.1 J..ll' ~' lAJ ~F' lAJ. 1.
~,..,.,

, '"" lAJ. 1. ~..1.!
'.: lA t!J.¥:-'
,
~ "'
ric'~ lAJ ~JF'"' lAJ ~~'
~'
:oor,
...

I.~JI~!il! ':} ~j.:J\ ~.:.J\j.J jj!JI
(0 Allah, forgive me my sins, the past and deferred, that which I conceal and that
which I reveal and wherein I transgress, and those that you know better than I. You
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are the one to expedite and you are the one to put back. There is no God save you).t
The version by Imam Shafi odll.u-.) has:
,
, '-;, ,.,
,
,
.,
,
~Jl:;!t~l~! ~l~~j~~ ~~~~~$~.~ l~,).j~ uh.:. ~~&A&~Ij·~ l~!u:=4J_;...!.\Ij

,,,

(And evil is not imputable to you. He is guided whom you guide. I exist only
because of you and I turn to you alone. There is no shelter from you and no refuge
but in you. You are blessed). 2
COMMENTARY: The words of the hadith (~!-·····~j!Jt;) (and Evil_ is not imputable to you)

1nean that, out of respect, 'evil is not attributed to you though you alone are the greater of
evil and good.' The fact is that if Allah has created evil there is no repugnance in it but
there is much wisdom in it. However, the repugnance lies in man who perpetrates evil as
in the words: (~L:o~~) (seek refuge in the evil of the creatures).
Some scholars say about these words (a;J1~J!Jt;) that they mean: 'evil is what cannot be a
means of nearness to you and to your pleasure.' Or, evil is not approved by you so does not
ascend up to you. This compares with what is said about good: (~I'~~~ ~I) {Towards
Him ascend the pure word, (35:10} meaning, 'gain acceptance.'
"' "'
,r;
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a:
Jlii
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814. Sayyiduna Anas ~odll~.) narrated that a man came and joined the row (of the
congregational salalz). He was breathing heavily. He said;

VJ.-..aoiJJ) -~~

(Allah is the Greatest, Praise belongs to Allah; praise that is abundant, pure and
blessed). When the Messenger _o.L..., "-:k ~~ J-"' of Allah had finished the salah, he
asked, 11Which of you spoke the words?" But all the people maintained silence
(supposing that they had done something wrong). He asked again, '~ich of you
spoke the words?" They again kept quiet. He asked again "Which of you spoke the
words, for, he did not say anything?" At that, a man submitted, ''I came panting and
I was the one who spoke the words." He said, "I observed twelve angels voicing
with each other to take them up (to Allah's presence)."3
COMMENTARY: This man spoke the truth that when he came he was breathing heavily
and he spoke those words. It was as he said and he was not putting forward an excuse.

1

Muslim# 201-774, Abu Dawud # 720, Tirmidhi # 3432, (The version: When he began the salah:)
MusLm # 202-717, Nasa' I # 897, (till'I repent to you")
2
Version of Shafi'I is transmitted in ai-Umm.
3
Muslim# 149-600, Abu Dawud # 763, Nasai # 901, Musnad Ahmad 3-106.
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SECTION II
SUPPLICATION AFTER TAKBIR TAHRIMAH
,
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815. Sayyidah Ayshah ~4.111~.) narrated that when Allah's Messenger
b~gan the salah, he said:

..oJ-,~~1J.'t

SJISY.IJ &~jJI ~ljj ~~~! 'iJ ~4 JWj ~I aJl;1j a~~jj,t\1.:;1;~
~~

' "' ,e 3\ 0pI.J.).J
"' "' ,

~I.A"""'"

(0 Allah, you are without blemish. And, with your praise (we ,speak of it). Your
name is blessed and your majesty is exalted. There is no God but you.l And,

816. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~~1~.,~ narrated it (too).2
Tirmidhi said: We know this hadith only through this sanad. The memory of a sub
narrator Harithah is not sound.
COMMENTARY:· Allamah Teebi Shafi'I ~1 tU".J said about this hadith that it is hasan
mashhur. Of the khulafa rashidin (righteous guided caliphs), Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab
~ 41 ifD..1 acted on it. It is also transmitted by Muslim. The Allamah has spoken on it at
length and scholars may consult his book.

t~~ . .1 ...... ~riJ, c..s-.,
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817. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mut'im ~~1ifa.,~ narrated that he saw Allah's Messenger
..oJ-,~4.111J.'t offer a salah, sayinn:
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(Allah is the Greatest exceptionally -three times. Praise belongs to Allah
exceedingly- three times. And, i glorify Allah mom and evening three times)
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(I seek refuge in Allah from the accursed devil from his puffing up, his erotic
poetry and his evil suggestion).
And Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~ ..~ said that (~) (nafkh) means pride, (lli3) nafth) means
poetry and (a;.:i) (hamz) means insanity. 3
1

Abu Dawud # 736, Tirmidhi # 243, Ibn Majah # 806.
Ibn Majah # 804.
3
Abu Dawud # 764, Ibn Majah # 807 (but without (lfo ..11 ~') Praise belongs to Allah exceedingly
but with (~)I~~ 0A ~~~~~~I) - 0 Allah I seek refuge in your from the accursed Devil),
Musnad Ahmad 480.
2
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COMMENTARY: (~) nafkhihi- the devils nafkh means his pride and egoism. The devil

traps a man so that he sees himself good and superior. Then, he becomes arrogant. In other
words, the devil blows into man a wave of pride.
(~.!..Ai) nafth is 'to blow' on someone and it means magic or sorcery. The devil casts a spell on
man, or gets one man do it on another. This meaning is in keeping with Allah's words: ( ~j
~~~·: ~:J, ;.1) {and from the evil of women blowers on knots} (113:4) This verse gives the
meaning ~f (~Ai) as magic- women who cast spells.
However, some say that (~!..Ai) (nafth) means non serious, erotic poetry of evil content. The
devil puts it in man's mind.
(j4A) hamz is to backbite and to curse. But, some say it is 'temptation.' 'evil suggestion' as in the
verse (~b:iJ,~,~~~j'-~ {I seek refuge in you from the evil suggestions of the devils. (23:97)}
The hadith will be said to have these meanings if it is proved that the observation of
Sayyiduna Umar ~.JJI~J mentioned in the hadith is not his own, but of the one of the
narrator's otherwise no other meaning will be taken (but only what he says).
SILENT AT TWO PLACES

(o_,$-~JI..UI_, ~I.. ~Y.IJ lS.i.o_}UI

818. Sayyiduna Sumurah ibn Jundub ~ 41 !.FJ narrated that he preserved in
memory that Allah's Messenger ~,~41~ observed silence twice (in the salah):
One after calling the takbir (tahrimah) and the other after reciting ( ~ J ""•~ 0..:: _;.:a,Wt j.r~0ah) (not of those who have incurred your wrath nor of those who have gone astray
(1:7)} And, Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~41<-FJ corroborated him. 1
COMMENTARY: The silence after the takbir tahrimah was because he did not make an
audible recital. At this time, all the scholar agree that the silence is to make the supplication
softly (without loudness):(~'~)
The second silence after the end of surah al Fatihah is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ,.:)c. .111 ul~.J) in the sight of Imam Shaft' I .JJI~J to allow to muqtadis (followers of the imam) to recite the
surah al fatihah (to themselves) and not recite with the imam's recital for that is disallowed.
However the hanafis and the Maalikis regard silence after surah al-Fatihah as makruh.
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819. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41<-FJ narrated tat when Allah's Messenger .JJI~
~'~got up after the second raka'ah, he began recital with (~\Ai'"?j~.lo.:;J') (surah
al-FAtihah) without observing silence.2
1
2

Abu Dawud # 779, Tirmidhi # 251, Ibn Majah # 844, Darimi # 1243, Musnad Ahmad 5-7
Muslim# 148-599
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This is how it is in Muslim and Humaydi mentioned it as from Muslim alone, but not from
Bukhari as did the compiler of al-Jam'e from Muslim alone.
COMMENTARY: Since it might be supposed that after the second raka'ah the second half
begins, so the Prophet _.o.L....,~.d!l~ might have observed silence to recite (~'~), so
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .dil ~; clarified that the Prophet _.o.L...., ~ ".LI J-..:t did not recite
(~' ~) in the second half after the second raka' ah but began straightaway with alfatihah. It is also possible that he means: 'when the prophet _.o.L...., ~ <dll J-..:t stood for the
second raka' ah, he began the recital with surah al-Fatihah.' 1
But Allah knows best.
SECTION III
~!\Uij..;aiii
SUPPLICATION AFTER TAKBIR TAHRIMAH
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820. Sayyiduna Jabir ~41~; narrated that the salah. He prayed:
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(<}l.....UI oi.J.J) -~ll'! l.+!l',(P-l' ~~~I
(My salah, my offering, my life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of the
worlds. He has no partner. This is as I have been commanded and I am the first of
the Muslims. 0 Allah, guide me to the best of deeds and the best of manner. None
can guide to the best of them, but you. And, preserve me from evil deeds and evil
manners. None can preserve from the evil of them, but you). 2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) explain 'I am the first of the Muslims' that this
distinction is only for the Prophet _.o.L...., ~ <dll J-..:t because a Messenger is always the first
Muslim in his ummah. The Qur' an commands him to say so and, therefore, it is not proper
for anyone else to say, 'I am the first of the Muslims' for that will be a sort of a lie. Some
authorities say that if anyone says so in the salah then his salah will be invalid. However, the
correct thing is that if anyone recites these words as part of the Quran then his salah will be
proper but if he intends to describe himself then it will be wrong.
There is an opinion also that if any one does not announce his status through these words
but merely reaffirms his faith and Islam and declares his obedience then there is no harm in
that. This is as the retinue of a king submit 'I shall be the first to obey your command.' So, it
merely demonstrates a willing and quick submission and obedience

.
J'{.!~~~~:f

t~" "Gill,~J,..
.. ~ '.ii~rlJI r._s-,
t~JJIJ... ~
, ,.J_~~
q ,IJ'li~.·.3J.!>,l}.£.-(An)
., ~,
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...,.....-~,_.,Ja

821. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Muslamah ~ 41 ~) narrated that when Allah's
Messenger _.o.L....,~oilil~ stood to offer the salah, he said:
1

Indeed, this is two Muslim's English translation has it against hadith # 1246 (p 285, vol 1, Sh
Muhammad Ashraf translator: A.H Siddiqui).
2
Nasa'I # 896
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(Allah is the Greatest. I have turned my face towards Him who has created the heavens
and the earth and I am a hanif (an upright monotheist). And I am not a polytheist.
Then, he narrated that (instead of 'I am the first of the Muslim,) he said, 11I am of
the Muslims." Then, he said:
J1
"'
~ ,
,., 1 "! I
,,., '- t ,'t 't J
,
, , "' "" "'
I

(~WJ\oi.J.J)-\..~;J~;~.J~~~I x1~1 x~l~l~l

(0 Allah, you are the king. There is no God but you. You are without blemish, and with
your praise). Then he began the recital (after reciting the tu'awudh and basmillah).t

CHAPTER - XIII
RECITATION DURING THE SALAH
IN HOW MANY RAKA'AT IS RECITAL FARD (OBLIGATORY): All the ulama
(Scholars) agree that the recital of the Quran in snlnlz is fard (obligntonj), but they differ on
the question; 'in how many raka'at is itfnrd (obligatory)?" Imam Shafi'I 41<Y".J contends that it
is fnrd (obligatory) in the whole snlnh (all the raka'at). Imam Maalik 41<U-.J said: (JSJ'~ _;S'~)
(the majority is like the entire) and holds that it is fnrd (obl:gatory) in three raka'at. Imam
Abu Hanifah odli<U-.J contends that it is fard (obligatonj) in two raka'at. The contention of
Imam Ahmad that is letter known is like the opinion of Imam Shafi'I odlltU-.J Besides, Hasan
Busri 41<Y".J and Zufar 41<Y".J contend that it is fnrd (obligatory) in only one raka'ah.
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822. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn as-SAmit ~41~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger 41~
.,o.L..,~ said, 11If anyone does not recite surah al-fatihah (in the salalt), then his salah
is incomplete."
One version in Muslim has the words: 11The salah of the person, who does not recite
surah al-Fatihah and some portion of the Quran after it is void."2
COMMENTARY: The second version of Muslim means that it is necessary to recite with·
surah al-Fatihah any other surah of the Quran or some of its verses, in the salnh.

CONTENTIONS OF THE IMAMS: This hadith informs us that it is fard (obligatory) to
recite surah al-Fatihah in the salalz. If anyone does not recite it then his snlah is void.

1

Nasai # 898.
Bukhari # 756, Muslim # 34-394, Abu Dawud # 822 (with the ward), Tirmidhi # 247, Nasai # 910,
Ibn Majah # 837, Musnad Ahmad 5-314. The other versicn: Muslim# 27-394, Darimi (without the
word (Arabic))# 1242.

2
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It is from this hadith that Imam Shafi'G.blo-; deduce that it is fard (obligatory) to recite surah

al-Fatihah in the salah because the hadith rejects explicitly the salah of a person who has not
recited surah al-Fatihah in the sa/all.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41.u-; however, contends that it is not fard (obligatory) to recite surah
al Fatihah in the salah. Rather it is wajib (expedient). He says about this.'hadith that it
reject perfection of salah, meaning that the salah is approved but is not perfect. He cites
the verse of the Quran:
' .. ~\

.. ..

l. ..

yC.-1~~ LA 1Jll_;!l9

{So recite as much as the Quran as may be easy (for you)} (73:20)
This means that it is not fard (obligatory) to recite surah al-Fatihah in the salah, but it is fard
(obligaton;) to recite any surah or some verses of the Quran.
Moreover, the Prophet had himself taught a villager the way to offers salah and had said:
(~_hiit~~Ltt)t)~) (recite what is easy for you from the Quran).
Anyway, according to the Hanafi school of thought the fard (obligatory) in the salah without
which the salah is not valid is to recite frmn the Quran one verse or three verses whether it
is surah al-Fatihah or any other surah and verse. To recite surah al-Fatihah is wajib
(expedient) without it the salah is offered defective.
DEFECTIVEWITHOUT Al.-FATIHAH
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823. Sayyiduna Abu HUrayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger ~-' ~ G.b~ ~ said,
"If anyone offers the salah but does not recite surah al FAtihah in it, then his salah
is deficient (saying it three times) and incomplete." Someone asked Sayyiduna Abu
Hurayrah ~'111~;, "What (may we do) i(we are led by an imam?" He said, "Recite it
to yourself because I had heard Allah's Messenger .oL,~ ~ '111 ~ say that Allah, the
exalted say, 'I have divided the salah (meaning, surah al-Fatihah) between Me and
My slave into too halves. My slave will get what he asks.'" So, when the slave says:
(~WI~j~~i) (Praise belongs to Allah, J;..ord of the worlds), Allah, the exalted, say,
'My slave has praised Me.' When he says: (~ jlt ~~ jJi) (the compassionate, the
Merciful), Allah the Exalted says, 'My slave has glorifi2d me.' When he says: (Oi~
.;!~') (Master of the day requital), Allah say, 'My slave has exalted me.' And when he
says:(,;;;,;· iJ~u.l;AjJ~~) (you alone do we worship and you alone do we pray for ~elp),
Allah say, 'This is between Me and My slave' (worship being for Allah and seeking
help is the slave's prayer). For my Slave is what he asks,' Thereafter, when he says:
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(Guide us to the straight way, the way of those whom you have blessed, not of those
who have incurred your wrath, nor of those who have gone astray}, Allah says, This
is for My slave and for My slave is what he asks.'1
COMMENTARY: 11 I have divided the salah between Me and My slave half and half" The
word salah, here means surah al-Fatihah as explained in the translation in parenthesis. This
is why Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~..> instructed the muqtadi to also recite surah alFatihah. He deduced from the hadith of the Prophet _.o.l....,~".LI~ that the muqtadi(follower)
must seize the virtue and excellence of surah al-Fatihah that is described here.
There are seven verses is surah al-Fatihah, Three of these from (.M·"·h) to (~tJ.II~y.~) are
exclusively for Allah's praise. They glorify Him. One of these (-"·-;~~') is common between
Allah and His slave, half of it (-4U~ltl} is an acknowledgement of worship and slavery of
Allah and the other half (~~~'J) is a prayer from the creatures or slave asking for help.
The final three are made up of the slave's prayer.
BISMILLAH NOT A VERSE: This hadith establishes that bismillah (meaning, bismillah
ir rahmanir rahim (~)I ~)1.111 ~)is not part of surah al-fatihah. This is the contention of
Imam Abu Hanifah 414..1"..>, because if it were a verse then there would be eight verses in
surah al-Fatihah and the divisions would not be equal, they would be four and a half and
three and a half.
Also, this hadith points out that the words (~~~~.Ut.,I,t.r') form a separate verse.
The previous hadith (#822) of this chapter touched n he muqtadi reciting surah alFatihah. The opinion of the imam were mentioned briefly in its commentary. Though
the Hanafi standpoint was mentioned the commentary was not exhaustive. So we try to
explain it here in some detail.
MUQTADI'S RECITAL OF AL-FATIHAH:
The imam discuss surah al-Fatihah in the
salah from two angles.
(i) Is the fard (obligatory) to recite surah al-Fatihah? This question has been treated in the
previous commentary. Imam Shafi'I ".LitU-; regard recitals of surah al Fatihah as Fard
(obligatory). Imam Abu Hanifah 4\tU-; considers it to be wajib (expedient).
(ii)
Must a muqtadi recite surah al-Fatihah?
These words of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~; (in the hadith) suggest that the muqtadi
must recite surah al fatihah. Thus, Imam Shafi 414..1"..> abides by this hadith and says that for
the muqtadi it is fard (obligatory) to recite al-Fatihah in the salah whether it is with an auaible
recital or an inaudible recital. Imam Ahmad ".LitU-..> also abides by it in the same way. Imam
Maalik".LitU-..> does not regard it as fard (obligatory) but he says that it is mustahab in a salah with
an inaudible recital for a muqtadi to recite surah al-Fatihah. Imam Abu Hanifah ~41.11~..> and
his two companions Imam Abu Yusuf 414..1".) and Imam Maalik ".LitU-;, hold that it is notfard
(obligatory) for a muqtadi to recite Surah al-Fatihah in salah whether with audible or inaudible
1

Muslim # 38-395, Abu Dawud # 821, Tirmidhi # 2962, Nasai # 909, Ibn Majah (briefly # 838,
Muwatta Maalik # 3. 9-41, Musnad Ahmad 2-285.
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recital. Rather, the Hanafi scholars regard a muqtadi' s recital to be makruh tahrimi.
IMAM MUHAMMAD .ilildJ-J MISUNDERSTOOD: Due to some misunderstanding, some
people presume that Imam Muhammad ".ill 4U'-J had opinions different from Imam Abu
Hanifah ".ili'Y"J and Imam Abu Yusuf .d.lldJ-J Mulla Ali Qari .ilii'Y") in his book Mirqah Sharah of
Mishkah and some other scholars in their books write that Imam Muhammad 4!14U'-J held
that it is Jard (obligatory) on a muqtadi to recite surah al-Fatihah in a salah with a quiet (or
inaudible) recital. We suppose that there is some misunderstanding about it because Imam
Muhammad odlldJ-J has written explicitly in his books his view which conform completely
with the opinions of the two shaykhs, Imam Abu Hanifah .d!I4U'-J and Imam Abu Yusuf 41'Y"J.
In one of his books he writes:

jW.J.li~.;~~IJ_,! ~.J.JU)tl.tol~~y~~~..J'~_..p.) l,-.9 )t__,~i..)'6-?-l,-.9_...olA )ti~SYI..J'i)t
There is no recital behind the imam in salah of the audible natur~ or of the
inaudible nature. We have seen many ahadith about this and this is also the ruling
of Imam Abu Hanifah 414U>-J."
In another of his books Kltab ul Aathar he writes about the negation of recital behind on
imam supporting his view by ahadith and aathar and writes:
11

-~9~ )t__,\ ~9~S~IL,..o y~_...olA )tl ~S yl~\ 1.5.;J )t .U.IJ~__,
11

And this alone (mean!ng, a negation of a muqtadi's recital behind an imam) is our
contention. We do not "subscribe to a muqtadi reciting behind an imam whether the
salah is with a loud recital or a soft."
The foregoing discussion makes it clear that the hanafis hold two opinion about (recital in
salah of) surah al-Fatihah:
(i)
It is never Jard (obligatory) for a muqtadi to recite surah al-Fatihah both in a salah
with an audible recital and an inaudible recital.
(ii)
If a muqtadi recites surah al-Fatihah then he perpetrates makrult tahrimi.
We shall make it clear why it is not fard (obligatory) for a muqtadi to recite surah al-Fatihah
and what are the evidences for it:
·:r'ou know that the main argument presented by those who hold that it is Jard (obligatory)
for a muqt._.d; to recite surah al-Fatihah is the first hadith (# 822) of this chapter: (~'Jio}-P'J
~\:S:J1). They say that the imam's recital does not suffice the muqtadis but every one will
have to recite for himself.
Imam Abu Hanifah 414U>-J said that an imam's recital is enough for the muqtadi when he
recites, it means that the entire congregation Has recited. He presents this hadith to uphold
his condition:
~ ~\..) ....olA )tl ~~~9 _...olAI ~ -.....;.)lS u-o

He who is led by an imam then the recital of the imam is regarded asj ltis (the
muqtadis) recital."
Though some scholars have questioned the veracity of this hadith, yet their criticism is not
correct. The reason is that this hadith is confirmed through many lines of transmission
some are so sound and perfect that they are abov~ adverse comment.
This hadith makes it amply clear that it is not necessary for a muqtadi: to recite neither surah
al-FAtihah nor any other surah. Moreover, we cannot suppose that this hadith concerns the
11
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salah with an audible recital because it is proved that these words of the Prophet .ol.,.._,~...LIJ-c
were spoken at the tin1e of the salalt of asr which has an inaudible recital. Since this command
was made at a ::,i]ent recital salah, it is n1ore proper for a salali with a loud recital.
RECITAL OF BASMALLAH

~ O_j.J) -WWI ~5 J.J. {~ 4S_,l.ill
824. Sayyiduna Anas ~4\L-c:::.J narrated that the Prophet ..cJ,..._,~4.LIJ-c, Abu Bakr ...LI~J
, ~and Umar ~.d!I~J used to commence the salalt with (~;,.h•h~;~~i) (the first verse
al-Fatihah all praise belongs to Allah Lord of the worlds).l
COMMENTARY: On the face of it, this hadith seems to say that the Prophet ..cJ....,~.s.LIJ-c
did not recite the Bis1nillah (~)' ~)I .&I ~) before reciting surah al-Fatihah, but it is
agreed by all. the imam that the Bismillah must be recited before surah al-Fatihah. The
· recital of(~)' u.-)1 .&I~) is established through other ahadith whether it is regarded as a
part of al-Fatihah as the Shafi's say or not so regarded as the Hanafis say.
Imam Shafi'l .d!I<W"'~ said that the words (~I Y.J ..& ~1) in this hadith refer to the surah alFatihah. This means that the Prophet ,.o.L..._,~.d!IJ-c began the sa/all with surah al-Fatihah. It is
like saying about someone that he recited (~I) (alif laam meem). It will mean that he recited
the surah al-Baqarah. Also, we have stated previously that imam shafi'I •~I<Y-J regards the
Bismillah as part of surah al-Fatihah so that is does not prove that the Prophet .o-L-,~.d!IJ-oa
did not recite the Bisn1illah.
The argmnent of the Hanafis is that it does not in1ply an absolute negation here. Rather, the
words of the hadith mean to say that the Prophet ..oJ-.,~.s.LIJ-oa did not recite the BismHlah in
a loud, audible voice, but he recited it inwardly to himself and began the audible recital
with (LJ:!.4W' Y.J .slJ ~l). It has been established beyond doubt that the Prophet ..oJ-.,~.s.LIJ-c
the righteous caliphs and the other sahabah (cmnpanions) did not recite the Bismi/lah in a
loud voice, even in a salalz with an audible recital.
Shaykh Ibn Hamman .s..LI.Y.J has reported from some hafiz of hadith2
that there is no sound hadith that clearly establishes the recital of (.&I~) In a loud voice. If
at all there is any that proves that the Bismillalz is recited aloud then its isnad is debatable.
Moreover, the same thing (silent recital of Bismillah) is known to be the practicP \)t the
succeeding generations, namely, the tabi'un and taba tabiun. If, by chance, anyone is
known to have recited the Bismillah loudly then he might have done it to teach the people,
or this report comes from those muqtadi who may have been close to him in he
congregation, and could have heard him even if he may have had murmured softly taking
that to be an audible recital.
Imam Tirmidhi has created two chapters on this subject in his Jami Tirmidhi: (chapter 66)
'concerning inaudible recital of Bisn1illah' and (chapter 67) 'Reciting Bismillah loudly,'

1

Bukhari # 743, Muslim# 50-399, Abu Dawud # 782, Tirmidhi # 246, Nqsai # 907, Ibn Majah # 813,
Darimi # 240, Musnad Ahmad 3-101.
2
Those people who have committed very many ahadith to memory. (huffas is plural of hafiz)
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Ahadith are narrated for both views.l
He has preferred the ahadith that establish the recital of Bismillah in a low, inaudible voice.
He has concluded; Many scholars including Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthman, Ali ibn Abu Talib,
and other sahabah (companions) (~I ~ ..111 ~.J) and the tabi'un .d.lltU-.J conducted
themselves according to it (meaning recited the Bismillah inwardly).
ABOUT AAMEEN

825. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.dll~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger _.o..L..,_,~..LI~
said, "When the imam says aameen (after the recital of surah al-Fatihah), you, too,
say, 'aameen' because the angels say so at this time), for, if anyone's aameen
coincides with the aameen of the angels, then he is forgiven all his past sins."
According to a~other version: He said, 'When the imam says ( ~ J ~ '"'~ ~~ ~
~w~ll) {not of those who have incurred your wrath nor of those who have gone
· astray}, say, 'aameen', for, if anyone's saying coincides with the saying of the
angel, then he will be forgiven all his past sins." These words are Bukhari's
Muslim's hadith has similar words.
Another version of Bukhari has the words that he said, "When the reciter of the
Quran (meaning, the imam) says aameen, say, 'aameen'. For, the angels call
aameen and if anyone's aameen coincides with the aameen of the angels, then
he is forgiven all his past sins."2
COMMENTARY: The word aameen means '0 Allah accept my supplication.'
When the imam recites <W~l~j_;§j;s~_;.!!.-;ilfo>· the muqtadis is must say aameen.
The angels wl,v sqy aameen are the angels who record the deeds (of the worshipper).
However, some people Si:!J' that it refers to other angels.
THE MUQTADI'S SALAH

_;1.b IJ!5ti _;!11.o I:~L;_LJ ~ ili1 ~ JJ1 jj-!5 j\l j\l l.S_,:..!'J1 ~_;j t_?l ~j (AY"\)

,

!.~
.....
1

Hadith # 244 and 245 (Tirmidhi).
Bukhari E 780, Muslim# 72-410, Abu Dawud # 93h, Tir~dhi # 250, Nasai # 928, Ibn Majah # 851,
Muwatta Maalik # 3.11-47. (The second version) Bukhari # 781, Muslim# 1246, Muwatta Maalik #
3.11-47 (Third version:) Bukhari # 5403, Nasai # 925, Ibn Majah # 852, Darimi # 1245, Musnad Ahmad
2

2-449.
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826. Sayyiduna Abu Musa al-Ashari ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~1 J-"
..oJ-, ~ said, 11When you offer the (congregational) salah, (first) straighten your
rows, then one of you must lead you. When he calls the takbir tahrimah you too call
the takbir. When he says {~l.:all"iJ~~~~~), say aameen. Allah will grant you
you~ prayer. When he calls .the takbir and bows into ruku, you too call the takbir
and go into ruku. The imam makes the ruku before you." And, Allah's Messenger
..oJ-, ~ ~~ ~ said, 11The imam's proceeding you in raising his head is against his
preceding you is bowing." Then he said, 11When he says (o~~.a~~~) say: (...s:J~.J~tll'
.wJ1). Allah liste~ to you (praising him)."1
Another version:
-IJ.! ~(\.it) 13i§·S.Sl:.ij S~jl c;l6&- ~ ~lj..; d§(A '\'V)

827. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah .olw, ~ 41 ~ and Sayyiduna Qatadah ~ 41 ~;
narrated (that Allah's Messenger .ol,...,~41~ also said), 11And when he rec.ites (the
Quran) remain silent (while listening)."2
COMMENTARY: The words of the hadith (~ ~) (The imam's preceding you while
raising his head is against his bowing down before you) is to keep the ruku of the imam
and of the muqtadi of equal length.
The imam's words on cqming up from ruku are (o~ ~.ill~) and of the mquqtadi ( ~J ~~
.M:JI JJ). Other versions have (.M:JI ...s:JJ ~J ~I) with waw .J, or (Arabic). This is besides().
Imam Abu Hanifah 41~; abides by it when he holds that the hnam say (o~ u..J .ill~) on
arising from ruku and the muqtadis say (.M:JI ~ ~J ~1). Imam Shafi'I -ill~; holds that the
imam and the muqtadi, as well as one who offers the salalt by himself - all, will speak both
these expressions. There is a tradition .from the two companions (of Abu Hanifah) 41~; to
this effect but with the condition that the imam will say (.M:JI JJ llu) softly.
As for one who offers his salalt by himelf, it is agreed by all that he would utter both the
expressions. He is however allowed to utter only one and clearly it is better to say ( .&I ~
o~ u..J) in that case. When both are spoken, (Arabic) is spoken while arising from ruku and
(.l.<i.:JI JJ ~J) when standing up.
As for the words at the close: 'When he recites remain silent." Imam Abt1 !-fanifah 41 ~;
cites them when he rules that the muqtadi must keep quiet behind th~ imam whether the
salah is with an audible recital or an inaudible recital.
HOW TO RECITE
~
~ &\ ! z. ~
, ~
'
'
"' " c: "' c:
":rl:~l_.;~ ~jl'l ~.rl ~ 1;4 _;..L::,j ~ill!~ &;JI ~)~ Jli S$15
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C?'"' (.J-j (A.,A)
I

"J~ J.f'i1 ~j)l dJ~JU~I ~'\f1 {-:'~ :11J~L:~I..;~ ~;J-~1 ~.;JI d.§ ~5j.!J
1

2

Muslim (lengthy) # 62-404, Abu Dawud # 972, Nasai # 1064, Darimi # 1312, Musnad Ahmad ~~-401.
Muslim # 63-404 (from Qatadah only), Ibn Majah (from Abu Hurayrah) # 846.
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828. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ...ill~.1 narrated that the Prophet ...J,...,~...LI~ recited in
the salah of zuhr surah al-fatihah and two surahs in its first two raka'at (one surah
in each). In the next two raka'at he recited only surah al-Fatihah. Sometimes he let
them hear a verse (by reciting it a bit loudly). Compared to the second raka'ah, he
ptolonged the first. He did the same _in the salah of asr and of fajr. t
COMMENTARY: Normally, the recital in the ·salah of zuhr is inward (without voice) and
the Prophet ..cJ...,~...LI~ offered·it in this manner. Sometimes, however, the Prophet ~...ill~
..cJ..., ~ecited a verse or a surah audibly perhaps to let his followers know that a verse or a
surah is recited after al-Fa~ah or to let them know what he was reciting. We must bear in
mind that the salah of zuhr is mentioned here by way example otherwise the Prophet ...ill~
~'~ did this in every other salah, too.
PROLONGING THE FIRST RAKA'AH: This hadith teaches us that the first raka'ah must
be made lengthier than the second. Accordingly, Imam Shafi'I ....ili~J Imam Maalik ....Ill~.~ and
Imam Ahmad ...LI.~J abide by it among the hanafis, Imam Muhammad also abides by it.
They have proved through ahadith that the first raka' ah in the salah of zuhr, asr and fajr
should be prolonged and have ruled the same for the salahs of maghrib and isha on the
basis of these three salahs. Abdur Razzaq 4.111 ~J has written at the end of this hadith that
Ma'mar ....ili~J has also explained, "We think that the Prophet ...J,...,~41~ prolonged the
first raka'ah to let (more) people join (the salah in) the firs~ raka'ah." Imam Abu Dawud ~..~
...ill and Ibn Khuzaymah ...ill~.1 said the same thing.
Imam Abu Hanifah 4.111 ~..~ and Imam Abu Yusuf 4.LI ~J hold that the first raka'ah is
prolonged otfty in the salah of fajr because this is time when sleep and negligence dominate.
A part from that, both raka' at are equal in the right to recital(of the Quran), so must be
equal in the amount of recital, too. This is explained in a hadith that the Prophet ~...ill~
..cJ..,, recited in every raka' ah the equivalent of thirty verses. As for this hadith, the saying
that the fu:st raka' ah was lengthier perhaps refers to the opening prayers (which are the
thana, ta' awwudh and .tasmiyah) making it seem lengthier. Besides, the extra length was
lesser than taken to recite three verses.
It is stated in Khulasah that the cqntention of Imam Muhammad~ ~4.LI~J is better.
PROPHET ~,~4.L1~ STANDING POSTURE

J~i.J ~-1\j~\d _.o..Lw_,~~~~~\~j..!j_.;~J~l!r jli~.;Ji\~;:,-- '-fl~j (AY4\)
I
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~ ~' ~ ,:j:;)J'i' ~J.l' d uJj& J ~3~· !~:'' 5.19 ,;fo~~' ~:u~ uJj&J ~t ~

{_.,J-Aoi.J.J)-~J~· s:a.:\l~~~~,;fo~~IOJ~I~~;,.i~t~~~.;J.i
829. Sayyidui•a Abu Sa'eed al-Khudri ~4.L1~.~ narrated that they used to reckon the
1

Bukhari # 776,. Muslim # 154-451, Nasai # 978, Musnad Ahmad 4-383.
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length of the standing posture of Allah's Messenger ...,.L..,~.dll~ in the salalt of zuhr
and asr. They calculated the first two raka' at of zuhr to be about the time taken to
recite alif laam tanzil, or as-sajdah. Another version has: 'In each raka'ah the time
taken has: 'IN each raka' ah the time taken to recite thirty verses. They calculated his
standing in the last two raka' at to be about half of that. And, they calculated the
first two raka'at of asr to be about as much as the last two of zuhr and the last two of
asr to be about half that time."l
COMMENTARY: 'Time taken to recite ali£ laam tanzil as-sajdah' could mean that the
standing in both the raka' at was as much. Or, the standing in each raka' ah was as much.
The second meaning is upheld by another hadith too and this tells us that the Prophet's J""
...,.L..,~.dll qiyam (or standing posture) in each raka'ah was equal to the recital of thirty
verses. There are twenty nine 2
Verses in the surah ali£ laam tanzil as-sajdah.
As for the recital in the last raka' at, the estimate shows that even in the last two raka' at of
zuhr, the Prophet ...,.L..,~.d!IJ"" recited another surah (or some verses) wit al-fatihah and
these surah were shorter than the surah recited in the first two raka'at. The recent ruling of
Imam Shafi'I 41 ~; is in line with this but his followers abide by his ancient ruling which
agrees with that of Imam Abu Hanifah 41 ~; and it is that it is not necessary to recite
another surah after al-Fatihah in the last two raka'at.
Hence, this can be explained by saying that this practice of the Prophet ..o.l-,~.d!IJ"" is not a
sunnah (practice of Holy Prop/ret~.,,.~ ..d!l <.sk) but an example to show that it is allowed to
sometimes recite a surah with al-Fatihah. However, all the imams agree that is sunnah (practice
of Holy Prophet~., ,.:)c. .ill <.sk) to recite only surah al-Fatihah in the last two raka'at. Rather, the
Hanafis hold that it is allowed to not recite surah al-Fatihah even and to chant instead the tasbih
(like: (..d!l e;:.~) subhan Allah etc) though it is better to make the recital. Imam Nakha'I 41~;
Imam Thawri ll.iJI~; and all the ulama (Scholars) of kufah said the same thing.
It is written in Muhit, that if anyone intentionally observes silence instead of reciting surah
al-Fatihah in the last two raka' at, then it will be a wrong conduct because it is contrary· to
sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet c-LJ + .ill ~). Hasan ibn Ziyad .dll ~;has quoted the
tradition of Imam Abu Hanifah 41~; that it is wajib (expedient) to recite (the Quran) in the
last two raka'at. And Ibn shaybah ~ 41 ~; has quoted Sayyiduna Ali ~ 41 ~; and
Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~..ill~; who said, "Make a recital (of the Quran) in the first two
raka'at but make do with tasbih in the last two raka'at." They also said, "If any one recites
another surah with al-Fatihah in the last two rak~' at then the sajdah sahw(remedial
prostration) will not be wajib (expedient)." This is correct because it is sunnah (practice of Holy
Prophet c-LJ + ..11 ~) to recite al-Fatihah in the last two raka'at and it is not wajib
(expedient) to omit another surah (with it). We know that sajdah sahw is made when a wajib
(expedient) is neglected or not acted upon.
Imam Ahmad 41~-' regards that it is not makruh to recite another surah with al-fatihah in
the last two raka'at. He cites the Prophet ..oL.,~...illJ"" as reciting with al-Fatihah another
1

Muslim # 156-452, Abu Dawud # 804, Nasai # 475, Musnad Ahmad 3-2 Another version: Muslim
156-452, Nasai # 476.
2
The verses are thirty. (Ma'ariful Quran)
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surah or some verses now and then, but (he says) that it is rnustahab not to recite any other
surah (or verses) surah al-Fatihah (in the last tow raka'at)
RECITAL IN THE ZUHR SALAH
_,
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830. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~~~~.) narrated that Prophet .o.J-.,~~~Jo" recited
in the salah of zuhr (the surah # 92) (~! 1~1 ~IIJ). According to another version, he
recited (the surah.# 88) (~~~J~1~). In the salah of asr (he recited) a like number
(of verses). And, in the fajr (he recited) a lengthier surah (or more verses). t
COMMENTARY: Like other ahadith that do not specify in which raka' ah (first or second)
the Prophet .,o..L...,~~~Jo" recited what surah among the named, here, too, it is not mentioned
in which of the raka' at of zuhr the prophet .,o..L...,~~IJ.a recited surah <~ ll!~IJ).
There can be only two possibilities:
(i)
He recited the some surah in both the raka' at . Or,
(ii)
Part of the surah in one raka'ah and the next portion in another.
.
The first possibility necessitates repetition and the second calls for division. Both are
abhorrent though permitted and. both are unknown from the Prophet .,o..L...,~~IJ.,a. The
jurists say that is better to recite a complete surah in one raka' ah, even a small surah than
reciting a portion of a surah which is lengthy. However, the salalz of tarawih is· exempted
because the entire Quranis recited in the month, and it is superior. Hence, we may assume
a third possibility that the Prophet E) recited another surah apart from the one named
either in the first raka' ah on the second.
RECITAL IN THE MAGHRIB SALAH

(~~)

831. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mut'im ~ ~~ ~.) narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger E) recite (the surah) at-toor (#52) in the salah of maghrib.2
SPECIFYING RECITAL FOR SAl lliS
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832 Sayyidah Umm al Fadl hint al-Harith ~ ~~ ~.) narrated that she heard Allah's
Messenger ..oJ,...~lJ-" recite (the surah) al-Mursalat Urfan (# 77) in the salah of maghn"b. 3
1

Muslim# 170-459, Abu Dawud (lengthier)# 806, Nasai # 980, Muslim (another version)# 171-460,
Musnad Ahm~d 50-86.
2
Bukhari # 7~5. Jvf1Jslim # 174-463, Abu Dawud # 810, Nasai # 987, Darimi # 1295, Muwatta Maalik #
3.5-24 Musnad A~w:uad 4-84, Ibn Majah # 832.
3
Bukhari # 763, Muslim # 173-462, Abu Dawud # 810, Nasai # 985, Darirni # 1294, Muwatta Maalik #
3,5-25, Musnad Ahmad 6-340, Tirmidhi # 308, Ibn Majah # 831.
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COMMENTARY: This hadith as well as the others that name the surahs al-A'raf al-Anfal

and Dukhkhan which the Prophet ,.oJ...., ~ 4.Ll ~ recited in the salah of maghrib and other
ahadith of this kind all point out that it is not necessary to recite any specified surah in the
salah. It depends on the convenience of the worshipper. The jurists recommend selection of
surahs from tiwal mufassal for fajr and zuhr, awsat muftassal for asr and isha, and qisar
mufassal for maghrib. They trace their recommendation to the advice of the amir ul
muminin, Umar ~4.Ll~.) to Abu Musa al-Ashari ~4.LI~.J, the governor of kufah at that time.
In the times of the Prophet ,.oJ...., ~ 4.LI ~ this issue of recital of long and short varied
according to circumstances and expediency. Then, with the letter of Sayyiduna Umar .J,I~.J
~to Sayyiduna Abu Musa al-Ashari ~4.LI~.J outlining the categories of surah, a principle
and system of recital took shape. The jurists have ~lassified them as tiwal mufassl awsat
mufassal and qisar mufassal. 1
It is possible that Sayyiduna Umar ~4.11~.) had some clue to this classification from the
Prophet ,.oJ....,~<dJI~ either by word or deed. Perhaps, the Prophet ,.o1...,~4.LI~ followed this
method sometimes, in appointing the surahs for the different salahs. He may have done in a
different way at times as mentioned in these ahadith. The jurists have nevertheless
deduced from Sayyiduna Umar's advice.
IMAM WHO RECITES THE SUPEREROGATORY
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833. Sayyiduna J abir ~ 41 ~.) narrated that Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Jabal ~ 41 ~.)
used to offer the salalt with the Prophet ,.oJ....,~4.LI~ and then come to his people
and lead them in salalt (as their imam). One night (as usual) he offered the salah of
isba with the Prophet ,.oJ....,~4.LI~ and (then) came and led his people in the salah.
He began to recite the surah al Baqarah. (when it vrolonged), one man turned in
salutation (to end the salalt) and offered his salalt by himself and departed. To
other people taunted him, ''Have you become a hypocrite?" He assured them, "No
by Allah! I will go to Allah's Messenger ,.oJ....,~41~ and inform him (of the facts)."
So, he came to Allah's Messenger ,.oJ....,~<I..LI~ and pleaded, "0 Messenger of Allah,
we tend to the camels that are used for watering (plants and soon) and we toil by
day. And, Mu'adh offered the salalt with you the isba. Then he came to us and
1

Respectively; tiwal mutassal: from al Hujurat (or Qaaf) to al-Buruj from al Buruj to Lamyakun, and
from lamyakun to the end of the Quran (an Naas).
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began (the salah) with surah al Baqarah. (It was a lengthy recital and I was worn
out ....) Allah's Messenger turned to and asked Mu'adh, wUl you cause mischief?
(cause people to shy away from the (~'J) congregational salah?) Recite:t
? \~-'.

t

., ,

roo

,

roo

1 '1'1"'~{5.....;"'L.~-!.JJ-- <.f"'~l~"'
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COMMENTARY: This man was not fed up but he was so fatigued that he could not endure

the long standing. That was not the posture to turn in salaam but he thought that, at least,
he should make a resemblance of concluding the salah.
Another version of this hadith, mentions some more stirahs after whose named, like ( ~k..JI~I
~~~ ~k..JI 1~1_,~1) surah al-Buruq and surah at-Tariq.
The Shafi'is hold on the basis of this hadith that anyone offering a fard (obligatory) salalz may
follow an imam who is 'offering a nafl or supererogatory salah. The prophet ~,~41~ did
not forbid Sayyiduna Mu'adh ~41u~J to offer the fard (obligatory) with him and then lead
his people in their Jard (obligatory) but his own supererogatory.
However, the hanafis say that Mu' adh .J.I14Y"J might have been offering the supererogatory
salalz behind the Prophet ~,~4.LIJ-D and then the fard (obligatory) as imam of his people.
While all ulama (Scholars) do not agree that fard (obligatory) may be offered behind an
imam offering the supererogatory, all of them as agree that a mauqtadi(followers of Imam)
may offer the supererogatory behind an imam who offers the fard (obligatory).
The imam should be mindful of the weak muqtadis. It is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~
~-'~.&I) to make the salah light for such people, or the tired, or the handicapped lest they
stay away from the congregational salah.
RECITAL IN ISHA
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834. Sayyiduna Bara ~4.LI~J narrated that he heard the Prophet ~,~.JJIJ-D recite
in the salah of isba the surah (~.ft~'J~'J) (Surah # 95). He said, 111 have never heard
any one with a voice more beautiful."3
COMMENTARY: Just as the Prophet ~,~41~ was the most perfect and complete of all
mankind inwardly, so too the Bestower of favours had placed him on the highest and best
degree of physical perfection and beauty. Just as Allah has bestowed the best physical
appearance so too He had given him a beautiful voice the most distinguished of all.
Accordingly, this testimony of Sayyiduna Bara ibn Aazib ~41~J is not a mere expression
of love and respect, but declaration of fact such that besides the believers even non
believers have never questioned.
As stated against the hadith # 830, here too the surah Tin may e presumed tohave been
recited in one raka' ah and another in the other raka' ah.

a

1

Surch # 91, 93, 92 and 87.
Bukhari # 6106, Muslim# 1780465, Abu Dawud # 790, Nasai # 998, Ibn Majah (in brief)# 986,
Darimi # 1296.
3
Bukhari E 769, Muslim# 177-464, Ibn Majah # 835, Musnad Ahmad 4-291.
2
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RECITAL IN FAJR
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835. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Sammurah ~.dli~J narrated that the prophet _o.~.w,~.dll~
recited in the salah of fajr the surah (#50) Qaaf wa al Quran al Majeed' and the likes
of it (in length). Mter the salah of fajr, he offered the other. Salahs in a shooter form.1
COMMENTARY: The last sentence says that, apart from the salah of fajr, the Prophet .d!IJ-oo
_o.~.w,~ did not make the other salahs much longer. The recital of the fajr was prolonged
because it is the time of prayers getting on answer and of blessings and favours.
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836. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Hurayth ~.dll<.f"J narrated that be heard the Prophet 41J-oo
_o.~.w,~ recite the surah (~'~1J=il'J) (which is at Takwir # 81) in the salah of fajr.2
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837. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn as-Sa'ib ~ 41 <.!".) narrated, 11 Allah's Messenger 41 <.}o
.ol.w, ~ led us in the salah of fajr in Makkah. He began to recite the surah alMuminun, but when he came to the mention of Musa and Harun (verse 45) or to the
mention of Easa (verse so}, suddenly cough gripped him (without completing the
surah}, he went into ruku (the bowing posture)."3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet _.o.!...,,~41J-oo was reciting the surah, al-Muminun. When he
came to the verse: (LJJ.JlA o~IJ ~JA Ul....a.;l ~) {Then we sent Musa and his brother Harun}
(Verse 45) or to the verse (50): ( ~~ i"AJ r-;JA ~ ~J) {And we made the son of Maryam and
his mother a sign}, he was seized with emotion at their mention and he wept because of
which he was overcome by a bout of cough. This prevented him from carrying on the
recital, so he stopped at this verse and went into ruku.'

RECITAL IN FAJR ON FRIDAY
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838. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~J narrated that on Friday, the Prophet ~.d!IJ-oo
_o.~.w, used to recite in the salah of fajr the surah (~wjl~~\j.Aj!~~~h} (# 32) in the first
raka' ah and, in the second, (Arabic) (surah # 76). 4
1

Muslim# 168-458, Musnad Ahmad 5-91.
Muslim# 164-456, Abu Dawud # 817, (word differ from Muslim) Darimi # 1299, Musnad Ahmad 4307, (words match with Muslim's), Ibn Majah # 817. (The verse quoted is the 17th of at Takwir).
3
Muslim# 163-455, Abu Dawud # 649, Nasai # 1007, Ibn Majah # 820, Musnad Ahmad 3-411,
Bukhari chapter# 106, subheading preceding hadith # 774 (B).
4
Bukhari # 891, Muslim# 65-880, Abu Dawud # 1074, Nasai # 955, Ibn Majah # 823, Darimi # 1542.
2
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COMMENTARY: The Shafi'is cite this hadith to recite only these two surahs in the salah of

fajr on Friday. However, the Hanafis do not agree that any particular surah should not be
sat aside for any salah, otherwise people will begin to consider that necessary and wajib
(expedient). They will imagine that it is makruh to recite other surahs.
However, it is proper to recite them to acquire the blessings of the Prophet's _.o.L..,,~.dll~
recital and to abide by the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~.&I~) provided other
surahs are also recited at times. Moreover, the hanafis say that· it is not proved that the
prophet _.o.L..,, ~ .J,I J..o recited only these surahs at the exclusion of others on Friday in the
salalt of fajr. Rather he did this sometimes and it is better for everyone to do it sometimes.
Further, if anyone recites this surah then he must also make the prostration when he comes
to the re~ative verse. Some ulama (Scholars) of the Shafi'is prefer that the imam should omit
it on some days, but the Prophet _.o.L..,,~.J,I~ is known to have made the prostration.
RECITAL IN SALAH OF FRIDAY
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839. Sayyiduna Ubaydullah ibn Abu RAfi 4114..1".) narrated tJ.:tat Marwan appointed
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.J,I~.J as his deputy over Madinah and himself departed
to Makkah. So, Abu Hurayrah ~.J,I~.J led them in the Friday salah. In the first
raka'ah, he recited surah al-Jumu'ah (surah # 62) and in the next (~j.ij\WI~l~l~t) (# 63).
He said, ''I had heard Allah's Messenger _.o.L..,,~.JJI~ recite them on Friday."1
RECITAL IN SALAH OF THE TWO EEDS AND OF FRIDAY

~oi.J.))-~~Idl~;
840. Sayyiduna An-Numan ibn Bashir ~.s.iii~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger J..o
_.o.L..,,~.J,I recited in the salah of the two eeds and of Friday, the surahs (# 87 and 88)
(~~~~.-~.u~.:..l~.:.,) and (~~~~~J'lfijA). He also said, 'rwhen an eed and Friday fell on
the same day, he recited them both in both the salahs." 2
COMMENTARY: It is mustahab muwakkadah(most desirable) to recite these two surahs in
the salah of the two eeds and of Friday. We also learn that Prophet ~,~.J,IJ..o did not
always recite the surah Jumu'ah and al-Munafiqun on Fridday .
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Muslim# 61-877, Abu Dawud # 1124, Tirmidhi # 519, Ibn Majah # 1118, Musnad Ahmad# 9554.
Muslim E 62-878, Abu Dawud # 1122, Tirmidhi # 533, Nasai # 1424, Darimi # 1568, Muwatta Maalik
# 5.9-21 (only Friday)
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841. Sayyiduna Ubaydullah ~141..4"-' narrated that Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab <Y--'
4.Ll asked Sayyiduna Abu Waqid ~4.Ll'-""J Laythi. 11What did Allah's Messenger 4.Ll~
.oJ-.,~ recite in the salah of al-Adha and al-fitr?" He said that in both these salahs
he recited (~'~i)ljJ) and (~~~~.;..i_;:i') (surah #50 and 54).1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umar ibn al Khattab ~.J,''-""-' was very close to the Pr<?phet ~
.oJ-.,~4.Ll so, he put the question to Abu Waqid Laythi ~~~~)only to let the other people
know of the Prophet's .oJ-.,~4.Ll~ recital. Otherwise he could not have not known.
RECITAL IN THE SUNNAH (PRACTICEOFHOLYPROPHET ~J~~.,.U) OF FAJR
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842. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.L''-""-' narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ-.,~4.Ll~
recited in the two sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~""J",.l&..i»l~) raka'at of fajr the
surahs (# 109 and 112): (~J~lS:iufii\iji) and (~I~ ]Aji), meaning al-Kafirun and ai-Ikhlas.2
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843. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ ~~ '-"".) narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ-., ~ ~~ ~
used to recite in the two sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~iil1~) raka' at of fajr
(the verse 136 of al-Baqarah): (Arabic) and the one in Aal-Imran (verse 64): (JAH!ji
~j~.~~~Jt._;Jlii'"t~'P
COMMENTARY: The verse of surah al-Baqarah, in full, is:
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(lrt :rS_,..i:JI)-....:f..)j!l, &al~ j~~§~l~l!~~~J~~_,:/H-GJI \.Aj~..Ju-!.J.&

{Say: we believe in Allah and that which has been revealed to Ibrahim and Isma'il and
Ishaq and Ya'qub, and the tribes (their descendants), and that which Musa and Easa
were given and that which the (other) Prophet ..oL.,~4.Ll~ were given from their Lord.
We differentiate not between·any of them and to him we submit in Islam} (2:136)
The other verse of surah Aal Imran, in full is:

('1r :r ~I~Jl)- -...:::...>J! 1, &tl~ IJ 4/.11)

_;ii 1_;)jJ ~~i .1a;iJ1 yJ!~ ~4Jl l !':' (-: ~'!

{Say (0 Prophet): "0 people of the Book! Come now to a word common between us
1

Muslim# 14-891, Abu Dawud # 1154, Tirmidhi # 534, Nasai # 1567, Ibn Majah # 1282, Muwatta
Maalik # 10.4-8.
2
Muslim # 98-826, Nasai # 945, Ibn Majah # 1148.
3
Muslim # 100-727.
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and you, that we shall worship none but Allah, and that" we shall not associate
anything with Him, and that none of us shall take others as Lord besides Allah." If
they turn back, then say 11 Bear witness that we Muslim.") (3:64)
It seems that the Prophet ,.oL.,~~~~ recited in the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet iill ~
~_,~)of fajr these verses sometimes and, at most other times al-kafirun and al Ikhlas.
We also learn that it is not makruh(unbecoming) to recite a portion of a surah. Particularly
from the middle of it.
SECTION II
TO RECITE BISMILLAH

844. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas~~~~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.oL.,~~~~
always began his salah with (the Bismillah) (~jJI~ ..?'~'~). 1
COMMENTARY: It means that he recited the Bismillah at the commencement of the salah
to himself. Then he began the recital. The ahadith proceeding this one say that he began his
recital with (~I Y.J .tl! ~I) (al-Fatihah) (in a loud voice).
Mirak Shah questions Tirmidhi' s rating of this hadith as of a weak isnad. He says it is
hasan and its isnad is sound.
AAMEEN LOUDLY OR SOFTLY

(~lol.r.'\.J~.JI..UI.., •.,Jby.I.JLS.l.o_;UI oi.J.J) -~~ ~lA~I· jliiWL.!JI
845. Sayyiduna Wa'il ibn Hujr ~~~~.)narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger
recite (.;,:h.iu'~J~~~'.f). Then he said, 11Aameen," prolonging his voice with it.2
COMMENTARY: To prolong the voice could mean to raise the voice to a loud pitch or to
stretch the aao in aameen.
It is agreed that for all those who offer the salah it is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet iill ~
~_, ~) to say aameen after reciting surah al-fatihah, whether one offers the salah by
himself or he is the imam. It is also a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~_, ~ .tlil ~) for the
muqtadi to say aameen whether the imam says it or n<:>t. However, it is not agree~ on
whether aameen should be uttered loudly or silently. Imam Shafi'I and Imam Ahmad hold
that one should say aameen loudly.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~14U-; says that one should say aameen in a low voice. He argues that in
early Islam the Prophet .oo-l.w,~.dll~ had it called loudly to teach the people to say aaineen after
al-fatihah. When they were well aware he began to say aameen softly. Ibn Hamman .dli4U-;
reported that Ahmad, Abu Ya'la Tabarani, DArimi and Haakim .dli4U-J have narrated this hadith:
u Alqamah ibn Wa'il.dli4U-.) narrated from his father that he offered salah with the Prophet J-.o
Tirmidhi # 245, saying th~t its isnad is not strong.
Tirmidhi # 248, saying hadith is hasan, Abu Dawud # 932, (slightly different wording). Darimi #
247, Nasai # 879, Musnad Ahmad 4-316.
1
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..ol-,~~~ when he recited (~0.:1'-iJ~~~'.f) he said aameen in low soft voice."

Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41l~.J said that there are four things that an imam must recite in a
silent voice. They are:
(i)
(~4 jy:-1) (the Tawwudh).
(ii)
(~I~) (the Tasmiyah or Bismillah).
(iii)
(~I~) (the thana).
(iv)
Aameen.
It is reported that Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.s.ill~.J also said aameen in a low voice. We must
know that supplication is preferably made in a low voice and .it is correct. It is because
Allah says: (~J ~ y.Ai ~.J y:...ll) {Call upon your Lord humbly an secretly} (7:55). Without
doubt aameen, too, is a supplication, so it must be called secretly to abide by this verse.
Moreover, it is agreed that aameen is not a word of the Qur' an, so it is proper that it must
not be spoken at the some pitch as the words of the Quran just as '~ is not allowed to write
it in a mashaf (pages of the copy of a Quran).
BLESSING OF AAMEEN

(.)j\.ly.lol-'.))

846. Sayyiduna Abu Zuhayr an-Nu'mayri ~ 411 ~.J narrated that one night they
went out with Allah's l\1essenger. ..ol-, ~ 411 J-" They came across a man who was
making supplication very earnestly. The prophet said, ''It would be assured if he
puts a seal to it." Someone (among them) asked, "(0 Messenger of Allah) with what
may he apply a seal?" He said, "With aameen!" 1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ..ol-, ~ 411 J-D words meant: if he puts a seal on his
supplication by saying aameen, or ending it with aameen, then he will be assured of
·
paradise and forgiveness. His supplication will be answered.c ~
The word(~) Khatam has two meanings 'fix a seal' or 'to end' the first is more appropriate
as in the hadith.

(AAmeen is the seal of the Lord of the worlds)
It puts off trials and calamities. It is like a seal on an envelope to protect the letter, or to
make it authentic with the seal. Hence, the Prophet ..ol-, ~ ~ ~ said, that if anyone
makes a supplication, he must conclude it with aameen so that with its blessings, it will

earn an approval from Allah and the supplication becomes perfect.
RECITAL IN MAGHRIB SOMETIMES PROLONGED

Q(Jj.i ~1.;£\fl §5J.!t y.r.JI ~ ~j ~rlJ1 ~;iJ1 jj-!5 ~!~~i!_f~&s-J (AtV)
_.,::::~<
(~WJI oi_,.J) -y..-5

1

Abu Dawud # 938.
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847. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger .o.l-,~~~~ offered
the salah of maghrib reciting in it surah al-Araf, dividing it in the two raka' at.t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..cJ,...,~.dll~ made a short recital in maghrib normally, but to
demonstrate that it is allowed, he sometimes made a longer recital. The duration for the
salalz of maghrib is short (as stated under hours of salah previously).
The Prophet .,o.L....,~~~~ completed the surah in the two raka' at of maghrib.
THEMU'AWWIDHATAN

~
J01 J"lii~l ?qlliU .. ~ ",ei&ilil t~J, 1 .. ~~~\.! !(J"liA~··.J J"jL .!.£ .. (AtA)
• l::i..~
..
~
~.J,..
~ ,.,.,.-~ ~
iS'
~
•
v--.J

.
~

" . _ e. ,

(~LJJI_, Jjb~IJ.l..>l oiJ.J) -~IJ ~ .4 :.JJ.

848. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~.dllu~; narrated 1 was leading the she-camel of
Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...,~~IJ-o:t for him in a journey. He said to me,'O Uqbah shall I
not teach you the two best surahs that are recited?' Then he taught me (the
mu'awwidhatan) (~''-?.r.1j-lji) and t.rlil''-?.r.1j-lji). But, he did not see me very pleased
with them. When he alighted to lead the people in the salah of fajr, he recited these
two surahs in the slab of fajr. When he finished she salah, he turned to me and
asked me if I had seen their merit."2
(These are the last two surahs of the Quran)
COMMENTARY: 'The best surahs' in the sense of seeking Allah's refuge from the accursed
devil's deceit. The Prophet _o.L..., ~ ~~ ~ impressed upon Uqbah ~ ~~ ~; their merit by
reciting them in the salah of fajr which is the most superior of all the salah and lengthy
·
recital is mustahab(desirable) in it.
RECITAL IN MAGHRIB ON FRIDAY
11
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849. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~ 41 ~; narrated that the Prophet .o.l-, ~ 41 ~
recited in the salah of maghrib on Friday (at sunset): (~j~~'\fiil!ji) and (~l~ljAji j) And,3

-~llliJ_;S" .i:; _;j ~~ ~I.;.:J- LJI ,Y. (Ao • )
.,

•

..

..

,

ill'

""

850. Ibn Umar ~~~~;narrated that it too without mentioning 'Friday night.' 4
COMMENTARY: The salah of maghrib refers to the fard (obligatory) or prescribed salah of
maghrib. It is also possible that it refers to the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet rlw_, ~ .111 ul- to
offer magltrib salah) salah of maghrib in which the Prophet .o.l-,~~~~ recited these two surah.
1

Nasai # 991.
Musnad Ahmad 4-149,150. Abu Dawud # 1462, Nasai # 953 (brief).
3
Baghawi in Sharah us sunnalz 3/81, Ibn Hibban # 1838.
4
Ibn Majah # 833.
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Ibn Hiban od!lo~J"; in his transmission has added the words (~fot.l.JI .JI ~~ o_;y.a ~L!a..ll ~.J) (And
in isha, the surah al Juma' ah and al-Munafiqun).
Ibn Maalik od!lo~J"; said, "This hadith and others like it do not speak of a perpetual practice.
The Prophet ..o-1-,~.JJI~ also recited other surahs in these salalz. In this way, he taught that
no particular surah is specified for any salah.
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851. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~.JJI~; narrated that he could not re.ckon
how many times Allah's Messenger .,o.L..,~.Jil~ recite .... (.;,j)\.Sj,~l~ji) and (~1]Aji
~I) in the two raka'at sunn~h (practice of Holy Prophet ~J A# .1!1 ~) .after (the
salah of) maghrib and the two raka'at sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet 4#.1!1~
~J) before the salah of fajr~1 And:
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852. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.JJI~; narrated that it too but he did not mention
'after maghrib.2
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853. Sayyiduna Sulayman ibn Yasar od!lo~J"; reported that Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~;
~.JJI narrated, ''I never offered salah behind anyone resembling the salah of Allah's
Messenger .oJ...., ~ od!l V"' but the salah of so-and-so." Sulayman od!l oU""; said, "I (then)
offered salah behind him. He prolonged the first two raka'at of zuhr ~d shortened
the last two. He shortened the salah of asr. He recited from the qisar ul-mufassal in
the salah of maghrib, wast ul mufassal in isba and tiwal ul mufassal in fajr.".
COMMENTARY: The unnamed man, so-and-so, is said by save to be Sayyiduna Ali .,.t,l~;
~ and by others to be Marwan' s governor of Madinah.
The recital in the salalz of zuhr and asr is not classified as tiwal ul mufassal or qisar ul
mufassal but simply 'prolonged' or 'shortened.'
The jurists have drawn up a principle of recital in the salalzs. Their objective is to avoid any
kind of confusion in this regard. They have suggested tiwal ulmufassal for Jajr a~d zuhr,
awsat ul mufassal for asr and isha and qisar ul mufassal for maghrib.
1
2

Tirmidhi # 431, hadith known Abdullah ibn Aasim from Aasim.
Ibn Majah # 1148.
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This issue has been explained in the commentary on hadith # 832 and a footnote there. The
word mufassal applies to the surahs from al-Hujarat to an-Naas, because there are many
divisions in that portin of the Quran. The word fasl means 'to separate.' A series of short
surahs begin from surah al-Hujarat, separated from each other with the Bismillah ( ~~ ~
rP- )1 ~)1). These are sub-divided into the foregoing three short, medium and long. The
tiwal are from al-Hjarat to al-Buruj, Awsal from al-burj to lam yaqun (al Bayyinah) and
qisar from there to the end of the Quran.
AL FATIHAH BEHIND THE IMAM

jJli:sji:SCf ~~IJ.;d.§:~~l ~1\lJCs~jllj:Sji:S_;$l:ljJ~i~_;j~8~ '}~~i""fl:~l
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854. Sayyiduna Ubadah ibn Samit ~ 41 ~J narrated that that one day they were
offering the salah of fajr with the Prophet ,.o1..,~41J.o. He recited (the Quran) but it
seemed difficult for him. When he finished, he asked, 11Perhaps you recite behind your
imam?" They confirmed, 11Yes, 0 Messenger of Allah." He said, 11Do not do it except for
surah al-Fatihah, for, the salah of one who does not recite it is not accomplished."
Abu Dawud has these words too in his version: he said (on receiving their
confirmation), ''This is what made me ponder what is with me that the Quran has
become difficult for me. Hence, refrain from reciting anything from the Quran
when I recite audibly, exc~pt surah al-Fatihah (which you may recite)."1
COMMENTARY: The sahabah (~ompanions) began to recite with the Prophet .,o.L...,~41J.o
and this caused confusion to him because sometimes even the perfect is disturbed by the
imperfect. This is as we have seen in the Book of purification in a h~dith (# 295). One day
. the Prophet ...oJ,...,_,~41J.o began to recite in the salah of fajr.but stopped suddenly. Then, he
explained why he had hesitated, saying, "Some people join .the salalz without having
p~rf~rmed ablution well and that disturbs my salah and recital."
It seems from this hadith that it is fard (obligatory) to recite surah al-Fatihah in the salah. But,
as we have mentiurt~d earlier, the imams differ on this subject. Imam Abu Haclfah 41 u-J
hold that an imam and a pe:..-a0n who offers slah by himself are bound to recite surah alFatihah, as a wajib (expedient) on them. But, it is not wajib (expedient) for a muqtadi whether
it is a salah with a loud recital or a silent recital. Evidence for it lies in this verse:
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{And when the Quran is recited, listen to it with attention and keep silence.} (7:204)
Imam Abu Hanifah 41u-.) places this hadith at the beginning of Islam. He holds tbat it was
abrogated later.

1

Abu Dawud # 823, Tirmidhi # 311, Musnad Ahmad 5-322, Nasai # 920 (similar), Abu Dawud
(Second version)# 824.
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855. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger ..J-., ~ 41 ~
completed a salah in which the recital was loud. He asked, 11 Has anyone of you
recited together with me just now?" One of them submitted, 11Yes, 0 Messenger of
Allah!" He said, 11 (That is why) I was pondering why I am confused while reciting the
Quran?" Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~J said, 110n hearing that, the people ceased
to recite together with Allah's Messenger ..J-.,~.dll~ that which he recited aloud."l
COMMENTARY: It is known definitely from this hadith that the sahabah (companions) did
not recite behind the imam when he recited audibly, neither al-Fatihah nor any other
portion of the Quran. This hadith overrides the previous which say that the muqtadi must
recite surah al-Fatihah behind the imam, because Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 t.PJ
embraced Islam after that. So his hadith will have been after the previous hadith. A later
command abrogates the earlier command.
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856. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~odlllf"J and Sayyiduna Bayadi ~.JJI~J narrated that
Allah's Messenger ..oL.,~.JJI~ said, 11The person who offers salah makes direct
supplication to Allah. So, he must concentrate on what he says (and how he does
it, being humble and submissive). None of you must recite the Quran in a voice
louder than the other."2
COMMENTARY: Anyone reciting the Quran in the salall or outside it must not raise his
voice above anotheiperson reciting the quran who may be offering salah or just reciting the
Quran. Also, he must not raise his voice in the presence of one who makes dhikr or is
sleeping so as not to disturb anyone.
IMAM MUST BE FOLLOWED
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857. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 0\:.&.odlllf"J narrated that Allah's Messenger ,o.L....,~<dll~
said, 11The imam is appointed only to be folJowed, Hence, when he call Allahu

1

Musnad Ahmad 2-240, Muwatta Maalik # 3.10-46, Abu Dawud # 826, Tirmidhi # 312, Nasai # 141,
Ibn Majah # 848.
2
Musnad Ahmad 4-344, Muwatta Maalik # 3.6-30.
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Akbar, call Allahu Akbar yourself. When he recites the Quran, observe silence."1
COMMENTARY: Ibn Hajar <dli.Y.; explains that the muqtadi must call the takbif after the imam
calls it, neither before him nor with him. This command is wajib (expedient) for the takbir.
As for the recital, it covers both the audible recital and the silent or inaudible recital. The
muqtadi must remain silent in both cases and listen to the recital of the imam. The prophet
.o.J,...,~.JJI~ used the word (l~l.!) (keep quiet), not (l~l.!) (listel) carefully). Allah says:
,
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(When the Quran is recited, listen to it with attention and keep silence.} (7:204)
Hence, whichever the kind of salah, with a loud recital or sile~t, the muqtadi must not recite
anything behind the imam at all.
RECITAL OF SURAH AL-FATIHAH: Imam Shafi'I said that it is wajib (expedient) for the
muqtadi to recite surah al-fatihah whatever the nature of the salah: with an audible recital
or otherwise, and reciting any other surah is permitted.
Imam Maalik <dll.Y.;, Imam Ahmad .d!lo-; and according to one opinion even Imam Shafi'I
.d!lo-; hold that while it is wajib (expedient) for the muqtadi to recite surah al-Fatihah in a
silent or inaudible recital but it is enough to merely listen to the imam's recital in a salah
with audible recital.
Imam Abu Hanifah' s contention, however, is that whatever the nature of salah the muqtadi
is simply disallowed to recite anything (behind the imam). The sahibayn, Imam Abu Yusuf
4.bi.Y.; and Imam Muhammad .d!I.Y.; hold that it is makruh for a muqtadi to recite (behind the
imam). In fact, Imam Muhammad ~411~; who was a distinguished student of Imam Abu
Hanifah <till.Y.; asserted that according to a section of the sahabah (companions)~.d!I~J if the
muqtadi recites surah al-Fatihah behind the imam, his salah is aborted. Hence, it is safer to
act on the evidence that is strong. The evidence of the Hanafis is the hadith (~uj•ii•_#~utAi~lS"::.;
_Ai;J•j) (He who follows an imam, the recital of the imam is his recital).
This hadith is very s9und and is transmitted, besides Bukhari and Muslim, by all others.
Hidayah goes as far or as to say (~b...::Jl t41 ~)(the sahabah (companions) ~.d!l~; were
unanimous on this verdict).
IF UNABLE TO RECITE
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858. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa ~.d!l~; narrated that a man ca:ne to the
prophet .o.J-.,~.-.Ll~ and said that he was unable to memorise from the Quran (at
that moment) and requested him to teach him what would offset the inability. He
1

Abu Dawud # 604, Nasai # 922, Ibn Majah # 842, Musnad Ahmad 2-420.
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said, 11 You may say:

. ,JJL;, ~ts:i
,·.. ~J~Siilitjilit
-J,a:\,
..:::.)~
, ..;- ~JJ..~
.
, , '1JJJ
, , 1~'JJJk
,
.
(Allah is without blemish. Praise belongs to Allah. There is no God but Allah. Allah
is the Greatest. There is no power or might save with Allah." The man submitted, '0
Messenger of Allah, this is for Allah. What is for me?" He instructed him to say:
J

..

~ ..

~jJIJQ~Ij~~jLt~JI~I

(0 Allah have mercy on me, give me security (or health}, guide me and provide
me (sustenance).
The man gestured with his hands and clenched them. Allah's Messenger ~ d.LI J--"
.olw, said, 11This man has filed his hands with good."
(Nasai's version is up to (<~»4~') 'save Allah.')
COMMENTARY: By clenching his hands the man indicated that he had known that to true
and had believed in that with heart and mind where he had retained it in the manner of
one who clenches in his fist whatever valuable one gets.
The compiler of Mishkat has placed this hadith in the chapter on qira'ah or recital. lt shows
that the man did not know even so much as to render his salah correct. However, it seems
strange that a man who know Arabic could not memorize what was necessary from the
Quran, not also that much as the prayer the prophet .olw,~41J--" had taught him. A brief
explanation is that he had embraced Islam just about that time and could not memorise
promptly what was necessary. Hence, those expressions were taught to him for the sake of
ease and convenience. Or, a more plausible explanation is that it pertained to early Islam
when a maximum amount of convenience was allowed to the people.
THE PROPHET'S OBEDIENCE

(Jj\J~\_J ~I o\_,.;) -Jl"~l

q5 -....!,.)l>.:..!

859. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ 41 I..P.J narrated that when the Prophet ..cJ,..., ~ d.LI J--"
recited (~~~-.S~U~'~) (Glorify the name of your Lord, most high, in the salah, he
said: (~~~ISO~~) (Glorified is my Lord, most high).t
COMMENTARY: This shows how the Prophet ..cJ,...,~d.LIJ--" obeyed his Lord. He always
obeyed him promptly and exhorted his followers, too, to do likewise. An example is when
he recited surah al A'la. He immediately declared that his Lord was without blemis~L.
ORAL RESPONSE TO CERTAIN VERSES

1

Musnad Ahmad 1-232, Abu Dawud # 883.
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860. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,,~.dll~
said, 111£ anyone of you recites: (~.F.}'J~'J) (the surah 95: by the fig and the olive) and
comes to its verse (8): (&~\:J~~~~~~i) (Is not Alah the Justest of the judges?), he
should say (J.~tiJ,~~~~tiiJ~) (of course, and I am among those who bear witness
to that). If anyone recites: (~~' ~ j~ t'-~i ~) (the surah 75: May, I swear by he day of
resurrection) and is at the verse (40): (jj.e,j'~6i~ 1 ~~~~AI) (What is he not able to
bring the dead to life?), he should say: (Of course!). If he recites the surah alMursalat and comes to the verse (50): (~~j!o~?-!~~\J) (In what discourse, after this,
will they believe?) he should say: (i»4titi) (we have believed in Allah).l
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I .dllcU-.J said that the response to these verses should be given
when recited in the salah or out of salah and both in the supererogatory and prescribed salah.
Imam Abu Hanifah .dllcU-.J said that response should be given only out of the salah but not in
the salah when one recites these verses, whatever kind of salah.
Allamah T~or Pushti 41 cU-.J said that though this command concerns salalz yet it may be
supposed to be about the optional salah not the prescribed. This is in the light of the hadith
of Sayyiduna Hudhayfah .dllcU-.J that when in the (tahajjud(supererogatory prayer)) salah in
the night the Prophet ..cJ,..,,~~~~ came to a verse of mercy of Allah, he paused the recital
and prayed for Divine mercy, and at a verse of punishment, he sought Allah's refuge.
Moreover, none of the sahabah (companions) ~~t~.J has reported this kind of a deed of
the Prophet ..cJ,..,,~~~~ in an audible fard (obligatory prayer) salah.
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861. Sayyiduna Jabir ~~~~.J narrated that (one day) Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,,~~~~
came to some of his sahabah (companions) ~~~~.J and recited to them surah ar
Rahman from beginning to end. They remained silent (throughout). He said (on
completion it). 111 had recited this verse to the jinns on the night of the jinns (when
they had embraced Islam and listened to the Quran). They were better than you in
giving a response. WhE'never I came to Allah's saying: (~~h.~u~-i~~~) (Then, which
of the favour of your Lord do you bely?) they said, 'None of your favour do we bely
our Lord. For you is all praise."2
~Ghj..;aili

SE010N III

ONE SURAH IN TWO RAKA' AT
1 I#·!...a~j. ~
~ful ~,
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Abu Dawud # ts87, Tinnidhi # 8357 (up to bear witness to that)
Tirmidhi # 3302, He said that the hadith is gharib.
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862. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Abdullah al-juhaniy 41 ~.J narrated that a man of the
(tribe) Juhaynah informed him that he had heard Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~41~
recite in the salah of fajr (the surah 99:)
(~).) '~t) in both raka' at of it. He could not say whether he had forgotten or had
recited that deliberately. t
COMMENTARY: He recited this surah complete in the first and again in the second
raka' ah of fajr. Perhaps he did it intentionally to demonstrate that it was allowed to do so,
and the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet FJ ~ .&I~) may. be abided in this way too.
However, the ruling is that it is better not to repeat a surah in two raka' at of a salah,
particularly if it is a fard (obligatory) or prescribed salalz.
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863. Sayyiduna Urwah 41~) narrated that Sayyiduna Abu Bakr as Siddiq, 4.:..-dii~.?.J
offered the· salah of fajr and recited surah al-Baqarah in both its raka'at.2
COMMENTARY: He recited part of it in the first raka' ah and part in the second, doing it to
show that it is permissible, for, the prophet ~,~<dll~ did not do it often. Rather, he often
recited a complete surah the same surah in this divided manner in both raka' at.
UTHMAN RECITED SURAH YUSUF OFTEN

(clJ LA oi.J.;) -~~~.....!.J~~ifi ~~IOU~!

864. Sayyiduna Farafisah 3 ibn Umayr al-Hanafi <dll ~) said, "I memorized surah
Yusuf (the 12th surah) only from (listening to) the recitation of Uthman ibn Mfan
~.s.iii<..P.J who repeated it very often in the salah of fajr." 4
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that is makruh (unbecoming) to continue to recite

any surah regularly so that the other portion of the Quran may not be neglected. However,
the u lama say that it is makruh (unbecoming) to specify a surah for all the (five) salahs and
here, Sayyiduna Uthman ~o.iii~.?.J had recited surah Yusuf very often only in the salah of fajr.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that the merit of surah Yusuf is that reciting it very often result
in the blessing of m~rtyrdom. This is what Sayyiduna Uthman 4.:..-dii<..P.J achieved.
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Abu Dawud # 816/
Muwatta Maalik # 3.7-35.
3
He belonged to Madinah and the tribe Banu Hanifah. He was a famous tabi'l.
4
Muwatta Maalik # 3.7-37.
2
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865. Sayyiduna Aamir1 ibn Rabi'ah ~41~.) narrated that they offered the salah of
fajr behind Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~ <dlt ~.J. He recited in both the raka' at
surah Yusuf and surah Hajj observing pauses. Someone said to him, 'That means he
must be beginning the salah right with the break of dawn." He said, Of course!"2
COMMENTARY: It is agreed unanimously that to begin salah at the stroke of dawn is
permitted. So this hadith is an example to show that it is allowed and it does not mean that
it is preferable to begin the sa~ah at that time. It does not imply that Sayyiduna Umar 4t~.J
~ did it regularly.
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866. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Shu'ayb .d!t tU-.J narrated from his father from his
grandfather (Abdullah) ~.d!t~; that he said, 11There is no short or long surah in al
Mufassal which I did not hear Allah's Messenger .,oJ....._,~41J..D recite while leading
the people in the prescribed salah."3
.
COMMENTARY: In this way the Prophet .,oJ....._,~.dlt~ showed that it is permitted to recite
any surah in the salah.
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867. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Utbah ibn Mas'ud ~t.u-.J narrated that Allah's Messenger
(EO recited the surah (# 44) Ha, meem aa-Dukhan in eh salah of maghrib.4
COMMENTARY: The prophet ~J~,&,~ either recited the entire surah in the two raka'ah
o maghrib or some portion of it in each raka' ah Allah knows best.

CHAPTER- XIV
AR-RU.KU (BOWING POSTURE)
The dictionary meaning of the word ruku is to bow. In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine
law) it is a postu.re in salah. It is the bowing after the standing posture in which the
recitation is made. It is established by the Quran and hadt&:h. This distinction is available
exclusively to the ummah of Prophet Muhammad .,oJ....._,~.dlt~. Ruku is made in the salah of
this ummah alone, not in the prayer of any other ummah.
SECTION I
jj1tj.;aiii
CORRECT PERFORMANCE

1

He was an ally of the descendants of the Khattab. His kunyah was Abu Abdullah. He participated

in Badr and the other battles. He died in 32 AH.
2
Muwatta Maaiik ·+f 3.7-36.
3
4

Abu Dawucl # 814
.Nasai # 988.
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868. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 41 c.?.) narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ-, ~edit J-"' said,
11
Make the ruku (bowing) and sajdah (prostration) correctly. By Allah, I can see
you behind me!"t
COMMENTARY: The words mean; make these postures according to the rule, calmly. Do
not hurry through them, making them only symbolically.
As for the prophet .oJ-, ~ 4.111 J.a being able to look behind him, this has been explained
against hadith # 811. Here again he said. "I can see you movements behind me as I see
them in front of me."

~ ~~j ll!j,;)} ~!JI ~j~~~j_kj~rlJ1 ~~lJI t§J~~ jli~IY.Jiif"j (A\~)
""

""

869. Sayyiduna Bara ~ 41 ~.) narrated that the postures of ruku, sajdahs, sitting ·
between the two sajdahs and (the standing) when he raised himself from the ruku
were made by the _Prophet .oJ-, ~ 41 J.a of nearly equal, length, but not the qiyant
(standing to recite) and the Qu'ood (sitting for the tashahhud). 2
COMMENTARY: The four postures observed by the Prophet .oJ-,, ~ 41 J.a of bowing
standing after bowing, prostrations and sitting between the two prostrations were all
nearly equal in length. The standing to recite the Quran and the sitting to recite the
tashahhud were longer because of the recitation therein.
THE QAWMAH AND SAJDAH
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870. Sayyiduna Anas ~edit~.) narrated that when the Prophet .o-L,~.d!IJ.a would say
(o~~liltt-) (on arising from ruku), he would stand so long that they thought that
he had omitted one raka' ah. Then, he would prostrate himself and sit between the
two prostrations so long that they assumed that he had omitted a prostration. 3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .oJ-, ~ 41 J.a standing from ruku was so long that they
presumed he had begun a new raka' ah. And so between the sajdah, they were confused.
Pehaps, these lengthy postures were part of his supererogatory salah. Or, he may have done
that in the prescribed salah to demonstrate that it may h~ done ~ometimes.
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871. Sayyidah Ayshah ~41c,?.J narrated that, in compliance with (the command in)
the Quran, the Prophet .o-L,~41J.a frequently himself:
1

Bukhari # 742, Muslim# 110-425.
Bukhari # 792, Muslim# 193-471, Nasai # 1065, Abu Dawud 854.
3
Muslim# 196-473, Musnad Ahmad 3-203.
2
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"You are without blemish, 0 Allah, our Lord! With your praise, 0 Allah, forgive me."1
COMMENTARY: This refers to the command in the Quran (in surah an-Nasr 110:3)

{Then glorify the praise of your Lord and seek for His forgiveness).
The Prophet ..ol...,~'l.hiJ--'t abided by this command and made the prayer in the postures of
bowing and prostration because they are the best opportunities to show humility and
submission. Some other ahadith tell us· that he made this supplication at other occasions
too beside ruku' and sajdah. Some ahadith say that after this surah was revealed, the
Prophet ..ol...,~41~ made tJ;ris dhikr in his old age.
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872. Sayyidah Ayshah ~'~.ill~) narrated that the Prophet ..ol...,~4.LI~ used to pray in
the postures of bowing and prostration:
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(The Lord of the angels and the spirit- jibril- is Sacred and Pure). 2
RECITAL DISALLOWED IN RUKU' AND SAJDAH
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873. Sayyidu~a Ibn Abbas ~41~) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..ol...,~41~ said,
"I am forbidden to recite the Quran while bowing and prostrating myself. Hence,
when you bow, magnify your Lord in it and when you prostrate yourselves make
supplication the best you can, It is deserving that your supplication is granted."3
COMMENTARY: Some authorities say that it is nahi tanzihi while others say nahi tahrimi
which is more likely because Allah has specified a form of dhikr for every posture. For
instance, the qiyam (or standing) is for reciting the Quran and doing anything else will be
unlawful or makruh (unbecoming). So one may say the same thing about the other postures.
Allah is extolled in ruku' with the words (~I I.F...J ~). The prayer in sajdah could be one
of two kinds. One is to beseech Allah for one's needs and the other is to praise and glorify
Him and to extol him, engaging oneself in dhikr. The supplication in sajdah comprises both
kinds. The Hanafis restrict themselves to dhikr and forbid making supplication. This
complies with the command because dhikr is supplication because Allah says:
1

Bukhari # 817, Muslim # 217-454, Abu Dawud # 877, Nasai # 1122, Ibn Majah # 889, Musnad
Ahmad 6-190.
2
Muslim# 223-487, Abu Dawud # 822, Nasai # 1048, Musnad Ahmad 6-193.
3
Muslim# 207-439, Abu Dawud # 876, Nasai # 1045, Darimi # 1325, Ahmad 1-155
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(To him who is occupied in remembering Me and thus kept away from praying to
me, I shall grant better then what I gave to one who asks).
The condition, however, is that he should be engaged in remembering Allah with a sincere
heart. Some scholars of the Hanafis say that direct supplication should be made in the
supererogatory salah and dhikr in the prescribed salah.
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874. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.d!l<.F; narrated that Allah's Messenger .o.J-,~.d!l~
said, "When the imam says (on arising ~om ruku) (o~~..b1~)- you say (~~;~I
~1), because if anyone's this saying coincides with the saying of the angels, he will
be forgiven his past sins."t
COMMENTARY: This has been explained in the chapter (13) against hadith # 825. If
anyone abides by it then all his previous minor sins will be forgiven. As for major or grave
sins, Allah who is Merciful and compassionate and All Forgiving, may forgive them too.
SUPPLICATION IN QAWMAH

875. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa ~ 4-Ll ~; narrated that when Allah's
Messenger .o.J-,~411~ raised his back after performing ruku,' he saids:

(Allah has heard him who praises Him. 0 Allah, our Lord,. praise belongs to you as
much as will fill the heavens, and as much as wi)I fill the earth, and as much will
fill what. you will create after them).2
COMMENTARY: The Hanafis hold that the words following (.l.G:I.ll ....s:J ~.;)and beginning
(~lya..wall ~)to the end(~ u.a) may be recited only in the supererogatory salah, not in thefard
(obligatory), (pr~scribed) salah.
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876. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al KHudri ~ .d!l ~; narrated that when Allah's
1

Bukhari # 796, Muslim# 71-409, Abu Dawud # 848, Tirmidhi # 267, Nasai # 1063, Muwatta Maalik
# 3.11-50
2
Muslim # 202-476, Abu Dawud # 846, Ibn Majah # 878, Musnad Ahmad 4.353.
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Messenger raised his back after bowing, he prayed:

(0 Allah, our Lord, praise belongs to you as much as will fill the heavens and as
much as will fill the earth and as much as will fill that which you will create after
them. Worthy, indeed, you are of -~ll praise and glory, more wortlty than what the
slave says and all of us are your siaves. 0 Allah, none an withhold what you bestow
and none can give that which you withhold. And the riches of the rich cannot avail
him against your punishment).l
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877. Sayyiduna Rifa'ah ibn Rafi ~41~.) narrated,. ''We used to offer salah behind
the Prophet ...oJ.,...,~.d.sl~. When he raised his head from the ruku' he would say (.\1~
o~~). (One day,) a man behind him said·(after that):

~~~jl:;JI~lt;;l~l~~ {~~~~j
(Our Lord, to you belongs praise, abundant, good, blessed). When he finished the
salah, the prophet ...oJ.,...,~.d.sl~ asked, '~o was the speaker; just now?" The man
said, ''1". He said, ''I saw more than thirty angels vying with each other to record
(the reward of) it first of all."2
SECTION II

~\~tj;Jil

CORRECTLY OBSERVING THE POSTURES
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878. Sayyiduna Abu Mas'ud Ansari ~.d.sl~J narrated that Allah's Messenger J..a
...oJ.,...,~.d.sl said, 11 Salah is of no merit to a man unless he keeps his back steady in
ruku' and sajdahs."3
COMMENTARY: It is stated in Surah Muniytul Musalli that observing the postures correctly
calls for making ruku' and sajdahs in such a way that the joints of the body assume their
proper places before moving out to the next posture. This hadith has prompted Imam Shafi'I
Muslim # 205-477, Abu Dawud # 847, Nas~i # 1068, Darimi # 1313, Musnad Ahmad 3-87.
Bukhari # 799, Abu Dawud # 770, Nasai # 1062, Muwatta Maalik # 15.7-25.
3
Abu DAwud # 855, Tirmidhi # 265, Nasai # 1027, Ibn Majah # 870, Darimi # 1327, Tirmidhi said,
The hadith is hasan sahih.
·
1

2
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Imam Maalik .:.LI-u-..J, Imam Ahmad ~1-u-..J and of the Hanafis Imam Abu Yusuf ~1-u-J to
deduce that it is fard (obligatory) to do s~ and the minimum duration of each posture should
be the time taken to recite the tasbih once. Imam Abu Hanifah 4-LI-u-J and Imam Muhammad
~1-u-..J hold that it is wajib (expedient) to observe these postures correctly.
Further, arising from ruku' and standing erect which is called qawmah and sitting between
two sajdahs which is called jalsah should also be observed with a correct composure. These
too are fard (obligatory) according to Imam Abu Yusuf but sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~
~.J ~ All) in the sight of Imam Abu Hanifah ~1-u-J and Imam Muhammad .dll~..J, Allamah Ibn
Hammam .dll-u-..J prefers to all qawmah and jalsah as wajib (expedient). Allah knows best.
THE TASBIH OF RUKU AND SAJDAH
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879. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~odl1""'J narrated that when the verse (56: 74,
96 and 69:52):

(So, glorify the name of your Lord, the Mighty) was revealed, Allah's Messenger
said, 11lnclude it in your ruku (as (~'~J~))." When the verse (87:1):

~

..oJ-.,~.dll

'~~~~,
, .) ~'I~
'-'-;-"

If'

(Glorify the name of your Lord, the most high) was revealed he said, 11lnclude it (as
(.}&-~'.S.J.J~) in your sajdahs."t

-~J', o~l ~_;j u_¥.~'it}-} !l :.U!~!~ ~~jJI
880. Sayyiduna Awn ibn Abdullah .dl1-u-J narrated from Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ""'J
11
~-ill that Allah's Messenger .oJ-,, ~ .dl1 J.o said, When one of you makes ruku and
says thrice in it: (~'~J~), his ruku is complete. This is the least which completes
it. When one of you goes into sajdah and says there, three times: (.}&-~' .S.J ~), his
sajdah is complete. This is the least which completes it."2
COMMENTARY: To recite the tasbihs in each ruku' and sajdahs three times is the
minimum form of complete sunnalz (practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~All~), otherwise the
sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~-' ~ .111 "'~) is discharged by reciting only once. The
1

Abu Dawud # 869, Ibn Majah # 887, Darimi # 1305, Musnad Ahmad 4-155.
Abu Dawud # 886, Ibn Majah # 890, Tirmidhi # 261, Tirmidhi say Awn ~1-u- J never met Ibn Mas' ud
~.dllc§"J, so it is disconnected
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average from is to recite five times, and the best is to recite the tasoih seven times, there
being no limit to cmnplete perfection. But, the imam must bear in mind the muqtadis
behind him.
As for a disconnected or interrupted hadith, it is correct to cite to highlight merits of deeds
and to act on it.
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881. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~41~J narrated that he offered salah with the Prophet
.,o.L.,~.tiliJ.". In his ruku, he used to say: (~'~J~) and in his sajdah, he would say:
(~'J'~J~) whenever (while reciting), he came to a verse of mercy. He paused and
prayed (for mercy). Whenever he came to a verse describing punishment, he paused
and sought refuge (from punishment). t
COMMENTARY: The scholars of the Hanafis and the Maalikis hold that this hadith is
about the supererogatory salah. They hold that it is disallowed to interrupt the fard
(obligatory) salah with prayer (for mercy) and seeking refuge. However, it is also possible
that the Prophet .oL.,~41J." may have done this in a fard (obligatonJ) salah to show that it
may be done sometimes.
Shaykh Juzri ~~ tU-) has written that since Muslim has also transmitted this hadith, the
compiler of Mishkat ought to have placed it in the first section, not the second.
SECTION III
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882. Sayyiduna Awf ibn Maalik ~<d!I~J narrated that he offered salah with Allah's
Messenger ..oJ-.,~.tiliJ.". When he bowed, he remained there (in ruku) for the time it
takes to recite surah al-Baqarah. In his ruku' he said:
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(Glorified is HE, the possessor or greatness sovereignty, might and majesty). 2
COMMENTARY: This does not concern the fard (obligatory prayer) salah. Rather, this
concerns the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) or the kusuf (solar eclipse) salah.
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1

Tirmidhi # 262, Abu Dawud # 871, Nasai (up to (Arabic) # 1046, Ibn Majah (as Nasai) # 888, Darimi
# 1306, Musnad Ahmad 5-382.
2

Nasai # 1049, Abu Dawud # 873.
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883. Sayyiduna Ibn Jubayr .dll

tU-J narrated that he heard Sayyiduna Anas ibn
Maalik ~.dli~J say, 11 Never after the death. of Allah's Messenger~,~~~~ have I
offered salah behind anyone whose salah resembled closely the salah of Allah's
Messenger ~,~.d!lc.}D as this young man's." He meant Umar ibn Abdul Aziz .d!ltU-J
and said, "We sunrised that he recited ten tasbihs in ruku' and ten in sajdah."t
COMMENTARY: The time he took to make ruku and sajdah was such that they recited the
tasbih ten times in each posture. Hence, He himself may have recited about as many times.
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884. Sayyiduna Shaqiq .d!ltU-J narrated that Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~ .d!l ~J saw a

man who (while offering salah) did not perform bowing and prostration correctly.
When he finished his salah, Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~~~~J called him and said to
him, 11You have not offered the salah (perfectly)." Sayyiduna Shaqiq .d!ltU-J said that
he presumed, he also said (to the mart), "Were you to die (without redeeming this
salah). You would die on something other than fitrah (true religion of Islam) on
which Allah created Muhammad .,o.L...,~.d!lc,}D." 2
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885. Sayyiduna Abu qatadah .d!l tU-J narrated that Allah's Messenger .cJ,..,_, ~ .d!l J."'

said, ''The worst. thief among mankind is he who steals from his salah." The
saha,bah (companions) ~ d.i!l ~:J asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, how does he steal
from his salah?" He said, "He does not perfect its ruku' and its sajdahs."3
COMMENTARY: One who steals worldly property pays for it in this world when he
receives punishment for it or seeks pardon from the owner so that he saves himself from
punishment in the hereafter. In contrast one who steals from his salah hurts himself by
losing its reward and qualifies for punishment in the hereafter. But he gets nothing.
'
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Abu Dawud # 888, Nasai # 1135.
Bukhari # 791.
3
Musnad Ahmad 5-310, Darimi # 1328.
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886. Sayyiduna an Numan ibn Murrah ~~lr.ft'.; narrated that Allah's Messenger <}P
..o.J.,..,,~~l asked (his sahabah (companions)) ~~lr.ft'.;, '~at is your opinion about
the alcoholic, the adulterer and the thief?" He had put this question before the
prescribed punishments for these sins were imposed. They submitted. ''Allah and
His M~ssenger know best." He said, 11These are grave siits for which punishments
are awarded. The worst of thieves is he who steals from his salah." They asked,
''How does he steal from his salah, 0 Messenger of Allah?" He said 11 He does not
make mku and sajdahs perfectly."t
COMMENTARY: The prophet's _.o!..,,~~lJ-oP question begins (~ujlA). The word is with a
fathah (w.JJi) (tarawna) and the sentence means: 'Do you believe ... ?' But, in one of the
copies it is with a dumman (Turawna) meaning; "What do you think .. ? 'what is your
opinion ... ? This question was asked when the sahabah (companions) had not really
fathomed the gravity of the sins. wpen the prescribed punishment was revealed, they
understood how serious the sins were.

CHAPTER-XV
PROSTRATIONS & THEIR MERIT
The literal meaning of sajdah is 'to put the head on the ground and express one's
·
helplessness.'
In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), sajdah is to express servitude to Allah and
acknowledge one's complete inability and humility by placing one's forehead on the earth.'
jj~tj..Ajii

SECTION I

THE LIMBS OF PROSTRATION
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887. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas~~~~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger E) said, 11I have
been commanded to prostrate my self on seven bones (of my body); the forehead,
both the palms, the knees, the toes of both feet, and (have been) forbidden to fold
back the clothing and the hair." 2
COMMENTARY: Most imams say that sajdah must be made on nose and forehead. If both

these are not rested on the earth, the sajdah will not be valid. However, Imam Abu Hanifah
and his two companions ~l oo.) hold that if only the forehead is placed to make the
sajdah then it will be valid, but to do it without a genuine excuse is makruh (unbecoming).
Imam Shafi'I cdll oo.; and the two companions on (sahibayn of Abu Hanifah) ~~ oo.) contend

~l oo.)

1

2

Muwatta Malik# 9.23-75.
Bukhari # 809, 812, Muslim # 230-490.
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that it is not allowed to merely rest the nose on the earth to make the prostration unless one
is precluded from resting the forehead for an authentic reason in which case it is permitted.
There are two verdicts of Imam Abu Hanifah 41~ J about it: (i) it is disallowed, and (ii) it is
allowed but with an aversion.
It is necessary to put both feet on the ground while prostrating. If any one raises both of
them above the ground then his salah will be aborted, but if he lifts one of them, then his
prostration will be disliked or disapproved.
It is Jard (obligatonj) to tum the toes towards the qiblah, even one toe. If they are not so
oriented then it is not be allowed.
Durr ul Mukhtar mentions in one place that it is Jard (obligatory) to make the sajdah with the
forehead and both feet and it is binding that at least one toe must rest on the earth, and it is
sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J''-~1»1~) to place the palms and the knees on the ground.
This also is the contention of the Hanafis and the Shafi' is.
It is disallowed to put aside and to fold back hair and clothing while prostrating oneself.
The hadith means that is not allowed to do that to prevent them from getting dusty or dirty
and even otherwise it is disallowed. As for hair, they must not even be collected into the
turban or any such thing to preserve them from hanging. Rather, they must be 1eft as they
are so that they too bow down in prostration.
CALMNESS
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(~~)-·~ Kll~~l
narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 41 J-" said,

888. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 41 ~J
11
Pause calmly while prostrating yourself. Let none of you stretch out his forearms
(in prostration on the ground) like the stretching o{the dog."1
COMMENTARY: It seems that the word (1_,1~1) (be moderate) in sajdah calls for being calm
and composed and unhurried. The tasbih that is recited in sajdah must be chanted slowly.
Allamah Teebi 41~J said that to be moderate in prostration is to keep the back steady and
even palms of the hand on the ground, elbows clear of the ground well above it and the
belly away from the knees.
PALMS AND ELBOWS

889. Sayyiduna al Bara ibn Aazib ~.Jti~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.d!IJ.D
..oJ-, said, ''When you prostrate yourself, put the palms of your hands on the ground
and keep your elbows raised above it."2
COMMENTARY: The palms of the hand must be placed on the ground opposite to the ears,
fingers attached to each other. The hands must be uncovered and not concealed in any
1
2

Bukhari # (533), 822, Muslim # 223-493, Tirmidhi # 275, 276, Musnad Ahmad # 3-315, 389.
Muslim # 234-494, Musnad Ahmad 4-283.
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clothing or such like, doing which is makruh (unbecoming). The elbows must be raised. This
can mean one of two things; both elbows must be raised above the ground, or they must be
high above the sides. This command is for men specifically. Women must place elbows on
the ground touching their sides, because this posture protects the body from being displayed.
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890. Sayyidah Maymunah ~ 41 rP.) narrated that when the Prophet .,o.L..., ~ ~~ J..o
prostrated himself, he kept his arms so far apart (from his sides) that if a lamb
decided to go through, it could have passed under his arms.
This is the wording of Abu Dawud as explained in sharh us Sunnah (practice of Holy
Prophet~J4#.111~) with his sanad. The wording of Muslim is of like meaning:
She (Sayyidah Maymunah) ~~.)narrated that when the prophet ~~'J.o prostrated
himself, if a lamb had wished to pass between his arms, it may have gone through.1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~~J..o kept his arms far away from his sides, belly and sides.
The hadith uses the word (~) (bahmah) for a lamb that can walk by itself. This creature on
birth is (Sakhlah) in ~.
The compiler of Mishkat points the wording to be of Abu Dawud and thereby indicates
that the compiler of Masabih ought not to have placed this hadith in the first section which
belongs to Bukhari and Muslim only.
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891. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Maalik Ibn Bu haynah ~ ~~ rP.J narrated that when
the Prophet .,o.L...,~~IJ..o prostrated himself, he had hi's arms spread out enough for
the whiteness under his armpits to be visible. 2
COM.MENTARY: Buhaynah was Abdullah's mother Maalik was his father. This is why the
ibn· between Maalik and Buhaynah is spelt with a hamzah (instead of though it is always
pronounced un.~, and Maalik is read with a tanween (t...SJ\..a) to make it clear that Maalik was
not Buhaynah's son and that Abdullah~~~~.) was Ibn Maalik and Ibn Buhaynah.
Perhaps when Abdullah ~~l,p.) saw the Prophet .,o.L...,~~~~ his armpit was uncovered, or
Abdullah ~ ~~ ~.J may have meant that the armpits could be pointed out. As for their
whiteness, the Prophet's .,o.L...,~~~~ armpits were very white and clear like all his body
was white and clear like a mirror. His armpits were not black on dirty as commonly are.
PRAYER IN PROSTRATION

1

1

Bukhari # 237-496, Abu Dawud # 898, Nasai # 1109, Ibn Majah # 880, Darimi # 1331, Musnad
Ahmad 6-331.
2
Bukhari # 390, Muslim# 235-495, Nasai # 1106.
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892. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.dJI~.J narrated that the Prophet ..ol...,~.dJIJ-P prayed
in his prostration:
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(0 Allah forgive me my sins - all of them, the small of them and the great, the first

of them and the last, the open of them and the secret). t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..cJ,..., ~ 41 J-P sometimes made this supplication while
prostrating himself. Perhaps he made it alongwith the tasbih (~YI c.r..; ~)or in place of it.
The sins that are secret are those that are concealed from fellow man. In Allah's sight
nothing is hidden or secret, every thing is open.

893. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~ .dJI ~.) narrated that one night she missed Allah's
Messenger ..cJ,...,~'I11J-.a from the bed. So she groped for him and her hand tumbled
on the soles of his feet. He was in prostration and they (his feet) were raised. He
was praying:

(0 Allah, I ~eek refuge in your good pleasure from your displeasure and in your
forgiveness from your punishment. And I seek refuge in you from you (which is in
your mercy from your wrath). I am unable to count your praise. You are, indeed, as
you have praised yourself). 2
COMMENTARY: This hadith tells us that if a women touahes a man, his ablution is not
negated. The Hanafis rule accordingly.
The words 'I am unable to count your praise suggest; 'I am unfit to do justice to your praise
according to as you are worthy of praise. You are just as you say of yoursel!
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{So to Allah belongs all praise, the Lord of the heave~.~ and the Lord of the earth,
the Lord of the worlds! And his alone is the domhaion in the heavens and the earth.
And He is the Mighty, the wise.} (45:36-37)
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Muslim # 216-483, Abu Dawud # 878.
Muslim# 222-486, Abu Dawud # 879, Tirmidhi # 3504, Nasai # 1130, Ibn Majah # 3841, Muwatta
Maalik 15.8-31, Musnad Ahmad 6-58.
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NEAREST APPROACH TO ALLAH
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894. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ....,~.s.ill~
said, 11The nearest a slave can be to Allah is when he prostrates himself. Hence,
make supplication (when you are prostrating yourselves) frequently." 1
COMMENTARY: Allah is always nea:i· to His slaves but He is nearest to them when
they are in prostration before him. He is pleased with them at that time and grants
them their prayer. Hence, the prophet ..o-J-,~41~ instructed that prayers may be made
often in prostration.
PLIGHT OF THE DEVIL WHEN A RECITER PROSTRATES HIMSELF
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895. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ....,~.dll"""
said, 11When the son of Aadam ,o'j..JI~ recites a verse calling for p~ostration and (he
or his listener) prostrates himself, the devil moves away and weeps, lamenting,
'woe to me! The son of Aadam ...o')l...JI~ was commanded to prostrate himself and be
did so. For him, therefore, is paradise. But, I was commanded to prostrate myself
and I (disober.~d and) declined to do so. For me, therefore, is the Fire (of hell)."2

PROPHET'S ~,~41~ COMPANY IN PARADISE
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896. S;'\yViduna Rabi'ah 3 ibn Ka'b ~ 41 ~J narrated that he used to be with Allah's
Messenger ~ .,~41""" at night and bring him water for ablution and other necessary
things (like the miswak, prayer, rug, etc). He said to him (one day), 11Ask (for something
of the world or the hereafter)." He submitted, 11I ask youyou're your company in
paradise." He said," (That is a hi~ ambition) ask for something else (besides that)." (To
achieve that) help me to get you that with very many prostrations."4
COMMENTARY: Rabi'ah ~41~; was a constant companion and assistant of the Prophet

1
2

Muslim# 215-482, Abu Dawud # 875, Nasai # 1137, Musnad Ahmad 2-421.
Muslim # 133-81, Ibn Majah # 1053, Musnad Ahmad 2-443.

His Kunyah was Abu Paras. He accompanied the Prophet ..cJ....,~41~ in his journeys and at home.
He died in 63 AH.
4
Muslim # 226-489, Nasai # 1138.
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.oJ-, ~.till~- He was very obedient, so the Prophet .oJ-, ~ 41 ~ rewarded him by asking

him to make. a re9uest. Obviously, such a sincere and faithful devotee could only hope for
the companionship to continue in the next world. When he insisted on that, the Prophet <.}a
.oJ-,~.& showed him how he could get what he wanted; 'Offer salalz regularly and make
prostrations frequently demonstrating thereby your helplessness and hun1bleness and go
on praying while you prostrate yourself. On my part, I shall pray for you but you will have
to obey me. You will achieve your desire.'
Though a key opens the lock Movement of your hand is a must.

To serve the saintly elders is a means to attain merit. This is more so if the Prophet
.oJ-,~.d!l~ is served.
Also the seeker must wish only for the blessings of the hereafter. They are perpetual. He
should not incline to worldly pleasure that are transitory. And he must not lag behind in
servitude, for, only a wish will get nothing. Effort is essential to achieve an ambition,
otherwise it will be like trying to mould cold iron.

.J iS~ .J IJ .J ts o I.J U:!.J..U lS
Deeds matter. Avoid mere oral declarations .

.)}~j,! Hi~j~ilil~,iJI~j-!5J_;;~l;i~L! :~jli~c;.~~~~j (A~V)

0J-o o I_,.J) -~4~ cJ jli LA
897. Sayyiduna Ma'dm ibn Talhah 41tU-_, narrated that he met the freedman of Allah's

Messenger ..oJ,..., ~ .d!l J.a. Thawban ~ 41 ~_, and requested him to lead him to a deed
which if he did Allah would admit him to paradise. But Thawban gave no answer. So,
he asked him again but, again, he did not reply. When he asked the third time, he said,
11
1 had put this question to Allah's Messenger ..oJ,...,~.d!IJ.a and he had instructed me tr
make very many prostrations to Allah, for, he would not make a prostration to Allah
without Allah raising him by a degree and erasing from him a sin." Ma'da:t .wltU-.J said,
further that he then met Abu ad-Darda ~4.!!1~_, and asked him (the 8ante question) too.
He gave him the same answer as Thawban ~~~_,had given h!;.a.t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Thawban ~'loLl~_, did nC'~ give an answer to Sayyiduna
Ma'dan 'I.LitU-_, till he asked the third time to make h1iu more eager to know. In that way, he
would realize how significant it was.
The prostrations are none others but those in the salalz, those made on reciting certain
1

Muslim# 225-488, Tirmidhi # 388, Nasai # 1139, Musnad Ahmad 5-276.
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verses of the Quran, or prostrations to express gratitude.
SECTION II

METHOD OF MAKING PROSTRATION

\3\:i.u.l:J.I";d"~.;'~:i~lll
.. ~ ... :i~ilil ~"'
t~JJIJ..~...;/
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~....
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.. .. J.. G~·~~_;.....,.....;,..;, . . . .
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898. Sayyiduna Wa'il ibn.Hujr ~.dli~J narrated that he observed that when Allah's
Messenger .,o.L..., ~ 411 ~ prostrated himself, he put down his knees on the ground
before putting his hands down. And when he got up, he raised his hands before
raising his knees.t
COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah .dll.u-J and Imarr:t Shafi'I 41-u-J have ruled according. A
hadith in Abu Dawud ..oJ-,,~411~ raised his knees with his hands on his thighs.
The ulama (Scholars) have determined a principle for going down in prostration. The limb
that is nearest to the ground will go down first and then the next and so on. When arising
from it, the converse sequence is observed, so the nearest will be the last to be raised.
As for the forehead and nose, they are regarded as one limb and should be put down
together. However, some authorities point out that the nose is nearer than forehead to the
ground, so must be rested first and then the forehead.
Allamah Shamim 411-u-J said that it for any reason it is difficult to put down the knees on the
ground before the hands then the hands may be rested on it before the knees.
I

"'

I

•

~~ ~ ~~ ~i _;S'hl ~ llL~J tffi, ill I j.o ;ill jj-!5 j\i j~ S~;.k 0:. 10£j (A~~)

899. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.dli~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,,~411~
said, ''When any of you prostrated himself, let him not kneel as a camel kneels.
(R~ther,) let him put down his hands before his knees." 2
Abu Sulayman al Khattabi 41 .u-J said that the hadith3 -,f Wa'il ibn Hujr is more
strong than this hadith. So, it is presumed that this hadith is abrogated.
COMMENTARY: 'Do not kneel as a camel does' means that while prostrating oneself, one
should not rest one's knees on the ground before putting the hands on it. The prophet ~.dl!~
..J.,..., gave the example vf me camel though the camel kneels on its forelegs (said to be its hands).
Man's knees are in his feet but a camel's knees are in its forelegs. So, of any one rests his knees
before his hands on the ground when going into prostration, he sits like a camel kneels.
This hadith contradicts the preced~g on which calls for the knees to be put down before
the hands. Therefore, the ulama (Scholars) differ on this question. As stated in the previous .
commentary, the majority of_ ulama (Scholars) like Imam Abu Hanifah 41-u-J, Imam Shafi'I
41-u-J and (Iu~::Jm Ahmad ibn Hanbai.dll.u-J follow the preceding hadith (# 898) of Sayyiduna
1

Abu Dawud # 838, Tirmidhi # 268, Nasai # 1089, Ibn Majah # 882, Darimi # 1320.
Abl! Da"·ud # 840, Nasai # 1091, Darimi # 1321, Musnad Ahmad 2-381.
3
Previous # 898.
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. Wail ibn Hujr .d!l~; nad put down the knees before the hands (in prostration). However,
Imam Maalik .d!l~;, Awzai .d!l~; and some other scholars abide by this hadith of Sayyiduna
Abu Hurayrah ~.wl~; and call for the hands to be placed on the ground before the knees.
The ulama (Scholars) emphasise that the hadith of Sayyiduna Wail ibn Hujr ~.d!l~; is more
sound, strong and mashhur.t
Ther~fore, they prefer it. The principle is that the stronger and more sound is followed,
Hence some ulama (Scholars) say that the hadith of Sayyiduna Wai'l ~.dll~; abrogates the
hadith of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.dsl~;.
Moreover, there is another hadith that Ibn Khuzaymah ~ 41 ~; has narrated, It says that
when the prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ went into prostration, he began with the knees and placed
them on the ground first. It is to these reasons that the compiler of Mishkat indicates
saying, Abu Su layman al-Khattabi ~Icy-; said .. .' .
SUPPLICATION BETWEEN TWO PROSTRATIONS
I
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900. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ 41 ~; narrated that between two prostrations, the

prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ prayed:
zt,., . ,_, . , ,
, ., ,.t ,. ~.,
~9JJI.JLt~l~.,~~~.,~~l.,cj.HI~I

(0 Allah, forgive me. Have mercy on me. Guide me. Preserve me (from the trials of
both the worlds and illnesses both seen and unseen). And, provide me sustenance.)2

(..IJI..UI_,t_s'l-i.lloi_,__,)-(J~~Iyj~-l~!ll~j__;~~~~j~~ful~&iJI,i_)~.ll_~j(<\• ')
"

..

"

901. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.till~; narrated that the Prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ prayed

between the two prostrations:

(My Lord, forgive me).3
COMMENTARY: This hadith is also transmitted by Ibn Majah too but his transmission has
this prayer made three times between the two prostrations.
~}\iltj.;afli

SECTION III

DO NOT MAKE A HURRIED PROSTRATION

(JJI..UI.,<)Llli.,Jjby.loi.JJ)-~16-J;~l+S' ..~Id~~IJ?_jJibJ;~....ulJ~I
902. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Shibl

1

<U&.

41 ~; narrated that Allah's

handed down by many narrators, next to mutawatir. n
Abu Dawud # 850, Tirmidhi # 284, Ibn Majah # 898, Musnad AHMad 1-371.
3
Nasai # 1145, Darimi # 1324, Abu Dwud # 874, Ibn Majah # 897, Musnad Ahmad 5-398.
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Messenger _.o.L..._,~O\Ll~ forbade a crow's peck, stretching the forearms like a wild
beast and a man reserving a place (ftu himself) in the mosque like a camel has
his place fixed (in his area).t
COMMENTARY: This hadith forbids three things. The first is to not imitate a crows peck in
making a hurried prostration by raising the head before it has truly touched the ground.
The second is to spread one's forearms or wrists on the ground while prostrating oneself in
the manner of beasts who sit with legs stretched on the ground. The third is not to imitate a
camel who has a fixed placed to kneel by setting aside a place for oneself in the mosque
where no one else may sit. It is makruh (unbecoming) and forbidden to prevent anyone
·
from sitting wherever he likes.
Allamah Halwani .dll~J said that the ulama (Scholars) call it makruh (unbecoming) to have a
specified kind of clothing to wear in the mosque and offer salalz only in that clothing. If that is
done then worship will·be linked to that kind of clothing alone and it will become difficult in
other clothing for the same reason, it is makruh (unbecoming) to continue to fast always.
FORBIDDEN MANNER OF SITTING BETWEEN TWO PROSTRATIONS

11.1...
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903. Sayyiduna Ali ~.-.ill~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,ol..._,~.-.Ll~said to him,
''0 AI~, I love for you what I love for myself and dislike for you that which I dislike
for myself. Do not observe iq' a (c.wl) between two prostrations."2
COMMENTARY: The prophet .,ol...,~4.Ll~ was loving_ and compassionate to all pepple, but
more so to his ummah. He liked for them what he liked for himself and disliked for them
what he disliked for himself. He made this known to Sayyiduna Ali ~.dll~.J and told him
that he did not himself like to observe iq' a between the two sajdah, so did not like it for him
and for o'ther people too.
IQ' A (~WI): It is to sit on the buttocks while they rest on the ground, and the thighs and
shins are raised with hands placed on the ground. It is the dog's sitting posture. This is the
correct meaning of iq' a, but some scholars say that it is to keep the toes erect and sit on the
heels. c:>ther meaning are also suggested. Whatever the rr ~aning, it is disallowed to sit
betWeen two prostrations in this manner.'
CORRECT RUKU' & SAJDAH
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Sayyiduna Talq ibn Ali al Hanafi ~41~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger J"!'
.,ol..._,~.-.Ll said, "Allah, Mighty and Glorious does not look at the salah of a slave (of
His) who does not keep his back straight betweeri its ruku' (bowing) and sajdah
(prostra~qns) "3 (Or, keep his back straight in its ruku and sajdah.)
1

Abu Dawud # 862, Nasai # 1112, Ibn Majah # 1429, Darimi # 1323, Musnad Ahmad 3-428.
Tirmiclhi # 282.
··
3
Musnad Ahmad 4-22.
2
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COMMENTARY: Only that salah is approved by Allah whose postures are correctly

performed according to rules and etiquette. Bowing and prostrations are important
postures of the salah and if they are deficient then the entire salah is incomplete. The hadith
emphasizes that one should keep one's back erect on getting up from bowing and
prostr~tions before going into the next posture otherwise Allah will not accept it.
HANDS ALSO PROSTRATE

c;!~::-',.,
( l.!lllooi.J.J)-U~tl
• '..:J" ~!'\
• .. L;f~I~
,
• ,1~..ldl,...i.Jli
, .. ..
, ~i~~iJill
..
,...~>-'
••
905. Sayyiduna Nafi <till.u-J narrated that Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~<till~J said, "He
who ptits his forehead on the ground (in prostration) must a1c;o put the palms of
his hands on the ground where he puts his forehead. When he raises himself
(from prostration), he must also raise them, for, the hands too perform
prostration just as the face does."t
COMMENTARY: When a worshipper prostrates himself in salah all his limbs prostrate with
his forehead and nose, bowing before Allah. Hands should also be placed on the surface
where the forehead is put~ meaning in level with it so that they too prostrate.
Hands should be in line with the forehead. This is as the hanafis rule. The Shafi'is rule that
hands should be in line with the shoulders.
While the correct meaning of the words of the hadith is that palms of both hands should be
placed on the ground, level with the forehead, yet they may also mean that they should be
placed on the ground just as the forehead is placed. This means; in the direct ion of the qiblah.

CHAPTER - XVI
THETASHAHHUD

Shahadah means 'testimony,' to bear witness.' It is to convey a true information in which the
heart supports the tongue. The tongue gives a news which the heart knows.
Tashahhud is to be a witness. It is to express the knowledge which the heart possesses.
In the terminology of Shari'ah (divine law), tashahhud is (iii'JJ'"";I-4-..,:,'¥'Jiil'~'41'~.,:,'¥')
(I bear witness that there is no God but Allah. And, I bear witness that Muhammad is
Allah's Messenger), and it is the dhikr that is recited in qa' dah of the salah. It is the attahiyat and is so called because it has the expression of the testimonies.
SECTION I
jj~1j.Aili
WHERE TO PLACE THE HANDS
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906. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar

~<till~J

narrated that when Allah's Messenger

~<til1J..:t

.oJ-, sat down for the tashahhud he placed his left hand above his left knee and his
1

Muwatta Maalik # 9.19-63, Abu Dawud # 891.
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right hand above his right knee. He clenched his (right hand's) fingers as though
the figure (53) fifty three and pointed with the fore-finger. 1

~..;.~'}1 ~ ;1 ~I~': b! ~i jj -:;:.~J ~ ~~ ~J.iil!ll_ci u"\ ?- IS!~~ ~lj.; d-§(4\ 'V)
GJ-Aoi.J.J)-l&j~~~~J~l5.41&~J~:J!
907. According to another version: when he sat down ~n the salah, he placed his
hands above his knees and he raised his right finger that is next to the thumb
(meaning the forefinger also called finger of shahadah) and with this he made
supplication (by raising it to indicate unity of Allah). He kept his left hand
stretched wide above his left knee." 2
COMMENTARY: 'As tho.ugh the figure (53) fifty three;' Those who counted on fingers had
a certain number associated with each finger according to where and how it was placed.
· Hence, the narrator described how the Prophet ..ol-, ~ -dll J"" clenched his fist, leaving out
the forefinger to point out. The way he clenched them represented the counting fifty three.
(the numerals 53). The tip of the thumb is placed at the (drawn out) base of the forefinger.
Imam Shafi'I .dlt tU-; and, according to one version, Imam Ahmad abide by this hadith and
adopt this method.
HOW THE HANAFIS DO IT: In this way, the counting of (90) ninety is also depicted. The
little finger and the nearest finger are clenched and the forefinger is released and the thumb's
tip is placed on the edge of the middle finger and a circle is formed. Imam Abu Hanifah 4.111tU-;
said that the forefinger must be raised in this form. This also is one opinion of Imam Ahmad
4.111 tU-; and an ancient opinion of Imam Shafi'I 4.111 tU-.J and it is also known from a hadith of
Muslim -dlltU-.J, following, as narrated by Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zubayr. ~-dii~.J Ahmad tU".J
41 and Abu Dawud 4.illtU-.J to have reported from Sayyiduna Wa' il ib Hujr ~~~J·
Imam Maalik 4.1114.1".J said that all the fingers should be clenched in a fist bu~ the forefinger (of
shahadah) is ieft out.
So.tne ahadith speak of lea;ving the fingers unclenched and pointing with the forefinger in
this manner. Some Hanafi scholars abide by· this. It seems that the Prophet ..ol-, ~ 41 J""
himself followed different methods and the ahadith establish both methods.
The hanafis of Maa wara an Nahr (which include Samarqand, Bukhara, etc) and lndia3
have given up the method of clenching fingers and pointing out though the predecessors
abided by it. However, the scholars of the Harmayn and other Arab countries continue to
abide by the clenching of fist and pointing.
Allamah Shaykh Ibn Hammam 41 tU-.J, a noted scholar among the Hanafis, said, "While
beginning the tashahhud till the testimonies, the time of tahlil (declaration of unity), the
fingers should be clenched and the indicating must be made (with the forefinger). To
forbide to point is contrary to both riwayat and dirayat (tradition and knowledge)."
It is stated in Muhit that Imam Abu Hanifah -dlltU-.J and Imam Muhammad -dlltU-.J regard it a
1

Muslim # 115-580.
Muslim# 114-580.
3
Perhaps this was given up in the times of the author of Mazahir Haq, Allamah qutubuddin -dlltU-.J,
Now however, all the Hanafis abide it. (Abdullah Jawaid Ghazapuri).
2
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sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ ·.t111 ~) to point with the forefinger of the right hand.
The same opinion,)is expressed by Imam Abu Yusuf. 41~.) Allamah Najmuddin zahidi ·~.)
41 said that the ulatna (Scholars) are of one opinion that the act of pointing Diving unity) is
a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ .tlll ~).
Sirice this is ·the contention of the sahabah (companions) ~ 41 ~.) the tabiun 41 ~.J, the
imam's 41~.J, scholars of hadith 41~.J, jurists and ulama (Scholars) of kufah and Madinah
that while reciting the at-tahiyat, the forefinger should be raised with the testimonies, to
represent Divine unity, and there are many ahadith to establish it, other, it is better and
preferable to abide by it.
The pointing is done at the kalimah Shahadah by the Shafi'is at (.tlll ':/1) IillAllah) by raising
the forefinger and by the Hanafis at (..JI ':/) (lailaha) and replacing it at (.tlll ':II) (illAllah). It
must be borne in mind that the finger should not be pointed upwards otherwise it will
create a doubt about direction.
The hadith says: 'with this he made supplication,' This means that he raised the forefinger
and pointed with it indicating Divine unity. Or, supplication may means dhikr because one
who makes dhikr is also eligible to get a reward and honour.
.
The hadith concludes with the words; 'left and stretched vide above his left knee.' It means
it was near (or on the tip of) his knee (not on it but) on his thighs facing the qiblah.

/ ~ \ "0'..J.J )-:ciJ
• ~I ,~,,ili-Ja\1
• ..; v..r-::-" • ..J_, ~!ll
~

~

908. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zubayr ~ 41 ~.) narrated that whe~ Allah's
Messenger ..oJ.,...,~41~ sat down (in salah· to recite at-Tahiyat), he put his right hand
on his right thigh and left hand on his left thigh and pointed with the forefinger,
placing his thuinb on his middle finger (making a circle). And (sometimes), he held
his left knee with his left hand. t
COMMENTARY: It has been stated in the foregoing lines that Imam Abu Hanifah 4\o-.) ruled·
that during at-tahiyat while reciting the kalimah shahadah, the forefinger of the right hand
should be raised, with the little finger and the nearest fingers cleanshed, the tip of the thumb
placed on the edge of the middle finger to make a circle and the forefinger put up to point.
Imam Shafi'I holds that this kind of a circle must be made promptly on sitting to recite attahiyat. Imam Abu Hanifah contends that it should be made while raising the (fore)finger.

1

Muslim# 113-579.
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909. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~4-LI~; narrated th'!t when they offered salah
with the Prophet ..o.I-,~4-Lt~, they recited (in the qa' dah, instead of at-tahiyat):

(Peace be on Allah, before conveying it to His slaves. Peace be on Jibril. Peace be on
Mika'il peace be on so and so). (The word peace is salaam, or greetings and so and
so means any of the angels or prophet) (One day) when the prophet ..o.l-, ~ 4-LI J""
finished the salah, he turned his face :.awards them and said, "Do not say, 'Peace be
on Allah because, Allah! e is as-Salaam (peace) When one of you sits (in the qadah)
in the salah, he must say:

(All adorations of the tongue are for Allah as also the adorations of the body and
the good deeds. Peace be on you, 0 Prophet and the ~ercy of Allah and His ·
blessings. Peace be on us and on the upright worshippers of Allah.)
When he says so, its blessings cover every ri~teous' slave of Allah in heaven a_td
earth (then he continued: (oU_;.:..jjo~t.i.i:iu6i.if.!.iJ~dt.Udbi.if.!,i) (I bear witness that there is no
God but Allah. And, I bear witness that Muhammad is His slave and His Messenger.)
Then he may chrose one .of the supplications that pleases him, and make it." 1
COMMENTARY: Ibn Malik 4\.u-; said that when the prophet ..o.I-,~4-LI~ went through the
mi'raj (ascension to the heavens) and he was in the presence of Allah, he spoke these words
of praise for.·Allah, the glorious:

(All praise belongs to Allah, as do the monetary and physical worships)
This received response from the Divine court:

-~~~--JJI~.)"
&_~,1 I-!~~.~
1-'- \£.,..,A,~,
_,. .J ..
'.J ~.Sf'"'
~
(Peace e on you, 0 Prophet and the mercy of Allah and His blessings)
The Prophet ..o.l-,~41~ t hen said:

(On us and on the righteous slaves of Allah.)
There up on, Jibril...oj..JI~ said:·
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(I bear witness that there is no one worthy of worship besides Allah. And, I bear
1

Bukhari # 831, Mualim # 55-402, Abu Dawud # 968, Nasai # 1168, Ibn Majah # 899, Darimi # 1340,
Musnad Ahmad 1-376.
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Witness that Muhammad is His slave and His Messenger)/
The words (~ r~l) (peace be on. us and on Allah's righteous slaves) These words it
conditional on the righteous slaves. These words indicate that it is not proper to send
greetings with salaam to the wretched and evil people or to offer them greetings. Only they
honour who are dear to Allah and His Messenger .ol-,~0\LIJ-.c' because of their beliefs and
opinions and their deeds and character. They are called righteous (~). The righteous
person is mindful of the rights of Allah and of follow men, and fulfils them.
Shaykh Abdul Qadir Jilani 0\Lio-J said (c~) (right good) is the condition in which a person
sacrifices and abandons his personal desires and wishes to remain firm on what Allah
wants and prescribes. (It is for this reason that he becomes worthy of being called a
righteous slave.) Hence, he must be pleased with Allah's pleasure and command and
entrust everything to him as a new born is (without desire) before his nurse or a corpse is
before one who gives it a funeral bath.
The ulama (Scholars) say that when anyone attains this degree of obedience and
submission, He certainly is safe from all worldly trials and tribulations.
Finally, at-thaiyat must be recited in both the qa'dahs (sitting postures). The qa'dah in
between (which is the sitting after two raka'at) is wajib (expedient). The final or last qa'dah
(when the salutation is made) is Jard (obligatory).
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910. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abbas ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 41J.a
.o-1-, ~ used to teach them the tashahhud in the same way as he taught them the
surah of the Quran. Thus, he would say.
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(All blessed praise and all monetary and physical worship belong to Allah. Peace
be on you, 0 Prophet, and Allah's mercy and blessing, peace be on us and on
Allah's righteous slaves. I bear witness that there is none worthy of worship
besides Allah. And, I bear witness that Muhammad is Allah's messenger.t
(The compiler of Mistakt writes:) I did not find in the two sahib books or the Jami
bayn us sahihayn the words without the definite article .J..}s.~~ and except that the
compiler of the Jami has reported it from Tirmidhi.
COMMENTARY: The shafi follow this hadith and recite this tashahhud but the Hanafis
1

Muslim# 60-483, Abu Dawud # 974, Tirmidhi # 290 (which has (~::1...) at two places instead of (~~1).
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recite that which is reported by Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.JJI~J
the previous hadith (#
909). The scholars of hadith say about Ibn Mas'ud's ~~~~J hadith that the tashahhud in it
is the most sound. This is also confirmed by Ibn Hajar ~loY- J shafi' i.
Imam Ahmad ~l.Y.J also abides by the hadith of Ibn Mas'ud ~l.Y..J, Most learned sahabah
(companions) ~1\LI~J and tabi'un ~I.Y.J did what the hadith of Ibn Masud ~~~~J says. It
is also known that the Prophet .oJ,...._,~.JJI~ had instructed that the tashahhud as found in
Ibn Mas' ud' s ~~~~.J hadith should be taught to the people. It is stated in Musnad Ahmad
that the Prophet .oJ,...._,~~~~ had instructed Ibn Mas'ud ~~~~.J to the effect.
According to a version, ibn Mas'ud ~~~~J narrated that the Prophet .oJ,...._,~~~~ held his
hand and just as he taught him the Qur' an so he taught him (this) tashahhud.
Another significant difference between the two traditions is that the hadith of Ibn Mas' ud ~J
~.s.ill is transmitted by both Bukhari and Muslim and of Ibn Abbas ~-ill~.J by only Muslim.
Imam Maalik .JJI.y-J adopted the tashahhud that Sayyiduna Umar ~41~J narrated from the
Prophet .oJ-,~41~. it is:

-idl~l ~~~_,o~IJJ~~~JJ~~I.iJIJJ,ui:~~JI
Whatever that be, the ulama (Scholars) say that the entire discourse centres round
what is preferable and more excellent. As for as permissibity is concerned, any of
these tashahhud may be recited.
Finally, the compiler of Mishkat objects to the placement of this hadith of Ibn Abbas ~~~~.J
as transmitted by Tirmidhi (with~,.~ and~,.~) in the first section where only Bukhari
and Muslim should find place (and they have it with the·definite article (~ ~~ -~ ,.~1).
SECTION II
~~11jJaill
MOVING THE (FORE) FINGER OF SHAHADAH

•t

I -1.

J

:~

I -1~ .,_.J

;

1

~

-:

"-:

(i..f.J l..u 1_, J.J IJ~I o I.J.;) -~J.c-~ ~~~1_).911 ': .b1f'9 5
J.

911. Sayyiduna wa'il ibn Hujr ~ 41 ~J narrated that (after raising his head from
prostration) Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ sat down with his left foot stretched out
(to sit on), placing his left hand on his left thigh He place his right elbow on his right
thigh apart (from his side). He put together his fingers (the little finger and one next
to it, the ring finger) to form a circle (as the Hanafis emulate with the middle finger
and the thumb). Then he raised the (fore) finger (of shahadah). He (wa'il ~41~J)
said, I saw him moving it while indicating with it the (fact of Divine) unity.t
COMMENTARY: This hadith is part of a lengthy hadith in which the entire salah of the
Prophet .oJ,...._,~~~~ is described. However, since only the jalsah was to be treated here, the
hadith begins from there (after raising ... ).
Imam Maalik 4-Ll.Y..J follows this hadith and says that the forefinger must continue to be
1

Musnad Ahmad 4-318. Darimi # 1357, Abu Dawud 957, Nasa'I # 1268.
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moved (up and down). But, Imam Abu Hanifah 4.Ll~.J follows the next hadith which says
clearly that it must not be done and the finger must be static.
This hadith is explained to mean that the finger should be raised and this too is a
movement. So that e~plains the seeming contradiction.
FOREFINGER SHOULD BE MOTIONLESS:
1 ~ ...r11 '· ~·.)t~~
r...l ,1,
{'I"' ,,"'1"'1-: ... .ttr J 'I"' . . 'I" ,,...I
--.J\,.;!,o...r-.
~.J~.J Jy. J .J.J~..r~..WJ.J .J.l.J ~Y.
912. Sayyidun~ Abdullah Ibn az- Zubayr 4.ill~.J narrated that the Prophet ~4.L1~
~,pointed .with his finger (in the qa'dah) when he made supplication (with the
kalimah shalladah) but did not move it.
'Abu Dawud's version adds: His sight did not turn away from the pointing (finger).t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~,~4.L1~ looked at the finger constantly to concentrate on
Divine unity and observe humility.
POINTING WITH ONE FINGER
....

'

....

~"

~,

..........

.-r:J

...

....

...

.

1;1~J ~ill I ~ ;D 1JJ-!5 JLai ~ ~~ J.L~ -...!..JS' J-4.,5 ~! Jli s~~ Cf 16£J <~ 'r)
u.:.s:JI ~ly...UI j~I.J~Llli.J 1..5-l.A).lloi.J.J) -.l;l
913. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ <tLI ~.J narrated that one man pointed with two
fingers (in the tushahhud at the testimonies). So, Allah's Messenger~,~~~~
said (to time). (Point with one, one.2
COMMENTARY: Abu Dawud and Nasa'! have named the man as Sayyiduna sa' d ibn Abu
Waqqas ~<tLI~.J. He pointed with both his forefingers of the rig~t and left hands when he
recited the kalimah shahadah. The Prophet ~,~41<,}D instructed him to point with only
the forefinger of his right hand.
DO NOT REST ON HANDS

~ ~''& j.kjS~I J~J.ll ~~~~j~tH ~;iJ1 jj-!5~ Jli~~~ ifJ <~' t)
-S~I'~
.i"'~lll~.l:i
\::. ftJlli·Q''"~-!
\~
"
~~
,, .... 'J'~
., .. ~,ji:J~I.J"'.J'~$&\$!1l.J"~l&I.J"'5o.xi
r.s-- ~- ,~'.I .Ji
. , .. t.,J'
914. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 41 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ...cJ,..,, ~ 41 ~
forbade that a man should sit while offering the salah resting himself on his hand.
In one version of Abu Dawud the words are: He forbade that a man should get up
in the salah helping himself with his hands (on the ground).
COMMENTARY: When any one sits for the qa'dah or arises from it, he should not lean on
his hand. the second portion says that he should also not lean while getting up from the
sajdah but, he should get up with the force of his knees. Imam .Abu hanifah .Jii~.J abided
by this hadith.
The followers of Imam Shafi'I 41 ~.) arise from the sajdah, etc. with the support of the
1
2

Abu Dawud # 990, Nasa'I # 1275.
Tirmidhi # 3568, Nasa'I # 1271, Musnad Ahmad 2-520.
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hands placed on the ground. He relies on the hadith that the Prophet .,o.L..., ~ 41 J-" had
rested his hands on the ground while arising. The Hanafis say that this was done by him in
old age due to weakness otherwise he did not do it.
DURATION OF THE QA'DAH
~

~,

,

{

~

'

,

.1.

'

~ ,

'

!

· !_;JJI j£a.l~ y5:\Jl'ly5:.~'jJI cl_;.l..:.J~illl ~ &!JL...,!..>S' J~ ;_;!, '~;lll#~ ((\' o)
(<}WJI_, .)JI.)y.I.J LS.l.o.fiJI oi.J->) _..;~~

915. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Masud ~ 41 I.§D.) narrated that the Prophet's ~ 41 J-"
.,o.L..., first two raka' at (meaning first qa' dah) were as though he was (sitting) on hot
stones till he got up.l
COMMENTARY: In the first qa' dah, he only recited the tashahhud but in the last, he also recited
the durood (invocation of blessing on him) and other supplications. So, this second took long.
~!t~1j.Jatll

SECTION III
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916. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ 41 I.§D.) narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L..., ~ 41 J-.a taught
them the tashahhud in the same way as he taught them from the Qur'an (its surahs
and verses and just as they are different so too are the words of tashahhud various,
for instance, in this version are:)
I

;

I

I

I

:!Jl:Jiid~~~JJI~->";~
llJI r-!~L~l,'\(;~1~1.-wJ!}I~Ij\iliJJ~I'>o.~,IJJL
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~I JJ1 jt:,l JJ_,;.!Jj ~41 ~ :&-!-..i_) {,&i.\jtJI ~!~! ~ .....!.)l {,&i\ w5!lill JJ1 ~~ ~j 1-:1'~
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~ ""
~
.;l!ll~,ll~3ylj

(In the name of Allah and with His enablement I begin. Allah praise and all
pecuniary and physical worship are for Allah. Peace be on you, 0 Prophet and the
mercy of Allah and His blessings. Peace be on us and on Allah's righteous slaves. I
bear witness that there is no God but Allah, and I bear witness that Muhammad is
His slave and His Messenger. I beseech Allah for paradise and I seek refuge in
Him from the fire). 2
·
DEVIL IS TROUBLED BY POINTING

t;: ~~ Jl!,lj ~#J ~~~ ~J §~I Ou"'1f.I3L;4 ~ ,lJ14 ....!-'~ J~ *iu ~J ((\ \V)

1
2

Munad Ah.med 1-386, Abu Dawud # 995, Tirmidhi # 366, Nasi# 1136.
Nasa'I # 1175.
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917. Sayyiduna Naf'i ~41~j narrated that when sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar I.P.J
~41 sat down in the salah (for the qa' dah), he kept both his hands above both his
knees (on his thighs) and pointed with the (forefinger) (of Shahadah) keeping his
sight on the finger. He used to say that Allah's messenger ,.oJ....,~41J-.o said, Indeed,
it is more severe on the devil than iron, referring to the forefinger.t
COMMENTARY: The devil's ambition is to mislead everyone to disbelief and polytheism,
But, when he sees anyone pointing his forefinger to stress Divine unity, he is more troubled
than he would have been with a spear, etc.
'TASHAHHUD SILENTLY

918. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~41~.P.J said often that it is a sc:;nah (practice of Holy
Prophet ~J~-&1~) to recite the tashahhud silently. 2
COMMENTARY: When any sahabi ~41~.P.J says "This is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~
rlw.J ~..ill), it is tantamount to saying, Allah's Messenger ,.oJ....,~41J-.o said: It will be a marfu
hadith. A majority of the scholars rule that the tashahhud must be recited quietly.

CHAPTER - XVII
SALAH OR INVOCATION OF BLESSING3
ON THE PROPHET ,.oJ....,~<I.LI~ AND ITS
EXCELLENCE

The dictionary meaning of salah is invocation, supplication, prayer, mercy and istighfar (or
seeking forgiveness). It is also (as durud) what the creatures seek for the Prophet ,.oJ....,~.ill~
from Allah such mercy for him as encompasses the good both in this world and the next.
Allah has commanded his slaves to invoke blessing and peace on the Prophet .oJ-.,~.&J-D. He says:

{0 you who believe! Send your blessings on him and salute him with a becoming
salutation) (31: 56)
The ulama (Scholars) maintain that this! command of Allah makes it wajib (expedient)
(obligatory) to invoke blessing on the Prophet ,.oJ....,~.dll~. Hence, some people say that every
time one hears his name, one must invoke blessing on him at each mention of his name.
however, some others say that just as it is Jard (obligatory) to bear testimony of his prophethood
only once in a life time, so, too, it is ford (obligatory) to invoke blessing on him only once in one's
1

Munaed Ahmad 2-1119.
Abu Dawud # 986, Tirmidhi # 291.
3
The Arabic word salah is used not only for regular prayer but also for invocating blessing on the
Prophet ..o.L-,~41~. The urdu word durud is also used for invocation these blessings. The entire is
also called salah and salaam.
2
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entire life. After that, it is masnun and mustahab, as also a symbol of Islam, to do that the most
number of times one can do, and an unlimited reward is assured on that.
Qadi Abu Bakr .dll.u-.; goes so far as to say that Allah has made it fard (obligatory) on the
believers to invoke blessing and peace (or salutation) on the Prophet ~,~.dll~. Since he
has not specified any lime for that, it is wajib (expedient) to send blessings and salutation the
maximum number of times without heir.;; the least negligent. Some scholars, however,
prefer the preceding opinion.
IS IT FARD (OBLIGATORY), OR SUNNAH IN AT-TAHIYAT: Imam Shafi'I .dli<U-.; has
said that it is fard (obligatory) to recite the salah (or durud) in at-tahiyat. But, the ulama
(Scholars) have stated explicitly that this opinion of Imam Shafi'I 41-u-.; is shaadh (rare). No
scholar agrees with him on this issue.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41-u-..> ruled that if anyone hears the name of the Prophet ~,~41~ in
a single gathering many times then it is wajib (expedient) on him just once to invoke
blessings on the Prophet ~, ~ d.i!l ~ and mustahab to do so at every mention. And, he
rules that it is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet~-'+ .&I ~) to invoke blessing on the
Propeht .,o.L..,~41~ in the at-tahiyat.
USING THESE WORDS FOR OTHER THAN PROPHETS:
The ulama (Scholars)
differ on whether it is allowed or not to use the words of salah and sqlah and salaam by
name for people other than the Prophets ..4')L..JI ~. for example, .,o.L.., ~ 41 ~ (Sal
Allahualayhi wasallam) is used with the name of the Prophet .,o.L..,~41~ (to mean blessing
of Allah and peace be on him), or ..4j...JI~ (alayhis salaam) with the name of any other
Prophet ..4')L..JI~ (to mean peace be on him), both verbally and in writing. So, is it allowed
to use these expressions for anyone else by his· name, or not allowed? The position is that
most scholars declare that th_ese expressions may be used only for the Prophet ..4j...JI ~
specifically. It is disallowed vto use these expressions for anyone else, but the expressions
All ..fo(may.Allah forgive him) .&1 ~.J (may Allah have mercy on him), ~411~.; (may Allah
be pleases with him) and so on, may be used for others by name.
Allamah Teebi .dli<U-.; said that it is contrary to the preferable to invoke blessing on anyone
ap~;:t from the Prophet .,o.L.., ~ 41 ~- Some people have also said that it is haram and
makruh (urlLJf'"''1ming).
The correct verdict is L~at directly and individually it is Makruh tanzihi(disapproved strictly)
to invoke salah and salaam on Gthers than Prophets and angles, because this is a practice of
the innovators. However, it is allowed to invoke on them alongwith the Prophet ~41~
~,. For example, one may say:
I

~.J'4~,,.,~,~,.,~~.JJ\~

(Blessings be on Muhammad, his family and descendants and his companions, and
so peace!)
SECTION I
HOW TO INVOKE BLESSING
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919. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abu LayIa .dl! ~; narrated that Sayyiduna ka'b
ibn ujrah ~41~; met him and asked him, Shall I not present to you a gift that I had
heard from the Prophet .o-1-.,~-dll~. He said, we had asked Allah's Messenger 41~
.o-1-.,~ 0 Messenger of Allah, how may we invoke blessing on you, the people of
the house (of the Prophet .o-1-., ~ .dll ~), for Allah has taught us how to send
salutation to you? Then, he said that the Prophet .o-1-.,~-dll~ taught them to say:

r:tit\~,,..:~~1
::.,,.I~IJI' \;:_ ... ~~1~1 \;:.,::: ..,1~l.d' 1S\:>!JI' ~-'
\;:,~~
\;: i -!..J,llt
..,
.. ,
,~_,.,., ff.J~Ji,~
~
'...J'~

~

;tl

j~ojM~~l_;.~I..JHJI\?J~Ifi!~~j~ l.d' J ~!JI\?J ~l!>-~~d.J~
0 Allah, shower blessing on Muhammad and on the familyl
. Of Muhammad as you did shower blessing on Ibrahim and on the family 2
of Ibrahim. Surely, you are praiseworthy, Glorious.
0 Allah, grant favours to Muhammad and to the family 3
of Muhammad as you did grant favours to Ibrahim and to the family4
of Ibrahim. Surely, you are praiseworthy, Glarious.5
(Muslim does not mention Ibrahim at two places.)
COMMENTARY: The sahabah (companions) referred to the words (~1 4:!1 J..:lc. ~I) peace
be on you, 0 prophet in the at-tahiyat for salutation. But, they wished to know how to
invoke the salah (blessing).
Allah had taught them the salaam or salutation through the Prophet .o-1-., ~ .dll ~, every
command given by Allah is passed on through him by a revelation from Allah. He never
spoke about them of his own accord.
THE WORD AAL (FAMILY): The Arabic word (aal Jl) is applied to the hou~~nold and
family. It is used also for the followers. The ulama (Scholars) have ~Gered different
meanings of~ Jl ~ .J and on the aal of.Muhammad .o-1-.,~41~. Their opinions are:
(i)
Only his household and family,
(ii)
Followers,
(iii)
Every believer, or,
1

The word in Arbic is aal, see commentary,
The word in Arbic is aal, see commentary,
3
The word in Arbic is aal, see commentary,
4
The word in Arbic is aal, see commentary,
5
Bukhari # 3370, Muslim # '}6-406.
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(iv)
Every pious believer.
However, it seems that in this hadith aal means 'followers though some ulama (Scholars)
explain aal to mean ahl ul-bayt. They are those to whom it is unlawful to receive sadaqah
or each and who are called Banu Hashim,
Imam fakhruddin Razi .dll o-J said that ahlulbayt includes his wives and children. Since
Sayyiduna Ali ~ .dll ~J was more strongly linked with them because of sayyidah fatimah
~411~J, he too among the ahl ul-bayt.
Only Prophet Ibrahim ..o')\...JI~ is specified and no other Prophet is named. It is because he
was a fore father of the Prophet .o.J-,~4-LIJ--o. Moreover, in the principles of religion, the
Shari' ah (divine law) of Muhammad .o.J-,~4-LIJ-.o follows him.
The second portion(~~ ~.;4 ~I) (0 Allah, grant favours to Muhammad ... ) implies: 0
Allah , you have bestowed honour and excellence on our chief and master, mercy to the
worlds ..oJ-,~.d!IJ-.o. do keep it for ever.
The two portions of it in Muslim do not have the words (f':!Aiy.l ~)(on/grant to the family
ibrahim. (~LaS) and (d.;4 LaS).

920. Sayyiduna Abu Hamyad as-Sa'idi narrated that they (the sahabah
(companions) ~4-LI~J) asked, "0 ·Messenger of Allah, how may may we convey
blessings on you? Allah's Messenger .o.J-,~4-LIJ-.o said that they should say:

.l:~~ 1:~ ~!~I.J.H~I'~d5~
0 Allah shower blessing on Muhammad and his wives and hls offspring as you did
show~..- blessing on Ibrahim, and do grant favours to Muhammad and his wives and
his offspri.ug ;as you did grant favours to the family (aal) of Ibrahim. Indeed, you are
praiseworthy Glorio~~.t
COMMENTARY: The invocation of blessing is taught by the Prophet .o.J-, ~ 41 J-.o in
different words as is apparent in these two succeeding hadith. The ulama (Scholars) say
that it is enough to invocate in the words of the first hadith (# 919). Some versions also
have the words:

(and have mercy as you did show mercy)
However, they are not strongly established. Some scholars state that the hadith is sound
which has the words:

1

Bukahri # 3369, Muslim# 69-407.
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(And have mercy on Muhammad and on the aal of Muhammad as you did have
mercy on Ibr~him and on the aal of Ibrahim).
EXCELLENCE OF INVOKING BLESSINGS

{.JJ.-oi.JJ)

921. ~ayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.111~..>narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,,~4.111~ said,
If anyone invokes blessing on me once then Allah will shower on him ten mercies.t
COMMENTARY: This is in conformity with Allah's words:

IWhoever brings a good deed shall have tenfold like of it.} (6:160)
Hence, the same will apply to anyone who invokes blessing on the Prophet ..cJ,..,,~4.111~ Once.
SECTION II
~ti11j..4ili

~~ful ~S--4IJS~ ~~~ ~J ~ful ~;!J1 jj-!5 Jti Jti u;JI~J (~TT)
(~Li.ll oi.J.J) -94-JS~~ .~ ;;.~Jj 9{:~;.j..!&.&,.~ ~!..j 91jW.
922. Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~..>narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,,,Y..4.111~ said, If

anyone invokes blessing on me once, then Allah will bestow on him mercy ten
times, ten sins will oe erased for him and (relative to nearness to Allah) he will be
raised ten degrees. 2
:1

_.

1

t:

I

1

~_%\ ~~1..;~ '-f ~L!JI JJl _;l.::,j ~WI~ ~I Jj-!.5 Jti jli ;J' '"~I~j (~ Ti)
t ..
.. ..
{~J..oj.ll oi.JJ) -IS~~

923. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~4.111~..> narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,,,Y..4.111~

said, On the day of resurrection, those nearest to me will be they who will have
invoked blessings on me. most often.3
COMMENTARY: Ibn Hibban 41<Y-..> said that this glad news is most fitting for the scholars
of hadith. No other group of people invokes blessing on the Prophet ..cJ,..,, ~ 41 J--D more
often than they do. They will be the nearest of all to him on the day of resurrection.
SALUTATION CONVEYED TO PROPHET ..o.l-,~41~

"",

,,

(~Jr..UI.J<iWJioi.J.;) _.,;~.l!.H ~I

924. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~41~..> narrated th:!' Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,,.y..~IJ--D
said, Indeed, Allah has angles who travel abo1.1t in the earth. They convey to me the
salaam of my ummah. 4
1

Muslim # 70-408, Abu Dawoud # 1530, Tirmidhi # 485, Nasa'I # 1296, Darimi # 2772.
Nasa'I # 1297, Musnad Ahmad 3-102.
3
Tirmidhi # 484.
4
Nasa'l # 1292, Darimi # 2374, Musnad Ahmad 1/452.
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COMMENTARY: This hadith refers to the people who live far away from the Prophet .-.hlJ.o
..o.l.w,~

grave and are unable to visit it. When these people offer their salaam to the Prophet
..o.l.w,~.-.hlJ.o, the angles convey it to him with great reverence and high esteem. ·
As for those people who have the honour to present themselves at the grave, when they
offer the salaam there, the Prophet ..o.l.w,~.-.hlJ.o listens to them directly.
This hadith throws light on some things.
(1)
The Prophet ..o.l.w,~.d!l~ is alive in his grave with his body just as he was alive in
this world.
(2)
When a member of his ummah offers salaam to him, he feels happy. This, indeed,
is an honour and a great good fortune for him who offers the salaam.
(3)
When the angles present to the Prophet ..o.l.w,~.d!lJ.o someone's salaam it means
that the salaam has gained acceptance. The next hadith discloses that .the Prophet
..o.l.w,~.d!lJ.o responds to the salaam of that person. According to another hadith,
when the angles bring someone' s salaam, they also name him. For example, they
say, 0 Messenger of Allah, Mawlana Muhammad qutubuddin Muhiyuddin offers
your august self his salaam. Or, your humble slave Abdullah jawaid ibn Mawlana
Muhammad Abdul Haq presents your honoured self his humble salaam. Or, Faqir
Muhammad Asghar submits salaam to your distinguished self.
.
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THE PROPHET ..o.l.w,~.d!lJ.o RESPONDS

Lt.JJ~fui~J~!~ J1 "1~~~ ~~j~rlJ1 ~;iJIJj-!5 jlij~S.A.;.'~I~j (~Yo)
~SJI ~l.,r..U I J~I.J Jj!J~I o I.J.J) _;i!ll~ ~Ji ~
·925. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .d!l ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ .-.hl J.o
..o.l.w, said, when anyone offers salaam to me, Allah returns to me my soul till I
respond to his salaam. t
·
COMMENTARY: The ahlus-sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~-' ~ ~~ ~) wa al-janaah
believe firmly that the noble Prophet, pride of the worlds (May my parent be ransomed to
him),. is alive in the barzakh (which is the intervening world and period between t~ world
and the next world, here after).· But, this hadith says that he is not alive and life is restored
to him when any one coveys his salaam and he gives his response.
The seeming disparity;_!; cleared when we realise that returning the soul (to him) does not
presuppose that his blessed soul is not always present in his sacred body but only restored
for the while it ta~es to give a response. It is not so. Rather, since his soul is perpetually
attentive to the Mighty Lord and immersed in observing Him, so it is diverted from that
condition to this world that he may listen to the invocation of blessing and, salaam of the
members of his ummah and give a response. There fore, this diversion of the blessed soul
with the info.tmatic:::t is described in the· words, Allah returns to me my soul. As it is, all the
Prophets (~:d ~ ~~ ~1_,1.-) are alive in their graves.
Finally, the question remains whether this destination as mentioned in this hadith is
1
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available only to those who are fortunate to visit the grave or to all people generally?
Apparently, it is the. destination of everyone generally, both those who come to the grave
and .offer the salaam and those who send their salaam from distant places. However, the
only difference is that if anyone is unable to gain the honour of visiting the Prophet's 41~
...cJ,...,~ grave, he listens to their salaam through the angles. We shall see this in the hadith
of Abu Hurayrah ~41~; to follow in the third section(# 934).
DO NOT TURN HOMES INTO GRAVES
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926. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~; narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~
...cJ,...,~41 say, 11 Do not keep your houses like graves and do not make my grave a
place of fe~tivities (like a fair). Invoke blessing on me, for your (invocation of)
blessing reaches me from wherever you b_e.1
COMMENTARY: The first portion of the hadith can accommodate three interpretations.
(1)
Do not turn your houses into graves by lying there as the dead lie in their &raves
without engaging in worship. Rather, make some worship ther~ to get blessing
and radiance therein. Offer the prescribed salah in the mosques, and the sunnah
(practice of Holy Prophet ~-' ~ All ~) and supererogatory at home. It is better to
offer the supererogatory at home.
(2)
Do not bury your dead in your homes. However, this should not raise the question
why the Prophet ...cJ,..., ~ 41 ~ is buried in his house because it is exclusively
allowed to him not to others.
(3)
Do not turn graves as places of residence as in present times the disciples and care
takers reside at the shrines of the saints and in grave yards to retain softness qf
heart and a mild temperament. Rather, one must visit graves, make supplication
for the grave-dwellers and return home.
The second portion of the hadith do not make my grave a place of festivities prohibits
assembling there and perpetrating vain activities and celebrating, as the jews and
Christians do, at the graves of their Prophets ..o~-H~.
This portion of the hadith must serve as a lesson for the so-called manlavis today and the
innovators. They have made the graves of saints a centre to enjoy and get their personal
desires and worldly ambitions. They celebrate then~ ur.s, etc. and create much noise all of
which smacks of disbelief and polytheism. They eat voraciously and are blinded to the
commands of the Quran and hadith, May Allah guide them .. Ameen!
Some ulama (Scholars) have explained this portion to mean: do not visit my grave only
once or twice every year like the two eeds every year. Rather, vis!t often. The Prophet 41~
...cJ,...,~ encouraged his ummah to visit his grave very often.
The last portion of the hadith calls upon his umn1ah to invoke blessing on l1im most
frequently, again and again. Distance is of no concern because their blessing reaches him,
In this way, he consoles those who are very far off thai: they must not lose heart but
1
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continue to invoke blessing on him.
~J..r.L~~JY.u-*L~y_,.!
WARNING TO THOSE WHO NEGLECT IT
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927. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.J!I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..ol-.,~od!l<.}a
said, May his nose be dusty before whom I am mentioned but he does not invoke
blessings on me. And, may his nose be dusty who finds (the month of) Ramadan, but
is passes away without his being forgiven, And, may his nose be dusty whose parents,
or one of them, reach old age but could not (be a means to) admit him to paradise.t
COMMENTARY: Of the three people mentioned in this hadith, the first fail to invoke
blessing on the Prophet .olw,~41<.}a on hearing his name or his mention. It calls for their

nose to be dusty which means, may they be abased, dejected and ruined.
Apparently, blessing must be invoked on him every time the Prophet .olw,~41<,}a name is
called in an assembly. It is wajib (expedient), because to neglect it invites severe retribution,
However, it is not so because we have seen previously that it is not wajib (expedient) to
invoke blessing each time, but only once it is wajib (expedient) where after it is mustahab
and better. For anything to be wajib (expedient), the warning should concern the hereafter
but since the warning in this hadith says nothing about the hereafter, the command implies
that it is mustahab to invoke blessings every time the Prophet .ol.w, ~ 41 <.}a is mentioned,
and the warning points to excellence and istihbah (preferred, recommended),
The second kind do not fulfil the rights of the month of Ramadan perfectly. Their fasting
and worship during it are of a questionable nature. Since these things are a means to
forgiveness, it is said that they will face deprivation. The month they will face deprivation.
The month passes away without their benefiting from its blessings.
The third kind do not obey and serve their parents and fail to make then happy particularly
in their old age. They are truly wretched. They purchasE> punishment and misery in the
hereafter, for they lost the means to enter paradise.
MERIT OF BLESSING AND SALUTATION
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928. Sayyidun~ Abu Talhah ~od!I~J narrated that one day Allah's Messenger came
(to the saita.bah (companions) ~41~J) exuberance with large on his face. He said
that Jibril ..o'j..JI ~ had come to him and informed him that his Lord says, '0
1
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Muhammad, are you not pleased that if anyone of your ummah invokes blessing on
you once then I shall shower on him mercy ten times. And, if any of them conveys
salaam to you, then I shall bestow on him salaam ten times.l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oJ-, ~ ~~ J4 was very kind and compassionate to his
ummah. His topmost aim was to earn for them their welfare and good. Hence, when he
received this glad tidings from Jibril ..o;l..Jl~, he was visibly overjoyed and he conveyed the
tidings to the sahabah (companions) ~~~~J and through them to the rest of the ummah.
NO LIMIT TO IT
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929. Sayyiduna ubayy ibn Ka'b ~ ~~ ~J narrated that he said (to Allah's
Messenger ..oJ-,~~~J-.'t ), 0 Messenger of Allah, I (wish to) invoke blessing on you
very often. So, how much time shall I set aside for you from my prayers? The
Prophet ..oJ-,~~'J-.'t said, As much as you like. He asked, (May I set aside) one- ·
fourth? He said, As much as you like, but if you increase on that, that would be
better for you. Ubayy ~ ~~ &'J asked, half? He said, As much as you like, but if
you increase it, that would be better for you. So, he asked, Two thirds? He said,
As much as you like, but if you increase it, that would be better for you. He said,
I shall assign all my prayer for you. The Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 J4 said, That would
that care of your worries and expiate all your sins. 2
·
COMMENTARY: In the words (Arabic) the words (salah) stands for prayer supplication.
Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~~I&'J wished to know how much of his prayer for himself he
should allocate for invoking blessing on the Prophet ..cJ-,~~'J-.'t. The Prophet ,.o.L...,~.dJIJ-" did
not suggest how much but did say that _the more time he gave to it, the better it would be for
him. When he decided to assign all the time for it, the Prophet ,.o.L..., ~ .wl Jo" expressed
satisfaction and assured him that his cares and worries would be over and Allah will help him
in his affairs, worldly and of the hereafter. (Arabic) He who becomes Allah's then Allah's is his.
I

I

:Jill!~~~~~~
Therefore, if anyone continues to:invoke blessings on the Prophet +,~~~Jo" and makes it
an essential part of his life, then ease and comfort are for him in both the worlds. His pious
ambitions are fulfilled.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi ~~ ~J said. When my shaykh, the honourable
shaykh Abdul Wahab Muttaqi ~~<Y-J gave me leave to depart to Madinah for a visit, he said
to me, Go and remember that on this path on worship after Jard (obligatory) is like invoking

1
2
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blessing on the Prophet ~, ~ .Jil ~- So, use ~11 your time (after discharging fard
(obligatory)), to this sacred pursuit and do not occupy yourself in anything else.
Shaykh Abdul Haq .Jil<U-; said that he submitted May I put aside some time for it? Shaykh
Abdul Wahab .Jil<U-; said, There is no need to allocate any limit for it. Rather, invoke blessing
to becomes moist with it and you dye yourself in its colour, and get immersed in it.
The compiler of Hisn Haseen has written in Miftah: There are many benefity of invoking
blessing on the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ .JII ~ in both the worlds.· Difficulties and worries are
welcome. Important tasks are achieved. Experience spe'}ks for it. I was surrounded by fear
often and I got relief after invoking blessing on the Prophet ~,~.JII~.
PRAYER IS ANSWERED AFTER INVOKING BLESSINGS
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930. Sayyiduna fudalah ibn Ubayd ~.Jilr.P'; narrated that while Allah's Messenger
~,~.Jil~ was sitting (one day in the mosque), a man came in and offered salah
and prayed (thereafter), 11 0 Allah forgive me and have mercy on me. Allah's
Messenger ~,~41~ said to him, 0 you worshipper! You have (neglected the
manner of prayer and) made haste. When you have offered the salah, sit down and
praise Allah as is His d~e and invoke blessing on me and then make supplication to
Allah. (Thus, he taught him manners of supplication.) Late~, another man offered
salah and after that praised Allah and invoked blessing on the Prophet ~,~.Jil~
(but did not make Supplication), So, the Prophet ~,~':ttl~ said to him, 0 you
who have offered salah, pray, you will receive an answer.t
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931. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Masud ~.&~;narrated that (one day,) he offered
salah. The Prophet ~,~<~.ill~ was (also) there. Abu Bakr ~4ll1r.P'; and Umar .Jil~;
~were with him. Then (after the salah) Ibn Mas'ud ~.Jil~; sat down and began
with praise of Allah and invocation of blessing on the Prophet ~,~.Jil~. Then he
made supplication for himself. The Prophet ~,~41~ exhorted him. Ask, you

1
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will be given. Ask, you will be given.1
SECTION III
ABOUTUMMI
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932. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 6,.:.&.~ll.f".) narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.L..,~.JJ~
said, ''He who likes to be given the fullest measure (of reward) then he must invoke
blessings on us, the people of the Prophet's Household, in these words:

(0 Allah, shower blessings on Muhammad the ummi Prophet, and his wives (who
are) the mothers of the believers, and his offspring, and the people of his house, just
as you did shower blessings on Ibrahim. Surely, you are Praise worthy, Glorious).2
[An alternative literal translation is, after (reward): when he invokes blessing on us,
the people of the Prophet's household, he must say:]
COMMENTARY: Among the many names of the Prophet ..,o..L..., ~ ~~ J.,g that depict his
attributes is ummi a great honorific which is also mentioned in the Torah, Injil and other
heavenly Books in reference to him.
The dictionary meaning of ummi is one who does not know how to write and to decipher
what is written, has never been to a school or madrasah, nor acquired knowledge from
anyone. The word ummi is ascribed to umm which means mother, so the meaning would
be that such a person is like a child born to a mother, a child whom no one has ever taught
to write and to read.
Thus, when the Prophet ,.o.L..,~.JJI~ was sent to this world as the last of all Prophets, Allah
made him independent of teachers and schools and guides. But, he himself perfected him
in all the learning's and sciences of religion and the world. When he sent him. He never
attended a school and was never anyone's student, and apparently, he did not write and
did not read the written. Hence, he was called ummi.
Some people opine that ummi is ascribed to umm ul - Quran, the epithet of Makkah
because it is the essence of the whole earth.
THE STINGY
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933. Sayyiduna Ali ~4~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ-,~41~ said, The
miser is he before whom I am mentioned but he does not invoke blessing on me.
Ahmad transmitted it from sayyiduna Hasan ibn Ali ~<~ill~J.t
Tirmidhi said the hadith is hasan gharib.
COMMENTARY: The stingy is one who does not spend money. He hoards it and lets no

one get it from him. But, a greater miser and niggardly person is naturally lethargic and
negligent when he hears mention of the Prophet ..cJ-,~.<Iill~ because he does not utter a
single word by his tongue and heart. He is, therefore, ungrateful because the Prophet 41~
..cJ-,~ favours his ummah are ~o many that if the members of his ummah laid down their
lives for him they would not have returned the favour. What then to say of this man who
does not invoke blessing on the Prophet ..cJ-,~~~~ when he is mentioned and named in
this man's presence.
~...,_,J~LiL1_,;9~.;...r-'jl JL;..~IJ
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BLESSING IS CONVEYED
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934. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~<I.LI~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...,~<I.LI~
said, He who invokes blessing on me (standing) by my grave, I hear it. And, he
who invokes blessing on me at a distance, it is conveyed to me.2
·
COMMENTARY: If .anyone is fortunate to visit the Prophet's ..cJ-, ~ 411 ~ grave and he
stands there and offers salaam to him, he hears it directly without an intermediary. U any
one is not that fortunate yet senps (invocation of blessing) salaam from wherever he is,
then the angles who travel around the world convey the man's salaam to him. He
responds to the salaam in either case.
We must learn from this hadith that there is great merit in offering salaam to the Prophet
..oJ-,~<lhiJ.t;t. He is very fortunate and honourable who offers salaam to the Prophet ~<~ill~
..cJ-, and who continues to offer it regularly and in abundance. How great a bounty it is for
an auspicious man who receives response to just one salaam from the Prophet ..oJ-,~-till~!
what then to say of him who gets an answer to each of his greetings.

yJiyl~a&u-;~~~..l,.Q4$'"
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MERIT OF INVOKING BLESSINGS
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935. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ 41 <.P.J narrated that if anyone invokes
blessing on the Prophet ..cJ,...,~41~ once then Allah and His angels shower on
him mercies seventy times.t
·COMMENTARY: It seems that this pertains to Friday because deeds on Friday fetch
reward seventy times. This is why the Hajj Akbar(great pilgrimage) (the hajj which occurs
on Friday) Is like seventy Hajj(pilgrimage).
Even if this hadith is mawquf being the saying of Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr, ~41<?;
yet it is of the same kind as marfu (or a saying of the Prophet ~' ~ 41 ~) because no
sahabi ~ 41 <?; can define reward of a deed on his own unless he has heard it from the
Prophet ~,~41~. hence, it is certain that Sayyiduna Abdullah ~41<.P.J had heard it
from the Prophet ~,~41~. Hence, it is certain that Sayyiduna Abdullah ~41<.P.J had
heard these tidings from the Proph~t ..cJ,...,~....tJt~.
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936. Sayyiduna Ruwayfi ~41<?.) ~arrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...,~~~~ said,
If anyone invokes blessing on Muhammad and says (after that);
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0 Allah, grant Muhammad the place that is near to you, on the day of..resurrection,
then my intercession will become wajib (expedient) for him.2
COMMENTARY: The words (~.;o~.ft.o r\i.o) or the place near to you mean (-l~ r\i.o) the praise
worthy station. On the day of resurrection, the Prophet ..cJ,..., ~ 41 ~ 11\.rill stand there and
praise Allah, the Glorious, and make intercession for the people,
The Prophet ..cJ,...,~.dll~ will intercede for all Muslims, for every member of his ummah
without exception. In spite of that, a person who makes the afore mentioned supplication
after invoking blessing on the Prophet ..cJ,...,~-c.hl~ will attain a specific rank in that he will
be assured of the Prophet ..cJ,...,~.dll~ intercession. This may also be interpreted to mean
that this person will die, Inshallah, as a good, pious person.
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937. Sayyiduna Abdur Rehman ibn Awf ~.dll<?; that (one day) Allah's Messenger
..oJ-., ~ 41 ~ went out till he came into (a garden of) palm trees. (There,) he
1
2
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prostrated himself and prolonged the prostration till he (Abiur Rahman ~ 4.111 ~.J)
was apprehensive lest Allah had taken away his soul. So, he went and looked
closely. He (Perceived footsteps and) raised his head and asked, '~at is wrong
with you? (He had detected anxiety on him). So he mentioned (what had caused
him anxiety). The Prophet ..oJ.;..,~~~~ then disclosed that Jibril...o'j._JI~ had (come
to him and) said, Shall I not give you glad tidings that Allah, Mighty and Glorious,
says to you, H anyone invoke~ blessing on you once, I shall shower mercy on him,
and if anyone sends salaam to you, I shall send peace on him. 1
COMMENTARY: In another version of Imam Ahmad ~~~.J, the concluding words are that
the hadith is sahih. I have not come across another hadith concerning prostration of
gratitude more sahih than this hadith. It is narrated through many lines of transmission.
INVOCATION OF BLESSING HAS A SAY IN PRAYERS BEING GRANTED

~ {'.!&! '} <fiJ~Ij ~l ~:: \1 fJ!! J_;i_¥ t~ill ~! jli ~ fut (5-95 ~~I~ ;.:J:. c)£j

(4\r'A)

(I.S.l..o.JJI oi.J.J) _,:;: 1;.;~~ ~t,:}

938. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~ ~I ~J narrated that supplication remains
suspended between heaven and earth without anything of it ascending till you
invoke blessing on your Prophet ,.oJ....,~~~~. 2 •
COMMENTARY: Acceptance. of supplication is subject to invocation of blessing on the
Prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ because the blessing is itself approved. So, through it and because of it
supplication too ga4"ts approval.

"

~.) o~U oJj.,;-1_,.$L~.)J ~J
It is stated in Hisn Haseen that shaykh Abu Sulayman Durrani 4.iii~J said, When you raise
your hands before Allah for a need of yours, begin your petition by invoking blessing on
the Prophet ..oJ-,~4.111~, Then, whatever you wish after that, make a supplication for it.
Then, conclude your supplication with (another) invocation of blessing on the Prophet 4.111~
..oJ-,~. (In other words invoke blessing on the Prophet ..oJ-,~4.111~ both before and after
your supplication). Allah, through His favour, approves both invocations of blessing on
the Prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ and He is Greater and Better than imagining that He would leave
out the s~pplication that is between the two invocations of blessing. (It is not expected of
Allah's mercy and compassion that He would accept the two prayers for blessings on the
Prophet ..o.J.w,~41~ but reject the supplication between them).

Allamah Teebi .&~J said of this hadith, ult is possible that this hadith may be the saying of
Sayyiduna Umar ~4.iii~J in which case this hadfth will be mawquf. Also, it could be the
saying of the Prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ in which case this hadith would be marfu. However, the
correct position is that this hadith is mawquf, being the saying of Umar ~4.iii~J.
However, scholars of hadith maintain that no narrator can say such a thing (as we stated in
the commentary of hadith # 935 in the foregoing lines). Hence, this hadith, as for as the
1
2

Musnad Ahmad 1-191.
Tirmidhi # 486 Nasai # 1309.
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transmission is concerned, is mawquf, but, in terms of command, it is marfu.

CHAPTER - XVIII
THE SUPPLICATION MADE IN THE TASHAHHUD

+

In the last qa'dah (sitting), it is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet.~.J
.&1 uk) to make
supplication after the at-tahiyat and invocation of blessing on the Prophet ~,~.dll~. The
books of fiqh say that a worshipper may make~ in his salah after the attahiyat and the durud,
supplication according to his wish and liking. However, the supplication must not
resemble the speech of the common people, like anyone praying, 0 Allah, give me bread.
Give me clothing, and so on. It is not proper to make such supplicar .on here.
The hadith # 909, in the chapter (16) on the tashahhud, of Ibn Masud ~.dli<JW; has the words
that the Prophet .,o.L...,~<d!IJ-a taught him the at-tahiyat and said, Then make a supplication
that you like. They have to be selected from the supplications known to have been made
by Prophet .,o.L...,~.dll~ at this juncture when at-tahiyat is recited.
It is better to make the supplication known from the Prophet .,o.L...,~.dliJ-a in the tashahhud
because they are comprehensive prayer both the worlds. In this chapter, those
supplications will be presented that the Prophet .,o.L..., ~ 411 ~ used to make after the
tashahhud, or those that he had taught other people.

SECTION I
THE PROPHET'S SUPPLICATION

r.,

,~

, "" ,

""

(~~)-~l9~jj~.lS:9~~

939. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.JJI<JW; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~411~ used to
make this supplication in the salah (after the tashahhud):

(0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from the punishment in the grave. I seek refuge in
you from the trial of al-Masih all dajjal. I seek refuge in you from the trial of life
and the trial of death. 0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from sin and debt.
On that, someone asked, Why do you seek refuge from debt so often? He said,
When a man is in debt, he presents excuses and tells lies. He promises but goes
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back on them.l
COMMENTARY: Dajjal will be created during that days before the Last Hour. He will

claim to be Divine. He will mislead the people with his jugglery and deceit, More will be
spoken on him in the last chapters of Mishkat.
WHY IS HE CALLED AL- MASIH? He will be so called because he will be one-eyed, or
because he will be mamsuh which means cut off from everything good, pious and blessed,
as though ignorant of these things, never having come across them. Who else but the dajjal
can posses these traits?
WHY IS PROPHET EESA ,o'j...Jt~ CALLED AL-MASIH? The root of this word is masiha
which, in Arbic, means blessed. Or masih means a great traveller, who travels much. This
is so: Prophet Eesa ..o~t ~ will be sent from the heaven to earth before the Last Hour
nears. His mission will be to eradicate evil, to rule all over earth as Allah's caliph, to
spread Allah's religion and to eliminate the dajjal. He will travel all over the world to do
these things. Hence, he is called al-masih.
Anyway, the word al Masih is applied to both Prophet Eesa ..o'j...Jt ~and the accursed
dajjal. However the distinctive difference is that when simply (al-) Masih is spoken or
written then it refers to Prophet Eesa ..o')L..Jt~ but when the accursed dajjal is meant the (al-)
Mashih is qualified, (al-) masih (ad-) dajjal.
In this supplication, the Prophet sought refuge in Allah from six things. They are : (i)
Punishment in the grave. (ii) The trial of ad dajjal. (iii)The trial of life. (iv) The trial of death.
(v) Sins. And, (vi) debt.
The destructive character of these six things is marked heavily both in religious and worldly
life of anyone. If Allah delivers a person from these six things through His mercy and favour
then It will spell success and prosperity in his religious and worldly lives, otherwise, even if
be is beset with one of these, he will be ruined in both lives and become deserving of
punishment in the hereafter, and of every kind of mercy and honour in that world.
The Prophet.ol-J ~ ~~ ~ sought Allah's refuge from these things and thus taught his
ummah so that every Muslim must seek refuge with Allah from these six strongly
destructive things. May he preserve him from them! Aameen!.
Two things, the punishment in the grave and trial of the dajjal are self-explanatory and
need no further elucidation. The trial of life is to be end tangled in the difficulties and trial
of the world because of lack of patience and contentment (or cheer). It is to be netted in
such things as close the doors to guidance and the true path, and throw one in the pit of
error and straying.
The trial of death is the devil' s snare in the last moments of anyone's life. He may create
doubts and prompt him to remove him from perpe~al deliverance into punishment by
c~using him to waver in faith and full into disbelief while dying. The questions of Munkar
Nakir, severity of chastisement in the grave and punishment of the hereafter are all included
in the trials of death. May Allah Preserve every Muslim from all these things. Aameen.
The word (matham ~"l.o) in the Arabic text could mean to commit sin, or that which leads to
sin. Be that as it may, refuge is sought in Allah from sins that will bring punishment in the
hereafther and Allah's displeasure. Refuge is sought also from those things that lead to sin
and away from the right path into straying .
1

Bukhari # 832, Muslim# 129-589, Abu Dawud # 880, Nasa' I# 1310, Musnad Ahmad 6-88.
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WHY REFUGE FROM DEBT? One of the sahabah (companions) ~.dli<.F; was astonished
at making a prayer for refuge from debt, what is there in it for seeking protection from it?
Rather. Many people are helped with debts to satisfy their needs. However, the Prophet~
.,o..L...,~.dll pointed out the evil and it is such that one must truly ask for protection from it.
For one thing, it is not good from the worldly point of view to be a debtor. Then, from the
point of view of religion and the hereafter, a debtor is driven to do such things as Shariah
looks down upon and as invite punishment on him in the next world. The debtor begins by
presenting false excuses for his needs, telling lies and having no compunction in doing that.
The .next step arises at the time. when repayment is due. It is very rare that a debtor keeps
his promise. Ger:terally, the debtors again present excuses and tell lies when the due date
arrives and they do not repay the debt. In this way, they commit sin by breaking their
promises and indulging in lies. This situation is unending:
Promises are made and broken and lies are told repeatedly. Every debtor carries a heavy
burden of sin on himself. Clearly, these things are a means of Punishment and retribution
in the hereafter. So, refuge must be sought from this evil thing.
FROM WHAT PROTECTION IS SOUGHT

0J-A o I_,.;) -J~iJ I
940. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~-ilii<.F.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o..L...,~.dll~

said, ~~en one of you completes the final tashahhud, let him seek refuge in Allah
from four things: the punishment in hell, the punishment in the grave~ the trial of
life and death, and the evil of al-masih addajjal."l
·
COMMENTARY: In the last qa'dah, after having recite the tashahhud, this supplication
should be made:

0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from the punishment in hell, the punishment in the
grave, the trial of life and death and the. evil of al-mashih ad -dajjal.
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941. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~4~~; narrated that the Prophet .,o..L...,~.dll~ used to
teach tliem this supplication just as he taught them the surah (s) from the Quran,
asking them to say:

1

Bukhari # 1377, Muslim# 130. 588, Abu Dawud # 983, Ibn Majah # 909, Daririi # 1344.
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0 Allah I seek refuge in you from the punishment in hell seek refuge in you from
the punishment in the grave. I seek refuge in you from the trial of life and death.t
Supplication in the qa' deb

J..:..\ J!.~_,~
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2 as Saddiq ~ ~~ ~J narrated that he requested, 0"
Messenger of Allah, teach me a supplication that I might make in my salah." He
instructed him to say:

942. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr

0 Allah, I have wrQnged myself immensely and there is none who will forgive sins
but you. So do forgive me, forgiveness from yourself, and have mercy on me.
Indeed, you are the forgiving, the merciful.3
COMMENTARY: Instead of (I~) (immensely, very much) some versions of Muslim have
(I~) (greatly, considerably). Hence, this supplication may be made with (I~) sometimes
and (I~) sometimes.
TURNING IN SALUTATION

0J-o ol-'.;) _,~~~ L$.;1 ~
943. Sayyiduna Aamir ibn Sa'd ~ltU-; narrated from.his father (Sayyiduna sa'd ibn

Abu ~..Vaqqas ~~~~;)that he used to see Allah's Messeng~r ..o.l..w,~cd.ll~ turn to his
right and iu .h;s left while offering salutation (to end the salah) till he could see the
whiteness of his checks.4
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..o!w, ~ ~~ J..a turned his face to such an extent that the
brightness of his cheeks could be seen. How fortunate was Sayyiduna Sa' d ~~~~; that he
1
2

Muslim # 134-590, Abu Dawud # 984.
His name was Abdullah, kunyah Abu Bakr and epithet as-siddiq and Atiq. The PriJphet ~cd.IIJ..a

..o.l..w, had changed his name Abdul Kabah. His father was Uthman with the Kunyah Abu ~ahafah. He
was the first man to embrace Islam. He was the Prophetf.,g.!....'~~IJ.D companion in the cave and he
was the first caliph after the Prophet's ..oJ,...,~~IJ..a death. He died in 13AH when 63 years old and is
buried next to the Prophet ..oJ-,~~~~
3
Bukhari # 834, Muslim# 48- 2705 Tirmidhi # 3542, Nas'I # 1802, Musnad Ahmad 1-41bn Majah #
2835.
4
Muslim# 116-592, Nasa'I # 1317, Ibn Majah # 915, Darimi # 1345, Musnad Ahmad 1-390.
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was on the side of the Prophet ..o.l-,~d.LIJ--o in salah.
yL.J..ri~~ii~~~P'4l3

~L~J_,.!r4-~jl.o..>..u1LJ.~

IMAM TURNS AFfER SALAH

1~!1& J;il S~ ~ ISL;.LJ ~ ful ~ ~~ jj-!5 ~lS jli ~-~..J!,.?. Sri S~ 0£J (q,to
tS

,

J.t

(LS.J~I oiJ.J) -~

944. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~<dll~; narrated "When Allah's Messenger
..o.l-,~d.LIJ--o had offered the salah, he would turn with his face towards us."t
COMMENTARY: When the congregation was over, he turned and faced the
muqtadis(followers of Imam(in congregational prayer)).
~

~

0J.-o oi.J..>) -~16&- J.A.;l:,J ~ill I~ &}JI ~lS jli u;-510£J ((\to)
t

'

945. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 41 ~; narrated that the Prophet ..o.l-,
(sometimes) to his right (after having offered the salalt).2

~ <dll J--o

turned

( ~.:;.~)-o
v---,.; l.::.:;
M

M

946. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~<dll~; narrated, "let no one among you give
the devil any thing from his salah by presuming that (after the salalr) he must turn
to the right only. Indeed, I did observe Allah's Messenger .o-1-,~-d!IJ--o tum ofter to
his left (after the salah)."3
COMMENTARY: After making the salutation to end the salalz, the Prophet ..o.l-, ~ <dll J--o
turned sometimes to the right and sometimes to the left and faced the congregation.
Sometimes, he made supplication and went to his room that was to the left side. At other
times, he did the opposite, turning to the left and then sitting on the right side.
The first method is preferred because it begins with the right side and the Prophet ~<dl'J--o
..o.l-, often followed this course. However, Sayyiduna Ibn Ma'sud ~<dli~J said that thP':.:! is
permission to turn left, so it must be done sometimes. A sunnah (practice of Holy Pr':.f'het ~
~.J ~ .hi) must not be regarded as wajib (expedient). The permission of the P.i.ophet ~<dll~
..o.l-, must be availed, particularly in view of the hadith: 'Allah likes that the concession
offered by Him must be seized just as He likes that the prescribed must be followed.'
The Shafi' s adopt a middle course. The worshipper may tum to the side convenient to him,
meaning, towards his residence or destination.
Sayyiduna Ali ~d.LI~; is also known to have :;aid, "the Prophet .oJ-,~<dllJ--o sometimes
faced the muqtadis with his back to the qiblah." This is as mentioned in a foregoing hadith.
'Giving something to the devil. .. ' is to regard what is not binding as wajib (expedient) and
1

Bukhari # 845, Nasa'!# 1363, Ibn Majah # 44,
Muslim # 61 - 708, Nasa'!# 1359.
3
Bukhari # 856, Muslim# 59-707, Abu Dawud # 1042, Nasa'!# 1360, Ibn Majah # 930
2
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necessary. One who does it follows the devil and his salah becomes imperfect.
Allamah Teebi 4.iJ1 tU-.) concedes from it that if anyone continues to observe something
mustahab perpetually as though binding on him, and does not avail of the concession then
it is as tough the devil has come to him to mislead him.
Would that the innovators examine themselves and see how they have bound themselves to
observe, not merely the mustahab(desirable), but such things as forbidden by Shari'ah (divine
law), and the innovations, as though they were wajib (expedient). Thereby they have cast
themselves in the pith of error and digression. They have let the devil overpower them.
While these four ahadith (# 943 to 946) do not pertain to this chapter, yet they are related to
it and offshoots of it.
SUPPLICATION AFTER SALAH

947. Sayyiduna AI - Bara ~ 4.iJ1 ~; narrated that when they offered salah behind
Allah's Messenger ...cJ-,~4.iJ1~, they loved to keep themselves to his right so that
(while making the salutation,) he would turn his face (first) towards them. He also
said, 111 heard him pray (after the salutation):
~I
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0 lord, preserve me from Your punishment on the day You will raise (or, will
gather) your slaves.l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ...cJ-,~4.iJ1~ made this supplication out of humility. Or, he
had in mind his umrnad that they might learn it and make it after the salah.
The narrator was unsure which word the Prophet ...cJ-,~4111~ used(~) 9to rise)or (F.)
(to gather). This prayer may be made with both these words or any one of the.
.
GETIING UP AFTER THE SALAH
'-=JJ~~,,
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948. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~ 4.iJI ~.J narrated that in the times of Allah's
Messenger ...cJ-,~41~ women (who also joined the congregational salah got up
after the salutation of the prescribed.salah (and went home). Allah's Messenger J-"
...cJ-,~~~ and the men who offered the salah with him stayed put as long as Allah
willed. When Allah's Messenger ...cJ-,~4.iJ1J.a stood up, the men also go~ np land
departed to their respective destinations). 2
1
Muslim# 26- 709, Abu Dawud # 5045, Tirmidhi # 3410 (but while sleeping), Ibn Majah # 3877,
musnad Ahmad 1/400.
2
Bukhari # 866, Musnad Ahmad 6 - 316.
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COMMENTARY: The women departed promptly at the end of the salah so that they would
·
not come across ·men .on the streets.
It is not kown how much time the Prophet _.o.l.w_,~.dll~ sat after the salah. It depended on the
different times. Sometimes he sat only for the time it took to make the prayer (r~' ~~ ~I) (to
the end. Sometimes, he was there after the supplication and recited the Qur' an and taught his
sahabah (companions) ~41~;, sometimes, he sat after the salah of fajr till sunrise.
It is mu~tahab for the imam to sit at the prayer rug for such things for some time. It is also
mustahab for the·muqtadis to remain seated till the imam rises.
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Insha Allah, we shall narrate the hadith of Jabir ibn Abdullah ~41~; in the chaper
on dihak (laughing). (hadith # 4747)
SECTION II
~~ltj..caiii
SUPPLICATION AFTER SALAH
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949 Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41J-D
..o.l.w., took him by his hand and said, ''I love you, 0 Messenger of Allah. ''Allah's
Messenger .,o.L..._,~41~ then said to him, 11 Never neglect to say after every salah:
!-'!

,

...

~$~.·~"'~ ~ ... ~ ("j \t:. ~ 11..!.1.)"'
"' ... y--:J '-t
'.J ~ . . IJ' ~ ,.
11

My lord help me to remember You, to be grateful to you and to worship you in the
best of manner."'t
Abu Dawud did not mention Sayyiduna Mu'adh's response 'And I love you, 0
Messenger of Allah.'
COMMENTARY: 'Worship in the best manner' means whatever kind of worship it should
be perfect in all respects with full concentration. The worshiper must behave as though he
sees Allah and worships Him. The same meaning I given for these words in the Book of
Faith where it is explained in detail.
If anyone loves another then he must express it for, this is mustahah.
The words "held him by the hand and said 'I love you' "is continuous with the deed and
the saying. The ulama (Scholars) know it but the masses need not bother about it, so we do
not mention it here.
TURNING IN SALUTATION

1

Abu dawud # 1522, Musnad Ahmad 5-1247, !\:asa'i 1304, !v1uwatta Maalik# 5105-15 (wi•_:lc,ut
the prayer and similar).
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950. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Ma' sud narrated that Allah's Messenger..o!w, ~ 41 J-"
used to offer salutation to his right (to end the salah, saying:) (.&'~JJ~~~')L.JI) (assalaaamn alaykum wa rahmatullah, Peace be on you and Allah's mercy ) turning so
much that the whiteness of his right cheek was visible, and (then)( to his left (saying)
(.&1~ JJ~r".>\-ll) turning so much that the whiteness of his left cheek was visible.
Tirmidhi does not mention 'so that the whiteness ... was visible.' And, Ibn Majah
transmitted from:

951. Sayyiduna Ammar ibn Yasir ~41~;.

. PROPHET'S SITTING TO THE LEFT SIDE

952. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Ma'sud ~<~ill~; narrated that after the salah, the
Prophet ..o!w,~41J-" generally turned to his left towards his room.l ·
COMMENTARY: The door of the Prophet's ..cJ,..,,~.WIJ-" room was towards the left after the
salah and then went after the salalz and then went to his room.

CHANGEPLACEFORTHESUNNAH

M.,jiJ.;lA)fi~V~J~ilil~;iJij__;.!Jj~J~s~lif~~ft,f;~~<~or)
953: Sayyiduna Ata al- khurasani 41cu-; narrated from Sayyiduna al- Mughirah ~;
~<~ill that Allah's Messenger ..o!w,~<I.LIJ-" said. ''The imam must not offer salah at the
same place where he has already prayed but move a little away from there."2
Abu Dawud 4\.u-; said that Ata <lil!.u-; never met Mughirah ~·..,~;.So the hadith is munqata.'
COMMENTARY: The hadith says that the sunnah (practice of Holy Prop/ret
~ust

rL.J ~..ill~)

not be offered at the same place where the fard (obligatory) are offered. Rather, one
must move to another place to offer the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet rL.J ~..ill~).
The hadith seems to give the command to move only to the imam. In fact, the comm.and is
general and applies to the muqtadis as well.
The wisdom behind the command could be that no new comet might be under the
impression that the worshipper has not yet finished his fard (obligatory) though he might be
engaged in the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet rL.J ~..ill~) at the same place. Or, that if
he changes places, both the places would bear witness on the day of resurrection before
Allah that he w;\c:: \Jbedient. Thereby, his rank would be elevated.
1

2

Baghawi in sharh us- sunnah # 702.
Abu Dawud # 616, Ibn Majah # 1428.
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Mulla Ali Qari .till tU-,; has written that some scholars opine that this command applies to
those fcrrd (obligatory) salah after which there is a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~ .&I ~
~__,) muwakkadah. They say that this command does not apply to those fard (obligatory)
after which is no sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet~--'~ .&I~), like fajr and asr. However,
some ulama (Scholars) hold that this command applies to all salah.

(Jjb~l oi.J.J) -§~I~
954. Sayyiduna Anas ~41&,; narrated that the Prophet ..oJ,..,,~41~ exhorted them
to offer the salah and forbade them to-leave before his departure from the salah.1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..o.J....,~411~ encouraged the sahabah (companions) ~41~,;
to offer the salah generally c,r to join the congregation for the salah.
He also disallo\·ved the men to disperse after the salah and supplication unless he himself
got up to go. In this way, women could go away while the streets were deserted. This is
explained in the hadith # 948. For this reason,it is nahi tanzihi.
It is possible that getting up early could also refer to the masbuq. In which case it would
mean that the masbuq2 should not get up to complete his missed raka' at before the imama
has turned in salutation. Also, the hanafis consider it hara1r for the masbuq to arise for the
remaining salah before the imam's salutation.
~!lih~ili

SECTION III

PRAYER AFTER TASHAHHUD
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955. Sayyiduna shaddad ibn Aws ~41~,; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41~
..o.J...., used to make this supplication in his salah (after the tashahhd):
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0 Allah, I beseech you for steadfastness in obeying the command and a firm
resolve in (striving for) the right path. And, I beseech you to II" ake me grateful for
your favour and to enable me to worship you in the best manner. And, I beseech
you for a sound heart and a truthful tongue. And, I beseech you for the good of that
which you know and seek refuge in you from the evil of that which you know, and,
Ab~ Dawud # 624, Musnad Ahmad 3 - 240.
He is one who joins the congregation late and has missed one raka'ah or more which he redeems
cJter the imam has completed his saialr.
1
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I seek forgiveness (for the sins) that you know.t
COMMENTARY: This supplication too was made by the Prophet ,.o.L..,~...LI~ to teach his

ummah otherwise he had received all these good •hings and he was safe from all sins.
Besides, he was forgiven sins for all times.
The firm resolve to strive for the right path means: '0 Allah, enable me to pursue with
determination ::he guidancP on which you have set me and to make it a life, long ambif on."
the next portion about gratitude and best form of worship means: '0 Allah give me ability to
thank you for your favours by obeying your commands and keeping away from what you
have disallowed, at d to make worship respecting all conditions and manners of worship.'
The sound heart is free of evil beliefs, weak and wrong convictions and base desires, it is
also pure of associating others with Allah.
Asking for the good of what you know is 'that which I assume to be good.' A person may
not know really whether it is good, so he prays for that which Allah knows to be good.
Similarly, he may presume something to be bad but only Allah knows what is bad.
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956. Sayyiduna Jabir ~...LI~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.L..,~...LI~ used to
express in his salah after the tashahhud, ''the best of words are.Allah's words and
the best of guidance is the guidance of Muhammad ,.o.L..,~odll~."2
METHOD OF SALUTATION
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. 957. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ hlo"'.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.L..,~-d!t~ made
one salutation (in salah) opposite to his face. Then he inclined somewhat to the
right side. (In this way, he completed the salutation).3
COMMENTARY: He began to make the salutation from the side of the qiblah in the middle
turning his face to the right to such an extent that the whiteness of his cheek was visible as
·stated earlier in the hadith. It seems from the hadith that he made only one salutation in the
salah to the right side. Indeed, Iman Maalik ...LI<U-.) follows this hadith and says that only one
salaam is lawful in the esalah.
However, Imam Abu. Hanifah ...LI <U-.J, Imam Shafi'I ...LI <U-.) and Imam Ahmad ...LI <U-.) hold
unanimously that two salaams to the right and left are lawful. There are many ahadith about it.
These imams explain that the Prophet ,.o.L..,~<d!l~ used to pronounce one salaam in a loud
voice and the second ~~~~1y. This is why Sayyidah Ayshah ~...LI~.) mentioned only one.
RESOLVE TO RESPOND TO SALAAM
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958. Sayyiduna Samurah ~ ...LI &'_, narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.L.., ~ 41 ~
commar..~~d

them that while they turned in salutation (in the salah) they must
(form an intt:nPon to) respond to the (salaam of the) imam and (they must) love

1

Nasa'l # 1304, Musnad Ahmad 4 - 123.
Nasa' 1 # 1~11, Ibn Majah # 18.
3
Tirmidhi # 296.
2
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each other and (must) offer salaam to each other.1
COMMENTARY: The muqtadis who are to the right side of the imam will form an
intention to respond to the imam's salaam when they make the second salutation. Those
who are to his left will form the intention with the first salutation and those who are
exactly.behind him will make the intention at both salutations. The imam too must form an
intention to offer salaam to the muqtadis.
The Muslims should love each other, meaning those who offer the salaam and all the
creatures of Allah. They must be well - mannered and loving to them.
Also, during the salah, all muqqtadis must form an intention of offering salaam to each
other, when they tum to salaam to those on this idem and when they tum to the left, those
on their left. Every muqtadi (and imam) must also form an intention to offer salaam to the
angels with them. This is a command in the ahadith and the Hanafis say that it is a sunnah
(practice of Holy Prophet~-'~ .&I~). Others have rejected it.

CHAPTER- XIX
DHIKR AFTER THE SALAH

In this chapter, ahadith will be presented on supplication and invocation, petitions and
other recitals observed after the salah. And merit. Here, the word dhikr is used in its wider
meaning to encompass supplication and other petitions.
'
There is a diff~rence of opinion on how much time is given for these things after those fard
(obligatory) salah which are followed by the sunnah salah(prayer offered Prophet~J4~..1it~).
It is stated in Durr Mukhtar that after offering the fard salah(obligatory prayer), it is makruh
(unbecoming) to delay observance of the·sunnah (practice ofHoly Prophet~-'~ .&I~) but
to sit for such time, as takes to pray (?~I Ujl ~I) to the ~nd, is allowed.
Allamah Halwani d.ili.Y.J said that there is nothing wrong in observing an interval between fard
(obligatonJ) and sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet~-'~ .&I '-51...::.) in order to recite the invocations.
Kamal d.ili<Y-J also held the same opinion,

Allamah Halbi .&I ~.J reconciled the two opinion by saying that if 'makruh (unbecoming)' in
the first opinion stands for makruh tanzihi(strictly disapproved) and not makruh (unbecoming)
tahrimi, then these two opinions do not differ. In this case, the first opinion will mean that there
is no sin in delaying the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~_, ~ .&I ~) but merely makruh
(unbecoming) tanzihi meaning that it is better not tc delay. As for the opinion of Allahmah
Halwanid.ili.Y.J, it will mean that there is nothing wrong in delaying ~e sunnah (practice of Holy
Prophet~-'~ .&I~) after thefard (obligatory prayer) to be able to make the invocations, but it is
better not to delay them. In this way, both the opihions are reconcile.
Another opinion of the author of Durr Mukhtar means: 'it is possible that invocation may
be made betweenfard (obligatory) and sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~ .JJI~). So, the
difference will be resolved.'
Then, he says that it is mustahab to recite after the salalt 2 astaghfirullah three times, the
1

Abu Dawud # 1001, Ibn Majah # 922.
When stmnah is not part of a salah (like fajr, asr), after the fard (obligatory). But if sunnah is offered
a·iter Jard (ob!igatory), ttl-ten after the swmah.
2
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ayatulkursi and the surahs al - Ikhlas, al-falaq and an-Naas, and thirty-three times each
subhanuAllah, al-Hamdulillah and AllahuAkbar and once the tahlil to make that on
hundrd after which a supplication should be made to concluded with:
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If sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet F.J ~ .&I~) are offered after a congregational salah,
then the muqtadis must come out of the rows. They must ·not stand in rows to offer the
sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet F-' ~.&I~) but stand apart. The imam too must move
away from his place sideways, or forward or backward, In this way, the latecomers will not
get a wrong impression that the congregational salah is not over.
There also is a difference of opinion about the side to which the imam may turn after
the ·salutation and when facing the muqtadis for the supplication. The correct position
is that he has choice to turn to either side. However, most people prefer that he should
turn to the left side and sit,
If anyone· offers the sunnah (prayer offered Prophe~JA#.i»t~) after the fard (obligatory
prayer) and then makes the recommended invocation the he will not be deprived of the
merit of making them after the far. This is because they are recommended after salah, be
they fard (obligatory) or sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet rL-' ~ .&I ~). Rather, it is better
after the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet F-' ~.&I~).
Similarly, the ahadith say that after the salah of fajr and magrib one n1ust recite ten times:

~~ j~y-'
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Or, the ayat ul-kursi is recited after them as per ahadith. If anyoun offers the sunnah (practice
of Holy Prophet F-' ~All~) of maghrib after the fard (obligatory) and after that makes
these invocation s.then he wili earn the same merit as he would get on making them after
the fard (obligatory prayer) Some people presume that they would do it quicker and
discharge these practices too, i£ they recite the ayat ul-kursi in the sunnah (practice of Holy
Prophet F.J ~.&I~) of maghrib (instead of after the fard (obligatory) or sunnah (practice of
Holy Prophet F-' ~ .lil ~) salah). This is only their whim and a deception asides, the
ahadith establish that the Prophet _.o.i...,~~~~ recited. in the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet
rL_, ~ .&I ~) of maghrib the surah al - kafirun and al - Ikhlas.
SECTION I
jj~tj.;Jil
SAYING ALLAHUAKBER AFTER THE SALAH

959. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J said, 111 could make out the end of the salah of
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~~~~ by the takbir,"t
COMMENTARY: The saying of AllahuAkbar on the completion of the salah is classified by
the scholars indifferent ways. Some say that here it is dhikr it is stated in a hadith in the two
sahih books that Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated, uln the times of the Prophet ..oJ-,~~~~, a loud
dhikr was made by the people after finishing the fard salah(obligatory prayer). u Ibn Abbas ~J
~~~said that he could know the end of the salah only by that (meaning a loud dhikr). After
1

Bukhari # 842, Muslim# 120-583, Abu Dawud # 1002, Nasa'i.
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reporting that, Bukhari has transmitted this hadith (#959). Thus, takbir here means dhikr.
However, Imam Shafi'I 411-u-; had understood this loud dhikr of the Prophet .,o.L...,~.ti!IJ.c> as
a form of teaching the ummah. Bayhaqi and others have cited the hadith of the two sahiah
books about a soft or low-voiced dhikr that the Prophet .,o.L..., ~.till~ had instructed the
sahabah (companions) ~.till~; not to make the tahlil and the takbir in a loud voice. He also
said, "You are not calling a deaf and an absent Being. He is with you a1.d is near."
Some others have classified this takbir as part of the rosary that is chantt!d after the salah
with Tasbih (subhanAllah) and tahmid (alhamdulillah) ten times or thirty times.
Some schol:..rs say that in the times of the Prophet .,o.L..., ~.till~ the takbir was sounded
once or three times.
Some scholars conl.end that the hadith of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.till~; concerns the days
of Mina where the takbirs of the (days of ) tashriq were sounded.
However, in spite of all these opinions, one doubt continues to haunt us: why was it that
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.till~; did not know the end of salah by the salaam but learnt of it
through the takbir?
Perhaps, being a minor he did not always join the congregation. Or, perhaps, he may have
stood in the last row of the congregation up to where the :w:>rophet' s ..oJ....,~4!J.c> voice did
not carry and he could not know the end of the salah until the emuqtadis called the taqbir
loudly. Allah knows best.
LENGTH OF SITTING AFTER FARD (OBLIGATORY)
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960. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.till~; narrated that after Allah's Messenger .,o.L..., ~.till J--"
made the salutation (of the prescribed salah), he remained seated only for the time
it took to pray:
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0 Allah, you are As- salaam (the Peace, free of blemish). Peace comes from You.
And you are The Blessed o Possessor of glory and honour,"1
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah ~.till~; meant that this practice of the Prophet ~.ti!IJ--"
.,o.L..., was after thos~ prescribed salah that were followed by the sunnah (practice of Holy
Prophet F-' ~..ill c.).-) salah. But, when they were not followed by the sunnah (practice of
Holy Prophet F-' ~..ill c)...o), he is known to have sat longer, like the fajr and asr. The ulama
(Scholars), therefore, say that it is mustahab to sit after these two salah till sunrise and
sunset, respectively.
Another explanation is that he sat after the salah in that very posture for as long as it took
him to make this prayer. Or that he often sat for this length only.
The prayer that is mentioned here also has these words:
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But these words are not found in the ahadith. Rather, they were added later on.
1

Muslim# 136-592, Abu Dawud # 1512, Tirmidhi #298, Nasa'I # 1338, Ibn Majah # 924, Darimi # 1347.
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961. Sayyiduna Thawban ~41~.J narrated that when Allah's Messenger ..cJ-,~41~
finished his salah he sought forgiveness of Allah (.l»1p.:...1) three times and prayed:
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(as in the hadith # 960).1
COMMENTARY: He did as stated
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mthe hadith saying, after the solution, (..l!lfo.al) three

times. Some version have the words:

11

I seek forgiveness of Allah besides whom is no God, the Ever· living, the Self
subsisting. And I repent to him."
PRAYER AFTER THE FARD (OBLIGATORY)
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962. Sayyiduna AI-Mughirah ibn shu'bah ~41~.J narrated that the Prophet ~,J,IJ-.D
..cJ-, used to pray after every prescribed salah:
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There is no God but Allah, Alone. He has no partner. To him belongs the
sovereignty, to Him belongs praise and He is omnipotent. 0 Allah, none can
withhold what you give and more can give what you withhold. The riches of the
rich avail him not against you."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet ..cJ-,~41~ used to make these
prayers and dhikr after the salutation but sometimes he got up without reciting anything.
Sometimes he made brief supplication from them or all of them.
The ulama (Scholars) have drawn up a sequence of the recitals after the salutation.
Beginnirg with the istghfar, (-~' ~~ rtll' --O~.J ..ill~~ ,JI ~)(both to the end). There are other
supplication, too, in ahadith that the prophet ..cJ-,~,J,IJ-.D made after the salah.
Moreover, the words 'after the salah' do not imply forthwith on completion of offering the
sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~.J +..ill~) salah, then too they will be said to have been
made after the salah.
1

Muslim# 135-591 Darami # 1348, Musnad ahmad 05-225.
Bukhari # 844, Muslim# 205-477,/ bu Dawud # 1505, Tirmidhi # 299, Nasa'I #1314, Ibn Majah #
13449, Darimi # 1349, Mus tad Ahmad 3-17. (the last portico is 'and the greatness of the great one will
avail him not against your punishment.)
2
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963. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn az-Zubayr ~411~; narrated that when Allah's Messenger
..oJ-~1~ made· the salutation to end his salah, he would pray in his lo~d voice:
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There is no God but Allah, Alone. He has no partner. To Him belongs the
sovereignty, to Him belongs praise and He is over all things Powerful. There is no
power or might except in Allah. There is no God but Allah and we worship not but
Him. To him belongs bounty and to Him belongs grace. For Him alone is the
excellent praise. There is no God but Allah. We are sincere in faith to Him, though
the disbelievers may dislike it."t
·
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~ made this
supplication loudly to teach his ummah. Imam Nuwawi 411.u-; has written in Muhadhdhab,

"This supplication and the others should be made in a low voice, that being better both for
the imam and the individual worshipper. If orte has to teach others then one may recite
loudly. Once one has memorized a prayer then he must make it in a low voice.
SEEKING REFUGE FROM WHAT
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964. Sayyiduna Sa' d ~41~.) used to teach his children these words of supplication

and he used to say that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~od!IJ..o often sought refuge in these
words at the end of the salah:
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110 Allah, I seek refuge in you from cowardice, I seek refuge in you from

1

Muslim # 139-594, Abu Dawud # 1506, Nasa'I # 1340, Musnad Ahmad 4-5.
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niggardliness, I seek refuge in you from the most pathetic period of life1
I seek refuge in you from the beguile of the world and the chastisement in the grave
(meaning, from those things that will make one liable to the chastiment in the grave)."2
COMMENTARY: The word (~') (al-jubn) 'cowardice', here, implies 'to not be bold
enough to obey.' Niggardliness is not to let others benefit from one's wealth, knowledge
and well-wishing. Pathetic period of life is the period of life when the mind, limbs and
strength become feeble and ineffective, and the person is absolutely helpless. We must seek
refuge fro~. this age because the objective of life is to be able to worship thoroughly and to
be grateful Allah for His blessings. May Allah preserve us from decrepitude.
THE TASBIH AFTER SALAH
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965. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .dll ~; narrated that the poor people of the
muhajirs come to Allah's Messenger ..ol-, ~ .dll ~ and submitted, ''The rich people
have outstripped us in gaining great grades and perpetual blessings (which is
nearness to Allah and paradise, respectively, by spending their wealth and we lag
behind because of our poverty), "He asked. "How is that? They submitted. 11They
offer the saiah as we do. They fast as we fast. (Thus far the are at par with us. But
because of their wealth) they give charity but we do not and they emancipate
(slaves) while we cannot. (we are thus deprived of its reward.)" So Allah's
Messenger (EO said, "Shall I not teach you something by which you will get equal
to those who have preceded you (in Islam) and overtake those who succeed you (in
Islam, or are born after you). No one will be better than you, except those 'who do
as you have done. "They submitted "Ye, 0 Messenger of Allah. (Do tell us). "He
said, "Mter every salah, say:

1
2

Pathetic period of life is faint, feeble old age.
Bukhari # 6364, Muslim# 52-2706, Tirmidhi # 3578, Ibn Majah # 3844, Musnad Ahmad 1-186.
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(Glo:ify Allah, declare that Allah is the Greatest and Praise Him) thirty three times;
Then (a narrator) Abu Salih 411 o-J said (after some days), the poor among the
muhajirs came to Allah's Messenger ,.o.l-,~411~ and submitted, 'Our rich brethren
heard what we have done and they too have done like it." So, Allah's Messenger ~
..oJ-,~<4.LI said, 11 That is Allah's favour. He grants it to whom He wishes."
The saying of Abu salih <4.L1o-J to the end is found only in Muslim.
Another version of Bukhari has the words: 111nstead of thirty-three times: Glorify
(Allah) ten times, praise (Him) tEm times and declare (His) greatness ten times."1
COMMENTARY: The first version calls for reciting the expressions thirty-three times. This
could mean as many times each of them (one by one) and its is what the shaykhs do and is
better. It is also emphasised in some traditions. The other method is to recite them together
thirty-three times.2
The concluding words: "That is Allah's favour, He grants it to whom so He likes" (the
Quran 57:21) mean that if Allah bestows favour on the rich over the poor, it is His blessing
and mercy. So, the poor must show patience and be pleased with the Divine decree. It is a
hint that a grateful rich n1an is better than a patient, enduring poor man. However, a rich
man is not free of fear of liabili'y to commit sin with his wealth while a poor ntan is safe
from using wealth to commit sin and wrong.
Imam Ghazzali 411o-J has stated in Ahya ul- uloom that the ulama (Scholars) differ on
this question. Sayyiduna Junayd 4.illo-J and other saintly men 411o-J say that poverty is
better, but Ibn Ata 41 o-J says that a grateful rich man who uses his wealth justly is
superior to patient poor man.
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966. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Ujrah ~<ill~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~
said, 11Some expressions there are after the fard (obligatory) salah whose reciter, or
performer, will never be denied (reward): glorifying Allah (saying ... ) thirty- three
times, praising Him (..1!1~) thirty-three times(r.S"'I..l!l), declaring His greatness (..1!1~1)
thirty-four times."3
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Bukhari # 843, Muslim # 142-595, Nasa'! # 1353, Ibn Majah # 927, Darimi # 1353, Musnad Ahmad 5196.
2
The first option is to say (..1!1 ~) 33times (..1! J.o:JI) 33times and (y,SI ..1!1) 33times. The second is to say
(y,SI ..1!1 ..1! ~~ ..1!1 ~) 33times. The original text in Urdu speaks of a third option but does not mention it.
3
Muslim# 145- 596, Nasa'l # 1349.
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967. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger _o.L...,~41~
said. 111£ anyone says after every salah (.&1~) thirty-three times,(~~~, thirty-three
times and (.1,5'"1 .&1) thirty-three times, that being ninety-nine in all, and says, to
complete one hundred,

~~~~:jc? J-'j {~l{ij,! 1l.!JI~AJL~~.;!~~~jilil ~!~!'}
(There is no God but Allah who is Alone and has no partner, to Him belongs the
kingdom, and to Him belongs praise, and He is over all things Powerful.) his sins
are forgiven even if they are (very many) like the foam of the ocean)."t
COMMENTARY: Some versions have (~.J <.r:!) (he gives life and causes death) after ( .J.J
J..o:JI) and some have (.JP.ll o~) (In His hand is all good).

Different ahadith have different number of repetitions for these expressions and the
Prophet _o.L..._,~41~ recited them with varying repetitions. So, whichever number of times
they are recited from the numbers mentioned in the ahadith that will be according to
sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet F.J ~ .,lsi ~). Hafiz Zayn Iraqi 41 ~J said the highest
number is dearest to Allah.
It is reported that the Prophet _o.L..._,~.d!1~ counted the tasbihs on the fingers of his right
hand. Also, he ins~ructed the sahabah (companions) ~41~J to count them on their fingers,
because 'on the day of resurrection the fingers will be asked (about the person's deeds).
They will be given ability (to give an answer).' it is said that the sahabah (companions) ~J
<U&..dll counted them on the seeds of dates too. Nevertheless, it is better to count these tasbih
on the fingers though it is also allowed to count on seeds, etc.
SECTION II
ts!\~lj.Afli
OPPORTUNE TIME FOR PRAYER
1..~'1 J .... J"li ~~ r.~lJI .&~I Jl1 J" . 'J l:i 'f ..; J"li iAlAI.ll .r.£c; (I\ "\A)
~ljLiH
~~ ~ ...i.. ~I l.J"::'W
.,
_,. -I..(;'
~
~
~
'-f .....,...:1"

'-'
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-

(lSJ..a_;UI oi.J.J) -y~_¢~1

968. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~41~J narrated that someone asked, 110 Messenger
of Allah, which supplication is heard most quickly?" He said, "(The one made) in
the last part of the night (before dawn}, and the one after the prescribed salah."2
MU' AWWIDHAT AFTER EVERY SALAH

(.kSJI ~~~..1.H J~I_,<)Ltll_, -'Jby.l_, ~I oiJ...>) -§~

969. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir <U&.41~.~ narrated that Allah's Messenger
1

~4.11~

Muslim# 146-57, Tirmidhi # 3471, Nasa'I # 1354, Muwatt'a Maalik # 15.7-22 Musnad Ahmad 2-321.
(tirmidhi has narrated from Abdullah ibn Amr 4.111~J.
2
Tirmidhi # 3510.
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..oJ-, commanded him to recite the mu' awwidhat after every salah.1
COMMENTARY: The mu'awwidhat are the surahs of the Qur'an that begin with a'udhu

(.l_,c.l). They are the last two surahs. of the Qur'an. The plural number is used here instead of
the dual (which is used in Arabic for two)2
Some ulama (Scholars) maintain that the surahs al-Ikhlas and al-kafirun are also included
in mu'awwidhat though they do not begin with a'udhu. According to this opinion, the
Prophet's ..oJ-, ~ -dll ~ command is that these four surahs should be recited: al-falaq, annaas, al-ikhlas and al-Kafirun (# 113,114,112,109).
MERIT OF DHIKR UP TO SUNRISE TO SUNSET

if
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970. Sayyiduna Anas ~...ill~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ said, "It
is dearer to me to sit with such people who remember Allah from (after) the salah of
fajr till sunrise than to set free four (such slaves who are) descendants of Prophet
Isma'il ..o')L.JI~. And, it is dearer to me to sit with such people who remember Allah
from the salah of asr till sunset than to set free four (slaves)."3
f:OMMENTARY: Perhaps, the last words of the hadith also imply four slaves who are
descendant of Prophet Isma'il ..o')...JI ~ or any four slaves. The prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~
mentioned Prophet Isma'il..oJ-,~41~ because he is the most excellent of the Arabs and
the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ was his descendant.
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971. Sayyiduna Anas ~...ill~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.d!l~ said, ''He
who offers the salah of fajr with the congregation and keeps sitting there till the
sunrises remembering Allah and then he offers two raka' at, for him is a reward of a
hajj and an umrah." The narrator added that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ said,
"complete (reward of Hajj and umrah), complete, complete!"4
COMMENTARY: If anyone remains at his place in the mosque after the salah of fajr till
sunrise occupied in the dhikr of Allah constantly and then offers two raka' at optional sala,
he will get as much reward as is equivalent to reward of a Hajj and an umral1. 'The same
reward will accrue to one who continues to tnake dhikr while he goes to perform the tawaf
1

Abu Dawud # 1523, Nasa'i # 1336, Musnad Ahmad 4-155 Tirmidhi # 2912.
The Masabih has used the dual but the Mishkat uses the plural.
3
Abu Dawud # 3667.
4
Tirmidhi # 586.
2
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or seek knowledge or to attend a gathering of sermons within the mosque, or goes home
occupied in dhikr without break.
After sunrise, the optional salah must be offered when the sun has risen enough to a bow's
height. This will be after the time when offering salah is disapproved. This salah is called
ishraq and many ahadith also call it salah ad-duha Both are apparently names of the same
salah. The time for it ends before the sun begins to decline. When it is offered at its initial
time, it is called ishhraq but when it is offered near its closing time, it is called chaast.
The reward equivalent to one hajj is because of having offered thefard (obligatory) salah with
the congregation and equivalent to umarh for having offered the optional salah.
SECTION III
.
.~!Gh~ili
PAUSE BETWEEN TWO SALAHS

(Jjb~\oi.J.J)-""ru;i\~\ ~~!t.H9~\
972. Sayyiduna Al-Azraq ibn Qays 41.u-; narrated that they offered salah with their
imam whose kunyah was Abu Rimthath ~-dll~;. He said to them (one day, after the
salah),"l offered this SJllah or the like of it with Allah's Messenger ..o.J-,~41~ (one
day)." He added, 11Abu Bakr ~41~; and Umar ~41~; were standing in the first
row tc b1s right. There was a man who joined the salah at t~e takbir oola (first
takbir). The Prophet ..o.J-,~41J-.o led the salah and made the salvation to the right
and the left till we saw !'he whiteness of his cheeks. Then he turned and sat as Ab
Rimathah (meaning, myself) has done now. That man who had joined him at the
first takbir of the salah got up to begin another salah. Umar ~~~~;jumped up,
seized him by his shoulders, shook him and said, "Sit down! Indeed, the People of
the Book never were ruined but because there was not any interval between their
salahs.' The Prophet ..o.J-, ~ t411 J-.o raised his eyes and remarked, '0 Ibn Khattab,
Allah has guided you to the truth."t
COMMENTARY: Abu Rimthah t411.u-; had ppinted ot!t to the salah that he had offered with
the Prophet ..o.J-,~t411J-.o. it was the salah of zuhr or asr.
The man referred to had joined the salah from the beginning, so clearly he had not got up to
complete any missed raka'ah because he was not a late-comer. He had got up after the salah
1

Abu Dawud # 1007.
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to offer the sunnah (practice of1-Joly Prophet F .J ~ All ~) muwakkadah.
The irlterval could be with the salutation or by changing places. It is as in a hadith of
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~<I.LI~J. "What is difficult for one of you who offers the salah to
move ahead or backward or sideways?" (It is to offer the next salah at a different place. Or,
the interval is through conversation or going out of the mosque as in a hadith of Sayyiduna
,. 1Sa'ib ~<loLl~) in muslim. He said, "The Prophet .o.L-,~<I.LI~ had commanded us not to join
· two salahs but converse between them, or go out, and so make a pause between the two." .
The compiler has included this hadith here to explain that an interval is made by engaging
in dhikr after the fard salah(obligatory prayer). (This is found in the ahadith in the form of
supplication. The sunnah salah ma~: be offered after that.
The interval between the fard (obligatory prayer) and the optional salall is made to make clear
that they are not one salah, but two different.
TASBIH AFTER SALAH:
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(JJI..UI.J<}Ll.li.J~Ioi_,J) -!__;i;.ili
973. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit ~41~) narrated that they were commanded to say
after every salah (J»1 ~) thirty-three times, (411 ~1) thirty-three times and {_,fl ~1)
thirty-four times. A man among the ansar had a dream in which he was asked (by
an angel) "Has Allah's Messenger .o.L-,~d.LI ~ commanded you to glorify Allah in
such a way after every salah ?"The ansar answered in his dream, "Yes." The angel
said, "Make it twenty-five times each and add with that the tahlil (J»I'JI;.li'J) twentyfive times (to make it one hundred)." In the morning, when h~ met the Prophet .dll~
.o.L-,~, he informed him and Allah's Messenger .o.L-,~d.LI~ said (to all of them),
"Do so accordingly."t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ~,~<loLl~ command to do accordingly mer-~..s that they
should abide by what he had instructed them to do, and sometimes they :.itould do also as
the angel had suggested. Since this is also a form of dhikr, the Prophet .o.L-, ~ .dlt ~
confirmed it. If he had not approved it, the dream would not have been an evidence and a
licence by itself.

1

Nasa'!# 1350, Darimi # 1354, Musnad Ahmad 5-184.
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974. Sayyiduna Ali ~d.LI~J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ..J-,~d.LIJ.o
say on the timbers of that pulpit (of the Masjid Nabwi), ''If anyone recites the
aayatul-kursi at the end of every salah, nothing stops him from entering paradise
but death. If anyone recites it when la~ goes to bed,: Allah grants security to him
(anl&) at his house, his neighbour's house and the houses around him (though ihey
may not be adjoining houses)."t
Bayhaqi said its isnad is w_eak.
COMMENTARY: The words that only death stops one who recites aayat ul-kursi from
entering paradise create some confusion because death in itself is a means to go to
paradise. Hence, the words aught to have been 'nothing but life prevents him from
entering the paradise.' In this world, man is trapped in the net of life. When life ends with
death only then will it be possible to enter paradise. Hence, not death but life is a hindrance
to entry into paradise.
Allamah Teebi d.illtU-J has explained it in this way: death is a screen between a person and
paradise. On one side is life and on the other is paradise. When the screen is removed,
death will come and the person will enter paradise immediately.
Some people say that, here, death means a person's being locked in the grave before his
revival from it on the day of resurrection. When he is raised from the grave, he will go to
paradise instantly.
This hadith is weak. However, as stated earlier, even weak ahadith are follmved as far as
merits of deeds are concerned.
Nasa'l, Ibn Hiban and Tabarani .diltU-J have transmitted the first portion of the hadith. in a
version, the surah al:lkhlas is also mentioned the aayat ul-kursi.
EXCELLENCE OF DHIKR AFTER FAJR AND MAGHRIB

'.# es~jJ llSJJJ 1~I 'IJJ jli
975. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Ghanm ~4LI~J narrated that the Prt.~het d.LIJ.o
..J-, ~ said, "If anyone says ten t::q:ies before he moves from his place and folds
back his feet after the salah of maghrib and fajr:

1

Bayhaqi in Shu' ab ul-teman # 2395.
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There is no God but Allah, Alone, He has no partner, to Him belong the sovereignty
and to Him belongs praise, in His hand is good, He gives life and causes death and
He is over all things Powerful.
Ten pieties are recorded for him each time (he says so), then bad deeds are erased
from him and· he is elevated by ten ranks. These words become a means of security
for him from every bad thing and from the accursed devil, and no kind of sin,
except polytheism, will cause him to be ruined. He will be the most excellent of the
people excepting one who excels him by (better deeds) saying what is better than
tb:at which he has said."t
1 \1 ~14J !i ~I J5. 1f .t.£('\V\)
.~~ !J.J.S..Ill
J"'li.,;~
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976. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~411~; narrated this hadit (# 975) up to the words(~'
~.rJ•) except polytheism (to be ruined). And did not mention the salalz of maghrib
and (fl"'Jio~) (in His hand is good). 2
DHIKR AFfER SALAH OF FAJR
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977. Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab ~411~; narrated that (once) the Prophet ~411~
~'sent an army to Najd. They seized a heavy booty and returned (to Madinah)
very soon. A man among them who had not gone out remarked, "We have never
seen an army that has returned as quickly and brought as much booty. "The
Prophet ~,~411J.o asked. 11 Shall I not point out to you a people with a better oot:·
and a quicker return? They are those who attended the fajr congregational :;alah
and remained seated remembering Allah till the sun rose. They are the ~uickest to
return and have the best booty."3
Ttirmidhi said that this hadith is gharib and Hammad ibn Abu Humayd the
narrator is weak in hadith narration.
COMMENTARY: The army to Najd collected worldly gool'~s but these people earned in a
short time a huge reward that is lasting. It is as Al!~n says:

1

Musnad Ahmad 4-227.
Tirmidhi # 3485, saying that the hadith is hasan sahib ghaib.
3
Tirmidhi # 3572.
2
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IThat which is with you comes· to end and that which is with Allah is lasting.} (16:96)
Hence, these people excelled in both ways. They collected a heavy booty and were quicker
to accomplish their task.

CHAPTER-XX
I

WHAT ACTIVITY IS DISALLOWED DURING
SALAH.AND WHAT IS ALLOWED

...

:1

I

,...

l~Ji_,l..;J I~J.o.iJ l&~jJ~~ l~y l~

J.!~t_l;;.

Such things will be mentioned in this chapter as are permitted during salah. Such things
will be mentioned too as are unlawful, disliked (makruh (unbecoming))and may or may
not be done (mubah) and such as have an effect on the salah.
SECTION I
jJi•jJ&ili
RESPONSE TO SNEEZER
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978. Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ibn Al-Hakam ~ 41 ~.J narrated that while he was
offering salah with Allah's Messenger .ol-, ~ 41 J"" someone sneezed.· So, he
(responded with) (Arabic) (may Allah have mercy on you) .. The other people stare at
him (for speakin5 during salah). He scolded them," May your mother lose you!
Why do you stare at me?" They (tried to silence him by), striking their hands on
their thighs. He realized that they wished him to be silent, (he was angry) but he
became quiet. When Allah's, Messenger .ol-, ~ 41 J.-" finished the salah - and he
declareu that he had not seen a teacher before him and after him who instructed in a
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better way than he - and said, "I would give my parents in ransom for him." He
swore by Allah and said that neither did he scold and beat or revile him but said,
11
This salah, nothing of human speech is proper in salah. It is made up only of
tasbih, takbir and recital of the Qur'an" or as Allah's Messenger _o!...,~.Jll~ said.
Then, Mu'awiyah 41 dJ';asked, 11 0 Messenger _o!..., ~ 41 ~ of Allah, until shortly
before now, I was a non - Muslim and Allah has now brought Islam to us. There are
men among us who go to soothsayers." The Prophet _o!...,~.Jll""" said, 11 Do not go to
them." He then said, 11There are those among us who take o~ens." He said 11This is
what they find in their hearts (being their hunch and mental contriving). They must
not be misled by them." He then asked about men who draw lines. The Prophet ~
_o!...,~41 said, 11There was a Prophet who drew lines. He whose lines are drawn in
conformit:· :\rith the lines drawn by the Prophet, that is it (ht: gets it)."
The compiler of Mishkat found the words (.:.$.... ~) (but he became quiet) in this
way in l\1uslim and Kitab Hamaydi, but the compiler of Jami'ul-Usul has written
(•.i!) (but) to question or .confirm its correctness)
·
COMMENTARY: 'May your mother lose you!' These words have been explained
previously. They are spoken when words or deeds of the addressee astonish someone.:
It seems that the sneezer had said (iii ~I) so that Sayyiduna Mu' awiyah 4143-; responded
with (All~.;;).
The question arises why the Prophet _o!...,~41~ did not instruct him to offer the salah all
over again because his salah was aborted? The answer is that he was recent Muslim and did
not know the rules, so was condoned.
Imam Nawawi 41dJ'; said that if anyone says (All ~.,;;) then his salah becomes void because
he is addressing another man, 'may Allah have mercy on him,' then his salah is not voided.
Ibn Hammam 41~; said that if someone addresses himself (~I~.,;;) then it is like (Arabic)
'may Allah have mercy on me' and his salalz does not become void.
'Human speech' is what people say to each other or intend to be addressed by others.
The jurists write that if someone asks one who offers salah. "What kind of merchandise you
have?" and he answers with the words of the Qur' an (16:8) .
.-1

J 1-' J.. lL31-'
~~~
:. .Ju-::-

~ .J

{horses, mules and asses}
then his salah is aborted. The same happens when one, while offering the salalt addresses
a man named Yahya who is around(...;..~,~~;.!) (0 Yahya take the book) which is also
there. These are the words of the Qur' an. They are not recited but addressed to another
person. However, if anyone ~oes not address another but recites the Qur' an in this way
then his salah does not become void.
THE KAHIN (SOOTHSAYER):The Arabs call those persons kahin who have contacts
with the jinns, devils and wicked souls. The devils pass on to them false information and
they claim to know the unseen The Prophet _o!..., ~ 41 ~ disallowed that these people
should be visited. In a hadith of Abu Hurayrah ~41~;, the Prophet _o!...,~.Jsl~ said, "If
anyone resorts to a kahin and believes in what he says ... then he has nothing to do with
1

tvluslim # 33-537, Abu Dawud # 930, Nasa'I # 930, Musnad Ahmad 5-547.
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what has been sent down to Muhammad." 1
ARRAF : He is one who uses a spell or charm or such things to give inside information about
theft, lost property, etc. the Prophet~~~ also disallowed that they should be visited.
RANAL: It is a knowledge of drawing lines to learn of the unknown. The apparent words
of the hadith disclose that it is allowed to some extent, but it is not so.
The Prophet .,o.L...,~.-.LI~ who,knew this practice of ramal was Prophet Idris .A~I~ or
Prophet Danyal ..o')LJI~. As for this hadith Khattabi 4.isl.u-.J said that if anyone draws lines,
he cannot match the lfues of that Prophet .,o.L..., ~ odJI ~ because that was a miracle. And
miracles are performed only by Prophets. If anyone claims to draw lines like a Prophet's
drawing then it is wrong, because the Prophet .,o.L...,~.-.LI~ has not defined the lines of the
Prophet ..o')LJI ~ who drew them. The meaning of the hadith is that if the lines of anyone
cannot conform to a Prophet's ..o')LJI~ then it is not correct to pursue ramal.
Two other such practices amal taksir and amal takhrij are also declared by the ulama
·
(Scholars) to be disallowed by Shari'ah (divine law).
Finally t~e (I~) when written above a doubtful word implies that it is correct. Here, the.
word (~ is not found in the Masabih, so there was doubt about its correctness. So the
compiler of Jami' al-Usul put it (I~) down above it show that it is correct.
RESPONSE TO SALAAM FORBIDDEN IN SALAH

(~~)-lli!J~~IJ-..i.JlJlii
979. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~odJI~.J narrated, "We used to offer salaam to
the Prophet .,o.L...,~odJI~ while he was engaged in salah, and he did gave a response.
The, when we returned from the Negus (after some days), we offered him salaam
~while he was engaged in salah) but he did not reply to us (as he used to). So, (when
he finished the salah,) we asked him, '0 Messenger of Allah, (previously) when we
offered salaam to you during the salah, you responded to us (but, today, you did not
respond)? "He said, 'S.alah itself is a serious occupatio11.'
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet .,o.L...,~odJI~ was commissioned, the king of Ethiopia
was a Christian. He was a scholar and was called the Negus (Najashi). He had known
about the Prophet ..oJ-,~.-.LI~ from the Torah and the Injil. So he believed in him and
joined Allah's obedient creatures. He died in 9AH and the Prophet ~,~odJI~ who was
grieved at it, led the sahabah (companions) ~odJI~.J in his funeral salah in absentia.
When the Muslims were persecuted gravely in Makkah, the Prophet .,o.L...,~.-.LI~ sent most
of his sahabah (companions) to Ethiopia. He considered it as a honour for him and ]::lis
country and he treated them very well. When the sahabah (companions) ~.-.LI~.J learnt that
the Prop~ tot ..oJ-,~odJI~ had emigrated to Madinah, they too went to Madinah.
The hadith pt:ttains to that time. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~.-.LI~.J was among them and they
1

Musnad Ahmad 2-408.
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were enlightened by the Prophet ..oJ-., ~.tilt J"" that salah is such that one is occupied in
recital and tasbih and supplication. This occupation does not allow conversation and
exchange of salaam with anyone. One who is engaged in salah is bound to concentrated on
it deeply. It is unlawful to respond to anyone's salaam or converse with him, otherwise the
salalz will become void.
To respond to salaam with a nod or a gesture of one's hand does not abort the salah. If anyone
responds in this way to another's salaam or an enquiry, his salah does not break but does
become makruh (unbecoming). This is stated in Muniyah. (see also hadith # 989, to follow.)
MAKING GROUND SMOOTH

980. Sayyiduna Mu'ayqib ~4.L1~.J t narrated that a man asked_ the Prophet ~.tiliJ""
..oJ-., about the ground where he prostrated and levelled the earth. The Prophet 4.LIJ.a
..oJ-.,~ said, 11 If the ground then do it just once." 2
COMMENTARY: It is stated in Muniyah that while one is offering salah arld he removes
pebbles, etc. from the ground or difficult make the prostration, then the pebbles may be
removed or the earth may be smoothed. This may be done only once, or at.the most twice.
KHASR DISALLOWED

-§~I J~l if ~j~ful ~Ji1 jj-!5~ jli~JWful (si?5S~;.k'-}\ ~j (4\A')
(~~)

981. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.LI~; narrated that Allah's Messneger ..oJ-.,~4.LIJ.a
disallowed them to put the hands on the waist during the salah.3
COMMENTARY: This version has the word (.~) (khasr). Others have (.;~~1) or (I~)
Khasr is a man's waist or belly. The ulama (Scholars) say that these words.mean' to put hands
on the waist.' One must not stand up with one's hands on one's waist or ribs during the salah.
Why is it disallowed? One reason is that it is looked down upon by society. It is the gait of
the ignoble people, like eunuchs. Besides, according to another hadith, it is a form of rest
for the people of hell. They will stand in this manner while waiting for the reckoning on the
day of resurrection. Or, this means 'the Jews.' They stand in this manner.
Thirdly, the accursed devil stood in this manner when he was outcast to the earth.
Some people say that it implies that one must not stand resting on a stick.
Other interpretations are given "too.
LOOKING SIDE WAYS

1

he was the freedman of Sa' eed ibn Abu al - Aas. He had kissed the seal of prophethood. He died in
40AH.
2
Bukhari # 1207, Muslim # 4*9-546. .
3
Bukhari # 1219,1220, Muslim# 46-545, Abu Dawud # 947, Tirmidhi # 383, Nasa'i # 890, Darimi #
1428, Musnad Ahmad 2-399.
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982. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.J,If..ia.J narrated that she asked Allah's Messenger ~.JJI~
11
~, about looking sideway during the salah. He said lt is a snatching. The devil
snatches from a person's salah,t
COMMENTARY: If anyone is inattentive to his salah, the devil snatches its perfection. To
look sideways is to look here and there moving the neck too away from t)le qiblah. The
salah of this person becomes makruh (disapproved). If he moves his chest too away from
the qiblah then his salah is aborted.
If only eyes tum sideways without moving neck or chest then it is not makruh
(disapproved) and the salah is not defected, but it is not good to do so.
EYES TOWARDS·HEAVEN DISALLOWED
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983. ·Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.J,I!.fa.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~.J,I~
said, 11 People must desist from raising their eyes to heaven when making
supplication during the salah otherwise their sight will be snatched." 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~,~.J,I~ said by way of an interdict that if people cease
not from raising their eyes to heaven while they supplicate Allah in the salah their eyes
would be plucked.
As it is, to raise one's sight towards heaven during the salah is makruh (unbecoming)
because, we seek refuge in Allah, it gives the impression that Allah's place is fixed there. As
we know, He is free from any single place. He is Omni present.
Raising the sight to heaven apart from the salah is also makruh (unbecoming) in the eyes of
some ulama (Scholars) but others hold that it is allowed. The correct verdict, however, is
that the sight must not be raised to heaven in supplication even outside the salah.
According to one tradition, the Prophet ~,~<till~ used to raise his eyes towards heaven
during salah, but he kept them down when the verse (of al-Muminun) was revealed:

~~ll.M~d),.!~;jlj
{Those who in their salah are humbleJ
PROPHET'S ~,~.J,I~ GRAND DAUGHTER ON HIS SHOULDERS
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984. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~.Jii~.J narrated that he saw the Prophet ~,~odll~
(one day) leading the people in salah while (his granddaughter) Sayyidah Umamah
~.Jil~.) daughter of Sayyiduna Abu al-Aas ~odllo~.J was on his shoulder. When he
1

Bukhari # 751, Abu Dawud # 909, Tirmidhi # 590, Nasa'I # 1196, Musnad Ahmad 6-106.
Bukhari # 750, Muslim# 118-429, Nasa'l # 1193, Ibn Majah # 1045, Darimi # 1301, Musnad Ahmad
3-109.
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bowed into ruku, he put her down and again, as he got up from sajdah, he replaced
her (on his shoulder).t
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Umamah ~.J,~~J was the daughter of the Prophet's ~4\J--"
..o-Lw, daughter Sayyidah Zaynab ~41~J and sun-in -law Sayyiduna Abu al-Aas·~41~J.
A question arises why did a Prophet _o.i...., ~ ~~ ~ do that because picking her up and
putting her down was Fi'l kathir (much action), if not that then it surely was Fi'l qalil (little
action)? During salah, any action is makru, so why did he do it? (Fi'l Kathir (fo J-.9) is what
is done again and again, particularly with both hands).
Khattabi ~ltU-J answered this questing in these words. ''The Prophet ..o-Lw,~Jil~ did noty
pick her up and put her down intentionally on his own. She was very attached to him. She
climbed up his shoulders on her own and perched herself there. When he went into ruku,
she dropped down from his shoulders. This is represented as the Prophet ..o-Lw, ~ Jil ~
doing that. Thus, it was not his action. Rather, it is ascribed to him figuratively. In view of
this explanation, it cannot be said that this was fi'l kathir because fil.kathir is that action
which is done repeatedly, one after another in this case, it was not done one after another.
It may also be said that this action was done when fi'l kathir was not forbidden in the salah.
Or, that it was allowed exclusively to the Prophet ~,~Jil~.
SUPPRESS YAWNING
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'85. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o-Lw, ~ .d.tl J-..:t said,
11
When any of you gets the urge to yawn, he must suppress it as for as possible
otherwise the devil gets in."2
Another version is:
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986. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~J narrated that when any of you gets the urge
to J ....wn, he must suppress it the best he can and he must not let out. 11 Haa" because
that comes from the devil. He laughs at it.3
COMMENTARY: When the belly is full and the body is heavy, one gets the yawn. It makes
one lazy and slow in worship. This is described as the devil entering the mouth. This
means that it becomes easy for the devil to tempt the person who offers the salah get an
opportunity to stop him from worship. This condition pleases the devil very much and it
also is the devil' s true pursuit.
So at the urge of yawn during the salalz, one must restrain the yawn by keeping the mouth
shut. The lips should be pressed together grasping the lower with the teeth, or putting the
back of the left hand on the mouth.

1

Muslim# 42-543, Nasa'I # 1105, Musnad ahmad 5-296.
Muslim# 57-2995, Abu Dawud # 5027, Tirmidhi # 370. Musnad Ahmad 9173
3
Bukhari # 401, Muslim # 56-2994, Abu Dawud # 5028.
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Some people say that the best way to stop yawning is to tell oneself that the Prophet 41~
.,o.L...,,~ never yawned. It is said that this method is most effective.
WITH THE JINN
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987. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.) narrated that that Allah's Messenger ~41~
.,o.L...,, said, ''An ifrit of the jiitn(one of their rebellious devils) escaped last night to
disturb me in my salalt, but Allah enabled me to seize him. I intended to bind him
to ·one of the pillars of the mosque so that all of you might look at him. But, I
remembered the prayer of my brother Sulayman .Aj,..Jl~:

{My Lord ... bestow on me a kingdom such as may not suit to any one after me.} (38:35)
So, I let him go disgraced."t
COMMENTARY: The prayer of Prophet Sulayman .Aj,..Jl~ sought from Allah the power to
subdue the jinns and devils and to be able to employ them for his work. He had prayed to
Allah for this distinction for himself to the exclusion of others. So the Prophet .,o.L....,~41~
did not wish to encroach on Prophet Sulayman' s .Aj,..JI ~ exclusive distinction and to
demonstrate his ability to employ them otherwise he too enjoyed this distinction to subdue
the~ to a greater extent than prophet Sulayman .Aj,..JI~.
The hadith teaches us that the salah does not abort if a devil is touched.
PERMISSION TO GIVE INDICATION WHILE IN SALAH
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988. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Abu Sa' d ~41~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41J4
.,o.L...,, said, "If anything happens to a person during his salah, he should say,
'subhanAllah' (.&1~). As for clapping, it is only for women."
According to another version, he said, "To say Subhan Allah is for men and to
clap is for women."2
COMMENTARY: It anything exceptional happens to someone during his salah. For
instance, if someone is offering salalz in his home and another person calls him at the door
not knowing that he is engaged in salalz and no one else is in the house to answer at the
door. In this case, the man who is offering the salah must say loudly subhan Allah to
1

Bukhari # 461, Muslim # 39-541, Musnad Ahmad 2-298.
Bukhari E 1204, Muslim# 102-421, Abu Dawud # 940, Nasai # 784, Darimi # 1364, Muwatta Maalik
# 920-64, Musnad Ahmad 5-333.
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indicate to the visitor that he is occupied in salah.
In the same situation, if a woman is engaged in salah, she should not say subhan Allah but
should clap her hands. The visitor would understand that there only is a women in ah
house and she is offering salah. A woman is disallowed to say subhan Allah because like
her person, her voice too has to be concealed from stranger .man.
She must clap by striking the palm of her right hand on the back of her left wrist. If she
strikes the palm of one hand on the palm of the other, then her salah will become void.
~l~llj.Aili

SECTION II

RESPONSE TO SALAAM
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989. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud naraated, We used to offer salaam to the
Prophet ..o-L.,~od!IJ-" while he was engaged in salah and he responded to our-salaam.
This was before we went to Ethiopia. When we returned fro Ethiopia, I came to him
and found him engaged in salah. I offered him salaam but he did not respond to me
till he had finished his salah when he said, 'Allah makes known a command as He
wishes. So, he has now made known that you should not converse during salah,
and he gave response to my salaam."1
1---3..
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990. 11 And, he said, 'Salah is only for (the purpose of) reciting tli\: Quran and dhikr
(remembering) of Allah. Hence, when you offer it let that be your pursuit."2
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik -u:l o-.) said that this hadith is evidence that it is mustahab to
give response to salaam after finishing the snlnh. Similarly, if anyone is in a privy, or
reciting the Quran and another person greets him (with salaam), it is mustahab to respond
to him after getting over from whatever he had being doing. (see also hadith # 979).
RESPONDING BY SINGS

(J .... , J)L~~j
~ill" ..T"
991. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~'111 ~.) narrated that he asked Sayyiduna Bilal ~.tillv~..1 11 How
-

did the Prophet ~,~'111J-" respond to them when they offered him salaam and he was
engaged in salah?" He said, 11 He made a gesture (of response) with his hand."
1

2

Abu Dawud # 924, Musnad ahmad 1-377.
Abu Dawud # 931 (part of lengthy hadith of Mu' awyah 4,;.&.4i.J1 u~.J)
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The version of Nasa'I is like it, but instead of Bilal ~ .dil ~..~, the named pne is
Suhayb ~~~~..~ 1
..
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ~,~.d!t~ was engaged in salnh and anyone greeted
him with salaam, he responded with a gesture. He opened his hand flat with the palm
facing the ground. This is explained in Abu Dawud (# 927) and other books. And he
merely pointed with his finger (in response).
It is stated in Fatwa Zahiriyah and in Khulasah that if anyone who is engaged in salah gives
a response to a salaam with a gesture of hand or head then his snlnh does not become void.
However, the correct and agreed verdict is as given in Sharah Muniyah, Shaami, etc. that it
is makruh (unbecoming) tanzihi to respond to anyone's salaam during the snlah with a nod
or sign of the hand. This hadith about the Prophet's ~,~6\LI~ gesture is of the time :when
conversation was not disallowed in the salah. When conversation of any kind was
disallowed in the snlnh, the permission to respond to a salaam verbally or by gesture was
also withdrawn because to make a gesture is also like conversing.
HAMD AFTER SNEEZING
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992. Sayyiduna Rafa'ah ibn Rafi ~ odlt ~..~ narrated that he offered salah behind

Allah;s Messenger ~,~6\Lt~ (one day). He happened to sneeze (in the course of it)
and he said:

'All praise belongs to Allah, plenty of praise, pure with blessings in it and blessings
over it as is dear and pleasing to our Lord.'
When Allah's Messenger _.o.L..., ~ ..11 ~finished the salalt, he turned towards the
congregation and asked, "Who was the one who spoke during the salah?" No one
answered then, he asked a second time but, again, no one answered. Then, he asked
a third time. So, Rifa' ah ~ odll ~..1 said, "1, 0 Messenger of Allah!" On that, the
Prophet ..o.J-,~.wt~ said, "By him who has my soul in his hand, indeed, over thirty
angels vied with each other to it to see which of them ascended with it."2
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik 6\LI ~.) says that the hadith is evidence that the sneezer is

Tirmidhi # 368, Nasai # 1187, Abu Dawud # 1197 (Nasai from Ibn Umer from Suhayb ~w'..:~.J)
Bukhari # 799, Muslim # 149-600, Abu Dawud # 770, Tirmidhi # 404, Nasai # 931, Muwatta # 150725, Musnad ahmad 4-340.
1
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permitted to praise Allah (..11 J.A=JI) in the salah. But, it is better to say it to oneself. On, to
prevent doing what is not the Preferable, one may keep quiet after the sneeze as stated in
sharah muniyah.
YAWNING IS FROM THE DEVIL
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993. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~...LI<..P.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~...LIJ-"
said, "Yawning in the salah is from the devil. When one you gets it, he must
suppress it as for as possible."
According to another version, he said (also), "He must put his hand over his mouth."t
COMMENTARY: We have stated that previously (hadith ·# 985, 986) that yawning is from
the devil in the sense that it causes lethargy and sleepiness during salah. The devil is
pleased at this effect.
LOCKING FINGERS TOGETHER
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994. Sayyiduna Ka'b ibn Ujrah ~...11~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~...LIJ--"
said, "When any of you makes ablution, he must do it well. Then, he must make
intention (to offer salah and) go towards the mosque and (while going) he must not
intertwine his finger because (from then on) he is (as if) engaged in salah."2
COMMENTARY: When a person makes ablution, he must observe all rules for it and with
complete attention to make it perfect. The ulama (Scholars) say that this condition will
reflect in the salah through humbleness and a submissive attitude.
After that, as he goes towards the mosque for the salah, he must not interlace the finger of
one hand into those of the other in playful manner. When he has resolved to offer the salah,
he is purported to be in salah. It is contrary to humility and submisiveness, so it is
disallowed during the salah and anything disallowed during it, is also disallowed while
going for salah.
Thus, this hadith may be taken to call for an attentive mind and humility, a mannered and
dignified approach while walking for the salah.
Imam Bukhari has created a chapter in his sahih on the subject on entwining fingers in
the mosque. 3
He has placed two hadith under it,4 both say that it is permitted. to entwine fingers while in
the mosque. So the ulama (Scholars) say that it is forbidden to do it merely by way of play
and enjoyment, but if anyone does it to put forward an example, then it is allowed.s
Or, we may say that the hadiths of Imam Bukhari pertain to the time when it was not
forbidden to entwine the fingers.
1

Tirmidhi # 370, Ibn Majah # 968.
Abu Dawud # 562, Tirmidhi # 386, Darimi # 1404, Musnad Ahmad 4-243.
3
Chapter 88: To close one hands by inter lacking fingers in the mosque or outside
4
Hadith # 478, 479
5
Hadith # 481, 482.
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LOOKING HITHER AND THITHER
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995. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ 41 tJa.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~
said, 11 Allah, Mighty and Glorious, does not cease to look with approval towards the
slave while he is engaged in salah as long as he does not glance sideways (turning
his neck). But when he glances hither and thither, Allah turns away from him."t
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik 41'Y".J said that the words' Allah turns away from who turns
his neck sideways during the salalt is diminished.
Tirmidhi has transmitted a hadith of Sayyiduna Anas ~41Ja.J that when a person stands in
· salah, the Lord, Mighty and Glorious, turns towards him. But, when he looks here and
there, to other things, Allah says, '0 Son of Aadam, who do you look at. Do you have
anyone better than me who attracts your attention? Look towards Me. When he agait:t
diverts his glance, the Lord repeats his words. When he does it a third time, the Lord turns
away his attention from this slave as in worthy of Him.
GLANCE AT PLACE PROSTRATION
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996. Sayyiduna Anas ~.JJ!Ja.) narrated that the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ said to him, 11 0
Anas, fix your sight at the spot where you will prostrate yourself."2
Bayhaqi transmitted it ..... .
COMMENTARY: The shaft' is go by the literal meaning of the hadith and keep their sight on the
spot of prostration throughout the salalt. But, Allamah Teebi 41 'Y".J said that it is mustahab to
keep the gaze at the place where one prostrates oneself during the standing posture, at the back
of feet during the bowing, towards the nose during the prostration and on the lap nose during t
he prostration and on the lap while sitting. The Hanafis follow it with the addition that while
making the salutation they put their gaze on the shoulders. Some ulama (Scholars) hold the
while offering salalz in the Haram, the gaze should be on the kabah.
It is makruh (unbecoming), therefore, to shut one's eyes during the salah.
In the original Mishkat, there is a blank space after the hadith. Later o~, someone has
appended the words 'Bayhaqi' till'al-Jazri.'
WARNING ON LETTING SIGHT WONDER
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997. Sayyiduna Anas ~.Wit..fa.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~<dll~ said to
him, 11 0 son, beware of looking here and there during the salalt, for, turning (the
1
2

Abu Dawud # 909, Nasai # 1195, Darimi # 1423 Musnad Ahmad 5-172.
Bayhaqi in Sunan Kabra 2-284.
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neck around) in salalt spells destruction. If there is no escape (from it) then do it in
the supererogatory but not in the prescribed."t
COMMENTARY: To tum the neck and look hither and thither during the salah spells destruction
in the hereafter. One who does it, obeys the devil because this is what the devil aims at.
If one is unmindful of losing from his salah then, at least, he must be careful during the
obligatory salalz, for the optional is somewhat easier. But, any loss in the optional salah will
ultimately cause loss in the prescribed because the optional make up any shortcoming in
the prescribed. So, the hadith does not imply that one's warning sight in the optional is not
makruh (unbecoming). The hadith only urges the worshipper to be very careful during the
prescribed salah. The hadith only says that the disapproval of looking all around is more
marked during the prescribed salah than in the optional.
LOOKING SIDEWAYS WITHOUT TURNING NECK

998. Sayyduna Ibn Abbas ~.till~,;~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger .o.l-.,~.J!Iu~ used
to cast on oblique glance (right and left) during the salah without turning his neck
to look behind him.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .o.l-.,~<111~ cast an oblique glance during the salah to let the
people know that (it was not disallowed to do so, and) it does not abort the salah. Or, he did
it to study the muqtadis behind him.
While it is makruh (disapproved) to look Sideways turning the neck around, it is not makruh
(disapproved) to look sideways without turning the neck. But, it is not good to do so.
DEVIL INFLUENCE
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999. Sayyiduna Adi ibn Thabit reported from his father from his grandfather who
traced this hadith to the prophet .o.l-., ~ <111 J-" that sneezing, being sleepy and
yawning during the salah as well as menstruating. Vomiting and nose bleeding are
from the devil.3
COMMENTARY: When any of these things happens in the salah, the devil feels delighted.
These things dater from the salah. Sneezing, here, implies too much sneezing otherwise a
hadith says that Allah loves sneeze which means a moderate amount of sneezing which is
less than three. Or, Allah loves sneezing outside the salalz. During salah, it is makruh
(disapproved). In one way or other, these things disturb or spoil the salah and the last three
negate it. So, they are mentioned separately.
WEEPING DURING SALAH
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Tirmidhi # 589.
Tirrnidhi # 587, Nasai # 1201, Musnad Ahmad 1-275.
3
Tirmidhi # 2757, Ibn Majah # 969.
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1000. Sayyiduna Mutanif ibn Abdullah ibn ash-Shikhhir 41~; narrated that his father
who said that he came to the Prophet ..o.l-,~41J-.:» (one day) while he was offering salah.
He heard a sound from inside him like the boiling of a pot, meaning that he was
weeping. According to another version, he saw the Prophet ..o.l-,~41J-.:» offering salah.
A sound like the boom of a mill emerged from his chest becau§e of his weeping.1
COMMENTARY: The salah is not made void through weeping. The Hidayah says that if

anyone weeps much during the salah from fear of punishment and sobs, his salah does not
abort. However, if he weeps loudly or sobs because of physical pain (or worldly difficulty),
his salah become void.
SHIFTING PEBBLES
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1001. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 'rwhen any of
you stands to offer salah he must not remove pebbles because Mecfy is facing him.2
COMMENTARY: When any one turns away from the world to offer the salah the mercy of
Allah descends on him. Hence, it does not behave him to do anything that shows disrupt

lest he deprive himself of Allah's blessings and mercy.
DO NOT BLOW OFF DUST
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1002. Sayyiduna Umm Salamah narrated tJ:tat the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 J-.:» saw one of
their slaves, named Aflah, blowing (of dust) as he prostrated himself (during salah).
So, he ~aid, 11Let your face get dust.3
.
COMMENTAR...·: Tf he did not blow on that, itt was reflective of humility before Allah. It
would fetch him more rew:trd.
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1003. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 11 To put hands on
the hips during the salah is symbolic of the posture of rest the dwellers of i1~l1." 4
COMMENTARY: The words (~) and (.J~I) have been explained alongwith a
1

Abu Dawud # 904, Nasai # 1214, Musnad Ahmad 4-25.
Abu Dawood # 945 Thirmidhi # 379 Nasa'! #1191 Ibn Majah # 1027 Musnad Ahmed 105
3
Tirmidhi # 381
4
Pogharri in Sharah us Sunnalt # 370
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commentary on the hadith # 981 ..
SNAKES & SCORPIONS
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'1004. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.s.LI~; narrated that Allah's Messenger said,"(You
may ) kill the two black ones during the salah, the snake and the scorpion."1
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik .s.ill~J said that if while one is offering the salah around him
then he may strike it once or twice to kill it, but not give more strikes. More than two
strikes will be termed as amal kathir (too much action) and invalidate the salalz. It is reported
in Sharah Muniyah that some shaykhs say that it is allowed when the worshipper does not
have to move three steps one upon other or take much action which is more than three
strikes one after another, otherwise his salah will be void however, Sarkhasi says in Mabsut,
that it is better not to set the limit of three steps like when an ablution nullifies, one is
allowed to walk more. But (YVe disagree with him and say) the salr.lz abort on taking three
steps or on giving three strikes.
Never thess, it is allowed to abandon the salah if it becomes necessary to kill them. It is just
as when one hear an oppressed or someone drawing, one may give up his salah to save
them. Also he may abandon it to come to the rescue of those under a falling roof, those
likely to be burnt in fire of fall in al well. The same is allowed to himself or someone else.
Though this hadith mentions black snake, it may be any kind of snake as satated in
Hidayah. The colour is stated merely by way of example.
OPENING THE DOOR WHILE ENGAGED IN SALAH
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1005. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~ .s.ill ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~-till J-.c used
to be engaged in supererogatory salah with the door shut behind him. When she
came and asked for the door to be opened, he would walk up to it and open it for
her. Then, he would return to his prayer rug (and resume his salah). She :ilso said
that the door faced the qiblah.2
COMMENTARY: Since the door was towards the qiblah, the Prophet ..cJ,..,,~.s.iiiJ-.c did not
have to tum back to open it, when he returned to the prayer n~:;, he walked backwards to it
without putting his back to the qiblah.
The ualma say that the Prophet's ..cJ,..,,~.s.illJ-.c rom"P. was not large and wide. So, he only had
to take a step or two to open it and this di~ not make an amal Katlzir (much activity).
However, this gives rise to question: what about retracing his steps, did not all that make
an amal Kathir? The answer is that these acts were not in quick succession to make an amal
1
2

Abu Dawood # 921, Timidhi # 390 Nasai'I # 1202, Ibn M;ajah # 1245, Musnad Ahmad 2-23':.
Abu Dawood # 922, Tirmidhi # 601, Nasa'!# 1206, Musnad Al:tmad 6-234 (Nasa'I's is s1milar.)
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Kathir, not one step upon another.
WHEN ABLUTION NULLIFIES
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1006. Sayyiduna Talq ibn Ali a.:.....ili~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.l-,~...111~
said, When anyone among you breaks wind (without an accompanying sound), he
must go, perform ablution and offer the salalt again.1
COMMENTARY: It is better for a person who happens to break wind involuntarily to make
ablution and repeat the salah. But, juristic rulings allow him to resume his salah from where
he had broken wind and this is what Imam Abu Hanifa a.:.. <till~J holds. On the other hand,
Imam Shafi odll.u-J Imam Malik <till.u- J Imam Ahmed ...ill.u-J hold that it is not allowed to do so.
This ruling pertains to the case when wind breaks by itself. If anyone breaks wind deliberately,
then it is wajib (expedient) for him to repeat the salah all over again (as ruled by all imams).
J,
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1007. Sayyidah Ayshah ~odll~J narrated that the Prophet ..o.J-,~odll~ said, "If any of
you breaks wind during his salah, he must hold his nose and go out (from the salah)."2
COMMENTARY: A person who breaks wind must go out of the salah holding his nose as
though he has a nose- bleed. The ulama (Scholars) say that since people regard breaking of
wind as shameful, he may follow this procedure to conceal his condition. His action will
not amount to lying but will be a disguised way of disclosing something.
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1008. Sayyiu1.tna Abdullah ibn Anus a.:.. ...ill~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ...ill~
..o.l-,~ said, "If any cf you breaks wind while he is in the last qadah of his salalt
(for the time taken to recite the tashahhud) though he may not have given the
salutation, then his salalt is ~regarded as )complete."3
COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah ~...ili~J said that ;if ;anyone breaks wind deliberately
in the position defined in the hadith, his salah would be deemed to have been completed
because a worshipper must finish his salalz by a deed done by him. If anyone has gone
through all the postures of the salah and wishes to finish the salalz complete!~, then he must
1

Abu Dawood # 205, Tirmidhi # 1167 (With additions and deduction), Darimi # 1141, (Tirmidhi
writes that this hadith trois of Talq Ibn Ali Suh~ymi_. for no other hadith is known of Ali ibn Talq.
Abu Dawood has Ali ibn Talq instead of Talq ibn Ali.)
2
Abu dawood # 1114, Ibn Majah # 1222
3
Tirmidhi # 408 , saying the hadith is mudtarib.
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do something that is a means to terminate the salah, like giving the salutation, salaam. He
says that, instead of salaam, the worshipper may do any other thing that is incompatible
with salah, having gone through all its postures, his salah will be deemed to be complete.
However, he will be guilty of having omitted the wajib (expedient), but the fard (obligatory)
would be complete and the salalz would be validly offered.
Hence Imam Abu Hanifah ~-.ill 1.?; holds that this hadith pertains to voiding ablution
deliberately. But, the sahibaynl take it as absolute whether he voids ablution intentionally
or it is aborted unintentionally.
However, Imam Shafi'i -.iii4Y"; holds that it is ford (obligatory) to complete the salah with salaam.
The hadith is mudtarib It is transmitted in varying words and through different for~, This
is a sin of a weak hadith, shoeing that the narrators did not know its words well. But, Mulla
Ali Qari does not regard it as mudtarib rather as transmit ted by different lines of narrators
~!t~1j.i:rli

SECTION III

FORGETTING TO BATHE

-~lA~JJJ 1~\giJJ-~I~T
1009. Sayyiduna Abu Hurrayrah narrated that (one day the Prophet ~,~-.ill~
came out for the salah. When he had (ne.arly) called the takbir, he moved aside and
gestured to his sahabah (companions) ~-.ill r..§Q; 1 that they should keep to their
places. Then he went out, had a bath and came (back), his head dripping, He led
them through the salalz when he finished the salah, he disclosed to them that he
had need to have a bath but had forgotten to 1Jathe.2
·
Ahmed transmitted it, and Maalik also but from:

1010. Ata ibn yasar ~.J.ilr,?; in mursal manner.3
CODING THE SPOT OF PROSTRATION
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1011. Sayyiduna Jabir ~-.illr,?J narrated that he used to offer •he salah of zuhr with
Allah's Messenger. ~,~-.ill~ He would take handfu! cf pebbles to cool them in
his palm. Then he would put them down to res~ i.tis forehead on them when he
prostrated himself because of the severe heat. JJ

1

Imams Abu Yousuf and Muhammad -.iii4Y";
Ibn Majah # 1220, Mushad Ahmed 2-448
3
muwatta Maalik # 2.20-81
4
Abu dawud # 399, Nasa'! # 1081.
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COMMENTARY: The activity mentioned is not fi'l Kathir (too much activity) and is condoned.

PROPHET'S ..o.l-,~.Jll~ ENCOUNTER WITH DEVIL
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1012. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~.Jll~; narrated that (one day) Allah's Messenger .Jll~
11
..o.l-,~ arose to offer the salah. They heard him say, I seek refuge in Allah from
you', (in the course of the salah). Then, he said, three times, I call upon you the
curse of Allah," and he put his hand forward as though grasping something. When
he finished the salah, they asked him, 110 messenger of Allah, we heard you say
something during salah as we never heard you say before, And, we say you put
your hand forward." He said, 11The enemy of Allah, Iblis, came with a flame of fire
to put it on my face. So I said three times, I seek refuge in Allah from you, and said
(when he did not free), I call upon you the perfect curse of Allah, but he did not flee
so I repeated these words three times. (He did not flee, so) I decided to grab him,
but, by Allah, had it not been for the supplication of my brother Sulayman ..A')\..JI~,
he would have been tied (to a pillar of the mosque), and the children of Madinah
would have made fun of him."t
COMMENTARY: This hadith has been explained against hadith # 987. Prophet ..o.l-,~.Jll~
Sulayman' s supplication was granted and he had the singular distinction of. having the
jinns under his control. The Prophet ~.Jlll.f"; did not wish to take away his distinction and
bring him under him, This hadith establishes that Iblis is one of the jinns.
RESPONSE TO SALAAM BY GE ~TURE
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1013. Sayyiduna Nafi .Jll~; narrated that Sayidduna Abdullah ibn Umar came across
a man who was engaged in salah. He offered him salaam and he gave a verbal
response. So, Abdullah ibn Umar ~.Jli~§"J returned to him and said, 11When any of
you is offered salam while he is engaged in salah, he must not speak but give a
signal with his hand,"2
COMMENTARY: In a previous hadith (#991) the question of responding to a greeting by
the hand or th~ nead. Later on, this command to signal a response was also abrogated.
1
2

Muslim # 40-542, Nasai # 1215.
Muwatta Maalik # 9.23-79
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CHAPTER- XXI
AS-SHAW FORGETFULNESS (THE REMEDIAL PROSTRATION)

+

If the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet rLJ
All~) and mustahab (desirable) acts of
salah happen to be omitted, the salah does not become defective but remains valid. If any
of its fard (obligatory) act is omitted by mistake or deliberately then the salah becomes
invalid, and cannot be compensated so that the salah has to offered all over again. If any
of the wajib (expedient) acts of the salah is omitted wilfully, then this too cannot be
compensated and the salalz must be repeated. However, if a wajib (expedient) act is
omitted, not intentionally but, mistakenly. Then it can be remedied and compensated. A
remedial prostration is made in the last qadah after reciting at-tdhiyat; and making a
salutation to the right and making two prostrations. After that the qadah should be
resumed and at-tahiyat should be recited followed by invocations of blessing on the.Prophet .,o..L...._,~41~ and supplication and making the regular (two) salutations. These
prostrations are called sajdah sahw (remedial prostrations}.
We must know that there never was a mistake or forget fullness in the sayings of the
Prophet .,o..L....,~41J-.c concerning the information of anything related to shari'ah (divine law)
and the commands of religion, neither is a mistake or forget fullness possible. However, as
far as his deeds are concerned, there occurred forget fullness sometimes and that two had
wisdom behind it : his ummah may learn the rulings of sahw or forget fullness
Jj~,j;a~i

SECTION I
LOSECOUNTOFRAKA~T

(~~)

1014. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oL.,~.wl~ said,"
When any of you stands up to offer the salah, the devil comes to him and throws
him into confusion till he cannot remember how many raka'at he has offered . So,
when any of you goes through that, let him make two prostrations while he sits (for
the last qadah).t
COMMENTARY: The hadith does not speak of forget fullness (sahw) but of being confused
or unsure. The difference between the two is that in the former case (that which is forgotten
is known and the mind is on a single course, In the la~ter case, there is hesitation and
uncertainty about which of two things is correct. The accursed devil had no power to
confuse the Prophet ..oL.,~41~. However, because of his deep concentration on the here
after he had forgotten
The remedial prostration is wajib (expedient) in both cases equally. This will be explained
1

Bukahri # 1232 Muslim # 82-389 Abu Dawud # 1030, Tirrnidhi # 396 Nasa' I # 1252 ·Muwatta Maalik
# 4.1-1 Musnad Ahmed# 2-241
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1015. Sayyiduna Ata ibn Yasar ~.c.i.ll~.J narrated from Sayyiduna Abu Saeed ~~~~.J
that Allah's Messenger _o!..., ~ .c.i.ll ~ said, "When anyone among you becomes
confused during the salah and cannot recall how many raka'at he has offered, three
or four, he must remove the double and go by that which seems more certain (fixing
the raka'at accordingly and completing the salah).Then because he makes the
salutation, he must make two prostrations. If he has offered five raka'at these
prostrations will turn his salah into an even number (of raka'at) for him. If he has
offered the correct four, the two prostrations will cause abasement to the devil."
Maalik transmitted it from Ata ~~~~.J in a mursal form. In a version from him: he
will turn the salah into an even number by these two prostrations.t
COMMENTARY: If anyone forgets while offering the salah how many raka'at he has
completed (say three of fo•Jr) then he must assume the smaller number (three in case) and
complete the salalt. Then in the last qadah a~ter reciting at-tahiyat before the taslim, he must
give a salutation to his right and make two prostrations of Sahw. The version in Bukhari
does not call for the remedial prostrations before the (final) salutation. This is the re':\son
why the imams differ on the remedial prostrations: should they be made before salutation
or after salutation. This issue will be discussed by us later on against some hadith.
The remedial prostrations will correct his salah whether his asswnpticn of the shorter number
was correct or wrong, they will make the number even, and the devil will be put to shame.
This hadith seems to say that conditions when one is in doubt, one must go by the
smaller number and not by what looks more certain to one. The majority of the imam
as follow this procedure.
Imams Tirmidhi ~<til1 o~.J says that some scholars hold tl-.at \'\.ten one is confuse and in
doubt during salalz, he must repeat the salah all over again.
The gist of the opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah ~41~.J is: If anyone beings to doubt in the
course of the salah about the number of raka'at completed by him and he is not a habitual
doubting one, them he must repeat the salah all over again, If, however he is susceptible to
doubt easily then he must follow what seems to him more probable. But if he cannot decide
and is equally confused either way then he must assume the smaller number and continue
the salalt accordingly and make the remedial prostration before the salutation.
To follow what seems more probable is as sanctioned by shar'iah for instance if a person is
at a place where he cannot determine the qiblah then the direction to which he is more
inclined shoui~ be assumed by him as the qiblah and he should offer the salah oriented to
that direction. His ~;.iuh will be deemed to have been correctly offered. There are ahadith
1
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too that call to follow that which seems most probable, for example, there is a hadith in the
two books of sahih as narrated by Sayyiduna Ibn Musnad . The Prophet .oJ-.,~'I.LI~ said, If
anyone is in doubt about his salalz, he should go by what seems to him to be correct and
complete the salalz" 1
This hadith is also cited by Koshmani .Jll.y-.) in Sharah Niqayah. Jami ul Usul has also cited a
hadith from Nasa'I which upholds following the more probable course. This is called
~~(taharra): to seek that which is most suitable, more deserving to be done of two things
according to opinion predominating in one's mind.
Imam Muhammad 'I.LioU-.J writes in his Muwatta that there are many aathar about taharra. He
writes that if taharra is not accepted and followed, then he will never escape from the erring
which the shaytan (devil) puts in him and repeating the salall each time will become wearisome.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muuhaddith Dahlawi concluded the there are three ahadith on this
question. The first hadith means that whenever hadith means that \\' henever a person has
doubt during salah, he should repeat the salah afresh. The second calls upon such a person
to resort to taharra which means; he should abide by the predominant opinion in his .mind
The third calls upon such person to act on what is certain to him.
Imam Abu Hanifa .Jit.y-.J has embraced these three ahadith in his ruling on the subj~ct. He
relies on the first when there is a regular susceptibility to doubt, on the second when a
more probable course is seen and on the third when both courses cannot be reconciled.
I
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1016. Sayyiduna ibn Mus'ud narrated that Allah\s Messenger .oJ-,,~.dll~ offered
five raka'at in the salah of zuhr So, he was asked if the salah had been made longer
and he asked "what happened?" They said "you have offered five raka'at So, he
made two prostrations though he had given the salutation (already).
According to another version, he also said, "I am, like you, a human being. I forget
as you forget: so when I forget (anything) remind me. When anyone of you falls in
doubt about his salah, he should form an idea of the correct thing and complete his
salal1 according to that and then give the saluteihon and then make two prostration.2
COMMENTARY: Though this hadith does not say thing about the smaller number of
raka'at it means exactly that. If taharra gives no result, then the smaller number must be
assumed and the salah must be completed.The Shafi'is do not accept taharra so they
interpret to means <o?'j.i:h~ go by the smaller number.
When five raka'at are offered, the Hanafis remedy it in this manner.
(1)
If anyone forgets the last qadah and gets up for the fifth raka'at and realizes his
1

Bukahri # 401 Muslim# 92-572
Bukahrt # 401 Muslim# 92-572, Abu Dawood # 1022, Nasa'I # lb n Majah # 1203, Musnad Ahmed
1-379
2
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mistake before the prostration of the fifth raka'at, then he must sit down
immediately for the qadah, reciter at-atahiyat and make the remedial prostration. If
(in the forgoing case) he realizes mistake after making the prostration of the fifth
raka'at then he cannot sit down for the qadah and his salah will become optional if
he had in mind the fard (obligatory) and he will have the option to add another
raka'at to make use of the fifth raka'at making it pair with the sixth. Even if he was
offering the salah of fajr or asr he may add another raka'at It is makruh to offer
optional salah after asr and fajr but at this salah is no more Jard (obligatory) and has
become optional. So, it will means that he has offered the optional before the Jard
(obligatonj) and that is not" disliked. In the salah of maghrib, only that raka'at is
enougtt an (as it makes four) another need not be added other wise they will
becomes five and the optional salah does not have an odd number of raka'at and it
will not be necessity to make the remedial prostration. This remedy applied to
getting up without sitting for the last qa' dah.
(2)
If anyone sits for the last qadah for recite at-tahiyat but gets up for the fifth raka'at
before giving the salutation and realizes his mistake before making the prostration
of the fifth raka'at, then he must sit down immediately and make the remedial
prostration because the salutation which is wajib (expedient) was delayed. If he
realizes his mistake after making the prostration of the fifth raka'at then he must get
up for the sixth raka' at so that the fifth will we paired and not wasted. If he does
not add the raka'at and makes the salutation after the fifth then, too, it is allowed,
but, it is better to add a raka'at. In this case if he had resolved to offer the ford, that
would be correctly discharged as fard (obligatory) and will not become nafl (or
optional) Even in the fard (obligatonJ) of asr and fajr, one may add another raka'at (to
the extra offered by mistake) because while it is makruh to intentionally offer the
optional after the fard (obligatory), of asr and fajr yet if anyone offers the optional
by mistake then it is not makru in this case, the additional raka' at offered after the
fard (obligatonJ) will not be regarded as those sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet .&1 ~
~J ~) muwakkdalz which are offered after the fard (obligatory) of zuhr maghrb and
isha because the Prophet ...oL., ~ ~~ ~ had said that these sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet ~J ~ .&1 ~)should be offered with the takbir tahrimah.
It is presumed in this hadith that the Prophet ...oL.,~~~~ had sat down for the qadah after
the fourth raka'at and then had stood up. It also seems that he did not add a sixth raka'at
with the fifth but let it suffice with the sajdah sahw. This is what Imam Shafi'I ~~~J follows.
We might say that the Prophet ...oL.,~~~~ did it to show that it is permitted.

~~I J~~~L;L,J~ilil ~JJijj-!5l!t ~ jlis~_:;.k~\~~~~1 ifj (\. \V)
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1017. Sayyiduna Ibn Sirin 41u-; t reported that Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated
that (one day) Allah's Messenger _.o.i...,~41~ led them in the salah of zuhr or asr.
Ibn Sirin 41 u-; said that although Abu Hurayrah ~ .s.LI c.?; had named it, he had
forgotten which of the two. Abu Hurayrah's ~ 41 r.§D; narration continues: The
Prophet led them though two raka'at and (instead of getting up for the third, ) he
gave the salutation. Then, with the support of the piece of wood which lay
crosswise in the mosque, he leaned on it as though he was angry. He put his right
hand on his left and interlaced his fingers and placed his right cheek on the back of
his Left hand. They who were hasty came out of the doors of the mosque. The
sahabah asked whether the salah was shortened (for, he had offered two raka'at
instead of four). Among them (who remained inside the mosque were Abu Bakr c.?;
~41 and Umar too, but they were afraid to speak to the Prophet _.o.i...,~41~ Among
them was a man who had long arms and was called Dhulyadayn (one with long
arms). He submitted, 11 0 Messenger of Allah, did you forget or has the salah been
curtailed"? He said Neither have I forgotten nor has the salah been curtailed." He
then (Spoke to the sahabah ~.s.illr.§D; and) said, 11 Do you say what Dhulyadayn says
?"They said, "Yes". So, the Prophet _.o.i...,~.s.LI~ came forward and offered the salah
that he had omitted (two raka'at), gave the salutation and, calli::tg the takbir, made
the prostration or longer then calling the takbir he raised his head.
Ibn Sirin .s.Liu-; used to be asked whether the Prophet ..ol-,~41~ gave the salutation.
He confirmed that Imran ibn Husayn had said that the Propthet gave the salutation.
In another version, the Prophet _.o.i...,~.s.LI~ did not say neither have I forgotten not
has the salah been curtailed 11 but, he said '' nothing of what you say has happened.
To this Dhulyadayn said Indeed, some of that, 0 Messenger of Allah (did happen). 2
COMMENTARY: Fath ul Bari carries very lengthy explanation of this hadith. We .:annat
reproduce it here but may say that two questions do arise about hadith. The ulama
(Scholars) asset that as far as conveying news and information is concerned it is impossible
that the Prophet _.o.i...,~~~~ could forget (or en) As for deeds. th ' ulClma (Scholars) differ
on whether he could forget.

1

His name was Muhammad and his Kunyah was Abu Bakr. He was the freedman of Sayyiduna
Anas Ibn Maalik ~oilil~J He had thirty children all of whom died during his lifetime, save one son
Abdullah who survived, He died at the age of seventy in 110 AH.
2
Bukhari 482 Muslim E 97-273 Nasa'I # 1224
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However. The Prophet's ..oJ-, ~ .wl J..c saying. "Neither have I forgotten nor has the salah
been shorted." nor has the salah been shows that he could forget or err in conveying news.
In brief, the answer is that the Prophet ..oJ-,~.tillJ..c could not forget or err in such news or
information as concern propagation of laws (Shari-ah), religious knowledge and Divine
revelation. It does concern all news.
The second question is that after offering twv raka'at, he did something and spoke. But,
instead of repeating the salah all over again, he offered the two missed raka'at straighta\A.·ay.
Why did he do it?
The uiama (Scholars) explain that the salalz is aborted by such conversation and deeds that
are made deliberately, not those that transpire forgetfully. This is what Imam Shafi'I .J!l.y-;
follows But this explanation is unsatisfactory and the Hanafis do not agree with it for, they
hold that salah is aborted by conversation intentional or unintentional. The Hanafis sav that
this thing had happened when conversation and deeds were not disallowed and the
permission to do so was not with drawn.
Imam Ahmed also regard speech intentional or unintentional as terminator of salalz, unless
made for the salalz itself whether by the imam or a muqtadi as happened in this hadith.
The hadith conclude:, with the words that when Ibn Sirin .tillcU-; narrated it to the end, many
people asked him whether Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah had said~ ~(then he gave to know
whether the Prophet had made the remedial prostrations after th~ salutation or before it.
He said that he could not rememeber these words in the hadith of Sayyiduna Abu
Hurayrah, ~.till~;, but Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn had also narrated him this hadith
and his hadith had the words ~ ~ which mean that the Prophet ..oJ-, ~.till J..c made the
remedial prostrations after the salutation. He had included these words in Abu Hurayrah's
~~~~; hadith from the hadith of lmran ibn Husayn ~.JJI~;.
SAJDAH SAHW BEFORE OR AFfER SALUTION
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1018. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Buhaynah narrated that (one day) the Prophet .wt~
..oJ-, ~ led them in the salalt of zuhr. After the first two raka'at, he stood up
(without sitting for the first qadah). The (other) people stoop up along with him.
When he finished the salah and the people waited for salutation he called the
takbir sitting down and made two prostrations before the taslim.I
Then he gave the salutation. 2
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I ~~ cU-; contends that sajdalz salrw should be made, as this
hadith says before giving the salutation. But, other ahc.dith say that the prophet ..oJ-, ..~~\l-oo
made the remedial prostration after giving the salutation. It is also kr.own Lhal Sayy,dLuld
1

Taslim, is to give salutation.
Bukahri # 1224 Muslim # 85-570 Tirmidhi # 391 Abu Dawood # 1034 Nasa' I # 1222 kDarimi # 1499
Muwatta MAalik 3.77-70
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Umar ibn al- Khattab made the remedial prostrations after giving the salutation always.
This act of Umar is evidence that this hadith stands abrogated.
SECTION II
~\ihj.;afli
SAJDAH SAHW BEFORE OR AFTER BLESSINGS

1019. Sayyiduna lmran ibn Husayn .u&.4.LI~.~ narrated that (one day) the Prophet .d!IJ-D
.oJ-,~ led them in salah, but (in the course of it ) forgot something. So he1
Made two prostrations recited the tashahhud and gave the salutation.2
COMMENTARY: The words of Sayyiduna Imran (so, he made two prostrations) mean that
he gave the salutation and made the two prostrations of forgetfulness This is as the first
hadith of the section III (1021) narrated by him.
This hadith does not mention the kind of forgetfulness that made sajdah sahw necessary.
This hadith says that the tashahhud was recited after the two remedial prostrations, but
other ahadith do not mention tashahhud.
In the light of the hadith (# 1021) of Sayyiduna Imran ~l.u-J, Imam Abu Hanifah .u&..dll~.~ holds
that the sajdah sahw must be made after giving salutation, Imam Ahmed also contends the
same thing and some scholars of the Shafi'is and Maalik's hold the same opinion.
However, the ulama (Scholars) disagree on when the invocation of blessings on the
Prophet .oJ-,~.dll~ and the supplication should be made: with the first tashahhud recited
before the remedial prostrations or with the tashahhud which is recited after the remedial
prostrations. So, Imama Karkhi .dll.u-.1 has ruled that the invocation of blessings and the
supplication must be made with the tashahhud recited after the remedial prostrations. This
is also regarded as correct by Hidayah but some of its commentaries stait! that it is better to
make them with the tashahhud that is recited before the remedial prostrations. Imam
Tahawi .dll.u-.~ says that the invocation of blessings and supplication must be made with
both the tashahhud. Shaykh Ibn Hammam .dll.u-.1 agreed with Tahawi saying that to do so is
to be on the safe side
The practice of the Hanafis is that after reciting attahiyat salutation is given towards the right
side, two remedial prostrations are made and at-tahiyat is recited again followed invocation
of blessings and supplication. Then the salutation is given (on both sides to end the salah).
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1020. Sayyiduna Al-Mughirah ibn Shubah .u&..dli~J narrated that Allah's Messenger
..cJ-, ~ .dll J"" said, "If the imam stands up after the two raka'at (without sitting for
the first qadah for third raka'at) but remembers before standing erect, then he must
1
2

The Urdu translation has (gave the salutation and) made two prostrations.
Tirmidhi #395.
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(return and) sit down (for the qadah) . If he (remembers when he) h~s stood erect
then he must not (return to)sit down, but must make the two remedial prostrations.1
COMMENTARY: In this particular case, the main point is whether one has stood erect or
not stood erect. The Hanafi point of view is that if this person is nearer to the sitting
posture then he must (sit down and) recite at-tahiyat. If he has risen and nearer to the
standing posture, then he must not sit down but go through the remaining two raka'at.
To be never to sitting means that as one rises, one's lower torso is not yet straight (like the legs
are still bent, and so on). And to be nearer to standing means that the lower torso is straight up.
Shaykh Ibn Hammam said that on the issue of nearness (here or there), a tradition of Imam
Abu Yusuf ~.dll~; has been adopted by the shaykhs of Bukahri ~.dll~;. The correct ruling,
however, is that unless one has stood erect (straight up), one may (return and) sit down.
Only when one has stood erect should one not sit down. This is the correct opinion and this
hadith supports it.
If anyone sits down for the first qadah before he stands up then he need not make the
sahdah sahw As for one who has stood erect, having forgotten the first qadah, the sajdah
sahw must be made by him.
There is another thing to know. If anyone forget the first qadah and stands up for third
raka'at (straight up) erect, he should not sit down (to observe the qadah) If he sits down
then his salah is aborted.
~tihjJaill
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1021. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Hasayn ~.dll~; narrated that Allah's Messenger offered
the salah of asr but gave the salutation at the end of three raka'at Then he went to
his home. A man called al Khirbaq with somewhat long arms got up (and went to
him) and said, "0 Messenger of Allah " and told him what he had done. The
Prophet ..cJ,..,,~.d!IJ-.c came out angrily dragging his cloak till he came to the people
and asked, Is this one correct? They said, "yes', so he offered one raka'at gave the
salutation, made the two remedial prostrations and gave the salutation.2
COMMENTARY: The Hanafis says that the conversation and walking and other deeds and

turning away from the qiblah while walking did not debar the Prophet ..o.J.....,~.d!IJ-.c from
completing his salalz with the raka'at that he had forgotten But, all these things are
abrogated like conversation in salah though they were allowed previously. They say that
this case had occurred before the permission was withdrawn.
Khirbaq was the same man, Dhulyadayn, mentioned in hadith # 1017, However, some say
that the hadith # 1017 and this hadith #1021 refer to the same incident, but some other say
1
2

Abu Dawood # 1036 Ibn Majah # 395
Muslin # 101-574 Tbn Majah # 1215
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that these are two different incidents though the man was the same in both cases.
The Prophet ,.o.L, ~ .JJI J--" gave the salutation, made two prostrations of sahw and
con1pleted the salalr by giving the final salutation. Allamah Teebi ~4-ui~J said that this is
followed by In1aam Abu Hanifah ~ .JJI ~) After giving the salutation, two ren1edial
prostrations are made for excess or deficiency , the tashahhud is recited and the salutation
is given to Pnd.
WHEN IN DOUBT .ABOUT DEFICIENCY IN SALAH
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1022. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Awf ~.JJI~J 1 narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger say . He who offer salalz and (in the course of it) begins to doubt that
there is some deficiency, must continue to offer it till he begins to doubt that there
is something extra.2
COMMENTARY: When one cannot set one's mind to anyone side, and the doubt is about
nun1bers being less, then he must presume the smaller number and make it up by going for
the extra, so that he begins to wonder if there is an excess.
WHERE ALL DID THE PROPHET ..oJ-,~.JJIJ-P FORGET: The Prophet ..oJ-,~.Jll~ forgot
at a few places in the salah. They are:
(i)
In the first qadah, he forgot as stated in the hadith # 1018 of S:tyyiduna Abdullah
ibn Buhaynah.
(ii)
In the last two raka'at as stated in the hadith # 1017 ofSayyiduna Dhul Yadayn ~~~)
(iii)
In the last raka'at as disclosed in the hadith # 1021 of Sayyiduna Khirbaq ~.JJI~J
(iv)
In beginning the fifth raka'at being an excess, as found in the hadith #1016 of
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Musu'd ~.JJiv~J
Therefore the mujtahid scholars have deduced from the practice of the Prophet ..oJ-,~.d!IJ--"
a verdict that if a person misses a wajib (expedient) act of the salah forgetfully then it
becomes wajib (expedient) on him to make sajdah shaw.
Now, the Prophet ..o-1-, ~ <U~l J"" made the sajdah sahw on forgetting: sometimes before
g:ivjng the salutation and sometimes after that. Hence, both method are permitted.
How'-'v~r, the iman1s have con1e to different conclusions a-:cording to their research and
judgement, and determmed different possib1hhPs.
THE RULil\lGS OF THE IMAMS: Imam Shafi s ~ <U~I t,;~J holds that whdtever kind of
forgetfulness, the remedial prostration is made before giving the salutation Hence, he
prefers those ahadtih ~hat call for :,ajdah sahw before the salutation over those that call for
it after the salutation.
Imam Abu hanifah ~ ....u1..:~; holds that whatever the kind of forgetfulness, the remedial
prostration ts made after giving the salutation becomes verv many ahadith established it
His Kunya was Abu Muhammad. He was from Banu Zuhrah a Branch of the Quraysh. He was one
1f ten who were given glad tidings of paradise During the Battle of Tabuk, the prophet~J ~ ..ill ..,1 ....
\lffered salah behind him He d;ed in 32 AH when72 years old.
2
M usahd Ahmed 1-195
i
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More over~ Abu Dawood Ibn Majah oU&..dll~.; and Abdur Razzaq oU&..dll~.; have reported the
hadith of Sayyiduna Thawban 41 ~..~ that the Prophet ..oJ-., ~ 41 <}oD said "for every
forgetfulness there are two prostrations after giving the salutation Hence1 since the
Prophefs deed is not uniform in this regard1 Imam Abu Hanilah oU&. .dll ~..~ made the
Prophef s ..oJ-.,~.dll<}oD verbal verdict as proof because~ he holds that a verbal declaration is
Stronger then a deed as known from the principles of fiqh.
Imam Ahmad .dll ~..1 contends that the Prophet ..oJ-., ~ .dll <}oD should be emulated in this
regard. When he made the (remedial) prostration before giving the salutation~ we too must
make the (remedial) prostration before the taslim the salutation when he made the
(remedial) prostration after giving the salutation, we, took, must do so and make the sajdah
sahw after the taslim.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the vererdict of Imam Ahmad is stronger and better.
We must know that these varying opinion about sajdalz sahw all concern the superior
procedure. The imams only decide on the better method of making the remedial
prostration. As for permission~ we know from the books of the four imams they are
unanimous that both kinds are allowed .The Hidayah has it that the sajdah sahw should be
made after giving salutation on both the sides.

CHAPTER - XXII
PROSTRATIONS OF THE QURAN ON RECITING
CERTAIN VERSES
According to imam Abu Hanifah ~41~..1 there are fourteen verses in the Quran that make it

wajib (expedient) to observe a prostration each on reciting them and listening to them. The
listening may be deliberate or incidental. These verses will be mentioned shortly, insha Allah.
Other imams say that this kind of prostrations (on reciting and listening certain verses) is not
wajib (expedient), but sunnah (Practice of Holy Prop/ret ~.J ~ ..bl ~).This prostration is done
only after calling a takbir on prostrating oneself and another on arising from it. It is not
necessary for this prostration to raise the hands, to recite the tashahhud or to give salutation.
The same conditions apply for this kind of prostration to be valid as apply for lhe salah to
be valid. This means observance purity, concealing the body, forming an intention and
facing the qiblah. The tahrimah is not necessary. When forming the intention it is not
necessary to specify the verse. If a verse calling for prostration is recited in the salah and the
prostration is observed promptly then it is not necessary to form an intention
SECTION I
jj~1jJafli
SURAH AN NAJM
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1023. Sayyiduna Abbas .a..:.:. • ~ u~ ..~ narrated that the Prophet ..oJ-., ~ 4..i.l~ J-"' prostrated
himself when he recited (a verse of) surah an Najm and with him the Muslims and
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the polytheists, Jinns and all men prostrated themselves1

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..o.!-,~4.11~ was reciting the surah an Najm (53) and wem he
came to its verse (62)

I,~I"JJI,~li
.J . .J .. , . J .
(So prostrated yourselves before Allah and worship (Him),}
he obeyed this command of Allah and prostrated himself. All the Muslims emulated him
and prostrated themselves. The idolaters also prostrated themselves on hearing the names
of their idols, Laat, manat and Uzza or, the idolaters were driven to prostrate themselves
when the Prophet ..o.!-,~4.11~ recited in Makkah in the Masjid al Haraam the verses (19 to
21) of surah ah Najm"

-c.JJ )i~ I~ lj ..).S'.~.lJ Ij..$J llS~ ~I ~l.U I ~\.!Aj
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{Have you then considered the Laat and the Uzza, and the Man.: c1t, the third, and the
other ? what, are for you the males and for him the females ?}
And at times moment the devil imitated the voice of the Prophet ..o.J-,~41~ and recited:
" I

"'

,

.,,

-Ji-JJ U'c.U£~15 Jlll~ 1~1 ,::1\3
(these idols are the cranes2 and their intercession is hopefully expected.)
The idolaters imagined that the Prophet had praised their idols and were delighted to the
extent that they prostrated themselves along with him.
Some exegetes have said that, not the devil, but the Prophet .,ol..., ~ 41 ~ had himself
spoken these words by mistake. We seed refuge in Allah from such a thought. This is an
absolutely wrong suggestion being their mental ruse. The fact is as we .have stated. The
devils imitated the Prophet's voice and threw in these words to confuse the idolaters into
believing that the Prophet ..o.J-,~4.11J--a had spoken them.
The words Muslims, Polytheists, jinns and men refer to those who were sitting before the
Prophet ..o.J-,~41J-D at that time. The word (all men) is a specification after a generalization.
AL-INSHIQAQ AND AL-ALAQ

~~f)lj ~i!J1 tl~ ~\ll:ilj~j 4~ful ~~I~ u~ Jti S~_;j, ql6£j (' •rO
0J,-A oI.J.J) -~5
1024. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .d!l ~.) narrated, "We prostrated ourselves along
with the Prophet ..o.J-,~41J-" when he recited (~J~ltt)u~.!.ilr.~ll~t) (al- Inshiaqaq #
84) and (Arabic) (al-Alaq # 96)3

COMMENTARY: This hadith belies the opinion of Imam Malalik 41-u-.) that there is no (verse
of) prostration in the mufassal. (see for mufassal, commentary on hadith # 853 and # 832)

1

Bukahri # 4862, Tirmidhi # 575.
~ The Numidian cranes is remarkable in the east of its superlatively high flight referring to the idols
which were regarded as intercessors with God. Lane's Lexicon under~_,c. ,J:!y:.
3
Muslim# 107-578 Tirmidhi # 573 Nasa'!# 963, Ibn Majah # 1058.
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SAJDAH TILAWAT IS WAJIB (EXPEDIENT)

1025. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar narrated Allah's Messenger .,o.l....,~.JJIJ.-a used to recite (a

verse calling for) prostration while we were with him. So when he prostrated
himself, we too prostrated ourselves along with him. (At that time,) We would be so
many that not all of us could find enough place to put down for head when
prostrating themselves. "1
COMMENTARY:"There would be such a large crowd that not all people could find place to
prostate themselves along with the Prophet .,o.l....,~4.LIJ.-a Those who were deprived of the
opportunity, prostrated themselves later.
The facts that these people made it a point to prostrate themselves is evidence that a
prostration against a verse calling for it is wajib (expedient).
When reciter is reciting before some people and he comes to a verse calling for prostration
it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~All~) that, after reciting it, he must move
forward and his listeners must form rows behind him and all of them must prostrate
themselves. This would be a simulated leadership, not a factual leadership.
DID NO MAKE PROSTRATION IN AN-NAJM

(~~)

1026. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit ~4.Lir.PJ narrated, 1'1 recited to Allah's Messenger
.,o.l....,~41J.-a

the surah an-Najm, but he did not prostrate himself during the recital"2
COMMENTARY: Ima'm Shafi'I ~I.Y.J said that the Prophet .,o.l....,~.JJIJ.-a did not prostrate
himself to show that it is allowed not to observe the prostration. Imam Maalik ~41r.,PJ said
that since there is no verse of prostration in the mufassal (Surahs), So he did not prostrate
himself at the verse Imam Abu Hanifah ~ .JJI r.PJ said that perhaps he had not made
ablutio!l or that was an hour when prostrating oneself was disliked, or, he left it out to let
people know i.h~t it is not fard (obligatonJ) to make the prostration. It may be said too, that
the prostration on reciting a verse is not obligatory at the same instant and the Prophet J.-a
.,o.l....,~41 may have observed it later. Hence, no one may imagine that the prostration in
surah an Najm is not wajib (expedient), for, we have seen in hadith # 1023 that the Prophet
.,o.l....,~41J.-a and other people observed it.
SURAH SAAD (#30)
::
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Bukahri # 1076 Muslim# 104-573
Bukhari # 1076, Muslim# 106 577. Abu Dawood # 10404, Tirmidhi # 576 Nasa' I# 956 Musnad
Ahmed 21647
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said, 11 The prostration on
reciting surah Saad is not among the highly emphasized prostrations. But I did see
the ~rophet ..ol.w,~.Jil~ prostrate himself on recitating it."l
And, one version has:
t,§DJ

1028. Sayyiduna Mujahid ~~~J narrated that he asked Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.Jilt,§DJ
"May I prostrate myself when I recite (surah) Saad? 11 He recited the verses (6:84-90)

(<.S.;~I oi.J.;) -~ (5 )::~

{And of his progeny (we guided) Dawood and Sulayman So follow their guidance.)
And then said, 11Your Prophet,..ol.w, ~ ~~ ~ too, is among those people who were
commanded to follow the guidance of the early Prophet's ..o')LJI~ 2
COMMENTARY: The words not among the highly emphasized prostrations mean that this
prostration is notfard (obligatory) but is among the wajhib recitals.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the Prophet ..ol.w,~~~~ prostration in surah saad was to
conform with Prophet DC' wood (S) and to show gratitude on acceptance of his repentance.
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~lt,§DJ responded to the question of Mujahid ~~~J by first reciting the
verses that establish that the Prophet ..ol.w,~ 41 ~ was among those who are instructed to
emulate the earlier Prophets ..o')LJI~ He meant that if the Prophet ..ol.w,~~~~ was given
that command, Muhahid was bound more so to follow them. Hence, when Prophet Dawood
(S) made the prostration and the Prophet _.o..L..., ~ ~~ ~ made it too in emulating him, they
were more liable to prostrate themselves ( there,w.eaning while reciting surah Saad ).
SECTION II
~\~tj.4fli
HOW MANY PROSTRATIONS
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1029. Sayyiduna Anus ibn al-As ~~lt,§DJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ..ol.w,~4l,J~

taught him fifteen (versec of) prostrations in the Quran Three of these are ln. the
mufassal and two in surah al-Hajj3
~1.;91
(th''"'-'ght) is ~I.)I(Thought
me) meaning commanded me to recite them.
This hadith mentions that there are fifteen places in the Quran where prostration becomes
wajib (expedient) on reciting and listening to the ver~c. These verse are:
1.
The last verse (206) of surah al-Araf (7):

COMMENTARY: In some copies of the Mishkatr the word

Bukahri # 1069 Tir~dhi # 577 Darimi # 1467
Tirmidhi # 4632
3
Abu Dawood # 1401 Ibn Majah # 1057
1

2
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{Surely those who are with your Lord feel not too proud to do Him worship, and
they glorify Him, and prostrate themselves before Him.} (at the words:) (w~ ..J.J)
2.
The verse (15) of surah ar-Rad (13):

-JLD~I"
:>'h~~u.;S'l~~~,.·~l"ul~'
c;'IJ&-o~Jl"
"
.J~'".iih_,
,:...-P-6
.. .J
.J ,.'..) .J .. ~
...
• .... .,.J
{To Allah bow in prostration all who are in the heavens and the earth, willingly or
unwillingly, and their shadows as well in morn and even.} (J\~':li.J .J£14)
·
3.
The verses (49-50) of surah an Nahl (16):

,,.,•r..

' ,

.. -:

-.....:uJ..ro~\.A -...,:uj.} 'o:!J~J.9

{To Allah prostrates itself whatever creature there is in the heavens and whatever is
in the earth, and the angels, and they show no arrogance. They fear their Lord above
them and do as tl"ey are commanded} at (Arabic)
4.
The verses (107-109) of surah al- Ishra (Banu Isra'il'I 1-17)
''
'
?-.._
s: Y. :>
' ..

-ltJ.!.=a. ~ ~~j-....!.)J.~ -....;.Jli.)~-...,:uJ..*j

{they fall down on their faces in prostration and say, 11 Pure is our Lord. Certainly,
the word of our Lord was sure to be fulfilled. They fall down on their faces
weeping, and it increases humblen(;SS in their hearts.} at the words (t~ #~.i.!j.J)
5.
The verses (58) of Surah Maryam (19):

-~SJ
''I ~~I'- ~
, ./\;: ~
\~? l.il"
.. " •.Jc; I \i.
• ~I,~~
.J..r- .. ..)"'
J.J
{When the verses of Ar Rahman (The All. Merciful ) were recited before them, they
:iell down in prostration while they were weeping.
6.
The verses (18) of surah al-Hajj (22)
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t~Lo~;illl~!..b~~s::i~;J~9ill1W-&oJyl~l~j&~j(,fll!ll&§~j~lj.lJij
(Have you not seen that to Albh prostrate all those in the skies and all those on the
earth and the sun, the moen.- th~ stars, the mountains, the trees, the animals and
many from mankind? And there are many .on whom punishment has become due.
And the one whom Allah puts to disgrace, there is none to give him respect. Surely.
Allah does what He wills.}
(at the words)(..J ~)
7.
The verse (77) of surah al-Hajj (22)
, ' ,~
!-4 -" ...: ....,q\.b:::9\ei,
' ,
'
'
'
..
-·-: I!L\:.':
'~ji~~\Ci\~~lei\,"\j\1

'

'

,_

·"f,".3JJP-!~,l.:;
.:r- > .
~ ~.or-...
~ {0 you who believe bow down in ruku and bow down in sajdah and worship your
Lord and do good deeds, so that you achieve success.} (at (w_pli:i ~)
8.
The verse (60) of surah al-Furqan·
~y--;-->
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{And when it is said to the111, 11 Prostrate yourselves to Ar-Rahman ( t.he All Merciful,
Allah)," they say,'' What is Ar Rahman? Shall we prostrate ourselves to the one to
whom you direct us?" And it increases nothing in them except aversion }
(at the words (lj~ ~~I)~)
9.
The verses (25-26) of surah An Naml (27)

~1\fful* .....::.;J.!l'~Loj.....::.;~Lo;1.;1J~JVIjyl~ld~~lf.fi~.;JI;iJ.IJ~':JI
-

.. r... \1

~

, .. ~\1 J_,j
.. , ~I..
u:...;-. j-Ib

{that is they do not prostrate to Allah who brings forth what is hidden in the
heavens and the earth, and who knows whatever you conceal and whatever you
reveal. Allah There is no God but He, the Lord of the Great Throne.}
(At the words) (~I utYJI yj) or at:
10.
The verses of (15) of surah AI Sajdah (or Alif Lam Mim Tanzeel as- Sajdah, 32)
,
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{Only those people believe in Our verses fall in prostration and pronounce the
purity and praise of their Lord, and who do not wax proud.} (Z>J;$~~)
11.
The verses (24-25) of surah Saad (38)
!'t
_.
I

•

1.7

I

_.

-yl:A~.5JJ.:~ u~:J~jj~_;:J
~

_. _.-:

.-_.

.- _.

u_;A.;.-9 -yli!J ~~~5~.5

{and bowing down, he fell in prostration and turned (to Allah) So we forgave him
that (lapse) and surly he has a place of nearness in Our presence, and an excellent
resort.}
(at: (Arabic))
12.
The verse (38 of the surah Haa Meem As Sajdah or fussilat, 41)

{Still, if they show arrogance, then those who are with your Lord proclaim His
purity night and day and they do not weary.}
(at: (Arabic)
13.
The verse (62)of surah an- Najm (53)

-I"~I
.. ~li
.J . .J.. JJI
.. .,.J.
{Now fall down in prostration and worship (Allah).}
(at: (Arabic)
14.
The verses (20, 21) of surah al- Inshiqaq (84)
J
....t
~,
J
,-r ; ;
-yJ ~ "1 x .....LJI;:..IJf..\'l:sr l.lJJ ~q.: ::~ x ~lLo.9
{So, what is wrong with them that they do not believe and when the Quran is
recited to them, they did not offer prostratioe.j
(at: (Arabic)
15.
The verses (19) of the surah al-Alaq (or iqra 96):
I ..

;

_.

/,

_.

-y_fllj~lj
{ and bow down in prostration and come close to me.}
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(at the words(~ft'.J)
THE NUMBER OF PROSTRATIONS: The imams differ on the number of verses reciting
which or listening to whose recital makes one prostration wajib (expedient).
Imam Ahmad .W1<Y-.) follows this hadith literally and holds that the foregoing fifteen verses
are verses of prostration.
Imam Shaf'I '111<Y-.) says that there are fourteen verses of prostration. He does not include the
verse (24/25) of surah Saad from the foregoing list of verses of prostration.
Imam Maalik 4111 <Y-.) holds that there are eleven verses of prostration. From the foregoing
list, he excludes the verses of the sarahs Saad, an Najm AI- Inshiqaq and Al Alaq
Indeed,the ancient opinion of Imam Shafi'I 411<U-.) agreed with Imam Maalik 41~.)
Imam Abu Hanifah 411~.) says that there are fourteen verses of prostration in the Quran. He
excludes from the foregoing list the (7th item) verse (77) of surah al- Hajj, leaving only one
prostration id this surah.
The ulama (Scholars) say that this hadith (# 1029,) of Sayyiduna Amr ibn al- Aas ~411~.) is
weak and it is ~ot proper to cite it as evidence. Because some of its narrators are unknown.
RECITING THESE VERSES IN SALAH: The ulama (Scholars) say unanimously that if any
of the verses of prostration is recited in the salah then a prostration must be made in the
salah itself, not outside the salah. If a verses of prostration is recited in a fard (obligatory) salah
then in the prostration it is better to recite~~~ ~J ~as in the prostration of the salah If it
is an optional salalz, or (the recital is) outside salah thet:t anu other tasbih sanctioned in the
ahadith may be recited for example:
, ,
~ ~
~""
,t.
',
_.,,"' . ' . . Jb! "'.1>-::,
-~
. .!'!\{11_\,•~lilll~
~h ~ ,..~,~ ~ t..:r'.J"'~..)"'Ill"'"'
~,,L'.llJ
........----..)"'l:i9~~
• ,,...,r'.J"'4l
I "..J;. '.,f-o.J
~.J
U'"' .,~,..>~.J
•
''My fate has prostrated to the Being who created it and fashioned it, and cleaved into it
its hearing and sight by His might and power. So Blessed is Allah, the Best of creators."
w&

THE VERSE OF PROSTRATION BEING THE LAST OF VERSE SURAH: Some ulama
(Scholars) say that when the verse of prostration is recited in the salah and it is also the last
verse. of the surah then bowing into ruku is enough instead of going in prostration., The
prostration of recital is included when one bows into ruku. This is the saying of Abdullah
ibn Masu' d ~41~.) and Imam Abu Hanifah 411~.) follows it.
The junsts say that if a verse of prostration is recited in s !ah and the ruku is observe
immediately or after reciter two or three more verses and the intention is formed while
bowing to include the prostration of recital, ten the ruku will suffice for that prostration.,
And, if the prostration of the salah is made after reciting the verse of prostration, then too
the prostration of red!ai will be included in it and there will be no need to form an
intention for that provided, in either case, more then three verses are not recited after the
verse of prostration. While the scholars do differ on reciting three verses (beyond the verse
of prostration), yet they are unanimous that if more than three verses are recite then the
prostration of recital will not be valid in the ruku or sajdah of the salah, but it is necessary to
make the prostration of recital separately.
MERIT OF SURAH AL-HAJJ
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1030.. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir narrated that he said, "0 Messenger of Allah,
surah al- Hajj is given excellence because of the two prostrations in it. " He said,
"Yes he who does not observe two prostrations should not recite these two verses
(of prostration)".t
The Masabih has should not recite it (meaning the surah )as in Sharah us Sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet~J ~ .&I~).
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's .oJ,...,~.d!l~ words_mean that he should not recite the two
verses so that he may not be guilty of sin for neglecting the prostration, So, omitting verse
of prostration is better than omitting the prostration because it is wajib (expedient).
According to cne authentic copy ofMishkat the words are (not l.o.tJI.ft.! r-l9) the Prophet's
words would then mean," He who did not make the two prostrations is as though he did
not recite the verse." If he did not fulfill the demands of the verse, then he has not read it.
As stated previously, Imam Abu Hanifah .JJI.u-; does not regard the second prostration of
surah al-Hajj as wajib (expedient) He contends that the word I.,.S.;I in the verse shows that it
refers to the prostration of the salalz.
Imam Tirmidhi.has indicated that this hadith is weak.
SURAH ALIF LAAM MEEM TANZEEL AS SAJDAH

"'
"
l " c:
(.)jby.l oi.J.)) -§~\ ~~\J9

1031. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .JJI ~J narrated that the Prophet .oJ,..., ~ ~~ ~ made a
prostration in the salah of zuhr. Then he stood up and went into ruku. They
presumed that he had recited (the surah) Tanzi as- Sajdah. 2
COMMENTARY: The sahabah ~ ~~ ~; might have heard a verse of the surah from the
Prophet .oJ,...,~.d!l~ and so knew that he had recited as sajdah It is found in the ahadith
that (even in such salah as call for a silent recital,) the Prophet .oJ,..., ~ .d!l ~ sometimes
recited a verse audibly to disclose to the others the surah that he recited. Or, he was so
engrossed in recital that sometimes the words were spoken audibly.

It seems that the Prophet .oJ,...,~.JJI~ made the prostration of recital stood up and without
reciting any more of the surah he went into ruku. This is allowed though it is better to

recite the remainder of the surah on getting up from prostration of recital before showed
that it is allowed to do so.]
The Prophet .oJ,...,~.JJI~ also showed that it was better to make the prostration of recital
instead of combining it with ruku If he had bowed into ruku then that would have sufficed
for the prostration of recital.

1

Abu lJawood # 1402 Tirmidhi # 578 Musnad Ahmed# 4-151-152
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(Jjby.'l oi.J.)) _w l3 ~j

1032. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.dli~.F.J narrated that Allah's Messenger used to recite
the Quran to them. When he came to a verse calling for prostration, he pronounced
the takbir and prostrated hi~self and they too prostrated themselves with him.
COMMENTARY: It is clear from this hadith that the prostration on recital of certain verses
is wajib (expedient) on both the reciter and the listener (respectively, the Qari and the sami).
As for the takbir, it is cUed only when .going into prostration (in answer to command in the
verse) This is what Imam Abu Hanifah .dll~.J follows.
· However Imam Shaft' I .dll~.J holds that when anyone makes the prostration against a verse
of prostration, he must first raise his hands, call the takbir tahrimah and again call another
takbir for the prostration.
According to a hadith of Sayyidah ~ .d!l ifl'.J one must first stand up and then make the
prostration of recital. This is mustahab (desirable).
&
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1033. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .dll ifl'.J narrated that, dUring the year of conquest (of
Makkah) Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.dll~ recited a verse calling for prostration. So,
all the people prostrated themselves (along with him) Among them were the riders
and thos~ who prostrated themselves on the ground, So much so that the riders
prostrated themselves on their hands.t
COMMENTARY: The may have recite some verses with the verse of prostration, or only
that particular verse to show that such a recital of only the verse of prostration is
allowed. The Hanafis, however regard that it is not mustahab (desirable) to recite merely
the verse of prostration.
"Those who were mounted on riding beasts put their hands '- ~1 the reins, or such things, and
prostrated themselves on them. In. this way they got the feeling of the earth during prostration.
Ibn Maalik .dli~.J said that it establishes that if anyone bows down his neck and make th~
prostration on his hands then his prostration will be valid. Imam Abu Hanifah .dll .u-.J
concurs with him, but ltnma Shafi'I .dll~.J differs.
It is stated in Sharah Muniyah that if anyone prostrates himself on his thighs because of a heavy
crowd then it is allowed So too it is allowed to prostrated oneself on any other limb provided he
has an excuse for not being able to prostrate himself. It is not permitted to do so without a
justified reason. However, if anyone puts his hand down on the ground and prostrates himself
on it even wi~out ~11 excuse, then it is allowed, but it is makruh, nevertheless.
Ibn Hamma~ hc.s written that if a person is ill and recites a verse calling for prostration but
is unable to prostrate himself then he may make a sign of prostration That will suffice.

1
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THE PROPHET ~,~<till~ DID NOT OBSERVE PROSTRATION IN THE MUFASSAL

(.)Jby.l ol.JJ) -R~I

1034. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~..11~~ J narrated that the Prophet ~,~<till~ never made a
prostration at any verse within al Mufassal from the time he emigrated to Madinah.t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~<till~; means to say that while he was in
Makkah the Prophet ..cJ-, ~<till~ made prostration at certain verses within al mufassal
and other people emulated him But, when he moved to madinah, he did not observed
these prostrations.
HADITH OF ABU HURAYRAH <\:&.<till~; DIFFERS: This hadith differs from the hadith of
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah <\:..<till~;(# 1024) which asserts that the Prophet ..clw,~.d!l~ made
prostration against the relative verses of surahs al Inshiqaq ~i.!Ull ~\-.JI ljl and al Alaq and he too
made prostration along with him. The hadith of Abu Hurayrah <\:..<till~; will be preferred because
he embraced Islam in Madinah in 7 AH Oearly, is also technically most sound. Besides, very :
many sahabah ~~;have narrated that the musfassal surah have verses of prostration
The principle also predominates that the affirmative aspect overrules the negative aspect.
Thus prostration must be made at verses of prostration within the mufassal on reciting
them or listening to them. The mufassal are the smaller surahs. They are from surah alHujrat to the end of the Quran.
TASBIH IN PROSTRATION OF RECITAL
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1035. Sayyidah Ayshah ~<till~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~.d!1J." recited in
the prostration which he made in the night on reciting a verse calling for prostration:
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"My face has prostrated it self to Him who created it and cleft in it its hearing and
its sight with His might and power."2
COMMENTARY: The placing of it in the night is coincidental She might have heard him in
the night, so she reported it in that way. In fact, it is established that the Prophet ~.d!IJ."
..cJ-, made this prayer in the prostration of recital generally. In some tradition another
tasbih is mentioned too:
"My Lord, I have wronged myself,so forgive me"
The Hanafi point of view is that it is enough to recite in the prostration of recital as is done
1
2

Abu Dawood # 1403
Abu Dawood # 1414 Tirmidhi # 580
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in regular prostrations in the saiah However, there is l)O doubt that it is superior to recite in

the prostrations of recital the tasbihs that are known from hadith.
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1036. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .,j,l ~J narrated that a man came (one day) to
Allah's Messenger ..oJ..w, ~ .dll J"" and submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, I saw
myself in the night while I was asleep, as though I offer salah behind a tree. As
I prostrated myself (on reciting a verse), the tree too prostrated it self with my
prostration and I heard it pray:
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0 ~llah, record for me a reward against it with You And, remove from me against
it a burden (of sin) And, let it be with You a treasure. And, accept it from me as You
did accept it from your slave Dawood"
Ibn Abbas ~.d!l~J narrated further that then the Prophet recited a verse that made
prostration wajib (expedient) and prostrated himself. He heard him make the same
prayer that he had heard the man report from the tree.l
COMMENTARY: Perhaps this man had recited the verse of surah Saad making a
prostration wajib (expedient) The Prophet ..o.l-,~.,j,1J-a also recited the same verse of surah
Saad of surah as Sajdah calling for a prostration.
SECTION III
~!\~Uj..Aili
11

SURAH AN NAJM
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1037. Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~ .,j,l ~J narrated that the Prophet ..o.l-, ~ .JJI J-" recited
surah an Najm (one day) and made a prostration in it. Those who were with him also
prostrated themselves. However, an old man of the Quraysh took a handful of
pebbles or dust and put it on his forehead and said, 11This is enough for me 11
1

Tirmidhi # 3435 Ibn Majah # 1053 but without the words as you did accept from your slave Dawood
(S)
.
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Abdullah (Ibn Masud) narrated further that he saw him after that slain as an infidel. t
Bukahri reported in another version that he was Umayyah ibn Khalaf 2
COMMENTARY: This happened before the conquest of Makkah. Umayyah ibn Khalaf was a
man of Quraysh, a responsible and respected one. He was greatly involved in the conspiracies
against the Prophet .o.l-,~...Ll~ and was a very arrogant naughty man There were with the
Prophet .o.l-,~...Ll~ both muslims and idolaters. They all prostrated themselves alongwith the
Prophet~~~~ but this proud man displayed extreme indifference
SURAHSAAD
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1038. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas narrated that the Prophet ..o1w,~<ti!l~ prostrated himself
in surah Saad (while reciting it) And, he said, Dawood prostrated himself in
repentance and we prostrate ourselves in gratitude (for the acceptance of his
repentance). This is mentioned in surah Saad.

CHAPTER - XXIII
TIMES WHEN SALAH IS DISALLOWED
In this chapter, those ahadith will be presented as define the hours when salah may not be
offered. This chapter covers the three times when it is unlawful to offer salah the time of
sunrise, the time of sunset and the time of istiwa or zawal (which is the declination of the
sun from the meridian) It also covers the times after the salah of fajr and asr. 3
According to the Hnafi school the prohibition covers both fard (obligatory) and optional
salah Hence, at these three hours of sunrise, sunset and zawal no salah may be offered At
all, neither the salah of that time nor the re~eeming salah except the salah of asr of that day
Similarly it is disallowed to offer (at these prohibited hour) the funeral salah and to make
the prostration on reciting a verse calling of prostration However, the funeral salah of the
funeral that is brought during these times is permitted. Also, the prostration on a verse
calling for prostration is allowed if that verse is recited during these hours, but it is better to
put that off to a later hour.
Hence, the funeral salah, prostration on reciting certain verses and redeeming salah are
allowed during the entire time of fajr and after the salah of asr But, the optional salah is
makruh during these hours If anyone begins an optional salah during these hours then it
would become binding on him and he will have to abandon it at that time and redeem it
after the makruh hour passes away. If anyone does not abandon his salalz and finishes it at
1

Bukahri # 1070 Muslim# 105-576 Abu Dawood # 1406
Bukahri second version # 4863
3
From rise of dawn till sunrise which is the entire time of fajr all optional salah is makruh, apart from
the two sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~_, ~ ...ill ..)..- ) rakat of fajr but redeeming salah of fard
(obligatory) and wajib (expedient) may be offered however the entire time of asr is not makruh but it is
makruh to offer optionalsalah after having offered the ford (obligaton;) of asr Though redeeming salah of
Jard (obligatory) and wajib (expedient) may be offered Muslim AbdulladhJawaid Dhai purl ~...ill~;
2
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that time them though his responsibility ceases yet it is better to abandon the salah.
Imam Shafi'I 41 tV-.) and Imam Ahmad 41<U-; hold that it is allowed to offer the redeeming
salah and the funeral salah during these hours. Also allowed during these hours is the
tahiyat ul Masjid if one enters the mosque coincidentally. If anyone goes into a mosque
deliberately to offer the tahiyat ul Masjid during these hours, or postpones the redeeming
salah so that he may offer them during these hours then this thing is disallowed because it
is contrary to ahadith which clearly prohibit them. In the same way they allow during these
hour to offer the salah of eclipse, the optional salah after ablution, the two raka'at of the
ihram and of tawaf and the prostration of recital on the verse calling for it and which is
recited during these hours.
To offer salah at these hours is makruh in the eyes of the hanafis at all places and whatever
the nature of time. But -Imam Shafi'I 41 tV-.) and his scholars say that salah is allowed on
Friday at the time of zawal, and during these hours in Makkah too.
· We must relies that in this case Imam Abu Hanifah 41tV-.) observe caution. The reason is that
when arguments are presented equally for that which is allowed and what is disallowed,
preference is given to the prohibited.
SECTION I
jj~1j.4iii
NO SALAH AT SUNRISE & SUNSET
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1039. Sayy"iduna Ibn Umar narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L....,~41~ said, 11
No one among you must resolve to offer salah at the rising of the sun and at the
setting of the sun"
·
According to another version ,he said, When the rim of the sun rises , give up salah
till the sun is fully visible. And, when the rim of the sun sets give up salah till it
has set completely. Do not resolve to offer your salah at the time of rising of the sun
and of setting of the sun for it rises between the horns of the devils."t
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'I .JiltV-.J takes the words do not resolve to imply offer the salah,
like tahiyat ul masjid and redeeming salah, deliberately, he contravenes the hadith . If he
offers it incidentally then it is allowed.
The Hanafis on the other hand, say that the hadith applies to salah offered deliberately or
by chance both are not allowed.
Between the two horns of the devil means between the two comers of the devil' s head. The
devil stands facing the sun at the time of sunrise hoping to be the direction of those people
who worship the sun. So, the Prophet ..cJ,...,~41~ forbade that salah be offered at such a
time lest there is a resemblance to the sun worshippers.

1

Bukahri # 2372-3273 Muslim# 289-828 Nasa'I # 570 Muwatta Maalik # 15.10-47 and 49
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THREE PROHIBITED TIMES
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1040. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir narrated that Allah's Messenger used to forbid
them to offer salah or bury their dead at three times: when the sunrises till it is well
up, when the sun is at its peak at noon till it begins to decline, and when the sun is
about to set till it has set."t
COMMENTARY: Not burying the dead means that the funeral salah may not be offered at
these hours As for bural, the dead may be buried at any time.
NO SALAH AFTER FAJR AND ASR
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1041. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed AI Khudri ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger 41~
..oL., ~ said, 11 There is no salah after the salah of fajr till the sun has risen
completely, and no salah after the salah of asr till the sun has disappeared".2
COMMENTARY: The prohibition means that while it is not unlawful to offer salah at these times
yet it is makruh (disallowed) to do so. Hence the hadith denies the perfect nature of the salah.
TIMES OF SALAH

1
Muslim# 293-831 Tirmidhi # 1030 Nasai'I # 565 Ibn Majah # 1519 Darimi # 1432 Musnad jAhed 4152
2
Bukahri # 581-586 Muslim# 286-826 Abu Dawood # 1276 Tirmidhi # 183 Nas'I # 562 Ibn Majah #
1250 Darimi # 1433 Musnad Ahmad# 1-18
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1042. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Abasah ~<~ill~; narrated that when the Prophet ~<~ill~
..o-1-, came to Madinah, he also came there and met him and asked him to inform him
about salah. So he said, " Offer the salah of fajr and then stop offering it while the
sun is rising till it has risen up, for, when rises, it comes up between the two horns
of the devil and the infidels prostrate themselves to it at that time. Then, offer the
salalt (of ishraq), because it is witnessed and the angels present themselves at it, till
when the shadow is up to a spear, length (and lies not on the earth it is midday
exactly) cease to offer salah, for at that time, hell is heated up. Then when the
shadow declines, offer he salah for it is witnessed and the angels are present at it
till you have offered the salah of asr where upon cease to offer salah till the sun sets
because it sets between the two horns of the devil. The infidels prostrate
themselves to it at that time.
Sayyiduna Amr ibn Abasah narrate further that he asked the Prophet ..o-1-,~<I..LI~ to
inform him about ablution He said, whose among you keeps his water of ablution
with him and (having formed the intention and having recited the basmalah and
having washed both hand up to the wrist) rinses his mouth, snuffs up water and
blows it out, his sins of his face, his mouth and his nostrils fall out. When he
washes his face In accordance with Allah's command to him, the sins of his face
drop at the tips of his beard along with the water. Then as he washes his arms up to
the elbows, the sins of his arms drop down at his finger tops along with the water.
As he then wipes his head, the sins of his head drop down at the ends of his hears
along with the after, Then as he washes his feet up to the ankles, the sins of his feet
drop down at the tips of his toes, along with the water. After that, as he stands to
offer salah and praises and glorifies Allah and extols him as is worthy of him and
devotes his heart wholly to him, he becomes clear of his sins as he was the day his
mother bore him."t
COMMENTARY: The words about the shadow being to a spear's length pertain to Makkah
and Madinah and their surroundings There, on long days, the shadow does not fall on the
ground at midday.
The concluding words of the hadith emphasize that however minor and grave sins are
forgiven. The ulama (Scholars) say however minor sins are pardoned but the graves sins
are forgiven only at Allah's will and favour.
TWO RAKA'AT AFTER ASR
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1043. Sayyiduna Kurayb .dll u-J narrated that Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas, ~ .dll ~J al
Miswar ibn Makhramah ~411~J and Abdur Rahman ibn AI Azhar ~.dll~; sent him
to Sayyidah Ayshah ~41~J instructing him to convey to her their salaam and to ask
her about two raka'at salah after asr
He said that he went to her and conveyed to her what they h.: d sent him with She
instructed him to put the question to Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~ 41 ~; So, he
returned to them and they sent him to Sayyidah Umm Salmah she said,"I did hear
the Prophet ..o.J-,~41~ prohibit them but later did see him offer that salah (the two
raka'at after asr) When he came home (after wards), I sent the slave girl to him with
the massage that she should tell him that I had bent her to say 110 Messenger of
Allah, I had heard you disallow the two raka'at but I now saw you offering them
He said, 0 daughter of Abu Ummayah, you ask about the two raka'at after asr.
Some people of Abd Qays had come (to me to learn about Islam) and kept me
occupied from those two raka'at after (the salah of) zuhr, so those were the two
(that I was offering )"t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..o.J-,~411~ had disallowed that supererogatory salah should
be offered after the salah of asr.
The Prophet ..o.J-,~41~ had postponed the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~)
of zuhr in order to propagate religion to the deputation of abd Qays, Hence, teaching
religion and commands of Shari'ah (divine law) and guiding Allah's creatures take
precedence over the supererogatory salah, even over the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet uk
~J ~ ~~ ) muwakkadah.
If an optional salah is missed then it may be redeemed later. I Sha{'i follows this example,
but Imam Abu Hanifha ~odll~; holds that optional salah may offered at its time, otherwise
may not be redeemed if missed, He says that the Prophet ..o.J-,~41~ might have begum
the salah after the fard (obligatory) of zuhr but might have given then up because of the Banu
Abd Qays So he had to redeem thetn.
However, there are other ahadith that say that the Prophet ..o.J-,~41J-" offered the two raka'at
after the fard (obligatory) of asr often. Bukhari ~...11~J has a hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah that
the Prophet never stopped offering the two raka'at after asr till he met his Lord.
Perhaps this was allowed to him exclusively otherwise it is makruh to offer two raka'at salalr

1

Bukahri # 1233 Musalim # 297-834, Abu Dawwod :ft 1273 # 1273 Ibn Majah # 1159 Darimi # 1436
Musnad Ahmed 6-303
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after the salah of asr It is also reported that Sayyiduna Umar ~<111'!'.) forbade auy salah after
the fard (obligatory) of asr. He went so far as to beat those who offered two raka'at after asr.
We may say that it is like perpetual fasting which the Prophet ..o.l-,~41~ disallowed other
people, but observed it himself.
SECTION III
(s!\~1jJaili
SUNNAH (PRACTICE OF HOLY PROPHET ~""J~Jil1~) OF FAJR

1044. Sayyiduna Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ~ <111 r.?.J narrated from Sayyiduna Qays
ibn Arnr ~<111r,?.J that the Prophet ..o.l-,~.dl1~ saw a man offer (salah of ) two raka'at
after the (/ard (obligatonJ) of ) fajr So, he said to him, " The salah of fajr is two
raka'at two raka'at'' The man submitted, I had been unable to offer the two raka'at
(sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ .&I ~ )) that precede these two (/ard
(obligatonJ)) so I offered them now. So, Allah's Messenger said nothing.t
Tirrnidhi said that its isnad i~ disconnected because Muhammad ibn Ibrahim did
not hear from Qays ibn Arnr Sharah us Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.&I~
~ .J) and some copies of al Masabih have a similar tradition from Qays ibn Qahd.
COMMENTARY: By repeating two raka'at the Prophet ..o.l-,~<111~ emphasized that there
are only two raka'at fard (obligatory) of fajr and there is no salah after that.
The Prophet said nothing when the man submitted his reasoning The scholars of hadith
call this silence, in their terminology, taqrir If anything is dome in his presence and he
adopts silence then it means that he is please with the dong. Therefore , it means that if
anyone was unable to offer the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~) of fajr before its
fard (obligatory), then he must redeem them after offering the fard (obligatory), Imam Shafi'I
.lJ,.-.-J goes by this edict.
Imam Abu Hanifah ~ .-.-J and Imam Yusuf .lJ, .-.-J hold that the sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet ~J4#.&'~) of fajr are not redeemed at anytime unless if the fard (obligatory), were
also missed then both sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ ,&, ~) and fard (obligatonJ)
should be redeemed before zawal.
·
Imam Muhammad ~.-.-J said that even the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#~~) (of
fajr) may be redeemed before the zawal.
Imam Abu Hanifah .lJ14~J and Imam Abu Yusuf ~~J explain that sumuzh (Practice of Holy Prophet
~L.JA:is:~ui"") by themselves are not redeemed. The redeeming is only with the wajib (expedient).

1

Abu Dawood # 1267 Tirmidhi (similar)# 422 Musnad Ahmad# 23821
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The sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet rl..y.J.'-~'J.-") of other salalz, too are redeemed only if they were
missed with thefard (obligatonj), ;but there is a difference of opinion on this question.
TAWAF AT ALL TIMES
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1045. Sayyiduna Jubayr ibn Mut'im narrated that the Prophet .oJ....,~4.11~ said, 110
children of Abd Munaf, do not prevent anyone from circumambulating this house
(the Ka'ba)and let him offer salah at whichever hour of night and day he whishes."t

COMMENTARY: The Ka'bah was supervised and managed by the descendants of Abd
Munaf. The Prophet .oJ....,~-=.11~ instructed them to deny access to no one who wishes to
make tawaf of the Ka-abah at whatever hour of the day or night ;te wishes, even at sunrise
or zawal. The ulama (Scholars) agree unanimously that tawaf may be made at any time.

SALAH IN THE KA'BAH: The ulama (Scholars) differ, however on the question of salah in
the ka'bah whether it may be offered at anytime one wishes, even times when it is makruh.
Imam Shafi'I abides by this hadith and says that abides by this hadith and says that any
kind of salah may be offered at whatever time be it the salalz of tawaf or any other.
Imam Ahmad says that this applies to only the salah of tawaf, the two raka'at They may be
offered whatever the hour. Imam Abu Hanifah says that even in the Ka-abah no salah is
allowed at the disliked hours. The hours when salah is forbidden or disliked are uniform in
Makkah and other cities. Ahadith in this regard do not exclude any city at all. As for this
hadith, the Prophet's .oJ....,~-till~ words mean that salah may be offered in the ka'bah at
any hour, but not at hours when it is makruh. In this way all the ahadith stand reconciled.
SALAHONFRIDAY ATZAWAL

1046. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~-till~; narrated that the Prophet .oJ-,~~~~ forbade
salah at (exact) mid day until the sun declines from the meridian, but not on Friday.2
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'i -till~; abides by this hadith and holds that salah may be offered
on Friday at the middle of the day but Imam Abu Hanifah ~.JJI~; holds that it is not proper
to offer salah at the middle of the day (even on Friday3 because the hadith that forbid (salah at
this time absolutely are more well-known while this hadith is da'if (weak). Also, when two
views, forbidding and allowing, are equally strong then what forbids is preferred .
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Abu Dawood # 1894 Tirmidhi # 868 Nasa'I # 292 Ibn Majah # 1254 Darimi # 1926
Musnad Shafi'i P 63
3
This is Abu Hanifah' s .JJl~; verdict but Abu Yusuf' s is sound and reliable. (footnote in the Urdu
text)
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1047. Sayyiduna Al-Khalil odJI.u-J narrated from Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~<dii~J that
the Prophet ..cJ,..,_, ~ .J.sl ~ disliked salah at the middle of the day until the sun
declined from the meridian, but not on Friday. He said, 11 Hell is heated up, except
on Friday."t
Abu Dawood odJI.u-) said that Abu/ al- khalil .J.sl.u-J had never met Abu Qatadah.
~!dh~ili

SECTION III
THE DISLIKED HOUR'S
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1048. Sayyiduna Abudullah as- Sunabhi narrated that Allah's Messenger said,
Indeed, the sun rises and the horn of the devils is with it , but· as the sun gets
higher, the (devils) hom parts from it. Then when the sun reaches the meridian, it
joins it but as the sun declines , it parts from it. Then, when this sun is about to set,
it joins it but as the sun sets, it parts from it 11 and Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,_,~.J.siJ-o"
forbade salah at these hours.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .,o..L...,~.d!IJ-o" has forbidden all kinds of snlah at these times, even
funeral and prostration of recital. Though Imam Maalik has transmitted this hadith, he hold
that salah at midday is not forbidden, saying, The distinguished try to offer salah at midday.
NO SALAH AFTER ASR
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1049. Sayyiduna Abu Bas:ah al Ghifari narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,_,~od,l~
led them in the salah of asr at al Mukhammas after that he said, This salah was
prescribed to those people who preceded you but they lost it (by being irregular at
it and inattentive to it) So, he who preserves it will earn two rewards. There is no
salah after it till ash shahid rises.3 And Aas-shahid is the star.
COMMENTARY: They dual reward is for offering the snlah which is a pious deed and for
preserving it. The past ummahs did not preserve. it, so deserved punishment.
The word ash-shahid refers to the stars that are visible in the night.
1
2

J

Abu Dawood # 1083
Nasa'I # 559 Ibn Mjah # 1253 Muwatta Maalik # 15.10-44 Musnad Ahmed 4-348
Muslim # 292-830, Nasai # 521, Musnad Ahmad 6-397.
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TWO RAKA'AT AFTER ASR DISALLOWED
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1050. Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ~<till t..P'J narrated, 11 You people offer a sala11 that we
who had been in a company of Allah's Messenger _oL._,~.,J,l~ never saw him offer.
Rather, he forbade that we should offer them meaning the two raka'at after asr."t
COMMENTARY: Other ahadith have been explicit that the Prophet ..oL., ~ .,J,I ~ used to
offer two raka'at after asr. In this hadith, Mu'awiyah ~<tillt..P'J denies it straightway. Perhaps,
Mu'awiyah's ~<tillt..P'J words mean that the Prophet ..oL.,~.d!l~ did not offer it in public. He
offered them at horne unseen by other people so that they may not emulate him because
these two raka'at after asr were correct exclusively for the Prophet ..oL.,~41~ to offer and
are not lawful for others to offer.
Imam Tahawi .d!l.u-J examined this question on whether the two raka'at after asr are allowed
or not. He said that ahadith are known from the Prophet ..oL.,~.d!IJ.a continuously that he
disallowed that any salah should be offered after the Jard salah (obligatory prayer) of asr have
been offered. Also, the sahabah (companions) ~<tillt..P'J abided by it. Hence, it is not proper
for anyone to contradict it and say that it is allowed to offer salalz after asr.
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1051. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~<till t..P'J narrated that after going up the stairs of the
ka'bah, "He who recognizes me, does know me (to be truthful). He who does not
recognize me (must know that) I am Jundub. I had heard Allah's Messenger ~<till~
..cJ-, say, 'There is no salalt after the salah of fajr till the sun rises and after asr till
the sun sets, but not in Makkah, but not in Makkah, but not in Makkah."2
COMMENTARY: The door of the ka'bah is at a height and a stair case led to it.
Nowadays, a portable series of steps is placed before it when necessary, othervr~~e it
lies by the well of zam zam.
Abu Dhar's ~<tillt..P'J name was Jundub ibn Junadah. ~4illt..P'J He spoke 1-,y the door of the
ka'bah so that the people may know that the hadith is sahih. The Prophet .oJ-,~41~ had
said about him. "The heaven has not cast shadow over any ..me more truthful than Abu
Dharr, nor has the earth carried above it such a one." 3
About salah being permitted in Makkah eveP ciuring times when salah is makruh
(unbecoming), we have spoken on it against the hadith # 1045. However, this hadith is weak.

1

Bukhari # 587.
Musnad Ahmad 5-165
3
Tirmidhi # 3828
2
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CHAPTER- XXIV
THE CONGREGATIONAL SALAH AND ITS MERITS
There are so any ahadith on the merit of congregation, placing emphasis on it, that if they
are compiled together, they would requir3e a voluminous book. In this chapter, such
ahadith will be reproduced as speak of the excellences of the congregational·salah and
under]ine the relative rules. They will establish that the congregation is an essential
condition to make salah perfect. The Prophet ..oJ__, ~ 4.Ll J-.o never abstained from the
congregational salah, even when he was seriously ill and could not walk and two men
supported him up to the mosque where he joined the congregation.
FARD (OBLIGATORY) OR WAJIB (EXPEDIENT):
The ulama (Scholars) differ on this
question: is the congregational salah sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J 4# ~ jJ ), wajib
(expedient) or fard (obligatory)ayn or fard (obligatory) kifayah. Imam Ahmad, Dawud, Ata 44>J
.1!1 and Abu Thawr ~1 44>J say that it is fard (obligatory) ayn (obligatory on each individual).
Some scholars say that if anyone hears the adhan for the salah and does not come to the
mosque then his salah is not correct. Imam Shafi'I ~44>J says that the congregational salah is
fard (obligatory) kifayah (if offered by some then all shall be absolved of the obligation).
Imam Abu Hanifah ~1 44> J and his followers say that it is sunnah (Practice of !foly Prophet ~~~
~J4#) muwakkadah wajib (expedient). However, the Hanafi jurists have two opinions on
it. Some of their books call it wajib (expedient) and some hold that it is sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet ~J ~ ~~ ~ ) muwakkadah. But it is more preferably wajib (expedient). Ibn
Hammam ~144>J says that the congregation is wajib (expedient), but it is called sunnah (Practice
of Holy Prophet ~J~~~jJ) because it is established through sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet
~J4#~'~ ), meaning ahadith not that the congregation itself is sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet ~J"~~~~ ). It is like tile salahs of two eeds. They are wajib (expedient) but are called
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~ J"~~~~) because they are proved through hadith.
COMMANDS & RULES:
It is stated in Bada'I that it is wafib (expedient) on every
· '5one adult sound person who is not handicapped to come to the mosque. If he misses the
congregation in a mosque, then it is not wajib (expedient) to go round to other mosques.
However, Ii :.~g-oes to other mosques to earn the excellence of the congregation then it is
praise worthy. AccorciiP.g to Quduri, if one misses the congregation in the mosque, then he
must get together his family utembers and offer the congregational salah at home.
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether the congregational salah is superior in a
neighbouring mosque or the Jami (main mosque where Friday salah is observed). If there
are two mosques on a neighbourhood, the ancient mosque is preferred. If both are of equal
rank then the nearest is more rightful. For he tara~ih and the salah of khusuf (solar eclipse),
the congregation are sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~-'~ All~) nLUwakkadah. This
applies to the tarawih even if the entire Quran is complei:ed once.
The witr in Ramadan is mustahab (desirable) with the congregation. But, at any other time
after Ramadan, it is mukruh tanzihi to offer witr with the congregation constantly. If
consistency is not observed but very seldom two or three men offer the witr in a
congregational form then it is not makruh (unbecoming).
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The congregati<?nal becomes makruh {unbecoming) tahrimi if the salah of khusuf 1 (lunar
eclipse) and supererogatory salah are offered with the congregation, when the
supererogatory are offered observing the same formalities of the congregational salah for
fard salah(obligatory prayer). Like the adhan and iqamah, or gathering the people in some
other way. If two or three people stand together without adhan and iqamah and offer a
congregational salah, then it is not wrong.
WISDOM BEHIND THE CONGREGATIONAL SALAH AND ITS BENEFITS: The
ulama (Scholars) have written much on this subject. However, the great imam, shah
waliullah Muhaddith Dahlawi 41.11~; has said something so beautiful and comprehensive as
cannot be matched. So, his saying is reproduced here in the lines following.
1.
Nothing is more profitable than turning acts of worship into customary practices.
They will become inseparable customs. And, salah is the greatest and most glorious
of all acts of worship. So this should be done with it, too.
2.
There are people of different kinds, the nescient and the scholars. When they are
together and see each other worship, they will teach the unknowing. So, Allah's
worship is a jewellery. The beholder points out any fault and admires its beauty.
Therefore the congregation will perfect salah.
3.
Those who do not offer salah will also come into its fold and benefit from
admonition and advice.
4.
When a few Muslims get together and worship Allah and pray to Him, they attract
the mercy of Allah and gain approval.
5.
Allah's plan is to raise His word through this ummah and to subdue the falsehood
of disbelief so that nothing overwhelms Islam on the surface of earth. This can be
achieve only when all Muslims whatever their status, the common and the elite,
traveler and resident, young and old - assemble for their worship which is
significant and well-know. There they are exhorted to follow the glory of Islam and
forbidden to forsake it.2
6.
Muslims learn of each other and their problems. It fasters religious fraternity and
love which is one of the chiefs aims of this Shari'ah {divine law) as emphasized in
the Quran and the ahadith. 3
In the light of the current ideologies, the congregation is the most prominent
demonstration of equality taught by Islam. Five times a day, all the slaves of Allah
whatever their worldly position stand before Allah with the common man, putting aside
their worldly superiorities, bowing the poet's words.

ji_,Jo~t}_,.S'.U ..J.JI4.)o~t}_,.S'.u
j~l,jJ~d:fy.L~ u-bA~\.9~·'~1
(The king and the courtier stand shoulder to shoulder
The slave and the benefactor are next to one another)
WHEN IS ONE EXCUSED FROM THE CONGRE~AfiONAL SALAH
As stated previously, the congregational salalz is wajib (c(l:upulsory) on every sane adult who
is not handicapped. But, if anyone is unable to g0 i:o the mosque for the congregational
salah, then it is not wajib (compulsory) for him. The jurists have mentioned fifteen excuses for
1

Kusuf is solar eclipse (particularly( and khusuf is lunar eclipse.
Hajj jatullah Rabidah.
3
Ibn ul fiqh
2
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not joining the congregation (as adopted frmn Ilm ul Fiqh):
1.
Not being able to meet the conditions of salah,like puritX, covering the body, etc
2.
Heavy downpour but Imam Muhammad ~lo-J has written in his Muwatta: though
it is allowed not to go for the congregation when it rains heavily, 'This is fine, it is a
... concession but prayer in congregation is better.' 1
3.
The path to the mosque is muddy or swampy:
4.
It is so very cold that going out or walking up to the mosque may cause illness
or worsen it.
5.
There is risk of property or anything being stole in one's absence.
6.
Likelihood of encountering an enemy on the path to the mosque.
7.
Possibility of being hauled on the way by a creditor pr~vided one is really unable
to repay the debt. If one is able to repay it then he will be deemed to be a
wrongdqer and is not perlnitted to miss the congregation.
8.
The night is so dark that one cannot see the path to the mosque. It is not binding on
him to carry a torch or any other kind of light.
9.
It is a windy, stormy night.
10.
One is nmsing a patient who cannot~ left unattended for fear he might suffer much.
11.
One needs to relieve oneself (to pass stool or urine).
12.
One is abo.ut. to embark on a journey and by joining the congregation might miss the
caravan, or train (etc). However, if he can catch the next train then he is not allowed ·
to stay away from the congregation. If the need is very pressing, then he is excus.ed.
13.
He is occupied in learning or teaching fiqh and gets no opportunity to go out.
He is extremely ill, like being paralyzed or tremendous weakness making h~m
14. .
immobile. Or he is blind. It is irrelevant whether he finds a guide or helper up to
·
the mosque. Or, he is lame as has lost a hand and a foot.
15.
Food is ready, or almost ready, and he is so very hungry that he will not be able to
·'
"
play attention to the salah.
SECTION I
JJi1j.4tli
REWARD FOR JOINING THE CONGREGATION

<~~)-4Js~.;-4-J
1052. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ.,...,~.dsl~ said,
'Salah with the cong.r~gation is better than the salah of a man by himself by twentyseven degrees."
COMMENTARY: This hadith makes the congregational salah twenty-seven degrees more
excellent but others say that it is twenty-five degrees better. It means that Allah increased
the excellence by two degrees favouring the Prophet's ~,~41~ ummah. Or, the reward
differs from worshipper to worshipper depending on his condition.
Opinion difft.; on whether it applies to a congregation in the mosque or even outside the
mosque, say at hc~tt. While some scholars maintain that it is specific to the mosque, others
hold that the excellence is of a general nature covering congregation at every place.
1

Note following hadith 1.55-187 in Muwatta of Imam M~hamm~d
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WARNING ON NEGLECT OF CONGREGATION

(o~~JILS.J~IoiJI.J)-~[~~ll4,~\~~lA~
, ,
"'
1053. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~<dll<.F; narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o..L....,~<dll~
said ''By Him in whose hand is my soul, I have resolved to get firewood gathered
and then order for salah (of isha) and the adhan to be called, then instruct someone
to lead the salah, then go to those men (who fail to come to the congregation
without reason)." According to another version, (he said:) 'Go to them who do not
offer the salah and burn down their homes. By Him in whose hand is my soul, if
any of them know that he would get a fat fleshy bone or two fine hoofs of sheep (in
the mosque), he would surely come to the salah of isha."t
COMMENTARY: Those who do not come to the mosque have been warned of Divine

punishment in this figurative manner. Their mentality is such that they vie with each other
for little worldly things but their minds do not incline to the reward in the hereafter and to
·
nearness to Allah.
An imam may appoint another person to deputies for him if he has to go somewhere.
BLIND NOT EXCUSED
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1054. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 ~; narrated that a blind man (Sayyiduna
Abdullah ibn Umm Muktum ~ ..11 ~J came to the Prophet .,o..L...., ~ 41 ~ and
submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah, I have no guide to lead me to the mosque." So,
he requested Allah's Messenger .o-L, ~ 41 ~ to permit him to offer salalt at home,
and he gave him permission. But, as he turned to go back, he called him and asked,
"Do you here the call to salah?" He said, "Yes!" Then, the Prophet .,o..L....,~.ti!l~ said,
"So respond (to it and you must come to the mosque)." 2
COMMENTARY: According to a hadith in Bukhari and Muslim when Sayyiduna Itban ibn
Maalik ~ .till <.F; complained of his poor eyesight, the Prophet .,o..L...., ~ 41 ~ gave him

permission to offer salah at home. 3
This means that a blind man is allowed to stay away from the congregation. However, we
read in this hadith that the some concession was not allowed to Abdullah ibn Umm
1

Muslim # 251-651, Abu Dawud # 548, Tirmidhi # 217, Nasai # 848, Ibn Majah # 791/ Bukhari # 644
etc.
2
Muslim # 255-653, Abu Dawud # 552, Nasai # 850, Ibn Majah # 792, Musnad Ahmad 3-423.
3
Mu::;lim # 263-33, Bukhari # 424, 425.
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Maktum ~ -dll r.faJ because he was among the learned muhajirs(immigrants) and it was
worthy of him that he should act on what was the best.
This hadith says that one who hears the adhan must come to the mosque.
WHEN IT IS VERY COLD OR RAINING
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1055. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 41 r..JaJ is reported to have called the adhan on a cold,
windy night (for the salalt). Mterwards, he said, ''Offer salalt in your homes." Again,
he explained that on a cold, windy night, Allah's Messenger ..o-l.w, ~ 41 ~ used to
instruct the mu'adhdhin to say (after the adhan), ''Offer salalt in your homes."t
COMMENTARY: This is a concession in severe c9ld and rain. Salah may be offered at home.
However, Ibn Hamrnarn 41~J reported that Abu Yusuf od!I.Y.J asked Imam Abu Hanifah ~J
41 what should one do. when it is muddy, and at such other times, he said, "I do not like
that one should stay away from the congregation."
WHEN FOOD IS READY

1056. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41r.JaJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o-l.w,~od!l~ said,
''When the dinner of one of you is placed before him and the iqamah of the salah is
also called (at the some time), let him begin with his meal and he must not make
haste till he has finished it." Indeed, when food was placed for Ibn Umar ~od!lr.faJ
and the salah also commenced, he would not come for the salah till he had finished
eating. Indeed, the while, he could hear the imam's recitation.2
COMMENTARY: This command applies when the concerned person is hungry and will
not be able to concentrate on the salah. He may have his meal and then offer the salah
provided, of course, there is enough time for the salah after his meal.
SALAH MUST 13E DELAYED TO ANSWER CALL OF NATURE

(.;J.-o ., I.J-> >-~' ;:: ; '11 u~ 1~.-'"'

1057. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~-ti.lll.f"J narrated that she heard Allah's Messenger ~41~
..cJ,..., say, 11 Salalt is nCJ( (offered in a) perfect (manner) when the meal is ready and not
1

Bukhari # 666, Muslim # 22-697, Abu Dawud # 1063, Nasai # 654, Ibn Majah # 936, Darimi # 1275,
Muwatta Maalik 3.2-11 (offer snlnh in shelter), Musnad Ahmad 2-74.
2
Bukhari # o73, ~"iuslim # 66-559, Tirmidhi # 353, Nasai # 853, Ibn Majah # 935, Darimi # 1280,
Musnad Ahmad 6-40/
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when the two dirty things (urge to pass water or stool) prevent him."l
COMMENTARY: Allamah Nawawi ~.JJI~.J said that when the meal is ready and one is

desirous of eating and so when one has the nature's call, it is makruh (unbecoming) to offer
the salah. The same command applies when one ~eels like breaking wind or vomiting. If
these things are suppressed and salah is offerd then concentration would be lacking.
Howe~er, if there is not enough time, salah may be offered first.
NO OTHER SALAH WITH IQAMAH OF FARD (OBLIGflTORY)
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1058. Sayyiduna Abu Hw·~yrah ~-wl~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ-,~...LIJ.oo
said, "When the salah is called (with the iaamah), there is no salah other than the
prescribed salah."2
COMMENTARY: This means ~hat when the iqamah is called, even the sunnah.(Practice of
Holy Prophet F _, ~ ..111 ~) offajr may not be offered but one should follow the imam and
offer the fard salah (obligatory ~prayer). Imam Shafi'I .JJI .u-.J abides by it. But, Imam Abu
Hanifah ~.J,I~.J says that if one is hopeful of joining the congregation for even one raka'ah,
then he must first offer the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F-' 4- ..111 ~)of fajr and then
join the congregation. However, the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~-'~ .lsi~) must be
offered out of the rows of the congregation. If there is no likelihood of getting even one
raka'ah then the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~-'~ .lsi~) must be put off.
Ibn Maalik 41~.J said, that the command in this hadith excludes the sunnah (Prac.tice of Holy
Prophet~_,~ .lsi ~) of fajr because the Prophet .oJ-,~...LIJ.oo had said:
0

-~1>5:JJ~~I.,Lb~
"Offer the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J 4,.l~ ,&, J..P) of fajr even if the army
drives you."
Hence, the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~-'~ .lsi ~) of fajr are emphasized strongly.
They must not be omitted.
Ibn Hamman 41-u-.) said, "Then are the most important of all sunnalz (Practice of Holy Prophet
F-' ~.lsi~) and most strong. "So much so that Hasan 41~.) quoted Imam Abu Hanifah
~.J,I~.) to have said, "It is not allowed to offer the sunnah (Practice of Holy Propl1et ~ ..111 ~.
~-')of fajr sitting down without a valid reason."·
WOMEN ALLOWED TO GO TO MOSQUES
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1059. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 41 ~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ....., ~...ill J-"
said, "When the wife of one of you seeks permission to go to the mosque, he must
1

Muslim# 67-560.
Muslim# 63-710, Abu Dawud # 1266, Tirmidhi # 421, Nasai # 865, Ibn Majah # 1151, Darimi # 1448,
Musl"ad Ahmad 2-331.
·
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not disallow ·her."t
COMMENTARY: Imam Nawawi ~.dJI~; said that this prohibition is makruh (unbecoming)

tanzihi. Mazhar .dll..u-J said that it means that it is lawful for women to go to mosques, but, in
the current times, it is makruh (unbecoming) for fear of mischief. There is a hadith in Bukhari
and Muslim frorit which support may be had for this opinion. Sayyidah Ayshah said, "Had
the Prophet _.o.L...,~d.L1~ seen what the women have introduced, he would have certainly
disallowed them (into mosques), just as the women of Banu Isra'il were forbidden."2
Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud forbade women from going to mosques. He allowed only old
women and that too in dirty garments.
Old women are allowed into the mosque without make up and perfume. Young women
are not allowed at all. In these days, women went to mosques to acquire knowledge of
religion but today that is not necessary because these things are well knoWn and can be
learnt at home easily.
NOT PERFUMED

0J.-ool-'..>)-l~!,~~i ~ ,j1M1..U.1
1060. Sayyidah Zaynab wife of Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ .dl1 r..FJ narrated
that Allah's Messenger _.o.L...,~41~ said to them, ''when one of you (women) comes
to the mosque, she must not touch perfume (and not apply it."3
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1061. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.dllr.,FJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ...oJ-,~.dll~
said, "The woman who has used incense may not join us for the salah of isha."4
COMMENTARY: The Arabic word (.;~) (bakhur) is to use the smoke of something
fragrant.' 5 It is an incense. At night, there is more likel~hood of mischief, hence only isha is
mentioned here. But, the previous hadith has an overall ban.
SECTION II

~\it,j..;aiii

WOMEN SHOULD OFFER SALAH AT HOME
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1062. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~lr..FJ narrated that Allah's Messenger _.o.L...,~.dll~ said,
"Do not forbid your women from going to the mosque though their homes are
1

Bukhari # 865, 5238, Muslim# 134-442, Darimi # 1278, Musnad Ahmad 2-7.
Bukhari # 867, Muslim # 144-445.
3
Muslim # 142-413, Nasai # 5129.
4
Muslim # 143-443, Abu Dawud # 4175, Nasai # 5128.
5
Like burning gum, spice, etc.
2
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better (place for salah) for them."t
THE BEST PLACE FOR A WOMAN'S SALAH
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1063. Sayyiduna Ibn Mas'ud ~41~.J narrated that the Prophet .oJ,....,~4l~ said, ''A
woman's salah in her house (in its veranda4) is better than in her courtyard, and her
salah in her secluded chamber is better than her salah in her house."2
COMMENTARY: The more seclusion a woman observes when offering salah, the better.
She depends entirely on the veil and covering and, for this reason, it is said about her:

~I .)+ill~
'How excellent an in-law the grave is!'
This hadith asserts that for a woman the best place for salah is the one most covered.
PERFUMED WOMAN IN MOSQUE
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1064. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 ~J narrated that he heard his dear friend
Abual-Qasim (Allah's Messenger) .oJ-,~41~ say, "The salah of the woman who
has perfumed herself to go to the mosque is not accepted till she has a purifying
bath as she would have for sexual defilement."3
COMMENTARY: If a woman has perfumed herself intends to go to the mosque then she
must first wash off the perfume. If it is on her whole body then she must wash all her
person otherwise only that part where she has applied it. If it is on her garment, then she
must change her clothes. However, this command need not be obeyed if she does not go to
·
the mosque but offers salah at home.

PERFUMED WOMAN SHOULD NOT GO OUTDOORS.
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1065. Sayyiduna Abu Musa ~ 41 ~) narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ-, ~ 4l J-""
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said, "Every eye is adulterous (when it looks at a stranger woman) and a woman
when she perfumes herself and passes by an assembly (of men) is such and such (if
she hopes to draw attention of men)," meaning to say that she is an adulteress.4
COMMENTARY: The woman who perfumes herself and goes past an assembly of men is
an adulteress, because she temps them to look at her. When they look at her, they indulge
1

Abu Dawud # 567.
Abu Dawud # 570
3
Abu Dawud # 4174, Nasai # 5127, Ibn Majah # 4002, Musnad Ahmad 2-246.
4
Tirmidhi # 2795, Abu Dawud # 4173. Musnad ahmad 4-413
2
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in adultery of the eyes. She, being the driving force, she is the perpetrator.
EXCELLENCE OF FAJR & ISHA
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1066. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b narrated that one day, Allah's Messenger led
them in the s.alah of fajr. When he gave the salutation, he asked whether a certain
man was present and the sahabah (companions) ~oilii~J said, "No" Then he asked
about another man and was told that he too was not present . Then, he said,
"These two salah (of fajr and isha) are the most demanding of the hypocrites of
all the salahs. Were you to realize what they have (of reward), you would come to
them, even if you had to crawl on your knees. The first row is like the row of the
angels (for the reward it fetches). Were you to realize its merit, you would hurry to
get to it. And, a man's salah alongwith another man is (more rewarding and) purer
than his salah by himself, and his salah with one. And the more there are (in a
congregation) it is dearer to Allah."t
COMMENTARY: The hypocrite does every deed and worship to show off. In the salah of
fajr and isha he cannot make a demonstration and also feels lethargic and unwilling to
attend. So, these salah are arduous and difficult for him. At other times, he can make
himself visible very much. The excellence of these two salall is underlined so that the
sincere Muslims may not miss the opportunity of their propitious ness.
DEVIL DOES NOT SUBDUE ONE WHO JOINS CONGREGATION
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1067. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda ~otili~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.J-,~-iliiJ-oa
said, "There never are three people in a village or a desert who do not form a
congregation for the salah without the devil prevailing over them. Hence bind
yourself to the congregation because the wolf devours only the sheep that separates
from the herd (and is alone)."2
COMMENTARY: There is success in togetherness but failure in separation. Islam calls
upon its adherents to keep together. There is strength in it and most acts of worship in

Islam lay stress on it. Separation spells disaster.
1

2

Abu Dawud # 554, Nasai # 843.
Abu Dawud # 547, Nasai # 847, Musnad Ahmad 6-446.
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When people are well-knit they have a strong voice and are feared The devil is quick to
overwhelm the individual but cannot cast a spell on the group.
This hadith speaks_otthis by way of an example of a lone, straying sheep.
STAYING AWAY FROM THE CONGREGATION WITHOUT EXCUSE
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1068. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas .s.:.&. -d.!l ~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oL, ~ -d.il J--"
said, "If anyone hears the mu' adhdhin and no excuse prevents him from obeying
him (by going to the mosque) ... " The listeners asked him, '~at can an excuse be?"
He interposed "Fear of an enemy), illness.." continued, "then his salah that he offer
(by himself) is not accepted from him. "t
COMMENTARY: While Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~-d.!l~.) narrated the hadith, his listeners asked
him about the kinds of excuse. He interrupted his narration and enlightened them that it
could be fear of an enemy to life or honour, or of property being lost, or a serious illness.
Ibn Maalik .s.:.&.-d.il~.) said that fear could be of an enemy of oppression, of a creditor when he
cannot repay the debt. Other reasons have been mentioned earlier in the beginning of the
chapter Oust before Section 1).
As for his individual salah not being accepted from him, it means that while he will have
discharged his obligation, he will not earn its reward. It is like a person who offers salah on
a piece of land snatched from another, his salah will have been offered but he wiU get no
reward. It is also like one who performs Hajj (Pilgrimage) with unlawful money then his
responsibility will cease but no reward will accrue to him.
The ulama (Scholars) agree that on the basis of these two hadith, no one. is allowed at all the
deliberately, without excuse, stay away from the congregation.
ANSWER NATURE'S CALL FIRST
,.
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1069. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Arqam .s.:.&. -d.il ~.) narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger .,ol..._,~-d.il~ say, "If the iqamah for the salah is called and any of you gets
the call of nature then he must first answer that (even if he misses the
congregational salah)."2
THREE THINGS FORBIDDEN

1

Abu Dawud # 551, Ibn Majah # 793.
Abu Dawud # 98, Tirmidhi # 142, Nasai # 852, Ibn Majah # 616, Muwatta Maalik # 9.17-52, Darimi
# 1427, Musnad Ahmad 4-35.
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1070. Sayyiduna Thawban ~<dll~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...,.~-illJ-o" said,
11
Three things are not lawful for anyone to do. He must not lead a people (as their
imam) who singles himself for prayer at the exclusion of those people. H he does
· that then, indeed, he has cheated them.
He must not peep into a house before getting permission to enter. If he does that
then he has cheated them, Indeed. He must not offer salah while suppressing
nature's call till he has relieved himself."t
DELAYING SALAH FOR MEAL NOT ALLOWED
-o·~
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1071. Sayyiduna Jabir .oJ,.w_, ~ 41 J..o narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 11 Do not
delay salah because of a meal or any other reason."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith # 1056 and 1057 narrated previously assert that if a meal is
placed before anyone, he must finish eating first before joining the congregation. This
hadith seems to differ but actually means that if the time of the salah is running out then it
should not be delayed. The previous two hadith imply that if there is sufficient time for the
salalz and a desire to eat too, then one should first have one's meal.
SECTION III

JOIN THE CONGREGATION
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1072. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~ 4.ill u-i&I.J narrated, "We observed that only
those hypocrites stayed away from the congregational salah whose hypocrisy was
manifest (but even those whose hypocrisy was concealed attended the congregation),
or the ill, but if he could walk between two men, he would come for the salalt."
1

2

Abu Dawud # 91, Tirmidhi (similar)# 357, Ibn Majah # 923, Musnad Ahmad 5-280.
Abu Dawud # 3758, Baghawi in Sharah as sunnnll (Prnctice of Holy Prophet rl-oJ ~.ill ul-=a) # 800.
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Then, he said, 11Indeed, Allah's Messenger~,~~~ did teach us the paths of guidance.
Among the paths of guidance is salah in the mosque in which the adhan is called."
According to another version, he narrated, ''He to whom it pleases to meet Allah
tomorrow as a Muslim should continue to offer these five times salall where the call
is made for them (in the mosques with congregation) because Allah has defined for
your Prophet _.o.i....,~41J.a the paths of guidance and they (the five times salah) are
among the paths of guidance. If you will offer the salah in your homes as this one
who stays behind (the hypocrite) does, you will be abandoning the smmah (Practice
of Holy Prophet ~J
.o!l!l ~) of your Prophet ,.c.L...,~4.LIJ.a and if you will abandon
the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~J
All ~) of your Prophet ,.c.L...,~41J.a you
will be straying. If anyone purifies himself making ablution very well and goes to a
mosque among these mosques, then Allah records for him a blessing at every step
he takes (to it), raises him a degree for it and erases a sin from him for it.
Indeed, I have seen (previously) that no one stayed behind from the congregation
save a hypocrite known for his hypocrisy. And, indeed, a man would be supported
by two men (dragging himself) till he was made to stand in a row."t
COMMENTARY: The paths of guidance are those that lead them who pursue these paths
to proper guidance and nearness to Allah and His pleasure.
NATURE OF PROPHET's ,.c.L...,~41J.a DEEDS: The Prophet's ,.c.L...,~41J.a deeds were of
two kinds. Those that were part of his worship and those that formed his habit. The latter
were known his habit. The latter were known as (~IJjll ~) (sunan us zawa'id- additional
paths or practices or sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ All ~ )) and the former as ( ~
~¥1) (sunan ul huda - right guidance paths or practices).
The sunan ul huda are of two kinds
(i)
muwakkadah (emphasized) and
(ii)
ghayr muwakkadah (not stressed).
The sunan muwakkadah: he did with consistency and constantly, and exhorted the people to do it.
The sunan ghayr muwakkadah were deeds that he did not perform regularly and he did
not call upon the people to do them (regularly).
This hadith refers to the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet c-LJ + .o!l!l ~) muwakkadah.
Those who regards the congregation as :wajib (expedient), this definition does not contradict
them because wajib (expedient) too is within the definition sunan al huda.
Ahmad and Tabarani 4\.u-J have reported a hadith in a marfu f~rm that the Prophet ..cJ.w,~41~
said, "He is guilty of wrong doing, complete wrong doing, disbelief and hypocrisy who hears
the crier of Allah calling to the mosque but he does not respond positively." This is a very
strong warning from the Prophet ..ol.w~l~ to those who keep away from the congregation.
The·reference to 'this one who stays behind offers salah in his house' seems to refer to a
particular person. Ibn Mas'ud 41.u-J warns those who emulate him that their doing will be
tantamount to neglecting the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J + .o!l!l ~ ). Such a one
falls into the pit of straying. .
NEGLECTING IT IS GRAVE SIN
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Muslim # 256-654, Abu Dawud # 550, Nasai # 849, Ibn Majah # 777, Musnad Ahmad 1-414.
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1073."Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 61$4.LI~; narrated that the Prophet ..olw,~4.LIJ.a said,
"Were there not women and children in homes, I would begin the salah of isba and
instruct my young men to burn whatever is in the houses (of those do not join the
congregation with fire."t
COMMENTARY: Since it is not wajib (expedient) for women and children to join the
congregation, they ought to be spared and should not be punished for the fault of other
people. This is proof that those who neglect the congregation are great sinners.
AFTER THE ADHAN
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1074. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 61$ 4.LI ~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger said, ''H
you are in the mosque and the adhan for the salah is sounded then none of you
must go out without offering the salah."2
COMMENTARY: According to the Hanafi scholars, this command, of not departing from
the mosque after the adhan, applies to one who is not responsible for any other mosque as
its imam, or to one who intends to go out and come back before the salah. If anyone has
offered the salalt already then it is not makruh (unbecoming) for him to go out, but, if the
iqamah is being called for the salah of zuhr and isha, then, though he has offered the salah,
he must join the congregation to acquit himself from b~ame of neglecting the congregation.
However, other imams say that he must join every salah not merely zuhr and isha.
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1075. Sayyidun~ Abu Ash-Sha'tha 4.LI4lr.) narrated that a man went out of the mosque
after the adhan was called in it. So, Abu Hurayrah 61$ 4.LI ~.J said, "This man has
disobeyed Abu al-Qasim .olw,~4.LI~."3
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1076. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Affan ~4.LI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41~
_.o.L...,_, said, "If anyone hears the adhan while he is in the mosque and then he goes
out but n~t for a need and not intending to return, then he is a hypocrite."4
1

(1): Musnad Ahmad 2-267.
Musnad Ahmd 2-537.
3
Bukhari # 258-655, Abu Dawud # 536, Tirmidhi # 204, Nasai # 683, Ibn Majah # 733, Darimi # 1205,
Musnad Ahmad 2-410.
·
4
ibn Majah # 734.
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RESPONSE TO ADHAN
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1077. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~4..1l1<.f"J narrated that the Prophet .cJ,...,~4..1ll~ said, ''He

who hears the adhan but does not respond to it his salah is not (perfect or not)
accepted unless he has an excuse. "t
COMMENTARY: The response to the adhan is both verbal and physical. When a man
comes to the mosque, he gives a practical answer.
BLIND IS ALSO BOUND
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1078. Sayyidah Abdullah ibn Umm Maktum ~4..1ll<.f"J said, 0 Messenger of Allah,
11

there are, in Madinah, plenty of venomous creatures and wild beasts, and I am
blind, so do you permit 1ne to stay away (from the congregation)." He asked, 11Do
you hear (Arabic) He said, 11Yes." So, he said, 11Then you must come (to the
congregation)." He did not allow him concession.2
(:OMMENTARY: The Prophet .cJ,..._, ~ 4..ill ~ mentioned (q_,i.kl1 .)s. t;-) and (~'}till Js. ts'")
particularly because these expressions call to salah.
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1079. Sayyidah Umm Darda ~4..ill<.f"J narr~ted that (one day) Sayyiduna Abu Darda
~4..ili~~J

came to her in anger. She asked him, ''What makes you angry?" He said,
By Allah, I do not see any good thing ·about the ummah of Muhammad .cJ,..._,~.J,I'"""
except that they offer salah in congregation."3
FAJR IN CONGREGATION
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Ibn Majah # 793.
Abu Dawud # 553, Nasai # 851, Ibn Majah # 792.
3
Bukhari # 650, Musnad Ahmad 6-443.
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1080. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ibn Sulayman ibn Abu Hathman 41<U-) narrated that (one
morning) Sayyiduna Umar ibn al-Khattab ~ .dll ~J did not find (his father)
Sulayman ibn Abu Hathmah ~.&~J in the fajr salah. When, in the morning, Umar
~-dli~.J went to the market, Sulayman's ~41~.) house was between the mosque and
the market, he met Sayyidah ash-Shifa ~41~ J the mother of Sulayman ~41~; and
asked her why he did not see sulayman in the salah of fajr. She said, 11 He spent the
night offering salah till sleep overtook him." So, Umar .ol,..., ~ .d!l J-" said, 11That I
should join the congregational salah of fajr is nearer to me than that I should stand
all night in salah."t
COMMENTARY: If anyone keeps the vigil (all night) to pray and also offers the salah of fajr
with the congregation then this ~s the best thing. But, if after the vigil, he fails to join the fajr
salah then that is not good.
·
TWO MEN IN CONGREGATION
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1081. Sayyiduna Abu Musa al-Ash'ary ~.d!l~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .d!IJ-"
11
.ol,...,~ said, Two and m~re than them (can) form a congregation."2
COMMENTARY: It is not necessary that there should be a large number of people to form
a congregation. The minimum is an imam and a muqtadi.
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1082 Sayyiduna Bilal ibn Abdullah ibn Umar .dll-u-; narrated from his father that Allah's
Messe:.1ger ..oJ-,~41J-" said, ''Do riot deny the women their portion in the mosques then
they seek yow y~sion." Bilal .dll~.J remarked, ''By Allah, we shall certainly deny it to
them." So, Abdullah ~v~.J said, 111 tell you what Allah's Messenger·..oJ-~1~ has said,
yet you insist that you shall deny the:qt (their portion)."3
According to another version:
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1083. Sayyiduna Saalim ~~ ,;,..;·) narrated that his father, 1Abdullah ~.dll ~.) face~.l:d,_::n
and reviled him to such an ext~nt that he (saalim) had never heard-·hfin revile
.

1

Muwatta Maalik # 8.2-7.
Ibn Majah # 972, Musnad Ahmad 5-69.
3
Muslim# 135-442, Abu Dawud # 566, Ibn Majah # 16, Musnad Ahmad 2-140.
2
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(anyone) like that. And he said, "I inform you what Allah's Messenger ..o.J-,~.d!l~
said and you insist that you shall deny the women (their share)."t
·
COMMENTARY: Ssayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~.d!l~; was very angry at his son Bilal
.d!t~; and reviled him because he seemed to challenge the hadith. He should have pointed
out politely that, in their times, it was not reasonable to let women go to the mosques. In
that case, his father, Abdullah ~.d!I~.J would not have been angry. The ulama (Scholars),
too have seen the current times and disallowed women from going to the mosques.' It is
stated in the Hidayah, "In our times, the imam should not form an intention to lead women
in the congregational salah."
The ulama (Scholars) are unanimous, as stated in the foregoing lines, that it is mukruh for
women to go to the mosques.
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1084. Sayyiduna Mujahid ...LI~; narrated that from Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~;
~...LI that the Prophet ..o.J-,~.d!IJ.o said, "Let no man forbid his wife from coming to the
mosques." A son (Bilal) ~4bl~; of Abdullah~~~~; said, 'We shall forbid them/' So,
Abdullah ~.d!l~; said, ''I narrate to you a hadith of Allah's Messenger .ol...,~.d!IJ.o
and you say as this." Then Abdullah~~~~; did not speak to him till he died."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith is explained in the same way as the previous was explained.
Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Umar ~~I ~.J did not speak to his son for the rest of his life
because of his seeming contradiction of the Prophet's .ol...,~.d!t~ saying.
We learn from this hadith that if any one abandons the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~
F J ..lsi }or seems to differ from it, then his father may stop speaking to him.
We now expound the methods for joining the congregation.
SOME RULING FOR THE CONGREGATION3
If anyone goes to a neighbourhood or nearby mosque only to find that the congregational salah is
over then it is mustahab (desirable) for him to go to another mosque to catch a congregation H~
also has an option to return home and gather some people to form a congregation.
H anyone has begun a supererogatory salalr and, meanwhile, the congregation i~ called, he
must end his salah after two raka'at even if he had resolved to offer iour. The some
procedure applies to the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F.J ~ All ~ ) muwakkadah of
zuhr and Friday. If the congregation is called while he is offer1ng the salah, he must end at
two and offer this sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F.J ~ .Jil uL-) after the fard (obligatory)
and, in the case of zuhr, after the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~., ~ ..111 ~) that
usually follow the fard (obligatory prayer).
If the Jard salah (obligatory prayer) is being offered, then sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~

+

1

Muslim # 135-442.
Musnad Ahmad 2-36.
3
From Ilm ul Fiqh.
2
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~_,~All),

etc. must not be commenced if there is possibility of missing a raka'ah if it is
perfectly certain that no raka'ah will be missed then one may offer the sunnah (Practice of

Holy Prophet~_,~ All ~ ).
As regards the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~_, ~ All c)....::a) of fajr then are more stressed.
They may be offered even if the fard salah (obligatory prayer) has begu-,, provided one is
hopeful of joining at least by the last qa' dah. If there is no likelihood of getting even the last
tqadah then one may not offer the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~_,~ All~) while the
fard (obligatory) is in progress).
If one is apprehensive that by being particular of the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.1.11~
~J) acts and mustahab (desirable) acts of sunnah (Practice of Holy Prop/ret ~l...J",#-.i»t~""') salah of
fajr, one may miss the congregation, then only the fard (obligatory) and wajib (expedient) actions
of the salah must be observed and the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ".#- ..111 jJ ) and
mustahab (desirable) must be overlooked. When thefard (obligatory) salah anyone who begins
his sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~_,~ All~) whether of fajr or any other salah, must
offer them at a place aside of the mosque because it is makruh tahrimah (strictly
disapproved) to offer any other salah where the fard (obligatory) is being conducted. If one
cannot find such a place, then he must keep away from the row in a comer of the mosque. If
even this is not possible, then he must not offer that salah (and must join the congregation).
If one joins the congregation at its qa' dah but does not get any raka' ah, then too he will
earn the reward of the congregation, even though it is not called the salah of congregation
in the terminology of the jurists. They hold that a salah is offered with the congregation
only when all its raka'at are Offered with its or most of them. For example, if there are four
raka'at in a salah , then one should get at least three. If there are three, then one should get
at least two. In spite of that, some jurists say that unless one manages to offer all the raka'at
of the salah with the congregation, he will be deemed not to have joined the congregation.
A man will have offered the rak' ah even when he joins while the imam is in the ruku. If he
does not join him in the ruku then that raka' ah will not be counted.

CHAPTER- XXV
ARRANGING ROWS STRAIGHT
To keep the rows straight is that when the worshippers stand for the congregational salah
they must stand close together ieaving no space in between, they must not be in a
haphazard position but in a straight line.
It there are many rows then there should be an unequal distance between every two of
them.
The ahadith:- this chapter will speak on the importance of keeping rows straight. They will
explain the rules and commands.
SECTION I
jjitj..=iil
STRAIGHTEN ROWS
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1085. Sayyiduna an numan ibn Bashir ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~
~, ~

used to straighten there rows in such a way as though arrows could be
straightened with them until he observed that they had learnt it from him. One day,
he came out and stood till he was about to call the takbir when he detected a man
whose chest protruded from the row, so he said, 11 0 slaves of Allah, straighten your
rows, otherwise Allah will put your faces against each other.t
COMMENTARY: the straight arrow was so well accepted by the Arab's that they gave its
example when referring to any thing as str'}ight. Here, the arrow, too, was straightened
with those rows. This is an allegorical statement ·because arrows are used to straighten
other things but here rows are said to be so straight that they put arrows straight. Some
translations have it the other way: rows were straightened with arrows.
Mawlaha Mazhar explained the last sentence to warn that if you will not respect and obey
outwardly then your out word disobedience will put your inward hearts to differ. This will
lead you to detest each other, be obstinate and antagonistic. Then these will crop up and
mar your outward life. You will be bereft of ~ompassion.
Anyway, the hadith.emphasizes that rows should be straightened. When the congregation
is about to begin, everyone should put himself in a correct position and not be al}ead or
.J?.ehind his neighbour. If this command is not obeyed then Allah will punish you by
creating a rift among you depriving you of peace and tranquility.
COMPLETE ONE ROW BEFORE BEGINNING THE NEXT

1086. Sayyiduna Anas narrated that as the iqamah was called one day, Allah's

Messe.nger turned towards them and said, 11 het your rows be straight and stand
close to each other. Surely, I can see you behind my back (while offering salah.
And according to another version: 11complete your rows, for I do see you behind my back."2
COMMENTARY: Complete your rows mean begin to form a new row only after the
previous is complete. Do not leave any·row incomplete.

~li!~~_,.i!ll~~~~i_;.S:i_;i blj~~j~ful ~;Lij_;.!J jl; jl!lli.j (\ •AV)

_s).lili.Al.:;1~~.l:S.~ (!VI~~:s~l
.,
,,,
,,..
,
,~

1087. Sayyiduna Anas ~.s.i!I~J narrated that Allah's ~:1essenger ~,~41~ said 11 keep
your rows straight, for straightening of the rows is part of the observance of salalt' the
words in Muslim are part of the perfection of salah o_,l..alt~w instead of (oJLAII4..\it)3
1

Bukhari # 717, Muslim# 128-436, Abu Dawud # 663, Tirmidhi # 227, Nasa'i # 810, Ibn Majah # 994,
Musnad Ahmad 4.227
2
Bukhari # 719, Muslim# 125-434, Nasa'i # 814
3
Bukhari # 723, Muslim# 124, Abu Dawud # 668, Ibn Majah # 993, Darirni # 1363, Musnad Ar.mad 3-177.
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COMMENTARY: The Quran says:

i y-~
\~'I , .. ,
{establish the salah} [2:43] meaning be steadfast and offer it with rules and
regulations as taught by the Prophet ,..ol...,~~'"""·
The same words in this hadith refers to these words in the Quran !<eeping the rows straight
is also part of establishing salall.
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1088. Sayyiduna Abu Masud al-Ansari o:U&.~I~; narrated that (when he intended to
begin the salah,) Allah's Messenger ,..ol...,~~~""" touched their shoulders before the
salah and said, 11 keep straight. Do not be out of line lest your hearts be at odds with
each other, the wise and sagacious should be nearer to me. Then they who are next
to them. Then they who are next to them."
Abu Masud ~~~~; said 11Today, you are at logger heads with each other severely."l
COMMENTARY: The rows should not be haphazard and uneven otherwise it will reflect

on the hearts a.11d they will disagree with each other. There is a very fine relationship
between the limbs an\.! the heart of a person. It the limbs are uneven inwardly.
ARRANGEMENT OF ROWS
The second portion of the hadith defines the arrangement of the rows. The grown up,
intelligent and learned should stand near to me' in the first row so that they might study
the nature oi salah and its commands and rules. Then they might reach the other people of
the ummah. Then, those who are nearer adulthood and boys should stand in the next row
and after them the eunuchs and behind them the women in their row, the hadith does not
mention women in their row. The hadith does not mention women because it is fixed that.
women stand in the last row.
Sayyiduna Abu Masud ~ ~~ ~; woWld up his narration with the remark that they were
experiencing disagreement among people and trials. They could get rid of that if they corrected
their outward differences by aligning their rows, Allah will remove their inward differences.
NOISE IN MOSQUES
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1()89. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Masud o:U&..Jll~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~"""
..oJ-,~ sal~ 11The wise and sagacious among you must be nearer to me followed by
those who are n.~.u to them, 11 He said this three times. 11 And, you must refrain from
1

Mu:.:lim # 122-432, Abu Dawud # 674, Nasa'i # 807, Ibn Majah # 976, Darimi # 1226, Musnad
Ahmad Ahmad 4-122.
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noise and tumult (:-mosques) as is found in markets."t
COMMENTARY: There are four stages of the rows

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Adults and intelligent men.
Adolescents and boys.
Eunuchs.
Women.
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1090. Sayyiduna Abu saeed Khudri ~d.ill~) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~d.ill~
.ol-1 saw that his sahabah (companions) ~d.iii~..J incline to keep back (in rows). So,
he said to them, 11 Come forward and follow me then those behind you should
follow you. Some people will not cease to keep back so that Allah will put them
behind (in dispersing his bounty and mercy).2
COMMENTARY: while every worshipper follows the imam in reality, the apparent
following of a row is of the row ahead of it.
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1091. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~ ~~ ~J narrated that (one day) Allah's
Messenger .ol-J~~IJ-" came to them and found them sitting in circles. So, he asked,
11
Why is it that I see you in separate groups?" (This was a sign of disunity.)
Again (one day), he came to them and said ''why do you not form rows (in salalt) as
the angels do before their lord?', They asked, ''0 Messenger of Allah, how do the
angels form themselves in rows before their lord?" He said, 11They complete the
first rows (before beginning another) and stand in the row close together."3
THE BEST ROWS
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1092. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~lt.§D..J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~IJ..D
.,ol...J said, 11The best of the rows for men is the first of them and the worst is the
last of them. The best of the rows for women is the last of them and the worst is
the first of them." 4
1
Muslim # 123-432, Abu Dawud # 675, Darimi # 1267, Tirmidhi # 675, Darimi # 1267, Tirmidhi # 228,
Musnad Ahmad 1-457.
2
Muslim # 130-438, Abu Dawud # 680, Naasai # 795, Ibn Majah # 978.
3
Muslim# 19-439, Abu Dawud # 661, Nasa'I #816, Ibn Majah # 992.
4
Muslim # 132-440, Abu Dawud # 678, Tirmidhi # 224, Nasa' i # 820, Ibn Majah # 1000, Darimi #
1268, Musnad Ahmnci 3-16.
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COMMENTARY: The best row is so described in terms of reward, men should Endeavour
to get space in the first row and women should try to be in the last.

u!lil1j;aili

SECTION II
NO SPACE IN BETWEEN
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1093. Sayyiduna Anas ~<I.LI~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ....,~<I.LlJ-oo said, 11 keep
your rows close together and let them be near to each other and keep your necks
straight (by standing on an even place). By him who has my soul in his hand, I see the
devil sneak through the gaps on your rows like the black young of a sheep."1
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1094. Sayyiduna Anas ~ <I.Ll ~) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ...., ~ <I.Ll J-oo said,
11
Complete the leading (or first) row, then the one after it. So, whatever shortness
there is, will be in the last row."2
MERIT OF THE FIRST ROW
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1095. Sayyiduna al-Bara ibn Aazib ~-till~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~<I.LIJ-oo
..oJ...., said, often, 11 Surely Allah and His angels bless those who are near the first
rows. And no step is dearer to Allah than one taken to join a row."3
COMMENTARY: Since the second row too is excellent over the on~s after it, the Prophet"'""
..oJ-,~~1 included it in the first rows.
RIGHT SIDE

(.)j!JY-1 oi.J.J) -~J! £H

1096. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~-till~) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ....,~<I.LlJ-oo said,
11
Surely, Allah and His angels bless those who are on the right sides of the rows."4
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that to stand to the right of the imam how so
1

Abu dawud # 667, Nasa'i # 817
Abu Dawud # 671, Nasa'i # 818
3
Abu Da,·:t'ti # 664, Nasa'i # 811
4
Abu Dawud # 676, Ibn Majah # 1105.
2
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much away from him is better than standing to his left how so much close to him. However it
there is unfilled space to his left then, to balance the two sides, it is better to stand un his left.
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1097. Sayyiduna Numan ibn Bashir ~.s.i!IU"'='.J narrated that when the iqamah was called
(and they stood for salah), Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.s.LI~ used to make their rows
balanced and straight. When that was done, he called the takbir (Allahu Akabr)t
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1098. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .s.LI U"'='.J narrated that (before beginning the salah), Allah's
Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ used ·to say to those on his right, "sta:t;td straight and keep
your rows straight" and to his left, "stand straight and keep your rows straight.''2
SOFf SHOULDERS

(Jjb~l oi.J.;)

1099. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~-d!IU"'='.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~
said, "The best of you are they whose shoulders are the softest in salah."3
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) have given many meanings of this hadith.
(i)
It anyone stands in a row out of line and another man behind holds his shoulder to

put him straight, he responds politely and corrects himself without demur.
(ii)
It anyone finds a space in a row and tries to fill it up, the man there does not object
but makes room for him.
(iii)
It IS a figurative way of describing someone's humility in salah. The best one in
salah is he who is most attentive and composed while offering salah.
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1100. Sayyiduna Anas ~41U"'='.J narrated that the Prophet ..o-L-~~41~ us~d to say,
"Keep straight! Keep straight! Keep straight! For, by him who has my soul in his
hand, I do see you behind me as I see you in front of me."4
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Abu Dawud # 665.
Abu Dauwd # 670
3
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1101. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.d.llc.,F.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ-,~41~
said, "Surely, Allah and His angels bless the first row." The sahabah (companions)
said, "0 Messenger of Allah and the second? He said, "Allah and His angels bless
the first row." They (again) asked, "0 Messenger of Allah, and the second? He
confirmed, "And the second."
And, Allah's Messenger ..ol-, ~ 41 ~ said, "Straighten your rows. Keep your
shoulders together. Be mild in the hands of your brothers. Fill up the gaps, for, the
devil sneaks into the spaces between you like the young of sheep."t
COMMENTARY: Clearly, the hadith shows that the merit of the second row is lesser than
the merit of the first.
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1102. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ-,~41~ said,
11
Keep the rows straight. Let the shoulders be balanced. Fill in the gaps. Be mild in
the hands of your brothers. Leave no space for the devil. He who joins a row, Allah
will join him (with his favour and mercy) but he who breaks a row, Allah will
breaks a row, Allah will break him (by distancing him from himsel£).2
Nasa'i has it only from 11he who joins a row ...."
IMAM IN CENTRE
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1103. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41c.,F.) narr~ted that Allah's Messenger ..cJ-,~41~
said "Let the imam be in the center (so that the right and the left to him are
balanced). And fill in the gaps."3
FIRST ROW

1

Musnad Ahmad 5-962
Abu Dawud # 666, Nasa'i # 819
3
Abu Dawud # 681
2
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1104. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger said, "People will not
cease to keep back behind the first row till Allah puts them in hell somewhere back."l
COMMENTARY: The words somewhere back in hell' could also mean that the people who
do not try to join the first row but keep to the back rows, Allah will consign them to hell as
a last resort. Or, Allah will put them to a place to the back in hell.
SOLITARY MAN IN LAST ROW

1105. Sayyiduna wabisah ibn Mabad ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger 41~
..o.J-,~ saw a man offering salah alone (in a row) behind the row (of worshippers).
So, he instructed him to repeat the salah.2
COMMENTARY: There was space in the row ahead, yet he stood alone in the next row. So
the prophet ..o.J-,~41~ told him to repeat his salah as a mustahab (desirable) procedure.
If anyone stands alone in the last row, imam Abu Ahmad ~41~; says that his salah
will not be valid. However, Imam Abu Hanifah ~41~; Imam Shafi ~41~; and Imam
Maalik ~41~; say that while the salah will be valid, yet one should not stand alone. It
is makruh (unbecoming).

CHAPTER- XXVI
WHERE MAY THE MUQTADI STAND
SECTION I
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1106. Sayyiduna Abdullah Ibn Abbas ~41~; narrated that one night he slept at
the house of his aunt sayyidU:na Maymunah. ~41~; Allah's Messenger ~41~
,.o..L..., stood up (for the tahajjud) and offered salah. So, he too stood at his left
side, but he took him by his hand from behind his back and shifted him in this
manner (here Abdullah ~41~; indicated how he did it) from behind his back to
the right side (of him).3
COMMENTARY: Sharah us Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ Jil ~) deduces many
rulings from this hadith. They are:
(i)
It is allowed to form a congregation for the supererogatory.

1

Abu Dawud # 679
Abu Dawud # 682, Tirmidhi # 230, Musnad Ahmad 4-228
3
Bukhari # 697, Muslim# 192-763, Abu Dawud # 610, Tirmidhi # 232, Nasa'i # 842, Ibn Majah # 973,
Darimi # 1244, Musnad Ahmad 1-249
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If there is only one muqtadi with the imam, then he should stand to the right of the imam.
Some movement or action is allowed while offering the salah.
The muqtadi is not allowed to come before (in front of) his imam. The Prophet 41~
: ·~,~ did not shift sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~J from in front of him but brought
1;. him from behind his back to the right side.
(v) ; It is allowed to follow one who had not begun his salah with an intention to be an imam.
The Hidayah writes that, in the stated case, if a single muqtadi offers salah standing behind
the imam or to his left, then it is allowed, but not good.
THREE MEN

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
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1107. Sayyiduna Jabir ~41~...~ narrated that Allah's Messenger ..J-.,~41~ stood up to
offer the salah. So, he too came and stood to his left, but he took him by his hand and
brought him round to his right side. Then, (Sayyiduna) Jabbar ibn Sakhr ~41~...~
came and stood to the left of Allah's Messenger ..J-.,~41~, but, he took them by
their hands together and pushed them back till he had made them stand behind him.1
COMMENTARY: If there is only one muqtadi, he may stand to the imam's right side. More
than one may stand behind the imam.
Qadi 41-u-J deduced from this hadith that if any one moves his hands in action once, or
twice in succession, then his salah does not become invalid.
MEN & WOMEN MUQTADIS
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1108. Sayyiduna Aans ~41~J narrated that he and an orphan offered sa lair in their
house behind the Prophet ..J-., ~ 41 <.}a and (Sayyidah) umm Sulaym ~ 41 ~J was
behind them.2
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Umm Sulaym ~41~...~ was the mother of Sayyiduna Anas 41~...~
~while the orphan was his' brother. Some people say that the word yatim (orphan) was
actually the boys name yatim. Others give his name damirah. This hadith is evidence that
women must stand behind men in the congregation.
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1109. Sayyiduna Anas ~41~J narrated that the Prophet ..J-.,~41~ led him and his
mother or his maternal aunt in salah. He said, 11 He made me stand to his right and
made the woman stand behind us."3
1

Muslm # 181-763
Bukhari # 727
3
Bukhari # 803
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1110. Sayyiduna Abu Bakrah ~41~.) narrated that he reached the Prophet "-:k41~
..oJ...., when he was in the bowing postUre. So he bowed before joining the row (to get
that rakaah having formed the intention and called the takbir tahrimah). Then he
walked (slowly) to the row. He mentioned that to the Prophet .,ol...,"-:kcdll~ and he
said." May Allah multiply your zeal But, do not do it again."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyidnna Abu Bakrah ~cdll~.) came to the Prophet .,ol...,~41~ when
the congregational salah was in progress arid he had gone into ruku so, he went into ruku
after forming an h'"ltention and calling the takbir tharimah from his position without joining
the row. Then he walked two steps or more up to the row without raising his feet but
trailing slowly. The couple of steps do not necessitate repeating the salah though it is better
not to do it.
The last -vords of the hadith (do not do it again) are reported in many ways:
(i)
Exactly as they are reproduced here with a fathah f) on taa u and dammah (') on
ayn t, from (to repeat), so, is do not repeat.
(ii) ·
With a sukun (")on ayn t and dammah(') on daal j to mean run, so do not run. In
future, do not run to join the salah but be patient and walk to it, calmly and than
begin the salah.
(iii)
With a dammah (") on taa u and a fathah C) on ayn f:, so would mean do not
return, to say do not repeat the salah that you have offered.
However, only the first rendering seems sensible (do not do it again). This also means that
if anyone forms his own row, it does not invalidate the salah because the Prophet "-:k...LIJ-.o
..oJ...., did not ask Abu Bakrah ~41~.) to repeat the salah. Of course, it is disliked.
~\UI~~fli

SECTION II
ONE OF THREE IS IMAM
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1111. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~41~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger 41J-o"
.,ol...,~ commanded them, 11when you are three (to offer the salah), one of you must
(step forward to) head you,"2
MAKRUH (UNBECOMING) IF IMAM IS AT A DISTANCE
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1112. Sayyiduna Ammar ~411\.P.J narrated that he was leading the people (in salah)
in al-Mada in (a city near Kufah) standing on a raised platform to offer the salah
while the people were lower than he was Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~ 4.111 \.P.J stepped
forward, took him by the hands and Ammar ~4.LI~.J followed him till Hudhayfah
~4.111\.P.J asked him, Had you not heard Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~4-ill~ say that when
a man leads the people in salah, he must not stand in a place that is higher than
their position? Or, something like that?" Ammar ~41~) said, 11 lt is because of that I
followed you when you held my hand.t
COMMENTARY: If the imam is in a higher place with some muqtadis and other muqtadis
are lower than they are, then it is not makruh (unbecoming). But, if only the imam is at a
higher position than all the muqtadis, then it is makruh (unbecoming). Sayyiduna Ammar
~41~) was alone in a higher place than all the muqtadis, so Sayyiduna Hudhayfah .d!I~.J
~ broutht him down.
IF THE IMAM JS LOWER .....
If it is the other way about and the imam is lower than his followers, then the scholars
differ on this question. Imam Tahawi ~ 4.111 ~.J said that it is not makruh (unbecoming)
because it does not resemble the procedure of the peoples of the book whose leader is
always positioned at a higher level. However, common sense says that even this is makruh
(unbecoming) because it places the imam in a disrespectful position and hurts his
authority.
WHEN MAKRUH (UNBECOMING): Imam's standing higher alone than (all) his
muqtadis is makruh (unbecoming), but how much higher? Some people say that it is
makruh (unbecoming) if he stands higher than his followers up to the height of a man, but
others put it at the height of a hand. The jurists have given their verdict on this last opinion,
imam being higher by a hand's height. (is makruh (unbecoming)).
THE HADITH ITSELF: The words of the hadith do not say if Sayyiduna Ammar ~.d!I~.J
had begun the salah or had merely decided to offer and was about to stand when
Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.d!I\.P.J brought him down. It seems that he had not begun the salah
but was about to form the intention.
Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.d!l~.J also said, "or something like that" about the exact wor~s of
the prophet ..oJ....,~.d!l~. He did not remember the exact words of the hadith, so he gave the
words he remembered and qualified with these words 'or ... like that?
Also Sayyiduna Ammar ~.d!I\.PJ was aware of the Prophet's ..oJ-,~.d!l~ command. Then
why did he do as he did? The answer is that he had not remembered it till Sayyiduna
Hudhayfah ~ .d!l ~.J told him of it. On remembering it, he got down obediently as a true,
faithful sahabi ~41!\.P.J.
LOWER & ALONE TO TEACH

1

Tirmidht # 233.
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1113. Sayyiduna Sahl ibn Sadi Said ~.JJI~.,~ is reported to have been asked, ''of what
was the pulpit (of the Prophet _.o.l...._,~.dll~) made?" He said, "It was made of species
of tamarisk from a thicket,t made by a certain man who was the freedman of a
certain woman, for Allah's Messenger _.o.l...._,~.JJI~when it was ready and put in its
place in the mosque Allah's Messenger _.o.l...._,~.JJI~ climbed it, faced the qiblah and
called the takbir (for the salah). The people stood behind him. He recited the quran,
made the ruku and they too made the ruku and he tdsed his head (from ruku).
Then he moved back wards and prostrated himself on the ground (below the
pulpit)." These are Bukari's words. In another version by both Bukhari and
Muslim, after similar words, there is an addition: 11 When he finished the salah, he
faced the people and said, '0 people, I did this only that you follow me and that
you may know my salah (meaning its nature and procedure)."2
·
COMMENTARY: The thicket is near Madinah from where the wood was brought. It is
about nine leagues from there.
The man belonged to Rome and the woman was Sayyidah Ayshah Ansariyah ~.JJI~..~.
Mawlan Mazhar ~.JJI~; said that three steps led to the top of the pulpit and they were
close together and it was very easy to climb up with just one. Footstep, or tow. Hence, it
did not involve fil kathir (much activity) to cause the salah to be invalid.
This hadith is evidence that an imam is allowed to stand in a higher position alone (without
any) muqtadi with him at the height) to let others far and near watch his movements.
This hadith ought to have been placed in section I because it belongs there, being a
transmission of Bukhari and Muslim. The compiler of Mishkat has followed the compiler of
Masabih in this regard.
I'TIKAF AND IMAMAH

:1

(.)Jb~\ol_j.J)-~1

1114. Sayyiduna Ayashah ~.d!l~; narrated that Allah's Messenger offered the salah
in his (makeshift) room and the people followed his lead from outside (that) room.3
COMMENTARY: This hadith pertains to the month of Ramadan. The prophet _.o.l...._,~.JJI~
was observing l'tikaf in a portion of the mosque and had put up a makeshift recluse for
himself. He offered the tarawih in it for some nights and the sahabah (companions) ~.d!I(Jl'.,~
1

The Arabic al-Ghaba is a desert, thicket and also name of a place near Madinah.
Bukhari # 917, Muslim# 44-544, Nasa'i # 739. The first version in Bukhan ~ 377.
3
Abu Dawud # 116.
.
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followed him from outside the recluse.
SECfiON III
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1115. Sayyiduna Abu Maalik al- Ashari ~~I~.J narrated, 11 Shall I not describe to
you the nature of the salah of Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 41 """? He had the people
stand for the salah (with the iqamah) and had the men stand in row, followed by
the boys behind them. Then he led them in salah." He mentioned his salah and
(then said) the Prophet ..oJ-,~41""" (offered the salah and) said, 111 think he (Abu
Maalik ~-till~;) said, 'of my ummah." In other words Abu Maalik ~ 41 ~;
concluded the hadith: the Prophet ,.o.l...., ~ ~~""" said (~i i ~ 1ili) (This is how the
salah of my ummah is)."t
COMMENTARY: The concluding words of the hadith mean, The members of my ununah
should offer the salah as described to them. Those who do not follow the sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet ~J
All ~ ) in offering the salah show by their deeds that they are not
obedient members of the Prophet's ..oJ-,~~~~ ummah .
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1116. Sayyiduna Qays ibn Ubad <ilil dJ-; narrated that (one day) while he was
(offering salah) in the mosque iri the first row, someone pulled him from behind
him, moved him aside and took his place. He swore by Allah that he (was so
angry that he) lost count of his salah. When that man finished his salah and Qays
looked at him, he was (Sayyiduna) Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~41~.) who said, 110 young
man, may Allah not grieve you. (I did what I did because) this is an instruction of
the Prophet .oJ-, ~ ~~ ~ to us that we should stand near him (so, after him we
keep standing near the imam)." Then, he faced the qiblah and said three times,
11
By the lord of the Ka'bah, ahl ul- aqd have perished!" (He meant the chiefs).
Again, he said, 11By Allah, I do not grieve for them, but I grieve for those whom
they have misled." Qays asked (him),"O Abu Ya'qub, what do you mean by ahl
ul-aqd?" He said, 11The amirs (chiefs and rulers)."2
1
2

Abu Dawud # 67i
Nasa'i # 808, Musnad Ahmad 5-140.
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COMMENTARY: Syyiduna Ubayy Ibn Ka'b ~.till~; referred to the saying of the Prophet
.oJ-,~41~. :
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The wise and sagacious among you must be nearer to me."
Since Qays ibn Ubad 4.11-u-; did not qualify for that Ubayy Ibn Ka'b moved him from there
and himself took his place.
The ahlul-aql have perished because they fail in their responsibilities which include taking
care of their subjects, their conduct, religion, worldly affairs, even straightening their rows.
Those chiefs and rulers who supervised these things have disappeared now, they do not
guide their subjects to the Prophet's ..o.l-,~4.111~ sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.&I~
F-' ). The result is that people have become lazy and have gone astray.
Sayyiduna ka'b ~.&~; died in the times of Syyiduna Uthman ~odll~;, so clearly he did
not refer to the caliph. Perhaps, he had in mind some of his amirs who did not discharge
their duties faithfully.

CHAPER- XXVII
IMAMAH (THE OFFICE OF THE IMAM)

The imam for the salah has a very significant place and duty imposed on him by shari' ah
(divine law), He is responsible for the salah of all the muqtadis. Shari'ah (divine law) has
laid some conditions for appointing an imam and has defined the qualities of this man.
This chapter includes ahadith about those things that must be considered before
appointing an imam.
The correct procedure is that the muqtadis should choose the most deserving man among
them. If there are many who qualify as imam then they must go by majority opinion and
choose their imam. If they ignore the deserving and appoint an unworthy and unqualified
man, then all the worshippers will be guilty of abandoning the sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet F.J ~.&I~).
1.
The most deserving for the office of imam is he who is the most learned in the
rulings of the salah and is not known for any kind of sin and such other things, and has
committed to memory the minimum of the Qur' an prescribed by the sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet F _, ~ All ~ ).
2.
He recites the Qur'an in a good voice according to the rules of reciting.
3.
He is the most good -looking.
4.
He is the oldest.
5.
He is the most polite.
6.
He is the most God fearing and abstinent.
7.
He is the most well-dressed.
8.
He has the biggest head,
9.
He is a resident relative to travellers.
10.
He is a born free man.
11.
He who has offset hadath asghar (min impurity) by tayammum compared to one
who has offset hadath akbar (major impurity) by tayammum.
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He who possesses two qualities is more deserving to be imam than one who possesses one
quality. For example, he who is more learned in rules of the salah and the qur' an is more
deserving than he ·vho knows the rules of the Quran only'.
SECTION I
jj'J1jJafli
THE DF.SERVING

1117. Sayyiduna Abu Masud ~.d!I~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ....,~.d!l~
said, He should lead the people as imam who is (well aware of the rules governing
salah and is) most read in the Qur'an (and learned in rule of recital and the best
reciter of all men). If they are at par in reciting the quran then he who has most
knowledge of the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J•~1JJ~~ ). If they are at par in
the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~ ), then the first of them to have
emigrated (to Madinah). If they had emigrated togather, then the oldest of them.
(should lead them). No man should lead another in the latter's dominion (where he is
imam) and not sit in his place of hc.nour in his house unless he has his permission."
According to another version: And a man must not lead another as imam in his house
(without his permission even if he is more learned than the owner of the house)."1
COMMENTARY: Allamah teebi ~I.Y.J said about possessing most knowledge of the sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ .&1 ~)that sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ .&1 ~)
means the Prophet's ..cJ...., ~ .d!l J..o ahadith. The person who knew most ahadith was
regarded by the sahbah ~.d!I~.J as a great faqih. Imam Ahmad .d!I.Y..J and Imam Abu Yusuf
.w.<ilii~J abiae by this hadith and prefer a qari (one who recites the qur'an according to the
rules) over a ~cholar.
Imam abu Hanifah 41.Y.;. Imam Muhammad 4.ili.Y.J, Imam Maalik .d!I.Y.J and Imam Shafi .d!I~J
hold that the more learned c..:1d faqih is more suitable as imam than a great qari, because
reciting the Quran is called for only in one posture (while knowledge is necessary throughout).
The ahadith that prefer a qari over a scholar m 1 .y be explained that in the ti1nes of the
prophet ...cJ,...., ~ 41 ~ the qari was also a great scholar. They learnt th~ qur' an with its
commands. However, in our times most qaris are unaware of the rules, so the scholar is
prPferred. Moreover, in hir. illness that led to his death the prophet ..cJ....,~.d!IJ-.:' instructed
sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~~.)to lead the salah though he was not a qari but the bc~t scholar
(among the sahabah (companions)~~~~.)), There were better qaris than he.
11

l

As for emigration (hijrah), Ibn Maalik ~I.Y..J said that since hijrah is over, instead of true
hijrah (emigration) the figurative einig!";ltion i~ dn:;.~ from sins. Hence, the ulama (Scholars)
.:;

1

Muslim# 290.673, Abu Dawud # 582, Nasa'i # 780, Ibn Majah # 980.
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have placed the most righteous and abstinent after the most learned and (will-versed)
reciter of the Qur' an as eligible as imam.
The jurists have mentioned other characteristics. If all are of equal age then respectively
age, manners, looks, dress and nobility are considered. If they are at par in these things
then either lots should be drawn or the choice be left to the people.
No one may take over as imam where another is leading or represents a ruler. This is more
marked on eeds and Friday.
Indeed, we have the example of Sayyiduna ~bn Umar ~ .d!l ~J that, in spite of his
excellence, knowledge and righteousness, he offered salah behind an oppressor and
sinner like hajjaj ibn yusuf.
I
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1118. Sayyiduna Abu sa'eed ~ ~~ ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...,, ~ ~~ <}P
said, ''When there are three (to offer the salah), one of them must act as their imam.
The one most deserving of them to act as imam is the most learned of them."t
COMMENTARY: Though the hadith mentions three, even if there are two or more than

three, the some command applies, one will be imam. Allamah teebi ~~~J said that most of
the sahabah (companions) ~-till~) were old when they embraced Islam. So, before reciting
the Qur' an, they acquired knowledge of religion. Later, however, people learnt to recite the
Qur' an in early life before acquiring religious knowledge.
As for imam, a scholar will be preferred to a good qari, but he will not gain preference over
a qari who has more knowl~dge of the concerned field.
The hadith of Maalik ibn al- Huwayrith ~~~~J is n1entioned in the chapter (VII) (#682):
"some rules about adhan" (The complier of al- Masabih had placed it here, but we have
retained it t~ere.)
SECTION II
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1119. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o..L...,~4'j.D
said, 11The best among you should call the adhan for you and the most learned
among you should act as your imams. "2
COMMENTARY: The responsibility to observe the hours of salah aP-d fasting rests on the
muadhdhin. When he stands on a higher place to call the adhm, his sight may fall into
homes. If he is honest and religious, he will respect the hours of fasting and salah and keep
his gaze away from stranger women.

1

2

Muslim# 289-672, Nasa'i # 782, Darimi # 1254.
Abu Dawud # 590.
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1120. Sayyiduna Abu Atiyah al-uqayl: narrated that (Sayyiduna) Maalik Ibn
Huwayrith ~ 41 t.P) came to their mosque. He narrated to them the ahadith of the
Prophet .,o.L..., ~ 41 ~. One day (while he was there), it was time for salah, they
requested him to step forward and lead the salah. However, he said that they
should let one of their own step forward and conduct them in salalt and added that
he would disclose to them why he would not lead them in salah. Then he said that
he had heard Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~<dll~ say, "If anyone visits a people, then he
must not lead them as imam but one of their own must act as their imam."t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Maalik ~41t.,PJ preferred to abide by the Prophet's ~41~
.,o.L..., command rather than seize their invitation to lead the congregation.
BLIND IMAM

<~Jby.l

1121. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 41 t.P) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~' ~ 41 ~
appointed (Sayyiduna) Ibn umm~Maktum ~41t.PJ as his deputy to lead the people
in salah though he was blind.2
COMMENTARY: This proves that a blind man may be imam. If he also is learned then he is
preferable.
DISLIKED IMAM

1122. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~ 41 t.P j narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 41 J-"
salah of three people does not go beyond their ears (meaning is not
accepted): a runaway slave until he returns (to his master), a woman whose
husband is displeased with her all night (while she sleeps) and an imam whose
people dislike him."3
COMMENTARY: The runaway slave includes both male and female slaves.
The woman's salalz not being accepted is when she is bad mannered and her husband is

_ .,o.L..., said, "The

Abu Dawud # 116 Tirmidhi # 356, Musnad ~iu11ad #
asying).
2
Abu Dawud # 595.
3
Tirmidhi # 358
1
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displeased with her because of that and her disobedience. But, if he himself is bad
mannered and is displeased with her for no fault of hers then she is not sinful.
The imam's case is when he is an innovator and sinner but if his people dislike him for a
worldly reason then he is not a sinner. The hadith does not censure him. The muqtadis will
be sinners in that case. As for the imam, he is the imam who leads the salah and also he who
reules as a ruler or a khalifah.
THREE MORE PEOPLE

I
I .J~.J., ~~ I 0 I.J..J) -~.)_;:-o
.. "''"' ,
(~\.0(>-:1

1123. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.dll!.?; narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ...., ~4.11 ~ said,
"The salah of three people is not accepted from them he is the imam (leader) of a
people and they dislike him, he who comes to the salah behind time, meaning after the
(mustahab (desirable)) time in over; and, he who regards a free person to be a slave."t
COMMENTARY: To regard a free person as a slave is to emancipate a slave but continue to
press him to work for him. Or, to emancipate him but conceal the freedom of the slave
frt'ln the slave. Or, two say about a free man that he is his slave and treat him as a slave, or,
to buy a slave illegally (not as sanctioned by shari'ah (divine law)) and treat him or her as
his property, as people buy male and female slaves in a way not allowed by Shari'ah
(divine law). The juri.;ts explain a slave, male or female, as recognized by Shari'ah (divine
law) in these words.
ulf an army of Muslims from the land of Islam invades deer ul- harb (enemy territory) and
conquers it and captures men and women, young and old who are disbelievers and treats
these captives as slaves and brings them to the land of Islam (Darrul - Islam), and
so, too, the warring infidels of a country conquer the warring infidels of another country
and brjng thetn as captives,
Then, in both cases, the captors, whether muslims or infidels, are owners of the captives.
They are allowed to buy and sell them sexual intercourse with the female slaves without
marrying them. All these kinds of uses as owners are allowed.
Moreover, the children of the female slaves also fall in the same category as the ~laves,
provided they are not sired by the owner or his descendant, for, if they are sired by one of
them, then they will be free.u
The jurists have also mentioned other kinds besides these two. Thev !:-tdVe said about some
that they are not recognized by Shari'ah (divine law), and they ~tsagree about the .legality
of some others. However, the correct thing is that apart from the two aforementioned, all
other kinds are not recognized by Shari'ah (divine law), so their buying and selling is also
not allowed by Shari'ah (divine law).
Hence, Muslims must be careful in this regard. It they are not recognized by Shari' ah
(divine law) then Muslims should not treat them slaves and they must not have sexual
intercourse with a woman who is not recognized as a female slave by Shari' ah (divine law)
1

Abu Dawud # 593, Ibn Majah # 971.
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for that is unlawful and adultery. Similarly, they must not be compelled to do other kind of
work as if they were their properties.
REFRAINING FROM IMAMAH
I
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1124. Sayyidah sulama (Scholars)h bint al- Hurr ~ ~~ ~.J narrated that Allah's
Messenger .cJ...,,~~IJ..D said, 110ne of the portents of the Last Hour is that people of
the mosques will put off imamah (meaning, will refuse to act as imam) and they
will not find anyone to lead them in salah."t
COMMENTARY: This is an allegorical picture of the last times when ignorance and sin will
prevail. There will be no one worthy of imamah. People will ask each other to lead in salah
but everyone will refuse to act as imam.
Of curse, if anyone regards another as better than him and requests him to lead then he does
not fall in the purview of this hadith. There is no harm is stepping down for a better man.
SINNER AS IMAM
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1125. Sayyiduna. Abu Hurayrah ~~~~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .cJ...,,~~IJ..D
said, 11}ihad is wajib (expedient) on you under every (kind of) commander be he
pious or evil, even if he perpetrates grave (or major) sins. And, salah is wajib
(expedient) on you behind every Muslim be he pious or evil, even if he commits
major sins. And, (the funeral) salah is wajib (expedient) on every Muslim be he
pious or evil, even if he commits major sins."2
COMMENTARY: That jihad is wajib (expedient) means that in some conditions it is fard
(obligatory) ayn (obligatory duty on all) and in some cases it is fard (obligatory) kifayah (an
obligation that may be discharg~d by some to absolve all of th~ duty).
Salah may be offered behind any muslim even if he is immodest but provided his
indecency does not fall into infidelity. While one's salah behind an immodest, grave sinner
is discharged yet it is makruh (unbecoming) to offer it behind him. The ulama (Scholars)
say that in the presence of the pious, a sinner should not lead the people in salah.
·
It is fard (obligatory) kifayah for every Muslim to offer the funeral salah.
~!~11j..arli
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MINOR AS IMAM
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1126. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Salimah ~odli~J narrated: We lived at the edge of water
by which people passed. The caravans used to travel by us. We used to ask them,
11
What is it (the religion that a
meaning th~ Prophet ..oJ,....,~41J--o, has brought)
for the people? What is it? What are the attributes of this man?" they would tell us,
11
He asserts that Allah has sent him (as His true messenger)." And, (they recited the
Qur'an and would say,) 11He gets revelation. He gets a revelation like this ... " I
would memorise that saying. Meaning the verses that they reci~ed as though they
were glued to my heart (the verses came to memory automatically). The Arabs
(other than those with the Prophet ..oJ,....,~41J-.D) waited for the conquest of Makkah
(before embracing Islam). They would say, 11leave him and his people. If he
emerges victorious then he is a true prophet (because that will be a miracle which
only a true Prophet can show)." Then, (Allah gave him supremacy and) Makkah
was conquered, people accepted Islam in large numbers. My father was the first
man of my tribe to accept Islam. When he returned, he said (to his tribe), 11By Allah,
I have come from a true Prophet. He said, 1 0ffer (such) salah at (such) time and
(such) salah at (such) time. When the time of salah comes. Let one of you call the
adhan and one among you who knows the Qur'an most should act as your imam."
They sought (when it was time for the salah) but there was none who knew more of
the qur' an than I did because of what I had retained from the men of the caravan.
So, they made me stand in front of them. I was just six years or seven years old. I
had on me a mantle which, when I prostrated myself, slipped off from me (baring
my back). A woman of the tribe (saw this and) asked," Why do you not cover the
back of your imam from us?" So, they bought and cut out a shirt for me. Nothing
delighted me as much I was delighted with that shirt.1
COMMENTARY: Normally, the name is spelt salamah, but this man who became the imam
of his tribe, Amr ~.s.LI~J, his father was salimah.
The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether Amr had gone with his father salimah to the
Prophet ..oJ,...., ~ ~~ ~ or not to embrace Islam. Again, because of this, they also differ on
whether Amr was a sahabi or not. On the face of it, he seems not to have gone and his
father had gone alone to the Prophet ..oJ-.,~..11 ~. Immn shafi ~..ll~~~J goes by this hadith
and says that a minor boy may act as imam. It is allowed. As for Friday, two verdicts are

man,

1
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known from him.
(i)
He regards that it is allowed for a minor to lead the Friday prayers.
(ii)
He holds that a minor is not allowed to lead the Friday prayer.
Imam Hanifah 41-u-J, Imam Maalik 41-u-J and Imam Ahmad 41-u-J hold that the imamah of a
minor boy is not permitted. As for the imamah of a minor boy over the supererogatory
salalt, the Hanafi ulama (Scholars) disagree on whether it is allowed or disallowed. The
scholars of Balkh hold that a minor boy is allowed to act as imam over (the optional) salah,
and they do put it into practice. This is also acted on in Egypt and shaam (Syria). Other
scholars, apart from these, regard it as unlawful for a minor boy to act as imam over the
optional salah and this is abided by in Ma wara an nahr1 Zayi 41-u-J has explained that the
Hanafis go by the saying of Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ....,.. ~~ ~J "the boy who cannot be
awarded the huddud (prescribed punishments) cannot be an imam." Also, Sayyiduna Ibn
Abbas <U&.<dli~J said, "Only when one attains maturity may he qualify to be an imam."
Hence, one is not allowed to offer the fard (obligatory) salah behind a minor boy. As for Amr
ibn salimah, he did not act as imam on the instruction of the Prophet ..oJ,...,_,~41~, but his
tribesmen made their own independent judgement in this regard because he had learnt the
Qur' an from the travellers of the caravan, and made him Imam.
It is astonishing that the shafis do not follow the opinions of the sahabah (companions)~.)
<U&-411ike Sayyiduna Abu Bakr, ....,..~,~) umar <U&-41~.) and other, but cite the action of a
miner boy, Amr ibn Salimah.
FREEDMAN AS IMAM

t.fl JJ.A~~~~ ~~ q~l ~jlj';}l ~JJ.t~!li..P~ {!i jli? ~I lf"j (\\"V)
(I.S.Jli...:-\1 oi-'.J) -~'}I~~!~ "~lj~ ~~j~_ll.
1127. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar <U&-41~.) narrated that when the first muhajirs (emigrants)
came to Madinah, Sayyiduna Saalim -~ 41 ~.J the freedman of sayyiduna Abu
Hudhayfah ....,..41~.) led them in salah. Among them (the muqtadis) were Umar 41~)
....,._and Abu Salamah ibn Abdul Asad. ....,..41~.).2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Saalim ....,._41~.) was a great qari (re._iter of the Qur'an). He was
among the greats of very high rank.
The Prophet ..oJ,...,_,~41~ had instructed the Muslims, "Learn the Quran from four men ...
"He had named Saalim <U&-41(...~.) as one of them.
He was made imam in the presence of Sayyiduna Umar <U&-41~J and Sattiduna Abu salamah
ibn Abdul Asad ....,..41~.) and other great and meritorious sahabah (companions) <U&-41~.J. This
was either because he was a great reciter of the Quran or for some other reason.
WHOSE SALAH IS NOT ACCEPTED

1

2

That portion ot Russian Turkistan which is to the east of the river Jayhun.
Bukhari # 692.
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1128. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~411~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~411~ said

"Three people there are for whom their Salah does not rise even a span above their
heads: a man who is imam of some people but they do not like him (in religious
matters); a woman who passes the night while her husband is angry at her (because
of her disobedience or violation of his nights) and two brothers who are on bad
terms with one another."l
COMMENTARY: The salah of two brothers who are not on good terms with one another is
not accepted if they co~tinue to stop greeting one another and converse for over three days.

CHAPTER - XXVIII

,

....

~~I c..s~~~~LJ
THE IMAM'S DUTIES
..
In this chapter, those ahadith will be reproduced as tell the imam what is due from him
towards showing consideration to his muqtadis.

r ..

SECTION I

LET SALAH BE LIGHT
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1129. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .dl1 ~.J narrated that he had never offered salah behind an

imam whose salah was shorter and more complete than the Prophet's .,o.1..,.,~4..ll1J-.o.
And, if he heard a c~ild cry, he would shorten the salah for fear that its mother
would be ptit to trial (being worried).2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..o.1.w,~411J-.o did not make an extraordinarily lengthy recital
and the tasbihe, and did not stretch the letters in reciting the Quran. It was a straight
forward unpretentious recital in the tartil form of reading. It was the characteristic of his
recital that even if it was lengthy, people found it to be graceful and unburden some.
According to the hanafis, the imam must not make his salah long both while reciting and
making ruku and_sajdah. If it is prolonged, people loose concentration and this is makruh
(unbecoming). But, if the muqtadis themselves wish for it then he may prolong the salah,
·further, an imam must not shorten his salah beyond the shortest masnun level in order to
gratify the muqtadis.
About the last sentence of the hadith that the Prophet ..o.1.w,~411 J-.o made concession for a
child when it wept, khattabi has this to explain: "There is evidence in it that if while the
imam is in ruku and hears the footsteps of someone, coming to the congregation, he is
allowed to wait for him that he may catch up with him in ruku. However, some people
have said that it is makruh (unbecoming) and say that he might approach polytheism. This
is the opinion of Imam Maalik .Wi ~.: Imam Abu Hanifah 411 ~.) said that if the imam
1

Ibn Majah # 971.
Bukhari # 708, Muslim# 190-469, Abu Dawud # 789, Tirmidhi # 378, Nasa'i # 825, Ibn Majah # 990,
Musnad Ahmad 5-305.
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prolongs the ruku not with an intention to gain nearness to Allah but to accommodate the
person approaching then it is makruh (unbecoming) tahrim;. and ;t is possible that he might
be guilty of a greater sin but not to the limit of disbelief or p0lyth~ism becc:.use it was not
his intention to worship someone other than Allah.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that if the imam does not recognize the person coming to join,
then there is no harm in prolonging the ruku. The correct thing, however, is that this
should not be done.
If the imam prolongs the ruku to gain nearness to Allah and has no other intention then
there is no harm. However, extreme caution should be exercised because this i~ a mre case
and this is known as ostentation.
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1130. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~.JJI~J narrated that Allah'·s Messenger ~...ill~
..cJ,..., said, "when I begin the salah, I hope to make it long. But, I hear a child cry
and I make my salah short knowing that its mother will find it very trying
because of its crying."l
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1131. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~...ill~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .olw,~~~~
said, 1rwhen any of ·you leads the people in salah, he must make it short, for, there
are among them the sick, the feeble and the old. But, when any of you offers salah
by himself, he may make it long as much as he wishes."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith dvises the imam to be considerate to the muqtadis. He must
not burden them with a lengthy salah; and they might stop joining the congregation.
Anyone who is offering the salah by himSelf then he is at liberty to lengthen it as much as
he likes. Also, if all the muqtadis are willing and there is no sick, weak or handicapped
among them then the Imam is at liberty to offer a lengthy saMh.
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1132. Sayyiduna Qays ibn Hazim 41tU-.J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Ai'u Masud 41~J
~ said to him that a man complained (to the Prophet .oJ-.,~41~, 11 0 Messenger of
Allah, by Allah, I keep away from the salah of fajr because of so and &c who leads
1

2

Bukhari # 709, Ibn Majah #989.
Bukhari # 703, Muslim# 183-467, Abu Dawud # 794, Tirmidhi # 236, ~asa'i # 823, Ibn Majah # 987..
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us through an very lengthy salah." Abn Masud 4C.hi4Y") said that he never saw Allah's
Messenger ..o.l.w,~.d~IJ.D more angry while admonishing anyone as he was that day.
He said. 11Some of you cause people to detest (by prolonging the salah). Know!
Whoever among you leads the people in salah must make it brief because among
the muqtadis are the weak, old and with some work to look after."1
IMAM WHO IS CARELESS
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1133. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4C.hl~) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.l.w,~4C.hl~
said, 11They lead you in salah and if they perform well, then for you is the reward
(and for them, too), but if they commit mistakes then for you is (still) the reward
and on them is the sin."2
COMMENTARY: If the imam leads the salah in a proper way as taught by shariah then
clearly he and the muqtadis will get reward. If he ignores the way taught by shariah and
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ iiiI ~ ) then the muqtadis will not be responsible.
Even in this case, they will earn reward for their effort and joining the congregation. The
imam will bear the repercussions of his carelessness and mistakes.
The Prophet ..o.l.w,~4C.hl~ instructs the Muslims through this hadith that the wrongdoing
rulers who will act as imams will neglect the commands and etiquettes. So, they must offer
their salah in a correct way while the imam will shoulder the consequences of his blunders.
~li:JI~Iif~~yt;jiiJ.i..; ·
(This chapter does not have section II)
SECTION III
BE ACCOMMODATING TO THE OLD

1134. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Abul Aas ~<dll~§aJ narrated that the final instructions
that Allah's Messenger ..o.l.w,~.d!l~ gave him were: 11When you act as imam of some
people, make the salah brief for them."
According to another version from him, Allah's Messenger ..o.l.w,~.d.ll~ said to him,
11
Act as imam for your people." He pleaded, 110 Messenger of Allah, I find some
1

Bukhari # 704, Muslim# 182-466, Abu Dawud # 795, Ibn majah # 984, Darami # 1259, Musnad
Ahmad 4-118.
2
Bukhari # 694.
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problem in myself." He said, 11Come near and sit down before me." Then he placed
his hand on his breast between his nipples and then asked him to turn about and
put his hand on his back between his shoulders, and said again, 11 Act as imam for
your people. Whose leads his people, must make the salah short, for there are
among them the old, and among them are the sick, and among them are the weak,
and among them they who have to attend to work. And, when one of you offers
salah by himself, he may offer it as he wishes."1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna uthman ibn Abul Aas ~ ~~ c.§aJ felt that he was not able to
discharge the duties of imam or he get some doubts and had misgivings or while leading in
salah, he felt proud and naughty. The prophet ..cJ-, ~ ~~ J."' stroked his chest and back to
remove those things from him.
As for the individual one engaged in snlah, the ulama (Scholars) say that it is better for him
to make his salah longer.
It is very strange with the imams these days. When they lead the people in salah, they make
it very lengthy, but when they offer their own salah, they make it the very minimum that is
enough to make it valid. They need to ponder over it.
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1135. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ ~~ c.§aJ narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ-, ~- ~~ J4
instructed them to make the salah short. As their imam, he recited surah as. Saffaat.2
COMMENTARY: While he instructed others to make their salah brief, the Prophet ~~IJ4
..cJ,..., himself recited a lengthy surah, as-Saffaat. The ulama (Scholars) explain that he recited
many verses in a very short time and it did not prove hard on the people. This
characteristic was not available to other people.

CHAPTER- XXIX
THE DUTIES OF THE MUQTADI & THE
RULES ABOUT THE MASBOOQ
The ahadith in this chapter outline how much the muqtadi in required to follow the imam
and how should he do it.
There also are ahadith that give the rules that apply to the masbuq and how may he
complete the part of his salah he had missed. In the previous pages, the masbuq is defined
as one who joins the congregation after the imam has offered one raka' ah or more.
The rules that apply to the muqtadi have been explained against these ahadith. Apart from
this, the overall rule is that those actions of the salah that are fard (obligatory) or .wajib
(expedient), are wajib (expedient) for the muqtadis to follow. Those actions that are sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~All I.S.L.- ), etc.the muqtadis are not bound to follow. Thus, if the
imam is a Shafii and makes raJa yadayn while going to ruku or arising fron1 it, then the Hanafi
1
2

Muslim # 186-468.
Nasa'i # 826.
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muqtadis are not required to raise hands because raJa yadayn is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prop/ret
~.J ~ .tl!l uk ) even in their sight on these two occasions. Also, a shafii imam recites the
qunut in the salah of fajr then it is not wajib (expedient) on the hanafi muqtadis to recite the
qunut. It is wajib (expedient) to recite it in the night. Also, if a shafi imam recites the qunut after
ruku the hanafi muqtadis too must emulate him and recite it after ruku (Ilmul-fiqh).
Jj~~~tli

SECTION I
FOLLOW THE IMAM
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1136. Sayyiduna Al-Bara ibn Aazib ~<d!t~.J narrated 11We offered salah behind the
Prophet _.o.L...J~41J." and when he said I)~ u.J .tl!l ~(on arising from ruku), none of
as bowed his back (to get down) until the Prophet ..cJ,.,.,~-41~ had put his fore head
on the ground."t
COMMENTARY: Mawlana Mazhar 4t~.J said that it is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet uk
~.J ~ .tl!l ) for the muqtadi to make his postures of the salah this much after the imams.
postures as stated in this hadith, but if there is not as much gap between their actions then
too it is allowed. However, it is essential for the muqtadi at the time of takbir tahrimah to
wait for the imam to complete it, and then call it himself.
However, the Hanafi fiqh ruses that for the muqtadi it is wajib (expedient) to follow the imam
simultaneously without any delay, even the takbir tahrimah. Only in the first qadah if the
muqtadi has not finished the at tahiyyat while the imam gets up, he must complete it before
getting up. But, if the imam arises from ruku and sajdah before the muqtadi has completed
the tasbihs, then the muqtadi must join the imam without completing the tasbihs.
If the muqtadi raises his head from ruku or sajdah before the imam has raised his, then he
must revert to ruku or sajdah as the case may be. Then he must arise with the imam, and
this will not count as two ruku or two sajdah, but just one.
DO NOT PRECEDE IMAM
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1137. Sayyiduna Anas ~.t.LI~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger _.o.L...J~<dtiJ." led them
in salalz one day and when he finished his salah, he faced them and said, "0 you
people, I am your imam. So do not precede me in the ruku, the sajdahs, the standing
posture and finishing (turning away). I see you in front of me and behind me."2
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Bukhari # 690, Muslim# 197-474, Abu Dawud # 622, Tirmidhi # 281.
Muslim# 112-426, DArimi # 1317, Musnad Ahmad 3-126.
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1138. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.d!l~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.L...,~.d!IJ.c
said," Do not precede the imam. When he says Allahu Akbar, say Allahu Akbar.
When he says at end of surah al-fatihah), say (0:-ol 'W;!l~l 'i.J) (may it be so). When he
goes in to ruku, go yourselves in to ruku. When he says (o~ w.J .&I~), say (.l.o.:JI JJ Li.u)
(Allah listens to one who praise, Him - 0 Allah, our lord, praise belongs to you)."t
COMMENTARY: The words say aameen' (U!-ol) imply that when the imam recites surah alFatihah, the muqtadi must observe silence and listen to him. He must not recite surah al-fatihah.
WHEN IMAM OFFERS SALAH SilTING DOWN
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1139. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .d!l ~;narrated that (once) while riding a horse Allah's
Messenger ,.o.L..., ~ 41 ~ fell from it and his right side badly bruised. So (being
unable to pray standing,) he offered one of the salahs sitting down and they too
offered salah behind him sitting. When he finished, he said, ''The imam is made an
imam only to be followed. When he offers salah standing, you too offer it standing.
When he bows, you should bow and when he arises from it, you should arise, too.
When he says (o~ w.J .&I ~) you should say (.l.o:JI ._s;j ~.;) When he offers salah
sitting down, you all must offer it sitting,"
AI- Humaydi 41 tU-; said that his words, ''When he offers salah sitting, you must
offer it sitting" were spoken during his first illness. Mterwards, the Prophet .d!l J.c
,.o.L..., ~ offered salah sitting (during his illness one day before death), but the
people behind him were standing and he did not instruct them to sit. Only the last
is chosen and the last of the deeds of the Prophet ,.o.L...,~.d!l~ is abided by (and the
previous is abrogated).
Muslim agrees with these words of Bukhari up to (u~l) (you all must offer it
sitting). He added in another version, 11 Do not differ from him, when he prostrates

1

Muslim# 87-415, Nasa'i # 830, Ibn Majah # 960, Musnad Ahmad 2-440.
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himself, your must prostrate yourselves."1
COMMENTARY: This Humaydi .dJI~; is not the compiler of Jama Bayn us-Sahihayn but he
is Bukhari's teacher. Most of the imams agree with him that if an imam offers salah sitting,
the muqtadis should pray standing.
PROPHET'S .oJ-,~41~ ILLNESS
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1140. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.dJI~; narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~,~41~ was
very ill and (Sayyiduna) Bilal ~.dJI~; came to call him for the salah, he said, 11 Ask
Abu Bakr. to lead the people in salah." So, (Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr ~41~; led the
salah during those days. Then when the Prophet .,o.h.., ~ 41 ~ found himself some
what better, he got up supported by two men, his feet barely touching the ground till
he came into the mosque. When Abu Bakr ~ 41 ~; heard him (come), he began to
move back but he indicated to him not to move. He came and sat to Abu Ba.kr's ~~~;
~left. Abu Bakr ~.dll~; ~ffered the. salah .standing and Allah's Messenger ~<d.ll~
.o!w, offered ·it sitting. Abu Bakr ~-411~; followe~ th~ salah-~f Allah's Messenger <d.ll~
.o!w,~ and the people followed the salah Of Abu Bakr ~~~;~
Another version ~as the words: Abu Bakr ~.0,1~J made the people hear the takbir.2
COMMENTARY: Sharah us-Sunnah (P~:actice of Holy Prophet~.:, ~ All u4) cites this hadith
to prove that Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ 41 ~; was the most superior of all people ofter the
Prophet .oJ-.,~41~. So, the most deserving of succeeding him as his khalifah. He appointed
him to the most important office of imam. On the ba_sis of this some sahabah (companions)
~41~; said, liThe Prophet .oJ-,,~41~ chose Abu Bakr ~41~; as our leader in religion. So,
shall we not choose him to guide us in our worldly affairs." This was what the Prophet 411~
.o!w,~ had indicated to the sahabah (companions) ~41~; during his life time.
The two men who supported him were Sayyiduna Ali~~~~; and Sayyiduna Abbas <!.ill~;

•

1

Bukhari # 689, Muslim# 77-411, Abu Dawud # 601, Tirmidhi # 361, Nasa'i # 832, Ibn Majah # 1237,
Muwatta Maalik # 8.5-17, Musnad Ahmad 3-110
2
Bukhari # 681, Muslim# 95-418, Nasa'i # 833, Ibn Majah # 1232, Darimi # 1336, Musnad Ahmad 6159.
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~They brought him to the mosque, while he was weak, from his room.
The people follo~ed Abu Bakr ~ 4.bl t.F.J, These words refer to the Prophet .,o.L...., ~ 4il1 <.}D
offering the salah sitting down and Abu Bakr ow.4il1~; standing next to him. So, he did as 'the
Prophet .,o.L....,~4.b1Jo~D did and whatever Abu Bakr ~41~; did, the other muqtadis did. Here
the word 'followed' simply imply that the Prophet .,o.L....,~41<.}D was Abu Bakr's ow.41~.J
imam and Abu Bakr ow.41~.J was the imam of the other muqtadis, because it is not allowed
to be led by a muqtadi.
So, the Prophet ..oJ-,,~41Jo~D was the imam. Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ow.41~.J and all the others
were ~·muqtadis offering the sa,lah behind hint.
CAN THE-IMAM BE. REPLACED DURING· THE SALAH: A question arises here: once the
salah has ~egun led·l?y an im~ and ru:toti:te~ person c~mes and take, the place of the first
imam ~<;I begins to lea~ the people in salah, .is this allowed? This is as happened when
Sayyidti:na Abu Bakr ~41-~.J began as imam till the Prophet ..oJ-,~41<-}D came and took
over as imam. Allamah Ibn Abdul Bari 41~; said that the ulama (Scholars) agree that this
case was exclusive to the Prophet .,o.L....,~4ii1Jo~D and it is not allowed to anyone else to replace
the imam in this way. However, Imam Shafi 41~.) said that it is allowed to do as in the
foregoing case in respect of imamah and iqtidah (leading and-' following). (see mirqah
sharah Mishkat).
Some ulama (Scholars) have also said that it is not established from this hadith that sayyiduna
Abu Bakr ~1~.) had begun the salah. They assert that he had not commenced the salah and, on·
arriving, the Prophet .J,...;~~ began to offer the salah as imam. Allah knows best.
It is also clear from this hadith that an imam may lead in salah while he prays sitting down
because of some reason, and the muqtadis may offer salah behind him standing. It is stated
in Hi~ay~ tha~ salah may be offered standing behind c;m imam who offers it sitting.
It is· also. dear: from this hadith that in a large congregation of Friday, eed, or otherwise, and
even· in everyday salah, the mu' adhdhins may call the takbirs in a loud voice with the
imams. Thus, the muqtadis who are far off from the imam may hear the takbirs (and
understand the progress of the sala_h).
RAISING HEAD BEFORE IMAM
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1141. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ow.41~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41Jo~D
said, 11Dpes he who raises his head before the imam (&om ruku and sajdah) not fear
that Allah'might change his lead into a donkey's head,"1
COMMENTARY: This hadith is a severe warning to one who precedes the imam in the

pustures of the salah, like ruku and sajdah. The ulama (Scholars) say that this hadith should
not be taken in its true meaning but allegorically it means that the man who precedes the
imam will become dumb like a donkey who is the most stupid of all animals. It is not a
1

Bukhari # 691, Muslim# 144-427, Abu Dawud # 623, Tirmidhi # 582, Nasa'i # 828,1bn Majah # 961,
Darimi # 1316, Musnad Ahmad 2-504.
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metarr10rphosis in a literal sense but in an allegorical sense. However,_theyalso say that
this hadith may be interpreted in its real sense because even this .ummah is liable to
undergo a metamorphosis as tated in the chapter on the portents of the hour ( .bl~l Y4
~l..JI). There is another tradition: ·

11

that Allah may change his face into a donkey's."
Khattabi ~41~; said, "Metamorphosis is possible in this ummah too. So, it is allowed to
take this hadith in its literal sense."
Allamah Ibn Hajar ~~~; said that this metamorphosis is specific while the metamorphosis
that is probable for the ummah is general. This is also known from the sound ahadith.

A DIDACTIC EXAMPLE
A great scholar of hadith reported that he went to Damascus to acquire knowledge fr.om a
scholar who was kriown for his learning and excellence. 1-:? began his studies but
throughout the period he studied, he was perplexed that his teacher never came before
him. A screen separated them always. He longed to see his teacher, if only once. When he
had remained with his teacher for a very long period of time, the teacher sensed his
. devotion to studies and to the shaykh.-5o, one day, the teacher removed the screen between
them. The student was stupefied! He could not believe himself! The extraordinary teacher
whose learning and merit were renowned far and wide was deprived of ·a human face but
had a face like a donkey'~. tbe teacher's words are worth learning from: ''0 my son, beware
of preceding the imam in the salah. When I heard this hadith: does he not fe~ that. Allah
might change his head into a donkey's that he overta.kes the imam while rising from ruku
and sajdah? I was amazed .and thought that it was farfetched. So it is my r¢sfortune that I
decided to try it and I preceded the imam in moving though the postures of salah. The
.
result, 0 my son, is what you see!" .
Mulla Ali Qari said that the Prophet's saying is actually a strong warning. Or, a caution
that such a person will be given this punishment in barzakh or in hell.
~\~1j..4iil

SECTION II

DO AS IMAM DOES ..
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1142. Sayyiduna Ali ~41~; and Sayyiduna Muadh ibn Jabal ~4ill~;:narrated that
Allah's Messenger ~,~~IJ-.a·said, "When orie of you comes to the' s'alah and· the
imam is at a posture, let him do as the imam does.''l
·
·
·
·
COMMENTARY: The hadith says that the imam m:ust be follQwed and not,be ov.ertaker:t or
left too much ahead.
Ibn M,aalik ~~~;.said that a late comer must join the imam in whatever posture he is. If he
is standing, in ruku or in sajadah, the late comer must go in that posture. Some people keep
standing for the imam to go into ruku and join him at that time. But, this is a very wrong
1

Tirmidhi # 591.
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thing to do and it violates the shari' ah (divine law). It should not be done.
The isnad of the hadith is weak, but the ulama (Scholars) abide by it. Shaykh Muhyuddin
ibn Arabi .dllcU-; said about the hadith that if anyone recites (.&1 ')II·~~ Y) seventy thousand
times then he· is forgiven or to whoever he consigns its reward is forgiven. So, he recited
this expression for tliat number of times but formed no intention until one day at a meal a
young man began to cry. This young man was able to learn of some hidden: things and on
being asked, he said that -he could 'hear his mother being punished. The shaykh
.immediately re~olyed in hl:s heart to consign the reward of the seventy thousand
expressions to the young man's mother. The young man began to laugh and said, "Now, I
. see my _mother in paradise!"
The shaykh said that atth~ same time he was convinced of the young man's ability to know
some of the unseen-through kashf through that he was sure of the soundness of the hadith
through which he knew of the young· man's kashf to be correct.
THE COMPLETE RAKA' AH AT RUKU
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1143. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41~
..cJ.w, said, "When you c-ome to the salah and we are prostrating ourselves,
prostrate yourself but do not count it as anything. But, he who gets the ruku
(with us) has got the takah,"t
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) agree that if anyone joins the imam h). prostration
then his raka' ah is not. counted. But, if he joins him in the rukp. then his raka' ah is counted ...
The final sentence of the hadith could mean two things:
(i)
The word ~S.;) stands for (tfi.;) and (o~) for(~.;) (raka'ah for ruku, salah for raka'ah).
1his would mean as translated in the text: He is thus as if he got the entire raka' ah.
(ii)
The words 0•S.;) and (o)-),(raka'ah and salah) are used in their actual sense (unit of salalz
and prayer). In this case, the last sentence in the hadith would mean: 'He who gets even
one raka'ah of the congregational salah, is as though he has got th~ entire salah.with the
i.in:;un. So he will receive its reward in full and the merit of the congregation
FORTY DAYS WITH THE FIRST TAKBIR
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1144. Sayyiduna ~as ~.dll~; narrated that Aliiili's Messenger _.o.l....,~41~ said, 111£
anyone offers the salalt in congregation for forty days, for Allah's sake. such that he
joins it with the takbir oola (the veiy first takbir) then two freedoms art 1'ecorded
for.l).!pt: freedom from hell and ft:ee_dom fro~. ~ypocrisy."z.
.
COMMENTARY: To join with the first takbir is to join from the very beginning of the salah.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that even those who join the congregation when the imam has
1

2

Abu Dawud # 893.
Tirmidhi # 241, Musnad Ahmad# 12584
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recited .the thana are included among the very beginners at the first takbir.
FREEDOM FROM HYPOCRISY: It is that Allah will keep him fr~ from the habits of the
hypocrites. He will cause him to do good deeds. On the day of gatheripg, the testimony will
be given that he was not a hypocrite. May Allah enable us to earn this good fortune! Aameen!
REWARD TO LATE-COMER
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1145. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~cdllf.P.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~41~
said, ''He who performs ablution and does it well and then goes (to the mosque)
only to find that the people have offered the salah, Allah grants him a reward like
that of those who had offered the salah and were present at it without diminishing
anything from their reward."t
COMMENTARY: This applies to one who goes sincerely but does not delay coming to
the mosque deliberately. He is late by chance for some reason. An intentional late
comer gets no reward.
MERIT OF THE CONGREGATION
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1146. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed al- Khudri ~ d!l f.P.J narrated that a man came but
Allah's Messenger ..,o.L..._, ~ 4.bl ~ had finished the salah. So, he asked, ''Is there no
man who will give charity. to this one, and offer salah with him?" So, a man got up
and offered salah with him.2
COMMENTARY: Charity tQ that man is to be kind to him and offer salah With him so that
he gets reward for the congregation. Thus, if anyone guides anothe~ to a piol:J.s p~th or
becomes a means for him to go on a pious path then he will get the reward equivalent to
that charity in Allah's path.
Mawlana M~ar 41.u-; said that to offer salah with a late comer is said to be charity because
this man gets reward twenty-six times over because he offers the salah in congregation.
SECTION III
~&1j..;dii
IMAMAH.OF ABU BAKR ~-dllf.P.J

1
2

Abu Dawud # 564, 855, Musnad Ahmad 2-380.
Tirmidhi # 220, Abu Dawud # 224, Musnad Ahmad.3-5.
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1147 Sayyiduna ubaydullah ibn Abdullah d.LI 4U-.J said that he visited Sayyidah
Ayshah ~d.iii~J (one day) and requested her to tell him about the illness of Allah's
Messenger ..oJ,....,~d.LI~ she narrated that when the Prophet's ..oJ-,~41~ condition
worsened, he asked, 11 Have the people off-ered the salah?" they answered, 11 No, o
Messenger of Allah. They await you." He asked for a tub full.of water they did that
and he had a bath, but as .he was about to stand, he fell unconscious. When he
recovered, :f1e again asked if the people had prayed and on being told that they
expected him, he called for water. in a ·tub, had a bath but fell unconscious as he
tried to stand. When he re~ab:ied consciousness, he asked again if the people had
prayed and they told him that the people awaited him. The people were sitting in
the mosque waiting for the prophet ~,~41J.o for the salah of isba So, the Prophet
..oJ...., ~ 41 ~ sent word to (sayyiduna) Abu Bakr ~ 41 t.P.J that he should lead the
people in salah." So, a messenger (Sayyiduna Bilal) went to him and said Indeed,
Allah's Messenger commands you to lead the people in salah. So, Abu B.akr ~'l.iJif..P.J
who was a mild-hearted man, said, 110 Umar lead the people in salah Umet ~aid to
him You are more deserving of that." So, Abu Bakr ~odli~.J led (them) in salah
during those days. Then the Prophet ,.oJ....., ~ 41 ~ found some improvement in
himself and went out between two men, one of them was Sayyiduna Abbas, for the
salah of zuhr while Abu Bakr was leading the salah of zuhr while Abu Bakr ~'l.iJif..P.J
saw him, he began to step back, but the Prophet ..oJ-,~d.LI~ beckoned to him not to
step back and said (to the two men), 11 Make me sit by his side." They made him sit
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next to Abu Bakr ~~~~J. The Prophet .,c.l...,~<ili1J.a was seated there.
Sayyiduna ubaydullah said, "I visited Abdullah ibn Abbas ~.dl~~J and asked him
if I might relate to him what (sayyidah) Ayshah ~4~~J had narrated to me about
the illness of Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.d!IJ.a. He said, "Go ahead! So, I related to
him har hadith and he did nit deny anything of it except that he asked, did she
name to you the man who was with Abbas?' I said, No! he said he was Ali"'1 .
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah ~oilii~.J named only Sayyiduna Abbas ~.JJI~J but not
the other man because while Abbas ~ .dll ~J was constantly on one side, the men on the
other side took turns and Sayyiduna.Ali ~.dl~~J was one of them. This is more explicit in

another version: "On his other side was someone from the ahl ul-bayt (supporting him).
NOT RECITING AL-FATIHAH

1148. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~<ili~~J used to narrate, 11 1£ anyone joins at the ruku
then, indeed, he has got the full rakaah. And, he who misses the recitation of surah
al-fatihah, has lost much good."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith says that it is not fard (obligatory) to recite surah al- fatihah in

salah. If it was fard (obligatory) then the non-reciter would not have missed much good but
would have lost all reward becam. e his salah would have been void.
OVERTAKING THE IMAM
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1149. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J (also) said that if anyone raises his head or
lowers it (for ruku or sajdah) before the imam, then indeed his forehead is (as if) in
the hand of the devil.3

CHAPTER- XXX
HE WHO OFFERS A SALAH TWICE
What if a man offers the same salah twice whether in reality or in theory? ! !ow will he offer
each of them, both fard (obligatory), or one optional? This charter will answer these
questions.
SECTION!

1

Bukhari # 687, Muslim# 90-418, Nasa'i # 834. (Ibn Majah # 1618, Muslim# 91,92-418).
Muwatta Maalik 1.3-19
.
3
Muwatta Maalik
2
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1150. Sayyiduna Jabit ~.dli~.F.J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Muadh ibn Jabal ~41~.F.J.
used to offer salah with the Prophet ..cJ-, ~ 41 ~' then go to his people and lead
them in salah. t
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Muadh ibn Jabal ~41~.F; used to offer the sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet FJ ~ ~~ ~ J or supererogatory of isha with the prophet .,o1...,~4.LI~ he thus
gained the blessings of offering the salah with him and in the Masjid Nabawi. Then he went
to his· clan and led them in the fard (obligatory), salah (of the same time).
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1151. Sayyiduna Jabir ~41~.F.J narrated that (Sayyiduna) Mu'adh ~.dli~.F.J offered the
. salah of isba with the Prophet ..cJ,...,~od!l~ then he returned to his dan and offered
t~e isba with them. This was for him an optional salah.2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Mu' adh ~od!I~.F; used first to offer salalt with the Prophet .dll~
..cJ-,~ with an intention to offer the sunnalt (Practice of Holy Prophet F J ·~ .tollI ~) of isha
or of the supererogatory salah. Then he went and acted as imam of his people offering the
fard (obligatory).
There are two options when one offers a salah twice. .
(i)
If anyone has offered a salah with the congregation or alone, and he comes to a
mosque and finds the same salah being gffered, so to gain blessing of congregation
he joins it but since he has already offered the fard (obligatory), this second salah
will be for him an optional salah.
(ii)
If an imam of a mosque, before he goes to his mosque, finds an opportunity to earn
blessings of salah behind an auspicious person or at an auspicious place and offers
that salizh with an intention of the optional, and goes to his mosque and leads in
that very salah (here, isha), then the second salah will be fard (obligatory),
(prescribed). The first will be optional.
Thus, the second salah, whether wit\1 an intention of ford or optional, is an additional
reward-fetching salah for the worshipper. It is in this sense that the last words of the hadith
say, this was for him an optional salah.
It is incorrect to say that the second salah was supererogatory or optional. for Sayyiduna
Mu'adh ~od!II.F.J and fard (obligatory) for his people behind hiin because this can only be
confirmed if he himself had disclosed this intention (so, the optional in the hadith is in the
sense of additional reward). He had formed his intention in his heart and not audibly. Ibn
Hamman .dll u-; said that it is a bid'ah(an innovation) to make the intention with the tongue
because the Prophet ..cJ-,~41~ and his sahabah (cpmpanions) ~od!I~.F; were not known to
have made it with the tongue. Moreover, the words (~U ,J uAJ) (This was for him an
optional salah) are not words of the hadith, but are appended and are not found in the
sound ahac1ith. Sonte people have written that Imam Shafi 411 u-; had added them to
1

Bukhari # 700, Muslim# 188-465, Abu DAwud # 790, Naasi # 997, Ibn Majah # 836, Darimi # 1296,
Musnacl i"..h:-..·.ad 3-308.
2
Bukhari # 701, Muslim # 180-465.
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accommodate his ijtihad Oudgement) and opinion. In the original manuscript of Mishkat
this portion is left out blank which shows that fhe compiler of Mishkat did not find them in
·
any text of the sunan.
Allamah Turpushti <d!l tU-; said that the scholars of hadith hold that these are not (the
preserved) words of the hadith of (Sayyiduna) Jabir ~<dii<..F;.
As for offering the fard (obligatory) salah behind one who offers the optional salah, the
imams differ on this question. It is treated exhaustively in the chapter (i_,l...:JI ~ ol.)ll y~)
recitation in the salah, harith #833 (commentary).
~lihj..Qaii

SECTION II

REPEATING SALAH WITH CONGREGATION

(~WJI_, Jjl.,~l_, LS.l.oj:JI oi.J.;) -li~u t...S::J
1152. Sayyiduna Yazid Ibn al-Aswad ~~1<-.F; narrated: I was with the Prophet~~~
..oJ-, ~ during his hajj and I offered the salah of fajr with him in the mosque alkhayf. When he finished his salah and turned, he beheld two men at the back of the
people who had not offered salah with him. He said, 11 Bring them to me." They
were brought. But they shook with fear (at the shoulders). He asked, 11What
prevented you from offering salah with us? 11They said, 0 Messenger of Allah, we
had already offered salah at our dowelling. He said 11 Do not do that. When you have
offered salah at your dwelling and then come to a mosque where the congregation
is in progress, offer salah with them. That will be for you supererogatory salah." 1
COMME~TARY: The salah that is offered the second time will be considered as optional
irrespective of whether the first was offered along with the congregation or outside the
congregation. This is what the concluding words of the hadith mean.
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1153. Sayyiduna Busr ibn Mihjan
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narrated from his father (who said) that he

Abt' Dawnd ~ 575, Tirmidhi # 219, Nasa'i # 858, Darimi # 1367, Musnad Ahmad 4-160.
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was in an assembly along with Allah's Messenger .oJ-, ~ 41 <}P. The adhan for the
salah was called. Allah's Messenger .oJ,...., ~ 41 <}P got up and offered salah, and
returned. He observed that Mihjan ~41<-P.J was seated at his place (as before). So, he
asked him, '~at prevented you from offering the salah along with the people?
Are you not a Muslim?" He submitted, "Of course, 0 Messenger of Allah. But, I
had offered salah already with my family members. Allah's Messenger ~,~41~
said to him, "when you come to the mosque and have previously offered the salah
but the (congregational) salah begins (in the mosque with the iqamah), offer the
salah with the people though you may have offered it already."1
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1154. It is reported about a man of the tribe of Asad ibn Khuzaymah that he asked
Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub Ansari ~41<-P.J "One of us offers salah at his station and
then comes to the mosque where the congregational salah begins and he offers
salah with them and finds himself agitated about it," Abu Ayyub ~41<-P.J said, we
had asked the Prophet .oJ-,~41~ about it and he said, It is a portion of reward for
the congregation,"2
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1155. Sayyiduna Yazid ibn Aamir ~~I <.P.J narrated that he caine to Allah's
Messenger .,.ol..., ~ 41 <}P while he was offering salah (leading the people). He sat
down and did not join the congregational salah. When Allah's Messenger ~41~
.,.ol..._, finished and saw him sitting, he .asked, "Had you not become a Muslim,
yazid?" He subn;litted "Surely 0 Messenger of Allah, I did embrace Islam" He
asked, ''Then what stopped you from joining the people in their salah?" he
submitted, "I had offered salah at home presuming that you had l'rayed already."
He said, "When you come to the salah and find people engaged in it, join them in
the salah. And, if you had already prayed, that will be for you an optional salah

1

2

Abu t.:iawud H 857, Muwatta Maalik # 8.3-9.
Abu Dawud # 578, Muwatta Maalik # 8.3:12
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though this is a prescribed salalt." t
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i156. It is reported about Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~411~.) that a man asked him," Mter
I offer salah in my house, I catch the salah in the mosque with the imam, shall I
pray with him, too?" He said to him, "Yes." The man persisted," which of the two
shall I co.,sider. to be my (obligatory) salalt?" Ibn Umar ~odli~J countered, "Is that
up to you? It is for Allah, Mighty and Glorious. He may make whichever of the two
he likes (as obligatory)."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith upholds the opinion of some Shafi and of Imam Ghazali 41!4..4-J
that one of the two salah will be regarded as fard (obligatory) the first or the second.
However, many ahadith determine the first as fard (obligatory) (obligatory). The second is
supererogatory.
DO NOT REPEAT A SALAH
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1157. Sayyiduna Sulayman, .J,I4..4-J the freedman of Sayyidah Maymunah ~ 411 ~J
said, "We came to Ibn Umar ~411~.) at al-Balat while they were offering the salah.
So I asked (Ibn Umar~odli~.J, Do you not pray with them? He said, 'I have offered
salah already and had heard Allah's Messenger ..oL.,~odll~ say: Do not offer a
salah twice in a day."3
COMMENTARY: Al-Balat is a place outside the Prophet's .oJ-,~411~ mosque built by
Sayyiduna Umar Faruq ~odli~.J for people to get together and converse so that they may
not do it within the mosque.
.
RECONCILING WITH PREVIOUS AHADITH: This hadith pertains to one who had
previously offered salah along with other people in congregation. (So he cannot do it again).
The other ahadith (that permit offering a salah again) concern one who has offered his salah
by himself and then finds a congregation. This is the opinion of Imam Abu Hanifah ~14..4-J,
Or, this hadith means that the salah second time cannot be regarded as fard (obligatory) but
is optional. There is no ham in offering it a second time as optional.
Or, this may have been the salah of fajr, asr or maghrib. These salahs are not repeated. The
next hadith specifies the salahs that cannot be repeated.

1

Abu Dawud # 577, The translation of Urdu is: 'This (second) will be optional salall for you and the
first) was the prescribed offered by you.
2
Muwatta Maalik 8.3-10
3
.
.
Abn Dawud # .579, Nasa'i # 86, Musnad Ahmad 2-19
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SALAHS THAT MAY NOT REPEATED
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1158. Sayyiduna Nafi <\LI.Y..J narrated that Sayyiduna Abduliah ibn Umar ~ <ilil ~J
used to say that he who has offered the salah of maghrib or fajr, and then finds
them being led by the imam, must not repeat them.1
COMMENTARY: This hadith is followed by imam Maalik <till~ J and only maglzrib and fajr
are not repeated by him.
The hanafis include asr in this command.
Imam Shafi oilii.Y...J holds that all salahs may be repeated.
This hadith indicates that it pertains to one, who has not offered the first salah with the
congregation, but has offered it by himself.

CHAPER- XXXI
THE SUNAN SALAH & THEIR MERITS
In the Shari' ah (divine law), salah is the best and most high ranking form of worship. Of all
kinds of worship it is the dearest to Allah. Hence, the more one devotes oneself to it the
more blessings accrue to him. Though deep involvement in it, he acknowledge the
sovereignty and greatness of Allah.
This is why relative to other forms of worship that are restricted to fard (obligatory) (or the
obligatory and prescribed nature), this forin of worship has. three divisions fard
(obligatory), wajib (expedient) and sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~..1ls~ ). Thus, there
are with every fard (obligatory), salah, some sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~) salah
too so that they may be offered conveniently with the fard (obligatory) and also they may
atone for any deficiency in the discharge of the fard (obligatory). There are two kinds of
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.&,~) salah that are offered during day and night with
the fard (obligatory).
(i)
Rawatib is those sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~JI.#.&'~) salah that the Prophet
~J~~~ offered with regularity.
(ii)
Ghayr-ra"':atib is those sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~) salah that the
·Prophet ~J~lilt~ did not offer regularly, like the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet
~J~~~) at the time of asr.
The sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.&,~) salah are offered in the same way as the fard
salah (obligatory prayer) are offered, but with the difference that in the fard (obligatory)
salah (of four raka,at), a surah is recited after al-fatihah only in the first two rakat) wl:ille in
the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~) salah a surah is recited after alfatihah _in all
(the four) rakat. Also it is not a contravention of the Prophet's ~ J~.&~~ sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet ~J~~~~) (practice) if the surahs recited in the rakat of a sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet ~J~~~) salah arc not equal. Moreover, during the day, the sunnah (Practice
1

Muwwata Maalik # 8.3-13
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of Holy Prophet ~J~~~) salah may comprise two rakaat and, during the night up to four
rakaat together with one salutation, it being imperative to recite the at-tahiyat after two
raka'a.t (llm ul Fiqh)
,
Finally, it must be understood that the words sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.\1~ ),
nafl(optional prayer), tatawwa (extra prayer), mandub, mustahab (desirable), marghub
fih( desired) and hasan(good) are synonymous. They have the same meaning which is the
salah that the Prophet ~J~~~ preferred to offer over not offering. However, some of
these are sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ ~ ~ ) muwakkadah. (emphasized sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~ )) relative to others.
jj~1jJaiii

SECTION I

RAKA' AT OF SUNNAH
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1159. Sayyidah Umm Habibah 411-u-.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~411~
said, 11 For him who offers twelve raka'at in a day· and a night, a house is built in
paradise; four before zuhr, two after it, two after maghrib, two after isha and
two before fajr."
The version in Muslim has her narrating: I heard Allah's Messenger .,ol...,~411J-P say,
11
No Muslim offers for Allah, every day, twelve rakaat supererog"i~:::y salah besides
the fard (obligatory), but Allah builds for him a house in paradise 11or, 11 •••• But a
house is built for him in paradise."1
•
·
COMMENTARY: The number of sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~..1!~~) mentioned in
the hadith are all sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ . 1!1 ~ ) muwakkadsh and the two
rakaat sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~..1n~) of fajr are the most emphasized of all so
much so that Hasan Busri ,a,._J and some Hanafis assert that they are wajib (expedient).
Hassan Busri has also classified the two sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ .1!1 ~)
raka'at of maghrib as wajib (expedient).But, in the light of this hadith, his assertion is rejected.
They are not wajib (expedient) but sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~).

1

Muslim # 103-728, Tirmidhi # 415, Abu Dawud # 1250, Nasa'i # 1794, Ibn Majah # 1140, Darimi #
1438, Musnad Ahmad 6-326.
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1160. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 41 i.P.J narrated, "I offered along with Allah's
Messenger ...o.L-,~41~ two rakaat before·the salah of zuhr and two rakaat after
it, two rakaat after isba in his house." He said that Sayyidah Hafsah ~ 411.§D.J
narrated to him that Allah's Messenger ..oJ.....,, ~ 41 ~ used to offer two brief
rakaat at the rise of dawn.t
COMMENTARY: Sayyidun~ Ibn umar ~411.§D.J has said the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet
F-' ~.&I~) before zuhr are(~.;) (two rakaat). The scholars say that the dual is not
contrary to four. This hadith then conforms to the ahadith that mention four rakaat before
zuhr. (Mulla Ali Qari)
· Shaykh Abdul Haq 41~.J said that Imam shafi 41~.) gives the rakaat before zuhr as two. The
Hanafis say that the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F-' ~.&I~) before zuhr are four as
stated in inany other ahadith narrated by Sayyiduna Ali ~od.II~.P~ Sayyidah Ayshah, ~oill!.§D.J
Sayyidah Umm Habibah ~411.§D.J and others. Imam Tirmidhi 414.1-.J confirmed that most
sahabah (companions) ~411.§D.J also offered four rakaat before zu~ and the Hanafi follow
it. Tbi~ also was the practice of Sufyan Thawri 41 ~.J Ibn Mubarak 41 ~.J and Ishaq 41 ~.J.
Moreover, Imam Shafi 41~.) and Imam Ahmad 41~.) also say that four rakaat are offered
(before zuhr) but they offer them in two's (with two salutations).
It could also be that the Prophet _.ol...,~41~ used to offer four rakaat sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet~-'~ .&I ~) of zuhr at home, so his wives mentioned the four rakaat. Then
on going to the mosque, he may be offering two rakaat tahiyat ul-masjid which Ibn Umar
~411.§D.J might have presumed to be the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F-' ~.&I~)
before zuhr.
Sayyiduna Ibn Umar "-"'"411.§D.J mentioned maghrib and isha. He did not say anything of the
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~_, ~ .&I ~ ) of fajr because he did not offer that salah
with the Prophet ~,~41~, He quoted Sayyidah Hafsah "-"'"411.§D.J in this regard. Thus the
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F _, ~ .&I ~) of fajr were also included in his hadith.
THE SUNNAH OF JUMUAU

...

(~~)-~'i
,, ~

1161. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~411.§D.J narrated that Allah's Messenger _.ol...,~41~ did
not offer any salah after the (salah of) Friday till he went back (home). There, at !].is
house, he offered two rakaat (sunnah (Pra~tice of Holy Prophet F-' ~.&I~)). 2
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi -ill~.) abided by this hadith and offered two rakaat sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prop~et FJ +.&I~) after Friday as after zuhr. But other ahadith disclose
that the Prophet _.ol..._,~41~ offered four rakaat sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet + .&I ~
~-' ), b~th before and after Friday salah. Hence, Imam Abu yusuf 41~.) said that after the
salah of Friday six rakaat sunnah (Pr~ctice ofHoly.Prophet ~-'~.&I~) must be offered.
As stated earlier, it is more virtuous to offer the supererogatory at home. So, ~he Prophet ~
1

2

Bukhari # 937, Muslim # 104-729, Darami # 1437.
Bukhari # 937, Muslim# 71-862, Nasa'i # 1427, Muwatta Maalik # 7.5-29.
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offered these post Friday sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet FJ ~.&I~) at home.
THE SUPEREROGATORY SALAH OF THE PROPHET ~,~41~
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1162. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Shaqiq 41 ~U-.J narrated that he asked Sayyidah
Ayshah ~41~.) about the supererogatory salah of Allah's Messenger ~,~41~.
She said that he used to offer at her home before zuhr four rakaat. Then he would
go out and lead the people in salah and then come in and offered two rakaat. And
he used to lead the people in the salah of maghrib and then come to her house and
offer two rakaat, He would offer nine rakaat during the night, the witr among them.
He would pray long in the night standing and long in the night sitting and when he
recited the Qur'an while standing, he would go into ruku and sajdah from the
standing posture. And when it was dawn, he offered two rakaat.Abu Dawud added
to it: Then he would go out and lead the people in the salah of fajr. 1
COMMENTARY: this hadith is strong evidence that sunnalz (Practice of Holy Prophet .&I~
FJ ~)must be offered at liome preferably, being more virtuous.
The witr being among them means that the Prophet ~,~41'-"" used to offer three rakaat
of witr with his tahajjud salah(super erogatory prayer) (as the Hanafis say), or one rakaah (as
the other ima~s hold).
As for his salah in the night, he offered at different two rakaa.t eight, nine, ten, eleven and
thirteen rakaat.
As for going into ruku and sajdah from the standing posture, when he offered the tahajjud
salalz while standing, he made ruku and sajdah from the standing posture and did not sit
down to make ruku and sajdah. When he offered the salah sitting down, he made ruku and
sajdah while in the sitting posture, but it is also said that he would sometimes stand up to
go into tuku and sajdah, which means that though he recited the Quran sitting, he would
stand up, make a brief recital of the Quran and go into ruku and sajdah.
In the light of all the ahadith (about tahajjud(super erogatory prayer)), we might says that the.
Prophet ~,~41'-"" offered the salah of tahajjud(super erogatory prayer) in three ways":
(i)
The entire salah standing.
(ii).
. The entire salah sitting.
(iii)
The recitation of the Quran while sitting after which he stood up and went into
ruku and sajdah.
He never did the opposite of the third one method which means that he never recited the Quran
standings and the ruku and sajdah after first sitting down. This hadith rejects this method.
1

Muslim #105-730, Abu Dawud #1251.
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THE SUNNAH OF FAJR
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1163. Sayyidah ·Ayshah ~ 41 ~J narrated that the Prophet _.o.L..., ~ 41 J-R was never
more particular in observing any supererogatory rakaat of the fajr. t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet _.o.L...,~41~ never_ missed the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet
F.J ..111 ~) of fajr even during a jumey. The jurists say that the sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet F.J
All~) of fajr must not be offered sitting down without a reason.
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1164. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ 41 r..F.) narrated that Allah's Messenger k, ~ 41 J"" said,
"The two raka' at of fajr are better than this world and whatever is in it."2
COMMENTARY: The sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F.J ~All~) of fajr are better than

the world and whatever it has even if they are spent in Allah's path. If they are hoarded
than that is stinginess and no good in them and so they cannot even be compared with the
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F.J+ ..ill~) of fajr.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the most _emphasized sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet .All c)..F.,+ J in successive order are: of the fajr, of the maghrib, of the post zuhr (two rakaat), of
the post ~sha and finally of the pre-zuhr (four rakaat).
TWO RAKAAT BEFORE MAGHRIB

(~~) -lli<.J.d.H L&~-...ul~l;$ ~L!~~WI JJli~;~_rjl §;w,J.;i 1_;i ~
1165. Sayyiduna Abdullah ib~ Mughaffal ~41~; narrated that the Prophet ~41~
.oJ-, said, "Offer two rakaat salah before the (fard (obligatory)) salah before the
salah of maghrib." The third time he added, unwilling that people should regard it
as sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F.J
..111 ~),''Whoso wishes may offer it."3

+

COMMENTARY: About the two rakaat before the fard (obligatory) salah of maghrib, many

jurists disallow it. This has bee~ discussed previously against hadith # 662.
FOUR SUNNAH AFTER JUMMAH

-~JI L&~J ~\i~l~kl ~ \llJli:J~.).i dJJ~, &~IJJ ~JI J.4i
1166. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ 41 ~
..,ol..., said, 'JHe among you who offers salah after the salah of Friday, must offer
1

Muslim# 95-724, Bl1khari # 1169
Muslim # 96-725, Tirmidhi # 416, Nasa'i # 1755, Musnad Ahmad 6-50.
3
Bukhari # 627, Muslim# 304-838, Abu Dawud # 1281, Tirmidhi # 185, Ibn Majah # 1162, Musnad
Ahmad5-55.
2
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four rakaat."
According to another version, he said, "when one of you offers the salah of Friday, he
must offer four rakaat after it (as sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~J4#~~)).1
SECTION II

SUNNAH OF ZUHR
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1167. Sayyidah U~ Habibah ~.d!~~~ nanated that she heard Allah's Messenger~
• ..o.J.,..._,~..,J,t say, ''he who preserves tli~ four rakaat before zuhr and four rakaat after it
(by continuing to offer them), Allah for bids the fire (of hell) to tuch him."2
.CO~MENTARY:

The four rakaat after zuhr are offered in tw,_'s as clarified in another
tradition. It seems that these four rakaat are apart from the two sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet~_,~ .Jil ~)offered after the'fard (obligatory). However, Mullah Ali Qari ~~~.),
said that ·these four rakaat comprise two sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~_,~ .l!l ~ )_ ..
muwakkadah and two mustahab (desirable), and it is preferable to offer these four in two's.
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1168. Sayyiduan Abu Ayyub Ansari ~.d.lt~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,d,!Jo"
..cJ,..._, said, ''(As for) the four rakaat before zuhr without a taslim (salutation in-between,
meaning~ four offered together), the gates of heaven are openea for them."~
COMMENTARY: These four rakaat before zuhr gain acceptance of the lord Mighty and
glorious. Hence, mercy descends from Him.
.
However, opinions differ on these four rakaat. Are th~se the four sunnah (Practice of floly
Prophet ~_,
~t ~ ) that are offered before the fard (obligatory) of zuhr, or other than
that which are called salah fi za-zawal? The preferred opinion is that they are ghayr-rawatib·
(not offered with regularity). This means that they are salah fiaz-zawal, not the four sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet~_,~ .lit~) before the fard (obligatory) of zuhr.

+

SALAH FI AZ-ZAWAL

1

Muslim# 17-881, Abu Dawud # 1131, Tirmidhi # 523, Musnad Ahmad 2-499, Nisai # 713, Ibn Majah
# 1233.
2
Abu Dawud # 1269, Tirmiphi # 427;;Nasa'i # 1815, Musnad Ahmad 6-326..
3
Abu Dawud # 1270, Ibn Majah # 1157.
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1169. Sayyidqna Abdullah ibn saib ~~~~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~~~
~' used to. offer four raka'at after zawal (when the sun had passed the meridian),
before zuhr. He would say, "This is an hour when the gates of heaven are opened
and I love that my righteous deeds should ascend for me at this hour."t
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SUNNAH OF ASR
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1170. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~4.LI~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~~~~ said,
"May Allah have mercy on him who offers four rakaat salah rakaat salah before the
fard (obligatory) of asr. 2
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1171. Sayyiduna Ali narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.L,~41~ used to offer four
rakkat salah before asr separating them with the taslim to the angels who are near
to Allah, and (taslim) to Muslims and believers who follow them.3
COMMENTARY: Taslim here means to recite at-Tahiyat. He.recited it after two rakaaf and
made the .salutation after four.
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1172. Sayyiduna Ali ~4.LI~; narrated· that Allah's Messenger ~,~41~ used ·to
offer two rakaat salah before the salah of asr. 4
COMMENTARY:. The traditions give different number of rakaat for the sunnah (Practice of
Holy Prophet F.!~ .&I ~) of asr. So, the ulama (Scholars) say that it is up to the
worshipper to offer two rakaat or four as he wishes, but it is better to offer four.
SALATULAWWABIN
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1173. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger said "If
anyone offers six rakaat salah after maghrib without speaking an evil word in
between then there is for him a reward of worship for twelve years." 5

T~dhi#477
Abu Dawud # 1271, Tirmidhl # 430.
3
Tirmidhi. # 598, Nasa'i # 874, Ibn Majah # 1161.
4
Abu Dawud # 1273.
5
Tirmidhi # 435, Ibn Majah # 1374.
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COMMENTARY: The six rakaat after maghrib are offered in two's and Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas
~41~; called them salaht ul-awwabin. This salah is sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.il~).
The two rakaat sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.&~~) after maghrib are included in
these six and also in the twenty as mentioned in the next hadith. But, Mawlana shah Ishaq
Muhaddith Dahlawi ~ ~J said that the six or twenty are a part from the two sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet·~J4Js.~~) muwakkadah after the maghrib.
Though this hadith is classified by tirmidhi as weak, yet may be abided by to promote
good deeds. Sayyiduna Ammar ibn yasar cU&-41~; used to offer the six rakaat constantly
and quoted the Prophet ..cJ,...,~41J..a as saying that anyone who offers them then his sins
will be forgiven even if they are like the foam of the sea. (Tabarani)
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1174. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ 41 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L.., ~ 41 J..a
said, ''If anyone offers twenty raka'at after maghrib, Allah builds for him a
house. in paradise."t
COMMENTARY: The scholars of hadith classify this hadith, too as weak. However,
Allamah Ibn Hajar .d.ll-u-; said that there is another hadith of the same purport. "The Prophet
..cJ,..., ~ .d.ll""" used to offer twenty rakaat for this salah, saying that it is salahtul-awwabin.

Whoso offers it, is forgiven."
Considering the different traditions, the ulama (Scholars) say that salatul awwabin is made
up of between two and twenty rakaat. The more one offers, the better for him.
THE SUNNAH OF ISHA

(JjiJy.l ol_j.J) -9~5 ,e

;Jl

1175. Sayyidah Ayshah ~41~; narrated that never did Allah's Messenger .,o.l....,~.d.ll"""
offer the isba (in the mosque) and come to her house without offering four or six rakaat.2
COMMENTARY: The ahadith about the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet

F.J ~All~)

after isha mention two or four rakaat. Only this one mentions six. Some of the ahadith
about two rakaat have been narrated previously, of those that mention four, Saeed ibn
Mansur has transmitted one in his musnad, ith is that the Prophet ..cJ,...,~4h!J..a said, "If any
one offers four.rakaat before the tahajjud salah that night. If anyone offers four rakaat after
isha,.he is deemed to have offered four rakaat in laylatulqadr (night pf power)."
As for this hadith, of the four rakaat that the Prophet ..cJ,..., ~ ~~ ~ offered after isha two
were sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ All ~ ) muwakkadah and the other two
mustahab (desirable).
The word (.J') (or) could have been the narrator's to express that he was not sure. Or, it may
1
2

Tirmidhi # ·435
Abu Dawud # 1303.
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denote probability.
IDBARAN NUJUM & IDBARAS SUJUD
11»1 ~~
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1176. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.JJI~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o1..._,~4111~
said, 11 (To glorify) and idbaran nujum (at the setting of the stars) imply the two
rakaat before fajr (which is the two sannah preceding the fard (obligatory)), and
(to glorify) and idbaras sujud (at the ertds of the Prostrations) imply the two
rakaat after maghrib."t
COMMENTARY: The last verses of surah at-tur (52:48-49)
&
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,~L':\Ijl:;.)l"'~ li\\1/....o"" ,, '.~~~j~ct;.:,"'
(rq:~r.J·L'I)~
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(... and glorify the praise. of your lord when you arise, and in the night glorify him
too and at the setting of the stars}
The Prophet ~_, ~ 411 J-.:' said that (~_p.JI' j\i~~ (idbaran-nujum) is when the stars turn their
backs, at that time, glorifying the praises of the lord' is to offer the sunnah (Practice of Holy
·prophet ~.J ~ .dll ~)of the fajr. These are offered, when the stars set, after the rise of dawn.
Again, the verses of surah Qaaf (50:39-40)

(rq,r•

(.. . and glorify the praise of your lord before the rising of the sun and before its
setting and glorify him in the night and at the ends of the prostrations.}
The Prophet ~,~'111J-.:' said that the word {.l~) (sujud) prostrations in the verse refers to
the three fard (obligatory) rakaat of maghrib and idbaras sujud {.l~l .J~.ll) means after
prostrations, glorify Allah which refers to offering two rakaat junnah after the fard
(obligat0ry), of the salah of maghrib.
3FCTION II

~!dt~j..arn

f'()UR RAKAAT BEFORE ZUHR
f.
~& ..,,Ci;q,IJ,
c: !'9 "" ' !. """"\""~WI
'
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J. ""
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1177. Sayyiduna Umar ~411~) narrated that he heard Atlah's Messenger ~,~ ...UJ-....
say, 11 Four rakaat before zuhr and after zawal (when the sun has passed the
meridian) are £9Unted equal to as many rakaat of tahajjud(super erogaton1 prayer).
And, there is nothing but glorifies ft llah at that hour." Then, he recited:
1

Tirmidhi # 3286.
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{Their shadows inclining to the right and to· the left, prostrating themselves before
Allah while being lowly ... } (16:48)1
This verse calls for prostration)
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..o.L.w,~41~ recited this verse to exhort the listeners to offer
this salah. The Prostration implies obedience; Allah has created different things for different
purposes. The achievement of that purpose is really obedience to him:
TWORAKAAT AFTERASR
Ji!& ~ l5~~l.lf4 ~j_;.l,j ~rl_H ~;L1
,
.
.

jj.!J ~.;J~ ~~ i![~~j (''VA)
'

1178. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ 41 ~; narrated, 11 Allah's Messenger ..o-L, ~ 41 ~ never
neglected to offer the two rakaat after asr when he was with me (ill my house)."
Another version of Bukhari has that she narrated, ''By him who took him away, he
never neglected them till he met Allah."2
·
COMMENTARY: It has been stated in the preceding pages that the two rakaat after .asr
were allowed to other people to offer supererogatory salah after asr. There are very many
ahadith disallowing it.
SUPEREROGATORY BETWEEN SUNSET AND SALAH OF MAGHRIB
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1179. Sayyiduna AI- Mukhtar ibn fulful said that h.e asked· Sayyiduna Anas ibn
Maalik ~41~; about the supererogatory salah ofter asr. He said,_ 1'Umar ~41~;
used to strike at the hands of anyone who intended to offer the supererogatory alter
asr. But, we used to offer in the times of AllaH's Messenger ..o-L,~.&~ two rakaat
salah after sunset and before the Salah of maghrib" He asked him whether Allah's
Messenger ..o.L.w, ~ 41 ~ used to offer theses two (rakaat). He said, "He would
observe us offering them but neith~r commanded us nor forbade us."3
COMMENTARY: This means that the Prophet ..o-L,~.J!t~ approved their offerii:lg tJ:ie salah
after sunset and before the maghrib salah. If not, then he would have forbidden them.
However, the righteous caliphs did not think it proper to offer salah at this time. Hence, it is
enough to emulate them, so most of the jurists disallow this because this necessitates delay
1

Timu<ihi # 3i39, Shu'ab ul Eeman (Bayhaqi) ·
·
Bukhari # 591, Muslim# 299-835, Abu Dawud # 1279, Tirmidhi # 184, Nasa'i #.574, Musnad
Ahmad 6-169
3
Muslim # 302-837
2
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of the salah of Maghrib.
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1180. Sayyiduna Anas ~41~.J narrated that they were in Madinah and (it was such
that) when the muadhdhin called the adhan for the salah of maghrib, the people
rushed to the pillars and offered two rakaat. So much so that if a stranger came to
the mosque, he would presume that the salah was over because of the very many
who offered (salah of) the two rakaat. 1
COMMENTARY: Allamah Teebi 41.Y..J shafi said that this hadith is evidence that two rakaat

may be offered after sunset and before the salah of maghrib. Mulla Ali Qari Hanafi 41.Y.J,
however, rejected this argument because this is a rarity, for, Allah's Messenger .,o.L..,,~4.ii!J.a
generally made haste to offer the maghrib salah while these two rakaat will cause a delay in
offering it. Some ulama (Scholars) say that it puts the salah beyond its true time.
Hence, it may be said that Sayyidllila Anas 41 .y..J did not report regular practice but
perhaps some people did. so some day. Or, this may have been done· earlier and was
abandoned afterwards, so it is now ~akruh (unbecoming) to offer this salah.
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1181. Sayyiduna Marthad Ibn Abdullah 41.Y..J narrated that he went to (Sayyiduna)
Uqbah al-Juhani ~41~.J and told him of a strange thing ~hat Abu Tamim 41.Y..J did
offering two rakaat before the salah of maghrib. Uq bah ~41~.J said, "we used to do
so in the: 4mes of Allah's Messenger ,.oJ.....,~41<.,}a (now and then)." He asked him
what made them give it up and he replied, "Being occupied."2
COMMENTARY: This hadith E::,i.dblishes that this salah is not sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet
~_, ~ .Jil ~).If it were then a sahabi like Sayyiduna Uqbah ~_41~1} would not have
omitted a sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~_, ~ .Jil ~) for occupation in woi-Idly affairs.

OPTIONAL SALAH AT HOME

~9
,_.,c.,.s-

1.1-i-~
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Muslim # 303-837
Bukhari # 1184, Musnad AhmC!d 4-155. (A F~otnote in Urdu says that voluntary salah may be put off
to attend to work).
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1182. Sayyiduna Kab Ibn Ujrah ~4\~J narrated that (one day) the Prophet ~41~
..oJ-, came to the mosque of Banu Abdul Ash.hal (an ansar tribe). He offered the
salall of maghrib. When they finished their salalt, he observed them glorifying
Allah (offering the supererogatory or sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~All~
FJ) of maghrib) and said, 11These salah are observed at home."
Another version has: the people got up to offer the supererogatory salah, so the Prophet ~
..oJ-,~41 said, uyou must offer these salah at home." 1
COMMENTARY: It is better to offer the optional salall, sunnah (Pra~tice of Holy Prophet ~

FJ ~All) muwakkadah or non-muwakkadah at home. This does away with ostentation
and also fetches blessings and mercy in homes. But, it is not makruh (unbecoming) to offer
these salah in the mosque. It is merely a question of merit. Moreover, this advice to offer the
supererogatory at home applies to those who will go home after the fard (obligatory) salah.
If they might offer them in the mosque itself.
The Prophet ..o-Lw, ~ 41 JoD offered the supererogatory at home, particularly the Sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet F J + All .)- ) of maghrib. If there was expediency then he offered
them in the mosque. Some ulama (Scholars) say that if the sunnah -(Practice of Holy Prophet
FJ ~ .o!lil· ~ ) o£ maghrib are offered in the mosque then the Prophet's ~, ~ 41 JoD ·
practice is neglected. But, this command is a recommended type.
The Hidayh quotes Jami Saghir in its marginal notes that if anyone is apprehensive of
missing the Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet FJ ~ .&hi~) of Maghrib if he defers them to
offer at home where his night is occupied in some work, then he must offer the Sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet F J ~ .&hi ~ ) of Maghrib in the courtyard of the mosque. If he is
not likely to be occupied and miss them, then he must preferably offer the Sunnah (Practice
of Holy Prophet~J ~ All ~) of _Maghrib at home.
LENGTHY RECITAL

J.
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1183. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~J narrated that (sometimes) Allah's Messenger~
..oJ-, ~ 41 made a lengthy recitation (of the Quran) in the two rakaat (sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophe~ ~J ~ All ~ )) after the ·salah of magluib such that
·people in the mosque dispersed (after their salah). 2
COMMENTARY: This hadith says that the Prophet ..oJ-,~~1'-"" offered the Sunnah (Practice
of Holy Prophet F J ~ .o!lil ~ ) of Maghrib in the mosque. There could have been a reason
for that precluding him from going to his room. He might have been observing itikaf. He
might have offered them in his room and Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~J had observed him
there, his room being attached to the mosque and the door opening inside.
As for the lengthy recitation of the Quran, the Prophet ..oJ-,~4''-"" may have done it some
1
Abu
2

Dawud # 1300, Tirmiclhi # 604, Nasa'i # 1596 Musnad Ahmad 5-427.
.
Abu Dawud # 1301.
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day otherwise he recited short surah in the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ All
of maghrib, like al-Kafirun and al-Ikhlas.
SUPEREROGATORY AFI'ERMAGHRIB
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1184. Sayyiduna Makhui41cU-.) traced back to the Prophet ..o.J-,,~<Ii!IJ.a (this hadith):
Allah's Messenger ..o.J-,,~<Ii!IJ.a said, "If anyone offers two rakaat - or, according to a
version, four rakaat- after the salah of Maghrib, before he converses with anyone,
then his salah is carried up to the illiyun."t
(It is in a mursal form).
COMMENTARY: The two rakaat could mean sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ All~).
The four rakaat could mean two sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~J ...~ All ~) and two some
other rakaat, or all four could be apart from sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ All~).
These two or four rakaat that are other than sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~All~)
are called salatul awwabin. While its merit is mentioned elsewhere, it is stated here that
this salah, or with it the fard (obligatory) too are taken up to the illiyun. This means that
they attain the extreme degree of acceptance and the worshipper earn a very. handsome
·
uncountable reward.
ILLIYIUN: Illiyun is a place in the seventh heaven. The souls of the believers are brought
here and their deeds are recorded here.
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1185. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~41~.) narrated the like of it (meaning, the hadith #
1184). and added that Allah's Messenger ..o.J-,, ~ 41 <}a used to say, "Make haste to
offer the two rakaat after the salah of Maghrib, for, they will be carried up together
with the prescribed salah. "2
Razin transmitted it and the previous, and Bayhaqi tr.,nsmitted the like to the
addition:- shuab ul Eeman.
COMMENTARY: There are certain invo~ations, Supplications and other petitions that are
made after the fard (obligatory) salah. These should be deferred to after these two optional
rakaat so that the angels h:1ve not to wait before carrying them to the illiyun. This includes all
kinds of adhkar and remembrance of Allah that are made after the fard (obligatory). If they
would not be wrong and continue to be deemed to have been made after fard (obligatory).
However, in the light of the recommendation to offer the Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet
~J ~All~) and optional at home, these two raka'at should also be offered at home. If
anyone's home is at a distance that does not matter. But, Allah knows best.
DISTINGuiSH BETWEEN FARO (OBLIGATORY) AND OPTIONAL
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1186. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Ata 41-u-; narrated that (Sayyiduna) Nafi Ibn Jubayr 41-u-;
sent him to (Sayyiduna) Saib ~ 41 ~; to ask him (to confirm) that which
(Sayyiduna) Muawiyah ~ 41 ~; had seen him do in the salah (and had forbidden
him to repeat that. When he met and asked Saib ~41~;, he confirmed, saying ''Yes.
I offered salah of Friday with him in al Maqsurah (an enclosure). When the imam
gave the salutation to terminate the salah, I stood at my place and offered salah (the
sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet FJ ~ .rlll ~) without making a differenc~ with
the fard (obligatory)). Mter Muawiyah ~41~; went in (to his cha111:bers), he sent
me a message forbidding me to do what I had dune, saying, when you have offered
·the Friday salah, do not join with it another salah before conversing or going out.
Indeed, Allah's Messenger _ol...,~41~ had given us this command that we should
not join (one) salah (with another salah) till we had made a conversation or gone
out (of the mosque)."t
COMMENTARY: When the kings or chiefs came to the mosques in those times, they
had a separate chamber within the mosque. It was called al-Maqsurah (an enclosure).
The offered salah within it.
The command not to join two salahs applies not only to Friday but to any fard (obligatory)
salah, and no optional salah should be joined with it. This is confirmed by the words of the
Prophet _ol...,~41~ narrated by Muawiyah ~41~;. It speaks of any fard (obligatory) or
prescribed salah.
After offering the fard (obligatory), the optional salah should be offered in such a way
that the two salahs are clearly distinguished as different for example, after offering the
fard (obligatory), another salah (sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet FJ ~ ..lit ~ )
muwakkadah or otherwise)· must not be offered at the same place. Rather, one must
move a little and begin the other salah at another place. This will make a clear distinction
between the two salahs and it will remove any confusion about the optional being a
continuation of the fard (obligatory).
The words 'or we had gone out' indicate that movement. These words could impiy going
out of the mosque to one's home where the optional salah should be offered. They could
also be a figurative command to move away from the place where the fard (obligatory) is
offered and offer the optional at another place (within the mosque).
There is yet another way to make this distinction. It is to offer the fard (obligatory) and
then engage in conversation with another person. This will mark a difference between the
two (a discontinuance of the fard (obligatory) and a commencement of the next salah). This
is what(~~) (till we had made a conversation) means. It must be borne in mind that
this difference can only with Allah's dhikr or such other thing.

1

M:.:~iin. ii 73-c383, Abu Dawud # 1129, Musnad Ahmad 4-950.
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1187. Sayyiduna Ata .dlltU-.J said about (Sayyiduna) Ibn Umar ~.dllc,F.J that when he
had offered the salah of Friday in Makkah, he stepped forward and offered two
rakaat and again stepped forward and offered four rakaat salah. But, when he was
in Madinah and had offered the salah of Friday, he returned to his home and
offered two rakaat. He did not offer this salah in the mosque. When he was aske~
about it he said,'' Allah's Messenger ,.oJ-,~.dll~ used to do it."
In another version of tirmidhi he said, ''I saw Ibn Umar ~.dllc,F.J offer, after the salah
of Friday, two raka' at and after that he offered four rakaat."1
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that Ibn Umar's ~.dllc,F.J conduct in Madinah·
was different from his practice in Makkah perhaps because his house in Madinah was
close to the mosque. Since he was a traveller in- Makkah, his house was far off so he
offered the sunnah -(Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ .&I ~) in- the mosque itself by
changing his place by a few footsteps.
Another difference in his conduct in the two places was that in Makkah he offered six
rakaat after the Friday salah, but in Madinah he offered only two. The excess in much more
reward in the Haram of Makkah than in Madinah, so he offered more rakaat in Makkah.
Mullah AI~ Qari 4illtU-.J has said that initially Ibn umar ~.dllc,F.J used to offer ~o rakaat after
the Friday salah. Then he began to offer four rakaat instead of two. In other words, he
. added two to make four. This is as Imam Abu Hanifah .dlltU-.J holds. But Imam Abu Yusuf
.dlltU-J and Imam .Muhammad .dittY-.J contend that there are six sunnah (Practice of Holy P~ophet
F .J ~ .&I ~) rakaat after Friday salah, four and two.
SUNNAH IN FIQH HANAFI: Let us enumerate the rakaat of sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet F .J 4- .&I ~ ) in all t~e five times salah. There are two sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet F.J 4- .&t ~ )s Muwakkadah before the fard (obligatory) of fajr. They are the most
emphasized of all sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ .&I ~) Muwakkadah so much so
that some versions say that Abu Hanifah 41tU-.J said that they are wajib (expedient). Some
ulama (Scholars) say that rejecting them might be that amount to disbelief. The Prophet J4
,.o.L...,~.dll had said, "Do not omit to offer the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F .J ~ All ~)
of fajr even if the horses trample you.· This is merely to stress and encourage otherwise
even the fard (obligatory) may be omitted if there is threat to life.
Before the fard (obligatory) of zuhr, there are four rakaat with a single salutation and after
the fard ·(obligatory), two rakaat sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F.J ~ .&t ~ )
Muwakkadah. 0!"1. Friday, before the fard (obligatory) are four rakaat together sunnah
(Practice of Holy Prophet F.J ~ .&I ~ ) Muwakkadah and four sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet .J,...a.; ~.&I~) after the fard (obligatory), also together.
1

Tirmidhi # 522, Abu Dawud # 1129.
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Before the fard (obligatory) of asr, there are four rakaat Mustahab (desirable) with one
solution. After the fard (obligatory) of maghrib are two rakaat sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet~_,~ All~) Muwakkadah.
There are two sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~-' ~ All ~ ) Muwakkadah after the fard
(obligatory) of Isha and four rakaat Mustahab (desirable) before the fard (obligatory) of
isha with one salutation.
After the witr are two rakaat Mustahab (desirable) known from the Prophet ..J-,~.d!IJ--a.

CHAPTER- XXXII
SALAH DURING THE NIGHT
The salah during the night is called tahajjud and so on. The Prophet's ..J-,~.d!IJ--a ahadith
on this subject ar~ included it) this chapter.
There are different traditions and whichever of them is followed that will amount to obeying
the Prophet ..J-~1~ and will fetch the blessings of the sunnah (Practice of Holy Propl;et All uk
·~-' ~ ). If all the traditions are followed, one by one, then it will be very reasonable and better
and exa~tly in accordance with the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~-'."~ All uk).
The Prophet's ..J-,~~~~ salah during the night consisted of thirteen, eleven, nine or seven
raka'at. Some give the figure of five, too. But, he never offered more than thirteen. Some
ulama (Scholars) have included the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet~-'+ All~) of fajr in
this number and some have not included them, and this better is correct.
There are varying traditions about the witr too. Some give the number of its raka'at as
(only) one and some as three. Some traditions include the witr in the salah of tahajjud to
count its raka'at. Some traditions exclude witr from the composition of the tahajjud so, some
traditions apply witr to one raka' ah, some to .three, five or seven. Rather, some traditions
apply the nomenclature of witr to all the salah during the night.
This chapter will include all these traditions exhaustively.

jj'11j..4ili

SECTION I

ELEVEN RAKA'AT BETWEEN ISHA & FAJR
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1188. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~41~) narrated that after he finished offering the salah of
isha till (the time of) fe!j:i.·, the Prophet ..J-,~.JJI~ prayed (generally) eleven raka'at,
giving the salutation after every two raka'at and making (their total) add by one
raka'ah (witr), in which he prostrated himself for so long as one of you might recite
fifty verses before rdsing his head. When the mu'adhdhin finished the call for the
salah of fajr and dawn was clear to him, he stood up and offered two short raka'at
(u& th~ ~~l'!:uh (Practice of Holy Prophet~-'~ .ill~) of fajr). Then he lay down
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on his night side (for some time) till the mu'adhdhin came to him (to get
permission) for the iqamah, so he would go out (to the mosque). t
COMMENTARY: He made them add by one raka' ah (witr) does not mean that he offered a
single raka' ah by itself. Rather, of the eleven raka'at, he offered one raka' ah with the ninth
and tenth to make them three (instead of two) and so the witr (an uneven, odd number).
Ibn Hajar 4-iJI.y-J Shafi'I said that this hadith confirms two things.
(i)
The least number of raka'at for witr is one which means that one may offer a. single
raka'ah of witr by itself.
(ii)
When praying the tahajjud, the salutation is made at the end of every two raka'at.
Imam Shafi'I 4-iJI.y-J, Imam Maalik 4-iJI.y-J and Imam Ahmad 4-iJI.y-J subscribe to this contention.
As for the prostration, it seems that he made the lengthy prostration in every raka' ah. It
could also mean that he made it lengthy only in one of the prostrations of witr or in all the
prostration of witr.
Some people make two prostrations after the salah of witr with a seizing ecstasy at some
places. Some weak, unsound juristic traditions speak highly of their merit. However, it
must be known that there is no evidence at all of these two prostrations in the ahadith and
also in the authentic tradition of fiqh. Moreover, these two prostrations are not made either
in the two sacred Mosques or anywhere else in the Arab lands. There also is a hadith that
classifies these prostrations as simply in invented ruse. Besides none of the four imams
hold this practice as masnun or mustahab (desirable) and, in fact, some of the hanafis in the
Arab· countries do not even know about it and some scholars terms it as makruh
(unbecoming). Hence, if this is practiced anywhere it should be abandoned.
As for the two raka'at of the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet rl..a.J ~.till~) of fajr being
brief, the Prophet ..cJ.,..,~.JJI~ recited in these raka'at surahs al-Kafirun and al-Ikhlas. While
this is mustahab (desirable), it is not binding to recite only these su:Pahs.
.
The Prophet ..cJ.,.., ~ 41 J.-" lay down for a while after offering the sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet rl..a.J +.till~) of fajr to ward off fatigue after worship of Allah during the night.
Hence, it is Mustahab (desirable) for anyone who engages in worship during the night to lie
down for a while after offering the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet rl..a.J
..111 ~)of fajr.
CONVERSING BETWEEN SUNNAH & FARO OF FAJR
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1189. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ 4-LI ~J narrated that when the Prophet ..cJ.,.., ~ 41 J.-" had
finished praying the two raka'at (sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet rl..a.J ~.till~))
of fajr, if I was awake he would converse with me other wise he would lie down.2
COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik 41 .,..J said that it is wrong to presumed that conversation
betweenfard (obligatory) and sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet rl..a.J ~.till~) wipes out all
reward. However the Prophet ..cJ.,..,~4.LIJ.-" never talked of worldly affairs. He only talked
about religion. So, it ·is not preferable to converse of worldly matters after offering the
1

Bukhari # 994, Muslim# 122-736, Abu Dawud # 1447, Nasai # 1726, IbnMajah # 1198, Darami #
1447, Muwatta Maalik # 702-8.
2
Muslim# 133-743, Abu Dawud # 1263.
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sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet FJ ~ All~) salah and waiting for the fard (obligatory)
because the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F J ~ All ~) are meant to prepare one for the
fard (obligatory).
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahalwi -dllcU-.J has written that the ulama (Scholars) among
the sahabah (companions) have said that it is makruh (unbecoming) to engage in worldly
conversation after rise of down till the salah of fajr.
Or, the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ 41 ~ discussed some urgent affair as is apparent from another
hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah -dllcU-.J:
''If he had a need from me then he talked to me."
REST AFI'ERSUNNAH

(~~)

1190. Sayyidah Ayshah ~41r..F.J narrated that after having offered the two raka'at
(sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F..?.~ All ~ )) of fajr, the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~
lay down on his right side.t
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1191. Sayyidah Ayshah ~-dllr..F.J narrated that the Prophet ..o.l.w,~-dll~ used to offer
thirteen raka'at during the night. A.J;nong them were (three raka'at of) the witr and
two (sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet FJ ~All~)) of fajr.2
COMMENTARY: Though the hadith does not mention 'three raka'at' With the salah of witr,
yet there is no harm in counting them as three· because all the ulama (Scholars) agree that
witr is made up of three raka'at. Moreover, another hadith mentions its three raka'at clearly.
In his Shama'il, Tirmidhi has mentioned the hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah ~41r..F.J, namely:

~~~

After that he performed three raka'at.
Performed three raka'at witr."3
This hadith counts the raka'at as thirteen by including the two of the sunnah (Practice of Holy
Prophet.FJ ~All~) of fajr, otherwise the Prophet ...cJ-,~41~ offered eleven raka'at in
the night inclusive of witr. The two sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet FJ ~All~) of fajr
are counted together because there was not much gap between them and the tahajjud.
1

Bukhari # 1160, Nasai # 1762, Ibn Majah # 1199, Musriad Ahmad 2-173.
Bukhari # 1140, Muslim# 127-738.
3
Shamail Tirmidhi # 257(10).
2
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Rather, both were offered nearly together, so the two raka'at are counted with the tahajjud.
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1192. Sayyiduna Masruq 41~J said that he asked SAyyidah Ayshah ~41~.) about the
salah of Allah's Messenger ...J.-,~41~ in the night. She said, 11 (He offered) seven or
nine or eleven raka'at (at different times), not including the two raka'at of fajr.l
COMMENTARY: The eleven raka'at of tahajjud(super erogatory prayer) do not include the
two sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F.J ~ .tl!l c)...a) of fajr but when thirteen are mentioned
they include the two.
Mulla Ali Qari 41 ~.) says of the hadith that mentions fifteen raka'at, it is possible that the
tahajjud comprised thirteen and two of fajr (sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet F.J ~ ..lll ~ ))
made up fifteen. However, we cannot rule out that twelve raka'at of tahajjud and three of
witr added up to fifteen. This contention is drawn from the tradition that when the Prophet
...J.-, ~ 41 ~ was overcome by sleep and he did not offer the tahajjud, he offered twelve
raka'at during the day.
THE INITIAL.TWO RAKA'AT OF TAHAJJUD

I~\ "ol
)_,,,-:,.~ ,_!,.!t~
~ .J.)
~y:--...r:-

1193. Sayyidah Ayshah ~41~J said that when the Prophet ...J.-,~.d!l~ got up in -the
night to offer the salah, he began his salah with two brief raka'at. 2
COMMENTARY: The kitab Azhar says that the two short raka'at are the two offered after
ablution. It is mustahab (desirable) to make them brief. However, the correct thing is that
both these were part of the tahajjud and stood for the tahiyat ul wudu and the Prophet <ill~
...oJ-,~ did not offer salah for ablution apart from them.
~
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1194. Sayyiciuna Abu Hurayrah ~odll~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~1~ said,
'When any of your arises in the night, let him begin the salah with two brief raka'at."3

1

Bukhari # 1139.
Muslim# 197-767.
3
Muslim # 198-968.
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1195. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas cW;4.iii~J narrated, I spent a night with my maternal aunt
. Maymunah cW;.J,I~J while the Prophet ...,J....,,~41J-P was with her. He conversed with
his family for some time and then went to sleep. When it was the last one third of
the night or somewhat after that, he got up, looked at the sky and recited:
11

~ldYIJ.JY~~ .;~I.J" r..r-,,~'11-i~I.J""•
~J\fi.J"~I~
~I ''I ~'-a~itl
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{Surely in the creation of the heavens and the earth and in the alternation of night
and day, there are signs for men of understanding.}
... up to the end of the surah (3:190-200). Then he got up and went to the bucket,
loosened its cord and poured some water into a bowl. Then he made ablution well,
between two kinds (which was moderate), not pouring two much water. When it
was done, he stood up to pray. I too got up, performed ablution and stood to his left
side, but he took me by the ear and pulled ·me round to his right. His salah was
completed at thirteen raka'at. Then, he lay down and went to sleep, snoring as he
was used to snore. Soon, Bilal announced to him the time of salah (calling the
adhan). So, he offered the salah (the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~ All~
)) without making ablution. His supplication (between sunnah and fard (optional
and obligatonj)) was:

.. ,
"
...... , J• J.
\:::. !l'"l
.,.... , ,.• ~\,..,: . _ .... 1111 , ., I "I.....'"1 111 , ., _,8......
IJy
... v-.
.J Jy,:s;-.J Jy~~ .J JYw'-'
"0 Allah, grow light in my heart, light in my sight, light in my hearing, light to. my
right, light to my left, light below ~e, light in front of me, light behind me, and
grow in my light.'
Some added:

"

"

.

..,(:-

' ,

t:s._?.Jt:s?J~Sj~J ~JJ-l.J IJJJG~GJ
"and light in my tongue.'
And also mentioned 1 my joints, my flesh, my blood, my hair, my skin."'
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According to another version, he said, 1 Grow light in my sotJld and let me have
plentiful light.'
In yet another version, he said, 1 0 Allah, grant me light.'1
COMMENTARY: The ulama. (Scholars) say that the Prophet ..oJ-, ~ .J!I J-.D did not make
ablution though he had slept because abl~tion is not negated simply on sleeping. There is
a possibility of ablution being negated during sleep (not because of sleep). Since the
Prophet ..oJ-,~cdll~heart never slept and was awake even when he slept, he would have
known if his ablution was negated. We cannot assume ~hat he could not have known if
his ablution was negated.
This hadith establishes that it is not makruh .(unbecoming) to t~lk, after isha, of religious
things or of personal things with one's family.
The Prophet~'~ 41 J"" offered thirteen raka'at in the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer)
inclusive of the'two sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J +Ail~) of fajr as in the previous
hadith, but also exclusive of the two sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J
..1!1 ~)as in
this hadith, or different times.
As for snoring, it is a sign of clear nostrils and physical health. The Prophet ..o.J-,~.d!l~
was perfectly healthy both spiritually and internally as well as physically and bodily.
The supplicationin the hadith is called du'a tawil (lengthy prayer). Most of the Shaykhs
make this sd.pplication Shaykh Imam Shahabuddin Suhrwardy cdii<Y-.J has written in Awarif
.
that whoever m~kes this stipplication regularly possesses one blessing.
WITR COMPRISE THREE RAKA'AT
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1196. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ 41 ~.) narrated that once he slept in the house of
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~4..111~. He woke up (in the ·night) used the siwak, made
ablution and recited (the verses):

~J":llj~~~~d~!
{Surely in the creation of the heavens and the earth ....} (3:190 to end of surah). Then,
he stood up and offered two raka'at in which he prolonged the postures of
standing. Bowing and prostrations. Then, he finished and went to sleep and snored.
Then he did that three times, ail that coming to six raka'at each times using the
siwak, making ablution and reciting these verses. Then he made that odd by
offering three raka'at (of witr). 2
COMMENTARY: This hadith says explicitly that witr comprises three raka'at. Imam Abu
Hanifah .-..iii<Y-J abides by it. Imam Shafi'I 41<Y-;s~id that while witr can be only one raka' ah
1

Bu}4lari # 6316, Muslim# 181-763, Tirmidhi # 3419, Nasai # 1121, Musnad Ahmad 1-284, The last is
in Muslim.
2
Muslim# 191-763.
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yet it is makruh (unbecoming) to offer only one raka'ah by itself.
THE PROPHET'S ~,~41~ TAHAJJUD
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1197. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn al-Juhaniy ~41~; narrated that he resolved to observe
one night the salah of Allah's Messenger ,..o.1...._,~41~. So, (he watched him and) he
offered two raka'at briefly, then two long, long, long raka'at. Then he offered two
raka'at which were shorter than the two prec~ding -ones and, again, he offered two
raka'at which were shorter than the too ·preceding ones. Once again, he offered two
raka'at which were shorter than the two preceding raka'at. Then once again, he
offered two raka'at which were shorter than the two proceeding ones. Then he
offered (the witr) a single raka'ah adding up to thirteen (in all). 1
The words; 'then he offered two raka'at which were shorter than the two preceding
one's ~e mentioned four times in Muslim, Humaydi's book of Muslim Maalik's
Muwatta, Abu Dawud and Jami ul Usul.
COMMENTARY: We cannot say with certainty whether the Prophet ..oJ-,~4LI~ offerd one

raka' ah or three raka'at of witr. If we ·do not count the two brief raka'at as part of this salah
then the witr was made up of three and if we count the two brief raka'at as part of this salah.
When witr was just one r~a'ah. However, it is correctand clear that the two bi:ief raka'at
were not part of this salah; hence, the Prophet ,..o.1...._,~4LIJ-.o offered three raka'at of witr
As for the words 'then he offered two raka'at which were shorter than the two preceding
ones, they are mentioned four times in the books named in the preceding lines but the
compiler of the Masabih has mentioned these words there times. Hence the compiler of
Mishkat has gone to .the trouble to name the book, for, otherwise, the count of the raka'at
comes to eleven instead of thirteen.
·THE PROPHET ~,~4Lt~ PRAYEO SITIING

-l.!l~.u~
~~s-r.~
~ '~ ~:-'~J,..
~~~, . ~ . . ,~ilil ~,
t~JJ,J',~..;~
,~_·-: ,i;r:;t~li~.l.£,(\\C\A)
, •• ,
...,.,.
."-oo
.
., ~.,J
(~~)

1198. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~4illl.f"; narrated that when Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~4LI~
grew old and (because of that) heavy, he offered the (optional) salah mostly sitting.2
1

Muslim# 195-765, Abu Dawud # 1366, Ibn Majah R 1362, Muwatta Maalik # 7.1-12, Musnad
Ahmad 5-193.
.
2
Muslim# 117-732, Musnad Ahmad 6-114.
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RECITATION IN TAHAJJUD
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1199. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~;said, "Indeed, I do know the similar or
comparable surahs that the· Prophet _.o.L,..,,~<d.IIJ-10 used combine." So, he enumerated
t~e twenty surahs at the beginning· of al~Mufassal in accordance with his
arrangement. The Prophet ..o.L.w,~<d.IIJ-10 used to recite them in pairs in.each raka'at. The
last of them are Haa Meem ad Dukhan and Amma Yatasa aloon (b.;is."w.:r~J&""iJ'jeJ-).1
COMMENTA~Y: The surahs that are comparable are those that are identical in length and
brevity. As for al-mufassal, we have explained it in the chapter on reci~al of the Quran ( Y4
wl.ftll), the surahs from al-Hujaraf to the end of the Quran.
The twenty surahs that are comparable according to the arrangement of Sayyiduna Ibn
Mas' ud ~41~;, who had collected the verses of the noble Quran together, are enum~rated
by Ibn Abu Dawud. They are:
The Prophet _.o.L,..,,~<C.bl~ recited pairs of surahs in each raka'at in this manner:
Ar-Rahman and an Najm in one raka'ah. Iqtaratabis sa'ah and al Haqqah in a rakaah. At-Tur
and adh Dhariyat in one. Al-Waqiah and Noon (oral Qalam) in one. Sa'ilsa'ilun and an-Nazi'at
in one. Al-Mutaffifin and Abasa in one. Al-Muddaththir and al-Muzzammil in one. Ad-Dhar
and al-Qiyamah in one. Amma Yata salun (anNaba) and al-Mursalat in one. Ad-Dukhan and alKuwwirat in one.2
Ibn Abu· Dawud has clarified that this is put here in the arrangement of Ibn Mas'ud ~41~;
in his compilation.3
Though according to the hadith the Prophet ~,~41J.D should have recited a9.-Dukhan
and amma yata sa alun (anNaba) in one raka'ah, it is not so. The reason is that these two
surahs are not identical in length or co~p~rable, and moreover, in this way the concluding
portion of this hadith will differ with its apparent meaning~ Hence, these words of the
hadit]) would be said to mean; 'The last of these twent)r surah is Haa Meem ad-Dukhan
and its comparable surah is ·at~Takwir (Kuwwirat), and an Naba whose comparable is alMursalat." After this explanation, it would imply that. the Prophet _.o.L,..,,~.,Jilj.D recited Haa
Meem ad-Dukhan and Izashamst.i Kuwwirat (al Takwir) in ·one raka'ah both of which are
comparable, and also amma yatasa al~ (anNaba) and al-Mursalat in one rak'ah which
two are also comparable.
·
ORDER OF RECmNG THE QURAN: The ulama (Scholars) concur that the Quran must
be recited in the order in which it is arranged. It should not be recited in any other
sequence. Of course, if it is to teach
. children, then
, one is allowed to make them read from
1
Bukhari
2

# 775, Muslim# 279-812, Nasai # 1004, Musnad Ahmad 1-436.
.
.
The number ~f these surahs respectively are: 55 and 53 and 69, 52 and 51, 56 and 68, 70 and 79, 83
and 80, 74 and.'73, 76 and 75, 78 and 77, 44 and 81.
3
See An Approach to· the Quranic sciences by Muhammad Taqi Usmani pp 156-165. Dar ul Ish~' at
Karacl1.i.
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the closing chapters. If it is recited in salah out of sequence then it would be contrary to the
preferred and, in fact, some ulama (Scholars) say that it is makruh (unbecoming) to do so.
Imam Ahmad also contends it to be makruh (unbecoming).
IF AN NAAS IS RECITED IN THE FIRST RAKA' AH: If anyone recites surah an-Naas
(the last surah) in the first raka'ah, what should he recite in the second raka'ah? Imam Abu
Hanifah 4I"J'; said that he should recite the same surah, an-Naas, in the second raka'ah.
Imam Shafi;I 4isi"J'; said that he should recite from the beginning of surah al-Baqarah from.

~~-----.ill
The first five verses. Imam Abu Hanif~h 411141-.J too, is reported to have said the same
thing in one verdict. In fact, this is a better practice.
SECTION II
u!~hj.Ain
THE PROPHET'S TAHAJJUD(SUPER EROGATORY PRAYER)

(Jjby.l ol_j.J) -'"'t :'"'

1200. Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~411~; narrated that he saw the Prophet ..oL,~41"""
offer salah in the night. He said Allahu Akbar (Allah is the Greatest) three times
and said:
~... ~ r!d I..,... ~'G~
~ c--f I..,... y- ..,~
~ IJ'J I..,... y- _,.>..J.:OJ
, .t-. ..,( lj Jt

'Owner of the kingdom, power, greatness and might.'
Then he began (the salah with the thana) and recited al-Baqarah and went into ruku
and his ruku was nearly as long as his standing posture. In ruku he said ( I.F.J ~
~I) 'Glorified is my Lord (who is) Mighty. He then raised his head from ruku and
stood for nearly as long as he had been in ruku, saying (.lA:JI t.r.)) to my Lord be
praise.' Then he prostrated himself and his prostration lasted about is long as his
standing. He said, in his prostration (~ ~~ t.r.J ~) 'Glorified is my Lord (who is)
most high. Then he raised his head from the prostration and sat down between the
two prostrations (which is called jalsah) for nearly as long as he had been in his
prostration, saying the while

'My Lord forgive me, my .lord forgive me.'
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Thus, he offered four raka'at in which he recited al-Baqara, Aal Imran, an-Nisa and
alMa'idah or al-Anam. Here, Shuba was uncertain (about which of the two).t
COMMENTARY: The words that his ruku was as long as his standing do not mean that in
reality it took him as much time. Rather, just as his standing was longer than usual, so too
his ruku. extended beyond the normal length of ruku. Sometimes, however the ruku was
really or the some length as the standing. This is as Nasai has transmitted from Sayyiduna
Awf ibn Maalik ~<dli~.F.J,
As for the words (~_#.1 ~J) 'my Lord forgive me' either he spoke them twice or more then
twice, many times. Allah knows best.
PROLONGED STANDING
1

.-.t=;r
~ ...P... ij.r.A ~.J
..1 .... ....
&fu1 r_s-"'
~~JJIJ~...)
:~''J.. ijJ'ij.w:~WI··-3.
~.·..3J.ll~·t.£.-('Y•')
-;;- .. ..r--:.
~ .J-r- ~ "'
"' . ~....r.J
\or

U7

(.)Jb.Y-1 oi.J.J)

1201. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al-Aas ~ .dii~.FJ narrated that Allah's
Messenger .,o.L..._,~<dllj.D said, "He who stands (in salah) reciting ten verses will not
be recorded among the negligent. He who stands reciting one hundred verses will
be recorded among the obedient. He will stands reciting one thousand verses will
be recorded along theose who earn very abundant rewards." 2
COMMENTARY: The distinction as mentioned in the hadith will be available to anyone

who recites the verses ten, one hundred or one thousand.
However, two questions do arise:
(i)
Have these verses to be recited in one raka' ah or two raka'at.
(ii)
Is surah al-Fatihah included in the number of verses mention, or have they to be
recited apart from it?
Ibn Hajar .dl14.i-J said that the number of verses may be recited ~ two or more raka'at.
As for the second question, though the words of tHe hadith seem to say ten verses (etc)
apart from a1-P ... tihah, yet the reward will accrue even if surah al-fatihah is included. There
are seven verses in ai-F~tihah and if one recites three more, he will qualify for reward on
ten verses (and so on), and this i.:J the lowest degree of recitation.
The word (~lill) is one who is constantly obedient, or one who stands in worship ofAllah
and prolongs the standing. This status is available to one who recites one hundred verses in.
salah and this is a very auspicious and fortunate rank.
Allamah Teebi' s 414.i-.) explanation of this hadith tells us that it is absolute in its application
not limited to day or night and to whichever kind of salah.
However, Allamah Baghawi 41 tU'.) says that it applies only to salah in the night, the
tahajjud (supere~oga:tory prayer) and, therefore, it finds a place in the chapter (J.!ll o_,l.-)
salah in the night. Only one who abides by it in tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) will
0

1
2

Abu Dawud # 874, Nasai # 1145.
Abu Dawud # 1398, Darami # 3457.
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qualify for this reward.
Some ulama (Scholars) have interpreted its word qiyam (<'"~)to mean to stand by ten (etc)
verses. It is to memorise them, recite them regularly, to reflect on their ·meaning and to
abide by them. Allah knows ~est.
THE PROPHET'S ,.o.~-,~41""" RECITAL .
J 1

'

'

..

l

'

'

"'c:"'

-l.)~~jl.)j.b~'~~~~j~WI~~Ibl~~gJliS~~ejlu£j
J

,.,

J -

-

,

J

"',

('.,.1

"')
1
'

(.)JI.~y.l oi.JJ)

1202. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ·411.P'.J narrated that in the (salt,~h at) .night, the
Prophet's ,.o.~-,~41~ recitation was in a loud voice sometime's and in a low voice
sometimes.t
·
COMMENTARY: He made his recitation according to the circumstatices. The ulama (Scholars)
say that if he was alone with no one around then he recited in a loud voice but if there was
someone else close by and his sleep could be disturbed then he recited in a low voice.

J.'j~l ci6A .H~ ,llA.J-ii ~ ~j ~dJ1 ~~IS~~~~~ J~ w:~ ~I ifJ (' l •Y")
(.)jby.tl oi.J.J) -L:

·:JI J

1203. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~I.P'; narrated that the recitation of the Prophet 41~
,.o.~-,~ was in such a voice that anyone in the outer portion of the room could hear it
when he was in the inner portion.2
COMMENTARY: He was neither loud nor too soft. His voice was audible enough over a
short distance from th~ inside to the courtyard.
These reports concern his recitation during the night, at the hour of tahajjud
(supererc;>gatory prayer). During the day when he offered salah in the mosque, his voice
was louder than during the night.
RECITATION OF ABU BAKR ~41~; AND UMAR IN TAHAJJUD
(SUPEREROGATORY PRAYER)

"'

e--

~ ..f.>-4 Cf~ ; ' ll}9
J

;

"'

~
~
c: ,. c: "' •
.ti;J f:? ~j ~WI
~;ill Jj-!5 ~! Jli SSL5 Cfl 6£j
d

"'

"'

'

"'

'

"'

"'

('.,.1 ' )
•'

(o~tS.l..oj:.lii.S.J.J.J Jjby.l oi.JJ)

1204. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~41~) narrated that Allah's Messenger ,.o.~-,~.d!l~
I

.

Abu Dawud # 1328.
2
Abu Dawud # 1327.
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went out one night. He came by (Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr ~...!II~) who was offering
salah with a soft voice and then he came by (Sayyiduna) Umar ~...!11~) who was
offering salah with a high, raised voice. When they both were together with the
Prophet ,.o.L...,~...LI 0\..a, he remarked, 11 0 Abu Bakr I found you offering salah in a low
voice." He submitted, 1'I wished Him to heat with whom I was engaged in intimate
conversation, 0 Messenger of All~." Then, he remarked to Umar ~...LI~J, 1'I passed
by you and you offered salah with your voice raised high." He submitted 110
Messenger of Allah, I wished to awaken those who were asleep and to drive away
the devil." So, the Prophet ,.o.L...,~...LI~ said, 110 Abu Bakr, raise your voice a bit,"
and to Umar ~...!11~) he said, 11Lower your voice a bit," (In this way, he guided both
of them towards toleration.)I
ALL NIGHT WITH ONE VERSE

,

~

,

II'

~""

""

,,

(4LA &.' \._, <}LJJ I oI_,J) -~~~ ~..rJI..:_JI ~~9 ~lJ 9;; .....!..J!J ~!l:;s;;
1205. Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~ ~~ ~) narrated that (one night while offering the

tahajjud (supererogatQry prayer)), Allah's Messnger ...o.L...,~~~~ stood (in salah) till
morning reciting one verse. And the verse was

{H you chastise them, surely they are your slaves! And if you forgive them, surely
you are the Mighty, the wise.)2 (5:118)
·COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Eesa _.oj...Jl~ will make this supplication to Allah, the Exalted,
on the day of resurrection for his ummah. And, the Prophet ...o.L...,~~~~ who is inercy
personified for the two worlds and the intercessor on the day of gathering recited this very
verse with his ummah in mind, seeking forgiveness for them from the time he stood for
tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) till dawn.
AFfER SUNNAH OF FAJR

~I J.;!5 ~- ~~ ~ ll!)..:.J ~ ful ~ ;i.J1 jj-!5 J~ J~ i~J.' C)l6£j (H•\)
~

~

•

II

\;:::.II

.L:i

f~ll'(

(.)-' !J~I_, <.S.l.ojU Io I..,J) -~ :~ ( f ~.:; a.) 9
S.

•

1206. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ...o.L...,~~~~

said, 1'When one of you has offered the two rakaat (sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet
~_, ~ ~~ ~ )) of fajr, let him lie down on his right side."3
COMMENTARY: This command is given that one who has w·orshipped du.L~ng the night
might get some relief from fatigue and be prepared for the fard (obligatory) salah.
Ibn Maalik ~~~)said that the command is of a mustahab (desirable) nature for one who has
kept vigil in prayer during the night.
1

Abu Dawud # 1329, Tirmidhi (similar) # 447.
Nasoi # 1010, Ibn Majah # 1350, Musnad Ahmad 5-149
3
Abu Dawud # 1261, Tirmidhi # 420.
2
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The hanafi scholar of hadith shaykh sayyid zakariya ~~~J said that it is better to adopt this
procedure in private, in ones horne, not before everyone in the mosque. Besides, one must not .
let sleep overtake him and then arise and join th~ congregation ·without making ablution.
SECTION - III
~~t~t~ill
.
I

~

I

~

~li~j~IDI~;lJI~j!J,.:n·: :..T~~~I&I.tif~~~jli~plj.('Y•V)
~
~
~
!.
""- ·"' c: '
J
"""'"'
,z. '
(~~)-t.;Llll~l.l!)~-...!.JS'~l!~I~)~-...!.JS'~&li~)..!l.l.ll
($

1207. ~ayyiduna Masruq ~I<Y-J said that he asked Sayyidah Ayshah ~41<..FJ '"What deed
was dearest to Allah's Messenger ~,~ 411 J-P?" She said, '~The deed which one does
with regularity." He asked, "At what time did he get up in the night (for the tahajjud
(supererogatory prayer) salah)? II She said, ''When he heard the cock's crow."t .
COMMENTARY: Doing something with regularity is to do a pious and a purposeful deed
always, even if, as some traditions say, it is little.
In Arabic the cock crows after midnight. That was when the Prophet~,~~~~ got ~p
and offered salalt.
WORSHIP IN THE NIGHT

'}j &~fJ~l 1:14& ~I J~j ~AlJI ~,L1 j_;..!J LSJl ~~ fW t.!S'tA jliu;-316£j
~

'

-

-,

(' y •A)

(~LlJ I o I_,J) _-n~IJ )'! l:JlHI;; ~I
;

iW

1208. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~~ <..FJ narrated, ,"If we wished to see Allah's Messenger
offer salah at night, we did .indeed see him offer salah, and if we wished to see him
sleeping, we did indeed see him asleep. " 2
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Anas ~ ~~ <..FJ m~ant to say that the Prophet .,ol..., ~ ~~ ~
exercised moderation in offering the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) and doing other
deeds. He did not go to extremes in worship neither did he omit it altogether in sleep. One
could see him engaged in worship as one saw him sleeping.
.,,
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\~ .. ~nt'-...;,}"
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jlij iJ.A jjl J-i ~ J:.ii 11~:u1 _;J ~ tA J.li..;u J.i ,!. ti J,s. ~~ JJ..;u tA ;J.i ~
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2

Bukhari # 1132, Muslim# 131-741, Abu Dawud # 1317, Nasai # 1616.
Bukhari # 1141, Tirmidh: # 769, Musnad Ahmad 3-104.
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1209. Sayyiduna Humayd ibn Abdur Rahman Ibn Awf ~l.y.; reported that one of the

sahabah (companions) ~41~; of the Prophet ..o.J-,~41~ narrated that he thought
to himself during a journey with Allah's Messenger ..o.J-, ~ ~~ ~ that he should
watch his salah till he saw his deed. When he offered the salah of isha, which is alatmah, he lay down for some time in the night. Then· he awoke looked at the
horizon and recited the verse from:

till he came to:

(3:191-194), the he looked into his bedding and brought out the siwak. Then he
poured into a bowl some water from a water skin beside him. He cleansed his teeth
(made ablution), stood up and prayed. The sahabi ~41~; thought to himself that
he had offered salah for as much time as he had slept. Then he lay down till it
seemed to him that the Prophet k,~41~ had slept for as much time as he had
prayed. Then he awoke and did as he had done first time and recited as he had
recited So, Allah's Messenger .oJ.,...,~41~ did that three times before fajrt
COMMENTARY: As for the verses of the Quran it is possible that the Prophet .oJ.,...,~41~
recited as much as the narrator has reported, or he recited till the end of the surah but the
narrator had heard him up to this point only. The hadith # 1195 of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas
~41~; mentions that he recited up to the end of the surah.

r;

ft.

ft.

, ..

,ft.~

..

(~Wl \_, ~.l.o.,U 1., Jj\J~I o I.J.J) -li~ li~ ii~ ii~ I~

1210. Sayyiduna Yala Ibn Mumlak 41.Y.; reported th' ~he asked Sayyi.dah Umm

Salamah ~41~;, wife of the Prophet ..o.J,....,~41~ about the recitation and salah of
the prophet. She asked," And how can you compare with his salah? He used to
offer salah and sleep for so much time as he had prayed and again offer salah for as
much time as he itad slept and again sleep for as much time as he had prayed, till
morning." Then, she described his recitation, making the description very vivid and
word for word.2

1

2

.

Na.::.:~i

:ff 1626.
Abu Dawud # 1466, Tirmidhi # 2932, Nasai # 1629, Musnad Ahmad 6-300.
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CHAPTER - XXXIII
~ ,

;i

WHAT DID THE PROPHET .oJ-.,~~~~ SAY WHEN
HE WOKE UP DURING THE NIGHT
SECTION I

I

I

~J '~r li 1~ !JJ~ l:4?t l~
JJ~'jJarn

THE PROPHET'S _o.L.,_,~~~~ PRAYER

~_;,ill jli ~'1 ~~ ~..;li L'iL;l:,J ~ilit j..c &Dt-....!..>g jli ~~~I if('"'')

(~~)

1211. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~~~~J narrated that when the Prophet .oJ-.,~~~~ got up
during the night to offer. the salah of tahajjud (supererogatory prayer), he prayed:
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t.oj ~;~lt.oj ~".lit.o u~~t9 ~~ .~ l~JJ ~t~ ~J ~;r~.~ ~JJ ~:g.9 .~ 1.;\.~J ~!.4,.
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,
~~a)i ':1j ~Sf ':l!a)i ':1.fi.j!ll ~Jij.JJi!ll ~JI J~ ~.JJ.~I ~.Jiuj ~~ItAj~J~l
11
0 Allah, praise belongs to you; you are the guardian creator of the heavens and the
earth and whatever is in them. And praise belong-o to you, you are the king of the
heavens and the earth and whatever is in them. And, praise belongs to you, you are
true and your promise is true and the meeting with you is true and your word is
true and paradise is true and hell is true and the Prophets are true and Muhammad
is true and the Hour is true.
0 Allah, to you do I surrender and in you do I believe and upon you do I rely and to
you do I turn (in repentance) and with your help do I contend and your judgment
do I seek. So forgive me that which I have committed and that which I have put
back and that which I have concealed and that which I have disclosed and that
which you know better than I.
You are the one who brings forward and you are the one who defers. There is no
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God but you. There is no deity other than you."l
COMMENTARY: It seems that the Prophet _.o.L...., ~<till J-" made this supplication after the
takbir tahrimah or afte~ ruku in the qawmah.
I

I

"'

j£\l\ jlii:.J~ Fi!~l ~~li 13!~J ~illl ~ ~~..._:::.;~ ~~ !l!.f~~j ('"''f)

0J-o oi.J.J)
1212. Sayyidah Ayshah narrated that when the Prophet
night, he began his salah praying:

_.o.L...., ~ 41 J-"
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"0 Allah, lord of Jinbril, Mikail and lsrafil, the creator of the heav:ens and the earth,
the Knower of the unseen and the seen, you do judge among your slaves concerning
that in which they differ. Guide me out of the differences concerning the truth by
your permission, for, you do guide whom so you will to a straight path."2
J,
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1213. Sayyiduna Ubadah Ibn Samit ~<tili<.FJ narrated that \Ilah's Messenger ~41J-"
_.o.L...., said "If anyone gets up during the night and prays:
~
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"There is no God but Allah who is Alone and has no partner. To him belongs the
dominion and to Him belongs all praise. And he is over everything Powerful.
Giorified is Allah, Praise belongs to Allah. There is no God but Allah. Allah is
Greatest. There is no might and power save with Allah.
And says th~n (ul_~ I y .;) forgive me,"
Or, he said, 11 ft...itd then prays, he will get an answer. And, if he makes ablution and
1

Bukhari # 1120, Muslim # 199-769.
Musli~ # 2!10.770, 201-771, Tirmidhi # 3431,m Abu Dawud # 767, Nasai # 1621, Ibn Majah # 1357,
Munad Ahamd 6-61,81,6-156.
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offers salah, his salah will be accepted."1
COMMENTARY: The word in the text rendered wakes up, gets up from sleep' is also said.
to mean disturbed or restless in sleep'. Ibn Maalik 41.Y.; said it means, to awakeen with a:
start." The Prophet ~,~41J-" preferred that if anyone wakes up and makes a noise, he
should better glorify Allah, this is what pious men of Allah do, when he get up from sleep,
they utter the kalimah or a tasbih or a prayer.
Some people call this kind of a prayer on awakening (~I ~.>l) (dirham ul-kes). It is like
someone. having cash in his pocket and spending from it when he needs. So is this prayer
(~I ~.>3) in a believer's heart and mind, well preserved. When he wakes up from sleep
and makes this prayer, it gains acceptance of the lord.
SECTION II
~lil,~ill
ANOTHER PRAYER OF THE PROPHET ~,~41J-"
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1214. Sayyidah Ayshah narrated that when Allah's Messenger ~#41~ awoke in
the night, he prayed:
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'There is no God but you. You are glorified. 0 Allah with your praise, I seek your
forgiveness for my sin and I ask you for your mercy. 0 Allah, increase me in
Knowledge and do not cause my heart to veer after you have guided me. Grant me
mercy from yourself, surely you are the Bestower."2
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1215. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.dll~
~, said, 111£ any Muslim goes to sleep in a state of purity remembering Allah (as he
sleeps) and wakes up (suddenly) in the night and prays to Allah for good then
Allah grants it to him certainly (in this world or the next)."3

~J ~ili1 ~ ;iJ1 j~; ~lS ~ ~Li i!J~ ~ ~s jli ~5.,;611 ~~ ~J <'"'"')

1

Bukhari # 1154, Abu Dawud # 5060, Tirmiclhi # 3425, Ibn Majah # 3878, Musnad Ahmad# 22738.
Abu Dawud # 5061.
3
Abu Dawnd # 5042, Ibn Majah # 3881, Musnad Ahmad 5-244.
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1216. Sayyiduna Shariq al-Hawazani ~lou-; narrated that he visited Sayyidah l).yshah
~~~~;and asked her, 11How did Allah's Messenger .oJ,.....,~~IJ-oa begin (worship) on
awakening in the night?" She said, ''You .have asked me about something that no
one ever asked me before you. When he got up in th~ night, he said, Allah is the •
greatest' ten times, praise belongs to Allah' ten times, Allah is glorified with his
praise' ten times, glorified is the king, the sacred' ten times, I ask Allah for
forgiveness' ten times, There is no God but Allah ten times then he prayed:
1 ..a~J.J!!t.ll~tlf
~~~A~~~l::J.iH.~·
, .,
.,..
..
"-$•' ...,-"'
, ...T '-ali'
'~-

,..,~

'0 Allah, I seek refuge in you from hardship in this world and from hardship on
the day of resurrection, ten times.t
COMMENTARY: The Sufis 41~; have ten tasbihs that they recite seven times each. They
call thell\: (I)~~~) (seven times the ten tasbihs). This hadith has seven tasbihs that are
recited ten times each. The scholars of hadith call these seven tasbihs: (~ ~~~) ten times
the seven tasbihs).
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1217. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed ul-Khudri ~od.ll~; narrated that when Allah's Messenger
..oJ-,~41~ got up during the night, he said, ''Allah is the greatest." Then he said:

~~a:l!~J~.4JWJ~I~5~J~ ..~,.JJ~1lt~l>.:~
11

Allah is glorified, 0 Allah and praise belongs to you. Your Name is blessed. You
are exalted in honour. There is no God but you."
Then he said, 11 Allah is the greatest, indeed the greatest!
Then he prayed

<till"'
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111 seek refuge in Allah, the All. Hearing, the All-knowing, from the accursed devil
from his goading, blowing his breath and his spittle." Abu Dawud has after but
you: he said then "There is no God but Allah three times. He concludes the hadith:
then he recited some verses.2
1

Abu Dawud # 5058, Nasai # 5535.
Abu Dawud # 775, Tirmidhi # 242, Ibn Majah # 804, Darimi # 1239, Musaad Ahmad 3-50. Nasai #
895.
2
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1218. Sayyiduna Rabiah ibn Kab ~41<..P.., al-Aslami ~41<..P.., narrated that he used to

spend the nights near to the Prophet's ..olw,~41J-.o room. He would hear him say
when he got up during the night:l

''Glory be to Allah, the lord of the worlds,"
(He would say so) for a long time. Then, he would say:

"Allah's glori(ied with His praise," (He would say that) for a long time.

CHAPTER- XXXIV
ENCOURAGEMENT TO GET UP DURING
THE NIGHT (QIYAM UL-LAYL)

Qiyam ul -layl (vigil in the night) means to engage in worship of Allah during the night.
Examples are the salah of tahajjud (supererogatory prayer),. remembrance of Allah, and so
on.
In line with that qaim ul-layl are those who keep vigil in the night. They are the fprtunate
who get up at night and worship their lord and remember Him.
SECTION I
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THE DEVIL'S DECEiT
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1219. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41<..P.., narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~41~
said, 11The devil ties three knots at the back of the head of one .of you when one

sleeps. He seals each knot with (the words), there's a long night before you, so sleep~
So, if he awakes and remembers Allah, one knot is untied. If he makes ablution, one
knot is untied. And, if he offers salah, one knot is untied. He comes to morning lively
and in good cheer; otherwise he will be in a bad frame of mind and lethargic."2
1

Tor,odjo # 3427, Nasai # 1618, Musnad Ahmad 4-58, Abu Dawl.id # 1320, Ibn Majah # 3879
Bukhari # 1142, Muslim# 207-776, Abu Dawud # 1306, Ibn Majah # 1329, Muwatta Maalik # 9.2598, Musnad Ahmad 2-43.
2
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COMMENTARY: Different meanings have been given for the word 'knot' Ibn Maalik <till~;
said that this word stands for lethargy. And the devil causes through deceit extreme
laziness to anyone who tries to wake up for worship in the night.
Mirak <till~; cites some ulama (Scholars) <till~; as saying that the devil actually ties the knot on
the sleeping person. It is like a sorcerer's knot. This is supported by a tradition in Mirqat.
Some people say that it is an allegorical statement, like a spell that prevents its subject from
doing what he wants to do. 1)1e person who is sleeping is prevented from worship in the
night by the devil' s ruse.
Some scholars say that the devil prompts into the sleeping person's heart convincing him
that there still is time. So, he is prevented from offering the salah.
The hadith concludes with the words that he who does not fall prey to the devils deceit
finds himself cheerful and active in the morning. Throughout the day, he lives in Allah's
mercy and attends to his chores calmly.
In contrast, one who succumbs to·the devil's deception not only misses worship during the
night but also gets up in the morning lazily. His day he spends unwilling to do any thing,
and he is deprived of Allah's mercy.
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1220. Sayyiduna Mughirah ~<tilll..f"; narrated that the Prophet ~,~<till~ stood (in
salah) in the night to such an extent that his feet became swollen. So, he was asked,
11
why do you do it when all your sins, past and present, are forgiven to you?" He
said "Shall I not be a grateful servant?"1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ~,~<d!l~ asked, "If Allah has forgiven me and placed me
at the highest rank, shall I not be thankful to Him?" He said, "Rather, it is my duty to
endeavor to the best of my ability to please Him."
SAYYIDUNA ALI'S ~<till~; EXPLANATION:· Sayyiduna Ali ~ <tilll..f"; is distinguished
among the ummah for his intelligence, learning and sagacity. His words about worship are
worth remembering and using as guidelines in life. He said:
"Those who worship to seek (paradise and reward), this kind of a worship is a trader's worship.
Those who worship out of fear (of punishment in hell), their worship is the worship of slaves.
Those who worship to thank their lord for the bounties he has given, their worship is the
worship of free men,"
(This last is the worship of the highest rank).
FAILURE TO GET UP DURING THE NIGHT IS WICKED
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1221. Sayyiduna Ibn Masud ~4ll..f"; narrated that a man was me~tioned before the

1

B~khari # 1130,4836, Nasai # 1643,1bn Majah # 1419, Tirmidhi # 412, Musnad Ahmad 4-355.
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Prophet ,.cl...,~~~~- He was told that the man kept sleeping till morning and did
not get up for salah. Allah's Messenger ,.cl...,~411~ said, 11 He is a man in whose ear"
or, he said, ''in whose ears - the devil has urinated." 1
COMMENTARY: The salah refers to either the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) or the fajr.
He missed either of them.The devil urinating in the ear could be exactly so, or it could
mean that the devil regards him with contempt.
WOMEN'S TAHAJJUD (SUPEREROGATORY PRAYER)

1222. Sayyidah Umm Salamah ~41~; narrated that one night Allah's Messenger~
,.cl..., ~ 41 woke up alarmed and said, 11 Subhan Allah! How many treasures have
been sent down today! And, how many trials have been sent down today! Who will
awaken the occupiers of the inner rooms meaning his wives, "that they might offer
salah? World will be naked in the hereafter"2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ,.cl...,~411J." had learnt of the treasures that were to be sent
down that night and to be disbursed among his ummah. He also knew of the trials that had
been decreed for them.
Mulla Ali Qari 41 ~; and other ulama (Scholars) said that the treasures refer to Allah's
mercy while trials refer to chastisement.
The women are warned in the last sentence of the hadith. They will wear choicest garments
in this world but will lack good deeds for the hereafter.
It also means that they will don the garments of sleep and be neglectful to remembrance of
Allah. As a result, they will face deprivation in the next world.
A third meaning is that they will wear such clothes as display their body. In this sense, they
would be naked in the hereafter. Women are disallowed to wear garments that are seethrough. Those who wear them will be nude in the hereafter.
Women who are very daring these days should take heed from this hadith and beware of
displeasing Allah and His Messenger ,.cl..., ~ ~~ ~ they should know that how so much
fashionable people might became and how so much their ideas may have progressed, yet
the commands of the Prophet ,.cl...,~41J." are in force even today. They have to be obeyed.
If Islam's commands are ridiculed today in the name of progress, this life is fleeting and
they will have to answer to their lord for their evil deeds.
DESCENT OF ALLAH'S MERCY

J!~ ~ JWj~Jl;l ~5j~~j~ili1 ~,ill j_;.!J jti jtiS~J.'Cf\ 6S-J ('TTr')

1

2

Bukhari # 1144, Muslim # 205-774, Nasai # 1609,
Bukhari # 1126, Tirmidhi # 2203, Muwatla Maalik # 48.4-8.
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1223. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah d.;.&.41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.l-,~41~
said, 110ur lord, Blessed and Exalted, comes every night to the lowest heaven when
the last one-third of the night remains. He proclaims, 1'Who will pray to me that I
may grant him? Who will seek forgiveness from me that I may forgive him?"
Anther version in Muslim is:
11
Then He spreads out His hands and says, 1'Who will lend to one who is neither
needy nor unjust? This goes on till break of dawn."1
COMMENTARY: Allah is free of body, its weight and dimensions. He is light,
Omnipresent and not limited to any place.
Ibn Hajar 4\tU-J and Ibn Maalik 4\tU-J said that Allah's command, his mercy or his angels
descend to the lowest heaven at that time. (They make the aforementioned proclamation).
This contention is borne out also from and authentic hadith that is mentioned in Mirqat.
Or, these words are allegorical and only Allah knows their meaning.
To call upon Him is to make a supplication to Him. It is for one to say, '0 lord' and in
answer showing approval Allah say 'Here I am, 0 my slave.
To pray for something is to ask for one's needs. In answer J\llah grants that.
This hadith does not contradict the one that says "Allah comes {to the lowest heaven) after
one third of the night has passed," or the one that says, "Allah comes after half of the night
has passed; or two. Thirds of the night is over." He may descend at any of these times.
As for lending of Him, it is to mc4<e physical and momentary worship of Him to earn
reward, for Allah is neither destitute nor unable to bestow, and, also, He is not unjust to
break His promise or to give an incomplete rewards. In this way, the Muslims are exhorted
to do pious deeds so that their reward will be manifold times.
Allah is praised here with two only these two things obstruct repayment of loan. Allah is
just and·Rich so He will repay and is able to repay with a perfect reward.
PROPffiOUS HOUR EVERY NIGHT
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1224. Sayyiduna Jabir d.;.&.41~J narrated that he heard the Prophet ..o.l-,~41~ say,
11
Surely there is in the night an hour which if a Muslim man finds and asks Allah
for something that is good in this world and the next. He will grant it to him. And,
this (hour) is every night."2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say about the propitious hour that it is undisclosed
like the laylatul -qadr and the hour on Friday. So these hours cannot be pinpointed. This
hour every night is not specified too and it can occur at any portion of the night.
1
Bukari # 1145, Muslim# 168-758, Tirmidhi # 4146, Ibn Majah # 1366, Darimi # 1479, Musnad
Ahmad 2-264.
2
Muslim# 166-757.
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Some ulama (Scholars) contend that this hour is at midnight when prayers are granted.
Allah knows best.
SALAH & FASTING OF PROPHET DAWUD ..o~l~
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1225. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~4\Ll~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~4\Ll~
..oJ,....J said, "The salah dearest (of allsalahs) to Allah is the sa·lah of Prophet Dawud
..oj..JI~ and (of all fasting) the fasting of Prophet Dawud ..oj..JI~ is dearest to Allah.
(As for salah) he slept half the night, got up (to offer salah) for a third of it, and
(again) slept for the (remaining) sixth. (And, as for fasting), he fasted one day and
the next he did not fast (thus fasting on alternate days)" .t
COMMENTARY: Thus if anyone observes salah and fasting in this way, it is the dearest
kind of salah and fasting to Allah.
If anyone wakes up after sleeping for two thirds of the night, he will be fresh and active.
Fasting on al temate days calls for extreme effort and that is the essence of worship.
THE PROPHET ..oJ,....J~<\Ll~ METHAD
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1226. Sayyidah Ayshah ~4\Ll~.J narrated that he- meaning Allah's Messenger 4Lt~
..oJ,....J ~ - would sleep in the first part of the night and would keep its final part
active (by being awake). If he had to go to his wife, he fulfilled his desire and then
~nt to sleep. If, at the time of the first call (to salah of fajr), he was defiled, he
would get up and pour water over himself (meaning, would have a bath), but if he
was not defiled, he made ablution and offered two raka' at salah.2
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah's ~4\Ll ~.) hadith in shamail Tirmidhi describes the

Prophet ..o.l-J~.Jil~ salah in the night in some detail. He offered witr at the time of sahr. He
rested after that till the salah of fajr.
As for the first call, it is the adhan itself. The second call is the iqamah.
The hadith tells us that during the first sixth part of the night which is the initial portion of
the night he kept awake up to Isha. After that he had rest in the second and third sixth of
the night. He woke up for the fourth and fifth sixth of the night and slept again in the sixth
portion of the night. Thus, he sl~pt for three sixth portions and kept awake for three sixth
portions Allah knows best.
1

Bukhari # 1131, Muslim# 186,187-1159, Nasai # 1630, Ibn Majah # 1723, Musnad Ahmad 2-160, Abu
Dawud # 2448.
2
Bukari # 1146, Muslim# 129-739, Nasai # 1640, Ibn Majah # 1365, Musnad Ahmad 6-102.
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SECTION II

EXHORTATION TO OFFER THE TAHAJJUD (SUPEREROGATORY PRAYER)
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1227. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~~I.P; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.l,..._,~oe.isl~
said, "you must starid (in salah of tahajjud (supererogatory prayer)) in the night,
for, it was the practice of the righteous before you. And, it is a means to get you near
to your lord. And, it is expiation for bad deeds and a hindrance from sin".t
COMMENTARY: The righteous (before) were the Prophet ..o~l~ and the saintly men~;

In this way the Prophet ..o.l,..._,~oe.is!~ cautions his umrnah that they are more expected to
offer this salah because they are better than the previous ummahs. Those people who offer
the fard (obligatory) salah but not the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) cannot be bracketed
with the perfect righteous. They are in rank like those who pay the zakah in open
compared to those who pay it secretly.
THE GOOD FORTUNE
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122ft Sayyiduna Abu Saeed al- Kh~dri ~oe.isi~.P; narrated that Allah's Messenger oe.isl~
..oJ,....., ~

said "Three are there towards whom Allah looks and laughs (with delight
and the ·sight of mercy).
(i) A man when he stands in the night and offers salah.
(ii) . A group of people when they form rows for the salah.
And, a company of men who form rows to combat with the enemy."2
DHIKR IN THE LAST PART OF THE NIGHT
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1229. Sayyiduna Amr Ibn Anbasah ~oe.isi~.P; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.l,...#oe.isl~
said, "The nearest the lord is to the slave is during the last portion of the night. So, if
you can be among those who remember Allah in that hour, then be (among then)."3
COMMENTARY: The last part of the night is of merit because it brings Allah's mercy and
blessings. These are the lot of the fortunate who take advantage of Allah's nearness. The
deprived, however, get carried away by the devil' s spell.
Allah is near to His slave through His pleasure and His mercies.
Tirmidhi # 3560 (narrator Bilal oe.isl~.J) and supplement by Abu Urnarnah.
Sharah us-Sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet ~.J ~.ill~), Ibn Majah # 200.
3
Tirmidhi # 3590, Ibn Majah # 1364, Abu Dawud # 1277, Musand Ahmad# 17023.
1
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The last portion of the night is that which begins with the final one-third. This is the time to
get up for the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer).
Sayyiduna Amr ibn Anbasah, ~41~; who was the fortunate one to be given this advice by
the noble Prophet ..o.l-,~41~ was a devoted and close servant of the Prophet _.o.i...,~41~.
He was in his native land when the Prophet _.o.i..., ~ 41 ~ had begun preaching to the
stubborn unbending infidels and idolaters of makkah, suddenly, he felt a great dislike for
idol worship as he heard of the Prophet ..o.l-,~41~ and he set out for Makkah. He tried to
locate him in Makkah and people told him that, indeed, there was such a man as he sought,
complaining that he had forsaken the religion of his fore fathers and seemed to be insane.
(May both the worlds be ransomed for his wisdom)
Amr ibn Anbasah ~ .dll ~; was told that he could be found around midnight in the
precincts of the kabah. Radiant faced man coming around midnight towards the kabah.
Amr ~41~; asked him about what he preached and he disclosed, "I am Allah's Messenger
and my religion is that there is no god but Allah." Hur ~ .dll ~; Jumped with joy and
exclaimed, "I too like this religion! "Thus, he was the third or fourth person to believe only
two or three had preceded him.
The Prophet .o-L...,~.Jll~ then bid him farewell, saying, "My Lord given me His promise,
when that materializes, do come to me," Hence, when the Prophet .o..l-,~41~ emigrated
to Madinah, Amr ~ .dll ~; went there and met him and stayed with him to attain great
excellence under the Prophet's .o.l-,~.Jll~ guidance.
ENCOURAGE ONE ANOTHER TO WORSHIP
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1230. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.l-,~41~
said, 11 May Allah have mercy on a man who gets up in the night and offers salah
and awakens his wife and she too offers salah, but if she does not arise, he
sprinkles water on her face.! May Allah be merciful to a woman who gets up in the
night and offers salah and awakens her husband and he offers salah, too, but if he
does not arise, she sprinkles water on his face!" 1
COMMENTARY: The salah that is offered in the night is the tahajjud (supererogatory
prayer) but if anyone has missed a salah then it is also the best time to redeem it.
Husband and wife should co-operate with one another in religious work as they do in their
social life. If either of them is derelict then the other must prod him or her and if there is
some hindrance keeping one of them away from the salah the other must help remove that.
The some advice applies to a number of people living together.
The hadith is evidence that it is allowed, and even mustahab (desirable), to compel
someone to do good.

1

Abu Dawud # 1450, Nasai # 1610, Ibn Majah # 1336, Musnad Ahmad 2-250.
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OPPORTUNE TIME TO MAKE SUPPLICATION
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1231. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~.dli<JD.) narrated that someone asked, 11 0 Messenger
of Allah, which supplication gets the best answer?" He said, 11The one that is made
during the last portion of the night and after the prescribed salah.1
RIGHTEOUS DEEDS
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1232. Sayyiduna Abu Maalik Al-Ashary ~4\~J narrated that Allah's Messenger J-"
..o-1-,~-dll said, 11 In paradise there are upper chambers whose exterior may be seen
from inside and interior from their outside. Allah has prepared them for those who
speak a soft word, feed food, fast often and offer salah during the night while
people are asleep."2
-~~k::,.,~\~d lj__,,;~~~4~(;.(\\'rf)
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1233. Sayyiduna Ali ~.dli~J narrated that like of it with the word (~~~~\bt) instead
of (~~tu"Jt) but the meaning is identical 1 speak a soft word.' And Someone who has
asked was 1 a villager.'3
COMMENTARY: Some ulama (Scholars) contend that the fasting frequently mentioned in
hadith i~, at its lowest degree, three fasts each month at least.
SECTION III
~liujJajll
DISALLOWED TO NEGLECT TAHAJJUD (SUPEREROGATORY PRAYER)
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1234. Sayyiduna Abdullan ibn Amr ~4.ill~.) ibn Al-Aas ~.dli~.J narrated that Allah's
Messenger ..ol-,~4.1ll~ said to him 11 0 Abdullah, do not be like so and so. He used
to stand (in salah of tahajjud (supererogatory prayer)) during the night but then
gave up the standing during the night."4
COMMENTARY: There may have been a sahabi who had abandoned his prac!ice of getting
up during the night for the salah. The Prophet _.o.1...,,~-dl1J-" cautioned Sayyiduna Abdullah
1

Tirmidhi # 3510.
Musnad Ahmad 5-342, Bayhaqi in Shuab ul-eman # 3892.
3
Tirmidhi # 1991.
4
Bukhari # 115 2, Nasai # 1763, Ibn Majah # 1331, Musnad Ahmad 2-170.
2
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making the same mistake. A good practice must not be abandoned without
a valid reason. If anyone does so then he is in the same category as:

'One who neglect regular practice of religion) is accursed.' ·
To withdraw from worship of Allah and to ~etum to the evil ways is tantamount to
suffering a decline after an increase in good fortune, righteousness and success. The
Prophet _o.L.._,~.J,I~ had sought refuge from this in these words:

.;.,s:.H ~ J ~I U.0·4.U 4.l_,..;
We seek refuge in Allah from loss after abundance.'t
Hence, one who treks the path to tariqat and Shari'ah (divine law) thust not only not give:
up worship or seek to decrease it but he must also seek to increase in that. It is said that. if
anyone does not aim for an increase, he faces a decline.
PROPHET DAWUD'S _.o'j_JI~ WORSHIP IN THE NIGHT AND THE OPPORTUNE
MOMENT

'

'

"'
,
~
(..l.o>l oi.J.J) -~lli Jl~l..::.J,
~!;;~llll6;!~

1235. Sayyiduna Uthman ibn Abu al-Aas ~ .J,I ~J, narrated that he heard Allah's
Messenger _o.L.._,~.J,t~ say, that Sayyiduna Dawud _.o'j_JI~ had an hour during the
night when he woke up his family, sayin,g, ''0 family of Dawud, get up and offer
salah for this is an ·hour wh en Allah, Mighty and Gloroius, answers prayer (of
everyone) except of a sorcerer or an extortionist."2
COMMENTARY: The word (.J~) (ashshar) is translated as extortionist. The dictionary
meaning is 'tithe- gatherer.' The highway men who rob wayfarers are included in this as
well as the tax-collectors who oppress people.
Even at the opportune and favourable moment the prayer of these people and the sorcerers
is not accepted. Allah never shows leniency to those who oppress His slaves.
This is why the saintly men say that perfect servitude is to submit to Allah's COIIUJ'I~td and
be compassionate to His creatures.
MERIT OF TAHAJJUD (SUPEREROGATORY PRA~R)

~J~I ~ i_,llll ~~ j~_kj ~ dJ I j..D ,iJ I jj-!5 ~~ J~ S~;.' ql ~j
'

(' Yr"\)
• (J

..

(J..o>l oi.J.J) -~' ~~os~

1236. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.1 narrated that Allah's Messenger _o.L..,~41~
said, "The most excellent salah after the prescribed salah is that which is offered in

1
2

Ibn Majah # 3888, Tirmidhi E 3450, Nasai 5508, Musnad Ahmad # 20802, Muslim# 1343.
Musnad Ahmad-22.
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the depth of the night (the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer))."t
COMMENTARY: Shaykh Mirak <lbl <Y"; said that this hadi.th upholds the opinion of Abu

Ishaq Maruzi Shafi'i <lbl <Y"; that the salah of tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) is more
excellent then the regular sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet rb.J ~All~) salah. However,
most ulama (Scholars) contend that the sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet rb.J ~ .&I ~) salah
are superior, but the opinion of Abu Ishaq ~l<Y"; is stronger.
The salah of tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) is superior because it is taxing on the soul and
is not offered ostentatiously. The regular sunnah (Practice of Holy Prophet rb.J ~ Jsl '-'"'-)
salah are excellent in the sense that emphasis· is laid on them alongwith the prescribed salah
and they complete and perfect the prescribed or fard (obligato-ry) salah.
Hence, both these salah have merit of their own, distinctly. The salah of the night is excellent
because it is made up of the witr too and the witr is wajib (expedient).
Someone dreamt hat Sayyiduna Junayd Baghdadi~~; said on being asked how he ford (obligatory),
-J:l.ll u ~J L4l ~ ~l.S'.J ~I Wl La.J ~I.Jl!. ~I ~9.J ~l.:al.:--\1 ~l3
"Whatever I said about worship are lost, my lectures have perished, Nothing helped
me but the raka'at that I offered in the depth of the night."
The seekers of truth and Shari'ah (divine law) and the commuters on the tariqah (mystics
paths) are exhorted not to cling to tasawwuf and tariqah, and sermons, but to become
soldiers of Character, to correct their practical life and to endeavour to the best to obey and
worship Allah. They should devote themselves fully to worship and servitude, for, in it lies
the good of both the worlds.
.)~ _j.)IJ.)~ ol.) ~...)..U~

To the worker work excels speech
To the traveller work is required.
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1237. Sa~!duna Abu Hurayrah ~4.iJI~; narrated that a man came to the Prophet~
..o.J-,~cd.ll and said, ''~ !J and so offers salah during the night but, when it is morning,
he steals." He said, "Soon, hi::; salah will stop him from what you say."2
COMMENTARY: It is the peculiarity of salah that it restrains the worshipper from evil and
puts him on the path of piety. It is Allah says:

{Surely, salah forbids indecency and evil} (29:45)
The Prophet ..oJ,...,, ~ -dll ~ said of the thief that if he offers the tahajjud (supererogctcory
prayer) sincerely then it will cause him, insha Allah to repent and to give up his bad deed.

1
2

Muslim# 202-1123, Abu Dawud # 2429, Musnad Ahmad 2-535.
Musnad Ahmad 2-447, BAyhaqi in Shuab ul eeman # 3261
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1238. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~41~.J and Sayyyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~.J narrated
that Allah's Messenger ~,~41~ said, "When a.man wakes up his wife during the
night and both of them offer salah, or each of them offers, two raka' ah together then
they (both) are recorded among the men and women who remember Allah."1
COMMENTARY: The word (JAI) (ahl) may mean spouse, or wife, children and slaves.
The narrated was unsure of the word the Prophet _o1...,~41~ used (cash offers, or both of
them offer), but this does not alter the sense.
The Quran says:
1 -1 ~Ill\"
-~l~f'g~i
"''lrlJI~l~l"~l'l~~,talJ\.
.. .. ..,-; .J
.. ...P-6
.. '_)-?.. .J ~
......,..-/...
.J

{And the men who remember Allah much and the women who remember, Allah
has prepared forgiveness and a mighty reward for them} (33:35)
Thus, if anyone gets up in the night and offers salah himself and remembers Allah, and
awakens his wife and all members of his family to engage in salah and dhikr then they
would be counted among the pious and fortunate men and women whose characteristic is
mentioned in this verse.
THE HIGH-RANKING AMONG THE UMMAH
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1239. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.Jii~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~41J--P

said, ''The nobles of my ummah are they who carry the Quran (in their memory)
and they who keep vigil in the night."2
COMMENTARY: Those who carry the Quran are they who have memorized it and abide
by its commands to do and not to do. The Prophet ~,~41~ said that they have attained
high ranks. Their merit is mentioned in another traditions "He who has memorized the
Quran, the doors to the benefits of prophethood are opened for him, but he does not ~~~
revelation. He does, however, get wahy khafi (which is an inspiration in his mind and
heart of the benefits of wahy jali. In other words, one who memorises the QHtan is very
meritorious because the light of Prophethood is instilled in his heart in i:he form of the
words of the Quran so that his heart and mind become radiant wit~l wahy khafi through
the apparent meanings awareness of the words of the Qurar.. As a result his faith and
conviction becomes stronger on wahy jali which is the prerogative of the Prophet ...oj..Jl~,
because of the blessings of the light of the Quran.
Allamah Yahya .Jil,y.J said that to memorise the Quran is not only to commit it to memory
but also to mould oneself to its teachings in practice, and with regularity. If not, one who
merely memorises the Quran is of the same class of whom Allah says:
1
2

Abu Ahmed # 1309, Ibn Majah # 1335.
Bayhaqi in Shu'abul Eeman # 2703.
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{Like a donkey laden with books) (62:5)
If books are put on a donkey, it gains not a tiny bit from them. In the same way, one who
has memorized the Quran but does not put it into practice, he derives no benefit
whatsoever from memorizing it, and he stands no where in terms of rank and merit.
The Arabic words (~I yb.....:.l) translated 'and they who keep vigil in the night' are they
who stand in salah and who recite the Quran during the night and do it constantly, every
night. They are very excellent in the sight of Allah and His Messenger ..oJ-., ~ 41 J--" They
rank high in the Prophet's ..oJ-.,~od!IJ..a ummah.
SAYYIDUNA UMAR'S ~41~; PRACTICE
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1240. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~od!l~; narrated that his father. (Sayyiduna) Umar ibn
Khattab ~ 41 ~; used to offer salalt during the night as much as Allah wished.
During the last part of the night, he would wake his family for the salalt, saying to
them, 'As-Salalt' Then he word recite the verse (20: 132):
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{And enjoing salah on your household and persevere therein. We ask not you to provide
sustenance, we, indeed, provide for you. And the good end is for righteousnessp
COMMENTARY: The verse instructs that the Prophet ..ol-, ~ 41 J--" should guide his
dependent to offer salah and he should offer it himself too, and endure the resultant effort.
He should place trust in Allah and seek his help for outward and inward independence. He
should not worry about provision for himself and for other lest he find it difficult to
observe worship. He should ignore the world and its affairs and seek only the good of the
hereafter. He should occupy himself in correcting the affairs of his dependents only the
righteous and the pious are eligible for the good of both the worlds.

1

Muwatta Maalik 7.1-5.
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CHAPTER- XXXV
DEEDS WITH A JUDICIOUS APPROACH
This chapter present ahaditlt that tell us that just as exaggeration is harmful in worldly
affairs, so too overdoing is not desired in religious matters, meaning in the voluntary
deeds. Rather, it is necessary to observe a moderate course and to adopt a sensible path.
SECTION I
Jj'ilj..aiii

"'

(<.S.;~Iol-'-') -~lj ~!
1241. Sayyiduna Anas ~ 411 1.§&1; narrated, 11 Allah's .I.VI~ssenger ..oL., ~ 4ill ~ did not
observe fasting in a month (for many days together) so that we presumed that he
would not observe (voluntary) fasting during the month. And he fasted till we
presumed that he would not go without fasting. If you wished to see him offer salah
during the night, you could see him (do so) or (see him) sleeping, you could do so."l

COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oL.,~.dlt~ neither did anything beyond limits nor ignored
it altogether, and did not do any thing much below the normal. For example, he fasted for
some days in a month and went without fasting on other days So, it was with salah. During
the night, he offered salah and also went to sleep. He always struck a balance.
PERSEVERANCE

_ji .....uJJ ~.5.;\ J,lt J!J~
\'t. 7. ;.\~J ~fut ~J,lt JJ-!5 Jli ~J li i!J~~J <' "t")
...
(~~)

1242. Sayyidah Ayshah ~.dlll.§&l; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oL.,~.JJI~ said,
11
The deeds dearest to Allah are those that are done regularly (without interruption)
even if they are Iittle."2

COMMENTARY: Mazhar .wt ~; said that in the light of this hadith he Sufis - followers of
tasawwuf ad tariqut - regard neglect of routine supplicati.on and petition just as bad as neglect
of the obligatory duties. The truth, however, is that the two are not similar. To neglect the
obligatory duties is a grave sin, but neglect of their rota is neglect of that which is preferable.
To neglect the obligatory is to abandon obedience without reason and it is to turn away
from the worship of the Lord and it invites chastisement. In contrast, neglect of that which
is done constantly is to fail to do what make one dear to Allah.
Little deed done incessantly (at its time) is better than what is considerable but lacking
regularity and not respecting its etiquettes.
Bukhari # 1141.
2 Bukhari # 6462, Muslim # 218-783, Tirmidhi # 2865, Nasai # 1655, Muwatta Maalik 9.24-93, Musnad
· Ahmad h·6!.
1
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NOT BEYOND CAPABILITY
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1243. Sayyidah Ayshah ~...ill r.f".) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~...ill J-D said,
"Perform deeds (only) what you are capable of doing, for, Allah does not become
weary (of giving you reward) but you get weary (and give up doing deeds)."1
COMMENTARY: Allah rewards the worshipper as long as he performs deeds. If any one
gets tired because of too much indulgence and stops doing deeds then Allah to stops giving
reward. Hence, a moderate form of worship must be adopted to be able to persist in
worship. Allah will continue to grant reward.
STOP WHEN WEARY
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1244. Sayyiduna Anas ~...ill r.f".J narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ.-, ~...ill~ said,
"One who offers salah must offer salah till he is enthusiastic. But when he is
tedious, let him sit down."2
COMMENTARY: The gist of the hadith is that anyone seeking good of the hereafter should
engage in worship within his ability. One should exercise moderation in worship and
obedience and refrCJ.in from compelling oneself to worship. While worshipping, one should
cease when weariness comes over and must do something that is permissible like sleeping
or conversing with someone else to regain vitality for worship. This kind of occupation will
be counted as a continuation of worship and obedience. This is why it is said, 'A scholar's
sleep is also worship.'
There are many altadith that recommend giving up of supererogatory worship when
weariness takes over. The reason is that if this is not done then one might be led to abandon
deeds altogether or the spirit might be removed from them.
However, one must gradually accustom oneself to engage in excessive worship so that
laziness does not take very even on a little exertion. If one adjust oneself to excessive
worship then more effort will make one weary. Thus if a perf >n offered two raka'at and
recited one juzz (part) of the Quran and could not carry on, he will be able to offer up to
one hundred raka' at and ten parts of the Quran after accustoming himself.
STOP WHEN YOU DOZE
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Sayyidah Ayshah ~...illr.f".) narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ.-,~...i!IJ-D said, "If
one of you feels sleepy while offering salah, let him go and sleep till sleep departs
from him, c!herwise if he prays while he dozes, he might mean to make istighfar
Bukhari # 1970, Muslim # 215-782, Nasai # 1642, Ibn Majah # 4238, Muwatta Maalik # 7.1-4,
Musnad Ahrnad 6-61.
2 Bukhari # 1150, Muslim# 219-784, Abu Dawud # 1312, Nasai # 1643, Ibn Majah # 1376, Musn"d
Ahmad 3-101.
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but may revile himself instead."1
COMMENTARY: One must not offer salah when one is sleepy because it is difficult to

concentrate in that condition. He might say, "0 Allah, make me dusty,': While he intends
to say "0 Allah, forgive me." Instead of praying for himself, he curses himself.
DO NOT MAKE RELIGION DIFFICULT
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1246. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,ol...,~~~~
said, "Surely, reli~on is easy. Do not exaggerate in it lest it subdues you. Follow the
middle course aiming at perfection. Rejoice (at the prospect of Paradise). And ask for
(Allah's) help in the morning and evening and in some closing part of the night."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith says explicitly that religion is very easy to observe. It suits
human temperament and conforms to his ability. But, nothing can be done about one who
subjects himself to restrictions and makes religious practice difficult for himself.
It is stated here very clearly that one should not impose on oneself commands that smack
of celibacy. Anyone who does not finds it impossible to follow religion. So, one must
approach religious life with ease and convenience.
Allamah Teebi 41.11 tU"J that the two words are synonymous, ('Y.!li) and ('J~~) (follow a
moderate course). Some people say that it mean, ~~seek nearness to Allah."
The hadith advises that (optional) worship should be restricted to three times beginning of
the day, close of the day and last parfof tl;le day (the tahajjud(supererogatory prayer)).
REDEEMING THE MISSED
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1247. Sayyiduna Umar ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ...o.J-,~~~~ said, "If
anyone sleeps through his portion of recital of invocation, or part of it, and then
recites it between the salah of fajr and of zuhr, it will be recorded for him as though
he recited it during the night."3
COMMENTARY: If anyone regularly recites the Quran, offers salah or makes invocation or
any thing in the night and misses it some night, all or part of it, then he may redeem it
·between fajr and zuhr before zawal. This will be recorded for him as at its regular time and
he will get the reward he gets always.
Similarly, if the rota of the day is missed and one makes it up in the night then it will be
deemed to have been made at its time. The day and night deputize for one another.
The haditlt, however, speaks only of the rota of the night because generally one misses the
rota of the night. This is also why this hadith is placed in this chapter.
Bukhari # 212, Muslim # 222-786, Abu Dawud # 1310, Ibn Majah # 1370, Musnad Ahmad # 24341.
Bukhari # 39, 5673, Nasai # 5034, Musnad Ahmad 5-69.
3 Muslim # 142-747, Abu Dawud # 1313, Tirmidhi # 581, Nasai # 1790, Ibn Majah # 1343, Darami #
1477 N~~.·h·f.~\n :viaalik # 15.3-3.
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WHEN INCAPACITATED
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1248. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~<C.iii~..F., narrated that Allah's Messenger ~4.11~
,.ol..., said, 'Offer salah standing. ]f (for some reason) you cannot then sitting. And, if
you cannot (do that) then lying on your side."1
COMMENTARY: During incapacity, the last form is to lie down and turn one's side

towards the qiblah. These is more ease for one who cannot turn his face towards qiblah. He
may offer salah howsoever he is positioned.
The Hanafis say that one must lie on one's back oriented to qiblah with a pillow under his
shoulders and pray with signs. A hadith in Daraqutni confirms that a sick person must lie
on his back. As for this hadith, the prophet ,.ol..., ~ 411 ~ suggested this concession to
Sayyiduna Imran ~.d.ii~..F.) because he had hemorrhoids. He could not lie on his back.
This command is for the prescribed salah. So this method is of the category of preferable
for optional salah.
OPTIONAL, SITTING DOWN WITHOUT EXCUSE
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1249. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~.d.ii~..F., narrated that he asked the Prophet 41~
,.ol...,~ about the salah of a man while sitting. He said, ''He who prays standing, it is
more excellent. He who prays sitting down gets half the reward of one who stands.
He who prays lying down gets a reward half of one who sits and prays." 2
COMMENTARY: This hadith refers to the voluntary salah because the Jard salah (obligatory

prayer) should be offered standing and to offer it sitting without an excuse is not prcJper. If
there is an excuse then the handicapped may offer the salah sitting down.
As for the voluntary salah too, if i~ is offered sitting without an excuse, it fetches half
reward. If there is an excuse then it will fetch a full reward.
As for offering the voluntary salah lying down, some people say that one is not allowed to
offer it in this way without reason. But, some others say that it is allowed to offer the
voluntary salah lying down without reason too. Hasan Busri .d.ll tV-.) and other ulama
(Scholars) say that such a person gets half the reward of one who offers the salah sitting.
However, Imam Abu Hanifah .d.iltU-.J said that it is disallowed, He said about this hadith that
it concerns the Jard salah· (obligatory prayer). If any one is seriously ill and cannot offer salah
standing or sitting then he may offer it lying down. He will get half the reward of one who
offers salah sitting.

1

Bukhari.# 1117, Tirmidhi # 372, Ibn Majah # 1223, Musnad Ahmad 4-426.
# 1116, Tirmidhi # 371.

2 Bukhari
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SECTION II

DHIKR WHILE ABLUTION IS INTACT
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1250. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~411~.) narrated that he heard the Prophet ~411~
..o-L.., say, "If anyone retires to his bed in a state of purity and remembers Allah till
sleep overtakes him, then at every change of side during the night whatever good
to this world and the next he asks Allah, He will grant it to him."t
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1251. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~411~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger 411~
.o-L,~ said, "Our Lord is pleased with two men:
A man who comes out of his soft bed and blanket from among his beloved and his
family to his salah. So, Allah says to His angels, 'Look at My slave who has come
out of his sofrbed and blanketJrom among his beloved and his family to his salah
craving for what is with me (of paradise and reward) and fearing that which is with
me (of hell and punishment).
And, a man who wages jihad in the path of Allah, but flees (from there) along with
his companions till he realizes the punishment he invites upon himself (for
deserting at the battlefield) and the reward he will earn for returning, comes back
(and fights) till he is martyred. So, Allah says to His angels, 'Look at My slave who
returned (to the battlefield) craving for what is with me (or paradise and reward)
and fearing what is with Me (of hell and punishment), till his blood was shed!" 2
COMMENTARY: It is very trying for anyone to leave his bed and wife in the depth of the night,
and offer salah to worship his Lord. He knows that the comforts of the world cannot help him
in the grave or on the day of resurrection. Only worship of Allah will help him there.
It is not against sincerity and perfection to worship Allah with reward in mind. However,
the more perfect form is to worship Him only for His pleasure without consideration of
reward or punishment. In spite of that, if anyone worships Allah only to earn reward and
avert punishment, he must not think that his worship is in vain and a waste of time.

1
2

Ibn as Sunni as cited by Nawawi in his kitab ul Adhkar.
Musnad Ahmad 1-416, Baghavi in Sharah us sunnah # 930.
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1252. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ .Jil ~J narrated that he was informed of the
words of Allah's Messenger .,ol..., ~ .Jit ~ about a man's salah in a sitting position
being counted as half of the salah. So, he went to him but found him offering salah
while sitting. He placed his hand on the Prophet's .,ol...,~~~~ head and he asked,
''0 Abdullah ibn Amr, what is the matter"" He said, "I was told, 0 Messenger ~~~
.,o1...,~ of Allah, that you had said that a man's salah sitting down counts as half the
salah while you yourself now offer salah sitting?" He said, "Right! But I am not like
anyone of you."
COMMENTARY: When anyone among the Arabs is astonished at someone's deeds, he
puts his hand on his head. It is not bad manners but a sign of intense love, and closeness.
The Prophet .,ol..., ~ .Jit ~ said, that he should not be compared with anyone. It is his
distinction, howsoever he prays, his salah is not rendered defective.
PEACE IN SALAH
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1253. Sayyiduna Saalim ibn Abu al-Ja'd ~.Jii~J narrated that a man of (the tribe)
Khuza'ah said, "I wish I had found peace in the salah I offered." It seemed that the
listeners did not like what he said, so he informed them that he had heard Allah's
Messenger .,ol...,~~~~ say, "Call the iqamah for the salah, 0 Bilal, that we may find
peace through it."t
·
COMMENTARY: If any one offers salah sincerely, he gets peace of mind and comfort and a
sense of satisfaction.
His listeners mistook the man to mean, 'wish I get over with the salah and be at peace.' So,
he explained to them what he meant by quoting the prophet .,ol...,~~~~ that peace lies in
salah, Indeed, the Prophet .,ol...,~~~~ found·peace and comfort in worship of Allah. He
had said also:

"In salah lies coolness of my eyes."2

t

2

Abu DAwud # 4985.
Aathar Imam Yusuf p 53.
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CHAPTER- XXXVI
THEWITRSALAH
Witr 1 is any salah with an odd number of raka' at, but the jurists call that particular salah
that is offered after isha as witr. It is generally prayed immediately after isha. This chapter
speaks of this very witr.
WAJIB (EXPEDIENT) OR SUNNAH: Imam Abu Hanifah ~1-u-.J said that the salah of witr is
wajib (expedient). Imam Shafi'I .dll.u-.J and Qadi Abu Yusuf ~1-u-.J said that it is sunnah.
ONE RAKA' AH OR THREE RAKA'AT: The Hanafis hold that witr is made up of three
raka' at. But most of the imams contend that witr comprises any one raka' ah but even they
hold that it is makruh to offer one raka' ah by itself and say. mat two raka' at may be offered
first and the salutation given at the end of the two and then one raka' ah witr may be offered.
THE METHOD: Like the salah of maghrib witr (according to the Hanafis) is three raka'at.
It is offered in the same as the Jard salah (obligatory prayer) is offered, except that a surah is
recited in the Jard after al-Fatihah only in two raka'at but in witr it is recited in all three
raka' at. In the third raka' ah, after the second surah, both hands are raised up to the ears
with the takbir and folded together and the supplication (dua) qunoot is made in a soft
·
voice. The du' a qunoot is:

'0 Allah we seek your help and your guidance and your forgiveness. We repent to
you and we believe in you. We praise you in the best manner. We thank you are not
ungrateful to you. And, we abandon and steer clear of him who disobeys you.
0 Allah, you alone do we worship and offer salah for you alone and prostrate
ourselves before you alone. We come running to you and immerse ourselves in
worship of you. And, we hope for your mercy and dread your punishment. Indeed,
your punishment shall inevitably overtake the infidels."
It is better if the following supplication is made after that.
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0 Allah, guide me alongwith those whom you have guided~ And preserve me
alongwith those whom you have preserved (from calamities and trials). Hold me
dear (to you) alongwith those whom you hold dear. Bless me in that which you have
bestowed (on me). And save me from the evil of what save me from the evil of what
you have ordained, for, indeed, you ordain and none can ordain against you. Surely,
never is he abased whom you take for a friend, and never can he rise (in honours)
whom you antagonize. Blessed are you, our Lord and exalted!"
11

1

It is also pronounced watr, but witr is more common.
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If anyone does not remember the du'a qunoot, then he may make this supplication:
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'Our Lord,. grant us that which is good, in this world and (so) in the hereafter (great
us) that which is good. And guard us from the punishment of the hell."
If anyone is unable to make this supplication too, then let him say three times;

~5~~~1Jt1''
11

0 Allah forgive me."

SECTION I
THE RAKA' AT OF WITR
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1254. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar narrated that Allah's Messenger :.o.J-,~41~ said, ''The
salah of the night is in two's But, when one of you is apprehensive of the approach
of dawn then he must offer one raka' ah that will make the salah he has offered an
odd number for him."t
COMMErrTARY: In the light of this hadith, imam Shafi'I .till-u-;, Imam Abu Yusuf .till-u-; and
Imam Ahmad ~1-u-_, have ruled that it is better to offer the optional salah during the night in
two's. One who is engaged in salah during the night should offer, after these salah, one
raka' ah when he feels that the night is nearing an end and dawn is about to begin. This
single raka' ah will make the salah already offered as odd. In this way, the hadith is evidence
for Imam Shafi'I 41-u-; who holds that witr is one raka' ah.
Imam Tahawi ~1-u-; Hanafi said that the one raka'ah should be offered in such a way that
first two raka' at are offered, so 'it 1:11akes the two raka' at an odd number. In other words, the
one raka' ah must not be offered separately by itself, but jointly with the two raka' at.
Ibn Hamman <l.ht-u-.) said that this hadith does not establish with witr should be offered one
rak' ah separately with the takbir tahrimah. Hence, it is not correct to deduce from this
hadith that witr has only one raka'ah.· ·
Moreover, the strongest argument of the Hanafis is that the Prophet ..oL..,~<dll~ disallowed
offering only one raka'h by itself (which is .;r.iiJu).
As for the sahabah and the righteous predecessors it can be said with confidence that n1ost
of the jurists among them offered three raka'at of witr. In fact, Sayyiduna Umar ibn
Khattab ~<dli~..P; is known to have corrected Sayyiduna Sa'eed ibn Musayyib ~.tili~..P; once
when he offered only one raka'ah of witr. "What an incomplete salah this? Offer two
raka'at more, or I shall punish you." (an Nihayah)
Tirmidhi2 has transmitted a hadith of Sayyiduna Ali ~ .WI~..P.J that witr consists of three
raka' at. He has also attributed the like of this hadith to (Sayyiduna) Imran ibn Husayn ·
t Bukhari # 990, Muslim # 145-749, Abu Dawud # 1336, Tirmidhi # 437, Nasai # 1694, Musnad
Ahmad 2-58.
2 Tirmidhi # 459,461,462 and 439, (vlp 215 Dar ul Isha'at Karachi.
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(Sayyidah) Ayshsh ~.JJI~.J, (Sayyiduna) Ibn Abbas ~.JJI~.) and (Sayyiduna) Abu Ayyub
~.JJI~.J, concluding his comments thus: 'A section of the sahabah ~~~~.)hold that witr
comprises three raka'' at.
(Sayyidu..11a) Umar Faruq and Ibn Masud ~.Jll~.) have been cited in Muwatta Muhammad1
to have regarded witr salah as made up of three raka'at.
Imam Hasan Busri ~l.u-.J said that the predecessors follows the same thing.
Generally, the People did not even know of the raka'at of witr.
The freedman of Ibn Abbas ~.Jli~.J saw Mu'awiyah ~~~~.)offer one raka'ah for witr. He
was amazed and worried and he reported his observation to Ibn Abbas ~.Jll~.J, He removed
his doubts and worry by saying. "Mu' awiyah is a jurist. He has the honour of the company of
Allah's Messenger .cJ,...,~~IJ-". Do not raise objections to his conduct." (Bukhari)
Hence, it may be said with confidence that witr is made up of three raka'at. The ahadith.abut one
raka' ah of witr are liable to interpretation which we shall to at the proper place, insha Allah.
Or we might say that they refer to the initi~l practice of tho Prophet .cJ,..., ~ .Jll J-" but
ultimately, his witr also consisted of three raka'at and become well known to the sahabah
~~~v~.J For the ummah, only the Prophet .cJ,...,~.Jll~ ultimate practice sh~uld serve. as a
guidelines to follow.
,
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1255. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~cd.lt~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger .cJ,...,~~~~ said,
"The witr is one raka' ah at the end of the night."2
COMMENTARY: The witr is one but jointly with the first two raka'at. The third is the witr.
This is how the ahadith are reconciled that say witr is one raka'ah and that say witr is three
raka'at. In this way, the meaning of the hadith remains intact.
The best time to offer the witr is the last part of the night, after the salah of tahajjud
(supererogatory prayer) has been offered. Generally, however, people do not arise for the
tahajjud (supererogatory prayer), so they offer immediately after the isha.
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi ~l.u-.) writes that this hadith is evidence that witr is
only one raka'ah. The ahadith that say that witr comprises three raka'at will be reproduced
in this chapter and explained.
FIVE RAKA' AT BUT ONE TASHAHHUD
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· 1256. Sayyidah Ayshah ~...Lt~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger .cJ,...,~~~~ used to
offer thirteen raka'at during ·the night (at the time of tahajjud (supererogatory
prayer)). He made five of t~m witr, sitting only at (the end of) the last of them (for
the tashahhud).3
1

Muwatta Imam Muhammad # 259260, 261 to 265. (Darul Ish' at Karachi).
Muslim # 153-752. (See Fath ul Muslim v2 pp 31~, 314, but not prayed alone. It is observed with the
last pair of raka'at.).
3 Bukhari # 1140, Muslim # 123-737, Abu Dawud # 1360, 1338, Tirmidhi # 458, Darimi # 1581,
Musnad Ahmad 6/161, Ibn Majah # 1359.
2
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COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..J-,~41J-.o salah in the night is described in many ways.

One of those methods was that the Prophet ..J-,~41J-.o first salutations, which means that
he offered them in two's. After that, he finally offered five raka' at with only one tashahhud
and one salutation. He formed the intention to offer witr within them. His witr used to be
included in those five raka' at, in none of which, but the last, did he sit down for the
·
tashahhud or gave the salutation.
This means that it is allowed to offer five raka' at at a stretch with tashahhud only in the
last. However, not all jurists agree on the permissibility of only one tashahhud. Those who
say the it is disallowed explain that the word 'sitting only during the last raka'ah means
that the Prophet ..J-, ~ 41 J-" gave only one salutation at the end of the fifth, not in any
other raka' ah as mentioned in some ahadith (but sat for the tashahhud).
Some jurists say that he did not prolong the sitting ex!2ept in the fifth.
Anyway, all the ulama (Scholars) regard it as permissible to offer more than four raka'at
together with one salutation. The Hanafis, however, limit the number of raka' at with one
salutation to eight. They say that more than eight are allowed, but disliked.
THE PROPHET'S _o!...,~41J-.o WITR AND TAHAJJUD (SUPEREROGATORY PRAYER)
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1257. Sayyiduan Sa'd ibn Hisham 41<Y-.) narrated that he visited Sayyidah Ayshah
~.dll~.) and said,'O Mother of the believers, do inform me about the disposition of
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-.,~41J-.o." She asked, 11 Have you not read the Quran?" He
said, ''Of course (I have)." She said, 'The disposition of the Prophet ..J-,~41J-.o was
the Quran. (He had encompassed all the noble and praiseworthy morals taught by
the Quran His life was the practical example of the Quran)" Then he asked her
about the witr of Allah's Messenger ..J-, ~ 4.Lt J-.o. She said, 111 would prepare his
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siwak and his water for ablution. Allah. Would raise him for as long as He would
wish during the night. He would use the siwak, make ablution and offer nine
raka' at. He did not observe the sitting posture except in the eight of theJ.:ll, and made
dhikr, praised Allah and made supplication to him (in the at-tahiyat which
embraces all this). Then, without making the salutation, he would get up for the
· ninth, offer it and sit for the qadah, making dhikr of Allah, praise Him and
supplicate Him, Then, he would give the salutation audibly for me to hear. Then,
while sitting He offered two raka' at after the salutation. That added up to eleven
raka'at my son. When Allah's Messenger ~,~411~ grew old and had more flesh
on him, he offered seven raka' at witr and the two raka' at as he had been offering
before. That made up nine, my son. When Allah's Messenger ~, ~ .& ~ offered
salah, he loved to persevere with it. But, when sleep overcome him or prevented
him from standing in salah in the night, he offered twelve raka'at during the day
· (before zawal). And, r do not know that Allah's Prophet ~,~~~~ ever recited the
entire Quran in a night, or offered salah all through a night till morning, or fast
t!n'oughout a month, except Ramadan."t
COMMENTARY: As stated previously the Prophet ~, ~ 41 ~ liked very much to do
whatever optional worship he undertook with a continuous regularity. Of course, if
~omething cropped up that made it necessary to give it up or he himself wished to make it
known that it could be put off, then sometimes he omitted to do that.
Sayyidah Ayshah ~.d!l<.f"J is quoted here as saying that the Prophet's ..cJ-,~411~ fasting was
never for a month together, except during Ramadan. However, she is cited to have said in
another hadith that he fasted throughout the month of Sha'ban. The seeming difference in
these two traditions is removed in her third hadith in which she makes it clear that the
Prophet ~,~41~ observed fasting in sha'ban for most of the mohth (not the entire ·month).
TWO RAKA' AT OPTIONAL AFI'ER WITR: Apart from this hadith, there are ·other
alzaditlt that permit two raka'at optional salah after offering the witr. However, the hadith
that follows gives the command: 'let witr be the last of your salahs in the night.
The ulama (Scholars) have undertaken a tremendous investigation to remove this serous difference.
Imam Maalik 41~J has rejected this haditlz outright. He says that it is not sound.
Imam Ahmad 41~) has taken a middle course. He says, "Neither do I offer two raka'at
after witr nor do I forbid any one from offering them."
The majority of the ~lama (Scholars) say that since it is established though sahih ahadith ~
that two raka'at may be offered after witr, so it should not be ignored utterly. Then are,
therefore, agreeable that the two raka'at may be offered (after witr). As for making the
ahadith compatible, they have done it in two ways.
(i)
As for making witr the last salah of the night, it means after these two raka' at.
Other optional salah must not be offered. The hadith would mean: 'After offering
the witr and these two raka' at, do not offer other optional salah.
(ii)
The better course is to alternate between offering the two raka' at after witr and
desisting from that in this way, one will abide by both the traditions.
This would mean that the hadith calling to make witr the last salah of the right is of the
nature of mustahab, not a wajib (expedient) command.
1

Muslim # 139-746.
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The next question that arises is whether the Prophet ..o.l-,~...11~ offered two raka'at after
witr when he offered the witr in the early part of the night after isha, or when he offered
the witr in the last portion of the night after the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer). The
hadith of Sayyiduan Abu Umamah ~...11~J says simply that the Prophet .o.l-,~.s.!JI~ offered
the two raka' at after witr sitting down. He did. not specify when he offered them. Early in
he night or later. However, the luzdith of Sayyiduna Thawban ~41~J specifies that the
Prophet .o.l-,~.s.!Jl~ offerd the two raka'at after witr when he offered the witr in the early
part of the night. Both these traditions will be found in close of this chapter(# 1286, 1287)
However, the ahadith of Bukhari ...LI.u-J, Muslim .s.!Jl.u-J and Muwatta say that the prophet~
.o.l-, ~ .s.!Jl offered the two raka' at after witr when he offered the witr with the tahajjud
(supererogatory prayer) late in the night. This is correct.
Some ulama (Scholars) maintain that these two raka'at are attached to witr and stand for
the sunnah of the witr they are offered after witr and are like the sunnalt attached to the fard
offered before or after fard.
WITR DURING LAST PORTION OF THE NIGHT
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1258. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~J narrated that the Prophet .o.l-,~41~ said, 'Let
witr be the last of your salahs in the night."1
t.\
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COMMENTARY: As stated vin the foregoing lines, this hadith gives the command not as
wajib (expedient) but as mustahab.
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1259. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ ...ill ~J narrated that the Prophet .ol-, ~ 41 ~ said,
11
Hasten to offer the witr before down (as its signs appear)."2
COMMENTARY: According to the hanafis this command is wajib (expedient). If anyone
misses the witr in the night then he should redeem it during the day.
TIMES FOR WITR

ASj\~.,W.i~l~I·~~~~-...!JlJll&'~J~'-iliiJ.o;iJijj.!Jjlijli-lt4-~J('"'•)
1260. Sayyiduna Jabir ~...ili~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .o.l-,~41""" said, 11 1£
anyone is unsure that he would get up in the last part of the night (to offer witr)
then he must offer witr in the beginning of the night (after isba). But, if anyone is
hopeful of getting up in the last part of the night, he should offer, if in the last part
of the night, for salah at the end of the night is witnessed (by the a...,gels and
blessings descend then). And, that is the most excelient."3
COMMENTARY: As stated previously, worship in the last part of the night fetches more reward.
Bukhari # 998, Muslim # 151-751.
Mus'im # 149-750, Tirmidhi # 467, Musnad Ahmad 2-37, Abu Dawud # 1436.
3 Muslim# 162-755, Thmidhi # 455, Ibn Majah # 1187, Mnwatta 7.3-18, Musni.!~ Ahmad 3-3389.
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1261. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ 41 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .o-Lw, ~.-.ill J."' had
offered the witr during every portion of the nig~t. The beginning of the night,
middle of it and the end of it. His witr finished at down (during his final age, cind it
was the sixth portion of' the night).t
THREE ADVICES
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1262. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .d!l ~J narrated, ''My friend (meaning, the
Prophet) .o-Lw, ~ 41 J."' instructed me to do three things: to fast three days every
month, to offer two raka'at of ad-duha (forenoon salah) and to offer the salah of
witr before going to sleep."2
COMMENTARY: As for.three fasts every month, some ularna (Scholars) say that they are
on the 13th, 14th and 15th of every month. Some others say that they are in the beginning of
the month, middle of it and end of it. Yet others say that the choice is up to the worshipper
and he may fast three days in month at his choice.
The salah of ad-Duha is the salah of ishraq or of chaast. This is offered after the sun rises
high. They are from two raka' at on. Ishraq is upto six raka' at and chaast up to twelve.
Abu Hurayrah ~ 41 if"J was instructed to offer the witr in the beginning ·of the night
because he .occupied himself in revising and memorizing ahadith for a long time in the
night. So, it was very difficult for him to get up late in the night. It is because of his
occupation he was also instructed to offer only two raka'at of ishraq or chaast. This shows
that to occupy oneself in acquiring religious knowledge is better then occupying oneself in
optional worship.
·
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SECTION II
LENIENCY IN AFFAIRS!
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Bukhari # 996, Muslim# 137-745, Tirmidhi # 456, Nasai # 1681, Ibn Majah # 1186.
Bukhari # 1178, Muslim# 85-721, Abu Dawud # 1432, Tirmidhi # 760, Nasai # 1677, Darami # 1454; ·
Musnad Ahmad 2-459.
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1263. Sayyiduna Ghudayf i]?n al-Harith .d!l.u-.) said, "I asked Sayyidah Ayshah 41~.)
~ whether Allah's Messenger .,o.L..., ~ 41 ~ had the purifying bath after sexual
defilement early in the night or .towards the end of it. She said, 'Sometimes he had
the bath early in the night (forthwith after sexual defilement) and sometimes (he
slept and) he had the bath towards the end of the night.' I extolled •Allah, saying,
Allah is the Greatest. Praise belongs to Allah who has allowed leniency in
(religious) affairs! Then I asked whether he offered the witr early in the night or
towards the end of it, and she said that sometimes he offered it early in the night
and sometimes towards the end of it. So, I remarked, 'Allah is the Greatest. Praise
belongs to Allah who has allowed leniency in (religious) affairs! Next, I asked, 'Did
he recite the Quran aloud (in the salah of tahajjud (supererogatory prayer), or any
salah), or in a low voice?' She said, 'sometimes he recited it in a loud voice and
sometimes in a low voice,' So, I exclaimed, 'Allah is the Greatest. Praise belongs to
Allah who has allowed leniency in (r~ligious) affairs!"1
HOW MANY RAKA' AT

..
' , ~...., , ..... , ,-;.tl ,, ' , , ,
(J.Jby.loi.JJ)-~_;...;s-6~~~ ~ ~.JP.~

1264. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Qays .d!l.u-.) said that he asked Sayyidah Ayshah
~.d!l~.) how many raka'at did Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~.d!l~ after with witr. She said,
"He would offer witr with four and three, six and three, eight and three and ten and
three. He never offerd witr with less than sev~n and never with more than thirteen."
COMMENTARY: The pairs four and three, etc, mean four raka'at of tahajjud
(supererogatory prayer) and three of witr, seven in all, and so up to ten and three. These
are all descried as witr.
·
This hadith s~ yc. explicitly that witr is not one raka' ah, but three.
It does not mean that the Prophet ..oJ,..,,~41~ did not ever offer less then seven and more
than thirteen with witr. Rathe:, thi" was the gener~l practice he observed, for, he is known
to have,offered five raka'at and fifteen, too.
-WITR IS WAJIB (EXPEDIENT)

(~l..V;~I_,~WJI_,.,jb_y.loi..,.J)

1265. Sayyiduna Abu Ayyub ~41~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o1w,~.d!l'-""
said, "The witr is a duty (pbligatory) nn eve~/ Mu.slim. He who wishes to offer it as
five raka' at, may do so. He who wishes to offer it as three raka'at may do so. He
1

Abu Dawud # 226, Ibn Majah (only the last portion about recital) # 1354.
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who wishes to offer it as one raka' ah, may do so."1
COMMENTARY: The word (~) haqq in the text (duty) stands for wajib (expedient)
(obligatory) and established. Imam Abu Hanifah 4.111 -u-J said, that witr is wajib (expedient).
Imam Shafi'I 411 -u-; said that it is es tablished through sunnall, so it- is sunnah. Given the
raka'at in the haditll, Sufyan Thawri 411 -u-; adopted five as too other imams. Imam Abu
Hanifah 411-u-; adopted three raka' at and Imam Shafi'I 411-u-.) adopted one, saying that witr is
only one raka'ah.
EXCELLENCE OF WITR
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1266. Sayyiduna Ali ~411~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~411~ said, Allah

is witr (one}, loves the witr (that which is single). So offer the witr, 0 people of the
Quran."2
..;OMMENTARY: Allah is one and Alone as a Being and in His attributes. He has no coequal NO one helps him and he has no associate or partner.
He gives too much reward to those who offer the salah of witr. Being one, He loves witr.
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1267. Sayyiduna Kharijah ibn HUdhafah ~411'-'~J narrated that Allah's Messenger J-.a
..oJ-,~411

came to them (one day) and said, "Surely Allah has helped you with a salah
(other than the five times salahs) that is better for you than red camels - the witr
(salah). Allah has assigned it for you between the salah of isha and the rise of dawn."3
COMMENTARY: The red camels are very costly in Arabia and a precious possession. The
witr being better is more precious than all worldly possessions.
According to this hadith, the salah of witr is wajib (expedient) and it is disallowed to offer:;.
before isha.
REDEEMING WITR

1268. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn As lam ~ ~~ ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~ ...L1 ~
.oL, said, 11He who sleep without offering the witr must redeem it on awakening.""'
1

Abu Dawud # 1422, Nasai # 1212, Ibn Majah # 1190.
Tirmidhi # 453, Abu Dawud # 1416, Bukhari # 6410, Muslim # 5-2688, Nasai # 1675, Ibn Majah #
1169, Darimi # 1580, Musnad Ahmad 1-100.
3 Tirmidhi # 452, Abu Dawud # 1418, Ibn Majah # 1168, Darimi # 1576.
4 Tirmidhi # 465, Abu Dawud # 1431.
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COMMENTARY: U one who is regular, misses the salah of witr, then he must offer it before
the ford salah (obligatory prayer) of fajr but, if there is not enough time, then after the fard of fajr.
If one is not regular at observing the times, then he may offer the missed witr before the
salah of fajr or after it as he wills.
RECITAL IN WITR
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1269. Sayyiduna Abdul Aziz ibn Jurayj 4114..1-; said that the asked Sayyidah Ayshah
~ ~ r.P'; what surahs did Allah's Messenger ~' ~ 41 J.-" recite in witr?" She said,
11
He used to recite in the first rakah (~~t,..S:.o~'~) (al a'la), in the second (!)J~'\f!~Ji)
(al-kafirun) and in the third (~'.li'JAJi) (al-Ikhlas) and the mu'awwidhatan (al-Falaq
and an Naas)."t
·
(Nasai transmitted it from;)
·:~
lS).I~I~j.li~~OYV• ):.:
,

ill'

,.

•

1270. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Abza ~4.blr.§&';,2
(and Ahmad_from:)

1271. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~41~;, 3
(and Darimi from;)

1272. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~; 4
But the last two did not mention the mu' awwidhatan.
COMMENTARY: Ibn Hammam 41 4..1-; said that the Hana£7 · follow the final version of
Darimi .d!ld...?; which says that the Prophet ~,~41J-" recited al-Ikhlas in the third raka'ah.
They recite only this surah in the third raka'ah of witr (namely ~'lii'JAJi). This is also borne
out by another tradition of Sayyidah Ayshah. ~.d!l~;
The Hanafis do not recite the mu' awwidhatan with al-Ikhlas in the last raka' ah because the
sanad of this tradition is weak and secondly, the method mentioned in it is contrary to the
habit of the prophet _.ol...,~.d!IJ.-" who is known to make every subsequent raka'ah shorter
than the preceding while this tradition suggests that the third raka' ah would. be longer than
the first two. Mulla Ali Qari .d!l 4..1-J has spoken on it at length and has presented more
arguments on behalf of the Hanafis. These may be seen in his Mirqah.
1

Abu Dawud # 1423, Tirmidhi # 463, Ibn Majah # 1173.
Nas('i. # 1231, Ibn Majah # 1171, Darimi # 1589.
3 Daraqutni # 3 in Kitab witr.
4 Darimi # 1586.
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Further, this hadith is evidence that the Prophet _o.L....,~.Jll~ offered the three raka' at of witr
giving only one salutation.
THE SUPPLICATION IN WITR

(JJI..UI.J ~l..oV:JI.J~LiJI_pjb~I.J !.S..i.o_;tll oi.JJ)

1273. Sayyiduna Hasan ibn Ali d.:.&..&~J narrated that Allah's Messenger _o.L....,~4.Ll~
taught him some expressions that he might recite them in the qunoot (standing,
supplicatim.1) in witr;
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0 Allah, guide me along with those whom you have guided. And preserve me
along with those whom you have preserved. Hold me dear (to you) along with those
whom you hold dear. Bless me in that which you have bestowed (on me). Protect
me from the evil of what you have ordained, for, indeed, you ordain and none can
ordain against you, surely, never is he abased, whom you take for a third. Blessed
are you, our Lord and Exalted! 1
COMMENTARY: The words of Sayyiduna Hasan ~4ili<.PJ mean that their prayer is made all
though the year in witr. The Hanafis abide by it. However, the Shafi'is restrict the supplication
of qunoot to the second half of Ramadan in witr. They make the supplication of qunoot only in
the last half of Ramadan while the Hanafis make it every day in the salah of witr.
The Sha'fi'is make this prayer in witr and fajr. The Hanafis make the prayer in witr:

(mentioned in the beginning of his chapter, before ltadith # 1254).
Some ulama (Scholars) maintain that both supplications must be made in witr. Both are
mentioned in the beginning of this chapter # 36), with their translation.
VARYING VIEWPOINTS:
Ibn Hammam <ilil tU'J said that the imam differ on the
supplication qunoot in three ways.
(i)
Should it be made before going into ruku or after rising from it?
(ii)
Should it be made always in witr on only during the last half of Ramadan?
(iii)
Should it be made in any salah other than witr?
t Tirmidhi # 463, Abu Dawud # 1425, Nasai # 1744, Ibn Majah # 1178, Musnad Ahmad # 1718,
Darimi # 1593.
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As for the first Imam Shafi'I ~I<U-; holds that it should be made on rising from ruku. But,
Imam Abu Hanifah ~I<U-; differs and his arguments are strong and may be seen in mirqah.
As for the second and third issues, we shall discuss them in detail in the next chapter alqunoot (37), insha Allah.
TASBIH AFTER WITR
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1274. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~ ~llfD; narrated that on giving the salutation at
the end of the salah of witr, Allah's Messenger .,ol...,~<lbl~ used to say.

<..r.!J.iaJ I'~ ~I ~{5.. :..!
''without blemish is the sovereign, the sacred."
Nasai added that he said them three times prolonging the words.l
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1275. Abdur Rahman ibn abza oilil<U-; reported from his father that he used to say on
giving the salutation:
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Three times, and raise his voice at the third.2
COMMENTARY: The version in Daraqutni has the words
'~'

... ..,, ,

3

-r.:J..J""Ij~~~~~J<..r.!J.l.a.ll~l~l>?!
'without blemish is the sovereign, the sacred, Lord of the angels and the sprit."
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1276. Sayyiduna Ali ~~llfD; narrated that the Prophet .oJ-,~<Ibl"""' used to say at the
end of his witr:

"0 Allah, I seek refuge in your pleasure from your anger, in your forgiveness from
your punishment. in you from your wrath. I cannot count the praise due to you. You
are as you hav~ praised yoursel£."3

Ab11 Dawud # 1430, Nasai # 1751.
Nasai # 1733.
3 Abu Dawud # 1427, Ibn Majah # 1179, Tirmidhi # 3577, Musnad Ahmad# 751.
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COMMENTARY: The prophet ..o.J-,~.a.Ll~ made this prayer in the third raka'ah of witr

after the ruku. Hence, Imam Maalik <ilil-u-J follow this practice, Some people say, however,
that he made this prayer after giving the salutation, and some other say that he made this
within the at-tahiyat before the salutation. Some other hold that he made this prayer in his
prostrations.
Nasai .a.Ll-u-.J has transmitted a tradition that says clearly that the Prophet ..o.J-,~.a.Ll~ made
this prayer when he lay down on his bed after finishing the salah of witr. Allah knows best.
DETERMINiNG A PARTICULAR DU' A QUNOOT: Ibn Hamrnam <ilil dJ>.J said that a
section of the ulama (Scholars) hold that one must not adopt a single supplication to be
made in the qunoot (as du' a qunoot) because that comes to the tongue automatically and
the heart and tongue do not synchronize with one another. It becomes a habit and the heart
fails to throb with it. So, the objective of the prayer is last, for, only that prayer has effect
which emerges from the care of the heart and is expressive of one's sentiments.
At the same time, other ulama (Scholars) hold that this instruction applies to prayers other
than the regular one;
•
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and it is not disallowed to make it a regular, constant prayer but other prayers besides
this, must ·not be fixed for always. They must be made now and then, because the
sahabah ~<ilil~J had unanimously adopted:
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and they made it always. Of course, other prayers as du' a qunoot are also allowed of and
on.
The Muheet has also exempted the supplication:
fdi ............ J~I~I

which means that even this is not disallowed to be adopted as a constant du' a qunoot.
~!~l1j.4III

SECTION III

MU' AWIYAH & ONE RAKA' AH WITR
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1277.1t is narrated about Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.Jii~.J that he was asked, 11What do
you say of the amir ul muminin Mu'awiyah offering only one raka' ah as witr?" He
said, "He is a jurist and did right."
In anothe:r version, Ibn Abu Mulaykah .dJl dJ>.J narrated that Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah
~ .dJl ~.J offered one raka' ah of witr after the salah of isha. The freedman of
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.JJl~.J was with him at that time. So, he came and reported
it to Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas (R who said, "Leave him alone. Indeed, he was a
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companion of the Prophet ..ol-,~~IJ--:'."1
COMMENTARY: Perhaps Sayyiduna Mu'awiyah ~~~~J offered only one raka'ah of witr.
This surprised those who observed him, for witr is three raka' at. It is also possible that he
may have offered the single witr with two raka' at but those who observed him remarked
that he had not offered the isha or the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer).
EMPHASIS ON WITR
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1278. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~~I<.P; narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~~IJ--:'
.ol-, say, 11The witr is haqq (duty). He who does not offer it, does not belong to us.
The witr is haqq. He who does not offer it, does not belong to us. The witr is haqq.
He who does not offer it does not belong to us."2
COMMENTARY: This should be enough to emphasise that witr is wajib (expedient). The
Hanafis go by this dictate.
MUST BE REDEEMED

(~Lo~l,J .)Jby.\.J L5.l.a).H ol,J.J)

-..Lia:u\ \31

1279. Sayyiduna Abu Sa'eed ~~~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger .ol-,~~IJ--:'
said, ''If anyone goes to sleep without offering the witr, or forgets to offer it, then he
must offer it when he remembers it or when he awakes."3
COM~ENTARY: It witr were not wajib (expedient) it would not have been necessary to
redeem it.
ORSUNNAH?
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1280. It is reported about Maalik ~~ tU-; that he learnt that a man asked Sayyiduna
Ibn Umar ~~~~;about the witr whether it is wajib (expedient)? Abdullah (Ibn
Umar )~4isl~; said, 11lndeed, Allah's Messenger .ol-,~~~~ offered the witr and
the Muslims also offer it." But, the man persisted and repeated his question and
Abdullah ~d.LI~; continued to say,'' Allah's Messenger .ol-,~d.LIJ--:' offered the witr
and the Muslim do offer it, too."4

Bukhari # 3765.
Abu Dawud # 1419.
3 Abu Dawud # 1431, Tirmidhi # 4t.5, Ibn Majah. # 1188.
4 Muwatta Maalik # 7.3-17.
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COMMENTARY: One way to answer a question is to give evidence for it to be positive.

This is what Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~; did to say that witr is Wajib (expedient) since
Allah's Messenger ~,~41~ offered, it constantly and the Muslims are one in offering it.
One reason why Ibn Umar ~41~; did not give a direct reply was to exercise caution. He
had not heard from the prophet ..o.J.,..._,~41~ a clear verdict about ~t.

RECITATION INWITR

1281. Sayyiduna Ali ~ 41 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.J.,..., ~ 41 ~ used to
offer three raka'at as witr. He recited in them nine surahs from al-Mufassal, three in
each raka'ah and the last of them was (~'.i»'JAJi} (al-Ikhlas).l
COMMENTARY: Some versions give the detC)il that the Prophet ~J~~~ recited:
~f':i1~)j1l!11ijiiilt~'~eii in the first. (J:.i;b~fdt)•;...Ql~\:;.llt} in the second. (Arabic) and (ti~t!ji
~jaji,~.li~~,&jj.\~1) in the third. (They are respectively surah # 102, 97, 99, 103, 110, 108,
109, 111, 112.)

1282. Sayyiduna Nafi .-.ill~; narrated that he was with Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~;
in Makkah. The sky was over~ast and he felt that dawn was on them, so he offerd
one raka'ah of witr. But, th~·sky cleared and he observed that night still remained.
So, he offered one more taka' ah to make it even (a pair). Then, he offered two
raka'at two raka'at till when he feared dawn had approached, he offered one
raka'ah witr.2
ANOTHER METHOD OF SITI'ING FOR SALAH

I
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1283. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~ 41 ~; narrated that (during his final years) Allah's
Messenger ..o.J.,...,~.d!l~ used to offer salah sitting (in such a way that) when thirty or
forty verses remained he stood up and recited them while standing. Then he bowed
into ruku and went into prostration. Then went into prostration. Then, he did in the
second raka'ah like that (again).3
1 Tirmidhi

# 459, Musnad Ahmad# 678.
2 Muwatta Maalik # 7.3-19.
l Muslim# 112-731.
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COMMENTARY: It is allowed to offer salah in this way, but it is disallowed to do the

opposite of it. This has been explained in the chapter on sunan.
Perhaps this hadith finds place here because it mentiGAs two raka'at that precede. the witr,
TWO RAKA' AT AFTER WITR

-~l?- jlj 9!::~~9!. 4lJ~I
1284. Sayyiduna Umm Salamah ~41~P; narrated that the prophet .cJ,...,~.d!l~ used
to offer two raka'at after the witr.t
Ibn Majah's narration has: 'two brief raka'at while he was sitting.'
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(~l.ot:Y.I ol_,.;) _fS;.i ~~ fS~ ..__ul SI51T3~i~L?- jlj l ~~!
1285. Sayyidah Ayshah ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .cJ,...,~.d!IJ-" used to
offer one raka'ah of witr. Then he offered two raka'at in which he recited the Quran
while sitting down. When he had to bow into ruku, he stood up and made the ruku.2
COMMENTARY: Ibn Hajar said that sometimes the prophet .cJ,...,~41J-" offered the two
raka' at after witr sitting throughout without standing. But, sometimes, he stood, after the
recitating, to go into ruku and made the ruku.
MERIT OF TWO RAKA' AT AFTER WITR

_;f_k\_ftjl 13~i~j ~.(Jj6''1 lll~!J~~j~ful ~~lllif.....u4.P6£J ('YA\)
(1.5-l.A).ll ol-'.;) _:J l:JlS-:JJj ~I~~~ ..__u~i ~j ~jli

1286. Sayyiduna Thawban ~41~; narrated that the Prophet .cJ,...,~41J-" said, ''To
wake up in the night (for the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer)) is an effort and a
burden. So, it one of you (is unsure of getting up in the night and before he goes to
sleep after isha) offers the witr, he should offer two raka'at which, if he gets up
during the night (for the tahajjud (supererogatory prayer)) good, otherwise will
suffice him."3
(He will get reward of tahajjud (supererogatory prayer) through the two raka' at)
RECITATION IN TWO RAKA' AT AFTER WITR
! ~ j)H~
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1287. Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~41~P; narrat~d that the Prophet .cJ,...,~41J-" used
to offer the two·of them after witr while he was seated. He recited in them; ( ~)J'~t
JP J~') and (~J_#jnfiil!ji) (Surah # 99 and 109). 4
Tirmidhi # 470, Ibn Majah # 1196.
Ibn Majah # 1196.
3 Darimi # 1596, Tirmidhi.
4 Musnad Ahmad 5-260.
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CHAPTER- XXXVII
AL-QUNOOT
The word al-qunoot has many meanings (i) to be obedient, (ii) to stand in salah, (iii) to
beseech Allah.
Supplication is also qunoot. In the religious terminology, it is specific supplication which
meaning applies here. Thus the Shafi'is say that dua Qunoot is(~~~~') (to the end) and
the Hanafis say that it is: (u'~"fll') (to the end). Both these prayers have been reproduced in
the previous chapter. The Hanafis have traced it from Tabarani and other through a correct
line of transmission.
Ibn Hammam .d.I1~.J has cited Abu Dawud .d.I1~.J for this hadith; (one day) the Prophet .d.l1~
.oJ-,~ was cursing the members of the tribe of Mudar (for their oppression and terrorism)
when Sayyiduna Jibril ...o'j...JI~ came and indicated to him to be quiet, saying:

-4.;~ l.il IJW)t_, 41..:-t.!.l"-..!..,sJ~I-.....:..JI·~~
"0 Muhammad Allah has not sent you to revile or to curse. Rather, he has sent you
as mercy for two worlds." And he recited the verse (Arabic) {You have no authority I
the matterJ (3:128)
Then, he taught him this prayer:
fcJI,~l·! ..- iiJ\~1

Shaykh Jalaluddin Suyuti .d.l1~.J has also narrated this prayer in Durr Manthur with
a slightly different set of words.
jji1j.A~I

SECTION I

DISALLOWED TO CURSE
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1288. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that when Allah's Messenger intended to ..
make a prayer against someone or a prayer for someone, he recitep the qunoot after
(~h....s:l\ofJ) he would
the bowing posture. So, sometimes on saying (o~~..ll,{';-")
pray:

and

.-
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11

0 Allah, deliver (from persecution for their faith) as- walid bin as- walid,
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Savannah bins His tam and Ayahs bin Abs Rabies! 0 Allah, give a severe
punishment to Mulate and cause them to suffer a famine similar to th~ famine of
you, Yusuf" raising his voice with that.
Sometimes, he would prays in his salah:
~.,,,.~.,,
,
~ .
ll~ij ll~i~l~l

0 Allah, cause so-and~so and so-and-so, naming from the tribes of the Arabs.
But, then Allah revealed:
11

~~~-~d?~'ll~~~
{you have no authority in the matter} (3:128)1
COMMENTARY: The prophet used to pray for those sahabah who were in the captivity of the
idolaters and were tortured severely. He also prayed against those Arab tribes who had made
life difficult for the Muslins restricting their free movement and access to necessities of life.
Al-walid ibn al-walid Qurayshi Makhzumi was taken captive by the Muslims in the Battle
of Badr. His brother Khalid bin walid (who was an idolater at that time) and His ham came
to the prophet and paid a ransom of four thousand dir hams to get release and took him to
Makkah. There, the light of Islam made his heat and mind radiant and he became a
Muslim. He was asked why he delayed his decision till his ransom was paid and he said, I
did not wish people to imagine that I had succumbed to pressure."
His brothers could not spare him. They imprisoned him and persecuted him. The Prophet
..oJ-.,~.d!l~ prayed for him and he escaped to Madinah safely~.&~.)
Salamah ibn Hisham ~cd!l~.) was the brother of Ban Jail. He had embraced Islam at a very
early stag but was nabbed by the infidels of make who subjected him to untold misery he
too managed to get out of their hand and meet the prophet ..oJ-.,~41~
Ayyash ibn Abu Rabi' ah was a uterine brother of abu Jahl and a very early Muslim. He had
emigrated to Ethiopia with other Muslims. When he came to Madinah, he was restless for
him and had vowed not to sit in the shade as long as she did not see him. So, love of
Mother dragged Ayyash to a cruel man like Abu Jahl, he put him in fetters and satisfied his
lust for savagery and barbarism by tormenting him. But he too managed to escape and
come to the prophet ..oJ-,~41~. Later on, he attained martyrdom in the Battle of Tabuk
against the idolaters. ·
These were those fortunate ones for whose release the tongue of Allah's Messenger ~41~
..oJ-., was occupied.
The first supplication in this hadith: ~~~~~~
11
0 Allah, deliver ...."
is an example that the prophet ..oJ-,~41~ prayed for the believes, in the qunoot.
The second supplication in this hadith: ~1.).1:.1~1
"0 Allah, give a severe punishment ...."
Is evidence that the prophet ..oJ-, ~ ...bl ~ prayed against the tyrannical infidels, in the
qunoot. The result was that the Makkans were in the grip of famine for seven years
continuously going to the extent of eating bones of the dead people to survive.
11

1

Bukhari # 6393, Muslin # 294-675, Ban David #14'42, Nasal # 1074, IBM Maya # 1244, David # 1595,
Mourned Ahmed 2-255
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As for the verse:

{You have no authority in the matter,}
the gist of it is that since it was not in keeping with the prophet's ..oJ-, ~ .JJ1"""' nature of
mercy to pray to anyone's disadvantage or to curse someone, so Allah forbade him to pray
against anyone by name. This has been explained in the introductory passage of this
chapter.
DUA QUNOOT AT TIMES OF TRAIL IN FARD SALAH (OBLIGATORY PRAYER):
Allamah Teebi .JJ1 dJ-J said that in times of distress, like an enemy's evil intention, famine
epidemic, etc, that Muslims might face, they must make the supplication (dua) qunoot in
every ford salah (obligatory prayer). The hanafis abide by this practice.
WHEN TO MAKE DUA QUNOOT

(~~)

1289. Sayyiduna Aasim al Ahwal said that he asked Sayyiduna Anas ibn .JJ1 dJ-J
Maalik about the qunoot in the salah: was it made before the ruku or after it, He
said, 11 Before it. Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.JJ1""" made this prayer after the ruku only
for one month when he had sent some people, called al~Qurra (reciters -of the
Quran), numbering seventy men. They were (sent to preach but were) martyred. So,
Allah's Messenger ~,~4.11""" made the supplication qunoot after the ruku for one
month calling for curse on the killers."1
COMMENTARY: The making of this prayer after ruku was abrogated. So, Islam Abu
Hanifah ~1dJ-.) abides by this edict.
MARTYRDOM OF THE QURRA: The seventy reciters of the Quran al-Qurra as-sabun,
were among the ahl us-suffah. They were called al-Qurra because they recited the Qurian
very much and memorized it. They were extremely poor and very ascetic Their only task
was to stay at the Suffah to learn the Qur' an and acquire religious knowledge, but in spite
of that, whenever the general body of Muslims faced difficulty, they came to their help
with courage and dedication.
Some or them were wood cutters by day. From the proceeds there of they bought food for
their companions and at night they occupied themselves with the Quran and invocation of
blessing on the prophet ~,~4.11"""·
The prophet ..oJ-,~<dl1""" sent these (seventy) fortunate sahabah 4.,:.&.-ili1<.PJ to najd to invite the
tribes to Islam. When they were at Bir Maurah, between Makkah and Astfan, Aamir ibn
Tufayl Ri'l, Dhakwan and Qarah attacked them and martyred all of them mercilessly,
except Sayyiduna ka'b ibn Zayd Ansari He was wounded and nearly Lif~less so that the
1

Bukhari # 1002, Muslim# 301-277, Abu Dawud # 1444, Musnad Ahmad 3-167,
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attackers took him for dead and departed. He managed to go out and recover with Allah's
will. He survived until he forget and was martyred in the Battle of the Trenche3 (Khandaq).
Sayyiduna Anas ~<dli~J narrated that the prophet .,o..L..,,~<dll~ was never as grieved at any
occasion as on this tragedy. He made the supplication of qunoot for one month against
these wicked infidels. This had happened in 4AH ~.d!l~J,
SECTION II
IS!liltj.;afll
MORE ON WHEN TO MAKE THE SUPPLICATION (DUA) QUNOOT
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1290. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~4.hi~J Narrated That Allah's Messenger .,o..L..,,~<dll~
Made The Supplication qunoot Consecutively for one month in the (salahs of) zuhr,
and maghrib, isba and fajr on having said: (o~ ~ ill e-) in the last rakaah. He
invoked (in it ) a curse on the sub-tribes of Banu Sulaym (namely) Ri'I, ·Dhakwan
and Usayyah. Those who stood behind him (in salah) said. Aameen.t
COMMENTARY: The dua qunoot is not made always. Only when the Muslims of through
hardship or trial must this supplication be made in the fard salah (obligatory prayer).

(~WJ ljl Jjl J.Y.I oljl.)) -~.ft ;J IW •' -:; _;..L,j ~ili1 ~ ~1....,!.)1 u;JI ~j

(' 'f'\')

1291. Sayyaiduna Anas ~ ~~ ~J narrated that the Prophet .,o..L..,, ~ ~~ ~ made the
supplication qunoot for one month (after ruku). Then, he gave it up (altogether in
thefard salah (obligatory prayer), or after the ruku) 2
COMMENTARY: Most learned men say that dua qunoot is not legal either in the fajr or any
salah other than wiir. They deduce from tl)is very hadith.
There are· many other ahadith- that point out to giving up of the qun90t in the fard salah
(obligatory prayer). Scholars may refer to the Mirqah for more in formation.
Imam Maalik and Imam Shafi' i say that the dua qunoot must be made in the salah of fajr
always. It must be made in other salah when in grip of hardship.
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1292. Sayyiduna Abn Maalik Ashja 414.-?.J said that he submitted to his father, 1'0
Father, surely you had offered salah behind Allah's Messenger .,o..L..,, ~ 41 ~ Abn
Baker, ~<dli~.J Umar, ~od!I~J Uthman,~<dli~.J and for five years here in Kufah,
behind Ali, ~41~.) Did they make the supplication qunoot, ever?" He said 110 son

1
2

Buknari # 1003, Muslim # 299-677, Nasa 1070.
Muslim # 304-677, Abudawnd -'t 1445, Nasa # 1079
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it is an innovation." t
COMMENTARY: Abu MaaliK ~14U"; was told by his father that the prophet ..cJ,...,~~~~
made the qunoot in the salah of fajr for only one month and then .gave it UP.,. Abn Hanifah
.J!14Y"; abides by it, but shafi .dll4Y"; says that the alladith calling for giving up qunoot in fajr are
weak. Mulla Ali ~14U"; Qari reject his view.
~1\iuj..;&in

SECTION III

QUNOOT IN SECOND HALF OF RAMADAN & AFTER RUKU
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1293. Sayyiduna Hasan (Busri) 414Y"; narrated that Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab .dli<.F;
~assembled the people with Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~4·~; (in Ramadan for the
tarawih) as their imam for twenty nights, He did not make the dua qunoot for thenf · ·
except in the second half, when the last ten days remained Ubayy ~.ill~; stayed· away
and offered salah in his house So, the people commented, Ubayy has fle~."2
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1294. Sayyaiduna Anas ibn Maalik ~~I<.F; was asked about the dua qunoot, and he
said, "Allah's Messenger ..cJ,...,~41J.o made it after the mku." According to a version
he said "Before mku and after it."3
-:.COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn ka'b ~.dli<.F; was a distinguished sahabi. He had
many distinctions, the chief of which was that he had memorized the Quran in the ti~es of
the Prophet~,~~~~.
He was also recognized as a reciter of the Qur' an of high caliber. This is why he was called
as sayyid ul-qurra (Chief of the reciters). So, Sayyiduna Um~~I<.F; had appointed him as
imam for the tarawih to lead the. people.
..
Both these traditions of Hasan Busri~14Y"; are cited by the Shafits for their point of view.
The first haditlt calls for dua qunoot only in the second half of Ramadan. The Hanafis say that
dua qunoot is legal for witr. Since it is offered always, so the dua qunoot too is made always.
Secondly, must altadith mention dua qunoot in witr without specifying Ramadan So, even
on this basis dua qunoot must be made in witr always.
.·
The second lladith is evidence for the Shafiis that dua qunoot may be made after ruku. The
Hanafis contend that a larger number-of altadit/1 place dua qunoot before ruku. Moreover, the
Sahabah ~~;also pursued these (latter, numerous) ahadit/1. So, we, two, must follow them.
As for making dua qunoot after ruku, these alladith applied for only one month where after
Tiraidhi # 402, Nasa# 1080, Jbn Majah # 1241, Mumad A~ed.# 15879.
Abn Dawaud # 1429
3 Ibn Majah # 1183.
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the prophet ..o.J-,~.d!IJ-o abandoned that practice. (That was not done always).
Mulla Ali ~.d!I~..J Qari said that Ubayy ibn Ka'b .d!l.u-J may have made the dua qunoot to
curse the rebels against Allah's. Messenger ..o.J-,~.d!l~ during the second half of Ramadan
because it is attributed to Umar ~.d!I~..J through an authentic line of transmission that he
said, "When the month of Ramadan is half way .through, it is sunah to invoke curse on the
infidels in the second half of Ramadan).
When Ubayy ibn Ka'b .d!l.u-.) did not come to the mosque on the last ten days of Ramadan,
the people disliked it and compared him to a runaway slave, saying (t;.i Jil) But, he must
have had a valid excuse.
The words of the hadith that the prophet ..o-1-,~~~~ made the dua qunoot after ruku imply
that he did so only for one month (in the salah of fajr). This is established by the hadith (#.
1289) of Aasim Ahmed ~4Ll~.) in Bukhari and Muslims.
The last hadith means that the Prophet ..o-1-,~41~ made the supplication qunoot (in witr)
sometimes before the ruku and sometimes after the ruku (at the time of defaulters, etc).
This interpretation will reconcile the ahadith that say that he made dua qunoot before ruku
and those that say after ruku.

CHAPTER - XXXVIII
SALAH DURING THE NIGHTS OF RAMADAN
Standing in the month of Ramadan means to worships Allah in the sacred nights of this
blessed month. This includes the salah of tarawit recitations of the Quran and other forms
of worship for which one keeps vigil in the night.
TARAWIH: In this chapter, there will be more ahadith about the salah of tarawih. The
merits of this salah and relative commands will be mentioned. Here, in the succeeding lines
we mention same of the commands.
1.
The tarawih in Ramadan is sunnah muwakkadah(compulsory) for both men and women.
2.
When the moon for Ramadan is sighted, the salah of tarawih begins from that very
nigtlL. "nd when the moon of eed is sighted, the tarawih ends that very night.
3.
The salah of ta:awih is not subservient to fasting. If any one is unable to fast for
some reason, the tara·N~~ sometimes to be sunnah for him too and if he will not
offer it then he will be a sinner for neglecting the sunnah.
4.
The ~e of tarawih begins after isha. If anyone has offered the salah of isha and
the salah of tarawih after which some defect is detected in the salah of isha for
which it will have to be offered all over again, then the salah of tarawih will also
have to be repeated.
5.
If anyone has not offered the salah of isha with the congregation then i•~ must not
offer the salah of tarawih too with the congregation because tarawih is second to
isha. However, if some people have offered isha with the congregation and follow
with the tarawih then this man may join them and offer the salah of tarawih in
congregational ·form, because he wili be regarded as their follower whose
congregational salah is correct.
6.
If anyone comes to the mosque after the salah of isha is over, then he must first
offer the isha arlli then join the tarawih. Tf ~nme r~ka'at of tdrawih have been
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offered, mean while by the congregation then he must make amends (by offering
them) after the salah of witr.
7.
It is sunnah muwakkadah to recite the entire Quran in sequence in the salah of
tarawih. People must not neglect it out of lethargy. But, if it is feared that if the
entire Quran is recited, people might keep away from the congregation then only
so much must be recited as they will endure for the ~est the last ten surah may be
recited one each in a raka'ah and on completihg the ten, they may be repeated, or
other short Surah may be recited.
8.
More than one Quran complete should not be recited unless the people are willing.
9.
While it is allowed to recite the entire Quran in one night, yet the people.must be
consulted. If they are unwilling then it will be makruh to do so.
10.
During the tarawih, (~)1~ )1.&1~) (tne:?asmalah) must be recited once in a loud
voice at the beginning of a surah because· it is also a verse of the Quran though not
part of any surah. If it is not recited, then the Quran will be incomplete.
It is sunnah to after the tarawih for the entire month Ramadan though the Quran
11.
may have been completed earlier, say in fifteen or twenty days. It is sannah
muwakkadah to offer the tarawih for the days that remain in Ramadan.
12.
The correct thing is that it is makruh to recite (~1.&1JAJi) (surah al-Ikhlas) three times
in the tarawih as is the custom now-a-days.
13.
The intention for the salah of tarawih may be formed in these words:
.
.:.'
,
.
~~lj_;.l.;:,j~llli~~IW~~IjUI§_;w,J:S5~1..._ul~jl
(I resolve to offer two raka at of the salah of tarawih which is the sunnah of the
prophet .,o.L..._,~-.dllJ.a and his sahabah ~41~;
14.
The salah of tarawih is offered in the same way as any other salah.
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SECTION I

TARAWIH WITH CONGREGATION IS SUNNAH
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1295. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Thabit narrated that (in the month of Ramadan) Allah's

Messenger ..olwJ~4t~ erected an enclosure of red n1ats in the mosque and offered
salah in it for same nights till the people gathered around him. (He would come out
and lead the fard and tarawih salah) One night (he had offered the fard and retired
to his room but did not come out as usual so) they missed him and not hearing him
and presumed that he had gone to sleep. They began to cough so that he migbt
(wake up and) come out to them (to lead the tarawih prayer). He said (from inside
or on coming out), "I see that you do something constantly, but I fear that it might
be prescribed for you and if it is done than you would not be able to stand to it. So,
offer salah in your homes because the best salah man offers is that which he offers
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in his home, except the prescribed salah (which is best offered in the mosque)"t
COMMENTARY: The prophet ~,~.d!IJ-o had put up a temporary enclosure in the mosque to
observe the itikaf. He spent the sacred moments of· Ramadan here worshipping and
remembering Allah. This is evidence that such an enclosure may be raised in the mosque to
observe itikaf but only the bare minimum space must be occupied. If other people will not be
put to inconvenience then more space may be occupied than necessary. It is prohibited to
occupy more space in the days of Hajj (pilgrimage) in the sacred Mosques.
This hadith shows how much concern the Prophet ~,~.d!IJ-o had for his ummah. He did
not wish that they should have the tarawih salah prescribed for them (as fard(obligatory
prayer)). At the same time this hadith makes it clear that it is sunnah to offer the tarawih with
the congregation.
The Prophet's ..oJ-,~.d!l~ command to the people to offer salah other than fard, at home is
of a mustahab not an obligatory nature. It is better and reasonable to offer the sunnah and
optional salah at home.
Every sunnah and optional salah which are symbols of Islam, like salah of Kusuf, Istisqa,
eed which may be offered in mosques.
Furthermore, the Ka'bah and the Masjid Nabawi do not fall under the purview of ~is edict
for the travellers. It is better for them to offer the sunnah and optional salah in these
mosques because they get seize the chance and offer as many raka' at and salah in these
mosques as they can.
This exception is deduced from the saying of the scholars that it is better for travellers to
make tawaf(circumainbulate) of the kabah than offering optional salah.
MERIT OF WORSHIP DURING RAMADAN

~oi.J.J)-~J~
1296. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that while Allah's Messenger ~, ~ 41 J""
continued to exhort (peopl~ ro offer salah in the night, he did not command them to
do it as though a Divine ordinance. He said, "He who offers salah during the nights
of Ramadan having faith and hopi:og for reward, his past sins are forgiven him." This
contin~ed to be the practice till he died and it continued accordingly during the
Khilafah of Abu Bakr ~.d!l~; and the initial days of the Kilafah of Umar ·~.,J,I~; (till
he gave the command for the tarawih to be offered with the congregatiou nutifully)~2
COMMENTARY: Salah during the night of Ramadan impliPs keeping ~igil in tl~~ nieht. It
also means worship with a conviction that it will take him nearer to Allah and earn him
pardon for his minor past sins.
1

Bukhari # 731, Muslim # 213-781, Abn Dawud # 1447, Tirmidhi # 450, Nasa # 1559, Muwatt Daalik
# 8-1-4. Musnad Ahmad 5-182.
2 Maulim # 174-759.
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SUNNAH & OPTIONAL AT HOME

1297. Sayyiduna Jabir narrated that Allah's Messenger ~_,~<till<.}a said "When one
of you ~ffers the ifard) salah in his mosque, let him keep for his home a portion of
his salah, for, surely, Allah grows in his house blessing because of his sillah."
COMMENTARY: This hadith highlights the excellence of observing the sunan and nafl at
home. The inmates of the house are encouraged thereby to do pious work and there is
blessing in their lives and provision.
The salah of tarawih is exempted from this command. The Prophet ~-'~<~ill <.}a and the
sahabah~.dli<.F; used to offer it in the mosque.
Though this haditlz does not seen to belong to this chapter, it emphasizes that even in
Ramadan some salah must be offered at home.
SECTION II

PROPHET'S ~_,~41<,}a WORSHIP DURING LAST TEN DAYS OF RAMADAN

1298. Sayyiduna Abn Dharr narrated: We observed fasting with Allah's Messen,r~£· ~
..oL., ~·d.". .He did not offer salah with us most of the nights of the mon&. all seven
(nights) remained when he stood with us (in salah) till a third of the J"igttt had passed
away. Then the sixth last night but stood with us on the fifth last: :..tight till the middle
of the night was gone. I submitted, "0 Messenger of Allah.. Would that you led us in
the supererogatory salah for the rest of the night." He said, "He who stands in salah
with an imam till he finishes, has a full night's sti&Ilding (in salah) recorded for him."
Thereafter, he did not pray with us on the fourth last night till two-thirds of it had
passed. He prayed with us on the third last night and called his folkad his wives from
his house, standing so Long that we night miss al-falah.
The sub narrator asked him what al-falah was and he said, "It is sahr" or the
predawn meal. (The hadith continues:) Then he did not offer salah with us for th.c:
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remainder of the month.1
Tirmidhi did not mention the last sentence.
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .oJ-,~41"'"" did not lead the sahabah ~41~.) in tarawih for
the first tw<? ashras (meaning twenty days, each ashrah being ten days) of Ramadan.
This was done for the same reason mentioned in previous hadith (#1295): lest it be
prescribed for you (as fard):
Teebi ~ 411 ~.) said about the words till seven nights remained' that it is on basis of the
month being of twenty-nine days.
Sahr is described as falah because it serves as a means of energy, falah meaning success.
The vigil during the last nights was commensurate with the merit of each night and was for
the entire night on the twenty-seventh. Most ulama (Scholars) hold that it is the laylat ulqadr. The Prophet .oJ-,~~1"'"" gathered the folk of his house and his wives on this night
and occupied in worship all through the night with all of them.
FIFTEENTH OF THE MONTH OF SHA'BAN

,- .t~fJ"lii ~L,...r-,
~ 13li il!J.. .. ~ . . ~ 4!.U alJI cs-,
~~ AJ1 J",..,.,..,'.J" ~.iii~~ i!J~ ,t.£~ (\ "~~)
II'

., .. . , .

~_,.,..

#I'~_,

1299. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ 41 ~.) narrated "One night (When it was my tum), I
missed Allah's Messenger .oJ-,~~~"'""· So, I went out (to look for him). He was at
Baqi and asked me, 'Did you fear that Allah and His Messenger would be unfair to
you. I submitted, '0 Messenger of Allah, I supposed that you had gone to another
of your wives. He said, 'In deed, Allah, the Blessed and the Exalted, descends on the
night of the fifteenth of shaban to the lowest heaven and forgives sins, more than
the hair of the sheep of Banu Kalb." Razin adds: 'for those (be livers) who deserve
to be consigned to hell.
Imam Tirmidhi said "I heard Muhammad - Bukhari- say that this hedith is daif."2
COMMENTARY: Al-Baqi is a graveyard in Madinah, also called Jannat ul-Baqi.
This incident has been narrated by sayyidah Ayshah ~ 41 ~.) in another hadith in detail.
When I did not find the Prophet .oJ....,, ~ 41"'"" on the bed, I wrapped my garment on my
body and looking for his footsteps walked out, when, beho~d! He was prostrating himself
in al-Baqi. He prolonged the prostration till I was afraid for his life. Luben he rose from it
and turned in salutation, he looked at me and asked, "Were you fearful lest Allah and this
Messenger had wronbed you?"
The mention oi ~'\liah in this sentence is to make the statement beautiful.
She said "I did not think so but I presumed that at Allah's command, or at your own
1
2

Tirmidhi # 806, Abn Dawnd # 1375, Nasa # 1364, Ibn Majah # 1327, Musand Ahmed 5-159
Tirmidhi #739. Ibn Majah # 1389, Musnad Ahnad 6-238
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discretion, you had gone to· one of your other wives."
Ibn Hajar ~l~U-.J said that if she had said, "Yes" to the Prophet's ,.oJ....,~~IJ-D question then
that would have amounted to disbelief.
The Prophet ,.oJ....,~.,LIJ-D then explained to her why he had gone out. He mentioned about
the fifteenth night. of sha'ban (as in the haditlz). "This was an opportune time to amass
blessings and forgiveness for ·my ummah. I came here and made supplication to my lord."

d

OPTIONAL SALAH AT HOME
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1300. Sayyiduna Zayd Ibn Thabit ~~~~.)narrated that Allah's Messenger ~~IJ-D
,.oJ...., said, 11 A Man's salah in his home is better than his salah in this the mosque of
mine, except for the prescribed salah (which is best offered in the mosque).t
COMMENTARY: In spite of the fact that a salah in Masjid Nabvi fetches a reward one thousand
times over that in any other place, it is better to offer the optional salah at home than in Masjid
Na~awi. The reason is that salah offered at home will be free of ostentation. The Prophet ~~~~
~' had said this when he had stopped offering salah for a few nights in Ramadan with advice

that it was more excellent to offer salah in one's house than in the mosque. ·
WHAT ABOUT TARAWIH: On the basis of this luzdith, Imam Maalik, ~I~U-J, Imam Abn Yusuf
~I~U-.J, and some of the Shafi'is ~~~.)deduce that it is better to offer the tarawih alone in one's
home. They say about the Prophet ~,~~IJ-D that he offered it in the mosque to demonstrate
that it is allowed to do so and, moreover, he was observing the itikaf in the mosque.
On the other hand Imam Abn Hanifah, ~~ tU-.J Imam Shafi' i ~I tU- J, most of the Shafi' i ~~ tU-J
ulama (Scholars) and some of the Maaliks ~~IY".J agree that it is better to offer the salah of
tarawih in the mosque as Sayyiduna Umar a.illtJJ>J and after him, other sahabah ~~~~.)had
it offered in mosques. After that, Muslims have been diving it continually and the salah of
tarawih is a symbol of Islam. It resembles the salah of eed.
It is stated in books of fiqh that if there is a man who is regarded as a leader and guide of
Muslims and if he will come, the number of people in the congregation will swell than he
must offer the tarawih in the mosque. If he is not that kind of a man then it is allowed that
the salah may be offered at home.
SE~TION III

~~t~l1j..;aiil

CONGREGATION FOR TARAWIH BY UMAR a.illtJJ>J

'l!JIIlli ~I· 'f1ll!J ~lJ!il ~ ;:J. ~ ~_;.1. J"'li L).Jlal\..~. ~ ~jJI~ ~ 0\• ')
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1301. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman Ibn· Abdul Qar'y .dllu-; narrated: one night (during
Ramadan) I went ·with Umar Ibn Khattab (KH) to the mosque. Behold! The people
were in sections, divided from each other. A man. offered (optional) salah here by
himself, another _offered salah with some people following him. (Seeing this,) Umar
.dll.uo-; said, "If I brought them together under one recite that would be fine." So, he
resolved (to·do that) and brought (all of) them ·behind Ubayy Ibn Ka'b ~.dll~; as
(their) Im~ (for the salah of tarawih).
He narrated further: Later on, I went with him another night. The people were
offering the salah behind their recites. Umar 41 .uo-; remarked, "An excellent
innovation, th_is! But that (Salah) through which you sleep is better than for what
you stand (now); "meaning, (salah) at the end. of the night. (He meant that tarawih
offered towards the close of the night is better than offering it in the early night.) At
that time, people offered the salah (of tarawih) early in the night. 1
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Umar ~.till~; said of the congregational salah of tarawih that
it is an excellent bid' ah. He retuned to the one he had initiated not to the actual
congregational salah that the Prophet ,.o.L....,~.dll'-"" had taught and which is known from
him. He had led the congregational salah of tarawih after as we have mentioned many
times in the preceding lines against earlier ahadith. It we look at it carefully, it moves ahead
to the degree of sunnah because the things initiated by the righteous caliphs are also sunnah.
Here bida'h is taken in its literal meaning not the terminology of the jurists. (as commonly used).
HOW MANY RAKRAT OF TARAWIH
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1302. Sayyiduna Sa'ib ibn Yazid ~.dll~; narrated that (Sayyiduna) Umar ~.dll~;
instructed Ubayy ibn Kab ~.Jil~; and Imam and ad-Dari ~.dll~; that they should
lead the people during (the nights of) Ramadan through eleven raka' at. The reciter
used to recite (those surahs that had more than) one hundred verses.2
So that they had to lean on their staff because of the prolonged standing. They did
not disperse before dawn was about to break.3
COMMENTARY: The two imams led the people by twos either a certain number of raka' at
each day or, on alternate nights.
This hadith says that the salah of tarawih is made up of eleven raka'at But, the ulama
(Scholars) assert that it is proved beyond doubt that in Umar's ~41~; times twenty raka'at
were offered for tara-.;•.rih. So, we might say that he may have offered twenty raka' at at times
Bukhari # 2010
The English translation by Aisha Bewky has Mi'in (a group of medium sizeds not one hundrr:d
verse phz Mactined Pres Inverses Scot] and
3 Muwatta Maalik # 6.1-4.
t
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and sufficed with eleven at times. Or, since it is known that the Prophet ~,~~IJ--D had
offered eleven raka' at as tarawih, he may have intended to emulate him some l)ights and
given instructions to offer eleven but later twenty were incorporated in tarawih constantly.
The Prophet has been stated in a tradition to have offered thirty including three of witr.
LEANING ON STICK IN OPTIONAL SALAH: The recitation was so prolonged in the
tarawih salah that the worshippers had to lean on their staff to keep themselves standing. It
follows that during optional salah when fatigue overtakes one- and even otherwise- it is
allowed to lean or rest on something.
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1303. Sayyiduna Arraj .s..l!l <U-; said that he never found people but they invoked curse
upon the infid~ls during Ramadan. The Qari (meaning, who led the salah of tarawih)
would recite surah al-Baqarah (in those days) in eight raka' at. And, when he recited it
in twelve raka'at, the people presumed that he had made the salah lighter.l
COMMENTARY: The hadith does not say whether curse was invoked on the infidels
throughout Ramadan in the salah of witr, yet if this is deduced then all these ahadith will be
reconciled. Also in that case, this hadith will not contradict the hadith of Sayyiduna lJmar .s..l!l~;
~ that it is sunnalz to invoke curse on the infidels when the first half of Ramadan is over.
The disbelievers deserved to be cursed because they did not respect the blessed month of
Ramadan whose greatness Allah has declared clearly. And, they did not derive even a little
bit of guidance from Allah's Book that was reveled during this month.
We have discussed the number of raka'at of tarawih in the preceding lines. We must know
that the Prophet ~,~~IJ--D did not ever specify the number at raka' at of tarawih. Rather,
he is known to have offered eight raka' at eleven and thirteen and twenty too.
In his times, however, Umar ~~~~J specified twenty raka' at of tarawih and thereafter, all
the Sahabah ~~I~; observed that number, Sayyiduna Ali ~ ~~ ~J also retained this
number. The Prophet ~, ~ ~~ J-oD had said, Stick to my sunnah and the sunnah of my
righteous caliphs. Hold them by your teeth,"
It, in spite of this command, anyone rejects the twenty raka' at of tarawih because they are
not known from the Prophet ~,~41~ definitely, then we can say of him that he clearly
defies the Sunnah.
THE FINAL HOUR OF THE SALAH OF TARAWIH
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1304. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Bakr ~~~~J narrated that he heard (Sayyiduna)
Ubayy ~~~~;say, 11We used to disperse after the standing in salah (of tarawih)
during Ramadan and instruct the servants to place the meal quickly lest we miss it
before dawn. 11 According to another version, he said, 11 lest we miss it before fajr."2
t
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Muwatta Maalik # 6.1-6
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(The first word is suhur (meal before dawn) and the second is fajr (dawn)]
BIRTH & DEATH RECORDED ON FIFTEEN SHA'BAN

_'..!--;
.Ls:ltu~lill.
~tl,,.. ,, &I.Jc;5 -ul
~~~
. ,. ..T
'-a _....,....
'...,;-1305. Sayyidah Ayshah ~4illr.P; narrated that the Prophet .o.l-,~4l~ asked her, can
you imagine what happens this night, meaning the night of the middle of Sha'ban"
She asked," What is that, 0 Messenger of Allah." He said, 111n it is recorded every
child of Aadam ..o")LJI~ who will be born this year, and in it is recorded every one
of the children of Aadam who will die this year, and in it their deeds are taken up
(to heaven), and in it their provisions are sent down." She asked. "0 Messenger of
Allah, (is it that) no one enters paradise without the mercy of Allah, the exalted.
"She asked, 11 And not you, too, 0 Messenger of Allah." He put his hand on the
crown of his head and confirmed, 11Not I, too unless Allah embraces me with his
mercy," He said this three times.t
COMMENTARY: Births and deaths of all human beings have been recorded in a general
way on the preserved tablet long ago again on the 15th shaban each year the names of
human beings who will be born and who will die during the year are recorded
As for deeds being taken up the deeds that a person will do during the year are recorded
on this night and are then taken up to heaven every day after they are performed.
Similarly, the provisions of every person are recorded for the year on this night. According
to another hadith: "This night deaths and provisions are recorded. Also, the names of those
who will perform Hajj(Pilgrimage) during the year are recorded this night.
The Prophet also confirmed that admittance to paradise depends on Allah's mercy not on
one's good deeds. He may admit to paradise whom so He wishes and deny admittance to
whom so He chooses. This saying of the Prophet .o.l-, ~ 4.ill J.D does not differ from the
Qur' an's word:
·
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{This is the Garden which you are made to inherit for what you used to do.J (7:43)
While righteous deeds are an apparent means of admittance to paradise, the true means is
Allah's mercy and compassion and favours. Moreover, the ability to do pioius deeds is also
with Allah's mercy. If a person is deprived of Allah's mercy than how will he be prompted
to do good deeds? A person can do good actions only when Allah enables him to do that.
Hence, entry into paradise depends entirely on Allah's mercy.
t

Bayhaqi in ad-Dawat al-Kabir
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Some Ulama (Scholar~) say that while admittance to paradise is because of Allah's mercy.
Ranks and degrees will rise according to deeds.
MALICE -·BEARER AND POLY THEIST WILL BE DEPRIVED OF MERCY

1306. Sayyiduna Abu Musa al Ashary ~.J,I<.F; narrated that Allah's Messenger .J,IJ-P
.,o.L..._, ~ said, ''Allah, the Exalted, looks (towards the creatures) on the night of the
middle of Sha'ban and forgives all His creatures, except a polytheist or one who
bears malice to another."t
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1307. Abdullah ibn Ami ibn al-Aas narrated it too and his version has: "except two
kinds, one who bears malice and a murderer." 2
COMMENTARY: On this night when Allah turns towards the earthlings with His perfect
mercy, He forgives His rights too as also lapses in worship and obedience. But, He does not
forgive disbelief and ·rights of His creatures (which are r~ghts of fellow-men), though He
grants respite to repent. If they do not repent but persist in their disbelief and evil deeds
then He punishes them.
A malice bearer is· driyen not by shari'ah but his personal base self and needlessly detests
other people. He hates them and is jealous of them.
This hadi til mentions the disbelieyer the malice-bearers and the murderer as deprived of
Allah's mercy an the night of fifteenth Shahan.
Other traditions also name one who severs ties of relationship. One who drags his lower
garment below the ankle, one who disobeys parents, an alcoholic, the adulterer, the
extortionist or one who collects tax by force, the sorcerer, the soothsayer, the astrologist
and the musician. These are the people who are deprived of Allah's rtiercy on this sacred
night when it descends lavishly for all.
THE WORSHIP 15TH SHA'BAN
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1308. Sayyiduna Ali ~.d.llr..fd.) narrated. that Allah's ·Messe~ger said, ''When it is the
night of the middle of ~ha'bari .enga.g~· in s:alclh thiough.. the .~ight and f~st ·during
the day, ~or, in it, Aliah c~nte's down (Mean~ng) d'irects His mercy at sunset. to the
lowest heaven. He says, It there not anyone 'who seel<s- fo.rgiv~ne~s that I may
forgive him? Is there not on~ who prays .for· provision that I may provide him? Is
there not one in difficulty that I may deliver him.? Is there not such a one~ .. ? Is

1
2

Ibn Majah # 1390.
Musnad Ahmad 2-176
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there not such a one ...•.•. ?(This he says) till the approach of dawn. 1

COMMENTARY: Allah embraces. Hi~ creatures ·with mercy on the right of 15th Sha'ban.
Glad tidings. to _those fortunate ones who seek the shade of the mercy of their lord on this sacred
night. They make supplication to Him for their needs and He accepts their requests mercifully.
But, also, for the negligent who spend this night in play and. fireworks. They involve
themselves in amusement and eating sweet dishes and go far away from Allah's mercy.
May Allah enable us to realise the significance of this night. May He cause us to engage in
worship. It is said of many sahabah, ~41<.P.) like Sayyiduna Umar, ~41<.P.J Sayyiduna Ibn
Mas'ud ~<dil<.P.; that they made this night prayer specifically on this night:

,

' ' ~I

,1

-9~~1.;\~.l!s;~bjtW.

"0 Allah, if You have recorded us (in the Preserved Tablet) as wretched, do
obliterate it, and record us as fortunate. And, if You have recorded us as fortunate
then make it firm. Surely, You obliterate what you wish and preserve (what You
wish). With You is the umm ul-kitab (preserved tablet)."
This supplication is mentioned ·in hadith, but that hadith is not s_trong. The recordipg is in the
suspended. book in which amendments may be m~de. Here, the reeording is not made ii) the
PreserVed· Tablet in which no amendment is made and its record is. the final decree·. (The
translation ot the prayer is trom the urdu text itself where the words are <~~t.A meaning,
preserved tablet in which an amendment is sought but these. subsequent lines reject it:)
THE FACT OF THE SALAH-ALFIYAH: It is stated in Kitab ul-Aali: During this night, the
saiah alfiyah is offered in such a way that one hundred raka' at optional salah are offered in
each of which the qui (jj) are recited ten times. It is reported by Daylami and others. But,
this tradition is invented. Ali ibn Ibrahim <dil-u-"" said that this salah al-fiyah is offered in a
congregational from on 15th Sha'ban and move importance is attached to it then the salah of
Friday and of the two .eeds, but there is no authentic hadith about it and not even a reliable
word· of a sahabi or a tabi' a through weak and invented traditions are cited. Hence, no one
should misunderstand these reports (and begin to offer this salah). The masses are already
involved in this mischief and they even find it necessary to result that mostly excess wrong
is perpetrated.
Many saintly men got scared of this custom lest it invite Allah's punishment. They
departed_ to wilderness on the. pretext of worship of Allah.
This salah is said to have being in Bayt ul-Maqdis in ·448AI-J. The ignorant but -greedy
imams of mosques sought to retain their positions and improve their image. They craved to
get the Ia~gest p~ssible following. So! they invented. this deviou~ bid~ah. In ~hi~ w~y,. they
acqQired a· heavy benefit till· Aflah proug'l1t to the surface pious and righteous imarr\s. Th~y
left no st9ne.unturned'to curb" this iruiovation. lndeed,.Allah helped· them c¢d by 8"00 AH.
.
this .devious ·bid' ah was eliminated ·itt Egypt. and Sytia~ (AI~ jbn Ibrahim~ ·qu9te ends).
However~. Mulla Ali Qari ~<dl~~"" c~:n:Unetued on this q~otation that weak iuzd#h qo mention
that weak hadith do met:ttiori the salah a1-fiyah an.d· as far a.s optionai cl€eds are.·cprtcemed
even weak ahadith may be followed. The ulama (Scholars)" have disallowed tlus salah because

1

Ibn Majah # 1388
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many forbidden deeds were associated with it and introduced (like illumination). If anyone
offers this salah without those disallowed things then he is allowed to offer it.
The illumination was made with this salah first of all by the Baramakah who were
originally fire worshippers. They introduced their ancient rites in Islam sicnce they made
raku and sajdah towards the fire they retained fire worship in their lives.
ILLUMINATION IS NOT MUSTAHAB: It is not mustahab to make illumination at any
time when it is necessary. Some pilgrims who are not learned kindle lamps, etc at the Jab
Arafat, Mashraral Haraam and Mina This is not sanctioned and is rather a mere waste.
JUBILATION AT END OF TARAWIH:Allamah Tartusi 41 <U-..1 said that it is a bid'ah to
gather people (merely to participate in the completion of the Quran) or to put up a pulpit
or such like (or to make illumination).
Mulla Ali Qari 41<U-..1 said, "May Allah have mercy on Tartusi 41<U-..1. How excellent a fact has
he discovered! And (most surprisingly) the people of the two harams have adopted this
method! On the night when the Quran is completed, there is very large gathering of men,
warne~, children and slaves (with a great adulation). The like of this salah of Friday, the
two eeds or the eclipse, At the time of the gathering very many novel reprehensible, wrong
and sinful deeds are performed lights and illumination and put their backs to the House of
Allan. They stand in the centre of the mutaf (the circle for tawaf) like fire worshippers
forming a huge crowd. In this way, those who make tawaf (circumambulation of the
Ka'bah) are obstructed and put to inconvenience.
Those who make tawaf, who remember Allah, who offer salah, or very difficult and worrying.
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We ask Allah for pardon, safety, forgiveness and pleasure. And Allah is the Helper.

CHAPTER- XXXIX
I

SALATUD DUHA (THE OPTIONAL IN
THE FORENOON)

I

•

JI"

I

I ..._.I ·lJ

cr-~ ~~.

The word duha is derived from al-dahu and ad-dahuh which mean the sun's rising high
Lthe progress of the day, the time of chaast.' ljence, the salah that is offered after the sun
has risen high is called salat ud-duha, the prayer in the forenoon.
There are two salahs in the forenoon, called ishraq and chaast. When the sun is high by
about one or two spears length. 1
and the makruh hour is over, the salah of ishraq is offered. When the sun is very high and
heat spreads around and the se(fond eight part of the day commences, then, before zawal,
the salah of ad-duha is offered. It is called chaast. In Arabic they are called (ad-duha, or)
ad-dahuh sughrah and ad-dahuh Kubra.
According to a hadith in Nasa'i When the sun is in the east like it is in the west at the time of
the salah of asr, the Prophet .o.J-,~<I.LIJ-" offered two raka'at optional salah and when the
sun is in the east, like it is in the west at the time of the salah of zuhr, the Prophet ~41J-"
.o.J-, used to offer four rakarat optional salah.
1

Baw' s height when eyes blink on looking at it.
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This is evidence that there are two salahs in the forenoon, ad-duha.
At least two rakarat are offered for the ishraq and a maximum of six. For the chaast, a
Ininimum of two and a maximum of twelve raka' at are offered, but the ulama (Scholars)
prefer to offer four raka'at only because the ahadith that say that the Prophet ..o.L-,~4.b1~
offered four raka' at are more sahih (Sound). Besides, there are more ahadith and aathar
about four raka'at.
Very many merits are mentioned about the salah of ad-duha. Many ulama (Scholars) say
that it is mustahab. It may be offered after forming this intention:
Ill
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1 resolve to offer four raka'at salah of ad-duha, the sunnah of the Prophet ..o.l-~1~.
Shaykh Wali uddin ibn Iraqi -dii<Y-.J said that there are very many ahadith about salah udduha. They are sahih and mashhur It is to such an extent that Muhammad Ibn Jarir
Tabarani -dii<Y-.J said that these ahadith attain the degree of tawatir ma'nawi (ux:tdoubted
traditions from several reliable narrators of some subject).
Qadi Abu Bakr .u,~.y..J said that this salah is the salah of the past prophets and Messenger ...oj..JI~.
Allamah Suyuti 41<Y-J reported from Daylami the haditlz of Sayyiduna Abu liurayrah, 4.blu"'.J
~ liThe salah of duha was the salah frequently offered by Prophet Dawud ...o'j....JI~.
The Bukhari .dll.u-.) cited the hadith of Sayyiduna Thawban ~-dllu"'.) that the salah of duha is
the salah that was offered cnstantly by Sayyiduna Aadam ...o'j,..JI~ Nuh ...o'j,..JI~, Ibrahim
_.o'j..JI~, Musa ...o')LJI~ and Easa ,o'j..JI~.
1

SECTION I
EIGHT RAKA' AT OF CHAAST

(~~)

1309. Sayyidah Umm Hani ~ 4.b1 u"'.J narrated that, on the day of the conquest of
Makkah, the Prophet ..o.L-, ~ 4.b1 ~ came to her house. He had a bath and offered
eight raka' at salah. She said, 111 never saw a salah shorter than that, but he made the
ruku and the sajdah completely."
In another version, she said 11that was (the salah of duha.'; 1
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Umm Hani ~-dii~J was the sister of Sayyiduna Ali ~41u"'J and
her name was Fakhtah. She was a great and meritorious sahabiyah. In Makkah, her house
was the base for the Prophet's .,ol...,~-dll<.}D preaching and efforts.

The Prophet ..cJ,..._,~-dii<.}D may have offered the salah of chaast eight raka'at in four's or in
two's. He made them short by reciting briefly and curtailing the tasbih etc.

1

Bukhari # 357, Muslim# 82-336, Abu DAwud # 1291, Tirmidhi # 474, Nasai # 415, DArimi # 1219,
Muwatta Maalik # 9.8.30, Musnad Ahmad 6-423.
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NUMBER OF RAKA' AT VARIED ..
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1310. Sayyidah Mu'adh .dll d..l") narrated that she asked Sayyidah Ayshah ~ 41 ~~
about the number of raka'at Allah's Messenger .,o..l...,~~~ offered for the salah of
duha. She said, 11 Four raka' at, or more as Allah willed."1
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .,o..l..., ~ 41 J"" offered a maximum of twelve raka' at ih the
salah of duha. More than that is not known from any luzditlt.
This ltadith applies to both the ishraq and chaast salahs.
It is stated in-Kitab Ahbar that it is better to recite in these salah surah ash-Shams; al-Layl,
ad-Duha and al-Inshirah.

MERIT OF AD-DUHA SALAH
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1311. Sayyiduna Abn Obarr 41d..l") narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ,...,~....t,l~ said,"
With the beginning of morning, sadaq ah becomes due on every. bone of each of
you. So, every tasbih is a sadaqah, every tahmid is a ~sadaqah, every takbir is a
sadaqah, enjoining piety is a· sadaqah. All that may be replaced by two raka'at one
offers for the salah of duha."2
·
COMMENTARY: When a person finds himself in the morning with all his bones and )oints
in order, he is able to occupy himself in everyday chores of life. So, he must show gratitu4e
for this blessing by giving sadaqah (Charity) and this is given by uttering a few expressions
·
that are not burden some or elaborate. They are easy on the tongue:
I
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However, if instead of that, two raka' at salah of duha are offered the gratitude is correctly
expressed and it is not necessary to utter these expressions. The ·reason is that salah is
performed by the ~hole body aii.d limbs. Each limb of the.b.oc~yoc<:upies inworship to be
grateful on its part. Herice, this.salah may be offered always r~gularly. ·
THE BEST TIME FOR CHAA~T

·9~j) ~.s~~:~.·1j:1~:~ J~i.:JJi~·&,.·~~·~r~~·~r5A1r~JT y?I~J 6£J <'r'n
V-W•'..o~> ~j1•;l1 ~Jl ~iltifil t~ J~ _..t::j·~ilil ~~~ j~ -.i.J!~I ~l!JI
1
2

Muslim# 79-719, Musrad Ahmad 6-145
Muslim# 84-720, Masad Ahmad 5-178
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1312. Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Arq~m ~41~..: is reported to have seen some people
offering the salah of duha. So, he said, 11They do know, indeed, that salah at a
time other than this is better. Surely, Allah's Messenger ~,~.JJI~ had said,
''The salah of the penitent is offered when the young camels feel the heat of the
sun (on their feet)."l
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Zayd ~41~..: was astonished on seeing some people offer the
salah of chaast without waiting for the best time for it, but offering it at its initial hours. He
said, "They·do know the most excellent time for it and they had heard the Prophet's 41~
..oJ-, ~ saying in this regard. "He said that the best time is when the feet of the camel's
young begin to sense the heat. It is when the sun is considerably high and the ground
bums with heat. This happens when about the first eighth and a half part of the day has
elapsed. The time for this salah expires before zawal.
~duj..aiil

SECTION II
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1313. Sayyiduna Abu ad-Darda ~4.111~J and Sayyiduna Abu Dharr ~41'-'""..: narrated
that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~<dll~ said about Allah, the Blessed, the Exalted, that
He says, 11 0 son of Aadam, offer for Me four raka'at at the beginning of the day. I
will provide for you enough till the end of the day."2
-.J£~E-1~ljjl;t;;;lljl!&0f ~A~(,rH)
".,~
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1314. Nuaym ibn Hummar at Ghata fani also narrated it.3
COMMENTARY: Allah assured anyone who offers four raka'at early in the day for His
pleasure that He will look after all his needs till the end of the day.
I
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He who submits to Allah, is for h~.
This salah can be either ishraq or chaast.
EXCELLENCE OF ISHRAQ
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1315. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~41~) narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~41~
..oJ-, say. 11 A man has three hundred and sixty joints (in him) and it is his duty to
give sadaqah for each joint,.He was asked, "Prophet ~,~4.LI~ of Allah, who can
do that ? "He said "If you bury mucus (that you detect) in the mosque, and remove

Muslim# 143-748
Tirmidhi # 475
3 Abn Dawud 1289, Darimi # 1451. Musnad Ahmad 6-440 (both 1313,1314)
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something (harmful) from the path, but, if you offer two raka'at of duha that would
be enough for you:l
COMMENTARY: The duty on man to give sadaqah does not mean that it is binding and
obligatory, for none of the things mentioned in the hadith is wajib (expedient). However, even
commonsense tells us that it is wajib (expedient) to be grateful to Allah for His blessing.
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1316.Sayyiduna Anas ~ .JJI ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,, ~ 41 ~
said, "If anyone offers twelve raka' at salah of duha, Allah builds for him a
castle of gold in paradise.l
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1317. Sayyiduna Muadh ibn Anas al Juhani ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger
..o.L., ~ .JJI J-" said. "If anyone who has finished the salah of fajr continues to sit on
the prayer mat till (the sun has risen high and) he offers two raka'at of duha.
Speaking nothing (between the two salah) save a pious word, then his sins are
forgiven him even if they are more than the foam of the sea. 3
COMMENTARY: The synopsis of what Mulla Ali Qari writes is: "It anyone offers the salah
of fajr and occupies in remembrance of Allah, doing righteous work like learning or
teaching religion, making tawaf of Allah's House, and when the sun is sufficiently ·high
offers two raka' at salah of duha in the mosque or at home, engaging in no talk but pious
words between the salah of fajr and duha than his minor sins are forgiven. It is possible
that Allah will forgive him his major sins too through His favours and mercy."
Shaykh Abdul Haq Muhaddith Dahlawi 4-ill U'J said, Here the salah or duha" Means the
salah of ishraq while other ahadith imply by duha both ishraq and chaast. It seems that the
reward mentioned will accrue to only one who remains seated at the same place where he
had offered the fajr salah. If anyone moves to another place then he will not get the reward
mentioned. "other ulama (Scholars) say that if he is worried or fearful, or apprehensive of
being ostentatious, then he may go to a secluded place and continue his worship. He must
sit facing the qiblah and fight off sleepiness.
Shaykh ul-Islam Shahabuddin Suharwardy 4-illu-.) said" A deed that fetches prompt reward
in this world with inner radiance is this deed."
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Abn Dawnd # 5246, Musnad Ahmad 5-359.
Tiramidhi # 472, Ibn Majah # 1380.
3 Abn Dawnd 3 1287, Musnad Ahmad 3-439
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1318. Sayyiduna Abn Hurayarh ~41~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger .,c.L...,~41~
said, 11 He who continues to offer the salah of duha regularly, his sins are forgiven to
him even if they are like the foam of the sea.1
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1319. Sayyidah Ayshah ~41~.) used to offer eight raka'at of the salah of duha. She
would say. :If my parents were revived for me, even then I would not abandon
offering this salah. "2
COMMENTARY: Sayyidah Ayshah ~41~.) encouraged others to offer the salah of duha.

THE PROPHET'S ..oJ-,~41~ PRACTICE
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1320. Sayyiduna Abn Saeed ~ 41 ~J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,c.L..., ~ 41 ~
used to offer the salah of duha continuously so that they felt that he would never
stop offering it. Then, he used to cease offering it continuously till they thought
that he w<iuld never offer it.3
COMMENTARY: The Prophet' s· ..oJ-,~41~ practice for the optional salah and deeds was
to perform then off and on to distinguish then from the prescribed otherwise the ummah
would be burdened.
It was his distinction that if he did something constantly then it would become fard ...If his
ummah does anything constantly then it would not become a prescribed deed. :bjence, the
Muslims must now offer the salah of duha with consistency. It will not became fard, but
remain mustahab.
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1321. Sayyiduna Muwarriq al-Iyli said that he asked Sayyiduna Ibn Umar, ~4\~J,
11
Do you offer the salah of ud duha." He said 11 No" He then asked, 11 And Umar.?"
He said, 11 No" Then he asked about Abu Baker ~.till~.) and he said 11 No" So, he
asked, 11The Prophet ..oJ-,~41~?" He said, 11 I think he did not."4
COMMENTARY: Ibn Umar's ~41~.) saying that the Prophet .,c.L...,~41~ did not offer the
salah of duha could mean:
(i)
He did not offer it in the mosque.
(ii)
Or, he (Ibn Umar) was not aware of the Prophet's .,c.L...,~41~ saying in
this regard.
1

Tirmidhi # 476, Ibn Majah # 1382, Masnad Ahmad 2-499
Muwatta Maalik # 9.8-33
3 Tirmidhi # 477, Murnad Ahmad 3-36
4 Bukhari # 1175
2
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(iii)

Or, he did not deny it outright but he meant to say that the Prophet .til1J--:'
,.o.L...,~ did not offer it regularly. So that it would not have been prescribed.
Never the less, it is established through many ahaditlz that the Prophet ,.o.L...,~-.till~ used to
offer this sal~ and encouraged others to offer it. So, we must not misunderstand this haditlz
(# 1321) of Ibn Un1ar·~411uW~.
Mulla Hanfi 4.L1 tU-.) said that after the Prophet's .,o.L...._, ~ 4.L1 J--:' death there is no fear of this
salah being made fa rd. So, the Muslims should offer it continuously. It is mustahab. This is
what all ulama (Scholars) say.

CHAPTER-XL
OPTIONAL SALAH
The Arabic word (tfol) is derived fron1 (tfo) and (~tb). It means to obey. The optional
worship is called (t#) (tatawwu) and the doer is called (tfo:..) (1nutatawwu).
In this chapter, ahadith about optional salah will be reproduced.
Every salah apart fromfard and wajib (expedient) is nafl (or optional) even the swmalr and
the mustahab, but tatawwu applies generally to those salah that are not regularly offered,
or ghayr muwakkadah (not emphasised).
SECTION I
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1322. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.LitU-; narrated that (once) Allah's Messenger ~4.LIJ.o
,.o.L..., asked (Sayyiduna) Bilal ~4.111~; at the time of the salah of fajr, 11Tell me, 0

Bilal, of the deed you have been doing in Islam of which you are most hop~ful,
because I did hear the sound of your sandals ahead of me in paradise, 11 He said," I
have not done any deed more hopeful to me than that whenever I h12 ve peiformed
ablution at any hour of night and day, I have offered salah as mush as is decreed for
me promptly.l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .,o.L...., ~ 4.Lt ~ was informed of Sayyiduna Bilal's ~ 4.L1 ~.)
footsteps in paradise through inspiration or an unveiiing of the unseen either in his sleep or
while he was awake. Or, the Prophet .,o.L...., 4.:k 4.L1 <..~ heard his footsteps ahead of him in
paradise during the night of hiraj.
Sayyiduna Bilal's ~<I.LI~.J waking ahead of the Prophet ..oJ-,~.JJij.D was like the walking of·

1
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servants in front of their masters. 1
His 'reference to performing ablution covers not only ablution but also bath and
tayammum. It may refer to one of these or all three.
This salah.is offered after making ablution. It the terminology, it is called tahiyatul wudu (as
"regard to ablution") or greetings or gratitude for having made abh1tion.
SALAH OF ISTIKHARAH & SUPPLICATION
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1323. Sayyiduna Jabir ~...ill~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ....,~.dll~ used to
teach them al-istikharah (which is to seek Allah's guidance) on affairs (Confronting
them) just as he used to teach them a surah of the Quran. He would say, "When any
of you resolves to do something, let him pray two raka'at salah apart from the fard
(prescribed). Then, let him supplicate:
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(0 Allah. I seek your guidance through your knowledge and I seek strength
through your power, and I beseeh you for your magnificent grace, for, you have
power while 1 .:!~ not have it, and you have knowledge and I do not have it, and you
are the best knower ot Lhe unseen.
0 Allah, if in your knowledge this thing is good for me in terms of my faith, any
worldly life and the outcome of any pursuit (or, he said arty affairs in this world and
the next). Then ordain it for me and make it come easy to me and then bless it for me.
And if in your knowledge, this thing is bad for me in terms of my faith, my worldly
life and the outcome of my pursuit (or, he said, 'any affairs in this world and the
next"), then put it away from me, make me turn away from it and ordain good for
me wherever it is, and then make me be pleased with it.)
And, he should name his need."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone intends to do something that is permissible but one is uncertain
1 See Commentary
2 Bukhari # 1162,

Ahmad # 14713,

on hadith # 1326
Tirmidhi # 479, Ibn Majah # 1383, Abu Dawud # 1538, Nasai # 3253, Musnad
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about its goodness and advantage, then it is proper to make istikharah- or consult Allah
for guidance. The things for which one may do it are before undertaking a journey or a
business venture, contemplating marriage, or any other thing that is permitted.
Istikharah may not be done for eating and drinking and such other determined tasks. It
may not be done for that which is definitely good.
·
It is the blessing of istikharah that whatever is good for one, who makes istikharah, is
prompted into his heart and the heart takes the decision for what is better for him.
The method to do it is to perform ablution and, at any time other than a makruh hours, one
may offer two raka' at salah with an intention to make istikharah. After the salah, one may
make the afore mentioned supplication. It is also allowed to :make this supplication of
istikharah after the two raka' at of sunnah, tahiyat ul-masjid or tahiyat ul-wadu, but is
preferable to offer two raka'at for it separately and specifically. A~d surah may be recited
in this salah and no surah is spelled out. However, some traditions suggest surah alKafirun and al-Ikhlas.
As for the words in the supplication (\Sr'~~ J') (or, he said, my affairs in this world and the
next'). This is nothing but the sub-narrator's doubt. He was unsure whether the prophet J-oe
~,~.-.ill said (\5_,.,4,1~ J~WJ~~.J} in terms of my faith, my worldly life and the outcome of
my pursuit, or (~'J\5_,..,~~) my affairs in this world and the next.' It is better to include both
these phrases in the supplication.
The words in the supplication (_,..~ll.i.A} (this thing) are of a general nature. So, the supplicant
must name his need at these places, like instead of (A.tli~ll.i.A~.t.;A-JI.iA} (this journey). Or, he may
retain the words (r~".U} and then mention his need.
According to another tradition, a brief istikharah may be made by one in a hurry or facing
a quick decision. He may pray:
I

-L5.;~!J!~ ~j LJ31,1 jQfi-1 J ,11\
0 Allah. Choose for me what's correct and proper in your (sight) and make me
observe it.
Sayyiduna Anas ~~~~J said, "The prophet ~,~.-.LlJ-.c said to me, 0 Anas, when you
decide to do something, make istikharah for it with Allah seven times. Then wait the
outcome. Whatever is put into your heart, observe it for, that is better for you.
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1324. Sayyiduna Ali ~.-.Ll~J narrated: Abu Bakr ~.-.ill~) narrated to me, and Abu
Bakr ~.-.Ll~J spoke the truth, that he heard Allah's Messenger say, 11There is not a
man who commits sin and (out of repentance) stands up, purifies himself and
offers salah, then he seeks Allah's forgiveness, but Allah forgives him. 11Th en, he
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recited this verse:
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(And those who, when they have committed on indecency or wronged themselves,
remember Allah, and seek forgiveness of their sins .... } (3:135)1
COMMENTARY: The parenthetical words and Abu Bakr ~ ~~ t$".J spoke the truth' are
spoken by sayyaiduna Ali ~ ~~ t$".J to omphasise the superiority and truthfulness of
sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~ltJ".J. in fact, the Prophet ..oJ-.,~.dll~ had called him as-Siddiq
because of his truthfulness.
It is said about Sayyiduna Ali ~ 41 t$"J that he accepted a hadith only after getting 'the
narrator to say on oath that he was speaking the truth. But, he always accepted the hadith of
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~~~~.)without asking him to take on oath.
As for purifying oneself, the sinner should make ablution and offer salah. But, it is better for
him to have a purifying bath. Moreover, it is best to have the purifying bath with cold water.
The salah consists of two raka' at. Mter surah al-fatihah, in the first surah al-Kafirun is recited
and in the second raka'at al-Ikhlas. This salah is called salatut-tawbah (salah to repentance).
Then, he seeks forgiveness of Allah. Not only does he stop committing that sin, but makes
a firm resolve never to perpetrate sin. He remains steadfast on his resolve and if he has to
pay someone's right, the pays it to him.
The Prophet ..oJ-., ~ ~~ ~ recited the verse to show that whatever he said is what Allah
Himself has said. The complete verses are reproduced here:
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(And those who when they have committed an indecency or have wronged themselves,
remember Allah, and seek forgiveness of their sins. And who forgives sins but Allah?
And they persist not in that (wrong) which they have done, while they know it.
Those! Their recompense is forgiveness from their Lord, and gardens underneath which
rivers flow therein they shall abide. And how excellent is the reward of the (good)
workers!}(Aal Imran, 3,135-136.) ·
The background of revelation to these verses as explained by some exegetes is a specific
event. A sahabi~~ltJ"J happened to fall into a sin, out of human fallibility, but he realized
his lapse instantly. This caused him deep remorse and a sense of shame. This compunction
and pangs of consciPnt:c and his sincere repentance brought the revelation of these verses.
These are two verses. The words (~.U'J) (And those) in the first verse are the subject of the
sentence. The word (.....S:UJ') (Those!) in the second begins the predicate.
IN DISTRESS
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1325. Sa1 yidvna Hudhayfah
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encountered something unpleasant, he offered salah.1
COMMENTARY: When anything grieved the Prophet, ..o.l-,~odll~ or he faced a difficulty,
he got rid of it, and, in obedience to Allah says:

-iylJIJ)JJ~tjr,' ,.,j!..ot~J, ~~
{0 you, who believe, seek help in perseverance and salah ... }(2:153)
The ulama (Scholars) say that th~ wisdom in offering salah at the time of distress is that the
spiritual world is unveiled before him when he offers the salah. The result is that he
realizes the worthlessness of this world and the comforts of this life and its distresses are
meaningless to him. He does not grieve at losing any worldly possession and is not
overjoyed at receiving its bounties. It is like the saintly words:
"If it is possessed, there's no joy If it is lacking, there's no sorrow."
TAHIYAT UL-WADU
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(LS-iA.):.H o1__,.,;) -l.o.t:!
1326. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~41<JI"; narrated that one morning Allah's Messenger ~
..o.l-,~41 called (Sayyiduna) Bilal ~41~; and asked, "0 Bilal, with what did you
.overtake me to paradise? Never did I enter paradise without hearing the rustle of
. your footsteps ahead of me." He said," 0 Messenger of Allah, never do I call the
adhan without offering two raka' at salah. And, never have I experienced what
nullifies ablution without performing (fresh) ablution promptly and I am
convinced that to offer two raka' at is Allah's right on me" so Allah's Messenger ~
..o.l-,~41 said,"Because of both these thing (you have preceded me)."2
COMMENTARY: The hadith # 1322 is of the same subject. An explanation under it may be
seen. It is stated there that Sayyiduna Bilal ~41<JI"; preceded the Prophet ..o.l-,~~~~ as a

herald in paradise. This is itself is a great rank. We must not read any other meaning in the
hadith. No Prophet or Messenger, too, has the distinction to enter paradise before the
Prophet _o..L...,~41~ (Prophet Muhammad), so what to say a member of his ummah?
SALAH OF NEED

1
2

Abu Dawred # 1319 Mursad Ahmad 5-377
Trimidhi # 3709, Musnad Ahmad # 23102
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1327. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abu Awfa oe.iii<Y-; narrated that Allah's Messenger 41~
..oJ-,~ said, "H anyone has a need from Allah or from one of the children of Aadam
..Aj..Jt~, let him make ablution, and make it a good ablution. Then, let him offer two
raka'at, then glorify Allah and invoke blessing on the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~, then pray:

-:, · 1''' ...... Jl l:i.. '"-::t.. !i ~~.,(59
~ · 5~ ~,;
. .~h~
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~~~

'i~t... l!& ':1..J. .

.'..1"

There is no God but Allah, the Clement, the Bountiful. Glory be to Allah, Lord of the
magnificent throne. Praise belongs to Allah, Lord of the world. I ask you for that
which entitles (me) to yoiu mercy, and makes certain your forgiveness. Attd (I ask for)
a safety of every piety and a safety from every sin-leave no sin of mine without being
forgiven, no anxiety without being removed and no need of mine with which you are
·pleased without being fulfilled, 0 the Most Merciful of those who show mercy!"l
COMMENTARY: If anyone has a need or desire to be fulfilled either directly with Allah or
through a fellow-man, li.ke service, marriage, etc. it is mustahab to make ablution well,
offer two raka' at salah, praise and glorify Allah, invoke blessing on the Prophet _.o.i...,~oe.ill~
in the words used in the salah and make the supplication mentioned in this hadith. After
that, he must present his need to Allah. Or, pray for it to him.
This salah is called salat ul-hajah (Prayer for need). It is very effective It is known of some
saintly or religious men that they offered this salah and presented their need to Allah and
He granted them their request. (Ihu ul-Fiqh)
·
Ibn Hajar oe.iii<Y-J said that the needy should do this on Saturday morning. The Prophet oe.ill~
_.o.i...,~ had said, If anyone presents his need on Saturday morning (after the salat ul-hajah
and prayer), I assure him that he will get his lawful and permissible need." (Mulla Ali Qari)
While this salah and supplication are for all kinds of needs, there is another salah for the
need of strong memory, called salah ul-hafiza. It is described in at Hisn Haseen.2
The exposition in Urdu explains the salah in detail and may be seen there.
11

1
2

Tirmidhi # 478, Ibn Majad # 1384
As-Hisn al Haseen (English Translation) p295f. Darul-Isha' at, Karachi
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CHAPTER XLI
SALAT UL-TASBIH
The salat ut-Tasbih is mustahab. It fetches uncountable reward. It consists of four raka' at
and it is better to offer them together giving one salutation at the end, but it is also allowed
to offer them in two's. The tasbih is recited seventy-five times in each raka'at with a total of
three hundred in the salah.
The method to offer it is to first form the intention:
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"I intend to offer four raka'at salah ut-tasbih."
Then call the takbir tahrimah and fold the hands, recite the thana and the tasbih fifteen times:
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.);Slillljilll ~!il! ~j~~lj;ljl ~~:..!,
Then, recite the taawwudh and the basmalah, ·surah al-fatihah and any other surah. Again,
recite the tasbih ten times.
Then go into ruka and after reciting its tasbih (~'~Ju~) recite this tasbih ten times.
Rise from the ruku say (o~~iilt~) and (~~~~J) and recite this tasbih ten times.
Go to the sajdah, recite its tasbih (~~"l'~Ju~""') and this tasbih ten times.
Get up from sajdah and recite this tas~ih ten times.
Again go to sajdah and do the same thing: after the tasbih of sajdah, recite this tasbih ten times.
Rise for the second raka'at and recite this tasbih fifteen times before al-Fatihah, ten times after
a surah. And ten times each in ruku getting up from ruku, in both sajdah and between them.
Then so in the third and fourth raka' at. The same number is maintained in each pasture as
assigned for it.
MERIT OF SALAT UL-TASBIH
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1328. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas <U&. 41 r..P.J narrated that the Prophet .o!w., ~ .s.i!l ~ said to
(Sayyiduna) Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib, 41.Y...J "0 Abbas, 0 Uncle! Shall I not grant
you? Shall I not present to you? Shall I not inform you? Shall I not grow in you ten
characteristics such that, if you observe them, Allah will forgive you your sins their
first and last, old and new, accidental and deliberate, Minor and Major, undisclosed
and open? (You Should) offer four raka'at (salah), reciting in every raka'at Fatihat
ul-Kitab (surch al-Fatihah) and a surah. When first raka' at and you are standing say:

~tiililjdH ~!~! ~j~B.IJJJI ~~:..!
Fifteen times. Then bow into ruku and say it ten times while in ruka. Then raise
your head from ruku and say it ten times. Then go down in prostration and say it
the times while you are in sajdah. Then raise your head from prostration and say it
ten times. Again, prostrate yourself and say it ten times. That is seventy -five times
in each raka' at. Do that in four raka'at. If you can offer it every day once, do it. It
you cannot do it, then every Friday (or week) once. If you cannot do it, then every
month once. If you cannot do it, then every year once. And, if you cannot do it, then
(at heart) once in your lifetime."t

1329. Sayyiduna Abu Rafi 41.Y..J narrated the like of it.2
COMMENTARY: [The tasbih, translated: Allah is without blemish. Praise belongs to Allah.
There is no God but Allah. Allah is the Greatest.]
The Prophet .o!w.,~41~ told his uncle that if he would adopt ten characteristics, then his
ten kinds of sins would be forgiven. (These are enumerated in the hadith.)
However, some people say that ten characteristics are the ten tasbih in the postures of the
salah, excluding the fifteen in the excluding posture.
In this transmission of Mishkat, the words ten characteristics are not mentioned after
undisclosed and open. But they are found in 'usul' and also in al-Hisn al-Haseen. 3
So, Teebi <U&-41r..P.J wrote that the context of the hadith suggests that these things stand for tl}e
characteristics.
(i)
To offer four raka'at salah.
(ii).
To recite surah al-Fatihah in each raka' at.
(iii).
To recite another surah with it.
(iv).
To recite the tasbih fifteen times while standing.
(v).
To recite these tasbih ten times in ruku.
(vi).
To recite them ten times on arising from ruku.
(vii). To recite them ten times in sajdah.
(viii). To recite them ten times on arising from sajdah, that is, in jalsah.
(ix).
To recite them ten times in the second sajdah.
.
(x).
To recite them ten times on arising from the second sajdah, that is in jalasah istirahat.
Abu Dawud #Ibn Majah # 1386 Bal.aqi in Bawat ul-kabir.
Tiramidhi # 482
3 Al-Hisn al Haseen, (English Translations) P.388f. D~r ul-Ishaat Karachi
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METHOD: The method described in this hadith differs from the one we had mentioned at
the beginning of the chapter. However, the number of the tasbihs does not differ, seventyfive in each raka'at, three hundred in all, only the positions where they are recited are
changed. Either of the method may be followed. It is preferable if each method is followed
at one's choice at different times.
Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~<ilii<,FJ has also named the surah' s that may be recited in this salah'.
They are: at-Takathur, Al-Asr, al-Kafirun and at-Ikhlas. Some versions name: as-zilzal, alAsliyat, an-Nasr and al-Ikhlas.
Jalaluddin Suyuti ~ .dll ~J has transmitted from Imam Ahmad ~ .dll ~J that before
concluding the salatul-tasbih with a salutation, this supplication should be made:
1
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0 Allah, I ask you for enablement of the people of guidance, deeds of the

people of conviction, repentance of the penitent, resolve of the persevering, of
the fearful, longing of the diligent, worship of the abstinent and awareness of
the learned, till I fear You.
0 Allah, I ask you for fear of You Such as would prevent me from disobeying you
so that I perform deeds in obedience to you that entitle me to your for fear of you
sincerely, and that I make sincere admonition out of modesty before you, and that I
rely on you in all the affairs, having good hope from you. Without blemish are you!
Creator of light!
MERIT: Abdul Aziz ibn Dawud writes that he who wishes to enter paradise must bind
·
himself to offer the salah of tasbih. .·
Abu Uthman Zahid ~41~J said, "I did not find anything part from this salah to remove
difficulty and worry. Sorrow and grief. "These thing disappear when this salah is offered.
This is why most of the sheikhs and righteous people have been observing this salah. It
is mustahab to offer it on Friday after zawal. If it becomes necessary to make the sajdah
sahw (remedial prostrations) during this salah then the tasbih should not be recited in
these prostrations (of sahw) becomes the count of the tasbihs is only three hundred and
must not be exceeded.
To those Muslims whom Allah has given ability to worship Him much, the moderate form
of observing this salah is to offer it every Friday. This is what Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 41-u-J
did every Friday after zawal. He recited -those very surahs that are mentioned in the
·
preceding lines.
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_1~T:IJJJ$JI$JJT&IJJ~3~
1330. Sayyiduna Abn Hurayrah ~'1.111~.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~
_o.~-,~ce.Ll say." The first of his deeds for which a man will be subjected to reckoning
on the day of resurrection will be his salah. If it is correct he will prosper and be
safe. ·But, if it is lacking or defective, he will fail and be a loser. If there is some
shortcoming in his fard salah (obligatory prayer), the command, "Look, does My
slave has any optional salah (in his record of deeds). So, what is lacking in the fard
will be compensated with it. Then all his deeds will be (reckoned) on that basis.
1
' Another version has: "Then zakah will be reckoned like that and the deeds (all)
will be taken up on the same basis. t
1331. A man narrated it (too).2
COMMENTARY: According to yet another tradition, the first thing that will be taken into
account on the day of resurrection will be blood.
The fact is that as far as rights of Allah are concerned, salah will be the first to be taken
into account. As far as rights of fellowmen are concerned, blood will be the first to be
taken into account.
Like salah, other fard deeds will be taken into account and any short coming will be made
up from the optional deeds. So, fasting and zakah from optional fasts and charity, and hajj
from Umrah. Rights of fellowmen will be compensated from his good deeds. In this way,
all deeds will bt7 reckoned completely.
SALAH AND WORSHIPPER OF HIGH MERIT
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1332. SayYiduna Abn Um~mah ~ce.Ll~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger .,ol....,~ce.Ll~
said ''Allah does not listen to anything from His salve more than the two raka' ah he
offers because they arc: the best of all deeds. Piety is sprinkled on the slave's head
as long as he is in salah. And, the worshipers gain not nearness to Allah as they
gain through that which comes from Him. Meaning the Quran.3

Abn Dawnd # 864, Tirmiclhi 413, Na~ai # 495, Ibn Majah # 1425, Musnad Ahmad 2-290
2 Mus~•u.d ~A..P.mad 5-72
3 Tirmidhi # 'Musnad Ahmad 5-268
1
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CHAPTER - XLII
SALAH WHILE TRAVELLING
When a person who sets out on a journey is out of the populace of his village or city the
qasr (or shortening of salah) becomes wajid on him. Thus, he will offer only two raka' at
instead of four raka'at fard salah (obligatory prayer) and it is wajib (expedient) to do so. If a
traveller on whom it is wajib (expedient) to avail of the qasr offers a four raka'at then he
will be committing a sin. He will also be omitting two wajib (expedient) deeds:
(i).
Neglecting the qasr and
(ii).
Not giving the salutation in the last qadah because the traveller's first qadah is also
his last qadah after which he has to give the salutation promptly (to terininate the salah)
but if does not do so then he neglects a wajib (expedient).
Moreover, No scholar and no imam differs on the question of the qasr salah being allowed
to a traveller. However, while Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ u-.J regards it as wajib (expedient),
Imam Shafi'i 41~.) holds it to be preferable which means that if a traveller does not observe
the qasr, he will not be sinner in Imam Shafi'is ~~~.J view, thought Imam Abu Hanifah's ~.J
~~view is that he will be a sinner.
DEFINITION OF TRAVELLER: Qasr becomes wajib (expedient) when setting out on a
journey that cannot be completed in less than three days at an average pace of a pedestrian
or a camel. A journey of three days presupposes a walk of morning to afternoon, not
morning to evening. The jurists have surmised this distance in current times as forty-eight
miles. If anyone goes out of his house to undertake a jo:urney of forty-eight miles (or
seventy-eight kilometers), beyond the populace of his village or city, then forthwith qasr
becomes wajib (expedient) on him. If anyone covers this distance of forty-eight miles on a
fast moving conveyance in less than three days then too he will be regarded as a traveller
and will have to shorten his salah.
TIME PERIOD: The traveller must centinue to offer the qasr till he returns to his homeland,
or resolves to stay on at some place for at least fifteen days provided that place is suitable to
stay. Thus, if anyone intends to tarry on a sea, an enemy territory or a desert thenthis kind of
intention is unsound. However, if nomads forms an intention to stay for fifteen days in
desert, then their intention is correct because they are accustomed to live their.
If anyone decides, before travelling the distance that qualifies for the journey of a traveller,
to dwell at some place or return to his native land, then he will be regarded as a muqim
(resident) even if he has decided to stay for less than fifteen days. It will be presumed that
he has reversed his decision to travel.
SOME RULINGS ABOUT QASR
(i).
In the following cases, if a traveller covers the distance of his journey and stays on
for more than fifteen days, then he will not be a muqim (resident) and it will
centinue to remain wajib (expedient) on him to make qasr:
(a).
He had not intended to stay for fifteen days, but for some reason without an
intention, he happens to prolong his stay.
(b).
He had made no intention and was scheduled to depart in a couple of days from
there, but the continuing uncertainty causes him to stay on for fifteen days or more.
(c).
He intends to stay for fifteen days or more, but that place is not deserving of
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staying on.
He intends to stay for fifteen days at two places provided they are so far away
from one another that the sound of the adhan at one place is not heard at another.
For example, he intends to stay at Makkah for ten days and at Mina for five days.
Mina is three miles away from Makkah. If he intends to stay at one place during
the night and at another during the day, then the place where he intends to stay
during the right will be treated as his place of residence where he will not be
allowed to shorten his salah. As for the second place where he stays during the
day, if it is at a distance that qualifiers as a traveller's distance then he will be
deemed to be regarded as a resident. Furthermore, if one place is so near to another
that the sound of adhan of one place is heard at another, then both the places will
be considered to be one and if he intends to stay at both (together) for fifteen days,
he will be deemed to be a resident.
=
(ii).
It a resident follows a fraveller (imam in salah) then it is always proper in every
condition, whether it is a salah on its proper hour or a salah redeemed on expiry of
its time. When the traveller-imam terminates his salah at the end of two raka' ah the
resident-muqtadi must get up and complete his salah without reciting the Quran
and must observe silence because he is a lahiq (who has missed some raka'ah
behind the imam) and the first qadah will be fard on this muqtadi. It is mustahab
for the traveller-imam to tell his muqtadis (followers) after giving the salutation, "I
am a traveller. The muqtadis must complete their salah."
A traveller, too, may follow a muqim-imam but anly within time, not after expiry of the
hour of salah, because when a traveller follows a resident, he will after four raka' ah behind
the imam. The first qadah of the imam will be nafl (optional) but for him it will be fard. The
imam's tahrimah will be with the first qadah being nafl while traveller-residents will be
with its being fard. So, it is that one who offers the fard follows another whose salah is nafl
· (optional) and this is not correct.
The traveller must not neglect the sunnah of fajr and, preferably, not of maghrib too. He
has option to give up other sunnah salah. But, if he offers them, it is better. (Ilm-ui-Fiqh)
SECTION I
jji1j.Jafli
(d).

THE PROPHET'S ..oJ....,~...Lt~ QASR SALAH
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1333. Sayyiduna Anas ~...iii<.FJ narrated that Allah's Messenger _.o.~...,,~...Lt~ offered the
Zuhr at Madinah, four raka'at, and he offered the asr at Dhul Halayfah, two raka'at.t
COMMENTARY: When the Prophet ~,~...ill~ decided to go to Makkah to perform hajj,
he first offered four raka' at of zuhr in Madinah. Then he travelled from there. When he was
at Dhul Hulayfah, he offered the shortened salah of asr, two raka' at. This is a place about
three leagues from Madinah,
Both Imam Abu Hanfiah ...Lt.u-.) and Imam Sahfl'i .JJtu-J adide by this hadith that when one
who is recognized by Shariah as a traveller goes out beyond the residences and dwellings
1

Bukhari # 1089, Muslim# 11-690, Abu Dawud # 1202, Tirmidhi # 546, Nasai # 469, Dasim # 1507
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of his city or village; he may begin to observe the qasr.
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1334. Sayyiduna Harithah ibn Wahb al-Khuzart 41 tU".J narrated that Allah's
Messenger .oJ-.,~41~ led them in two raka'at salah in Mina at a time when they
were in such numbers and such security as they had not been before.!
COMMENTARY: This was at the time of the farewell pilgrimage. Muslims were many
more in number than they were ever before and the sahabah who performed the hajj with
the prophet .,ol..._,~41J.o outnumbered every past performance.
Also, they were secure. There was no threat of an attack or invasion by the disbelievers.
There was complete peace and security.
These things are mentioned to show that qasr was not observed out of fear of persecution
to mischief at the heads of the infidels.
QURANIC VERSE ABOUT QASR EXPLAINED
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1335. Sayyiduna Y'ala ibn Umayyah cL:&.41~.J narrated that he asked Sayyiduna Umar
ibn Khattab ~.till~.J about Allah's words:
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(That you sh~rten the salah if you fear that those who disbelieve will afflict you} (4:101)
He said, ''Now the people are safe." (Sayyiduna) Umar ~41~.) said, "That which causes
you to wonder had made me wonder and I ha.d asked Allah's Messenger ,o.L....,~4.LIJ.o
and he had said, "This is a favours of Allah over you so accept this concession." 2
COMMENTARY: The verse mentioned in the hadith is in its complete form:
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{And when you are journeying blame on you if you shorten the salah ~i you fear
that those who disbelieve will afflict you} (4:101)
·
Though it may seem that qasr is allowed in travel only if one fear~ ~ersecution at the hands
of the disbelievers yet it is not so. The verse speaks <?f feir oruy as a "great possibility
because travellers are of ten in fear particularly when d~sbelievers are around.
.
This is why the Prophet .oJ-.,~41J.o said (U.w»tpti) (So avail of this concession, a·charitY or a
favours), which mean5 that the co~and to observe a shortening of salah during a journey is
not merely when one fears the infidels but it is for ease during traVel for every traveller.
1 Bakh~ # 1083, Muslim# 20.696
2 Muslim # ~686, Abu Dawud # 1199,

Ahmad 1-25, Nasai # 1434 ·

Tirmadhi # 3045, Ibn Majah # 1065, Darimi # 1505, Musnad
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The command 'avail' is of an obligatory (Wajib (expedient)) nature. Every
sight of shari'ah must observe qasr. This is what the Hanafis follow.
PERIOD OF STAY
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1336. SayYiduna Anas ~ .d!l ~J narrated that they wertt out (during the Farwell
Pilgrimage) from Madinah to Makkah with Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.d!l~. He used
to offer two raka'at (at each time of salah of four raka'at) Till they returned to
Madinah. He was asked, 11Did you stay in Makkah at all?" He said, 11We stayed
there ten days."l
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .,.o.l..,,~.d!l~ and his sahabah ~<I.LI~J stayed in Makkah from
4th Dhul Hijjah till the Morning of 14th Dhul Hijjah during which time they performed the
rites of the pilgrimage. On that morning, they departed for Madinah.
This is evidence that if anyone stays for ten days at any place, he does not become a
resident there. He is allowed to offer the shortened salah. One the face of it, this hadith
rejects the contention of the Shafi' is that if anyone stays at any place for more thap. four
days then he is not allowed to offer the shortened salah but he must offer the complete
salah. This poiilt is covered in the next hadith.
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1337. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~) n~ated that the Prophet .,.o.l..,,~41~ undertook
a journey during which he stayed for nineteen days and offered salah two raka'at at
a time. So, Ib Abbas ~<l.ili<.F) said, 11Hence, we offer, whenever we stay for nineteen
days (any where) between ourselves (Meaning, here in Madinah) and Makkah, two
·raka'at ~:- :-h time. And, when we stop longer than that, we offer four raka'at. 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's .,.o.l..,, ~ 41 ~ staying for nineteen days was without
intention to prolong the stay. Pis departure was delayed from day to day and it e?<tended
.
.
I
to ~neteen days. However, Ibn Abbas ~<loLl ~J deduced from it that if anyone stays
somewhere for nineteen days, he may observe qasr salah, but after nineteen days, he is not
allowed to offer the shortened salah. Ibn Abbas ~41~J is alone in giving this verdict. No
one else hol4s the same opinion.
We have spoken at length on the question of duration of stay in the Leginning of this
chapter. Imam Abu Hanifah 41~) said that if anyone intenrls to stay any whet~ fo-r more
than fifteen days then he is not allowed to observe the qasr but must offer the complete
salah. If anyone intends to stay at any place for less than fifteen days or fifteen days then he
must offer the qasr salah. Rather, if he forms no iPtention to reside but decides to depart in
1
2

Bukhari # 1081, Muslim# 15-693, Ab~ Dawud # 1223, Tirmidhi # 548, Nasai # 1452,
Bukhari # 1080.
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a day or two and, in this way, without resolve, his stay extends for years together, even
then he should go on offering the qasr (or shortened) salah.
Imam Tahawi .JII~J has reported the same issue from the glorious Sahabah ~.dii~J like Ibn
Umar ~.dll~J and others.
·
Imam Muhammad .dii~J has mentioned in Kitab ul-Aathar that sayyic!una Ibn Umar .dii~J
~ continued to stay in Azarbaijan for six months in this way extending his stay from day
to day. He had no intention to stay that long but he had to remain there. All this while he
continued to offer the qasr salah. There were with him other sahabah ~.JII~J too .
. Similarly, Sayyiduna Aans ~<I.LI~J stayed in Syria with Marwan's son Abdul Malik for two
months without really intending to do so. All the while, he continued to offer two raka' at at
a time (instead of four).
The contention of Imam Shafi'i .dii~J is that if anyone intends to stay at any place for four
days, apart from two days allowed for travel to and fro, then he is sc.id to be a resident and is
not allowed to offer the qasr salah. He should offer the complete salah similarly, if he has no
intention to stay beyond a couple pf days but his stay extends to over eighteen days wi~out
his intention, then too he is not allowed to make qasr. He will have to offer all the raka'at.
In the fiqh of Imam Shafi'i 41~J this is the reliable and correct opinion.
A TRAVELLER MAY NOT OFFER THE OPTIONAL SALAH

(~~)-~l.:if~Lo..iclj
1338. Sayyiduna Hafs ibn Asim 41~J narrated, 1 was with Ibn Umar ~4111~J during
a journey to Makkah. He led us in the salah of zuhr, offering two raka'at. After that,
he returned to his base and sat down. He saw some people standing and asked what
they were doing. I said, they are offering the supererogatory salah. He said, If' I had
to offer the supererogatory then I would have offered my fard complete (for, that is
more important than the optional but when the qasr is allowed to facilitate a
traveller, it is better to omit the optional). I had been in the company of Allah's
Messenge. During a journey, he did not pray more than two raka'at. So, too, I had
been with Abu Bakr, Umar and Uthman. Their practice was the same (offering two
raka'at during a journey). t
11

COMMENTARY: Ibn Maalik 41~J said that those who say that the optional salah should

not be offered during a journey cite this hadith. As for the regular sunnah, the command for
it follows in the section II, insha Allah.

1

Bukhari # 1101, Abu Dawud # 1223, Nasai # 1458, Ibn Majah # 1071.
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COMBINING TWO SALAHS

(lS.Jl>..:Jioi-'.J)-jl!,jljy..rUI~~jj.:.~~~~
,
~

1339. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ .,J,I ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..., ~ .,J,I <.}D
used to combine the salah of Zuhr and of asr during a journey, and so combine the
maghrib and isba. t
COMMENTARY: The Shafi'is follow the apparent Meaning of this hadith and say that,
during a journey, it is allowed to combine these prayers. Zuhr may be offered with asr at
the time of zuhr or of asr. And so maghrib and isha may be combined at the time of
maghrib or of isha.
.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41 4.4-.J does not recognize such combining two salahs, saying it is
disallowed and the purport of the hadith is that the two salah of zuhr and are may be
offered at their boarders. Thus zuhr is offered when its time is about to end and are when
its time commences. In this sense, they are combined outwardly. In fact, however, each is
offered at its proper hour. In the same way, maghrib is offered when its time is about to
end and isha then its time begins.
SALAH ON RIDING BEAST

, ' .,
(~~)-1:1,_15~~~J~I.;i31lt!~IS~t~J!~~~·~ &~jl
1340. Sayjriduna Ibn Umar ~ odll ~.J narrated that, during a journey, Allah's
Messenger ..cJ,..., ~ odll <.}D used to offer the salah of the night, except the prescribed
salah, on his riding beast in whichever direction it turned, making a sign (with his
head). And, he also offered the witr on his riding beast. 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ...cJ,..., ~ odll <.}D had his face in the direction in which the riding
beast had its face and he continued to offer his salah (as it moved). However, at the time of the
takbir tahirmah, he invariably had his face towards the qibah. As for making a sign, he made it
while goi"'1~ into ruku and sajdah, the sign for the sajdah being more marked than for ruku.
Two rulings ar~ deduced from this hadith.
(I)
It is allowed to uffer the supererogatory while seated on a riding beast; but not the
fard. While this hadith mentions the salah of the night, other ahadith assert that salah are
allowed on the beast all the time and they are the sunnah muwakkadcth, all kinds of sunnah
and nafl. However, Imam Abu Hanifah odli4.4-.J is known to have said that it is mustcihab to
get down from the riding beast to offer the sunnah of fajr, but according to another version,
it is wajib (expedient) to alight from the beast to offer the sunnah of fajr. This is why it is not
allowed to offer it in a sitting posture without a reason.
\Vhile it is not allowed to offer the salah on a riding beast there are a few exceptions, muc.ely:
(i).
Someone is in a desert on a riding beast and fears for his life or. property at the
Bukhari # 1107, Muslim# 52-706, Abu Dawud # 1206, Tirmdhi # 553, Nasai # 587, Dariam # 1515,
Muwatta Maalik # 9.1-4.
2 Bukhari # 1000, Muslim # 39-700, Abu Dawud 1224.
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hands of highway men or wild beasts, or fears that he may be separated from the
caravan.
He would be unable to remount the riding beast which is unruly.
(ii).
(iii.)
The rider himself is very old and weak so that he cannot alight and mount the
riding beast unaided and there is no one to support him.
(iv).
The earth is swampy and it is impossible to· offer salah the ground. And,
(v).
It tains heavily.
In these conditions, the Jard salah (obligatory prayer) too, may be offered on a riding beast,
because these are justifiable excuses and they are exempted from codes of law.
As for the Prophet's ..cJ-,~4LI~ witr on a riding beast, he did it to make people familiar
with the salah of witr. Once they realized its wajib (expedient) nature, he used to alight
from the riding beast of offer it. This is the expla11ation of Imam Tahawi ~1-u-J.
Imam Muhammad oe.bl.u-; has presented many aathar of the sahabah ~~~~J and the tabiun
41-u-; in his book Muwatta. that prove that they alighted from their riding beasts during a
·
journey to offer the witr. 1
Allamah Shcimmi oe.bl.u-; said that in the ~a~e way, these things are not allowed on ~e
riding beast like the fard salah (obligatory prayer) the funeral salah, salah offered against a
vow and prostration on recital of a verse calling for prostration when the verse is ~ecited on
the ground.
2.
(The second r~ling deduced from this hadith is:) It is allowed to offer salah on the
riding beast only during a journey. All the imams are· agreed «:?n this deduction. While both
Imam Abu Hanifah ~1-u-; and Imam Abu Yusuf ~.Y.; have concurred in one version, the
confirmed and correct contention of Imam Abu Hanifah ~1-u-; is that salah .on the riding
beast is conditional to a worshipper's being ·out of the city irrespective of wheth~r he is a
traveller or-not a traveller. ~ence, according to him, if a traveller is within a city, then he is
not allowed to offer even the optional. salah on a· ridirlg beast. But, according to Imam
Muhammad, 41-u-; it is allowed, but makruh.lmam Abu Yill;ufALI.u-; said that if a traveller
offers salah on a riding beast, even in the city, there· is no harm in it.
Th~ next point of difference is how far out of the city is one permitted to offer salah on a
riding beast. Some scholars say that when a traveller is at least six miles outside the city, he
may offer salah on a riding beast. Some others have given a distance half of that. Yet others
give the distance at one league ("Vhich is also three miles). However, the correct""thing is
that just when anyone is outside the city limits of its populace, he is allowed to offer
·
optional salah on a riding beast. It is like the rule on the qasr (shortened) salah.
SECTION II
~dhj.;Jii
WHEN THE PROPHET~,~~~~ DID NOT OBSERVE QASR
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1341. Sayyidah Ayshah ~~;narrated that Allah's Messenger ...J-,~~~~ did all that.
He offered the shortened salah (during a journey) and also offered it completely.2
Chapter 77, P 125. Dar ul-Islarat, Karachi. (Comments after hadith # 1:77.252). Also 1.60. 207, 160.210 #215
.
2 Daraqutni # 43 in the chapter al-qiblah for one who is fasting (~\..411A.L,iJt) Sharah as Sunnah (Baghawi,)
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COMMENTARY: During his journey the prophet .,o.l....~l~ acted in both ways. He offered two
raka'at instead of four in a salah, and he also offered all four. Hence, Imam Shafi'i <dll.u-J abides by
it. He says that, during a journey, a traveller is allowed to offer the complete salah.
Imam Abu Hanifah <dil.u-J holds that it is not allowed to offer the complete salah during a journey.
If anyone does· not observe the qasr and offers the full salah, then he will be committing sin.
The scholars say that this hadith is weak because of a sub narrator in lts line of transmission,
(Sayyiduna) Ibrahim ibn Yahya <dll.u-J. The auther of Safar us-Sa'adah also comments on the
authenticity of this hadith and says that it is not established that the Prophet .olw,~<dll~
offered a complete salah during a journey. Even if the hadith is accepted, as Daraqutni rates
the hadith, it will be presumed that it ~as in the beginning when both things were allowed
during the journey. Subsequently, qasr was made binding.
As for this hadith of Sayyidah Ayshah ~41~J, the first portion could refer to those salah
that are shortened, meaning which comprise of four raka' at. And, the second portion could
be about those salah that are never subject to qasr, namely, the s~ah made up of three or
two raka'at. This means that the Prophet .olw,~41~ made qasr of four raka'at, but offered·
the salah of three and two in full. Clearly, this meaning complies with the hadith, for, the
Prophet .,o.L...,~.dll~ observed qasr and also observed salah completely. This explanation is
very reasonable and nearer to the text.
QASR ON STAYING BEYQND FIFTEEN DAYS WITHOUT RESOLVE AND DESIGN
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1342. Sayyiduna Imran ibn Husayn ~ 4111 ~J narrated that the accompanied the

Prophet .olw, ~ <dll ~ on a battle and was present with him at the conquest (of
Makkah). He stayed in Makkah for eighteen days and continued to offer only two
raka'at (instead of four). He used to say "0 residents of the city, offer four raka'at,
for we are travellers." t
COMMENTARY: As stated previ<?usly, if anyone stays beyond fifteen days at a place
without a pre-determined plan, he may observe the qasr. Thus, during the conquest of
Makkah, the Prophet's .olw,~41~ stay extended to eighteen days though he contemplated
to depart sooner. But, he was compelled by" circumstances to overstay. So, he continued .to
offer the qasr salah.
Since he was the Imam and he offered two raka' at, he said after giving the salutation these of
Makkah who followed him, "The residents must complete their four raka' at. I am a traveller.
"This shows that it is mustahab for a traveller Imam to announce This to his muqtadis.
If a resident follows a traveller imam, then he must complete his four raka' at and he is not
allowed to emulate the imam to end his salah at two raka' at. However, if a traveller follows
a resident imam; he must complete the four raka' at with him.

QASR IS ONLY OF FOUR RAKA' AT
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1343. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar a.;.&..dllif/'.J narrated 111 offered salah with the Prophet 41~
_o.l....,~ the zuhr, during a journey, two taka'at and after that two raka'at (Suunah)
11
Accoring to another version, he said "I offered salah with the Prophet _o.l....,~cdsl~
both while at home and during the journey. I offered salah, with him while at home
(as a resident), the Zuhr four raka' at and after that two raka' at (sunnah), and the asr
two raka' at but did not offer any salah after that. And the maghrib, (I offered),
while at home and during the journey, three raka'at, not shortening whether at
home or during the journey anything, and it is the wite of the day, and after it (I
!Jffered) two raka'at."
COMMENTARY: Qasr is allowed in only those salah that comprise four raka'at, like zuhr,.
asr and isha. It is disallowed in those salah that are made up of less than four, like maghirb,
fajr and witr. These latter will be offered in the same way as they are offered at home.
The maghirb is the witr (odd) of the day. This establishes that, like maghrib, witr is of three
raka' at, with one salutation.
Ibn Maalik cdsl tU-J said that the sunnah muwakkadh must be offered during a journey.
However, the Hanafis say that when the traveller stops somewhere, he must offer the
sunnah but when he is travelling, and is on his route, he must give them up.
COMBINING TWO SALAHS
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1344. Sayyiduna Mu'adh ibn Jabal ~.tili<.PJ narrated that during the P-d.ttle of Tabuk
the practice of the Prophet _o.l....,~odll~ was to combine the Zl!hr and asr if the sun
had passed the meridian before he had advanced. lf, on the other hand he
advanced before the sun had passed the meridian ~hen he put off the zuhr till he
alighted for the asr (and offered them togethe!}. He did like that for the salah of
maghrib, too. If the sun set before his advance, he offered the maghrib and before
sunset, then he put off the salah of maghrib till he alighted for the isba, and offered
them together.l
COMMENTARY: The Shafi'is rely on this hadith to back their contention that two salah
1

Abu Dawud # 1220. Tirmidhi # 553, Nasi# 586, Musnad Ahmad 5-141
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may be combined either by advancing the soecnd or delaying the first. We have spoken on
this against have# 1339. They say that it is allowed during a jumey to offer two salahs
together at the time of either of the two.
The hanafis do not recognize this sort of combining two salahs. They cite the statement of
Abu Dawud, "There is no strong ltadith about offering a salah before its scheduled time.
"This means that this hadith is weak. Moreover, the Hanfis cite the hadith of Bukhari and
Muslim as narrated by Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ~~~~..~"I have never seen the
Prophet .,o.L..._, ~ ~~ ~ offer any salah outside its time. "So, his hadith will be preferred
because he was very careful in narrating ahadith and was also very learned.
SALAH ON RIDING BEAST
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1345." Sayyid~a Ansa ~ ~l ~..~ narrated that when Allah's Messenger .,o.L..., ~ 41 ~
was tr~velling artd wished to offer an optional salah, he made his she-camel face the
qiblah and, calling AllahuAkbar (the takbir), began the salah (offering it ) in
whatsoever direction the beast fumed its face.1
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'i 41 ~..~ s?id that it is necessary to face the qiblah in the
condition describ~d." But Imam Abu Hanifah ~~ ~..~ said that it is necessary for a fard
(prescribed) salah, but not for an optional salah. (See hadith # 1340).
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1346. SayYiduna Jabir 41~.~ narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~~~~ sent him on
an errand. When he come back, he was offering salah on his riding beast facing the
east. He made prostration lower than he made bowing.2
COMMENTARY: He made the ruku and the sajdah by sign making it more prminent for
sajdah than for ruku.
SECTION III
~}\iii~Mi
UTHMAN'S OBSER.VANCE OF QASR IN MINA
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1347. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~~~~..~narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~41~
offered two rak~'at in Mina, as did Abu Bakr ~41~..~ after him and Umar ~41~..~
after Abu l>akr ~41~.~ and Uthman ~41~.~ during the early part of his caliphate.
1
2

;1 Front·

Abu Dav:!ld # 1224, Darqutni #. 3 in the chapter on the nature of Optional salah in Jouney ...
Abu Dawud # 1228, Tirmadhi # 351, Musnad Ahmad 3-332.
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Ather that, Uthman <U&..tiJI~; offered four raka'at. As for Ibn Umar <U&..tiJI~.,~ (himself),
when he offered salah behind the imam, he offered four himself, he offered two. t
COMMENTARY: While performing. hajj, the Prophet ..ol-, ~ .JJI J.D and his two caliphs's
after him, offered the traveller's salah at Mina. However, Sayyiduna Uthman <U&..tiJI~; began
to offer the complete salah during his caliphate, after the initial period of it.
Man reasons are forthcoming for it. It is said that he had married in Makkah. Imam Ahmad
<U&.41~.,~ quotes him to have said, "0 people I have married in Makkah and am a member of
a tribe here. I had heard the Prophet ..oJ-,,~41~ say that if anyone marries in a city then he
is like a resident there." The mere fact that the people were taken aback at Sayyiduna
Uthman' s action shows that they knew that the Prophet ..ol-,~".i!IJ.D did not offer complete
salah during a journey and qasr is binding.
Another reason was that very many Muslims gathered in ~ina and they included the
fresh Muslims. So, he offered four raka' at for their sake lest they presume that zuhr
was only two raka'at.
Or, he may have formed the same opinion as Sayyidah Ayshah <U&.".iil~.,~ who held that
during a journey it was allowed to observe qasr or offer the complete salah.
INITIALLY ONLY TWO RAKA' AT
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1348. Sayyidah Ayshah ~ ".iil ~.J narrated that initially two raka' at sc~lah were
prescribed. Then Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,,~41J"" emigrated and (at that time) four
raka'at were prescribed, but salah during travel was left as prescribed initially.
Zuhri asked Urwah, "Why Ayshah <U&...ilil~.,~ offers complete salah (during travel)?"
He said, "She interpreted the issue as Uthman did."2
COMMENTARY: Initially, salah was prescribed as two raka'at. Later, zuhr, asr and isha
were made up retained as three. Thus, the two raka' at during a journey were not a
concession after the prescription of four but had been two from the beginning.
Hence, the two qasr are ordained, not a concession. This means that a person may offer the
qasr or the complete salah.
Imam Abu Hanifah 41~; holds that qasr is binding during a journey. If anyone on whom
qasr is binding during a journey, offers all four raka'at and sits in the first qadah then he
does wrong and his additional two raka' at will be regarded as optional. If. he does not sit in
the first qadah which is, by rule, for him the final qadah then his fard salah (obligatory prayer)
will be invalid.
Just as Sayyiduna Uthrnan interpreted the rules to ofter four raka'at during a journey,
Sayyidah Ayshah <U&. 41 c§':' • also made the same interpretation. She too offered four raka' at
during a journey. They regarded qasr as well as complete salah permissible during a journey.
1
2

Bukhari # 1082, Muslim# 16-694, Nasai # 1451, Dariani # 1506
Bukhari # 350, Muslim# 1-685, Abn Dawud # 1198, Darini # 1509, Muwatta Maalik # 9.2-9 ·
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QASR IS ALLAH'S COMMAND
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1349. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas <U&..s.ilii.FJ narrated: Allah prescribed the salah through the
tongue of your Prophet ..cJ-.,~41~ as four raka' at for a resident, two for a traveller
and one for him who faces danger.I
COMMENTARY: The Hanafi stand is confirmed that there are two raka'at in a journey.
Hasan Busri <l.hl.ya.1 and Ishaq .J,I.ya.1 were among those who abided by the prescriptio~ of one
raka'at salah when in fear. Most ulama (Scholars) say, however, that the units of salah do not
differ in peace and during fear. They explain that of two raka'at, one is offered behind the
imam and one individually, alone It is the Prayer when in danger as known from the Prophet
.olw,~.d!l~ and the sah~bah .d!l.ya.~. The method is known from the ahadith. In a city when
facing real danger four raka' at and three raka' at will be offered as two with the imam and the
reaming individually. This will be explained in the chapter on salah ul-Khawf, insha Allah.
QASR ESTABLISHED IN QURAN & SUNNAH
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1350. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas <U&..dli~.F.~ and Sayyiduna Ibn Umar <U&.<C..IJI~.F.~ narrated that
·Allah's Messenger .olw,~.d!1~ made two raka'at during a journey as the sunnah. They
are a complete salah, not a shortened form. And, the during a journey is a sunnah.2
COMMENTARY: Shortening salah during a journey is established from thee Quran and the
lzadith made it clear from the words and deeds of the Prophet .olw,~.d!l~.
Moreover, they are a complete salah because only two raka' at are prescribed during the
journey. They are not shortened to two from four.
As for witr, they are sunnah during a journey, meaning that it is know from the sunnah
about the witr that they must be offered during a journey. It is one of Islam's sunnahs. This
does not mean that witr is not wajib (expedient) because witr b wajib (expedient) both at home
and during a journey.
DISTANCE THAT CALLS FOR QASR
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1351. Sayyiduna Maalik .d!lcu-.~ narrated thjlt he heard that Ibn Abbas <U&.<till~.F.J.used to
shorten the salah on travelling a distance equal to that between Makkah and Taif,
or that between Makkah and Usfan, or that between Makkah and Jiddah (Jedda).
Maalik .:.!·'cu-.~ said, 11That is four bard (about forty eight miles). 3
Muslim# 6-687.
Ibn ~.'!~Ja~ # 1194.
3 Muwatta Maalik # 9.2-17
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COMMENTARY: Four bard is the equivalent four manzil, forty-eight miles. This concerns

the last mentioned distance between Makkah and Jeddah because the other distance are not
the saine.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the Quran and hadith do not define but simply mention the
journey. If we scrutinise the ahadith on this subject, they do not give the same distance
always. The sahabah, .dll4U-; the tabiun 414U-J and the ulama (Scholars) 414U-; have defined the
limit at which qasr is allowed through their independent judgement. Qasr will not be valid
before that but will become wajib (expedient) when that distance or more than that is
intended to be covered.
Though·Imam)5hafi'i idli4U-; has defined the distance as what is covered in a day's journey or
two day's jou:rney·or two days, journey, yet the book Hawi (about his school of thought)
defines it a~ sixteen leagues. ~e same is the contention of Imam Maalik and Imam Ahmad.
Imam Ab.u .Haiiifah 414U-J has defined the distance at .which qasr becomes valid as three
manzilc (3~ m.iles), each man2:ilshoulc;i be such as is covered by a caravan on shorter days
from monilng to-pasLnoon.
Imam Abll-Yastif has defined it as what is covered on the third day when most of it is over.
There people who go only by the apparent meaning of the hadith say that distance is
immaterial. Setting out on a journey makes qasr wajib (expedient).
If we look carefully at the verdicts of the four imams, they all say the same thing that qasr
becomes wajib (expedient) then anyone sets out on a journey of forty-eight miles.
SALAH DURING THE JOURNEY
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1352. Sayyiduna Al-Bara narrated that he undertook eighteen journeys with Allah's.
Messenger ~' ~ 41 ~ during which he never saw him omit to offer two raka' at
,
salah after zawal but before the salah of zuhr. 1
(According to the Urdu translation, it was a single journey of eighteen days on
which he accompanied the Prophet ~,~41~.
COMMENTARY: Perhaps, he may have offered the sunnah of zuhr before the fard and may
have sufficed with four raka' at because. of the journey.
·
Or, he may have offered two raka' at tahiyatul wadu.
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1353. Sayyidduna Nafi 41 4.1; narrated that sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ 41 ~J used to
observe his son Ubaydullah 414U-J offer the optional salah. But he did not forbid him.2
COMMENTARY: It is possible that Sayyiduna Ubaydullah ibn Abdullah 414U-; offered the
sunnah mu.wakkada or !he voluntary prayers because of ample time on hand though he
knew that it is allowed to omit the supererogatory salah.
Abu Dawud # 1222, Tirrndhi # 550
2 Muwrtta M~i"Hk # 9.7-26
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In the hadith # 1338, Ibn Umar ~411~; is said to have disapproved the offering of optional

salah by members of his caravan. Perhaps, ~hat was because they had little time on hand, or
they might have presumed that it was necessary to offer the optional even during the
journey. Allah is very kind to His creatures and records for them the deeds that they had
been doing at home even when they do not do ~em during their journey. As it is, the salah
is such a worship that there cannot be an occupation better than it. Who can discourage
anyone who observes it without reason? Besides, Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~411~; knew very
well that it is not a good thing to prevent someone from offering salah.
Allah says:
I

"'

.-

-~ ll! ~~~ L5.;JI ~iJI
{Have you considered him who forbids a worshipper when he offers salah?) (96:9-10)

CHAJ?TER - XLIII
AL-JUMUAH FIRDAY

The word Jumuah is a day of the week. It is spelt jumuah (~)in eloquent language, but
jumuah (~) is also used.
It is so called because Sayyiduna Aadam ...,j,..Jt~ was created.1
And given life on this day. Some people say that it is so called because then sayyiduna
Aadam ..oj,..JI~ was sent down to earth from paradise, he met Sayyidah Hawwa ...,'j....Jt~.2
On this day. The ulama (Scholars) give other reasons, too, for this name and some of them
say that since Muslims gather together.3
On this day for worship of Allah (and gathering is~), this day is called Jumuah.
Jumuah is the name given to it by Islam. During the Jahiliyah, it was called (~J~'~J!) (yawm
ul-arubah). However, same ulama (Scholars) say that arubah was a very ancient name and,
even during the jahiliyah it was changed and it used to be called jumu' ah.
In the pre-Islamic days, too as early as before the coming of the last Prophet ...o.J-,~41~,
Friday was regarded as a singular, noble and prominent day. Then Islam raised its
importance and honour.
We have emphasized in the preceding pages that no worships is dearer to Allah than salah.
· Hence, as an expression of gratitude to Allah, the salah of five times a day and an exclusive
· salah on Friday, are prescribed for the creatures Gratitude is due to Allah for His blessings
on the creatures from their birth to death, and in fact from before their brith and continuing
after their death, in large, heavy doses. Refer to the chapter (# 24) on jamuah,
congregational salah. The larger the gathering, the better but it is not possible for people to
assemble in large numbers five times a day, so Shariah has fixed a day in the week for
For each of these the Arabic word is jama ~ Aadam .,oj,..JI~ was brought together, he was joined
with Sayyiduna Hawwa and ;Muslims assemble together
2 For each of these the Arabic word is jama Aadam .,oj,..JI ~ was brought together, he was joined
with Sayyiduna Hawwa and Muslir '.5 assemble together
3 For each of· these the Arabic word is jama Aadam ..o')\...JI ~ was brought together, he was joined
with Sayyiduna Hawwa and Muslims assemble together
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people of different neighbourhoods and suburbs to assemble and observe to assemble and
observe this worship. Since Friday is the most excellent and noble day, it is chosen for this
weekly congregation.
Allah had appointed this day for the other ummahs too, but they were disobedient and
unruly with the result that they were deprived of its blessings. The honour was thus the lot of
this ummah of the Prophet ..ol...,~.d!IJ.o, The Jews chose Saturday instead on the presumption
that on this day Allah had completed call·creation and was free. The Christians chose Sunday
';:)
(instead of Friday) assuming that it was the beginning of the creation.
Both these people continue to observe these days with solemnity and observe them as
holidays. Sunday is a day off for the Christians, but some Muslim states are unfortunate
and follow in their footsteps.
They could not shake off this specific religious attitude of the Christian states and continue
to observe Sunday· instead of Friday as a holiday.
OBLIGATORY SALAH OF FRIDAY: The salah of Friday is fard ayn (prescribed on every
individual) established so by the Quran Continuously handed down ahadith and consensus
of the ummah. It is one of the great symbols of Islam. If anyone rejects its obligatory nature
then he is disbeliever. He who neglects it without reason is great sinner. Allah says about
the Friday salah:

........

,~,
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- .....uJ..!..W _;.ill'......!...>!>.)...J
{0 you who belieye. When the call is made for the congregational} salah on Friday
hasten to the remembrance of Allah and leave off your trading. That is better for
you, if you know} (62:9)
The words remembrances of Allah in this verse mean the salah of Friday and its sermon.
Hasten to it' is to go for it very attentively and with concentration.
The Prophet ..ol...,~.d!lj.w, had known of the obligatory nature of Friday In Makkah it self,
but the dominance of the infidels did not make it possible to discharge it. So, he began
offering it in Madinah immediately after hijrah.
Before the Prophet ..ol...,~.d!IJ.o carne to Madinah, Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Zararah cu...Jll~; used
.
his judgment to initiate the salah of Friday there. (Ilrn ul-Fiqh.)
Having provided some significant information about Friday in these lines, the commands
and rulings aj;>out the salah of Friday will follow in the next chapters.
SECTION I
jj~1~jji
RELUCTANCE OF JEWS & CHRISTIANS TO ACCEPT FRIDAY
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1354. Sayyiduna Abn Hurayrah cu...,J,I~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..ol...,~.,J,tJ.o
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said, 'We are the last (in this world) but will precede (all other in rank) on the day
of resurrection. Besides, they (Jews and Christians) were given the book before us
while we were given it after them. Then, this day of theirs was prescribed for them,
meaning Friday, but they differed about it. So, Allah guided us in it (and we obeyed
Him and chose it for worship of Him). The people follow us (not only in worship
but also) in regard to it. The Jews chose tomorrow (following Friday which is
Saturday) and the Christians chose the day after tomorrow (following Saturday
which is Sunday).
According to another version in Muslim, he said, 'We who are the la~t will be the
first on the day of resurrection. And, we shall be the first to enter paradise .... 11 (and
so to the end as in the previous Para, or similar). 1
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1355. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~...ill<§".) and Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~~I<§".) narrated
that Al_lah's Messenger ..o.!-,~41'-"" said at the end of the pervious, 'We are the last
of the people of the world,. but will be the first (of all) on the day of resurrection
and the first to be judged on the day of resurrection of all the creatures.2
COMMENTARY: Though we were given the book after than, we are more excellent because
the last book abrogates the earlier ones. It is superior to those it abrogates. Thus, we who are
the last' is an expression declaring the merit of Muhammad's ..o.!-,~41~ ummah.
The exegetes offer different meanings of Friday being prescribed for Jews and Christians
and their differing about U.
Some ulama (Scholars) go by the words any say that Allah had made worship on Friday
obligatory on the people of the book just as He has made it obligatory on the Muslims.
They were required to gather together for worship but they continued to be obstinate.
Some others said that making Friday obligatory means they were to determine a day on
which they should give up their worldly affairs and devote worship of Allah. The Jews
chose Saturday as the most excellent day because Allah had finished all work on this day,
saying, "We too m1.1st finish all work on this day. "The Christians opted for Sunday
because on this day creation was begun. It was when perfection and blessings commenced.
Allah turned to His creation with His grace and favours on this day, so they too should
worship Allah whole heartedly and abandon worldly pursuits.
However, both Jews and Christians failed in their choice. They could not choose the correct
day and went off the mark.
As against this Allah has guided the Prophet's ..oL., ~ 41 '-"" ummah and favoured them
with knowledge of the correct day, Friday. When He gave them the.command in the verse
of surah al-Jum'uah (62:9) that they should worship Him on Friday, He also enabled them
to obey the command. He did not let them go astray. So, the Muslims devoted themselves
to worship Allah on Friday as a truly obedient ummah.
Friday is the day when Sayyiduna Aadam ..oj...JI ~ was created. So, it is the first day of
human life and the worshippers are exemplars or precedents in worship. Those who
t Bukhari # 876, Muslim# 19-855, Nasi# 1367 Musnad Ahmad 2-341. Muslim second version# 20-855.
2

Muslim# 22-856.
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worship on the next two days, Saturday and Sunday, are followers or emulators.
This is how the hadith is evidence that, both in terms of Shariah and in reality, Friday is the
first day of the week. However, it is surprising that common law denies it.
EXCELLENCE OF FRIDAY
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1356. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~; ~arrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~41~
said. 11The best of days on which the sun rises is Friday. On this day, Aadam ..o')LJI~
was created, on it he was admitted to paradise, on it he was sent out of it (to the
earth) and the last Hour will occur not on Friday. 1
COMMENTARY: Being sent out from paradise to earth on Friday, adds to the excellence of this
day because Prophets ~#41~ and saintly men were born thereafter. Their sacred lives bought
innwnerable favours and good things. So, too, Sayyiduna Aadam's ..o')\..JI~ death brought him
before his lord. The last Hour will be a means of admittance to paradise for the pious.
The occurring of the last Hour is with the first trumpet. Its sound will cause the earth and
the heavens to perish and alf living things will die. We may also take it to meari the
sounding of ·the second trumpet to revive all the creatures aitd present them before Allah,
the Judge of all who judge, for reckoning.
·
Allamah Teebi41.u-; said that some people regard the day of Aarafah as the most excellent
while others insist that Friday is the most excellent day. We may interpret the sayings to
mean that the most excellent day in the year is the day of Arafah and Friday the most
excellent day of the week.
If the day of Arafah (Which falls on 9th Dhul Hijjah) happens to be a Friday, then that is an
added merit. Any deed done on this day will be regarded as the best of all deeds. This is
why if Hajj (Pilgrimage) coincides with Friday, it is called Hajj coincidt:5 with Friday, it is
called Hajj Akbar, because the Hajj(Pilgrimage) that is performed on Friday excels the Hajj
(Pilgrimage) on any other day more than seventy times (or, seventy pilgrimages).
Ibn Musayyib 41.u-; said that in the sight of Allah, Friday is dearer than an optional Hajj
(Pilgrimage). Ibn Abbas ~ 41 ~J is quoted in Jami Saghir to have narrated in a mar~
manner that Friday is the hajj of the poor.
THE OPPORTUNE MOMENT
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1357. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~41~; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~
said 110n Friday there is a moment at which if a Muslim asks Allah for anything
that is good, He will give it to him."
The version in Muslim adds: He said "It is a brief moment."
1

Muslim # 18-854, Tirmidhi # 488, Nasi # 1369, Musnad Ahmad # 9218.
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According to another version (in Bukhari and Muslim), he said, ''On Frid.ty, there is
a moment at which if .a .Muslim stands to offer salah and asks Allah for something
that is good. He will grant it. t~ him.l
COMMENTARY: The opportune moment has not been disclosed.
Allamah Ja~ri ~~J said that of all the hours when pray.er is hoped to be accepted, the hour
on Friday is most hopeful.
A person's prayer is approved and granted either in this world or he would be rewarded
amply in the next world.
If a Muslim stands to offer salah implies that he observes it regularly and constantly. Or, it
could imply that he ma~es supplication always and round-the clock. Or it might means
that he waits for salah.
J1tese interpretations allow for all versions to agree with each other.
WHEN IS .THE OPPORTUNE TIME
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1358. Sayyiduna Burdah ibn Abu Musa 4ill ~J narrated that he heard· his father
(Sayyiduna Abu Musa .J!I ~J say that. he heard Allah's Messenger _ol..., ~ 4ill J-" say
about the (opportune) moment on Friday. ''It is between the time the imam sits
down (on.the pulpit to deliver the sermon) and the end of the salah. 2
COMMENTARY: While there is no doubt whatsoever that there is a time on Friday at
which prayer is accepted the time itself is not known. Some ulama (Scholars) say that it is
unknown like the laylat til-qadr and the great name of Allah (or ism a'zam).
'.·\:me others say that the unknown time on Friday is not always the same. It changes from
ea:dy in the day to mid-day to the end of the day.
However, most of the ulama (Scholars) maintain that this time is fixed and is known, but
they differ in pointing it out. There are as many as thirty-five opinions about it. They are:
(1)..
On Friday, at the time when. the muadhdhin calls the adhan of fajr.
(2).
Between rise of dawn and sunrise.
(3).
Between asr and sunset.
(4).
After the sermon betw.een the imams descending from the pulpit and calling the
takbir tahrimah.
(5).
Immediately after sunrise.
(6).
At the time of sunrise.
(7).
The last moments of the remaining eight-:-hour period of the day.
(8).
From the beginning of zawal till shades are half of the subject.
(9).
From the beginning of zawal till shadows are one cubit long~
("I 0). ·When the sun has set one span till it has set one cubit.
(l 1 )·
Exactly at zawal.
( 12).
At the tiine the muadhdin calls tJ"te adhan for the commencement of zawal and

· Bukhari # 935, Muslim# 15-852, Tirmidhi # 491, Nasi# 1431,·Ibri Majah # 1137, Darimi # 1569,
\1uwatta Maalik # 5·.7-16, Musnad Ahmad 5-451 Bakhari # 5294, 6400.
• Muslim# 16-853. Abu Dawud # 1048
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one's joining the salah of Fri~ay.
Between the commencement of zawal and one's joining the salah of Friday.
Between the commencement of zawal and the imams completiflg the salah of Friday.
Till the zawal of the sun.
Between the time out which the imam ascends the pulpit and the salah of Friday begins.
Till the imam completes (or ends) the salah of Friday.
Between the time at which the imam ascends the pulpit and the completion of the salah.
Between the adhan and the end of the salah.
From the time the imam sits on the pulpit till the salah is over.
Between the time buying and selling is prohibited till it is allowea,.meaning, form
the time of adhan till the salah of Friday is over.
··
(22).
The time just before the adhan.
(23).
From the time the imam begins the sermon till he ends it.
(24).
Between the time the imam ascends the pulpit to deliver the sermon and he begins it.
(25).
The time when the imam sits between the two sermons.
(26).
After the sermon is over, when the imam descends from the pulpit.
(27).
From the time the iqamah is called for the salah till the imam stands on the prayer mat.
(28).
From the time the iqamah is called till the end of the salah.
(29).
Immediately the salah of Friday is over.
(30).
The time between the salah of asr till sunset.
(31).
Between the salah of asr.
(32).
From the time of the salah of asr till the final time for it is mustahab (before sunset).
(33).
Exactly after the salah of asr.
(34).
The last moments after the salah of asr.
(35).
The time when the sun is setting.
It is said about Sayyiduna Ali ~ ~~ ~_, Sayyidah Fatimah Zahra ·~ ~~ ~_, and all the
members of the Prophet's ..cJ,...,~~IJ-" household (li~'~Jii'~'}J'J), that they had instructed
their servants to be mindful of the last moments of Friday. They were deputed to remind
everyone so that they should engage in worship of Allah, contemplating and making
supplication at this hour.
Balqiri 41 tU-_, was asked how may one ma,ke supplication when the sermon is being
delivered because of the command that the worshippers should observe complete silence
when the· imam delivers the sermon.
He said that is not necessary to coin words to make supplication. Rather, one may
contemplate one's desires and needs in one's heart. This means that a supplication need not
be spoken with the tongue, but it is enough to make it in the heart. In way, the objective is
achieved and the coriunand to remain quiet is also obeyed.
Imam Shafi'i ~l.u-_, said, "I have learnt that the supplication made on the night of Friday is
also accepted."
u!t;l,j;&iii
SECTION II

(13).
(14).
(15).
(16).
(17).
(18).
(19).
(20).
(21).
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1359. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ 4.hl ~; narrated that he went to (Mount) At-Toor
where he met ka'b ar Ahbar and sat with him. He narrated to him from the Torah
and Abu Hurayrah ~-41~.) narrated to him from Allah's Messenger ..oJ-.,~4.L1~.
Among the things he narrated to him was that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,, ~ 4.hl ~ had
said, 11The best of days on which the sun rise is Friday. On it Aadam .,4'j,..JI~ was
created and on it he was sent down (to earth). On it his repentance was accepted. On
it he died. And, on it the last Hour will 'occur. On Friday, every beast is attentive
from dawn till sunrise apprehensive of the last Hour, but not the jinn and mankind.
During it, there is a time at which if a Muslim slave stands in salah and asks Allah
for anything. He will grant it to him, surely. 11 Karb said, 11That is a day in a year."
Abu Harayrah ~41o""; said. ''It is on every Friday. 11 So, Karb read the Torah and
confirmed, 11 Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,,~41~ has spoken the truth."
Abu Hurayrah ~4.hi~J then continued to narrate that he met Abdullah ibn Salaam
~leU-; and enlightened him Qf his meeting with ka'b al ahbar and of his narration to
him about Friday and of Ka'b saying, "It is one day in very year." Abdullah ibn
Salaam ..Ll cU-J said, "Karb has lied, 11 but .when he disclosed, 11Th en Ka'b read the
Torah and confirmed that it was on every Friday, 11 Abdullah ibn Salaam 41cU-J said,
"Karb spoke the truth."
Then Abdullah ibn Salaam .-.LieU-; said, "I do know what time it is," and Abu Hurayrah
~.JJI~; asked him to let him know it and not be miserly about it. He said, "It is the
moments on Friday. 11 So, Abu Hurayrah ~ 4.hl ~; remarked 11How can it be so for
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Allah's Messenger _o.L..., ~ <dll J-" had said about it, 'A Muslim slave stands in salah
and .....Abdullah ibn Salaam 41.,.,..) reminded him if Allah's Messenger _o.L...,~41.LI~
had not said, "Whoever sits waiting for salah is de~n1ed to be in salah until he offers
the salah?" Abu Hurayrah ~4l~S'='J said, '0£ course, it is so. !'He said, "That is that! t
COMMENTARY: The meaning of the words fron1 de:1wn tiU sunrise has been given here as
from sunrise till sunset. The last Hour will occur during this period, so all beasts fear its coming
on this day. So, man should be more afraid of that and occupy hin1Self in worship on Friday.
This hadith demonstrates the wonderful trait of the Prophet _o.L...,.Y,..41~. Being unlettered,
he gave information which even a scholar of the Jews did not know though it was found in
the Torah. So, in fact, it was a great miracle, for, Allah had filled his heart with an ocean of
knowledge and Divine awareness.
.
Ka'b Ahbar was a great scholar of the Jews and a very intelligent man. Though he was a
contemporary of the Prophet, .oJ-,~~~~ yet he did not meet him. Later on, during the
caliphate of Sayyiduna Umar ibn Khattab, ~4\~S'='J he embraced Islam.
Sayyiuduna Abdullah ibn Salaam .till tU-) too, had been a noted scholar of the Jews. He
embraced Islam in the times of the Prophet .oJ-,~41~ and attained the honour of a sahabi
(Comparison) ~<til!IS'='J,
1
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1360. Sayyiduna Anas ~ .ti!IIS'='J narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ-, ~.till~ said,
"Look out for the hour in which hope is placed (for receiving an answer to
supplication) from after asr till sunset."2
MERIT OF FRIO/,_';
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1361. Sayyiduna Aws ib~ Aws ~IIS'='J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ...~IJ.o said
"Surely, among the most excellent of your days is Friday. On it Aadani ..o~l~ was
created. On it he was taken away (meaning, he died). On it the (second) bumpet will be
On blown (and its sound will cause the last Hour and total death). Hence; invoke
blessings on me very often on this day, for, your blessings will be presented to me.

tAbu Dawud # 1046, Tirmidhi # 491, Nasi# 1430, Muwatta Maalik # 5.7-17 (Musnad Ahmad# 1030)
only up to Karb spoke the truth)
2 Tirmidhi # 289.
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''The sahabah ~41~; asked. ''How will that be when your body will have decayed?"
He said, ''Allah has forbidden the earth to consume the bodies of the Prophets.t
(The earth does npt cause their bodies to decay.)
COMMENTARY: The hadith implies that either the day of Arafah is most excellent or both
this day and Friday are at par ii:l excellence. (It says, among the most excellent).

Invoking blessings on the Prophet .oJ,...,,~<tLI~ is one of the superior forms of worship. On
Friday, every piety is rewarded seventy. times, so invocation of blessings is perferable. The
excellence of this is know from other ahadith too, and this concerns the night of Friday too
besides the day. Hence, the Muslims must invoke blessings on the Prophet .oJ,...,,~<tLI~, the
most that they can.
.
The Prophets ..A')\...JI~ remain intact irt their graves just as they were. Allah grants them life
as they were in earth. They live actually and physically. It is· not a.mere spiritual'life and
there are no two opinions on this subject. It is not like the life of the martyrs, though the
martyrs and besides them other dead people also listen to the sahitation of their relatives.
Sometimes the ~eeds of their relatives are presented to them too.
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1362. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~otLl~; narrated that All~' s Messenger ~.. ~.41~
said. 11The Promised day (.)~~' ~_,.,)1) is the day of resurrection while the witnessed
day (.)Jf-WI~_,.,)I) ·is the day of Arafah and the witness (~u.!l) is Friday. The sun has
neither risen nor. set on ~ day more excellent than Friday. There is a moment on it at
which ff a believing slave (of Allah) supplicates Allah for something good then
Allah answers him with approval, and if he seeks refuge from something then
Allah ~f'nts him refuge from it.2
COMMENTARY: Twc ·.'erses in surah al-Burroj say:

{By the Pr~mised Day,.By the witness and that which is witnessed.}(S 5 :2-3)
This hadith explains these verses. Allah has given the news of the day of resurrection and
promised the believers the bounties of paradise.
On the day of Arafah, Muslims from all over the world assemble there, as do ~h~ ~11gles.
Although· one of the sub-narrators Musa 41 tU-; is declared by Tirmidhi to be a weak
narrator, yet the text of this hadith is supported by other ahadith. So, it is accepted.

1

Abu Dawnd # 1047, Nasi # 1375, Ibn Mojah # 1085, Darimi # 1572, Musnad Ahmad 4-8.
# 3350, Masnad Ahmad 3-430.

2 TimuJhl
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1363. Sayyiduna Abu Lubabah ibn Abdul Mundhir ~<d!I<.FJ narrated that Allah's
Messenger ..cJ,..,,~.-.LI~ said "Surely, Friday is the chief of the days and the greatest
of them in Allah's sight. It is greater in Allah's sight. It is greater in Allah's sight
than the eed ul-Adha and the eed ul-Fitr. It has five characteristics. Allah sent
Aadam ..o')LJI~ down to earth on it, Allah caused Aadam ..o')LJI~ to die on it, there
is a time on it at which if anyone asks for something, Allah will grant it to him
provided he does not ask for what is unlawful, and, on. it the last Hour will.occur.
There is not angel near to Allah, not a heaven, not an earth, not a wind, not a
mountain, not a sea - but, they all fear Friday 11 (because the last Day will come on it
and may come all of a Sudden)l
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1364. Sayyiduna Sa'd ibn Mu'adh ~~~.)narrated that a man of the Ansars came to the
Prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ and asked him, 11Tell us about Friday. What good does it contain?
"He said, ''It possesses five characteristi~s ... " and went on to the end of the hadith.2
COMMENTARY: It seems that the day of Arafah is more excellent than Friday or that both
days are at par in excellence. However, the tradition narrated by Razin <d!l.u-J makes it very
clear that the day of Arafah is the most excellent of all days.
As for the five characterizations, they are not the only ones. There are other distinguishin.e;
excellences of Friday over other days. For instance, it is narrated that the vision of .Allah
will be allowed on Friday. There are other similar distinctions.
WHY THE NAME JUMMAH
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1365. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ <d!l \.P.) narrated that someone asked the Prophet,
..cJ,..,,~.-.LI~ "Why is al-Jumah (Friday) so named?" He said, "It is because on tltis
1

2

Ibn Majah # 1084.
Musnad Ahmad 5-284.
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day the dust of your father Aadam ,.4j..JI~ was collected ~) Jama and a paste of it
was made ·(to fashion has appearance). On it will be blown the first trumpet
(causing all to perish) and the (second) trumpet (reviving all creatures). On it will
be the sever tumult of the day of resurrection. On it, at the end of its (last) three
hours, there is a moment at which if anyone prays to Allah, he will get an answer."t
COMMENTARY: Allamah Yahya odilcU-J said that the Prophet's .,o..L...,~4.ill~ saying means that
Friday is called Jumuah in Arabic because all those great things were put together Gama (~)
on was collected Gama) at its own place and gives the meaning of being gathered.
INVOKE BLESSINGS FREQUENTLY
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1366. Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~411~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, 11 Invoke
blessings on me abundantly on Friday, for, it is witnessed. The angels are present
on it. If anyone invokes blessings on me his invocation of blessing is presented to
me till he finishes it."
He said that he asked. 11 And, after death (too)?" He said, 11Surely, Allah has
forbidden the earth to consume the bodies of the Prophets. So, (every) Prophet of
Allah is alive (like in the world)"2
COMMENTARY: This hadith upholds. the exegesis of verses (2and3) of surah al-Burooj:
(,)~J .lAU.J,)~_,.Jt ~.r-JIJ) as offered by Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~ 411 ~J which conforms to the
exegesis of Sayyiduna Ali ~~~~J in the hadith (# 1362). In that hadith witness is ascribed to
Friday, and here that which is witnessed' is Friday because the angels are present on it.
However, i~ is very possible that the words (4i\i) it have the pronominal suffix referring to
the invocation of blessings, not to Friday.
Blessings are conveyed to him always, but more particularly with more emphasis on Friday
hecause it is the best· of days, even if the invocation is very lengthy and takes a long time.
This is ~vhy he said, 'Till he finishes it, or stops invocating blessings.
The Prophet ~-,~411~ also enlightened Sayyiduna Abu Darda ~odii~J that the bodies of
the Prophets ,.4j..JI~ do not decay in the graves as the bodies of other dead people decay.
There is no difference between their apparent worldly life and death and they will remain
there in the same way as they were here. It is as is said:
,
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The friends of Allah do not die, They move· from one house to anther house.
Thus, anyone's blessings will be conveyed to him in his grave as they we1·~ conveyed to
him here, in this world.
The Prophets ,.4j..JI~ are given provision in their graves in reality. But, if an allegorical
meaning is assumed then that too is correct. If the soul of the martyrs are known to feed
1

Musnnd Ahmad 2-311

2

Ibn J\IL1jah # 1637.
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themselves in paradise, then it is more reasonable to assume that the Prophets ...o~l~ are
given provision in their graves.
GLAD TIDINGS TO BELIEVER WHO DIES ON FRIDAY

J'·b~l!~\,~...~
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1367. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~ 41 c.P.; narrated that Allah's Messenger said,
"A Muslim who dies on the day of Friday or· the night of Friday is protected by
Allah from the trial of the grave.1 (Its reckoning and punishment.)
COMMENTARY: Death of a Muslim on Friday or its night is auspicious for him. He is in

Allah's protection and mercy. Many glad tidings are nartated in alzadith.
For instance, the Prophet ..oJ-,~41J-.a said, "The Muslim who dies on Friday is safe from
...te punishment in the grave. He will come on the day of resurrection (to the gathering
place) with a seal of ntartyrs on him.
The Prophet ..oJ-, ~ ~~ J-.a also said "He who dies on Friday ·has the reward of martyrs
recorded for him and he is preserved from the triaf of the grave~"
According to yet another saying, "The Muslim man or woman who dies on Friday, during
the day or night and is protected from the trial of the grave and the punishment in it will
1heet Allah in such a condition that he or she will not undergo reckoning of any sort on the ·
·.tay of resurrection, because they will have witnesses who will testify (to their piety). Or,
rt-hey will have a seal of martyrs affixed on them"
r; .FRIDAY IS DAY OF EED

1368.1t is reported about Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas 41-u-.; that he recited (the verse):

,$j I!. \ ~ff~ !"''~

L.. ~I >, b~
.....>

~

{This day I have perfected for·you your religion .... }(5:3)
A Jew was sitting in his assembly, He remarked, "Had this verse beP.:l revealed to
us, we would have taken that day as a day of eed." So, Ibn Abbas ~ 4111 c.P.) said,
"Indeed, it was revealed on a day of two eeds, a Friday and t1..e day of Arafah. 2
COMMENTARY: The day the Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ had performed the last hajj was Friday.
So it had excellence it two ways: the Friday's merit and the merit of the day of Arafah
whose excellence is boundless. This verse was revealed on this day. No other eed could be
greater than this day.

1
2

Tirmidhi # 1076, Musnad Ahmad 2-169.
Bukhari # 4606, Tirmidhi # 3055. (Bukha~r is from Ibn Abbas ~41c.P.J
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1369. Sayyiduna Anas ~<I.LI~) narr~ted that when (the month of) Rajab commenced,

Allah's Messenger .oJ-,~41~ prayed:
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0 Allah, bless us (in our worship) in Rajab and Shahan and bring us to Ramadan."
Anas ~.dli~J also narrated that he used to say, 11The night of Friday is a bright night

and Friday is a shining day.t

-Jj

CHAPTER- XLIV
THE FRIDAY SALAH IS WAJIB (EXPEDIENT)
.t

We have stated previously that the salah of Friday is fard (obligatory) ayn (an obligatory d~t;·
on every Muslim individually). Hence, wajib (expedient) here means fard (obligatory).
;b
Allamah Yahya oilil~.> said that the salah of Friday is a command prescribed. It is kno¥-~
from the Quran, the ahadith and consensus of the ummah. If anyone rejects this then he h, _
disbeliever. The relative verse of the Quran which prescribes it is:

{Hasten to the rentembrance of Allah.} (62:9)
Dhikr or remembrance of Allah ~ the Khutbah (sermon) and the salah of Friday.
SECTION I

jjitj.Aili

WARNING TO THOSE WHO NEGLECT SALAH OF FRIDAY

1370. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~<I.LI~.PJ and Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~<I.LI~.PJ narrated

that they heard Allah's Messenger ..cJ,..,, ~ 41 ~ say on the steps of his pulpit,
11
People should cease to neglect the salah of Friday otherwise Allah will put a seal
on their hearts. Then they will be counted among the neglectfuJ."2
COMMENTARY: Either people will not neglect the Friday salah or they will have a seal on
their hearts. nus means that they will become extremely negligent and fail to benefit from
guidance. Thus they will receive a severe chastisement.
1
2

Bayhaqi m Shu' ab ul Eeman # 3815.
Muslim # 4-865, Nasi # 1270, Ibn Majah # 794, Darami # 1570, Musnad Ahmad 2-84
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SECTION II

~

.;
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~lA~Ij5J&.;IiliJ4lA~IJ&~1J&~jJIJSJI$~l:ljj~~illl~~
1371. Sayyiduna Abu AI-Jard ad-Dumariy ~<till~) narrated that Allah's Messenger
..oJ-, ~ <till J-" said, 11If anyone neglects the sa·lah on three Fridays out of laziness
considering it insignificant, then. 1
Allah puts a seal on his heart.
1Q;lj~j, (A~Ij-~D~(H''VY)

1372 Sayyiuuna Safwan ibn Sulaym ~<till~) also narrated it.2

1373. Sayyiduna Abu Qatadah ~'~.ill&) also narrated it.3
NEGLECT CALLS FOR SADAQAH

.Jll})
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1374. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub <till~) narrated that Allah's Messenger said,
''He who dose not offer the salalt of Friday without an excuse must give a charity of
one dinar. But, if he does not have th'at then half a dinar." 4 ·
FRIDAY BECOMES WAJIB (EXPEDIENT) ON HEARING THE ADHAN
.;

I

Gj

_.

I

(JjiJ~IoiJI.J) -~l~ll ~&A ~j;;: :iT jli~j~illl ~~I if .,.p.~;lll#~j
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1375. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~'~.ill~) narrated that the Prophet ..oJ-,~4lJ.,g said,
11
The salah of Friday is wajib (expedient) on him who hears the adhah (for Friday)S
COMMENTARY: Shaykh Abdul Haq 41~) said that if anyone hears the adhan of Friday, he
mu~t mi;tke preparations for the salah and go for it, this being wajib (expedient) on him.
Mulla Ali Qari '~.ill~) said that if this hadith is taken in its literal meaning, than that will
create many doubts. So, it should be taken to mean that Friday will be wajib (expedient) on
one who lives at a place that is so much for away from the city as a voice carries through
the distance to it. If any one shouts in the city, he hears him where he is.
It is stated in Sharah Muniyah that Friday is wajib (expedient) on a person who lives in the
suburbs to which the chain of the houses continues (even if he does not hear the adhan). If
there are open fields and grazing grounds between him and the city creating a dista11ce

1

Abu Dawud # 1052, Tirmidhi # 500, Nasi# 1369, Ibn Majah # 1125, Darini # 1571, Musnad Ahmad
3-424,
2 Muwatta Maalik # 5-9-22.
3 Musncd Al-..mad 3-332
4 Abu Dawud # 1053, Nasi.# 1372, Ibn Majad # 1128, Musnad Ahmad 5-8
5 Abu Dawud # 1056, Daraqutni # 2 Chapter: Friday on who hears the adhan
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then Friday is not wajib (expedient) on him even if he hears the adhan. However, Imam
Muhammad 4.11<Y-J said that if he hears the adhan then Friday is wajib (expedient) on him.
The verdict is issued on Imam Muhammad's <dJI.y-J opinion.
:ljj ~~ J! &1J1- :ljl' &A~

~,:iT Jli ~j ~ ili1 ~ LJl1 if s~J! Ql ~J orv\)
~

~

1376. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.11~.) narrated that the Prophet .,o1.._,~4.11~ said "The
salah of Friday is wajib (expedient) on one who can spend the night at his home.1
COMMENTARY: Friday is wajib (expedient) on very such person whose So far from
dwelling is so far from the place where the Friday salah is offered that he may reach home
before right fall after the salah of Friday, and he may spend the night with his famlly.
THOSE ON WHOM FRIDAY IS NOT WAJIB (EXPEDIENT)
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1377. Sayyiduna Tariq ibn Shihab ~.,t,1~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~41~
11
~-'said, The salah of Friday with the congregations is a duty, wajib (expedient)
on every Muslim, exc_ept on four people: a slave owned by someone, a woman, a
boy, or a sick person."
COMMENTARY: Friday is a duty that is proved through Allah's Book and the Prophet's
~-' ~ .,.(,1 J.-" sunnalz. It is wajib (expedient). This means that it is Jard· (obligatory) on all
Muslims, apart from the four named in the hadith, to offer it with the congregation.
As for the sick person, he is in such a condition that he cannot attend the congregation.
Other ahadith also exempt an insane man, a traveller, a blind man and a lame man. Ibn
Hammam .dl1<Y-J also named an old, infirm man among the sick, Also, a nurse or attendant
of such a patient who cannot be left ·to himself is also exempt if the patient's condition is
likely to worsen in his absence.
SECTION III
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1378. Sayyiduna Ibn Masrud ~ 4.11 ~J narrated that the Prophet ~' ~ .,.(,1 ~ said
about those people who absented themselves from the salah of Friday; 1'1 think that
I Should com~and a man to lead the people in salah, then I should burn down over
men who absent themselves from the Friday salah their houses."2
COMMENTARY: This is a serious warning to those man who stay away from the sal~h of

1
2

Tirmidhi # 502.
Muslim # 254-652.
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Friday without any excuse. They should take heed and never miss the Friday salah.
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1379. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~...il1~J narrated that the Prophet ~,~...ill~ said, "If
anyone omits to offer the salah of Friday without an excuse than he is recorded as a
hypocrite in a book that is neither erased nor altered."
In some versions, it is Three times.t
(He neglects three Fridays, or that the Prophet ..o.l-~1~ spoke these words three times.)
COMMENTARY: The book is the record of deeds. In the hereafter, Allah may forgive him if
He wishes out of His mercy .
11
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1380. Sayydiuna Jabir ~~~~J narrated that Allah1 s Messenger ~,~".ill~ said, He
who believes in Allah and the last Day is bound to the fard (obligaton;), to offer the
saiah of Friday, except the sick, the traveller, the woman, the child or the slave. But,
if anyone neglects it for play or trade, then Allah is Independent, Praiseworthy."2
COMMENTARY: If anyone occupies himself in play and frolics and in trading unmindful
of the Friday salah then he causes his own loss. Allah does not care for such a person and he
whom Allah leaves to himself suffers in both the worlds.
11

CAHPATER-XLV
PURIFYING ONESELF & GOING OUT
EARLY FOR THE FRIDAY SALAH
To purify oneself is to have a bath and cleanse, the body, trim the moustaches, clip the
nails, shave unwanted hair, clean the garments and apply perfume. These things are sunnalz
on Friday. This subject has been covered in the Book on purity (taharah) III, chapter III (for
instance, haditlt # 379).
As for going out early for the Friday salah it is to come to the mosque or the place where the
salah is observed at the earliest time. It anyone comes there for the salalt in the part of the
day then it is the best. Imam Ghazali ~-d!I~J has cited the practice of the predecessors that
they used to come to the mosque in the morning for the Friday salalt to be ahead in
worship. However, the ulama (Scholars) say that it is not reasonable to occupy one's place
in the mosque early morPing by putting something, like prayer rugs etc. and then coming
at the time of the salalt as people do in the Masjid Nabvi. Rather, they should themselves sit
there and engage in dhikr, otherwise people would be put to inconvenience. Hence, people
Musnad Shafi'i P 70
2 Daruqlrli # 1 •.Jbligation of Friday
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should not do this sort of thing in the mosques.
SECTION I
MANNERS TO BE OBSERVED

1381. Sayyiduna Salman ~.dllt§'; narrated that Allah's Messenger _o.l...,_,~.d,l~ said,
11
lf anyone has a bath on Friday and attains purity to the best of his ability with
ablution, anoints himself with oil or applies some perfume lying (in his house and
goes out mosque by thrusting himself), and offers so much salah as is decreed for
him and observes silence while the imam delivers the sermon, then his sins
between then and the last Friday are forgiven him.1
COMMENTARY: If two men who are related or friends are sitting next to one another then
he must not sit between them. Or, he must not force himself between any two men when
there is no space there. If then he may sit in the space available. If there is space in the front
rows enough for him or he hopes that the people there would accommodate him, then he
might jump over people to go there because it is the fault of these people who occupy the
back rows instead of filling up the front rows.
Thus, worshippers must come early for the Friday salah to occupy the front rows and leave
the back rows for the late-comers.
1 "
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1382. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.dllt§l; narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ,..._,~~IJ."
said, ''If anyone has a bath and comes to the salah of Friday and offers as much
salah as is decreed for him and obse~es silence till the sermon is· delivered and
offers salah 1vith him (the imam), then he is forgiven his sins between that time and
the last Friday, and three more days."2
COMMENTARY: The extra three days are because every piety is rewarded ten times. So,
three days are added to the seven of the week to make up ten.
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1383. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ ~~ t§l; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.. ~ 41 ~
said, ''If anyone performs ablution and make it perfect and comes to the Friday saltih

1
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Bukhari # 883, Nasi # 1403, Darani # 1541
Muslim# 26-857.
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listens attentively observing silence, then he is forgiven his sins between then and the
last Friday, and three more days. But, he who touches the pebbles has blundered."t
COMMENTARY: To touch the pebbles is to brush them aside more than once to level the
place of prostration. Or, it is to toy with them during the sermon. This kind of thing is
meaningless and interrupts one's attention during the sermon.
MERIT OF EARLY COMERS
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1384. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~-till ~.J narrated that Allah's Messenger said,
1
'When it is Friday, the angels stand at the gate of the mosque recording the arrivals,
the first o'ite first and the next. He who comes first for Friday is like one who sends
a camel (to Makkah) for sacrifice. He who comes next is like one who sends a cow
(to Makkah) for sacrifice. He who follows him is like one who sends a sheep, and
the next is like one who sends a hen, and the one following him is lay one who
sends an egg. When the imam sits on the pulpit for the sermon, they fold up their
sheets and listen to the mention of Allah."2
COMMENTARY: The angles stand at the mosque's gate from the time of zawal to note
down the names of the comers in sequence. These. angles are not the same angles who are
constantly with every individual.
EVEN PREACHING IS DISALLOWED DURING THE SERMON

_;u)flj .~ .~fl ~,;!4-I..;Y-.~ l,.,.l..QJ.·'
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1385. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4.ill~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.dli<J.a
said,"If you say to your neighbour, 11Quiet! While the imam is cidivering the
sermon then you have blundered."3
COMMENTARY: This means that any kind of speech is disallowed while the imam
delivers the sermon. Even enjoining piety and forbidding evil is not allowed. But, this may
be conveyed by sign.
Most of the ulama (Scholars) including Imam Abu Hanifah ~4.iii~.J hold that it is wajib
(expedient) to observe silence during the sermon. Some, however, say that i~ is mustahab to
do so. Imam Shafi'i 4.ii1~.J is among them, but he has alo given the verdict of wajib (expedient)
according to Mawahib ladunniyah.
Imam Abu Hanifah .tlll.u-.J rules that when the imam walks to the pulpit, the worshippers

Muslim # 27-857.
Bukhari # 929, Muslim # 24-850, Abu Dawud # 351, Tirmidhi # 499, Nasi # 1385 Ibn Majah # 1092,
Muwatta Maalik # 5.1-1 Mukad Ahmad 2-259
3 Bukhari # 934, Muslim# 11-851, Abu Dawud # 1112, Timidhi # 512 Nasa# 1402, Muwatta Maalike
# 5-1-6, Musnad Aahmad 2-272 ·
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·must cease ~o offer salah and talk and if anyone is engaged in salalz then he must end it at
two raka'at a~ soon as the im~m begins the sermon. However,.Imam Abu Yusuf .dll.u-; and
Imam Muhammad .dll~; held that there is no harm in talking while the imam walks for the
sermon (to the pulpit) till he begins to deliver it and also from the time he ends it till he
calls the takbir tahrimah because conversation is disallowed only that the sermon may. be
heard calmly. Imam Abu Hanifah ~.dll~; points out to the words of the hadith when the
imam comes out .... 't

Moreover the sahabah ·also gave this verdict and their verdicts are evidences. It us wajib
(expedient) to emulate them.
The ulama (Scholars) say that it is makruh (unbecoming) to offer even the redeeming salah
while the sermon is being delivered.
Though the ulama (Scholars) differ about the men who are at a distance from the imam and
cannot hear him, ·yet the correct verdict is that even they should not talk during the sermon.
ETIQUETE OF LISTENING TO SERMON: The ulama (Scholars) have said very clearly
that when the imam delivers the sermon, it is forbidden to eat, drink, write and engage in
any kind of worldly activities. It is markruh to respond to greetings and to the sneezer. The
Durr ul~Mukhtar gives the gist of it: (~:~IQ...Or~,ljJIJ...Of~~) Everything that is forbidden
during the salah is forbidden during the sermon. So, even the durud (invocation of blessing
on the Prophet .oJ-, ~ .& J.,g must not be made with the tongue, but may be spoken to
oneself. It is makruh (unbecoming) to stop someone from doing something contrary to
Shari'ah (divine law), but not makruh (unhecoming) to make a gesture to stop him.
The hadith emphasizes that it is virtuous to go the mosque early for the Friday salah. But, if
anyone/ speaks a word of advice to someone during the sermon, then he might lose his reward.
DO NOT REMOVE ANYONE FROM HIS PLACE

~oi.J->)-IY..,:.ilj~&~J~~ 1!~i,)d.oJ1
1386. Sayyid~na Jabir ~411.f"; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ said, "let
no one of you intend to make his brother get up (from his place) on Friday, then to
take over his place and sit in it. Rather, he should request, "Spread out."2
COMMENTARY: It is unlawful to occupy someone's place by force and if he gives it
willingly then that must be a sincere consent, not out of fear or modesty. It is also unlawful
to remove from his place a person whom one has sent early to the mosque to occupy a
place for him, because no one becomes eligible to occupy simply by sending someone in.
advance. Only one who comes early deserves to retain the place where he site. It is makruh
(unbecoming) for one to surrender his place to the man who had sent him, but not if the
sender is superior to him.
As for the verse (a) of surah al-Hashr (59) about preferring them above themselves, the
preference, here, is about natural desires and needs.
1

2

Hadith # 1387
Muslim # 30-2178.
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There was a time, in the past, when cruel, people sent .their menials to the mosque to drive
out people from the first rows for their masters to occupy them.
1\ saintly man commented sorrowfully:
If this is their worship.
.
What may requesting the people who are already seated to spread out to enable one to find
place to sit, this is allowed only when there is adequate space to do so. If there is no
possibility to make room, then he should not even make the request. Rather, he must sit
wherever he finds space and offer the salalz, even if it is in the doorways.
In other words, the hadith encourages people to go to the mosque at an early time.
SECTION II
~ultJ.4ah
DON ELEGANT GARMENTS

(JjiJ~I o!_,.;)

1387. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed 4,;.&.~~~.) and Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4,;.&.41~.) narrated
that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~.JIIJ-o" said, "He who has a bath on Friday, dons the
best of garments he possesses, applies some perfume if he has it and goes to (offer)
and Friday salah, without jumping over the necks of the people (assembled there)
and after that, offers salah as much as Allah has decreed for him and observes
silence as his imam comes out till he finishes his salah, that is an expiation for his
sins between that Friday and the last Friday."1
COMMENTARY: The best of garments mean white dress. The Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ loved
white garments most.
WALKING TO 1HE MOSQUE

(4lA~I_,~WJI.,JjiJY.I-' •LS..l.A_jUioi.,.;)-~~..J~~

1388. Sayyiduna Aws ibn Aws 4,;.&.4\.LI~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~'111~
said, "If anyone helps (or cause) someone to have a bath and has a bath himself and
goes out early (to the mosque to hear the imam's sermon from the beginning),
walking not riding, and goes near to the imam, listening to the sermon without
speaking during it, when a reward is credited for his against each step of a year's
fasting and offering salah in the night. 2
COMMENTARY: Helping someone to have a bath is to have sexual intercourse with his
1
2

Abu Dawud # 343, Musnad Ahmad 3-81
Abu Dawud # 345, Tirmidhi # 496, Nasai # 1384, Ibn Majah # 1087, Mosnad Ahmad 4-104
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wife so when she will have a purifying bath. Or, it means that he has his clo&es washed, or
washes his head with marsh mellows. If anyone has sexual intercourse with his wife on
Friday then he does not get a temptation to commit adultery and finds it easy to
concentrate on the salah.
He walks and doses not ride means that he walks throughout the distance. The words does
not ride, suggest that he does not walk part of the distance and ride the rest, but walks
throughout to the mosque.
NEW CLOTHES FOR FRIDAY

1389. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Salaam ~d.ill~J narrated that Allah's Messenger d.ill~
11
~, ~ said, There is no harm if any of you takes a pair of (new) garments for
Friday apart from the garments he has for everyday use.1

1390. Sayyiduna Yahya ibn Saeed ~d.ill~; narrated (the same hadith).2
COMMENTARY: If anyone gets himself new garments for Friday and the eeds then it is not

against piety and asceticism. The Prophet ~,~d.ill~ had a pair of garments that he had
kept aside to wear on Friday.
·
SIT NEAR IMAM
~
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1391. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn Jundub ~~~~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ~IJ..D
11
~,~ said, Come quickly for the sermon and sit near to the imam, for, if anyone
keeps away (from pious places without a valid excuse), he will be put back while
entering paradise, even though he does enter it (Eventually)."3
COMMENTARY: This hadith motivates to superlative. standards in every pious deeds. One
must not be content with the lower degrees.
DO NOT PUSH OVER PEOPLE
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1392. Sayyiduna Mu' adh ibn Anas al-Juhani d.ill tU-; reported that his father narrated
that Allah's Messenger ~, ~ d.ill J..D said, 11 He who steps over people's necks on
Friday (to go the front rows) will be made a bridge to hell."4
1

1bn Majah # 1095, Abu Dawnd # 1078
Muatta Maalike # 5-8-18
3 Abu Dawud # 1108
4 Tirmidhi # Musnad Ahmad 3-437, Ibn Majah # 116.
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COMMENTARY: The chain of narrators is mistaken in this hadith because the father of

Mu' adh .dsl~J, Anas .Jsl.y-J, was not a sahabi. The correct chain is Sahl ibn Mu' adh .Jsl.y-J from
his father (Anas Juhani) as stated by Tirmidhi.
People will walk over him on the day of resurrection.
SilTING STYLE
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(LS.i.o.]Uiol_,.)>-·~ ~_;u;fiJ3•!iL~~§fi.lif'~ ~j~llJI~&J.ll~llli.j (H"~r)
1393. SayYiduna (Sahl ibn) Mu' adh ibn Aans .Jsl.y-J narrated that the Prophet ~.Jsl~
~, forbade the manner of habwah (sitting) on Friday during the sermon.1
COMMENTARY: Habwah or ihtiba is to sit on the hips, knees raised and touching the belly
with legs t~ed with a piece of cloth, or grasping then with the hands. Such a style induces
one to dose off.
SHIFf WHEN SLEEPY

I ) -~.J~~
~''I" · '? ~!
. , r\l :I.J.)
( I..S.J...o..J'-1

1394. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~.Jsl~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~,~.Jsl~ said,
11
1£ one of you dozes on Friday, he must move over to another place.2
SECTION III
~\illj..ain
ASK NONE TO V ACCATE

1395. Sayyiduna Nafi .Jsl.y-.) narrated that he heard Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~ .dsl ~J
narrate that Allah's Messenger ~,~.Jsl~ forbade that anyone should get another
man to vaccate his place and sit on it. Nafi .Jsl.y-J was asked, ''On Friday! 11He said,
11
Friday and besides it (too). 3
HE WHO OBSERVES ETIQUETIE OF FRIDAY
1
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1396. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Amr ~4ill~.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ~.Jsl~
~, said, 11Those who come to the Friday (salah) are of three kinds. He who comes
1

Abu Dawud # 1110, Tirmidhi # 514
# 526, Abu Dawud # 1119, Musnad Ahmad 2-32.
33 Bukhani # 6270, Muslim# 27.2177, Abu Dawud # 4828, Tirmdhi # 2758, Musmad Ahmad 2-17
2 Tirmidhi
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and occupies himself in nonsense (talk and activity), so his ·share is simply that
much. And, a man who comes to make supplication (during the sermon and
deprives himself of hearing it), so Allah may grant him his prayer or tum it down as
He wishes. And, a man who comes. to keep quit (to hear the range) and neither to
step over necks of Muslims nor hurt them so for him that is an expiation for his sins
till the next Friday and three days more. This is because of Allah's words:
.

[Whoever brings a good deed shall have tenfold the like of it] (6:160)1
COMMENTARY: As for one who makes supplication, Allah may grant him or may not

grant him if He will, because he makes supplication at a time when the sermon is being
read and ought to be heard with rapt attention. Hence, the Hanafis regard it as makruh
(unbecoming) 'to make supplication while the imam delivers the sermon but some ulama
(Scholars) regard it as haraam (unlawful, forbidden).
He doses not hurt anyone means that he does not occupy another's place, does not occupy
another's place, does not push any person or does not come to the mosque after eating garlic.
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1397. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.Jil~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said, ''He who
speaks on Friday while the imam delivers the sermon is like an ass who carries books.
And, he who says to him, "Quiet, is not deemed t.o have offered the Friday salah.2
COMMEN'tARY: The ass carrying burden of books is a scholar who fails to match his
deeds with his knowledge.
The man who asks another to keep quiet does what is disallowed: This is explained in the
hadith # 1396
THE PROPHET'S ,.o.J.....,~.d.ll~ SPEECH DURING SERMON: According to one tradition,
the Prophet ,.o.J.....,~.Jil~ was delivering a sermon on Friday. A villager pleaded (during the
sermon), "0 Messenger of Allah, I have lost my property. My family is hungry. Do pray for
us. "The Prophet ..o.J-,~.d.ll~ (interrupted his sermon,) raised his hands and prayed for
him. There are other such traditions that prove that the Prophet ..o.J-,~.Jil~ spoke during
his sermon. Among the explanations given are that he had not commenced the sermon
when the villager pleaded with him, or these things happened in the early days when
speech was not disallowed during the sermon. It is also said that the Prophet ..o.J-,~~~~
was exempted from this disallowance.
FRIDAY IS EED OF MUSLIMS

1

2

Abu Dawud # 1113
Musnad Ahmad 1-230
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1398. Sayyiduna Ubayd ibn as-Sabbaq ~.u-J narrated in a mursal form that Allah's

Messenger ..cJ,....,~.JJI~ said one Friday, ''0 company of Muslims, surely this day
Allah has appointed a (day of) eed. So, have bath and, if anyone of you has perfume
with him, then it is not wrong to apply some of it And you must use the siwak.1

~.
'"'~~~~
~(\Y"(\(\)
;
V$$.'
,....r-·
1399. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.JJI~J narrated it in a mursil form.2
COMMENTARY: Friday is a day of eed for the poor and saintly men. The perfume that

they use should be colures. Ibn Hajar said that musk with a tinge of rose is the best because
the Prophet ..oJ-,~.JJI~ used mask frequently.
The statement that there is no harm in using perfume should not mislead anyone. The fact
is that some Muslims imagined that perfume was used by women only, so this statement
explains that anyone may use it. This may be compared to Allah's words:
_,

II!

,

,

,

~J~--..ul~fl:£.?.,))..9

{....there is no blame on him if he goes round thein} (2:158), referring to said which
is a rite of the pilgrimage.

~ •!4.1 ,P~ 1AA -...uT ~~ j~ lk ~J 4' fu1 ~ ~~ jj.!j jli jli t:ljll (}-J 0 t • ·)
1400. Sayyiduna Al-Bara ~41~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~ said,

"The duty binds every Muslim to have a bath on to haye a :bath on Friday and each
of them must apply perfume available in his house but if it is not available then
water is perfume for him. "3
COMMENTARY: This and the pervious hadith are cited by Imam Maalik to prove that have
bath is wajib (expedient) on Friday. Other ulama (Scholars) say that to have a bath on
Friday is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~~), yet they say that not to have· a bath on
Friday is makruh (unbecoming).

CHAPTER- XLVI
THE KHUTBAH AND THE FRIDAY SALAH
The word Khutbah means 'speech' 'conversation' and the address to the people. In the
terminology of Shariah, it means the speech and conection of words that is made. up of
advice, exhortation remembrance, guidance invocation of blessing and peace on the
Prophet ..oJ-,~.JJI~ and the testimonies. (Roughly, it is the sermon.)
The Khutbah is fard (obligatory) (obligatory) and a prerequisite for the Friday salah.
According to Imam Abu Hanifah 41-u-J, the briefest Khutabah is(~'.:>~) (subhan Allah), or
(.-»~') (al-hamdu lillah), or (~1'JI4JI'J) (al ilaha ill Allah). Though the prophet ..oJ-,~41~ is
1

2
3

Ibn Majah # 1098, Muwatta Maalik # 2.32-115
Ibn Majah # 1097
Tirrnidhi # 528, Musnad Ahmad 4-282.
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know to have delivered a lengthy sermon, yet a lengthy sermon is either wajib (expedient) or
sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~ J4Js.~'j.J), not a prerequisite or fard (obligatory) and it is not
that the Friday salah will not be proper without a lengthy sermon. However, Imam Abu
Yusuf .dii~J and Imam Muhammad .dii~J said that a lengthy remembrance and exhortation,
which in gen~ral parlance is called khutbah is essential, and saying merely subhan Allah or
al-hamdu lillah is not a khutbah. And, Imam Shafi' i .till~J said that if two Khutbahs are not
delivered, the khutabah is not valid at all. The books of fiqh may be consulted for the
arguments of all these imams.
SECTION I
jj~'J.;aill
TIME FOR THE FRIDAY SALAH

(l.S.J~I oi~.J) -~~~~W-1 ~~l?~J~aD\ ~ &,.1ll ~~ u;JT~ (' t • ')
1401. Sayyiduna Anas ~.dll~J narrated that the Prophet ...cJ....,~.dll~ used to offer the
salah of Friday when the sun declined past the meridian.1
COMMENTARY: In winter, the Prophet ...cJ....,~.dll~ offered the Friday salah immediately
after the declension of the sun, but in severe heat he offered it as the heat subsided and it
was cooler. This is found is another hadith of Sayyiduna Aans ~41~J to follow.
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1402. Sayyiduna Sahlibn Sa'd ~.dii~J narrated that they did not have a short nap or
meal till after the salah of Friday.2
.
,
COMMENTARY: The after noon nap is called qaylulah. ~hether one sleeps or simply rests.
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1403. Sayyiduna Anas ~41~J narrated that the Prophet used to offer the salah early
((.SJl:....:ll ol.,.;)

to put it back (in summer) when it was very hot till it cooled down, meaning the
Friday salah. 3
ONE ADHAN·ON FRIDAY
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1404. Sayyiduna Sarib ibn Yazid narrated that the first adhan in the times of Allah's
Messenger ...cJ....,~41J-t:', Abu Bakr ~.dii~J and Umar ~41~J on Friday -..~as called
when the imam sat on the pulpit. Later, in the times of Uthman ~ .dll ~J as the

1

Bukhari # 904, Abu Oawud # .1084, Musnaed Ahmad 3-150.
Bukhari # 939, Muslim # 30-859, Abu Dawud # 1086, Tirmidhi # 525, Ibn Majah # 1099, Mumad
Ahmad 5-336
3 Bukhari # 906.
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people grew in number,· he added a third adhan which was called at az-Zawra.t
COMMENTARY: In the Prophet's .oJ-.,~41~ times, the (first) adhan, as we know when
the time of Friday commences, was not called. This practice continued in the titnes of
Sayyiduna Umar ~d.LI<.f't.J. The Muslims resided near the mosque and mostly stayed in the
company of the.Prophet .oJ-,~-d!l~. Then not only did Muslims increase in number but
also resided far away from the mosque. They also occupied in their businesses and
occupations. So, Sayyiduna Uthman ~d.LI<.f't.J decided to add another adhan to enable these
people to make preparations and be able to come to the mosque for the sermon. So, the first
adhan (as we know) began to be called and this is what the third adhan means. Though in
terms of positions it is the first adhan yet it was added after the two adhans of the
Prophet's .oJ-,~.d!l~ times (one of the khutbah and the other before the salah takbir or
iqamah), so it is called the third adhan. This adhan, too, is a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet
~J~lm~) and cannot be called a bidah because the deeds of the righteous caliphs and
their practices are also counted as sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~""'J~.1!,~).
Perhaps it is no more done anywhere, but in earlier days, it was custom in some places to call
another adhan while the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#-..1l,~) salah was being offered.
There was no precedent for it and it is not known who imitated this bi~'ah (innovation).
The ulama (Scholars) write that it is wajib (expedient) to hasten to reach the Friday salah after the
first adhan. When it is called, buying and sellh1g (and a1 worldly pursuits) become unlawful.
TWO SERMONS
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1405. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~.d!l<.f't; narrated that the Prophet .oJ-.,~41~
delivered two sermons and he sat between them. (In these sermons,) he recited the
Quran and urged the people (to be pious and righteous). His salah was of a
moderate length and his sermon, too, was of a moderate length (both of them were
neither too lengthy nor too short). 2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet .oJ,..., ~ .d!l ~ sat between the two sermon only till ?.11 his
limbs returned to their proper places. The jurists put this duration to be as much as is
enough to say subhan Allah three times. It is not wajib (expedient) t"l sit between the two
sermons, but it is a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.lu~). It is not known certainly
whether the Prophet .oJ-.,~41~ made a :;upplication during this sitting.
BRIEF SERMON SIGN OF WISDOM
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1406. Sayyiduna Ammar ~d.LI<.f't.J narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ..oL.,~.J'1 J-o"
1

Bukhari # 912, Abu Dawud # 1087, Tirmidhi # 516 Musnad Ahmad 3-450
Muslim# 34-862, and (second protion): Muslim# 41-866, Abu Dawud # 1094, Tirmidhi 507, Nasai #
1418, Ibn Majah # 1106, Darimi # 1557, Musnad Ahmad 5-93
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say, "Surely, the length of the salah of a man and the brevity of his sermon are signs of
his wisdom. So, let the salah be long and the sermon be short, for in oratory lies ll;lagic.t
COMMENTARY: During the sermon, people are attentive to the orator but while offering the
salah their.mindsare oriented to wards the Creator. The hadith emphasizes very briefly that a
man's sagacity demands that the condition in which people's attention is. t9wards Allah
should be prolonged but the state when they concentrate on a creature should be shortened.
However, the salah must comply with the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#.&1~) and
should not exceed the limits set by the Prophet ,.o.L...,~411~ either in length nor in brevity.
The sermon should meet the demands of (Ji JJi) say and _guide. It should speak a few words
but encompass wide knowledge. It is like sorcery that does a lot in the fewest words. The
brief sermon should leave a lasting impression. The hadith praises the oratory and also
blames it. It a speech moulds the minds of listeners from evil to piety then it is
praiseworthy but if a speech diverts them from piety to evil then it is blameworthy.
THE PROPHET'S CONDITION WHILE DELIVERING THE SERMON

0J.-ool_j.J) -~Jllj ~L;!JI ~:': ~!~

1407. Sayyiduna Jabir ~411~; narrated that when Allah's Messenger ,.o.L...,~411~
delivered the sermo~ his eyes turned red, bJs voice become loud and his anger was
apparent as though he was warning an army, saying. "In the morning and in the
evening (the enemy will attack you). ''He would say, "The last Hour and I Have
been sent like these too, and he put together his forefinger and his middle finger. 2 ·
COMMENTARY: The Prophet's ,.o.L...,~411~ condition during the sermon was influenced
by the ummah' s shortcomings and their way wardness. He raised his voice that his
audience right hear him. He warned them that they night come out of their negligence.
He demu.P"trated with his fingers that he had come to the world just a little before the last day.
VERSES OF THE QURAN
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1408. Sayyiduna Yarla ibn Umayyah ~411~; narrated that he heard the Prophet <loLl~
,.o.L...,~ recite on the pulpit (the .;erse 77 of the surah az-Zukhruf):
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{0 Keeper, let your Lord make an e:nd of us} 3
COMMENTARY: The inmates of hell will be subject to such severe chastisement that they

world plead with the. keeper of hell. to recommend to the lord to end their torment. He will
1

Muslim# 47-869, Darimi # 1556, Musnad Ahmad 4-263
# 45.
3 Bukhari # Muslim # 49-871.
2 Muslim # 43-867, ibll ~:!aJan
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tell them that they will not get that (for, there will be no death). The Prophet _o1....,~41J-.c
recited this verse to let his listeners fear the punishment.
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1409. Sayyidah Umm Hisham ~.d!1~.J daughter of Marithah ibn an-Numan narrated
that she learned the surah (Qaaf) N=~1 ~(;Aj1; J) only from the tongue of Allah's
Messenger _ol...., ~ 41 J.-" who recited (parts of) it every Friday on the pulpit while
delivering the sermon to the people. 1
J COMMENTARY: The Prophet _ol...., ~ 411 J.-" recited portions of this surah on Friday.
Sayyidah Umm Hisham ~41~.J learnt it from him over several Fridays. .
'
TURBAN

1410. Sayyiduna Amr ibn Hurayth ~ 41 ~.J narrated that the Prophet _ol...., ~ 41 J.-"
wore a black turban while delivering the sermon on Friday. He let hang the two
ends of it between his shoulders. 91)2
~OMMENTARY: According to a weak hadith, if a salah is offered with the turban on the
head then it is better than seventy salahs without a turban.
Allamah Teebi 41~ .J concludes from this hadith that it is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet
~J"#~t~) to a dom oneself on Friday and to don nice garments and wear a black turban
with its ends suspended on both shoulders.
Mirak said that this sermon was delivered by the Prophet ..o.J-,~""" during his last illness.
Zil' i 41~.J said that it is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet~..., J"#.ln~) to wear black garments.
The author of Madkhal' said that the Prophet's ..o.J-,~1~ turban was seven cubits in length.
Suyuti <UII~.J has named the sahabah (companions) ~41~.J and the tabirun who wore a
black turban. They included sayyiduna Anas ~41~.J ibn Maalik ~41~.J Ammar ibn Yas~n·
~41~.J, Muawiyah ~41~.J Abu Darda ~<UII~.J, Bakr ~41~.J, Abdur Rahman ibn Al.;r, ~.J
~411 Wathilah, ~.41~.J Sareed ibn Jubayr, and others.
Nawawi 411-u-.J said that it is allowed to wear the turban in two ways:
With the ends hanging on the shoulders or not hanging. Neither of the wa~':. JS makruh (unbecoming).
TAHIYAT UL-MASJID DURING THF. SERMON
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1411. Sayyiduna Jabir
1

2

~ .Jll ~.J

narrated that, while delivering a sermon, Allah's

Muslim# 51-873, Masnad Ahmad 6-436.
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· Messenger ..oJ.,...., ~ ~~ J-.o said, '~en any of you comes on Friday and the imam is
delivering a sermon, he must offer two raka' at salah but must make them briefot ·
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi'i 41~.) said that this hadith is about the tahiyat ul-masjid and
it is wajib (expedient) to offer it even while the imam is delivering the sermon. Imam
Ahmad held the same opinion.
·
The Hanafis do not regard the salah of tahiyatul masjid as wajib (expedient) at all whether
during a sermo1;1 or otherwise. Imam Maalik 41~; and Sufyan Thawri 4.:&.41~; and the tabiri
subscribed to this view..
These people say that his hadith allows the tabiyat ul-Masjid when the imam arises for the
sermon with intention to deliver it but not when he is .actually delivering it. They are
supported by the ahadith that disallow salah during the sermon. For instance, the Prophet
..oJ.,....,~.d.IIJ.D said. '!When the imam comes out (for the sermon towards the pulpit) neither is
conversation nor salah proper." Sayyiduna Ali 4.:&-.J.il~; and Umar 4.:&.41~; also regarded
speech and salah as makruh (unbecoming) once the imam comes out. The sayings of the
sahabah (companions) 4.:&- 41 ~; are evidence and it is wajib (expedient) to emulate them
provided they do not cont_radict a sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.f»,~).
A hadith is transmitted by Bukhari and Muslim through Multiple lines of narrators that a
man comes .to the mosque -when the Prophet ..oJ.,...., ~<ill J.D was delivering a sermon. He
asked him if he had offered the salah (of tahiyat ul masjid) and he said, 'No' The Prophet J.D
..oJ.,...., ~ 41 instructed him to offer two raka' at and make them brief. This is explained by
suggesting that ithappened when offering salah during the sermon was not disallowed. Or,
perhaps this permission was given exclusively to this man. Some people say that the
Prophet ..oJ.,....,~4!J.D had not commenced. the sermon at that time.
Shaykh Ibn Hammam .d.ll~j explained it in a more reasonable manner. He said, "Perhaps the
Prophet .,o..L...,~.d.IIJ.D had stopped the sermon till that man had finished o·ffering the salalz."
This opinion is not merely a conjecture but something of Daraqutni.makes it very plain and
clear : "The Prophet ..oJ.,...., ~ ~~ <}D said to him, ,;Offer two taka' at salah and he observed
silence till the man finished his salah (Afther that, he resumed the sermon)."
EVEN ONE RAKA' AH WITH THE IMAM
~
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1412. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah 4.:&-.J.ii<..P.) narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ.,....,~41~
said, ''If anyone gets (only) one raka'at of the salah with the imam then has offered
the entire salah with the imam.2
COMMENTARY: This cormriand.applies to all the salahs, not merely Friday.
Su hadith # 1118. However, Imam Sahfi'i 41~.) has interpreted it as referring exclusively to
Friday, basing his conclusion on the hadith of Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~...ill~;(# 1419) at
the end of this chapter.
1

Muslims # 59-875, Musnad Ahmad 3-316 ·
Bukhari # 580, Muslim# 162-607, Abu Dawud # 1121, Tirmidhi 524, Nasai # 553, Ibn Majah # 112,
Darimi # 1220, Muwatta Maalik # 5.3-12, Musnad Ahmad 1-241
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The well known book of the fiqh Hanfiyah Hidayah, writes that whatever portion of the
·salah a man gets with the imam on Friday, he should offer jt with the imam and regard it as
the base of Friday and complete the rest. ~us if anyone catches the imam when he is at the
end of the salah reciting the· at - tahiyat or making the sajdah sahw. (prostration of for get
fullness), tl}en he must join the imam. That is his portion of Friday salah and then he must
complete the rest of it. This is also the contention of Imam Abu Hanifah <dll tU-; and Imam
Abu Yusuf, ~41~; but Imam Muhammad <dlltU-; said that if anyone gets most of the second
raka'ah of the salah with the imam then that will be his base of the Fri?ay salah but if he
does not get most of the second raka' ah then he cannot make it a base of Friday, but he will
have to make it his base for the salah of zuhr. ·
Most of the second raka' ah means the ruku of the se-;ond raka' ah. I£ he joins the imam by
the ruku of the second ruka' ah then he gets most of this raka' ah.
If he joins him after he has raised he head from the ·rul~u then he does not get of the most of
the second raka' ah.
Shaykhibn Hammam odlltU-; said that the hadith on which Imam.Abu Hanifah <dlltU-; and
Imam Abu Yusuf ~~ tU-.J base their foregoing contention is a general hadith and it is not
specific to Friday.
~~~~~

SECTION II

STYLE OF THE KHUTBAH
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1413. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~<dli~.J narrated that the Prophet _o!...,~41J.D that the
Prophet _o!..., ~ od.!l ~ used ·to deliver two sermons. He sat down on ascending the
pulpit till he finished, (the sub-narrator said that) the narrator meant the
mua'dhdhin (finished). Then he stood up and delivered the sermon. Then he sat
down and did not say anything. Then he stood up and delivered the sermon.t
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that it is mustahab to deliver the sermon
standing on the pulpit. As for sitting between the two sermons, Ibn Hajar 41tU-; said that it
is better to sit for the time it takes to recite surah al-Ikhlas.While sitting the Prophet 41~
.,o..L..,,~ said nothing, made no supplication and did not recite anything.
It is mustahab in the second sermon to make supplication for the Prophet's _o!..., ~ <dll ~
family and descendants, companions and wives the righteous Caliphs Sayyiduna Hamzah
~...111~; and Sayyiduna Abbas ~41~.J. It is also allowed to pray for the ruling monarch, but
according to Sharah Muniyah it is markruh tahrimi to praise kings with attributes that do
not belong to them and are misplaced, for, that is sinful and adding falsehood to worship.
In fact, some of our scholars have said that to call the kings of our times as just boarders on disbelief.
While Shaykh Abdul Haq Muaddith Dahlawi d.LitU-.) concurs with the foregoing explan~tion
about not speaking between two sermons, Mulfa Ali Qari <dlltU-.J has cited Sharah Teebi to
say that it is better to recite the verses of the Quran between the two sermons. According to

1
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a tradition in Ibn Hibban, the Prophet ...oJ-,~4.biJ.c recited the verses of Allah's Book when
he sat down between the two sermons. So some people say that it is mustahab to recite
surah al-Ikhlas during this (Short) period. Perhaps, Shayk.h Abdul Haq 4.bl<l.i-; had not come
·
across this tradition. When he expounded this portion of this hadith.
WORSHIPPERS SHOULD BE A'ITENTIVE TO THE KHATIB DELIVERING THE
SERMON
..

1414. SayYiduna Abdullah ibn Mas'ud ·d.,:.&.4.bl~; narrated that when the Prophet 4.b1~
...oJ-,~ sat down on the pulpit they turned their faces towards him. 1
COMMENTARY: It is mustahab for the people to turn theii faces towards the k.hatib. ·He
too, should face the people and look at them while delivering the sermon.
·
According to the Hanafis when he ascends the pt.Upit he should not offer salutation to the
people. But, Imam Shafi'i 4.bl<l.i-; and Imam Ahmad 4.bl<l.i-; disagree with this opinion.
SECfiON III
~dJ1jJaMi
DELIVER SERMON WHILE STANDING
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1415. oSayyiduna· Jabir i~n Samurah d.,:.&.4.bl~; narrated that the Prophet ...oJ-,~4.b!J-g
delivered the sermon standing, then he would sit down, then he would stand and
deliver the (rest of the) sermon standing. "If anyone informs you that he delivered
the sermon sitting, he has lied, for, indeed, by Allah, I offered salah along with him
more than two thousand times, "he said. 2
COMMENTARY: The two thousand plus salah include every salah besides the Friday salah.
The Prophet .,o.J...,,~J.D offered the first Friday in Madinah and he resided here for ten years,
so he offered not m'?re than five hundred salah of Friday in Madinah. Sayyiduna Jabir d.,:.&.4.bl~;
meant to say that he was --:·'lith the ~rophet .,o.J...,,~4blJ.D for a very long period of time.
It is stated in Sharah Muniyah that if a city is conquered by force with the sword, as
Makkah was then the khatib should carry a sword while delivering the sermon. If it
surrenders willingly, as Madinah did, then he should not carry a sword.
It is written in Yanabi that the second sermon should be delivered in a voice lower than the
voice during the first.
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1416. It is reported about Sayyiduna Karb ibn Ujrah
t Tirmidhi # 509.
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mosque when (Sayyiduna) Abdur Rahma~ ibn Umm al-Hakam was delivering the
sermon sitting. So, he remarked, 11 Look at this good-for nothing fellow delivering
the sermon sitting though Allah has said:
c: ~I ,_ "'
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{And when they saw·some merchandise or sport, they flocked to it eagerly and left
you (o Prophet) standing,}" (62:11)
COMMENTARY: A sever drought had gripped Madinah causing anxiety and misery to the
Madinans. During those days whil~ the Prophet .o.J,.....,~odll~ was delivering a sermon from
the pulpit on Friday standing, suddenly a trade caravan from Shaam arrived. The Sahabah
(companions) ~41~) who were in distress from hqnger rushed out to look at the trade
caravan, but tv.r~=?lve of them continued to listen to the sermon a attentively. The verse
quoted in the hadith was revealed on this occasion.
Sayyiduna Ka'b ~41~J meant to say that the sermon is delivered standing as is clear form
these word from of Allah, Mighty and Glorious. It is also established through sahih ahadith.
So, if this man ignores that and delivers· the sermon sitting, there is no doubt that he is an
evil man. "he said. ·
Imam Shafi'i 41 .u-J said that it is a condition that the sermon must be delivered standing.
Imam Abu hanifah 41.u-J said that it .is asunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.1ll~).
TIME FOR SALAH AND SERMON: The correct time is one of the conditions for the
Friday salah. Hence, the salah of Friday is not valid after its time while other salahs may be
redeemed after their time expires. The time of Friday is as of zuhr. So, it is disallowed to
offer the salah of Friday before its time, but Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal ...11 .u-J regards it as
correct. And as the time of are begins the salalz of Friday is not valid, but the salah of Friday
is not valid, but it is allowed in the view is of Imam Maalik ....hl.u-J.
This hadith is evidence that it is ·permitted to be stem with and angry on, one who
perpetrates what is· unlawful or makruh (unbecoming). To do the opposite of what the
Prophet .o.J,.....,~....hl~ was know to be doing is a sign of concealed wickedness.
HANDS SHOULD NOT BE RAISED
e

VJ.-oi.J.J)

1411. Sayyiduna Umarah ibn Ruwaybah ~...11~) is reported to have seen Bishr ibn
Marwan on the pulpit raising his hands (While delivering the sermon, as orators are
want to do now a days). So, he remarked, 11May Allah ruin these hands! I had seen
Allah's Messenger .o.J,.....,~....hl~ gesture not more than· this inuch with his hand" and he gestured with his fore finger. 1
·
COMMENTARY: Bishr was defying the Prophet's .o.J,...._, ~ 41 ~ sunnah (practice of Holy
Prophet ~J~.1lt~), Sayyiduna Ummarah ~...11~) was most displeased with it. He made it

1
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apparent with strong words. The Prophet _.o.1....,~~~~ made a very slight gesture only that
people may pay attention and be encouraged to abide by his sayings.
SUMMONS DURING THE SERMON
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1418. Sayyiduna Ja&ir ~cdll~; narrated that (once) Allah's Messenger ,.o.L...,~~~~
settled on the pulpit and said (to the sahabah (companions) ~~lifo;; "Sit down!"
Sayyiduna Ibn ·Masud Heard him and sat down (promptly) at the door of the
mosque (where he was at that time). Allah's Messenger~,·~~~~ saw him and
said, "Come here, 0 Abdullah ibn Mas~ud!"t
··
COMMENTARY: Allamah Teebi ~~~~;said that it is clear from this hadith that speech is
all6wed to one who stands on the pulpit to deliver the sermon. But, the Haricifis hold that it
is not allowed to speak from the pulpit while standing for the sermon if the speech is not to
enjoin piety. (But, even that must be in Arabic. It another language is used that would be
makruh (unbecoming).
Ibn Hajar ~cdll~; said that it seems that the Prophet _.o.1....,~~~~ may have seen someone
stand up to offer the salah. So, he commanded him to sit down because when the khatib is
on the pulpit, it is forbidden to offer salah. All the ulama (Scholars) agree on this point.
MISSING THE SALAH OF FRIDAY
J
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1419. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~~I<§"; narrated that Allah's Messenger ~cdll~
_.o.L..., said, ''If anyone gets only one raka' ah of the Friday salah, then he must
offer the other with it. It he misses two raka' ah then he must offer four
(raka'ah). "Or, he said, "Zuhr."2
COMMENTARY: This issue has been explained against ha'dith # 1412.

tAbu Dawud #1091
Daraqutni # 7
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CHAPTER- XLVII
SALAT UL-KHAWF (SALAH WHEN IN FEAR)

The salah that is offered for fear of the infidels and at the time of an encounter with the
enemy is called salat ul-khawf. It is confirmed through both the Book and the sunnah
(practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.1!1~). Most ulama (Scholars) agree that it is valid even after
the death of the Prophet ...o.L...,~41J4 though some do say that this salah was allowed only
during the times of the Prophet~,~~~~.
Some scholars, like~ ~aalik ~leU-.J say that the salat ul-I<hawf is limited to a journey only
but Imam Abu Hanifah ~leU-.J said that it is valid both during a jolirney and at residence.
Ahadith about this salah are transmitted through a~ many as sixteen lines of transmission, or
more or less. All of them are reliable.
Allamah Shamni .dli4U-.J (~)said that the Prophet ...o1...,~41~ offered the salah ul-khawf at
four Places: Bhat ur-Riqa, Batn an-Nakh! Us fan and Dhu Qarad This shows that the salah
al-khawf was peculiar to journey, but the jurist have ruled that it is allowed to offer it even
at residence.
SECTION I
AGAINST AN ENEMY.
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1420. Sayyiduna Saalim ibn Abdullah ibn Umar ~~I<.F.J narrated on t~e authority of
his father (Abdullah ibn Umar ~.odii<.F.J that he (Abdullah ~4LI<.F.J went with Allah's
Messenger ...o1...,~-dll~ to wage battle at Najd. When they encountered the enemy,
they formed lines facing them. Then Allah's Messenger ...o1...,~41J4 stood up and
led them in salah, a section standing up along with him while another faced the
enemy. He (offered salah) making one ruku and two prostrations along with those
who were with him. Then, they took the places of those who had not prayed (with
him) and they came (to the salah) and he mad~ one ruku and two prostrations with
them. Then he gave the salutation and each of them stood up and made a ruku and
two prostrations each by his self.
Nafi' ~14U-.J reported the like of it but added that (at the speak of the battle) when
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there was a greater danger than on that occasions, they offered the salah standing
on their feet, or (if that was not possible) mounted, facing, the qiblah or (if that
could not be done then) whichever direction they faced.
Nafi <d!1 u-.J said that Ibn Umar ~ <d!1 r.P'J narrated this (tradition) from Allah's
·
Messenger himself. t
COMMENTARY: Najd is the word for a highland. Here, it refers to of the Hijaz, not of Yemen.
This hadith is evidence that to offer a nu?Jlber of congregational salahs, many .times o:re after
the other, is markruh particularly when all worshippers are present. This hadith: is also
evidence that it is not allowed to offer the fard (obiigatory) salah behind one who offers an
optional sala!z. If it was allowed, the Prophet ..olw,~<d!1~ would have led the two ~ections
separately in salah.
This hadith is also evidence that the congregational salah is wajib (expedient). Eve11- when
locked in battle against an enemy, the congregational salah must not be abandoned. ·.
Ibn Hamman -dii~J said that the salat ul-I<hawf must be offered in this way only when all
the people insist on following the same imam. If this is not the case, then same imam. If this
is not the case then· it is better that one imam should lead one congregation through a
complete salah and another imam should lead another congregation though a complete
salah. As for the words and each of then stood up, some of the Hanafi ulama (Scholars)
explain that the second section ~eturned to face the. enemy after the Prophet ..olw,~41~
gave the salutation and the first who had joined the first raka' ah returned to their place of
prayer to complete the salah and each of them individually offered their remaining salah
and gave the salutation and went back to face the· enemy. Then the Second section came
anq they too offered their remainirig salah each by himself, gave the salutation and
resumed their places against the enemy.
Ibn Malik ·41 u-J said that soine ulama (Scholars) give these details and method. So did
Imam Abu Hanifah 4.hlta-~. Though the hadith does not give all details, Ibn Hamman 41~.)
said that it up holds one portion of Imam Abu Hanifah's 4LI~.J yerdict that the first section
should go away after offering one raka' ah and the second should come and join the imam
in the second raka' ah and while they are there, the imam completes his salah and give the
salutation. However, the entire verdict of Imam Abu Hanifah 41 ~J and his ·complete
method is proved through another tradition which is narrated by Ibn Abbas ~41r.P'J in a
mawquf manner. Imam Muhammad 41u-; has reproduced the verdict and tradition of Abu
Hanifah 41cU-J in his book kitab ul-Aathar.
The verdict of Imam Abu Hanifah 41 cU-; and his detailed explanation is proved by a hadith
mawquf. Since reason has no say in this chapter, so hadith mawquf too is of the same rank
as hadith n;tarfu.
Further, Imam Abu Hanifah 41.U..J also holds that in the afore mentioned condition, the first
section will complete their salah like the Iahiq without reciting the Quran while the second
section will complete their with recitation of the Quran as the masbuq do. However; this is
done when the salah is offered during a journey and the imam is a traveller, or the salah is
made up· of two raka' at. If the imam is a resident and the salah comprises four raka'at, then
each of the two sections will offer two raka' at with the imam. If the salah is of three raka' at,
t
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like of maghrib, then, during a journey as well as at home, the fir~t section will offer two
raka' at with the imam and the second will offer one raka' ah. Each of them will then
complete their salah in the way mentioned.
The haidht concludes with the words that they stood on their feet.
This means that they did not perform ruku and . sajda~. This means that in the
condition mentioned, whether on foot or on mount, they would make the ruku and
prostration by gesture.
This method is contrary to reasoning because walking mounting and battle invalidate the
salah. It also calls for amal kathir (too many actions) and turning away from the qiblah.
However, this is legal because thi~ method of slat ul-khawf is known from the Qura11 and
the sahih ahadith of the Prophet ~,~.Jit~.
ANOTHER METHOD
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1421. Sayyiduna Yazid ibn Rooman narrated on the authority of Sayyiduna salih
ibn Khawwat frQm him who had offered the salat ul-khawf along with Allah's
Messenger ~' ~ -ilil ~ at the battle of Dhat ur-Riqa that a section formed a row
with him the Prophet ~' ~ .dll ~ (for the salah) and another s~ction faced the
enemy. He led the section that was with him in one raka'at and then: stood (waiting)
till they finished the salah by themselves-. Then, they went an~ for~ed ranks
against the enemy. The other section came and he led them in the raka'at that
remained in his salah. Then he sat still while they compleit:J the salah by
themselves and he gave the salutation with them. 1
Bukhari transmitted it through another line of narrators: from al-Qasim, from Sarlih
ibn Khawwat, from Sahl ibn Abu Hathmah from the Prophet ..ol...,~.dll~.
COMMENTARY: This man who had offered the salah with the Prophet .,o..L...,~~~~ on the
day of Dhat ur-Riqa was Sahl ibn Abu Hath~ah ~~~~;.This expedition took place in
5AH, 9ut the Prophet ~,~.dll~ retuned without engaging in battle.
.
The expedition is named Dhat ur -Riqa because the Muslims had gone on the expedition
bare footed. In this way, they got wounds on their feet and b~oke their toe-nails, so they
tied rags (t.\iJ) (riqa) on their feet. Hence, the name Dhat ur Riqa with the rags.
In this method, too each section offered one raka'ah along with the Prophet ~,~411~
and one by themselves. The difference is that everyone offered his individual raka' ah while
the Prophet ~' ~ .dll ~ continued to be in his salah while in the first method .~ey had
offered it after the Prophet's ~,~41""" salah was completed.
1
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Imam Shafi' i .411-u--:~ and Imam Maalik ~t.u-.J have adopted this method as shown in this hadith.
THE PROPHET'S _o..l...,~~~"'"" CLEMENCY
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1422. Sayyiduna Jabir narrated· that they set out with Allah's Messenger till they
were at' Dhat ur-Riqa. There they came to a shady tree that they left for Allah's
M.essenger. _o.1...,~411~. A ~an from among the polytheists,came there. The sword
of Allah's Messenger _o.1..._, ~ 411"'"" was hanging on a tree. He took the sword of
Allah's Prophet ..o..l-,~411~ and unsheathed it and asked Allah's Messenger ~411~
_o..l..._,, "Po. you not fear me" He said, 11 No!" He asked, "Who will protect you from
me?"He said;"Allah will save me from you. "The_ companions of_ Allah's Messenger
_o.1...;*41'~.-warned him and he sheathed the sword and hung it up. The adhan was
called' for the salah (of zhur or. ast). and he led section in two raka'at. So, that salah
w~s f~.~ rcika'at fo~ Alla_h's.Messenger ~,~411"'"" and two raka'at for the people. 1
COMMEN.TARY: Thi~ shows that the Prophet _o.1..,_,~411"'"" was very brave and courageous.
He endured the persecution at the hands of the disbelievers with patience.
Waqidi ~1-u-.J said that when:this idolater took the sword, he felt a severe pain in his back
and he panicked. ·The sword dropped from his hand and he embraced Islam on undergoing
this experience and was _instrumental in guiding a large number of the creatures. H~wever,
Abu Awanah ~~~(...~.) said.that .he did not.embrace Islam but gave a pledge that hewould
never oppose the Prophet _o.1..._,~411~.
In any case, the Prophet ..oJ-,~~1"'"" did not punish him. He forgave him. For, his crlm was
always to win over ~earts.
Mawlana Mazhar 41'-u-.J said that· the apparent difference in the two succeeding ahadi,th
pertaining to the same expedition· is bec~use of the differerice of time. The Prophet .oJ-,~~1"'""
had offered salah. twice on this occasion at two different times. He offered them in different
·ways. The hadith of Sayyiduna Sahl ~~1<-P.J pertains to the salah of fajr. and of Sayyiduna Jabir.
ci~1~.) to the sala}z of zuhr or asr.,Dr, the two traditions refer to two expeditions.
The ulama (Scholars) explain the hadith of Sayyiduna Jabir ~411~.) about the Prophet 411<-P.J

1
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offering four raka' at while other people offered only two. Perhaps, the verse of qasr
(shortening of salah) had not been revealed till then or the salah of qasr was not wajib
(expedient) at that place. Imam Abu Hanifah .dlltU-.J prefers this ~ast opinion, and the ulama
(Scholars) say that the people offered two raka'at along with the Prophet ..cJ.,..,~.d!IJ.o and
the remaining two by themselves to complete the salah.

ANOTHER METHOD

1423. Sayyiduna Jabir ~'l.btlP.J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ.,..,~-c.bl~ (once) led
them in salat ul-khawf. They drew themselves up in two rows. The enemy was
between them and the qiblah. The Prophet ..cJ.,..,~.&J.o called the takbir and they
called the takbir together. Then, he made ruku and they made ruku.all together and
the raised his head from ·the ruku and they ·raised (their heads) all of them. Then he
went in prostrations and the row that was immediately behind him went in
prostrations while the row behind them stood facing the enemy. When the Prophet
..cJ.,..,~-c.biJ.o finished the prostrations and the row behind him stood up. Then the
row at the rear went down in prostrations and stood up. Then the near row came to
the front an~ the row _in front went to the rear. Then, the Prophet ,.o.L...,~41~ went
into ruku and they all made ruku. Then he raised his head from the ruku and they
all raised theirs. Then he went down in prostrations and the row immediately next
ot him which had been in the rear in the first raka'at went down in prostrations
while the row at the rear stood facing the enemy. When the Prophet ..cJ.,..,~-c.biJ.o
finished the prostrations ·and the row .next to him (finished, too}, the row at the rear
went down and prostrated themselves. Then the Prophet ..cJ.,.., ~ -c.bl J.o gave the
salutation and they all gave the salutation. t
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..cJ.,..,~.d!IJ.o offered the salat ul-khawf in a manner suitable to
the occasion. In this cause the enemy was before them so they all stood together, offering the

salah facing the enemy. The ulama (Scholars) say that this salah of fear was observed at us fan.

1
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SECTION II

METHOD PECULIAR TO PROPHET .,o.L...,~4111~
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1424. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ 4il1 t?J narrated that the Prophet .,o.L..., ~ 4111 ~ offered the
salah of zuhr when in danger (fear of enemy) at Batn Nakhl. He led a section (of
people) through two raka'at culminating with the salutation. Then another section
came and he led them, too, through tw~ raka'at. and made the salutation.I
COMMENTARY: Batn Nakhl is a place between Makkah and Madinah. Imam Shafi'i 4111.u-J
said that this hadith is based on the fact that the Prophet ..o.l-,~4.hl~ offered the shortened
(or qasr) salah, meaning that he offered two raka' at instead of four and then offered two
raka'at optional salah. Imam Shafi'i 4111.u-J holds that fard (obligatory) salah ~ay be offered
behind one who offers the optional salah.
The Hanafis say that this was not a shortened salah and thatfard (obligatory) salah cannot be
pffered behind one who offers the optional salah. This was the salah that is offered at
residence and the reason that the Prophet .,o.L...,~4111~ gave the salutation.at the end of two
raka' at may be presumed to be specific to the Prophet ,.o..L....,~4111~. this is not allowed to
others so those people offere4 their remaining two raka' at on their own and, in this way,
they too completed four raka' at.
The explanation oj Imam Tahawi -ilil.u-J is very reasonable. He said that this case pertains to
the time when afard (obligatory) salah could be offered twice.
SEcTION III
~dujJa.Ui
ANOTHER METHOD
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1425. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~4111~) narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L...,~4111~
halted between Dujnan and usfan. There, the idolaters said, "To these people, a
salah ·is dearer than their fathers and their sons, and it is the salah of asr. So
combine your strategy and attack them in a single onslaught. "Jibril ..4')...Jt~ came to
the Prophet .,o.L...,~4.hl~ and instructed·him to divide his sahabah (companions) ~J
~ 4111 in two sections and lead one ·section in salah and let the other stand behind
them holding their weapons. (Then he should lead the second section and the first
t
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should stand guard.) So, they mould offer one raka'at and Allah's Messenger odll~
,.o.L...,~ would offer two. t
COMMENTARY:· Dajnan is a mountain between Makkah and Madinah. Usfan is a place
·
about two leagues from Makkah (or two stages of journey).

CHAPTER - XLVIII
SALAH OF THE TWO EEDS

The first of Shawwal is the day of eed ul-fitr and the tenth of Dhul-Hajjah: is eed ul-adha.
The two together are eedayn (!)!~) two eeds. The two· dates are days of festival·and·
happiness in Islam. Two_raka'ah salah are offered on each of these days, and they are wajib
(expedient) in the sight of Imam Abu· Hanifah odll cU-.J. But Imam Shafi'i .odll IY".J and other:
scholars hold t~em to be sunnah muwakkadah(compulsory).
The word eed (~)is derived from(~~) awd. It means coming repeatedly. This day comes
every year. Also, Allah turns to His slaves with mercy and forgiveness. These are some
words of a saintly nature about eed:

~~ 1:,11 ~~!~Jll4.ft.--:::~ 1:,11~ .~j.li~&Af~ 1:,11 ~~!~~~~M 1:,j1~

Eed is not for one who dons new garments, but eed is only for him who lives in
peace and is safe from the warning. (He abstains from bad deeds to earn Allah's
mercy and forgiveness and be saf~ from His .punishment.)
Eed in not for one who applies the perfume awd, but eed is only for one who
repents ~nd does not repeat the sin.
Eed is not for one who adorns with the luxuries of the world, but eed is only for .one
who fears Allah and is righteous to amass provision for the hereafter.
Eed is not for one who rides conveyances, but eed is only for one who abandons sin.
Eed is not for one who spreads carpets (for luxury), but eed is for one who will go
over the sirat (bridge over hell) safely.
SECTION I
jJi•j.A~i
SALAH OF THE TWO EEDS
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1426. Sayyiduna Abu Sareed al-Khudri ~od!l~.J narrated that the Prophet ~41~
.o.J-, would .go out· on the day of (eed) ul-fitr and of leed ul-adha to the place· of
1
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the salah. The first thing that he did was ~o .offer the salah. As soon as he
finished, he would stand facing the people while they remained seated in their
rows. He would exhort them, give them instructions and_ advice, and issue
commands to them. If he had to send out an army (for jihad), he would send
them. If he.issued the ~rders. Then he would depart.l ·
·
.
.
·..
COMMENTARY: The place for the salah of eed was outside the city of Madinah. It·was
about one thousand steps from the Prophet ..J-,~41~ home. It is ~ very sacred place. It is·
row surrounded by four walls.
It is stat~d in Sharh us-sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~) that the ruling imam
must go to the place of salah for the salah of the two eeds. If he is precluded by something
then he must lead the salah in the mosque witl:rln the city. Ibn Hammam 41.u-J said that for
the ruling imam it is massun that he should go himself to the place of the salah for eed and
depute someone to lead the weak pe.ople in salah within the city. However, Ibn Hajar 41~J
said that the question of going to the place of salah of eed pertains to cities part from the
Masjid Haram·and Bayt ul-Maqdis because it is better to offer every salah in these mosque
owing to their sanctity and greatness and also to emulate the sahabah (companions) 41.u-J
and the tabirun 41.u-J.
·
The Prophet .,o..L..,,~41~ would stand after he finished the salah to deliver the sermon. ·He stood
on the ground be:ause. there was no pulpit in the place of the eed salah during those days. Later
when the Muslims grew in number, arrangements were made at the places of the eed salah for
pulpits. The voice carries far when the Sermon is delivered after standing on the pulpit.
The Prophet ~-' ~ od!l ~ exnorted the people ~o adopt ascetiCism and work for the here
after. He preached so that they might not he carried away on the festival and engage in
celebration to neglect obedience. .
He also urged them to adopt taqwa, a God-fearing attitude. The least degree of taqwa ~s to
keep away from polytheism. The next from. is ~bedience to Allah and His Messenger 41J.o
..J-, ~ and abstinence from the disallowed things. The highest degree of taqwa is to be
turned to Allan c~nstantly and to be independent of all others.
The Prophet ..J-,~41J- would also issue· commands and instructions on matters of the
state and public ·interest. On eed ul-fitr, he gave instructions for the fitrah and on eed uladha for slaughtering and sacrifice.

0J-Aoi.-'.J)-~G1 ~j_.-....:.)13)~
.
r:s
,
.,
1427. Sayyiduna Jabir ibn Samurah ~41~J narrated thaL he offered the salah of the
two eeds along with Allah's Messenger ..J-, ~ 41 J.o not once or twice (but ofter)
without the adhan or the iqamah be~g called.2
COMMENTARY: Similarly, there is no adhan or iqamah for optional salah. The kitab Azhar
says that it is makruh (unbecoming) to call adhan or iqamah.
1
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SERMON AFTER EED SALAH
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1428. Sayyiduila Ibn Umar ~ 411 ~; narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L..,, ~ 411 ~
(Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr ~4\111~; and (Sayyiduna) Umar ~4\111~; used to offer the salah
of the tw~ eeds before the sermon. t
COMMENrARY: Ibn Mundhir 4111~; said that it is not allowed to deliver the sermon before
the salah of the eed but if anyone does that then the salah would have been offered properly.
Marwan ibn Hakam as governor of Madinah delivered the sermon before the salh, and the
sahabah (companions) ~4\111~.) regarded his action as bad.
ADHAN AND IQAMAH NOT LEGAL FOR EED SALAH
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1429. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~.d!I<.F; was asked, 11Had you witnessed (the salah of)
eed along with Allah's Messenger .,o.L..,,~41~ came out and offered the salah. Then
he delivered the sermon." Ibn Abbas ~ 411 ~; did not mention the .adhan and the
iqamah. 11Then, he. went to the (group of) women, preferred them advice and
admonition and insbucted them to give charity. So, I saw them stretch their hands
to their ears and necks and give (jewellerry) to Bilal ~4\111~; (to disburse among the
poor on their behalf). Then, he and Bilal ~4\111~; went to his home.2
COMMENTARY: lit the Prophet's .,o.L..,,~41<,}a times, women also attended the eed salah.
After addressing the men, he went to· the women's section to address them because his
voice had not been heard by them·.
ABOUT OPTIONAL SALAH
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1430. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~4\111~; narrated that the Prophet .,J....,~oc.bl<.}a offered two
raka'at on the day of eed ul-fitr and did not offer any salah before and after that.3
COMMENTARY: Ibn Hammam 411~; said that the disallowance is limited to the place of eed
salah because Sayyiduna Abu Saeed Khudri ~41<-F_, nanated that the Prophet ..J,..,,~411~ did
not offer (optional) salah before the salah of eed. ·~Vhen he went home (from the place of eed
salah), however, he offered two raka'at there. It is stated in Durr Mukhtar that it is absolutely
makruh (unbecoming) to offer optionalsalah before the salah of eed, both at the place of eed, it is
1

Bukhari # 963, Muslim# 8-888, Nasai # 1564, Ibn Majah # 1273, Muwatta Maalik 102-3
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Ahmad3-396
3 Bukhari # 964, Muslim# 13-884, Abu Dawud # 1159, Tirmidhi 537, Nasai # 1578, Ibn.Majah # 1291,
Musnad Ahmad 1-280
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makruh (unbecGming) to offer it at the place of eed salah but allowed at home.
WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION
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1431. Sayyidah U~ 11Atiyah ~...til f.PJJ narrated, 11We were instructed to take the
women, who experienced mensbuation (or, had grown ·to that age) and who.
observed the veil, on the days of the two eeds to attend the congregational salah of
the Muslims and their supplication. However, those experiencing the me~es were
to keep apart from their place of salah. One woman submitted, 0 Messenger _of
Allah, one of us does not have the covering sheet (or, stole). 11He said, Her
neighbour may share with her, 1
COMMENTARY: Khattabi ...blqJ said that the PropJ::let ..oJ,..,,~41~ instructed all women to
go to the place of eed salah so that those who have no excuse· may participate and those
who have an excuse· may earn the blessing of salah and supplication. Hence, women are
exhorted to participate in the salah. Sermon and lectures of the scholars 59 that they may
earn blessings of these pious men of Allah. However, In current times it is not mustahab for
women to go to the place of eed salah to avoid mischief and corruption.
Imam Tahawi ...til q ) said that during the times of the Prophet ..oJ,..,, ~...til~ women were
allowed to g9 to the place of the eed salah because that was the early period of Islam and
Muslims were very few in number, so if the women also attended t:he congregational salah,
a large gathering would_ be witnessed to overa~e the infidels. lienee, since this is not
necessary now-a-days, the ulama (Scholars) disallow women for many wrongs could be
perpetrated, they went.
FESTIVITY AND SINGING
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1432. Sayyidah Ayshah ~...blf.PJJ narrated that during the days of Mina (wh~11 the
pilgrims half there and which are called days of tashriq, and eed ul-adha is among
them), Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~...blf.PJJ visited her and she had too girls with her. They
were beating the duff (tambourine). AccordJng to another version: They were
singing the poem recited by the Ansars during the battle of Buath and the Prophet
..oJ,..,,~...t~l~ was (lying down) with his face covered. Abu Bakr ~<ill~) scolded the
Bukhari # 974, Muslim # 12-.883, Abu Dawud # 1136, Tirmidhi # 539, Nasai # 1558, Darimi # 1609
Musnad Ahmad 5-84
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girls (for singing and beating the tambourine), but, the Prophet _o1...,- ~ 411 J""
uncovered his face and said, 11Let them both alone, 0 Abu Bakr, for, these are days
of eed." According to a version (he said), 1'0 Abu Bakr, for every peop~e, there is a
eed, and this is our eed,"l
COMMENTARY: Some translations have that the girls beat the tambourine and skipped in
a playful manner.
As for beating the tambourine, the ulama (Scholars) have two opinions (i) It is absolutely
permitted at any time and any occasion. (ii) It is absolutely forbidden.
The correct ruling. is that it is allowed in a wedding or any occasion of the.same kind, and
on the day of eed, Moreover, the ulama (Scholars) say that if the duff (tambourine) has
bells, then it is ·makruh (unbecoming) to beat it, but not otherwise, though they. differ even
about the bell type.
The girls sang or recited the poem about bravery that were composed during the battle of
Bueath. They were war songs. Burah is a place two miles from Madinah. The battle was
fought during the jahiliyah between Aws and Khazraj. The tribe Aws emerged victorious.
The poem was not indecent. Its verses recalled examples of bravery and urged ·the believers
to wage jihad. If not, then these girls would not have dared to sing indecent songs ·in· the
presence of Sayyidah Ayshah ~41~.) and the Prophet _o1...,~41~.
A version of Bukhari 41~.) makes it clear. It says (~•4-!,:....JJ) (they were not professio11:al singers).
It is stated· in Bukhari that Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~ 41 ~.) said to them, ~'Do you play the
devils musical instrument in front of.Allah's Messenger _ol...,~.dsiJ-a?" He compared it to a
devils musical instrument because, like the devil, the musical instru~ent ·div~rts the
human heart from remembrance of Allah to play and unlawful desires.
The comparison to days of eed of other people is only by way of exampl~. It does not imply that
their deeds and ways must be copied. The ulama (Scholars) say that to ad9pt ·practices that
resemble non-Muslims is itself an act of disbelief. This indudes all things contrary to Shari'~
(divine law), exaggerated adornment men applying henna dancing and all such things.
0

0

WRONG CONCLUSION: The qawwals (or singers of mystical songs) have misunderstood
this hadith. They regard the use of drums, harmonium and such things as allowed wiG1
their singing in chorus. But, this hadith certainly does not mean what they say. Clearly,
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~41~.) regarded singing in any form as disallowed and h:e presfuned
that the Prophet _o1...,~41J-.o was sleeping so did not stop them.
Rather, he was unaware that the Prophet _o1...,~41~ had give permission to recite verses
in a simply way that had nothing to do with singing and amusement.
In a nutshell, the hadith permits reciting of verses of poetry on the day of eed or any such
day when it is permitted to celebrate within limits of Sharah. W~ mu·st ·als~ realise that this
case pertains to a specific place and time ·and it does not follow from it that singing and
music are allowed altogether.
•
Some people say that this haditlz proves that' a short, brief· beating of duff and mystical
rhyming, or qawwali, on a special occasion, is not disallowed, ·buf a ·conStant involveyi;;~.:nt
is makruh (unbecoming) because it takes away the attribute. of taqwe and high rr-..dllllers.
The result is that one who does it downgrades himself in the eyes of Shariah.
.
1

Bukhari # 952, Muslim# 16-892, Nasai # 1597, Ibn Majah/607 (# ?)
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Ibn Maalik 411~J says that duff is allowed according to this hadith, if it is without the ringing
bells, and if it is used rarely for a short time. Also, it is allowed to recite such poetry as does
not speak ill of anyone and is not indec;:ent. It is stated in Fatawa Qadikhan !hat it is a sin to
listen to music in the light of the Prophet's ...ol-,~41J.t:t saying, "It is wrong to listen to music.
It is a sin to participate in a gathering where it is played and it is disbelief to enjoy it."
However, if anyone happens to listen to music without intending to do so, then it is not a
sin. But, one must try one's best to preserve oneself from listening to it. The Prophet 411J.t:t
...oJ-,~ used to put his fingers in his ears at such times.
The ulama (Scholars) say that it is markruh to recite Arabic verses of pre. Islamic days
which are made up of indecent and vulgar topics, like of wine, love, so on.
A great muhaddith has written exhaustively on the issue of listening and singing and
mystical rendering while explaining this hadith. We present a summary of that.
He writes: It is clear from this hadith that to play the duff and to sing is disallowed, but on
some occasions. Like eed or other happy times, like wedding, it is allowed to a certain limit.
Sayyiduna Abu Bakr ~...LI~J was the most excellent of the sahabah (companions). He knew
the commands of religion very well and he termed singing as the reed of the devil. So the
Prophet ..cJ,..., ~...!II J-" dissuaded him but did not disallow him to call singing the devil' s
reed.' The Prophet ...oJ-,~...!11~ instructed him only to make allowances for the day of eed.
In other words, the Prophet ...oJ-,~...L1J.t:t did not reject the words of Abu Bakr ~...!11~.) and
he meant that a very small degree of singing and music in which those girls were involved
~ should be exempted that particular day from the prohibition. And, if the girls recite in
rhyming verses the praise of courageous conduct keeping themselves within the limits of
Shariah and manners, then there is no harm in that. The Prophet ...oJ-, ~ 4.LI J.t:t did not
himself take any interest in the activity of those girls, and he also did not incline Sayyiduna
Abu B~ ~...!11~J to take interest in it. Rather, he displayed no concern with it and though
his conduct he indicated that, even on that day. It was disallowed.
Hence this is not an absolute evidence of permission to sing and play music and to listen to
it though some people go to lengths to extract their meaning :Tom this hadith.
This was the explanation of the hadith. Now, let us tum to the real question and see what
our predecessors said.
The issue of (~ J e-') (music vocal or instrumental, and songs) has continued to draw
different verdicts from the scholars and jurists. The sahabah (companions) ~...!11~J and the
tabi'un ...!II ~J too had conflicting opinions about it, but the great, glorious sahabah
(companions) ~41~J were unanimous about its being disallowed and distasteful. They
said that the words of the Quran:

~~I j6} (S~ 6-A ~Ull ~j
{And ;:.;f lJtankind is he who buys frivolous discourse)(31:6) mean songs and
amusement.
So much so that Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas ~41~.) and Sayyiduna Ibn Masrud ~...!11~J say on
oath i.hat these Quranic words do mean songs and amusement. So, too, Sayyidun;, Ibn
Abbas ~411~.) and Mujahid ....tii~.J said that the devil's voice in the following words means
song and amusement:
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{And startle whom you can of them by your voice ... }(17:64)
Sayyiduna Ibn Umar ~41~; used to forbid singing and listening to songs. .
Sayyiduna Ali ~<ill~; said, "If anyone who has a singing girl with him dies then do not
·
offer his funeral salah."
Sayyiduna Abu Umamah ~41~; narrated that the Prophet ~,~41~ said, "Do not buy
or sell singing girls and do not teach them (keep away from them completely)." This is like
the verse (31:6) I

Translated previously.
The ulama (Scholars) say that the ahadith that permit ~inging and amusement belong to the
period before they were disallowed. When this verse was revealed and singing was
forbidden those ahadith were abrogated.
Sayyiduna Ibn Masrud ~<ill~) said "Songs grow hypocrisy in the same manner as water
·
·
grows herbage."
Sayyiduna Jabir said "Just as water cultivates fields, so songs grow hypocrisy".
Sayyiduna Anas ~4.11~; said "Songs, play and amusement grow hypocrisy in the heart just
. as water grows grass."
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .d!l ~ J said, "love of songs grows hypocrisy in the heart as
water grows grass."
The word hypocrisy in these sayings means the practical hypocrisy which belies the
apparent conditions and conceals the longing for sins. Fudayl ibn Iyad said, "Songs are the
introduction to adultery,"
There are many other sayings of the sahabah (companions) ~41~J and the ta~i'un ~od!l~;
of a similar kind. The jurists too have emphasized its disallowance very strongly. Indeed,
. the unanimous and well-known correct verdict of the four imams is that singing is makruh
(unbecoming) though they have also said that it is disallowed.
.
.
Qadi Abu Latif 41.u-J has cited Sha'bi od!l.u-J Sufyan Thawri od!l.u-;, Hammad 4l.u-J, and Fakhi
~l.u-; as saying that this (singing) is forbidden.
Allamah Baghawi 4.11 .u-J has confirmed is his exegesis Muslim ut-Tanzil, "Singing is
forbidden according to the four imams."
Allamah Qurtubi <dll.u-; said that there is no difference of opinion that singing (songs) is
forbidden, because it is of the family of play and amusement.
It is blamed by everyone of course, the song that is free of the unlawful contents is allowed
to some extent in weddings, eed and similar functions. One section of the ulama (Scholars)
incline to subscribe to the permission of songs.
Let us clarify that this discourse is about the singing and songs and amusement, and on
which opinions about prohibition and permission differ. They are songs that singers sing as
an art and profession. They sing songs only to arouse emotions and delight in the heart of
the people. These songs mention the forbidden thing only.
Those song,s are permissible as are made up of pure verses which instill in the hearts
spiritual awakening. They do not have any of the forbidden and disliked things. Examples
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are hamd (praise ot'Allah's) Na't (description of the attributes of Allah's Messenger ~41~
~,, mention of the salictity of the two sacred mosques (of Makkah and Madinah) or of

other sacred things, merits of jihad and the filed of jihad like spurring camels, hostility in
war, horse riding. Other examples include songs to delight children and to put them to
sleep, lawful description of religious men, to remove tedium of the journey and to
demonstrate happiness. These poem may be recited in rhyme in a sing-song way. Rather, it
is mustahab to do so, because they promote pious and positive deed.
Those people who hold that singing· is permitted attribute it to most of the sahabah
(companions) od>I~U-~ tabiun od>I~U-.J, scholars of hadith and the ulama (Scholars) who are
abstinent and God-fearing. These people say that the imam and others who use stern
language against songs really means those songs that are indecent and contrary to Shariah,
like those accompanied with musical instruments. This will reconcile their words and
deeds because they·too are known to hear songs.
There aJso is a difference of opinion between the sayings and deeds if the religions men
and Shaykh if earlier times and of the religious men and Shaykh of later times. The former
abstained from these things but some· of the latter were beginners of sama (mystical songs,
etc.) We. can have an idea ·about the saying and deed of the former from this example of
Hammad 41.u- ~ who was glorious Shaykh of saintly line of the Qadiyah, he was on his way
for the Friday salah when his ears picked up sound of ringing. he paused and asked
himself what wrong he had committed that day for which he was being punished, but he
could not recall any thing wrong. When he returned home later, he resumed his
investigation. Much later, he learn that a bowl had been purchased and it had on it a
picture and said, "this'iS why I was punished (and the sound of songs was heard by me)"
Shaykh Ghaws ul Azam ~l.u-~also regarded it is makruh (unbecoming).
Shaykh·shibli ~41~.) was asked once, "Is singing permitted? He retorted, is singing true?
(He went if the song had no topic violating Shari'ah (divine law) and good manners). He
was told No! He said" if it is enough for it to be makruh (unbecoming) that it arouses it,
senses are numbelaid manners surfaces. Rather desires evil feelings and sensual desires
and an inclination to women. the evil self loves It, is best for a believer in Allah and the last
day to occupy in the· remembrance of Allah."
Shaykh Abu Al-Hasan shadili, the pioneer of the shadili line of saints, said," "Those who
are occupied in sama (1'-!'abic) and partake the food of the oppressors possess a Portion of
Jewism of which Allah says:
9
',Y, . ~f t
"'
,M ~ "'\1-....u.;Joii..;-'~~......:!.JJL 1.!..::.

{They are listeners to falsehood, devourers of the unlawful} (5:42}
Imam Ghazali said that there are several degrees of sama?
(i)
It is a!Jsolut~ly forbidden to the youth because base desires have a strong say on
their ~~!l:"tperament. So, instead of having a good effect on them, it pushes them
deepPr in the Evil of base desires and longing.
(ii)
It is makruh (unbecoming) for one who is often engaged in sama as a play and
amusement.
(iii)
It is permissible to one who is merely interested in rhyming and sweet sound.
It is recommended to one who is immersed in love of Allah and sama would
(iv)
produce good influence on him.
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The shaykh of the chest line of saints were interested in sama but within the limits of
etiquette and stipulations. They often listened to it in solitude without any stranger around.
The shaykh ul- ·mashaykh, Khawaja Nizamuddin Awliya was also known to hear Sarna but
his gathering of sama was without musical, instruments and Qawal and such evils,
Anyway, the Sufi who allow sama, hold the view that it is permitted only to the lovers of Allah
and they have outlined etiqu~tte and conditions for it and defined one who is eligible to hear it.
As for the jurists and awliya (saintly men) condemning sama, they refer to the pleasing
songs accompanied by musical instruments and such things not recognized by shariah to
satisfy base desires, otherwise by itself a sweet rhyming rendering is not disallowed, for it
is the true permitted act
We cannot also deny that while there are ills in such rhyming, advantages are not lacking.
For example, songs soften unyielding hearts and create an interest and humility in worship.
In spite of that, the predecessors did not advise a constant indulgence in it, for, it might lead
people to prefer songs to worship, and the devil might spread his net through it to belittle
obedience and Shar'iah in the, eyes of the subject who ~ght end up on the wrong path.
Hence, while sama is permitted yet it is disallowed because of the accompaniments that are
unlawful, like women wine, flutes, reeds, drum, harmonium and so on.
Those people who involve themselves in these things under the impression of gaining
divine awareness and love, only to satisfy their emotions and deprive themselves of diker
and recitation of the Quran . They are deceived by their base self and the devil. They have
strayed from the right .path to the wrong path. Day by day, they go further from religion
and shariah. How will they engage in more worship when their salah itself is lifeless and
only a movement of limbs. In fact, they offer the salah out of necessity to be counted among
the religious, or to show-off. Would that had concentrated on salalt, fasting and other
obligatory duties with a sincere resolve! In that way, at last they would have corrected their
religion. People who advocate sama, refer to their elders and other saintly men as having
occupied themselves in listening to sama, so they think that they are correct in emulating
them. But this is nothing but self-deception. ft;.s for the elder, if they listened to sama, they
were not selfish and had a check on themselves and they never did it constantly. They
engaged in listening to it occasionally. Besides, they never gathered festive people around
but listened to it in privacy and with a sincere mind. They never defend any form as
essential to follow Moreover, how can compare our.:;elves with their Frame of mind and
firm resolve and a high degree of religious standing. They are emulated only in this thing
but not in their pure thought and peons deeds.
In reality, these people have no connection with the elders whom they name, nor does any
relationship, as for those who do it because their forbears did it, this verse describe their
condition truly:

-....:->~~.;.,.;ul·~ ;..:i$W~I·o_;11T~!
{Surely they found their fathers straying. So they are rushing in their footsteps.}
(37:69-70)
Today, it has become a custom to celebrate us at the graves of the saints or awliya (friends
of Allah) It is nothing but a camouflage to ear name and fame and engage in frivolity,
Jc.:.r.ct:: e_~d ..:'..!!garity The qawwals and singers haunt these place to make money. Do they
ask3themselves if any elder or shaykh of olden times had done any such thing?
To add to it, they imagine that they draw near Allah by doing these thiPgs. Alas, would
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that they i'ealised where they are heading!
Neither is it wajib (expedient) to obey souch people nor is it necessary to respect them. If
they Are honoured then that would be tantamount to supporting their actions May Allah
enable us to follow the path that He showed us through his Messenger .
DATE PIECE BEFORE EED SALAH
~
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1433. Sayyinduna anis narrated that Allah's messenger did not go out (for the salah) on
the day of al-fitr till he had eaten some dates. He would eat an odd number (of dates).1
COMMENTARY: The prophet ate dates on the day of eed ul-fitr early. In this way, he
showed the difference of day from the days of Ramadan because into as it is wajib
(expedient) in Ramadan not to eat, on the day of eed it is wajib (expedient) to eat.
The prophet ate an odd number of dates, like three, five etc. It is batter to observe the odd
number in every thing. Allah is witr and loves witr (the odd number)- see habit # 1266.
He ate the dates on that day because he had only dates at that time. Some people said that
Dates are sweet and cause eye-sight to improve particularly on an empty stomach. The
dates offset any weakness coursed by fasting.
Besides sweetmeat is campalible to the demands of faith. The ulama (Scholars) say that if.
anyone sees himself eating something sweet then he will enjoy the savior of faith. Also,
something sweet softens the heart, so it is better break fast with it.
DEPARTURE& ARRIVAL FROM DIFFERENT PATHS
41'
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1434. sayyiduna jabir narrated that on the day of eed, Allah s Messenger took
different paths. 2
COMMENTARY: he went to the place of eed salah by one road and returned, after prayers,
by another thus, both the paths and the jinn and mankind dwelling on both, would testify
to his worship. The ulama (Scholars) have written of many other reasons. But,. all of them
are .mere conjectures. The actual reason is known only to Allah and his Messenger.
THE TIME OF SACRIFICE
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1435. Sayyiduna Al-Bare narrated that, on the day of sacrifice, the prophet delivered
to them a sermon, he said, 11 the first thing with which we begin this day of ours is
that we after the salah (of eed ul-adha). Then we return and sacrifice. So, he who
does that has indeed, observed our Suimah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J "~ ~1,)J)
correctly. But, he who slaughters before we offer the salah, indeed, it is merely.
1
2

Bukhari # 953, Tirmidhi # 543, Musnad Ahmad 3-126.
Bukhari # 986, Terming # 541, lbo Rajah# 1301, darimi#1613,
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mutton that he hastened for his family and there is nothing of the rites (in it). 1
COMMENTARY: the ulama (Scholars) says unanimously that sacrifice is not allowed
before rise of fajr on the day of eed-ul-adha. However, they differ on the time of sacrifice
afterwards. So, Imam shaf'i hold that when the sun is considerably. high (a bows height)
and enough Time has passed during which one may offer at least two raka' at and deliver
short sermons, the time to make the sacrifice begins and it is allo:wed to do it their after,
whether the eed salah has been offered or not. It is not allowed-to make the sacrifice before
the whether one resides in A city or a village. Also, according to Itnam Shafi's the time for
·
sacrifice is valid till sunset of the thirteenth of the month.
Imam Abu Hanifah said that the time of sacrifice for city. Dwellers begins after the salah of
eed and for villagers after rise of dawn. The valid time expires at the twelfth of the month.
Imam shafi hold that sacrifice is not wajib (expedient), but sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~
~J~li.) Imam Abu Hanifah hold that sacrifice is wajib (expedie.nt) on every person who is
sahib nisab (who hold the minimum amount of wealth or property when payment of zakat
becomes liable), though the prophet doesn't appreciate in value.
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1436. Sayyiduna Jundub Ibn Abdullah al-Bajali narrated that Allah's Messenger .dll~
..J....,~ said, 11If anyone sacrifice before the salah (of eed), then he must sacrifice fill we
have offered the salah then he must sacrifice in the name of Allah ( after the salah)."2
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1437. Sayyiduna Bara narrated that Allah's Messenger..J...., ~ 41 ~ said," if any one
sacrifices before the salah, he only sacrifice it for himself .he who sacrifices after the salah
has, indeed, completed his rites and observed the practice of the Muslims correctly.3
COMMENTARY: Most of the ulama (Scholars) abide by this hadith but Imam shafi said
that it is allowed to make the sacrifice when the time for it begins whether the salah is over
or not as stated against the haditlt #1435.
SACRIFICE AT PLACE OF SALAH
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1438. Sayyiduna Ibn umar ~<dli~J narrated that Allah's Messenger ..cJ....,~<dll~ used
to make the sacrifice and Slaughter at the place of eed salah. 4
COMMENTARY: Sacrifice may be made of goat ram, sheep, cow, buffalo and camel,
. whether male or female, but of no other animal. These animals, except the camel are
sacrificed(~.)) while the camel is slaughtered (_rU). It is made to stand and a spear is struck
1

Bukhari#986, Muslim#7-1961, Musnad# ahmad #4-282.
#5500, Muslim# 2-1960 nasai#4368, lbuMajah#3152.
3 Bukhari#5546, Muslim# 4-1961.
4 Bukhari # 982.
2 Bukhari
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on its chest so that it falls down. It is allowed to sacrifice (.~) the camel too but nahar is
better. (the word slaughtered is used for nahar but it may be used to slaughter any animal.
The word nahar noun form is the lower part of the neck.)
SECTION II
(.s!tillj..caili
TWO FESTIVALS
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1439. Sayyiduna Anas ~41~J narrated that when the prophet came to Madinah, its
people had two days on which they played. He asked, "What are these two days?
1
'We used to play on them during the jahiliyah. He said, Allah has changed them for
you with d~ys better then them: the day of al adha and the day of al fitr.t
COMMENTARY: The two days were nawuz and Mihargan. The former is the new year's day
in the P~rsian calendar. On this day the sun enters arise. The l~tter is the twenty -first day of
the month, mihr. The climate is moderate on these days and days and nights are equal.
The prophet had ~ose days abandoned and replaced them with the two eed days when
happiness and worship are combined. This l;tabit forbid play and amusement on the two
days of eed. However, a simple, light indulgence is allowed within the limits of shariah
with no kind of indecency.
This habit makes it very clear that it is disallowed to celebrate and sanctify the festivals of
non-Muslims and to adopt their customs. It disallows participation in their festivals. So~e
ulama (Scholars) go to the extent of terming it an act of disbelief. Abu Hafs 41~J Kabir
Hanafi said that if any one sanctifies Nawruz and presents to the idolaters the gift of an egg
(pursuance of their custom) then he will be deeds are written off.
Qadi Abu al-Muhsin Ibn Mansur said that if anyone buys on this day such things as he
dose not normally buy (and which are peculiar to this day) or sends a gift to sermon on this
day ) or send a gift to sermon on this day meaning to sanctify it as the polytheists do, then
he is a disbeliever. If anyone buys something for his personal use or to give a gift that he is
accustomed to give then he is not a disbeliever, but it is mukruh , it means a resemblance to
the disbelievers and must be avoided.
Similarly, if anyone observes Aashurah as a day of joy then he resembles the Khwarij . if he
mourns on this day then he resembles the Rawafid. So, he must ovoid both. The Rawafid
join the Majusis in celebrating the Nawruz because they say that Sayyiduna Uthman '\LI~J
~ was martyred on this day and Sayyiduna Ali ~41~Jbecame the caliph.
'Fatawa· Dhakirah declares that anyone who goes witness holy and diwali approaches
disbelief. The some may be surmised of witnessing Nawruz.
Tajnis mention that if anyone praises or thinks of the creeds of the infidels as laudable then he
inters the limits of disbelief. On this basis if anyone lauds or declares as correct the acts or sayings
of a needy person or so. Called sufi as clearly against shariah then he too Is a disbeliever.
It is stated in Nawadir ul.Fatawa that if any one regard the customs of non-Muslim as good
1

Abu Dawud#1134, Nasari#1556, Musnad Ahmad#3-103.
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then he is a disbeliever. "umdatul'Islam" also mention something similar.
In short, all convictions and customs that have nothing to do lsi_~ should be avoided.
MEALS ON EED DAYS
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1440. Sayyiduna Buraydah ~<loLl~; narrated that on the day of eed ul- fitr the
prophet did not go out (to the place of salah) without eating something , and , on
the day of eed ul-adha he did not eat anything till he had offered the salah.t
COMMENTARY: Against the hadith # 433. We have mentioned why some fard (obligatory)
is taken before the salah on eed ul-fitr. On eed ul-adha, the prophet ate after the salah so that
he might share with the poor who got something to eat only after the sacrifice was made.
THETAKBIRS

(~.JI..UI:, 4\..aUo:'I.J L).l..o_;UI oi.J.J) -it:l~lj.;i ''~ ~
1441. Sayyiduna Kathir ibn Abdullah narrated from his grandfather that at the two
eeds the prophet called the takbirs seven times in the fist rakaah before reciting
·
from the qui Quran.2
. COMMENTARY: In the first rakaah, the prophet called seven takbirs before the takbir the
reaction, apart from the takbir and the takbir of rukuh. In the second he called five takbirs,
apart from the takbir of qayam and ruku. Imam Shafi abides by this nadith. Detailed
comments will follow.
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1442. Sayyiduna Jafar ibn Muhammad narrated in a mur~al fron1 that the Prophet
.o-L...,~<I.LI~ (Sayyiduna) Abu Bakr ~<loLl~; and (Sayyiduna) Umar ~<loLl~; used to
call the takbirs in the salah of two eed and of al -istisqa seven times (in the first
raka'ah) and five times (in the second J:aka'ah) and offered the salah before the
sermon. They re_cited the Quran in a audible voice. 3
COMMENTARY: The narrator is Sayyiduna }afar Sadiq ibn Muhammad Baqir ibn Ali <I.L1~;
~.He was Imam Zayn ul Aabidin ibn Husayn ibn Ali ~41~;.
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Tirmidhi #542,1bn Majah #1756, Darimi#1600, Musnad Ahmed 5-352.
Abu Daud # 1151, Tirmidhi # 536, Ibn Majah # 1277, Darimi# 1606, Musnad Ahmad# 2-35)
3 Musnad Shafi'I p 76
2
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1443. Sayyiduna Saeed ibn al-Aas .dll.u-.J narrated that he as~ed Sayyiduna Abu Musa
and Sayyiduna Hudhayfah ~.dli~J, how many takbirs did Allah's Messenger ~.dll~
,1...., call in the salah of eed-ul-adha and eed ul Fitr ? Abu Musa said," he c.illed from
takbirs as he did in the funeralsalah hudhayfah ~.dli~J Said "he spoke the truth.t
COMMENTARY: In the first ·rakaah before reciting the Quran, he called four takbir
including the one for the ruku.
There are different ahadith for the takbir of eed salah, so the contention of the imams also
differ. The three imam say that in the salah, there are seven takbirs in the first rakah and
five in the second. According to Imam Malik and Imam Ahmad the seven takbirs of the
first rakaah include takbir tahrimah and the five ·in the second include the takbir of Qayam
.according to Imam Shafi .dll .u-J the seven and five are apart from the takbir tahrimah and
the takbir of Qiyam.
Imam Abu Hanifah said that there are three takbirs in the first rakaah apart from takbir
tahrima and three in the second apart from the takbir of ruku. Sayyiduna Ibn Masud
followed this while Ibn Abbas had an identical contention as of Imam shafi.
The ulma of the Hanafis said that they opted for the ahadith with fewer takbirs because the
extra takbirs and rafa yadayn in the salah of eed5 are after all ,against the normal, so ,it is
·
preferable to go for a smali"er number..

IMAM MAY LEAN THE STICK ETC.

(JjiJy.l oi.JJ) -~~i L!~ ;:;il..;~j~~j~rlJ1 ~~I~~ r:IJPI if'j (' ttt)
1444. Sayyiduna al-Bura narrated that on the day of eed, the prophet was presented
a bow. He leaned on it while delivering the sermon.2
COMMENTARY: The bow was used instead of a staff.
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1445. Sayyiduna Ata narrated in a mursal form that the
he delivered the sermon.3
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· 1446. Sayyiduna Jabir ~·.,J,I~J narrated thafhe was present at the salah on the d~y of
eed along with the prophet. He began with the salah before the sermon with out the
adhan ar the iqamah being called when he finished the salah he stood up leaning
on bilal, praised Allah and glorified him. Gave counsel to the people , admonished
them and extorted them to obey Allah .he then went to the women Bilal with him,

Abu dawud # 1753, Musnad Ahmad #4-416.
Dawud # 1145
3 Musnad Shafi'I P 77
1

2 Abu
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he commanded them to fear Allah, preferred advice and admonition to them. 1
GOING TO PLACE OF SALAH

( LS.l.o).ll o I_,.;)

1447. Say-yiduna Abu Hurayrah ~.dli<.PJ narrated that when the prophet went on the
day of eed (to the place of salah ,) he took one road and returned by another. 2
COMMENTARY: See hadith # 1434. when going to the place of eed, one should say

41~.J.J;S"Iilil_;;siiliiJ _ilil ~!a)!~.;.:s-TJ.H.;.:siJJI
I,mam Abu Hanifah said that at the eed ul fitr this must be uttered softy, but at eed ul adha loudly.
EED SALAH IN MOSQUE

(~La~I_,JjiJ~Ioi.J.;)- ...~I
1448. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ~ .dli~.PJ narrated that on a uay of eed rain proud
down, so the prophet ..cJ-,~41~ led (the sahabah (companions)) though the salah
of eed I n the mosque.3
COMMENTARY: The prophet led the sala/z of eed outside the city the desert when it is
better to offer it (meaning, at the place of salah for eed). If there is a valid reason·it may be
offered in the mosque.
However, in Makkah and Madinah it may be offered in the masjid Haram, Third is as
done now a days.
TIMINGS
-"'j ~> y1.J

.?- J! < ::e ~j ~ ful.~ ;iJ1 j_;.!J -...L>I 9~_,il ~~ 6£J (Ht~)
' c-... . . J!:.' .. ....
f{ ~
....
((.J'9L!J Io I.J.J) -~l!ll ~·U ~I ~lj ~ ll I<.}¥ ....!.}I~·;

1449. Sayyiduna Abu Al-Huwayrith ~.dli<.PJ narrated that Allah .s messenger wrote
to (Sayyiduna) Amar Ibn Hazm ~.dli<.PJ who was in Najran, "Hasten in offer the
salah of eed ul adha but delay the salah of al fitr and give counsel to the people". 4
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..cJ-,~41~ had sent Sayyiduna Amr ibn Hazm ~<I.LI<.PJ as
governor of Najran when he was only seventeen year old.
DELAYED SIGHTING OF MOON

1

Bukhari # 961, Muslim # 4.885, Nasa'I # 1575, Musnad Ahmad 3-318.
Tirmidhi #541 Ibn Majah # 1301, Musnad ahmad # 2-338.
3 Abu Dawud #1160, Ibn Majah #1313.
4 Masnud Shafi'i p 74,
2
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(~Ll.li.J Jj!Jy.l oi.J.J) -.;,!~ J!J {~
1450. Sayyiduna Abu Umayr ibn Anas .:.11~.) narrated from his paternal uncles who
were the Sahabah (companions) ~.dli<.PJ of the prophet that some riders came to the
prophet and bore testimony that they had seen the moo.n on the day gone. So, he
instructed the sahabah (companions) to break the fast and they should go to the
place of salah next morning. 1
COMMENTARY: The moon was not sighted after the 29th of Ramdan , so the people fasted
on the 30th. but, a caravan arrived that day and reported the sighting of. the moon the
previous night .since their testimony was received after zawal, the time for the salah of Eed
was over. The prophet .,o.L...,~~~~ accordingly commanded the people to attend the salah
next morning.
Imam Abu Hanifah fellows this directive and holds that the time of salah of eed is from the
time when the sun rises considerably till zawal.
According to sharh Muniyah if it cannot be held before zawal on eed day then it should be
held next day and again it is not held before zawal then the eed snlnh may not be held at all.
As for eed ul adha ,if it is not possible to offer it on the first and the second day, then it
may be offered on the third day, in fact ,even if there is no reason the salah of eed ul adha
may be postponed to the second or the tired day .but this is makruh (unbecoming). ·
~\illj..Aili

SECTION III
NEITHER ADHAN NOR TAKBIR

.,

t:

...

~oi.J.J)-~li!'.JJ*~
1451. Sayyiduna Ibn jurayj ~~ ~; narrated that Sayyiduna Ata .d!l 4..i"; informed
hi.m on the authority of Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas .u&..Jil~; and Sayyiduna Jabir .d!l~;
~ that the adhan is not called on the day of eedul-duha. Latter, he (again) asked
Ata (after some time) and he said that (Sayyiduna) Jabir ibn Abdullah .d!l4..i"; told
him, 11 there is no adhan for the salah on eed-ul-fitr when the imam comes out
and also after he comes out and no iqamah and no call of any kind . there is
nothing -no call and no iqamah"
COMMENTARY: The hadith mentions no adhan no iqamah and no call. 'The call is to
announce as salah as salah, or any such announcement. (Abdul Haq.)
However Mullah Ali qari said that ( the call) refers to adhan and iqamah to emphasis the
previous statement because all the ulama (Scholars) agree that it is must Ahab to announce
on eed day instead of the adhan or takbir .
It might say that the word of shaykh Abdul Haq that no announcement should be made
within the place of salah it self, Mulla Ali Qari means that it is must Ahab to make the
1

Abu Dawud 1157, Nasai # 1557, Ibn Majah #1653, Masnud Ahmad # 5-57
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announcement outside the place of salah.
SERMON AFTER SALAH

JJ-!YI,;~ r.-;14~~ ~J ~ ili1 ~ ,il1 j_;.!J ....!;T ~-JJii~?J:; .. ~~ ~J ('tor)
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1452. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed al khudri narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.L..,~.dll~
would go out on the day of the eed ul adha and eed ul fitr and begin with salah.
When he finished his salah he stood up and faced the people while they remained
seated on their prayer mats 'if he intended to sand an expedition he mentioned that
to the people .if he had any other intention besides that , he gave them commend
for that. he used to say (during the sermon ''give charity! Give charity !give charity
the gives of most charity were women. Then he would depart.
This practice continued till Marwan ibn Hakam (became governor of Madina) Abu
Saeed continued and said) I went out (once) hand in hand with Marwan till we
came to the place of salah. Behold, Kathir ibn us-suit had built a pulpit of clay and
brick. Marwan continued to pull me with his hand as thought towards the salah ,
when I observed that from him, I asked '' where is the practice of beginning with
the salah gone? He said No, 0 abu saeed that what you know has been given up! I
said.certainly not! By him who has any soul in his hand, you have not brought (and
cannot bring) anything better then that which I know , I said it three times . " then
he (Abu Saeed )departed (with out joining the congregation salah). 1
COMMENTARY: The prophet said give charity! three times to emphasize. Or he said that
to cover three conditions:
(i)
Gave charity for your life's sake.
(ii) · Give charity for your death.
(iii)
Give charity for your hereafter.
Marwan ibn Hakam was born in 2AH but he never met the prophet .,o.L..,~.dll~. Kathir ibn
Sult is also reported to have been born in the times of the prophet and is counted among
the Sahabah (companions) ~.dll~; by Jami ul Usool, but some authorities put him among
the salah and he had built the pulpit so that the sermon of eed may be delivered from it as is
Manson for Friday it seems from the hadith that Marwan ibn Hakam was the first person
1

Muslim# 9-889.
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to have the pulpit built (for eed).
The last words Then he departed could also refer to Marwan who went to the pulpit
deliver the sermon before offering the saltlh without listening to Abu Sa'eed ~....bl~;
THE METHOD: The salah of the two eeds comprises two rakaat first the intention in
formed and the takbir tahrimah is called and hands folded. Then the thane is recited and
the takbir Allah u Akbar is called three times raising the hands up to the ear lobes and
dropping them the first two times, the pause between every two takbirs should be that one
could say Subhan Allah three times in this interval after the third takbir the hands should
not be dropped but folded and the taawwudh, tasmiyah surah al fatihah and any surah
must be recited. Then the ruku and sajdahs must be made in the normal way. In the second
rakah surah al fatihah and any surah must be recited and three takbir should be called
dropping the hands after each takbir. Then at the fourth takbir the ruku should be observed
and the salah completed. Then the Imam should go up the pulpit and deliver two sermons.
The sermon of eed ul fitr should dwell on the commands and of the Sadaqatul fitr. The
sermon of eed ul adha should cover the subject of the ·sacrifice and takbir tashriq.
The takbir tashriq is to say once after every salah(~I.IIIJ.r.S''~'.r.S''~'J~''l'4l''l.,$'1~1_,$'1.&1) and it is
wajib (expedient) to say so. This takbir should be called from the day of Arafah, 9th Dul
Hajjah, from fajar salah till 13th Dul Hajjah asr salah . this takbir is not wajib (expedient) on
women and travellers but if they follow an imam on whom it is wajib (expedient) to call the
takbir then it will be wajib (expedient) on them too. (ilm ul fiqh)

CHAPTER- XLIX
THE SACRIFICES
According to the Hanafis sacrifice is fard (obligatory) on every Muslim who is a resident
and rich meaning possesses the nisab though it does not rise invalue.
IL·tam shafi said that sacrifice is sunnah (practice of Holy Prop/ret ~J~.&I~) muwakkadah.
Imam Ahmac !-leld the same opinion.
SECflON I
jJi•jJafli
SHOULD MAKE OWN SACRIFICE

(~~) -~~TiliiJ ;iJI.Hjfo.J~ ~ ~.l4Ji ~IJ ~iJ jli:M'J
1453. Sayyiduna Anas ~ ....bl <?; narrated that Allah's Messenger ..o.!-... , ~ ....bl J-"
sacrificed two homed black rams with his own hands , mentioning Allah..s name
and calling the takbir.
Sayyiduna Anas ~....bl<?; added, 111 Saw him place his foot on their sides, and say 11
Bismillah Wa Allah hu Akbar."t
COMMENTARY: The men making the sacrifice must make it with his own hands if he is
familiar with its method, this is mustahab if he does not know it then he must stand there
1 Bukhari #5563,Muslim # 10-1966. Abu Dawud # 2794, Tirmidhi # 1494, Nasai # 4387, Ibn Majah #
3120,
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and depute someone to do it for him. According to the Hanafis it is a condition to mention
name of Allah at the time of making the sacrifice (Bismillah) and according to the ulama
(Scholars) it is mustahab(desirable) to call the takbit (Allahu Akbar). It is better to use the
waw (J) arid say was Allahu Akbar. Most of the ulma say that it is makruh (unbecoming) to
involve blessing on the prop~et at the time of sacrifice but Imam shafi said that it is sunnalt
(practice of Holy Prop!Jet ~J4#~~).
DESCRIPTION OF RAM
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1454. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~411~J narrated Allah's Messenger asked for such homed
ram to be brought that walked on black ( feet), sat on black (belly and chest ) and
saw with black (eyes). So it was brought to him. He said "o Ayshah bring me a
knife 11then he instructed her to sharpen it with a stone she did that. He took the
knife and took the ram .he placed it on the ground and slaughtered it and prayed:

(In the name of Allah. 0 Allah accept it from Muhammad and the family of
Muhammad and from the ummah of (Muhammad).
Then he sacrifices it. 1
COf-1MENTARY: It the makruh (unbecoming) to sharpen the knife in front of the animal.
Sayyiduna Umar Ibn Khattab ~<lilt~.) had awarded stripes to a men who had done it. It is
also makruh (unbecoming) to slaughter an animal in the presence of another animal.
The prayer of the prophet does not mean that there were shares for his.ummah because one
ram or one goat can be sacrificed for only one person, not for more then one.
AGE OF ANIMAL
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1455. Sayyiduna Jabir ~1\Lt~J narrated that Allah's Messenger said only a Sunnah
(practice of Holy Prophet ~J 4# ..1!1 ~) unless it is difficult for you. If so, then
sacrifice a Jadh' ah of a sheep or ram. 2
COMMENTARY: Musinnah and Jadh' ah are the terminology of ages of the animals. The
Hanafis say that a five year old camel in its sixth year , a cow, buffalow or ox in their thirrl
year, and a sheep or ram in their second year are called musinnah (~)these animal~ can
be sacrificed only if they are musinnah except that a ram or sheep may be sacrificed even if
1
2

Muslim# 19-1967. Abu Dawud #2792, Musnad Ahmad# 6-78
Muslim #13-1963, Abu Dawud # 2797, Nasai # 4378, Ibn Majah # 3141, Musnad Ahmad# 3-312.
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they are jadhah.
Jadhah (~k) is the kid of a sheep or ram between six months and one year·in age.
Some authorities hold that a Jttdhah will be valid for sacrifice only if its built is such that
anyone looking at it from after among the musinnah will taken it for one of them. If it is not
fat or well- built but lean than its sacrifice will not be proper.
The sense of the habit and the verdict of the jurists is that it is mustahab to sacrifice
musinnah if it is available and one is able to buy it though if, even in case a musinnah is
available yet any one sacrifice a judhah, then the sacrifice would be proper.
A YEAR OLD GOAT

1456. Sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~41~J narrated that the Prophet ..o.l-,~41~
gave him some goats to distribute among his· Shahabah ~ 41 ~J as sacrificial
animals. (He did that and) a yearling remained about which he asked Allah's
Messenger who said,"You sacrifice it." ·
According to another version , he said '' o Messenger of Allah, I have a. judhah
remaining" He said ''sacrifice it."t
·
COMMENTARY: Atood (,J~) is a lamb one year old, fat and well- built. This hadith
confirms that a yearling may be sacrificed. Imam Abu Hanifah abided by it.
Some people maintain that atood is a lamb above six months old. In that case, this
concession was allowed only to sayyiduna Uqbah ibn Aamir ~41<.FJ. No one also is then
:tllowed to sacrifice an atood.
SACRIFICE AT AL- MUSALLA
~"

,

Jf'

..

~''

..., ..

(<.SJ~\1 .,\_,J) -~~j.>·~j~~~j~illl ~&lJI ~B' Jli~c;;.lif"j (\toY)
1457. Sayyiduna Ibn U:11..ar 41.:&.41~J narrat~d that the prophet used to sacrifice (animals)
and slaughter- (camels) at the musalla (which is "the place of salah for eed, etc,)2
SHARES IN SACRIFICE

(.\l..liAlll_, .,Jb~I.J.....,.i.- •I.J.J)

1458. Sayyiduna Jabir ~ 41 ~J narrated that the prcphet said "(when ~aking a
sacrifice), a cow may be shared by seven people and a camel (also) by seven.3
GUIDANCE

-....ul_;.$:~'1 Slj\,jJ '"dljj.SIIJL~j~~alJI Y.J.H Jj..!J j~ ~li .7 d ""_..;j ~j (Ho~)
1 Bukhari # 5547, Muslim# 16-1965, Tirmid.ti # 1508, Nasari # 4379, Ibn Majah # 3138, Darimi #
1953, Musnad Ahmed 4-140.
2 Bukhari # 982.
3 Muslim# 352-1318, Abu Dawud # 2808, Nasai # 4393. (word are Abu Dawud's).
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1459. Sayyiduna Umm Salamah narrated that Allah's Messenger .,ol..., <l:k 41 J-P said,
"when the (first) ten days being (of Dhul- Hajjah) and one of you intends to make a
sacrifice, he must not cut his hair or clip his nails ( till the sacrifice is made).
According to a version "he must neither shaves hair nor pare nails." According to
yet another version, "He who sees the new moon of Dhul. Hajjah and indented to
make a sacrifice must not cut his hair or his nails (till the sacrifice is made)."t
COMMENTARY: It is disallowed to clip nail and cut hair during these ten days to achieve
resemblance to the pilgrims who have assumed the ihram. This prohibition is only tanzihi,
so to obey it is mustahab and to neglect it is giving up the preferable. Ho~ever, Imam
shaf'i said that neglect it is makruh (unbecoming).
PIOUS DEEDS IN TEN DAYS
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1460. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas narrated that Allah's Messenger said "there are no days
during which a righteous deed is dearer to Allah then during these ten days "They
(the Sahabah (companions)) ~41~) asked him, 0 Messenger of Allah, not even
jihad in Allah's path? He said not jihad in the path too except a man goes out with
his life and his property and returns not with anything at all of that.2
(His effort is better then the righteous deed of these ten days)
COMMENTARY: Reward is commensurate with selfless Endeavour. Nothing can·be as
ungrudging as giving up one's life and property for Allah's sake.
The righteous deeds in Ramadan too are very excellent, so perhaps this hadith does P~t
speak of the deeds of Ramadan or deeds during Ramadan are more excellent because of the
obligatory fasting and the most sacred night laylat ul ulqadr which in Ramadan and the
deeds of the first ten days of Dul Hajjah are very dear because the day of Arafah find place
·among them and rites of hajj performed in these days.
SECTION II
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1461. Sayyiduna Jabir narrated that the prophet sacrificed two horned rams that
had black stripes on white and were castrated. He put them oriented to t~..e
kiblah and prayed;
1
2

Muslim# 352-1318, Abu Dauwd # 2808, Nasai # 4393.
Bukhari # 969, Abu Dawud # 2438, Tirmidhi # 757, Ibn Majah # 1727.
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1 have turned my face towards one who has created the heavens and the earth ,
observing the religion of ibrahim the 'upright, lam not of the polytheists. My salah my
religious rites, my living and my death are for Allah, lord of the worlds who has no
partner. that is what I am commanded to do and I am one of the Muslims, 0 Allah, this
(sacrifice) is granted by you, and is made purely for your pleasure. (do accept it) &om
Muhammad and his .uinmah, In the name of Allah, and Allah is the greatest''
Then he made the sacrifice. t
According to another version ; he sacrifice it with his own hand and said 11 In the
name of Allah. And Allah is the greatest , o Allah, this is from me and from those of
my ummah who have not made a sacrifice. 2 •
COMMENTARY: An castrated animal its flesh is delicious.
As for the words: I'm not of the polytheists the ulama (Scholars) are not one on which
Shari' ah (divine law) the prophet followed before he was commissioned as prophet. They
say that he followed the creed of Prophet Abraham or prophet Musa or prophet Eesa,· and
worshipped accordingly.
·
The correct position is that he did not follow any shariah but used his judgment and
intuition to occupy himself in worship and he believed in Allah, Moreover, it is confirmed
beyond any shadow of doubt that never in his life did he taint himself with idol-worship.
As for the kind of his worship, the ulama (Scholars) say that it is known only to Allah,
The intention from Muhammad and his ummah means that either he associated them in
the reward of the sacrifice or truly included them in the making of the sacrifice in which
case it will be presumed to be an exclusive distinction of his. The most explanatory position
is that he sacrifice one ram from his own self and the other on behalf of his ummah.
It is clear .from this hadith that if the person making the sacrifict is able to slaughter then it
is mustahab to slaughter then it is mustahab to slaughter the animal with one's own hand.
Even a women may do it herself, if she can.
ON BEHALF OF THE DEED
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1462. Sayyiduna Hanash .t.ili4.J"J narrated that he saw Sayyiduna Ali ~.t.ili~..FJ sacrificing
two rams so he asked him Why do this? (One was enough) he said Allah's Messenger
had enjoined me to sacrifice one on his behalf so I do that for him.3

1

Abu Dawud # 2795, Ibn Majah # 3121, Darimi # 1946, Musnad Ahmad 3.375
b26, Abu Dawud, Musnad Ahmad
3 Abu Dawud # 2790, Tirmidhi # 1495, Musnad Ahmad# 1-150
2 Tirrmidlu #
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COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Ali ~4.111~; eifher made sacrifice of two rams from himself

and two on behalf of the prophet or one for each. Apparently it was his constant practice to
do so every year.
.
.
·
It is allowed to make sacrifice on behalf of the dead though some ulama (Scholars) do not
permit it. Ibn Mubarak said ul prefer that something should be spent on behalf of the deed
.but sacrifice should not be made for him and if'it has to be made for some reason then
nothing of its meat may be eaten.. All of it must be distributed in the name of Allah."
NOT A DEFECTIVE ANIMAL

4lA~Ij
&..;1lllj~L4Jij SJIS~lj tsJ,.~.ll &ljj ~li_;.l 'Jj ~lift 'Jj j.F.I..U 'JJ ~li!t~
.

.
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.

~

1463. Sayyiduna Ali ~4.111~; narrated that Allah's Mes~enger ..ol-,~4.111~ enjoined
them to examine the eye and the ear (of the sacrificial animal) thoroughly and
refrain from sacrificing an animal with a slit that makes some of the ear hanging in
the front or back , nor an animal with a lengthwise slit or circular pierce.l
COMMENTARY: Imam Shaf'I 41<Y-; dose not permit sacrifice of'a goat whose ear has even
a slight silt. Imam Abu Hanifah 41<Y-; said that the ear is cut off.
In this regard, Imam Tahawi cites the liadith of Sayyiduna Qatadah: he reported from ibn
Kulayab that he heard Sayyiduna Ali say that he prophet forbade sacrifice of (;~'JI)I) 2~)
(adbu quran wa udhar.) So, Qatadah ~41~; asked Saeed ibn Musayyib ~41~; what was
meant by these words , he said ' The ear is ~ut off half or more then half .
ANIMAL DISALLOWED BY HANAFIS: The Hanafis say that such animals are not
allowed to be sacrificed whose ear ~s split one third or more, which has no ears since birth,
whose tail or nose is cut off one third or more, which is blind, one eyed or has lost one third
or more sight of one· eye, whose udders have dried, which has no brain, which. is lame and
cannot walk up to the place of slaughter, which has itches which has np teeth and which
consumes impurity.
Sacrifice is allowed of the animal whose ear is cut lengthwise or from the side of its mouth
and hangs, or is cut the back side, hence we may say that the prohibition in this hadith is
nahi tanzihi ( which is nearer lawful then forbidden).
&
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1464. Sayyiduna Ali narrated that Allays Messenger forbade them to sacrifice hom
and a slit ear. 2
·
COMMENTARY: The Hanifis allow the sacrifice of an animal that has no horns since birth,
or were broken or third cover has come off. Hence this habit is based on nahi tanzihi.
However, the animal whose horns have come off from the roots is not allowed for sacrifice.
Tirrruclhi i ~::,uj, Nasai # 4372 Ibn Majah # 3142 Darimi # 1952, Masnad Ahmad 1-10ft
Abu Dawud # 2805, Tirmidhi # 1509, Nasai # 4377, Ibn Majah # 3145, Musnad Ahmad 1-83.1-831127.
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1465. Sayyiduna AI Bara ibn Aazib narrated that Allah's Messenger was asked, of
what should one be careful in (selecting) a sacrificial animal? He ·pointed out with
his fingers saying, four kinds: a lame animal whose limp is obvious, a one -eyed.
animal whose .loss of -im eye is clear, a sick animal whose sickness is app~ent and a
lean animal that has no marrow (evidently.)l
·
PLUMP ANIMAL
l.
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1466. Sayyiduna Abu Saeed ~-.ill~; narrated that Allah's Messenger _..o.L...,~-.i!IJ.,g
made sacrifice of such a homed plump ram that saw with black (eyes) ate with
blackness (round its mouth) and walked on black (feet)2
COMMENTARY: The ulama (Scholars) say that it is mustahab to sacrifice an animal that is
fat and fleshy. It is better to sacrifice one fat sheep then two lean ones unless the meat of the
fat or fleshy sheep or goat is bad.
THEJADHAH ·
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1467. Sayyiduna Mujashi ~~~J who was from tribe Banu Sulaym narrated that
Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~-.i!IJ.,g said often" A jadhah is enough where a kid of the
hairy suffices."3
·
COMMENTARY: The jadhah has been defined in the prec~dL.g lines.
Just as the ·sacrifice of a goat of over one year is allowed, so t~o the sacrifice of the
Jadhah is allowed.
Thaniy is a term used to define age of an animal .
When applied to a goat In its second year,
An ox or a cow in its third year, and a camel in its sixth year.

~ t.l4-1 5~~ ~{jl j ~ 4) j~ ~j ~ alJI ~ JJ1 j~j •!. :. ~-:; jli §~_:;j, Cfl (.,$-j 0 t \A)
~ ~
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1468. SayyiJuna Abu Hurayrah ~-.ill~; _narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~
..oJ-,~41 say ". fhe best sacrifice is the jadhah of a ram. 4
Musnad Ahmad # 4-289, Abu Dawud #2802, Tirmidhi # 1502, Nasai #4370, Ibn Majah # 3144,
Darim1#19.:S9
2 Abu Dawud # 2796, Tirmidhi # 1501, Nasai # 4390, Ibn Majah # 3128.
3 Abu Dawud # 2799, Nasai # 4384, Ibn Majah # 3140, Musnad Ahmad # 5-368.
4 Tirmidhi # 1504, Masnud Ahmad 2-445.
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COMMENTARY: While the sacrifice of a six month old ram is allowed but the jadahah of a.

goat is not allowed.
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SHARING IN SACRIFICE
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1469. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas narrated that they were with Allah's Messenger on a
journey.' The (eed) ul adha came upon them, so they shared mutual~y seven for a
cow ~nd ten for a camel.t
COMMENTARY: Ishaq Ibn Rahuwayh follwed this habit and says that ten people must
share a camel.
All the ulama (Scholars) say that this hadith is abrogated by the one which says explicitly
that like seven in a cow, the shares for a camel too are seven.
MERIT OF SACRIFICE
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1470. Sayyiduna Ayshah ~...ill<..PJ narrated that Allah's Messenger .oJ-,~odll~ said
"of the deeds that a man does on the day of sacrifice, the dearest to Allah is the flow
of blood. It will come on the day of resurrection with its horns and its hair and its
hooves. In deed, the blood will gain Allah's acceptance at once even before it dt:ops
on the ground. So, please yourselves what it."2
COMMENTARY: Zany ul -arab said that the animal will come on the day of resurrection in
its form it had before being sacrificed without any defect. It will be an excellent substitute
for one who had sacrifices it for each of his limbs. It will also be his riding beast on the
bridge, sirat.
Given these tidings, he must not feel melancholy but be delighted.
EXCELLENCE OF WORSHIP DURING THE DAYS
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1471. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that Allah's Messenger said None of the
days are dearer to Allah during which he is worshipped then the ten days of Dhul
Hijjah. Fating on each of these days is like fasting for a year and standing ( in
worship ) on each of its night is like standing on laylatulqadr."3

1 Tirmidhi

# 1506, Nasai # 4393, Ibn Majah # 3131, Masnud Ahmad 1-275.
Tirmidhi # 1498, Ibn Majah # 3126.
3 Tirmidhi # 758, Il:-n Majah # 1728.
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COMMENTARY: We have spoken in detail on the merit of ten days of Dhul Hijjah in the
first section of this chapter.
~!tilljJa~i

SECTION III

SACRIFICE BEFORE SALAH NOT CORRECT
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1472. Sayyiduna Jundub ibn Abdullah ~.dli~.J narrated that he was there along with
Allah's Messenger .,o.~....,~.dll~ on (eed) ul adha the day of sacrifice, hardly had he
finished the salah and given the salutation then, behold! he saw the meat of the
sacrifice animal that had been sacrifice before he had completed the salah so, he
said "w~oever has sacrifice before he offered salah or, we offered salah - must
sacrifice another in place of it.
According to another version, he Oundub) narrated that the prophet offered the
salah on the day of sacrifice, then delivered the sermon , and after that sacrificed,
and said, He who has sacrificed before having offered salah must make another
sacrifice in place of it, and he who has not sacrificed, must sacrifice (now) in the
name of Allah."t

DAYS OF SACRIFICE

~!.lt JliJ ~ Lo &IJJ ~'11 ~~ ~ '+"'Lo~ ~'11 Jli :;.:J- ~ l...i..JT ~~u 0£J <' t vr)
1473. Sayyiduna Nafi narrated that (Sayyiduna) Ibn Umar ~ .dll ~_, said " The
sacrifice is for two days ·more after the eed ul adha.2
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1474. Sayyiduna Ali Ibn Abu Talib ~.dli~.J narrated the like of it.3
COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah Imam Malik and Imam Ahmad abide by this lradith.

They hold that sacrifice is validly made up to sunset on the twelfth. Imam Shafi hold that
the last date is the thirteenth.
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1475.. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar narrated that Allah's Messenger Stayed in Madinah for
· ten years. He made the sacrifice (every year).4
1

Bukhari # 986, Muslim# 1-1960. Tirrnidhi # 1513. Nasai # 4368,1bn Majah # 3152. Musnad Ahmad# 3-113.
Muwatta Maalik # 23.6-12
3 Ibid
4 Tirmidhi # 1512. Musnad Ahmad 2-38.
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COMMENTARY: This is the strongest evidence that to make sacrifice is wajib (expedient) .

SUNNAH OF PROPHET IBRAHIM _.o'j..JI~
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1476; Sayyiduna Zayd ibn Arqam ~41c.§DJ narrated that sahabah (companions) of
Allah's Messenger asked 11 0 Messenger of Allah, what is this sacrifice?" He said 11 it
is the sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~I.}-P) of your father Ibrahim. They
asked , 11 what is there for us in it?" He said 11 A blessing against every hair. 11 They
asked," And (what about) wool, Messenger of Allah? He said. 11 Against every
strand of wool a blessing."t

CHAPTER-L
AL-ATIRAH
SECTION I

FARA AND ATIRAH
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1477. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayah ~.&c.§DJ narrated that tht! prophet said, "There is no
fara and no atirah ( in Islam )" Abu Hurayrah said that fara wa:s the first born of
their animal and they slaughtered it ( as an offering ) to their idols . And atirah was
what they observed in Rajab. 2
COMMENTARY: During the jaihiliyah(ignorance era), the idolaters sacrificed the first born
of their animals before their idols; this practice continued in early Islam and the first of the
animals was offered in Allah's name, later this practice was abolished to ovoid a
resemblance to the infidels.
Another practice of the jahiliyah (ignorance era) was to make aJ} gffering to the idols in the
first ten days of Rajah to attain nearness to them. This was called atirah.
In early Islam. The Muslims carried on with atirah to gain nearness to Allah. Later this
practice, too, was done away with. The objective was to give tip resemblance to the idolaters.
SECTION II

~\~1jJatli

~lj'j~~!,,_ ""iiiJ.';!~j~dJ1~J,J1~~ ti_;i.J ~ jli~j '·~· ;·~,~ ('f.YA)

5~>~JJ1liJ f . . ~ ~~ e~; s~ lA -...!.JJJ.li J£ S1?J ;~~ J\ ~l~-:; d.; :1 ""' J J~ -...u1 ~ml'
Ibn Majah # 3127, Musnad Ahmad 4-368
Bukhari # 5474, Muslim# 38-1976, Abu Duauwd # 2831,Tirmidhi # 1517, Nasai # 4222, Ibn Majah #
3168, Darimi # 1964, Musnad Ahmad# 2-239.
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1478. Sayyiduna Mikhanaf ibn Sulaym narrat~d that they were with Allah's
Messenger standing at Arafah.. He heard him say "o people! On every member of
the house it is wajib (expedient) make a sacrifice and offer atirah every year. D~ you
fathom what atirah is? It is that which you call rajabiyah"I
Tirmidhi rated the hadith as gharib and da'if (strange and weak) Abu Dawud said
that atirah is abolished (~d not allowed any more).
~!t~1j..atri

SECTION III

HARD-PRESSED IS RELIEVED
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1479. Sayyiduna Abudullah ibn Amr narrated that Allah's Messenger said, ''I ~m
commanded to observe th~ day of sacrifice as an eed. Allah has made it so for this
ummah. A man submitted,· 0 Messenger of Allah tell me if I do not find anythiitg
11
b~sides a maniah, may I sacrifice it?' he said no but, cut some of your hair, (clip)
your nails and moustaches and shave your pubes . That is your complete sacrifice in
Allah's sight".2 (You will earn a full rew~d.)

CO,.,MENTARY: Manihah is derived

from(~)

manahah. It means a grant, gift. The Arabs
gave their milk- yielding camel to the needy as a gesture of sympathy. They could use its milk ,
wool and offspring for themselves. When they had no need of it , they returned it to its owner,
The prophet disallowed the man to sacrifice the manihah because he was not its rightful
owner besides, he had no other means to meet his needs, so it is apparent from the hadith
that sacrifice is not wajib (expedient) on a hard- pressed, poor person.
While the majority of ulama (Sch<:>lars) say tat for a hard pressed it is mustahab to make a
sacrifice, Imam Abu Hanifah said that sacrifice is wajib (expedient) only on one who is sahib
nisab (on whom zakah is wajib (expedient))
·

CHAPTER-LI
.,.. !I

SALAT UL KHUSUF

I

~J...!.~J 1!.,1~ li

· The renowned linguists and scholars say the khusuf is a lunar eclipse. While kusuf is a
solar eclipse.
All of the ahadith in this chapter concern solar eclipse. Only one hadith (~ 1481)
Concerns lunar eclipse. So, the compiler of the Mishkat ought to have given this chapter the
caption salat ul kusuf.
1
2

Abu Dawud # 2788, Tirmidhi # 1523 Nasai # 4224, Ibn Majah # 3125, Musnad Ahmad 4-215.
Abu Dawud # 2789 Nasai # 4365, Musnad P,Junad # 2-169.
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Some scholars say that the word kusuf applies to both solar and lunar eclipse, And, some
say that khusuf too. Applies to both.
The salat of solar eclipse is masnun in the eyes of most of the ulama (Scholars). The Hanafis
offer two raka' at with the congregation without a sermon.
The salah of lunar eclipse is also two raka' at but not in a congregational form Everyone
offers it by himself.
Imam Shafi hold that both these salah are offered with a congregation and a sermon is
also delivered.
SECTION I
THE PROPHET'S SALAH OF SOLAR ECLIPSE
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1480. Sayyiduna Ayshah narre}ted that during the time of Allah's Messenger (after
the hijrah). There was a solar eclipse. He sent a crier to (summon with the) call as
salat ul Jame (the salah brings together).Then he went forward and offered two
raka'at with four ruku (bowings) and. four sajdah (prostration) sayyiduna· Ayshah
said, I had never made a ruku or a sajdha that was longer than that."l
COMMENTARY: It is a sunnalz (practice of Holy Prophet ~""J":it-..111~) to invite the people to the
salat ul- kusuf (solar eclipse) by calling as salat ul jami' The ularna (Scholars) say that salah
should observe in a congregational form in the Jam' e mosque or the place of eed salah, It should
not be observed during the hours when offering salah is makruh (unbecoming). ·
The prophet made two prostrations ( sajdah) in every rakaah . However, Imam
Abu Hanifah cites some altadith that speak of only one ruku and a normal salah. In fact,
There is a qawli hadith in this chapter and qawli hadith is preferred over the file hadith.
RECITATION:

1481. Sayyiduna Ayshah narrated that the prophet recited the Quran aloud in
prophet salah of a lunar eclipse.
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1482. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Abba~ narrated that the sun was eclipsed during
the time of Allah's Messenger. He lead the people in the salalt observing a
lengthy standing about so much as would take to recite surah al Baqarah. Then he
bowed and it was a lengthy bowing. Then he raised his head and stood for a long
time but less then the first standing again he bowed for a long time but it was
then the first bowing. then he stood up for the second rakaat and it was a lengthy
standing but shorter then the first time. Then he bowed .for a long time but less
than the first bowing and stood up for a long time but it was less than first time.
Then he bowed for a long time but it was less than the first bowing. The he raised
his head and prostrateG himself (giving the salutation,} he departed. Meanwhile
the sun was bright (again).
He said ''The sun and the moon are two of the signs of Allah. They are not
eclipsed because of any ones death or of anyone's birth. When you observe that
remember Allah. The sahabah (companions) asked, 110 Messenger of Allah, we
saw you stretch (your hand} to hold something. Then we saw you move back? He
said, 11I saw paradise and intended to get a bunch of its grapes. Had I taken it, you
would have eaten it for as long as the would lasts. And I saw hell and I have never
seen such a frightening sight as I saw today. I saw that of its inmates, most were
woman 11They asked, ''Why o Messenger of Allah? He said, 11 1ngratitude to Allah
(or disbelief in him)? He said they are ungrateful to their husbands and
ungrateful f~u (their) kindness. Were you to show favour to any of them for ages
and she found something in you not to her liking, she would lament that she had
never seen any good in you."t
COMMENTARY: The sun and moon are two of the signs of Allah. They have no power to
benefit or harm anyone. So, how foolish of those who bow to them in worship. Allah
causes them to be eclipsed to show his power and to win people of his wrath.
The salah of eclipse is not wajib (expedient) if the hour is 01,1e when salah cannot be offered
then one may recite the· tasbih, tahlil or make istighfar. The command is were a
commendation and the salalz is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet~y.,U.ils1~).
The grapes of paradise are everlasting. If a single piece was eaten another would have
grown in its place. If the prophet had taken the bunch of grapes, the people would have
1

Bukhari # 1052, Muslim# 17-907. Abu Dawud # 1189, Nasa'i # 1482, Ibn Majah # 265. Muwatta #
12-1-2, Musnad Ahmad 33-374.
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believed. Then belief in the unseen would have been meaningless.

1483. Sayyiduna Ayshah narrated a hadith like that of Sayyiduna ibn Abbas, she
also narrated that he prostrated himself and made a lengthy prostration, departing
thereafter. By then, the sun was clear. Then he addressed the people. He praised
Allah and glorified him, and said,'' surely, the sun and the moon are two of the
signs of Allah, they do not eclipse for anyone's death or anyone's birth. When you
see that, supplicate Allah, extol him, offer salah and give charity." Then; he said "0
ummah of Muhammad by Allah, no one is more annoyed the. t Allah when his slave
commits adultery, or his female slave commits adultery. 0 ummah of Muhammad
by Allah, were you to know what I know, you would laugh little and weep much.t
PROPHET'S CONDITION AT ECLIPSE

1484. Sayyiduna Abu Musa narrated that during the eclipse of the sun (once) the
prophet was worried, apprehensive lest the last hour had arrived. He went to the
mosque and offered salah in which he stood, bowed and prostrated. · Himself
longer then he (Abu Musa) had ever seen him do. Then he said "they are signs that
Allah sends. They do not come because of anyone's death or because of anyone's
birth, Allah grows. Fear in his slaves through them , so when you see anything likethis , engage in his remembrance supplicate him and seek his forgiveness"
COMMENTARY: The prophet~J"#iill~ was worried as anyone would be when the last day
comes, not that it had come, for, he knew well that it would not come during his lifetime.
When this happened and when natural calamities struck the earth the prophet ..o.l-,~~IJ-.D
was worried for mankind living here. He was fearful for them, not for himself, lest Allah's
punishment descend on them though it.
HOW MANY RUKU & SAJDAH
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1485. SayYiduna Jabir narrated that the sun was eclipsed during the tim~ of Allah's
Messenger on the day Ibrahim, his son, died. He led the people though the sal~h
consisting of six rukus" (bowings) and four sajdah~ (prostrations.)l
COMMENTARY: Ibrahim was the prophet'.s ..oJ-,~~~~ son though sayyiduna Marly~
Qubtiyah, born in BAH. He said in lOAH before being weaned. The people said that the
solar eclipse was because of his death but the prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ rejected their idea. We
have seen that in the previous ahadith.
The prophet ..oJ-,~~~~ offered two rakaat with three ruku and two sajdah in each rakaah:
The number of ruku in the salah is reported differently in these ahadith. Imam Abu Hanifah
has preferred those ahadith which mention only one ruku in each rakaah. Imam Shafi
prefers the ahadith mentioning two ruku per rakaah. He and most of the other scholars hold
that if the duration of the solar eclipses lengthy then as many as three, four of five RUKU
may be made in each rakaah.
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1486. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas narrated that Allah's Messenger offered salah when an
eclipse of the sun took place. He made eight ruku( bowings) and four sajdah
(prostrations).2

1487. Sayyiduna Ali narrated a similar hadith.3
THE PROPHET ..oJ-,~41~ METHOD

1488. Sayyiduna Abdur Rahman ibn Samurah narrated that he used to practice
archery with his arrows in Madinah during the lifetime of Allah's Messenger. -dll~
..oJ-,~. the sun was in eclipse (once) he threw aside his arrows and swore that he
would see how Allah's Messenger enacted during eclipse of the sun. When he came
to him, he found him (Standing) reciting with hands raised.
Muslim #10-604
Muslim#lS-908.
3 Ibid
t
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and making supplication till the eclipse of the sun was out of the eclipse ( and clear)
he recited two surahs and offered two raka'at salah (meaning, the two surahs he~
recited in the two rakkat.)l
This is how it is in Muslim and sharh us- sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~..1!1~
~J). However, in the copies of al- Masabih , the narrattor is named as sayyiduna
Jabir ibn Samurah.
COMMENTARY: when Abdur Rahman came to him, the prophet .,o.l.....,~.dll~ was standing
in salah, meaning in the style of snlalz facing the Qiblah with hands raised. The people were
behind him in rows, we might also say that here salah means supplication because we do
not know from anywhere that the prophet .,o.l.....,~.dll~ Raised hands making supplication
in salah during a solar eclipse.
As for the one ruku, they are all confused as are their narrators. So, it is wajib (expedient) to
ignore these traditions, Hence, Imam Abu Hanifah has opted for the traditions that
mention just one ruku in every mention just one ruku in every rakaah.
EMANCIPATE SLAVE
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1489. Sayyiduna Asma hint Abu Bakar narrated, 111n deed, Allah's Messenger gave
instructions that during a solar eclipse, slaves should be set free"2

SECTION II

tsi\itlj.Aiil

RECITATION

(~l.o~I_,~LiJI_, .)JbY.I-' lS.l..o.J.ll oi_,.J)

1490. Sayyiduna Samurah ibn jundub narrated that Allah's Messenger(E) led them
in salah during a solar eclipse. However, they could not hear his voice.3
COMMENTARY: Imam Abu Hanifah and Imam Shafi abide by this hadith and call for
silent recital in the salah of solar eclipse. There are alladith in bukhari and Muslim that call
for loud recital. So, Ibn Hammam said that the alzadith of silent recital should be preferred
because during daytime the recital is silent
PROSTRATION ON SEEING A SING

Muslim#26-913.
# 1054, Musnad Ahmad# 6-354,
3 Abu Dawud #184. Tirmidhi # 562, Nasai # 1484, Ibn Majah#1264, Musnad Ahmad 5-16
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1491. Sayyiduna Ikrimah narrated that when Sayyiduna ibn Abbas was informed of
the death of one of the wives (Sayyiduna Sufiyah) of the prophet~'~ 41 ~ , he
prostrated himself. So, he was asked why he prostrated himself on that occasion. He
said Allah's Messenger had instructed us to make prostration whenever we
observed a sign. what sign could be greater then the departure of the wives of the
prophet ..oJ;...,~.-41~"?1
COMMENTARY: the people asked sayyiduna ibn Abbas why he made prostration
unnecessarily for that is disallowed. He explained to them that when trials and punishment
come, a sign precedes them. the departure of a wife of the prophet~,~.-41~ from this
world to the next is a great sign. During their lifetime, they were on assurance of peace and
blessing for the earthlings! So these things are removed with Their death, we must occupy
·
in remembrance of Allah and in making prostration to him.
Some ulama (Scholars) say that the prophet's ~,~41J-o instruction to make prostration
meant offer salah others taken it literally prostrate yourselves. Allainah teebi said that if a
sign like an eclipse , then it ~s to offer salah, otherwise to make prostration though we may
take it to mean salah too. The prophet ~,~41J-o used to offer salahat such times .
. Ibn Hammam also said that it is better to offer salah during a strom and such calamities. Ibn
Abbas two is known to have offered salah in bus rah during an earthquake.
SECTION II
~~~11j.2iii

SALAT UL- KUSUF, HOW MANY PROSTRATION, ETC.
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1492. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Kab narrated that in the times of Allah's Messenger the
sun was eclipsed. So, he led them in salah and recited one of the long surahs and
made five ruku (bowings) and two sajdah (prostrations)then he stood up for the
second (rakaah) and recited a long surah, made five ruku and two sajdah and then
sat down ta!~~· the salah,) as he was, facing the qiblah making supplication till the
eclipse of the sun was ~"e~.2
HAl'iNAFI STAND UPHELD

1

Abu Dawud # 1197, Tirrnidhi # 3917.
Dawud # 1182, Ibn M ajah#1262, Musnud Ahmad #5-134.
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1493. Sayyidurta An -Numan ibn Bashir narrated that dwing solar eclipse in the time
of Allah's Messenger ...o.J-,~.d.ll~ he began to· offer salah two rakaat after two rakaat,
asking about the eclipse in between, till the sun turned bright. (Abu Dauwd).
According to another version: when the sun was eclipsed, the prophet ...o.J-,~<C.i.ll~
offered Salah like our (regular) salah, making ruku and sajdah,
Another version ha~: when a solar eclipse occurred one day, the prophet ...o.J-,~.JJI~
humied to the mosque and offered salah till it was bright, then he said "surely. The
people used to say, during the jahiliyah, the sun and the moon are eclipsed only
because of a great man's death. But, the sun and the moon does not eclipse because
of anyone's death or because of anyone's birth. Rather,· they are two creatures of
Allah's creation. Allah alters in his creation what he wills. So, if any of the two is
eclipsed, offer salah till it clears, oa Allah causes His command to prevail ( through
p~shment or the last hour)t
·
COMMENTARY: The words like our regular salah make it clear that the prophet ~<C.i.IIJ..o
...o.J-, did not make many ruku in the salah of_ the solar eclipse. He made only one ruku and
two sajdah. This hadith upholds the Hanafi stand and there are other ahadith too
corroborating this hadith.

CHAPTERLII
THE PROSTRATIONS IN GRATITUDE
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The ulama (Scholars) differ on whether a prostration outside salah is allowed masnun and
a nearness to Allah, or not? Some people mantion that it is a bidah to make only prostration
outside salah and at other times. It is also haraam (forbidden) it has no standing in shariah.
·
This is why both sajdah (prostatoins) are disallowed after the salah of witr.
Other authorities say that it is allowed and legal but disliked.
The detailed explanation is that sajdah outside salah can be of many kinds. One of them is
the sajdah sahw (remedial prostration) which falls· under the purview of salah and there is
no difference of opinion about it.
There also is the sajdah tilawah (or, th~ prostration calied by certain verses of the Quran).
There is no difference of opinion about this too.
The third is the sajdah munajat (prostration of supplication) it is made outside the salah.
Most of the ulama (Scholars) say that this prosb·ation is makruh (unbecoming).
The fourth is the sajdah ush-shukhr (prostration of gratitude). It is made on receiving a
blessing or when a difficulty is removed. The ulama (Scholars) differ on this prostration.·
Imam shafi and Imam Ahmad say that this prostration is a sunnah (practice of Holy Pror:iet
~y.~l»,~). Of the Hanafis, Imam Muhammad agrees with them, and many otJ..er and
ahadith confirm this opinion. However, Imam Malik and· imam Abu Hanifah ~y that this
1

Abu Dawud # 1193, Nasai, # 1487.
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sajdah is makruh (unbecoming). They assert that there are unlimited blessings of Allah and
they cannot be counted. Clearly, a person cannot thank him for each of his blessings, hence,
to bind him to make a prostration of gratitude for each favour is to put him to hardship
that he cannot endure.
Those scholars who allow the prostration of gratitude maintain that the blessing mean new
or fresh blessing that are received some time not those that are received constantly, like
man's existence and such other things.
Thus when the accursed Abu Jahl was killed, the prophet ..o.l-.,~41~ mad~ a prostratio~ of
gratitude. Sayyiduna Abu Bakar made a prostration of gratitude when musaylamah
kadhdhab was killed, sayyiduna Ali also made a prostration of gratitude when dul
Thadiyah Khariji was killed. The well known sahabi sayyiduna Kab ibn Malik made a
prostration of gratitude when his repentance was accepted.
This chapter has no section I and III
SECTION II
~,;,,j.4ill
PROPHET'S PROSTRATION OF GRATITUDE
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1494. Sayyiduna Abu Bakar narrated that when Allah's Messenger found that
which caused him delight or which pleased him, he prostrated himself to express
gratitude to Allah, the exalted.t
COMMENTARY: While some ulama (Scholars) say that this hadith is evidence that
·prostration of gratitude is permitted. Other say that here sajdah means salah. The prophet
.,o.L...,~~~~ offered salah at the time of chaast (Duha) when he was told of victory in a battle
and the execution of Abu Jahl!
Imam Abu Hanifah' s views are mentioned in the introductory passage.
ON SEEING SOMEONE IN DISTRESS
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1495. Sayyiduna Abu }afar narrated that the prophet saw a dwarf and prostrated himsel£.2
COMMENTARY: The dwarf is a very short-statured man, ~otwell-built.
Mazhar said that this prostration must be made to thank Allah for keeping
One safe from deformity. But, it should be concealed from the dwarf lest he fed h~d. On
seeing a sinner, however, the prostration must be made on his face so that he may perhaps
repent. Shibli a1~:., had prayed on seeing a habitual sinner within kis hearing.
I

~d~ll..oJli~lS.:UI.J.l ..~.•..JJ
'Praise belongs to Allah who preserved me from that with which he has tried you.
1

Abu Dauwd#2774, Tirmidhi#1578, Ibn Majah#1394.
# 1 in ·chapter of prostration of gratitude
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PROPHET'S COMPASSION FOR HIS UMMAH
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1496. Sayyiduna Sad ibn Abu Waqqas narrated that they went out with Allah's
Messenger from Makkah to Madinah. When they approached Azwaza, he alighted,
raised his hands and made supplication to Allah for sometime. Then he prostrated
himself and made it a lengthy prostration. Then he stood up, raised his hands for
sometime (in supplication). Again he prostrated himself for a long time. Then he
stood up, raised his hands for sometime (in supplication) and prostrated himself.
Then, he said, I prayed to Allah and interceded for my ummah. He gave me on~
third of my ummah so, I prostrated myself in gratitude to my lord. Then I raised my
head and prayed to him for my ummah. He gave one third of my ummah. So, I
made prostration of gratitude to my lord and then raised my head and· payed to him
for my ummah and he gave me the final one third of my nmmah. So I made
prostration of gratitude to my lord."t
COMMENTARY: The first time those of the umrnah were forgiven who preceded in doing good.
The second time those who were of an overage kind were forgiven. The third time those
were forgiven who wrong themselves and commit sin.
Those who commit grows sins will not be forgiven, as we know for many verses of the
Quran and ahadith. So, how are they forgiven by token of this lzadith. The fact is that they
are forgiven punishment in this world, not in the hereafter. There they will be punished for
their bad deeds.
Some people say that it means that they will not receive a perpetual punishment, They will oc
sent to paradise, after all, on the prophet's ,.o.L...~I~ intercession and will abide those f9r ~.:·"er.

1

Abu Dawud#2775.
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SALAT UL -ISTISQA (SALAH FOR RAIN)
0

\

Itasqa means to pray for rain. In the terminology of shariah it means to Pt'ay for rain during
famine and a dr;y spell according to the prescribed method through salall and supplication
SECI'ION I
jJitjJaili
THE PROPHET'S SALAH OF ISTISQA

(~~)

1497. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd p.arrated that Allah's Messenger took the
people with him to the musalla (place of salah ) and prayed for rain, he led them in
two rakaat salah , the recitation their in being loud. He faced the qiblah and made
supplication during which he raised his hands and turned his cloak upside down
while he faced the qiblah.t
COMMENTARY: Imam Shafi and the two imams Abu Yusuf and Muhammad say that the
salah of eed. Imam Malik says that it is two rakaat like any salah offered normally.
THE HANAFI VIEW: There are two views among the Hanafis. Imam Abu Hanifah said
that there is no salah of istisqa, but only supplication and istighfar. He points out that most
ahadith that speak of istisqa do not mention the salah but mention only the supplication. It is
also ·cited that Sayyiduha Umar made only supplication and istighfar for istisqa and did
not offer the salah. If was masnun then
He would not have omitted it.
The two co~panions of Abu Hanifah (Abu Yusuf and Muhammad) have a different view.
They assert that not only is salah musilun for istisqa but also it should be offered in
congregational from and a sermon should be delivered.
Some people Interpret Imam Abu Hanifah's worc;i to mean that a congregational salalr and
sermon are not particularly sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4#~'~) and conditional. it
is better that everyone should offer his optional salah by himself and make supplication and
istighfar. However, the h:mafis go by the verdict of the two companions. It is better to recite
in the salah surah Qaaf or al Ala in the first rakaah and al ghashiyah in the second.
To move the cloak inside out is a portent for a changed condition. To the mercy of Allah.
Both hands are taken to one's back and with the right hand the left lower comer of the
clock is held; and with the left hand its right lower comer is held. Then both hands moved
over the back so the comer in the right hands are moved over the right hand comes over
the right shoulder !l:ld the comer in the left hand comes over the left shoulder. Thus the
right corner will become left and the left will become right, and the upper side will be
lowered and the lower side will be raised.
The prophet's ..o.l-,~41""" cloak was four cubits by two cubits - one span.
1
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THE PROPHET RAISED HAND VERY HIGH
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1498. Sayyiduna Anas narrated that the prophet ~J~~~~ never raised his hand to
make any supplication except rain making a supplication for rain. He raised them
high to the extent that the whiteness under his armpits was visible.!
COMMENTARY: Sayyiduna Anas means that though the prophet .,o.L...,~d.LIJ.c raised hands
for supplication at other times too, he did not raise them as much high as he did for istisqa,
even above his head. The ulama {Scholars) say that when making s11.pplication hands must
be raised higher for more significant request.
·
CONDITION OF HANDS
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1499. Sayyiduna Anas, narrated that when the prophet .,o.L...,~~IJ.c prayed for rain he
put the back of his hands towards the heaven.2
COMMENTARY: This is done to augur well for the clouds t" have their backs to the earth by
Allah's will. But, if anyone makes supplication for a blessing he must have his palms facing up.
PROPHET'S SUPPLICATION

(I.SJ~Ioi.JJ) -~~ll
1500. Sayyiduna Ayshah narrated that when Allah's Messenger saw rain, he prayed,

''0 Allah, let it be beneficial rain"3
WHAT HE DID WHEN IT RAINED
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1501. Sayyiduna Anas narrated that they were with Allah's Messenger (once) when
rain fell down. He uncovered himself his head or his back) so that he was
drenched. They asked him, "0 Messenger of Allah, why did you do it? He said,
"this is because it has been with its lord, recently.4
COMMENTARY: The prophet .,o.L..., ~ ~~ ~ ~aid that the rain water had descended just
1

Bukhari # 1031, Muslim # 7-895, Abu Dawud # 1170,· Nasai# 1513, Darmi # 1535, Musnad
Ahmad#2-236.
2 Muslim# 6-896,
~ Bukhari # 1032, Nasai # 1523, Ibn Majah # 3890, Musnad Ahmad 6-41.
4 Muslim# 13-898, Abu Dawud 35100.
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them .from above at the command of its lord and had not been polluted with the impurities
of thi~ world. The sinners, too, had not touched it till then. Hence, it was blessed.
The ~lama (Scholars) say that it is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J ~ li!1 ~) to make
supplication for one's needs when it rains, prayers are answered at that time.
SECTION II
;.¢\~tj..Aifi
TUR~ING

THE CLOAK
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1502. Sayyiduna Abudullah ibn Zayd narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~41~
went out to the musalla and prayed for rain. As he faced the qiblah, he twisted his
cloak to put its right side on his left shoulder and its left side on his right shoulder.
Then, he supplicated Allah.l
·
COMMENTAR~: This hadith dose not speak of salah for istisqa it mentions only supplication.
2
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1503. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn Zayd narrated that Allah's Messenger .,o.~....., ~ 41 ~
prayed for rain. He had on him black khamisah (a black commented robe) that he
had. He intended to bring. the bottom to the top, but it was too heavy, so he turned
it round on his shoulders.2
COMMENTARY: The Prophet ..oJ-,~41~ found it time consuming to shift the ends of the
robe, so he simply put them on opposite shoulders, he had done it at the time of the second
.
sermon, because that is the time when it is should be done.
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1504. Sayyiduna Umar, the freedman of Abu al lahm narrated that he saw the
prophet ,.oJ...., ~ ~~ J"" pray for rain at Ahjan uz-zyat. He stood while making
. supplication for rain. He raised his hands up to his face, not raising them above his
head liis head.3
.
COMMENTARY: Ahjar uz Zayt was a place in Madinah. It was so named because of the
black stones that shone as though zayt (olive) was applied on them; Zawara too was a
market place in Madinah.
As for the t-:ophP.t .,o.~.....,~.d~IJ"" hands while making ~upplication this dose not contradict
the previous ahad!ci, but it means that he used any of the ways to make supplication
Abu Dauvvd #1163. Ahrnad#2-236
Abu Dawud # 1163, Nasai # 1507, Musnad Ahmad # 4-42.
3 Abu Dawud # 1168, Tirmidhi #57, Nasai # 1514. Musnad Ahmad 5-223.
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HUMILITY WHEN.PRAYING
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1505. Sayyiduna ibn Abbas narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~~~~ went out to
pray for rain having given up new garments and observed humility and modesty
while beseeching.t
COMMENTARY: The prophet ..oJ-., ~ ~~ <.}D observed humility in appearance, dress and
prayer both inwardly and outwardly. He was pleading for mercy. And praying for rain.
SUPPLICATION FOR RAIN
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1506. Sayyiduna Amr ibn shuayb narrated from his father that his grandfather
(Abdullah) narrated that the prophet ..oJ-.,~~~~ prayed for rain in this words:
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0 Allah, let your slaves and your al'limals have water, spread your mercy an revive
your dead land"2
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· 1507._Sayyiduna Jabir narrated that he saw Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ ~~ ~ had
raised his hands and made supplication;
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"0 Allah, do give us much rain that. will satisfy us, plentiful, fertilizing and
b.eneficial Not harmful, quick to come not delayed."
Jabir said, "thereafter, the sky was overcast,"3
SECTION III
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'508. Sayyiduna Ayshah narrated that-the p-eople complained to Allah's Messenger
1 A~u

Dawud # 1165, Tirmidhi# 558, Nasai # 1508, Musnad Ahmad# 1-355. Ibn Majah # 1266,
Abu Dawud. # 1176, Musnad Malik# 13-1-2,
3 Apu Dawud # 169, Ibn Majah # 1270, Musnad Ahmad 4-235.
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..oL.,~.d!IJ.a about lack of rain. So, he commanded that a pulpit should be built. It
· was placed in the musalla (place of salah , in the open) for him, and he specified a
day on which the people should come out. ·
Sayyiduna Ayshah narrated further that (on that day,) Allah's Messenger ~.J!I~
..ol-, came out just as the edge of the sun showed itself. He sat on the pulpit, extolled
Allah's greatness and praised him. Then he said ''you have complained (to Allah
and his Messenger) about drought in your cities and of lack of rainfall at the onset
its season. Allah commands you, now, that you pray to him (for rain) he has assured
you that he would grant you your prayers. Then he preyed:
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''Praise belongs to Allah, lord of the worlds, the merciful, the comp;ssionate, praise
belongs to Allah, lord of the world, the Merciful, the compassionate. Master of the
Day of Judgment. There is no God, but Allah. He does what he wishes. 0 Allah,
you are Allah, you are Allah. There is no God besides you, the independent. And,
we are poor. Send down to us rain, and cause that which you send down to be a
source of strength and benefit for us (to achieve our objectives) for a length time of.
Then he raised his hands and did not stop raising them till the whiteness under his
armpits was visible. Then he turned about, his back to the people and twisted, or
inverted, his cloak (inside out), his hands rose all the while. Then he faced the
people, c~me down (the pulpit) and offered two rakaat salah. Allah brought the
could and .they thundered with lightening. Then, rain poured down with Allah's
permission. Before he came to his mos,que, streams hawed. He observed the people
hurry about to find shelter, and laughed so that his back teeth were visible. He
declared, (I testify that Allah is over all things powerful and messenger"t
COMMENTARY: Imam Maalik, Imam shafi and according to one report, Imam Ahmad
said that after the salah of istisqa, it is sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet~J4#ib1~) to deliver
two sermon. The sermon should being with istighfar, just as the sermon of the eeds being
with the takbir. Imam Abu Hanifah and according to another report Imam Ahmad said
that the sermon is not delivered but supplication and istighfar should suffice.
Ibn Hammam said that the compilers of the four the sunnans have transmitted .a tradition
from Ishaq ibn Abdullah ibn kinanah. The gist of it is that the prophet ..oL.,~.J!I~ went to
the to the.place of salah but did not deliver the sermon as you do, Rather. He continued to
make supplication and he beseeched Allah. He declared Allah's glory and offered two
1

Abu Dawud# 1174.
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rakaat salah as are offered for the eed.
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1509. Sayyiduna. Anas narrated that (sayyiduna) Umar ibn al khattab used· to pray
for rain by virtue of (sayyiduna) AI- Abbas ibn Abdul Muttalib. He would pray, "o
Allah. We used supplic'ltion you by virtue of our prophet _.o.L...,~41J.-" and you did
· provide us rain. Now, we beseech you by virtue of the uncle of our prophet ~41~
_.o.L...,. Do let us have rain! Sayyiduna Anas said, II they had rain thereafter"l
·.
COMMENTARY: It is reported that when Sayyiduna Umar prayed in this manner
alongwith the other Sahabah (companions), Sayyiduna Abbas prayed along,
Allah, the
ummah of your Messenger has chosen me as a medium, 0 Allah, do not let me down in
this my old age and do not disgrace me before them.
·There was so much effect.-in the prayer of Sayyiduna Umar and these words of Sayyiduna
ibn Abbas that rain began to fall promptly.
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1510. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayah narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~,~41~
say that one of the prophet took the people out to pray for rain. Behold! He s~w an
ant had risen some· of its feet towards the heaven. So, he said (to his
people,)"Return, y9ur prayer is answered because of this ant"2
COMMENTARY: It is said that this prophet was sayyiduna Sulayman. This case highlights
'the might and power of Allah. His mercy embraces all creatures equally. His knowledge
encompasses the needs and attributes of all living things. He is the causer of causes and
the giver of needs .
.It is also said that the ant had prayed:
,
i
~! ,.,... ,., "'"'
..-A:i'(SJ· .•••..•• ~UIJ.4131
"0 Allah, we are one of your provision. Do not annihilate us...because of the sins of
the children of Aadam."

1

Bukhari # 1010
1 Book of Istisqa

2 D~aqutni #
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CHAPTER- LIV
WINDS

In most of the copies of mishkat, only the world (y~) (chapter) is inscribed here. This is the
way with the compiler of Mishkat to simply write when it is not a separate subject but a
continuation of the previous or related and auxiliary to it. In one correct copy, however, the
word are:
·
Ct.~)ljy~) chapter on the winds and in another;
(t.~)ly~)chapter -the winds so, ahadith on winds are incorporated in this chapter.
jj·~hj.;&iii
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1511. Sayyiduna Ibn Abbas narrated that Allah's Messenger ..oJ-, ~ 411 ~ said," I
have been help by the wind saba (easterly wind) while the Aad were ruined by the
wind duboor (westerly wind.")t
COMMENTARY: During the battle of the trenches (khunduq) the infidels had besieged
Madinah with all their might. Allah helped the Muslims with a violent, very fast wind that
uprooted the camps of the disbelievers and upturned their cooking vessels and rained
pebbles on their faces~ thus, he caused them to fear and their hearts to tremble. They lost
their senses and fled from the battlefield.
This was a great favour of Allah on the Muslims. It was mighty miracle of Allah's
Messenger ..oJ-,~...LI~.
The Aad were an unruly people of the past, they were tall people, twelve yards in bight.
When they exceeded limits in their way word ways and they invited Allah's punishment, a
strong southerly windlashed on them smashing their heads and cutting their bellies open.
Their intestines lay out open.
Therefore, the prophet ..oJ-,~411~ says that the wind is subservient to Allah, It appears as
Allah's mercy to help and aid the Muslims. And the same wind comes wind comes at
Allah's command as his punishment bringing message of destruction of some.people.

THE PROPHET ..oJ-,~...LI~ CONDITION WHEN CLOUDY AND WINDY
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1512. Sayyiduna Ayshah narrated that she never saw Allah's Messenger ..oJ-,~411~
laugh to such an extent that she could see his uvula. He only smiled. When he saw
clouds or winds, that was visible on his face.2
COMMENTARY: When the pro}'het ..oJ-,~41~ saw cloud and winds, he feared for his
1

2

Bukhari # 1035 Muslim# 17-900, M tslim#17:-900 Musnad Ahmad# 1-223.
Bukhari # 4828, Muslim# 1~899, Abu Dawud # 5098, Musnad Ahmad # 6-66.
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people lest they suffered.
Sayyiduna Ayshah says that the prophet _.o.L._, ~ ~~ ~ was always pensive and fearful.
When winds or colds or clouds appeared, his heart was overcome with fear for his people,
and his face changed color.
PRAYER WHEN WINDS BLEW

jfo.J ~IJJ d5 u~.: J,.;l~ 1li1.;l li; §:1:UI J~;:: ~ ~ L!.;l~ ufJ W.i ~l~.;.¥ jli ~ i!Jl~

(~~) -~3~1 JJil!
1513. Sayyiduna Ayshah narrated that when the winds were ferocious. The prophet
_.o.L._,~~~~Prayed:

11

0 Allah, I ask you for the good that is in it and the good that it has and the good
with which it is sent. And, I seek nefuge in you from the evil that is in it and evil
that it has and the 'evil with whic~ it is sent.'~
And when the sky turned dark, his color changed. He went out and came in and he
moved backwards and f-orward till when it rained, the fear disappeared from him,
Sayyiduna Ayshah sensed that in him and asked him about it. he said "0 Allah, it
may be like what the people of Aad said. When they saw a clutter of clouds
approaching their valley, they rejoiced that the clouds would bring them rain"
According to another version: when he saw the rain, he prayed, ''May it be (a
source of) mercy!"t
COMMENTARY: The verse of the Quran refers to the destruction of the Aad. When the
impression that they would get rain. But there joy turned in to misery. when Allah cause<;{
the clouds to be a means of punishm~nt. They sought it to be hastened and the result was
that they were eliminated. Allah purushes the sinners in this way.
Th.is is what the prophet..oL._,~~~~ feared when he saw the douds. He recalled the fate of
the.Apd. The relative verse is of surrah al Ahqaf (46:24)
~

·{txI -...P... \'!"'"'
. . . ~:: ~1l.A ..r-u-:
~. 1-:

~

,~

~

I

{when they saw it as a sudden cloud advancing towards their valleys, they said ,
11
This is a could bringing us rain." Nay it is that which you sought to hasten, wind,
wherein is painful chastisement}
FIVE UNSEEN TREASURES

1

Bukhari#3205, Muslim#15-899.
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1514. Sayyiduna ibn Umar narrated that Allah's Messenger said
unseen are five," Then he recited the verse:
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{Surely the knowledge of the Hour is with Allah alone, and He sends down the
rain ....} (the vi be 31:34)1
COMMENTARY: There are five treasures of the unseen that are known to Allah alone.
They are mentioned in this verse. The entire is reproduced here!
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{Surely the knowledge of the Hour is with Allah alone, and he sends down the rain,
and he knows what is in the wombs. And no person knows what he will earn
tomorrow. And no person knows in what land he will die. Surely, Allah is knower,
Aware.J31:34).
These are five things of the unseen that only Allah knows some portion of some of them
(but only if Allah discloses that to them)
J ..-;--

FAMINE IN REAL SENSE
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1515. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayah narrated that Allah'~ Messenger ..ol-, ~ 41 ~ said,
11
Famine is not that there is no rain. Rather, famine is that it rains, and rains but the
earth grows and produces nothing."
COMMENTARY: Qadi said that there are the means of profit and goodness, and hopes in
them, but unexpectedly loss and harm is greater than that was feared earlier.
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1516. Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah narrated that he heard Allah's Messenger ~41~
..olw, say," The wind is a mercy of Allah. It come with mercy and (also) punishment.
so do not revile it Rather, ask Allah for the good in it and seek refuge in him from
the evil in it."2
COMMENTARY: The violent wind that spells punishment for the wicked is also a mercy
for the pious because they are safe from detection.

1

2

Bukhari # 4627, Musnad Ahmad#2-24.
Abu Dawud # 5097, ibn Majah # 3727, Musnad Ahmad 2-250.
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1517. Sayyiduna ibn Abbas narrated that a man cursed the wind iil presence of the
Prophet ..J-,~41~. so, he said ''Never curse the wind, It is under command. H a person
curses anything that does not deserve the curse then the curse rebounds on him."t
COMMENTARY: Imam Ghazali said that only three things deserve curse.
(i)
Disbelief.
(ii)
· Bidah or innovation in religion.
(iii)
Indecency and sin.
The wind has nothing of those three things .
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1518. Sayyiduna Ubayy ibn Kab narrated that Allah's Messenger _o!..,,~d.hl~ said,
"Do not curse The wind. If you experience what you dislike (with its biting cold or
fierce heat,) pray,
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"0 Allah, we ask you for tJte good i~ this wind, the good in what it has and the
good in that which it is commanded to do. We seek refuge in you from tl}e evil in
this wind, ~he evil in what it has the evil in that which it is commanded to do."2
THE PROPHET'S ..oJ-,~d.hl~ PRAYER
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1519. Sayyiduna ibn Abbas narrated that whenever wind blew (strongly).the
prophet_o!..,, ~ 41 ~ went down on his knees and prayed," 0 Allah, ·let it be a
blessing and do not cause it to be a punishment. 0 Allah, let it be reeah (winds,
mercy) not wind punishment Ibn Abbas said that Allah's book Says:
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Abu Dawud#4906. Tirmidhi#1985
Tirmidhi#2259, Musnad Ahmad#S-123.
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{we sent on them a furious wind in days in auspicious}(41:16)
{we loosed against them a blighting wind}(51:41)
{we send the winds fertilizing.}(15:22)
{he sends the winds as heralds of glad tidings}(30:46)1
COMMENTARY: Generally and correctly the singular form (reeh) is used for punishment.
The plural form (riyah) is used for mercy. So in the supplication in this hadith-of ibn Abbas
riyah means mercy and reeh means punishment. However Abu Jafar Tahawi has pointed
out the verse of the Quran with the singular form (~J) meaning mercy:

{and they sail with them with a fair breeze}(10:22)
Similarly, some ahadith use the singular form for both good and evil. (see the ahadith #1516)
hence Khattabi interprets this hadith thus: many winds bring clotld and rain and !esultant
produce from the fields. One wind has a less~r effect.
PRAYER WHEN CLOULDY
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1520. Sayyiduna Ayshah narrated that when the prophet saw any thing in the
heaven he meaning, the. clouds, he gave up whatever he was doing turned tow~ds
them ,and prayd, ''0 Allah, Iseek refuge in you from the evil that they have" If
Allah put them off, he praised Allah. If rain fell, he prayed, 11 0 Allah let it be a
beneficial rain.2
. ON HEARING SOUND OF THUNDER.

1521. Sayyiduna Ibn Umar narrated that on hearing the sound of thunder and of
thunderbolt, the prophet used to pray ''0 Allah, do not come us to die with your anger
and do not destroy us with your punishment. But do keep us safe b~fore that happens.3 .
SECTION III ·
~!,illj.Ja!li

~jll~;"1l3JJI~~jlij~~la_ft..llJ,l1~151-...!.J~:J\~jJI~;iJI#~(\oYY)
.
.
1522. Sayyiduna Abdullah ibn az-Zubayr is reported to have ceased conversation
when he heard thunder and to pray:
11
with out blemish is he
1

Musnad Shafi P 181, Baybaqi
Abu Dawud # 5099, Nasai # 1523, lbp Majah·# 339, Musnad Ahmad 6-190.
3 Tirmidhi#3450 Masnud Ahmad#2-100.
2
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I whom thunder glorifies with his praise and the angels too, in awe of him}1
COMMENTARY: Rad (thunder) is also the name of an angel. ·He is deputed to move the
clouds. So, the thunder is his glorification.
Sayyiduna ibn Abbas narrated that they were on a journey with sayyiduna Umar.
Suddenly, there was thunder and lightenix:tg and cold. Sayyiduna kab said, "if anyone who
hears thunder and says three times.

(already translated in preceding (lines) then he will be safe from these things" so,
they began to recite these words, and Allah kept them safe.
These words must be repeated when one experiences this condition. He will yet comfort.

Praise belong to Allah that the first volume of mazahir haq (urdu) has been completed
·
today 20th Ramadan l::U~'l~h

, Mawlana Abdullah Jawayd

t Muwatta Malik#26. kith kalam
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Ahl us Suffah: the Sahabah (companions) .:~.;..;..JilcJI".J who restricted themselves to a platform in
the masjid Nabawi to learn religion ~nd be close to the Prophet _.o.1....,~.&~
ashab us Suffah see ahl us Suffah.
.
.
Ashwah mubash sharun: the ten' who are given the glad tidings of admittance to paradise:

Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthman, Ali, Talhah Zubayr, Abdur Rahman ibn Awf, Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas,
Sa'eed ibn Zayd and Abu Ubaydah ibn Jarrah.
Aathar: hadith traced to the sahabah (companions) ~-dllcJI".J
An bijaniyah: a woolen garment without markings. It is a product of the city Anbijan and is of a
dark black colour, (And comes under ~); one of the meanest hind of CO':lfSe garments.)
Ashrah: ten days
Atood (,)~): a one year old lamb that iS fat and well built, but according to some above six months.
Adhan: call to (congregational) salah, announced of time of salah.
Allahu Akbar: Allah is the Greatest.
Aariyah: a loan or a gift and this loan is of such a thing as cannot be turned into a debt, like a horse.
Aqiqah: the ceremony of shaving the head of a new born usually on the seventh day of its
birth and sacrificing a sheep or two on the occasion.
·
Aalim: a scholar.
Ahlus surtnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.1!1~) wa al-Jama'ah: the sunnis who
follow the Quran and the sunnah.(practice of Holy Prophet.~J~.&,~).
Awliya (pi of wali): saints, friends of Allah.
Awrat awrah: the portion of the body that must be kept coverd.
Azm: (a kind of ikhtiyari temptation) ·.
Amma ba' d: to proceed, 'and· after that.' Those words one spoken after praise of Allah on
beginning on address or a sermon.
·
Atiralt: a pre Islamic practice or offering made to idols in Rayab' s first ten days.
· /
Bayt Allah: Huu3P of Allah
Bid'ah: innovation
Bid'ati: innovator.
Barzakh: the intervening period between this world a.nd the next.
Bukhariyah: a sect in Islam. It has three group within it.
Basmalah: The bismillah ur Rahman ir Rahim (~)1~ )141~)
Dhabihah: slaughter of animal according the prescribed pattern.
Dhimmi: non MUslim under protection of the Islamic state.
Dar ul Islcim('territory of Islam ·
Dar ~-KUfr: land of disbelievers.
Dar ul-harb: enemy territory.
Dhikr: remembrance of Allah
De'eef: weak
.
,
Dubba,al: a gourd (to prepare and store intoxicants like wine and nabidh).
Daruri: (kind of evil promptings)
Fard (obligatory)'ayta: 1.!luividual duty on. each Mustiin.
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Fard (obligatory) Kifayah: Collective duty on all Mllslims together which if discharged by
one, the rest of the group are absolved.
Farruj: an auter garment with a slit on the back.
Fara: an offering of the first born of an animal to the idols in pre-Islam.
Fitnah: trial, persecution, strife, mischief.
Eeman: faith
Fitrah: innate nature, true disposition, Isla:rp, constitution.
Fard (obligatory): absolutely· obligatory duty.
Eed: the festival on 1st Shawal after completing a month of fasting in Ramadan, and on lOth
Dhul Hijjah when certain animals are slaughtered.
·
Faqih: jurist, jurisprudent, a learned man.
Fara'id: law of in hesitance, ordinance of Allah, (also pi of fard (obligatory)).
Fard (obligatory) Kifayah: collective obligation which if discharged by some then all are
absolved of it.
Fard (obligatory) ayn: an obligation on each individual separately.
Fadlaat: superfluous like long nails, hair, etc.
Hadith: saying, deed or tradt approval of the Prophet .oJ-,~4.LIJ.-:'.
Hama. oost (~,, v): pantheism, identifying God with the universe, or regarding the
universe as a manifest action of God.
Haram: forbidden, unlawful.
Halal: lawfu·l,
Huffaz: (ph •ral of hafiz)
Hafiz: one who has committed the Quran to memory~\
Hafiz of hadith: one who has committed to memory very many ahadith .
Hadath: impurities contracted by voiding ordure.
Hadath akbar: greater impurities
Ghurr muhajjalun: Muslims w.ill be so called on the day of resurrection because their limb
covered by JlJlution will shine. (see hadith 290 explanation, Muzahir ul Haq)
Harisah: cooked meat and wheat. a sweet pastry ma"de of flour, melted butter and sugar, a
kind of hash.
Ghazi: warrior, one who raids into enemy territory.
Hadd: prescribed punishment.
Hijrah: emigration, to give up something for Allah's sake.
Hajj: pilgrimage (to Makkah) at Arafal1 prescribed to those who are ablP !0 make it once in
their lifetime.
Haya: modesty.
Ghayr muwakkadah sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~.ii:l~): what is not stressed
by the Prophet .oJ-,_,~<4.LIJ-D.
Hantam: greenish glazed pitcher formerly used to prepare and store wine.
Haram: sacred mosque of Makkah or of Madinah.
Hijab: veil.
Hafiz: one who has committed to memory the Qur'an (or the hadith).
Hu.ffaz: (pl of hafiz).
Hajis: (kind of donuri temptation)
Hamm: (kind of ikhtiyari temptation)
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Jalsah istirahat sitting before ,qiyam (standing) in the first ~nd third raka'ah after the
second prostration.
Istikharah: The Prophet ~,~4.111~ taught his ummah to seek Allah's gui~ance to come
to a decision in their affairs, particularly difficult and complex affair. Two raka' at of salah
are offered and a supplication made in a s~ggested form.
Ism a'azam (..o.Jk.l¢"'1): the great name of Allah.
Jadh'ah (~): a sheep or ram less than one year but more than six months.
Insha Allah: if Allah will
Jabariyyah: those who deny freewill, predetermines, and hold that the creature is helpless.
Ijtihad: independent judgement or reasoning where the 'Qur'an and Sunnah (practice of
·
Holy Prophet r1- J4.s-'fJJ1jJ) are silent.
Istinja: to cleanse oneself after passing stool or urine
Isra: the night journey of the Prophet ~,~4.111~ from Makkah to Jerusalem
Illiyun (illiyin): record book with those angels who write down pious deeds.
Ishtimal: a single garment whose ends are put oyer both shoulders and drawn under
opposite armpits and tied together at the chest.
·
Jalsah: the sitting between two prostrations in the salah.
Iftirash: spreading feet sideways (to the r;ight) in the first qa'dah (to sit).
jizyah: a tribute payable by the dhimmis to the Islamic state.
Iqamah: call to the congregational salah when it is about to begin.
Ihsan: kindness, favour.
Jihad: fighting for the sake of Allah and his religion, struggling for the cause of Allah.
I'tikaf: to confine oneself in the mosque to worship Allah for even a little while or for the
ten days at the conclusion of Ramadan. Women observe it at home.
Ilham: inspiration, a pious thought.
Iddiraii: (kind of evil promptings)
Ikhtiyhari: (kind of evil promptings).
lblis: the devil who was a jinn who refused to prostrate to Aadam and Allah cast him out.
Jahiliyah: Pre-Islamic days of ignorance.
Khabath: d:es8, excrement, ordure, Ka' th.
Kahin: soothsayer
Khamisah: a sheet of cloth .Jf silk cum wool or wool, of black dour and with stripes on it.
Ot, a square garment with marking (unstiched).
Khusuf (1..1,...&-): eclipse, lunar eclipse
Kusuf (1..1,...)): eclipse,.solar eclipse
Khasr (p.): to place hands on waist {ribs, Aips) in salah.
Lahiq (o=-')1): one who has misseq some or allraka'qt behind an imam.
Khatab: one who delivers the Khutbah (sermon)
Khut bah: sermon.
Kaba'ir al: major sins
Kalimah: an expression; the declaration nf unity of Allah and the messengership of
Prophet Muhammad ~,~4.111~. .
Kalimah tayyibah see kalimah.
Kalimah Shahadah: an expression oftestimony.
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Kharaj: a tax or tribute. Originally, a land tribute received from non Muslims.
i<alimah tauheed see kalimah.
Khawarij: 'the revolters.' A rebel sect of the Muslims, neither sunni nor shi'a. The lbadis,
today are their remnants.
Khatir (kind of evil pampting)
Khinzalb": the devil who disturbs in the salah interrupting it and the recitation, confusing
!he worshipper.
~·~hanqah: recluse, hospice, sufi gathering place,
.. qtah: troves, lost property whose finder must trace the owner and hand it over to him.
·.:'awwidhatan: the last two surahs of the Qur'an; al falaq and an-Naas (113, 114).
1a1rasah:· religious school.
asbuq: one who joins the congregation late and has missed one r~ka' ah or more which
1t~ redeems after the imam has completed his salah and offered salutation.
Musinnah: a camel in its sixth year, a cow, buffalo or ox in their third year, and a sheep or
ram in its second year.
Musalla (~1): place of salah (of eed, etc)
Mutawatir: a continuously tt:~mitted hadith by very main chain of narrators and it is
never doubted.
Miswak: tooth stick, cleaning stick for teeth.
Mftsah: wipe (in ablution; the head), or socks.
Madhi: prostratic fluid, urethral discharge.
Mani: semen discharge during sexual excitement:
Makrah tahrimi: disliked to the point of being unlawful.
Makruh (unbecoming) tanzihi: undesirable, nearer lawful than unlawful.
Mudd: a measure of weight nearly two thirds of a kilogram.
Miraj: the Prophet's k.,~41~ ascension to seven heavens on 27th Raja b.
Mu' akkadah: emphasized.
Mustahab mu'akkad: emphasized desirability.
Mithl: like, equal.
Mufassal: tiwal mufassal are the surah from Qaaf to of Bury. Awsat, mufassal from alburuj to lam yakun. Qisar.mufassal from lam yakun to an-Naas (in a of the Quran) ·
Mahram: a relative with whom marriage is disallowed like a parent, brother, sister, son,
daughter,etc.
Maharim: pl of mahram. Mu'tazillah 'the separatists,' a seet of the Muslirr..s. TI1ey held that
the Quran was created not eternal. It is subdivid~d into twenty sects.
Mulhim: angel who inspires, it is deputed over every person.
Muwakkal: consort, familiar spirit.
· Mansun: legalized, based on the Pr?phet' s k.,~d.i·l~ practice.
Muhkamat: perspicuous, of established meaning (verses of the Quran) (3:7)
Mutashabihat: allegorical verses of the Quran (3:7)
Mu'ahid: a disbeliever who enters into a covenant with Muslims; anyone who covenant
with another.
Mushabbihah: one of the sects in Islam, the Assimilators.
Muhajir: emigrant, one who abandons that which is dis-allowed.
Mujahid: one who strives, a warrior.
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Murji'ah: a sect who believe that men are not doers or what they do just as inanimate
objects are not perpetrators of their actions, so they cannot abstain from whatever they do
It has three groups.
Mustahab: recommended, desirable.
Makruh (unbecoming): disliked, disapproved, undesirable.
Muwakkadah, sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~~~~): emphatically enjoined by
the Prophet .oJ-1 ~-d!l~.
.1
Muzaffat al: a receptacle for wine smeared with pitch or tar.
:a.f ){
Mu'tazillah: Wasil ibn Ata had separated from Hasan Busri and founded the sect by this namd
Nafs ammarah: the soul that incites.
~·uM
Niyah: mtention.
~r;~-.fl
Nisab: the minimum wealth that makes its owner liable to pay the zakah.
'61'11
Naqqr'an: a hollowed stump of a palm tree in which wine and nabidh were stored.
..1
Nawruz: the Persian new year.
Najiyah: a sect in Islam, the ahl us sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J4Js.~'~) wa aljama' ah, the one destined for paradise, the 1 saved.'
Najasah: impurity.
Najasah imkmiyah: legal ceremonial impurity najasah haqiqah: real, material
substantial impurities.
Najasah mukhaffafah: smaller impurities.
Najasah mughallazah: greater impurities.
N ahi tanzihi: a restraining interdict.
Nisf un nahar: midday.
Nafl: a supererogatory deed, that which is not fard (obligatory).:
Qiyamah: the day of resurrection, the Last Hour, standing.
Qiblah: diJ;ection of BaytAilah which a worshipper faces when he offers the salah.
Qadariyah: a group of people who reject predestination and assert that man chooses
whatever he does, Delivers in freewill.
Qira'at: recital of the Quran.
Qari: reciter of the Quran.
Qiyas: verdict or judgement of the scholars.
Qa'dab: the sitting in the salah at the end of the second and the last raka' ah.
Qawmah: standing erect after ruku (or bowing) before going into sajdah (prostration).
Qasr: shortening of salah by a traveller.
Qawwali: mystical songs sung in chorus.
Qawwal: singer of qawwali.
Shari'ah (divine law): code of religious law:
Sahabi: a companion of the Prophet .oJ-1 ~-d!l~ a companion.
Sahabah (companions): (pi of Sahabi)
Raka'ah: unit of salah.
Raka' at (pl or raka' ah)
Shaykh: a learned man, an old man.
Sunni: who follow the Qur'an and the sunnah (prac~ice of Holy Prophet ~J~.iil,~),
'one of the path.'
Shi'ah: they hold that Sayyiduna Ali ~ .d!l t..F.) was the first Khalifah and that the three
1

I
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before him had usurped the khalifah and deprived him of his right.
Satr: hijjab, the portion of the body that has to be covered from another, for a man waist
down to knee. For a woman from neck to feet.
, Rawafid: the Shi' ah
Shab bara'ah: fifteenth of Sha'ban.
Suffah: see ahlus Suffah.
Salah: regular prayer prescribed or optional; invocating blessings on the Prophet .olw~l~.
Sahib nisab: an owner of the minimum amount of wealth that makes him liable to pay the~·
Risalah: prophethood.
Salaam: greeting; peace.
Saghirah: minor sin.
Sagha'ir: (plural of saghirah).
Subhan Allah: Allah is without blemish, glorified is Allah.
Sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~l»1~): whatever is said and done by the Prophet
..oJ,...,,~41~; path or way or custom.
Sahib: authentic, sound.
Sunnah (practice of Holy Prophet ~J~l»,~) muwakkadah see under muwakkadah and
ghayr muwakkadah.
Subh sadiq: down, daybreak.
Subh Ka' dhib: reddish blackness, false down.
Siwak: (see miswak)
Ruku: bowing.
Sa': a measure of weight about three kilograms (four mudd). Used to measure com.
Sadl: to place a sheet of cloth on one's head or shoulde~s and let its ends hang down. On to
put it on oneself and leave the hands inside even while bowing or prostrating in the salah.
Sutrah: is that which is placed in front of one who offers the salah to allowed passers by go
beyond it without ~ommitting the wrong of moving about before him.
·
· Sajdah: Prostration.
Sarna (t~): mystical songs, musical rendering vocal or with instruments.
Sahib nisab: possessor of nisab (q.v.)
Ta'ala: the exalted (Allah).
Tasawwuf: is to gain an intimate awareness of Allah and is a term of the sufis, Sufism, mysticism.
Taharah: purity, cleanness.
Tuhur: purity, purifier.
Tahiyatul wudu: the salah offered after performing ablution is so called. This means,
'greetings of ablution.'
.
Tayammum: dry ablution with sand or earth when water cannot be had or cannot be used.
Tawatar: handed down through successive generations of narrators none of who could be
accused of Iying.
Umm walad: a female slave who bearsa child for her master and earns her freedom on his death.
Tartil: a science of recital of the Qur' an with proper diction and pauses.
Tawhid: unity of Allah.
Tasbih: rosary, pronouncing subhan Allah.
Takbir: to declare Allah u Akbar, also iqamah.
Tahlil: to recite the kalimah (41)li.UI)I} three is no god but Allah.
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Umrah: the lesser pilgrimage, optional.
Tayammum: dry ablution which is done when (normal) ablution cannot be done.
Ushrl (land): are lands whose owners become Muslim or those which the state disburses
among its army. A tenth or a tithe is paid to the Muslim state.
Ulama (Scholars) (pi of aalim): scholars.
Taqdir: predestination.
Tabi'i: an epigone, successor of the sahabah (companions).
Tabi'un: the generation succeeding the sahabah (companions).
Taslim: to offer salaam (the greeting), the salah is concluded with it.
Uqbatish shaytan: devils manner of sitting on the heels.
Tawrak: sitting posture in the second qa' dah of salah.
Ummi: One who does not known how to write and to decipher what is written, has never
been to a school or madrasah, nor acquired knowledge from anyone. The word ummi is
ascribed to 'umm' which means mother, so the meaning would be that such a person is like
a child born to a mother and no one has ever taught him to write and to read. Some people
say that ummi is ascribed to umm ul Qura which is the epithet of Makkah, the essence of
the whole earth.
Taharra (15~): to seek that which is m9re deserving of two things a€: ~ording to opinion
predominating in one's mind (like when coflfused in salah about how much of it is offered).
Taqrir: when something was done or said before the Prophet ..cJ,...,_,~4.111~ and he did not
say anything then it implies his acceptance of that.
Tawbah: repentance
Thaniy (~1): a goat in its second year, an ox or crow in its third year a camel in its sixth year.
Wajib (expedient): obligatory, lesser than fard (obligatory).
Wali: saint, friend of Allah.
Waswasah: temptation or an evil thought to commit sin or disbelief.
Waswas: the devil ~eparted over every person and tempts him
Wadi: secretion of the prostrate.
Zakah: prescribed charity payable per annum by those who own the nisab at 2.5% to the
poor and needy.
Zihar: to compare one's wife to one's back, meaning to a mahram relative like a mother,
and this causes a separation husband and wife until an expiation is paid.
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A
A' mash Sulayman: 71, 265
J\adam:20,81, 118,1356,1361
J\amir ibn Rabi'ah: 865
J\amir ibn Sa'd: 943
J\asim ai-Mwal: 1289
J\bbad ibn Bishir: 545
J\bbas ibn J\bdul Muttalib: 9, 610. 1147
J\bd al-Mun'im: 647
J\bd Khayr: 411
J\bd Manaf: 1045
J\bdul J\ziz ibn J\bdullah Umari: 246
J\bdul J\ziz ibn Jurayj: 1269
J\bdul Rahman ibn J\wf: 518,937
J\bdullah as-Sunabili: 297, 1048
.J\bdullah ibn J\bbas: 13, 21, 63, 73, 105, 121, .142,
183,190,217,234,256,262,318,324,338, 395{406,
413,432,436,457,469,498,499,532,544,553,554,
563, 583, 638, 664, 689, 718, 726, 740, 780, 789; 807,
843, 859, 873, 887, 900, 910, 941, 959, 998, 1023,
1027, 1034, 1036, 1038, 1043, 1068, 1077, 1099,
1106, 1119, 1128, 1147, 1176, 1183, 1195, 1196,
1203, 1211, 1239, 1277, 1290, 1328, 1337, 1339,
1349, 1350, 1368, 1379, 1397, 1430, 1451, 1460,
1469,1482,1486,1491,1505,1511,1517,1519
J\bdullah ibn J\bu Awfa: 858,875,1327
J\bdullah ibn Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn· Amr
ibn Hazm: 465, 1304
J\bdullah ibn J\mr ibn al J\as: 6, 50, 56, 79, 89, .96,
101,152,167,198,206,239,241,257,398,427,578,
581, 657, 673, 749, 935, 1008, 1201, 1225, 1234,
1252,1307,1367,1375,1396,1479
Abdullah ibn J\rqam: 1069
J\bdullah ibn Hanzalah ibn J\bu J\amir al-Ghasil:
426
J\bdullah ibn Maalik ibn Buhaynah: 891, 1018
J\bdullah ibn Mas'ud: 49, 67, 74, 82, 112, 115, 157,
166, 191, 202, 209, 211, 228, 261, 263, 272, 279, 339,
350,375,428,480,481,513,566,575,586,634,771,
809,851,880,909,915,918,923,924,931,946,950,
952, 979, 989, 1016, 1037, 1063, 1072, 1089, 1199,
1221,1251,1378,1414
J\bdullah ibn Mughaffal: 353, 418, 662, 1165
J\bdullah ibn Sa'ib: 837, 1169
J\bdullah ibn Salaam: 1389
J\bdullah ibn Sarjis: 354, 473
J\bdullah ibn Shaqiq: 579, 1162
J\bdullah ibn Ukaym: 508
J\bdullah ibn Umar ibn I<hattab: 4, 12, 57, 80, 106,
107, 127, 136, 173, 174, 196, 226, 264, 293, 301, 330,
332, 373, 385, 426, 428, 450, 452, 461, 466, 477, 514,

537, 594, 616, 631, 638, 643, 649, 666, 678, 679, 680,
688,691,695,714,738,772,793,850,856,905,906,
914, 917, 991, 1003, 1013, 1025, 1031, 1032, 1033,
1039, 1052, 1055, 1056, 1059, 1062, 1082, 1083,
1084, 1102, 1123, 1127, 1135, 1156, 1158, 1160,
1161, 1170, 1187, 1240, 1254, 1255, 1258, 1259,
1321, 1338, 1340, 1343, 1347, 1350, 1353, 1394,
1395, 1413, 1420, 1428, 1438, 1457, 1475, 1514,
1521
J\bdullah ibn Umm Makhtum: 1078
J\bdullah ibn Utba ibn Masud: 869
J\bdullah ibn Zayd ibn Aasim: 394, 396, 412, 415
Abdullah ibn Zayd ibn Abd Rabbini: 650
Abdullah ibn Zubayr: 908, 912, 963
Abdur Rahman J\bza: 1270
Abdur Rahman ibn J\bu Layla: 919
J\bdur Rahman ibn J\zhar: 1043
Abdur Rahman ibn Ghanm: 975
Abdur Rahman ibn Hasanah: 371
Abdur Rahm'an ibn Sa'd ibn J\mmar: 653
J\bdur Rahman ibn Samurah: 1488
Abdur Rahman ibn Shibli: 902
J\bdur Razzaq: 246
J\bu J\bdullah: 120
Abu an Nadr: 776
J\bu ash Sha'thah: 1075
Abu as-Saub: 502
J\bu Atiyah Uqayli: 1120
J\bu J\yyub Ansari: 337, 369, 382, 609, 1154, 1168,
1265
J\bu Bakr ibn Sulayman: 1080
Abu.Bakr Siddiq: 39, 41,194, 687,824,863, 931, 942,
972,1140,1324
Abu Bakrah Thaqafi: 519, 651, 1110, 1494
Abu Barzah J\slami: 587
Abu Basrah Ghifari: 1049
Abu Burdah ibn J\bu Musa: 1358
Abu Darda: 113, 119, 123, 212, 231, 245, 258, 299,
580,897,1012,1067,1313,1366
Abu Dharr Ghifari ijundub ibn Junadah): 26, 185,
530, 576, 600, 709, 753, 976, 995, 1001, 1051, 1205,
1298,1311,1313
J\bu Hajyah: 410
Abu Humayd as-Sa'idi: 792, 801, 810, 920
Abu Hurayrah: 3, 5, 14, 20, 22, 32, 39, 44, 52, 55, 60,
63, 64, 65, 66, 69, 70, 75, 86, 88, 90, 92, 93, 98, 118,
130,139,143,149,154,155,156,158,159,160,176,
179,182,201,203,204,205,216,219,223,227,236,
242,246,247,254,271,275,280,282,285,290,291,
298, 300, 303, 306, 310, 321, 339, 341, 347, 352, 360,
367,376,391,392,401,403,428,430,443,451,474,
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479,490,491,503,539,541,551,564,590,601,602,
611, 626, 628, 629, 655, 663, 667, 676, 684, 686, 692,
694,696,698,701,702,706,710,729,730,733,739,
742,755,756,761,764,676,778,781,787,756,761,
764,767,778,781,787,790,799,811,812,819,823,
825,838,842,855,857,860,874,892,894,893,899,
913,921,925,926,927,932,934,940,965,967,981,
983, 986, 987, 993, 1004, 1009, 1014, 1017, 1024,
1046, 1053, 1054, 1058, 1061, 1064, 1073, 1074,
1092, 1103, 1125, 1131, '1133, U38, 1141~ 1143,
1145, 1148, 1149, 1166, 1173, 1194, 1202, 1206,
1219, 1223, 1230, 1236, 1239, 1246, 1262, 1288,
1296, 1318, 1322, 1330, 1354, 1355, 1356, 1356,
1359, 1364, 1365, 1376, 1382, 1383, 1384, 1385,
1402, 1419, 1425, 1447,· 1448, 1468, 1471, 1477,
1510,1515,1516
Abu Huwayrith: 1449
Abu ibn A'la: 1115
Abu Isra'il: 646
Abu Ja'd Durnayti: 1371
Abu Juhayfah: 773
Abu Juhaym ibn H_arith ibn Simmah: 529, 535, 776
Abu Khalil: 1047
Abu Khizamah: 9~
Abu Lubabah Rifa'ah ibn Abdal-Mundhib: 1363
Abu Maalik al-Ash'ari: 281,1115,1232
Abu Maalik Ashja'i: 1292
Abu Mahdhurah: 642, 644
Abu Malik Aamir ibn Usamah: 506 ·
Abu Masud Ansari: 209,584,878, 1088,1117
Abu Mu' adh: 421
Abu Musa Ash'ary Abdullah ibn Qays: 11, 23, 91,
100, 148, 150, 345, 372, 625, 699, 826, 1065, 1081,
1306, 1358, 1443, 1484
Abu Nadrah: 120
Abu Qatadah: 340,482,604,704,828, 885, 984, 1047,
1130,1204, 1373
Abu Rafi': 162, 326, 327, 429, 470, 1330
Abu Rimtha Taymi: 972
Abu Sa'eed I<hudri: 19, 134, 178, 215, 222, 313, 356,
404,431,454,478,488,533,538,590,618,656,693,
711,723,737,766,768,777,785,806,816,829,876,
985,1015,1041, i090, 1118,1146,1217,1228,1238,
1279,1320,1387,1426,1452,1466
Abu Salamah ibn Abdur Rahman: 390
Abu Salih Dhakwan Zayyat: 965
Abu Talhah: 928
Abu Tamimah: 551
Abu Tha'labah: 197
Abu Ubayd: 328
Abu Umamah Bahili:. 30, 45, 180, 213, 278, 386, 416,
571,670,727,728,741,968,1101,1122,1227,1231,
1250, 1287, 1332
.
Abu Umayr: 1450
Abu Usayd: 703
Abu Waqid Laythi: 841 .
Abu Zayd: 480
Abu Zuhayr: 846
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Abur Rahman ibn Aa' ish: 725
Adyi ibn Thabit: 560, 999
Ahwas ibn Haakim: 367
Ali ibn Abu Talib: 85, 104, 117, 251, 276, 302, 311,
312, 316, 358, 4449, 449, 460, 517, 525, 605, 633,
638, 813, 903, 933, 974, 1142, 1171, 1233, 1266,
1276,1281,1308,1324,1463,1474,1487
Ali ibn Husayn Zayn ul Aabidin: 808
Ali ibn Talq: 314, 1006
Alqamah ibn Abu Waqqas: 675
Alqamah ibn Qays: 481, 496, 809
Amir ibn Aas: 28, 1029
Ammar ibn Yasir: 380,464,528,536,951,1112,1406
Amr ibn Abasa: 46,1042,1229
Amr ibn Ata: 1186
Amr ibn Awf Mazani: 170
Amr ibn Hurayth: 836, 1410
Amr ibn Salimah: 1126
Amr ibn Shuayb: 99, 237, 241, 417, 572, 732, 769,
866, 1506
Amra hint Abdur Rahman: 7
Anas ibn Maalik: 7, 25, 15, 51, 59, 68, 76, 102, 126,
145, 175,181,208,218,220, 224, 259,260,329,337,
342,343,346,369,374,387,408,425,439,455,492,
545,567,589,592,593,603,620,641,660,671,708,
719,720,746,752,758,814,824,868,870,883,888,
922,945,954,970,971,996,997,1086, 108~ 1093,
1094, 1098, 1100, 1108, 1109, 1121, 1129, 1137,
1139, 1144, 1180, 1208, 1241, 1244, 1289, 1291,
1294, 1316, 1333, 1336, 1345, 1360, 1369, 1401,
1403,1433,1439,1453,1498,1499,1501,1509
A'raj: 272
Asma hint Abu Bakr: 137,453, 1489
Asma hint Umayr: 562
Asma hint Zayd: 426
Aswad ibn Hilal: 495
Ata ibn Abu Malim: 953
Ata ibn Abu Rabah: 532,1187,1445,1451
Ata ibn Yasar: 534,750,1010,1015
Awf ibn Maalik Ash'jari: 240,882
Awn ibn Abdullah: 261, 880
Aws ibn Aws: 1361,1388
Ayshah Siddiqah: 84, 109, 111, 114, 128, 140, 146,
151,255,323,348,349,359,365,368,379,381,383,
384,388,389,400,421,435,437,441,442,445,446,
453,456,459,462,483,494,496,509,542,546,547,
548,549,556,557,597,598,608,636,677,712,717,
757, 758, 762, 779, 786, 791, 815, 847, 871, sn, 893,
939, 957, 960, 982, 1005, 1007, 1035, 1057, 1096,
1104, 1114, 1140, 1162, 1163, 1164, 1174, 1175,
1178, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1191, 1193, 1198, 1212,
1214, 1226, 1242, 1243, 1245, 1256, 1261, 1263,
1264, 1283, 1285, 1299, 1305, .1310, 1319, 1241,
1248, 1432, 1452, 1470, .1480, 1481, 1483, 1500,
1508,1512,1513,1520
Ayyub ibn Abu Tamimah: 641
Azraq ipn Qays: 972
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B
Bara ibn Aazib: p5, 131, 515, 834, 869, 889, 947,
1095, 1136, 1352, 1400, 1435, 1437, 1465
Bashir ibn Abu Mas'ud: 584
Bayadi Abdullah: 856
Bilal ibn Abdullah: 1082
Bilal ibn Harith: 168
Bilal ibn Rabah: 646, 991
Buraqdah ibn Harib Aslami: 308, 574, 582, 595, 721,
1278,1315,1326,1440
Busr ibn Mihjan: 1153
Busrah hint Safwan: 319

D
Dawud ibn Salih: 483
Dawud: 68, 118, 1235
Dinar: 560

Ibn Numayr: 92
lbnSirin:
Ibn Umar: see Abdullah
Ibn Zubayr: see Abdulah
Ibrahim (Prophet): 919,932
Ibrahim ibn Fadl: 215
Ibrahim ibn !v{aysara: 89
Ibrahim Taymi: 339
Ibrahim: 919,920,932
Ikrimah (freedman of Ibn Abbas): 54, 252, 544, 807,
1491
Imran ibn Husayn: 87, 527, 1019, 1021, 1248, 1249,
1342
lrbad ibn Sariyah: 164
lsma'il ibn Ibrahim: 641
Isma'il: 970

J

E
Eesa (Prophet): 27, 61, 69, 122, 837

F
Fadalah ibn Ubayd: 34, 930
Fadl ibn Abbas: 784, 805
Farafisah ibn Umayr Hanafi: 864
Fatimah hint (Prophet Muhammad): 731
Fatimah bint Abu Hubaysh: 557
Fatimah hint Husayn: 731
Freedman of Ibn Abbas: 1277

H
Hafs ibn Aasim: 1338
Hafsah wfo the Prophet: 1160
Hakam ibn Amr: 471
Hakam ibn Sufyan: 361
Hakim ibn Athram: 551
Hakim ibn Hizam: 734
Hammad ibn Abu Hurnayd: 977
Hammam ibn Harith: 495
Hamna bint Jahsh: 561
Hanash: 1462
Harith ibn Wajih: 443
Harithah ibn Wahb:
Harun (Prophet): 837
Hasan Busri: 249, 250, 743, 1293
Hasan ibn Abu Ja'far: 751
Hasan ibn Ali: 1273
Hasan, ibn Ali Hashim: 367
Hassan: 188
Hudhayfah ibn Yaman: 62, 364,378, 526, 884, 901,
1116, 1185, 1200, 1325, 1355, 1443
Humayd ibn Abdur Rahman: 209
Humayd ibn Himyari: 472
Husayn ibn Ali: 933

I
Ibn Abbas: see Abdullah
Ibn as-Sunni:
Ibn Daylani: 115
Ibn Jubayr: 883
Ibn Jurayj: 1451
Ibn Ma'ud: see Abdullah
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Jabir ibn Abdullah: 28, 71, 135, 138, 141, 144, 177,
194, 233, 294, 344, 369, 422, 475, 484, 531, 569, 588,
647,659,674,700,707,735,800,820,833,861,916,
956,1011,1071,1107,1150,1224,1260,1297,1323,
1346, 1380, 1386, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1434, 1446,
1455,1458,1461,1485,1507
Jabir ibn Samurah: 305, 617, 830, 835, 849, 1091,
1405,1415,1427,1488
Ja'far ibn Muhammad Sadiq: 1442
Jarir ibn Abdullah: 210
Jubayr ibn Mut'im: 817, 83i, 1045
Jundub ibn Abdullah: 235, 1436, 1472
Jundub Qasri: 235, 627, 713

K
Ka'b Ahbar: 788
Ka'b ibn Maalik: 225, 705, 9
Ka'b Ujrah: 919, 966, 994, 1182, 1416
Kathir ibn Abdullah: 169, 1441
Kathir ibn Qays: 212
Kathir ibn Qays: 212
Khadijah (Prophet's 0 wife): ll7
Khadijah ibn Abdullah: 419
Khadijah ibn Hudhafah: 1267
_Kurayb: I 043

L
Laqit ibn Sabira: 405
Lubabah bint Harith: 50 I

M
Maalik ibn Anas: 186,638,652, 745, 1280, 13510
Maalik ibn Huwayrith: 682,795, 1120
Ma'dan ibn Talha: 897
Makhu1: 217, 458, 1184
Marthad: 1181
Marwan Asfar: 373
Maryarn:27,61,122
Masruq: 1192, 1207
Matar: 110
Maymunah hint Harith: 436,458, 510, 550, 890
Mikhraf: 1478
Miqdad: 42, 302, 783
Miqdam: 163,505

Mu'adh ibn Jabal: 24, 29, 40, 47, 61, 184, 355,420, 552,
612,726,748, 751,949, 1142, 1215, 1344
Mu'ad ibn Anas: 29, 1317, 1392, 1393
Mu'adh Juhani: 862
Mu'adha Aalrtwiyah: 440, 1310
Mu'awiyah ibn Abu Sufyan: 172, 200, 243, 654, 635,
1050, 1186
Mu'awiyah ibn Hakam: 978
Mu'ayqib: 980
Mughirah ibn Shu'bah: 199, 399, 518, 521, 953, 962,
1020, 1220
Muhajir ibn Qundfud1: 467
Muhammad ibn Ali: 422, 1494
Muhammad ibn Amr: 588
Muhammad ibn Fadal: 1414
Muhammad ibn Ibrahim: 1044
Muhammart ibn Maslamah: 821
Muhammad ibn Munkadir: 770
Muhammad ibn Yahya: 426
Mujahid: 563, 1028, 1084
Mujashi: 1467
Mukhtar: 1179

Musa (Prophet): 81,177,194,837

Sa'd ibn Abu Waqqas: 153,661,964, 1496
Sa'd ibn Hisham: 1257
Safwan ibn Assai: 58, 520
Safwan ibn Sulaym: 1372
Sahl ibn Abu Hathmah: 782, 1421
Sahl ibn Sa'd: 83,672,722,798,988, 1113, 1402
Sa'ib ibn Khallad: 747
Saib ibn Yazid: 744, 1186
Sakhbarah: 221
Salamah hint Husr: 1124
Salamah.ibn Akwa: 760
Salamah lbn Muhabbiq: 511
Salih ibn Khawwat: 1421
Salman Farsi: 336, 370, 640, 1381
Samurah ibn Jundub: 199, 540, 634, 681, 818, 944,
lilt, t374, 1391, 1490
Sawdah (Prophet's wife): 500
Sayyar: 587
Shabih: 295
Shaddad ibn Aws:765, 955
Shaqiq: 207,884
Shariq: 1216
Shubah ibn Hajjaj: 469, 1200

Shudayf ibn Harith Thumali: 187, 1263

Musa ibn Ubaydah: 1362
Musaddad: 472
Muslim ibn Yashar: 95
Mustawrid: 407
Mutarrif: 1000
Muwarriq Ijid: 1321

N
Nafi': 116,466,774,794,905,917, 1013, 1158, 1282,
1353, 1395, 1420, 1473
Nawwas: 192
Nu'aym: 1314

Nuh: 299
Nu'man ibn Bashir: 613, 840, 1085, 1097, 1453
Nu'man ibn Murra: 886

Q
Qabisah ibn Hu1b: 803
Qabisah ibn Waqqas: 622
Qasim ibn Muhammad: 78, 1421
Qatadah ibn Diamah: 599
Qatadah ibn Nu'man: 827
Qays ibn Aasim: 543
Qays ibn Abu Hazim: 1132
Qays ibn Amr: 1043, 1044
Qays ibn hahd: 1044
Qays ibn Kathir: 212
Qays ibn Ubad: 1116

R
Rabi'ah ibn Jurashi: 161
Rabi'ah ibn Ka'b: 896, 1218
· Rafi' ibn Khadij: 147,596, 614
Rifa'ah ibn Rafi: 804, 877, 992
Rubayyi bint Mu'awwidh Afra: 414
Ruwayfi: 351

s

Sa'eed Aas: 1443
Sa'eed ibn Harith: 8Q6
Sa' eed ibn Zayd: 402
Saalim ibn Abut Ja'd: 1253
Sabm ibn Ma'bad: 573
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Shurayb: 377
Sufyan ibn Abdullah: IS
Sufyan Thawri: 266
Suhayb:991
Sulayman .freedman of Maymunah: I 057
Sulayman ibn Yasar: 494, 853

Sulaynnan:987, 1012,1028
Suwayd: 309

T
Talhah ibn Ubaydullah: 16, 775
Talq ibn Ali: 320, 716, 1006
Tariq ibn Shihab: 1377
Thabit ·ibn Abu Safiyah: 422
Thawban:292,897,961, 1070,1256

u

Ubada ibn· Samit: 18, 27, 36, 94, 570, 621, 822, 854,
1213
Ubayd ibn Sabbaq: 1398
Ubaydullah ibn Abdullah ibn Umar: 426, 841
Ubaydullali ibn Abdullah ibn Utbah ibn Mas'ud: 1147
Ubaydullah ibn Abu Rafi: 839
Ubaydullah ibn Adi: 623
Ubayy ibn ,Ka'b: 419, 771, 818, 929, 1066, 1274, 1302,
1492, 1518
.
Umamah hint Ruqayqah: 362
Umar ibn Abdul Aziz: 333
t!mar ibn Abu Khath'am: 1173
Umar ibn Abu Salamah: 754
Umar ibn Khattab: 1, 2, 95, lOS. 289, 363, 489, 658,
630,938;977, 1177,1247,1335
Umara ibn R!Jwaybah: 624
Umayr: 1504 ·
Umm Atiyah: 1431
Umm Darda: I 079
Umm Fadl: 832
Umm Farwa: 607
Umm Habibah: 1159
Umm Hani: 485, 1309
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Umm Hisham: 1409
Umm Qays: 497
Umm Salamah (Prophet's wife): 124, 325, 433, 438,
468,504,559,619,669,763,948,1002,1043,1210,
1222, 1284, 1459
Umm Su1aym: 433
Uqbah ibn Aamir: 288, 665, 753, 848, 879, 969, 1030,
1040, 1456
Urwah ibn Zubayr: 323, 5=8, 584, 863
Usamah: 691
Uthman ibn Abul Aas: 77, 668, 1134
Uthman ibn Affan: 37, 132,284,397,697, 1076
Uthman ibn Maz'un: 724

w

Wahb ibn Munabbih: 43
Wa'il ibn Hujr: 797,845,898,911
Wathila ibn Asqa: 253

y
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Yahya ibn Sa'eed: 1389
Ya'1a ibn Mam1uk: 447, 1210
Ya'la ibn Umayyah: 1408
Yazid ibn Aamir: 1155
Yazid Ruman: 1421
Yusuf: 1288

z

Zayd ibn Arqam: 357, 1312, 1476
Zayd ibn Harithah: 366
Zayd ibn Khalid: 390, 1197
Zayd ibn Thabit: 115. 129,636, 1295
Zaydibn Aslam: 555, 1266
Zaynab (wife Ibn Mas'ud): 1068
Zaynab bint Jahsh: 561, 562
Ziyad ibn Harith: 648
Ziyad ibn Hudayr: 269
Ziyad ibn Labib: 277
Zuhri: 583, 584

Yahya ion Sa'eed Rahman: 486

INDEX OF PLACES, LOCATIONS & CITIES AS FOUND IN THE AHADITH
Hadith Numbers follow'Names

A
Abjar az-Zayt: 1504
Abtah: 773
Arabia: 81, 1362f
Arafah: 121
Awali:592
Azwaza: 116, 117

B
Bada'ah: 478
Balat: 1157
Baq'ir: 1299
Batn Nakhl (Palm trees): 424
Bi'r Jamal: 535
Bi'r Mawah (where reciters were killed): 1289
Bu'ath: 1432
Butayha: 745

D
Dajnas: 1425
Damascus: 212
Dhat ur Riqa: 1416, 1422
Dhul Hulayfah: 1333

M
Mad'ain: 1112
Madinah: 147, 246, 277, 398, 488, 587, 669, 674, 744,
839, 1012, 1034, 1042, 1078, 1127, 1180, 1187, 1333,
1336, 1488, 1496
Makkah: 398,488,687,773, 807,837,839, 1051, 1126,
1336, 1338, 1351, 1496
Mina:780, 1334,1347,1432
Mukhammas: I 049

N
Najd: 16, 977, 1420
Najian: 1449
Nakhla: 1424, (palm trees)
Na'man: 121
Negus of Abyssinia: 979f

Q
-Quba: 695

R
Rawha: 674

G
Ghabah: 1113

H
Hijaz: 170

I
Iraq: 544

T
Tabuk:511,518,52l, 1344
Ta'if: 744, 1351
Tur: 1359

u

J

Uhud: 115
Usfan: 1351, 1425

K

Zawra: 1404, 1504

Judda: 1351
Khaybar: 309f, 684
Khayf: 1152

s

Safa: 728
Sahba:309

z
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INDEX OF NATIONALITIES, CLANS ETC.
Hadith Numbers follow Entry

A
Aad:1511
Abd Ashhal: 512, 1182
Abd Qays: 17, 1043
Abyssinians: 165
.
Ah1-u1-Kitab (people of the Book): 972
~sar:39,84,369,973, 1364,1432

Muzaynah: 87

N
Najjar: 39, 129
Nasara (Christians): 90,177,277,649,712£,1354

Q
Qadiriyah: 1OS
Quraysh: 1037

R

D
Dhakwan: 1290

I

.

Isra'il, Banu: 171, 198, 2SO, 371

K

Ka1b: 1299

M
Majus (Majians): 90, 107,789
Mudar: 17,210, 1288
Muhajir: 96S, 1127
Murj'ah: 1OS

Rabi'ah: 17
Ri'1: 1290
Salimah, Banu: 700
Suda:648
Sulaym: 1290, 1467
Usayyah: 1290

s

u
y

Yahud (Jews): S8f, 90, 128, S4S, 13S4, 1368

Uloom ul-Quran

An Approach to
The Quranic Sciences
by Justice Mufti Muhammad Taqi Usmani

The Uloom ul-Qur'an is a great scholarly work in Urdu
by the renowned scholar Maulan~ Justice Muhammad Taqi
Usmani.
It has the stamp of authority of Maulana Mufti
·Muhammad Shafi ~.JJ~~J and Maulana MuhaiLmad Yusuf
Binnori ~JJ, ~).
The work covers all aspects of the Qur'an, from wahy
(revelation) to tajweed (its recital) and various readings. It speaks
on the background of revelation, nature of revelation, method
of preservation, kinds of exegesis, critisim of orientalists, history
and subjects of .the Qur'an.
.
The Urdu original is indeed a collosal treatise on the
Qur'an, leaving out nothing related to the Holy Book.
Dar ul-Isha'at commissioned for the English translation
in Dr. Muhammad Swaleh Siddiqui. Before publication, the
entire work was given a second look and is now offered to our
·
readers.
The translation also features an index of Proper Names
and of general entries.

Qasas ul-Anbiya

Stories of the Prophets
by lb!l Kathir

Dar ul-Isha'at has presented yet another English
tra~slation. This time it is the Qasas ul-Anbiya of Ibn Kathir
~Jli~J.

The book is. primarily lives of the Prophets based on
material from the Qur'an and Ahadith. It is drawn from alBidayah wan Nihayah.
It is written in simple, everyday language.
While the Arabic original concludes. with the life of
Sayyidina Isa, r')W' ~ in the English translation we have included
an account of the life of Prophet Muhammad
material for
·
which is drawn from Qasas ul-Qur.'an.
The features include .two indices an index of Proper
Names and of general entries.

A

Qasas ul-Qur'an

Stories from the Qur'an 2 vois.
by Maulana Hifzur Rehman Seoharvi

The original Urdu by Shaykh Muhammad Hifzur Ralnnan
Seoharvi has be.en translated into English by Rafiq Abdur
Rahman.
The Qasas is a very popular book with the readers of
Urdu literature.
Darul-Isba' at, true to its tradition of presenting authentic
and reliable works in Urdu, Arabic and English, has had this
great work translated into English. The salient features of this
work are:
•
Complete & Unabridged translation.
•
Geographical notes on quite a few cities with location
and current status.·
Pictures of historical interest
•
•
Comprehensive index of proper names & general entries.
The Qasas is primarily a selection of narratives from the
Qur'an and Hadith and Aathar with proper identification of
sources. The author has quoted extensively from other sources
as well and critically examined divergent views. He has supported
his conclusions with logical arguments.
Price with Deluxe Box Rs.

Qasas ul-Hadith

Stories from the Hadith
by Maulana Muhammad Zakaria Iqbal

Maulana Muhammad Zakariya Iqbal has developed the
brain child of the publisher into a unique book-one of its kind.
It is composed of stories from Ahadith or lives of the
Prophets. The accounts are authentic and all sources are identified.
The events reflect on the majesty of Allah and are from
real life. They confirm tllitt good deeds are rewarded and evil
is punished. The narrative is lucid and strengthens our faith in
Islam.
Every narrative is followed by a morale of the story.
The English translation is complete and faithful to the
Urdu work.

••

MAN IFESTATIONS OF TRUTH
Translation & Detai led Explanation ofMlSHKAAT AL-MASAABIH
The recording, arrangement and compiling ofhadith that was initiated
in the time of the Prophet ~ was accomplished gradua lly and perfected
in the era of the tabi ' un and tab' tabi ' un. Books of had ith began to be
compiled. The scholars ofhadith spared no effort and left no stone untumed
to compile books of hadith. Today they serve us as lights of knowledge
and learning, diffusing profound knowledge to the seekers and students.
One such book is Mishkaat Al-Masaabih. It is a complete and compact
form of Masaabih-us-Sun nah. It is a selection of the ahadith of the six
authentic Books of hadith and other re liable collections. It has 6294
ahad ith from these sources. S ince the time it was compiled, this bas ic
book ofhadith continues to form part of the syllabus of rel igious institutions.
Students of hadith derive beneficia l know ledge from it.
Manifestations of Truth is an authentic, reliable and approved sharh
(expos ition) of the Mis hkaat Al-Masaab ih in Urdu by S heikh Nawab
Qutubuddin Khan Dehlavi and ed ited by Abdullah Javed Ghazipuri. It is
the most reliable and authentic Sharh (exposition, commentry) of the
Mishkaat Al-Masaabih in Urdu language. The commentary and explanation
of each hadith is given in the light of the issues and problems pertaining
to current times. The most authentic books on the subject have been
consulted. T he authorities whose works are cited include Mullah Ali Qari
~.L......, (M irqat), Teebi, Toorpushti, Khattabi, to name a few. The ahadith
are numbered in sequence and appropriate headings and sub-headings are
given.
It has been a reference and guide s ince las t 30 yea rs, it was firs t
published for the scholars, students and layman. Now, its Engl ish translation
is presented to you and we can say without any reservation that there is
no other matching English renderring of Mis hkaat Al-Masaabih and its
explanation. It is an unparralleled book on lessons of hadith fi lled with
precious pearls of the Prophet's ~ say i ngs.
We at Darul-Ishaat, Karachi have done our utmost to meet the needs
of our valued patrons and present to them a book unequalled in getup,
printing, paper and binding.
May Allah accept our effort through His Mercy and Favour. And may
He make it a means of del iverance and an asset in the hereafter for us.

www.darulishaat.com.pk
E-mail : sales@darulishaat.com.pk
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